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Message from the USENIX ATC ’22 Program Co-Chairs

Introduction

Welcome to the 2022 USENIX Annual Technical Conference (ATC). We are excited that, after two years of being virtual due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this year’s conference is held again in person. Because of the ongoing special circumstances, USENIX has adopted a hybrid model with some attendees and presenters connecting remotely.

Similar to last year, ATC 2022 is co-located with OSDI. Our 2021 predecessors have already written extensively about the opportunities and challenges of running two systems conferences at the same time (https://www.usenix.org/sites/default/files/atc21_message.pdf). This year brings the new challenge of running the two co-located events in a hybrid model. We very much look forward to meeting everyone in the systems community whether they attend ATC, OSDI, or both.

The rest of this document provides some insights into the submission and selection process that culminated in 64 accepted works that will be presented at the conference.

Submissions process

We have solicited full length and short papers presenting new and original computer systems work. We adopted a double-blind review process to minimize bias. To further the USENIX mission of bringing together researchers in academia and systems practitioners, we have designated a special Operational Systems Track (OST) category to solicit submissions describing the experiences from deployed systems at “production” scale with real-world data. OST submissions received the same rigorous review process but with different criteria. The submission's novelty bar was lower, and system and organization names did not have to be blinded. Switching submission tracks after the deadline was forbidden.

Authors were requested to provide additional information with their submission. First, we asked whether the paper was a re-submission from prior ATC or some other conference. 65% of the papers were marked as first-time submissions and 45% of the accepted papers were first-time submissions. In case of a resubmission, authors provided a description of what changes they made since the previous submission. The reviewers and the program committee (PC) had access to this information, but they did not know the venue where the paper was submitted or specific review comments (unless provided by the authors).

Prior submission information had no bearing on assigning reviewers.

We also asked the authors to indicate whether they would make an artifact available. 70% of submissions indicated they would, if accepted. With all else being equal, the PC viewed more favorably submissions that would share an artifact over those that did not. As researchers, we need to ensure reproducibility of published works. As members of the USENIX community, we want to provide free and open access to data. The artifact evaluation process, which we instituted this year together with OSDI, provides this assurance.

We received 394 submissions, of which 21 (5%) were in OST and 23 (6%) were short papers. This was about 15% more than the previous year’s submissions, while in-person conference constraints had no bearing on our decisions. Of the 64 accepted submissions, 7 (33% acceptance rate) were in Operational Systems Track and 2 (9% acceptance rate) were short papers.

The main areas of expertise of PC members were Storage (22%), Distributed Systems (20%), Operating Systems (14%), Security (13%), Networking (12%) and Databases (9%). This was a good match to the submissions topics, given the PC was assembled in advance. As only 9% of PC members indicated that Machine Learning is their main expertise, a mismatch with 21% of submissions, we expanded the PC post submission deadline with more machine learning experts and recruited the help of a few expert external reviewers.

Reviewing Process

We proceeded with two double-blind review rounds with the authors’ response after round 2 and before the PC meeting. We sent early rejection notifications to 58% of papers 10 weeks after the initial submission to allow authors a quick turnaround on their resubmission. In the first round, we assigned 3 reviewers per paper, in the vast majority of cases, complementing the expertise with external reviewers as necessary. In the second round, we assigned at least two additional reviewers to the 162 submissions not rejected earlier.

After the authors’ response and an online discussion among the reviewers (with some papers receiving over 20 comments), we pre-accepted 48 papers. We identified additional 39 papers for discussion at the face-to-face (virtual) PC meeting, of which 42% of papers were accepted, and PC members had the opportunity to “revive” papers. Despite having PC members spanning a geographic area of 13 time zones, we conducted the virtual meeting “live”. While the day (and night) was long, with the usual logistical challenges of handling conflicts virtually in break-out rooms, we found that the ability to discuss and calibrate our acceptance criteria during the PC meeting was very important and proved very useful.

Artifact Evaluation Process

For the first time this year, ATC adopted an artifact evaluation process. The process ran jointly with OSDI, led by Anuj Kalia, Neeraja J. Yadwadkar, and Chengyu Zhang. The artifact evaluation committee chairs assembled a committee consisting of 118 members.

The authors of all accepted papers were invited to submit an artifact for an evaluation. 52 out of 64 papers (81%) had done so. 88% of artifacts received an “Available” badge, 76% received a “Functional” badge, and 61% received a “Reproduced” badge. 51% of papers received all three badges (some artifacts were reproduced, but are not available). Only one artifact received no badge.

Additional Observations

Strong papers easily stood out; 36% of the accepted papers received only positive reviews, and an additional 44% had only a single weak-reject initial recommendation. This is also why so many papers were accepted prior to the PC discussion.

The Operational System Track (OST) was intended only for operational systems, especially those deployed at scale. In particular, there was an interest in the experience using these operational systems. Some authors mistook a working prototype for an operational system. While all submissions to ATC are expected to describe working systems, a prototype implementation to gather experimental results is not the same. OST submissions required describing the experience of using the system.

Anonymization rules were not always followed. Only one paper was rejected immediately during post-submission checks for deblinding authors names and affiliations. However, several papers were rejected following the first round of reviews, as authors had a technical report using a similar title or a similar system name. This, in turn, led to unblinding the papers to re-review and the submission rules. Anonymization rules, especially when applied to technical reports, vary from year to year and between conferences. Authors should be extra vigilant when submitting blinded manuscripts.
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ZNSwap: un-Block your Swap
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Abstract

We introduce ZNSwap, a novel swap subsystem optimized for the recent Zoned Namespace (ZNS) SSDs. ZNSwap leverages ZNS’s explicit control over data management on the drive and introduces a space-efficient host-side Garbage Collector (GC) for swap storage co-designed with the OS swap logic. ZNSwap enables cross-layer optimizations, such as direct access to the in-kernel swap usage statistics by the GC to enable fine-grain swap storage management, and correct accounting of the GC bandwidth usage in the OS resource isolation mechanisms to improve performance isolation in multi-tenant environments. We evaluate ZNSwap using standard Linux swap benchmarks and two production key-value stores. ZNSwap shows significant performance benefits over the Linux swap on traditional SSDs, such as stable throughput for different memory access patterns, and 10× lower 99th percentile latency and 5× higher throughput for memcached key-value store under realistic usage scenarios.

1 Introduction

Swap is regaining interest from the academia, industry, and kernel communities [2, 3, 12–14, 42, 43, 53, 54] as SSDs are getting faster with both low-latency NAND and high-speed PCIe interfaces [5, 11, 51]. Swap on SSDs is no longer viewed as a last-resort memory-overflow mechanism, but as a crucial system component essential for effective memory reclamation and high system efficiency [3, 14, 18].

Unfortunately, the broader deployment of SSDs as swap devices is overshadowed by several notable performance issues. One of the key limitations is the system performance degradation as the SSD utilization increases. For example, Figure 1 shows a drastic swap bandwidth drop as the device space usage grows beyond 20%, forcing low space utilization to maintain high performance. In §3 we thoroughly analyze this and other performance issues with swap on SSDs, such as bandwidth variations for different memory access patterns, and poor isolation in a multi-tenant setting.

These performance anomalies have no simple solution. They stem from the inherent mismatch between the easy-to-use block-interface abstraction and the intrinsic flash media properties. In particular, this interface deliberately conceals the absence of in-place updates to flash-based media. Under the hood, updates are written out-of-place to a specifically allocated set of flash blocks (i.e., erase-block). To this end, SSD controllers implement a Flash Translation Layer (FTL), which translates the host-side random writes into sequential writes required by the media, and maintains logic-to-physical mapping for each block. It further entails a device-side Garbage Collection (GC) process to free up erase blocks and reclaim capacity for new writes.

More crucially, this interface decouples the media management from the host-side software stack, so neither the software using the SSD nor the SSD’s management logic have any visibility into each other activities. In the context of swap, this decoupling hinders the OS’s ability to optimize data placement on the device, and the device’s ability to leverage unique characteristics of the swap mechanisms and its usage of the device. For example, the performance degradation observed in Figure 1 is caused by Write Amplification (WA), i.e., the extra data movements performed by the GC. Notably, as we show in §3, the Write Amplification Factor (WAF) (Figure 1, right) could have been reduced if only the GC were aware of the OS-managed validity status of the stored blocks.

Zoned Storage interface for SSDs (ZNS) [4] aims to re-establish the host’s control over key aspects of the storage device management [25]. ZNS opens unique opportunities for cross-layer optimizations that allow novel storage-application co-design simultaneously tailored to the properties of the storage
media and its use by applications [25].
At a high level, ZNS introduces the concepts of zones. Zones disallow in-place updates and require their blocks to be written sequentially. To reclaim the space in a zone it needs to be reset, and new writes can be issued. One important benefit of the ZNS interface over prior attempts to expose flash media control to applications (i.e., raw flash or open-channel SSD [26]), is that it enables host-side storage control without having to deal with low-level media management such as wear-leveling or error correction.
In this work, we introduce ZNSwap, a novel swap subsystem for Linux that explores the advantages of the synergy between the SSD management and the OS swap logic, leveraging the ZNS interface to overcome the swap performance issues with block-interface SSDs. While prior works observed that the direct application control over SSDs can be beneficial in the context of file-systems and its use by applications [25], Linux divides the space on a swap device into memory-page-sized blocks called swap-slots. The OS allocates a new slot for each page being swapped-out. When a page is swapped-in and the utilized swap device capacity is below 50%, Linux keeps the copy of the page both in memory and in the swap. Such pages belong to the swap-cache, with 2.5× lower WAF when compared to traditional swap on Block SSD.

2 Background

OS swap. When a system encounters memory pressure, it selects victim memory pages for eviction to a swap device. The OS unmaps the page chosen for eviction from the page-tables and swaps-out the page, writing it to the swap device.

Linux divides the space on a swap device into memory-page-sized blocks called swap-slots. The OS allocates a new slot for each page being swapped-out. When a page is swapped-in and the utilized swap device capacity is below 50%, Linux keeps the copy of the page both in memory and in the swap. Such pages belong to the swap-cache. The OS evicts swap-cache pages without writing them back to the swap. The swap-slot is freed upon the first write to a swap-cache page, and the page is removed from the swap-cache.

Block SSD space management. The SSD’s FTL maps Logical Block Addresses (LBAs) to the physical data locations...
within erase-blocks on the device. An update to a logical block is implemented by writing the new data to a separate erase-block, and then remapping the host-side LBA to the new block, followed by invalidating the old one. To free space for new writes, a Garbage Collector (GC), executed by the SSD controller, reclaims the invalidated blocks and consolidates the still-valid blocks from multiple erase-blocks to a new erase-block, and then erases the freed erase-blocks. This operation requires over-provisioning (OP) of the flash media in the drive in order to reduce the number of copies during the GC operation.

The device-side GC competes for bandwidth with the user I/O. The relative increase in the amount of data written due to GC vs. the external writes is called a Write Amplification Factor (WAF). The smaller the OP, the higher the WAF and the lower the user-visible performance of the device [34].

Zoned Namespace (ZNS) is a new storage interface for SSDs [25]. A ZNS SSD is organized as a set of logically-addressable zones. Each zone is physically aligned to an SSD’s erase-block size. Reads inside a zone can be random, but writes must be sequential. Writing to a zone can be done via the common write command or through the Zone Append command. The latter works by the host specifying the zone, and the SSD returning the specific write location upon completion, which allows multiple in-flight requests to the same zone [24] (unlike the write command).

Each zone may be either Empty (initial state), Open (after the first write) or Full (no longer writable). The SSD maintains a write pointer to the next logical block for each Open zone. To rewrite a zone, it must be reset, which transitions it into an Empty state. There is a hardware limit on the number of simultaneously Open zones.

3 Motivation

Swap performance is important for data centers. The proliferation of fast flash-based storage revitalized the use of swap as a way to maximize memory utilization and reduce costs. Today, swapping does not serve for sustaining severe memory pressure alone. Rather, swap acts as a memory extension during moderate loads, e.g., to optimize the in-memory balance between file-backed and anonymous memory pages [3].

Thus, the swap performance is becoming increasingly important. Recent works propose to accelerate the swap with dedicated hardware [42]. Linux kernel added optimizations to its memory reclamation mechanism [13]. Alibaba Cloud added a per-cgroup background reclaim mechanism [12] to improve multi-tenancy support in data centers. Facebook introduced swap controls for the cgroupv2 mechanism and used it in the fbtax2 project to improve system efficiency [10].

This trend highlights the importance of swap in modern systems. However, most of the current works focused on the OS logic alone. Here we present a thorough analysis of the Linux swap performance focusing on the interplay between the swap logic and the SSD behavior.

3.1 Performance anomalies of swap on SSDs

3.1.1 GC is not aware of deallocated swap-slots

As shown in Figure 1, the swap bandwidth decreases as the swapped-out data occupies a larger part of the device. In general, this behavior is expected because the GC overheads grow proportionally to the amount of actively updated data. However, the drop should not occur when a device is almost empty (occupied only 10% of its capacity).

The root cause is that the device-side GC is not aware that the OS discards some swapped-out pages and invalidates their respective swap-slots because the OS does not by default notify the SSD. Therefore, the actual occupancy of the swap device is much higher than the one visible to the OS, leading to higher GC overheads.

To cope with this issue, most SSDs implement a TRIM command that allows the OS to hint to the SSD to reclaim the storage of invalidated swap-slots. However, in practice, popular Linux distributions (e.g., Debian, Ubuntu) disable the use of TRIM command for swap [7, 9, 15, 21]. The reasons include TRIM dispatching overheads, the long latency of the TRIM command, and the complexity of supporting asynchronous TRIMs [35, 39, 50, 54, 54].

When TRIMs for swap are explicitly enabled, Linux issues the command once for a batch (cluster) of 512 invalidated swap-slots, to reduce the overheads. Notably, these swap-slots must be contiguous in the LBA address space [1].

To see the performance effect of TRIMs, we run the same random-write vm-scalability benchmark as in Figure 1, but with TRIMs enabled (see §6 for the setup). We measure the swap-out bandwidth and WAF over time as the device is being used to illustrate gradual performance degradation.

Figure 2 shows that TRIMs (512-slot) have negligible effect. This is because the LBA contiguity requirement of TRIM clusters in Linux effectively prevents issuing TRIMs for the majority of the invalidated slots. These results corroborate the note in the swapoff man page [20] that enabling TRIMs often does not improve swap performance.

Finer-grain TRIMs are not effective either. To demonstrate this, we develop a special mechanism that enables TRIMs for small contiguous clusters of eight swap-slots. This is not a practical approach, however, due to its high overheads (see §6.1.1) Figure 2 shows slight performance improvement, but still 2× lower than the maximum bandwidth. Clusters smaller than 8 slots result in a prohibitively high rate of TRIMs, so the SSD cannot keep up with the swap-slot invalidation rate.

Observation 1: TRIMs are not effective at lowering GC overheads for swap.
3.1.2 Swap cache is not aware of GC

We execute the vm-scalability benchmark to perform uniform random reads on a large chunk of memory exceeding physical RAM and measure the swap performance for different values of the swap device utilization. Ideally, we expect the read performance to be independent of the utilization. Instead, Figure 3 shows a 6.9× slowdown and 2.5× WAF above 50% occupancy.

Our analysis shows that this problem occurs due to the way Linux implements its swap-cache. Recall that this cache is comprised of pages that are swapped into memory but the OS still maintains a copy in the swap. When the swap device’s utilization exceeds 50% – a hard-coded static parameter we call swap reclamation cutoff, Linux stops adding newly swapped-in pages to the swap-cache, invalidating their swap-slots immediately. As a result, the swap-out penalty for such pages incurs writing a page to the swap device, rather than discarding them from memory if they were in the swap-cache.

We suggest two possible reasons for this implementation. First, as the swap device gets full, the swap-slot allocation algorithm scans the swap-slot array linearly, which becomes slow [6]. Second, in the context of SSDs, deferring the swap-slot invalidation for in-memory pages effectively increases the device occupancy and eventually reduces performance due to the GC.

Unfortunately, the swap reclamation cutoff establishes a trade-off between the swap-out performance (preferring higher cutoff), and WAF (preferring lower cutoff). To illustrate, we measure the performance of two applications: one performing reads, and the other mixing both reads and writes. This setup aims to show that lower values of the reclamation cutoff are good for write-intensive workloads and bad for read-intensive ones. Higher values mirror this behavior.

We execute vm-scalability configured to use 80% of the swap device’s capacity. Half of the working set fits in RAM. Figure 4 shows the swap-in and swap-out bandwidth and WAF as a function of the swap reclamation cutoff. For random reads, the swap-in performance increases with the reclamation cutoff, as fewer pages need to be written back upon eviction, with all the pages having copies both in the swap and in memory at the extreme. For the mixed workload, the effect of the cutoff is not visible with the default Linux configuration because the performance is low anyway. But with fine-grain TRIMs and higher baseline performance, smaller cutoff values are preferable.

Observation 2: The static reclamation cutoff strives to strike a balance between read and write performance, but instead aggressively prioritizes write workloads when the swap occupancy grows.

3.1.3 GC is not aware of page access pattern

We evaluate the performance of workloads with different memory access patterns using pmbench. We consider two write workloads: with uniform and with skewed access distributions (normal, \( \sigma = \frac{1}{12} \) of the working set size, the default in pmbench). The swap-out bandwidth is 480MiB/sec (maximum for this SSD), and 195MiB/sec (WAF is 2.5) respectively, when using 5% of the swap capacity and 512-slot TRIMs enabled.

This difference stems from the different lifetimes of swapped-out pages. With the skewed distribution of memory writes, there are fewer opportunities for the swap subsystem to find large contiguous clusters of swap-slots to perform TRIMs, whereas uniformly distributed writes result in the swap-slots of similar lifetimes, increasing the chances of finding such clusters. 8-slot TRIMs are better, but the performance is still suboptimal: 324MiB/sec, with WAF of 1.5×.

Observation 3: Swap performance may vary significantly depending on the memory access pattern.

3.1.4 GC is not aware of OS’s performance isolation

Linux’s cgroup mechanism enforces resource isolation among different processes. In particular, it is possible to isolate swap bandwidth via blk-throttle. This is useful, e.g., in container-based virtualized environments to prevent performance interference between containers.
We now evaluate the quality of the performance isolation in a scenario where we expect no interference. We run two processes, each in its own cgroup limited to 300MiB/sec reads and 300MiB/sec writes. One process performs 100% reads and the other executes an equal mix of reads and writes, all uniformly distributed. To prevent any interference the processes are pinned to separate sets of cores, each with its own device queue. The aggregate bandwidth of the SSD does not reach its limit (1GiB/sec).

We expect both processes to achieve their maximum bandwidth allocation. In practice, during the first 20min of the execution (Figure 5) no GC is performed, thus the SSD sustains the cumulative request rate from both processes. When the GC is triggered, the swap-in bandwidth of both cgroups drops. Importantly, the first process performs only reads, and should not have been affected by the GC overheads caused only by the writes of the second process. This behavior stems from the GC’s inability to distinguish between the I/Os from different processes, and the OS’s inability to enforce bandwidth limits on the GC.

**Observation 4: The GC impairs performance isolation dictated by the host OS.**

### 3.2 Opportunities with swap on ZNS

ZNS SSDs provide better control over physical data placement, thereby enabling tighter coupling between the application logic and the device management, and have already been shown to offer new optimization opportunities for production Key-Value-Stores [25]. These results motivate a new GC-swap subsystem co-design that can leverage this coupling to mitigate the performance problems of traditional SSDs discussed above.

**Is ZNS essential for performance?** An important question is whether there is an inherent benefit to using ZNS SSDs over traditional ones, or one can redesign the swap subsystem alone to achieve the same outcome. In other words, can we achieve the performance of ZNS by emulating it on top of a Block SSD?

To answer, we run an experiment on a Block SSD while using a write access pattern that mimics the one enforced by ZNS zones. We run multiple threads, each performing 4KiB logically sequential writes with 1GiB-TRIMs (the size of an erase-block and a ZNS zone on our device). Each thread accesses its own part of a drive, and overwrites the available space, issuing a TRIM for the whole next 1GiB chunk. Multiple threads are used to emulate typical swap behavior.

We run the experiment for different values of device utilization. **Figure 6** shows the results. We observe that the performance starts to decrease when a device is 30% full, drops to a half of the maximum bandwidth at 50%, and degrades down to a quarter at 80%. This is expected because the Block SSD cannot ensure that host-side TRIMs are aligned with physical erase-blocks as the writes from different threads get mixed in the device, even though the host strives to align them at the LBA level. In contrast, the same experiment on ZNS drives maintains full bandwidth no matter how full the device is.

We conclude that the **ZNS interface offers unique advantages that cannot be achieved with traditional Block SSDs.**

**ZNS adoption.** ZNS SSDs are expected to gain broader adoption in the near future. They hold the promise to reduce storage costs as they lower the internal DRAM size requirements, and might help reduce media overprovisioning via application-optimized software stack [25].

While the ZNS interface is not backward compatible with the in-place block interface, there is growing support for ZNS at the file system level. For example, F2FS and Btrfs in Linux can utilize ZNS drives.

These trends motivate us to tailor OS swap for ZNS SSDs.

### 4 Design

ZNSwap addresses three key design goals.

**Resource-efficient Host-side GC.** Reclaiming storage space in ZNS SSDs requires a host-side process akin to a GC that consolidates valid blocks from fragmented zones into new ones, subsequently erasing the freed zones. The primary challenge is in minimizing the memory and CPU overheads associated with the host-GC operation. This is because, unlike the device-side GC, the host-side GC directly competes for these host resources with regular applications. In essence, we need to on-load the GC onto the CPU from the device with minimal costs, thereby enabling its tighter integration with the swap.
These resource constraints preclude direct porting of existing host-side GC implementations. In particular, such implementations commonly maintain large translation tables (FTL) [32, 37], which consume about 1GiB for every TiB of data. The tables are frequently updated by write and GC operations and accessed during reads. Given the typically poor locality of swap-induced I/O accesses [43, 55], these tables have to be resident in host memory. Maintaining the extra level of indirection between logical and physical block addresses appears to be inevitable to allow the host-side GC to move data without affecting the applications using it.

Our host-side GC, znGC, eliminates the need for the extra level of indirection entirely. It takes advantage of the fact that the swapped-out pages are still maintained in their owner’s page tables, and thus stores the relevant kernel reverse mapping metadata alongside the swapped-out page in the SSD. It also avoids I/O overheads to manage the reverse mappings by using the per-LBA metadata region available in NVMe devices as we describe in §§ 4.2 and 5.1.

**ZNGC-OS integration.** The key benefit of ZNGC over device-side GC is the ability to access the information exposed by the OS to optimize the swap I/O performance. For example, ZN GC may consult the OS-maintained swap-slot array to identify OS-invalidated swap-slots and avoid redundant copies without using TRIMs. We explain this and additional optimizations in § 4.3.

**Swap data placement policies.** Swap data placement may have a significant effect on the system performance, but the placement policy may depend on the specific execution environment. For example, a policy to achieve better resource isolation between a pair of processes might prefer storing all the pages of the same process in the same SSD zone. We strive to facilitate the implementation of such policies via a set of APIs that hide the complexity of zone management and ZN GC logic. We explain the API and the policies in § 4.3.

### 4.1 Overview

Figure 7 shows ZNSwap’s main design components. We explain each component and its role using the swap-out path as an example.

After a page to be swapped-out is selected by the OS, it is passed to the ZNS page reclaim 1, which handles the page-table and swap-cache operations 2. In contrast to the original swap logic, it updates the destination location for the swapped-out page after it has been written, as dictated by the ZNS zone- append interface. Before writing a page, the page reclaim module consults the policy manager 3, which determines the destination zone and may guide ZN GC to free certain zones on the device. The policy manager incorporates custom policies that can be tailored to specific system requirements. The zone allocator 4 seamlessly handles Full zones and allocates a new zone when necessary.

The page is then submitted to the block layer 5, which subsequently passes the page to ZNSwap’s I/O manager 6. The I/O manager merges zone-append operations whenever possible, and generates an I/O request containing the page’s data and reverse mapping information used by ZN GC. Finally, the I/O manager hands off the I/O requests to the NVMe driver 7, which writes to the ZNS SSD 8, and updates the reclaim module with the page location on the SSD 9.

### 4.2 ZNGC

ZNSwap’s reclamation mechanism, ZN GC, is tightly integrated with the kernel virtual memory (VM) subsystem. ZN GC runs as a daemon in the kernel and is triggered either when the number of Empty zones is low, or via explicit requests by the ZNSwap policy.

Contrary to Block SSDs, a page moved by ZN GC is assigned a new host-visible address. Without an additional translation layer, ZN GC must update the page tables holding the original page swap-slot to reflect the new location. To this end, ZN GC stores the relevant reverse-mapping metadata alongside the data in the ZNS SSD’s per-LBA metadata region to assist later in updating the page tables. The storage interface (i.e., NVMe) allows to retrieve the metadata together with the respective data block in a single I/O operation. Thus, ZN GC retrieves the metadata to perform the reverse lookup of a given page and then updates the page table(s) that own it.

An important question remains: *which information needs to be stored in the page metadata to guarantee that the reverse mapping remains correct during its lifetime?*

To answer it, we leverage the same main data structures and procedures in the Linux kernel used to implement its reverse mapping scheme (Figure 8).

**Background: Linux memory mapping structures.** Recall that virtual memory pages in a process’ address space belong to virtual memory areas *vmas* that represent virtual memory allocations. *vmas* belong to a processes’ virtual memory...
address spaces (mm_structs), which hold the page table directory (pgd). The physical page descriptor (struct page) holds metadata enabling the reverse mapping. ZNGC stores the same metadata fields in the logical block’s metadata on the SSD.

To locate all page table entries associated with a physical page, the reverse mapping procedure accesses the anon_vma data structure, which is present between each physical page and the virtual memory area (vma) structures that map it¹. The anon_vma structure holds a list of vmas which may map the page and accounts for changes to the virtual mappings of the physical page. The physical page’s descriptor (struct page) does not not directly account virtual mapping changes, rather, the descriptor holds a pointer to the anon_vma in its mapping field.

The mm_structs of each of the vmas that may map the page are accessed, and their page tables are walked to locate the page table entries. To calculate the virtual address used to walk the page tables, the index metadata value along with the vma’s start virtual memory address are used. The physical address corresponding to the physical page we have initialized the reverse mapping procedure is located in the last level page table entries and subsequently returned. Since swapped-out pages do not have a valid physical address in their page table entry, ZNGC returns the entries that hold the swapped-out location of the swap-slot we were performing the reverse mapping procedure.

Since the anon_vma structure is freed when there are no more vmas which may map the page and the anon_vma pointer in the struct page does not change, storing the pointer to the anon_vma as well as the mapping’s offset (index) within the logical block’s metadata on the SSD enables the same functionality as reverse mapping within the kernel.

### 4.3 ZNGC-swap integration

**Physical zone information.** Each zone is associated with a map of swap-slots. The map holds information on the use of each swap-slot, and whether it is valid, or swap-cached (similar to Linux’s swap_map). This information is used by ZNGC during the space reclamation. Note that a swap-slot can be discarded by the OS and ZNGC becomes immediately aware of the change, without using TRIMs as in Block SSDs. ZNGC may decide to reclaim some zones that are mostly free but hold some of the swap cache pages if it runs out of free storage space, making the swap reclamation cutoff parameter in Linux unnecessary.

**Swap-zone abstraction.** Active zones that can be used for swap-slot allocation are exposed via a swap-zone abstraction. A swap-zone is a virtual entity used to hide the complexity of managing physical SSD zones. Swap-zones are backed by Open zones. When an underlying physical zone transitions

---

¹anonymous pages and vmas only

### Table 1: ZNGC policy API.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>void rec_zn(int zn)</td>
<td>Reclaim specified zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void pg_inf(pg_i*, u64 pfn)</td>
<td>Get page statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void vm_inf(vm_i*, u64 pfn)</td>
<td>Get information on VMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void zn_inf(zn_i*, int zn)</td>
<td>Get information on zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void swap_inf(swap_i*)</td>
<td>Get ZNSwap statistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 1: ZNGC policy API.

to the Full state, it is seamlessly replaced by another Open physical zone. The total number of swap-zones is determined by the limit on the number of Open zones in the device.

**ZNSwap policies.** ZNSwap provides an API to facilitate the development of custom data placement and zone reclamation policies. A policy is invoked when the OS swaps-out a page, and its primary goal is to determine which swap-zone the page is written to. If there is a need to reclaim some of the zones, the policy may (asynchronously) invoke ZNGC to do so for a specific set of zones. The policies are implemented in a kernel module. Note that the swap-slot allocation policy operates at the granularity of swap-zones rather than swap-slots to conform to the ZNS interface.

**API.** A policy receives the page frame number (pfn) of the page being swapped-out and returns the swap_zone_id of the swap-zone where the swap-slot should be allocated. Table 1 lists the functions that can be invoked by the policy.

We define three sample policies:

- **per-core policy.** Attempts to assign a swap-zone per-CPU-core. If there are more cores than Open zones, the swap-zones are multiplexed. This mimics Linux’s swap-cluster per core policy and reduces contention on swap-zones.

- **hot/cold policy.** Utilizes a per-page access history bit-vector maintained by the OS and assigns hot and cold pages to different swap-zones.

- **cgroup policy.** Attempts to assign a swap-zone per-cgroup. If more cgroups are available, the swap-zones are multiplexed. If cgroup swap limits are set (max number of swap-slots), the policy will reclaim a zone used by the cgroup whose number of used zones exceeds the limit the most (as zones may contain invalidated swap-slots).

**Example policy.** We use cgroup policy to illustrate the use of the policy API. When invoked, the policy:

1. Selects the destination swap-zone for the cgroup (using
ZNSwap fully adheres to the zoned storage specification, therefore it inherits the specification’s integral benefits. For example, ZNSwap utilizes zone-append operations to enable concurrent writes to sequential-write-only zones, accelerating the swap-out procedure to ZNS SSD by sequentially appending page data.

- **Zoned interface:** ZNSwap fully adheres to the zoned storage specification, therefore it inherits the specification’s integral benefits. For example, ZNSwap utilizes zone-append operations to enable concurrent writes to sequential-write-only zones, accelerating the swap-out procedure to ZNS SSD by sequentially appending page data.

- **ZNS-related host responsibilities as opportunities:** ZNS requires implementing host-side GC, which present new opportunities for WA mitigation, better utilization of the SSD’s capacity for swap-cache pages, and for improving performance isolation.

- **Tight integration of ZNSwap with kernel mechanisms:** utilizing fine granularity information the OS attains per swap-slot enables better synergy between the OS and ZNS SSD.

**Hardware limitations.** The number of possible destination zones for swapped-out pages in ZNSwap’s data placement policies are limited by the number of Open zones the ZNS SSD supports, which is device specific. The limit affects the granularity of the policies’ classifications. ZNSwap is designed to support ZNS SSDs with varying number of Open zones and zone sizes, and abstracts the intricacies of zone management via the swap-zone abstraction (§ 4.3).

ZNSwap also requires the use of the ZNS SSD’s per-block metadata (64B). While per-block metadata is currently supported primarily in enterprise NVMe-SSDs, we believe that it will be a common feature among ZNS-SSDs.

## 5 Implementation

ZNSwap adds support for the zoned-interface model to key kernel mechanisms located in several subsystems. We implemented ZNSwap in Linux 5.12 with 4K LOC2 (CLOC [8]).

### 5.1 ZNS page reclaim

Linux’s reclamation algorithm is incompatible with the zone-append interface because it assumes that the write location of the swapped-out data is known before the write completion. Specifically, the algorithm uses the swap-slot as the key in the swap-cache for the page currently undergoing reclamation. If a page is accessed while it is being written to the swap device, a page-fault is raised, and the kernel locates the page in the swap-cache using the swap-slot entry to remap it.

ZNSwap redesigns the swap-out mechanism not to rely on the pre-acquired swap-slot entry. The main idea is to utilize the dirty bit of the page’s page-table entry to indicate whether the page has been dirtied during the data transfer to the swap device. Write access to such a page does not raise a page-fault since the page is still mapped in the page-table. Rather, we check the dirty bit in the page-table when unmapping it. We provide more details in Appendix A.

### 5.2 ZN GC

We now describe the zone reclamation process in detail. ZN GC first selects a candidate zone from a preselected set of zones supplied by the policy. Given a zone, ZN GC scans through batches of pages until a whole zone is reclaimed. Figure 9 depicts the main stages:

- **Gather.** ZN GC checks the swap-slots in the candidate zone. Swap-slots of the pages currently cached by the swap-cache are removed from the swap-cache and their swap-slots are invalidated. Occupied valid swap-slots are gathered into a pre-allocated array of block IOs to perform device reads. This stage completes when the block IO array is full, or until it reaches the end of the zone.

- **Read.** The occupied blocks IOs containing the read operations are dispatched as a batch of requests to the device. The destination of each read operation corresponds to a page from a pre-allocated page pool. The metadata for each swap-slot is read from the device into a buffer.

- **Write.** Once all read operations are complete, each occupied page from the page pool is examined and assigned a destination zone based on the ZN GC-swap policy. The block IO array is subsequently reused to hold all the pending write requests, which are dispatched as a batch.

---

1. open zones from pg_inf()
2. If the number of free physical zones is below a predefined low watermark (swap_inf()):
   2.1. Selects a victim cgroup whose number of utilized physical zones exceed its allocated swap-slot capacity the most.
   2.2. Iterates over the cgroup’s physical zones (obtained via swap_zone_id from zn_inf() corresponding to the swap-zone allocation of the cgroup) and selects the zone with the least amount of valid slots.
   2.3. Triggers an asynchronous explicit reclaim on the victim zone (rec_zn()).
   2.4. Repeats the procedure until enough zones have been reclaimed (step 2.1).
   3. Returns the destination swap-zone.

- **cgroup accounting.** When a cgroup’s swapped-out data is copied during the ZN GC operation, ZN GC’s bandwidth is accounted as part of the cgroup’s total bandwidth to the device. We do not yet implement the CPU accounting, but this is not critical as ZN GC’s CPU overhead is low as we show in § 6.1.1.
Activate. After the write operations complete, the corresponding swap-slots in the victim’s zone are re-examined. If a swap-slot is still valid and occupied, it is marked as if it resides in swap-cache in both victim and destination zones, to indicate to other kernel procedures that these swap-slots are currently in use. The page-table entries corresponding to the victim swap-slots are subsequently remapped to hold the destination swap-slots with the help of the reverse mapping information obtained from the metadata (mapping and index). Finally, the victim swap-slots are cleared. After ZNGC traversal over a zone is complete, the zone is reset.

Concurrent accesses to swapped-out pages undergoing migration trigger a regular swap-in operation. ZNGC will skip the corresponding swap-slot’s migration as the page resides in memory, and will continue with the reclamation of the zone. ZNGC does not perform dynamic memory allocations and is designed to occupy a minimal amount of physical memory (up to 5MiB).

5.3 I/O manager

ZNSwap’s I/O manager adds support for zone-append merges and seamlessly stores the per-page reverse-mapping information into the metadata region of each written LBA.

Zone append merges. ZNGC and the page-out procedures take advantage of the blk plug mechanism to batch together zone-append operations destined to the same zone. We add support for zone-append merges in the block layer by identifying block IOs destined towards the same zone that are waiting to be drained and merge the page-list of each block IO, creating a single block IO request. Once the request has been completed, we iterate over the pages in the request and generate an independent completion notification to each of the merged block IOs with their respective write location, calculated from their offset within the merged block IO and its final location.

Reverse mapping metadata. The I/O manager allocates a DMA-mapped physical page pool for metadata associated operations. The pages serve as a host buffer for the per-page metadata, and act either as a source or target location for append and read I/Os, respectively. The DMA address of the pages is supplied as part of the per-LBA metadata for each command. When serving a swap-out append operation, each LBA stores 16 bytes of metadata for the reverse mapping information of the page (mapping and index).

6 Evaluation

Our evaluation demonstrates the benefits of ZNSwap using ZNS SSDs over the Linux swap using Block SSDs. In particular, we focus on the benefits of integrating the ZNGC with the host OS and the usefulness of ZNGC policies. We note that all our benchmarks perform direct memory accesses only, and impose SSD accesses due to the swap activity. Thus, the actual SSD access pattern might differ from the memory access pattern in the benchmark.

Can ZNS drives be used via compatibility layers? Linux swap does not work on top of ZNS drives, either as a swap-file or a swap partition. Existing Linux device-mappers such as dm-zoned [49] and dm-zap [33] aim to expose zoned devices as regular block devices without any write-pattern constraints but require large mapping structures for indirection. However, they do not currently support ZNS SSDs. Therefore, the only plausible baseline is Linux swap with block SSDs.

Hardware. We use a server with 2 × Intel Xeon Silver 4216 CPU and 512 GiB of memory (2 × 256 GiB DDR4 2933 Hz), with Ubuntu 20.04, Linux 5.12.0. HyperThreading is disabled, the frequency governor is "performance", and "turbo" is disabled to achieve stable results. We use a 1TB production-grade Western Digital ZN540 ZNS SSD and an equivalent 1TB conventional Block SSD (with 7% OP) that uses the same hardware platform and media. Both SSD’s maximum sequential read and write bandwidth is 3.2 GiB/sec and 1 GiB/sec respectively. Random 4 KiB reads and writes reach 1.4 GiB/sec and 1 GiB/sec respectively. For the ZNS SSD, the writeable capacity of each zone is 1077 MiB, and is formatted with the ability to store 64 B of metadata per LBA.

Setup. We configure the swap size to be the size of the system memory (512 GiB) according to the common practice [19]. The remaining capacity on the drives is filled with data. The resulting effective OP of the swap partition in the Block SSD is 12%, therefore we configure ZNSwap to use the same OP.

Before each experiment, the SSD is formatted, followed by a ramp-up until the workload has reached its steady state [17]. Bandwidth and WAF measurements are sampled at 10 min.
We use the standard swap performance benchmarks, \texttt{vm-scalability} \cite{22} and \texttt{pmbench} \cite{58} which allow evaluating the performance of the swap subsystem and the swap device under different memory access patterns.

We rerun several experiments from the Motivation section on ZNSwap, to show how it recovers the system performance for the cases where the standard Linux swap on Block SSDs suffers from the performance anomalies.

6.1 Synthetic benchmarks

We use the standard swap performance benchmarks, \texttt{vm-scalability} \cite{22} and \texttt{pmbench} \cite{58} which allow evaluating the performance of the swap subsystem and the swap device under different memory access patterns.

We rerun several experiments from the Motivation section on ZNSwap, to show how it recovers the system performance for the cases where the standard Linux swap on Block SSDs suffers from the performance anomalies.

6.1.1 Benefits of ZN GC-swap subsystem integration

Swapping without TRIMs. We execute \texttt{vm-scalability} in a 2 GiB memory-limited cgroup. In each experiment, we pre-allocate different amounts of memory to evaluate different levels of the swap device’s capacity utilization. We then perform random writes to that memory (\texttt{case-anon-w-rand-mt}), resulting in random read/writes from/to the swap device. To maximize throughput, we execute 64 threads (\(2 \times n\) the number of available cores). This is the same experiment as in § 3.1.1.

Figure 10 shows the results. ZNSwap immediately observes the OS-managed swap-slot allocation without using TRIMs, and as such only moves the valid pages when running ZNGC. While ZN GC adds overheads to the host, ZNSwap outperforms the Linux swap in all cases but at 10\% utilization due to the device WA being lower.

CPU overheads of ZN GC vs. fine-grain TRIMs with Block SSD. We measure the maximum CPU overhead of ZN GC under 80\% swap device utilization in Figure 10. We observe that ZN GC occupies 15\% of a single CPU core. At 10\% swap device utilization, the overhead drops to a negligible 0.3\%.

In contrast, the CPU overhead for dispatching 8-slot TRIMs is 32\% of a single CPU core with lower swap performance compared to ZNSwap.

Swapping without swap reclamation cutoff. We run the same experiment with read-only and mixed read-write benchmarks as in § 3.1.2 where we established the performance degradation due to the static swap reclamation cutoff in the standard swap. When invoked with ZNSwap, the performance matches the “ideal” line in Figure 4.

6.1.2 Skewed workloads

We run \texttt{pmbench} configured to allocate 320 GiB of memory and perform skewed memory writes with the default normal distribution parameters (\(\sigma = \frac{1}{12}\) of the allocated memory). The distribution directs 80\% of the memory accesses to 20\% of the allocated memory considered “hot”. The other 80\% of the allocated “cold” memory occupies 50\% of the swap capacity. The “hot” pages’ lifetime in swap tends to be shorter than for other pages. In each experiment, we modify the amount of RAM available to \texttt{pmbench} thus varying the proportion of the working set swapped-out from 50\% to 90\%. This allows to vary the swap device utilization without changing the working set size and page access pattern across the experiments.

We compare the baseline with ZNSwap with the per-core policy that ignores the page access frequency, and ZNSwap with the hot/cold policy that strives to group pages with similar access frequencies into the same zone (see § 4.3).

We make two observations. First, ZNSwap achieves the same performance regardless of the access pattern up to 2\times higher bandwidth compared to the baseline for both ZNSwap policies. Second, the hot/cold policy exhibits 15-20\% lower WA compared to the naive policy, even though this benefit is not reflected in the swap-out bandwidth in this workload. Reducing WA is important on its own to achieve a higher device lifetime \cite{31}.

6.1.3 Swap performance isolation in cgroups

We execute two instances of the \texttt{vm-scalability} benchmark, each in a different cgroup. Both cgroup A (CG. A) and cgroup B (CG. B) run with 16 threads. CG. A utilizes 30\% of the swap capacity, and performs random \texttt{writes}, whereas
We stress-test the raw swap-out performance of ZNSwap and writes to not surpass the device's capacity, we force the system to not reusing the same pages, and limiting the number of pages. This is done to achieve the highest performance, stressing the swap software mechanisms.

In contrast, with ZNSwap’s cgroup policy, the bandwidth of the writer process (CG. A) fully absorbs the ZNGC bandwidth overheads because only the data attributed to that cgroup is moved by ZNGC. Note that the sum of the bandwidth used by the swap and ZNGC operations in that cgroup does not exceed the predefined limit. CG. B attains full bandwidth, and it is not affected by the ZNGC bandwidth overheads.

### 6.1.4 Raw swap performance

We stress-test the raw swap-out performance of ZNSwap and its multi-core scaling. We execute vm-scalability to sequentially write (case-anon-w-seq–mt) 500 GiB of data in a contiguous memory region, while limiting the memory size to 2 GiB via cgroup. By choosing the sequential access pattern, not reusing the same pages, and limiting the number of writes to not surpass the device’s capacity, we force the system to avoid using swap-slots thus preventing device-side GC and swap-in operations. This is done to achieve the highest performance, stressing the swap software mechanisms.

ZNSwap exhibits the same performance as the traditional Linux swap, achieving 740 MiB/sec swap-out bandwidth for a single core, and the maximum device bandwidth of 1 GiB/sec with 4 cores (no graph shown).

### 6.2 End-to-end application Benchmarks

We evaluate two popular key-value store servers, demonstrating the benefits of ZNSwap to run large-memory production applications. The throughput and latency we obtain are consistent with those reported for other flash-assisted KVS works [36, 46, 57].

We execute the KV servers on one NUMA node, and the client on the other; hence we set the affinity of both NUMA nodes’ kswapd threads as well as the kznsd thread that executes ZNGC to run on the first NUMA node to co-locate them with the application. Thus, both ZNSwap and traditional Linux swap are allocated the same amount of compute resources which they share with the application threads.

#### 6.2.1 memcached–ETC

We run a memcached key-value store [29] using the mutilate client [45] and Facebook’s ETC benchmark [23]. We evaluate a random-skewed access pattern with 90% of requests accounting for 10% of the keys. Despite this skewness, the distribution of popular keys in the memory is mostly uniformly random because they are scattered across different memory pages. This also dictates random access to the SSD.

We configure memcached to use 32 threads on one NUMA node, and invoke 32 mutilate client threads on the other NUMA node. We load the data to the server until we reach the target swap device capacity utilization. We do not limit the amount of memory available to the server, thus utilizing all memory (from both NUMA nodes) for the workload. For example, 10% swap utilization (51 GiB) implies the total working set of 563GB. We report the 99p latency of the KV store, maximum throughput, as well as the WAF of the SSD.

Figure 12 shows that ZNSwap consistently outperforms Block SSD-based swap in all performance metrics under the evaluated swap device utilization: under 10% swap device utilization ZNSwap exhibits 10× lower 99p latency and 5× higher maximum QPS while not experiencing any WA, as opposed to Block SSD which suffers from a 2.5× WAF. With the added 8 blk. TRIM support for Block SSD, ZNSwap achieves 5× lower 99p, 1.6× higher QPS and 1.1× lower WAF.

#### 6.2.2 redis–YCSB

We use an in-memory redis data store [16] with the YCSB client [27] configured with 50% reads and 50% updates (update-heavy configuration) in a 20-80 hotspot distribution (80% of accesses target 20% of the working set) which is one of the standard options. This memory access pattern induces the same distribution of accesses as we evaluated in § 6.1.2, thereby allowing us to show the application performance impact of the hot/cold placement policy.

redis is executed in cluster-mode consisting of 32 servers—threads, running on one NUMA node in a RAM-limited cgroup. It loads a 320 GiB dataset to the cluster. 64 client threads are spawned on the other NUMA node. Similar to the microbenchmark in § 6.1.2, we vary the amount of available RAM while keeping the working set size constant.
Figure 12: memcached Facebook ETC 99 percentile latency at the highest throughput

Figure 13: redis 20-80 hotspot distribution 50/50 read/write, 99p latency at maximum throughput

Figure 13 shows the 99p latency, throughput and WA for ZNSwap’s per-core and hot-cold policies, as well as Block SSD. Both ZNSwap’s policies outperform Block SSD in all performance metrics. We observe a $1.27 \times$ speedup in throughput and $1.4 \times$ drop in latency with $1.1 \times$ lower WA for ZNSwap’s hot/cold policy compared to the per-core policy.

7 Related work

SSD-friendly swap support. SSDs’ unique characteristics warranted a body of works [48, 54] that aim to optimize swap on Block SSDs. These works modify Linux’s page reclaim policy (similar to CFLRU [52]) to prioritize reclamation of clean pages and reduce device-side GC overheads without modifying the GC itself. In contrast, ZNSwap offers a novel co-design of the host-side GC and the swap mechanisms and achieves its benefits via tighter coupling between them.

Swap on raw flash. Several early works proposed swap to raw flash [38, 41, 47] thereby avoiding GC overheads due to copying blocks of discarded swap-slots. These papers pre-dated the introduction of native TRIM support in SSDs, which was supposed to achieve the same effect. ZNSwap shows that even fine-grain TRIMs are not sufficient, and demonstrates other benefits of the tight coupling with the OS enabled by the host-side GC.

Open-channel SSDs [26] expose a low-level storage management interface, similarly to ZNS. ZNSwap’s main contribution is its study of the benefits of host-side SSD management and swap co-design, not considered in prior works. Further, unlike ZNS, the adoption of OC-SSDs so far has been limited due to poor portability and the complexity of the host-side media control they require, such as media wear-levelling.

Stream-SSDs [40] expose a traditional block interface, and can reduce WA by utilizing hints so the device may attempt to co-locate data with similar lifetimes onto the same erase-blocks. However, Stream-SSDs’ block-interface hinders support for cross-layer optimizations introduced by ZNSwap on ZNS-SSDs, which are key to ZNSwap’s performance gains.

Implementing swap data placement support for Stream-SSDs, akin to ZNSwap’s swap policies, will offer certain benefits in the scenarios where data lifetime can be predicted and data consolidated into a set number of streams, such as hot/cold access patterns (as noted in § 6.1.2). However, under random access patterns, Stream-SSDs would perform similarly to traditional Block SSDs. The performance gains pertaining to ZNSwap’s cross-layer optimizations that aren’t related to data-placement policies (i.e., the elimination of TRIMs) exhibit higher performance gains than data-placement policies, as shown in Figure 10.

8 Conclusion

ZNSwap leverages the recent ZNS SSD interface to enable tight integration of the storage management mechanisms with the swap subsystem. ZNSwap introduces a host-side ZNGC that is co-designed with the swap logic to reduce garbage-collection overheads and improve system performance, while also leveraging the tight coupling with the OS and NVMe metadata interface to avoid the costly flash translation layer in the host. ZNSwap demonstrates significant performance advantages of using ZNS for swap in realist scenarios, paving the way to broader adoption of this new technology.
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A Pageout process

Figure 14 illustrates the operations performed during the pageout process in detail.

Traditional page-out. A candidate anonymous memory page from the inactive-list is selected to be evicted (not recently accessed) and is not in the swap cache, it is assigned a swap-slot entry. The swap-slot entry is used both as the destination of the page in the swap device, as well as its identifier within the swap-cache. After the page has been inserted into the swap-cache and subsequently unmapped from the page tables, the swap-slot entry value is inserted instead. If the page is dirty, it is unmarked as such, the write operation to the swap device initiates, and the page is reinserted into the head of the inactive list.

After the page has been successfully written to the swap device, it is moved to the tail of the inactive list, where it is then removed for the second time and passes through the same conditions as in the first iteration. Finally, the page is freed along with its swap-cache entry.

If the page is accessed during the write to the swap device, it is located in the swap-cache using the swap-slot entry, and will subsequently fail one of the conditions in.

ZNSwap page-out. Apart from sampling the accessed bit in, the dirty bit is sampled, cleared, and stored in the PG_dirty flag of the struct page. The page is then assigned a zone per the defined policy and the append operation to the swap device initiated; the page is then reinserted to the inactive-list. Once the append operation has been completed and the location of the written data retrieved, the page is inserted into the swap-cache. The PG_dirty flag is cleared and the page is moved to the tail of the inactive-list. The page then traverses through and is unmapped from the page tables. If the page has been dirtied since the append operation has initiated, the page-out operation is aborted. The page is finally freed.

Unlike the traditional page-out algorithm, an access to the page while it undergoing write-back to the swap device will not raise a page-fault and subsequently remapped since it is still mapped in the page-tables. Rather, the dirty bit in the page tables is evaluated during the unmapping process, which indicates whether it is safe to free the page or not.
Traditional page-out for regular block devices

Page-out for nameless / zone append block devices

Figure 14: Page-out procedure for inactive pages
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Abstract

Fine-grained deduplication, which first removes identical chunks and then eliminates redundancies between similar but non-identical chunks (i.e., delta compression), could exploit workloads' compressibility to achieve a very high deduplication ratio but suffers from poor backup/restore performance. This makes it not as popular as chunk-level deduplication thus far. This is because allowing workloads to share more references among similar chunks further reduces spatial/temporal locality, causes more I/O overhead, and leads to worse backup/restore performance.

In this paper, we address issues for different forms of poor locality with several techniques, and propose MeGA, which achieves backup and restore speed close to chunk-level deduplication while preserving fine-grained deduplication's significant deduplication ratio advantage. Specifically, MeGA applies (1) a backup-workflow-oriented delta selector to address poor locality when reading base chunks, and (2) a delta-friendly data layout and "Always-Forward-Reference" traversing in the restore workflow to deal with the poor spatial/temporal locality of deduplicated data.

Evaluations on four datasets show that MeGA achieves a better performance than other fine-grained deduplication approaches. In particular, compared with the traditional greedy approach, MeGA achieves a 4.47–34.45× higher backup performance and a 30–105× higher restore performance while maintaining a very high deduplication ratio.

1 Introduction

Chunk-level deduplication [2, 7, 18, 20, 27, 28, 40, 45, 54] has been widely used in backup storage systems to reduce storage costs, but it is limited by its coarse-grained processing granularity (i.e., file/chunk level) and can not completely exploit data workloads' compressibility. To achieve a higher deduplication ratio, fine-grained deduplication [22, 38, 47] is proposed.

Fine-grained deduplication, sometimes previously called "delta compression," not only focuses on duplicate chunks but also removes sub-chunk-level redundancies existing in similar but non-identical chunks, and it has been studied in several use cases [15, 37, 38, 51]. Typically, fine-grained deduplication first duplicates identical chunks, then finds similar base chunks (among non-duplicates), and finally runs delta encoding between the new and base chunks to only store their differences (a.k.a., delta chunks) for space-saving. As a result, fine-grained deduplication could achieve a much higher deduplication ratio than chunk-level deduplication [37]. We use the term fine-grained deduplication, though some previous literature uses the term delta compression to refer to this entire process.

However, fine-grained deduplication's performance is usually much worse than that of chunk-level deduplication because of further reducing data locality. Chunk-level deduplication usually suffers from the poor locality of deduplicated data, which has been mentioned in several previous works [12, 23, 58]. For example, when deduplicating a workload, we only store unique chunks and “share” chunks that appear in stored workloads as duplicates. Because chunks are stored in chronological order, this kind of “sharing” results in duplicate chunks and other unique chunks of this workload being scattered across the storage media, which leads to poor performance when restoring this workload. This problem is aggravated by fine-grained deduplication. It is because fine-grained deduplication introduces delta compression to exploit more compressibility among workloads, so workloads “share”

Figure 1: Performance of MeGA (our approach), FGDedup (a typical fine-grained deduplication approach similar to SDC [53]), CLDedup (a typical chunk-level deduplication approach [23]), and MFDedup (a special chunk-level deduplication approach [58]) on a website snapshot dataset.
more data, decreasing locality, increasing I/O overheads, and leading to worse backup/restore performance.

Generally, different forms of the poor locality caused by delta compression impact backup and restore workflows. In the backup workflow, reading base chunks for delta encoding suffers from poor locality of base chunks (denoted by Reading Base Issue). Specifically, this issue is related to local compression, since consecutive chunks are compressed and must be decompressed together, which makes the compression unit become the I/O unit [6, 25, 44]. Thus, we have to read a compression unit even when only one or a few base chunks are needed, which leads to huge I/O amplification. In the restore workflow, the Fragmentation Issue [12, 23, 53] (that also exists in chunk-level deduplication) is exacerbated by the more complex dependencies in fine-grained deduplicated data. It is caused by a new kind of reference relationship between delta and base chunks, and this new kind of reference relationship further breaks spatial locality in fine-grained deduplicated data. Meanwhile, additional reference relationships between delta and base chunks also lead to a poor temporal locality in fine-grained deduplicated data. During delta decoding, base chunks and delta chunks must both be read, unlike restoring deduplicated data that only requires a single I/O read for a needed chunk, which makes the restore workflow repeatedly access containers to gather delta-base pairs (denoted by the Repeatedly Accessing Issue).

In this paper, we aim to improve these locality issues based on several observations and techniques.

For the Reading Base Issue, we apply a backup-workflow-oriented delta selector to improve the efficiency of reading base chunks in the backup workflow. It is based on an observation that most base chunks are located in a few containers (e.g., 64.1% containers only include 8.31% of the base chunks when running a backup workflow in a studied dataset). According to this observation, our delta selector skips delta compression when base chunks are located in those “base-sparse containers”. Without reading these “inefficient” containers, the efficiency of reading base chunks will be improved.

For the Fragmentation Issue, we propose a delta-friendly data layout, which covers the two-level reference relationships in fine-grained deduplicated data: the chunks–workloads reference relationship (also exists in chunk-level deduplication) and the additional delta–base reference relationship (caused by delta compression). The delta-friendly data layout handles the new dependencies and improves the spatial locality in fine-grained deduplicated data.

For the Repeatedly Accessing Issue, we observe the existence of “Always-Forward-Reference” traversing. It is a special path to traverse restore-involved containers, in which delta chunks always appear before their base chunks. By using this feature and exploiting the asymmetry of the I/O characteristics of storage media, we design a delta prewriting mechanism to deal with the poor temporal locality in deduplicated data, which first prewrites delta chunks to their location in the to-be-restored workload and then reloads them for decoding when later accessing their base chunks.

We propose MeGA, a fine-grained deduplication framework, by using the above techniques to address the Reading Base Issue, Fragmentation Issue, and Repeatedly Accessing Issue. As shown in Fig. 1, MeGA achieves performance close to chunk-level deduplication while preserving fine-grained deduplication’s significant deduplication ratio advantage. The contributions of this paper are threefold:

• We analyzed several forms of poor locality caused by fine-grained deduplication, which leads to additional I/O overhead and poor backup/restore performance.

• We proposed techniques (i.e., the backup-workflow-oriented delta selector, the delta-friendly data layout, the “Always-Forward-Reference” traversing, and delta prewriting) to deal with these different issues caused by the poor locality.

• We proposed MeGA with these techniques to achieve performance close to chunk-level deduplication while preserving fine-grained deduplication’s significant deduplication ratio advantage. Especially, compared with the traditional greedy approach [53], MeGA achieves a 4.47–34.45× higher backup performance and a 30–105× higher restore performance, while maintaining a very high deduplication ratio.

2 Background and Related Works

2.1 Fine-grained Deduplication

Fine-grained deduplication [10, 15, 37, 38, 44, 51] could achieve a much higher deduplication ratio than deduplication alone [9, 11, 17, 19, 21, 32–34, 39]. It focuses on redundancies not only between duplicate chunks but also between similar but non-identical chunks, and finally achieves sub-chunk-level detection as well as byte/string-level elimination.

However, fine-grained deduplication achieves a higher deduplication ratio while introducing additional computation and I/O overhead when applying delta compression between similar chunks. To address these challenges, many previous works have been proposed, and the additional computation overhead has been hugely reduced. For example, Zhang et al. [52] and Zou et al. [57] proposed much faster sketch methods by exploiting the locality in backup streams and content-based sampling, respectively. MacDonald [26] proposed Xdelta for fast delta encoding. Xia et al. [48, 49] and Tan et al. [41] presented chunking-inspired methods to further improve delta encoding/decoding speeds. Zhang et al. [53] extended the rewriting techniques [12, 23] from chunk-level deduplication to fine-grained deduplication to reduce the additional I/O overhead only in fine-grained deduplication’s restore workflow.

Fine-grained deduplication has been employed in many other works. Xu et al. [50] introduced fine-grained deduplication for databases to reduce storage cost. Jain et al. [16] applied the idea of fine-grained deduplication in replica syn-
chronization. Pucha et al. [35], Mogul et al. [30], and Zhou et al. [55] designed a detection mechanism for p2p system, which finds both identical and similar sources to accelerate downloads.

Fig. 2 shows a standard workflow for fine-grained deduplication: 1) Split backup streams into chunks and calculate a fingerprint for each chunk. 2) Check and eliminate duplicate chunks using the fingerprint index. 3) Calculate each unique chunk’s sketches. Super Feature [5, 22, 24, 37] is a typical kind of sketch. It first generates multiple local-sensitive hashes with rolling hashes and linear transformations, and then packs these local-sensitive hashes together into fewer Super Features to detect highly similar chunks. 4) Find similar candidates for unique chunks using a sketch index or cache. 5) If a similar candidate exists, read it as a base chunk, and delta encode the incoming chunk relative to the base, often generating a much smaller delta chunk. 6) All deduplicated chunks are stored in containers in order, and then each container will be compressed. 7) Generate a recipe for a backup stream by recording fingerprints of all needed chunks, including indirectly referenced base chunks.

2.2 Backup Workloads
In backup storage systems [29], workloads usually are a series of backups (i.e., successive snapshots of the primary data), and consecutive backups are usually similar, which has been reported and exploited in many existing studies [13, 47, 52]. Thus, due to the highly redundant nature of the data, backup storage often leverages data deduplication to greatly reduce the size of backups and save hardware costs.

Deduplicated data (i.e., chunks) are usually locally compressed and stored in immutable and fixed-size containers (e.g., 4MB). Containers are compatible with striping across multiple drives in a RAID configuration, and writing in large units achieves the maximum sequential throughput [23].

3 Observation and Motivation
3.1 Challenges
Fine-grained deduplication obtains a higher deduplication ratio than chunk-level deduplication with much worse backup/restore performance, but further fragments data locality. As mentioned in several previous works [12, 23, 58], chunk-level deduplication usually suffers from poor locality because chunks from a workload that are logically consecu-

---

**Figure 2:** The backup workflow of fine-grained deduplication.

**Figure 3:** Restoring a delta chunk in the restore workflow of fine-grained deduplication.

**Figure 4:** I/O overheads in backup and restore workflow.
deduplicated data. It also exists in chunk-level deduplication, but it becomes more serious in fine-grained deduplication. It is because fine-grained deduplication allows workloads to share more similar chunks, but it also produces more references to previously written chunks. Therefore, fine-grained deduplication introduces another kind of reference relationship (i.e., between the base and delta chunks) and no longer only has one kind of reference relationship (i.e., between chunks and workloads). This makes the fragmentation problem more complex since the dependencies of each workload are distributed more widely. Thus, there exists Challenge 2: Delta-base relationships lead to more complex fragmentation problems than deduplication alone. The restore workflow also has Challenge 3: Delta-base dependencies cause poor temporal locality during delta decoding and causes repeated container reads. Without fine-grained deduplication, individual chunks can be read as needed to restore a file, but for fine-grained deduplication, base chunks and delta chunks must both be read. When chunks in a container are used (for unique or base chunks) across long time intervals, the restore workflow needs to alternately and repeatedly access containers to gather delta-base pairs for delta decoding.

Finally, Fig. 4 suggests the seriousness of these challenges. It studies the I/O overheads of a basic fine-grained deduplication system with container I/O when backing up and restoring backup workloads from a WEB dataset (detailed in §5.1), which consists of 100 snapshots of a website. “WriteDeduplicatedData” means I/O for writing deduplicated data in the backup workflow, and “NeededChunks” means I/O for reading needed chunks. “ReadBase”, “Fragmentation”, and “RepeatedlyAccess” map to the above three challenges, respectively. We learn that these three challenges cause huge I/O overheads, and even “WriteDeduplicated” and “NeededChunks” only take about 0.3% and 1.12% of the total I/O in backup and restore workflows.

### 3.2 Selective Delta Compression

As Challenge 1 mentioned, poor locality in reading base chunks causes large I/O overheads in the backup workflow. To this end, we studied datasets and observed that base chunks are not distributed evenly. For example, Fig. 5 gives the distribution of base chunks when backing up the 100th backup in the WEB dataset. Fig. 5(a) suggests that 64.1% of containers include fewer than 30 base chunks, and Fig. 5(b) demonstrates that these containers only hold 8.31% of the total base chunks. We call these containers “base-sparse containers”. Though there are only a few base chunks in these base-sparse containers, when requiring base chunks in one of them, we have to load the whole container from the disk, which causes a significant read amplification.

Thus, these observations motivate us to design a backup-workflow-oriented delta selector, which skips delta compression whose base chunks are located in “base-sparse containers” to avoid reading these “inefficient” containers. Thus, it could reduce the I/O overheads in the backup workflow, and finally greatly improve the backup speed in fine-grained deduplication, which will be evaluated in §5.2.

### 3.3 Delta-friendly Data Layout

For Challenge 2, we use the example in Fig. 6 to discuss the fragmentation problem in fine-grained deduplicated data. Fig. 6(a) lists three backup streams, and Fig. 6(b) suggests the order-based data layout after fine-grained deduplicating these three backup streams. The order-based data layout allocates chunks in containers according to their written order and is widely used in previous works [12,23,37,52]. When restoring a backup, the needed and unneeded chunks are always mixed in this data layout. Consider Container 2 in Fig. 6(b) for example: when restoring the 3rd backup, chunk F is needed while chunks D and E are unneeded, but all of them will be read as a whole container due to container I/O, which causes extra I/O overheads.

Rewriting-like defragmentation approaches could be extended to fine-grained deduplication to alleviate the fragmentation problem [53]. Their mechanisms can be summarised as skipping deduplicating chunks already in sparse containers, but this cannot stop the locality of deduplicated data becoming increasingly poorer as the number of backups increases, which thus makes the restore speed continually decrease [13,23,53].
MFDeDup [58] introduces a lifecycle-based data layout and eliminates the fragmentation problem in chunk-level deduplication. The lifecycle-based data layout classifies chunks into categories according to whether they are always referenced by the same set of consecutive backup workloads (i.e., lifecycles), and stores chunks in the same category together. Lifecycle-based classification of chunks ensures whichever backup workload is to be restored, chunks in any categories are always either all needed together or all not needed together. Thus, reading needed chunks in the unit of categories will never cause unneeded chunks to be read. Generally, MFDeDup only considers one-level simple reference relationships (between chunks and backup workloads), which is the only type of reference relationship in chunk-level deduplication.

However, directly applying this lifecycle-based data layout to fine-grained deduplication is not feasible since fine-grained deduplication introduces an additional kind of reference relationship between delta and base chunks and causes new fragmentation. In the 2nd backup stream, there are two-level reference relationships:

- Between workloads and chunks.
  - i.e., the 2nd backup stream ⇔ {A, B’, C’, H, I, F’, G}
- Between base chunks and delta chunks.
  - i.e., B ⇔ ∆(B); C ⇔ ∆(C); F ⇔ ∆(F)

Therefore, we need a new data layout that considers both kinds of reference relationships to eliminate the fragmentation problem in fine-grained deduplicated data.

We first need a new way to describe chunks’ lifecycles with the additional introduced reference relationship's impacts. Here we define the Necessary Chunks (denoted by NC) of a backup workload as the combination of its directly referenced chunks (i.e., the 1st level) and its indirectly referenced chunks (i.e., the 2nd level). Accordingly, we redefine a chunk’s lifecycle in fine-grained deduplication as which backup workloads’ NCs refer to this chunk, which could cover the two-level reference relationships.

In Fig. 6, we can list the NCs for the three backups:

- NC_Backup1: A, B, C, D, E, F, G
- NC_Backup2: A, B, ∆(B’), C, ∆(C’), H, I, F, ∆(F’), G
- NC_Backup3: A, J, C, H, ∆(H’), I, F, ∆(F’), G, ∆(G’)

In this example, the lifecycle of chunk G is from NC_Backup1 to NC_Backup3, since G is used as a unique chunk for NC_Backup1 & NC_Backup2 and then as a base for NC_Backup3.

After that, we could build a delta-friendly data layout by integrating the second level of reference relationship into the lifecycle management as well. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the delta-friendly data layout consists of categories, which includes several chunks. To clearly present them, we use Cat.(X,Y) to indicate the category, which includes all chunks whose lifecycles are only from NC_BackupX to NC_BackupY. All deduplicated data are classified and sequentially stored in categories according to their lifecycles, which hugely benefits the restore workflow. In this example, NC_Backup1 is composed of

![Figure 7: The delta prewriting mechanism. Here the half shaded chunk is a delta chunk.](image)

Cat.(1,1), Cat.(1,2) and Cat.(1,3); NC_Backup2 is composed of Cat.(1,2), Cat.(2,2), Cat.(1,3) and Cat.(2,3); NC_Backup3 is composed of Cat.(1,3), Cat.(2,3) and Cat.(3,3). When restoring any of these three backups, we can select categories according to the above lists, and all chunks in selected categories are all needed. In this way, the restore workflow never needs to read any unneeded chunks, and the Fragmentation Issue in Challenge 2 could be eliminated.

To simplify the implementation of the delta-friendly data layout, we only deduplicate redundancies between adjacent backups to ensure that chunks’ lifecycles are always consecutive (composed of successive backup streams’ Necessary Chunks), similar to the approach in MFDeDup [58]. This strategy may reduce the total deduplication ratio, but it will not be significant according to several previous works [38, 44, 58], which will be also further studied in §5.4.

### 3.4 Forward Reference and Delta Prewriting

For Challenge 3, we design a delta prewriting mechanism. It relies on two things: (1) The storage media’s I/O characteristics between User Space and Backup Space are asymmetric. Backup Space usually uses HDDs as storage media due to its lower price, while User Space usually uses SSDs or NVMs since better I/O performance is essential for business [58]. (2) When performing a restore, delta-encoded chunks are always accessed before their base chunks, which we call “Forward Reference.”

Fig. 7 shows the basic idea of the delta prewriting mechanism. For each delta chunk, the prewriting mechanism will prewrite it to the offset where it should be after delta decoding in the to-be-restored backup workload (in User Space). And then, when meeting its base chunk later, the prewriting mechanism will read the delta chunk from the prewritten position, decode the delta chunk with the base, and finally write back the decoded chunk to its offset. Through this mechanism, we ensure that when restoring, all restore-involved containers only need to be read only once, which hugely reduces the I/O overheads on Backup Space.

The next issue is how to make the assumption always hold. By studying the data layout proposed in §3.3, we find it is possible to design a special path for traversing restore-involved containers when restoring, in which delta chunks always appear in front of their base chunks. We call it “Always-Forward-Reference” traversing (shortened to
AFR traversing), whose details will be introduced in §4.4.

Due to improved spatial locality (delta-friendly data layout in §3.3) and temporal locality (the AFR traversing and delta prewriting in §3.4) in deduplicated data, the I/O overheads in the restore workflow are hugely reduced. Meanwhile, there exists only sequential I/O to the Backup Space when restoring, which is optimized for HDDs. Finally, the restore speed could be greatly improved, which we evaluate in §5.3.

4 Design and Implementation

4.1 General Description

The overall framework of MeGA is shown in Fig. 8. In general, (1) For the backup workflow, MeGA first runs Chunk-level Deduplication to remove duplicate chunks according to Local-based FP Index, and then, it finds similar matches for unique chunks according to Local-based Sketch Index and selectively applies delta compression using Delta Selector. (2) For the storage organization, MeGA stores and manages the deduplicated and delta compressed data in the Delta-Friendly Data Layout. (3) For the restore workflow, MeGA generates an Offset Hash Table according to the recipe of a to-be-restored workload; then, MeGA accesses all restore-involved containers with AFR Traversing and Delta Prewriting.

Specifically, there are several modules in MeGA:

- **Local-based FP Index** and **Local-based Sketch Index** maintain fingerprints and sketches of each backup workload’s chunks in separate hash tables per backup. They only retain the current and last backup’s tables (similar to some previous works [44, 58]), because MeGA only deduplicates a backup within itself and the previous backup (mentioned in §3.3).
- **Chunk-level Deduplication** first splits the backup stream into chunks with Content-Defined Chunking [31, 46] and then calculates a fingerprint (i.e., SHA1 digest) for each chunk. After that, it detects and eliminates identical chunks with a Local-based FP index.
- **Delta Selector** first generates sketches with the resemblance detection approaches [4, 5, 37, 52, 57] for unique chunks and identifies similar candidates according to the Local-based Sketch index for further delta compression. Then, it delta-encodes chunks unless the referenced bases are in base-sparse containers.
- **Base Cache** holds cached containers to provide base chunks for delta compression in the backup workflow.
- **Delta-Friendly data layout** manages fine-grained deduplicated chunks according to their lifecycles, reflecting which backup workflows require these chunks. As a result, the delta-friendly data layout promises to eliminate the fragmentation problem in fine-grained deduplicated data and reduce I/O overheads in the restore workflow.
- **AFR Traversing** applies “Always-Forward-Reference” traversing on fine-grained deduplicated data in a restore workflow, which guarantees that delta chunks are always accessed before their base chunks and provides the precondition for Delta Prewriting.

- **Delta Prewriting** transfers the random operations from Backup Space to User Space, exploiting the asymmetry of storage media characteristics between the two spaces. This also avoids repeatedly accessing containers when restoring files.
- **Offset Hash Table** is built according to a to-be-restored backup workload’s recipe and provides offsets of chunks (three kinds of chunks: unique, base, and delta) in the to-be-restored backup workload.

Details of each workflow using our proposed key techniques will be introduced in the following §4.2–§4.4.

4.2 Backup Workflow

The backup workflow runs Chunk-level Deduplication and Delta Selector to eliminate duplicate chunks and redundancies among similar chunks, respectively.

**Chunk-level Deduplication.** The chunk-level deduplication step splits the backup stream into chunks with Content-Defined Chunking [31, 46] and then calculates a fingerprint (i.e., SHA1 digest) for each chunk. After that, MeGA detects and removes duplicate chunks according to the Local-based FP Index, as we introduced in §4.1.

**Delta Selector.** Then, the backup workflow runs Delta Selector with the following steps. (1) Delta Selector first combines several successive chunks (from Chunk-level Deduplication) into fix-sized segments (e.g., 20MB). (2) In each segment, Delta Selector generates sketches (i.e., Super Features [22]) for each (unique) chunk, and then tries to find for each chunk a similar chunk as its base chunk with the Local-based Sketch Index. (3) For chunks that have a potential base chunk, Delta Selector records their base chunk’s container ID in a ‘selector table’, which counts the times each container is referenced for base chunks within a segment. (4) Then, Delta Selector observes which containers are rarely referenced (with a threshold) in the ‘selector table’ and considers these containers as ‘sparse-base containers’, which are inefficient to read for base chunks. (5) Finally, for chunks having a similar chunk that is not in sparse-base containers, Delta Selector will run delta compression to calculate and store their differences (i.e., delta chunk) for saving space; For the remaining chunks, they will be directly stored as unique chunks. Base chunks in delta compression are acquired from the base cache, and if a cache miss occurs, the base cache will read related containers.
from disks and add them to the cache.

As a result, Delta Selector could improve the efficiency of reading base chunks and then accelerate the backup workflow. Next, we will introduce how to store these deduplicated data.

### 4.3 Maintaining Delta-Friendly Data Layout

In this subsection, we will introduce how to locate the deduplicated data in the delta-friendly data layout. There are two steps: ① Store the incoming deduplicated data of a new backup in the delta-friendly data layout. ② Process the incoming and previous backups’ deduplicated data to ensure each chunk’s location is consistent with the principle of our delta-friendly data layout.

#### Storing New Fine-grained Deduplicated Data and Data Organization.

For storing fine-grained deduplicated data, we first consider their lifecycles. After running the backup workflow (introduced in §4.2), the fine-grained deduplicated data consists of the latest backup workload’s unique and delta chunks. Since these chunks are only referenced by the latest backup, they should have the same lifecycle, and their lifecycle should be different from previously stored chunks.

Then, considering the definition of the lifecycle and the naming style of categories (shorten to Cat.) introduced in §3.3, these chunks (assuming they are from the n\textsuperscript{th} Backup) should be classified into a new category Cat.(n,n).

Considering the sizes of categories are usually variable, we design a two-level storage organization: fix-sized Containers (e.g., 4MB) and variable-sized Categories. Containers directly hold chunks, and categories hold containers whose chunks have the same lifecycle. For example, Cat.(1,2) could include one or several containers, and each container holds chunks whose lifecycle is from NC_Backup\textsuperscript{1} to NC_Backup\textsuperscript{2}.

#### Data Migration.

After storing fine-grained deduplicated data of the latest backup workload, we should consider updating the data layout to handle the issue that some chunks’ lifecycles are changed. In general, storing a new backup in the delta-friendly data layout only changes the lifecycles of its adjacent backups’ chunks, because MeGA only allows adjacent backups to share common chunks (i.e., MeGA deduplicates a backup within itself and its previous backup). Therefore, these shared chunks’ lifecycles should be extended to the latest backup. Thus, we need to migrate these shared chunks into new categories to match their updated lifecycles, and we call these migrations the maintenance workflow.

An example of the maintenance workflow is shown in Fig. 9. It shows a situation that the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} backups have been stored in the data layout, and the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup is the latest one, whose fine-grained deduplicated data have been stored in Cat.(3,3), as discussed earlier in this subsection. At this time, some chunks located in Cat.(1,2) and Cat.(2,2) are referenced by the 3rd backup (as duplicate or base chunks). Thus, these chunks’ lifecycles newly include NC_Backup\textsuperscript{3} and should be migrated into new categories. In this example, chunks in Cat.(1,2) and Cat.(2,2) will be traversed, and duplicate/base chunks will be migrated into new categories Cat.(1,3) and Cat.(2,3), respectively.

Note that the maintenance workflow (i.e., data migration) only works on related categories and does not involve all categories. As the example in Fig. 9 shows, a maintenance workflow after storing the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup only impacts Column 2. Similarly, the maintenance workflow always runs on one column, and its overhead is also limited (will be studied in §5.6). With support of the maintenance workflow, the delta-friendly data layout is preserved, which benefits restore performance.

#### Features in Migration.

There exist two interesting features when the maintenance workflow involves delta and base chunks. For clarity, here we say Cat.(X,Y) is in Row X, and Column Y, as shown in Fig. 9.

**Feature 1:** base chunks are always in the same or an earlier Row than their delta chunks. It could be easily explained by the example in Fig. 9. For delta chunks of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup (must be in Cat.(3,3)), their base chunks can only be from two sources: ① from the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup itself. In this case, the bases are also in Cat.(3,3), the same Row as the delta. ② from the 2\textsuperscript{nd} backup. In this case, the bases must be migrated into Cat.(1,3) or Cat.(2,3), the earlier Row than the delta.

**Feature 2:** base chunks are always in the same or a later Column than their delta chunks. Here we also take Fig. 9 as an example: When the duplicate chunks in Fig. 9 contain base or delta chunks, there are two cases: ① If a delta chunk is a duplicate of another delta chunk (i.e., “original” chunk is a duplicate of delta-encoded chunk) to the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup and should be migrated, its base must be also migrated as the delta’s dependency, since both of them should be included in NC_Backup\textsuperscript{3}. Therefore, in this case, they will be migrated into the same Column (Column 3). ② If a base chunk is duplicate (i.e., is itself a duplicate) to the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup and should be migrated, its delta will not be migrated, since the 3\textsuperscript{rd} backup does not require this delta chunk. In this case, the base (migrated to Column 3) will be in a later Column than the delta (left in Column 2).

These two features will help to achieve “Always-Forward-Reference” traversing, which will be further used in §4.4.
Table 1: Possible category locations of the corresponding base chunks for the delta chunks in the 2nd backup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delta Chunks’ Positions</th>
<th>Corresponding Base Chunks’ Possible Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cat.(1,2) =&gt;</td>
<td>Cat.(1,2), Cat.(1,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat.(2,2) =&gt;</td>
<td>Cat.(1,2), Cat.(2,2), Cat.(1,3), Cat.(2,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat.(1,3) =&gt;</td>
<td>Cat.(1,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat.(2,3) =&gt;</td>
<td>Cat.(1,3), Cat.(2,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Restore Workflow

As introduced in §4.1, the restore workflow of MeGA relies on AFR traversing and Delta Prewriting. In the beginning, the restore workflow needs to determine which containers are needed for restoring the required backup workload.

**Identifying All Required Containers.** All the required containers could be simply calculated in a delta-friendly data layout. For example, there are n backup workloads stored, and we want to restore a backup \( B_k \). According to the naming style of categories (mentioned in §3.3), all categories whose lifecycles include NC\_Backup \( k \) are required, and they are \( \cup_{j=k}^{f} \cup_{i=1}^{j} \text{Cat.}(i,j), \text{where} 1 \leq i \leq k \leq j \leq n \). For example, when restoring the 2nd backup in Fig. 9, Cat.(1,2), Cat.(2,2), Cat.(1,3), Cat.(2,3) are required.

Then all containers in these categories are the restore-required ones. Benefiting from the delta-friendly data layout, all chunks in these containers are exactly what we need, which avoids reading unneeded chunks when restoring. Next, we present how to traverse them for restoring a workload.

**AFR Traversing.** As mentioned in §4.1, AFR traversing promises that when traversing the restore-involved containers, delta chunks always appear in front of their base chunks. For the example in Fig. 6(c), when restoring the 2nd backup, restore-involved categories are Cat.(1,2), Cat.(2,2), Cat.(1,3) and Cat.(2,3) (according to “Identifying All Required Containers”). In this case, we can achieve AFR traversing with the following order: Cat.(2,2) => Cat.(1,2) => Cat.(2,3) => Cat.(1,3), in which we always meet the delta chunks before their base chunks.

Next, we explore how and why MeGA can achieve AFR traversing, also with the example of restoring the 2nd backup in Fig. 6(c). Consider the two key Features about the relative positional relationship (i.e., the located categories’ Rows and Columns) between the delta and base chunks (learned from §4.3). We can get Table 1, listing all possible positions (i.e., located categories) of delta and based chunks of the 2nd backup. To achieve AFR traversing (accessing delta chunks and then their bases), Cat.(2,2) must be first accessed, which is because the base chunks of Cat.(2,2)’s delta chunks could be in all four categories as shown in Table 1. With similar analysis, we could finally get the previous example path: Cat.(2,2) => Cat.(1,2) => Cat.(2,3) => Cat.(1,3). Additionally, AFR traversing should go through chunks and also containers of each category in reverse order in case there are delta and base chunks in the same category or container, since the delta chunks and we want to restore a backup in Fig. 9, Cat.(1,2), Cat.(2,2), Cat.(1,3), Cat.(2,3) are required.

Finally, MeGA could achieve a much higher restore speed with the benefits of the delta-friendly data layout, AFR traversing and delta prewriting, since it no longer reads unneeded chunks and repeatedly accesses restore-involved containers.

4.5 Discussion

In this subsection, we discuss several features and issues.
Deletion. Different from the order-based data layout, the delta-friendly data layout supports direct deletions without GC. Because MeGA allows workloads to share chunks as duplicate chunks or base chunks, deleting the nth backup only needs to remove its unique chunks. According to the category naming rule, Cat.(n,n) only contains chunks unique to backup n. Thus, deleting the nth backup could be achieved by directly removing this category, instead of the way in the order-based data layout, which first runs logical deletion and later runs garbage collection to reclaim storage space [3, 9, 14].

Delta Prewriting. This mechanism introduces additional I/O on User Space, including prewriting and reading delta chunks. Our observations suggest these issues cause about 5%-10% additional I/O overheads on User Space. Moreover, since delta chunks are usually much smaller than unique ones, we could also introduce a delta cache in memory and prewrite delta chunks into the cache as an alternative solution.

Memory Overhead. Since the size of the base chunk cache (in a backup workflow) is configurable, the other memory overhead of MeGA is mainly from the local-based indexes (in backup workflow) and the offset hash table (in restore workflow). 1 Instead of putting the whole index in memory, MeGA only maintains the index of the last two backups and thus costs less memory, which is similar to some previous work [44, 58]. Moreover, a stream-informed index [56] could also be applied to our local-based index to further reduce memory overhead. 2 The overhead of the offset hash table is related to the number of chunks in a single backup. Some previous works [1, 43] suggest that the majority of single backups were 4–128GB, and for these cases, RAM usage for the Offset Hash Table could be 12.9–445.6MB, which is feasible for a server. To reduce this RAM usage for large backups, we could keep the offset hash table in an on-disk key-value store, but it would require indexing time.

Maintenance’s (i.e., Migrations) Overheads. The Maintenance process in MeGA replaces Garbage Collection (GC) in previous works, and its overhead could be offset since both techniques are offline processes, which will be evaluated in §5.6. Through the Maintenance process, MeGA could achieve direct deletion (to immediately reclaim storage space) instead of logical deletion followed by GC. Besides, the Maintenance process also addresses two interesting issues [36]: knowing how much space will be freed after deletion and estimating the remaining logical space of a fine-grained deduplication system.

Incremental Backups. Although MeGA focuses on full backups (i.e., a full snapshot of primary storage), we present a plan to support incremental backups by generating “virtual” full backups.

When handling an incremental backups, we generate a “virtual” full backup according to the previous full backup’s recipe, and then process the “differences” included in the incremental backup. Specifically, 1 non-modified (i.e., not listed in the incremental backup) parts of the “virtual” full backup are duplicates, and we can directly copy corresponding records from the previous full backup’s recipe to the “virtual” full backup’s recipe; 2 modified (i.e., listed in the incremental backup) parts have potentially new content, and we need to apply fine-grained deduplication. Chunk boundaries need to be recalculated due to the modified data regions, so we could combine the new data with their surrounding duplicate chunks to make up a local stream and run content-defined chunking on this stream to determine new chunks. Then, MeGA could process these chunks normally, and finally record these “modifications” in the “virtual” full backup’s recipe.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Configuration
We perform our experiments on a workstation running Ubuntu 18.04 with an Intel Core i7-8700 @ 3.2GHz CPU, 64GB memory, and a 7200rpm HDD. To better evaluate MeGA, the following five approaches are considered:

- **Greedy**: applying the greedy strategy for fine-grained deduplication, often evaluated as the baseline [44, 53].
- **FGD**: Fine-Grained Deduplication with the Capping rewriting technique [23], which skips some deduplication and delta compression whose duplicate chunks or base chunks are located in a few referenced containers. This is similar to a recent work called SDC [53].
- **CLD**: Chunk-Level Deduplication with the Capping rewriting technique [23], considered as a typical approach of chunk-level deduplication defragmentation.
- **MFD**: Chunk-level deduplication with the previous lifecycle-based data layout, which only deduplicates chunks between adjacent backups [58].

These approaches are implemented according to related papers, and they all follow these common configurations:

- Chunking backups uses FastCDC [46] with the minimum, average, and maximum chunk sizes set to 2KB, 8KB, and 64KB; SHA1 is used for chunk identification.
- Their resemblance detection generates 12 features and 3 super-features as sketches for each unique chunk, as suggested in previous works [22, 24, 37].
- Consecutive chunks are compressed together with ZSTD and stored in containers.
- The delta encoding stage uses Xdelta to calculate differences between unique chunks and its similar candidates, as configuration in previous works [52, 57].
- MeGA only requires a container cache in the backup workflow, and the other four non-trivial approaches require two container caches in both backup and restore workflows. The cache of each workflow totals 512MB. When loading base chunks into the cache, all approaches apply container I/O for fair comparison.

To focus on testing the performance of the deduplication storage side (i.e., running deduplication on HDD media), tested datasets are backed up from User Space (i.e., a
with the parameters for each dataset. The backup speed is calculated by \( \frac{\text{Backup or Restore Time Cost}}{\text{Size of Backup or Restore Workload}} \). Because deduplicated and compressed data is much smaller than their original size and writing to disk takes less time, the backup speed could exceed the disk speed.

With the benefits of the delta selector, MeGA outperforms other fine-grained deduplication approaches (i.e., Greedy and FGD). On the SYND dataset, MeGA reads increasingly fewer containers when processing later backups, which makes MeGA’s backup speed increase. VMS is a virtual machine dataset and its modification style (i.e., trending to change the same region in each backup) makes distribution of base chunks uneven, which makes MeGA0’s performance jittery. Generally, MeGA achieves a 4.47–34.45× higher backup speed than Greedy.

Fig. 11 also suggests a stricter (smaller) capping level in FGD and a stricter (bigger) delta selector threshold in MeGA both accelerate backup speed, due to skipping some potential delta compression and the need to read more base chunks. Note that if delta selector threshold and capping level were strict enough, all delta compression would be skipped. Though the delta selector and the capping rewriting have similar mechanisms, their results are much different due to their different views on container utilization. The capping rewriting is restore-workflow-oriented and focuses on how many needed chunks (all kinds of chunks) are in containers. But the delta selector is backup-workflow-oriented, and only concerns how many base chunks are in containers.

Fig. 12 further studies why MeGA could achieve a much higher backup speed than FGD, which lists the disk access times for acquiring base chunks (within the unit of containers) and average access time cost when storing backup. On the one hand, MeGA has much lower disk access time due to skipping reading “inefficient” containers. On the other hand, MeGA has a lower average access time cost, since it only finds base chunks in adjacent backups and its accessed containers will be located closer. These two efforts ensures MeGA’s better performance.

Note that MeGA achieves similar results with chunk-level deduplication approaches (CLD and MFD) on most datasets. It is because the additional I/O and computation overhead both have been hugely limited by our delta selector and previous computation optimization works, respectively. Besides, SYND is a synthetic dataset and its modified parts are distributed ran-

### 5.2 Backup Speed

The backup speed of five approaches are evaluated and shown in Fig. 11, and the results vary by 5.2% on average in multiple runs. FGD# and MG# represent FGD and MeGA with different parameters (the capping level in FGD and the delta selector threshold in MeGA). The capping level \( L \) indicates that when processing a backup stream segment, containers will be considered as sparse containers except for the \( L \) most referenced (for duplicate or base chunks). Chunks in the segment, whose duplicate or base chunks are in sparse containers, will be processed as unique chunks. A delta selector threshold \( T \) means that when processing a backup stream segment, containers, which are referenced for base chunks less than \( T \) times, will be considered as base-sparse containers. Delta compression in the segment, whose base chunks are in base-sparse containers, will be skipped. Considering that datasets have different characteristics and require different parameters, we optimized the parameters for each dataset. The backup speed is calculated by \( \frac{\text{Backup or Restore Time Cost}}{\text{Size of Backup or Restore Workload}} \). Because deduplicated and compressed data is much smaller than their original size and writing to disk takes less time, the backup speed could exceed the disk speed.

With the benefits of the delta selector, MeGA outperforms other fine-grained deduplication approaches (i.e., Greedy and FGD). On the SYND dataset, MeGA reads increasingly fewer containers when processing later backups, which makes MeGA’s backup speed increase. VMS is a virtual machine dataset and its modification style (i.e., trending to change the same region in each backup) makes distribution of base chunks uneven, which makes MeGA0’s performance jittery. Generally, MeGA achieves a 4.47–34.45× higher backup speed than Greedy.

Fig. 11 also suggests a stricter (smaller) capping level in FGD and a stricter (bigger) delta selector threshold in MeGA both accelerate backup speed, due to skipping some potential delta compression and the need to read more base chunks. Note that if delta selector threshold and capping level were strict enough, all delta compression would be skipped. Though the delta selector and the capping rewriting have similar mechanisms, their results are much different due to their different views on container utilization. The capping rewriting is restore-workflow-oriented and focuses on how many needed chunks (all kinds of chunks) are in containers. But the delta selector is backup-workflow-oriented, and only concerns how many base chunks are in containers.

Fig. 12 further studies why MeGA could achieve a much higher backup speed than FGD, which lists the disk access times for acquiring base chunks (within the unit of containers) and average access time cost when storing backup. On the one hand, MeGA has much lower disk access time due to skipping reading “inefficient” containers. On the other hand, MeGA has a lower average access time cost, since it only finds base chunks in adjacent backups and its accessed containers will be located closer. These two efforts ensures MeGA’s better performance.

Note that MeGA achieves similar results with chunk-level deduplication approaches (CLD and MFD) on most datasets. It is because the additional I/O and computation overhead both have been hugely limited by our delta selector and previous computation optimization works, respectively. Besides, SYND is a synthetic dataset and its modified parts are distributed ran-
with FGD and CLD, MeGA has lower results on both of the datasets. Therefore, MeGA's delta selector causes more reduction in the compression ratio.

Generally, MeGA preserves fine-grained deduplication’s significant advantage by achieving a 1.18–8.73× higher deduplication ratio than chunk-level approaches.

5.5 Overall Performance
The three metrics discussed above are of the most interest to users. Fig. 16 shows the overall performance with different parameters (used in Fig. 11 and 13) from the above section. It is obvious that MeGA significantly improves over other fine-grained deduplication approaches (i.e., FGD and Greedy) on both backup and restore speed while preserving the deduplication ratio advantage of fine-grained deduplication. It reflects the performance improvement that our proposed technology brings. MeGA's advantage is relatively smaller on the VMS and SYN datasets. For VMS, its modification style (i.e., trending to change the same region in each backup) leads to fewer similar chunks, which limits the benefits of fine-grained deduplication, regardless of the approach. For SYN, its modifications are completely random because it is a synthetic dataset, and the locality of base chunks is not as strong as that of other datasets. Therefore, MeGA's delta selector causes more reduction in the compression ratio.

5.6 I/O Overhead in Maintaining Data Layout
In this subsection, we evaluate I/O overheads of maintaining the delta-friendly data layout (shortened to "Maintenance") compared with traditional garbage collection (GC).

Our experiments are based on MeGA and FGD using the median parameters as in Fig. 11 and 13, and MeGA runs maintenance while FGD runs GC. For GC, a container liveness threshold is usually considered to make a tradeoff between more storage space cost and more GC overheads. Here we use three liveness thresholds: 0%, 25%, and 50%, mapping to toleration up to 0%, 25%, 50% invalid chunks in each container, respectively. In order to make the results among different datasets comparable, we measure their time costs. Both approaches retain the last 20 backups; thus GC would
This paper proposes MeGA, a fine-grained deduplication framework, with three techniques: backup-workflow-oriented delta selector, delta-friendly data layout, and AFR traversing with delta prewriting, to address the three issues for different forms of poor locality caused by the introduction of delta compression: reading base chunks, fragmentation, and repeatedly accessing containers, respectively. Evaluations show that MeGA achieves performance close to chunk-level deduplication while preserving fine-grained deduplication’s significant deduplication ratio advantage.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The artifact is source code of a prototype deduplication system for backups that follows the ideas in the paper.

Scope

It could suggest the details and effectiveness of the delta selector, the delta-friendly data layout, the "Always-Forward-Reference" traversing, and the delta prewriting mechanism.

Contents

The artifact is source code of a prototype deduplication system for backups that follows the ideas in the paper. It mainly supports two main operations: (1) deduplicating and storing backup workloads and (2) restoring stored backup workloads.

Detailed manuals are introduced in our GitHub repository. In brief, the artifact supports the two operations with the following two commands.

```
# deduplicating and storing a new backup
./MeGA --ConfigFile=[config file path] --task=write --InputFile=[backup workload] --DeltaSelectorThreshold=[Delta Selector Threshold]

# restoring a stored backup
./MeGA --ConfigFile=[config file path] --task=restore --RestorePath=[path to restore] --RestoreRecipe=[which backup to restore (1 ∼ n)]
```

MeGA generates several outputs when executing. Note that:

1. MeGA includes chunk-level deduplication, delta compression, and local compression. The “total reduction ratio” suggests the benefits from all these parts on a single backup.

2. The “total reduction ratio” simply indicates how many times the size of a single backup has been reduced. For the entire dataset, the user needs to add up the original size of all backups in a dataset and divide it by the "After Compression" of all backups to get the general "Dedup ratio" of the dataset, which is suggested in Figure 15.

3. The backup speed is related to the results in Figure 11.

4. The cache misses and average time cost are related to the results in Figure 12.

5. The arrangement duration is related to the results in Figure 17.

6. The restore speed is related to the results in Figure 13.
Figure 16 is just a general view, and it does not have new results.

Hosting

The source cost is available at https://github.com/Borelset/MeGA (the "ContainerBased" branch).

Requirements

The Artifact has the following requirements.

Hardware Requirement:
- CPUs supporting AVX2 instructions.
- 32GB or larger RAM
- 7200rpm HDD drivers for experiments.
- Another storage device for datasets. (400GB for full evaluations or 100GB for partly evaluations)

Software Requirement:
- isal_crypto [https://github.com/intel/isa-l_crypto]
- jemalloc [https://github.com/jemalloc/jemalloc]
- openssl [https://github.com/openssl/openssl]
- zstd [https://github.com/facebook/zstd]
- Reformat your HDD and deploy an XFS file system, as fragmentation of the file system will affect performance.
Secure and Lightweight Deduplicated Storage via Shielded Deduplication-Before-Encryption
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Abstract

Outsourced storage should fulfill confidentiality and storage efficiency for large-scale data management. Conventional approaches often combine encryption and deduplication based on deduplication-after-encryption (DaE), which first performs encryption followed by deduplication on encrypted data. We argue that DaE has fundamental limitations that lead to various drawbacks in performance, storage savings, and security in secure deduplication systems. In this paper, we study an unexplored paradigm called deduplication-before-encryption (DbE), which first performs deduplication and encrypts only non-duplicate data. DbE has the benefits of mitigating the performance and storage penalties caused by the management of duplicate data, but its deduplication process is no longer protected by encryption. To this end, we design DEBE, a shielded DbE-based deduplicated storage system that protects deduplication via Intel SGX. DEBE builds on frequency-based deduplication that first removes duplicates of frequent data in a space-constrained SGX enclave and then removes all remaining duplicates outside the enclave. Experiments show that DEBE outperforms state-of-the-art DaE approaches.

1 Introduction

Data outsourcing to public cloud storage provides a plausible solution for low-cost, large-scale data storage management in the face of explosive data growths [71]. To defend against data privacy leakage [57], clients require end-to-end encryption, such that their outsourced data be encrypted before being stored in (untrusted) public cloud storage. However, traditional symmetric encryption prohibits cross-user deduplication (i.e., removing duplicate data from multiple clients), since each client encrypts its own outsourced data with a distinct secret key, implying that the encrypted outputs from multiple clients are also distinct.

The literature has numerous studies (e.g., [3, 7, 8, 18, 23, 72, 74, 79]) on how to seamlessly combine encryption and deduplication for secure deduplicated storage in outsourcing, which we collectively refer to as deduplication-after-encryption (DaE). DaE first performs encryption on the outsourced data on the client side for confidentiality, followed by applying cross-user deduplication in the cloud to remove duplicate encrypted data for storage savings. To preserve the identical content after encryption, DaE encrypts data using a symmetric key derived from the content of each chunk (the basic unit of deduplication), such that duplicate original chunks (called plaintext chunks) are always encrypted by the same key into duplicate encrypted chunks (called ciphertext chunks) that are later removed by deduplication.

Despite its popularity, we argue that DaE has fundamental limitations including high key management overhead, incompatibility with compression, and security risks (see §2.1 for details). Since DaE always manages a key for each chunk for encryption before deduplication, it not only unnecessarily generates a huge number of keys for duplicate chunks that will later be removed by deduplication, but also incurs high storage overhead for managing a huge number of keys for all duplicate and non-duplicate chunks [47]. In addition, DaE stores non-duplicate encrypted chunks, whose contents look randomized and have limited room for further space reduction from compression. Furthermore, DaE necessitates deterministic encryption to preserve the deduplication capability on ciphertext chunks. Such a deterministic nature is vulnerable to information leakage through frequency analysis [48, 49].

The limitations of DaE motivate us to explore a simple but unexplored paradigm called deduplication-before-encryption (DbE), which first performs deduplication on the plaintext chunks and then encrypts the remaining non-duplicate plaintext chunks with any key that is independent of the chunk content. A major distinction from DaE is that DbE does not need to manage per-chunk keys for encryption/decryption, and we argue that DbE addresses the limitations of DaE (§2.2). However, DbE remains unexplored in secure deduplicated storage, mainly because the chunks are no longer protected by encryption in deduplication processing, which is carried out in the cloud for cross-user deduplication.

Our insight is that the deduplication process in DbE can be protected with shielded execution [4, 37]. To this end, we present DEBE, a shielded DbE-based deduplicated storage system with performance, storage savings, and security in mind. DEBE builds on Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [41], which provides a shielded execution environment, called an enclave, for secure deduplication processing. A key challenge of realizing DEBE in SGX is the limited enclave space (e.g., up to 128 MiB [36]). Thus, we propose frequency-based deduplication, a two-phase deduplication scheme that can realize secure and lightweight deduplication with the space-constrained enclave. Specifically, DEBE first performs deduplication on the most frequent chunks inside an enclave,
motivated by our observation that the most frequent chunks often contribute to a large fraction of duplicates in real-world backup workloads (§4.1). It then performs deduplication on the remaining less frequent chunks outside the enclave. With frequency-based deduplication, DEBE has the key advantages of: (i) high performance, as it removes most duplicates in the first-phase deduplication and incurs limited performance overhead for the second-phase deduplication outside the enclave; (ii) high storage savings via both deduplication and compression; and (iii) security, as it protects the most frequent chunks (which are more vulnerable to frequency analysis attacks [48]) inside the enclave.

We evaluate our DEBE prototype in a LAN testbed. DEBE achieves significant speedups over state-of-the-art DaE approaches (e.g., \(10.09 \times \) and \(13.08 \times\) speedups over DupLESS [7] in uploading non-duplicate and duplicate data, respectively). In our technical report [81], we also show that DEBE achieves high storage savings (e.g., 93.8% of key metadata storage savings compared with DaE) and reduces information leakage without compromising storage savings (e.g., by 87.7% of the relative entropy over TED [49], while TED incurs a storage blowup). The source code of our DEBE prototype is at: https://github.com/yzr95924/DEBE.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Limitations of Deduplication-after-Encryption

Deduplication is a widely deployed data reduction technique in modern storage [26, 27, 59, 77, 85]. We focus on chunk-based deduplication, which removes duplicates at the granularity of a chunk. Specifically, a deduplicated storage system partitions input file data into chunks. It identifies each chunk by a cryptographic hash (e.g., SHA-256), called a fingerprint, of the chunk content (assuming that fingerprint collisions of distinct chunks are practically impossible [10]). It maintains a key-value store, called the fingerprint index, to track the fingerprints of all existing stored chunks, and stores only the non-duplicate chunks. It also stores a manifest file, called the file recipe, for each file to track all chunks of the file in storage for file reconstruction. In addition, it may further apply compression to remove byte-level duplicates within the non-duplicate chunks for more storage savings [27, 73, 85].

Deduplication-after-encryption (DaE) combines deduplication and encryption for both confidentiality and storage savings. In DaE, a client locally encrypts the plaintext chunks and uploads the ciphertext chunks to the cloud, which then performs deduplication on the ciphertext chunks. One popular cryptographic primitive for DaE is message-locked encryption (MLE) [8], which formalizes that the key for chunk encryption/decryption is derived from the content of each chunk, so that identical plaintext chunks are always encrypted into identical ciphertext chunks for deduplication. An instantiation of MLE is convergent encryption (CE) [3, 18, 23, 72, 74, 79], which derives each chunk’s key based on its fingerprint.

CE is vulnerable to offline brute-force attacks [7], in which an adversary enumerates all possible plaintext chunks to derive their secret keys, attempts to decrypt a ciphertext chunk using each key, and deduces the plaintext chunk if the decryption succeeds. DupLESS [7] defends against offline brute-force attacks in CE via server-aided key management, by deploying a key server that generates the key of each chunk based on a global secret (securely owned by the key server) and the chunk fingerprint. Also, DupLESS implements key generation based on an oblivious pseudorandom function (OPRF) [63] to prevent the key server from learning the chunks or the keys during key generation, and rate-limits the key generation requests from clients to defend against online brute-force attacks, in which a malicious client aggressively issues key generation requests for different plaintext chunks to the key server.

Limitations. DaE is the state-of-the-art paradigm for building secure deduplicated storage systems. However, we argue that DaE suffers from three fundamental limitations.

- **L1 (High key management overhead).** DaE generates one key per chunk, leading to huge overheads for maintaining all chunk-based keys. Also, each client needs to encrypt its chunk-based keys via its own master secret key for protection. Thus, the key storage overhead increases proportionally with the numbers of chunks and clients, and is particularly significant for the workloads with high content redundancy (e.g., backups [77]) as they store only small amounts of non-duplicate data after deduplication. Also, DupLESS [7], which realizes server-aided key management, generates a key for the encryption of each chunk before the chunk is uploaded to the cloud, even though the chunk is a duplicate and is later removed by deduplication. As DupLESS employs OPRF and rate-limiting in key generation (see above), its key generation is shown to be expensive [70]. In short, DaE incurs high key management overhead, both in terms of key storage and key generation.

- **L2 (Incompatibility with compression).** In DaE, the cloud cannot further save additional storage space of non-duplicate encrypted chunks via compression, as encrypted chunks have high-entropy (almost random) contents. While a client may apply compression to the plaintext chunks before encryption and upload the encrypted compressed chunks, this leaks the compressed chunk lengths and introduces security risks [13].

- **L3 (Security risks).** Server-aided key management in DupLESS [7] makes the key server a single point-of-attack. If an adversary compromises the key server and has access to the global secret, it can infer the secret keys of chunks via offline brute-force attacks as in CE. Also, DaE is deterministic by nature and realizes one-to-one mappings between plaintext chunks and ciphertext chunks. An adversary can launch frequency analysis to infer the original plaintext chunks from the frequency distribution of ciphertext chunks in deduplicated storage [48].
2.2 Moving to Deduplication-before-Encryption

Given the limitations of DaE (§2.1), we study an unexplored paradigm, namely deduplication-before-encryption (DbE), for secure deduplicated storage. Its idea is to first perform deduplication on the plaintext chunks to remove duplicates, followed by encrypting the non-duplicate plaintext chunks into ciphertext chunks for storage.

DbE naturally offers several benefits over DaE. First, since deduplication is applied first, DbE can encrypt each non-duplicate plaintext chunk with a content-independent key as in traditional symmetric encryption (§1) without compromising deduplication. This avoids generating and storing per-chunk content-derived keys and reduces the key management overhead (i.e., L1 addressed). Second, DbE can apply compression to the non-duplicate plaintext chunks after deduplication for further storage savings, followed by encrypting the compressed non-duplicate plaintext chunks (i.e., L2 addressed). Finally, since DbE can perform encryption with a content-independent key, it no longer needs a key server for per-chunk key generation as in DupLESS. This removes the single point-of-attack in the key server (i.e., L3 addressed).

The major challenge of DbE, however, is to decide whether clients or the cloud should perform deduplication, which is no longer protected by encryption. We consider three scenarios:

- Each client maintains a local fingerprint index for its own plaintext chunks. It encrypts the non-duplicate plaintext chunks and uploads the ciphertext chunks to the cloud. However, this approach prohibits cross-user deduplication.
- The cloud maintains a global fingerprint index to track the stored chunks of all clients. Each client first submits the fingerprints of its own plaintext chunks to the cloud to query if they can be deduplicated. It encrypts the non-duplicate plaintext chunks identified by the cloud, and uploads the ciphertext chunks to the cloud. This approach, also referred to as source-based deduplication [35], is vulnerable to side-channel attacks [35, 62] since any malicious client can infer if some target chunk has already been stored by querying if the target chunk can be deduplicated.
- Each client uploads all chunks to the cloud. The cloud performs deduplication based on its global fingerprint index that tracks the stored chunks of all clients, followed by encrypting the non-duplicate chunks. This approach, also referred to as target-based deduplication [35], hides the deduplication pattern from the clients and is secure against side-channel attacks. However, each client inevitably exposes its plaintext chunks to the cloud.

Thus, DbE remains unexplored in the literature, while existing studies mostly focus on DaE for secure deduplicated storage.

2.3 Intel SGX

In this work, we realize DbE with target-based deduplication and show how we protect DbE via shielded execution. We implement shielded execution using Intel SGX [41]. As our major requirement is to provide a secure memory region for data processing in the untrusted cloud, we conjecture that our design can be supported with other shielded execution technologies (e.g., ARM TrustZone [67] and AMD SEV [2]).

SGX basics. SGX is a set of extended instructions for Intel CPUs to realize a shielded execution environment, called an enclave, in an encrypted and integrity-protected memory region called the enclave page cache (EPC). It ensures confidentiality and integrity for in-enclave contents with hardware protection. It provides two interfaces to interact with untrusted applications outside the enclave: (i) enclave calls (ECalls), which permit applications to safely access in-enclave contents, and (ii) outside calls (OCalls), which allow in-enclave code to issue function calls in applications.

Challenges. Realizing DbE in SGX is non-trivial due to the resource constraints of an enclave. First, the EPC size is limited (e.g., up to 128 MiB [36]). When an enclave has memory usage exceeding the EPC size, it encrypts and evicts the unused memory pages to the unprotected main memory, and decrypts and verifies the integrity of the evicted pages when loading them back to the EPC. This incurs expensive EPC paging overhead [5, 21]. Although recent SGX designs support a large EPC size of up to 1 TiB [44], they provide weaker security guarantees due to the loss of integrity tree protection [28]. Second, both ECalls and OCalls involve expensive hardware operations (e.g., flushing TLB entries [5]) that lead to significant context switching overhead (e.g., around 8,000 CPU cycles per call [66, 78]).

3 Design Overview

3.1 DEBE Architecture

We make a case for DbE by designing DEBE, a shielded DbE-based deduplicated storage system based on Intel SGX [41]. Figure 1 presents the architecture of DEBE; note that DEBE does not maintain a key server as in DupLESS [7] (§2.1). We consider a multi-tenant scenario, in which the clients from different organizations store outsourced data to a cloud storage service (or the cloud in short). DEBE performs target-based deduplication [35] (§2.2) to remove the duplicate data of multiple clients in the cloud. Currently, each DEBE client uploads all its data to the cloud for deduplication. Although a client may apply deduplication to its own data to save upload bandwidth without introducing side-channel attacks [50], our design does not make this assumption.

To prevent the cloud from accessing any plaintext chunks during deduplication processing, DEBE hosts an enclave in the cloud and performs deduplication inside the enclave. To support the multi-tenant scenario, we assume that a trusted third party (e.g., a certificate authority in the public key infrastructure (PKI) [56]) is responsible for the enclave setup. Specifically, the trusted third party compiles the enclave code into a shared object (as a .so file). It distributes the shared object to the cloud, along with its signature for integrity ver-
If the cloud for transmitting the commands of storage operations and (ii) the data channel with the enclave for transmitting the plaintext chunks originated by the client. Currently, DEBE sets up the control channel between a client and the cloud using traditional SSL/TLS authentication. To set up the data channel between a client and the enclave, since the enclave cannot directly access the network socket of the cloud [41], DEBE implements the Diffie-Hellman key exchange to agree on a session key between a client and the enclave (§4.2), and the session key is used to protect the data channel. Note that other key exchange algorithms can be used for session key establishment.

To upload a file to the cloud, a client divides the file data into fixed-size or variable-size plaintext chunks as in traditional chunk-based deduplication (§2.1). It issues an upload request to the cloud through the control channel, and sends all plaintext chunks to the enclave through the data channel. The enclave deduplicates and compresses the received plaintext chunks on a per-batch basis (§4.1), encrypts the remaining non-duplicate compressed chunks into ciphertext chunks, and emits the ciphertext chunks and the file recipe to the storage pool.

To download a file, the client issues a download request to the cloud through the control channel. The enclave then retrieves the file’s recipe and the corresponding ciphertext chunks. Finally, it decrypts the ciphertext chunks and decompresses and returns the plaintext chunks to the client through the data channel.

Practical relevance of DEBE. DEBE focuses on multi-tenant deduplication, which is widely deployed in practice (e.g., Dropbox [24], Druva [25], Cohesity [14], and Memorial [58]) and is shown to achieve higher storage savings than single-tenant deduplication by removing the duplicate data from multiple clients [50, 59, 83]. Existing DaE approaches are also designed for multi-tenant deduplication, while DEBE addresses the limitations of DaE (§2.1). Although DEBE incurs costs due to shielded execution (e.g., the enclave verification fee from a trusted third party), its improvements over DaE approaches (in terms of performance, storage savings, and robustness; see §3.3) provide incentives for a cloud storage provider to use DEBE to provide secure and cost-effective cloud storage services for customers.

3.2 Threat Model
We consider an honest-but-curious adversary that does not modify the system protocol but aims to compromise data confidentiality by identifying the original content of the outsourced data stored in the cloud. The adversary can tap into the cloud and gain access to any data stored in the unprotected main memory of the cloud as well as the ciphertext chunks in the storage pool. It can also eavesdrop on the content of OCalls issued to the unprotected main memory (e.g., the parameters and untrusted functions used by OCalls).

Our threat model assumes that the enclave is trusted and reliable; its authenticity is verified by remote attestation [41] when it is created (§3.1). Any denial-of-service or side-channel attack against SGX is protected by existing solutions [64, 76]. Also, if the adversary has access to a compromised client, then it can access all the plaintext chunks of the client. However, since DEBE performs target-based deduplication (§3.1), the adversary cannot access or infer the plaintext chunks of other non-compromised clients.

3.3 Design Goals
DEBE is designed for clients from multiple tenants (§3.1) to securely outsource their storage management to public cloud storage services. It targets storage workloads with high content redundancy (e.g., backups [77] and file system snapshots [59]) that can be effectively removed by deduplication and compression. DEBE has the following design goals:

- **High performance.** DEBE has significantly lower key management overhead than DaE approaches. It also incurs limited overhead in SGX.
- **High storage savings.** DEBE supports exact deduplication (§4.4), i.e., all duplicates from multiple clients can be removed. It also applies compression to the non-duplicate chunks after deduplication for extra storage savings.
- **Confidentiality.** DEBE preserves the security of DaE by enforcing end-to-end encryption for the plaintext chunks between each client and the enclave, and the plaintext chunks are inaccessible by the cloud provided that the enclave is trusted and reliable (§3.2). DEBE remains secure against offline brute-force attacks in CE (§2.1), without the need of server-aided key management as in DupLESS [7].
- **Robustness over DaE.** DEBE mitigates the single point-of-attack of DaE by eliminating the key server. It also mitigates the information leakage caused by frequency analysis against DaE [48, 49].
non-duplicate chunks being stored, but incurs significant EPC paging overhead due to the limited EPC size (§2.3). Alternatively, managing the full index outside the enclave saves the EPC usage, but incurs expensive context switching due to excessive OCalls for querying the full index (§2.3).

We propose frequency-based deduplication, which performs secure deduplication subject to the resource constraints of the enclave. Our insight is that the frequencies (i.e., numbers of duplicates) of chunks are highly skewed in practical backup workloads, such that a small fraction of chunks can contribute to a large fraction of duplicates. To justify, we conduct trace analysis on five real-world backup traces (see §6.1 for the trace details). We measure the duplicate rate for a subset of input chunks, defined as the ratio between the total size of duplicate chunks derived from the subset of chunks and the total size of duplicate chunks in the whole trace (note that a chunk is said to be a duplicate chunk if its identical copy has already been stored and it can be removed by deduplication). Figure 2 shows the duplicate rate versus the top-percentage of frequent chunks (ranked by their frequencies in descending order). For example, in the VM trace, the top-5% of frequent chunks contribute to a duplicate rate of around 97%. This implies that if we maintain a small fingerprint index to track the top-5% of frequent chunks, we can remove around 97% of duplicate data and achieve high storage savings.

The idea of frequency-based deduplication is to separate the deduplication process based on chunk frequencies. It manages a small fingerprint index inside the enclave to remove the duplicates from the most frequent chunks. It also maintains the full index outside the enclave to remove the remaining duplicates for the less frequent chunks. Frequency-based deduplication addresses both performance and security concerns. For performance, it only manages a small fingerprint index for the most frequent chunks inside the enclave to remove a large fraction of duplicate chunks. Thus, it mitigates the EPC paging overhead. It also reduces the context switching overhead as it only queries the full index outside the enclave via OCalls for a limited fraction of less frequent chunks. For security, since the most frequent chunks are more vulnerable to frequency analysis [48], we remove the duplicates of the most frequent chunks with in-enclave processing only. Thus, an adversary in the cloud cannot readily learn the frequencies of the most frequent chunks, and hence the information leakage caused by frequency analysis is limited.

**Enclave architecture and design roadmap.** Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the enclave in DEBE. Initially, the enclave is bootstrapped with a set of keys and establishes secure data channels with each client (§4.2). Then the enclave tracks the frequency of each plaintext chunk received from the data channel of a client (§4.3). Based on the chunk frequencies, frequency-based deduplication removes the duplicates of the most frequent plaintext chunks and interacts with the full index outside the enclave to remove the duplicates of the remaining less frequent plaintext chunks (§4.4). The enclave performs compression on the non-duplicate plaintext chunks and encrypts the compressed plaintext chunks. Finally, the enclave stores the ciphertext chunks in the storage pool (§4.5).

**4.2 Key Management**

The enclave maintains a set of keys for the secure storage of chunks after deduplication and compression as well as for secure communication with clients.

**Data key and query key.** The enclave maintains two long-term keys, which remain valid throughout the lifetime of the enclave (i.e., the whole duration when DEBE is running): (i) the data key for encrypting and decrypting the compressed non-duplicate plaintext chunks in secure storage, and (ii) the query key for protecting the information of plaintext chunks when querying the full index outside the enclave (§4.4). When the enclave is bootstrapped, it initializes both the data key and the query key via the on-chip hardware random number generator (i.e., sgx_read_rand [42]). Both keys can be periodically renewed via existing approaches (e.g., key regression [30]), without compromising deduplication as DEBE performs deduplication before encryption.

**Session key.** Recall that each client maintains a data channel with the enclave for secure data communication (while maintaining a control channel with the cloud for securely issuing storage operations) (§3.1). Each data channel protects its communication using a short-term session key, which remains valid for a single communication session. It establishes a session key for the data channel using Diffie-Hellman key exchange through the control channel. The session key is kept in the enclave during the communication session of the client, and will be freed after the session is completed (both the control and data channels will be released as well).

**Per-client master key.** The enclave requires each client to
submit a master key through the data channel for each storage request. It uses the master key to protect the file recipes for the client’s files and enforces the client’s ownership of the files. Similar to the session keys, the enclave only keeps the master key of the client for a single communication session and will destroy the master key at the end of the session, so the storage overhead for the master keys is also limited.

4.3 Frequency Tracking
The enclave needs to track the frequencies of plaintext chunks to identify the most frequent and less frequent chunks for frequency-based deduplication. To mitigate the EPC usage (§2.3), the enclave uses a Count-Min Sketch (CM-Sketch) [16] to track the approximate frequency of each chunk with fixed-size space and small errors.

The CM-Sketch is a two-dimensional array with $r$ rows of $w$ counters each. One key design here is to limit the computational overhead of mapping the plaintext chunks to the counters. To do so, our insight is that the chunk fingerprint is computed as a cryptographic hash (e.g., SHA-256 in our case), so we can treat the chunk fingerprint as a random input value and map it directly to a counter without compromising the accuracy of the CM-Sketch. Specifically, for each plaintext chunk $M$, the enclave partitions the fingerprint of $M$ into $r$ pieces. It takes the $i$-th piece modulo $w$ to find one of the $w$ counters, indexed from 0 to $w-1$, in row $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq r$) and increments each of the mapped counters by one; this is in contrast to the traditional CM-Sketch, which maps the input to the counters of different rows using pairwise independent hash functions [16] and hence has extra computational overhead. To estimate the frequency of a chunk, the enclave uses the minimum value of the $r$ mapped counters of the chunk. By default, we configure $r = 4$, $w = 256$ K, and 4-byte counters, so the overall EPC usage of the CM-Sketch is only 4 MiB.

4.4 Frequency-based Deduplication
We present the design of frequency-based deduplication, which removes all duplicate plaintext chunks in two phases based on their estimated frequencies (§4.3).

First-phase deduplication. The enclave maintains a small fingerprint index, called the top-$k$ index, to deduplicate the $k$ most frequent plaintext chunks. We implement the top-$k$ index as a combination of a min-heap and a hash table, as shown in Figure 4. The min-heap differentiates the top-$k$-frequent and less frequent plaintext chunks. It tracks top-$k$ estimated frequencies of the plaintext chunks, such that the root heap entry corresponds to the plaintext chunk with the minimum frequency in the current top-$k$ estimated frequencies. Each heap entry in the min-heap stores a pointer to a hash entry in the hash table. On the other hand, the hash table is used for duplicate detection, as in conventional deduplication. Each hash entry stores a mapping from the chunk fingerprint to a tuple of elements: (i) the pointer to the heap entry (i.e., both the heap entry and the hash entry reference each other), (ii) the estimated frequency of the chunk, (iii) the chunk address (including the container ID and the internal offset within the container; see §4.5), and (iv) the compressed chunk size (i.e., the size of the chunk after compression).

Given a plaintext chunk, to perform the first-phase deduplication, the enclave takes the estimated frequency of the plaintext chunk obtained from the CM-Sketch (§4.3) and the chunk fingerprint as inputs. It first checks against the root heap entry of the min-heap. If the input frequency is smaller than the minimum frequency of the min-heap (i.e., the chunk is a less frequent chunk), the enclave skips querying the hash table for the chunk and proceeds to the second-phase deduplication (see below); otherwise (i.e., the chunk is a top-$k$-frequent chunk), the enclave uses the input fingerprint to look up the hash table. We have the following two cases:

- If the fingerprint is found in the hash table (i.e., the chunk is a duplicate), the enclave updates the frequency in the hash table and adds both the chunk address and the compressed chunk size to the file recipe (§4.5). Since the frequency is updated, it also adjusts the min-heap based on the pointer to the heap entry in the min-heap.
- If the fingerprint is not found in the hash table (i.e., the chunk is a new top-$k$-frequent chunk), the enclave creates a new hash entry in the hash table and inserts a new heap entry containing the pointer to the new hash entry into the min-heap. If the min-heap has already stored $k$ heap entries, the enclave deletes the current root heap entry of the min-heap (with the minimum frequency) and also deletes the corresponding hash entry in the hash table via the pointer stored in the root heap entry. Since the chunk may have already been stored (but not tracked by the top-$k$ index as its frequency is low), the enclave also runs the second-phase deduplication on the chunk and updates the chunk address and the compressed chunk size according to the result of the second-phase deduplication.

We show that the top-$k$ index has low space usage. Suppose that the chunk fingerprint has 32 bytes (a SHA-256 hash), the chunk address has 12 bytes (an 8-byte container ID and a 4-byte internal offset; see §4.5), and the compressed chunk size has 4 bytes. For each top-$k$-frequent chunk, the hash entry additionally stores a 4-byte frequency and a pointer to a heap entry. Since we implement the min-heap as an array, the pointer to a heap entry can be represented as a 4-byte integer array index. Also, the heap entry keeps an 8-byte pointer to a hash entry. Overall, each top-$k$-frequent chunk uses 64 bytes.
We implement the full index as a hash table, in which each with the query key. It then updates the encrypted fingerprint will be decrypted by the query key inside the enclave. Then via an OCall. If the encrypted fingerprint is found in the full index outside the enclave as the EPC size is limited (§2.3). We implement the full index as a hash table, in which each entry stores the mapping from the encrypted fingerprint of a plaintext chunk to the encrypted chunk information (i.e., the chunk address and the compressed chunk size, both of which are encrypted by the query key) of the corresponding ciphertext chunk. Our rationale of encrypting both the fingerprint and the chunk information is to prevent any adversary in the cloud from inferring the plaintext chunks, since the full index is not protected by the enclave.

Given a plaintext chunk, to perform the second-phase deduplication, the enclave deterministically encrypts the fingerprint of the plaintext chunk (not removed by the first-phase deduplication) with the query key (§4.2), so that duplicate plaintext chunks from different clients are always mapped to duplicate encrypted fingerprints for cross-user deduplication. It then queries the full index based on the encrypted fingerprint via an OCall. If the encrypted fingerprint is found in the full index, the OCall returns the encrypted chunk information that will be decrypted by the query key inside the enclave. Then the enclave will update the address and the compressed chunk size into the file recipe (§4.5). Otherwise, if the encrypted fingerprint is new to the full index, the enclave identifies this chunk as a non-duplicate chunk, assigns the chunk an address, compresses the chunk to obtain its compressed chunk size, and encrypts both the address and the compressed chunk size with the query key. It then updates the encrypted fingerprint and the corresponding encrypted chunk information in the full index. Note that the context switching overhead due to OCalls is limited, as a large fraction of duplicates are expected to have been removed by the first-phase deduplication.

Remarks. Traditional efficient indexing techniques for deduplication, such as similarity-based [9] and locality-based deduplication [52] approaches, can also address the limited EPC size by loading only a portion of the full index into the enclave. However, they only achieve near-exact deduplication (i.e., some duplicates cannot be removed), while DEBE can achieve exact deduplication (§3.3).

Note that the CM-Sketch may overestimate the chunk frequencies as multiple chunks can be mapped to the same counts (§4.3). Thus, the enclave may track some less frequent chunks in the top-k index. Nevertheless, it does not affect the storage savings from deduplication, as the full index still tracks all currently stored non-duplicate chunks.

4.5 Storage Management

Container storage. DEBE manages physical chunks in fixed-size containers to mitigate disk I/O costs [51]. The enclave performs compression on the non-duplicate plaintext chunks after deduplication, and encrypts the compressed non-duplicate plaintext chunks into ciphertext chunks with the data key. It writes each ciphertext chunk, together with an initialization vector (IV) (§5), into an in-memory container inside the enclave. When the in-memory container is full, the enclave emits it to persistent storage in the cloud. Note that DEBE only stores an IV (of size 16 bytes in AES-256) for each non-duplicate ciphertext chunk after deduplication, while DaE approaches store an encrypted key (of size 32 bytes in AES-256) for each ciphertext chunk before deduplication and incurs substantial key storage overhead when there exist many duplicate chunks (§2.1).

Also, the enclave creates and manages the file recipe for each uploaded file. Each entry in the file recipe keeps the chunk address and the compressed chunk size of each ciphertext chunk of the file. Note that when the enclave adds entries to the file recipe, it does not need to perform compression for the duplicate chunk to obtain its compressed chunk size, since the compressed chunk size has been stored in both the top-k index and the full index. To guarantee the ownership of the file, the enclave encrypts the file recipe by the client’s master key and stores the encrypted file recipe as a regular file. Since the enclave treats containers (each of which contains multiple ciphertext chunks) as the basic I/O units and the chunk size is stored in the file recipe (protected by the per-user master key), DEBE preserves the security of compression as it avoids leaking the lengths of compressed chunks [13].

Downloads. To download a file, the client issues a download request and its master key to the enclave through the secure data channel. The enclave retrieves the file recipe and decrypts the file recipe with the given master key. It then parses the decrypted file recipe to obtain the chunk addresses and compressed chunk sizes. To restore all chunks, the enclave exposes the container IDs of the requested chunks to the cloud to perform I/Os via OCalls. Once the cloud fetches the corresponding containers into the unprotected main memory, the enclave accesses the ciphertext chunks based on their internal offsets and decrypts the ciphertext chunks by the data key. Finally, it decompresses and sends the plaintext chunks to the client through the data channel.
### 4.6 Security Discussion

We discuss the security of DEBE in response to our threat model (§3.2). We focus on two cases.

**Case 1: A snapshot adversary gains one-time access to contents in unprotected memory and storage pool.** DEBE enforces end-to-end encryption for the plaintext chunks between each client and the enclave, and provides semantic security [33] for the ciphertext chunks stored in the cloud. Specifically, it sets up a secure data channel that encrypts all plaintext chunks exchanged between a client and the enclave by a session key. It performs deduplication inside the enclave (that is oblivious to the adversary), and encrypts the non-duplicate plaintext chunks into ciphertext chunks by the data key before the ciphertext chunks are stored. Note that both data-in-transit and data-at-rest encryption operations are based on traditional symmetric encryption, and semantic security is achieved.

**Case 2: A persistent adversary eavesdrops on OCalls in deduplication.** DEBE encrypts both chunk fingerprints and chunk information by the query key inside the enclave before it includes them as the inputs of OCalls for accessing the full index outside the enclave. Thus, even though an adversary can eavesdrop on the OCalls, it cannot infer the original inputs from the OCalls.

One potential information leakage is that a persistent adversary (that stays in the cloud for a long time) can learn the chunk frequencies in the deduplication process, as the enclave maps duplicate plaintext chunks into duplicate encrypted fingerprints when querying the full index. Specifically, the adversary can track the frequency distribution of encrypted fingerprints by monitoring the OCalls, and launch frequency analysis to infer the plaintext chunks. However, DEBE limits such information leakage to the less frequent chunks, which are relatively robust against frequency analysis [48] (for comparisons, DaE leaks the frequencies of all chunks since it is deterministic by nature; see §2.1). Our evaluation shows that DEBE mitigates information leakage more effectively than TED [49], a state-of-the-art approach that trades storage savings for security (see our technical report [81]).

**Remarks.** A powerful adversary may launch frequency-based side-channel attacks by simultaneously compromising a client and the cloud. If it proactively lets the compromised client upload artificial chunks to the cloud and monitors OCalls in the cloud, the adversary could infer chunk frequencies and even identify the most frequent chunks among the clients. While the practical damage caused by such side-channel attacks remains an open question, we can obfuscate the chunk frequency information by perturbing the OCalls patterns (e.g., adding dummy OCalls), at the expense of incurring extra performance overhead.

### 5 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of DEBE in C++ on Linux based on Intel SGX SDK Linux 2.7 [42]. It uses OpenSSL-1.1.1 [65] and Intel SGX SSL [43] for cryptographic operations. Our current prototype contains 17.5 K LoC.

Each client implements FastCDC [80] to realize content-defined chunking, where the minimum, average, and maximum chunk sizes are configured at 4 KiB, 8 KiB, and 16 KiB, respectively. The container size is 4 MiB. We implement Diffie-Hellman key exchange based on NIST P-256 elliptic curve for session key management of the data channel between the client and the enclave. The enclave computes the fingerprints of plaintext chunks via SHA-256 and encrypts each unique plaintext chunk via AES-256 in GCM mode with a random 16-byte IV. Also, it encrypts the fingerprint of each plaintext chunk via AES-256 in CM mode with a 16-byte zero IV to support queries over encrypted fingerprints (as in CryptDB [68]). Both SHA-256 and AES-256 are configured to use (via OpenSSL EVP API) the Intel New Instructions Set for hardware-accelerated operations [39, 40]. We also implement LZ4 [15] for lossless stream-based compression in the enclave for chunk compression after deduplication.

To mitigate context switching overhead of the enclave, DEBE transmits and processes chunks on a per-batch basis (the default batch size is 128 chunks). Also, to speed up downloads, the cloud keeps an in-memory least-recently-used cache (256 MiB by default) to hold the recently accessed containers. For each container access request issued by the enclave (§4.5), the cloud first checks the cache and retrieves the containers from local storage only if they are not in cache.

**Limitations.** DEBE currently does not address crash consistency. We now discuss how to extend DEBE with crash consistency, and pose the implementation as future work.

When a system crash occurs, DEBE would lose its in-enclave contents (i.e., the query key, the data key, the CM-Sketch, the top-\(k\) index, and the in-memory container pending to be persisted into the storage pool). We can extend DEBE to recover the query and data keys, the CM-Sketch, and the top-\(k\) index via sealing, an SGX feature that encrypts in-enclave content for secure out-enclave storage on disk [41]. When the enclave is bootstrapped (§3.1), DEBE stores a persistent copy of both the query key and data key by sealing. Also, it makes periodic snapshots of the CM-Sketch and top-\(k\) index by sealing. To restore the enclave states from a system crash, the cloud re-initializes the enclave by unsealing the keys and snapshots back to the enclave.

To realize crash consistency, we can augment DEBE with write-ahead logging [61] to record updates in on-disk logs before updating the in-memory CM-Sketch and top-\(k\) index. To recover from the data loss of the in-memory container, the enclave can log the IDs of the persisted containers for the currently uploaded file in on-disk logs. If a system crash occurs during the current upload, DEBE can roll back to the state before the upload starts based on the logs. It finally notifies the client to re-upload the file. Note that logging the changes into on-disk logs would incur extra OCalls. To mitigate the context switching overhead of logging, we can
batch multiple logging operations in a single OCall.

We can initialize a new CM-Sketch and a new top-\(k\) index after enclave recovery. This would not affect the storage savings from deduplication, provided that the full index is crash-consistent (e.g., via its implementation in a persistent key-value store) and tracks all currently stored non-duplicate chunks. However, DEBE incurs extra performance overhead, as it cannot learn frequent chunks and hence incurs more OCalls to build the top-\(k\) index from scratch.

6 Evaluation

We deploy DEBE in a local cluster of 11 machines connected with 10 GBE. Each machine has a quad-core 3.4 GHz Intel Core i5-7500 CPU and 32 GiB RAM, and is installed with Ubuntu 16.04. We deploy one or multiple clients, a key server (for DaE only), or a cloud storage backend on distinct machines. The machine for the cloud storage backend is attached with a TOSHIBA DT01ACA 1 TiB 7200 rpm SATA hard disk. By default, DEBE sets \(k=512\) K for the top-\(k\) index and configures the CM-Sketch with \(r=4\) and \(w=256\) K, so as to keep the overall EPC usage within 64 MiB to limit the paging overhead in SGX. Note that we can tune the parameters based on the available EPC size.

We evaluate DEBE using both synthetic and real-world datasets. We summarize our evaluation results as follows.

- **DEBE** accelerates the uploads of non-duplicate and duplicate data of state-of-the-art DaE approaches by up to 10.09× and 13.08×, respectively (Exp#1). Its frequency-based deduplication only takes 5.8-18.4% of the overall upload time (Exp#2). It preserves high performance for multi-client uploads/downloads (Exp#3) and various synthetic workloads (Exp#4).

- For real-world workloads, DEBE achieves 1.17-2.76× speedups over state-of-the-art deduplication alternatives (Exp#5), and preserves high performance in long-term uploads and downloads (Exp#6).

In our technical report [81], we present additional evaluation results and show that DEBE achieves high storage savings and preserves security against frequency analysis.

6.1 Datasets

**Synthetic datasets.** We consider two synthetic datasets for our evaluation. The first dataset, namely SYN-Unique, includes non-duplicate and individually compressible chunks. Specifically, we generate SYN-Unique as a set of 2 GiB compressible files via the LZ data generator [38], which generates synthetic data based on SDGen [34]. The LZ data generator takes two parameters as inputs: (i) a compression ratio, which specifies the compressibility of the generated data, and (ii) a random seed for data generation. We configure the compression ratio as 2 to resemble real-world backup workloads [77], and vary the random seeds to generate distinct synthetic files. We perform chunking on each synthetic file to ensure that its chunks are globally unique over all files. We use the dataset for stress-testing different schemes with non-duplicate chunks.

The second dataset, namely SYN-Freq, includes the original chunks (before deduplication) following a target frequency distribution. We build a synthetic file generator that generates files whose chunk frequencies follow a Zipf distribution as shown by prior work [83, 84]. Our generator takes three parameters as inputs: (i) the number of original chunks, (ii) the deduplication ratio (i.e., the ratio between the original data size and the non-duplicate data size), and (iii) the Zipfian constant (a larger constant implies higher skewness). To generate a synthetic file, we prepare a set of non-duplicate 48-bit fingerprints based on the expected number of non-duplicate chunks (i.e., the number of original chunks divided by the deduplication ratio). We assign each fingerprint with a compression ratio based on the normal distribution with a mean of 2 and a variance of 0.25 [46, 77]. To generate each original chunk, we sample its fingerprint from the fingerprint set based on the target Zipf distribution, and construct its content using the LZ data generator [38] with the compression ratio and fingerprint (as the random seed) as inputs. Finally, we generate the SYN-Freq dataset as a set of synthetic files, each of which contains 13,107,200 8-KiB original chunks (i.e., 100 GiB) and a deduplication ratio of \(5\times\). The number of non-duplicate chunks is large enough that only a subset of non-duplicate chunks can be tracked by the top-\(k\) index.

**Real-world datasets.** We consider five real-world datasets of backup workloads, which are also used in previous studies for trace-driven evaluation [49, 50, 69, 70, 80, 86]:

- **DOCKER**: docker snapshots (from v4.1.0 to v7.0.0) of Couchbase [17] from Docker Hub [22];
- **LINUX**: snapshots (from stable versions between v2.6.13 and v5.9) of Linux source code [54], in which each snapshot is stored in the mttar format [53];
- **FSL**: home directory snapshots [29], among which we select 42 snapshots from nine users in 2013;
- **MS**: Windows file system snapshots [59], among which we select 30 snapshots of size around 100 GiB each; and
- **VM**: virtual machine snapshots [50] collected by ourself.

Table 1 shows the statistics of the five real-world datasets. Previous studies have shown that multi-tenant deduplication can achieve higher storage savings than single-tenant deduplication in FSL, MS, and VM [50, 59, 75]. Given the limited available disk space in our testbed, we sample a subset of snapshots from the original datasets [29, 59] for FSL and MS as in [49]. As FSL, MS, and VM only contain fingerprints, we generate compressible chunk contents as in SYN-Freq.

6.2 Evaluation on Synthetic Data

To examine the maximum achievable performance without disk I/O overhead, we load the synthetic files into each client’s memory before each test and let the cloud store all post-
deduplicated data in memory (we include the disk I/O overhead in the evaluation in §6.3). We report the average results over five runs and include the 95% confidence intervals based on student’s t-distribution (except for line graphs).

**Exp#1 (Overall performance).** We evaluate the upload (download) performance of overall systems. We consider a single client that successively uploads the same 2 GiB file from SYN-Unique twice. The client then downloads the same file. We measure the upload (download) speed of each operation. Our goal is to examine the maximum achievable performance of all schemes for storing all non-duplicate data and all duplicate data. Note that the file size is small here, such that all fingerprints can be tracked in the top-k index in DEBE (we consider large-scale datasets in §6.3).

We compare DEBE with three DaE approaches: (i) **DupLESS** [7], which implements server-aided key management based on OPRF (§2.1); (ii) **TED** [49], which generates the key of each chunk based on lightweight hash computations in the key server; and (iii) **CE** [23], the convergent encryption scheme (§2.1). To study the security overhead of DEBE, we include plain deduplication (Plain), in which the client uploads the plaintext chunks to the cloud for deduplication and compression through a communication channel protected by SSL/TLS. Unlike DEBE and Plain, the DaE schemes (i.e., DupLESS, TED, and CE) do not realize compression due to incompatibility (§2.1). For fair comparisons, we re-implement all baselines based on their original papers under the same implementation setting (§5) in C++.

Figure 5(a) shows the upload speeds. DEBE outperforms all DaE schemes. When uploading non-duplicate data, DEBE achieves 10.09×, 1.42×, and 1.25× speedups over DupLESS, TED, and CE, respectively, by avoiding the generation of chunk-based keys (note that DupLESS has very low upload speeds due to the expensive OPRF operations). Even though DEBE applies compression, its compression overhead is masked by the performance gain over the key generation overhead of DaE. When uploading duplicate data, DEBE becomes more efficient. Its speedups increase to 13.08×, 1.88×, and 1.65× over DupLESS, TED, and CE, respectively, since it avoids performing encryption and compression on the duplicate chunks. Compared with plain deduplication, DEBE only incurs 21.6% and 7.4% performance overhead for the uploads of non-duplicate and duplicate data, respectively.

Figure 5(b) shows the download speeds. All DaE schemes follow the same download paradigm, in which the client retrieves both ciphertext chunks and encrypted chunk-based keys from the cloud, decrypts each key and the corresponding chunk, and reconstructs the original file. Compared with DaE, DEBE incurs 8.5% download speed drop due to the OCalls for moving chunks into the enclave for decryption and de-compression (§4.5). Also, DEBE and DaE have 17.7% and 10.1% download speed drops compared with Plain, respectively, since they perform decryption on retrieved chunks.

**Exp#2 (Upload breakdown).** We study the breakdown of the upload performance. We consider the same scenario as Exp#1 (i.e., a client successively uploads the same 2 GiB file from SYN-Unique twice) and measure the computational time of the client and the enclave in different steps in uploads: (i) **chunking**, in which the client partitions the input file into plaintext chunks; (ii) **transmission protection**, in which the enclave exchanges a session key with the client and decrypts received ciphertext chunks; (iii) **fingerprinting**, in which the enclave computes the fingerprint of each plaintext chunk; (iv) **frequency tracking**, in which the enclave estimates the frequency of each plaintext chunk via the CM-Sketch; (v) **first-phase deduplication**, in which the enclave removes duplicate plaintext chunks via the top-k index; (vi) **second-phase deduplication**, in which the enclave queries the full index via OCalls to remove remaining duplicates; (vii) **compression**, in which the enclave compresses the non-duplicate chunks; and (viii) **encryption**, in which the enclave encrypts the compressed chunks with the data key.

Table 2 shows the results (measured by the computational time per 1 MiB of uploads). In the first upload (i.e., uploading non-duplicate data), fingerprinting is the most time-consuming step since it performs expensive computations on all chunks. On the other hand, frequency-based deduplication (including frequency tracking plus first-phase and second-phase deduplication) takes only 18.4% of the overall time. Note that since the storage is empty before the upload, each non-duplicate chunk is treated as a frequent chunk and examined by both the first-phase and second-phase deduplication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Raw size</th>
<th>Snapshots</th>
<th>Dedup Ratio</th>
<th>Compress Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOCKER</td>
<td>70.2 GiB</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINUX</td>
<td>44.6 GiB</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>3.0 TiB</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSL</td>
<td>3.0 TiB</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>3.9 TiB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristics of real-world datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>1st upload</th>
<th>2nd upload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chunking</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.01 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Protection</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.01 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprinting</td>
<td>2.27 ± 0.04 ms</td>
<td>2.27 ± 0.04 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency tracking</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-phase dedup</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.01 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-phase dedup</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.02 ms</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: (Exp#2) Breakdown of computational time per processing 1 MiB data in two successive uploads.
In the second upload (i.e., uploading duplicate data), all duplicate chunks are removed by the first-phase deduplication and hence the second-phase deduplication is skipped. In this case, frequency-based deduplication takes only 5.8% of the overall upload time.

Exp#3 (Multi-client uploads and downloads). We evaluate DEBE when multiple clients issue upload/download requests concurrently. In addition to the cloud, we deploy 10 machines, with two client instances each, so as to simulate the concurrent uploads/downloads by up to 20 clients. Each client uploads a 2 GiB synthetic file from SYN-Unique to the cloud, and then downloads the same 2 GiB file. We measure the aggregate upload (download) speed as the ratio of the total uploaded (downloaded) data size to the total time all clients complete the uploads (downloads).

Figure 6 shows the results versus the number of clients. The aggregate upload speed first increases with the number of clients and reaches 791.1 MiB/s for 10 clients, followed by dropping to 755.8 MiB/s for 20 clients due to the resource contention in the enclave. The aggregate download speed has a similar trend, and first increases to 870.0 MiB/s and finally drops to 835.7 MiB/s.

Exp#4 (Impact of frequency distribution). We evaluate DEBE on processing the chunks from different frequency distributions. We configure a single client to upload each original chunk of SYN-Freq without chunking, and measure the computational speed of the enclave (i.e., including the steps of Table 2 except chunking).

Figure 7 shows the results for different $k$ in the top-$k$ index versus the Zipfian constant. A larger $k$ implies lower performance for all Zipfian constants, since SGX incurs significant paging overhead when the size of enclave contents is greater than 64 MiB [45]. For example, when the Zipfian constant is 0.8, the computational speeds for $k = 512$ K and $k = 1$ M are 282.5 MiB/s and 147.3 MiB/s, respectively. In addition, the computational speed of the enclave increases in more skewed distribution (i.e., a larger Zipfian constant), since the most frequent chunks contribute more duplicates. This mitigates the OCall overhead of querying the full index.

6.3 Evaluation on Real-world Traces

Exp#5 (Performance of deduplication approaches). DEBE’s key design is frequency-based deduplication, and we compare it with other design alternatives. We consider two state-of-the-art memory-efficient deduplication approaches, namely similarity-based deduplication [9] and locality-based deduplication [52]. Both approaches store a small in-enclave fingerprint index based on the feature of each segment of chunks and perform deduplication by loading a portion of the full index (outside the enclave) into the enclave based on the matched feature. Similarity-based deduplication derives the feature based on the minimum chunk fingerprint of each segment of chunks, while locality-based deduplication generates it by sampling a few fingerprints. As in [9, 52], we choose the segment size as 10 MiB, and the sampling rate of locality-based deduplication as 1/64. While both approaches aim to mitigate disk I/O in plain deduplication, our idea is that they can also be applied to reduce EPC usage, but can only support near-exact deduplication (§4.4).

In addition to the above near-exact deduplication approaches, we include the naive but exact deduplication baseline for comparisons. Specifically, in-enclave deduplication attempts to manage the full index in the enclave; when the full index increases in size and cannot fit into the EPC, it triggers page swapping to evict unused EPC pages to memory. Out-enclave deduplication manages the full index in memory, and detects duplicates by issuing OCalls to the full index. For fair comparisons, we include compression over non-duplicate chunks into all baseline approaches. We upload the snapshots of each real-world backup dataset (§6.1) in the order of their creation times. We measure the computational speed of the enclave as in Exp#4.

Figure 8 shows the results. DEBE generally outperforms all approaches. For example, in FSL, it achieves 1.17×, 1.20×, 1.25×, and 2.76× average speedups over the similarity-based, locality-based, out-enclave, and in-enclave approaches, respectively. The reason is that DEBE avoids the extra computational overhead of compressing and encrypting some duplicate chunks in both similarity-based and locality-based approaches (which perform near-exact deduplication). Also, it performs the first-phase deduplication and filters out many queries to the full index, thereby mitigating the OCall overhead of the out-enclave deduplication. Although in-enclave deduplication outperforms DEBE when the workload size is small (e.g., the first few snapshots in DOCKER and LINUX), its performance drops dramatically in subsequent snapshots due to expensive paging overhead. DEBE manages lightweight data structures (a CM-Sketch and the small top-$k$ index) in the enclave and mitigates the paging overhead.

Exp#6 (Trace-driven upload and download). Unlike in Exp#1, we evaluate the upload and download performance of DEBE based on real-world data. We enable cloud-side disk I/O, upload all snapshots of each dataset, and finally let the client download them on disk. Here, we only compare DEBE with CE, which is the fastest DaE approach. Since FSL, VM, and MS only include the compressible chunks (§6.1), we let the client machine directly upload chunks without chunking.

Figure 9 shows the speeds for uploading and downloading each snapshot in DEBE and CE. The upload speed of
DEBE gradually increases in subsequent snapshots, which include more duplicate plaintext chunks, so DEBE does not need to perform compression and encryption on the duplicate plaintext chunks (removed by deduplication). In contrast, CE is consistently slower than DEBE in uploads, as it performs key generation and encryption for all duplicate plaintext chunks. For example, in FSL, the upload speed of DEBE is 246.5 MiB/s for the first snapshot, and reaches 277.5 MiB/s for the last snapshot. In contrast, the upload speed of CE is 163.5-179.1 MiB/s across all snapshots.

The download speeds of both DEBE and CE are almost the same, since they are throttled by disk I/O. Also, their download speeds decrease across snapshots due to chunk fragmentation [51] (i.e., the chunks of subsequent snapshots become scattered after deduplication), which increases I/O overhead. For example, the download speed of DEBE in FSL is 131.4 MiB/s for the first snapshot, and drops to 95.1 MiB/s for the last snapshot (the download speed of CE is almost the same). Chunk fragmentation can be mitigated via existing approaches [11, 12, 31, 51, 86] and we pose the integration of such approaches into DEBE as future work.

7 Related Work

DaE approaches. Several approaches realize secure deduplication via DaE. In addition to those described in §2.1, some approaches are designed from the security perspectives. Random MLE [1] and iMLE [6] apply non-deterministic encryption to prevent frequency leakage, but they use expensive primitives (e.g., non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs [1], fully homomorphic encryption [6]) that are not ready to be implemented. Liu et al. [55] propose to share keys via a decentralized agreement protocol without relying on a dedicated key server, but it introduces expensive performance overhead of interactions among different clients. TED [49] mitigates frequency leakage with a configurable storage blowup. In contrast, DEBE realizes DbE to address both key management overhead and security issues simultaneously.

SGX meets secure deduplication. SGX has been used in secure deduplication. Dang et al. [20] employ SGX as a trusted proxy to save network bandwidth for secure deduplication. SPEED [19] performs deduplication for computations inside the enclave to improve resource utilization. You et al. [82] leverage SGX to verify the ownership of duplicated data for secure deduplication. SeGShare [32] builds on a server-side enclave for file-based deduplication, but does not consider fingerprint indexing for chunk-based deduplication. S2Dedup [60] uses a server-side enclave to eliminate a trusted key server for key generation, and it performs deduplication outside the enclave via re-encrypting chunks; in contrast, DEBE directly performs deduplication inside the enclave to protect plaintext chunks. SGXDedup [70] leverages SGX to improve the performance of client-side secure deduplication under DaE. Note that the above SGX-based deduplication approaches are still based on DaE.

8 Conclusion

DEBE realizes an unexplored paradigm, deduplication-before-encryption (DbE), for secure deduplicated storage. It builds on SGX and applies frequency-based deduplication to manage a small fingerprint index for most frequent chunks in the enclave. We show that DEBE outperforms conventional deduplication-after-encryption (DaE) approaches in performance, storage savings, and security.
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Our artifact consists of the prototypes of DEBE and all baseline approaches, a trace analysis tool for frequency leakage measurement, and the scripts to run all our experiments in §6. The DEBE prototype is a shielded DbE-based deduplicated storage system that supports secure deduplication via Intel SGX. It supports upload/download operations to allow multiple clients to securely outsource their data storage to the cloud. It applies frequency-based deduplication and implements the designs described in §4.

### Scope

Our artifact can be used to validate our main claim that DEBE outperforms conventional DaE approaches in performance, storage efficiency, and security. Specifically, our artifact can be used to validate the results shown in the figures and tables.
in §6 to support our main claim. In addition, our artifact can be used to run the workloads independent of our evaluation in §6.

Contents

The artifact comprises the following sub-directories:

- ./Prototype, which includes the implementation of the DEBE prototype.
- ./Baseline, which includes the implementation of all baseline approaches (e.g., DupLESS, TED, CE, and Plain) used in Exp#1 and Exp#6.
- ./Sim, which includes a trace analysis tool to measure frequency leakage of CE, TED, and DEBE (see Exp#9 in our technical report [81]).

Also, each sub-directory has a separate README file to introduce the build instructions and usage.

Hosting

Our artifact is available on GitHub. Users can obtain the artifact from the repository https://github.com/yzr95924/DEBE. The version we provided for the artifact evaluation is marked with the atc22ae tag. We encourage the users to use the latest version of the repository, since it may include bug fixes. We also release the traces used in §6. The README file (https://github.com/yzr95924/DEBE/blob/master/README.md) describes the detailed instructions to collect the traces.

Requirements

We developed and evaluated our artifact on a local cluster of 11 machines connected with 10 GbE. Each machine has a quad-core 3.4 GHz Intel Core i5-7500 CPU and 32 GiB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04. We implement DEBE based on Intel SGX SDK Linux 2.7 [42], OpenSSL 1.1.1 [65], and Intel SGX SSL 1.1.1 [43]. The DEBE prototype is written in C++ and compiled by Clang 3.8.0. To validate the basic upload/download operations of DEBE, users need to prepare at least two machines, one of which needs to support Intel SGX to run as the cloud. We recommend users to check the SGX-supported device in https://github.com/ayeks/SGX-hardware.

Note that if the user’s OS version is higher than Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (e.g., Ubuntu 20.04 LTS), it might not be able to install the packages with the same versions as in our paper. Nevertheless, we expect that the impact of using the packages with newer versions would be limited and our prototype can still run correctly.

Workflow

To reproduce the experiments in §6, users can refer to ./Prototype/ae_instruction.md for the detailed instructions.
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Abstract

The secure container that hosts a single container in a micro virtual machine (VM) is now used in serverless computing, as the containers are isolated through the microVMs. There are high demands on the high-density container deployment and high-concurrency container startup to improve both the resource utilization and user experience, as user functions are fine-grained in serverless platforms. Our investigation shows that the entire software stacks, containing the cgroups in the host operating system, the guest operating system, and the container rootfs for the function workload, together result in low deployment density and slow startup performance at high-concurrency. We propose and implement a lightweight secure container runtime, named RunD, to resolve the above problems through a holistic guest-to-host solution. With RunD, over 200 secure containers can be started in a second, and over 2,500 secure containers can be deployed on a node with 384GB of memory. RunD is adopted as Alibaba serverless container runtime to support high-density deployment and high-concurrency startup.

1 Introduction

With serverless computing (Function-as-a-Service), tenants submit functions directly to the Cloud without renting virtual machines, and the cloud provider uses containers to host invocations on-demand [26, 31, 35, 48, 48, 56]. Most cloud providers publish the serverless computing services with the pay-for-use pricing model, such as Amazon Lambda [4], Google Cloud Function [11], Microsoft Azure Functions [13], and Alibaba Function Compute [2].

When hosting function invocations, traditional containers (e.g., Docker, LXC) only provide process level isolation [22, 38], as they are implemented based on Namespace and Cgroup. They cannot prevent privilege escalation, information disclosure side channels, and covert channel communication [20]. To this end, secure containers that achieve the same isolation with the traditional virtual machines are often preferred. MicroVM is for isolation, and the container is for abstraction [30]. Secure container often creates a normal container within the lightweight microVM as shown in Figure 1(a). In such way users can build serverless services based on existing container infrastructure and ecosystem. It ensures compatibility with the container runtime in the MicroVM. Kata Containers [19] and FireCracker [20] provide practical experience in implementing such secure containers.

Figure 1(b) shows the architecture hierarchy of a secure container. In general, the guest operating system (GuestOS) in the microVM and resource scheduling on the host are offloaded to the cloud provider. The rootfs is a filesystem and acts as the execution environment of user code. It is created by the host and passed to the container runtime in the microVM. On the host side, cgroups are used to allocate resources to secure containers, and the CPU scheduler manages the resource allocation. The complex hierarchy of secure containers brings extra overhead.

The lightweight and short-term features of functions make high-density container deployment and high-concurrency container startup essential for serverless computing. For instance, 47% of Lambdas run with the minimum memory specification of 128MB [5] in AWS, about 90% of the applications never consume more than 400MB in Microsoft Azure [49]. Since a physical node often has large memory space (e.g., 384GB), it should be able to host many func-
Our investigation identifies two key factors in secure containers that result in low concurrent startup. First of all, \textit{roofs} either results in unacceptable long latency for writable device provisioning or high CPU overhead under considerable I/O stress, when many containers are started concurrently. Secondly, concurrently starting multiple containers brings a large number of cgroups operations on the host side. However, the cgroup-related operations are serialized in the operating systems. The serialization is due to several mutex locks introduced in the kernel to handle a complex hierarchy of cgroup subsystems. The serial operations slow down cgroups creation for microVMs.

Meanwhile, secure containers amplify the resource overhead of each function, multiply host-side resource consumption with more microVMs, and lower the deployment density. Firstly, for microVMs, the standard Linux kernel is heavyweight for a small-sized memory specification. Secondly, the mainstream block-based solution for container \textit{rootfs} in microVM generates the same page cache in both host and guest, resulting in a duplicated memory overhead. Lastly, CFS (Completely Fair Scheduler) in the host operating system traverses all the cgroups (containers) for balancing the processes, resulting in a significant scheduling overhead at high-density deployment.

We propose and implement a lightweight secure container runtime, named \textit{RunD}, to resolve the above problems through a holistic guest-to-host solution. According to our evaluation, RunD boots to application code in 88ms, and can launch 200 secure containers per second on a node. On a node with 384GB memory, over 2,500 secure containers can be deployed with RunD.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

1. \textbf{Bottlenecks identification in high-density deployment and high-concurrency startup of secure containers in serverless.} We analyze the shortcomings and bottlenecks through a holistic guest-to-host solution, in terms of container \textit{rootfs} storage, the microVM memory footprint, and the overhead of cgroups.

2. \textbf{A guest-to-host solution to secure containers for high-density and high-concurrency targets in serverless.} The practice including: 1) a better container \textit{rootfs} implementation based on read/write splitting for serverless; 2) the method to condense the guest kernel and improve kernel sharing by a pre-patched kernel image; 3) the host-side lightweight cgroup design and the rename-based cgroup pool management.

3. \textbf{A lightweight serverless runtime RunD for serverless architecture.} We design and open-source RunD based on Kata-runtime, and it shows much higher deployment density and startup concurrency compared with the state-of-the-arts.

RunD is adopted as Alibaba serverless container runtime serving more than 1 million functions and almost 4 billion invocations daily. The online statistics demonstrate that RunD enables the maximum deployment density of over 2,000 containers per node and supports booting at most 200 containers concurrently with a quick end-to-end response.

\section{Background}

In this section, we will discuss the current secure container design, and concerning problems motivating this work.

\subsection{Secure Container Models}

Based on different levels of security/isolation requirements, there are generally two categories of secure containers in the production environments.

Figure 2(a) shows the \textit{multi-container-per-VM} secure container model that only isolates functions. In the model, a virtual machine (VM) hosts the containers for the invocations of the same function. The containers in the same VM share the guest operating system of the VM. In this case, the invocations to different functions are isolated, but the invocations to the same function are not isolated. Since the number of required containers for each function varies, this model results in memory fragmentations [34]. Though the memory fragmentations can be reclaimed at runtime, it may significantly affect the function performance, and even crash the VM when the memory hot-unplug fails.

Figure 2(b) shows the \textit{single-container-per-VM} secure container model that isolates each function invocation. Current serverless computing providers [1, 20] mainly use this secure container model. In this model, each invocation is served with a container in a microVM. This model does not introduce memory fragmentations, but the microVMs themselves show heavy memory overhead. It is obvious that each microVM needs to run its exclusive guest operating system, multiplying the memory footprints.
The secure container depends on the security model of hardware virtualization and VMM, explicitly treating the guest kernel as untrusted through syscall inspections. With the prerequisite of isolation and security, this work targets the single-container-per-VM secure container model.

2.2 Problems with Secure Containers

In production serverless platforms, achieving high container startup concurrency, and high container deployment density are the two key requirements [20]. With the single-container-per-VM secure container model, there are problems in achieving the two purposes.

Requirement on high-concurrency container startup.

In serverless platforms, each function invocation is short, and a large number of function invocations may arrive in a short time. For example, in Alibaba serverless platform, more than 200 container-launch requests arrive nearly simultaneously on a node. The latency until all containers have entered main() can swell super-proportionally due to resource contention among the simultaneously launching VMs. Meanwhile, emerging internet services often show a diurnal load pattern and have bursty loads [18]. A large number of containers are required to be created when the load bursts. Some techniques, such as prewarming containers [31, 42, 49], are able to alleviate container cold startups.

However, bursty loads are inevitable can easily exhaust the limited prewarmed containers. The ability to start containers at high-concurrency is crucial for serverless platforms.

Requirement on high-density container deployment.

The small container specification in a serverless computing platform brings the requirement to deploy containers densely on a node. For instance, 47% of lambda functions run with the minimum memory specification of 128MB in AWS [5]. The actual memory usage of a container may also be smaller than its specifications. As Azure reports [49], about 90% of the applications never consume more than 400MB of memory. A node with 256GB of memory can host \(8 \times 256 = 2048\) containers if there is no other overhead. In Alibaba serverless platform, over 2,500 secure containers that 128MB-sized can be deployed on a node with 384GB memory.

Without proactive customizations, secure containers incur extra memory overhead, reducing deployment density in serverless computing. Increasing deployment density greatly improves resource utilization and multi-tenant serving efficiency with the same infrastructure.

3 Problem Analysis and Insights

In this section, we analyze the problems of achieving high-concurrency startup and high-density deployment with secure containers. We use Kata container [19] as the representative secure container to perform the following studies.

Figure 3: The steps of starting up multiple Kata containers. First, containerd concurrently creates the container runtime Kata-runtime and prepares runc-container rootfs. Second, the hypervisor loads the GuestOS and the prepared rootfs to launch a runc-container in the microVM. Third, the function workload is downloaded into the container and may start to run.

Comparing with starting traditional containers [53], we have two observations when starting up secure containers.

- When starting 100 or more Kata containers concurrently, there is a distinct performance degradation of creating rootfs and cgroups, during the Kata-runtime preparation. The degradation results in the low concurrency of starting containers.
- When deploying more than 1,000 Kata containers with 128MB memory specification on a single node with 384GB memory and 104 cores, the microVMs’ memory footprint (due to the guest kernel and rootfs) already occupies most of the memory space. Meanwhile, the containers’ I/O performance is also seriously degraded.

Figure 3 also shows three bottlenecks we found that result in the above two observations. In general, the inefficiency of creating rootfs and cgroups results in low container startup concurrency. The high memory footprint and scheduling overhead result in low container deployment density. We analyze the bottlenecks in the following subsections.

3.1 Bottleneck of Container Rootfs Storage

In general, rootfs can be exposed to the container runtimes in the microVMs through two interfaces to construct the image layers: filesystem sharing (e.g. 9pfs [45], virtio-fs [16]) and block device (e.g. virtio-blk [46]). Filesystem sharing enables microVMs to access a directory tree on the host directly. When the block device is used, the host creates block devices through the device-mapper [8] and passes them to the microVMs, so that containers can access data at the block level, rather than the file level.
Figure 4 shows the IOPS (IO-Per-Second) and IO bandwidth of the random/sequential read and random/sequential write, when Kata uses 9pfs, virtio-fs, and virtio-blk, respectively. We also measure the metrics of using ext4 file system and overlayfs file access interface on the host node, to denote the case of the traditional containers [50, 51]. As observed, microVMs should not use 9pfs as rootfs storage interface due to the poor performance.

With the default configuration (cache enabled), virtio-blk performs best at random/sequential writing. However, the device-mapper who prepares the block device in the host cannot meet the high-concurrency requirement [59]. According to our measurement, it takes as high as 10 seconds to prepare a rootfs when 200 containers are started concurrently, while it only takes about 30 milliseconds for a single container startup. In this case, the operation of preparing rootfs timeouts, resulting in the container breakdown. Moreover, virtio-blk inherently does not support the page cache sharing between host and guest operating systems. When virtio-blk backend reads rootfs files into the host page cache, the mapped content reproduces the same page cache in the guest. The issue of duplicated page cache brings a high memory footprint overhead.

Virtio-fs resolves the problem of duplicating page cache. When DAX is enabled in virtio-fs, it allows bypassing guest page cache and mapping host page cache directly in guest address space [16]. However, virtio-fs results in poor random/sequential write performance (Figure 4). In addition, each container has to employ a client daemon to support virtio-fs I/O operations, leading to excessive CPU usage when enormous containers collocate. Things get worse for either large I/O stress under high-concurrency or massive operations of metadata processing.

The above investigation shows that either virtio-fs or virtio-blk can compromise either deployment density or startup concurrency of secure containers. An exploratory alternative would be: using virtio-fs to support the read-only part of rootfs for sharing page cache between host and guests, and using virtio-blk to support the writable part of rootfs for high I/O performance. A solution is also required to further reduce the duplicated writable part for rootfs.

### 3.2 High Memory Overhead Per Container

Except for the memory used by the user function, the memory footprint of other components in the secure container is the memory overhead. The 5MB memory overhead reported in FireCracker [52] is the overhead of the FireCracker VMM itself. In the microVM of a secure container, the guest operating system, the struct page for memory management, and other components (e.g., baseOS, shimv2, agent) also consume additional memory space [52].

Figure 5 shows the per-container memory overhead of secure containers with different memory specifications and at different deployment densities. In the figure, Kata-qemu is the secure container that uses qemu as the hypervisor, and Kata-FireCracker uses FireCracker as the hypervisor. As observed in Figure 5(a), the memory overheads of a 128MB container are 94MB and 168MB with Kata-FireCracker and Kata-qemu, respectively. The overhead increases with the memory specification of the container.

The average memory footprint of a single microVM can be reduced by sharing the text/rodata segment among multiple microVMs. Mainstream MicroVMs achieve it by mapping the kernel file to the guest memory directly using mmap. As shown in Figure 5(b), the per-microVM memory overhead of kata-qemu and kata-FireCracker reduce to 145MB and 71MB when 1,000 VMs are deployed on a node. However, the overhead is still too large for a serverless container with only 128MB memory specification.

MicroVM template (e.g., Kata template) [17, 29, 52] is a popular method to further reduce the per-microVM memory overhead, while preserving microVM consistency. The
template serves as a primary image for a microVM copy that includes disks, devices, and settings. New microVMs are created on-demand forking from a pre-created template microVM, and text/rodata segments are also shared among multiple microVMs [54] in read-only mode. The un-accessed kernel files of the template will not consume the physical memory, reducing the memory overhead.

However, the template technique is not as efficient as we thought, due to the self-modifying codes in the operating system kernel [24, 25]. The self-modifying code technique alters the instructions on-demand as it runs, and the Linux kernel relies heavily on self-modification code to improve performance on boot and during runtime. We start a clean microVM with CentOS 4.19 guest kernel from a template to investigate the impact of self-modifying codes. The investigation shows that 10,012KB of the code and the read-only data is accessed in the memory, but 7,928KB of them were modified during boot. This case in point reveals that the self-modifying codes degrade the efficiency when using `mmap` for less memory consumption of kernel image files.

The code self-modifying reduces the shareable memory when using microVM template. Reducing the self-modifying codes in the guest kernel is worth investigating if they are not necessary for the serverless computing scenario.

### 3.3 High Host-side Overhead of Cgroups

Cgroup is designed for resource control and abstraction of processes. In serverless computing, the frequency of function invocations shows high variation. In this case, the corresponding secure containers are frequently created and recycled. For instance, in our serverless platform, at most 200 containers would be created and recycled on a physical node concurrently in a second. The frequent creating and recycling challenge the cgroup mechanism on the host.

We measure the performance of cgroup operations when creating 2,000 containers concurrently. In the experiment, we use different numbers of threads to perform cgroup operations. Figure 6(a) shows the cumulative distribution of container creating latencies. Counter-intuitively, the latency increases when more threads are used, even if each thread needs to create fewer containers.

The reason behind the above fact is that the Linux kernel introduces several global locks (e.g., `cgroup_mutex`, `css_set_lock`, `freezer_mutex`) to serialize cgroup operations. The global locks are used to coordinate more than 10 resource subsystems (aka. the cgroup subsys) involved in cgroup. Figure 6(b) shows the flame graph of creating 2,000 cgroups using 10 threads concurrently. In the figure, the red parts show the case that “mutex locks” are active. When the cgroup mutex uses the optimistic spinning by default, the spinner cgroups experience the optimistic spinning if they fail to acquire the lock. It will lead to heavy CPU consumption and belated exiting of the critical section in the multi-threaded scenarios. Therefore, the locks serialize the operations of cgroups and drag down the latencies.

Besides, a common observation is that there are often more than 10,000 cgroups with thousands of containers on a compute node. The PELT (Per-Entity Load Tracking) for load balancing in CFS will iterate over all cgroups and processes when scheduling these containers. In this scenario, the frequent context switching and hotspot functions that involve high-precision calculation in the scheduler become a bottleneck, accounting for 7.6% of the CPU cycles of the physical node, according to our measurement.

The host-side overhead of cgroups prohibits the high-density deployment and high-concurrency startup in serverless computing. Simplifying the cgroup design, and reducing the critical section introduced by the mutex locks, are fundamental solutions to eliminate the high host-side overhead.

### 4 Methodology of RunD

The above analysis reveals the bottlenecks in the host, the microVM, and the guest in achieving the high-concurrency startup and high-density deployment. We propose RunD, a holistic secure container solution that resolves the problem of duplicated data across containers, high memory footprint per VM, and high host-side cgroup overhead.

In this section, we first show a general design overview of RunD, and then present the design of each component to resolve the corresponding problem.

#### 4.1 Design Overview

When designing RunD, we have a key implication for serverless runtime. The negligible host-side overhead in a traditional VM can cause amplification effects in the FaaS scenario with high-density and high-concurrency, and any trivial optimization can bring significant benefits. Utilizing the
features of read-only data/runtime and non-persistent storage in serverless, RunD proposes guest-to-host solutions. Figure 7 shows the RunD design and summarizes our methodologies. RunD runtime makes a read/write splitting by providing the read-only layer to virtio-fs, using the built-in storage file to create a volatile writeable layer to virtio-blk, and mounting the former and latter as the final container rootfs using-overlayfs. RunD leverages the microVM template that integrates the condensed kernel and adopts the pre-patched image to create a new microVM, further amortizing the overhead across different microVMs. RunD renames and attaches a lightweight cgroup from the cgroup pool for management when a secure container is created.

Based on the above optimizations, a secure container (referred to as a “sandbox”) is started in the following steps, when RunD is used as the secure container runtime.

- In the first step, once containerd receives a user invocation, it forwards the request to RunD runtime.
- Second, RunD prepares the runc-container rootfs for the virtual machine hypervisor. The rootfs is separated into read-only layer and writable layer. (Section 4.2).
- Third, the hypervisor uses the microVM template to create the required sandbox (Section 4.3), and mount the runc-container rootfs into the sandbox by overlayfs.
- Lastly, a lightweight cgroup is attached to the sandbox (Section 4.4), to manage the resource allocation for this sandbox in the host.

4.2 Efficient Container Rootfs Mapping

Section 3.1 examines the challenges in the high-density and high-concurrency scenario for container rootfs. The current secure container fails to discriminate between serverless platforms and traditional infrastructure-as-a-service environments. The mainstream solutions are designed for persistent data storage, and it is the key point why container rootfs storage imposes restrictions on our goals.

We investigate the data in a sandbox in the serverless computing scenario, and find that user-provided code/data is read-only for the operating system, and the system-provided runtime files are also read-only for user functions. Meanwhile, the data in the local memory or storage generated in a sandbox will not be used by subsequent function invocations, due to the stateless feature of serverless computing. The temporary and intermediate data generated during the function execution is not required to be persisted.

Based on the above finding, it is possible to split the rootfs into a read-only layer and a writable layer, and then handle them in different ways [32]. The sandboxes can share the read-only layer on the same node, and the writable layer has to be prepared separately for each sandbox.

Figure 8 shows the way to split rootfs into a read-only layer and a volatile writable layer. According to the investigation in Section 3.1, virtio-fs is used to handle the read-only layer, and virtio-blk is used to handle the volatile writable layer for better performance. The read-only layer is stored in the host and can be prepared in negligible time when using the overlay snapshotter provided by the container runtime. However, it is challenging to handle the volatile writable layer efficiently. By default, the host operating system needs to prepare a logic storage volume for the sandbox. This operation is time-consuming and is one of the most important reasons that result in the long latency of preparing rootfs.

We propose the volatile block device as the volatile writable layer, considering the volatile feature of the writable layer in serverless platforms. The volatile block device will not persist temporary data from user functions to the disk, unlike the logic storage volume. A storage image template is pre-created in the host as the base file. When creating a volatile block device for a new sandbox, a build-in storage image is created and linked to the storage image template, using refflink [60]. refflink enables storage image template to

---

**Figure 7:** The lightweight serverless runtime of RunD. The condensed kernel and pre-patched image land in the guest domain, while read/write splitting-based rootfs and a lightweight cgroup pool land in the host domain.

**Figure 8:** The read/write splitting of container rootfs. Virtio-fs is used to handle the read-only layer and virtio-blk is used to handle the volatile writable layer.
share data with *build-in storage images* in a CoW (Copy- 
on-Write) fashion. Then a volatile block device is created 
associated with the *build-in storage image*. Once the hypervi-
 sor opens the device, the *build-in storage image* will be 
deleted. The volatile block device ensures that user func-
tions can perform writing as usual without persisting data on 
the local disk.

We compare our solution with the traditional ones in 
which the entire *rootfs* is created by the device-mapper as a 
block device. When 200 sandboxes are started concurrently, 
traditional solutions incur 4,500 IOPS and use 100MB/s IO 
bandwidth. On the contrary, our solution incurs only 1,500 
IOPS and uses 8MB/s IO bandwidth. Better, the time needed 
to prepare the *rootfs* decreases from 207ms to only a negligi-
able 0.2ms, and the writing performance of our solution is the 
same as that of the mainstream transmission.

## 4.3 Condensed and Pre-patched Guest Kernel

In this subsection, we present two techniques used to reduce 
the memory used by each sandbox, so that the deployment 
density can be significantly increased.

### 4.3.1 Reducing the guest kernel size

Following the abstraction premise in current serverless plat-
forms, the guest environment management for serverless 
containers is offloaded to the cloud provider. Meanwhile, 
RunD depends on the security model of hardware virtual-
ization and VMM, explicitly treating the guest kernel as 
untrusted through syscall inspections. Based on this fact, 
there is an opportunity to condense the guest kernel for the 
lightweight characteristic of serverless functions. Consider-
ing that several features in the guest kernel are redundant and 
memory intensive in the serverless context, RunD condenses 
these features at compile-time. When customizing the con-
densed guest kernel, the principles behind it are as follows:
- Minimize kernel memory footprint and image size.
- Retain features required in the serverless context.
- Without runtime performance degradation.

Following the above principles, we build the condensed ker-
nel for the guest operating system based on Linux kernel, by 
disabling features:
- Do not pre-create loop device (2.2MB Mem reduced).
- Disable *acpi* and *ftrace* (2MB and 6MB Mem reduced).
- Disable *graphics*-related items (2MB Mem reduced).
- Disable *i2c* and *ceph* (3MB Mem reduced, and 4MB 
  reduced of kernel image size).
- Kernel files (560K Mem and 571K image size reduced).

Validating all features at compile-time case by case, RunD 
effectively reduces the memory footprint of a CentOS 4.19 
Linux kernel by about 16MB and condenses the kernel image 
by about 4MB. Based on this condensed guest kernel, we 
review several investigations of the self-modifying code and 
propose our solution to reduce the memory overhead further.

### 4.3.2 Alleviating code self-modification

As mentioned before, cloud providers manage and maintain 
the underlying hardware and execution runtimes in server-
less context, standing for that all microVMs on the same 
node generally use the same guest kernel. In this scenario, 
the sandboxes on the same node generate the same patched 
kernel code, even if they execute the self-modification patch 
logic. This is because the **self-modifying code of kernel**
text segments only occurs at the startup phase, after 
which the kernel code area becomes “read-only after ini-
tialization”. In this case, sandboxes experience the same 
initialization phase and generate predictable self-modifying 
code segments.

Based on the above observation, there is an opportunity to 
generate a pre-patch guest kernel image file already patched 
with self-modified code segments. The MicroVM template 
technique discussed in Section 3.2 may work efficiently 
without self-modifying code.

Adapting to this optimization, we also resolve the poten-
tial kernel panic issues when loading the pre-patched ker-
nel image for higher stability. RunD tries to share as many 
kernel files as possible across different secure containers. 
With a pre-patched microVM template, RunD not only re-
duces the memory footprint of a single container for higher-
density deployment, but also allows to quickly fork multiple 
instances [29, 52].

### 4.4 Lightweight Cgroup and Cgroup Pool

In Section 3.3, we analyze that serialized cgroups operations 
in the host become one of the bottlenecks of secure con-
tainers with high-density deployment and high-concurrency 
startup. The intuitions are to efficiently handle synchroniza-
tion access on mutex structures and reduce the number of 
cgroups with a better design.

Our further investigations reveal the optimization oppor-
tunities in two aspects. Firstly, creating containers involves 
multiple cgroup subsystems (e.g. *cpu*, *cpuidcct*, *cpu-set*, *mem-
ory*, and *blkio*). Because the Linux kernel cannot parallelize 
these cgroup-related operations, creating these groups for 
each sandbox is time-consuming. Secondly, **pre-creating 
and maintaining cgroups in a pool can effectively reduce 
the creation overhead, since afterward only the cgroup 
rename is used**. The *cgroup rename*, as a special case, 
is a lightweight operation without acquiring any global lock. 
Following these two observations, we propose a lightweight 
cgroup and the cgroup pool, as shown in Figure 9.

The lightweight cgroup decreases the total number of 
cgroups and system calls. Rather than creating the cgroup for 
each subsystem, we aggregate necessary cgroup subsystems
(aka the cpu, cpucct, cpuset, memory, and blkio) into one single dedicated lightweight cgroup. The implementation of the joint cgroup controller helps RunD reduce the redundant cgroup operations when a container is started, significantly decreasing the total number of cgroups and system calls.

The cgroup pool with renaming mechanism eliminates the time-consuming cgroup creation and initialization. RunD pre-creates corresponding lightweight cgroups and maintains them in a cgroup pool based on the pre-defined node capacity. These cgroups are marked idle when initialized, and are protected in a linked list. For each created container, RunD simply allocates an idle cgroup, updates the state to busy, performs the cgroup rename operation, and then attaches the container to this renamed cgroup when a container is started. If a container triggers recycling, RunD will take the cgroup back to the pool, kill the corresponding instance process, and then update the returned cgroup state to idle for subsequent allocating and renaming.

Adopting the above optimizations in kernel mode, we replay the evaluation in Section 3.3. The cgroups creation only consumes 0.09s (1 thread), 0.1s (50 threads), and 0.14s (200 threads), respectively. Compared with the default mechanism, the lightweight cgroup and the rename-based cgroup pool reduce 94% of the cgroups creation time.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of RunD in supporting high-concurrency startup and high-density deployment of secure containers, and introduce the performance of RunD in production usage.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

We have implemented and open-sourced RunD with Rust, a more memory-efficient and thread-safe programming language. RunD runtime involves four main modules: Containerd-shim (21k LOC), Device (4.4k LOC), Hypervisor (5.6k LOC), and Lightweight-cgroup (20k LOC).

Baselines: we compare RunD with the state-of-the-art secure container, Kata Containers [19]. Specifically, we use three popular configurations of Kata containers: Kata-qemu, Kata-template, and Kata-FC. Kata-qemu uses QEMU [15, 23] as the microVM hypervisor, Kata-template uses QEMU while integrating container template, Kata-FC uses lightweight FireCracker [20] as the microVM hypervisor. Kata-qemu and kata-template use an old version of Kata Containers, as the new version has some bugs that result in poor performance. Table 1 shows the detailed setups.

Testbed: we run the experiments on a node with 104 virtual cores, 384GB memory, and two SSD drives of 100GB and 500GB. Such specification is widely-used in production clouds. The 100GB drive is used as the root filesystem of the host operating system, and the 500GB drive is used by the secure containers. We use Alibaba Cloud Linux 2 for RunD and Alpine Linux [3] for others, as the guest operating systems in the microVM for a low memory footprint.

Measurement: in the CRI specification [6], a pod sandbox refers to a microVM with a lightweight pause container [12]. In all the tests, we only create the pod sandboxes without other containers inside, through the crictl command. In the following evaluations, the memory specification of a container denotes the size of memory that can be used by itself. The actual memory usage of a container is collected using the smem command.

As RunD is proposed to maximize the supported container startup concurrency and deployment density, in the experiment, we start empty secure containers without user codes or data considering that it is a common practice in FaaS to start empty containers concurrently for prewarming. The production results show the performance of RunD for actual workloads with all the steps involved.

5.2 Concurrent Startup Measurement

In this experiment, we focus on three critical metrics related to user experience: (1) the time needed to start a large number of sandboxes concurrently, (2) the startup latency distribution of the sandboxes, and (3) the CPU overhead on the host. The first metric reveals the throughput of starting sandboxes, and the second metric reveals the experience of every user.

As for the first metric, Figure 10(a) shows the time needed to start a large number of sandboxes concurrently. In the fig-
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For instance, when 200 sandboxes are started concurrency is high, RunD greatly reduces the CPU overhead compared to create them. Kata-FC reduces rootfs loading, but the inefficient rootfs mapping, code self-modification and high host-side overhead of the cgroup operations still exists. As a result, it performs worse than RunD at high startup concurrency. The overall optimizations suggest that RunD provides the performance improvement of about 40% over its nearest baseline, Kata-template, at high-concurrency (e.g., 400-way) startup.

As shown in the figure, RunD uses the shortest time to start a large number of sandboxes for all concurrency levels. When 200 containers are created concurrently (we already observe such high-concurrency in Alibaba serverless platform), Kata-FC, kata-qemu, kata-template, and RunD needs 47.6s, 6.85s and 2.98s and 1s to create them. Kata-FC requires a much longer time to startup the sandboxes when the concurrency is high. This is because Kata-FC uses virtio-blk to create rootsfs, and the performance is poor at high-concurrency, as we measured in Section 3. There is no such bottleneck in Kata-template and Kata-qemu. Kata-template simply uses template to reduce the overhead of guest kernel and rootsfs loading, but the inefficient rootsfs mapping, code self-modification and high host-side overhead of the cgroup operations still exists. As a result, it performs worse than RunD at high startup concurrency. The overall optimizations suggest that RunD provides the performance improvement of about 40% over its nearest baseline, Kata-template, at high-concurrency (e.g., 400-way) startup.

As for the second metric, Figure 10(b) shows the latency distribution of starting each sandbox when 200 sandboxes are started concurrently. RunD and Kata-template are able to start sandboxes in a stable short time, but the latencies of starting sandboxes with others are out of expected. Users can have identical good experiences with RunD.

As for the CPU overhead, Figure 10(c) shows the CPU time needed on the host to startup sandboxes. When the concurrency is high, RunD greatly reduces the CPU overhead. For instance, when 200 sandboxes are started concurrently, RunD reduces 89.3%, 74.5% and 62.1% CPU overhead compared with Kata-qemu, Kata-template, and Kata-FC, respectively. In addition, the CPU overhead of RunD only increases slightly, when the concurrency increases. This is due to the read/write split policy and the reduction of compute-intensive operations in cgroups. Therefore, RunD is scalable in starting more sandboxes concurrently.

In summary, RunD is able to start a single sandbox in 88ms and launch 200 sandboxes simultaneously within 1s, with minor latency fluctuation and CPU overhead.

5.3 Deployment Density

In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of RunD in increasing the sandbox deployment density. In general, the memory used by each container determines the deployment density, while the CPU time needed by each function invocation is minor in the serverless platform. Figure 11 shows the memory overhead when 100 sandboxes are deployed on the experimental node. In the figure, the x-axis shows the memory specification of each sandbox.

As observed, RunD has the least memory overhead among four runtimes, and does not increase with the memory specification. The memory overhead is less than 20MB per sandbox with RunD. Compared to kata-qemu, kata-template and kata-FC, the overhead of RunD is reduced by 54.9%, 27.2%, and 18.9%, respectively, even when the memory specification is 128MB. The memory overhead does not increase, because the microVM template technique uses the on-demand memory loading for the containers. Therefore, the page table required for memory management is determined by the actually used memory space. On the contrary, the memory overheads introduced by Kata-qemu and Kata-FC increase.

Figure 10: The startup metrics with different runtime and concurrency: (a) The end-to-end latency of concurrent startups. The right figure is an enlargement of the left one (y ∈ [0, 10]). (b) The CDF of startup latencies from a 200-way concurrent launch. (c) The CPU usage of concurrent startups.

Figure 11: The memory overhead of Kata-qemu, Kata-template, Kata-FC, and RunD (100 sandboxes are deployed).
with larger memory specifications, as the page table is built for all available memory. In addition, the pre-patched kernel image in RunD further reduces memory overhead.

Figure 12 shows the average memory overhead of the sandboxes when different numbers of sandboxes are deployed on a node. The x-axis shows the deployment density. As observed, the average memory overhead reduces with the deployment density, as the sandboxes share the mapped code/data segments. RunD reduces the memory overhead by 87.7%, 82.4%, and 75.1% when 1,000 sandboxes are deployed, respectively, compared with kata-qemu, kata-template, and kata-FC.

RunD supports to deploy over 2,500 sandboxes of 128MB memory specification on the node with 384GB memory.

5.4 Impact of Deployment Density on Startup Latency and Concurrency

When some sandboxes are already deployed on a node, the performance of starting sandboxes concurrently is affected. Figure 13 shows the time needed to boot 10 and 200 sandboxes, when some sandboxes are already deployed on the node. The x-axis shows the number of already deployed sandboxes. The y-axis is in the log10 scale.

When 1,000 sandboxes are already deployed, the time needed to startup 10 containers increases by 1.69s, 0.41s, 0.1s, and 0.08s compared with the cases in Figure 10(a) with Kata-qemu, Kata-template, Kata-FC, and RunD. In addition, the time needed already increases with the number of already deployed sandboxes.

We can also observe that, the time needed to start 200 sandboxes is at least 10 times as much as that needed to start 10 sandboxes at a 1,000-density deployment in all the tests. The significant increase originates from a large number of cgroups in the host operating system. Scheduling and managing containers with these cgroups consume more CPU cycles, thus resulting in CPU bottlenecks appearing earlier than a low-density deployment. The increased time is the smallest with RunD, because it already eliminates many time-consuming cgroup operations.

RunD shows better performance and stability in supporting high-concurrency startups at high-density deployment.

5.5 In-Production Usage for Serverless

Currently, Alibaba serverless computing platform has adopted RunD. The platform serves almost 4 billion invocations from more than 1 million different functions per day.

Figure 14 reports the sandbox startup concurrency and the corresponding startup latency from six nodes. The specification of each node is the same as our experimental setup in Table 1. The data is collected between 08:00 and 18:00 of Jan 10th, 2022. There are about 800 active sandboxes on each node, when the concurrency data is collected. The in-production startup latency of sandboxes at high-concurrency is consistent with that reported in Section 5.4.

As observed from the figure, the startup concurrency bursts at the beginning of each hour. At most 191 sandboxes are started concurrently around 10:00. RunD starts the 191 sandboxes in 1.6 seconds. We look into the function invocation logs, and find that the periodic burst is caused by the an-hour time trigger and cluster-level load balancing. The periodical burst is pervasive, as the Azure serverless platform traces [14] show the same pattern. In the figure, the sandbox startup latency occasionally increases when the concurrency is low. The long time results from the operation in loading large-scale workloads from the tenants. Although the startup
concurrency is not always high, it is crucial to ensure a quick startup for a good user experience.

Figure 15 shows the deployment density of the sandboxes on each node. We collect the density statistics of the six nodes between 18:00 of Jan 10th to 10:00 of Jan 11th, 2022. As observed, more than 2,000 sandboxes are deployed on a node at most. We can also find that the high-density deployment happens at the same time as high concurrent startups. This is because many tasks are triggered at the beginning of each hour. The deployment density does not achieve the theoretical upper limit of 384 GB each hour. The deployment density does not achieve the theoretical upper limit of 384 GB/(128+20)MB=2656 containers, as some functions use more than 128MB memory, and the workloads are also balanced to other nodes.

RunD is production-verified to meet the high-concurrency startup and high-density deployment requirements.

### 5.6 Lessons Learned from Production Usage

Besides the RunD secure container, we have some insights about designing secure containers for serverless systems.

**Lesson-1:** the CRI specification designed for Kubernetes is not suitable for serverless system. In CRI, multiple related containers can co-locate in the same sandbox, and a lightweight pause container is started first to prepare the environment for the remaining containers. This pause container-based solution is not negative for serverless computing, as each sandbox only has a single container for security and privacy.

**Lesson-2:** Functions tend to use the same standard guest environment provided by the serverless platform. In this case, the language environment (e.g., JVM) can also be integrated into the microVM template. However, the language-level template will invalidate the on-demand memory loading in the guest because some language runtimes need to pre-allocate the available memory. There are tradeoffs between higher memory utilization and less startup time, and the decision should be made based on how often the functions share the language environment.

**Lesson-3:** The memory usage of user functions is the key aspect determining the upper limit of the deployment density. Most functions are lightweight. When 2,000 sandboxes are deployed on a node of our serverless platform, the CPU utilization does not achieve 50%, and there is no complaint on the poor performance from users. One reason for the low CPU utilization is that many sandboxes are actually idle and “kept-alive” after its function invocation is completed in a serverless scenario.

### 6 Related Work

The most closely related work to RunD is FireCracker [20], which proposes a lightweight VMM for serverless runtime. It provides fast startup within 125ms, allowing 150 VMs to start concurrently per second per node, with less than 5MB footprint per VM. However, FireCracker only serves as the hypervisor stack in the Security Container model, without other complex related processes, e.g., roots [52]. By contrast, RunD investigates the guest-to-host solution through all stacks and provides higher concurrency and density.

**Higher-density deployment.** Regarding serverless computing, in the space of higher function deployment density of Secure Containers and VMs [57], the key is designing a more lightweight container runtime both in guest and host. Unikernel [36, 37, 43, 47] runs as a built-in GuestOS without necessary add-ons, demonstrating great potential for deploying containers with less overhead. Kuo [33] Explores lightweight guest kernel configurations for use in Unikernel environments, which has similarity to the approach towards reducing guest kernel size. However, Unikernel is hard to be changed once after compilation with the application. Its compile-time invariance results in poor flexibility in practice. SAND [21] adopts the multi-container-per-VM model to amortize the memory footprint of sandboxing. However, they do not further investigate the utilization impact of memory fragmentations in a real-system with high-density deployment. Gsight [61] observes that fine-grained function-level profiling can expose more predictability system-level features in the partial interference. With a more accurate interference predicting [27, 44], the function density can get improved with QoS guaranteed.

The above studies make sense in improving the effective density with less interference for serverless. They are orthogonal to our work, because RunD is motivated to improve the maximum deployment density on a single node.

**Higher-concurrency startup.** In the space of higher function startup concurrency, recent approaches leverage the container prewarm pool [9, 40, 49, 58]. The state-of-the-art on container prewarming, SOCK [42], uses a benefit-to-cost model to select packages pre-installed in zygotes, and builds a tree cache to ensure that the forked zygote container does not import any additional packages other than the private ones the handler specifies. The C/R (Checkpoint/Restore) [7, 31, 39] supporting the VM snapshotting [10, 28, 29, 41, 54] captures the state of a running instance as a checkpoint, and then restores it once cold startup. Observing that most functions only access a small fraction of the files and mem-
ory loaded in the initialization stage. Catalyzer [29] and Replayable Execution [55] extend the C/R mechanism to achieve a faster on-demand recovery and paging when start containers. REAP [52] identifies the guest-side page when loading a VM snapshot and records the metadata during the record phase. Then, for subsequent invocations, REAP proactively prefetches and load the recorded pages into the guest memory for faster and higher-concurrency startup.

The above studies reduce the startup and recovery phases to partially improve the capability of higher-concurrency startup. From a different angle, RunD holistically focuses on prominent bottlenecks through a guest-to-host investigation when start secure containers with high-concurrency. We also propose a lightweight serverless runtime that production-verified in practice.

7 Conclusion

In serverless computing, the lightweight and short-term functions leads to the requirement of high-density container deployment and high-concurrency container startup. This work dives into the bottlenecks from the entire software stack and proposes RunD, a lightweight secure container runtime for serverless through a holistic guest-to-host solution. The evaluation results and in-production usage prove the efficiency of RunD to launch 200 secure containers in one second, and deploy over 2,500 secure containers per node. RunD is used in Alibaba production serverless platform, and shows good performance in terms of high-density deployment and high-concurrency startup.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract

We choose Kata containers and its three configurations kata-qemu, kata-FC, kata-template as baselines for comparison with RunD. For measuring the startup latency, we use the
**A.2 Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)**

- **Run-time environment**: Alibaba ECS instance;
- **Hardware**: Intel Xeon(Cascade Lake) Platinum 8269CY, CPU and Memory: 104 cores and 384GiB, Storage: Two ESSDs (100GB + 500GB);
- **Software**: Aliyun Cloud OS 2, with Linux kernel 4.19.91, Kata container 1.12.1 and 2.2.3, containerd 1.3.10, smem 1.4;
- **Metrics**: average latency and average memory footprint;
- **Time is needed to complete experiments**: 10 hours;
- **Available**: https://github.com/chengjiagan/RunD_ATC22
- **Code Licenses**: Apache-2.0 license

**A.3 How to Access and Installation**

Github Link: https://github.com/chengjiagan/RunD_ATC22. Then you should follow the README instructions to get installation.

**A.4 Experiment Workflow**

**A.4.1 High-concurrency Experiment (Section 5.2)**

Scripts are provided to run the high-concurrency test for kata-qemu, kata-fc and kata-template. To run high-concurrency tests:

$ ./script/time_kata_test.sh  
$ ./script/time_katafc_test.sh  
$ ./script/time_katatemplate_test.sh  

They may take several hours to finish. Some concurrency tests can be removed by removing the corresponding concurrency setting in file **time_test.conf** to shorten the time. The scripts will create a directory (e.g., named like **time_kata_05120948**) to store the logs.

We provide python scripts to analyze logs from the tests:

$ python3 data/time.py  
$ python3 data/cpu.py  

The python script will create two .csv files in the result directory: **time.csv** and **cpu.csv**. Each line in the csv file indicates the average cold-start latency and cpu time of a container runtime.

**A.4.2 High-density Experiment (Section 5.3)**

Scripts are provided to run the high-density test for kata-qemu, kata-fc and kata-template. To run high-density tests:

$ ./script/mem_kata_test.sh  
$ ./script/mem_katafc_test.sh  
$ ./script/mem_katatemplate_test.sh

Density and memory capacity of containers in the tests can be changed in the file **mem_test.conf**. The scripts will create a directory named like **mem_kata_05120948** to store the logs.

We provide a python script to analyze logs from the tests:

$ python3 data/mem.py  

The python script will create a csv file for each runtime, named like **mem_kata.csv**, containing the average memory consumption of containers with different memory capacity in different density.

**A.4.3 Density Impact on Concurrency (Section 5.4)**

Scripts are provided to run the high-density test for kata-qemu, kata-fc and kata-template. To run tests:

$ ./script/density_kata_test.sh  
$ ./script/density_katafc_test.sh  
$ ./script/density_katatemplate_test.sh

The background density and the concurrency of the tests can be changed in the file **density_test.conf**. The scripts will create a directory (e.g., named like **density_kata_05120948**) to store the logs.

We provide a python script to analyze logs from the tests:

$ python3 data/density.py  

The python script will create a csv file for each runtime, named like **density_kata.csv**, containing the average cold-start latency under different background densities and concentrations.

**A.5 Expected Results and Notes**

The expect results are all stored in **ae_data** directory. Considering that some related binary packages are tightly integrated with our internal system, we provide a screencast **ATC_RunD_AE.mp4** of the tool along with the results. You can also find RunD-related performance and execution logs in our artifact.
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Abstract

In serverless computing, each function invocation is executed in a container (or a Virtual Machine), and container cold startup results in long response latency. We observe that some functions suffer from cold container startup, while the warm containers of other functions are idle. Based on the observation, other than booting a new container for a function from scratch, we propose to alleviate the cold startup by re-purposing a warm but idle container from another function. We implement a container management scheme, named Pagurus, to achieve the purpose. Pagurus comprises an intra-function manager for replacing an idle warm container to be a container that other functions can use without introducing additional security issues, an inter-function scheduler for scheduling containers between functions, and a sharing-aware function balancer at the cluster-level for balancing the workload across different nodes. Experiments using Azure serverless traces show that Pagurus alleviates 84.6% of the cold startup, and the cold startup latency is reduced from hundreds of milliseconds to 16 milliseconds if alleviated.

Figure 1: “Fork” an idle container of Function A for Function B to alleviate its cold startups.

1 Introduction

Owing advantages of high maintainability and testability, serverless computing is suitable for the ever-growing Internet services (the tenants are charged per invocation). As a result, hyperscalers now provide serverless computing services (e.g., Amazon Lambda [5], Google Cloud Function [11], Microsoft Azure Functions [12], and Alibaba Function Compute [1]). Meanwhile, some open-source serverless computing solutions like Apache OpenWhisk [3] and Fission [9] have also been developed and released.

In serverless computing, user functions run in containers (or Virtual Machines), and the containers are specialized for a function (a container is not allowed to run different user functions). Warm containers refer to the keep-alive containers that serve subsequent invocations (warm startup). If there is no warm container for a function invocation, a new container is started from scratch (cold startup). The cold startup latency is more than 10× of the warm startup latency due to the container creation, software environment setup, and code initialization [40,44,47,49,59,61]. It is ideal if all functions can run in warm containers. However, keep-alive containers are recycled to save resources once no new invocation arrives during the lifetime.

Many efforts have been devoted to speeding up the container cold startup [7, 28, 31, 32, 45, 46, 54–56, 58]. The prewarm-based methods create containers and runtime in advance, one method of which is prewarming customized containers for each function that includes all its required software packages [8, 15, 27, 28, 60]. However, it brings heavy memory consumption. Another method of prewarming containers is only installing common packages, and all functions share the prewarmed container pool [14,45,46]. This method is more memory space-efficient, but generating customized containers for a function from the prewarmed containers suffers from package download and installing latency overhead. Current solutions mainly adopt the second method [14,46].

To alleviate the memory waste and minimize the function response time, instead of prewarming containers, we propose to alleviate the cold container startup through container sharing. For instance, if function A in Figure 1 can “fork or lend” the runtime checkpoint from its idle warm containers for function B, the cold startup of B is eliminated. By such means, we can leverage a function’s idle warm containers before being recycled to help others that tend to experience cold container startup.
Analyzing the container sharing logic and challenging steps.

We propose a container management system, named **Pagurus** to tackle these challenges. Figure 2 shows the steps of using function A’s idle warm containers to alleviate the cold container startup of other functions. The key idea is to replace its idle containers with new containers that other functions can safely use. The new container is created through a new image that already installs the required software packages of other functions, without including the code/data of the original function A. In this way, the warm containers of a function are classified into three categories: **private containers**, **zygote containers**, and **helper containers**. A function’s private containers can only be used by itself. Its zygote containers are the new containers that other functions can use. Its helper containers are the containers forked from other functions’ zygotes. A helper container already loads its user code for future invocations. By using privilege control in the operating system, a function that uses a helper container cannot obtain any code, data, or package information of other functions.

Pagurus uses an **intra-function container manager** for each function to manage its containers, an **inter-function scheduler** on each node to manage the “fork” action between functions, and a **sharing-aware function balancer** to schedule functions across the nodes. For a function, the intra-function manager monitors the status of each container, identifies idle warm containers, and re-purposes an idle container based on a QoS-based timer. The inter-function scheduler, acting as an orchestrator, determines the to-be-helped functions of each function. We design a Similarity Filtered Weighted Random Sampling (SF-WRS) algorithm to find an appropriate set of to-be-helped functions. Besides, the sharing-aware function balancer distributes function invocations to different nodes to achieve efficient inter-function container sharing.

Pagurus requires no offline analysis or profile on the functions, thus can be easily adopted in production. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

- **A resource-friendly design of zygote and helper container.** Zygote container enables resource-saving through package and function reclamation, without incurring any additional security issues meanwhile.

- **The design of a SF-WRS re-packing policy.** Based on the package similarity between functions and the frequency of function cold startups, SF-WRS policy reduces the number of packages to-be-installed, thus minimizing the memory needed and the overhead of creating zygote containers.

- **The design of an efficient container sharing mechanism.** Pagurus divides the warm containers of a function into three types and manages the three types of containers in different ways. The mechanism efficiently alleviates the cold container startup.

We evaluate Pagurus using both best-practice AWS serverless functions [6] and Azure traces [50]. Experiments show that Pagurus alleviates 84.6% of cold startups on average in Azure traces, and the cold startup latency is reduced from hundreds of milliseconds to 16 milliseconds if alleviated.

## 2 Background and Related Work

If a function is invoked for the first time or there is no alive (or warm) container for it, the serverless system starts a new container to encapsulate its function runtime, initializes the software environment, loads application-specific code, and runs the function. All these steps make up a cold startup and may even take several seconds [21, 36, 59]. The cold startup significantly increases queries’ end-to-end latency [23, 33, 47, 49]. The long latency problem worsens when the function invocation is short (e.g., hundreds of milliseconds).

**Prewarm startup** spawns template containers that are already initialized with the software environment. Though it skips the container startup and users only need to perform application-specific code initialization [2, 3, 32, 46], its pre-loaded packages can either make the image size too large [20, 32, 53], or cause more memory consumption for the prewarm container [24, 46, 50].
Many prior studies have been conducted to reduce the container startup latency [19, 28, 34, 48, 52, 54]. However, existing works mainly focused on seeking lightweight virtualization technologies to pursue lower overhead [17] or optimizing prewarm strategies for more accurate prediction models and less initialization cost []. A common optimization is to pause the container when idle to save resources consumed by function codes and packages, and then reload it for reusing when invoked [34, 44, 45, 57].

SAND [19] separated applications via containers while allowing functions of one application to run in the same container by different processes. FaasCache [31] took the caching model for objects into serverless context, and implemented the Greedy-Dual keep-alive caching mechanism to reduce the resource requirement and keep containers warm. Shahrad et al. [50] proposed to dynamically change the instance lifetime of the recycling and provisioning instances according to the time series prediction. Some researchers use C/R (Checkpoint and Restore) [7, 55, 56, 58] that restores container images from checkpoints to speed up the cold startup. For example, Catalyzer [28] utilized C/R to realize on-demand recovery. However, it still incurs long latency compared with a warm startup. The above technologies are orthogonal to us, and Pagurus can be combined with them to reduce the cold startup latency further. SOCK [46] introduced a tree cache and uses the benefit-to-cost model to update packages in the prewarmed containers dynamically, but the anygo design consumes more memory when maintaining packages by a cache-tree. Moreover, the cache-tree does not work if functions require conflicted package versions.

Pagurus resolves the problems through inter-function container sharing with conflict concerns, and needs neither pool-size tradeoffs nor time-consuming model training.

3 Investigation and Motivations

In this section, we discuss the current prewarm-based mechanism for alleviating the cold container startups, and show the possibility of eliminating the cold container startup with inter-function container sharing.

3.1 Latencies of Cold and Prewarm Startups

A cold container startup is done in three time-consuming steps: create container from the image, initialize software environment, and initialize application-specific code. With the prewarm mechanism (used in OpenWhisk [3] and production platforms), several containers that already import common libs/packages are hatched in a container pool. A function invocation with no warm container can specialize the prewarmed container by installing the extra packages.

We use prewarm-enabled OpenWhisk with local cache as the serverless platform, and use the best practice serverless applications in AWS [6] as the benchmarks, to investigate the impacts of cold and prewarm startup on the end-to-end latency of a function invocation. A benchmark may have several functions [41]. As for the hardware, we use one node to perform the computation and one node to generate function invocations. The benchmarks, software, and hardware setups are described in Section 8.

Figure 3 shows the time of generating a container when it is started from the image, or is specialized from a common prewarmed container. As shown, the cold container startup takes about 500 milliseconds. The prewarm startup takes 15 milliseconds in the best case, but takes more than 1500 milliseconds in the worst case (e.g., function union in the benchmark ddns). This is because union requires to load/install many additional packages in the prewarmed containers, and the package loading is time-consuming.

Intuitively, a prewarmed container may install all the software packages required by all the functions on a physical node to speed up the prewarm startup. It is possible because for most serverless systems, the packages needed by a function (besides the private ones) are usually given by its user in a requirements.txt, and are publicly accessible for FaaS providers. However, many functions require software packages of contradicting versions. In addition, such a solution may expose the package information of other functions. The pre-imported requirements will implicitly embody user privacy. Due to the software conflict and privacy concerns, it is not a good option to install packages for all functions in the prewarmed containers.

3.2 Limitations of Prewarm Schemes

We then explore the effectiveness of the prewarm schemes in alleviating the cold startup. In this experiment, we run all the benchmarks on a single node, and the invocation patterns of the functions are the same as the patterns in the Azure serverless traces. The invocation patterns actually follow the Pareto distribution (most of the invocations are for a small part of the functions) [15]. By default, a prewarm container pool has two prewarmed containers on a node [2].

Figure 4 shows the percentage of the remaining cold startups with the prewarm mechanism. Many cold startups are not eliminated (e.g., functions in eco and cart). This phe-
nomenon attributes to the inappropriate pool size of the pre-warm container pool. For eco and cart, their functions are invoked simultaneously/or in short intervals to satisfy complex business logic, such as workflows [18, 22, 25]. For instance, five functions are triggered simultaneously by a caller in eco. These functions contend for the prewarmed containers.

It is nontrivial to appropriately configure the prewarm scheme due to two considerations. 1) **Pool-size and memory overhead trade-off.** If we prewarm more containers, larger additional memory space is used. In our experiment, the prewarmed containers use more than 1GB of memory (on a node with 16GB memory) to eliminate 80% of the cold startup. The prewarm mechanism is not able to effectively eliminate the cold startup with reasonable memory overhead.

2) **User experience and system efficiency contradiction.** As discussed, most of the invocations are from a small part of the functions [15], and a prewarmed container can only cache a small number of packages for the low memory overhead. Caching packages for frequently invoked functions improves the system efficiency (frequent invocations have low startup time), but results in poor user experience (invocations of most functions tend to suffer from the long package installation time), and vice versa.

The current container prewarm scheme is not efficient due to several inevitable trade-offs. It is beneficial to alleviate cold startups without trapping in the same dilemmas.

### 3.3 Opportunity of Reusing Idle Containers

We therefore propose to alleviate cold startup without relying on prewarming containers. The key idea is leveraging the warm but idle containers of some functions to alleviate the cold startups. A function invocation that requires cold startup may "steal" an idle warm container from other functions.

The proposed scheme is effective only when there are idle warm containers in some functions when an invocation tends to suffer from the cold container startup. In principle, only underutilized warm containers that are active due to the keep-alive strategy can be used by other functions. Otherwise, always stealing a warm container directly may result in the cold container startup of the victim function.

We analyze the day07 trace of Azure serverless platform [50] (the trace contains invocations of over 44,000 functions) to verify the above requirement. If a container triggers recycling, it must be an idle warm container because of no new invocation during its lifetime. By replaying the trace, we find that the warm containers for some functions are idle (no invocation is received during this idle time), while some other functions suffer from cold startup. We refer to idle warm containers as idle containers.

Figure 5 shows the number of idle containers and cold startups when replaying the trace. As observed, the time that idle containers and cold startup happen are similar, and there are more idle containers than the cold startups. If the time does not match, the functions that suffer from cold startup cannot find idle containers from other functions.

The time matches because many containers are prepared and invoked to serve the high load, and they become inactive when the load drops. We can observe a significant discontinuity at the beginning of each hour as there is a certain number of functions with a 1-hour timer trigger, and they are invoked once and will keep idle during the rest of their lifetime. In this case, excessive idle containers are pervasive.

In summary, serverless computing systems usually adopt a keep-alive strategy (e.g., 15 minutes) to reduce the cold startup. The kept-alive containers are idle before they are recycled. The widely-existed diurnal load pattern also makes containers over-provisioned at the high load. These containers will become idle when the load drops as well.

**Based on the investigation, we observe the opportunity to leverage the idle containers of some functions to help others that suffer from cold startup on the same node.**

### 4 Design of Pagurus

There are two prerequisites to alleviate the cold container startup with the warm containers of other functions. First, the container manager has to identify the actual idle warm containers. Otherwise, the "steal" results in the container cold startup of the victim function. Second, the proposed strategy should not expose any information of a function (e.g., data, code, package requirements) to other functions from the consideration of security.

We propose and implement Pagurus, a container management system that fulfills the two prerequisites. Figure 6...
shows the design of Pagurus. It comprises an intra-function container manager for each function, an inter-function container scheduler on each node, and a sharing-aware function balancer at the cluster level. The intra-function container manager of a function manages its three types of containers (private containers, zygote containers, and helper containers) (Section 5). The inter-function scheduler manages the zygotes sharing between functions (Section 6). The sharing-aware function balancer maps the functions across multiple nodes to minimize the system-wide cold startup (Section 7).

Based on runtime statistics, a function’s idle warm containers are replaced with its zygote containers that are newly created from its zygote image (② in Figure 6). The zygote image does not include the code or data of any functions. Pagurus uses the inter-function container scheduler on each node to generate the zygote image of each function (① in Figure 6). Creating zygote images does not introduce extra runtime latency overhead, as it is done asynchronously before replacing the idle container with a zygote container. The inter-function container scheduler determines the possible to-be-helped functions of each function based on Similarity-Filtered Weighted Random Sampling (SF-WRS) policy, which will be detailed in Section 6.1. A function’s zygote container additionally installs the required packages of its to-be-helped functions in an anonymous fashion. Based on the privilege control of the Linux operating system, a container is idle when it does not host function invocations directly, as the data and code of the function may still reside in the memory of the idle containers. To this end, Pagurus creates a zygote container that does not include any empty, a zygote container can be used to host the invocation.

3) If its zygote container pool is also empty, Pagurus tries to find a container that includes the required packages of \( f \) from other functions’ zygote container pool. The forked zygote then joins the helper container pool of \( f \) (③ in Figure 6).

4) If all the above steps fail, the invocation of \( f \) would suffer from a cold container startup.

5 Intra-function Container Management

The key points of the intra-function manager are identifying the actual idle containers, and designing an efficient sharing mechanism.

5.1 Identifying Idle Containers

In principle, a container is idle when it does not host function invocations for a long time. For a function \( f \), we introduce a timer in each of its containers to measure the free time. A warm container is treated to be idle if its timer exceeds threshold \( T_{idle}(f) \). The timer is reset once the container receives an invocation.

The design principle here is that most function invocations can still get warm containers, even when a container is identified to be idle and “stolen” by other functions. Different functions should have different idle thresholds because of their diverse invocation patterns. We explore the runtime invocation arrival pattern to determine the value of \( T_{idle}(f) \) for a function \( f \). Specifically, we use all the \( m \) invocations during the container lifetime, and let \( T_1, T_2, ..., T_m \) represent the time intervals between the adjacent invocations (the time interval is sorted in the ascending order). Equation (1) calculates the idle threshold \( T_{idle}(f) \) for the function \( f \) in the next time period.

\[
T_{idle}(f) = \begin{cases} T_{0.95m}, & m \geq 30, \\ T_{default}, & m < 30. \end{cases}
\]

In the equation, \( T_{0.95m} \) is the 95% percentile time interval of the \( m \) samples. In this case, for frequent invoked functions (\( m \geq 30 \)), more than 95% invocations of \( f \) tend to get warm containers, if the invocation arrival patterns remain. We use 30 to be the sampling target for stability considerations. For occasionally invoked functions, \( T_{idle}(f) \) is set to be \( T_{default} \), and almost all the invocations get warm containers. \( T_{default} \) may impact the overall efficiency for idle identification, and Section 8.4.3 evaluates the sensitivity of Pagurus to it.

5.2 Replacing Idle Containers with Zygotes

A function’s idle containers cannot be used by other functions directly, as the data and code of the function may still reside in the memory of the idle containers. To this end, Pagurus creates a zygote container that does not include any
6 Inter-function Container Scheduling

The inter-function container scheduler selects to-be-helped functions for zygotes, re-packs zygote images, and manages the fork operation for helper containers.

6.1 Selecting To-be-helped Functions

A straightforward approach is to treat all the other co-located functions as the candidate to-be-helped functions, and install all the required packages into a zygote image. However, this approach suffers from extremely high re-packing overhead, in terms of both time and resource consumption. When re-packing a zygote image, we have two important observations. On the one hand, if the set of to-be-installed packages is large, it is time-consuming and resource-unfriendly to create a giant zygote image. On the other hand, some functions tend to have more cold startups than others (as observed from Azure traces [12]), inappropriate selection of to-be-helped functions is inefficient in alleviating the system-wide cold startups. Taking the above challenges into consideration, we propose SF-WRS (Similarity Filtered Weighted Random Sampling) algorithm, which contains:

- A Similarity-based Filter to find out to-be-helped candidates based on the similarity of functions’ packages. In this way, a zygote installs fewer complementary packages, thereby lowering the re-packing overhead.
- A WRS (Weighted Random Sampling) strategy [29] to select $K$ to-be-helped functions based on the cold startup frequency of each function on the node. Pagurus tends to prepare zygote images for the functions that suffer from more cold startups with high possibility.

Similarity-based Filter. Focusing on the package information, a function $f$ can be viewed as a set of packages, i.e., $f = \{pkg_1, pkg_2, \ldots\}$, where $pkg_i$ is assigned in the requirements.txt and refers to the required package in $f$’s runtime environment. Let $\mathbb{F}_n = \{f_1', f_2', \ldots\}$, $\forall f_i' \neq f$ represent the set of functions on node $n$ when function $f$ triggers re-packing. The package difference between $f$ and $f_i' \in \mathbb{F}_n$ imposes a deep influence on the re-packing overhead. Let us denote the containment relationship of a package $pkg$ in $f$ and another function $f_B$ as

$$con(pkg, f_A) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } pkg \in f_A \cup f_B; \\ 0, & \text{others.} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

We can then derive the containment relationship vector of $f$ and $f_i' \in \mathbb{F}_n$ as $\vec{f} = (con(pkg, f)|\forall pkg \in f \cup f_i')$ and $\vec{f}_i' = (con(pkg, f_i')|\forall pkg \in f \cup f_i')$, respectively. The similarity between $f$ and $f_i'$ thus can be calculated as their cosine distance by

$$\text{Cos}(\vec{f}, \vec{f}_i') = \begin{cases} \frac{\vec{f} \cdot \vec{f}_i'}{\|\vec{f}\|\|\vec{f}_i'\|}, & \|\vec{f}\|\|\vec{f}_i'\| \neq 0; \\ 1, & \|\vec{f}_i'\| = 0. \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Thereafter, we can obtain an initial $f$’s to-be-helped function candidate set $\mathbb{C}_n$ by removing those functions with similarity lower than $\text{TargetSimilarity}$ from $\mathbb{F}_n$. $\text{TargetSimilarity}$ can be set as the median similarity in default.

Note that, as discussed before, a package may be specified in different versions, and a zygote image with version conflict (i.e., the same package but different versions) could not be re-purposed by another function. Denoting the version of a package $pkg$ in function $f$ as $V(pkg, f)$, we can express the version conflict relationship between $f$ and $f'$ as

$$\text{Conflict}(f, f') = \begin{cases} 1, & \exists pkg \in f, V(pkg, f) \neq V(pkg, f'); \\ 0, & \text{others.} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$
Then, we first ensure that there is no conflict between function \( f \) and its candidates, by removing the functions with version conflict from the candidate set. However, it is still possible that some candidates conflict with each other. For instance, candidates \( f'_1 \) and \( f'_2 \) do not conflict with \( f \), but \( f'_1 \) conflicts with \( f'_2 \). In this case, they cannot be packed into a single zygote image either. The candidate set \( C'_n \) should be further updated by Equation (5), where \( C'_n \backslash f'_i \) represents the complement of \( f'_i \) in \( C'_n \).

\[
C'_n = \{ f'_i | Conflict(f, f'_i) = 0 \} , \quad Conflict(f'_i, C'_n \backslash f'_i) = 0, \forall f'_i \in C'_n . \tag{5}
\]

Take the package conflict in AWS application benchmarks as an example, function \texttt{tcp_check_transcribe} requires the package \texttt{aws_requests_auth} with version 0.4.1, while function \texttt{ep_delivery_on_package_created} requires that with version 0.4.3. It denotes that applications have various package similarities, and two functions may rely on conflicted packages. By selecting the to-be-helped functions based on package similarity, a zygote image installs fewer packages for zygote images with less re-packing overhead.

**WRS selection.** After the similarity filter and conflict recognition, the to-be-helped function candidates can be significantly reduced. However, it is still nontrivial for the inter-function scheduler to determine the appropriate number of to-be-helped functions without resulting in too large image size, too long image generation time, or failing to eliminate most cold startups. Therefore, we should choose an appropriate number, say \( K \), of functions from candidates \( C'_n \) that tends to eliminate the cold startups with high probability.

Therefore, we first remove the functions never re-invoked from \( C'_n \). Let \( I \) be the number of remaining functions that have been invoked more than once. We can calculate \( K \) as

\[
K = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{I} K_n}{I} \sum_{n=1}^{I} \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{I} \text{Cold}(f'_n) + \sum_{n=1}^{I} \text{Zygote}(f'_n)}{(\text{Cold}(f'_n) + \text{Zygote}(f'_n)) \text{Num(Zygote)}} / I , \tag{6}
\]

\( K \) is the expected number of to-be-helped functions for \( f'_n \). \( \text{Num(Zygote)} \) is the average number of active zygotes in the system, \( \text{Zygote}(f'_n) \) and \( \text{Cold}(f'_n) \) indicate the times a function experiences zygote-based invocation and cold startups of \( f'_n \), respectively. \( K \) ensures that each to-be-helped function \( f'_n \) can be re-packed into a zygote container at least once.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the SF-WRS algorithm. First, the inter-function scheduler filters out the candidate functions with low similarity values (lines 1-3), recognizes the package conflicts (lines 4-6), and then selects \( K \) to-be-helped ones by the A-ExpJ algorithm, which is a variation of WRS (Weighted Random Sampling) algorithm [29] (lines 9-12). Compared with naive WRS, A-ExpJ shows much lower time complexity. The time complexity of selecting \( K \) functions is \( O(K \log \frac{1}{K}) \) with A-ExpJ, and the time complexity of naive WRS is \( O(n) \).

**Algorithm 1 SF-WRS Selection Algorithm**

**Require:** To-be-helped function candidates \( C'_n \)

**Require:** \( \text{Cold}(f'_n) \) and \( \text{Zygote}(f'_n) \) of function \( f'_n \) in last hour

1: \( C'_n = \text{Sample.init}(\mathbb{E}_n) \)
2: for \( f'_n \in C'_n \) do
3: \( \text{if Cos}(f, f'_n) < \text{TargetSimilarity} \) then: \( C'_n \text{delete}(f'_n) \)
4: for \( f'_n \in C'_n \) do
5: \( \text{if Conflict}(f, f'_n) = 1 \) and \( \text{Conflict}(f'_n, C'_n \backslash f'_n) = 1 \) then
6: \( C'_n \text{delete}(f'_n) \)
7: if \( C'_n \neq \text{Null} \) then
8: \( \text{Total} = \sum_{n=1}^{K} \text{Cold}(f'_n) + \sum_{n=1}^{K} \text{Zygote}(f'_n) \)
9: for \( f'_n \in C'_n \) do
10: \( P_{\text{repack}}(f'_n) = (\text{Cold}(f'_n) + \text{Zygote}(f'_n)) / \text{Total} \)
11: \( \text{Sample.append}((f'_n, P_{\text{repack}}(f'_n))) \)
12: \( A\text{-ExpJ} \text{Sample}(\text{K}) \)
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Figure 8: The key steps (represented in green) of re-packing a zygote image for the first time.

### 6.2 Re-packing a Zygote Image

Figure 8 shows the steps of re-packing the zygote image for a function \( f \). When the intra-function container manager of \( f \) identifies an idle container, it informs the inter-function scheduler, then selects the to-be-helped functions of \( f \) based on the SF-WRS algorithm. After that, the inter-function scheduler triggers the re-packing operation, obtains the packages, and re-packs the zygote image. Only the packages shared by all the to-be-helped functions are installed in the shared domain. Finally, the re-packed zygote image is returned to the intra-function container manager of \( f \) for building zygote containers to replace \( f \)’s idle containers.

The inter-function container manager has an advantage compared with the traditional building method, where the image is built through the network from the container repository. Pagurus omits the downloading of the required packages in a zygote image through the network again, benefiting from the locally cached packages, when creating the private container images [26, 39]. By reusing cached packages, re-packing a zygote image takes a much shorter time.

Besides, the zygote image of a function is asynchronously re-packed before its to-be-helped functions actually meet in cold startups. Re-packing a zygote image does not result in long response latencies of to-be-helped function invocations.
6.3 Forking a Zygote Container

The rest undertaking is to safely and efficiently share zygote containers for other functions. To provide higher availability for multiple to-be-helped functions getting zygote containers, we fork the zygote container to be helper containers, rather than directly specializing it. The zygote container remains there for other to-be-helped functions. The forked containers also ensure software security by the anonymous mounting and privilege domain as zygote containers do.

When a zygote container is forked from function \( f_A \) to be \( f_B \)'s helper container, the code of \( f_B \) is copied into the forked one. We implement two plugins Zygote fork and Code copy, in the inter-function scheduler. The Zygote fork plugin forks a container asynchronously, un-mounts the package directories of functions other than \( f_B \), and transfers the control access to \( f_B \)'s corresponding privilege domain. The Code copy plugin copies the code of \( f_B \) to the helper container.

Figure 9(a) shows the steps of \( f_B \) forking a zygote container of function \( f_A \). In Step 1, a zygote container of \( f_A \) is forked through the Zygote fork plugin. Then, the Code copy plugin copies the code of \( f_B \) into the forked zygote (Step 2). Lastly, the forked container joins the helper container pool of \( f_B \) (Step 3). It also provides process-level isolation for queries, as shown in Figure 9(b).

7 Sharing-aware Function Balancing

In existing serverless computing clusters, hash-based methods or resource usage-based methods are often used to route user queries [13, 30, 35, 37, 38, 42, 43]. It is possible that the functions on a node do not share many packages. In this case, the host node needs to create many private directories with many packages, resulting in poor resource efficiency. To address such a problem, a straightforward solution is checking the package similarities of all the active functions, and assigning the functions that share more packages to the same node. However, it is not always a good solution, as the functions sharing many packages may not have idle containers.

To resolve the problems above, we propose a function balancing strategy based on the statistics of zygote containers and the available resources \( U_n = (U_{CPU}, U_{IO}, U_{Net}, ...) \) on every node. The function balancer is implemented on the head node of the cluster, to obtain the statistics from all the nodes.

For a function \( f_B \) that requires package \( p_{k_B} \) and \( p_{k_B} \), if it fails to find a zygote container during its invocation on a node, its future invocations should be redirected to another node with potential zygote images.

To this end, Pagurus runs the sharing-aware function balancer on the head node based on the resource usage \( U_n \) and the similarity between the redirected \( f_A \) and functions with idle containers on node \( n \). Let \( N = \{ n | max U_n \leq T_{res} \} \) represent the set of nodes where the resource utilization is under the threshold \( T_{res} \) (80% by default). The head node will select a new node with the most zygote containers from \( N \) and inform the API gateway accordingly. After that, the queries of \( f_B \) will be routed to this new node.

8 Evaluation of Pagurus

In this section, we evaluate Pagurus in reducing the cold startups and end-to-end latencies when a function does not have warm containers. Then, we evaluate Pagurus by a large-scale evaluation with Azure trace. After that, we show the integration with other techniques and overhead.

8.1 Experimental Setup

We use 10 best-practice applications with the most GitHub stars from Amazon AWS samples as the benchmarks [6]. We use these applications for revealing the performance of Pagurus for real applications. Experiments with small scale benchmarks in serverless benchmark suites, e.g., FaaS-Profiler [49] and ServerlessBench [61] show similar results. We run the benchmarks on a 6-node cluster. A node generates function invocations, and the other 5 nodes serve invocations. Table 1 shows the configurations of each node.

Pagurus does not rely on the function invocation arrival distribution. In Section 8.2-8.3, we send queries to each application following a Poisson distribution by randomly sampling \( \lambda \) between 0 and 5 queries per second. We co-locate all the benchmarks, and run 20 tests with different samples to avoid randomness. More experiments are done with the Pareto distribution-based invocation pattern of the Azure serverless trace in Section 8.4.

We compare Pagurus, prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk, prewarm-enabled OpenWhisk (OpenWhisk-Prewarm), and SOCK [46]. SOCK also prewarms containers by dynamically updating packages in the prewarmed containers to alleviate cold startups. When a function obtains a prewarmed
container, SOCK and OpenWhisk-Prewarm copy the missing packages into the prewarmed container for its invocation.

### 8.2 Alleviating Container Cold Startups

Figure 10 shows the percentages of the cold startups not eliminated by Pagurus, SOCK, and OpenWhisk-Prewarm, compared with prewarm disabled OpenWhisk. On average, Pagurus alleviate 83.1% of the cold startups, while OpenWhisk-Prewarm and SOCK alleviate 68.9% and 64.4% of that. Meanwhile, as Pagurus does not need to prewarm containers, there is no extra memory overhead introduced by the prewarm container pool with Pagurus.

As observed, SOCK and OpenWhisk-Prewarm only reduce a small percentage of cold startups for many functions (e.g., functions of *eco* and *cart*). This is because the functions tend to contend for the limited prewarmed containers. On the contrary, Pagurus alleviates the cold startups by forking other functions’ *zygote* containers, without trapping in the same dilemmas. We can also find that Pagurus alleviates slightly fewer container cold startups for several functions, compared with SOCK and OpenWhisk-Prewarm. This is because these functions have low cold startup frequency by default, and SF-WRS policy does not tend to re-pack them into zygotes for achieving higher system-level cold startup alleviation. The percentage looks large when the original cold startup frequency is low, even if a small number of cold container startup is not eliminated.

In our experiment, 27.8% of the warm containers are turned into zygote containers, then are forked by other functions. When a function does not have a warm container for its queries, 60.5% of the obtained containers are forked.

### 8.3 Reducing Startup and E2E Latency

Figure 11 shows the latencies of starting a container from a prewarmed one (OpenWhisk-Prewarm and SOCK), and forking a zygote container (Pagurus). As observed, all the benchmarks have the shortest startup latencies with Pagurus.

If a function invocation is hosted by a helper container with Pagurus, the packages are ready beforehand, and only the user-specific code initialization is needed. Pagurus is able to fork a zygote container in 11ms, and completes the code initialization in 5ms.

With OpenWhisk-Prewarm, starting from prewarmed containers takes longer than directly cold startup a container from the image (e.g., functions in *ddns*, *pod*, and *rep*). SOCK reduces the latency of the prewarm startup leveraging the packages cached with higher benefit-to-cost.

Figure 12 shows the average end-to-end latency of each function normalized to its latency with prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk.
OpenWhisk-Prewarm. Pagurus reduces the end-to-end latency of the benchmark functions by 475ms and 479ms on average, while OpenWhisk-Prewarm and SOCK reduce the end-to-end latency by 237ms and 286ms.

By mounting packages beforehand with privilege control, zygote containers can better reduce the startup latency, thus the end-to-end latency.

### 8.4 Large-scale Evaluation with Azure Trace

In this subsection, we evaluate Pagurus by replaying the Azure serverless trace [50] on a 31-node cluster. The software and hardware configuration of each node is the same as Table 1. We use all the 40,000 functions from the day07 trace [12], generate function invocations, and randomly route the invocations to the 30 nodes.

The Package similarity in Pagurus is used to shrink the searching space for identifying to-be-helped candidates and reducing the re-packing overhead. However, the Azure trace does not provide package information for the functions, but only the function duration and invocation arrival time. Lacking the package information, it is impossible to evaluate the similarity-filtered WRS selection policy in Pagurus, nor OpenWhisk-Prewarm or SOCK. With no package information and similarity-filtered re-packing for Azure trace, Pagurus identifies to-be-helped candidates based on the basic WRS policy. We therefore only compare similarity-disabled Pagurus, with the prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk for the large-scale evaluation, to show the effectiveness of alleviating cold startups by simply replacing idle containers with zygotes.

Figure 13: The effect of alleviating cold startup, and the CDF that functions suffer from different cold startup frequencies.

#### 8.4.1 Alleviating Cold Startup

We report two user experience-related metrics in this experiment. First, how many cold startups are alleviated by Pagurus? Second, how many functions seldom experience cold startups (e.g., one cold startup) in one day with Pagurus?

Figure 13(a) shows the total number of cold startups with Pagurus and prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk (denoted by “OpenWhisk” for short in this subsection). In the figure, the functions are sorted in the descending order of their invocation frequencies. The smaller the function ID, the more frequent the function is invoked. As shown in the figure, Pagurus reduces the number of cold startups by 84.6%. We can also find that OpenWhisk results in the frequent cold startup for the functions of middle-popularity. It is because the warm containers of these middle-popularity functions tend to be recycled due to the relatively low invocation frequencies. Pagurus efficiently alleviates the cold startups for the middle-popularity functions through zygote containers.

Figure 13(b) shows the cumulative distribution of the functions with different container cold startup frequencies. As observed, 73.4% and 52.1% of all functions experience cold startup less than once in a day with Pagurus and OpenWhisk, respectively. Meanwhile, 90.1% of the functions experience cold startups less than 5 times daily with Pagurus. In the figure, sudden jumps happen around 24 and 48 cold startups for OpenWhisk. The jumps are caused by functions with a 1-hour or 30-minutes trigger in the trace.

Pagurus effectively alleviates the cold container startup, especially for middle-popularity and low-popularity functions in production. It greatly improves the user experience.

#### 8.4.2 Reducing Tail Latency

Figure 14 shows the 95%-ile latencies of the 40,000 functions with Pagurus and OpenWhisk. The left y-axis shows the 95%-ile latencies of functions with Pagurus, and the right y-axis shows that with OpenWhisk normalized to the former. OpenWhisk results in longer 95%-ile latencies for most functions than Pagurus (the right y-axis is larger than 1).

We can also observe that popular functions (functions
with ID smaller than 15,000) have similar 95%-ile latency with OpenWhisk and Pagurus. This is because the slowest 95%-ile invocations of these functions still experience warm startup, as these functions are frequently invoked. For the middle-popularity and low-popularity functions, their 95%-ile latencies are the latency of the function invocation that suffers from the cold container startup with OpenWhisk.

8.4.3 Impacts of Hyperparameters

In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of $T_{\text{default}}$ (the value is set as 60s by default), and the number of to-be-helped functions $K$, on Pagurus. Figure 15 shows the percentages of cold startups alleviated by Pagurus with different $T_{\text{default}}$ and different $K$. As observed, the performance of Pagurus is stable when $T_{\text{default}}$ varies. The performance of Pagurus is not sensitive to $T_{\text{default}}$.

We also find the number of to-be-helped functions, $K$, gradually converges to 8. Moreover, the appropriate value of $K$ is not affected by $T_{\text{default}}$. For Azure workloads, Pagurus should generate a zygote for 8 to-be-helped functions on average. It is consistent with the calculated one in Equation 6. We also measure the impact of larger prewarm pool size in OpenWhisk, and find that the improvement becomes marginal but with significant resource waste.

8.5 Integrating with Orthogonal Techniques

The decoupled hierarchy design of Pagurus provides easy-to-use APIs for container orchestrators. Pagurus can be integrated with prior work on speeding up the cold startup.

Pagurus brings shorter end-to-end latency when it is integrated with Checkpoint/Restore [7] (denoted by C/R) and Catalyzer [28], respectively. With C/R, a container is recovered from a checkpoint image. With Catalyzer, more data are already loaded in the image stored in memory. By replaying the evaluation, we find that C/R+Pagurus reduces the cold startup time of the benchmarks by 78.9% on average compared with C/R; Catalyzer+Pagurus reduces the cold startup time by 15.1% on average compared with Catalyzer. Even if no appropriate forked zygote container returns, Pagurus does not slow down the container startup.

8.6 Overheads of Pagurus Components

In Pagurus, packing zygote images, generating zygote containers from the images, and determining the to-be-helped functions for each function introduce runtime overhead.

According to our measurement, each container in Pagurus uses smaller memory on average than OpenWhisk. The reduction originates from the design of the zygote container. Although packages are pre-installed in zygote containers, they are imported into memory only when a zygote container is forked. On the contrary, warm containers (private containers) always keep the packages in memory for low latency. The reduction of memory usage is not affected by the number of to-be-helped functions.

Table 2 shows the CPU, memory, and storage overhead caused by the intra-container managers and the inter-function schedulers when replaying the Azure trace. As reported, less than one core is required to run all the intra-container managers and the inter-function scheduler on a node. If fewer functions are executed on a node, the overhead will be smaller.

9 Conclusion

Pagurus alleviates cold startups with inter-function container sharing rather than popular prewarm-based methods. It comprises an intra-function manager for idle container identification and management, an inter-function scheduler for safe container scheduling, and a sharing-aware function balancer for resource-aware workload balancing. Our experimental results based on both real system benchmarks and Azure trace show that Pagurus significantly alleviates the cold container startup. The cold startup latency is reduced from hundreds of milliseconds to 16ms if Pagurus alleviates it.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract

Our artifact includes the prototype implementation of Zygote-based mechanism in Pagurus, 10 masked applications (including 38 functions) benchmarks, and mapped functions from Azure Trace. The artifact provides experiment workflow scripts to perform the measurement.

A.2 Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)

- Run-time Environment: Ubuntu 18.04, Docker 20.10.6, CouchDB 3.2.2 and Python are required.
- Data set: The artifact uses 10 masked application benchmarks from AWS samples and Azure traces.
- Execution workflows: For reproducing our paper’s results, we provide the corresponding scripts for each evaluation section (from Section 8.2 to Section 8.4) to send queries, collect the execution metrics, and draw the comparison plots.
- Time needed to complete: see the instruction of each Exp.
- Publicly available: https://github.com/lzjzx1122/Pagurus
- Code Licenses: Apache-2.0 license

A.3 Hardware and Software Dependencies

- Hardware: The hardware is configured by {CPU: Intel Xeon(Ice Lake) Platinum 8369B @3.5GHz, Cores: 8, DRAM: 16GB, Disk: 200GB SSD with 4200 IOPS.}
- Software environment: Operating system: {Linux with kernel 4.15.0, Docker: {20.10.15}, Container runtime: {Python-3.6.9, Linux with kernel 4.15.7}, Nginx version: {nginx/1.10.3}, Database: {Couchdb with version 3.2.2}, runc version: {1.0.0-rc93}, containerd version: {1.4.4}, and Pagurus. Detailed software dependencies are all listed and scripted in the artifact.

A.4 How to Access and Install

GitHub link: https://github.com/lzjzx1122/Pagurus. Clone the GitHub repository and then run the quick setup script to deploy Pagurus.

A.5 Experiment and Expected Results

A.5.1 AWS applications (Section 8.2 and 8.3)

Under the path Pagurus/aws/trace, there are 18 different sampling test results for AWS applications, and the expected test results for each sampling are stored in the directory aws/expected_result. You can directly run aws/plot.py to generate the plots, or replay the trace using a testing script to run the AWS experiment:

```bash
$ python3 aws/run_experiments.py 1
```

Experiment customization: The above script performs the 1st sampling test with Openwhisk, Pagurus, OpenWhisk-Prewarm and SOCK. Other sampling tests can also be performed by changing "1" to other test numbers. To fully reproduce our result, it additionally takes at least 160-hours (20 tests with different sampling parameters) to generate the execution logs for 4 platforms. To ensure that the zygote repackaging mechanism and prewarm works efficiently, the running time should be at least 2-hours for both 4 platforms (8 hours for each test number).

After running the sampling tests under four platforms, the script will generate the results under aws/result. Run the following script to generate three .csv files:

```bash
$ python3 aws/summary_from_results.py
```

- cold_start.csv shows the remained cold startups of OpenWhisk, SOCK and Pagurus, compared with prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk (Figure 11).
- startup_time.csv shows latencies of starting up containers in prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk, OpenWhisk and SOCK, respectively. It also contains latencies of forking zygote containers in Pagurus (Figure 12).
• *e2e_latency.csv* shows e2e latencies of benchmarks in Pagurus, SOCK, OpenWhisk, and prewarm-disabled OpenWhisk, respectively. (Figure 13).

Then run the following script to generate the plots:

```bash
$ python3 aws/plot_from_results.py
```

### A.5.2 Azure Trace mapping (Section 8.4)

In the Azure trace experiment (Day07), invoke more than 40,000 functions will take 24 hours and more than 800 vCPUs by default. To reduce the computation resources needed, we randomly select about 4,000 functions to generate several small-scale Azure traces under the path *Pagurus/azure/trace*. The functions in each small-scale trace are all different from each other. A larger trace with more functions can be replayed if only more computation resources or nodes are provided.

Considering that the experiment will take about 24 hours, we already pre-run each small-scale Azure trace and save their execution results. You can directly run *azure/plot.py* to generate the plots, or replay the trace using the following script:

```bash
$ python3 azure/run_experiments.py 1
```

**Experiment customization:** Each small-scale Azure trace can be replayed by changing "1" to other trace numbers. The script will replay the trace in OpenWhisk and Pagurus, respectively, and then generate results under *azure/result*.

Run the following script to generate two .csv files:

```bash
$ python3 azure/summary_from_results.py
```

- *cold_start.csv* shows the remained cold startups of OpenWhisk and Pagurus, respectively (Figure 14).
- *e2e_latency.csv* shows end-to-end 95%-ile latencies of benchmarks in OpenWhisk and Pagurus, respectively (Figure 15).

Then run the following script to generate the plots:

```bash
$ python3 azure/plot_from_results.py
```
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Abstract

Replication is the basic mechanism for providing application-transparent reliability through fault tolerance. The design and implementation of replication mechanisms is particularly challenging for general multithreaded services, where high latency overhead is not acceptable. Most of the existing replication mechanisms fail to meet this challenge.

RRC is a fully-operational fault tolerance mechanism for multiprocessor workloads, based on container replication. It minimizes the latency overhead during normal operation by addressing two key sources of this overhead: (1) it decouples the latency overhead from checkpointing frequency using a hybrid of checkpointing and replay, and (2) it minimizes the pause time for checkpointing by forking a clone of the container to be checkpointed, thus allowing execution to proceed in parallel with checkpointing. The fact that RRC is based on checkpointing makes it inherently less vulnerable to data races than active replication. In addition, RRC includes mechanisms that further reduce the vulnerability to data races, resulting in high recovery rates, as long as the rate of manifested data races is low. The evaluation includes measurement of the recovery rate and recovery latency based on thousands of fault injections. On average, RRC delays responses to clients by less than 400µs and recovers in less than 1s. The average pause latency is less than 3.3ms. For a set of eight real-world benchmarks, if data races are eliminated, the performance overhead of RRC is under 48%.

1 Introduction

For many applications hosted in data centers, high reliability is a key requirement, demanding fault tolerance. The key desirable properties of a fault tolerance mechanism, especially for server applications, are: A) Low throughput and latency overheads; B) Support for multithreaded applications; and C) Application transparency. Replication, has long been used to implement application-transparent fault tolerance, especially for server applications.

The two main approaches to replication, specifically, duplication, are: (1) high-frequency checkpointing of the primary replica state to a passive backup [33], and (2) active replication, where the primary and backup both execute the application [38,47]. A key disadvantage of the first approach is that, for consistency between server applications and their clients after failover, outputs must be delayed before being released to the client, typically for tens of milliseconds. Such delays are unacceptable for many server applications.

To support active replication of multiprocessor workloads, where there are many sources of nondeterminism, active replication is implemented using a leader-follower algorithm. With this algorithm, the outcomes of identified nondeterministic events on the primary, namely synchronization operations and certain system calls, are recorded and sent to the backup. This allows the backup to deterministically replay their outcomes [38,47]. A disadvantage of this approach is that it is vulnerable to even rare replay failures due to untracked nondeterministic events, such as those caused by data races. Another disadvantage is that, for application with a high rate of synchronization operations, the replay on the backup may be significantly slower than the execution on the primary, resulting in high throughput overhead [38]. This is due to the interaction between thread scheduling by the OS and the need to mirror on the backup the execution on the primary.

This paper presents a fault tolerance scheme, based on container replication, called RRC (Responsive Replicated Containers). RRC targets server applications and is thus optimized to minimize response latency overhead. RRC overcomes the disadvantages of existing approaches using a combination of periodic checkpointing [33,62] and externally-deterministic replay [29]. The primary sends periodic checkpoints to the passive backup. While executing, the primary logs to the backup the outcomes of nondeterministic events. Upon failure, the backup restores the latest checkpoint and deterministically replays the execution up to the last external output. Hence, external outputs only need to be delayed by the short amount of time it takes to send and commit the relevant portion of the nondeterministic event log to the backup.

RRC minimizes request-reply latency overhead, not only for the average case, but also the tail latency overhead. To that end, RRC had to overcome a key challenge, namely, that while the state of the primary is collected for transmission to the backup, execution has to be paused. Even with various optimizations, this latency is often tens of milliseconds, largely due to the cost of retrieving in-kernel state associated with the container, such as the state of open file descriptors [62]. To meet this challenge, RRC introduces a new kernel primitive: container fork. For checkpointing, RRC pauses the primary container, forks a shadow container, and resumes execution. This results in pause times of less than 3.5ms. The checkpoint is obtained from the shadow container.

RRC decouples the response latency from the checkpointing duration. This enables high performance by allowing the tuning of epoch duration to trade off performance and resource overheads with recovery latency and vulnerability to untracked nondeterministic events. The latter is important
since applications may contain data races (§3, §6.3). RRC is focused on dealing with data races that rarely manifest and are thus more likely to remain undetected (§3). Since RRC only requires replay during recovery and for the short interval since the last checkpoint, it is inherently more resilient to data races than active replication schemes that rely on replay of the entire execution [38]. Furthermore, RRC includes timing adjustment mechanisms that result in a high recovery rate even for applications that include data races, as long as their rate of unsynchronized writes is low (§4.7).

RRC also decouples the performance on the primary from the backup. Thus, unlike active replication schemes [38], the backup is not a performance bottleneck (§6.1).

Replication can be at the level of VMs [27, 33, 35, 53, 58], processes [32, 38, 47], or containers [62]. Containers have advantages over VMs due to smaller memory and storage footprints, faster startup, and avoiding the need to manage updates of multiple VMs [25, 45]. Furthermore, containers are the best fit for mechanisms such as RRC. Applying RRC’s approach to VMs would be complicated since there would be a need to track and replay nondeterministic events in the kernel. On the other hand, with processes, it is difficult to avoid potential name conflicts (e.g., process IDs) upon failover. While such name conflicts can be solved, the existing container mechanism already solves them efficiently.

The implementation of RRC involved developing solutions to implementation challenges that have not been addressed by prior works. The most important of these is dealing with the integration of timer-triggered checkpointing, that is not synchronized with the application, and user-level recording of nondeterministic events (§4.2). RRC also efficiently handles the failover of TCP connections through checkpoint restoration, a replay phase, and finally resumption of live execution (§4.3, §4.4). RRC is application-transparent and does not require any changes to the application code.

We have implemented a prototype of RRC and evaluated its performance and reliability. With 1s epochs, RRC’s throughput and average latency overheads were less than 49% and 230µs, respectively, for all eight benchmarks. With 100ms epochs, the corresponding overheads were less than 53% and 291µs for seven benchmarks, 86% and 264µs for the eighth. RRC is designed to recover from fail-stop faults. We used thousands of fault injections to validate and evaluate RRC’s recovery mechanism. For all eight benchmarks, after data races identified by ThreadSanitizer [6] were resolved, RRC’s recovery rate was 100% for 100ms and 1s epochs. Three of the benchmarks originally included data races. For two of these, without any modifications, with 100ms epochs and RRC’s timing adjustments, the recovery rate was over 99.1%.

RRC achieves both low response latency overhead and resilience to infrequently-manifested data races. This combination provides a fundamental advance over both Remus-based techniques [33] and active replication [38, 47], respectively. Specifically, we make the following contributions: 1) a fault tolerance scheme based on container replication, using a unique combination of periodic checkpointing, deterministic replay, and an optimized scheme for failover of network connections; 2) a new system call, container fork, used to minimize tail latency overhead; 3) a replication mechanism with inherent resilience to untracked nondeterministic events, further enhanced by mechanisms that increase recovery success rate in the presence of data races; 4) a thorough evaluation of RRC with respect to performance overhead, resource overhead, and recovery rate, demonstrating the lowest reported external output delay compared to competitive mechanisms.

Section 2 presents two key building blocks for RRC: NiLiCon [62] and deterministic replay [21, 29, 44, 50, 57]. An overview of RRC is presented in §3. RRC’s implementation is described in §4, with a focus on key challenges. The experimental setup and evaluation are presented in §5, and §6, respectively. Limitation of RRC and of our prototype implementation are described in §7. §8 provides a brief overview of related work.

2 Background

RRC integrates container replication based on periodic checkpointing [33, 62], described in §2.1, and deterministic replay of multithreaded applications, described in §2.2.

2.1 NiLiCon

Remus [33] introduced a practical application-transparent fault tolerance scheme based on VM replication using high-frequency checkpointing. NiLiCon [62] is an implementation of the Remus mechanism for containers. A key challenge faced by NiLiCon is that, compared to VMs, there is much tighter coupling between the container state and the state of the underlying platform. NiLiCon meets this challenge, based on a tool called CRIU (Checkpoint/Restore in User Space) [4], with novel optimizations that significantly reduce overhead. CRIU checkpoints and restores the user-level and kernel-level state of a container, except for disk state. NiLiCon handles disk state by adding system calls to checkpoint and restore the page cache and a modified version of the DRBD module [8]. NiLiCon relies on CRIU to preserve established TCP connections across failover, using a special repair mode of the socket provided by the Linux kernel [18].

2.2 Deterministic Replay on Multiprocessors

Deterministic replay is the reproduction of some original execution in a subsequent execution. During the original execution, the results of nondeterministic events/actions are recorded in a log. This log is used in the subsequent execution [29]. With a uniprocessor, nondeterministic events include: asynchronous events, such as interrupts; system calls, such as gettimeofday(); and inputs from the external world.

With shared-memory multiprocessors, there is a higher frequency of nondeterministic events related to the order of
Figure 1: Architecture and workflow of RRC.

3  Overview of RRC

RRC provides fault tolerance by maintaining a primary-backup pair with an inactive backup that takes over when the primary fails. Execution on the primary is divided into epochs and the primary state is checkpointed to an inactive backup at the end of each epoch [33,62]. Upon failure of the primary, the backup begins execution from the last primary checkpoint and then deterministically replays the primary’s execution of its last partial epoch, up to the last external output. The backup then proceeds with live execution. To support the backup’s deterministic replay, RRC ensures that, before an external output is released, the backup has the log of nondeterministic events on the primary since the last checkpoint. Thus, external outputs are delayed only by the time it takes to commit the relevant last portion of the log to the backup.

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of RRC. The primary records nondeterministic events: operations on locks and nondeterministic system calls. The record and replay are done at the user level, by instrumentation of glibc source code. When the primary executes, the instrumented code invokes functions in a dedicated RR (Record and Replay) library that create logs used for replay. There is a separate log for each access to the same memory location by different processors. For such systems, a common approach is to support deterministic replay only for programs that are data-race-free [49]. For such programs, as long as the results of synchronization operations are deterministically replayed, the ordering of shared memory accesses is preserved. The recording of nondeterministic events can occur at different levels: hardware [40,59], hypervisor [36,37,41], OS [39,43], or library [49,54]. Without dedicated hardware support, it is advantageous to record the events at the user level, thus avoiding the overhead for entering the kernel or hypervisor [44].

To support seamless failover with replication, it is sufficient to provide externally deterministic replay [44]. This means that, with respect to what is visible to external clients, the replayed execution is identical to the original execution. Furthermore, the internal state at the end of replay must be a state that corresponds to a possible original execution that could result in the same external behavior. This latter requirement is needed so that the replayed execution can transition to consistent live execution at the end of the replay phase.

Figure 2 shows a timeline of each epoch on the primary replica. First, the container is paused and a container fork is performed. Execution is then resumed. The first write to a page results in a Copy On Write (COW) so that the state of the forked shadow container is maintained. Concurrently, the pages modified since the last checkpoint are copied to a staging buffer (MEM COPY). Once this copy is completed, the original container ceases to perform the COW operations. A container checkpoint includes in-kernel state associated with the container, such as the state of open file descriptors [62]. This state is obtained from the shadow container and written to the staging buffer (Other COPY). The entire checkpoint is then sent from the primary to the backup.

RRC is based on having the ability to identify all sources of nondeterminism that are potentially externally visible, record their outcomes, and replay them when needed. Thus, unsynchronized accesses to shared memory during the epoch in which the primary fails may cause replay on the backup to fail to correctly reproduce the primary’s execution, leading the backup to proactively terminate. This implies that applications are expected to be free of data races. However, not all multithreaded programs meet this expectation. Furthermore, precise race detection is NP-hard [48]. Hence, it is not possible to ensure that all data races are detected and eliminated. Fortunately, frequently-manifested data races are detectable using tools such as ThreadSanitizer [6]. Hence, only rarely-manifested data races are likely to remain in applications.

Since RRC only requires replay of short intervals (up to one epoch), it is inherently more tolerant to rarely-manifested data races than schemes that rely on accurate replay of the entire execution [38]. As an addition to this inherent advantage of RRC, RRC includes optional mechanisms that significantly increase the probability of correct recovery despite data races, as long as the manifestation rate is low (§4.7). During execution on the primary, these mechanisms record the order and timing of returns from nondeterministic system calls by all the threads. During replay, the recorded order and relative lock. For each thread, there is a log of the nondeterministic system calls it invoked, with their arguments and return values. Details are presented in §4.1.
If the primary fails, network connections must be maintained and migrated to the backup [19, 20, 22, 60]. Like CoRAL [19, 20], requests are routed through backup by advertising the service IP address in the backup. Unlike FT-TCP [22, 60] or CoRAL, replies are also routed through the backup, resulting in lower latency (§4.3).

As with most other state replication work [33, 53, 58, 62], RRC assumes fail-stop faults. Either the primary or the backup may fail. Heartbeats are exchanged between the primary and backup so failures are detected as missing heartbeats. Thus, RRC relies in the synchrony assumption [34] with respect to both the hosts and the network. If the backup fails, the primary configures its network, advertises the service IP address, and communicates with the clients directly. To maintain redundancy, a new backup needs to be instantiated and take over the service IP address.

4 Implementation

This section presents the implementation of RRC, focusing on the mechanisms used to overcome key challenges. RRC is implemented mostly at the user level but also includes small modifications to the kernel. At the user level, the implementation includes: agent processes on the primary and backup hosts that run outside the replicated container; a special version of the glibc library (that includes Pthreads), where some of the functions are instrumented (wrapped), used by the application in the container; and a dedicated RR (record and replay) library, that provides functions that actually perform the record and replay of nondeterministic events, used by the application in the container.

The kernel modifications include: an ability to record and enforce the order of access to key data structures (§4.1); support for a few variables shared between the kernel and RR library, used to coordinate checkpointing with record and replay (§4.2); a new queue discipline kernel module used to pause and release network traffic (§4.3); and container fork (§4.6).

In the rest of this section, §4.1 presents the basic record and replay scheme. §4.2 deals with the challenge of integrating checkpointing with record and replay. §4.3 presents the handling of network traffic. The transition from replay to live execution is discussed in §4.4. The performance-critical operation of transmitting the nondeterministic event log to the backup is explained in §4.5. Container fork is presented in §4.6. §4.7 presents our best-effort mechanism for increasing the probability of correct replay in the presence of infrequently-manifested data races.

4.1 Nondeterministic Events Record/Replay

To minimize overhead and implementation complexity, RRC records synchronization operations and system calls at the user level. This is done by code added in glibc before (before hook) and after (after hook) the original code. Recording is done in the after hook, replay is in the before hook.

For each lock, there is a log of lock operations in the order of returns from those operations. The log entry includes the ID of the invoking thread and the return value. The return values are recorded to handle the trylock variants as well as errors. During replay, synchronization operations must actually be performed in order to properly enforce the correct semantics. For each lock, the ordering of successful lock acquires is enforced. Since there is no need to enforce ordering among different locks, it is sufficient to maintain a separate log for each lock.

For each thread, there is a log of invoked system calls. The log entry includes the parameters and return values. During replay, the recorded parameters are used to detect divergence (replay failure). For some functions, such as gettimeofday(), replay does not involve the execution of the function and the recorded return values are returned. However, as discussed in §4.4, functions, such as open(), that involve the manipulation of kernel state, are actually executed during replay.

There can be dependencies among system calls, even if they are invoked by different threads. For example, this is the case for system calls whose execution involve writes and reads from kernel data structures, such as the file descriptor table. Hence, simply maintaining a separate log for each thread is not sufficient. To handle such cases, the kernel was modified to maintain an access sequence number for each such shared kernel resource. Each thread registers the address of a per-thread variable with the kernel. When the thread executes a system call accessing a shared resource, the kernel increments the sequence number and copies its value to the registered address. At the user level, this sequence number is attached to the corresponding system call log entry. During replay, the before and after hooks enforces the recorded execution order.

4.2 Integrating Checkpointing with Record/Replay

Checkpointing is triggered by a timer external to the container [62], and is thus not synchronized with the recording of nondeterministic events on the primary. This has the potential of resulting in a checkpoint and log contents on the backup from which correct replay cannot proceed. One example is that the checkpoint may include a thread in the middle of executing code in the RR library, resulting in the backup, during replay, attempting to send the nondeterministic event log to the backup. A second example is that there may be ambiguity at the backup as to whether a particular system call, such as open(), was executed after the checkpoint and thus needs to be reexecuted during replay, or executed before the checkpoint and thus should not be reexecuted during replay.

A naive solution to the above problem would be to delay the checkpointing of a thread if it is in execution anywhere between the beginning of the before hook and the end of
the after hook. However, this could delay checkpointing for arbitrarily long time if a thread is blocked on a system call, such as read().

The actual solution in RRC has two properties: (I) checkpointing of a thread is delayed if the thread is within the before hook or within the after hook, and (II) checkpointing of a thread can occur even if the thread is between the end of the before hook and the beginning of the after hook.

To enforce property (I), each thread registers with the kernel the address of a per-thread in_rr variable. In user mode, the RR library sets/clears the in_rr when it respectively enters/leaves the hook function. An addition to the kernel code prevents the thread from being paused if the thread’s in_rr flag is set.

To deal with property (II), RRC includes mechanisms to: (A) detect that this scenario has occurred, and (B) eliminate the potential ambiguities, such as the one mentioned above and take appropriate actions during replay. To implement the required mechanisms, RRC uses three variables: two per-thread flags – in_hook and syscall_skipped, as well as a global current_phase variable [63]. These variables are shared between the user level and the kernel. In the record phase, in_hook is set in the before hook and cleared in the after hook – this is mechanism (A) above.

For mechanism (B), syscall_skipped is used, during the replay phase, to determine whether, during the record phase, the checkpoint was taken before or after executing the system call. During the record phase, this flag is cleared during initialization and is not otherwise read or written. With CRIU (§2.1), if a checkpoint is triggered while a thread is executing a system call, before that call performs any state changes, the system call is retried after the checkpoint is restored. In the replay phase, at an early point in the kernel code executing a system call, if in_hook is set, the system call is skipped and syscall_skipped is set. Thus, if the system call was not executed before the checkpoint, it will be initially skipped during replay. During replay, if the after hook finds that in_hook and syscall_skipped are set, it passes control back to the before hook and the system call is then replayed or re-executed.

The handling of lock operations is similar to the handling of system calls. In the after hook, if in_hook is set, the lock is released and control is passed to the before hook, thus allowing enforcement of the order of lock acquires.

4.3 Handling Network Traffic

The current RRC implementation assumes that all network traffic is via TCP. To ensure failure transparency with respect to clients, there are three requirements that must be met: (1) client packets that have been acknowledged must not be lost; (2) packets to the clients that have not been acknowledged may need to be resent; (3) packets to the clients must not be released until the backup is able to recover the primary state past the point of sending those packets.

Requirements (1) and (2) have been handled in connection with other mechanisms, such as [20, 60]. With RRC, this is done by routing incoming and outgoing packets through the backup (§3). Incoming packets are recorded by the PackRec thread in the agent. Outgoing packets are sent to the backup as part of the nondeterministic event log.

The PackGate kernel module on the backup is used to meet requirement (3). PackGate maintains a release sequence number (RSN) for each TCP stream. When the primary container sends an outgoing message, the nondeterministic event log it sends to the backup (§3) includes a release request that updates the stream’s RSN. The outgoing packets with sequence numbers lower than the RSN are then released.

PackGate is implemented in the kernel since it operates frequently and must thus be efficient. PackGate maintains fairness among the TCP streams using a FIFO queue of release requests ordered by the order of sends.

4.4 Transition to Live Execution

As with [38, 43] and unlike the deterministic replay tools for debugging [44, 55–57], RRC needs to transition from replay mode to live mode. This occurs when the backup replica finishes replaying the nondeterministic event log, specifically, when the last system call that generated an external output during the original execution is replayed. To identify this last call, after the checkpoint is restored, the RR library scans the nondeterministic event log and counts the number of system calls that generated an external output. Once replay starts, this count is atomically decremented and the transition to live execution is triggered when the count reaches 0.

To support live execution, after replay, the kernel state must be consistent with the state of the container and with the state of the external world. For most kernel state, this is achieved by actually executing during replay system calls that change kernel state. For example, this is done for system calls that change the file descriptor table, such as open(), or change the memory allocation, such as mmap(). However, this approach does not work for system calls that interact with the external world. Specifically, in the context of RRC, these are reads and writes on sockets associated with a connection to an external client. As discussed in §4.1, such calls are replayed from the nondeterministic event log. However, there is still a requirement of ensuring that, before the transition to live execution, the state of the socket, e.g., sequence numbers, must be consistent with the state of the container and with the state of external clients.

To overcome the above challenge, when replaying system calls that affect socket state, RRC records the state changes on the sockets based on the nondeterministic event logs. When the replay phase completes, RRC updates all the sockets based on the recorded state. Specifically, the relevant components of socket state are: the last sent sequence number, the last acknowledged (by the client) sequence number, the last re-
ceived (from the client) sequence number, the receive queue, and the write queue. The initial socket state is obtained from the checkpoint. The updates to the sent sequence number and the write queue contents are determined based on writes and sends in the nondeterministic event log. For the rest of the socket state, \textit{RRC} cannot rely on the event log since some packets received and acknowledged by the kernel may not have been read by the application. Instead, \textit{RRC} uses information obtained from PackRec (§4.3).

With respect to incoming packets, once the container transitions to live execution, \textit{RRC} must provide to the container all the packets that were acknowledged by the primary but were not read by applications. During normal operation, on the backup host, PackRec keeps copies of incoming packets while PackGate extracts the acknowledgment numbers on each outgoing stream. If the primary fails, PackGate stops releasing outgoing packets and it thus has the last acknowledged sequence number of each incoming stream. PackRec obtains the last acknowledged sequence number of each stream from PackGate and stops recording when it has all the required (acknowledged) incoming packets. Before the container is restored on the backup, PackRec copies the recorded incoming packets to a log. Using the information from the nondeterministic event log and PackRec, before the transition to live execution, the packet repair mode (§2.1) is used to restore the socket state so that it is consistent with the state of the container and the external world.

4.5 Transferring the Event Logs

Whenever the container on the primary sends a message to an external client, it must collect the corresponding entries from the multiple nondeterministic event logs (§4.1) and send them to the backup (§3). Hence, the collection and sending of the log is a frequent activity, which is thus performance critical. Specifically, with our initial implementation, with the \textit{Memcached} benchmark under maximum load, the throughput overhead was approximately 300%.

To address the performance challenge above, \textit{RRC} offloads the transfer of the nondeterministic event log from the application threads to a dedicated \textit{logging thread} added by the RR library to the application process (as in [47]). With available CPU cycles, such as additional cores, this minimizes the overhead for the application threads. Furthermore, if multiple application threads generate external messages at approximately the same time, the corresponding multiple transfers of the logs are batched together, further reducing the overhead. When an application thread sends an external message, it notifies the logging thread via a shared ring buffer. The logging thread continuously collects all the notifications in the ring buffer and then collects and sends the nondeterministic logs to the backup. To reduce CPU usage and enable more batching, the logging thread sleeps for the minimum time allowed by the kernel between scans of the buffer.

To maximize performance, \textit{RRC} allows concurrent access to different logs. One application thread may log a lock operation concurrently with another thread that is logging a system call, while the logging thread is collecting log entries from a third log for transfer to the backup. This enables the logging thread to collect entries from different logs out of execution order. Thus, there is the potential for the log transferred to the backup for a particular outgoing message to be incomplete – missing an entry for an event on which the outgoing message depends. This can lead to replay failure.

There are two key properties of \textit{RRC} that help address the correctness challenge above: (A) there is no need to replay the nondeterministic event log beyond the last system call that outputs to the external world, and (B) when an application thread logs a system call that outputs to the external world, all nondeterministic events on which this system call may depend are already logged in nondeterministic event logs.

To exploit the two properties above, the RR library maintains two corresponding global sequence numbers: primary batch sequence number (PBSN) and backup batch sequence number (BBSN) in the primary and backup, respectively. They are both initialized to 0. Application threads attach the PBSN to the entries they log for nondeterministic events. When the logging thread picks up an entry from the aforementioned ring buffer, that is a request to collect and send the current event log. Before taking any other action, the logging thread scans the ring buffer to determine the number of pending requests. It then increments the PBSN by that number. Thus, every event log entry that is created after the logging thread begins collecting the log, has a higher PBSN tag. After the logging thread sends the log, it sends to the backup a message that directs the backup to increment the BBSN by the most recent increment of the PBSN. If the primary fails, before replay is initiated on the backup, all the nondeterministic event logs collected during the current epoch are scanned and the entries for system calls that output to the external world are counted if their attached sequence number is not greater than the BBSN. During replay, this count is decremented for each such system call replayed. When it reaches 0, replay terminates and live execution commences.

4.6 Container Fork

The new container fork (\textit{cfork}) system call is based on the existing process \textit{fork}. Given a process ID in a container, \textit{cfork} duplicates the container state shared among its processes and threads: namespaces (e.g., mount points, network interfaces) and control groups. \textit{Cfork} then duplicates all the processes and their threads in the container and assigns them to the new container. \textit{Fork} duplicates the file descriptor state, but does not duplicate the underlying state, such as socket state or pipe state. However, \textit{cfork} does duplicate this underlying state.

The implementation of \textit{cfork} for \textit{RRC} includes optimizations to minimize the container fork time. We identified two
major sources of overhead: (1) duplicating the namespaces and control groups, and (2) page table copy. To minimize (1), RRC exploits the fact that most namespace and control group state rarely changes after initialization [62]. Thus, at the first checkpoint, RRC creates a staging container with an idle process. Cfork assigns the forked container to the namespace and control group of the staging container instead of creating new ones. To ensure correctness, RRC detects state changes of the namespaces and control groups of the service container using hooks, added with ftrace to the kernel functions that can change the namespace and cgroup state. Cfork updates those changes to the staging container. Ftrace only incurs overhead if a hooked function is invoked. Since the namespace and cgroup states rarely change, such functions are rarely invoked and ftrace does not incur high overhead.

To minimize the latency of the page table copy, RRC avoids copying the page table of the data region of the RR library, whose size can be up to several gigabytes and thus takes tens of milliseconds to copy. Specifically, the RR library tags the VMA of the data region with a new special flag and thus informs the cfork to skip copying its page table. This optimization is correct because RRC does not need to checkpoint the data region of the RR library; its state is initialized upon replay by reading the saved nondeterministic logs in the backup.

4.7 Mitigating the Impact of Data Races

As discussed in §3, RRC includes mechanisms that significantly increase the probability of successful recovery in the presence of rarely-manifested data races. Specifically, RRC mitigates the impact of data races by adjusting the relative timing of the application threads during replay to approximately match the timing during the original execution. As a first step, in the record phase, the RR library records the order and the TSC (time stamp counter) value when a thread leaves the after hook of a system call. In the replay phase, the RR library enforces the recorded order on threads before they leave the after hook. As a second step, during replay, the RR library maintains the TSC value corresponding to the time when the after hook of the last-replayed system call was exited. When a thread is about to leave a system call after hook, the RR library delays the thread until the difference between the current TSC and the TSC of that last-replayed system call is larger than the corresponding difference in the original execution. System calls are used as the basis for the timing adjustments since they are replayed (not executed) and are thus likely to cause the timing difference. This mechanism is evaluated in §6.3.

5 Experimental Setup

All the experiments were hosted on Fedora 29 with the 4.18.16 Linux kernel. The containers were hosted using runC [12] (version 1.0.1), a popular container runtime used in Docker. The primary and backup replicas were hosted on different 36-core servers, using modern Xeon chips. These hosts were connected to each other through a dedicated 10Gb Ethernet link. The clients were hosted on a 10-core server, based on a similar Xeon chip. The client host was in a different building, interconnected through a Cisco switch, using 1Gb Ethernet.

Five benchmarks were in-memory databases handling short requests: Redis [13], Memcached [10], SSDB [15], Taran- tool [16] and Aerospike [2]. These benchmarks were evaluated using 20-40 clients retrieving a 1KB static page. For Lighttpd, benchmarking tools SIEGE [14], ab [1] and wget [5] were used to evaluate, respectively, the performance overhead, response latency, and recovery rate. Swaptions and Streamcluster were evaluated using the native input test suites. We evaluated only two benchmarks from the PARSEC suite since RRC targets server applications and its design is thus focused on low latency overhead. Low latency overhead is not relevant for the batch applications, such as those included in the PARSEC suite. Nonetheless, we show that such applications can be handled by RRC with very low throughput overhead.

We used fault injection to evaluate RRC’s recovery mechanism. Since fail-stop failures are assumed, a simple failure detector was sufficient. Failures were detected based on heartbeats exchanged every 30ms between the primary and backup hosts. The side not receiving heartbeats for 90ms identified the failure of the other side and initiates recovery.

For Swaptions and Streamcluster, recovery was “successful” if the output was identical to the golden copy. For Lighttpd, we used multiple wget instances that concurrently fetched a static page. Recovery was “successful” if all the fetched pages were identical to the golden copy. For the in-memory database benchmarks, we developed customized clients, using existing client libraries [3, 9, 11, 17], that spawn multiple threads and let each thread work on separate set of database records. Each thread records the value it stores with each key, compares that value with the value returned by the corresponding get operation and flags an error if there is a mismatch. Recovery was considered successful if no errors were reported.

For the fault injection experiments, for server programs, the clients were configured to run for at least 30 seconds and drive the server program to consume around 50% of the CPU cycles. A fail stop failure was injected at a random time within the middle 80% of the execution time, using the sch_plug module to block network traffic on all the interfaces of a host. To emulate a real world cloud computing environments, while also stressing the recovery mechanism, we used a perturb program to compete for CPU resources on the primary host. The perturb program busy loops for a random time between 20 to 80 ms and sleeps for a random time between 20 to 120ms. During fault injection, a perturb program instance
was pinned to each core executing the benchmark.

6 Evaluation

This section presents RRC’s performance overhead and CPU usage overhead (§6.1), the added latency for server responses (§6.2), as well as the recovery rate and recovery latency (§6.3).

Two configurations of RRC are evaluated: RRC-SE (short epoch) and RRC-LE (long epoch), with epoch durations of 100ms and 1s, respectively. Setting the epoch duration is a tradeoff between the lower overhead with long epochs and the lower susceptibility to data races and lower recovery time with short epochs. Hence, RRC-LE may be used if there is high confidence that the applications are free of data races. Thus, with the RRC-SE configuration, the data race mitigation mechanism described in §4.7 is turned on, while it is turned off for RRC-LE.

RRC is compared to NiLiCon (§2.1) with respect to the performance overhead under maximum CPU utilization and the server response latency. NiLiCon is configured to run with an epoch interval of 30ms, as in [62]. The short epochs of NiLiCon are required since, unlike RRC, the epoch duration with NiLiCon determines the added latency in replying to client requests (§2.1). Thus, for many server applications, even with 30ms epochs, NiLiCon provides unacceptably long response latencies. In all cases, the “stock setup” is the application running in an unreplicated container.

Some server applications can be configured to enable their own custom fault tolerance mechanisms. However, developing and validating such mechanisms is time consuming and error prone. Hence, mechanisms, such as RRC, that can be deployed for many applications, are likely to be of higher quality (reliability) and incur lower total development cost. Table 1 compares the overhead of RRC with the custom mechanisms of three of our benchmarks (§5). The custom mechanisms are all configured to provide strong consistency (outputs are not released until the changes are reflected in the backup), which RRC also provides. The results show that RRC-LE actually has lower throughput overhead. On average, the custom mechanisms do result in lower response latency. This is mainly due to their ability to release the outputs of read requests without waiting for acknowledgments from the backup. However, on average, the overall results are comparable.

### 6.1 Overheads: Performance, CPU Utilization

Two key overhead measures of RRC are: for a fixed amount of work, the increase in execution time and the increase in the utilization of CPU cycles. These measures are distinct since many of the actions of RRC are in parallel with the main computation threads.

For the six server benchmarks, the measurements reported in this subsection were done with workloads that resulted in maximum CPU utilization for the cores running the application worker threads\(^1\) with the stock setup.

With four of the server benchmarks, the number of the worker threads cannot be configured (Lighttpd, Redis: 1, Tarantool: 2, SSDB: 12). The remaining four benchmarks were configured to run with four worker threads.

For each benchmark, the workload that saturates the cores in the stock setup was used for the stock, RRC, and NiLiCon setups. With NiLiCon, due to its large latency overhead (§6.2), it is impossible to saturate the server with this setup. Hence, for the NiLiCon measurements in this subsection, the buffering of the server responses was removed. This is not a valid NiLiCon configuration, but it provides a comparison of the overheads excluding buffering of external outputs.

**Performance overhead.** The performance overhead is reported as the percentage increase in the execution time for a fixed amount of work compared to the stock setup. Figure 3 shows the performance overheads of NiLiCon, RRC-SE, and RRC-LE, with the breakdown of the sources of overhead. Each benchmark was executed 50 times. The margin of error of the 95% confidence interval was less than 2%.

![Figure 3: Performance overheads: NiLiCon, RRC-SE, RRC-LE.](image)

The record overhead is caused by the RR library recording nondeterministic events. The pause overhead is due to the time the container is paused during the container fork. The COW overhead is caused by the time to copy the pages after the container fork. The page fault overhead is caused by the page fault exceptions that track the memory state changes of each epoch (§2.1).

With RRC-SE, the average incremental checkpoint size per epoch was 0.2MB for Swaptions, 15.6MB for Redis, and 41.2MB for Aerospike. With RRC-SE, the average number of

---

\(^1\)Some application “helper threads” are mostly blocked sleeping.
As expected, the checkpointing component of the overhead ("COW" plus "Others" in Figure 3) increases approximately in CPU utilization. Hence, this write working set size (WWSS) impacts the performance overhead. Table 2 shows the performance overhead of RRC-SE with four of our benchmarks as the WWSS is increased to 2x and 3x of the WWSS used in Figure 3. These measurements were obtained by increasing the number of records and then, with a fixed number of records, varying the ratio of writes to reads to obtain the different WWSS values. As expected, the checkpointing component of the overhead ("COW" plus "Others" in Figure 3) increases approximately linearly with the WWSS. As shown in Figure 3, as the epoch duration is increased, the checkpointing component of the overhead is decreased and thus the impact of the WWSS becomes less significant. It should be noted that the number of pages read during an epoch has no impact on the performance overhead. The footprint of the application has only negligible impact that is due to the time to scan the page table to identify the modified pages.

CPU utilization overhead. The CPU utilization (Table 3) is the product of the average numbers of CPUs (cores) used and the total execution time. The CPU utilization overhead is the percentage increase in utilization with RRC compared to with the stock setup. The breakdown of the overhead into its components was obtained by incrementally enabling each component and measuring the corresponding increase in CPU utilization. The overheads relative to the 1x case are in parentheses.

Table 3: CPU utilization overhead for RRC-SE. CP: checkpointing. RR: recording nondeterministic events. TCP: handling TCP failover.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WWSS</th>
<th>Redis</th>
<th>Taran</th>
<th>SSDB</th>
<th>Mem$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1x</td>
<td>47% (1.00)</td>
<td>57% (1.00)</td>
<td>53% (1.00)</td>
<td>36% (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x</td>
<td>56% (1.19)</td>
<td>51% (1.38)</td>
<td>57% (1.08)</td>
<td>58% (1.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x</td>
<td>73% (1.55)</td>
<td>63% (1.70)</td>
<td>62% (1.17)</td>
<td>73% (2.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The impact of the write working set size (WWSS), relative to the WWSS used in Figure 3, on the performance overhead with RRC-SE. The overheads relative to the 1x case are in parentheses.

Table 4: Response latency in µs. S: Stock, R: RRC-SE, N: NiLiCon

A significant factor in the CPU utilization overhead is for packet handling in the backup kernel needed to support TCP failover. This overhead is mostly due to routing. Techniques for optimizing software routing [42] can be used to reduce this overhead.

The overheads shown in Table 3 should be evaluated in the context of comparable alternative techniques. The only alternatives that can achieve low latency overheads necessary for many server applications are based on active replication [38, 47]. Such techniques have CPU overheads comparable to RRC’s for recording nondeterministic events and handling TCP failover. They do not have the overhead for checkpointing but instead have 100% overhead for execution on the backup. Table 3 shows the with RRC-SE the overhead for checkpointing is 4%-56%. Hence, RRC’s CPU overhead is significantly smaller than the comparable alternatives’.

**Performance decoupling.** An important property of RRC is that, unlike active replication, it decouples the performance of the application on the primary host from the performance on the backup. To illustrate the impact of this, we selected two representative benchmarks: Redis and Aerospike, which incur a significant CPU usage on the backup host, and ran them with RRC-SE. We ran the perturb program (§5), which consumes 40% of a CPU, first on all the cores of the primary and then the backup. When the perturb program runs on the primary, the performance overhead increases from 46% to 71% and 85% to 116% for Redis and Aerospike, respectively. However, when the perturb program runs on the backup, the execution time remains the same.

### 6.2 Response Latency

Table 4 shows the response latencies with the stock setup, RRC-SE and NiLiCon. The numbers of client threads for stock and RRC-SE are adjusted so that the CPU load on the cores running application worker threads is 50%. For NiLiCon, the number of client threads is the same as with RRC-SE, resulting in CPU utilization of less than 5%, thus favoring NiLiCon. To evaluate the impact of response size, Lighttpd is evaluated serving both 1KB as well as 100KB files.

With RRC, there are three potential sources for the increase in response latency: forwarding packets through the backup, the need to delay packet release until the corresponding event log is received by the backup, and increased request processing time on the primary. With RRC-SE, the increase...
in average latency is only 144µs to 290µs. The worst case is with Aerospike, which has the highest checkpointing overhead (COW+Others in Figure 3) and a high rate of nondeterministic events and thus long logs that have to be transferred to the backup. The increase in 99th percentile latency is 235µs to 959µs. The worst case is with Memcached. As shown in Table 4, in terms of increase in response latency, NiLiCon is not competitive, as also indicated by the results in [62].

With RRC-LE, the increase in the average response latency is from 42µs to 229µs, due to the lower checkpointing overhead. The increase in the 99th percentile latency is under 510µs since the container fork are much less frequent and thus less likely to interrupt the processing of a request.

**The impact of container fork.** The tail response time latency overhead is determined by the time the primary is paused for checkpointing. Table 5 shows RRC’s pause time with and without the container fork. Without the container fork, the container has to be paused during the entire checkpointing process, leading to a pause time between 5.9ms to 45.8ms. The pause time with the container fork is only from 0.5ms to 3.5ms. Most of the container fork time is spent on copying page tables and thus can be further reduced with recent techniques on optimizing fork() [61].

Due to the reduction in the pause time, with the SE setup, the container fork reduces the average response latency overhead from 156µs-581µs to 144µs-290µs, and the worst-case 99% response latency overhead from 6ms to 959µs. The throughput overhead is reduced from 8%-145% to 4%-85%.

Immediately after the container fork there is a period during which there is additional overhead due to COW of pages on the primary (§3). Table 6 shows that this period terminates at an early stage of each epoch. To evaluate the impact of the COW on response latency, we obtained fine grained measurements with Memcached. Figure 4 shows the results.

### 6.3 Recovery Rate and Latency

This subsection presents an evaluation of the recovery mechanism and the data race mitigation mechanism. The service interruption time is obtained by measuring, at the client, the increase in response latency when a fault occurs. The service interruption time is the sum of the recovery latency plus the detection time. With RRC, the average detection time is 90ms (§5). Hence, since our focus is not on detection mechanisms, the average recovery latency reported is the average service interruption time minus 90ms.

**Backup failure.** 50 fault injection runs are performed for each benchmark. Recovery is always successful. The service interruption duration is dominated by the Linux TCP retransmission timeout, which is 200ms. The other recovery events, such as detector timeout and broadcasting the ARP requests to update the service IP address, occur concurrently with this 200ms. Thus, the measured service interruption duration is between 203ms and 208ms.

**Primary failure recovery rate.** Three of our benchmarks contain data races that may cause recovery failure: Memcached, Aerospike, and Tarantool. Running Tarantool with RRC-SE, through 50 runs of fault injection in the primary, we find that, due to data races, in all cases replay fails and thus recovery fails. Due to the high rate of data race manifestation, this is the case even with the mechanism described in §4.7. Thus, we use a version of Tarantool in which the data races are eliminated by manually adding locks.

We divide the benchmarks into two sets. The first set consists of the five data-race-free benchmarks and a modified version of Tarantool. For these, 50 fault injections are performed for each benchmark. Recovery is always successful.

The second set of benchmarks, Memcached and Aerospike, is used to evaluate the the data race mitigation mechanisms (§4.7). For these, to ensure statistically significant results, 1000 fault injection runs are performed with each benchmark with each setup. The results are presented in Table 7. For both the recovery rate and replay time, the 95% confidence interval

| Table 5: The pause time of RRC with container fork (CF) and without container fork (NCF) in millisecond. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | ST   | SC   | Lhtpd | Redis | Taran | SSDB | Mem$ | Aero |
| CF avg          | 0.7  | 2.7  | 0.5   | 1.6   | 2.4   | 2.6  | 1.5   | 3.2  |
| CF 90%          | 0.7  | 3.1  | 0.6   | 1.9   | 2.7   | 2.9  | 1.7   | 3.5  |
| NCF avg         | 5.9  | 7.6  | 7.2   | 14.9  | 18.4  | 13.9 | 28.7  | 42.9 |
| NCF 90%         | 5.9  | 8.0  | 7.4   | 16.7  | 20.2  | 14.8 | 33.7  | 45.8 |

| Table 6: The average time (ms) between resuming container execution and the stop of COW. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | ST   | SC   | Lhtpd | Redis | Taran | SSDB | Mem$ | Aero |
| avg             | 3.1  | 3.9  | 2.5   | 9.1   | 11.5  | 6.5  | 15.6  | 27.4 |

| Table 7: Recovery rate and replay time (in ms). RRC with different levels of mitigation of data race impact. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | Recovery Rate   | Replay Time     |                 |                 |                 |
|                 | Memcached | Aero | Mem$ | Aero |                 |                 |
| stock           | 94.3%  | 84.5% | 20   | 28   |                 |                 |
| + Total order of syscalls | 94.3% | 92.7% | 120 | 299 |                 |                 |
| + Timing adjustment | 99.2% | 99.8% | 234 | 383 |                 |                 |
| stock           | 51.4%  | 34.8% | 249 | 373 |                 |                 |
| + Total order of syscalls | 51.6% | 76.5% | 1122 | 1345 |                 |                 |
| + Timing adjustment | 99.0% | 99.4% | 1230 | 1460 |                 |                 |
is less than 1%. Without the §4.7 mechanism, the recovery rate for RRC-LE is much lower than with RRC-SE, demonstrating the benefit of short epochs and thus shorter replay times. Enforcing a total order of the recorded system calls in the after hook is not effective for Memcached but increases the recovery rate of Aerospike for both RRC setups. However, with the timing adjustments, both benchmarks achieve high recovery rates, even with RRC-LE. The total order of the system calls is the main factor that increase the replay time. Thus, there is no reason to not also enable the timing adjustments.

We measured the rate of racy memory accesses in Tarantool, Memcached and Aerospike. To identify “racy memory accesses”, we first fixed all the identified data races by protecting certain memory access with locks. We then removed the added locks and added instrumentation to count the corresponding memory accesses. For Tarantool, the rates of racy memory writes and reads are, respectively, 328,000 and 274,000 per second. For Memcached the respective rates are 1 and 131,000 per second and for Aerospike they are 250 and 372,000 per second. These results demonstrate that, when the rate of accesses potentially affected by data races is high, our mitigation scheme is not effective. Fortunately, in such cases, data races are unlikely to remain undetected.

**Primary failure recovery latency.** Figure 5 shows a breakdown of the factors that make up the recovery latency for the server benchmarks with RRC-SE and RRC-LE. With RRC-SE, the data race mitigation scheme is enabled, while with RRC-LE it is disabled. The 95% confidence interval margin of error is less than 5%. Restore is the time to restore the checkpoint, mostly for restoring the in-kernel states of the container (e.g., mount points and namespaces). Read log is the time to process the stored logs in preparation for replay. Others include the time to send ARP requests and connect the backup container network interface to the bridge.

The recovery latency differences among the benchmarks are due mainly to the replay time. It might be expected that the average replay time would be approximately half an epoch duration. However, replay time is increased due to different thread scheduling by the kernel that causes some threads to wait to match the order of the original execution. This increase is more likely when the data race impact mitigation mechanism is enabled since it enforces more strict adherence to the original execution. A second factor that impact the replay time is a decrease due to system calls that are replayed from the log and not executed.

With the current RRC implementation, the total memory occupancy of the application, i.e., its footprint, has an impact on the recovery latency. Specifically, during recovery on the backup host, all the pages are copied from the memory area where they are saved during prior checkpointing to new locations. Hence, as shown in Table 8, as the footprint is increased, there is a small increase in the recovery latency. In these measurements, the footprint was determined by the final checkpoint size. It should be noted that the impact of the footprint on recovery latency is a limitation of the current implementation. An optimization with kernel support would avoid copying the pages from one memory location to another by simply updating the page table.

### 7 Limitations

An inherent limitation is that the mechanism used for mitigating the impact of data races (§4.7) is incapable of handling a high rate of racy accesses (§6.3). However, as discussed in §3, such data races are easily detectable and are thus easy to eliminate, even in legacy applications.

The prototype implementation of RRC is restricted to single-process containers. This is not a major restriction since, in most cases, containers are used to run only a single process. Cito et al. [30] analyzed 38,079 Docker projects on Github and concluded that only 4% of the projects involved multi-process containers. This is reinforced by Internet searches regarding this issue that yield numerous hits on pages, such as [23], that suggest that running single-process containers is best practice. To overcome this limitation, the RR library would need to support inter-process communications via shared memory. Techniques presented in [24] may be applicable.

RRC also does not handle asynchronous signals. This can be resolved by techniques used in [43], that delay signal delivery until a system call or certain page faults.

The current implementation of RRC only supports C/C++ applications. Adding support for non-C/C++ applications would require instrumenting their runtimes to track nondeterministic events. RRC does not handle C atomic types, functions, intrinsics and inline assembly code that performs atomic operations transparently. In this work, such cases were handled by protecting such operations with locks.
8 Related Work

RRC is related to prior fault-tolerance works on replication based on high-frequency checkpointing, replication based on deterministic replay, and network connection failover.

Early work on VM replication is based on leader-follower active replication using deterministic replay [27]. This is combined with periodic checkpointing in [28], based on use of this technique for debugging [41]. These works focused on uniprocessor systems. Extending them to multiprocessors is impractical, due to the overhead of recording shared memory access order for a VM [37, 52]. Remus [33] (§2.1) and its follow-on works [46, 53, 62] focus on multiprocessor workloads and implement replication using high-frequency checkpointing.

Plover [58] optimizes Remus by using an active replica to reduce the size of transferred state and by performing state synchronization adaptively, when VMs are idle. All the Remus-based mechanisms release outputs only after the primary and backup synchronize their states. Hence, outputs are delayed by multiple (often, tens of) milliseconds. COLO [35] compares outputs from two active VM replicas and synchronizes their states on a mismatch, resulting in high throughput and latency overheads for applications with significant nondeterminism.

For process-level checkpointing, libckpt [51] implements “forked checkpointing,” where the unmodified fork() system call is used to minimize the pause time for checkpointing.

To handle nondeterminism in parallel applications, as with RRC, some works rely on replaying the order of synchronization operations [32, 38, 47]. Rex [38] and Crane [32] cannot handle state divergences caused by data races and require manual modifications of the application source code. Castor [47] handles data races by buffering outputs until the backup finishes replaying the associated logs. If divergence due to data races occurs, the two replicas synchronize their state.

Comparing RRC with Rex, Crane, and Castor, for data-race-free applications, RRC is likely to have a smaller throughput overhead. Specifically, Rex reports that under heavy load, replay may be slower than the original execution and thus the active replica is a performance bottleneck. With a data-race-free setup, both Rex and RRC are evaluated with Memcached, and the performance overheads are 40% vs. 17%.

For applications that have data races, the only relevant comparison is with Castor. Castor is likely to have higher response delays since outputs cannot be released until the backup finishes replaying the associated log. Additionally, a data race can also cause Castor to fail. Specifically, if the primary fails in the middle of state synchronization caused by a data race, the system fails. Hence, for an application with a high rate of racy memory accesses, such as Tarantool (§6.3), Castor would be frequently synchronizing the state and thus have low recovery rate (like RRC) and also high performance overhead. For applications with a lower rate of racy memory accesses, such as Memcached and Aerospike, Castor also has lower recovery rate. For example, for Memcached, based on Table 7, the probability of execution divergence in 50ms is 0.059. Hence, execution diverges approximately every 0.85s. With our setup, the time it takes to create and transfer the checkpoint for Memcached is 48ms. Hence, an upper bound on the recovery rate with Castor is expected to be 94.7% versus 99.2% with RRC (Table 7). A similar calculation for Aerospike, taking into account 76ms to create and transfer the checkpoint, results in a recovery rate for Castor of 79.8% versus 99.8% for RRC.

9 Conclusion

RRC is a unique point in the design space of application-transparent fault tolerance schemes for multiprocessor workloads. By combining checkpointing, with externally deterministic replay, and container fork, it provides all the desirable properties of a fault tolerance scheme listed in §1, with specific emphasis on low latency overhead, which is critical for server applications. RRC facilitates trading off performance and resource overheads with vulnerability to data races and recovery latency. Critically, the response latency is decoupled from the frequency of checkpointing, and sub-millisecond added delay is achieved with all our server applications. RRC is a full fault tolerance mechanism. It can recover from primary or backup host failure and includes transparent failover of TCP connections.

As we have found (§6.3), legacy applications may have data races. RRC targets data races that are most likely to remain undetected and uncorrected, namely, rarely-manifested data races. Unlike mechanism based strictly on active replication and deterministic replay [38], RRC is not affected by data races that manifest during normal operation, long before failure. For data races that manifest right before failure, RRC introduces simple mechanisms that significantly reduce the probability of the data races causing recovery failure.

This paper describes key implementation challenges encountered in the development of RRC and outlines their resolution. The extensive evaluation of RRC, based on eight benchmarks, included performance and resource overheads, impact on response latency, as well as recovery rate and latency. The recovery rate evaluation, based on fault injection, subjected RRC to particularly harsh conditions by intentionally perturbing the scheduling on the primary, thus challenging the deterministic replay mechanism (§5). With high checkpointing frequency (RRC-SE), RRC’s throughput overhead is less than 53% for seven of our benchmarks and 85% for the eighth. If the applications are known to be data-race-free, with a lower checkpointing frequency (RRC-LE), the overhead is less than 49% for all benchmarks, significantly outperforming NiLiCon [62]. With data-race-free applications, RRC recovers from all fail-stop failures. With two applications with infrequently-manifested data races, the recovery rate is over 99% with RRC-SE.
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Abstract

Modern data center fabrics open the possibility of microsecond distributed applications, such as data stores and message queues. A challenging aspect of their development is to ensure that, besides being fast in the common case, these applications react fast to changes in their membership, e.g., due to reconfiguration and failures. This is especially important as they form the backbone of numerous cloud-powered services, such as analytics and trading systems, trying to meet ever-stringent tail latency requirements. As the microservices-oriented architecture is the de facto standard for building cloud services, a single user request translates to a wide fan-out of microservices interactions sitting on the critical path. The outcome is implacable: the traditionally uncommon events of reconfiguration and failures are exacerbated by the fan-out of communication, making user requests commonly experience such events and quickly impacting the tail latency of the service.

We present uKharon, a microsecond-scale membership service that detects changes in the membership of applications and lets them failover in as little as 50µs. uKharon consists of (1) a multi-level failure detector, (2) a consensus engine that relies on one-sided RDMA CAS, and (3) minimal-overhead membership leases, all exploiting RDMA to operate at the microsecond scale. We showcase the power of uKharon by building uKharon-KV, a replicated Key-Value cache based on HERD [24]. uKharon-KV processes PUT requests as fast as the state-of-the-art and improves upon it by (1) removing the need for replicating GET requests and (2) bringing the end-to-end failover down to 53µs, a 10× improvement.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art data centers form the backbone of today’s online services, including social networks, search engines, video streaming, e-commerce and banking platforms. The ever-increasing popularity of online services and their pervasive role manifest in both huge-scale requirements as well as stringent tail latency to guarantee smooth user interaction. The tail of a cloud service refers to the latency of the slowest requests, and thus provides a limit to the maximum latency experienced by the end user. Despite substantial efforts in both hardware (e.g., InfiniBand/RDMA [40], RoCE [4], FPGA [6], Gen-Z [28], CXL [50]) and hardware-accelerated software [15,21–23,38,52,53,55], keeping the tail short at large scale is one of the most important challenges in the cloud computing industry.

Dean et al. [9] shed light on the challenge of building tail-tolerant software at data center scale. This challenge mainly stems from the architecture of modern online services, which are composed of a plethora of layers that communicate frequently. Despite the scalability and cost benefits of such architectures, each end-user request results in a wide fan-out of interaction across tiers, each of which lies in the critical path between the service and its reply to the user. The probability of the traditionally rare reconfiguration and failure events is thus multiplied by the fan-out of the communication. As a result, user requests encounter such events more frequently, which quickly impacts the tail latency of the services.

Existing systems are not capable of handling failures within microseconds. Key-Value stores like Hermes [26], state machine replication [44] systems like Mu [2] and Hovercraft [29], and transactional systems like FaRM [12], process requests in a few microseconds in failure-free scenarios, but miss the microsecond envelope when handling failures. Mu and Hovercraft take 0.5ms and 10ms respectively to failover. Aguilera et al. [2] reported that Hermes has a failover of 150ms, while FaRM mentioned ZooKeeper [20], a widely used distributed coordination service that offers at-best millisecond failover, for its membership management.

This paper builds on the observation that a crucial step in making tail-tolerant microsecond applications is reacting fast to failures. We thus propose uKharon¹, a membership service tailored to the microsecond scale. Apart from acting as a distributed membership storage for (distributed) applications, uKharon monitors their nodes, detects their failures and

¹“u” stands for microsecond, and Kharon is the carrier of the souls of the dead in Greek mythology. It is pronounced ma-ka-ron.
changes their membership within 50μs. When uKharon itself experiences a failure, it recovers within 64μs. uKharon particularly benefits applications with efficient state transfer which can swap a faulty replica with a hot one in microseconds, for example via shadow replication. It targets cloud services that require seamless reconfiguration for fault tolerance and scalability, such as indexes, datastores and transactional systems.

The key to the performance of uKharon is the careful design of three fundamental components, all of which leverage RDMA to operate at the microsecond scale. First, uKharon achieves microsecond failure detection by employing a multi-level failure detector. It distinguishes the failures related to the application (e.g., segmentation faults), from those related to the kernel (e.g., driver faults), and failures related to the hardware (e.g., RDMA NIC faults), employing for each a different failure detector. Second, uKharon decides on memberships using a consensus engine which solely relies on one-sided RDMA verbs. This engine takes advantage of RDMA Compare-and-Swap (CAS) to handle leader changes within 10μs. Third, uKharon provides membership leases that add minimal overhead to the end application and last ∼20μs. As a result, our membership service combines typically opposing forces: having applications with low-overhead dynamicity in failure-free scenarios and very fast failover upon failures.

We showcase the benefits of our membership service by building uKharon-KV, a replicated in-memory KV-cache based on HERD [24]. It uses uKharon to track the set of nodes and react to node failures. We compare uKharon-KV against HERD+Mu [2] (i.e., HERD replicated by Mu), a system which— to the best of our knowledge— achieved the lowest replication latency to date. Our evaluation shows that uKharon-KV processes PUT requests as fast as HERD+Mu in failure-free periods. Moreover, thanks to its leasing mechanism, uKharon-KV manages to spare the replication of GET requests, an optimization that is algorithmically impossible in HERD+Mu. As a result, uKharon-KV GETs are 31.8% faster than HERD+Mu’s. uKharon-KV, though, shines in the event of failures, achieving an end-to-end failover of 53μs, improving on HERD+Mu’s failover of 531μs by up to a factor of 10.

In a nutshell, we present uKharon, the first ever membership service using HERD+Mu with leases. uKharon provides microsecond leases that add up to 20μs, and improves on HERD+Mu’s failover of 531μs by up to a factor of 10. uKharon is highly effective in handling failures, achieving failover within 53μs, which is significantly faster than HERD+Mu.

2.1 Membership Service

To achieve resilience, long-lived distributed systems must be dynamic. Many systems [30, 31, 39, 45, 47] achieve dynamicity by relying on a coordination substrate, such as ZooKeeper [20] or etcd [14]. Among the various services (e.g., atomic locks, registers) these substrates offer, dynamicity is fundamentally addressed via their membership service.

A membership service offers dynamicity both in graceful executions and upon failures. In the former case, it serves join and leave requests issued by processes that want to become part of a distributed application or exit it. In the latter, it detects process failures and reacts to them. All these events are reflected through new configurations (called views or simply memberships). Essentially, a membership service acts as a storage of configuration information, keeping track of how the set of processes evolves, and exposes this information.

Typically, membership services rely on consensus [16] to establish a totally ordered sequence of views. Such services, including Zookeeper and etcd, offer strong semantics as all processes using the membership service transition through the same sequence of views.

Consensus-based membership services also offer real-time semantics. Apart from knowing the sequence of memberships, it is also important to know which is the (single) active membership. To understand why this real-time property is useful, consider the following example that incorrectly builds a cache storage solely relying on the sequence of memberships: The cache serves READ and WRITE requests. Initially, membership \(M_1 = \{S_1\}\) designates server \(S_1\) as responsible for the cache (i.e., \(S_1\) stores it and serves requests). Eventually, a second membership \(M_2 = \{S_2\}\) replaces \(S_1\) with \(S_2\). \(S_2\), being part of \(M_2\), proceeds with serving clients’ requests and updates the content of the cache. At the same time, \(S_1\) is unaware of \(M_2\) and continues serving clients’ requests as well. As a result, a client that is also unaware of \(M_2\) and reads from \(S_1\) will get stale data. This example demonstrates a violation of consistency. It shows that total order of memberships does not provide any real-time guarantees by itself.

Membership services provide real-timeliness by making outdated memberships nonoperational. A commonly used mechanism to achieve this property is the use of a distributed invalidation protocol. Another solution is to rely on leases. With leases, processes are forced to periodically check the active membership, execute operations in this membership,
and abort operations that span over multiple memberships. uKharon provides real-timeness via leases.

2.2 RDMA

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [49] is a networking technology that allows processes to access the memory of a remote machine without involving the CPU of the latter. By implementing several layers of the networking stack in hardware and relying on kernel bypass, RDMA achieves microsecond inter-machine communication. It allows applications within the data center to communicate in as little as $0.9 \mu s$ [25]. This technology is supported by different fabrics such as Infini-

band [49] and commodity Ethernet via RoCE [4].

Applications communicate over RDMA by relying on primitives called verbs. There exist one-sided verbs that include READ, WRITE and Compare and Swap (CAS) verbs and two-sided verbs, such as SEND and RECV verbs. One-sided verbs let a process read, write and apply atomic transforma-
tions to a remote machine’s memory without involving its CPU. Two-sided verbs are similar to message passing and involve both communicating sides. They let processes send and receive memory buffers. Communication in RDMA can notably occur over established Reliable Connections (RCs) or over Unreliable Datagrams (UDs). While the former provide FIFO semantics, the latter trade reliability for better performance and support for message multicast [49].

2.3 Communication Model

uKharon is designed for data centers. It is safe under asyn-
chrony and live under partial synchrony [13]. That is, to make progress, uKharon assumes a Global Stabilization Time (GST), unknown to the processes, such that from GST on-
wards there is a bound $\Delta$ on communication and processing delays. This is a realistic assumption, as data center fabrics are not asynchronous in practice [3, 35, 54]. Additionally, our system relies on bounded clock drift for safety, i.e., durations are approximately the same across all processes. uKharon also assumes crash-stop failures: processes may fail by crash-
ing, after which they stop executing. Finally, we assume that network partitions, which affect uKharon’s liveness, are eventually resolved by the data center administrators.

3 Design Overview

3.1 Architecture

Figure 1 gives an overview of uKharon. Our system, as a membership service, runs on application nodes as well as a set of dedicated nodes called coordinators.

Central to uKharon is uKharon Core, a single-threaded li-

brary that hosts monitoring functionalities of the membership service. This includes detecting failures of member nodes (including coordinators), listening for failures and new mem-
berships, as well as renewing leases. The application receives these events via thread-safe accessors: a stream of failures, a stream of memberships and a method $\text{Active}(M) \rightarrow \text{bool}$ which checks whether a given membership $M$ is active.

The generation and storage of memberships is delegated to coordinators. Coordinators achieve fault tolerance through consensus. One of them is the leader, which processes join/leave requests from both application nodes and coordi-
nators, proposes new memberships and broadcasts decided memberships which are picked up by the uKharon Core instance running on every node. The rest of coordinators help the leader decide and replicate the sequence of memberships. Finally, coordinators assign each member a unique identifier.

Running uKharon Core on both application nodes and co-

ordinators helps bootstrap the membership service. uKharon Core learns about the new memberships from coordinators, but coordinators require the membership service to learn about each other. Similarly, coordinators rely on uKharon Core to detect failures of application nodes or themselves.

Part of uKharon’s failure detection logic resides in the ker-

nel, outside of uKharon Core. It consists of a kernel module hooked to Linux’s process cleanup routine. This module can be enabled by the application logic and broadcasts a failure notification (called deadbeat) when the application crashes.

New memberships are merely broadcast by coordinators, putting the burden of detecting the active membership to the application nodes. uKharon Core is responsible for bringing real-timeness to applications. It reads the RDMA-
exposed memberships at a majority of coordinators to deter-
mine whether a membership has been superseded by a new one or whether it is still active. The active membership is leased for a limited amount of time, in our case $\sim 20 \mu s$.

3.2 Communication

uKharon relies extensively on the performance of today’s RDMA-enabled fabrics to achieve its microsecond latency target. It leverages one-sided RDMA verbs, two-sided ones (i.e., HERD-style RPC [24]), as well as RDMA Multicast. Co-

ordinators run consensus using RDMA Reliable Connections.
(RCs). In particular, coordinators establish all-to-all connections among themselves and communicate using RDMA READ, WRITE and CAS. Additionally, coordinators use RDMA Multicast, which is backed by RDMA Unreliable Datagrams (UDs), to notify all nodes about new memberships. uKharon also uses RDMA Multicast to emit failure notifications. uKharon Core relies on RDMA READs over RCs to retrieve the active membership from coordinators and to detect the failure of remote nodes. Finally, processes send join and leave requests to the coordinator leader using RPC.

3.3 Challenges

Our system is designed for applications that operate and failover at the microsecond scale. To do so, uKharon meets two important design goals. First, it itself operates at the microsecond scale, meaning that it is able of changing the active membership within as few as 50µs. Second, we ensure that uKharon Core has minimal performance overhead on the end application it is bundled with. To meet these goals, uKharon is structured around three major components:

Failure detection. Efficient failure detection is the first step towards fast failover. Conventional wisdom suggests that there is a trade-off between the speed and accuracy of a failure detector. We work around this limitation by building a hierarchy of RDMA-tailored failure detectors suited for the microsecond scale. Our hierarchy detects failures within a few tens of microseconds, as we explain in Section 4.

Consensus engine. The second step of failover is agreeing on the new membership. Existing leader-based consensus engines, although optimized for the microsecond scale, struggle to change their leader at this time scale. In Section 5, we explain how our microsecond consensus engine changes leader in microseconds. This gives our design the unique property that a coordinator failure—especially failure of the coordinator leader—has negligible effect on the failover time.

Leases. As far as the membership service is concerned, the last step towards failover is updating the active membership. However, the new membership cannot become active before leases on previous memberships have expired. Thus, the longer the leases, the higher the failover time. On the other hand, short leases can result in application overhead, as they have to be checked in the application’s critical path and renewed in time before expiring. In section 6, we explain how uKharon manages to have ~20µs leases with virtually no cost for the end application and how leases can scale to hundreds of machines for an extra ~20µs.

4 Microsecond Failure Detection

uKharon relies on microsecond failure detection to notify nodes about member failures and to trigger the generation of new memberships. In this section, we describe uKharon’s failure detection scheme.

4.1 Multi-level Failure Detection

A practical failure detector aims at being as complete and as accurate as possible. A complete and accurate failure detector is able to detect all failures and not have false positives, respectively. Completeness without accuracy causes problems in practice, as false positives trigger new memberships which require distributed applications to take further action (e.g., rebalancing data among nodes).

Commonly, failure detectors rely on timeouts for their operation. However, timeouts are hard to set correctly: if they are too low, the failure detector may experience instability (e.g., oscillating behaviors). That explains why most systems set the timeouts to a safe high-enough value. In the microsecond scale this problem is magnified, as small execution delays (e.g., kernel jitter) can take several microseconds.

Our failure detector follows a pragmatic approach: it avoids timeouts when possible. To achieve this, we are inspired by Falcon [35], and identify four levels of failures: (1) userspace failures (e.g., segmentation faults, out of memory errors, uncaught exceptions) that cause the application to abort, (2) kernel failures (e.g., cores hanging in the kernel, kernel oops caused by driver crashes) that impede the application’s execution, (3) catastrophic failures (e.g., power failures, RDMA NIC failures) that prevent communication with the application’s host, and (4) byzantine failures (e.g., stack overflows, mercurial cores [19]) that affect the application state. Each of the first three levels is handled by uKharon via a specialized failure detector. We do not address Byzantine failures.

4.2 uKharon’s Failure Detectors

We now explain how uKharon’s specialized failure detectors work, depending on the type of failure.

Userspace failures. They are handled by the Linux kernel. The application registers to the kernel to enable a deadbeat, which is a failure notification broadcast by the kernel upon the death of the process. This registration happens by means of the prcttl system call that the application calls early in its execution. The system call includes the node’s identifier and modifies the process descriptor (Linux’s task_struct) with a flag that the kernel checks during the cleaning routine of the process. In Linux, when a process crashes, control is transferred to the kernel which starts executing the process cleaning routine. If the flag is set, the kernel broadcasts a failure notification that includes the specified identifier. To achieve this functionality, we extend the prcttl system call and modify the process cleaning routine that is part of the kernel’s exit system call. The task of broadcasting the crash notification is delegated to a kernel module. This module uses the kernel-space RDMA driver to broadcast crash notifications.
which are polled by all instances of uKharon Core. As this failure detector does not use timeouts, it has no false positives.

**Kernel failures.** To detect application failures caused by the kernel, we rely on the way RDMA is handled in userspace. An application registers memory to an RDMA device by issuing `ioctl` system calls on a file descriptor. By design, the Linux kernel destroys that file descriptor and thus disables remote access to this memory at the end of the process’ cleaning routine. If this cleaning routine runs, the failure is caught by the previous failure detector. Otherwise, the memory will remain remotely accessible while the execution of the application is suspended (and the kernel is dying).

For the operation of this failure detector, processes are arranged in a logical ring where every process monitors its successor. Our system uses a local heartbeat counter in a similar fashion to Mu’s detector [2]. uKharon Core increments this counter to indicate that the process is alive. This counter is read by the predecessor process. If a process RDMA-reads the same value twice, it reports its successor as having failed.

A process would be wrongly detected if it were unable to increment its counter between two consecutive reads. Thus, we take special care to ensure that processes always increment their counters faster than the time delay between two consecutive reads. Importantly, we deploy (the single-threaded) uKharon Core in its own dedicated physical core. We resort to a custom kernel compiled with the `NO_HZ_FULL` option, which disables regular timer interrupts [37] on the dedicated core and thus reduces the kernel jitter towards uKharon Core. Additionally, we boot this kernel with the `isolcpus` parameter, which prevents other userspace processes from sharing the dedicated core with uKharon Core. In experiments, the interval we observed between two counter increments under heavy load was 5µs most of the time and never more than 15µs. To account for unexpected jitter (e.g., thermal throttling), we make processes wait 30µs after the completion of an RDMA READ before issuing the next one. As RDMA READs are issued sequentially, network delays do not negatively impact the accuracy of this failure detector.

**Catastrophic failures.** uKharon relies on a timeout-based scheme to detect failures that prevent machines from communicating. We set the timeout to 1ms, which is 2 – 3 orders of magnitude higher than the common case latency of modern data center fabrics. As reported by Li et al. [36], 1ms is safe even in case of network congestion.

The detector works by having processes periodically broadcast a heartbeat and poll for heartbeats from others. Processes keep track of the set of processes they recently received a heartbeat from. They compare this set with the current membership and report which processes they consider failed to the coordinator leader. Then, the leader constructs a connectivity graph based on the reported link states and changes the membership to approximately match the maximum clique in which it is included. Thus, our membership service enforces all-to-all connectivity among the members and does not expose any information regarding network partitions. A systematic treatment of network partitions is out of our scope.

The first two detectors broadcast failure notifications over RDMA-multicast, which offers better scalability than broadcasting using Reliable Connections. Nevertheless, RDMA-multicast is backed by Unreliable Datagrams, thus failure notifications can be lost under high network load. Dropping these notifications is safe, as uKharon-Core rebroadcasts a failure notification until a new membership excludes the failed node.

## 5 Microsecond Consensus

In this section, we present a state-of-the-art consensus engine that is tailored for the needs of uKharon and powers its coordinators. Our engine is efficient regardless of failures: in the absence of failures, it decides in one RDMA delay (by issuing an operation to a majority of processes in parallel), while it decides in one additional RDMA delay in the event of a failure. It uses a slightly modified version of Paxos based on the observation that the original algorithm contains RPCs that can be emulated with RDMA CAS operations. In the rest of the section, we intuitively describe our consensus algorithm and discuss implementation details. Appendix A provides its pseudocode and a proof of its correctness.

### 5.1 Consensus and Paxos

Consensus is a fundamental problem in distributed computing. Informally, each process proposes a value and eventually all processes irrevocably agree on one of the proposed values. Processes agree on a sequence of values and totally order them by running multiple instances of consensus.

Several algorithms solve consensus in the partially synchronous model. Many are variants of Paxos [32]. In Paxos, processes are divided in two groups: proposers and acceptors. Proposers propose a value for decision and acceptors accept some proposed values. Once a value has been accepted by a majority of acceptors, it is decided by its proposer.

Intuitively, Paxos is split in two phases: the Prepare phase and the Accept phase. During these phases, messages from the proposer are identified by a unique proposal number. The Prepare phase serves two purposes. First, the proposer gets a promise from a majority of acceptors that another proposer with a lower proposal number will fail to decide. Second, the proposer updates its proposed value using the accepted values stored in the acceptors. This way, if a value has been decided, the proposer will adopt it. The prepare phase can also abort if any acceptor in the majority previously made a promise to a higher proposal number. If the proposer manages to complete the Prepare phase without aborting, it proceeds to the Accept phase. In this phase, the proposer tries to store its value in a
majority of acceptors. If it succeeds (i.e., a majority accepted the value), it decides on that value.

5.2 One-sided Paxos

Paxos uses RPC in a very specific form. The acceptors’ state consists of only three variables: \texttt{min\_proposal}, \texttt{accepted\_proposal} and \texttt{accepted\_value}. In both phases, acceptors atomically update these values based on the proposer’s input and return some of them.

Algorithm 1 proposes an obstruction-free transformation to turn Paxos’s RPCs into purely one-sided conditional writes using RDMA CAS. Paxos’s RPCs follow the pattern seen in \texttt{rpc}. The acceptor executing the RPC compares the received value \texttt{x} to its state (stored in \texttt{state}). If the comparison is successful, the acceptor updates its state (shown with function \texttt{f}) using the provided value \texttt{x}. Finally, the acceptor unconditionally returns part of its state (shown with function \texttt{proj}).

The pattern presented in \texttt{cas\_rpc} allows RDMA to emulate \texttt{rpc} while solely relying on one-sided verbs. Opposite to \texttt{rpc}, which is executed on the acceptor’s side, \texttt{cas\_rpc} is executed on the proposer’s side. To execute the one-sided RPC, the proposer first needs to know the \texttt{state} that is stored in the memory of the acceptor. This value can either be guessed (e.g., using a previous value of \texttt{state}) or fetched (e.g., using RDMA READ, as shown in line 2). Then, the proposer executes the comparison locally (line 3) and decides whether to continue or terminate. If the comparison succeeds, the proposer proceeds with updating the state of the acceptor. It is this update that utilizes CAS\(^2\). In line 7, if the CAS succeeds, the acceptor’s \texttt{state} has been updated successfully with the value of \texttt{move\_to}. Otherwise, \texttt{state} remains unchanged.

When the RDMA CAS succeeds, i.e., in the absence of contention, both \texttt{rpc} and \texttt{cas\_rpc} are equivalent (see Appendix A.2). However, if the RDMA CAS fails, \texttt{cas\_rpc} will abort while \texttt{rpc} would not. In this case, \texttt{rpc} and \texttt{cas\_rpc} are not equivalent, but this does not violate the correctness of Paxos. The reason is that Paxos tolerates an arbitrary number of proposer failures and that aborting the RPC and starting over is indistinguishable from such a failure.

\(^2\)As a reminder, \texttt{variable\_cas(expected, new)} atomically checks if \texttt{variable} equals \texttt{expected} and sets \texttt{variable} to \texttt{new} if this is the case. The operation always returns the initial value of variable.

5.3 uKharon’s Consensus Engine

We now explain how to make the variant of Paxos described in Section 5.2 practical and compare it with Mu [2], a state-of-the-art consensus engine.

5.3.1 Practical Considerations

Leader election. To avoid the contention rising from multiple concurrent proposers, our consensus engine adopts the same leader election scheme as Mu. The process with the lowest identifier among the coordinators considered alive is elected as the leader. In the event of a partial network partition, this scheme can elect multiple leaders. For example, if coordinator \texttt{C}_2 is the only one unable to reach \texttt{C}_1, it will think of itself as the leader, while other coordinators will consider \texttt{C}_1 as their leader. Having multiple leaders cannot lead to multiple values being decided, i.e. safety is always preserved. Leader contention can, however, prevent the engine from being live. Thus, a leader that fails to decide uses a randomized backoff before proposing until the partition is resolved.

Pre-preparation. Coordinators decide on a sequence of values by running consensus on a sequence of slots, as shown in Figure 2. It requires two RDMA delays for each slot: one for the Prepare and another for the Accept phase (shown with horizontal arrows in the figure). A stable leader can prepare slots in advance and only run the Accept phase to decide. In this case, the leader decides in a single RDMA delay. The leader uses the time spent waiting for the Accept phase to complete on a slot to run the Prepare phase for the next one. Thus, it always maintains one pre-prepared slot (depicted in the second consensus slot of Figure 2), with no latency overhead. Switching to the new leader requires re-preparing the next slot. As an optimization, the new leader predicts that the last slot had been prepared by the previous leader and uses this prediction as the expected value of the RDMA CAS. With this approach, the new leader manages to re-prepare the next slot in a single RDMA delay instead of two.

CAS size limitation. Algorithm 1 assumes that the consensus state fits within a single CAS. Current RDMA NICs only
support CAS up to 8 bytes. We set both \texttt{min\_proposal} and \texttt{accepted\_proposal} to be 2 bytes each\footnote{Appendix A.6 discusses how to prevent overflows after \(2^{64}\) failed attempts to decide on a slot by switching from CAS-based to two-sided RPCs.}. The remaining 6 bytes are dedicated to the \texttt{accepted\_value}.

Our consensus engine uses indirection to overcome the limited size of the \texttt{accepted\_value} and store uKharon’s memberships. Instead of deciding on the membership itself, coordinators decide on its location in memory. First, the proposer RDMA-writes the membership to a part of acceptors’ memory dedicated to membership proposals (see Figure 2) to which it has exclusive write access. Then, the proposer runs the Accept phase where it proposes its own identifier \((C_i \text{ in the figure})\). If the Accept phase succeeds at a majority of acceptors, then the proposer decides. Thanks to the FIFO semantics of RDMA RCs, if the last RDMA operation (i.e., the Accept phase CAS) succeeds, the previous RDMA operation (i.e., storing the membership with an RDMA WRITE) also succeeded. The two RDMA operations combined do not execute atomically, yet a coordinator cannot have accepted an identifier without knowing its associated membership.

\subsection*{5.3.2 Comparison with the State-of-the-art}

Many systems, such as Mu \cite{mu}, DARE \cite{dare} and APUS \cite{apus} study consensus over RDMA. They primarily focus on improving the throughput and latency of common case executions, thus achieving consensus in a few microseconds. However, these systems have failovers ranging from 0.5ms (in Mu) to 10s or 100s of ms (in DARE and APUS, respectively).

Mu has the best performance in failure-free executions among competition as it solves consensus in \(\sim 1.4\mu s\). It relies extensively on RDMA permissions. During its Prepare phase, a proposer asks acceptors for the exclusive write permission to their memory and waits for a majority of replies. This step guarantees that only one proposer can write to an acceptor at a time. In the Accept phase, the proposer decides by merely writing to a majority of acceptors. As acceptors give write permissions to a single proposer at a time, no two concurrent proposers can successfully write to a majority of acceptors and decide on different values. Since WRITE is the most efficient RDMA verb and the Prepare phase runs only once per leader change, Mu is optimal in failure-free executions.

The Accept phase of our algorithm relies on a WRITE followed by a CAS. Importantly, these one-sided operations have lower tail latency compared with the two-sided verbs present in DARE and APUS. The CAS increases the decision time from 1.4\(\mu s\) to 2.9\(\mu s\) compared with Mu. When it comes to a leader change, Mu’s permission change mechanism requires approximately 250\(\mu s\), since it constitutes a control path operation that involves a system call and a reconfiguration of the NIC. In our consensus engine, the additional CAS lets coordinators change leader in under 10\(\mu s\). Thus, our algorithm is designed for short tail latency and makes the failure of the coordinators’ leader no more important (latency-wise) than the failure of any other node.

\section{Microsecond Real-timeness}

In addition to reacting to failures and deciding on views, uKharon lets applications track the active membership via the \texttt{Active} method. While this information is essential for consistency, it must not burden the end application. In this section, we describe the challenge of making \texttt{Active}'s overhead negligible while preserving microsecond view changes.

\subsection*{6.1 The Active Method}

uKharon exposes real-timeness to end applications via the \texttt{Active(Membership)}\(\rightarrow\text{bool}\) method. If \texttt{Active(M)} returns \texttt{true}, we say that \(M\) is active at some point between the call and return of the method. \texttt{Active} satisfies three important properties. First, there are no two overlapping active memberships. Second, after a membership \(M\) is active, no memberships older than \(M\) become active. Third, the active membership converges to the latest decided membership.

Intuitively, processes use the \texttt{Active} method to determine the membership they should be executing operations in. When coordinators decide on a new membership \(M'\), a process \(p\) may stay in an older membership \(M\) due to a delay in receiving \(M'\). Calling \texttt{Active(M)} will eventually return \texttt{false} at \(p\), thus letting it realize that it misses the latest membership \(M'\). To ensure consistency, an application typically calls \texttt{Active} once before starting an operation and a second time before committing it, only committing if both calls return \texttt{true}.

\subsection*{6.2 Leases}

uKharon uses leases for efficiency. We proceed incrementally, first describing an implementation of \texttt{Active} without leases, before moving to a more efficient lease-powered scheme.

The basic implementation of \texttt{Active} requires communication in every invocation. Let \(M\) be the \(k\)-th membership decided by the coordinators and assume a process \(p\) invokes \texttt{Active(M)}. In essence, \texttt{Active} declares that \(M\) is active if it can conclude that no newer membership \(M'\) has been decided. To this end, the process RDMA-reads the \(k+1\)-th consensus slots at coordinators and waits for a majority of replies. If all replies are empty, then the \(k+1\)-th membership has not been decided, meaning that \(M\) is (still) active at some point between the invocation and return of the method. If, on the other hand, at least one of the replies is non-empty it is inconclusive whether \(M\) has been superseded by \(M'\). In case \(M'\) has been decided before \(p\) issues the READs, then at least one of the replies must be non-empty, but the opposite is not always true. For safety, \texttt{Active} returns \texttt{false} if at least one of the READs on the next consensus slot is non-empty.

\footnote{Appendix A.6 discusses how to prevent overflows after \(2^{64}\) failed attempts to decide on a slot by switching from CAS-based to two-sided RPCs.}
A lease refers to a membership and has a start and an expiration date. A lease guarantees its holder that its associated membership will remain active until it expires. In our system, leases are created by uKharon Core and last $\delta \approx 20\mu s$.

Algorithm 2 provides an efficient alternative implementation of Active that relies on leases to reduce communication. It starts by taking a hardware timestamp $t$ (line 4) and then checks if a lease on $M$ already exists (line 5). If no lease exists (lines 6-7), the method checks for a newly decided membership by contacting a majority of coordinators. If no membership newer than $M$ could have been decided (i.e., all replies are empty), it creates a lease on $M$ (line 7) that starts at $t + \delta$ and has no duration. This prevents overlapping active memberships since any lease that processes could hold on a previous membership $M' < M$ will have expired before $M$ becomes active. In case a lease on $M$ already exists, the method tries to use it in order to avoid reaching the coordinators (line 9). If it cannot use it, it tries to extend the lease (line 11) by checking the coordinators. It returns True only if leases on previous memberships have expired (line 12), which takes—in the worst case—$\delta$ to happen. As a result, leases affect the speed at which memberships can change, justifying the desire for a small lease duration. Section 7 demonstrates that leases of $\delta \approx 20\mu s$ are feasible in practice.

This efficient implementation of Active renews its lease on demand. As long as its lease is valid, the method merely takes a hardware timestamp—which takes a few tens of nanoseconds—and returns immediately without reaching the coordinators. The latency overhead of Active to the application that invokes it is thus very low. Communication with the coordinators is only necessary when leases expire and have to be renewed, which results in a spike in Active’s latency. In practice, uKharon Core renews leases in the background to ensure that—when the membership remains unchanged—Active is not delayed by the calls to majority_active.

uKharon does not rely on operational leases for either liveliness or safety. Timely renewal of leases is only a way to reduce the latency of Active as Algorithm 2 would work even with zero-duration leases. uKharon relies on bounded clock drifts for safety, as opposed to clock synchronization. This ensures that durations are approximately the same across all processes, thus preventing overlapping memberships. Appendix C includes a microbenchmark evaluating the clock drift of actual hardware and gives an overestimated drift that is no more than 0.001% of the lease duration. Thus, clock drift is accounted for by making leases last a few nanoseconds less than their nominal value. As drift is reset on each lease renewal, it does not accumulate over time. Therefore, no matter how long a system is up for, its operation remains unaffected by the clock drift. A proof of correctness of uKharon’s leases is given in Appendix B.

6.3 Extensions

Adaptive leases. So far, we have assumed a fixed lease duration $\delta$. Network delays greater than $\delta$ render leases useless as, every time the lease is extended (line 11), $t_{end}$ is always in the past. In this case, Active always contacts the coordinators. In order to work under partial synchrony and avoid this scenario, we extend the leasing mechanism as follows: Coordinators store the lease duration for a given membership along with the membership itself. An application node that wants to increase the lease duration contacts the coordinator leader. This results in a new compatible membership that is identical to the previous one apart from the lease duration. Compatible memberships receive special handling by uKharon Core in order to ensure that—when going from one compatible membership to another—Active does not wait for leases on the previous membership to expire. Also, if the latest membership $M$ is not compatible with the previous one, invocations to Active($M$) return false until all possibly ongoing leases on previous memberships have expired.

Lease caches. Active reaches a majority of coordinators to renew its lease, which scales badly as the number of application nodes increases. uKharon solves this issue with an intermediate lease renewal layer, the lease caches. These caches use the Active method to lease memberships for $\Delta$ (by reading from a majority of coordinators). In turn, application nodes use leases that last for $\delta$ and a modified version of Active. This version differs from the one presented in Algorithm 2 in the majority_check calls, which are replaced with RPCs to a single lease cache. As a result, application nodes reduce the communication cost required to renew their lease by a factor of—at least—3 (the typical number of coordinators). However, lease caches increase the failover time of applications by at least $\Delta$. The reason is that when the coordinators change the membership, the Active method of caches waits $\Delta$ before making the new membership active. At the same time, the Active method of application nodes that is directed to some lease cache, waits $\delta$ before making the new membership active. Thus, the overall time from the moment a new membership is decided until application nodes start using it jumps from (at least) $\delta$ to (at least) $\Delta + \delta$.

```
leased_membership = ⊥; t_{start} = 0; t_{end} = 0

def Active(M) → bool: # M is always a decided membership
    t = hw_timestamp()
    if leased_membership != M: # First-time lease on M
        t = hw_timestamp()
    else: # Check/extend lease on M
        if t in {t_{start}, t_{end}}: return True
        if majority_active(M):
            t_{end} = t + \delta
        return t > t_{start}

return False
```

Algorithm 2: Leased active membership.
7 Evaluation

We evaluate the various performance traits of uKharon and verify its suitability as a membership service for microsecond applications. We aim to answer the following:

- How much does uKharon increase the latency of end applications and what is its impact on their throughput?
- How fast does uKharon respond to failures?
- How can uKharon be leveraged to build replication protocols and what performance can they achieve?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>2x Intel Xeon Gold 6244 CPU @ 3.60GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(8 cores/16 threads per socket)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>Mellanox ConnectX-6 MT28908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Mellanox MSB7700 EDR 100 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS/Kernel</td>
<td>Ubuntu 20.04.2 / 5.4.0-74 -custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMA Driver</td>
<td>Mellanox OFED 5.3.1.0.0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Hardware details of machines.

We evaluate uKharon in a 8-node cluster, the details of which are given in Table 1. The custom kernel sets the N0_HZ_FULL option and uses the isocpus boot parameter, as explained in Section 4.2. Our dual-socket machines are NUMA and their RDMA NIC lies on the first socket. For this reason, we ensure that all threads during our experiments execute on cores of the first socket. We also make all threads exclusively use the memory bank closest to this socket.

Our implementation measures time durations using the clock_gettime function with the CLOCK_MONOTONIC parameter. The function uses the TSC clocksource of the Linux kernel, which offers efficient and accurate timestamping [43]. Appendix C discusses details regarding the drift and synchrony of TSC in symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) systems.

Finally, in all experiments we deploy 3 coordinators.

Applications. We integrate uKharon with HERD [24]. HERD is a non-replicated microsecond-scale RDMA-based KV-cache. Clients send requests to a HERD server by RDMA-writing to a dedicated buffer that the server has allocated for them. Requests contain an 8-byte key and are either PUTs or GETs. PUTs additionally contain the value to be stored for the specified key. The server discovers new client requests by polling its local memory, executes the requests locally and then replies to the clients using RDMA UD(s). We also leverage uKharon to build uKharon-KV, an extended version of HERD which supports replication. We compare our solution with HERD replicated by Mu (HERD+Mu) [2]—as far as we know—offers the lowest replication latency to date.

Implementation effort. We implemented uKharon on top of our own RDMA framework. uKharon Core and the consensus engine span 4448 and 1324 lines of C++, respectively. The kernel module of the deadbeat failure detector is 404 lines of C. uKharon-KV extends HERD by 1498 lines of C++. The only unimplemented features are clique-based memberships (Section 4.2) and adaptive leases (Section 6.3).

7.1 Overhead Induced by uKharon

Latency Overhead. Applications bundled with uKharon Core rely heavily on its Active method. As long as (the background running) uKharon Core renews the lease on the active membership in time, the Active method adds negligible latency overhead to the application. We experimentally determine that the 99th percentile latency for invoking Active is 38ns when the lease is renewed in time, which is the time it takes to fetch the hardware timestamp and compare it with the expiration date of the lease. Fluctuations in the network’s latency or execution delays when uKharon Core renews the lease (e.g., due to cache misses) induces additional latency to the application, as explained in Section 6.2.

Figure 3 shows how the duration of leases affects their timely renewal. We run 1-minute experiments under a steady membership with 32 lease renewers contacting coordinators directly and lease durations ranging from 18 to 30µs. Each machine has a maximum memory bandwidth of 480Gbps and a maximum network bandwidth of 100Gbps. We apply variable network and memory load by running stress-ng [27] and perftest [42] on the first socket of our machines.

When the network load is maximum (bottom right figure), less than 12% of the calls to Active return immediately, irrespective of the memory load. For network loads of 30 – 80% (other figures), the memory load progressively affects lease renewal. Maximum memory load causes expired leases when lease duration is shorter than 27µs. For most other configurations, a duration greater than 23µs suffices. For example, with 80% network and 50% memory load, lease renewal fails 0.0011% of the time, which corresponds to Active inducing latency every 300 out of 1.5 billion invocations. In other
words, the 99.999th percentile of Active’s latency is 2\(\mu\)s.

We get similar (omitted) results when an application renews its leases through lease caches. In fact, RPC-based renewal requires at most 2\(\mu\)s longer leases (compared with reading from coordinators) to achieve the same percentages of timely lease renewal. We attribute this difference to RPC, which involves the CPU of both the application and the lease cache.

From this experiment we select the lease duration that we use for the rest of our evaluation. We pick the lease duration when renewing from coordinators (\(\delta\)) to be 23\(\mu\)s, and the lease duration when renewing from lease caches (\(\Delta\)) to be 25\(\mu\)s.

**Throughput Reduction.** We use uKharon to make HERD dynamic. The original HERD assumes a static set of servers, each of which serves a shard of the key space. Clients are aware of this sharding and use the key of a request to determine the appropriate server. The lack of dynamicity affects HERD’s flexibility in two ways. First, if a server fails, its shard becomes unavailable forever. Second, the system is unable to re-balance the load among the servers. Importantly, the use of a static set of servers ensures consistency of clients’ requests: GETs return the value of the most recent PUT.

In our implementation, each server dedicates up to 6 cores to the KV-cache and each core is responsible for a part of the key space. Every core processes clients’ requests and invokes the Active method before replying to avoid inconsistencies. If Active returns true, the core executes the request (if the key belongs to its shard) and replies to the client. Otherwise, the core rejects the request. Given that every core invokes Active in the critical path of serving requests, the latency of requests increases (by \(\sim 38\)ns) and the throughput decreases.

Figure 4 shows the per-core throughput of a static deployment of HERD, along with the drop in performance caused by the integration of the Active method. The workload is 80% GETs and 20% PUTs with 32 byte-long values. We vary the number of cores from 1 up to 6 as well as the batch size (i.e., the number of clients’ requests processed at once). Typically, static HERD issues a reply every 350ns. Without batching, having Active in the critical path raises the reply time to 388ns, an increase of 11%. Batching has a positive impact on Active’s overhead as a single call to the method is used to serve all the requests in a batch. Thus, for batches of 6 replies, Active effectively takes 38/6 = 6.3ns per reply, an increase of just 1.8%. Finally, the overhead of Active does not increase with the number of cores, even though they invoke the method concurrently. This indicates good multicore scalability, which implies that a single uKharon Core instance per server is sufficient to serve all applications running on it.

**Bandwidth overhead.** uKharon Core reduces the bandwidth available to applications. Lease renewal requires 240 bytes when contacting 3 coordinators and 132 bytes when contacting a lease cache, which translates to (assuming renewal every 10\(\mu\)s) 192Mbps and 105Mbps, respectively. This bandwidth requirement accounts for 0.1 – 0.2% of a 100Gbps link, thus the bandwidth of application nodes is marginally impacted. Failure detection has similar bandwidth requirement.

### 7.2 Failover Time

We study uKharon’s failover time considering userspace and kernel failures. We do not further evaluate catastrophic failures, as 95% of the failover is for their 1ms-long detection, making microsecond-scale agreement and leases insignificant.

Table 2 summarizes the median failover (over 100 measurements) for various failure scenarios. We consider the failure of a single application node optionally combined with the failure of the coordinator leader or/and a lease cache. We emulate simultaneous failures by relying on RDMA Multicast. An auxiliary program executes alongside the program which we emulate the failure of. When the auxiliary program receives the multicast message, it uses SIGKILL to kill the targeted program. We assume the worst scenario, i.e., the failure of the application node results in global unavailability that is resolved only by a new (active) membership that excludes it.

In every entry of Table 2, we present the failover time when detecting the failure using the deadbeat mechanism (left) and the RDMA-based heartbeat mechanism (right). We now discuss the failover time when using the deadbeat, first considering the case when the lease caches are absent. For a single application failure, uKharon is able to failover in 50\(\mu\)s using the deadbeat. If the coordinator leader crashes at the same time as the application, the failover time increases by around 15\(\mu\)s. We attribute this increase to (1) the leader switch mechanism of the consensus engine (\(\sim 10\)\(\mu\)s) and (2) the imperfect synchronization of SIGKILL among the failed nodes (\(\sim 5\)\(\mu\)s). When lease caches are part of uKharon, the failover times for the same failure scenarios increase (as expected) by 20 – 25\(\mu\)s, which is about the lease duration of the cache. Failure of a cache has no impact on the failover time (bottom entries of the first and third columns). This is because (1) the application node receives the broadcast failure...


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L exists?</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>A + C</th>
<th>A + L</th>
<th>A + L + C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50,96</td>
<td>64,114</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>74,108</td>
<td>96,138</td>
<td>75,113</td>
<td>101,139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Failover time (in \( \mu s \)) for failures in \textit{App}, Coordinator leader and \textit{Lease} caches; using the deadbeat heartbeat.

notification and switches lease cache before the membership changes and (2) the new membership is compatible with the previous one. The simultaneous failure of all three types of nodes has a downtime of 101\( \mu s \), instead of 96\( \mu s \). Again, the failure of the cache does not affect the failover time, but with three nodes the imperfect synchronization of failures adds up. Finally, the same failures when using the RDMA-based heartbeat mechanism range from 96 to 139\( \mu s \). This mechanism adds \( \sim 45\mu s \) of failover compared to the deadbeat. The reason is that reading the same value twice upon failure takes 1.5 delays on expectation and READs are issued every 30\( \mu s \).

### 7.3 uKharon-KV

Both uKharon-KV and HERD+Mu follow a primary-backup replication scheme. All requests are served by the primary, which replicates them to backups. Backups are only used for fault tolerance. All replicas (primary and backups) execute requests in the same order, but only the primary replies to clients. In the event of a failure of the primary, one of the backups becomes the new primary and continues serving clients’ requests. All replicas execute all requests in the same total order, thus replicas are an exact copy of the failed primary. This means that when a replica becomes the new primary, it can respond to clients without breaking consistency.

One problem these systems have to deal with is multiple nodes trying to replicate clients’ requests simultaneously. This happens when the primary fails and multiple nodes believe they are the new primary, try to handle clients’ requests. Mu avoids this problem by relying on RDMA permissions (see §5.3.2). On the other hand, uKharon-KV relies exclusively on the membership service to address it. Each membership determines a single primary. When the primary fails, a new membership is emitted that determines the new primary. Since only one membership is active at a time, no two replicas can believe to be the primary simultaneously.

The replication protocol of uKharon-KV works as follows: The primary \( P \) replicates all clients’ requests to a single backup \( B \) by RDMA-writing them to a dedicated buffer on the latter. In parallel, \( P \) speculatively executes the requests. Upon completion of the RDMA WRITE, the primary checks that the membership in which \( P \) is the primary is still active. If that is the case, \( P \) replies to the client. Otherwise, \( P \) drops the request. Upon membership change, \( B \) waits for the new membership—in which it is the primary—to become active. Then, \( B \) scans the local buffer that was dedicated to \( P \) and applies all unprocessed requests in it. Only then \( B \) starts processing clients’ requests. The client’s failover time is the time interval between the client’s last successful request to \( P \) and its first successful request to \( B \) (as the new primary).

If \( P \)’s speculative execution turns out to be incorrect, its state may diverge from the one of the new primary \( B \). uKharon-KV, however, does not follow the common practice of rolling back unsuccessful speculations, because our prototype adopts a simple design: when a node is removed from the membership, it is not allowed to re-enter the system. Thus, the state of the old primary \( P \) is no longer used when \( B \) takes over, hence skipping the rollback.

**Replication latency.** We compare the latency of HERD, HERD+Mu and uKharon-KV. For HERD, we deploy a single node. For HERD+Mu, we deploy three nodes, a primary and two backups, all of which execute an instance of HERD and Mu. For uKharon-KV, we deploy a primary and a backup, both running uKharon-KV, as well as three coordinators. For these experiments, a HERD client connects to the primary and issues PUT and GET requests. We measure the time it takes for a client to complete a request and compute the median, the 95th and the 99th percentiles over 10 million requests.

Figure 5 shows the end-to-end latency of vanilla HERD and of both replication approaches. In vanilla HERD, PUTs are more efficient than GETs by 23\%, due to the way HERD handles the two types of requests. Briefly, PUTs rely mostly on RDMA WRITES, which is the most efficient RDMA verb [25], while GETs rely mostly on RDMA SENDs. For reference, we also show the latency of Dynamic HERD, which uses uKharon’s Active method in the critical path of executing clients’ requests, as explained in section 7.1. We verify, once again, the efficiency of the Active method. At the 95th percentile, Dynamic HERD’s requests are delayed by 10ns (for GETs) and 50ns (for PUTs), compared with vanilla HERD.

The two replicated solutions exhibit different costs.
HERD+Mu replicates all requests, regardless of whether they are PUTs or GETs, while uKharon-KV replicates only PUTs. HERD+Mu does not distinguish between PUTs and GETs, because in Mu the primary uses the result of replication (whether it is successful or not) to determine if it is still the primary or not. If Mu were to skip the replication of GETs, inconsistency would occur (see §2.1). On the other hand, uKharon-KV executes GETs locally, without replicating them, since the primary relies on the Active method to determine if its data is stale or not. Also, observe that uKharon-KV replicates PUTs approximately 300ns faster than Mu. This improvement is merely attributed to the speculative approach adopted by uKharon-KV. In HERD+Mu, the primary executes the request after it has been replicated to a majority. On the other hand, the primary in uKharon-KV executes the request in parallel to the replication to the backup. Thus, our solution hides the cost of executing the request, which is approximately 300ns, as shown by the difference of the two rightmost bars in the middle plot of Fig. 5. Regardless, uKharon-KV provides the same fault tolerance as Mu, even with one less replica: if a single replica crashes in either HERD+Mu or uKharon-KV, the system remains operational but cannot tolerate another failure. Fundamentally, both HERD+Mu and uKharon-KV assume a majority of correct nodes, the former among the replicas and the latter among the coordinators.

Failover. We compare the failover latency of uKharon-KV with HERD+Mu in the event of userspace failures. We run uKharon-KV in two configurations. In the first one, clients directly RDMA-read from coordinators to renew their lease. In the second one, clients go to lease caches. The third graph of Figure 5 shows that HERD+Mu has a 95th-percentile failover time of 531µs. This number is almost half of what Mu’s authors report since we fine-tuned their failure detector for our own setup. At the same time, uKharon-KV without cache (resp. with) achieves a 10× improvement (resp. 6.5×) at 53µs (resp. 80µs) of end-to-end failover time.

8 Related Work

Membership services in general. They are widely used in the data center. Distributed data processing apps (e.g., Kafka [30], MapReduce [10]), storage systems (e.g., Cassandra [31], HDFS [46]) and orchestration tools (e.g., Mesos [18]) rely on Zookeeper [20] for leader election, membership management, locks, watches, etc. uKharon focuses on membership management, yet it can be extended to support Zookeeper’s features. Indeed, uKharon-KV (excluding the lack of durability) offers similar guarantees to the strongly consistent KV-store of Zookeeper, which comprises its basic building block. ZooKeeper’s strongly consistent KV-store that forms its basis. For instance, locks can be implemented on top of uKharon-KV by extending its interface with CompareAndSwap. Watches, being an unreplicated pub/sub system, only require modifying uKharon-KV’s primary. The important difference is that Zookeeper is not suitable for the microsecond scale and does not exploit RDMA.

Failure detection in the data center. A common approach to detect failures is to use end-to-end timeouts, which are hard to set. Falcon [35] proposes to use inside information in order to build faster and more accurate failure detectors by relying on hierarchies of specialized detectors. It maximizes accuracy by killing suspected processes. Albatross [34] is slightly more forgiving and isolates suspected processes so that they cannot affect the state of the system. Pigeon [33] provides fine-grained reports that end applications use to act accordingly. We embrace Falcon’s philosophy and use RDMA-tailored failure detectors to operate at the microsecond scale.

Time-bound leases. Time-bound leases are widely used to implement consistent distributed applications at the price of some synchrony assumptions. They are often provided by a distributed coordination framework such as ZooKeeper [20] or etcd [14]. Leases are used for leader election [48], as well as for guarding memberships (e.g., in FaRM [12] and Hermes [26]). uKharon guards memberships with purely client-side leases. As a result, uKharon brings leases down to a few tens of microseconds and only assumes bounded clock drift instead of loosely synchronized clocks as in Hermes.

9 Conclusion

Continuous breakthroughs in data center fabrics have paved the way for microsecond applications. A key challenge for building tail-tolerant software at scale is for applications to react fast to events such as reconfigurations and failures. Yet, existing microsecond applications lack an equally fast membership service to provide microsecond dynamicity. This lack is counter-intuitive, as the vast ecosystem built around ZooKeeper showcases the usefulness of membership services. uKharon fills this gap by being the first membership service tailored to microsecond scale applications. To achieve this demanding target, uKharon relies on (1) a multi-level failure detector, (2) a consensus engine that takes advantage of RDMA CAS, as well as (3) leases, all of which have been carefully designed to operate in the microsecond envelope. We used uKharon to implement uKharon-KV, a replicated KV-cache which outperforms the state of the art in latency while improving its failover time by up to 10×.
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A One-sided Paxos

A.1 Assumptions

In the next subsections, we consider the M&M model [1]. It allows processes to both pass messages and share memory. We assume that communication channels are lossless and have FIFO semantics, which is ensured by InfiniBand’s Reliable Connections. The system has $n$ processes $\Pi = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$ that can attain the roles of proposer or acceptor. There are $p$ proposers and $n$ acceptors. Up to $p - 1$ proposers and $\lceil \frac{n-1}{2} \rceil$ acceptors may fail by crashing. As long as a process is alive, its memory is remotely accessible. When a process crashes, subsequent operations to its memory hang forever. We assume partial synchrony for consensus’s liveness [17].

A.2 One-sided RPC

In this section, we prove that the one-sided RPCs of Algorithm 1 are equivalent to two-sided RPCs when not obstructed. Moreover, we prove that when equivalence is violated (due to obstruction), one-sided RPCs have no side effects. We assume that both compare and f are deterministic.

Lemma A.1. If cas - rpc does not abort, rpc and cas - rpc are equivalent.

Proof. An execution of rpc solely depends on the value of state and the input value $x$. We denote such execution of rpc as $(state, x)_rpc$. If an execution of cas - rpc does not abort, it solely depends on the value of expected fetched at line 2 and the input value $x$. We denote such execution of cas - rpc as $(expected, x)_cas-rpc$.

We show that any execution $(s, x)_rpc$ is equivalent to the execution $(s, x)_cas-rpc$ in the sense that both rpc and cas - rpc will have the same state value and return the same projection at the end of their execution.

If an execution $(s_1, x)_rpc$ makes the comparison at line 3 fail, then state is not modified and proj($s_1$) is returned. In the execution $(s_1, x)_cas-rpc$, the comparison at line 3 will also fail and proj($s_1$) is also returned without modifying the remote state. In this case, both executions are equivalent.

If an execution $(s_2, x)_rpc$ makes the comparison at line 3 succeed, then state is modified to $f(s_2, x)$ and proj($f(s_2, x)$) is returned. In the execution $(s_2, x)_cas-rpc$, the comparison at line 3 will also succeed. As the execution is assumed not to abort, the CAS will succeed. Thus the remote state will atomically be updated from $s_2$ to $f(s_2, x)$ and proj($f(s_2, x)$) is also returned. In this case, both executions are equivalent.

Lemma A.2. If cas - rpc aborts, it has no side effects.

Proof. If cas - rpc aborts, the comparison at line 7 has failed. This implies that the CAS failed and thus that state is unaffected by the execution.

From lemmas A.1 and A.2, cas - rpc exhibits all-or-nothing atomicity. We now prove that such a transformation is obstruction-free.

Lemma A.3. If cas - rpc runs alone, it does not abort.
Proof. Let’s assume by contradiction that cas-rpc runs alone and aborts. For cas-rpc to abort, the comparison at line 7 must have failed. This implies that the CAS at line 6 failed due to state not matching expected. state must thus have been updated between lines 2 and 6. This implies a concurrent execution, hence a contradiction.

A.3 Consensus and Abortable Consensus

In the consensus problem, processes propose individual values and eventually irrevocably decide on one of them. Formally, consensus has the following properties:

**Termination** Every correct process eventually decides once.

**Uniform agreement** If v and v’ are decided on, then v = v’.

**Validity** If v is decided on, v is the input of some process.

We implement consensus by composing two abstractions:

- **Abortable consensus** [5], an abstraction weaker than consensus that is solvable in the asynchronous model,
- **Eventually perfect leader election** [7], the weakest failure detector required to solve consensus.

Abortable consensus is identical to consensus except for:

**Termination** Every correct process eventually decides once or aborts.

**Decision** If a single process proposes infinitely many times, it eventually decides.

A.4 One-sided Abortable Consensus

Algorithm 3 appears in [5] and implements abortable consensus Algorithm 4 transforms algorithm 3 by replacing its RPCs with CAS-based RPCs. This transformation causes it to abort strictly more than the original algorithm. To see why, consider the following execution: Let proposers P1 and P2 concurrently initiate the Prepare phase with respective proposals 1 and 2. Both fetch the remote state and get (0,0,⊥). Then, P1 succeeds in writing its proposal to acceptor A1. Later on, the CAS of P2 fails at A1 as the value is now (1,0,⊥) instead of the expected (0,0,⊥). Thus, P2 aborts even if it had a larger proposal number than P1. The more relaxed comparison in the original algorithm would not have caused P2 to abort.

**Lemma A.4.** Algorithm 4 preserves Decision.

Proof. If a single process proposes infinitely many times, it will eventually run the one-sided RPCs obstruction-free. By Lemma A.3, this guarantees that the one-sided RPCs will eventually terminate without aborting. In such case, Lemma A.1 guarantees the execution to be equivalent to one of the original algorithm. Thus, the transformation preserves the decision property of Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Paxos’s Abortable Core

```
Proposers execute:
1 decided = False
2 proposal = id
3 proposed.value = ⊥
4
5 def propose(value):
6     proposed.value = value
7     prepare()
8     accept()
9
10 def prepare():
11     proposal = proposal + [i]
12     broadcast {Prepare | proposal}
13     wait for a majority of {Prepare | ack, ap, av}
14     adopt av with highest ap as proposed.value
15     if any not ack: abort
16
17 def accept():
18     broadcast {Accept | proposal, proposed.value}
19     wait for a majority of {Accepted | mp}
20     if any mp > proposal: abort
21     trigger once {Decide | proposed.value}
22
23 Acceptors execute:
24 min.proposal = 0
25 accepted.proposal = 0
26 accepted.value = ⊥
27
28 upon {Prepare | proposal}:
29     if proposal > min.proposal: min.proposal = n
30     reply {Prepare | min.proposal == n, accepted.proposal, ¬ accepted.value}
31
32 upon {Accept | proposal, value}:
33     if proposal ≥ min.proposal:
34         accepted.proposal = n
35         accepted.value = value
36         reply {Accepted | min.proposal}
37
```

**Lemma A.5.** Algorithm 4 preserves Termination.

Proof. Assuming a majority of correct acceptors, CASes will eventually complete at a majority. Due to the absence of loops or blocking operations inside prepare, accept, cas_prepare and cas_accept in algorithm 4 (apart from waiting for the completion of CASes at a majority), a proposer that invokes propose will either abort or decide.

Algorithms 3 and 4 differ only in some executions where the transformed algorithm aborts whereas the original does not. Nevertheless, aborting does not violate safety, as we show next.

**Lemma A.6.** Algorithm 4 preserves the safety properties.

Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that adding superfluous abortions in Algorithm 3 violates safety. Consider an execution E1, where processes {P1, ..., Pn} deviate from the algorithm and abort at times {t1, ..., tn} after which the global state is {S1, ..., Sn} and safety is violated. Also, consider another execution E2, where processes {P1, ..., Pn} crash at times {t1, ..., tn} after which the global state is {S1, ..., Sn}. In execution E1, safety is violated. On the other hand, execution E2 preserves safety, since Algorithm 3 tolerates arbitrarily many proposer crashing. The two executions, however, are
Theorem A.7. Algorithm 4 implements abortable consensus.

Proof. The result follows directly by composing lemmas A.4, A.5 and A.6. \qed

A.5 Streamlined One-sided Algorithm

In this section, we make Algorithm 4 efficient in order to increase its practicality.

First, it is not required to fetch the remote state at the start of each RPC. As it is safe to have stale \texttt{expected} states, it is safe to use states deduced from previous CASes. Predicted states can thus be initialized to \langle 0, 0, \bot \rangle and updated each time a CAS completes (either succeeding or not). Moreover, wrongly predicting states can only result in superfluous aborts which have been proven to be safe by Lemma A.6. Thus, it is safe to optimistically assume that onflight CASes will succeed. Second, in the Prepare phase, the \texttt{proposal} variable can be increased upfront to value higher than any predicted remote \texttt{min\_proposal} to reduce predictable aborts.

With the aforementioned optimisations, Algorithm 4 is transformed into Algorithm 5. Notably, the liveness of the resulting algorithm is preserved: Let’s assume that a single proposer runs infinitely many times. Eventually, it will run obstruction-free. In the worst case, each time it will abort at line 26 or 41 because of a single wrong guess and update its prediction. The optimistic update of expected states at lines 38 and 39 will result in the \texttt{highest\_accepted\_value} being assigned at any possible \texttt{proof} from the \texttt{accept} function with \texttt{highest\_accepted\_value}.
A.6 Overcoming Limited CAS Size

As explained in Section 5.3.1, the RDMA hardware limits the size of CASes. Thus, proposal fields will overflow after \(2^{16}\) attempts. In such an unlikely scenario, our consensus engine falls back to traditional RPC: Once the RDMA-exposed \(\text{min\_proposals}\) of an acceptor reaches \(2^{16} - |\Pi|\), proposers switch to RPC to communicate with this specific acceptor. Acceptors check \text{state} and, if it is above the threshold, initiate the standard RPC version of Paxos with the \text{min\_proposals}, \text{accepted\_proposals} and \text{accepted\_value} variables initialized to match \text{state}.

B Active Method Correctness

In this section, we provide a formal definition and a proof of correctness of the \text{Active} method described in Section 6.

B.1 Formal Definition

\text{Active} \ (\text{Membership}) \rightarrow \text{bool} \ has \ the \ following \ properties:

\textbf{Monotonicity} \ If \ \text{Active}(M') \ returns \ true \ at \ any \ process, \ future \ calls \ \text{Active}(M) \ with \ M < M' \ will \ return \ false.

\textbf{Convergence} \ If \ M \ is \ the \ last \ membership \ to \ be \ decided \ (if \ any), \ invoking \ \text{Active}(M) \ will \ eventually \ return \ true \ at \ all \ correct \ processes.

\textbf{Definition 1.} \ If \ \text{Active}(M) \ returns \ true, \ then \ M \ is \ considered \ active \ at \ the \ linearization \ point \ of \ the \ call.

\textbf{Definition 2.} \ If \ M \ is \ active \ at \ times \ t \ and \ t', \ then \ it \ is \ considered \ active \ in \ the \ interval \ [t, t']

From these simple properties and definitions, it follows that no two active memberships can overlap.

\textbf{Theorem B.1.} \ Only \ one \ membership \ can \ be \ active \ at \ a \ time.

\textbf{Proof.} \ Assume \ by \ contradiction \ that \ M \ and \ M' \ (M < M') \ are \ simultaneously \ active. \ By \ definition, \ \text{Active}(M) \ must \ have \ returned \ true \ after \ \text{Active}(M') \ returned \ true. \ This \ breaks \ Monotonicity, \ hence \ a \ contradiction.

B.2 Non-leased Active Membership

We prove the correctness of uKharon’s implementation of \text{Active}. We assume no gaps in the sequence of decided memberships. This is enforced by coordinators by not proposing the \((k + 1)\)-th membership until the \(k\)-th is decided.

\textbf{Lemma B.2.} \ Algorithm 6 ensures Monotonicity.

\textbf{Proof.} \ \text{Active} \ can \ only \ be \ called \ on \ decided \ memberships. \ Let \ M \ and \ M' \ be \ two \ decided \ memberships \ with \ M < M'. \ If \ \text{Active}(M') \ returned \ true, \ by \ the \ no-gap \ assumption, \ all

memberships between \(M\) and \(M'\) have been decided. Because \(M'\)'s \ successor \ has \ been \ decided, \ a \ majority \ of \ acceptors' \ slots \ \(M.\ id + 1\) \ have \ been \ written. Thus, \text{Active}(M) \ will \ read \ at \ least \ one \ non-empty \ slot \ and \ return \ false.

\textbf{Lemma B.3.} \ Algorithm 6 ensures Convergence.

\textbf{Proof.} \ Assume \ by \ contradiction \ that \ M \ is \ the \ last \ decided \ membership \ and \ \text{Active}(M) \ never \ returns \ true \ at \ some \ correct \ process. \ Thus, \ this \ process \ executes \ line \ 8, \ which \ means \ that \ it \ proposes \ a \ new \ membership. \ Given \ that \ the \ process \ is \ correct, \ some \ membership \ with \ id \ \(M.\ id + 1\) \ will \ eventually \ be \ decided. \ Therefore, \ M \ is \ not \ the \ last \ membership, \ hence \ a \ contradiction.

\textbf{Theorem B.4.} \ Algorithm 6 implements \text{Active}.

\textbf{Proof.} \ Follows \ directly \ from \ Lemmas \ B.2 \ and \ B.3.

B.3 Leased Active Membership

Algorithm 2 reduces communication by leasing the output of Algorithm 6. We prove that it preserves \text{Active}'s properties.

\textbf{Lemma B.5.} \ Algorithm 2 preserves Monotonicity.

\textbf{Proof.} \ Let \ \(e\) \ be \ an \ execution \ of \ \text{Active}(M) \ that \ returned \ true. \ \(e\) \ either \ returned \ at \ line \ 9 \ or \ at \ line \ 12 \ with \ \(t > t_{\text{part}}\). \ We \ denote \ the \ former \ case \ \text{leased}(M) \ and \ the \ latter \ \text{checked}(M). \ Assume \ by \ contradiction \ that \ \text{Active}(M') \ returned \ true \ in \ an \ execution \ \(e_1\) \ and \ then \ \text{Active}(M) \ returned \ true \ in \ an \ execution \ \(e_2\) \ with \ \(M < M'\). \ Either:

- \text{leased}(M): \ In \ \(e_2, \ \text{majority\_active}(M) \ returned \ true \ at \ most \ \(\delta \ before \ \text{Active}(M) \ returned \ true. \ In \ \(e_1, \ lines \ 5–7 \ ensure \ that \ M' \ was \ decided \ at \ least \ \(\delta \ before \ \text{Active}(M') \ returned \ true. \ Thus, \ \text{majority\_active}(M) \ returned \ true \ after \ M' \ was \ decided. \ However, \ because \ M' \ has \ been \ decided, \ a \ majority \ of \ acceptors' \ slots \ M'.\ id = M.\ id + 1 \ must \ have \ been \ written. \ Thus, \ \text{majority\_active}(M) \ should \ have \ read \ at \ least \ one \ non-empty \ slot \ and \ returned \ false. \ Hence, \ a \ contradiction.

- \text{checked}(M): \ \text{majority\_active}(M) \ returned \ true \ after \ \text{majority\_active}(M') \ returned \ true. \ This \ breaks \ \text{majority\_active}'s \ Monotonicity, \ hence \ a \ contradiction.
Lemma B.6. Algorithm 2 preserves Convergence.

Proof. Assume that $M$ is the last membership to be decided. Thus, $\text{majority\_active}(M)$ will eventually always return true. At most $\delta$ after $\text{Active}(M)$ returns for the first time, $t_{\text{start}}$ will be in the past and $\text{leased\_membership}$ set to $M$. Thus, eventually, the else branch at line 8 will always be visited and either return true via line 9 or 12.

Theorem B.7. Algorithm 2 implements Active.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas B.5 and B.6.

C  Clocks

uKharon relies on hardware timestamps to check if a membership is Active. When using modern Intel processors, Linux has three available clocksources: tsc, hpet and acpi_pm. The tsc clocksource is the most efficient and requires 20-25ns to take a timestamp [11].

Architectural considerations. The tsc clocksource uses Intel’s TSC hardware to measure time accurately. TSC stores the number of cycles executed by the CPU after the latest reset. Traditionally, TSC is considered an unreliable way to take timestamps. The reason is that Intel processors have variable clock speed, thus the number of cycles does not correspond to wallclock time. However, modern Intel processors have three features [8]: Constant TSC, Nonstop TSC and Invariant TSC which solve this problem. The combination of these features results in a TSC that is incremented at a constant rate regardless of the power state of the processor. As a result, it is safe to use this counter for efficient timestamping.

TSC synchrony. In Intel processors, every core has its own TSC. All processors in the same socket start the TSC hardware using the same RESET signal, thus the absolute values of the TSC across cores of the same socket match. This means that one can compare safely the values of TSC across different cores, assuming that all TSCs run at the same frequency. Because this assumption does not hold, Linux determines the base frequency of every core during boot and uses this frequency to convert clock cycles to wallclock time. To accomplish it, Linux uses the more accurate (and more expensive) hpet.

uKharon takes further care to deal with TSC synchrony. More precisely, it checks for the synchronization of TSC between cores using a ping-pong test. In this test, core A takes a timestamp $t_1$ and signals core B to do the same. Core A signals core B by writing to a lock-free Single-Producer Single-Consumer (SPSC) queue that is polled by B. When B receives the signal it also takes a timestamp $t_2$ and sends it back to A (using another SPSC queue). Upon reception of the timestamp from B, core A takes the last timestamp $t_3$. In our test we confirm that always $t_1 < t_2 < t_3$. Additionally, in our hardware, the minimum difference between $t_1$ and $t_2$ is $\varepsilon = \min(t_2 - t_1)$ is 64ns. uKharon takes $\varepsilon$ into consideration by incorporating into the leases as follows: Suppose a lease is valid for a duration of $\delta$ starting at time $t$. uKharon considers that the lease starts at time $t + \varepsilon$ and has a duration of $t + \delta - 2\varepsilon$.

Inter-machine clock drift. In order to ensure that active memberships do not overlap, uKharon assumes that clock drift is bounded, i.e., that time passes approximately at the same speed on different machines. This assumption is necessary to enable client-side leases. It guarantees that after a lease duration period, leases across all clients will have to be renewed. Our system is built to tolerate clock drift, as long as this drift is bounded. We experimentally determine an upper bound for the clock drift with a simple test. In this test, machine A takes a timestamp $t_1$ and pings machine B to wait for 1 minute before replying back to it. Upon reception of B’s response, A takes another timestamp $t_2$. It then computes $t_2 - t_1$ and compares it to the expected 1 minute measured by B (after removing the communication delay). We repeat this test several times and determine that the clock drift between machines differs by at most 0.001%. uKharon incorporates inter-machine clock drift by waiting $1.01 \times \delta$ upon membership discovery, ensuring that when leases become active on a new membership, everyone’s leases on the previous membership will have expired.

D  Artifact

Abstract

The evaluated artifact is provided as a git repository and contains the source code of uKharon, build instructions and deployment scripts to run the experiments presented in this paper.

Scope

The artifact contains code and steps to reproduce results obtained in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Table 2.

Contents

The artifact contains the source code of uKharon, including the custom kernel modules. It also contains the patches to create the custom Linux kernel, as well as the patches required for HERD [24] and Mu [2]. The artifact describes how to build everything presented in the paper, including the custom Linux kernel and the solutions we compare against. It also describes how to deploy the built binaries.
Hosting

The artifact source code for uKharon is available at https://github.com/LPD-EPFL/ukharon. All the necessary instructions are provided in the README.md file.

Requirements

Building uKharon requires an x86-64 system set-up with Ubuntu 20.04 LTS. Executing uKharon requires 8 machines equipped with Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, RDMA over InfiniBand, ability to install a custom kernel and custom kernel modules, as well as ability to configure and use InfiniBand multicast groups.
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Abstract
We present KRCORE, an RDMA library with a microsecond-scale control plane on commodity RDMA hardware for elastic computing. KRCORE can establish a full-fledged RDMA connection within 10 µs (hundreds or thousands of times faster than verbs), while only maintaining a (small) fixed-sized connection metadata at each node, regardless of the cluster scale. The key ideas include virtualizing pre-initialized kernel-space RDMA connections instead of creating one from scratch, and retrofitting advanced RDMA dynamic connected transport with static transport for both low connection overhead and high networking speed. Under load spikes, KRCORE can shorten the worker bootstrap time of an existing disaggregated key-value store (namely RACE Hashing) by 83%. In serverless computing (namely Fn), KRCORE can also reduce the latency for transferring data through RDMA by 99%.

1 Introduction
The desire for high resource utilization has led to the development of elastic applications such as disaggregated storage systems [52, 16, 67]. Elasticity provides a quick increase or decrease of computing resources (e.g., processors or containers) based on application demands. Since the resources are dynamically launched and destroyed, minimizing the control path overheads—including process startup and creating network connections—is vital to applications, especially those with ephemeral execution time. Elastic applications typically have networking requirements. For instance, computing nodes in a disaggregated storage system access the data stored at the storage nodes across the network.

RDMA is a fast networking feature widely adopted in datacenters [53, 19, 13]. Unfortunately, RDMA has a slow control path: the latency of creating an RDMA connection (15.7ms) is 15,700X higher than its data path operation (see Figure 1(b)). As the latency of typical RDMA-enabled applications that require elasticity has reached to microsecond-scale (see Figure 1(a)), this high connection time may significantly decrease the application efficiency, e.g., increasing latency when expanding resources to handle load spikes. The cost is challenging to reduce because it not only includes software data structure initialization costs but also involves extensive hardware resource configurations, as RDMA offloads network processing to the network card (§2.3.1).
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Fig. 1. (a) The execution time (Data) of typical elastic RDMA-enabled applications, and (b) the breakdown of control path costs. RACE [67] is a disaggregated key-value store. FaRM-v2 [46] is a database that can accelerate serverless transactions [63]. YCSB-C [11] and TPC-C [50] are representative benchmarks for each system. The serverless platform evaluated is Fn [43].

A common approach to avoiding the control path cost is to cache connections and share them with different applications. However, user-space RDMA connections cannot be directly shared by different applications, because each app has its own exclusive driver data structure and dedicated hardware resources. Nevertheless, sharing a kernel-space RDMA connection is possible since applications share the same kernel (LITE [53]). However, LITE has performance and resource inefficiency issues (§2.3.2) in elastic computing, because it doesn’t target this scenario. First, it still pays the initialization cost under cache misses. Second, caching all RDMA connections to all nodes is resource inefficient (e.g., taking several GBs of memory), especially when a production RDMA-capable cluster has reached a scale of more than 10,000 nodes [34]. Finally, sharing RDMA connections complicates the preservation of the low-level verbs interfaces, which is important to apply RDMA-aware optimizations [67, 55, 14, 57, 24, 25]. LITE only provides a high-level API.

We continue the line of reusing connections to boost the RDMA control path, and further overcome the issues mentioned above. We present KRCORE, a networking library with an ultra-fast control plane. KRCORE can establish a full-fledged RDMA-capable connection within 10 µs, only 0.05% and 0.22% of the verbs and LITE under cache misses, respectively. More importantly, KRCORE only needs a small amount of fixed-sized memory for the connection pool (e.g., 64MB), irrelevant to the cluster scale. Finally, KRCORE supports low-level RDMA interfaces compatible with existing RDMA-aware optimizations.
Supporting a fast control plane seems to contradict our promise of a small fixed-sized connection pool. To achieve this, KRCORE makes a key innovation: we retrofit a less-studied yet widely supported advanced RDMA hardware feature—dynamic connected transport (DCT) [1]—to the kernel. DCT allows a single RDMA connection to communicate with different hosts. Its connection and re-connection are offloaded to the hardware and thus, are extremely fast (less than 1µs). Our observation is that when virtualizing an established kernel-space DCT connection to different applications, they no longer pay the control path cost and memory consumption of ordinary RDMA connections.

In designing KRCORE, we found virtualizing DCT with a low-level API brings several new challenges, and we propose several techniques to address them (§3.1). First, DCT requires querying a piece of metadata to establish a new connection. Using RPC can not achieve a stable and low latency. Further, RPC needs extra CPU resources to handle DCT-related queries. Observing the small memory footprint of DCT metadata, we propose an architecture that deploys RDMA-based key-value stores to offload the metadata queries to one-sided RDMA READ (§4.2). Second, DCT has a lower data path performance than normal RDMA transport (RC) due to its dynamic connecting feature. The performance is mostly affected when a node keeps a long-term communication with another. Therefore, we introduce a hybrid connection pool that retains a few RC connections connected to frequently communicated nodes to improve the overall performance. KRCORE further adopts a transfer protocol that can transparently switch a virtualized connection from DCT to RC (§4.6). Finally, we propose algorithms to safely virtualize a shared physical QP to multiple applications with a low-level API (§4.4).

We implement KRCORE as a loadable Linux kernel module in Rust. We also extended an existing kernel-space RDMA driver (mlnx-ofed-4.9) to bring DCT to the kernel. To the best of our knowledge, KRCORE is the first to achieve a microsecond-scale RDMA control plane. Although KRCORE is a general-purpose RDMA library, it really shines with elastic computing applications. Our experiments demonstrated that KRCORE can reduce the computing node startup time of a state-of-the-art production RDMA-enabled disaggregated key-value store (RACE [67]) by 83%, from 1.4s to 244ms (§5.3.1). For serverless computing—another popular elastic application, KRCORE can shorten the data transfer time over RDMA by 99%, from 33.3ms to 0.12µs (§5.3.2).

Our source code and experiments are available at https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/Kcore-artifacts.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 The case for fast control path in elastic computing

KRCORE targets systems that require elasticity: the ability to automatically scale according to application demands. One such case is disaggregated storage systems where the computing nodes and storage nodes are separated and connected by the network [52, 16, 67]. Under high loads, the system can dynamically add computing nodes for better performance: and they need to establish connections to the storage nodes on-the-fly. Another important case is serverless computing [22] where the platforms instantaneously launch short-lived tasks with containers. The launch time typically includes network connections [51].

Unlike long-running tasks (e.g., web servers), the control path (e.g., network creation) is typically on the critical path of elastic applications. For example, before executing the application code, a serverless function that issues database transactions must first establish network connections to remote storage nodes [63, 21]. With RDMA, the transaction latency has reached 10-100µs [14, 57]. Reducing the control path costs—including launching a container and creating network connections—is therefore vital to the end-to-end execution time or tail latency of elastic applications (see Figure 1).

Much research has focused on reducing other control path costs, e.g., the container launch time to about 10ms [40] and even sub-millisecond [15]. However, only a few considered accelerating network connection creation [51], especially for RDMA. The control path of RDMA is indeed several orders of magnitude slower than its data path (e.g., 22ms vs. 2µs in §2.3). It is also orders of magnitude slower than the execution time of common elastic RDMA-enabled applications, or other control path costs (see Figure 1).

2.2 RDMA and queue pair (QP)

RDMA is a high bandwidth and low latency networking feature widely adopted in modern datacenters [53, 19]. It has two well-known primitives: two-sided provides a message passing primitive while one-sided provides a remote memory abstraction—the RDMA-capable network card (RNIC) can directly read/write server memory in a CPU-bypassing way.

Although RDMA is commonly used in the user-space, the kernel adopts the same verbs API (verbs), which exposes network connections as queue pairs (QPs). Each QP has a send queue (sq), a completion queue (comp_queue), and a receive queue (recv_queue). Both primitives follow a similar execution flow. To send a request (or a batch of requests), the CPU uses post_send to post it (or them) to the send queue. If the request is marked as signalled, the completion can be polled from the completion queue via poll_cq. For two-sided primitive, the CPU can further receive messages with poll_cq over the receive queue. Before receiving, one should use post_recv to post message buffers to the QP.

Note that the CPU needs to register memory through reg_mr to give RNIC memory access permissions.

QP has several kinds of transport each with different capabilities. We focus on improving the control path performance of reliable connected QP (RCQP), as it is the most commonly used one that supports both RDMA primitives and is reliable.

1Serverless platforms may use virtual machine (VM)s to run tasks, which is not the focus of our paper. §6 discusses how KRCORE can apply to VMs.
2.3 Analysis of RDMA control path costs

2.3.1 User-space control path costs

Consider the example in Figure 2 where a client sends RDMA requests to two nodes. The control path includes the following steps: (1) initializing the driver context (Init)\(^2\), (2) creating QPs (Create), (3) exchanging the QP information to the remote peer with a handshake protocol and configuring the QPs to ready states (Configure). Figure 3(a) reports its latency, which is 7.850X higher than the data path (Verbs control vs. Verbs data).

**Issue: High hardware setup cost.** To quantify the costs in detail, Figure 3 breakdowns the control path time. We carefully optimize the connection handshake with RDMA's connectionless protocol [26], which is orders of magnitude faster than using TCP/UDP. Contradicting the common wisdom, exchanging the connection information through the network (Handshake) is not the dominant factor: Handshake only contributes 2.4% of the total time. The cost is dominated by communicating with the RNIC hardware for the connection setups. Consider the create_qp in Create: we found 87% of the create_qp time (361\(\mu\)s vs. 413\(\mu\)s) is waiting for the RNIC to create the hardware queues.

2.3.2 Existing kernel-space solution is insufficient

LITE [53] is the only kernel-space RDMA solution and is the closest to our work. It provides high-level remote memory read, write and RPC interfaces over the low-level verbs API (§2.2). LITE maintains an in-kernel connection pool that

\(^2\)Including creating the protection domain and registering the memory.

2.3.3 Issue#1: High cost connecting to a new node.

If the RCQP of the target node is not cached, LITE must follow the same Create and Configure as user-space RDMA, e.g., S1 in Figure 4, which are non-trivial (2ms for each connection). Note that we have carefully optimized LITE's control path: LITE originally adopts a centralized cluster manager to create connections, which can only establish tens of QPs per second. We optimize it with a decentralized connection scheme using RDMA’s connectionless datagram. The optimization achieves a 2ms per-connection latency and 712 QPs/second per node throughput (Figure 3), bottlenecked by the RNIC (see §2.3.1).

2.3.4 Issue#2: Huge memory consumption.

Caching RCQPs connected to all other nodes can mitigate Issue#1. However, this strategy has huge per-machine memory consumption since the number of RCQPs needed scales linearly with the cluster size. In LITE, each QP consumes at least 159KB memory\(^3\), excluding the message buffers and receive queues (may share between different QPs via shared receive queue). Therefore, LITE would consume at least 1.52 GB memory per node for fast connection on a modern RDMA-capable cluster with more than 10,000 nodes[17].

2.3.5 Issue#3: Inflexible interface.

LITE exposes a high-level RDMA API (e.g., a synchronous remote memory read), which simplifies sharing the same QP to different applications. However, it is inflexible to apply RDMA-aware optimizations widely adopted in the literature [67, 55, 14, 57, 24, 25], e.g., sending different read/write requests within a batch asynchronously. To utilize these optimizations, applications need verbs low-level API (§2.2). Unfortunately, directly executing the low-level API on a shared QP can easily corrupt the QP states (see §3.1), and interrupt application running. We carefully design the QP virtualization algorithms to correctly virtualize a shared QP with verbs's low-level API (§4.4).

\(^3\)It configures the QP with 292 sq and 257 comp_queue entries, a common setup in RDMA-based systems. Each sq entry takes 448B while cq takes 64B. The driver would further round queues to fit the hardware granularity.
3 Approach and Overview

**Opportunity: advanced RDMA transport (DCT).** Dynamically Connected Transport (DCT) [1] is an advanced RDMA feature widely supported in commodity RNICs (e.g., from Mellanox Connect-IB [37] to ConnectX-7 [35]). DCT preserves the functionalities of RC and further supports dynamic connecting: a DCT QP (DCQP) can communicate to different nodes without user-initiated connections; RNIC can create DCT connections on-the-fly by piggybacking control plane messages with data plane ones. Since the connections are only processed in the hardware, DCT re-connection is extremely fast: our measured overhead is less than 1\(\mu s\). When using DCQPs, the host only needs to specify the target node’s RDMA address and its DCT metadata (i.e., DCT number and DCT key) in each request.

**Basic approach: virtualized kernel-space DCQP.** The goal is to achieve an ultra-fast control plane for the applications. Our basic approach is to virtualize kernel-space DCQPs (as VQPs) to user-space applications. The observation is that DCT naturally addresses the costly creation overhead (Issue #1) and the huge memory consumption (Issue #2) of RCQPs (§2.3.2). A kernel-space solution further mitigates the user-space driver loading costs (§2.3.1).

VQP also supports low-level RDMA interfaces (e.g., `ibv_post_send`) with the necessary extended API suitable for elastic computing (§4.1). Therefore, users can flexibly apply existing RDMA-aware optimizations [24, 25, 57] (Issue #3 in §2.3.2). Note that different VQPs can share the same physical QP in the kernel. Nevertheless, KRCORE provides an exclusively owned QP abstraction to the applications.

### 3.1 Challenges and solutions

**C#1. Efficient DCT metadata query.** DCQP needs to query the DCT metadata before sending requests. Specifically, to allow communicating with DCT, the server must first create a DCT target identified by a key and number (DCT metadata). Afterward, the clients can piggyback the metadata in their requests to communicate with the created target.

A viable solution is to send an RPC to the target node to query the metadata using RDMA’s connectionless datagram (UD)\(^4\), which prevents control plane costs as UD is connectionless. However, it is inefficient in performance and CPU usage. First, the latency of RPC may vibrate to tens of milliseconds due to the scheduling and queuing overhead of the CPU. Second, KRCORE must deploy extra kernel threads to handle the queries.

**Solution: RDMA-based meta server.** We replicate the DCT metadata at a few global meta servers backed by RDMA-enabled key-value stores (KVS) [67, 58, 55, 13], meaning each node can query it with one-sided RDMA bypassing the CPU. To support one-sided RDMA while preventing QP overflow, KRCORE only maintains a few RCQPs connected to nearby meta servers. Replicating the DCT metadata is practical because it is small: 12B is sufficient for one node to handle all requests from others.

**C#2. Performance issues of DCT.**

DCT is slower than RC in peak throughput and may incur high tail latency due to re-connection (§5.2). The performance is mostly affected when a node frequently sends requests to the same node.

**Solution: virtualized hybrid QP.** KRCORE manages a hybrid QP pool that stores both RC and DC QPs. A VQP can transparently switch between DC and RCQP (§4.6), allowing us to create RCQPs in the background on-the-fly without exposing the creations overhead to the applications.

**C#3. QP state protection.** If we directly forward the VQP request (from `ibv_post_send`) from different applications to the (same) shared physical QP, QP’s physical states can easily be corrupted due to malformed requests or queue overflow, because verbs API assumes an exclusively owned QP. Bringing the QP back to a normal state is costly because it requires reconfiguration (the Configure in Figure 3 (b)).

**Solution: pre-check.** KRCORE carefully checks the physical queue capacity and request integrity before forwarding the requests to the physical QP. The overhead of these checks is negligible as they only involve simple calculations. Thus, we can avoid QP corruption while preserving the RDMA-aware optimizations (§4.4) of using low-level interfaces.

### 3.2 Execution flow and architecture

**Execution flow.** Applications can use KRCORE to create RDMA-capable connections in a few microseconds. Figure 5 presents its execution flow when communicating to two nodes. First, we find available RCQPs in the hybrid pool (①). If exists (S0), we directly virtualize it. Otherwise (S1), we choose a DCQP and fetch the target node’s DCT metadata (②) accordingly. Finally, we virtualize the selected QP so that the client can send RDMA requests with them (③).

**Architecture.** Figure 6 presents the KRCORE library architecture. On each node, KRCORE is a loadable Linux

---

\(^4\)It only supports two-sided RDMA.
kernel module hosting per-application (e.g., VQP) and per-node (e.g., Hybrid QP Pool) data structures (§4.2). KRCore also deploys meta servers (MS) on a few nodes to facilitate DCT metadata lookup. These servers are backed by DrTMKV [58]—a state-of-the-art RDMA-enabled KVS—to accelerate the metadata lookup. The metadata is broadcasted by each machine during its boot time.

4 Detailed Design

4.1 Programming interface of KRCore

To simplify application development and porting, it is important to keep backward compatibility between KRCore and verbs, the de facto standard for using RDMA. In principle, KRCore can provide the same interface with verbs similar to existing work (i.e., Freeflow [30]). However, verbs is not designed for elastic computing and may bring inflexibility or under-utilization of KRCore. Therefore, we propose an extended API based on verbs inspired by Demikernel [64], as shown in Figure 7. Specifically, KRCore introduces a new type of QP (VQP) with the following new primitives:

**qconnect and qbind.** The verbs API has no method for ‘connect’ commonly found in networking libraries. Therefore, developers have to implement and optimize RDMA connection setups themselves. We provide a qconnect API to abstract the fast connection provided by KRCore. Specifically, after calling qconnect on a VQP to a remote host (identified by the RDMA address (gid) and a port), the VQP can issue one-sided and two-sided requests to it. Note that remote end must bind to the address using qbind beforehand so that the sender can issue two-sided requests, similar to POSIX bind.

**qpopmsgs.** RCQPs are one-to-one connected—meaning the server must know how many clients may connect. This is unhandy for elastic applications because clients can dynamically connect to a server. Therefore, KRCore VQP is many-to-one: after binding to an address, a VQP can dynamically accept new connections when receiving messages: qpopmsgs will return a list of (src_qp, message) pairs, where the src_qp is a VQP connected to the corresponding sender of the message.

Besides the extended API, KRCore also supports common verbs data path API, e.g., ibv_post_send, ibv_post_recv and ibv_poll_cq (see §2.2). Figure 7 showcases a simplified code example of sending a message from a client to a server with VQP. At the client, it can use KRCore_VQP as a marker to create a VQP. After successfully connecting the VQP with qconnect, the client can call ibv_post_send to send the message.

Note that the VQP has the semantic as RCQP—meaning that they have reliability guarantees and support all RDMA operations (with various low-level optimizations).

4.2 Data structures

**Hybrid QP pool.** Each VQP (§4.1) is backed by a kernel-space virtual QP that has an identifier, a reference to a physical QP and virtualized counterparts of RDMA queues (see §2.2). The physical QP is selected from a hybrid QP pool with both DCQPs and RCQPs. The DCQPs are statically initialized upon boot time and RCQPs are created on-the-fly.

In principle, the pool only needs one DCQP to handle all the RDMA requests of the host. However, only using one DCQP introduces extra latency when sending concurrent requests to different servers. Specifically, if two requests targeting different hosts go over the same DCQP, the second must wait for an additional reconnection before RNIC can process it. This can be mitigated by increasing the DCQP pool size since reconnections can run concurrently. Yet, the best choice of the pool size depends on the hardware setting (§5.2). On our platform, we choose 8 DCQPs in the pool.

To further prevent lock contention [26], we divide the pool on a per-CPU basis: Each VQP only virtualizes QPs from its local CPU’s pool. This strategy is optimized for cases when each QP is exclusively used by one thread, a common pattern in RDMA applications [47, 55, 26, 17, 33]. In case:
of thread migrations, KRCORE also re-virtualizes QPs in the background with a transparent QP transfer protocol (§4.6).

**Meta Server.** For steady and low-latency DCT metadata query, we replicate all the nodes’ metadata at a few global meta servers backed by DrTM-KV [58], a state-of-the-art RDMA-enabled KVS. Note that replicating all the DCT meta at one server is practical because they are extremely small (e.g., 17KB for a 1,000-server cluster).

The meta server stores a mapping between the RDMA address (key) and its corresponding DCT number and key (value). These key-value pairs can be queried via DrTM-KV with a few one-sided RDMA READs. Since sending one-sided requests also requires RDMA connections, each node pre-connects to nearby meta servers (e.g., one in the same rack) with RCQPs during boot time and thus, it can find the DCT metadata of a given server in several microseconds even under high load.

**Optimization: DCCache.** Observing that the DCT metadata is extremely small (12B), each node further caches them locally to save network round-trips querying the meta server. The metadata is suitable for caching because they are only invalidated when the corresponding host is down.

**ValidMR and MRStore.** To safely virtualize a physical QP to multiple VQPs, KRCORE additionally checks the validity of remote memory accesses to prevent QP state corruption (§4.4). These checks were originally done by the RNIC using the information stored in the NIC cache. Thus, we should also record them in KRCORE. We additionally bookkeep the registered memory regions (MR)s in ValidMR, which is also implemented with DrTM-KV. After the bookkeeping, KRCORE can query the local/remote ValidMRs to check the local/remote memory regions’ validity.

Like DCCache, we also cache the checked remote MR locally (in MRStore) to avoid extra round-trips. However, caching remote MRs may introduce consistency problems: unlike long-lived DCT metadata, MRs are managed by the applications and can be de-registered on-the-fly. To this end, KRCORE adopts a lease-based lightweight invalidation scheme: the cached MRs are periodically (e.g., 1 second) flushed. Upon de-registration, KRCORE waits for this period before freeing the MR.

**4.3 Control path Operations**

KRCORE reuses initialized QPs upon VQP connection and creation, whose simplified pseudocode executed in the KRCORE kernel is shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1: VQP creation and connection**

```
1: Function vqp_create (Q):
2:  Q.id ← allocate a free identifier
3:  Q.comp_queue ← allocate a software queue
4:  Q.recv_queue ← allocate a software queue
5:  Q.qp ← NULL < Updated by qconnect

6: Function vqp_connect (Q, addr):
7:   if Q.qp == NULL then
8:      if addr in HybridQPPool.RC then
9:         Q.qp ← select in HybridQPPool.RC[addr]
10:    else
11:       Q.qp ← select in HybridQPPool.DC
12:      if addr not in DCCache then
13:         meta ← query nearby connected MetaServer
14:        add meta to DCCache
15:        Q.dct_meta ← meta
```

DCQP) to it. Given the remote `addr`, it first checks whether an RCQP is available in the HybridQPPool (line 8). If so, we choose an available QP and assign it to `Q.qp` (line 9). Otherwise, we select a DCQP (line 11). Note that all DCQPs in the pool are available because KRCORE can virtualize one physical QP to multiple VQPs (§4.4).

When assigning a DCQP to VQP, we need to fetch the remote end’s DCT metadata (line 12–15) if the metadata is not cached in the DCCache. We issue one-sided RDMA READs to the MetaServer to query it (line 13).

**Background RCQP creations.** To increase the likelihood of hitting an RCQP in the pool, KRCORE maintains background routines to sample frequently communicated nodes, create RCQPs for frequently communicated ones in the HybridQPPool and reclaim rarely used RCQPs. Currently, we choose a simple LRU strategy for the reclamation.

**Other control path operations.** Besides VQP creation and connection, other control path operations (e.g., memory registration, MR) have a straightforward implementation: we forward them to the corresponding verbs API and record the results in KRCORE. If necessary, we will also return the virtual handler of the recorded results to the user. Due to space limitations, we omit a detailed description.

**4.4 Data path operations**

As we have mentioned in §3.1, a key challenge in virtualizing a physical QP to multiple VQPs is preventing shared QP state corruption. Specifically, we must consider:

1. **Detecting malformed request.** An incorrect operation code or an invalid memory reference would transit a QP into error states. Since an error states QP cannot handle any RDMA requests, we must filter out malformed requests before posting them to the physical QP.

2. **Preventing NIC queue overflow.** The physical QP has a limited queue capacity. If the user overflows a QP, the QP will also enter an error state. Preventing queue overflow is challenging under sharing because it can overflow even if all the shared users correctly avoid the queue overflows.
The queue can be cleared via explicit signaling and polling. Nevertheless, we should poll as little as possible because they have overheads [24].

3. Dispatching completion events. The polled results of a physical QP can be from different VQPs. Therefore, we must correctly dispatch them to the targets, i.e., software queues of VQPs.

To this end, KRCORE will (1) check the request integrity before posting it to a shared QP; (2) inject necessary polls to the physical QP and (3) encode the VQP information in the request’s wr_id—that will be returned upon request completion—to help the dispatch. Specifically, KRCORE executes post_send_virtualized and poll_cq_virtualized after the user calls ibv_post_send and ibv_poll_cq, respectively. Algorithm 2 shows their simplified pseudocode. For simplicity, we assume the request list (wr_list) depth is smaller than the QP capacity, which can be achieved by segmenting the request list before posting it.

**Algorithm 2: kernel handler of post_send and poll_cq**

```
1: Function post_send_virtualized(Q, wr_list):
   0:   return Q.qp.comp Q.qp.sq.max_depth
   1:   if Q.qp.sq.max_depth - Q.qp.uncomp_cnt < wr_list.length do
   2:     for req in wr_list do
   3:       poll_inner(Q)
   4:       if req is signaled then
   5:         if req has invalid MR or invalid Op then
   6:           return Error
   7:         Q.comp.Q.qp.sq.max_depth - Q.qp.uncomp_cnt += 1
   8:       else
   9:         Q.qp.uncomp_cnt += 1
   10:     end if
   11:   end for
   12: return post_send(Q.qp, wr_list)

13: Function poll_cq_virtualized(Q):
14:   std::list<qr> *list = Q.qp.recv_queue
15:   if list is ready then
16:     Q.qp.recv_queue.head[0] = Ready
17:   end if
18: return poll_cq(Q.qp)
```

**poll_cq_virtualized.** It first calls poll_inner to poll the physical QP events and dispatch the events to the proper VQPs according to the information recorded in the wr_id (lines 22–25). After the dispatch, it can check whether the virtualized QP has a completion event. KRCORE examines the head of the virtualized comp_queue and returns the head’s wr_id to the application if the head exists.

Due to space reasons, we briefly describe other operations:

**ibv_post_recv.** This function registers the buffers to the VQP by recording them in the virtualized recv_queue.

**qpmsg.** It polls the physical QP’s recv_queue and dispatches the received messages, similar to poll_inner. To hold in-coming messages, we pre-post message buffers to physical QP before virtualizing it to the applications. The challenge of pre-post is that the KRCORE doesn’t know the exact payloads of the incoming messages. For now, we assume the pre-posted buffers can always hold the incoming message. §4.5 will describe how we cope with out-of-bound messages in detail. After receiving a message, we will check its destination VQP and copy it to the user-registered buffer (from ibv_post_recv).

Besides receiving messages, qpmsg also creates a VQP connected to the sender (§4.1). The creation and connection follow the control path operations discussed in §4.3. To prevent the DCT metadata query, we further piggyback the metadata in the message header. Thus, qpmsg doesn’t involve additional networking requests.

4.5 Zero-copy protocol for two-sided operations

The basic qpmsg (§4.4) has two issues. First, it incurs extra memory copies. Though the copy overhead is negligible for small messages (e.g., less than 1KB), it is non-trivial for the large ones (e.g., see results in Figure 9 (b)). Second, it cannot receive messages with payloads larger than the pre-posted buffers.
To this end, we adopt a zero-copy protocol to overcome the above issues. Intuitively, for large or out-of-bound messages, the receiver will use one-sided RDMA READ to read them to the user-registered buffers, inspired by existing RDMA-enabled RPC frameworks [48, 17]. Specifically, if the payload is larger than the kernel’s registered buffer, the sender will first send a small message containing the destination VQP ID, the source message address and its size. The receiver can then use one-sided RDMA READ to read the message directly to the user-registered buffer in a zero-copy way. The cost of sending an additional message is trivial for large messages because the network transfer will dominate the time.

4.6 Physical QP transfer protocol

KRCORE supports seamlessly changing the physical QP virtualized by a VQP to another. The challenge of doing so is how to preserve the RCQP’s FIFO property [7] of the VQP during transfer, i.e., after a request completes, all its previous requests are finished.

To ensure FIFO, upon the transfer starts, we first post a fake signaled RDMA request to the source QP and wait for its completion before the change. Meanwhile, we also notify the remote peers to transfer their physical QP. Otherwise, the VQP can no longer receive the remote end’s message. For correctness, we must wait for the remote acknowledgments before changing the physical QP at the sender.

5 Evaluation

We aim to answer the following questions during evaluations:

1. How fast is the KRCORE control plane (§5.1)?
2. What are the costs to the data plane (§5.2)?
3. How RDMA-aware applications that require elasticity can benefit from KRCORE (§5.3)?

Implementation. We implement KRCORE from scratch as a loadable Linux kernel (4.15) module, which has more than 10,000 LoC Rust code. It exports system calls via `ioctl` without modifying the kernel. To simplify user-kernel interactions, we further implement a 100 LoC C shim library atop ioctl to provide the interfaces described in §4.1. Finally, we port DCT to the kernel-space RDMA driver by adding around 250 LoC C code to the mlx4-ofed-4.9 driver: DCT is currently only implemented in the user-space RDMA drivers.

Testbed setup. We conduct experiments on a local rack-scale RDMA-capable cluster with ten nodes. Each node has two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 processors, 128GB DRAM and one ConnectX-4 MCX455A 100Gbps InfiniBand RNIC. All nodes are connected to a Mellanox SB7890 100Gbps InfiniBand Switch. Without explicit mention, we deploy one meta server for KRCORE.

Comparing targets. We compare KRCORE with user-space verbs (verbs) and LITE5. Original LITE has an unoptimized control plane: it uses a centralized cluster manager to establish connections between servers and can only connect tens of RCQPs per second. Therefore, we further optimize it by enabling a decentralized QP connection scheme via RDMA’s unreliable datagram (UD). Our optimized version can achieve an optimal kernel-space RDMA control plane performance—it is now only bottlenecked by the hardware limits. §5.1 will describe this in more detail. Note that our optimization leaves the LITE data plane unchanged.

5.1 Control path performance

The evaluations for the control path focus on creating and connecting RDMA connections. The costs of the other operations in KRCORE (and verbs) are typically much smaller. For example, registering 4MB memory only takes 1.4µs in KRCORE. Therefore, we omit their results.

We use two synthetic workloads (single and full-mesh connection establishment) to evaluate the control path performance. The connection pool and DCCache of KRCORE are cleared before the evaluations. Otherwise, KRCORE only has system call overheads and is extremely small (0.9µs).

Single-connection establishment performance. We first evaluated the latency and throughput of establishing a single RDMA-capable connection to one server w.r.t. the number of clients. Figure 8 (a) reports the throughput-latency graph when increasing the number of clients from 1 to 240. From the figure we can see that KRCORE can have several orders of magnitude better performance than verbs and LITE. At one client, KRCORE can establish a connection in 5.4µs, while verbs and LITE take 15.7ms and 2ms, respectively. The performance gain of KRCORE comes from replacing the costly RDMA control path operations (analyzed in §2.3.1 and §2.3.2 in detail) with fast RDMA data path operations, i.e., two one-sided RDMA READs to the meta server. For LITE, it saves the driver loading cost but still needs to create and configure QP on its control path. At 240 clients, KRCORE can handle 22 million (M) connections per second, while verbs and LITE can only establish 712 RCQPs per second. They are both bottlenecked by the server creating hardware resources, while KRCORE always reuses existing ones to prevent these overheads.

Full-mesh connection establishment performance. Besides establishing a single connection, creating full-mesh connections at a set of workers is common in elastic applica-
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Fig. 9. (a) Performance comparisons of different DCT meta query methods, and (b) the effects of zero-copy protocol (KRCORE+opt) of KRCORE two-sided operations.

Fig. 10. The one-sided RDMA performance.

Fig. 11. The two-sided RDMA performance of KRCORE.

A key design choice of KRCORE is to use an RDMA-based meta server to store DCT meta. Figure 9 (a) illustrates the benefit of this design using the single-connection establishment workload of Figure 8 (a). The baseline (RPC) uses a kernel-space FaSST [26] RPC for the querying. FaSST is the state-of-the-art RDMA-based RPC that builds on RDMA’s unreliable datagram. It also has no control plane overhead in the kernel because UD is connectionless. To save CPU resources, we only deploy one kernel thread to handle the queries. We can see that a meta server design achieves an 11.8X better throughput and up to 13X query latency compared with RPC. The RPC design is bottlenecked by the server CPU for handling DCT queries, while the RDMA-based meta server bypasses the CPU with one-sided RDMA.

5.2 Data path performance

KRCORE trades data path performance for a faster control plane. We first use a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate these overheads using two communication patterns: sync and async. In the sync mode, each client issues RDMA requests to one server in a run-to-completion way, aiming to achieve low latency [17, 47]. For async, each client posts requests in batches to achieve the peak throughput [57, 24, 25]. Without explicit mention, the workloads are inbound, i.e., multiple clients sending RDMA requests to one server. We reported the aggregated throughput of clients and their average latency.

One-sided operations. Figure 10 presents the one-sided data path performance of KRCORE when it virtualizes from DCQP (KRCORE(DC)) and RCQP (KRCORE(RC)), and compare them to verbs. During the experiment, each client issued 8B random requests to the server, and we varied the number of clients from 1 to 240.

(1) Sync. For one-sided RDMA READ in Figure 10 (a), the latency of KRCORE (DC) and (RC) is 27%–46% and is 25%–41% higher than verbs. The additional latency of KRCORE under sync mode is dominated by the system call cost. On our hardware, we measure a ~1µs overhead communicating with the kernel. For reference, when using one client, the latency of KRCORE (RC) is 3.15µs, and the verbs is 2.15µs. Another observation is that adopting DCQP has little latency overhead in the sync mode as DC reconnection is extremely fast. For example, the latency of KRCORE (DC) under one client is 3.24µs. The results of one-sided RDMA WRITE in Figure 10 (c) are similar to the READ.

(2) Async. For one-sided RDMA READ in Figure 10 (b), KRCORE (RC) can achieve a similar peak throughput as verbs (138M reqs/sec) when using 240 clients. With the same configuration, KRCORE (DC) is 14% slower (118 M reqs/sec). KRCORE (RC) and verbs are both bottlenecked by the server RNIC, while KRCORE (DC) is slower due to extra DCT processing at the RNIC. For one-sided RDMA WRITE in Figure 10 (d), the results are similar: KRCORE (RC) and verbs achieve a peak throughput of 145M reqs/sec while KRCORE (DC) is 8.9% lower (132M reqs/sec).

Two-sided operations. Figure 11 presents the two-sided throughput and latency of KRCORE w.r.t. to the number of clients (1 to 240). Each client sends an 8B request to the server in an echo fashion: after receiving a request, the server
will send the request back, and the client will issue another request after getting the acknowledgment. The server utilizes all cores (24 threads) to handle these requests.

(1) Sync. In this mode, the performance comparisons are similar to one-sided RDMA: compared with verbs, KRCORE (RC) and (DC) have 4–21% and 14–31% higher latency, respectively. The KRCORE overheads added to two-sided RDMA are also dominated by the user-kernel interactions. For example, at one client, one KRCORE (RC) echo takes 9.6 µs while verbs takes 7.9 µs. Compared to one-sided RDMA, the absolute latency gap is larger. KRCORE two-sided has an additional system call overhead: the server needs to enter the kernel to receive a message.

(2) Async. Unlike one-sided RDMA, KRCORE cannot achieve the same peak inbound throughput (when using 240 clients) as verbs for two-sided RDMA: it is 20% slower than verbs: which can only achieve 33.7M reqs/sec regardless of RC or DC. In comparison, verbs can achieve 42.3M reqs/sec. The extra bottleneck comes from CPU processing costs on the server due to user-kernel interactions. As a result, KRCORE two-sided is not always dominated by the kernel's high performance. This also explains why KRCORE has a similar performance when using RC and DC.

Effects of zero-copy optimization. We next examine the costs of memory copy—that KRCORE uses to dispatch messages between virtual QPs—to the two-sided operations. We further demonstrate how we mitigate it with a zero-copy protocol (§4.5). Figure 9 (b) shows the two-sided echo latency when using one client to communicate with the server w.r.t. the payload size. We can see that the memory copy cost is negligible for small transfers (<16KB) but is significant for large messages. Specifically, when transferring > 16KB messages, the latency of KRCORE is 1.45–3.1X higher than verbs. To this end, the zero-copy optimization (KRCORE+opt) reduces the overheads to 0.08–0.23X when transferring > 16KB messages.

Factor analysis. Figure 12(a) conducts a factor analysis to show the detailed data path costs of KRCORE in a sync one-sided RDMA READ request. The main observations are:

1. The biggest cost to data path operations is additional RDMA requests to check the MR validity when the remote MR information is not cached locally (+MR miss, takes 7.74 µs). Note the checks are rare because KRCORE always caches the checked MR after a miss.

2. For normal requests without MR checks, system call dominates the overheads (+System call), resulting in 1 µs latency increase (3.15 µs vs. 2.14 µs). Other costs—including using DCQP (+DCQP) and KRCORE check to prevent QP state corruptions (+Checks, see §4.4) are trivial (less than 0.5 µs).

Impacts of payload size to one-sided RDMA. The overhead of KRCORE becomes smaller for one-sided RDMA with a larger payload, since transferring data through the network dominates the time. Figure 13 reports the slowdown compared to verbs on different request payloads. We measure the latency of sync one-sided RDMA with one client. For one-sided RDMA READ, the overhead is negligible for larger than 256KB reads (<7%). For WRITE, the overhead is negligible for larger than 8KB payloads.

Impacts of DCQP pool size. A larger DCQP pool is typically better for concurrently sending requests to different machines (§4.2). Figure 14 (a) reports the latency when sending a batch of 64 one-sided RDMA READs to different targets at one client with different pool sizes. The targets are randomly selected in 10 machines. We can see that when the pool only has one DCQP, KRCORE (DC) has a 1.32X higher latency (99 vs. 75 µs) than KRCORE (RC), since requests to the same QP are processed sequentially with reconnections. Increasing the pool size can significantly improve the latency. Interestingly, when the pool size is larger than 2, DC outperforms RC by 28–78%. RC needs 64 different connections to send these requests, and it has to do 63 additional polls than DC.

Tail latency. Figure 14 (b) reports the tail latency when using 50 clients sending sync one-sided RDMA READ to 5 servers. Under such a fan-out scenario, KRCORE (DC) has a higher tail latency than the others due to extra round-trips caused by DC reconnections. The 99.9% latency of verbs,
KCORE (RC) and KCORE (DC) are 2.8μs, 3.8μs and 6μs, respectively.

Comparison to LITE. Finally, we show that KCORE can achieve a similar (or better) data path performance than LITE with smaller memory usage.

(1) Memory. Figure 15 (a) shows the memory used for caching RDMA connections. In general, KCORE consumes orders of magnitude smaller memory when supporting the same number of connections. For example, to maintain 5,000 connections, LITE consumes 780MB of memory, even without counting the memory of message queues (1.5GB if countered). In comparison, KCORE only consumes 6.3MB of memory because it just maintains a (small) constant number of DCQP (48), and each DCT metadata only consumes 12B.

(2) Performance. Figure 15 (b) further compares the throughput when issuing 64B random one-sided RDMA READ from one node to others. We configure both systems to deploy a pool of 32 connections, preventing LITE from encountering RCQP scalability issues [26]. KCORE uses DCQP for its connections. For sync, we can see that KCORE is up to 20% slower than LITE due to performance issues of DCQP. On the other hand, KCORE achieves a 3X higher peak throughput (15.6M/sec vs. 5.2M/sec) in the async mode. LITE has a limited peak performance because it fails to run with more than 6 threads. LITE doesn’t prevent QP queue overflows (see issue #3 in §2.3.2), so it will trigger QP errors for more than 6 threads. KCORE handles overflows well (§4.4) and can thus, scale to more threads.

5.3 Application performance

5.3.1 Scaling RACE Hashing

Overview and setup. RACE hashing [67] is a production RDMA-enabled disaggregated key-value store. We chose it as our case study because it requires elastically—a demand not commonly found in existing RDMA-based key-value stores. At a high level, RACE separates the storage nodes and computing nodes by RDMA, where the computing nodes execute key-value store requests by issuing one-sided RDMA requests to the storage nodes. RACE further allocates computing nodes on-demand to cope with various workloads in a resource-efficient way, where the newly started nodes need dynamically establish RDMA connections to memory nodes. To improve performance, it embraces a set of low-level RDMA-aware optimizations—e.g., doorbell batching [25] that are tailored to RDMA’s low-level verbs interface.

Since RACE is not open-sourced, we implement a simplified version atop of verbs, LITE and KCORE, respectively. We have calibrated that the performance is close to their reported ones. For example, RACE reports a peak 24M req/sec Get throughput on ConnectX-5 under YCSB-C [11]. Our (verbs) version can achieve 27M req/sec with more machines (8 vs. 5) on a similar RNIC (ConnectX-4).

Performance under load spikes. Our evaluating workload contains a load spike commonly found in real-world applications [8, 28, 2]. Under spikes, RACE allocates more computing processes to increase performance. During process startups, KCORE can reduce its bootstrap time thanks to its fast control plane.

Figure 16 shows the timelines of RACE atop of verbs, LITE and KCORE under load spikes, respectively. The spikes happen at time 0, and RACE forks 180 new processors to handle it. When using KCORE, RACE can finish the startup in 244ms, 83% and 76% faster than verbs (1.4 seconds) and LITE (1 second), respectively. KCORE is bottlenecked by OS creating worker processors. On the other hand, LITE and verbs are bottlenecked by RDMA’s slow control path (§2.3). A fast boot further reduces the tail latency: during time 0-3, KCORE has a 4.9X lower 99% latency than verbs.

Benefit of virtualizing a low-level RDMA API. KCORE virtualizes a low-level RDMA (e.g., ibv_post_send), and thus, it can transparently apply existing RDMA-aware optimizations—see Issue #3 in §2.3.2. This leads to better performance of KCORE on RACE compared to LITE: as shown in Figure 16, KCORE has a 1.73X higher peak throughput (26M reqs/sec vs. 15M reqs/sec) than LITE after time 3.

Benefit of virtualizing hybrid QPs. As shown in Figure 16, using RCQP (e.g., after time 3) brought 1.4X (26M vs. 18M req/sec) throughput improvements to KCORE, achieving a similar performance as verbs (26M reqs/sec). This is because RACE issues RDMA requests asynchronously, and KCORE’s RC async peak throughput is similar to verbs (see Figure 10 (b)). Further, we can see the overhead of switching from DCQP to RCQP is negligible (at time 2.2). However, there is a lag for detecting the switch because KCORE needs time to collect the necessary information to decide which RC-
5.3.2 Accelerating data transfer in serverless computing

Finally, we show that KRCORE can improve the communication performance between functions in serverless computing. We use an RDMA-version of data transfer testcase in ServerlessBench [62] (TestCase5), a state-of-the-art Serverless benchmark suite. This testcase measures the data transfer time between two serverless functions. The experiment runs on Fn [43], a popular open-source serverless platform.

Figure 12 (b) reports the time to pass a message w.r.t. the payload size when using verbs and KCR, respectively. The receiver function runs in a separate machine using a Docker container after the sender finishes execution. We use warm start to techniques [40] to reduce the control plane costs of starting containers. From the figure we can see KRCORE reduces the data transfer latency of verbs by 99% when transferring 1KB to 9KB bytes. The performance improvements are mainly due to the reduced RDMA control path of KRCORE, which we have extensively analyzed in §5.1.

6 Discussion

Trade-offs of a kernel-space solution. KRCORE chooses kernel-space RDMA for a microsecond-scale control plane (5,900X faster than verbs). Though it retains most benefits of RDMA (e.g., zero-copy), we sacrifice kernel-bypassing benefit and thus, result in a slower data path (up to 75% slowdown). We argue that such cost is acceptable to many elastic applications. First, the application usually issues a few networking requests. For example, the functions in ServerlessBench [62] and SeBS [12] only issue one request to read/write remote data on average. Second, the control path overhead (ms-scale) is commonly orders of magnitude higher than the cumulative data path overhead (µs-scale), see Figure 3. Finally, existing work (i.e., LITE [53]) also showed that kernel-space RDMA is efficient for many datacenter applications.

Other RNICs. Our analysis focuses on Mellanox ConnectX-4 Infiniband RNIC. Nevertheless, we argue the cost is unlikely to reduce due to hardware upgrades or different RDMA implementations (e.g., RoCE) since the cost is dominated by configuring the NIC resources. For example, we also evaluate the control path performance on ConnectX-6, where the user-space driver still takes 17ms for creating and connecting QP, similar to the ConnectX-4 we evaluated (15.7ms, see Figure 3).

KCR in virtualized environments. We currently focus on accelerating RDMA control plane with host networking mode. Using RDMA in virtual machines or virtualized RDMA network [30, 20] is also popular in the cloud. We believe the principles and methodologies of KRCORE are also applicable in these environments. For example, Freeflow [30] is an RDMA virtualization framework designed for containerized clouds. It leverages par-virtualization that intercepts virtualized RDMA requests to a software router. We can integrate our hybrid connection pool to the router to support a fast control plane atop of it. We plan to investigate applying KRCORE in virtualized environments in the future.

7 Related Work

RDMA libraries. Many user-space RDMA libraries exist [32, 4, 3, 36, 64], e.g., MPI, UCX [4], RoCE [3]. They can hardly provide a fast control plane because they are all based on verbs. LITE [53] is the only kernel-space RDMA library and is the closest to our work. We have extensively analyzed the issues when deploying LITE in elastic computing (§2.3.2) and how KRCORE addresses them (§3—§4).

DCT-aware and hybrid-transport systems. Several works used DCT to improve the performance and scalability of RDMA-enabled systems [49, 41]. Subramoni et al. [49] showed that DCT could provide comparable performance to RC while reducing memory consumption for MPI applications. Meanwhile, several works leveraged a hybrid-transport design to overcome the shortcoming of a single transport [31, 23]. For instance, Jose et al. [23] utilized UD to reduce the memory consumption of RC in Memcached.

RDMA-enabled applications. KRCORE continues the line of research on accelerating systems with RDMA, from key-value stores [38, 55, 67, 24, 13, 39], far-memory data structures [45, 6, 44], RPC frameworks [48, 26, 9, 27], replication systems [5, 42, 54, 29], distributed transactions [58, 46, 14, 10, 57, 65, 56], graphs [47, 59, 61, 18] and distributed file systems [66, 33, 60], just to name a few. Most of these systems do not target elastic computing, but we believe there are opportunities for applying them in such a setting. In such scenarios, they can benefit from KRCORE.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents KRCORE, a µs-scale RDMA control plane for RDMA-enabled applications that require elasticity. By retrofitting RDMA dynamic connected transport with kernel-space QP virtualization, we show that it is possible to eliminate most RDMA control path costs on commodity RNICs. Meanwhile, the data path costs introduced by KCR are acceptable for many elastic applications. Our experimental results confirm the efficacy of KRCORE.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract. The artifact provides the source code and scripts to reproduce the experimental results from the USENIX ATC 2022 paper—”KRCORE: A Microsecond-scale RDMA Control Plane for Elastic Computing”. KRCORE is a kernel-space RDMA solution that provides fast RDMA connection setups to user-space applications.

Scope. The artifact can be used to reproduce the evaluations in §5. It can also benefit the development of kernel-space RDMA-enabled applications.

Contents. The artifact contains the source code, the instructions for building and installation, and instructions for running the experiments in §5. All the above instructions can be found according to the steps in the README.md at the root directory of the artifact.

Hosting. The artifact is hosted on https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/krcore-artifacts under the main branch with commit version 7ba3bf6.
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Abstract

Distributed big-data analytics heavily rely on high-level languages like Java and Scala for their reliability and versatility. However, those high-level languages also create obstacles for data exchange. To transfer data across managed runtimes like Java Virtual Machines (JVMs), objects should be transformed into byte arrays by the sender (serialization) and transformed back into objects by the receiver (deserialization). The object serialization and deserialization (OSD) phase introduces considerable performance overhead. Prior efforts mainly focus on optimizing some phases in OSD, so object transformation is still inevitable. Furthermore, they require extra programming efforts to integrate with existing applications, and their transformation also leads to duplicated object transmission. This work proposes Zero-Change Object Transmission (ZCOT), where objects are directly copied among JVMs without any transformations. ZCOT can be used in existing applications with minimal effort, and its object-based transmission can be used for deduplication. The evaluation on state-of-the-art data analytics frameworks indicates that ZCOT can greatly boost the performance of data exchange and thus improve the application performance by up to 23.6%.

1 Introduction

High-level languages like Java and Scala are welcomed in areas like big-data analytics thanks to their reliable and versatile managed runtime environment. However, the abstraction provided by the managed runtime also introduces performance overhead, especially for data exchange. Since managed runtimes like Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) store data in an opaque object-based format, they have to transform objects into interpretable binary streams before exchanging. The transformation contains two phases: a serialization phase transforming objects into a byte array, and a deserialization phase transforming the byte array back into objects. The object serialization/deserialization (OSD) mechanism introduces considerable transformation overhead and has become a significant performance bottleneck in distributed object transmission, especially for applications demanding large-scale data exchange through network [3, 6, 13, 15, 44].

Prior work has recognized the performance problem in OSD and proposed different approaches, both in software [26, 38, 39] and hardware [16, 32, 40, 46], to mitigate its effect. However, those approaches mainly focus on optimizing specific phases in OSD, and the data transformation is still inevitable. Furthermore, although they can boost the performance of OSD, many of them require extra programming efforts to annotate serialization points or change the original inter-JVM communication model. Last but not least, they treat the transferred data as a monolithic byte array instead of individual objects, which makes it difficult to identify duplicated transmission and misses optimization opportunities.

Instead of optimizing OSD, this work aims at directly eliminating the whole OSD process. To this end, this work proposes Zero-Change Object Transmission (ZCOT), which provides an ideal data exchange mechanism where objects are transferred among JVMs through direct object copying. When a JVM receives objects from others, it can directly process them without any modifications (Zero-Change). ZCOT removes the demands for object transformation and thus improves the performance of data exchange.

However, it is non-trivial to achieve zero-change communication given each JVM manages objects in a process-specific and opaque format. To this end, ZCOT first introduces a globally shared abstraction named exchange space, a part of the Java heap space accessible for multiple JVMs in a distributed environment. ZCOT further adopts its distributed class-data sharing (DCDS) mechanism, which provides a unified object format to make objects in the exchange space interpretable for all JVMs. To remain compatible with traditional OSD-based applications, ZCOT proposes a two-level transmission mechanism to bridge the gap between object-based copying and traditional byte-based transmission.

As ZCOT introduces a globally shared exchange space, it is responsible to manage objects shared among multiple JVMs. By introducing a metadata server, ZCOT memorizes
the stored location for objects and helps build data transmission channels between JVMs. Since objects in big-data analytics are usually exchanged as a whole dataset, ZCOT embraces group-based object management, which organizes objects in groups and greatly reduces the traffic between the metadata server and JVMs. Furthermore, ZCOT also integrates with the garbage collections (GC) triggered in individual JVMs and reduces the GC pause time.

ZCOT sends objects instead of byte arrays during transmission, which makes it object-conscious and easier to identify duplicated objects. This work thus proposes a data deduplication mechanism to further optimize the data transmission. The deduplication module in ZCOT leverages the exchange space abstraction to memorize which objects have been sent and avoids unnecessary object transmission in the future. Nevertheless, deduplication may introduce references (or dependencies) among different datasets. To this end, ZCOT extends its distributed memory management module to consider intergroup dependencies.

This work implements ZCOT in the HotSpot JVM of OpenJDK 11, the long-time-support version for OpenJDK. ZCOT is well-integrated with existing features in OpenJDK (like APCCDS [30]) to remain friendly to Java developers. We evaluate ZCOT against state-of-the-art OSD libraries and optimizations with both the micro-benchmark and macro-benchmark. The result for micro-benchmark shows that ZCOT outperforms other OSD libraries, especially for complicated data structures, and reaches up to 4.35× speedup compared with Naos [39], a state-of-the-art optimization on OSD. As for macrobenchmark, ZCOT outperforms the default OSD libraries in both Spark and Flink and thus boosts the application time by up to 23.6% and 22.2%, respectively.

To summarize, the contribution of ZCOT includes:

- A distributed shared abstraction named exchange space to enable zero-change object transmission among JVMs while remaining compatible with traditional OSD-based applications.

- A memory management mechanism on the globally shared space integrated with GC in individual JVMs.

- A data deduplication module to identify and eliminate unnecessary object transmission for further performance improvement.

- Experiments on communication-intensive workload to show the performance improvement of ZCOT over existing OSD libraries.

2 OSD Background

2.1 OSD

Language runtimes provide a high-level abstraction for platform-independent code execution. As for user objects, runtimes store them with an opaque format, which maintains object data together with corresponding metadata (type information, synchronization, memory management, etc.). Taking Java as an example, JVMs maintain a header for each object to store its metadata.

However, when data exchange among JVMs is required, objects must go beyond the runtime scope. For example, objects might be persisted into disks and reused by other JVMs later; they can also be sent and received through network. To support those scenarios, objects have to be interpretable even when leaving JVMs. Therefore, JVMs embrace the object serialization/deserialization (OSD) mechanism, which transforms Java objects into a generalized data format (serialization) and transforms back when reusing in JVMs (deserialization). The Java system library (JSL) already provides a built-in OSD library for applications. Figure 1 shows the workflow of JSL’s OSD. As for the serialization part, objects are transformed into a byte array that follows a data format agreed among JVMs. The byte array will be written into disks or sent through network. When another JVM receives the byte array, it transforms the byte array back into objects through deserialization.

The OSD mechanism has two major advantages. First, the library provides a general-purpose data format so that Java objects can be transformed among JVMs with different versions and configurations. Second, the serialized data is compressed and induces smaller footprints in both disks and network.

2.2 Limitations and opportunities

The major disadvantage for OSD is its performance penalty. The performance problem of OSD in big-data analytics is three-fold.

Transformation overhead. OSD introduces extra phases for object persistence and transmission. To serialize an object, OSD should traverse all its reachable objects and store their type information. As for deserialization, OSD should scan serialized data and reconstruct objects.

Memory footprint. OSD generates a considerable number of temporary objects during data transformation. As shown
in Figure 1, byte arrays are generated during serialization and become useless after sending out. Those temporary objects can increase the memory pressure and cause more frequent GCs.

**Duplicated transmission.** Big-data analytics leverage OSDs in many rounds of communication and duplicated objects may be repetitively transformed and exchanged in each round. Figure 2 shows a concrete example in Spark [44], which calculates the popularity for each URL (simplified as letters) with the page-rank algorithm [31]. Since the algorithm executes for multiple iterations, the data transmission is also conducted in many rounds. In the first round, the URL-based network topology is sent through network, which consists of many string pairs to indicate the point-to-relationships among URLs. In the later rounds, the rank value for each URL is iteratively propagated, which is organized as key-value pairs. Note that the strings in the key-value pairs are URLs that have been sent in the first round. Unfortunately, since all objects have been transformed and merged into byte arrays, JVMs cannot tell that some objects have been received before. They have to receive all objects as a monolithic byte array, which leads to unnecessary network transmission and OSD phases. In the Spark page-rank application, over 60% of transferred objects are duplicated.

Furthermore, the advantages of OSD also fade with advances in hardware technologies. For example, the bandwidth of off-the-shelf network devices can reach 100Gb/s or larger, which makes network transmission time less important, so OSD may become a more significant bottleneck. On the other hand, the general data format is not always required. Therefore, many optimizations have been proposed to reduce the performance overhead of OSD, both in software [26,38,39] and hardware [16,32,40,46]. Since hardware-based approaches require building customized hardware accelerators to improve OSD, this work mainly focuses on software-based approaches with off-the-shelf hardware.

### 2.3 State-of-the-art optimizations

The basic idea behind OSD is to achieve an *agreement* on object representation among JVMs. Therefore, optimizations on OSD should consider how to create the agreement so that objects can cross JVMs’ boundaries. Besides, they also need to consider issues like compatibility with existing applications.

**Kryo.** Kryo [38] is a fast OSD library for Java. Compared to JSL’s OSD, Kryo refines the binary data format to achieve a smaller serialized data size and better performance. Applications like Spark have leveraged Kryo as its default serializer. Nevertheless, Kryo does not eliminate any phases in OSD; objects still need to be transformed back and forth.

**Skyway.** Skyway [26] proposes to directly send object graphs instead of serialized bytes. With Skyway, the serialization phase is nearly removed as objects are no longer transformed to a binary format. Although Skyway has simplified phases in OSD, modifications on objects are still required. First, it needs to transform the type information in the headers to a globally-agreed ID so that it can be identified by all JVMs. Second, it needs to fix references after copying, as objects have been moved to different addresses. Moreover, Skyway also requires programmers to mark the point where the serialization phase starts manually.

**Naos.** Naos [39] is a network-specific data transmission mechanism. Similar to Skyway, Naos also employs a global service to reach agreements for types, but it relies on RDMA technology to achieve rapid zero-copy object transmission. However, Naos still requires modifications on both object headers and references. Besides, it only supports network-based transmission, and existing applications need significant modifications to leverage Naos.

### 2.4 Summary

Prior optimizations have proposed different solutions to reduce the overhead of OSD. However, they cannot eliminate the whole OSD process. Table 1 compares the built-in OSD in JSL with other optimizations. Although recent work like Naos eliminates the serialization phase, a deserialization phase is still required to fix the type information and the references. Besides, none of them has considered the duplicated data transmission problem.

This work proposes ZCOT (short for Zero-Change Object Transmission), which aims to eliminate the whole OSD process during data exchange. In ZCOT, object transmission is conducted in the most straightforward way: the sender JVM copies objects and the receiver can directly use them without any modifications. ZCOT also considers the duplicated transmission problem and provides a deduplication module. Finally, ZCOT is not bound to specific network technologies (like RDMA) and provides easy-to-integrate interfaces for existing applications.
Table 1: Comparisons on existing OSD optimizations against our work ZCOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data transmission mechanisms</th>
<th>Serialization</th>
<th>Deserialization</th>
<th>Ease of Integration</th>
<th>Data deduplication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JSL</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kryo</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyway</td>
<td>Fast (removed)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naos</td>
<td>Fast (removed)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZCOT (this work)</td>
<td>Fast (removed)</td>
<td>Fast (removed)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Design of ZCOT

3.1 Overview

The core idea of ZCOT is to build a distributed-shared-memory (DSM)-like abstraction for JVMs running on different machines. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of ZCOT. In a ZCOT-enabled system, the heap for each JVM consists of two parts: its private space (the original Java heap) and a globally shared exchange space. Objects are originally managed in the private space. When they require to be sent through network or persisted into disks, they will be copied to the exchange space. The exchange space is an abstraction available for all JVMs; each JVM can directly access objects therein. Therefore, object transmission can be achieved with direct copying to the exchange space, and the whole OSD process can be eliminated.

Figure 3: The architecture of ZCOT

The idea for building a DSM-like abstraction is well-known and has been studied for decades [2, 7, 9, 14, 20, 21, 25, 33–35, 41, 42, 45]. Although our exchange space shares similar wisdom with DSM, it is only used for data exchange and does not need to tackle complicated issues like coherence. It also assumes objects in the exchange space are immutable, which usually holds for big-data analytics like Spark and Flink. If a write operation occurs on objects in the exchange space, ZCOT creates a copy for it on the JVM’s private heap. Nevertheless, combining the DSM concept with data transmission in high-level languages is still not trivial. To enable efficient and easy-to-use object transmission, ZCOT has to resolve the following challenges.

- How to build a shared exchange space so that all JVMs can access it freely? (Section 3.2)
- How to leverage the exchange space abstraction to support OSD-based applications? (Section 3.3)
- How to manage objects in the exchange space in the presence of garbage collections in individual JVMs?

3.2 Distributed class-data sharing

ZCOT relies on its distributed class-data sharing (DCDS) mechanism to build a globally accessible shared space. DCDS guarantees that class-related metadata will be mapped into the same virtual memory address for all JVMs. This helps JVMs to achieve an agreement on the class metadata, so no type-related modifications (e.g., identifiers) are required.

Figure 4 elaborates the workflow of DCDS. First, the cluster manager should prepare a shared class archive for all JVMs. The class archive should contain all classes whose corresponding object instances would be shared during inter-JVM communication. ZCOT relies on the tools provided by OpenJDK to generate such class archives [30]. Afterward, the archive will be used during JVM startup, and classes in the archive will be mapped to a given virtual address. The virtual address range is also memorized and marked as a part of the exchange space (class space in Figure 4). This step assures that JVMs share the same view on the classes. As shown in Figure 4, an object in the exchange space stores a reference to its class-related metadata. Since the reference points to the class space, the object’s class information is interpretable for all JVMs. Although DCDS requires the data types of applications should be known in advance, mainstream big-data analytics frameworks usually guarantee this by sending a fat jar file for execution.

Figure 5 shows how ZCOT transfers objects through network with its DCDS support. First, the sender JVM applies for an available memory chunk in the exchange space for object copying. This is achieved by communicating with an external user jar
JDK tool
class archives
exchange space

Figure 4: The workflow of distributed class-data sharing
Figure 5: The workflow of ZCOT

metadata server (details in Section 4). Second, the sender JVM copies objects to the chunk’s memory address. This step is similar to a deep copy in a normal Java application. To detect cycles and avoid repeated copying on the same object, we add a marker word in each object header to store its new address if it has been copied.

The copied objects are kept on the sender machine and lazily retrieved by receivers. When a receiver JVM tries to access this part of data (Figure 5b), it encounters a page fault since the data is unavailable on its machine. We have registered the page fault handler in ZCOT-enabled JVMs so that they can request the metadata server for faulted pages. The metadata server has tracked the ownership of memory addresses in the exchange space, so it forwards the request to the data owner. Afterward, the sender builds a connection with the receiver and puts the requested objects to the desired address. Now the receiver can directly access those objects for further processing, with neither metadata updating nor reference fixing (namely zero-change).

3.3 Supporting OSD-based scenarios

Thanks to the exchange space abstraction, a JVM can directly access received objects without any modifications. However, this mechanism is not compatible with traditional OSD-based applications, which usually adopt byte arrays for communication. To this end, ZCOT should provide user-friendly interfaces to integrate easily with applications.

Programming interfaces. JSL provides stream-based classes for OSD implementation. The ObjectOutputStream class provides the writeObject method to serialize an object into a stream (usually files or network). Similarly, the ObjectInputStream class provides the readObject method to deserialize data into objects. Therefore, prior OSD optimizations like Skyway implement new serializers/deserializers by inheriting those two classes for ease of integration. ZCOT adopts a similar strategy and Figure 6 shows its basic classes: ZCObjectOutputStream and ZCObjectInputStream, which are subclasses of ObjectOutputStream and ObjectInputStream, respectively. Compared with ObjectOutputStream, ZCObjectOutputStream slightly modifies the interface for writeObject to support different OSD-based scenarios (discussed later). To use ZCOT-based communications, applications only need to replace the original stream classes with ours. In contrast, prior work requires developers to modify the original communication model or annotate the serialization points [26, 39].

OSD-compatibility. To remain compatible with OSD interfaces (writeObject and readObject), ZCOT should also transfer data with byte arrays. To this end, ZCOT adopts a two-level transmission mechanism. As illustrated in Figure 7, ZCOT transfers data via both frontend and backend. The frontend transmission is compatible with OSD interfaces, but it only sends metadata, including the object’s start address and the data length. When ZCObjectInputStream receives the metadata through readObject, it directly accesses the corresponding address and fetches objects through backend transmission if a page fault is triggered (as mentioned in Figure 5b). ZCOT will launch dedicated VM threads in both sender and receiver JVMs to transfer the requested objects. This two-level design fills the gap between the byte-based OSD interfaces and the object-based transmission in ZCOT.

Supporting different OSD scenarios. In OSD libraries, objects are serialized and written into a stream (e.g., the out variable defined on Line 3 in Figure 6) when invoking writeObject, which are usually redirected into files or network. To support both scenarios, ZCOT adds a parameter volatile in the constructor of ZCObjectOutputStream (Line 6). When volatile is set to false, the copied objects will be written into a file, and the memory pages can be soon reclaimed.
// Output class
class ZCObjectOutputStream extends ObjectOutputStream {
    private OutputStream out; // Private output stream
    // Constructor
    public ZCObjectOutputStream(OutputStream out, boolean volatile /* Mode */) throws IOException {...}
    public void writeObject(Object obj)
        throws IOException {...}
    ... }

// Input class
class ZCObjectInputStream extends ObjectInputStream {
    private InputStream in; // Private input stream
    // Constructor
    public ZCObjectInputStream(InputStream in)
        throws IOException {...}
    public Object readObject()
        throws IOException {...}
    ... }

Figure 6: Basic classes in ZCOT

through GC (details in Section 4). Nevertheless, those objects still reserve a corresponding virtual address in the exchange space. When the object data is read by other JVMs, the metadata server asks the sender to pass the file so the receiver can map it to the corresponding memory address. The case is simpler when volatile is true, which indicates a network-based transmission. In this scenario, objects are only kept in memory and can be reclaimed only if they have been read by others.

Figure 7: The two-level data transmission mechanism in ZCOT

Assumptions. Note that ZCOT is mainly designed to improve the data exchange phase for big data analytics, so it makes several assumptions about the transferred data. First, all classes related to communication should be known in advance so that they can be packed into the class archive. Second, the transferred objects are read-mostly, otherwise copy-on-write operations would be triggered for modification operations. Lastly, objects are managed in large groups and share similar life cycles, so they can be efficiently managed in the exchange space. Since representative big-data analytics systems like Spark conform to the above assumptions, ZCOT works well for them.

4 Memory Management

Since the global exchange space is built atop a DSM-like abstraction, ZCOT should manage objects distributed to different machines. Furthermore, the managed runtimes complicate the scenario as they introduce their own memory management strategy: garbage collections (GC). This section will introduce how ZCOT manages the distributed exchange space while remaining harmonized with GC in JVMs.

4.1 Group-based management

Unlike traditional DSM-based systems, ZCOT introduces group, a semantic-aware notion for distributed memory management. As analyzed in Section 2, big-data analytics frameworks treat serialized objects as a whole dataset (monolithic byte array) and retrieve them together. Therefore, ZCOT puts all objects copied in the same writeObject invocation to a group so that they are managed together. When a receiver encounters a page fault, ZCOT will send all related data pages belonging to the same group to the receiver and avoid future faults. This mechanism, namely group-based prefetching, leverages the semantics in the OSD scenario to mitigate the page-based management overhead in traditional DSM.

4.2 Metadata server

The metadata server is the core module for ZCOT’s memory management. JVMs communicate with the metadata server through remote procedure calls (RPCs) to acquire or release memory resources in the exchange space. Figure 8 illustrates the core data structures in the metadata server. The metadata server is agnostic to groups; groups are only managed by individual JVMs. It partitions the shared exchange space into equal-sized memory chunks (256MB by default) for memory allocation and deallocation. It also maintains an allocation bitmap to mark if a chunk has been allocated. Each chunk is assigned with an integer ID, which is calculated by its relative offset compared with the exchange space’s start address. To track the stored locations of chunks, the metadata server maintains a copy set for each chunk, which is stored in a chunk mapping table. The copy set contains JVMs storing a copy of the corresponding chunk (in memory or disk), which are also represented with integer IDs. The mapping between a JVM’s ID and information (e.g., IP address) is stored in a separated member table.
Since each JVM needs to communicate with the metadata server, its reliability becomes considerable. To tolerate failures on the metadata server, we can introduce replicas for it, and the overhead would be acceptable given the low frequency of communications between the metadata server and worker JVMs (several times in a data-processing stage lasting for seconds).

Afterward, the metadata server memorizes the relationship worker JVMs (several times in a data-processing stage lasting for seconds).

The metadata server provides four important RPC interfaces

---

**Figure 8: Important data structures in the metadata server.**

---

### 4.3 RPC interfaces

The metadata server provides four important RPC interfaces listed below.

```c
int register(std::string ip, int port);

Chunk* acquire();

Chunk* get_remote(Address addr);

int release(Chunk* chunk);
```

**register.** register is only invoked when a JVM is launched. ZCOT has provided a JVM option `-XX:+UseZCOT`, and a JVM enabling this option automatically spawns an RPC thread and sends a register RPC to the metadata server with its IP address and listening port. After receiving the RPC, the metadata server saves the IP and port number to the member table, generates an integer as the JVM’s ID, and returns with the ID. For subsequent RPCs, JVMs should always attach the returned ID to help the metadata server maintain the stored locations of objects (omitted in the interfaces above).

**acquire.** When a JVM runs out of allocated memory from the exchange space, it should send acquire RPCs for more memory resources. After receiving an acquire request, the metadata server scans its bitmap to allocate an available chunk. Afterward, the metadata server memorizes the relationship between the allocated chunk and the JVM’s ID and returns the chunk. To reduce the overhead of bitmap scanning, ZCOT memorizes the address of the last successfully allocated chunk and starts scanning there. If the scanned address reaches the end of the exchange space, ZCOT will continue scanning from the beginning. To handle simultaneous acquire requests, ZCOT introduces a bitmap lock to ensure the bitmap is exclusively accessed.

**get_remote.** The get_remote interface is used by JVMs encountering a page fault when accessing a virtual address. Since a page fault indicates the requested objects are not stored locally, the JVM sends get_remote to fetch the corresponding chunk. After receiving get_remote, the metadata server gets the corresponding chunk containing the address and finds which JVMs store the chunk by scanning the chunk mapping table. As illustrated in Section 3.2, the metadata server forwards the request to the corresponding JVM for actual data transmission. Since the size of a chunk is relatively large, sending chunks may introduce considerable performance overhead. To reduce the transferred data size, the sender JVM only sends used pages in the chunk, which are represented as the length of data in the frontend transmission (Figure 7). Due to ZCOT’s group-based prefetching mechanism, the sender may directly send multiple chunks in the same group to the receiver. In this case, the receiver is responsible for sending an auxiliary RPC to update the copy set in the metadata server.

**release.** The release interface is relatively simple. When a JVM finds that objects in a chunk are no longer used, it sends release to give up this chunk. After receiving release, the metadata server removes the JVM’s ID from the corresponding copy set in the chunk mapping table. If no JVM stores this chunk, the metadata server will reclaim it by marking the corresponding bit as free in the bitmap.

### 4.4 Garbage collection

JVMs have already implemented their garbage collection (GC) algorithms to automatically reclaim unused memory. When GC is triggered, JVMs track all live objects and reclaim memory consumed by dead ones. Since objects in the exchange space are reachable from individual JVMs, they will also be affected by GC. To this end, ZCOT has integrated its memory management strategy with G1, the default GC algorithm in OpenJDK, to ensure the correctness of distributed memory management and reduce GC overhead.

**G1 basics.** G1GC (short for Garbage-first Garbage Collection [8]) is the default garbage collector after OpenJDK 9 [29]. G1 divides the Java heap into equal-sized regions for ease of management. It also maintains per-region metadata named remember sets to memorize all references pointing to objects in the same region. The remember set is updated by instrumenting all write operations in Java code (also known as write barriers). The G1 algorithm is mostly stop-the-world, which means that application threads should be paused until GC ends. During GC, each selected region is processed simultaneously: a dedicated GC thread scans the remember set of a region, finds all reachable objects, and copies them to an empty region (named survivor region).

**Integrated with G1.** ZCOT extends the region-based design of G1 to support the exchange space. It proposes ZCRe-

---

1 For simplicity, we only discuss the young GC and mixed GC in G1.
Transmission Deduplication

5.1 Overview

Figure 9 shows the effect of ZCOT’s data deduplication module in the aforementioned page-rank example (compared against Figure 2). When sending the URL-based network topology in the first round, the sender has copied all URL object key-value pairs (together with two string objects) into their corresponding addresses. In the next few rounds, the application sends key-value pairs to update rank values for each URL object. Since all key-value pairs are sent as objects, it is much simpler for ZCOT to find that all URL objects have been sent. Therefore, the sender can directly update the references in those key-value pairs with the addresses in the exchange space and thus remove duplicated transmission on URL objects.

ZCOT runtime should be further extended to achieve data deduplication. First, ZCOT should track copied objects to rapidly find duplicated transmission. Second, ZCOT should manage dependencies among object groups for safe memory reclamation.

5.2 Duplication detection

A straw-man design for duplication detection would be scanning all objects in the exchange space. However, this design would induce considerable overhead given the large number of objects. ZCOT instead follows a simple detection criterion: if an object is in the exchange space, an attempt to copy it is a duplicated one.

We still use page-rank as an example to explain ZCOT’s duplication detection. Suppose a JVM receives the network topology in round 1 (consider Figure 9); it reads URL objects from the exchange space and uses them in the following rounds. Therefore, when it propagates updated rank values to other JVMs, it still uses the URL objects received from others. When copying the URL-rank pairs in the next few rounds, ZCOT checks each object’s address and thus avoids copying those URL objects already in the exchange space.

5.3 Dependency management

Although data deduplication in ZCOT can reduce network overhead by avoiding repeated copying on the same object, it also complicates memory management by introducing inter-group references. As mentioned in Section 4.1, each invocation to writeObject creates a new group for object management, and each group is separately used by calling readObject. After deduplicating objects from different groups, objects in a group can hold references to those in another group, which should be correctly handled especially when a group is being garbage collected. To this end, ZCOT has managed those references as dependencies among groups.

Due to the large number of inter-group references, ZCOT does not maintain reference-level dependencies. When a group holds a reference to any objects in other groups, ZCOT marks the group as dependent on others. The dependency tracking is still achieved by extending the write barriers. To memorize all dependencies, ZCOT extends the chunk mapping table in the metadata server to contain a dependency set for each chunk, which stores all other chunks it relies on. When a JVM finds that its group relies on another group after deduplication, it sends a new RPC add_dependency to the metadata server. Since the metadata server is not aware of groups, the RPC should specify all chunk IDs owned by the group it relies on. Those chunk IDs will be added to the corresponding dependency set by the metadata server.

Figure 10 uses an example to illustrate how ZCOT leverages dependencies during object copying. After encountering a page fault on chunk 4, the receiver JVM sends a get_remote RPC to the metadata server. By fetching the dependency set in the chunk mapping table, the metadata server finds all chunks that chunk 4 depends on. Afterward,
Figure 9: ZCOT avoids duplicated object transmission in page-rank

Figure 10: ZCOT avoids sending duplicated data with dependency tracking

ZCOT checks the copy set for each chunk to find if the receiver JVM already has a copy. If the receiver does not have a copy, ZCOT adds the corresponding chunk ID in a message, which will be forwarded to the sender JVM later for real data transmission. In our example, since the receiver JVM already has copied chunk 0 and 1, it only needs to receive chunk 4 (requested) and chunk 3 (dependent). This example indicates that ZCOT can avoid duplicated data submission with slight modifications on the metadata server.

5.4 Garbage collection

Adding dependencies also complicates GC for individual JVMs. Since a group (represented as ZCRegions) can be referenced by others stored in remote JVMs, local GC cannot determine if a group can be safely reclaimed. For example, suppose JVM 0 stores a group (chunk 0) that contains a reference to another group (chunk 1) stored on JVM 1. Although JVM 1 no longer contains references to chunk 1, the chunk should not be collected because JVM 0 may access it through references in chunk 0. To this end, we extend G1GC to consider remote inter-group references.

In our refined GC algorithm, once a JVM detects a ZCRegion has incoming references from other ZCRegions (through write barriers), it marks the region as pinned and thus cannot be reclaimed. It also sends the dependency relationship to the metadata server through RPCs. When GC ends, the JVM skips all pinned ZCRegions and only collects those with no incoming references. A pinned ZCRegion can be reclaimed when the metadata server finds that all chunks relying on it have been released. In this case, the metadata server will send a canRelease message to all JVMs in the corresponding copy set, and those JVMs will mark the ZCRegion as unpinned to safely reclaim it in later GC cycles.

5.5 Internalization

Big-data analytics usually generate a large number of objects with simple types, such as Integer, String, Double, etc. OpenJDK has provided an internalization mechanism to merge those objects with the same content together. For example, Integer objects whose values are between -128 and 127 would be merged into one if their values are equal. ZCOT also embraces this mechanism for deduplication, but in its distributed exchange space. It extends DCDS so that all JVMs allocate a small region at the same virtual address during start-up to contain globally-shared Integer objects. Thanks to this optimization, the number of transferred Integers can be greatly reduced.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental setup

ZCOT is implemented atop the HotSpot JVM in OpenJDK 11.0.8-GA, with 8,327 lines of C code and 654 lines of Java code. We leverage the following workloads to evaluate ZCOT.

Microbenchmark. The microbenchmark contains four different data types used in prior work [26, 39]: 2-dimension points, key-value pairs, hashmaps, and media objects. To simulate big-data scenarios, we transfer them in large arrays whose length is 65536. Since some baselines crashed for large arrays of media objects, we reduced the length to 16384 for this data structure.

Spark. Spark (v3.0.0) is a data analytics engine that requires massive data transmission among JVMs.
**Flink.** Apache Flink [6] (v1.14) is a distributed data processing engine for both batch and streaming workloads.

As for baselines, we compare ZCOT with two commonly-used OSD libraries (JSL and Kryo) and two state-of-the-art OSD optimizations (Naos and Skyway).

Our test environment includes a cluster with four nodes connected by 100 Gbit/s Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs. Each node contains dual Xeon E5-2650 CPUs and 128GB DRAM.

### 6.2 Microbenchmark

To directly compare ZCOT with state-of-the-art OSD optimizations, we leverage the `microperf` tester in the Naos’ open-source repository for evaluation. The tester involves a sender and a receiver deployed on two separate machines and reports the communication time with different type of data objects. The heap size for all workloads is 16GB.

Figure 11 shows the results for ZCOT and other baselines, which are the average of 1000 times of repetitive execution. ZCOT achieves the best performance of all except for 2-dimensional points. The average speedup is $2.28 \times, 1.94 \times, 2.19 \times, 3.95 \times$ compared with Naos, Skyway, Kryo, and JSL, respectively. The result also suggests that ZCOT performs better for complicated data structures. The media class from the Java serialization benchmark set (JSBS) [37] is the most complicated one, so the improvement is the largest against Naos (4.35×). This is because the computation overhead increases when the data structure becomes more complex. For simple data structures like points, ZCOT’s reduction on data transformation is offset by larger network overhead, so it performs slightly worse than Naos and Skyway.
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**Figure 11:** The evaluation results for microbenchmark

### 6.3 Spark

**Ease of integration.** To adopt ZCOT in Spark, we need to implement a new data serializer `ZCSerializer` to replace the default `KryoSerializer`. Although the name seems to involve OSD phases, it is only for compatibility considerations and still remains zero-change during transmission. `ZCSerializer` contains 70 lines of code, and most of them are inherited from the JSL serializer. Furthermore, we replace the original stream classes from JSL with ours. If a Spark user wants to enable ZCOT, she only needs to (1) configure the `spark.serializer` to `ZCSerializer` and (2) add `-XX:+UseZCOT` to the launch option of all JVMs, which is quite simple.

**Evaluation results.** We leverage five applications in the example directory of Spark for evaluation. Their descriptions and evaluated datasets are shown in Table 2. We configure one node as the metadata server and Spark master while the other three servers as Spark workers. The Java heap size for each node is set to 80GB.

Figure 12 shows the results for all applications. The results indicate that ZCOT can improve the performance by 13.9% and 24.1% on average compared with Kryo and JSL, respectively. Although Kryo has optimized the OSD performance over JSL, our evaluation shows that the data transmission can be further improved.
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**Figure 12:** The performance of Spark applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word Count (WC)</td>
<td>Livejournal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMeans (KM)</td>
<td>US Census1990 [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitive Closure (TC)</td>
<td>Blogs [1,17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression (LR)</td>
<td>SUSY [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Evaluated applications and datasets for Spark

We have further broken the results into four different phases: write (serialization), read (deserialization), compu-
tation, and garbage collection (GC). Since the four phases are not overlapped in Spark (the GC phase only contains stop-the-world time), the accumulated time is equal to the overall execution time. Figure 12 indicates that the performance mainly comes from the improvement in OSD-related parts. Since OSD occupies a considerable portion in page-rank execution, ZCOT can reach its best improvement (23.6% and 38.1% w.r.t. Kryo and JSL). Averaged across all applications, ZCOT can reach 4.19× speedup in the write part and 2.95× in the read part over the default Kryo serializer (4.52× and 3.81× speedup for write and read part in JSL). As for GC, ZCOT shows comparable pause time with others. In PR, LR, and TC, the GC time is even shorter than JSL and Kryo. Although ZCOT needs to manage the copied groups (ZCRegions), its coarse-grained collection strategy avoids scanning objects inside ZCRegions. Moreover, ZCOT avoids generating monolithic byte arrays by eliminating the serialization phase, which can mitigate the memory pressure and introduce less frequent GC.

Note that the computation time in ZCOT is somewhat larger than that in JSL and Kryo. This can be explained by two reasons. First, since ZCOT does not compress the object contents during transmission to achieve zero-change, the transferred data size is larger than JSL and Kryo, which leads to larger network overhead (included in the computation part). Second, the data deduplication module makes objects in the same dataset scattered into different virtual address ranges, which may lead to more random memory accesses and cache misses. Nevertheless, the overall performance improvement is satisfying.

Results for deduplication. We have also studied the effect of our data deduplication module. As shown in Table 3, ZCOT can reduce the transferred data size for all four applications, ranging from 8.1% to 53.8%. Even for the non-iterative application (WC), ZCOT is also helpful thanks to its internalization optimization technique. Meanwhile, LR and KM receive smaller savings because they generate many different Double objects in each iteration, which cannot be reused and deduplicated. The result indicates that duplicated transmission is common in data analytics and ZCOT’s optimizations are helpful. Note that the number of transferred bytes after deduplication is still much larger than that in Kryo and JSL, since both of them coerpts objects in a compact format before transmission. Therefore, it is still preferred to use ZCOT with larger network bandwidth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>KM</th>
<th>LR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-dedup</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average transferred bytes (GB) for Spark executors

Various settings and overhead analysis. We evaluate the performance of ZCOT with various settings on the heap size and the chunk size by using PR as an example. The results in Figure 13 show that ZCOT is not sensitive to different settings and reaches similar performance. We have also studied the overhead of write barriers by running Spark applications atop ZCOT’s JVMs (with Kryo serializers) and comparing the performance against vanilla JVMs. The average overhead among all applications is 2.73%, which is much smaller compared with the improvement brought by ZCOT. We also find the average communication overhead with the metadata server is only several milliseconds for each data-processing iteration, which usually lasts for seconds.

6.4 Flink

Ease of integration. We have also integrated ZCOT to Flink, another big-data analytics framework. Although Flink adopts its built-in serializer and deserializer for OSD, the integration is not complicated since we only need to replace them with ZCOT’s OSD-compatible interfaces and streams.

Evaluation results. We leverage four representative SQL queries in the TPC-H benchmark for evaluation (Q1, Q3, Q6, and Q10) and rely on its built-in generator to create input data (10GB). The configuration is similar to Spark: we launch three workers on different machines for evaluation, but the Java heap for each node is 20GB. Since the read and write phases are overlapped in Flink, we do not break the execution time into parts. The results in Figure 14 show that ZCOT outperforms the built-in serializer in Flink for three out of four queries and leads to 2.3%-22.2% improvement in query execution time. ZCOT does not improve Q6 since it does not involve a reduce operator and the amount of transferred data is limited. It performs the best for Q10 (22.2%) since it reaches 4.40× improvement for the write part and 1.44× for the read part. The speedup is smaller compared with Spark since Flink’s built-in serializers are manually optimized for specific data structures (like tuples). Nevertheless, ZCOT still shows better performance than the vanilla version of Flink, which suggests the importance of zero-change transmission mechanism.
7 Related work

7.1 OSD optimizations

OSD has become a considerable performance bottleneck especially for large-scale communication-intensive applications. To optimize the time-consuming phases in OSD, prior work such as Kryo [38], Skyway [26], and Naos [39] has refined the transmission data format or leveraged the advances in network hardware technologies. ZCOT instead aims at eliminating the whole OSD process. Apart from software-based techniques, another line of work adopts hardware-based approaches to reduce OSD overhead. Optimus Prime [32] builds a data transformation accelerator (DTA) to improve the OSD throughput for microservices. Cereal [16] co-designs the data transmission format with hardware accelerators to improve the performance and energy efficiency of Spark applications. Morpheus [40] moves the deserialization phase into smart SSDs, while Hgum [46] leverages FPGAs to handle OSD tasks. ZCOT is based on off-the-shelf hardware and thus orthogonal to those hardware-based optimizations.

7.2 Distributed language runtimes

The idea for building a distributed language runtime (e.g., distributed JVMs) has been explored for decades. Java/DSM [43] builds a distributed JVM atop DSM for heterogeneous computing. JESSICA [21, 47] provides a single global thread space and transparently migrates Java threads for load balance. Comet [14] builds a DSM-abstraction for JVMs running on both mobile devices and the cloud and relies on its memory model to achieve effective code offloading. Semeru [41] proposes a universal Java heap abstraction so that a Java application can freely access all memory resources in a memory-disaggregated architecture. Those systems leverage a shared heap to synchronize data among different endpoints, but they do not consider the performance overhead of inter-JVM communication for large applications. XMem [42] enables efficient type-safe object sharing among multiple JVMs on the same physical machine, but it does not consider distributed environments. ZCOT also proposes a distributed runtime design, but it mainly focuses on boosting data transmission among multiple JVMs.

7.3 Runtime optimizations for Java

High-level languages like Java are intensively used in large-scale, distributed applications, which stimulates research interests in runtime optimizations for performance improvement. ITask [11] makes data processing tasks interruptible when facing large memory pressure, which leads to better performance and fewer out-of-memory errors. Yak [27] divides the application execution into epochs and triggers GC when an epoch ends. Broom [12] embraces a region-based design and puts objects with the same lifecycle into the same region for fast reclamation. ScissorGC [18, 19] proposes shadow regions to improve the scalability of full GC phase. Taurus [22, 23] coordinates GC from different JVMs to reach better performance or smaller tail latency. Facade [28] and Deca [36] store massive data objects in off-heap memory to reduce GC overhead, while Gerenuk [24] enables speculative execution on serialized data to reduce both memory footprint and GC overhead. ZCOT focuses on eliminating the OSD process and duplicated object transmission, and it also collects objects by coordinating with the metadata server.

8 Conclusion

This work introduces ZCOT, which aims to eliminate the object serialization/deserialization phase in data exchange among language runtimes (like JVMs). ZCOT provides an exchange space where objects are interpretable for all JVMs, which removes the need for any data transformation during object transmission. It also uncovers the duplicated object transmission problem and provides a corresponding deduplication mechanism. The evaluation shows that ZCOT can significantly improve the performance of object transmission.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

ZCOT, or Zero-Change Object Transmission, is proposed to optimize data exchange among multiple Java virtual machines (JVMs) in a distributed environment. Instead of sending and
receiving data with the costly object serialization/deserialization (OSD) phase, ZCOT allows JVMs to directly communicate with Java objects, which significantly improves the data exchange time, especially for applications like big data analytics.

Scope

This artifact (including binaries, source code, documents, and scripts) is used to conduct the main experiments in ZCOT, which consists of the following two parts:

- **Micro-benchmark performance.** The result should show that ZCOT outperforms recent OSD optimizations (Skyway [26] and Naos [39]) and state-of-the-art OSD libraries (Kryo [38] and JSL) for most data structures used in Naos’ microbenchmark.

- **Spark performance.** The result should show that ZCOT outperforms Kryo and JSL-based Spark applications in both data exchange and task execution.

Note that we only report numbers evaluated on our machines, so the results might be different with various hardware configurations.

Contents

We pack all related files into a zipped one, which contains the following contents.

- **README.** A file containing instructions for artifact evaluation.

- **ZCOT-jdk.** The source code of a modified OpenJDK to support ZCOT.

- **Meta-server.** The source code of the metadata server used in ZCOT.

- **Micro.** Scripts and jars used for the micro-benchmark.

- **Spark.** Since the code size of Spark is quite large, we provide an executable binary for Spark, which is slightly modified to evaluate ZCOT.

- **Naos-jdk.** A slightly modified version of Naos’ OpenJDK to compare with ZCOT.

Hosting

Currently our code is not ready for open-source. Nevertheless, you can contact us via mingywu@sjtu.edu.cn to obtain the artifact.

Requirements

**Hardware requirements.** We evaluate ZCOT on four nodes connected by 100 Gbit/s Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs. The NIC bandwidth has a significant impact on ZCOT’s performance.

**Software requirements.** The operating system used in our machines is Ubuntu 16.04.2, but higher versions are also acceptable. Note that huge pages should be enabled to run ZCOT. Dependencies for installing OpenJDK have been listed in the README file.
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Abstract
Distributed systems are hard to design and implement correctly. Recent work has tried to use formal verification techniques to provide rigorous correctness guarantees. These works present a hard choice, though. One must either opt for the power of refinement-based approaches like IronFleet and Verdi, at the cost of large amounts of manual effort; or choose the more automated approach of I4, IC3PO, SWISS and DistAI which give up the ability to prove refinement and the power and scalability that come with it.

We propose an alternative approach, Sift, that combines the power of refinement with the ability to automate proofs. Sift is a two-tier methodology that uses a new technique, refinement-guided automation, to leverage automation in a refinement proof and a divide-and-conquer technique to split a system into more refinement layers when necessary. This combination advances the frontier of what systems can be proven correct using a high degree of automation. Contrary to what was possible before, our evaluation shows that our novel approach allows us to prove the correctness of a number of systems with little manual effort, and to extend our proofs to include not just the protocols, but also an executable distributed implementation of these systems.

1 Introduction
Recently, formal verification has emerged as a potential alternative to the traditional approach of testing. The promise of formal verification—to eliminate all bugs by construction—is particularly attractive for distributed systems, which are notoriously hard to design and implement correctly.

Despite recent efforts, however, formal verification of distributed systems is still not ready for real-world applications. The most powerful techniques, such as IronFleet [34] and Verdi [63], rely on refinement proofs [1, 25, 42] to reason about complex systems and verify real implementations. Alas, the power of those techniques comes at a high cost: performing these refinement proofs manually requires large amounts of manual effort.

In an attempt to reduce the manual verification effort, the Ivy tool [56] proposes to express distributed protocols using decidable—and thus simpler to verify—reasoning [57]. The Ivy tool achieves remarkable automation, but still requires significant human effort to complete the proof. More recent approaches, like I4 [50, 51], IC3PO [27], SWISS [33] and DistAI [66], leverage model checking and SMT solvers to automate the most challenging part of proving the correctness of distributed protocols: finding an inductive invariant. Alas, this automation comes at the expense of expressiveness and applicability, because tools like I4 and DistAI were designed to prove properties of monolithic protocols which consist of a single layer. As such, they cannot prove refinement.

Refinement [1, 25, 42], however, is an essential concept in proving the correctness of real, complex systems. It allows us to prove the correctness of a system by showing that it is equivalent to a simpler, more abstract version of that system. The power of refinement comes in many forms:

Concise specification As Lamport has argued [45] and as IronFleet demonstrated, specifications should be written as simple, abstract state machines. Consider the specification of a Paxos-based State Machine Replication in IronFleet, where the goal is to prove that the entire service is linearizable. Expressing linearizability as a set of properties on the requests and responses is daunting and will likely yield a complex specification. Using refinement, the task is simple: just show that the entire service is equivalent to a single machine executing requests one at a time. Similarly, the sharded key-value store in IronFleet was simply proven equivalent to an abstract, logically centralized key-value store; i.e., a map.

Scaling to complex systems As IronFleet and Verdi demonstrated, the key to dealing with the complexity of a real system is to take a modular approach: split the proof into multiple layers and show that each layer refines the one above it. This is especially true when verifying actual implementations, as these tend to be much more complex than abstract protocols. In the absence of refinement, we are left with the task of reasoning about a single, monolithic system, whose complexity now becomes a limiting factor for both
manual and automated approaches.

**Dealing with undecidability** Even when one only cares about proving the correctness of the protocol, and not of the implementation, being unable to split a monolithic system into multiple layers can be a showstopper for automation. As Padon et al. demonstrated [55], some protocols may be undecidable by construction and thus not amenable to the automation of I4 and IC3PO. In these cases, one can use refinement to split the protocol into two layers, each of which is separately decidable [62].

We aim to get the best of what are currently two distinct worlds: the power of refinement (i.e. IronFleet-style proofs) but with only a fraction of the manual effort (i.e. using the automation of monolithic provers like I4, IC3PO, SWISS and DistAI). This combination allows us to not only achieve simple, concise specifications, but also to scale our proofs to more complicated distributed protocols, and even to distributed implementations.

To achieve this goal, we introduce Sift, a two-tier methodology that combines automated verification with a small amount of manual effort to push the boundary on the kinds of systems that can benefit from proof automation. Just like IronFleet before it, Sift is a methodology, not a tool. Its contribution is a way of structuring refinement proofs in order to leverage the automation of existing tools. Similar to how IronFleet guided developers to manually construct proofs based on the existing tools (TLA+ and Dafny), so does Sift show developers how to construct proofs that leverage the automation of more recent tools, like IC3PO and Ivy.

The first tier of Sift introduces a new technique, called refinement-guided automation, which leverages the automation of monolithic provers in the context of a refinement proof. At the high level, this technique enables the automation of refinement proofs between two layers by encapsulating the state of the upper, more abstract, layer into the state of the lower, more concrete layer. This encapsulation allows us to transform a two-layer refinement proof into a single-layer, monolithic proof that provers like I4, IC3PO, SWISS and DistAI can perform.

Leveraging automation to prove refinement is not always enough, though. Monolithic provers have their limits and thus some refinement proofs are just too complex to prove automatically. When that happens, we provide developers with an escape hatch. The second tier of the Sift methodology describes a divide-and-conquer technique for introducing intermediate layers, thus splitting a complex proof into chunks that are small enough for the prover to handle.

The Sift methodology applies refinement-guided automation within each refinement step and uses our divide-and-conquer technique to split a refinement step into smaller, more manageable steps. As a result, Sift allows us to apply, for the first time, automation to refinement-based proofs and scale to much harder problems than was previously possible. We use Sift to automate the verification of four distributed implementations, whose proof required minimal manual effort (less than five minutes, in most cases).

We further use our divide-and-conquer technique to prove the correctness of an implementation of Raft [54] and an implementation of MultiPaxos [43, 44] — a feat that was only possible before by providing a fully manual proof of correctness. Using Sift, we were able to automate most of the proof for both Raft and MultiPaxos. The manual effort required to complete the proof with Sift is not only significantly less than that of previous approaches, it is also much less reliant on having expertise in formal verification.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We introduce refinement-guided automation, a technique that leverages the automation of monolithic-oriented tools to perform more complex, refinement-based proofs.
- We present a divide-and-conquer technique for splitting a complex refinement proof into smaller pieces, such that each piece is amenable to automated verification.
- We introduce Sift, a methodology that incorporates refinement-guided automation and our divide-and-conquer technique. We evaluate Sift on six distributed implementations and find that it allows us to prove their correctness in a mostly automated manner which drastically reduces the manual effort required compared to previous refinement-based approaches.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the tradeoff between automation and refinement. Section 3 recapitulates some background material, while Section 4 gives an overview of Sift. Section 5 introduces refinement-guided automation and Section 6 shows how to introduce intermediate refinement layers when needed. Section 7 evaluates the effectiveness of using Sift to automate the verification of a number of distributed implementations. Section 8 presents the limitations of Sift and discusses future work. Section 9 discusses related work and Section 10 concludes.

### 2 The Price of Automation

As discussed earlier, there are currently two approaches for verifying the correctness of distributed systems. The first is the powerful but manual approach of IronFleet and Verdi [34, 35, 63], where the developer uses refinement to show that a complex implementation is equivalent—through a series of layers or transformations—to an abstract specification.

The second approach is that of I4 [50], IC3PO [27], SWISS [33] and DistAI [66] which leverage the power of model-checking and SMT solving [5] to automatically prove the correctness of abstract system descriptions at the protocol level. These approaches aim to prove that a given safety property holds for the protocol at hand, by automatically identifying an inductive invariant that implies this safety property.

While such automation is undoubtedly a desirable property, it comes at a heavy price. In particular, I4, IC3PO, SWISS and DistAI can only perform monolithic proofs: they can prove...
that a protocol—defined as a single layer—satisfies a given safety property. As we described in Section 1, this not only limits the type of specifications we can use, but also severely limits the scalability of the approach.

Most importantly, the scalability limitation is not an artifact of the implementation of monolithic provers—like I4, IC3PO, SWISS and DistAI—but rather inherent in their design. By asking the underlying solver to find an inductive invariant that supports the desired safety property, they essentially adopt an all-or-nothing approach: either the solver is powerful enough to find an inductive invariant or it is not. If we consider more and more complex systems, we soon reach a point where the solver is simply not powerful enough to find an inductive invariant.

In fact, a similar dichotomy presents itself when the protocol description has elements outside the decidable fragment of logic [47, 55]. In several of these cases, the solver struggles considerably, even when it is trivial for a human to split the problem into decidable sub-problems. Without the ability to split this monolithic proof into multiple pieces, there is no middle ground. For example, I4 simply fails when the problem lies outside the decidable fragment, even though it is still possible to use refinement to split the protocol into two layers, each of which is separately decidable [62].

In this paper, we show that there exists a middle ground between the fully manual approaches that support refinement, like IronFleet and Verdi; and the automated-but-monolithic approaches, like I4, IC3PO, SWISS and DistAI. This middle ground, enabled by our novel Sift methodology, allows for refinement-based reasoning—and thus allows us to prove the correctness of complex distributed implementations—while making heavy use of automation to drastically reduce the amount of manual effort required compared to IronFleet and Verdi.

3 Background

3.1 Multi-Layer Refinement

Sift is heavily based on the notion of refinement. We will therefore first recap the notion of refinement and how it can be used to prove the correctness of complex systems.

A system P refines another system Q if the observable outputs produced by any execution of Q can also be produced by some execution of P. In the case of distributed systems, the only outputs that are visible to external observers are the messages produced by these systems.

In the simplest application of refinement, the developer writes two layers: a specification and an implementation. The specification is written as a simple, logically centralized state machine. In the case of a sharded key-value store, for example, the specification is a simple map, where the only possible actions are to put something to the map, or to get something from the map [34, 35]. The developer then shows that the implementation refines the specification, thus proving the correctness of the implementation.

In more complex systems, directly proving refinement from the implementation to the specification can be difficult [34, 35, 63]. In that case, the developer must insert one or more increasingly complex layers between the implementation and specification, thus creating a multi-layer structure, where each layer must be proven to refine the one above it. We explain how to design and insert intermediate layers in Section 6.

3.2 Automated Reasoning and Monolithic Provers

Traditional verification languages [4, 46] rely on the developer to write a full proof, including a large number of manual annotations. As a result, approaches like IronFleet [34, 35] and Verdi [63] incur a high proof-to-code ratio. To reduce this manual effort, Ivy [56] uses decidable logic to guarantee completeness. With Ivy, the developer only needs to find an inductive invariant—an invariant which is closed (inductive) under the system transitions—and the prover can automatically identify if this inductive invariant is correct. Ivy significantly simplifies the effort of proving the correctness of distributed systems, but finding such inductive invariants is still a non-trivial task that relies on human intuition and an intimate understanding of the system at hand.

To push the automation a step further, I4 [50] leverages the regularity of distributed protocols, so that the inductive invariant can be automatically inferred from a small, finite instance. Unfortunately, such a strategy only applies to monolithic protocols, not refinement proofs. Thus, I4 doesn’t scale well when the system has a large state space and complex transitions. More recent tools [27, 33, 66] have followed the direction of using finite instances to guide the verification of distributed protocols. All these tools, however, apply only to monolithic proofs and cannot support refinement. We call such tools monolithic provers.

3.3 IC3PO: Our Monolithic Prover of Choice

The design of Sift does not rely on the internals of the monolithic prover that it uses. The refinement-guided automation technique of Sift can leverage any tool designed for automating monolithic, single-layer proofs. In fact, we previously tried I4 as the monolithic prover in Sift, but later found that IC3PO performs better. Our experience so far shows that IC3PO also outperforms SWISS and DistAI. As new and more powerful monolithic provers become available, Sift can adopt them to perform even larger refinement steps to further reduce manual effort. The next paragraph gives a short overview of IC3PO.

IC3PO [27, 28] is a recently-developed prover that uses the synergistic relationship between symmetry and quantification to prove the safety of distributed protocols fully automatically,
by inferring compact inductive invariants with both universal and existential quantifiers. At its core, IC3PO exploits the inherent regularity present in distributed protocols to significantly scale up IC3/PDR-style verification [10, 23] over finite instances of the protocol. Starting with an initial instance size, IC3PO systematically computes quantified inductive invariants over protocol instances of increasing sizes, until protocol behaviors saturate, concluding with an inductive proof that works for all instances of the protocol.

4 Overview of Sift

This paper introduces Sift, a methodology that allows reasoning about complex systems while still using a large degree of automation in proofs. Sift accomplishes this by employing a small amount of manual effort, when needed, to split the system into a number of layers, where each layer can be shown to refine the layer above it.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Sift methodology. Initially, the developer starts with an implementation of the system, along with a specification, both written in the Ivy language [56]. If one were to use the Ivy prover, they would have to provide a manual proof of refinement between the specification and implementation. Sift, instead, introduces our encapsulation technique to merge the two layers into a single proof that our monolithic prover can attempt to solve.

Indeed, the first step of the Sift methodology is to attempt to prove refinement directly between the implementation and specification layers. If this proof is too much for the prover to handle, the developer adds an additional layer of refinement and tries again. Each additional layer of refinement splits the proof into smaller pieces that are more amenable to automation; but, of course, this comes at the cost of some manual effort, as the developer must manually introduce the new layer.

In the next two sections, we describe the Sift methodology in more detail. Section 5 describes how we can use the automation of a monolithic prover to perform a refinement proof between two layers (steps ①-④ in Figure 1). Section 6 presents the methodology for adding intermediate layers to the refinement structure (step ⑤).
In Fig. 1, Section 5.1). We then attempt (steps 10-12) a call network.forward_request(req, owner) to any monolithic prover.

We perform this transformation using our encapsulation technique, depicted in Figure 2. The idea of encapsulation is simple: if we want to show that a lower layer \( L \) refines an upper layer \( U \), we then augment the state of \( L \) with the state of \( U \). Additionally, whenever the state machine \( L \) makes a transition, the encapsulated \( U \) state also makes an upper-layer transition. In practice, this is expressed as a function call in Ivy, where the lower layer invokes a transition on its encapsulated state. For example, in the SHT application, the lower layer includes an encapsulated \( spec \) object (see Algorithm 1) and a lower-layer transition calls \( spec.commit() \) if it refines the \( commit \) transition of the upper layer.

Encapsulating the upper-layer state into the lower layer effectively creates a single, augmented lower layer that can be used to reason about the relation between the upper and lower layer. Most importantly, we can now leverage traditional single-layer provers to show whether a certain property—the refinement property—holds for this augmented lower layer.

5.1 From Monolithic Proofs to Refinement

A key feature of Sift is that it uses the automation of monolithic provers to perform more complex, refinement-based proofs. As we explained in Section 2, monolithic (i.e. single-layer) proofs do not scale to complex systems, either due to complexity or undecidability. Yet, monolithic proofs are the only type of proof supported by these provers. The first innovation of Sift is that it converts a refinement proof between two layers into a monolithic proof which can be given as input to any monolithic prover.

We aim to show that the implementation layer refines the specification, i.e., that any observable output produced by any execution of the implementation layer can also be produced by some execution of the specification. A key property is that for every key owned by a node at the implementation layer, the data matches the value stored in the specification. Additionally, every key is either owned by exactly one node in the system, or part of an in-flight delegate message.
to state 2, while each of these states encapsulates the corresponding upper layer state, indicating a transition from state A to state B at the upper layer.

If this node is not the owner, it simply redirects the request to the owner. Such an implementation layer transition does not entail a specification layer transition and so the code does not call `spec.commit` or any specification-level function. This is usually called a “stuttering” step of the specification layer—essentially a no-op—and corresponds to the transition from state 2 to state 3 in Figure 2.

To prove that the implementation refines the specification, we ask our monolithic prover to prove a simple property:

\[ \forall R: \text{reply}, N: \text{node}. \ net.replied(R, N) \implies spec.replies(R) \]

This property says that any reply \( R \) sent to any node \( N \) at the network (implementation level) can only be present if the same reply \( R \) is present at the specification level. Since replies are the only observable outputs of the system, it ensures that every output of the implementation is also an output of the specification, thus ensuring that the implementation is indeed a refinement of the specification. Note that the reply message at the implementation layer is part of the network and thus modeled as `net.replied(M, N).

### 5.2 Enforcing pre- and postconditions across layers

When calling functions from a lower layer to an upper layer, an upper-layer transition’s precondition must be met. The preconditions of the callee (in the upper layer) become postconditions (assertions) for the caller (in the lower layer) to check. For example, on line 13 of SHT’s specification (Algorithm 1), before committing a request, the precondition concerning the request, `req`, and the corresponding reply, `rep`, must be met:

\[ \text{req.type = read} \implies \text{rep.data = map(req.key)} \]

This precondition ensures that every time a read request is committed, the data contained in the response must correspond to the data in the abstract map. Since it is the caller’s responsibility to guarantee that this precondition is met before committing the request, this precondition is effectively an assertion that needs to be checked by the monolithic prover. Unfortunately, the current state-of-the-art monolithic provers do not support checking these kinds of assertions, and can only find an inductive invariant for a safety property.

If we attempt to ignore this assertion check and let the monolithic prover prove the refinement property as is, the result could be unsound—i.e., the proof may go through even if the implementation is buggy. For example, let us consider again the refinement property for SHT:

\[ \forall R: \text{reply}, D: \text{node}. \ net.replied(R, D) \implies spec.replies(R) \]

Without precondition checks, a buggy implementation can send a bogus reply message and call `commit` at the encapsulated specification layer. This would make the refinement property trivially inductive—since the `commit` call adds the message to the `replies`—without guaranteeing that contents of that message are correct.

To avoid this problem, Sift needs to consider the assertions in function calls to maintain soundness in automated refinement proofs. In the rest of this section, we explain how we transform the assertions to either conditionals (if/else) or invariants that the monolithic prover can reason about.

#### 5.2.1 Converting Assertions to Conditionals

A straightforward approach to model assertions in function calls is to convert the callee to an always-enabled action using a conditional if/else block [35]. The developer can manually rewrite an assertion \( P \) as follows: if \( P \) holds, take the transition; otherwise, do nothing. In this context, the entire if/else block is always-enabled, in that it has no preconditions and can always be taken.

For example, the original SHT specification had a precondition `requests(req)` in the specification of the `commit` action, which we convert to an if-statement (Algorithm 1, line 14). This precondition ensures that the specification can never execute the same request twice.

The benefit of this approach is that it does not rely on any understanding of the system, which makes it very easy to implement. It has, however, two downsides. First, adding an if/else block in place of a precondition makes the proof a little harder for monolithic provers, since it is harder to find an inductive invariant for a weaker problem. Second, if the if-statement refers to ghost state—i.e., proof-related state that is not compiled to an executable—such as the sets corresponding to network messages, these if-statements are not compiled directly to executable code. Therefore, if there are any assertions that refer to ghost states at the implementation layer, we cannot rely on the approach of converting assertions to conditionals. In these cases, we need to convert them to invariants, as we describe below.

#### 5.2.2 Converting Assertions to Invariants

A second, more involved approach to the problem is to convert these assertions into invariants. Doing so requires human intuition but reduces the difficulty for the monolithic prover. For every assertion that needs to be checked, there must be an invariant to support its proof. The key idea is simple: a programmer can trace backward through a function call from the upper layer (the callee) to the lower layer (the caller) to find the enabling precondition. For the SHT precondition example above, we observe that only the node who owns the key can commit the reply. Leveraging this observation, we can construct an invariant that if node \( N \) thinks it is the owner...
of key $K$, the local value for key $K$ at node $N$, which forms the reply, must match the value in the spec:

$$\forall N : node, K : key. \text{server}(N).\text{delmap}(K,N) \implies \text{server}(N).\text{hash}(K) = \text{spec}.\text{map}(K)$$

where $\text{server}(N).\text{delmap}(K,N)$ indicates that from the perspective of server $N$, the owner of key $K$ is $N$ ($\text{delmap}$ stands for the delegation map). By maintaining this invariant, Sift can ensure the associated assertion will never be violated during the execution of the system. Note that the invariant is not necessarily inductive, but Sift leverages the automation of the monolithic prover to complete the proof.

Case study: converting assertions for the SHT  The manual effort involved in the SHT proof requires converting seven assertions into two if-statements and five invariants. The assertion $\neg \text{requests}(r1)$ is converted from an assertion to an if-statement, as described in Section 5.2.1. On the other hand, the first three assertions (lines 10 to 12 in Algorithm 1) are already enforced by the implementation layer and do not need to be converted. We could further use the methodology described above in Section 5.2.2 to convert the fourth assertion (line 13) to an invariant, but it turns out that monolithic provers are powerful enough to complete the proof even if we simply convert it to a if-statement.

6 Introducing Intermediate Layers

We have discussed how to use automation to prove refinement between two layers. However, sometimes, the automation provided by the monolithic prover is not powerful enough to prove the desired refinement. This can happen either due to the complexity of the proof, or the presence of undecidable reasoning. When faced with such complex proofs, monolithic provers will either time out or run out of memory. To perform such complex proofs, the solution is to introduce an intermediate layer (step 5 in Figure 1), thereby splitting the proof into two simpler refinement proofs: one refinement proof from the original lower layer to the intermediate layer, and another refinement proof from the intermediate layer to the original upper layer. By repeatedly using this proof-splitting technique until every refinement proof is automated, we effectively execute a divide-and-conquer strategy that allows us to tackle complicated refinements.

This idea is similar to IronFleet’s methodology of introducing an intermediate protocol layer to simplify the proof. In IronFleet, however, the developer needed to both write an intermediate layer and manually prove it correct. By contrast, Sift uses the automation of monolithic provers to dispense with most of the latter manual effort of writing the proof, and only requires the user to write intermediate layers—a much smaller effort than coming up with manual proofs.

Thankfully for developers, introducing an additional layer is done incrementally. The new layer is essentially a variation of the layer above or below it: either a more detailed version of the layer above it or a more abstract version of the layer below it. This helps keep the manual effort needed to introduce such layers small.

In the rest of this section, we discuss the strategies that we have developed and used to introduce intermediate layers, and walk through the process on a MultiPaxos example.

6.1 Intermediate Layers for Complexity

In most cases, the biggest challenge for a monolithic prover to automatically prove a refinement is its complexity. If the system is too complex, the prover either times out or runs out of memory. When this happens, we can split the refinement proof into two simpler refinement proofs by introducing an intermediate layer. We list here a number of ways in which such a split can simplify the proof burden. This list is extracted from our experience adding intermediate layers to facilitate refinement, and is not meant to be a complete enumeration of all possible layer-splitting strategies.

Abstract Away Messages Not Needed for Safety. Some of the messages used in the implementation may only be needed for liveness or performance, but not for safety. When trying to prove safety, those messages can be abstracted away in an intermediate layer: they are removed from the intermediate layer but kept in the implementation layer—themselves proven to be a refinement of the intermediate layer.

For example, in MultiPaxos the current leader needs to periodically broadcast a heartbeat message to indicate that it is still alive. This message is not needed for safety and can therefore be removed in an intermediate layer—though it is preserved in the implementation layer. The resulting intermediate layer is now simpler and thus easier to prove equivalent to the specification.

Merge Multiple Transitions into One Abstract Transition. Sometimes, the intermediate layer can take an abstract transition which is broken into multiple transitions in the low-level implementation.

For example, in MultiPaxos the learner can only receive one vote (two_b message) from an acceptor at a time. But what the learner really needs is a quorum of messages to learn a value. In this case we can merge multiple transitions of receiving each message separately into one abstract transition of receiving a quorum, and remove local variables for temporary results. This significantly simplifies the intermediate layer, with fewer state variables and simpler transitions.

Simplify Local State and Requirements for Transitions. Implementation layers have to take into account implementation constraints: for example, a node can only read its local
state when taking a transition; and it cannot access messages sitting in the network. But intermediate layers are essentially proof constructs and thus do not need to respect such implementation constraints.

For example, in MultiPaxos, a node needs to maintain an explicit local history of previous two_b votes to construct its one_b promise to a new leader, since a promise message depends on previous votes. In an intermediate layer however, a node can directly access all sent messages in the network, thus eliminating the need for this local history. Moreover, in an implementation a node can only read its local history, thus requiring a proof that the local history is consistent with sent messages. In the intermediate layer, since the node has access to all sent messages, it can directly check that the one_b promise is consistent with the vote messages, thus eliminating the need for this proof.

6.2 Intermediate Layers for Decidability

When the verifier returns an explicit decidability error, it means our refinement is not in the EPR decidable logic [47] and may take forever to check. Such an issue is typically resolved by introducing an intermediate layer and a ghost state (also known as a derived relation [55]) to hide the existential quantifier creating the undecidability [55, 62]. We apply a similar technique in Sift.

For example, in MultiPaxos an acceptor needs to send its last votes for different slots in a one_b message to a new leader to decide what value to propose. When a proposer becomes a leader, it needs to have a quorum of one_b messages, resulting in the following \( \forall \text{Round} \exists \text{Votes} \) alternation:

\[
\forall N : \text{Node}, R : \text{Round}. \quad \text{quorum\_of}(R).\text{contains}(N) \quad \Rightarrow \exists V : \text{votes}. \quad \text{one\_b}(N, R, V)
\]

The alternation of the \( \forall \) and \( \exists \) quantifiers, along with the inductive invariant, means that this proposition is outside the decidable logic of EPR. We leverage results from a followup work on Ivy [62], and introduce an intermediate layer to abstract away the payload (previous votes), thereby breaking the quantifier alternation. In this case, we only need an intermediate-layer state \( \text{joined\_round}(N, R) \) to represent \( \exists V. \text{one\_b}(N, R, V) \).

7 Evaluation

We evaluate Sift by using it to formally verify the correctness of six implementations of distributed systems: a leader election protocol (Section 7.1), a distributed lock protocol (Section 7.2), a two-phase commit protocol (Section 7.3), a sharded hash table (SHT, Section 7.4), and two consensus protocols: Raft (Section 7.5) and MultiPaxos (Section 7.6). We use Ivy to implement these systems, and extract the executable code to C++ using Ivy’s built-in translator. For the more complex systems (SHT, Raft and MultiPaxos), we also perform a performance evaluation (Section 7.7) to demonstrate our automated approach does not impact the performance of implementations.

For all systems in our evaluation, we consider crash failures and an asynchronous network, which can arbitrarily delay, drop, or duplicate messages. Both of these can be easily implemented in Ivy. Note that since Sift (like all its predecessors that also target automation) does not support liveness proofs, it does not need to explicitly reason about crash failures—a crash results in a machine no longer taking any steps and thus has no effect on safety properties.

We find that we are able to prove these complex systems with little manual effort within a reasonable memory and time budget, using IC3PO [27] as our monolithic prover. Our verification results are in Table 1. The complexity of different systems is illustrated by the number of different types that are needed to express state transitions for a given system. For example, for the leader election protocol, there are just two types: node and id. In contrast, MultiPaxos contains 14 different types, e.g., round, inst, value, time, node, etc.

We now give details about the proofs of the aforementioned systems, followed with a performance evaluation (Section 7.7) of three of the more complex resulting implementations (i.e., SHT, Raft and Paxos). We ran our performance experiments on a cluster where nodes have a 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2667 v4 @3.20 GHz processor and are connected with a 10 GB Ethernet connection running Ubuntu 16.04. All our implementation and artifact can be found in GitHub [49].

7.1 Leader Election

The leader election protocol aims to elect a unique leader from a ring with an unbounded number of nodes with unique integer IDs [13, 50, 56]. The specification layer dictates a single action the system can take: elect a node as the leader, under the condition that no other node is already the leader. This layer contains 13 lines of Ivy code.

In the implementation layer, the nodes are totally ordered in a ring so that every node has a next node. A node \( n \) has two valid actions: (a) periodically send its ID \( \text{idn}(n) \) to the next node in the ring; or (b) forward an ID \( i \) received from its predecessor if \( i > \text{idn}(n) \). Once \( n \) receives its \( \text{idn}(n) \), it knows that no other node in the system has a larger ID, and can now safely become the leader. The implementation layer consists of 28 lines of Ivy code.

To prove refinement between the implementation and the specification layers, we ensure that when a message stating that a leader is elected is sent in the implementation, the destination of the message should correspond to the leader node in the specification.

We perform a manual, albeit trivial, syntactic change to the specification layer to convert one precondition into an
if-statement, which takes less than 5 minutes. We then simply use Sift’s encapsulation technique to convert the refinement between the implementation and specification layers into a monolithic proof that is proven automatically by IC3PO.

7.2 Distributed Lock

The distributed lock protocol [34, 50, 56] models an unbounded number of nodes that transfer the ownership of a single lock. In this system, the ownership of a lock is associated with an ever-increasing epoch: only one node can own the lock at each epoch. This makes for a concise specification layer—12 lines of Ivy code—that only contains a lock history to indicate which node holds the lock at every epoch.

In the implementation layer, there are two possible transitions for a node: (a) transfer the lock if it holds the lock; or (b) accept the lock and jump to a higher epoch by sending a locked message to indicate ownership. This implementation has 35 lines of Ivy code.

The refinement property in this system is that all locked messages should have a corresponding node in the specification layer’s lock history.

The only manual effort involved in this proof is converting one precondition to an if-statement in the specification layer, which takes less than 5 minutes. After this transformation, we can use the encapsulation technique from Sift to convert the refinement between the implementation and specification layers into a monolithic proof, and prove the locked message is equivalent to the lock history.

7.3 Two-Phase Commit

The two-phase commit protocol [31] is used by a group of nodes, known as resource managers (RMs), to coordinate the decision on whether to abort or commit a transaction. The RMs vote to either commit or abort the proposed transaction and a transaction manager (TM) node is in charge of coordinating the decision-making procedure.

The specification layer of this system uses the Transaction Commit protocol by Lamport [30, Sec. 2] translated from TLA+ [45] to Ivy. The safety property does not allow a node to commit if another node aborts. The specification contains 54 lines of Ivy code.

The implementation of this system is an Ivy translation inspired by the TLA+ specification of Two-Phase Commit [30, Sec. 3]. This layer introduces a special TM node, which coordinates all RMs. An RM can send a Prepared message to the TM when transitioning into the prepared state, or unilaterally decide to abort. Upon receiving a Prepared message from every RM, the TM can decide to commit, broadcasting a Commit message to every RM node. The receipt of a Commit message from the TM allows an RM to decide to commit the transaction. This implementation of two-phase commit has 110 lines of code.

The refinement property between the implementation and specification ensures that all RMs commit or abort at the same time between the implementation and the specification.

After a trivial syntactic change converting preconditions to three if-statements in the specification layer, this refinement property is proven automatically.
7.4 Sharded Hash Table (SHT)

The Sharded Hash Table protocol was previously introduced as a running example in Section 4. Its specification is a simple key-value map processing read and write requests. We can automatically prove the refinement from the implementation to the specification, after converting preconditions to five invariants and two if-statements to guide IC3PO, as detailed in Section 5.2. Compared to IronKV (IronFleet’s implementation of SHT), we simplify the delegate messages by transferring one key at a time. Transferring intervals of keys would require a loop iterating over keys and a loop invariant [59, 65], which cannot be found automatically by IC3PO.

The network interface for SHT is more complex than that of other systems. In particular, SHT’s network interface requires that messages are not delivered twice, so that requests can only be committed once and only one node at a time can own a key. As this is not part of refinement, we leverage an existing proof [53] for these requirements.

7.5 Raft

Raft [54] implements a shared log among nodes, which can be used to implement a fault-tolerant distributed service. The log is maintained as a set of (index, value) pairs.

Raft is a term-based protocol. In each term, a node can be elected as the leader, append values to the log, and replicate its log to other nodes by sending an append message. For safety, each node maintains its own log and only votes for a leader whose log is not earlier than its own. When the leader receives reply messages for its append message from a majority of nodes, the leader can consider all previous log entries committed. This strategy ensures that all future leaders contain the committed log.

At the specification layer, Raft can commit a prefix to an index in the leader’s log and ensure that only one value is committed at each index. The refinement property from the implementation to the specification ensures that they have the same log.

7.5.1 Intermediate Layers and Proof Effort

Our Raft implementation is similar to the previous Ivy implementation of Raft [62] with 212 lines of code. Due to undecidability, we could not refine the implementation to the specification directly. Instead, we build a first intermediate layer—layer 0—to separate the quantifier alternation (as outlined in Section 6.2). We tried to prove the refinement from specification to layer 0 automatically, but the inductive invariant contains complex quantifier alternations, which IC3PO was unable to handle. As a result, we manually prove the refinement from specification to layer 0. The refinement from spec to layer 0 took two person-weeks (including understanding the protocol). Layer 0 contains 143 lines of code.

From layer 0, the implementation is still too complex to refine directly using IC3PO. We introduce another intermediate layer, layer 1, to help IC3PO automatically prove the refinement. To write layer 1, we follow the strategies presented in Section 6, specifically by merging actions into one abstract action. In the abstract action a node can receive a quorum of messages at once, rather than receiving each of them individually in separate transitions. Layer 1 changes 57 lines from layer 0. We spent another two person-weeks to identify this intermediate layer and debug our implementation.

Overall, we were able to complete the proof of Raft in one person month, which compares favorably to the three person months needed by the original proof [62] written in Ivy. This reduction was the result of using a much higher degree of automation, by splitting the proof into layers and leveraging the power of IC3PO to prove each refinement between consecutive layers.

7.6 MultiPaxos

MultiPaxos [43, 44] is a common consensus protocol that is widely used in industry (e.g., Chubby [11], Megastore [2], and Spanner [19]). However, MultiPaxos is notoriously complex and difficult to verify.

At the specification level, MultiPaxos maintains an array of values; some that have been decided (i.e., agreed upon and finalized) and some that are empty. The only possible transition in the specification is to add a new decided value to this array. Similar to Raft, our refinement ensures that the implementation maintains the same values as the array in the specification.

The implementation of MultiPaxos is very similar to that of Raft but uses different strategies to ensure safety. In Raft, the leader can only be a node with the most up-to-date logs, while MultiPaxos relies on the messages from other nodes to generate an up-to-date log for the new leader.

7.6.1 Intermediate Layers and Proof Effort

Our design of the MultiPaxos protocol is inspired by previous work on expressing Paxos and MultiPaxos in the EPR decidable logic [55, 62]. Our evaluation uses the MultiPaxos implementation from [62], removing certain re-transmissions that are unnecessary for safety to simplify the refinement.

Since proving refinement directly between the implementation layer and the specification layer would introduce undecidability (see Section 6.2), we initially introduce a single intermediate layer, layer 0, to circumvent this undecidability. Moreover, as the refinement from the specification to layer 0 contains complex quantifier alternations that are too hard for IC3PO to prove automatically, we borrow the existing manual proof from Ivy. Layer 0 contains 88 lines of Ivy code.

After addressing undecidability concerns through layer 0, we found that a direct refinement from the implementation to
layer 0 remains infeasible for IC3PO. Using our divide-and-conquer technique, we added three additional intermediate layers to simplify this refinement. Following the strategies outlined in Section 6.1, we first added a layer 1 that abstracts away liveness messages and merges transitions to receive a quorum of messages. We augmented this by introducing a layer 2 that uses a local variable to track the current round, receives one two_b message, and keeps track of when a valid quorum can be formed. We then introduced a final intermediate layer that more closely resembles the implementation by using an array to track previous voted values for acceptors, and restricting a node to only receive one message during a transition.

With the addition of the four intermediate layers, Sift splits the complex refinement proof into manageable pieces, where each refinement between layers is amenable to automated verification. Producing the three intermediate layers (layers 1, 2, and 3) and converting the necessary preconditions to invariants is still a non-trivial task which takes about two person-weeks. About one third of the time is spent waiting for IC3PO to run out of time or memory, which indicates that another layer is needed (step 5 in Figure 1). While non-negligible, this manual effort is significantly less than the original attempt in Ivy, which was two person-months to refine layer 0 to the implementation [62].

7.7 Performance Evaluation

7.7.1 SHT Performance

We compare the throughput and latency of our verified Sift implementation of SHT with IronKV [34], as shown in Figure 3. IronKV is the closest verified implementation of a SHT that we could compare against. The SHT cluster was preloaded with 1,000 keys delegated evenly across the three nodes and serviced requests from an increasing number of clients in a closed loop. In one experiment, client processes send an even 50/50 mix of randomized GET and SET requests. We further increase the percentage of GET requests to 90%. IronKV scales about 25% better than our version of SHT. The disparity in performance between these two systems can be attributed to both unoptimized generated C++ from Ivy and design choices made in IronKV, which added extra manual proof complexity for the sake of performance purposes, such as an efficient delegation map data structure that each node maintains and consists of 833 lines of Dafny code.

7.7.2 Raft and MultiPaxos Performance

We evaluated the performance of the verified Sift implementations of Raft and MultiPaxos by varying the load of each system with an increasing number of clients submitting requests in a closed loop, as shown in Figure 4. For both systems, the experimental setup consists of three replicas on separate machines, with a fourth machine containing the client processes.

We tried to compare the performance of these systems with IronRSL, IronFleet’s verified Paxos-based replicated state machine library, but the performance results of IronRSL were not reproducible for a direct comparison. By re-running the original implementation from the IronFleet paper [34], we found the performance for IronRSL to be lower than originally reported [34, Sec. 7]. The performance of our implementation of MultiPaxos, which does not support batching, is comparable to the results reported for IronRSL in non-batch mode [34, Fig. 13].

We do compare both Raft and MultiPaxos with the Ivy-based manually-verified implementations [62]. The performance of Raft is almost identical to the version of Raft, but we find that our MultiPaxos system exceeds the performance of MultiPaxos from that work. These results show that the automation and reduced proof effort gained by using Sift does not impact the performance of either system.

8 Limitations and Future Directions

Our experience with Sift suggests that it advances what is possible in the realm of automated verification of complex systems. For all of its successes, however, there are still more steps to be taken in this direction.

• **Automating simple transformations.** While Sift greatly increases the automation of complex refinement proofs, parts of the methodology still require manual effort that could potentially be automated, such as converting assertions to if-

---

Even after close discussions with two of the IronFleet authors, this discrepancy was not resolved. They attributed this to possible code changes between what was originally evaluated and the currently available code.
statements and transforming to invariants through automatic computation of weakest preconditions [22].

- **Loop invariants.** Certain complex systems, such as SHT, may require loop invariants to prove optimizations that are added to enhance the performance of executable code. Loop invariants are similar to regular inductive invariants, in that both are inductive under some transitions. As described in Sections 7.4 and 7.6.1, any loop invariant in Sift must currently be written manually. In the future, we hope to add support for automatic derivation of loop invariants in Sift, by building further on the existing literature [59,65].

- **Leveraging multiple monolithic provers.** As shown in recent works [27,33,66], different monolithic provers show complementary strengths in different scenarios. Since the design of Sift is independent of the choice of monolithic prover, we plan to employ a portfolio of monolithic provers in parallel to derive refinement proofs with even higher scalability.

9 Related Work

We now provide a summary on previous efforts relevant to applying formal methods to verify distributed systems.

**Automated Verification.** With the advancements in automated reasoning [6,20,36] and abstraction techniques [3,16,29], automatically verifying correctness through model checking [17,58] has significantly improved in different domains, both for hardware [9,10,23,26,61] and software [3,7,8,37,41]. However, model checking still does not scale well to large complex systems, due to state-space explosion [18,21].

More recently, several approaches [24,27,33,38,40,50,66] have extended induction-based model checking [10,23] to automatically infer inductive invariants for infinite-state distributed protocols. 14 [50] leverages the regularity of distributed protocols, combining finite model checking with unbounded reasoning in distributed protocols. IC3PO [27], described in detail in Section 3.3, incorporates invariant generalization with model checking for better scalability. SWISS [33] derives an inductive invariant by performing an exhaustive search over candidate invariants in an optimized invariant search space. DistAl [66] uses a data-driven approach and is guaranteed to find a universally-quantified inductive invariant in finite time.

All the aforementioned techniques [24,27,33,38,40,50,66], however, target monolithic, single-layer verification, primarily at the protocol level, and cannot scale to detailed system implementations. In contrast, our approach combines these monolithic provers with the well-founded concepts of refinement [1,25,42] to scale verification all the way to complex executable implementations.

**Systems Verification.** Much effort has gone to verifying real systems, including OS kernels [15,32,39,52], file, and storage systems [12,14,67]. These works provide strong guarantees of correctness, but at the cost of extensive manual effort; Sift, by contrast, requires little manual proof effort while verifying systems of considerable complexity, such as MultiPaxos.

Within the realm of distributed systems, there have been attempts at manually verifying implementations of protocols [60,64]. Ivy [56] requires the developer to iteratively refine an invariant until an inductive invariant is identified. IronFleet [34] and Verdi [63] have been used to verify practical implementations of distributed systems. In stark contrast to our work, all three approaches rely on considerable amounts of manual effort (in the order of person months) to complete a proof of correctness. Additionally, while IronFleet always uses three layers of refinement (i.e., specification, protocol, and implementation), most of the distributed systems we verify are refined directly from an implementation to a specification, with intermediate layers only added when needed to reduce the proof complexity for our monolithic provers.

More recently, Lorch et al. [48] presented Armada, a tool designed to verify concurrent programs. While Armada has some superficial similarities to Sift—namely the use of refinement and automation—it is in fact drastically different. It operates in an environment almost diametrically opposed to that of Sift: single-machine, multi-threaded code where communication happens via shared memory, as opposed to Sift’s sequential execution on a distributed system where communication happens via message passing. Additionally, while Armada makes heavy use of automation to generate proofs, it still requires its users to write significant parts of the proof—hundreds of lines of code—manually.

10 Conclusion

This paper introduces Sift, a novel two-tier methodology that combines the power of refinement with the ability to automate proofs. Sift decomposes the proofs of complex distributed implementations into a number of refinement steps, each of which is amenable to automation. We use Sift to prove the correctness of six distributed implementations—including the notorious MultiPaxos—none of which had an automated proof before. Our evaluation shows that this combination of refinement and automation lets us verify complex distributed implementations with little manual effort.
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Abstract

Transformer verification draws increasing attention in machine learning research and industry. It formally verifies the robustness of transformers against adversarial attacks such as exchanging words in a sentence with synonyms. However, the performance of transformer verification is still not satisfactory due to bound-centric computation which is significantly different from standard neural networks. In this paper, we propose Faith\(^1\), an efficient framework for transformer verification on GPUs. We first propose a semantic-aware computation graph transformation to identify semantic information such as bound computation in transformer verification. We exploit such semantic information to enable efficient kernel fusion at the computation graph level. Second, we propose a verification-specialized kernel crafter to efficiently map transformer verification to modern GPUs. This crafter exploits a set of GPU hardware supports to accelerate verification-specialized operations which are usually memory-intensive. Third, we propose an expert-guided autotuning to incorporate expert knowledge on GPU backends to facilitate large search space exploration. Extensive evaluations show that Faith achieves 2.1× to 3.4× (2.6× on average) speedup over state-of-the-art frameworks.

1 Introduction

Transformers [8, 21, 25, 32, 33, 38, 45] is an important category of neural networks (NNs) in machine learning research and industry. Transformers are first designed for natural language processing (NLP) and have achieved state-of-the-art accuracy across many NLP tasks such as neural machine translation [1, 26, 31] and sentiment analysis [7, 37, 48]. Due to its success, transformers have been widely used in many industrial products such as Facebook for hate speech detection [10] and Alexa for question answering [14]. Recently, transformers also show extraordinary accuracy for many computer vision tasks [9, 19, 44, 47, 55] and become the new trending model.

\(^1\)The project is open-sourced at https://github.com/BoyuanFeng/Faith

Figure 1: Illustration of transformer verification. Here, all perturbed inputs share the same prediction “positive” since the lower bound probability for “positive” (0.4) is higher than the upper bound probability for “negative” (0.39).

However, similar to prior NNs, transformers are also vulnerable to adversarial attacks that add imperceptible perturbations to input data for maliciously changing transformer predictions [2, 3, 16, 17, 22]. One specific example of adversarial attack is to exchange words (e.g., cold) in a sentence with carefully selected synonyms (e.g., frigid). This vulnerability may result in security concerns for real-world applications. For example, an intentionally crafted hate speech may spread widely on social network.

Transformer verification has been proposed to formally verify the robustness of a transformer against adversarial attacks [4, 18, 35, 42]. Given an input data \(x\) and a transformer \(F(x)\), transformer verification identifies a maximal bound \(\varepsilon\), such that all inputs \(x'\) that are “close” to the input data (i.e., \(|x' - x| \leq \varepsilon\)) cannot “mislead” the transformer (i.e., \(F(x) = F(x')\)). A larger \(\varepsilon\) indicates better robustness. Early verification approaches [18] enumerate all possible inputs \(x'\) that satisfy \(|x' - x| \leq \varepsilon\) and conduct inference on each input to check predictions. These approaches show prohibitive latency due to the large number of inputs \(x'\). Recent transformer verification [35, 42] avoids such enumeration by providing a single pair of lower and upper bounds for transformer predictions over all these inputs, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We can verify the robustness of a transformer if the lower bound of the correct prediction is higher than the upper bound of other predictions. The key computing pattern is a bound-centric computation, which computes a pair of inequality bounds for individual neurons. It first represents the input perturbations with inequality bounds over input neurons (e.g., \(x - \varepsilon \leq x' \leq x + \varepsilon\)) and then propagates these bounds across layers to generate...
the bounds for transformer predictions.

While transformer verification can formally verify the robustness of transformers, it also introduces high latency and limits its applications. In particular, transformer verification usually leads to second-level latency [35] in contrast to millisecond-level latency of standard transformers. We identify three challenges behind efficient transformer verification.

**Lack of performance optimization over transformer verification computing patterns.** Existing transformer verifications usually utilize the existing deep learning (DL) frameworks, such as PyTorch [30], which are designed for standard NNs. However, transformer verification shows significantly different computing patterns from standard NNs due to the nature of bound-centric computation. For example, when computing the upper bound of an output neuron, transformer verification needs to use the upper bound of the input neuron if the weight is positive; and the lower bound of the input neuron if negative. Straightforwardly deploying transformer verification to the existing DL frameworks usually leads to poor performance.

**Lack of framework support for verifying diverse NN layers.** Transformer verification shows large diversity in the bound computation for different types of NN layers such as projection layer with only perturbed features and self-attention layer with both perturbed weights and features. Even for the same type of NN layers, diverse upper bounds and lower bounds may be designed which requires different implementations. For example, Crown [52] utilizes two ReLU bound designs for generating more precise bounds for verification, where these bounds are selected dynamically according to the range of input neurons. This diversity makes it challenging to hand optimize GPU kernels in transformer verification.

**Lack of verification-specialized adaptability towards modern GPUs.** Transformer verification involves abundant memory-intensive operations such as reduction and broadcast. These memory-intensive operations can usually be significantly accelerated with rich architecture supports (e.g., warp-level synchronized reduction) in modern GPUs. However, existing DL frameworks usually only focus on computation-intensive operations (e.g., convolution) and ignore abundant optimization opportunities for memory-intensive operations. This leads to significant overhead in transformer verification with a large number of memory-intensive operations.

In this paper, we build Faith, the first framework for efficient transformer verification on GPUs. We show an overview of the Faith framework in Fig. 2. First, we propose **semantic-aware computation graph transformation** to fully exploit fusion opportunities in transformer verification at the computation graph level. Our key insight is that transformer verification shows significantly different computing patterns (e.g., two kernels for computing lower and upper bounds involve similar input data) from standard NNs. These computing patterns usually exhibit abundant data reuse opportunities. By exploiting such semantic information, Faith can fully harvest performance potential in transformer verification and achieve significant speedup over existing DL frameworks.

Second, we propose a **verification-specialized kernel crafter** to optimize transformer verification towards modern GPUs. Transformer verification contains abundant memory-intensive operations, such as elementwise computation, reduction, and broadcast. These operations may have complex dependencies and lead to performance bottlenecks. To this end, Faith automatically exploits a set of GPU architecture supports to improve the parallelism of such operations. Moreover, Faith introduces a set of optimizations to effectively mitigate memory access and improve performance by exploiting GPU memory hierarchies.

Third, we propose **expert-guided autotuning** to efficiently search optimized implementations in the large search space. Existing DL frameworks [6, 54] usually conduct autotuning in a hardware-agnostic approach where an ML-based cost model is deployed to implicitly learn hardware impact over performance from scratch. Instead, we propose a rule-based expert knowledge metafile to explicitly provide a small set of hardware characterizations and an expert-guided cost model to incorporate the expert knowledge. Faith exploits these two components to achieve efficient schedule exploration in the large design space of transformer verification.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We build Faith, the first efficient framework to optimize the performance of transformer verification on GPUs.
- We propose a set of verification tailored system optimizations. In particular, we design a **semantic-aware computation graph transformation** to identify and exploit novel fusion opportunities for transformer verification, a **verifier-specialized kernel crafter** to effectively map transformer verification kernels to GPU backends, and an **expert-guided autotuning** to incorporate a set of expert knowledge on modern GPU architecture to guide large design space exploration.
- Extensive experiments show that Faith achieves up to $3.4\times$ speedup ($2.6\times$ on average) over state-of-the-art frameworks.

### 2 Related Work and Motivation

In this section, we first introduce the background of transformer verification (§2.1). Then, we discuss related work on DL frameworks (§2.2). Finally, we present opportunities...
2.1 Transformer Verification

**Standard Transformers.** Transformer \cite{vaswani2017attention, radford2018improving, li2020efficient, shan2021transformers} takes a sentence as input and predicts a label for this sentence (e.g., hate speech or benign speech). Given a sentence with \textit{Length} tokens, we usually first map each token to a pretrained embedding \cite{devlin2018bert} of dimension \textit{Dim\_in} and represent the feature of a sentence as a tensor of shape \textit{Length} \times \textit{Dim\_in}. For a batch of sentences, we have input feature \textit{X} as a tensor of shape \textit{Batch\_size} \times \textit{Length} \times \textit{Dim\_in}, where \textit{Batch\_size} is the number of sentences in a batch. Since the number of tokens varies across sentences, \textit{Length} is set to the maximal number of tokens over all sentences in a batch.

A transformer has three types of operators. The first type is the elementwise operator that applies computation on individual feature scalars. For example, on each scalar \textit{x} in the input feature, we have \textit{ReLU(x) = max(0, x)} and \textit{Tanh(x) = \frac{e^{2x} - 1}{e^{2x} + 1}}. The second type is the matrix multiplication operator that takes an input tensor \textit{X}, a weight matrix \textit{W}, and generates an output tensor \textit{Y} = \textit{XW}. We note that these two types are similar to operators in prior neural networks. The third type is the dot product operator, which is the key idea behind the transformer model. Informally speaking, it takes two input tensors \textit{Q} and \textit{K} of the same shape \textit{Batch\_size} \times \textit{Length} \times \textit{Dim\_in}. Then, it computes an output tensor \textit{Y} = \textit{Q}^T \textit{K} of shape \textit{Batch\_size} \times \textit{Length} \times \textit{Length} to measure the pairwise similarity between individual words in a sentence. This similarity can significantly improve the learning capacity of the model and the prediction accuracy.

**Adversarial Attack on Transformers.** Adversarial attack \cite{goodfellow2014explaining, carlini2017towards, tramer2017ensemble, szegedy2013intriguing, madry2017towards, shafahi2018adversarial} identifies small perturbations to input data \textit{X} that can change the transformer prediction. Formally, consider a transformer \textit{f(\cdot)}, an input sentence \textit{X}, and a tolerable input perturbation bound \textit{\epsilon}, where the transformer correctly classifies \textit{X} as a label \textit{i} (e.g., hate speech). In other words, the sentence has label \textit{i} and \textit{y_i} > \textit{y_j} for any \textit{j} \neq \textit{i} where \textit{y_i} is the predicted probability. Adversarial attack identifies a slightly perturbed sentence \textit{X’} = \textit{X} + \eta such that \textit{\eta} \in \textit{B}(0, \textit{\epsilon}) and there exists a label \textit{j} (e.g., benign speech) such that \textit{y_j} < \textit{y_i}. This perturbed sentence \textit{X’} is an adversarial example.

**Transformer Verification.** Transformer verification \cite{nasr2020relu, nasr2021rotation, shafahi2020robust, shafahi2020universal} computes a maximum bound \textit{\epsilon} and mathematically proves that there does not exist an adversarial example \textit{X’} within the \textit{\epsilon}-ball of \textit{X} (i.e., \((\textit{X’} - \textit{X}) \in \textit{B}(0, \textit{\epsilon}))). Verifying transformers is challenging since transformers are essentially non-convex functions. The key idea of transformer verification is to utilize linear bounds as an approximation to NN predictions. We illustrate transformer verification at the model prediction layer in Fig. 3(a). Given these linear bounds, transformer verification can simply check if the predictions inside the bounds satisfy certain linear requirements, such as \textit{y_i} > \textit{y_j} + \textit{c}, where \textit{c} is a positive number. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), this bound-based approach is sound since the linear bound covers the non-convex area of NN predictions.

We show an example of bound-centric computation of transformer verification in Fig. 3(b). Consider a fully connected layer \textit{Y}[^{\textit{ij}}] = \sum_{\textit{kl}} \textit{W}[\textit{ij}, \textit{kl}] \cdot \textit{X}[\textit{kl}] where \textit{Y}[^{\textit{ij}}], \textit{W}[\textit{ij}, \textit{kl}], and \textit{X}[\textit{kl}] are scalars. Here, we skip the index for batch size and length for notation simplicity. A formal summary of notations can be found in Table 1. For each neuron \textit{X}[\textit{ij}], there is a lower and an upper bound

\[
\textit{X}[\textit{ij}] \geq \textit{X}_{ib}[\textit{ij}] + \textit{X}_{iw}[\textit{ij}] \cdot \textit{\epsilon}, \quad \textit{X}[\textit{ij}] \leq \textit{X}_{ab}[\textit{ij}] + \textit{X}_{aw}[\textit{ij}] \cdot \textit{\bar{\epsilon}}
\]

where \textit{X}_{ib}[\textit{ij}] and \textit{X}_{ab}[\textit{ij}] are scalars, \textit{X}_{iw}[\textit{ij}], \textit{X}_{aw}[\textit{ij}], and \textit{\bar{\epsilon}} are vectors. For the input neurons, we have \textit{X}_{ib}[\textit{ij}] = \textit{X}_{ab}[\textit{ij}] = \textit{X}[\textit{ij}], \textit{X}_{iw}[\textit{ij}] and \textit{X}_{aw}[\textit{ij}] are one-hot vectors with 1 at the index \textit{i} and 0 at other indices. Given this linear bound, we can compute concretized bounds for each neuron as

\[
\textit{X}_{ij} = \textit{X}_{ib}[\textit{ij}] - \textit{\epsilon} \cdot ||\textit{X}_{iw}[\textit{ij}]||, \quad \textit{X}_{ij} = \textit{X}_{ab}[\textit{ij}] + \textit{\epsilon} \cdot ||\textit{X}_{aw}[\textit{ij}]||
\]

where \(|| \cdot ||\) computes the norm with reduction operations.
When computing the bounds for output neuron $Y[j]$, we note that bound computation depends on the sign of weights $W[j,i]$. In particular, we have upper bounds $Y_{ub}[j]$ as

$$Y[j] \leq Y_{ub}[j] = \sum_{W[j,i] > 0} W[j,i] \cdot X_{lb}[i] + \sum_{W[j,i] < 0} W[j,i] \cdot X_{ub}[i]$$

The lower bounds can be computed in a similar way. This bound computation (Eq. 2) is significantly different from standard NN computation since it explicitly considers the sign of weights. Previous transformer verification directly exploits the standard DL frameworks to build a computation graph (Fig. 3(c)) for computing bounds, which leads to inefficient memory access and computation overhead. We will discuss the opportunities and challenges of efficient transformer verification in §2.3.

For the same NN layer, diverse bound computation designs may still be developed to provide tighter bounds on NN predictions. We illustrate two types of bounds for the ReLU layer in §2(d)-(e) and two types of bounds for the Tanh layer in §2(f)-(g). A tighter bound (i.e., less space between linear bounds and ReLU function) is preferred to provide a better linear bound approximation to NN prediction. For example, consider the concretized lower bound $X_{lb}[i]$ and upper bound $X_{ub}[i]$ for an input neuron $X[i]$, when we have $\text{abs}(X_{lb}[i]) > \text{abs}(X_{ub}[i])$, linear bound in Fig. 3(d) is preferred over the linear bound in Fig. 3(e) since the former one provides a tighter approximation. This diversity in bound design adds more complexity to developing frameworks for transformer verification.

### 2.2 Deep Learning Frameworks on GPUs

GPUs have been widely exploited to accelerate deep learning workload [13, 39, 40, 46, 49]. Efficiently mapping deep learning workloads to the GPU computing and memory hierarchy is usually the key to improve performance [11, 23, 41, 50, 51]. GPU computing hierarchy contains threads, warps, and blocks [29]. Each block has multiple warps and each warp has exactly 32 threads that compute with single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD). GPU memory can be generally treated as a hierarchy of registers, shared memory, and global memory. Accessing registers is much faster than accessing shared memory, which is faster than accessing global memory. Each thread can only access its own registers and threads in a block cannot access shared memory from other blocks.

Many DL frameworks [6, 30, 54] have been developed recently to efficiently support NN workload on GPUs. Early works such as PyTorch [30] take user-specified computation graphs for neural networks and maps towards hand-tuned kernels on backend platforms (e.g., GPUs). However, this approach usually builds upon kernels developed for standard NNs and cannot efficiently support transformer verification computation. Recent works, such as TVM [6] and Ansor [54], can automatically generate such backend kernels based on a set of heuristic rules on fusion and operator optimizations. However, these heuristic rules are developed specifically for standard NNs. Naively incorporating these rules into transformer verification may lead to unsatisfactory performance due to the significant difference in computation patterns. For example, Fig. 3(c) shows the computation graph for utilizing the kernels of standard NNs on transformer verification. This approach leads to heavy sparsity and redundant memory access. In particular, only half of the elements in $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$ are non-zero values, leading to 50% sparsity. To this end, we build Faith, the first framework for efficient transformer verification on GPUs.

### 2.3 Opportunities and Challenges

In this section, we introduce optimization opportunities and challenges in enabling efficient transformer verification.

We show the latency of verifying individual transformer operators in Fig. 4. We profile this latency breakdown based on the state-of-the-art transformer verification implemented with PyTorch [30]. We have three major observations. First, dot product accounts for around 45% latency. Dot product takes two input tensors $Q$ and $K$ where both inputs may be perturbed during adversarial attack, which is significantly different from matrix multiplication that only one input (i.e., feature $X$) may be perturbed. This adds complexity to the verification of dot product operators [35] and longer latency. Second, elementwise operators such as Tanh and ReLU account for a large portion of latency in transformer verification. This is significantly different from standard NNs where elementwise operators can usually be fused with remaining operators and show low latency. Third, we observe that ma-
3.1 Semantic-aware Kernel Fusion

The semantic-aware kernel fusion fuses operators in a single transformer layer to minimize memory access. Different from standard transformers, a single layer in transformer verification usually involves multiple kernels to compute the bounds adaptively to the sign of weights, as discussed in §2.1. Existing transformer verification [35, 42] usually uses a set of GPU kernels developed for standard transformers to serve the need for transformer verification. We illustrate the memory access pattern of this baseline approach in Fig. 5(a). These kernels need to independently read data from the global memory of GPUs and lead to heavy memory overhead. Moreover, these kernels fail to exploit semantic information in transformer verification and show heavy redundancy during memory access. For example, baseline approaches usually first split the weight matrix $W$ into two weight matrices $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$ according to weight signs and then use each matrix for computing lower and upper bounds. Here, these two split matrices $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$ have the same shape of $M \times N$ as the weight matrix $W$. However, reading these matrices independently requires loading $2MN$ scalars, which leads to redundant memory access.

We propose semantic-aware kernel fusion to minimize such memory overhead by exploiting transformer verification semantics and GPU memory hierarchies (i.e., global memory, shared memory, and registers). We illustrate our semantic-aware kernel fusion in Fig. 5(b). Our key insight is to first load data collaboratively from global memory and only distinguish data semantics (e.g., $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$) at the register level to mitigate redundant memory access. In particular, we identify weight-paring based fusion and double bound based fusion as the two most important semantics in transformer verification.

Weight-paring based fusion. We first propose weight-paring-based fusion to mitigate redundant memory access when reading $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$. Our key observation is that the zero values in $W_{pos}$ are exactly the position of non-zero values in $W_{neg}$. Formally, we have $W_{pos} + W_{neg} = W$. To this end, instead of using an operator to split weight matrix $W$ into $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$, we first load the matrix $W$ from global memory to shared memory without distinguishing the sign of individual scalars. Then, we split the weight matrix $W$ into $W_{pos}$ and $W_{neg}$ when loading data from shared memory to registers, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). In our design, we only need to load $MN$ scalars from global memory, which leads to significantly reduced memory access compared with loading $2MN$ scalars in baseline approaches.

Double bound based fusion. Our second optimization is a double-bound-based fusion. One important semantics in transformer verification is to multiply the same weight matrix with lower and upper input bounds (e.g., $X_{lb}$ and $X_{ub}$) to compute the output bounds (e.g., $Y_{lb}$ and $Y_{ub}$, in Fig. 5(b)). Meanwhile, when computing the bound for output neurons, we usually need to read both lower and upper bounds for

---

Figure 5: Illustration of Semantic-aware Kernel Fusion. We show the memory access pattern before and after applying semantic-aware kernel fusion in (a) and (b), respectively.
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In this section, we propose semantic-aware computation graph transformation for efficient transformer verification. We first propose semantic-aware kernel fusion to fuse kernels within a transformer layer. It contains two novel types of fusions – weight-paring based fusion and double bound based fusion. Then, we propose bound-aware cross-layer fusion to efficiently fuse kernels across transformer layers.
computation. For example, when computing the upper bound of output neurons, we need to read upper bound when weight is positive and read lower bound when weight is negative. Suppose the input bounds \(X_{lb}\) and \(X_{ub}\) have shape \(N \times K\), we need to load \(4NK\) scalars during transformer verification.

Instead, we propose to fuse the computation of lower and upper bounds such that the lower and upper bounds only need to be loaded once to save memory access. In particular, we first use threads across GPU blocks to collaboratively load tiles of input matrices from global memory to shared memory, which can be accessed by different GPU threads. Here, we use shared memory to enable data sharing across GPU threads since different threads may multiply the same input bound scalar with different weight scalars (e.g., multiplying the first row in \(X_{lb}\) and \(X_{ub}\), with various columns in \(W\)). Then, each thread loads independent data from shared memory to registers and directly accumulates output bounds \(Y_{lb}\) and \(Y_{ub}\) in registers. We note that this design further improves performance by eliminating the redundant global memory access during generating \(Y_{lb}\) and \(Y_{ub}\).

### 3.2 Bound-aware Cross-layer Kernel Fusion

Bound-aware cross-layer kernel fusion fuses the verification of kernels across multiple transformer layers to further minimize memory access. Existing frameworks for accelerating standard NNs usually rely on a set of rules to fuse kernels. One popular example is to fuse convolution kernel with the following elementwise kernels (e.g., ReLU kernel for elementwise comparison with 0). However, these rules usually cannot be applied to fuse kernels for transformer verification. For example, verifying the ReLU kernel requires first a concretization operation with a global reduction to compute the concretized bounds for a neuron and then applies different computation according to the concretized bounds (see §2.1).

To this end, we propose a set of rules for cross-layer kernel fusion in transformer verification. In particular, we recognize three types of operators. The first type is input-reduction-compute that conducts reduction or concretization operation on the input data before computation. One example is verifying nonlinear activation functions such as ReLU and Tanh that requires concretized bounds to apply different computation. Another example is the softmax operator that computes a global summation for normalization. The second type is strict-elementwise that contains only elementwise computation and does not require concretization or global summation. The third type is dense-computation such as matrix-matrix multiplication kernels. In our cross-layer kernel fusion design, we can always fuse a dense operator with its following strict-elementwise operator. However, we cannot fuse dense operator with input-reduction-compute due to the concretization or reduction operation. In addition, we can fuse input-reduction-compute with its following strict-elementwise operator. Finally, we can fuse multiple strict-elementwise operators (e.g., elementwise addition and multiplication).

### 4 Verification-specialized Kernel Crafter

In this section, we propose a verification-specialized kernel crafter to efficiently map transformer verification towards modern GPUs. We exploit intrinsic properties (e.g., abundant reduction operations) of transformer verification which are significantly different from standard transformer operators. One major challenge in building the kernel crafter is the large diversity in verification designs across operators (see Fig. 3(d)-(g)). To tackle this challenge, we first propose a verification pattern categorization to abstract such diversity and provide a small set of computing patterns over verification of diverse operators. Then, we propose three optimizations to efficiently support these computing patterns of transformer verification.

#### 4.1 Verification Pattern Categorization

While there are diverse bound designs across different operators, we characterize transformer verification into four typical computing patterns. Based on this characterization, Faith can abstract the diversity in bound designs into a combination of computing patterns and exploit optimizations towards individual computing patterns for improving performance. Similar to standard NNs, one important computing pattern is generalized matrix multiplication (GEMM) when verifying projection layers and fully connected layers. Matrix multiplication is the major bottleneck in standard NNs and has been well-optimized by existing DL frameworks. Besides GEMM, transformer verification introduces three other time-consuming computing patterns, which are highlighted as follows:

1. The first computing pattern is generalized vector reduction. One typical source of generalized vector reduction is concretization that computes the norm and generates the concretized lower and upper bounds for individual neurons (see Eq. 1). Formally, consider a matrix \(X = [\vec{x}_1, \vec{x}_2, \cdots, \vec{x}_m] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) where \(\vec{x}_i = [x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots, x_{i,n}]\) are vectors of length \(n\). The generalized vector reduction computes an output \(Y = [y_1, y_2, \cdots, y_n] \in \mathbb{R}^n\) that satisfies

\[
y_i = reduction(\vec{x}_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} f(x_{i,j}), \quad i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}\]

(3)

Here, \(f(x)\) is an elementwise function that takes a scalar input and generates a scalar output. One example for \(f(x)\) is \(x^2\) when computing the \(L_2\) norm for input vectors.

2. The second computing pattern is generalized elementwise multiplication which appears frequently when verifying elementwise operators such as ReLU and Tanh. Formally, consider a concretized lower bound \(l \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) and an upper bound \(u \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) where \(l_{i,j}\) and \(u_{i,j}\) are concretized lower and upper bounds for the neuron at position \((i, j)\). Let \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) be the input values. The generalized elementwise multiplication
computes an output $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ that satisfies
\[ y_{i,j} = f(l_{i,j}, u_{i,j}) \times x_{i,j}, \quad i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}, \quad j \in \{1, 2, \cdots, n\} \tag{4} \]

Here, transformer verification introduces a function $f(\cdot, \cdot)$ that takes the lower and upper bounds for an input neuron and computes a scaling parameter which is multiplied with the input value of this neuron. One example is the tangent line between the concretized lower and upper bounds when verifying Tanh layer, which accounts for more than 20% latency as we profiled in Fig. 4. Another example is $f(l_{i,j}, u_{i,j}) = 1$ when verifying ReLU layer and $l_{i,j}$ is non-negative. While $f(\cdot, \cdot)$ shows large diversity across operators, we stress that the same computing pattern is shared across these operators such that a uniform framework can be applied to improve performance.

The third computing pattern is general\-ized scalar-vector multiplication. This computing pattern exists widely when verifying dot products in the self-attention layer of transformers. This computing pattern accounts for more than 40% latency in transformer verification, as discussed in Fig. 4.

Formally, consider a vector $S = [s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_m] \in \mathbb{R}^m$ and a matrix $X = [x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$, where $s_i$ are scalars and $x_i = [x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots, x_{i,n}]$ are vectors of length $n$. The generalized scalar-vector multiplication computes an output $Y = [y_1, y_2, \cdots, y_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ that satisfies
\[ \bar{y}_i = f(s_i) \times \bar{x}_i = [f(s_i) \times x_{i,1}, f(s_i) \times x_{i,2}, \cdots, f(s_i) \times x_{i,n}], \quad i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, m\} \tag{5} \]

Here, $f(\cdot)$ is a function that takes a scalar input and generates a scalar output.

**Generality to diverse NN operators.** Faith can effectively support verifying diverse NN operators such as SiLU and Leaky ReLU. Our key insight is that verifying diverse NN operators usually share the same generalized computing pattern while the concrete computation formula might be different. For example, $SiLU(x) = \frac{x}{1 + \exp(-x)}$ is an activation function that has significantly different concrete computation formula from $ReLU(x) = \max(0, x)$. However, both verifying SiLU and ReLU can be treated as the generalized elementwise multiplication (Eq. 4) and the same optimizations can be applied to improve performance.

In the following sections, we first demonstrate a workload-adaptive reduction to improve the performance of generalized vector reduction (Eq. 2). We then propose a sharing-oriented workload scheduling to improve the performance of generalized elementwise multiplication (Eq. 4). Finally, we demonstrate broadcast-aware super threading to efficiently support the generalized scalar-vector multiplication (Eq. 5).

### 4.2 Workload-adaptive Reduction

Transformer verification contains abundant reduction operations where a sequence of scalars are summed up into one scalar. One common reduction operation is the concretization operation that computes the concretized lower and upper bounds for individual neurons, as discussed in §2. Another common reduction operation is the softmax operation that is applied in each self-attention layer for measuring the relationship between individual words. These reduction operations pose challenges between parallelism and data locality. One baseline approach is to use a single thread to read and accumulate a sequence of scalars as illustrated in Fig. 6(a).

However, this approach usually leads to low parallelism and fails to exploit abundant threads in GPUs. For example, we need 32 iterations to accumulate 32 scalars. Another baseline approach is to first split this sequence of scalars into multiple chunks and allocate one thread to each chunk for accumulation. Then, each thread writes the accumulated results for each chunk to global memory and uses an additional thread to finally accumulate the sum of each chunk. While this approach improves parallelism, it requires expensive global memory access and high overhead.

**Workload-adaptive Reduction with length $n = 32$.** We propose a workload-adaptive reduction to fully exploit GPU memory hierarchies and the inter-register communication functionalities. We illustrate our design in Fig. 6(b). Our design achieves high parallelism by enabling multiple threads for reduction simultaneously. Meanwhile, we avoid the expensive data communication through global memory and exploit only efficient registers. In particular, we use 32 threads (i.e., a warp) to read these 32 scalars simultaneously from global memory. Considering these 32 scalars are consecutive in global memory, we can efficiently load them with 32 threads through coalesced memory access. Then, we exploit the specialized instruction `shfl_down_sync` to directly communicate data in registers across individual threads. As illustrated in the parallel mode of Fig. 6(b), our design involves only five iterations of cross-thread data communication to generate the final accumulated result, rather than the 32 iterations in the sequential mode of Fig. 6(a).

**Workload-adaptive Reduction with Arbitrary Length $n$.** For an arbitrary length $n$, one naive approach is to repeatedly use 32 threads to reduce 32 scalars and then use 1 thread to accumulate the final results. However, this approach may lead to unnecessary communication across threads. Suppose we are accumulating a vector of length $n = 32k$, we need $5k$ iterations for reducing every 32 scalars, leading to $5k$ iterations in total for accumulating the vector. Instead, we propose...
a hybrid mode to minimize the number of iterations while still achieving high parallelism. In particular, we first split the input sequence into chunks where each chunk contains 32 scalars. Then, we use 32 threads to read one chunk simultaneously from global memory and accumulate individual chunks iteratively. For example, the 1-st thread accumulates the 1-st scalar in each chunk. Here, the accumulation is conducted in registers and does not require communication across threads. Finally, we apply a single 5-iteration reduction across 32 threads. In total, our design has only \(k + 5\) iterations which are significantly less than \(6k\) iterations in the naive approach.

### 4.3 Sharing-oriented Workload Scheduling

We propose sharing-oriented workload scheduling to efficiently verify elementwise operators. Different from standard transformers, verifying elementwise operators, especially non-linear ones (e.g., ReLU and Tanh), accounts for a large portion of latency in transformer verification as we discussed in Fig. 4. Verifying these operators usually first requires computing a concretized lower bound \(X_l\) and upper bound \(X_u\) for each input neuron and then computes the bounds for the output neuron. Different signs of concretized input bounds usually lead to different computations for output bounds, which could easily lead to warp divergence and unsatisfactory performance. Moreover, when computing the output bound weights (e.g., \(Y_{lw}\) and \(Y_{uw}\)) for a neuron, we need to repeatedly use the same input bounds which leads to extra memory overhead.

To efficiently verify elementwise operators, we propose sharing-oriented workload scheduling to minimize memory access and improve performance. Our key observation is that the same set of input bound weights \(X_{lw}\) and \(X_{uw}\) are used to compute the concretized input bounds \(X_l\) and \(X_u\), while these input weights are also used for computing the output bound weights \(Y_{lw}\) and \(Y_{uw}\). Instead of repeatedly loading \(X_{lw}\) and \(X_{uw}\), we can exploit the GPU memory hierarchies to cache \(X_{lw}\) and \(X_{uw}\) and minimize the global memory access to improve the overall performance.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, we use a set of \(T\)(=32) threads to first (Step 1) load input bound weights \(X_{lw}\) and \(X_{uw}\) from global memory to shared memory. Here, \(T\) is a hyper-parameter to balance the parallelism and compute intensity, which will be selected in \$5\). Then (Step 2), these \(T\) threads load input bound weights from shared memory and collaboratively compute the concretized lower and upper bounds \(X_l\) and \(X_u\), following our design in \$4.2\). These concretized lower and upper bounds are stored in shared memory which can be accessed by individual threads. Finally (Step 3), each thread independently loads individual \(X_{lw}\) and \(X_{uw}\) scalars from shared memory and rescales according to the concretized bounds \(X_l\) and \(X_u\). Here, all threads in a warp are computing the output bound weights for the same neuron and the concretized input bounds are the same across threads in a warp. Thus, all threads in a warp can apply the same rescaling computation and avoid warp divergence. We also note that input bound weights are only loaded once from global memory which mitigates redundant global memory access.

### 4.4 Broadcast-aware Super Threading

We propose broadcast-aware super threading to efficiently support generalized scalar-vector multiplication, as discussed in Eq. 5. One naive approach is to use one thread to read a scalar \(s_i\) and a vector \(\vec{x}_i\) and computes the generalized scalar vector multiplication \(f(s_i)\vec{x}_i\). However, this approach fails to exploit the parallelism opportunities in generalized scalar vector multiplication. Another approach is to split the vector \(\vec{x}_i\) into multiple chunks and use one thread for each chunk. However, this approach requires threads to repeatedly read the same scalar \(s_i\) from global memory and shows redundant memory access.

Instead, we propose a broadcast-aware super threading to achieve high parallelism while minimizing memory access. We consider two types of super threading for generalized scalar vector multiplication. The first type is a group of 32 threads (i.e., a warp for one vector). When using 32 threads to compute the multiplication between a scalar \(s_i\) and a vector \(\vec{x}_i\), these 32 threads can read the scalar \(s_i\) once, broadcast across threads with modern GPU memory, and compute \(f(s_i)\vec{x}_i\) simultaneously. Based on this broadcast, we can mitigate the redundant memory access that each thread repeatedly read the same scalar \(s_i\). The second type is a group of 32 threads (i.e., \(t\) warps for one vector). In this case, we use one warp to read the scalar \(s_i\) and use shared memory to broadcast \(s_i\) across warps.

### 5 Expert-guided Autotuning Optimization

Considering the large design space of optimization towards GPUs, one natural question arises: Can we effectively incorporate hardware knowledge to find optimal operator implementation?

Existing works such as TVM [6] and Anser [54] usually autotune operator implementations in a hardware-agnostic way. In particular, these works extract implementation-specific parameters such as tiling size and use a cost model to implicitly
learn the relationship between these parameters and performance. However, there are two drawbacks in this hardware-agnostic approach. First, there is a complex interaction between implementation and the hardware properties, which could be hard to be implicitly learned by the cost model. For example, existing works [12, 20, 24, 43] on hand-tuning large matrix-matrix multiplication operators usually maximize the number of registers in use to improve cache performance. However, this optimization is also limited by the number of registers for each GPU thread since exceeding such limitation may lead to register spilling [27] and a significant performance drop. A careful reasoning on the interaction between the implementation-specific parameters (e.g., the number of registers for caching data) and the hardware properties (e.g., the number of registers per thread) is usually necessary to maximize the performance. To tackle this challenge, we propose an expert-guided autotuning optimization to automatically reason both implementation-specific parameters and hardware properties. In particular, we have the following designs.

Rule-based Expert Knowledge Metafile. We propose a rule-based expert knowledge metafile to capture hardware properties. This metafile only needs to be set once for each type of GPUs and requires limited manual efforts. In particular, we consider two types of rules. The first type is hard rules which represents hardware limitation such as the maximal shared memory size and the maximal number of registers per thread. Violating these rules may lead to significant performance drop such as register spilling. The second type is soft rules which represents intrinsic trade-offs related to the hardware properties such as the number of streaming multiprocessors (SM) and the number of threads per SM. One typical design choice is the number of threads per block which will be mapped to threads on the same SM. Allocating more threads per block usually leads to better parallelism for the sub-task assigned to a block. However, allocating more threads per block may also hinder executing multiple blocks on the same GPU SM hardware and lead to worse overall parallelism.

Expert-guided Cost Model. We propose an expert-guided cost model to automatically tackle the complex interaction between implementation-specific parameters and hardware properties. Given a set of candidate operator implementations, we have two phases to select the optimal implementation. The first phase is to estimate the shared memory and register usage for each candidate. We rule out candidates that consume more shared memory and registers than hardware capacity, as specified in the expert knowledge metafile.

The second phase is to train a cost model for the remaining candidates and use the cost model to select the best candidate. We use XGBoost [5] as the cost model. It takes as input the implementation-specific parameters (e.g., tiling size) for candidates and the hardware properties (e.g., shared memory size). We use the cost model to predict the latency of candidates and select top-k candidates with low latency. Finally, we profile the latency of these top-k candidates on GPUs and use the profiled latency to further fine-tune our cost model. We repeat this procedure for a pre-defined iterations (=5 by default) and select the implementation with the lowest latency.

When training the cost model, we construct the training dataset as follows. We randomly select a small number of candidates and use their implementation-specific parameters and the hardware properties as feature $X$. Then, we profile the latency of each candidate implementation on GPUs as the label $Y$. We collect these $(X,Y)$ as the training dataset to train the cost model.

## 6 Evaluation

In this section, we comprehensively evaluate Faith over various datasets and GPU backends. We first present our experiment setup in §6.1. Then, we show the overall speedup on end-to-end transformer verification in §6.2. Finally, we provide more optimization analysis on individual transformer layers in §6.3.

### 6.1 Experiment Setup

**Baselines.** We compare Faith with the state-of-the-art transformer verification [35] based on PyTorch. We further compare with TVM [6] and Ansor [54], as stronger baselines. TVM and Ansor are two state-of-the-art deep learning compilers for standard neural networks. We feed the pytorch model into TVM and Ansor through relay frontend [34] which will automatically optimize transformer verification performance. While TVM and Ansor take minutes to compile an operator implementation, we do not incorporate this compilation latency and record only inference latency for a fair comparison.

**Datasets.** We evaluate two popular datasets, Yelp [53] and SST [36], following the setting in state-of-the-art transformer verification [35]. These two datasets are widely used in the natural language processing for analyzing sentiment in languages. We summarize the statistics of these two datasets in Table 2. SST dataset contains 67,349 training sentences, 872 validation sentences, and 1,821 testing sentences. In SST dataset, there are 4 to 62 tokens in each sentence and the average number of tokens in a sentence is 25. YELP dataset contains 560,000 sentences as training data and 38,000 sentences as testing data. In YELP dataset, there are 5 to 128 tokens in each sentence and the average number of tokens in a sentence is 98.

**Transformer Networks.** We evaluate Faith on transformer networks with 1 to 6 layers to demonstrate the performance on large models. Following popular transformer settings, each transformer layer has 4 attention heads and an embedding size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#Train</th>
<th>#Val</th>
<th>#Test</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SST</td>
<td>67,349</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,821</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELP</td>
<td>560,000</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>1,821</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dataset statistics
of 128. Furthermore, we study the Faith performance under diverse embedding sizes in §6.3.

**Experiment Configuration.** We evaluate with an NVIDIA A100 GPU and an NVIDIA V100 GPU to show Faith performance on various GPU backends. The host server with A100 GPUs is an AMD EPYC 7742 64-Core Processor and runs Ubuntu 20.04 with CUDA 11.3. The host server with V100 GPUs has 32 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz and runs Ubuntu 16.04 with CUDA 10.1.

### 6.2 Overall Performance

We show the overall speedup on SST dataset and Yelp dataset in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. We show the performance improvement over transformers with diverse numbers of layers from 1 to 6, which covers popular settings in the natural language processing domain. While the length of input sentences may have an impact on the performance improvement, we show the averaged speedup over all testing sentences in this section and study the impact of sentence length in §6.3. We compare Faith with the PyTorch baseline following existing transformer verification open-source implementations [35]. We further compare Faith with two state-of-the-art deep learning frameworks (i.e., TVM and Ansor) to provide a comprehensive comparison, as we discussed in §6.1.

We show the overall speedup on SST dataset and A100 GPU in Fig. 8(a). Compared with PyTorch, we observe 2.3× to 3.2× speedup (2.5× on average). We contribute this performance improvement to our semantic-aware computation graph transformation (§3) and verification-specialized kernel crafter (§4). We further observe 17.2× and 15.9× speedup over TVM and Ansor, respectively. The main reason is that TVM and Ansor focus on optimizing standard neural networks and fail to efficiently support verification-specific computing patterns, as discussed in §2.2. While Faith and these three baselines show different performance, we stress that the same verification bounds are generated, and the only difference resides in system optimizations. Comparing across different numbers of transformer layers from 1 to 6, the performance improvement remains similar around 2.5×. This result shows that Faith can efficiently support transformer verification with diverse numbers of transformer layers. We show the overall speedup on SST dataset and V100 GPU in Fig. 8(b). We have similar observation about the results on A100 GPU which shows that Faith can effectively adapt to diverse GPU backends, thanks to expert-guided autotuning optimization (§5).

We show overall speedup on Yelp dataset and A100 GPU in Fig. 9(a). Sentences in YELP dataset has 5 to 128 tokens (98 on average), which is longer than sentences in SST dataset with 4 to 62 tokens (25 on average). This provides an opportunity to show Faith performance on long sentences. Overall, we observe 2.1× to 2.3× speedup (2.2× on average) when comparing with the PyTorch baseline. We also observe 26.7× and 28.3× speedup on average over TVM and Ansor, respectively. This speedup is similar to the performance improvement on SST dataset and shows the good generality of Faith over diverse input data. We also have similar observations on Yelp dataset and V100 GPU in Fig. 9(b).

### 6.3 Optimization Analysis

In this section, we show speedup from individual Faith optimizations. We first show speedup on verification of matrix...
Performance benefits on verification of matrix multiplication. We show speedup on verification of matrix multiplication over the diverse lengths in Fig. 10. We study the speedup over diverse lengths from 2 to 128, following the setting in the popular natural language processing datasets as summarized in Table 2. Overall, we observe 5.1× speedup on average over the PyTorch baseline. This result shows significant performance benefits from utilizing Faith on accelerating transformer verification. Comparing across lengths, we observe a higher speedup of 5.54× over the PyTorch baseline on shorter sentences with 2 to 32 words. The reason is that our autotuning optimization (§5) automatically adjusts the number of threads and memory layout to improve the parallelism. We achieve a smaller speedup of 3.85× on longer sentences with 64 and 128 words. For these longer sentences, we have achieved high occupancy on GPUs and the speedup is limited by the hardware capability.

Surprisingly, we observe that TVM and Ansor achieve 0.33× and 0.73× speedup, which is significantly slower than PyTorch baselines on verification of matrix multiplication. The main reason is that TVM and Ansor focus on accelerating standard NNs and cannot efficiently support computing patterns in the verification of matrix multiplication (Fig. 3(c)). Instead, Faith exploits a semantic-aware kernel fusion (§3.1) to efficiently support such computing patterns in verification.

We show speedup on verification of matrix multiplication over the diverse embedding sizes in Fig. 11. We study embedding size from 64 to 640 following popular transformer settings. We note that transformer in natural language processing usually adopts a relatively small embedding size (e.g., 64 to 256), which is different from convolutional neural networks in computer vision that adopts a large embedding size (e.g., 1024). Overall, Faith achieves 4.2× speedup on average over the PyTorch baseline. This result shows that Faith can improve performance over diverse embedding sizes. We also observe that Faith achieves larger speedup for smaller embedding sizes, which is similar to the case when verifying matrix multiplication over diverse lengths.

Performance benefits on verification of ReLU. We show speedup on verification of ReLU over diverse lengths in Fig. 12. As we discussed earlier in §4.1, verification of ReLU represents an important computing pattern of verifying elementwise operators. Due to similar behaviors between diverse lengths and embedding sizes, we focus on verification over diverse lengths and keep embedding size as 128, which is a popular setting in transformers. Overall, Faith achieves 141× speedup over PyTorch baseline. This large speedup shows it promising to accelerate verification of elementwise operators. Besides, Faith achieves 13.4× and 13.5× speedup over TVM and Ansor. The reason is that our workload-adaptive reduction (§4.2) can significantly improve parallelism during reduction and sharing-oriented workload sharing can minimize memory access with GPU memory hierarchy.
Performance benefits on verifying Tanh and dot product layers. We show the speedup from Faith over the PyTorch baseline on verification of Tanh and verification of dot product in Fig. 13. We skip the results of TVM and Ansor since these two frameworks do not support computing patterns in verification of Tanh and verification of dot product. Here, we show results of verification of Tanh since it is a popular elementwise operator in transformer verification. We also show results of verification of dot product since it accounts for around 45% latency in transformer verification. Overall, we observe that Faith achieves $138 \times$ speedup on average for verification of Tanh. This result is similar to the performance improvement for verification of ReLU, since both Tanh and ReLU are elementwise operators and share benefits from the same set of optimizations. We also observe that Faith achieves $26.5 \times$ speedup on average for verification of dot product. This result shows the performance benefits from semantic-aware kernel fusion (§3.1) and broadcast-aware super threading (§4.4) that mitigate redundant memory access.

Raw latency on transformer verification. We show the raw latency for transformer verification on the SST dataset and NVIDIA A100 GPU in Table 3. Faith requires only a few seconds to verify the NN prediction on a long sentence (with on average 25 tokens). More specifically, when verifying transformers with 1 to 6 layers, Faith only requires 4 to 15.4 seconds to verifying a sentence. This results brings transformer verification to the level of being practical for use.

Discussion

Why Faith performs better than prior approaches. Existing frameworks, such as PyTorch, TVM, and Ansor, only support limited computation patterns for standard NNs. They cannot directly support bound-centric computation patterns in transformer verification. While several frameworks like TVM allow autotuning for diverse operators, there is no magic. They still rely on hand-written GPU kernels (e.g., matrix multiplication) as the parametric templates (e.g., with tiling size as a parameter) and can only tune these tiling sizes. When applying to bound-centric computation patterns, they will break an operator for transformer verification into several hand-written GPU kernels for standard NNs. This leads to significantly higher memory access when aggregating computation results across GPU kernels into one transformer verification output.

Instead, Faith provides direct support for bound-centric computation patterns. Instead of breaking into several GPU kernels for standard NNs, we consider the bound-centric computation patterns as a whole and design a set of optimizations to reduce the memory and computation cost. For example, we found the lower and upper bounds are usually multiplied with the same weight matrix and can be loaded once to reduce memory overhead.

Practicality of transformer verification with Faith. Faith brings transformer verification to be practical by consuming only around 10 seconds to verify a long sentence (e.g., 25 tokens). We remark that transformer verification is one of the hottest topics in deep learning. Hundreds of related papers have been published in top deep learning conferences. The performance is essential to bring transformer verification into practical applications. However, existing efforts mainly reside in the algorithmic domain. In this paper, we build the first framework for efficient transformer verification on GPUs. Our work will open a new system research direction on developing high-performance systems for deep learning verification.

8 Conclusion

Verifying the robustness of transformers draws increasing attention from both the academic and industry fields over the recent years. Unfortunately, an efficient system design for transformer verification is still yet to come. Existing transformer verification still exploits standard neural network frameworks which are unoptimized towards transformer verification workload. The main reason is that efficient systems for transformer verification require both expertise from the machine learning community on mathematical verification designs and the system community on efficient memory and parallelism designs.

In this paper, we propose a Faith framework for efficient transformer verification. Specifically, we first design a set of semantic-aware computation graph transformations to fully exploit fusion opportunities in transformer verification at the computation graph level. Then, we propose a verifier-specialized kernel crafter to efficiently map fused verification kernels towards modern GPUs with minimized memory overhead and improved parallelism. Finally, we propose an expert-guided autotuning to dynamically optimize kernels according to the transformer verification workload and GPU backend characteristics. Comprehensive experimental evaluation shows that Faith significantly improves the performance of transformer verification over state-of-the-art frameworks.

Looking ahead, we believe our work in transformer verification would highlight a new direction on developing high-performance systems for deep learning verification. This will encourage system experts with diverse backgrounds to build the next-generation deep learning systems and facilitate the wide application of secure deep learning.
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Abstract
The DNN inferences are often batched for better utilizing the hardware in existing DNN serving systems. However, DNN serving exhibits diversity in many aspects, such as input, operator, and load. The unawareness of these diversities results in inefficient processing. Our investigation shows that the inefficiency roots in the feature of the existing batching mechanism: one entry and one exit. Therefore, we propose DVABatch, a runtime batching system that enables the multi-entry multi-exit batching scheme. We first abstract three meta operations, new, stretch, and split, for adjusting the ongoing batch of queries to achieve the multi-entry multi-exit scheme. The meta operations could be used to form different scheduling logics for different diversities. To deliver the meta operations to an ongoing batch, we slice the DNN models into multiple stages. Each stage corresponds to one executor, which is managed by a state transition diagram. Compared with state-of-the-art solutions, our experimental results show that DVABatch reduces 46.4% average latency and achieves up to 2.12× throughput improvement.

1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) [27, 37, 57] are widely used in intelligent services [1, 5, 6, 12]. Since user queries have stringent QoS in terms of end-to-end latency, dedicated accelerators like GPUs [10, 11] and NPUs [21] are used to speed up the DNN inferences. However, a single DNN query often cannot fully utilize these accelerators [17, 18, 43, 46, 65] (e.g., An Nvidia Titan RTX GPU has 72 SMs [10]). Therefore, emerging DNN serving systems (e.g., Clipper, Triton, TF-Serving) [9, 23–26, 51, 62, 63] batch queries for better taking advantage of the accelerators’ parallelism. Queries that arrive in a given batch time window are organized into a batch, and an executor (process) is used by the DNN serving system to process the entire batch at a time. Such a batching policy uses the same batch size (bs) across a single inference process.

On GPUs, due to the single program multiple-data (SPMD) design, all the queries in a batch return at the same time. This batching pattern is referred to be the single-entry single-exit batching pattern. It works great for best-effort applications, and the services when the queries arrive in uniform intervals [22]. However, DNN serving scenarios show various diversities, and the single-entry single-exit batching pattern results in the long response latency of inference queries on GPUs. For instance, we find at least three types of diversities when serving DNN models, as shown in Figure 1.

- **Input Diversity.** The inputs of user queries show high diversity (e.g., in natural language processing services). Short queries are all padded to the size of the longest query for batching. The benefit of batching may be negated by the wasted computation of the padded part.
- **Operator Diversity.** While all the operators of a DNN model share the same batch size, they have different preferred batch sizes. An operator’s preferred batch size is the smallest batch size that fully utilizes the current GPU. The hardware is not fully utilized if an operator’s preferred batch size is larger than the used batch size. Otherwise, the processing time is increased unnecessarily.
- **Load Diversity.** The service queries do not arrive in a uniform interval. In this case, the number of queries collected in a single batch time window varies. When the load bursts, a previous non-full batch results in the long latency of subsequent queries. In other words, hardware resources are wasted while the queries are waiting in the next batch time window.

The diversities result in inefficient processing of user queries (discussed in more detail in Section 3). The ineffi-
run batches with different input sizes in parallel for the input diversity, and run the sub batches after the split meta operation sequentially for the operator diversity. DVABatch introduces a state transition diagram based solution to support the executors’ complicated runtime scheduling (Section 6). Each executor has four states: active, checking, working, and inactive. Through the state transition diagram, the work manners depicted in Figure 2 are both supported.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We propose a multi-entry multi-exit batching scheme for efficient DNN service processing on GPUs.
- We provide a general scheduling mechanism that leverages meta operations, and state transition diagram to create policies for different serving diversities.
- We implement DVABatch with Triton, a state-of-the-art DNN serving system. Our experimental results on Nvidia Titan RTX show that DVABatch reduces 46.4% average latency and achieves up to 2.12× throughput improvement for the involved serving diversities.

2 Related Work

Many systems have been proposed for efficient DNN inference [9, 25, 35]. Clipper [23], TF-Serving [51], Triton [9] adopted the traditional batch strategy that uses batch time window and the maximum allowed batch size. They treated the DNN model as an indivisible whole. They left the scheduling of inner operators to their supported backends. These works do not perceive the serving diversity and utilize the DNN operator scheduling for efficient processing.

There are some prior research on improving operator scheduling. TensorFlow Fold [47], DyNet [49], and BatchMaker [31] focused on the runtime scheduling of operators for RNN. They are model-specific solutions, removing padding for RNNs. The RNN cells of the same type share the same parameter weights and are executed recursively [38]. These works relied on this property to remove the padding. The design is restricted to resolving the input diversity for RNN. It cannot be applied to other models with input diversity, e.g., attention-based models, and BatchMaker-like batch mechanism can be achieved through DVABatch’s meta operations. Besides, LazyBatch [22] cared about the load fluctuation and proposed batching queries lazily. LazyBatch performed per-operator scheduling that incurs high scheduling overhead. It could not handle other diversities. In this work, we focus on resolving the problems caused by serving diversities in a holistic way.

There are also some prior works about ragged tensor for the input diversity [4, 29]. They generated the customized implementation of operators to remove the padding. However, operators like GEMM and convolution cannot be optimized through these works, which dominate the computation in DNN. These works are orthogonal to DVABatch and can be combined together to enable even lower latency.
3 Background and Motivation

This section shows the long query latency problem due to the single-entry single-exit batching, and motivates the design of DVABatch. Figure 3 shows the three involved diversities. For simplicity of illustration, we assume that each operator completes in 1 time unit (T), and the batch size is 4. In this case, once 4 queries are received or the batch time window ends, the received queries are batched and issued to run.

3.1 Input diversity

Input diversity widely exists in DNN services. E.g., natural language processing services often process sentences of different lengths. Figure 4 shows the sequence length distribution in 10 workloads of the General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) dataset [59]. As observed, most sentences have 5-20 words, but some have more than 100 words.

For these models, the input of short queries is padded to the same size as the input of the longest query so that they can be batched to run [28]. Case-I in Figure 3 shows the batching with input diversity. As shown in the upper part of Case-I, the hardware resources are wasted for the computation of extra paddings (the queries in a batch return simultaneously).

The lower part of Case-I shows a better batching strategy: the batch is divided into two smaller batches, one for short queries ①, ②, and ③, and one for the long query ④. In this way, queries ①, ②, and ③ return earlier, and the average latency is reduced by 37.5% (from 4T to 2.5T). Note that the two batches may run in parallel before the short batch completes if 4 operators are required to fully utilize the GPU.

3.2 Operator diversity

For a DNN service, the operators often require different batch sizes to fully utilize the GPU. Figure 5 shows the latencies of two General Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) operators converted from two convolution operators of Resnet50 [37], with the shapes of [bs × 3136, 576] × [576, 64] and [bs × 49, 576] × [576, 512]. GEMM operators dominate DNNs (occupying 86% of the computation time) [44].

As shown, the preferred batch sizes of GEMM-A and GEMM-B are 1 and 8, respectively. For GEMM-A, batching only increases its latency without improving the processing throughput. For GEMM-B, using a batch size smaller than 8 is not able to fully utilize a GPU (the processing time does not increase until the batch size is larger than 8).

Case-II in Figure 3 shows the batching with operator diversity. In Case-II, operator A prefers batch size 4, operator B, C, and D prefer batch size 1. The lower part of Case-II shows a better batching strategy: we can run operator A with batch size 4, split the batch into four smaller batches with batch size 1 at operator B, and run the small batches sequentially. In this way, query ①, ②, and ③ return earlier. The average latency can be reduced by 28.1% (from 4T to 2.875T).

Many DNN models suffer from operator diversity. Figure 6 shows the processing time of the operators in Unet [56], a widely used image segmentation network with different batch sizes. Figure 7 shows the results of using different possible batch sizes on Titan RTX.
sizes on an Nvidia Titan RTX GPU. In the figure, the x-axis represents each operator’s id in the executive order. As observed, most operators in the former part (OPG_A) benefit from large batch sizes (e.g., larger than 32), but the operators in the latter part (OPG_B) only benefit from small batch sizes (smaller than 8). Using a batch size larger than 8 for Unet, the operators in OPG_B have longer latency without throughput improvement. On the contrary, using a batch size smaller than 32, the operators in OPG_A do not fully utilize the GPU.

### 3.3 Load diversity

User queries do not arrive in a uniform interval, as end users may randomly submit their queries. The number of received queries in a single batch time window varies [30,34,36,41,55].

Case-III in Figure 3 presents the batching with the load diversity. The batch time window is 4T, the operators prefer batch size 4. With the current batching policy (the upper part of Case-III), query ① starts to run alone after it waits for 4T, and the GPU is not fully utilized. During the processing of query ①, three queries ②, ③, and ④ arrive, but they have to wait to be executed in the next batch.

The lower part of Case-III shows a better way to run the four queries: the first batch (query ①) waits for the second batch after the first operator A completes. Then, the two insufficient batches are merged into a new batch that fully utilizes the hardware. In this way, the average latency can be reduced by 34.4% (from 8T to 5.25T).

### 3.4 Diversities among DNN services

The three types of diversities may exist in the same DNN services. Current batching policies with simple modifications cannot effectively handle them. In this case, designing a static batching policy is not able to fulfill the ever-changing diversities. A low-level batching mechanism that supports configuring the batching policy accordingly is required. Analyzing the three better batching cases in Figure 3, they share three requirements for the batching mechanism.

First of all, the mechanism should be able to interrupt an ongoing batch so that we can adjust the inappropriate batching decision. Second, the mechanism should be able to split a large batch into small batches. In this way, the small batches may run in a parallel manner (Case-I) or sequentially (Case-II). Third, the mechanism should be able to merge multiple insufficient batches. In this way, we can build a large batch to better utilize the hardware resource (Case-III).

A multi-entry multi-exit batching scheme fulfills all three requirements, and has the potential to achieve better batching, together with appropriate batching policies.

### 4 Design of DVABatch

We therefore design and propose DVABatch to resolve the long latency problem due to the serving diversities.

#### 4.1 Overview

Figure 7 illustrates DVABatch’s methodology. DVABatch enables the multi-entry multi-exit batching scheme for the upper-level DNN serving systems (e.g., Triton, TF-Serving).

In general, in order to support the multi-entry and multi-exit batching, DVABatch slices a DNN model into multiple fine-grained stages, and each stage has multiple adjacent operators. The queries are able to join a batch at the beginning of a stage, and exit from a batch at the end of a stage. Based on the stages, DVABatch designs and implements batching policies that manage the batching operation of each stage, based on the real-time diversities. DVABatch supports three meta-operations new, stretch, split for adjusting the batching. The new operation creates a new batch, stretch adds new queries to the ongoing batch, and split breaks a running batch into multiple smaller batches. Various batching policies can be implemented based on the meta-operations.

As shown in Figure 7, DVABatch comprises a batch table, stage executors, batch queues, and DVAScheduler.

- The batch table records the running status of the ongoing batches. It supports three meta operations for adjusting the batches at each stage.
- A stage executor is a process that is responsible for the corresponding stage’s execution. DVABatch utilizes a state transition diagram for executor management.
- There is a batch queue between the two adjacent stages, for transmitting the batch information. A stage executor pulls...
out batches from its previous batch queue for execution, and pushes batches into the batch queue of the next stage.

- **DVAScheduler** provides diversity-aware scheduling using various batching policies implemented with the three meta operations. The policies can be customized according to the serving diversity.

4.2 The Serving Workflow with DVABatch

Figure 7 also shows DVABatch’s serving workflow for the involved diversities. The steps for using DVABatch to serve a DNN service are as follows:

1. DVABatch checks the input data pattern of the service, and profiles it to obtain the diversity patterns. Based on the profiling, the DNN model is sliced into stages automatically. A diversity-aware policy is generated for the DNN model.
2. Each stage executor loads the corresponding stage of the model, and DVAScheduler uses the scheduling logic in the policy to schedule the accepted queries.
3. If a specific condition defined in the DVAScheduler is satisfied, the batch table is instructed to adjust the ongoing batch by new, stretch, split operations accordingly.

For a new DNN service, DVABatch handles input diversity before operator diversity. This is because handling input diversity directly reduces computation while handling operator diversity better schedules computation.

5 Enabling Multi-entry Multi-exit Scheme

In this section, we propose the abstraction of meta operations and how we achieve the multi-entry multi-exit scheme.

5.1 Defining the Meta Operations

As stated before, to achieve low latency query scheduling, the batched queries should be able to join and exit the batching system in several forms: Multi-entry. When a new batch of queries arrives, it can interrupt an ongoing batch, catch up with the progress of the interrupted one, then be merged into a single larger batch. In addition, the new incoming batch also can join the processing by co-running with the ongoing batches in different stage executors without pausing the ongoing one. Multi-exit. If some queries inside a batch need to exit early, we need to split the batch into several batches and allow them to exit execution independently.

DVABatch abstracts three meta scheduling operations inside the DVAScheduler: new, stretch, and split, for supporting the multi-entry multi-exit scheme. With new, the new incoming queries are organized into a new batch. The batch created by new operation could co-run with the previous batches; With stretch, an ongoing batch is stretched with new incoming queries. At a specific stage, these queries are merged into the ongoing batch for processing; With split, a large ongoing batch is split into several smaller batches to be processed separately. The three meta operations can be used to form complicated scheduling logic when necessary.

5.2 Implementing the Meta Operations

It is challenging to support the meta operations, as a batch runs in multiple stages. The meta operations should be performed based on the stages’ execution status. In general, DVABatch tracks the stage status of the batches, and notifies the meta operations to the corresponding stage executors.

5.2.1 Batch Table and Batch Queues

DVABatch uses a batch table to track the processing status of all the batches on a GPU. The batch table is updated by the DVAScheduler through the meta operations.

As shown in Figure 8, a row in the batch table records the status of an ongoing batch. In a row, id is the batch’s identifier, bs is its current batch size, time is the timestamp the batch is created, statusmap is a map that records the number of completed queries in each stage of the batch. For instance, the first row of statusmap in Figure 8(a) means stage 1 has completed 2 queries in its batch. We need statusmap because the latter queries of a stretched batch should catch up with the ongoing queries. With statusmap, the executors could get the right number of queries to execute after stretch operation.

After the current stage executor completes its execution, it notifies the subsequent stage executor to run. DVABatch maintains batch queues between adjacent stage executors to trigger such execution. In a row of a batch queue, id is the batch’s identifier, start is the id of the to-be-processed query, and num is the number of to-be-processed queries in the batch.
The stage executor pulls a batch from its batch queue, and processes the queries accordingly. For instance, executor1 in Figure 8(a) will run query 0 to query 1 (start = 0, num = 2) in the current batch. Once the execution completes, the stage executor updates the row of the processed batch in batch table, and pushes an item into the next batch queue.

5.2.2 Handling Meta Operations

Based on batch table and batch queues, Figure 8 shows an example that three meta operations are performed on the same batch, batch0. In the example, we first new the batch batch0 with 2 queries (Figure 8(a)); Then, we stretch the batch batch0 with another 2 new queries while it is already processed by executor2 (Figure 8(b)); Last, we split the batch batch0 into 2 smaller batches at the third stage (Figure 8(c)).

Handling new. Once batch0 is received, 1 a new operation is instructed, and a new item is added to the batch table. Meanwhile, an item is pushed to the first stage executor’s batch queue (BatchQueue1), 2 the executor of the first stage (hereinafter, we refer to the executor of stage, as executor1) is notified to obtain the item and perform the execution. Once executor1 completes, it 3 updates statusmap in the batch table, and 4 pushes an item into BatchQueue2.

Handling stretch. 1 As 2 new queries are added into batch0 with the stretch operation at stage 2, bs of batch0 in the batch table is changed from 2 to 4. Because batch0 is stretched to 4 queries while being processed by executor2, the executor does not push an item into BatchQueue3, but only updates statusmap. 2 A new item (a batch with id = 0, start = 2, num = 2) is pushed into BatchQueue1, so that the newly added queries can catch up with the progress of the current batch. 3 Once the new queries catch up, executor2 updates statusmap and 4 pushes a merged batch into BatchQueue3 (a batch with start = 0 and num = 4). The stretch operation is only performed on the latest batch stored in the batch table.

Handling split. When batch0 goes to stage 3, 1 executor3 pulls batch0 from the batch queue and runs it with bs = 4. After that, executor3 is instructed with a split operation. 2 The original batch is split into two batches in the batch table. 3 Lastly, the generated batches are all pushed into BatchQueue4 one by one. The split operation can happen when a new batch of queries comes or during the execution of an ongoing batch.

The meta operations co-exist without conflict. Although split happens at any stage, a potential split operation can be known when generating the batch by new and stretch. We disable further stretch for the batch that we perceive split operation. The batches generated by split inherit this property.

6 Managing Stage Executors

In this section, we present the way the stage executors are organized to process the batches.

6.1 Processing with Multiple Buffers

With multiple stages, the executors of adjacent stages have “producer-consumer” relationships. In this case, there are data hazards on the buffers between stages.

Figure 9(a) shows the way the stages are connected. Multiple buffers are used because multiple batches may be active concurrently. An executor needs to obtain an input-output buffer pair before it can process a batch. The output buffer of executori is also the input buffer of executori+1. If executori is using a buffer pair bp, there is a Write-After-Read hazard on bp’s input buffer, as executori+1 may write to the very buffer before executori reads the data. Similarly, there is a Read-After-Write hazard on bp’s output buffer.

For ensuring the execution correctness, a buffer can be in the available, invalid, inreading, or inwriting state. A buffer is invalid when it cannot be used as an input buffer currently. It is inreading/inwriting when it is used as an input/output buffer for a batch’s execution. It is available when it is not used by any executor. Figure 9(a) shows an example that executori is using the first buffer pair bp1, and executori+1 is using the output buffer of the second buffer pair bp2 as its input.

- The input buffer of bp1 is in inreading state and the output buffer of bp1 is in inwriting state.
- The input buffer of bp2 is in invalid state because the output buffer of bp2 is currently used by executori+1 for execution. executori cannot use it to run a new batch.
- The third buffer pair are both in available states.

A stage executor can run a batch only when it successfully obtains a legitimate buffer pair. A buffer pair is legitimate, when both the input and output buffer are available, or the input buffer is available but the output buffer is invalid. This is because an invalid buffer can be used as the output buffer of an executor, but cannot be used as the input buffer of the later stages.

6.2 State Transition of the Executors

Based on the buffer states, there are some traditional ways to create a naive state transition rule for the stage executors to run as a pipeline. For instance, a stage executor can be in three states: active, working, inactive, and the states change
according to the diagram in Figure 9(b).

However, these traditional state transition rules assume all the stage executors use the buffer pairs in some fixed order (e.g., ID order). While the traditional rules work well for the single-entry single-exit pipeline, they will encounter the validity problem for the multi-entry multi-exit pipeline.

Specifically, the requirement of meta operations stretch and split invalids the above traditional transition rules. stretch merges the outputs from different buffer pairs into a single one, and split may split the output into multiple buffer pairs. That means some stage executors may use more buffer pairs than others, and the access order of these buffer pairs is scrambled. As shown in Figure 10(a), while executor$_i$ is using bp$_3$ for execution, executor$_{i+1}$ is active with bp$_2$. Such inconsistency invalidates the traditional state transition rule.

On the other hand, stage executors need to run multiple batches in parallel for load diversity and input diversity, and run batches sequentially for operator diversity (Section 3). The traditional transition rule supports parallel manner well but fails to satisfy the requirement of serial manner. As shown in Figure 10(b), the stage executors always run in parallel even if only one buffer pair is used. Because executor$_i$ legitimates bp$_1$ for executor$_{i-1}$ after it completes the execution, executor$_{i-1}$ is active with bp$_1$, when executor$_{i+1}$ is in working state with bp$_1$. In this case, executor$_{i-1}$ is able to run in parallel with executor$_{i+1}$.

We therefore design the transition diagram in Figure 11. Suppose executor$_i$ is in the active state with a legitimate buffer pair currently. Once executor$_i$ pulls out a batch with buffer pair bp$_j$, it checks the states of bp$_j$ instead of starting execution directly. If bp$_j$ is legitimate, executor$_i$ enters working state and starts the execution. Meanwhile, the input buffer and output buffer of bp$_j$ enter in-reading and in-writing states respectively. If bp$_j$ is not legitimate, executor$_i$ enters checking state, waiting for bp$_j$ to become legitimate. When executor$_i$ completes a batch with bp$_j$, the input buffer of bp$_j$ enters invalid state, and the output buffer of bp$_j$ restores to its previous state. If executor$_i$ gets another legitimate buffer pair, it enters active state. Otherwise, it enters inactive state. The last stage executor always re-enters active state directly.

Note that, after executor$_i$ re-enters active state with any legitimate buffer pair, executor$_i$ updates the $j$-th input buffer of executor$_{i-1}$ to available state. It denotes that executor$_{i-1}$ can use bp$_j$ now.

In short, we first add a checking state for the stage executor to guarantee using the right buffer pair. We also move the buffer pair legitimation for executor$_{i-1}$ after executor$_i$ enters active state. In this case, while DVABatch only configures one available buffer pair, all stage executors stay in inactive state until the current batch is executed by the last stage executor. Therefore, the serial work manner is supported.

### 6.3 Implementing the Transition Diagram

We implement the transition diagram of stage executors through CUDA synchronization APIs for the correctness guarantee. Each stage executor is bound to a CUDA stream for parallel execution, and each buffer pair is equipped with a CUDA event to enforce its legitimation. Upon finishing launching the CUDA functions with a buffer pair, the stage executor performs a record operation with the buffer pair’s event on its stream. After that, if the corresponding buffer pair is legitimate, the other stage executor requires synchronization with the event on its own stream before using the buffer pair to avoid data hazards on GPUs. In order to deliver the best performance, the stage executor calls cudaStreamWaitEvent instead of explicit synchronizations on the host side.

### 7 Scheduling Policies of Serving Diversities

In this section, we present the way to deal with the serving diversities using DVABatch. First of all, we identify the existing diversities in a DNN model and divide the model into several stages. Then, at runtime, DVABatch is able to schedule the batches of the model appropriately.

#### 7.1 Identifying Diversities and Slicing Models

For a DNN service, we identify the existing diversities and slice the model offline, by checking the input patterns and profiling the model with several different batch sizes (e.g., 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64) using the tools provided by Nvidia [7, 8].

All the models are considered to have load diversities, as the load pattern is often determined by the end-users. The model that accepts inputs with different shapes (dynamic dimension...
except for batch size) has input diversity. During the profiling, we obtain the preferred batch size of each operator, as shown in Figure 5. When the operators have different preferred batch sizes, the model has operator diversity.

Once the diversities are identified, DVABatch slices the DNN models into stages. If a model is sliced into $N_d$ stages, the operators are time-evenly assigned to the stages in the topological order for simplicity. It is non-trivial to theoretically identify the optimal $N_d$. If $N_d$ is too small, the opportunity for batch scheduling is limited. Otherwise, if $N_d$ is too large, the fine-grained stages incur heavy scheduling overhead. Moreover, unlike Pipedream [48], the model slicing in DVABatch can also be tight with diversities. E.g., DVABatch considers the operators’ preferred batch size and slices a model at specific operators for operator diversity. We currently determine the optimal $N_d$ through profiling. It can be done in 10 minutes (8 tries) for emerging benchmarks on each type of GPU. It is worth noting that the model slicing does not conflict with the compilation techniques like kernel fusion [64]. We slice the model after it is already optimized by the DNN compilers.

7.2 Defining Policies with Meta Operations

Figure 12 shows the interface provided by DVABatch to define batch scheduling policies with the meta operations. Each stage executor runs in a while loop (Line 2-11) to execute the batches (Line 3, 6, 8 stated in Section 5, Line 4, 5, 9, 11 stated in Section 6). The stage executor calls Schedule() to schedule the batches at Line 5. Inside Schedule(), the stage executor updates the batch table, and performs meta operations if user-defined conditions are satisfied accordingly.

8 Evaluation of DVABatch

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DVABatch in reducing the latencies of DNN services.
8.1 Experiment Setup

We implement the prototype of DVABatch with 5k lines of C++ codes as a runtime backend for Triton [9], a DNN serving system from Nvidia. As the latency of a DNN model/operator varies with DNN frameworks [14, 19, 20, 39, 52] or compilers, we use TensorRT [13] to provide SOTA operator performance. DVABatch relies on Triton to batch the accepted queries. However, Triton sends the batched queries to DVABatch in an asynchronous fashion, and DVABatch enables the multi-entry multi-exit scheme for it. We also modify the model loading logic to load multiple stages (each stage is a sub-model) for a single DNN service.

Table 1 lists the setups of the experiments. We perform all the experiments on a machine that equips an Nvidia Turing Titan RTX (Titan RTX) GPU. We use six representative image processing and natural language processing DNN models as the benchmarks. All models experience load diversity. Besides, BertBase and BertLarge show input diversity, LinkNet and Unet show operator diversity.

We compare DVABatch with two batching policies: the default scheduling policy with batch time window $T_{\text{window}} = 0$ (ZeroBatch for short), and one with an optimized $T_{\text{window}}$ (DelayBatch for short). The optimized $T_{\text{window}}$ of DelayBatch is tuned for supporting the max peak throughput [2]. In all experiments, the maximum allowed batch size $b_{\text{max}}$ is 64 and the QoS target is 200ms to support a high load. Current production DNN serving systems (e.g., Triton [9], Clipper [23], TFServing [51]) all use the above batch time window and batch-size-based batching mechanism [22].

The load used for evaluation is generated using the method in MLperf [55], and the arrival time pattern satisfies the Poisson distribution [55]. We obtain the performance of the benchmarks at low, medium, and high loads. For a benchmark, we use 1/4, 3/5, 9/10 of its peak throughput as low load, medium load, high load. The three load levels are obtained by feeding each benchmark with a stepping load [3] in Section 8.3. For BertBase and BertLarge, we use the workloads in GLUE [59] to simulate the sequence length distributions of real-world services. By default, the RTE workload of GLUE is used for evaluating BertBase and BertLarge. Other workloads are evaluated in Section 8.4.

8.2 Reducing Average Latency

Figure 14 shows the average latencies of all benchmarks with ZeroBatch, DelayBatch, and DVABatch at low, medium, high loads. DVABatch reduces the average latency of the benchmarks by 16.1%/39.0%/57.7% compared with ZeroBatch, 35.4%/47.3%/48.5% compared with DelayBatch on average at low, medium, and high loads, respectively. DVABatch reduces the average latency in all cases with the multi-entry multi-exit batching scheme. Meanwhile, DelayBatch shows lower average latency at high load compared with ZeroBatch, and ZeroBatch achieves lower latencies at low load. It is because DelayBatch has an optimized batch time window for peak throughput, and ZeroBatch does not introduce latency due to the batch time window at low load.

BertBase and BertLarge show both input diversity and load diversity. The latency reduction of DVABatch is comparatively high at all loads compared with the two baselines. This is because DVABatch perceives the input diversity, and splits the large batches into small batches to reduce the extra computation due to padding in all cases. DVABatch processes the small batches in the form of a software pipeline to accelerate the computation, which further reduces the latency.

LinkNet and Unet show both operator diversity and load diversity. At low load, DVABatch and ZeroBatch reduce latency due to the smaller batch window, compared with DelayBatch. At high load, DVABatch performs much better than ZeroBatch and DelayBatch. When the load is high, the batch received from the upper-level serving system has more queries. There is a higher opportunity that DVABatch can split a large batch into batches with the preferred batch size. Operators do not use a batch size larger than their preferred batch sizes. Some queries can exit the batching early with shorter latency.

VGG19 and ResNet152 only show load diversity. At low load, DVABatch achieves equivalent latency performance compared with ZeroBatch, and reduces the average latency
Figure 15: Latencies and peak throughput of DelayBatch and DVABatch fed with stepping load.

Figure 16: 99%-ile latencies of six DNN services at three loads with ZeroBatch, DelayBatch, and DVABatch.

compared with DelayBatch. This is reasonable because DVABatch and the baselines are all processing the queries with \( bs = 1 \) in this case. At high load, DVABatch and DelayBatch both perform better than ZeroBatch. The latency reduction benefits from the reasonable batching parameters. With DVABatch, early arrived queries are executed in advance, and latter queries are also considered to be merged with the former batch. Then, their response latencies are all reduced.

**Comparison with Limited Solutions.** While we do not compare DVABatch with BatchMaker [31] and LazyBatch [22] directly in this section, DVABatch outperforms them for the evaluated benchmarks. BatchMaker cannot handle input diversity for BertBase and BertLarge, as it is RNN-specific for input diversity and Bert-like models are not based on RNN cells. In this case, BatchMaker performs the same as the two baselines presented in Figure 14. LazyBatch only handles load diversity and performs per-operator scheduling. DVABatch degenerates to LazyBatch while evaluating VGG19 and ResNet152, if we slice the model into the granularity of operators and only enable stretch operation. However, experiments in Section 8.7 indicates this incurs severe performance degradation. Meanwhile, per-operator model slicing for LazyBatch cannot be implemented with TensorRT, as it is against the compilation techniques like kernel fusion. Compared with them, DVABatch achieves better performance for all evaluated benchmarks by promising a multi-entry multi-exit batch scheme with minimal runtime scheduling overhead.

**Comparison of Tail Latency.** Other than the average latency, Figure 16 shows the 99% latencies of all benchmarks. DVABatch reduces the 99%-ile latencies by 16.9%/27.4%/53.7% compared with ZeroBatch, and 45.2%/45.1%/29.2% compared with DelayBatch. In terms of tail latency, DelayBatch has better performance at high load, ZeroBatch performs better than DelayBatch at low load. The multi-entry multi-exit design allows DVABatch to maintain consistent low tail latency at varying loads.

### 8.3 Robustness at Stepping Load

In this experiment, we evaluate the robustness of DVABatch in handling dynamic loads. Similar to prior work [3, 40], we use stepping load to obtain the peak load supported by DVABatch. We only compare DVABatch with DelayBatch in the following section, as ZeroBatch always shows poor performance at high load.

The stepping load is generated as follows. At first, the load is low (66 queries per second), and we gradually increase the load for every 2000 queries. After 30,000 queries, the load is increased to 4000 queries per second (QPS). We use the corresponding highest load under the constrain, that the latency is shorter than the QoS target 200 ms, as the peak throughput.

Figure 15 shows the latencies of the benchmarks at stepping loads. In each subfigure, the \( x \)-axis represents the query ID in the issuing order. The left \( y \)-axis represents the latency of each query, and the right \( y \)-axis represents the load.

As observed, all the benchmarks have lower latency with DVABatch than with DelayBatch in all cases. For BertBase and BertLarge, DVABatch improves the peak throughput, because it eliminates the computation wasted for the padded inputs. On average, DVABatch increases 46.81% peak throughput for BertBase, 1.37x peak throughput for BertLarge. For operator diversity and load diversity, DVABatch has not impact on the computation. In that case, the peak throughput of DVABatch is limited by the hardware capacity. DVABatch maintains the same peak throughput as DelayBatch.

### 8.4 Impact of Input Distributions

The effectiveness of DVABatch for input diversities is affected by how different the inputs are. In this experiment, we show the performance of DVABatch when different workloads in GLUE [59] are used as the inputs of Bert and BertLarge. We use the same stepping load in Section 8.3.

Figure 17 shows the supported peak loads of BertBase and BertLarge with different workloads in GLUE. As observed,
DVABatch improves the peak throughput by 46.8% for BertBase, 1.37× for BertLarge compared with DelayBatch on average. DVABatch brings different throughput improvements for different datasets. The more imbalanced the sequence distribution is, the higher the workloads’ input diversity is.

In general, DVABatch works better for workloads with higher input diversity, as DVABatch can eliminate more unnecessary padding. For instance, while the input diversity of SST-2 is higher than that of MRPC, the performance gap between DelayBatch and DVABatch for SST-2 workload is much larger than that for MRPC. The more imbalanced the sequence distribution is, the higher throughput improvement DVABatch achieves.

### 8.5 Effectiveness of split operation

In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of split for load diversity. Figure 18 shows the average latencies of LinkNet and Unet with DVABatch, DVABatch-split, and DelayBatch. DVABatch-split is a variant of DVABatch that only split is enabled in DVABatch.

As shown, DVABatch-split reduces the latencies most at high load for LinkNet and Unet. Compared with DelayBatch, DVABatch-split reduces average latency by 15.0% at high load. This is because DVABatch-split rarely has the choice to split a batch at low and medium loads.

We can also find that DVABatch-split brings different improvements for the two DNN services. The difference originates from the operator diversity and load diversity. We look into the processing details and find that DVABatch-split generates larger batches for LinkNet than Unet. Half of the batches generated for LinkNet are with \( bs > 50 \) and Unet are with \( bs > 30 \). In this case, DVABatch-split has more chances to identify the preferred batch size for LinkNet than Unet.

### 8.6 Impacts of the Number of Buffer Pairs

This experiment evaluates the impact of the number of buffer pairs used in DVABatch. Figure 19 presents the average latencies of DVABatch with different numbers of buffer pairs at the peak load. As shown, the average latencies are always the lowest with two buffer pairs for all benchmarks. Therefore, two buffer pairs are already enough to preserve the execution validity and enable the work manner switch. More buffer pairs degrade the performance. Each buffer pair uses a set of CUDA [50] synchronization data structures to guarantee scheduling correctness. When two buffer pairs are used, DVABatch only needs to switch between them. However, managing many buffer pairs requires extra FIFO queues to transmit these data structures. Too many buffer pairs incur a high scheduling overhead.

### 8.7 Impacts of the Stage Numbers

In this experiment, we investigate the number of stages on the performance of DVABatch. We use BertBase, LinkNet, and ResNet152 as the representative benchmarks with the three types of diversities, respectively, due to the limited space.

Figure 20 shows the throughputs and average latencies of the benchmarks with different stage numbers. In the figure, the left y-axis represents the peak throughput and the right y-axis represents the corresponding average latencies.

As observed, the best stage number is 2 for BertBase, 4 for LinkNet and ResNet152 in terms of latency and throughput, respectively. For BertBase, the accepted batch is split into two batches in most cases. DVABatch avoids generating too many small batches to reduce scheduling overhead. Therefore, 2 stages are enough for BertBase. LinkNet and ResNet152 require more stages to enable stretch and split. If the number of stages is too large (e.g., 20), managing queues between stages incur a high overhead for all benchmarks.
8.8 Scheduling Overhead

As mentioned in Section 7.1, the profiling for model slicing needs to be done for a single time on each type of target GPU, and completed in 10 minutes. To measure the runtime overhead introduced by DVABatch, we run the six benchmarks in a close loop, and compare the end-to-end latencies of the queries with ZeroBatch. In this experiment, we set the batch time window of DVABatch to 0. Figure 21 shows the experimental results.

As observed, the average latency overhead is 0.29ms, and DVABatch achieves almost the same latency compared with ZeroBatch. DVABatch has a low overhead because it does not interrupt the execution of stage executors at the extremely low load, and the two executors overlap the overhead of CPU-GPU synchronization for each stage. As depicted in Figure 12, Line 5 is usually an asynchronous operation on GPU and the scheduling operation in Line 4 is overlapped by the execution. Moreover, the model slicing in DVABatch does not invalidate the optimization of DNN compilers.

DVABatch needs extra global memory (buffer pairs) to avoid read-write hazards while maintaining the software pipeline, which takes 200 MB of space on average.

9 Discussion

9.1 Implication for Future DNN Inference

Omnipresent Diversity. Readers can find that all the mentioned diversities are caused by dynamic attributes (dynamic input, operator, load). Existing DNNs may have a dynamic architecture in depth, width, and routing [32, 33, 45, 53, 58, 60]. As more dynamic attributes emerge, diversity spreads across new DNNs.

Intra-model Scheduling. DVABatch performs fine-grained scheduling within the DNN models. As DNNs grow larger and show more diversity, the execution of DNNs cannot be treated as a single function call. Large models [15, 54] like Bert are being deployed on multiple machines. MoE [42] models activate different paths for different inputs. Intra-model scheduling is a trend for future DNN inference.

9.2 Flexibility

DVABatch is flexible to other diversities. For instance, in the services with early-exiting and layer-skip [42, 53, 55] models, the inference returns at early stages or skips some stages when the intermediate results satisfy a predefined threshold. Users can modify the user-defined condition in DVABatch to check the intermediate results during batch inference. If some queries meet the predefined threshold, users then utilize the split operation for them to exit the ongoing batch without executing the rest layers. Then, the layer skip mechanism is implemented by the holistic design of multi-entry and multi-exit in DVABatch.

9.3 Limitations

DVABatch targets on efficient batch processing of models with diversities. It performs the same as the traditional batch policy for the models without any diversity. The CV models commonly crop the images to the same size before processing. Then input diversity does not exist in these models. Because the same blocks share the favored batch size, models with repetitive blocks like ResNet-50 and Bert do not show operator diversity. Load diversity also vanishes when the queries arrive with a uniform load. In these cases, DVABatch has no opportunity to achieve a better batch scheme. But as stated in Section 9.1, more and more model are showing diversities due to dynamic attributes. As long as a more efficient batch scheme is available for the diversities, DVABatch takes effect through its holistic design, even on platforms like CPUs [61].

10 Conclusion

In this work, we utilize the multi-entry multi-exit scheme to resolve the long latency problem due to serving diversity in existing DNN serving systems. We dig out the root inefficiency of the existing batching policy when facing serving diversities. Therefore, we propose DVABatch runtime batching system. Firstly, DVABatch divides the DNN models into stages and abstracts three meta operations to support the multi-entry multi-exit scheme. Secondly, DVABatch introduces a state transition diagram to manage the execution of stages. And then, DVABatch conducts diversity-aware batch scheduling with the meta operations for the incoming batch of queries. Overall, DVABatch achieves 46.4% average latency reduction and up to 2.12× throughput improvement for involved diversities, compared with state-of-art solutions.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

This artifact provides a prototype of DVABatch implemented as a runtime backend for Triton Inference Server

Scope

This artifact is licensed with Apache 2.0

Hosting

The code is available on Github https://github.com/sjtu-epcc/DVABatch.git.

Requirements

Hardware Requirements.
1. CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210R CPU @ 2.40GHz
2. Memroy: 252G
3. NVIDIA TitanRTX

Software Requirements.
1. Ubuntu 18.04.6 (Kernel 4.15.0)
2. GPU Driver: 460.39
3. CUDA 11.3
4. CUDNN 8.2
5. TensorRT 8.0.3.4
6. RapidJSON
7. Cmake 3.17
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Abstract

As machine learning (ML) techniques are applied to a widening range of applications, high throughput ML inference serving has become critical for online services. Such ML inference servers with multiple GPUs pose new challenges in the scheduler design. First, they must provide a bounded latency for each request to support a consistent service-level objective (SLO). Second, they must be able to serve multiple heterogeneous ML models in a system, as cloud-based consolidation improves system utilization. To address the two requirements of ML inference servers, this paper proposes a new inference scheduling framework for multi-model ML inference servers. The paper shows that with SLO constraints, GPUs with growing parallelism are not fully utilized for ML inference tasks. To maximize the resource efficiency of GPUs, a key mechanism proposed in this paper is to exploit hardware support for spatial partitioning of GPU resources. With spatio-temporal sharing, a new abstraction layer of GPU resources is created with configurable GPU resources. The scheduler assigns requests to virtual GPUs, called gpulets, with the most effective amount of resources. The scheduler explores the three-dimensional search space with different batch sizes, temporal sharing, and spatial sharing efficiently. To minimize the cost for cloud-based inference servers, the framework auto-scales the required number of GPUs for a given workload. To consider the potential interference overheads when two ML tasks are running concurrently by spatially sharing a GPU, the scheduling decision is made with an interference prediction model. Our prototype implementation proves that the proposed spatio-temporal scheduling enhances throughput by 61.7% on average compared to the prior temporal scheduler, while satisfying SLOs.

1 Introduction

The wide adoption of machine learning (ML) techniques poses a new challenge in server system designs. Traditional server systems have been optimized for CPU-based computation for many decades. However, the regular and ample parallelism in widely-used deep learning algorithms can exploit abundant parallel execution units in GPUs. Powerful GPUs have been facilitating the training computation of deep learning models, and the inference computation is also moving to the GPU-based servers due to the increasing computational requirements of evolving deep learning models with deeper layers [11, 38, 45].

However, the GPU-based inference servers must address different challenges from the batch-oriented processing in ML training servers. First, inference queries must be served within a bounded time to satisfy service-level objectives (SLOs). Therefore, not only the overall throughput is important, but bounded response latencies for processing inference queries are also critical to maintain consistent service quality [15, 38, 45]. Second, to improve the utilization of server resources, many heterogeneous models are served by consolidated cloud-based systems. As even a single service can include multiple heterogeneous ML models [38], multiple models with different purposes coexist in a system. The heterogeneity of ML models raises scheduling challenges to map concurrent requests of heterogeneous models to multiple GPUs. Incoming queries for different ML models with their own computational requirements, must be properly routed to the GPUs to meet the SLO, while improving the overall throughput. In addition, the number of required GPU nodes must be dynamically adjusted to reduce the cost of serving inferences for cloud-based systems.

While the demands for GPU-based ML inferences have been growing, the computational capability of GPUs with many parallel execution units has been improving precipitously. Such ample parallel execution units combined with increasing GPU memory capacity allow multiple ML models to be served by a single GPU. In a prior study [38], more than one model can be mapped to a GPU, as long as the GPU can provide the execution throughput to satisfy the required SLO. However, unlike CPUs which allow fine-grained time sharing with efficient preemption, GPUs perform only coarse-grained kernel-granularity context switches. Such coarse-grained time
sharing incurs inefficient utilization of enormous computational capability of GPUs, as a single batch of an ML inference may not fill the entire GPU execution units.

However, the recent advancement of GPU architecture opens a new opportunity to better utilize the abundant execution resources of GPUs. Recent GPUs support an efficient spatial partitioning of GPUs resources (called MPS mechanism in NVIDIA GPUs [12]). The partitioning mechanism supports the computational resources of a GPU to be divided to run different contexts simultaneously. Such a unique spatial partitioning mechanism can augment the limited coarse-grained time sharing mechanism, as the GPU resource can be spatially partitioned to serve multiple ML tasks concurrently. This unique spatial and coarse-grained temporal resource allocation in GPUs calls for a novel abstraction to represent partitioned GPUs and a new scheduling framework targeting high throughput ML servers under SLO constraints.

To address the emerging challenges of ML scheduling in partitionable GPUs, this paper proposes a new abstraction for GPUs called gpulet, which can create multiple virtual GPUs out of a single physical GPU with spatial and temporal partitioning. The new abstraction can avoid the inefficiency of coarse-grained time sharing by creating and assigning the most efficient GPU share for a given ML model. Such a new abstraction of GPU resources allows latencies of ML execution to be predictable even when multiple models are concurrently running in a GPU, while achieving improved GPU utilization.

Based on the gpulet concept, we propose an ML inference framework prototyped with the PyTorch interface. It can serve concurrent heterogeneous ML models in multi-GPU environments with auto-scaling support. Figure 1 illustrates the extended search space of our scheduling mechanism. Our framework aims to find a global optimum by considering both temporal and spatial scheduling for enhanced performance. The search space for scheduling becomes three-dimensional with spatial and temporal shares of GPU resources in addition to batch size adjustment, unlike the prior work with two-dimensional searches [17, 38]. In the experimental results for SLO-preserved throughput presented by Figure 13, time scheduling and spatial scheduling yield on average 1,023 and 1,076 requests-per-second (RPS), respectively. The spatio-temporal scheduling significantly improves the SLO-preserved throughput to 1,584 RPS.

For each ML model, its computational characteristics are measured and registered to the framework. Based on the profiled information of each ML model, the scheduler routes requests to where the throughput would be maximized while satisfying the SLO constraints. One necessary mechanism for spatial and temporal partitioning of GPU shares is to identify the potential performance overheads when two models are concurrently running on a GPU. Our scheduling framework incorporates the interference estimation mechanism to consider the effect of concurrent execution.

Figure 1: Multi-dimensional search space for providing globally optimal performance.

We evaluated the proposed ML inference framework on server systems with four and eight GPUs. The evaluation with four GPUs shows that the proposed scheduling technique with gpulets can improve the throughput with SLO constraints for seven ML inference scenarios by 61.7%, compared to the one without partitioning GPU resources.

This study explores a new resource provisioning space of GPUs for machine learning inference serving. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- It proposes a new GPU abstraction named gpulet, to support virtual GPUs with partitions of resources out of physical GPUs. It allows heterogeneous ML models to be mapped to multiple gpulets in the most cost-effective way.
- It proposes a scheduling framework for gpulets, which searches the most cost-effective schedule by multi-dimensional search considering batch sizes, temporal sharing, and spatial sharing. It adjusts the number of required GPUs for a given set of heterogeneous models, supporting auto-scaling.
- For accurate performance prediction, the scheduling framework considers the effect of interference among gpulets for concurrent ML inference execution on partitions of a single GPU.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of ML computation on GPUs and prior scheduling techniques. Section 3 presents the motivational analysis of heterogeneous ML tasks on multiple GPUs. Section 4 proposes our design to efficiently utilize GPU resources for heterogeneous ML tasks, and Section 5 presents experimental results. Section 6 presents related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Batch-Aware ML Inference Serving

As high throughput ML inference serving has become widely required for online services, an increasing number of service vendors are adopting GPUs [9, 13, 15, 24, 25, 32, 38, 41, 42, 45, 46] or even hardware accelerators such as TPUs [3,
7, 18, 19]. While GPU-based systems offer low latency for ML inference, obtaining high utilization is a challenging task, unlike ML training. The key difference between training and inference in terms of GPU utilization is the suitability for batching. For training, since the input data is ready, the system can batch a large number of input data, which allows GPUs to effectively leverage the massive parallelism. On the contrary, the ML inference server underutilizes GPUs as it is an on-demand system where inference tasks can be assigned to the compute engines once the requests arrive.

One scheduling option is to wait until the desired number of inference requests to be accumulated and then to initiate the execution for the large batch. However, the applications cannot indefinitely wait to collect a batch, due to the service-level objective (SLO) requirements. Prior work [15, 36, 38, 45] have adopted adaptive batching, where a batch size is decided adaptively with estimated times to build and execute a batch of the selected size. By using the profiled latencies and observed incoming rates, the effective time for a batch is estimated, and adaptive batching chooses the maximum batch size that does not violate the SLO.

### 2.2 Temporal Scheduling for ML on GPUs

Temporal scheduling allows sharing of a GPU where each inference takes up the entire GPU resource one at a time with time sharing. With multiple models with different execution characteristics and SLO requirements, guaranteeing SLO is challenging for the temporal scheduling of the heterogeneous models. The ML inference scheduling problem on GPU-based multi-tenant serving systems resembles the traditional bin packing problem. The capacity constraints of bins are the available resource on the GPUs, and an item weight is the necessary GPU resource to handle a given inference request.

An inspiring prior work, Nexus [38], has tackled this problem and proposed a novel variant of bin packing algorithm, namely *squishy bin packing* (SBP). The term, *squishy*, is originated from the property that the required resource for processing a task (i.e., item) and its latency vary as the batch size changes. The SBP algorithm takes a set of models as input, each of which comes with a given request rate. It assigns the inferences tasks across GPUs with a selected batch size, and may map multiple models to a single GPU with time sharing, if one task does not fully utilize a GPU.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of how the SBP algorithm is applied. In this scenario, the server handles two models, A and B, by building and executing the per-model batches simultaneously. The SLO violation occurs when the summation of batch building time and batch execution time exceeds the SLOs. Therefore, the SBP algorithm heuristically finds a maximum possible duration for batch building, called duty cycle, and the corresponding batch sizes in such a way that all the consolidated models would not violate the SLOs. The SBP algorithm repeats the duty cycles in a pipelined fashion until there is a significant change in the request rates, which would require rescheduling.

**Baseline temporal scheduling algorithm:** We use SBP as our baseline temporal sharing algorithm. Figure 3 (a) presents temporal sharing with batch adjustment by the SBP algorithm. The algorithm finds individual duty cycles and batch sizes for ML models with given request rates, and maps them to a minimum number of GPUs with temporal sharing. To map ML models to GPUs, it compares all eligible pairwise combinations. If a pair is eligible for temporal sharing, the pair will share one GPU and the batch size is further adjusted to ensure the SLO when both tasks are interleaved. The process continues until no more pairs can be temporally shared.

### 2.3 Spatial Sharing on GPU

Spatial sharing is a resource partitioning technique that splits a GPU resource into multiple pieces, as recent server-scale GPUs offer hardware-supported spatial sharing features to users. While temporal scheduling may potentially cause a GPU underutilization problem when the batch size is not sufficiently large to leverage all resources on a GPU, spatial sharing improves GPU utilization allowing high throughput without SLO violation.

With these resource partitioning features, the users can split the given resource of a GPU into a set of GPU partitions, each of which is assigned to a fraction of GPU resource\(^1\). Note

\(^{1}\)In this paper, we only use the computation resource partitioning technique since we have at our disposal 2080 Ti GPUs, the microarchitecture of
that GPU partitioning is available on both NVIDIA MPS and Multi-Instance GPU (MIG), which has been featured since Ampere architecture GPUs. MIG provides physical partitioning with multi-GPU abstraction, while MPS provides logical execution resource partitioning by percentage. With physical partitioning, MIG allows partitions of memory capacity, memory bandwidth, and caches to be dedicated to each instance, in addition to execution cores.

A prior work, GSLICE [17], leverages GPU partitioning to increase throughput and utilization of GPUs. GSLICE employs a self-tuning algorithm for adjusting the amount of GPU resources per partition based on performance feedback. After adjusting the amount of resources, the batch size is heuristically decided by the SLO for the given task. However, the solution provided in GSLICE uses only spatial sharing and is limited to a single GPU.

**Baseline spatial scheduling algorithm:** As a baseline spatial sharing algorithm for our multi GPU framework, we use the greedy best-fit algorithm. Greedy best-fit algorithm chooses the minimum required partition size for each model to handle a given request rate with SLO constraint. It allocates the partitions of multiple ML models to GPUs through best-fit searching. Figure 3 (b) presents the spatial scheduling used by the greedy best-fit algorithm. Unlike the SBP or greedy-best fit algorithm, our scheduling scheme aims to simultaneously employ both temporal and spatial scheduling to maximize utilization and minimize the number of required GPUs.

### 3 Motivation

#### 3.1 Optimal Batch Size and Partition

To understand the performance implications of batching and GPU partitioning, we perform an experimental study, using four ML models: GoogLeNet, ResNet50, SSD-MobileNet-V1, and VGG-16. The detailed descriptions for the ML models and GPU server specifications are provided in Section 5.1.

Figure 4 shows the batch inference latency results as the batch size increases from 1 to 32. For each batch size, we sweep through the increasing fractions of GPU resources, ranging from 20% to 100% to observe how the batch size and computing resource utilization are correlated. When the batch size is large, the latency significantly drops as more resource is added. The large slope of the curves implies that the inference execution for the particular batch size can use the additional resource effectively to reduce the latency. On the contrary, with a small batch, the latency is not largely affected by the amount of GPU resources, which implies that the GPU resource becomes underutilized when larger fractions are assigned. Hence, both batch size and amount of GPU resource must be considered as a joint factor when making cost-effective scheduling decisions.

which is Turing, an older generation than Ampere that offers the memory bandwidth isolation feature.

#### 3.2 Schedulability and GPU Partitioning

For a given set of SLO latencies for ML models, if incoming request rates are beyond the level that an inference server can cope with, the SLO will not be met as requests cannot be served on time. We define schedulability as the capability of a scheduling algorithm for serving the given request rates while not violating the SLO. A scheduler can improve schedulability by having better GPU utilization and in turn, having higher throughput with SLO satisfaction. To investigate the potential of GPU partitioning on the schedulability improvement, we evaluate a large number of possible multi-model inference serving scenarios. A schedulable scenario is the one in which the scheduler can successfully make a decision for the given rate while preserving SLO.

For the evaluation, we use nine models, and each corresponding SLO latency is listed in Table 3. For each scenario, models have one of the following request rates: 0, 100, and 200 requests per second (req/s). Since the zero req/s is in-
To demonstrate how a cost-effective partitioning scheme affects performance, we compare SLO preserved throughput of three scheduling schemes: temporal (SBP), spatial (greedy best-fit), and ideal scheduling. The SLO preserved throughput is the maximum throughput sustainable by a system while supporting SLOs for all models running in the system. Figure 6 presents the normalized SLO preserved throughput with the three scheduling schemes. We use two GPUs for this experiment, and a pair of ML models are scheduled. The models are selected from Table 3. The pair used for the experiment are (1) ssd/be, (2) res/vgg, (3) goo/mob, and (4) nas/den.

The first scheme, temporal scheduling, does not partition GPUs, but schedules tasks in a time-sharing manner with the SBP algorithm. The second schemes partitions GPUs by our baseline spatial scheduling algorithm (greedy best-fit) introduced in Section 2.3. The last scheme, static ideal exhaustively searches all possible GPU partitioning ratios among (2:8), (4:6), and (5:5) for two GPUs. For each pair of tasks, it uses a GPU partitioning option which yields the highest performance. For these selected sets of ML models, the spatial scheduling (greedy best-fit) outperforms the temporal scheduling (SBP) by 51% on average, proving the performance benefits of spatial sharing. The static ideal scheduling shows 23% improvements on average, compared to greedy best-fit. This experiment shows only limited example scenarios, but the results imply that partitioning can potentially improve the GPU utilization for certain scenarios, and better scheduling can further improve spatial scheduling.

### 3.4 Interference in Consolidated Executions

Cost-effective GPU partitioning allows enhancing the schedulability of SBP significantly. However, one important downside is the performance interference caused by multiple inference executions concurrently running on a GPU. One common cause of such performance interference is the bandwidth sharing for the external memory, but other contentions on on-chip resources may engender performance degradation too. To identify the interference effects, we perform an additional preliminary experimental study using a set of scenarios with ML models running together on a GPU. The model pairs were chosen among five models from Table 3: GoogLeNet, LeNet, ResNet50, SSD-Mobilenet, and VGG-16 (i.e., C(5,2) = 10). Each pair runs with five different batch sizes (i.e., 2, 4, 8, 16, 32) creating 250 unique pairs in total. We also partition a GPU into two partitions using five different ratios: (2:8), (4:6), (5:5), (6:4), and (8:2). Then, we map the ML model pairs to the different partition pairs to observe the interference effects in various settings.

Figure 7 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of latency overheads due to the consolidated inference executions, in comparison with the case where the models are run independently. As noted in the figure, for 90% of the scenarios, the interference-induced overhead is modest (lower than 18%). However, the CDF reports the long tail, suggesting that the interference effect could be severe in certain circumstances. In such cases, the interference may cause incorrect scheduling decisions, and the interfered task would experience latencies that are largely off from the expected range. Motivated by the insight, we devise an interference model and leverage it to make the scheduling decisions more robust, which reduces SLO violation rates.

Figure 6: Comparison of SLO preserved throughput for temporal (SBP), spatial (greedy best-fit), and static ideal scheduling, normalized to spatial scheduling.

Figure 7: Cumulative distribution of latency overhead when pairs of inference executions are consolidated on a GPU.
4 Design

4.1 Overview

The goal of this study is to devise a scheduling framework for multi-model ML inference serving, which aims to assign incoming inference requests to the minimal number of GPUs while maximizing their utilization. The scheduling of ML inference workloads with SLO requirements must consider three aspects: batching, temporal scheduling, and spatial scheduling. Unlike the prior approaches which consider a subset of the three dimensions [17, 38], we propose a scheduler that fully explores all three dimensions to find the most effective point for scheduling.

In this study, using the spatial sharing capability of GPUs, we introduce an abstraction of GPU partition, called gpulets. Multiple gpulets can utilize a GPU by both temporal and spatial sharing. For each trained ML model, a minimal performance profile is collected offline. Based on the profiles of models, the scheduler distributes tasks to gpulets across multiple physical GPUs. Our scheduling framework minimizes the number of required physical GPUs while satisfying the current request rates with the SLO requirements. Also, our framework auto-scales the number of GPU servers by adapting to the changes in request rates.

Figure 8 presents the overall architecture of our proposed scheduler. The scheduler is composed of a frontend server responsible for making scheduling decisions, and multiple backend servers for executing the decisions. The scheduler on the frontend decides and sends batched requests to the backend servers, and the executor in each backend server dispatches requests to GPUs. The scheduling decision is made by utilizing profiled information of each model (e.g., SLO and inference latency for a pair of batch size and partition size) and incoming request rates. The request monitor tracks the number of newly arrived requests per second for each model. Based on the tracked request rates, the gpulet scheduler decides whether a new organization of partitions is required if the change of request rates is significant enough to update scheduling decisions. If a reorganization is necessary, the new partition ratios are sent to the backend server responsible for the GPU which needs reorganizing. The partition manager in the backend server prepares the partitions on the GPUs so that they can serve requests with the new partition ratios. The scheduling period is empirically determined based on the GPU partitioning latency to make the overhead of partitioning hidden by the scheduling window.

4.2 Search Space Challenge

The challenge of the three-dimensional scheduling space (batching, temporal, and spatial sharing) for gpulets is that the scheduling decision is affected by several variables dependent on each other. The best size of GPU partition depends on the computational requirement of the model and batch size. Also, the batch size is dependent on the amount of allocated resource and how it is temporally shared with other models to ensure SLO. Therefore, the most cost-effective configuration would sit on the sweet spot in the search space built upon the three dimensions, which creates a huge search space.

To represent the search space, let $P$ be the number of possible GPU partitioning options on a GPU, $N$ be the number of GPUs to schedule, and $M$ be the number of models to serve. Therefore, there are total $P^N$ possible options to partition $N$ GPUs. The $M$ models can be placed on a partition, possibly having all the $M$ models on a single partition. Since we need to check if the consolidation of multiple models violates the SLO, we must evaluate at most $M^2$ model placements per partition to assess schedulability. As we have $NP$ partitions on the system, the possible mappings of $M$ models to the GPUs is $NPM^2$. The complexity of search space is as follows:

\[
\text{Total Search Space} = O(P^N NPM^2)
\]

As the search space is prohibitively large, it is impractical to exhaustively search and pick a solution. To address the problem, we take a greedy approach, which effectively reduces the search space by allocating partitions to gpulets on GPU incrementally.

4.3 Elastic Partitioning Algorithm

This section discusses our scheduling algorithm called elastic partitioning which finds an efficient set of gpulets for given ML inference tasks.

**Elastic partitioning**: Algorithm 1 describes the overall procedure of scheduling ML models to gpulets. Table 1 lists the variables used in the algorithm. The algorithm receives the following inputs for each model: (1) $L(b, p)$: profiled execution latency of batch size $b$ on partition size $p$, (2) $inf$: interference function, (3) $SLO$: per-model SLO in latency, and (4) $gpulet.size$: size of partition allocated for gpulet. For every scheduling period, the server checks the request rates of each model. If rescheduling is required, the scheduler performs elastic partitioning with provided inputs (line 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L(b,p)$</td>
<td>Latency function of batch size $b$ and partition size $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$int\ f$</td>
<td>Interference overhead function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLO: $p$</td>
<td>SLO (in latency) of model $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gpulet.size</td>
<td>Actual partition size of gpulet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Definitions of variables for Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Gpulet Scheduling Algorithm

```
ELASTIC_PARTITIONING(L(b,p), int f, SLO):
  for each period do // If rescheduling is required
    Sort every model by $rate_m \times SLO_m$ in ascending order
    for each model $m$ do
      while IsREMAIN_RATE() and IsREMAIN_GPULET() do
        $rate \leftarrow$ Remaining rate of model $m$
        $P_{\text{eff}} \leftarrow$ MAXEFFICIENT_PARTITION()
        $P_{\text{req}} \leftarrow$ MINREQUIRED_PARTITION($rate$
        $P_{\text{deal}} \leftarrow \min(P_{\text{eff}}, P_{\text{req}})$
        gpulet $\leftarrow$ FINDBESTFIT($P_{\text{deal}}, SLO_m, int f$)
        Apply gpulet to system
      end
    end
  end

FINDBESTFIT($P_{\text{deal}}, SLO_m, int f$):
  Sort every remaining gpulets by size in ascending order
  for gpulet in GETREMAINGPULETS() do
    if gpulet.size $\geq P_{\text{deal}}$ then
      if gpulet is unpartitioned then
        Split and allocate gpulet to $P_{\text{ideal}}$ size partition
      end
      $b \leftarrow \arg\max_{k \in \mathbb{N}} (L(k, gpulet.size) + int f \leq SLO)$
      if $b$ exists then
        TEMPORAL_SCHEDULING(gpulet)
      end
    end
  end
```

Each model is sorted in ascending order by $rate \times SLO$, which corresponds to the amount of work needed for the model (line 2). We allocate starting from the model with the least amount of work to the model which requires the most amount of work as a heuristic optimization for allocating resources. For each model $m$, the scheduler allocates one or more gpulets until the incoming rate can be satisfied or no more gpulet is left in the system (line 3-4).

Determining the most effective gpulet size: Based on the observation from Section 3.1, the scheduler maximizes the system-wide throughput by allocating the most cost-effective size for gpulet.

$p_{\text{eff}}$ is the partition size that yields the highest performance per resource, which is the knee point in Figure 4. It is determined during profiling. $p_{\text{req}}$ is the partition size satisfying SLO with the batch size that can handle the input rate. When request rates are low, $p_{\text{req}}$ can be smaller than $p_{\text{eff}}$.

The scheduler chooses $p_{\text{eff}}$ as the best partition size unless $p_{\text{req}}$ is smaller than $p_{\text{eff}}$. If $p_{\text{req}}$ is smaller than $p_{\text{eff}}$, $P_{\text{req}}$ is chosen for the partition size, not to overprovision the GPU resource. Note that for a given model, a matching batch size is fixed for the $p_{\text{eff}}$ of the model. Figure 9 presents two cases of $p_{\text{eff}}$ and $p_{\text{req}}$. In the algorithm, MAXEFFICIENT_PARTITION calculates a sweet spot of profiled gpulet size and uses the gpulet size at the knee as $p_{\text{eff}}$ (line 6). MINREQUIRED_PARTITION examines the minimum size of gpulet, $p_{\text{req}}$, which is necessary to support the SLO on under the given request rate (line 7). The scheduler picks the minimum of $p_{\text{eff}}$ and $p_{\text{req}}$ as the ideal partition size $P_{\text{ideal}}$ to ensure cost-effective gpulet size (line 8).

Incremental allocation with best-fit: After finding $P_{\text{deal}}$, FINDBESTFIT performs a best-fit search. First, the scheduler sorts the remaining gpulets by partition size in ascending order (line 14). The algorithm searches through remaining gpulets until a gpulet is chosen, elastic partitioning attempts temporal scheduling between the returned gpulet and previously allocated gpulets in the system (line 12). Temporal scheduling for gpulets follows the same rules which is introduced in Section 2.2.1: 1) adjust the duty cycle and batch size accordingly, and 2) check whether the SLO can be guaranteed for all models. We introduce an additional rule to consider $gpulet.size$ when calculating the batch size and duty cycle. For every pair of gpulets, the aforementioned rules are applied to see if temporal sharing is available. If a pair of gpulets has a different size, the larger size will be chosen to check if the SLO can be successfully guaranteed or not. If successful, two gpulets are merged to a single gpulet, thus reducing the total number of required gpulets. The scheduler updates the remaining and allocated

![Figure 9: Max efficient partition ($p_{\text{eff}}$) and min required partition ($p_{\text{req}}$).](image-url)
Among various execution statistics, a key challenge in interference handling is to predict latency and bandwidth utilization as follows:

\[
\text{model} \text{ with the two parameters (L2 utilization and DRAM bandwidth consumption)}
\]

We have profiled total 1,250 pairs (total 2,500 data) of inference interference and recorded how much interference each inference task has received. Among 2,500 data, we have randomly selected 1,750 data of execution as training data and 750 data for validation. Figure 10 presents the cumulative distribution of the prediction error with our interference model. The proposed model can predict up to 90% of cases within 10.26% error rate and up to 95% if 13.98% of error is allowed.

Linear regression is chosen for its relatively high accuracy and low model construction complexity, so it satisfies our purpose in scheduling. Several prior studies have also used such linear models for predicting interference overheads [5, 43, 47].

### 4.4 Modeling Interference

A key challenge in interference handling is to predict latency increases when multiple inferences are executed in different gpulets of the same GPU. As shown in Figure 7, the interference effects are modest for the majority of consolidated executions, yet the overhead could be significant in a few cases.

To confine the interference effect, we provide a simple yet effective interference-prediction model based on two key runtime behaviors of GPU executions. The interference effects of spatial partitioning are commonly caused by the bandwidth consumption in internal data paths including the L2 cache and the external memory bandwidth. To find application behaviors correlated to the interference effects, we profile the GPU with concurrent ML tasks with an NVIDIA tool (Nsight-compute). Among various execution statistics, \(L2\) utilization and \(DRAM\) bandwidth utilization are the most relevant factors correlated to the interference.

Based on the observation, we build a linear regression model with the two parameters (L2 utilization and DRAM bandwidth utilization) as follows:

\[
\text{interference\_factor} = c_1 \times L2_{m_1} + c_2 \times L2_{m_2} + c_3 \times \text{mem}_{m_1} + c_4 \times \text{mem}_{m_2} + c_5
\]

\(L2_{m_1}\) and \(L2_{m_2}\) are L2 utilization of model \(m_1\) and \(m_2\), when they are running alone with a given percentage of GPU resource. \(\text{mem}_{m_1}\) and \(\text{mem}_{m_2}\) are memory bandwidth consumptions of model \(m_1\) and \(m_2\). Parameters \((c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4, \text{ and } c_5)\) are identified by running the linear regression.

Up to 90%, Error rate < 13.65%

Up to 95%, Error rate < 12.35%

![Figure 10: Cumulative distribution of relative error rate. Proposed analytical model can predict up-to 95% of cases with less than 13.98 % error rate.](image)

### Algorithm 2: GPU Scaling Algorithm

**SCALING(GPU\_LIMIT):**

1. for each period do
2. \(N \leftarrow\) The number of used GPUs in previous period
3. result \(\leftarrow\) ELASTIC\_PARTITIONING with \(N\) GPUs
4. while result is fail and \(N < \text{GPU\_LIMIT}\) do
5. \(N \leftarrow N + 1\)
6. result \(\leftarrow\) ELASTIC\_PARTITIONING with \(N\) GPUs
7. end
8. if result is fail then
9. Report an unschedulable event
10. end
11. end

Instead of searching every case of \(P\) possible partitioning, for every \(N\) GPU in the system, each GPU is partitioned incrementally and the cost of checking temporal scheduling for \(M\) models still remains. Our search algorithm practically approximates the ideal one and removes \(P^N\) from the full search complexity. As a cost of the approximation, it may not always produce a theoretical optimal result. However, our evaluation shows that the algorithm performs closely to the ideal one as presented in Figure 16 (Section 5).

4.5 Scaling GPUs for Request Rate Changes

During a scheduling period, the monitor tracks the request rates of all ML tasks. If the rates change, it triggers the rescheduling procedure. The rescheduling procedure checks whether the changed rates can be sustained by the current number of GPUs. If not, it tries to increase the number of GPUs to support the SLOs for the new rates. Algorithm 2 presents the rescheduling procedure. It first attempts to use the same number of GPUs of the previous scheduling period (line 2-5). If the result fails due to the insufficient number of GPUs, the elastic partitioning is repeated with one additional GPU. However, when the number of required GPUs exceeds the given limit, it reports that an unschedulable event occurs.

### 4.6 Implementation

**SW prototype:** The SW prototype of our scheduler was developed in C++ and the approximate lines of code is 20.7K. We have chosen PyTorch for implementing ML inference due to its wide adoption in ML communities, in addition to the readiness to use C++ interfaces.
Dynamic partition reorganization: NVIDIA provides the MPS control daemon, which allows users to control the proportion of computing resource reserved for processes spawned by the user. The amount of reserved resources is fixed when a process is created. Therefore, to change the proportion of reserved resource, a new process must be created with a new designated amount. This limitation affects our rescheduling procedure with a high cost of adjusting gpulets.

Our scheduling prototype controls gpulet partition size, by spawning a new proxy process to allocate a different amount of partition to gpulet. Preparing a new partition includes spawning a new process, loading kernels used by PyTorch, loading required models, and warming up. As illustrated in Figure 11, to hide the overhead of preparing new partitions when reorganizing is necessary, we overlap the procedure of preparing new partitions with serving the current partitions. The scheduling period for reorganization is 20 seconds which is a conservative estimate of time required for preparing a new partition.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Methodology

Inference serving system specifications: Table 2 provides a detailed description of the evaluated inference system and the used GPU specification. We use two identical multi-GPU inference servers, each of which is equipped with two NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPUs supporting post-Volta MPS capabilities. The table also provides the versions of the operating system, CUDA, NVIDIA drivers, and machine learning framework.

Each GPU server operates as a backend server responsible for executing inference queries on two GPUs. One server additionally generates inference requests while the other server assumes the role of a frontend server to manage backend servers and make scheduling decisions. Both servers are network-connected, imitating inference serving system architecture, with 10 Gbps bandwidth.

Baseline scheduling algorithms: For our baseline, we have ported the Squishy bin-packing (SBP) algorithm (from Nexus [38]) and greedy best-fit introduced in Section 2. We evaluate two versions of our proposed algorithm, gpulet +int considers interference overhead while gpulet does not.

We do not provide a direct comparison to Nexus [38] due to the following reasons: 1) Nexus deploys optimizations that are orthogonal to our work, and 2) several benchmarks that Nexus used in evaluation were not interoperable with our prototype server, as the models are not supported by PyTorch. However, we deploy the same type of video processing models that Nexus used to evaluate the system and show how spatially partitioning GPUs can further enhance performance.

ML models: Figure 12 delineates the detailed dataflow graph of the applications that contain ML models as well as the input/output data. The game application analyzes the digits and images from the streamed video games by using seven models in parallel. The traffic application is a traffic surveillance analysis with two phases, which are object detection and image recognition. The SLO latency is set as 108 ms and 202 ms for game and traffic, respectively. Each SLO latency is calculated by doubling the longest model inference latency.

Deeper look into particular request scenarios: We choose five model-level scenarios to take a deeper look into the multi-model inference serving. These five scenarios are characterized by the member of models and each respective memory footprint. Table 4 shows the details of each scenario.

Request arrival rate: We sample inter-arrival time for each model from a Poisson random distribution, based on previous literature [48] claiming real-world request arrival rates resemble a Poisson distribution.

Evaluation of request scenarios and applications: For a given scenario or application, we evaluate the scheduling decisions by deploying scheduling results on our prototype
traffic

Figure 12: Two multi-model applications: game and traffic.

Table 4: Five request scenarios, each of which represents a particular composition of multiple models based on memory footprint. The amount of requests per model in a group is equal across the models in the group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Group Composition by Memory Footprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scen1</td>
<td>mob, be, nas, g00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scen2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scen3</td>
<td>mob, res</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scen4</td>
<td>ssd, nas, den</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scen5</td>
<td>le, ssd, nas, vgg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: SLO preserved max throughput of the two multi-model applications (game and traffic) and five scenarios.

batches with temporal sharing across models. The limitation of greedy best-fit is clearly shown in game. Its flow has many small parallel tasks (LeNets), which cannot fill even a small GPU partition efficiently. Note that batch sizes cannot be increased arbitrarily as request rates and SLO limits it.

The reported throughput improvement is achievable merely through the MPS features already available in the most server-class GPUs and scheduling optimization in software, using the same GPU machine. Thus, by utilizing otherwise wasted GPU resources, the proposed scheduling scheme would be able to virtually offer cost savings for the ML inference service providers. For instance, gpulet +int achieves 1,650 req/s throughput for game while SBP does 690 req/s, utilizing the identical physical system, which can be translated into 58.2% effective cost saving (= \( \frac{1 - 690}{1650} \times 100 \)).

**The effect of interference model:** This analysis shows how the interference model can avoid SLO violations by correctly incorporating the interference effect into the scheduling decision. In this result, we measured SLO violation rates by gradually increasing request rates until both gpulet and gpulet +int consider the current rate not schedulable. Figure 14 presents the SLO violation rates when the system is receiving the maximum request rate before both of them reach the not schedulable decision. In the figure, if the violation rate is higher than 1%, the case is highlighted with a red round. The scheduler gpulet, which does not consider interference, shows violation rates higher than 1% even for the rates that it considered to be schedulable for scen2, scen3, and scen5. However, gpulet +int successfully filters out such rate by either classifying as not schedulable (N) as shown in scen2 and scen3 or successfully scheduling tasks without violating the SLO such as scen5.

**Evaluation of scalability:** To evaluate whether our prototype scheduler can successfully scale gpulets to accommodate fluctuating rates, we measure the performance of our scheduler while submitting inference requests with varying rates for all models in scen3. We have chosen scen3 because of its evenly distributed model size to reproduce a realistic workload.

To evaluate scalability beyond our testbed, we launched multiple servers by running each server with docker container. By running one container per GPU with four more identical GPUs, we conducted our experiment on total eight servers. Additionally, the request generator and frontend server were specially tailored to send dimensional data, instead of actual
Figure 14: SLO violation rates of two multi-model applications and five scenarios. Request rates are increased until both gpulet and gpulet +int concluded the rate to be Not Schedulable.

Figure 15: (a) Throughput(req/s), (b) number of GPUs, (c) sum of partition size (%) of gpulet, (d) SLO violation (%) of each model for 3,200 seconds.

Figure 16: Comparison of the numbers of schedulable scenarios between the ideal scheduler and gpulet +int scheduler.

Figure 17: Comparison of the normalized maximum schedulable rates with real-world multi-model benchmarks and five scenarios.

The following wave, starting from 1,400 seconds, rises to a higher peak than the previous wave of requests. Nonetheless, our scheduler successfully adjusts gpulets and preserve SLO, guaranteeing SLO violation rate lower than 1%.

**Comparison to the ideal scheduler:** We evaluate the scheduling capability of elastic partitioning by comparing the scheduling results produced from an ideal scheduler. To produce various model-level inference request scenarios, we use the same methodology described in Section 3.2, which populates a set of 19,682 possible scenarios. The ideal scheduler makes scheduling decisions by exhaustively trying all 4^4 partition combinations, where 4 GPUs can be partitioned into either (2:8), (4:6), (5:5), or (10:0). The search continues until all cases are searched or a case produces a viable scheduling result for a given request scenario. For a fair comparison, the ideal scheduler uses the same set of partitions as gpulet +int. Figure 16 compares the number of scenarios classified as schedulable by each scheduler. gpulet +int can schedule 520 fewer cases compared to ideal, which is 2.6% of the total 19,682 cases.

Figure 17 reports the maximum schedulable rate of each multi-model scenario. All rates are normalized to the maximum rate which ideal can provide. gpulet +int can achieve an average 92.6% of the maximum rate which the ideal scheduler can provide.

6 Related Work

6.1 Prior ML Systems Studies

**Machine learning service platforms:** A wide variety of computer systems and researches have been proposed to improve the quality of machine learning services [1, 2, 9, 13, 15, 19].
As more ML workloads are consolidated in cloud-based GPU with interference caused by co-locating model variants on the same hardware resource. Clockwork focuses on providing an accurately predictable system by leveraging the fact that the latency of inference is relatively consistent [21]. Clockwork preferred predictability over utilization gains from co-locating models and thus does not consider spatial sharing.

Although this paper did not cover training, past research inspired this study with schedulers for optimizing GPU resource [16, 24, 33, 42, 46]. Another related research direction focus on how to ease the burden of deployment and optimization for machine learning across various platforms [6, 27, 28, 31, 32]. Prior studies related to cluster scheduling have also influenced this paper [20, 30, 43].

**Interference estimation:** Precise estimation of interference has been a key issue for high-performance computing. Bubble-up [29] and bubble-flux [44] models an application’s sensitivity to cache and fits a sensitivity curve to predict performance. Han et al. extend using sensitivity cure to distributed computing where interference can propagate among processes [23]. Prophet models concurrent task execution behavior for non-preemptive accelerators [4].

**Multi-tenancy in Accelerator:** GPU vendors have included HW/SW support for providing multi-tenancy to users such as NVIDIA Multi Process Service (MPS) [12], Multi Instance GPU (MIG) [14], and AMD MxGPU [10]. Academic researches also proposed multi-tenancy support in accelerators. Pratheek et al. devised page-walking stealing for multi-tenancy support in GPU [34]. Choi et al. proposes fine-grain batching scheme [8]. PREMA proposed time-multiplexing solution with preemption [7]. Planaria supports multi-tenancy by partitioning processing elements [19].

### 6.2 Comparison to Prior Work

Table 5 provides a summarized comparison of our work to related ML inference frameworks. All the prior studies are capable of dynamically tuning batch size by either leveraging profiled latencies or incoming request rates during runtime. As more ML workloads are consolidated in cloud-based GPU servers, scheduling of multiple heterogeneous ML models in a system and scaling GPU servers under fluctuating request rates become more important. However, some prior studies do not consider such multi-model supports or GPU scaling.

Regarding scheduling dimensions such as temporal and spatial sharing, a majority of the prior work employ temporal sharing by leveraging profiled information of latency. Only GSLICE considered spatial sharing but it does not consider multi-GPU scheduling and temporal sharing. On the other hand, our study addresses all challenges, scheduling dimensions, and predicting potential interference among partitions in the same GPU.

### 7 Conclusion

This study investigated an SLO-aware ML inference server design. It identified that common ML model executions cannot fully utilize GPU compute resources when their batch sizes are limited to meet the response time-bound set by their SLOs. By leveraging spatial partitioning features, our framework significantly improved throughput of multi-GPU configurations while supporting SLOs. Based on the new spatio-temporal scheduling technique, this study showed that a new abstraction of GPU resources (gpulet) can improve ML inference serving under SLOs. The source code is available at https://github.com/casys-kaist/gpulet.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract
To maximize the resource efficiency of inference servers, we proposed a key mechanism to exploit hardware support for spatial partitioning of GPU resources. With the partitioning mechanism, a new abstraction layer of GPU resources is created with configurable GPU resources. The scheduler assigns requests to virtual GPUs, called gpulets, with the most effective amount of resources. The prototype framework auto-scales the required number of GPUs for a given workloads, minimizing the cost for cloud-based inference servers. The prototype framework also deploys a remedy for potential interference effects when two ML tasks are running concurrently in a GPU.

A.2 Hosting
The artifact is hosted on the following platforms:

- **Zenodo:** We have published the artifact on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6544909
- **GitHub:** Although the artifact provided in Zenodo contains all necessary and functional code, it is still in its early stage of development and needs improvement in terms of UI and code readability. Further improvement of code will be provided in the following GitHub repository: https://github.com/casys-kaist/glet.

A.3 Scope
The artifact is capable of:

- Serving machine learning inference on multiple multi-GPU servers.
- Adding new models defined and saved by TorchScript (provided as .pt files).
- Scheduling multiple models and guarantee SLO.
- Providing stand-alone ML inference executor for profiling performance and GPU resource usage.

The artifact does not provide the following:

- Utilize CPU for ML inference.
- Schedule heterogeneous GPUs.
- Guarantee availability (e.g. heartbeat, failure recovery).
- Add new models or deleting old models to serve while the frontend server is running.

A.4 Contents

A.4.1 SW Components

- **Frontend Server:** Receives requests from M clients and schedule requests to N backends.
- **Backend Server:** Receives batched requests from frontend server and conveys request to 0 servers running on the same machine.
- **Proxy:** Receives inputs from backend server and executes ML inference on a gpulet
- **Standalone Inference:** Executes inference on a GPU. Useful for debugging and profiling GPU resource utilization.
- **Standalone Scheduler:** Provides scheduling decision for given set of models and input rate of each model as stand-alone SW. Useful for inspecting scheduling decisions.

Please refer to binaries.md for further information of how to run and setup each components.

A.4.2 Models
The artifact includes 0 CNN models of VGG16 and ResNet50. Both models are stored as .pt file. All models are also available on Torchvision.

A.4.3 Dataset
A subset of ImageNet data and camera surveillance footage are each compressed as imagenet_data.tar and camera_data.tar respectively.

A.4.4 Docker Images
The following prerequisites must be installed in order to use the Docker images for this artifact:

- **Docker Ver. >= 20**
- **Nvidia-docker** (for utilizing GPUs)

Two Docker images are made public for experimenting with the provided artifact. One is the server Docker image available on sbchoi/glet-server and the other is the base Docker image used for building the backend Docker image available on sbchoi/glet-base.

We highly recommend using Docker images for experimenting since it contains all required code and scripts. For further instructions, please refer to the README file on https://github.com/casys-kaist/glet.

A.5 Requirements

A.5.1 Hardware
The artifact was evaluated on multi-GPU servers. Each GPU server had the following hardware specifications:

- **GPU:** NVIDIA RTX 2080ti (11GB global memory)
- **CPU:** Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4
- **Network:** Servers connected with 10 GHz Ethernet
A.5.2 OS and Kernel

The artifact was evaluated on Ubuntu 18.04 with a Linux kernel version 4.15.

A.5.3 Software

The artifact was built with the following drivers and libraries:
- LibTorch(PyTorch library for C++) = 1.10
- CUDA >= 10.2
- cuDNN >= 7.6
- Boost library>= 1.6
- OpenCV >= 4.0
- CMake >= 3.19

A.6 Experiment Setup

Experiments can be run by using the scripts provided in the artifact. We have also provided example files required for configuring experiments. Below are a few steps to configure multiple GPU servers using Docker images we have provided:
1. Run MPS daemon
2. Create and run an overlay network for Dockers
3. Setup and execute backend servers
4. Setup and execute frontend server, connecting all backend servers for serving inference.
5. Run clients
6. Analyze the content of glet/scripts/log.txt for how each request has been handled.

Please refer to the README file and binaries.md in https://github.com/casys-kaist/glet for detailed instructions of how to configure
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Abstract

Cloud gaming services have become important workloads in cloud datacenter. However, our investigation shows that a cloud gaming service cannot saturate the modern cloud GPUs. One way to improve the GPU utilization is to co-locate multiple workloads within one GPU, which is challenging for cloud gaming due to its highly fluctuated and unpredictable GPU usage pattern. In this paper, we present PilotFish, a high-performance system that harvests the free GPU cycles of cloud gaming with deep learning (DL) training, while incurring almost zero interference to cloud gaming. We co-locate DL training jobs with cloud gaming, because they have stable and predictable workloads and have no strict latency requirement. In more detail, PilotFish captures the idle periods of the game’s GPU usage with its low-overhead instrumentation to graphic libraries in sub-millisecond granularity. To avoid the potential interference to cloud gaming, PilotFish schedules training computation kernels only when they can finish before the idle GPU periods, and preempts straggler kernels running longer than expected. Our evaluation on popular cloud games and DL models shows PilotFish can harvest up to 85.1% of the idle GPU time from cloud gaming with no interference.

1 Introduction

Cloud gaming is gaining popularity in recent years. As shown in Figure 1, players of cloud gaming only use a thin client that interacts with games running on cloud servers and receives the stream of rendered frames via Internet [38]. Cloud gaming greatly reduces the hardware requirement of high-quality video games. Mobile clients with no or weak GPU can still enjoy the good visual effect of powerful GPUs. Cloud gaming has become an important workload in major cloud service providers, e.g., Microsoft’s Xbox Remote Play [11], Google’s Stadia [7], Nvidia’s Geforce Now [15], Sony’s PlayStation Now (running on Azure) [18], Amazon’s AppStream [1].

∗This work is done while Wei Zhang is an intern in Microsoft Research.

Figure 1: In cloud gaming games, players send control messages (keyboard and mouse) to cloud servers. Game scenes are rendered as frames in cloud servers and streamed to edge devices via internet.

Due to the limitations of the network, encoding and decoding capability, and resolution of mobile devices, major cloud gaming services only provide limited streaming quality that is far lower than the increasing capability of modern GPUs. For example, Microsoft’s Xbox Remote Play and PlayStation Now only support up to 1080p at 60FPS. However, the latest GPUs for gaming (e.g., Nvidia’s 3090Ti) can support 4K (2160p) resolution at up to 144FPS. Running cloud gaming of limited streaming quality on powerful GPUs would inevitably waste the GPU cycles. Our evaluation of popular games shows most of them have a utilization lower than 50% with cloud gaming GPUs. It is important to improve the utilization to reduce the operation cost of cloud gaming services.

To improve GPU utilization for cloud gaming, a natural solution is to co-locate multiple workloads in one GPU (e.g., multiple games [29, 36] or other GPU workloads [23–25, 50, 51]). Such approaches face great challenges, due to the high randomness of the gaming workload. A game’s utilization of different resources (including GPU, CPU, PCI-e and disk I/O) varies greatly across video frames. Such variation is difficult to predict due to the random interaction between players and changing game scenes. Moreover, different games could exhibit very diverse resource usage patterns, further increasing the degree of unpredictability. Co-locating multiple games in a GPU would inevitably lead to interfer-
Figure 2: The procedures of cloud gaming. On receiving user input, the game logic decides the content of the scene to be rendered, which is comprised of a list of draw calls using graphic libraries. The draw calls are pushed into a command queue for the frame and submitted to the hardware for rendering the frame. The rendered frames are encoded by dedicated chips (e.g., NVENC [13] of Nvidia’s GPUs) and sent to the cloud gaming client.

ence when long rendering times from different games collide. To safely harvest the GPU free cycles from cloud gaming, it is necessary to choose a more predictable and stable workload for co-location, where we find Deep Learning (DL) training, a pervasive workload in cloud data centers, is a good fit.

In this paper, we present PilotFish, a high-performance system that harvests the free GPU cycles of cloud gaming with deep learning training, without impacting gaming experiences. Instead of predicting the varying gaming workload, PilotFish exploits idle GPU periods in a reactive manner. PilotFish exposes a real-time resource monitoring interface by instrumenting graphic libraries (e.g., DirectX or Vulkan) for quickly reporting (within 10 µs) the start and completion of the rendering of a game frame. This way, PilotFish can precisely capture idle GPU periods of games. This design allows PilotFish to support all games running on common graphic libraries without modifying or re-compiling game code.

PilotFish further leverages the predictability of deep learning training in the scheduling. It is well-known that deep learning training consists of iterative training steps. The compute kernels in each training step have a highly predictable execution time and can be obtained through offline profiling [40,46]. With the known duration of a specific DL training kernel (usually on the order of sub-millisecond), PilotFish is able to safely schedule a deep learning training job to leverage the idle time of gaming workload, without violating the QoS of cloud gaming. The interference on other types of hardware resources is also avoided via state-of-the-art techniques, e.g., Baymax [25] for PCI-e. Furthermore, to prevent from training anomaly, where a DL training kernel does not complete in the estimated time, PilotFish can proactively terminate the training (<1ms) with limited loss of training progress.

We have implemented a prototype of PilotFish to support games on DirectX 12 [3] and DL training using Nvidia CUDA 11 [14]. We evaluate PilotFish using popular games for cloud gaming and widely-used DL models for training. Evaluation result proves PilotFish can strictly guarantee the QoS of cloud gaming when co-located with DL training. PilotFish can harvest up to 85.1% of the idle GPU time without interference, compared to straw-man baselines that degrade the 99%-ile FPS by over 30% to achieve the same harvest ratio.

The key contributions of the paper are as follows:

- We identify the low GPU utilization problem of cloud gaming and the challenges of co-location due to the randomness of games.
- We characterize the cloud gaming workload and point out that DL training is a right workload to be co-located with cloud gaming to improve GPU utilization.
- We propose mechanisms for quickly capturing idle GPU periods of gaming and fine-grained scheduling of co-located DL training workload, which guarantee no interference.

2 Motivation

In this section, we study the common cloud gaming pipeline shown in Figure 2. We investigate why there is low utilization issue in cloud gaming services and the challenges of harvesting free GPU cycles from games. Then we motivate why DL training is a good fit for co-location.
Table 1: The GPU and CPU utilization of cloud gaming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Average GPU Util.</th>
<th>Peak GPU Util.</th>
<th>VRAM (GB)</th>
<th>CPU Util.</th>
<th>FPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dota 2</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League of Legends</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBG</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS:GO</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilization 5</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Division 2</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assassin’s Creed Odyssey</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashes of the Singularity</td>
<td>89.8%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The average FPS and GPU utilization of independent execution of popular games and their co-located execution on Nvidia RTX 2060. (HIT: HITMAN3, RDR2: Red Dead Redemption 2 and AOS: Ashes of the Singularity)

2.1 GPU Under-utilization of Cloud Gaming

Existing cloud gaming platforms allocate each player to a dedicated server for running the requested game to ensure players’ satisfactory experiences. For cloud gaming service providers, major concerns are focused on network latency and operational cost. The network latency is considerably reduced today and becomes viable for cloud gaming. However, the low resource utilization still leads to significant operation cost. We use the Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU, of which the computing ability is 6.4 teraflops, as the experimental platform, which has comparable performance to the Xbox One X’s GPU (6.01 teraflops) used by Microsoft’s cloud gaming service. We investigate the performance of eight of the most popular games. Table 1 summarizes the resource utilization of these games on NVIDIA RTX 2060 with cloud gaming rendering quality, mostly 1080p and 60 Frames Per Second (FPS). Five of the eight games have a GPU utilization of lower than 50%, showing the potential opportunities for improvement.

Modern GPUs are becoming more and more powerful. However, the QoS of cloud gaming is much lower than the capability of modern GPUs. According to Steam’s survey [19], over 83.67% of PC gamers use resolution ≤ 1920x1080. Most smartphones only have a screen ≤ 1080p resolution. Also, the higher resolution requires better network quality and hardware capability (for decoding). Currently, Xbox remote play only supports streaming quality of at most 1080p and 60 FPS.

We anticipate the low GPU utilization issue will become more severe on the latest generation of GPUs used by gaming clouds. For example, Google Stadia uses an AMD GPU with 10.7 teraflops [7], Microsoft’s Xbox Series X chip has 12 teraflops [11], Nvidia’s RTX 3090 has 35.58 teraflops.

2.2 Challenges

A natural idea to improve the GPU utilization of cloud gaming is to co-locate multiple games into the same GPU. However, we observe co-locating multiple games could severely interfere with each other, even when the GPU is still underutilized.

Figure 3 demonstrates the FPS of three popular cloud games and their GPU utilization in two situations: independently execution and co-located execution. When the games run alone, they can achieve around 50% of GPU utilization on 60 FPS. However, when two games are co-located, the FPS drops greatly (e.g., RDR2’s FPS drops to 20 from 60) but the GPU utilization is only improved by up to 24%.

The main cause of the degraded co-location performance comes from the randomness of games. As shown in Figure 4, a game’s frametime (the time to render a frame) could vary significantly over time due to the different complexity of the scene. Different games would further exhibit a very diverse pattern of GPU consumption. Moreover, in addition to GPUs, the resource usage of other resource types (CPU, storage, etc.) also fluctuates over time as illustrated in Figure 5. When contention appears on these resources, the submission of draw calls would be blocked, which also leads to lower GPU utilization. This explains why the co-located games only have...
limited improvement on GPU utilization in Figure 3.

The highly random gaming behaviours make it impossible to co-locate the other random and interactive workloads like game without impacting the gaming experience. Previous works [36, 43] using static profiling to co-locate multiple games in a best-effort manner could still suffer from the interference due to random rendering content. We seek to find a more stable and predictable workload as the candidate for co-location, where we find DL training is a good fit.

2.3 Co-location with DL Training

DL training is a pervasive workload in cloud data centers. The major cloud gaming service providers (e.g., Microsoft, Google, Amazon) also have a huge demand for training DL models with GPUs [33]. The key reason we consider DL training for co-location with cloud gaming is its predictability and fine-granularity. Figure 6 shows the execution time of statistical top 20 frequent kernels from six popular DL training models. The figure shows that the duration of all training kernels is relatively stable, it usually varies within a few percent. Thus, by leveraging the predictability and iterative pattern of DL kernels, the system can know their duration beforehand. Also, the execution time of DL kernels is typically less than 1ms, thus it is very suitable to be scheduled to exploit the GPU idle time.

Figure 6: The execution time of top 20 frequent kernels from six popular models. (each bar is a kernel).

Despite the opportunity, the direct co-location of gaming and DL training without leveraging the characteristics of DL training could still incur a severe drop in FPS due to complex interference behaviors. For example, if the DL training kernels are submitted when a frame is still under rendering, both workloads would contend for GPU time and postpone the completion of game rendering.

Figure 7 shows the normalized 99%-ile FPS when five popular games are co-located with DL training tasks on a Nvidia 2060 GPU. The DL training tasks includes Resnet50 [30], VGG [44] and Mobilenet [31]. In the figure, the x-axis indicates the combination of games and DL training tasks, and the y-axis shows the 99%-ile FPS normalized to its FPS target. All games are affected by naively co-locating with DL training models. During co-location, we observe that the FPS of game is affected by the duration of frame rendering, the DL training kernel scheduling and the contention on shared resources. Therefore, it requires very careful management of the co-located DL training jobs to avoid interfering the cloud gaming, which is the main goal of PilotFish.

3 PilotFish Overview

We consider the scenario that DL training has a lower priority than the interactive cloud gaming service. Therefore, it is required that DL training should not generate interference to cloud gaming. PilotFish co-designs the cloud gaming services and deep learning training frameworks so that they can collaboratively work together. Figure 8 demonstrates the overall design of PilotFish.

Instead of predicting the random gaming behaviours, PilotFish monitors the frame-level execution and resource-usage information in real time with very low overheads. Existing frame monitoring tools [8, 9, 17] for gaming are usually based on event-tracing technology [4], which is for general-purpose application by design and infeasible for PilotFish’s requirement due to its high latency. To capture the idle GPU periods, PilotFish instruments the graphic libraries to quickly and precisely detect when the rendering of a frame finishes and when the next frame will be submitted (according to the FPS requirement).

Within the idle period of a game, PilotFish schedules the computation kernels safely without interfering with the games. The computation kernels for DL training should only be executed between the end of the previous frame and the start of the next frame. This relies on the kernel duration predictor to provide the execution time of the computation kernels, by leveraging their predictability as we discussed in Figure 6. A computation kernel can be submitted only when it can finish...
Figure 8: The Overall design of PilotFish. The Game Loop Detector quickly obtains the idle GPU periods via instrumenting the graphic libraries. The DL kernel scheduler dynamically and safely schedules the kernels with the predicted kernel duration. The task executor guarantees the DL kernel execution will not interfere with cloud gaming on GPU and other types of resources.

before the rendering of the next frame starts so that it will not contend with the game rendering on GPU. Since PilotFish only schedules DL kernels without changing its computation, it has no impact on the computation result of DL training.

During the execution of DL training’s computation kernels, PilotFish keeps monitoring their progress in its task executor. Once potential interference could appear due to straggler kernels, PilotFish should immediately preempt the job to guarantee cloud gaming is not affected. To minimize the loss of training progress due to preemption, we introduce a low-overhead checkpointing mechanism to only kill the computation kernels without losing the trained weight in memory.

We explain in § 4 how PilotFish instruments the graphic libraries to obtain the idle GPU periods. In § 5, we elaborate on how the computation kernels of DL training are scheduled. Then, we demonstrate the task executor in § 6 that manages the task execution on GPUs and other types of resources to provide the strict guarantee of no interference to games.

4 Game Loop Instrumentation

To capture the random idle GPU cycles from games, we need to monitor the frame execution information, i.e., the start and end rendering time of each frame, in real time. Nowadays, there are many popular frame monitoring software for rendering workloads including PresentMon [17], IntelGPA [9], GpuView [8], and FrameView [5]. They all use event-tracing technology [4], which records events with high latency (usually >1 second). However, cloud gaming usually requires 60 frames per second, i.e., 16.67 ms per frame, which cannot accept such a large tracing latency.

In PilotFish, we exploit the fact that most games are developed on common graphic libraries (e.g., DirectX [3], Vulkan [20]), which translate the graphical operations into GPU commands. When the game finishes generating the draw calls, the GPU commands will be submitted to the GPU via a specific API (e.g., ExecuteCommandList in DirectX). PilotFish instruments the command submission API of graphic libraries to detect the start time of frame rendering. The instrumentation latency is very low, usually within 1 microsecond per frame. Moreover, to obtain when the rendering completion time of the submitted frame, PilotFish inserts an additional GPU command for notification of rendering completion at the end of the submission queue. Since the QoS of cloud gaming determines the maximum frame rate, e.g., an FPS of 60 means there is at most one frame per 16.67ms. When PilotFish is notified with the rendering completion, we can calculate when the next frame would appear, thus the time period before the next frame is guaranteed to be idle. Table 2 shows the average overhead and error for FPS perception through the game loop detector. The overhead is negligible where the average overhead per 60 frames is around 0.1ms. When PilotFish is notified with the rendering completion, we can calculate when the next frame would appear, thus the time period before the next frame is guaranteed to be idle. Table 2 shows the average overhead and error for FPS perception through the game loop detector. The overhead is negligible where the average overhead per 60 frames is around 0.1ms. We also validate FPS measured from PilotFish by comparing with PresentMon [17] as the ground-truth. The average measurement error of FPS is 0.526%. Instrumenting the graphic libraries that most games built on allows PilotFish to generally support a wide range of existing games and future games without specific modification for every game.

Table 2: The Game Loop Detector Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACOdyssey</td>
<td>0.1058 ms</td>
<td>0.363%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genshin Impact</td>
<td>0.070668 ms</td>
<td>0.526%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 DL Training Scheduler

With the captured GPU idle periods, PilotFish will schedule the computation kernels from DL training to harvest the free GPU cycles. As shown in Figure 9, PilotFish only allows the DL kernels to execute within the idle GPU periods to avoid GPU contention. Algorithm 1 describes the scheduling strategy of PilotFish: (1) when the game is using GPU to perform rendering, it will wait for the notification of the rendering completion; (2) when the game finishes rendering a frame, the scheduler sends the DL kernels that can finish before the deadline when FPS QoS is affected (e.g., when the QoS is 60 frames per second, the start time between two frames should be no more than 16.67 ms).

PilotFish’s DL training scheduler relies on the prediction of computation kernels to decide whether the submitted kernel can finish before the next frame starts (Line 7 in Algorithm 1). PilotFish leverages the predictability and iterative pattern of DL training. The kernels for the same model will be repeatedly submitted in every iteration with different input data. As we have shown in Figure 6, the kernel duration has a very low variance, which can be easily obtained via offline profiling. In PilotFish, the DL training jobs to co-locate with games will be profiled on idle GPUs for tens of iterations (usually a few minutes), and record their kernel execution time.

Note that, the GPU context for DL training is first created in the job initialization, thus its overhead does not affect the scheduling of DL kernels. Also, the launching of computation kernels has an overhead of 10 us, which is usually less or equal to a kernel’s execution time. To hide the kernel launching overhead, like most training frameworks, PilotFish submits the computation kernels asynchronously (as shown in Figure 9). Therefore, PilotFish only suffers from at most one kernel launching overhead at the first DL kernel in each frame, which is negligible.

6 Task Executor

After the DL kernel is scheduled, the task executor monitors the kernel execution to avoid straggler kernels that run longer than expected and do not finish before the next rendering frame. In case the potential interference could appear, the task executor will terminate the process quickly to reclaim the GPU for game rendering while minimizing the loss of training progress. In addition to GPUs, the task executor also manages the other resource types including CPUs, PCIe bus and Disk I/O to avoid non-GPU interference.

6.1 GPU Kernel Execution

During the execution of computation kernels, PilotFish’s task executor keeps monitoring the running kernels on their execution time. Although, not often, some straggler kernels may run longer than the predicted time, which may postpone the rendering if they do not finish before the next frame appears. Note that the straggler kernels will not lead to QoS violation if the rendering time of the next frame is short and can still be finished within the deadline. Also, a slight drop in FPS (1 ~ 2 FPS) may not affect the gaming experience for non-sensitive players. Therefore, PilotFish provides two types of guarantees:

1) Hard guarantee: once a straggler kernel appears that it can not finish before the next frame rendering begins, the task executor suspends the running DL kernel on the GPU immediately.

2) Soft guarantee: PilotFish does not terminate the straggler kernels unless FPS drop exceeds a certain threshold.

Using soft guarantee is more friendly to DL training models that contain kernels of long execution time, e.g., the longest kernel of LSTM runs for 2.4 ms. Our evaluation in § 7.4 shows using the soft guarantee can harvest over 30% more GPU cycles than the hard guarantee when we co-locate LSTM with RDR2.

6.2 Low-overhead Pause and Resume

Figure 10 shows the design of PilotFish’s DL training pause and resume. In order to terminate the straggler kernel quickly, PilotFish leverages the multi-priority streams of modern GPUs to send asserting signal to DL training kernels at the highest priority. The preemption can be done very fast within 0.7 ms. However, asserting the kernel would wipe out all the

---

Algorithm 1: DL training scheduler

```
while true do
    if isFrameRendering() then
        WaitForFrameComplete();
        freeTimeslice = FrameTimeQoS - LastFrameRenderingTime;
    else
        kernel = GetKernelFramePool();
        kernelTime = PredictDuration(kernel);
        if freeTimeslice > kernelTime then
            LaunchKernel(kernel);
            freeTimeslice = freeTimeslice - kernelTime;
        end
    end
end
```
memory state that results in loss of the training progress. Although DL training may periodically save checkpoints, it is done in a less frequent manner (usually every a few epochs that takes hours).

![Diagram of DL Kernel queue and load](image)

*Figure 10: PilotFish’s low-overhead pause and resume.*

Note that, we only want to terminate the computation to avoid the interference to games thus it is not necessary to clear the memory. To maintain the model weight while DL training job suspension, PilotFish builds a shared memory pool in an isolated process, that stores a backup version of the model weight. When resuming a DL training job from suspension, the pointer of shared memory is directly shipped to the memory manager of the training frame. If the GPU supports inter-process communication (IPC), the shared memory pool is placed on GPU thus no memory copy is needed. Otherwise, The shared memory pool is placed on the host memory thus requires resume the model weights by copying them from host to GPU. Our evaluation shows resuming the model from the host memory for ResNet-34, VGG-16, MobileNet and LSTM takes 64, 69, 63 and 30 ms respectively. But PyTorch’s requires over 7 seconds via its default checkpointing mechanism.

### 6.3 Mitigating Other Resource Contention

In addition to contention on GPU, both cloud gaming and the DL training involve other resource types thus also need careful management for interference avoidance.

**CPU contention.** For the DL training tasks, the CPU is used for data pre-processing, e.g., image decoding, re-shaping, data augmentation. Games use CPU for processing game logic and simulate physical effects. CPU contention may appear when the CPU-heavy DL training and games are co-located, resulting in a decrease in FPS and an increase of game loading time. PilotFish solves the resource contention on CPU by setting the priority of threads: game threads use a high priority and DL training threads use a low priority. Figure 11 shows the FPS of RDR2 to be co-located with a job that only pre-processes the data of DL training. By increasing the stress of the co-located job, the FPS and loading time of the game is affected severely if they have the same CPU thread priority. The Windows OS’s scheduler can fully mitigate the interference on CPU after we set the thread priority of the co-located job to low.

**PCIe contention.** Using PCIe bus, games transfer vertex data and primitive data from pageable memory to GPU during execution, and the rendered frames are passed back from GPU [21]. The DL training uses PCIe to transfer data and model parameters. We have tested two popular games’ performance benchmarks (Shadow of the Tomb Raider and The Division 2). The average memcpy time per frame is 0.1748ms and the frames with copy time greater than 0.5ms account for 3.9% of all frames. When games use pageable memory and transfer data through PCIe bus alone, the achieved data transfer rate is 11.045MB/s. Because the theoretical peak bandwidth of 16x PCIe 3.0 bus used in our platform is 15,800MB/s and the effective bandwidth is 12,160MB/s, the bus can only support at most \( \left\lfloor \frac{12160}{11045} \right\rfloor = 1 \) memcpy task to transfer data in their full speeds in the same direction. Therefore, it is necessary to guarantee no interference on PCIe to avoid the game’s data transfer. In PilotFish, we rely on the bandwidth reservation technique proposed in Baymax [25] to reserve the enough PCIe bandwidth for cloud gaming. The DL training can only transfer data when the game is not using PCIe.

**Disk I/O contention.** From disk, games loads rendering execution, and the rendered frames are passed back from GPU [21]. The DL training uses PCIe to transfer data and model parameters. We have tested two popular games’ performance benchmarks (Shadow of the Tomb Raider and The Division 2). The average memcpy time per frame is 0.1748ms and the frames with copy time greater than 0.5ms account for 3.9% of all frames. When games use pageable memory and transfer data through PCIe bus alone, the achieved data transfer rate is 11.045MB/s. Because the theoretical peak bandwidth of 16x PCIe 3.0 bus used in our platform is 15,800MB/s and the effective bandwidth is 12,160MB/s, the bus can only support at most \( \left\lfloor \frac{12160}{11045} \right\rfloor = 1 \) memcpy task to transfer data in their full speeds in the same direction. Therefore, it is necessary to guarantee no interference on PCIe to avoid the game’s data transfer. In PilotFish, we rely on the bandwidth reservation technique proposed in Baymax [25] to reserve the enough PCIe bandwidth for cloud gaming. The DL training can only transfer data when the game is not using PCIe.

Figure 12a shows the FPS of game RDR2 when co-located with a stress test progress of memory copy. This stress test copies data from the host memory to the global memory of GPU, and then back to the host memory every 60 ms. We control the proportion of the memcpy time to the total time by controlling the size of the copied data. With increased memory copy stress, the FPS drops greatly without reserving the PCIe bandwidth for the game. The reservation guarantees the game is not affected by PCIe contention.

**Disk I/O contention.** From disk, games loads rendering
resources (e.g., texture) and DL training loads training data. Contention on disk I/O may lead to longer loading time for games. Figure 12b illustrates the FPS and loading time of a game co-located with a disk stress benchmark performing sequential read/write and 4K read/write [2]. Without any isolation, the FPS does not change but the loading time is increased by 21%. Moreover, we observe some objects are not rendered in the displayed frame, which is unacceptable to players. We apply the widely used I/O isolation techniques, including namespace [12] and I/O priority [10]. We find both techniques can guarantee the game performance by isolating the I/O operations.

**GPU memory and caches.** To avoid swapping data among GPU memory and host memory, PilotFish only co-locates a game and a DL training job when the sum of their peak GPU memory demand can fit into the GPU memory. Since DL kernels are only executed in the idle GPU cycles, their data movement between GPU memory and GPU caches has no overlap with gaming. GPU commands from game and DL training are serialized without preemption thus there is no context switching overhead. DL training may flush the GPU cache of rendering data of the previous frame. But we do not observe impact on rendering time to the next frame.

**Network and video stream encoding.** In PilotFish, we assume the distributed training uses a separate network from the cloud gaming service due to security and performance concern, thus there is no interference in network. Also, as we have explained in Figure 2, video stream encoding is done in a separate hardware encoder, thus is not interfered by DL training.

## 7 Evaluation of PilotFish

We have implemented a prototype of PilotFish on DirectX 12, CUDA 11.1, Windows 10, and PyTorch 1.8 with 2400 lines of code. As far as we know, PilotFish is the first system that co-locate cloud gaming with DL training. Therefore, we compare PilotFish with several straw-man solutions to evaluate its effectiveness. Overall, PilotFish can harvest up to 85% of idle GPU cycles from cloud gaming without generating interference.

### 7.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate PilotFish with Steam Remote Play & Steam Link (cloud gaming platform) using the Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU. Table 3 summarizes the software and hardware experimental configurations. Note that PilotFish does not rely on any special hardware features of RTX 2060, and is easy to be set up on other GPUs. As listed in Table 4, we use five popular DirectX 12 games and four DL training applications to perform the experiment.

Throughout our experiments, the FPS target of games is 60 FPS (16.67 ms/frame). The QoS of the game is defined as the 99%-ile latency normalized to 60 FPS. We calculate the GPU utilization as the portion of time when the GPU is busy, which is the same as the definition of nvidia-smi [16].

We define the metric, harvest ratio, as the portion of GPU idle time that is harvested for DL training, which is calculated as

\[
\text{Harvest Ratio} = \frac{\text{GPUUtil}_{\text{co}} - \text{GPUUtil}_{\text{Game}}}{100\% - \text{GPUUtil}_{\text{Game}}},
\]

where GPUUtil\(_{\text{Game}}\) is the GPU utilization of running game independently, and GPUUtil\(_{\text{co}}\) is the GPU utilization when game and DL training are co-located. For PilotFish, the time of model checkpointing is not considered as harvested.

**Comparison Baselines.** To compare the performance of PilotFish, we propose three straw-man solutions:

1. **GameMode** [6] is a feature introduced by Windows to prioritize CPU threads of games. It does not control GPU execution.
2. **Constant-Speed** controls the DL kernel submission speed with a constant rate.
3. **Adaptive-Speed** controls the DL kernel submission speed dynamically according to the FPS profiled from the event-tracing tool PresentMon [17]. If FPS < 60, the DL kernel submission speed is halved, otherwise, it is multiplied by 1.2.

### 7.2 GPU Utilization Improvement and FPS Guarantee

We first demonstrate the effectiveness of PilotFish by comparing PilotFish with the three baselines on all combinations of cloud games and DL models listed in Table 4. By default, the Constant-Speed baseline is set to 50% of the ideal speed (i.e., training the model on the same GPU without co-location).
Figure 13 presents the 99%-ile FPS of the cloud games normalized to the FPS target (60 FPS), and the harvest ratio of idle GPU time. Note that, due to bursty complex frames, the cloud game may not always maintain at 60 FPS either even without co-location. Figure 13a shows that PilotFish achieves almost the same 99%-ile FPS compared to that without co-location. The three baselines all experienced severe FPS drops. GameMode drops the most, by up to 78.6% (e.g. SOTTR+RS). Constant-Speed(50%) and FPS-Based drop from 16.3% to 69.2% and from 20.7% to 66.3%, respectively. In the game of SOTTR and HIT, all baselines suffer from severe interference. Since SOTTR switches scenes multiple times during the benchmark, its rendering time of frames fluctuates more severely than the other four games. The three baselines cannot quickly adapt to the fluctuation thus perform poorly.

Figure 13b shows the harvest ratio in the different combinations. As shown in the figure, PilotFish w/ hard guarantee harvests 78.56% of idle times on average in all five games co-located with three DL training tasks (MobileNet, Resnet-34 and VGG-16) without interfering with the cloud games. When cloud games are co-located with LSTM, the harvest ratio drops to 39.03%. Because LSTM contains some large kernels that run for \(\sim 2.4 \text{ ms}\), they may not be scheduled if the idle GPU time is short with PilotFish’s hard guarantee. Since the rendering time of game F1 is lower than other games, its harvest ratio on LSTM is relatively higher than others, which is 48.43%. With the huge penalty of FPS drop, GameMode achieves the highest harvest ratio (83% on average) since it does not control the speed of DL training. The harvest ratios of the Constant-Speed (50%) and Adaptive-Speed range from 26% to 50% and 11% to 74%. These two baselines not only harvest less idle GPU time than PilotFish but also degrade the FPS significantly. They prove the necessity of PilotFish’s mechanisms to fast and safely schedule DL kernels.

Figure 13c shows the training wall time of the co-located DL models normalized to training them on dedicated GPU. The training wall time is almost inversely proportional to the harvest ratio. Because GameMode occupies more GPU cycles from games in addition to the idle cycles, it has the least slowdown at the price of severely affected game FPS. Because of higher harvesting efficiency, PilotFish’s training wall time is better than Constant-Speed and Adaptive-Speed for most models without affecting the FPS of games.

### 7.3 Dissecting Execution

To demonstrate how cloud game runs when co-located with DL training, in Figure 14, we show the instantaneous FPS (the inverse of frame time) fluctuation of RDR2 over time when co-located with ResNet-34. We select a game segment (50 seconds) during the stable running of the game. We find PilotFish can always be stable near the original FPS without co-location. The baselines experience serious FPS fluctuations, especially GameMode and Constant-Speed since they are not...
adaptive at all. The fluctuated and degraded FPS leads to very poor experience for players. When FPS drops, some games with adaptive rendering mechanism will actively reduce the rendering quality to maintain a smooth playing experience. Figure 15 compares the rendering quality of PilotFish, no co-location, and GameMode. PilotFish has the same rendering quality with running the game without co-location. But the game co-located with DL training in GameMode reduces the rendering quality under the bridge due to interference.

7.4 Sources of Improvement

Dynamic Scheduling. Figure 16 shows normalized 99%-ile FPS and the harvest ratio of the pair (RDR2+RS) under the different kernel submission speed in Constant-Speed policy. The kernel submission speed ranges from 3% to 100% (normalized to the ideal speed without co-location). The rightmost column shows the results of PilotFish for comparison. As expected, we find that the 99%-ile FPS decreases and the harvest ratio increases as the submission speed grows from 3% to 100%. We specifically listed the 99%-ile FPS at the kernel submission speed 3% and 4%. We find the FPS target can be satisfied only when the kernel submission speed is very low. When the submission speed is higher than 4%, 99%-ile FPS begins to drop. Without degrading the 99%-ile FPS, PilotFish can achieve the same harvest ratio of Constant-Speed at 80% submission speed.

Figure 17 shows the harvest ratio of HIT under different rendering qualities when co-located with MobileNet and LSTM. Since MobileNet is mainly comprised of small kernels, it is easier to fit into short idle GPU periods. But the LSTM model contains some long kernels (~2.4 ms), which requires longer idle GPU periods. Therefore, reducing the rendering quality allows LSTM to harvest more GPU cycles from the game than MobileNet.

The two experiments in Figure 16 and Figure 17 imply the dynamic scheduling of DL kernels is necessary to handle the high randomness of game frames and diverse characteristic of different combinations of game and DL model.

Effective training pause and resume. To verify the need for the training pause mechanism introduced in Section 6.1, we disable this mechanism to compare its impact with PilotFish’s policies of hard guarantee and soft guarantee. Figure 18 shows the 99%-ile FPS (normalized to 60 FPS) and the harvest ratio with different pause policies. When using the policy of hard guarantee, PilotFish achieves the same FPS of that without co-location. When the pause condition is relaxed by 5% (3 FPS), the FPS using the policy of soft guarantee is degraded within the threshold while the harvest ratio is increased. When disabling the pause mechanism, the FPS further decreases at the cost of no FPS guarantee. The impact of the pause policies is different for models: ResNet-34 is less impacted than LSTM since the computation kernels of ResNet-34 is much shorter than LSTM. In the worst case, if a DL training task submits a long-running kernel, the game rendering could be infinitely postponed. Therefore, we suggest using the policy of soft guarantee when the cluster opera-
Figure 18: The 99%-ile FPS and harvest ratio of PilotFish with different training pause polices.

Figure 19: (RDR2+RS) the lost progress of DL training. The training wants to trade a limited interference with a higher GPU utilization.

Figure 19 shows the lost progress of DL training due to training pause with the hard guarantee. Compared with the epoch-level checkpoint in PyTorch whose lost progress is 69.62% on average, PilotFish reduces the lost progress by 4.6 times to 15.04% with the weight backup in the shared memory pool. LSTM loses more training progress than other models since it triggers more training pause due to its longer computation kernel.

8 Scale to Data Center

To evaluate the potential benefit of PilotFish to cloud gaming service running in a large cluster of GPUs, we use a simple heuristic cluster-level scheduler to decide which games and DL training jobs are suitable for co-location on the same GPU, as shown in Figure 20. The heuristic cluster scheduler collects the average resource usage of DL jobs and games through offline profiling. It greedily matches the DL training job with the game with the DL training job so that the remaining resource is minimized. For the DL model using synchronous data parallel training, the scheduler prefers to deploy each of its workers to the servers with a similar utilization so that each worker can run at a similar speed, which can reduce the synchronization overhead.

We compare this heuristic policy with a random scheduling policy that co-locates games and DL training models randomly. We simulate a cloud gaming cluster composed of one thousands Nvidia RTX2060 GPUs. We select ten popular games as the workload of cloud gaming, including Dota 2, League of Legends, PUBG, CS:GO, Civilization 5, Assassin’s Creed Odyssey, The Division 2, Ashes of the Singularity, RDR2, and Genshin Impact. The games are launched with the same probability. The number of running games follows the active player variation reported by Steam (shown in Figure 21), which has a strong diurnal pattern. We regard the peak point in Figure 21 as the situation when all the 1000 GPUs are used by cloud games. For the DL Training workloads, we select 750 instances evenly from the five models: ResNet-34, ResNet-50 [30], VGG-16 [44], MobileNet [31], and DenseNet [32]. Each model has 100 non-distributed training instances and 50 distributed training instances.

Figure 22 shows the GPU utilization of no co-location, random scheduler and the greedy heuristic scheduler. When there is no co-location, the cloud gaming cluster only has a GPU utilization of ~40%. The random policy can improve the utilization to 68.89% due to PilotFish’s efficient execution. Since the greedy policy is aware of the resource usage pattern of cloud games and DL training, it can further improve the cluster utilization to 81.12%. It implies the games and DL training jobs should be carefully scheduled at the cluster-level to maximize the benefit of co-location, which is an interesting future direction.

9 Related Work

General CPU co-location. There has been a large amount of prior work focusing on improving application QoS and
hardware utilization for CPU co-location. They can be broadly categorized as (1) profiling-based methods [26, 27, 41, 48, 52] and (2) partitioning-based methods [39, 53]. The profiling-based methods, such as Bubble-Up [41], Bubble-Flux [48], SMiTe [52], uses offline profiling of user-facing services and batch applications to predict their performance degradation and avoid contention on shared cache and memory bandwidth. They periodically adjust the allocation of shared resources according to the QoS feedback of user-facing services.

However, these techniques would fail on cloud gaming because they neglect the complex interaction of interference on different shared resources on GPUs.

**General GPU co-location.** Several techniques were proposed in the prior work to improve the utilization of GPUs with co-location. TimeGraph [34] and GPUSync [28] use priority-based scheduling to guarantee the performance of real-time kernels. High-priority kernels are executed first if multiple kernels are launched to the same GPU. GPU-EvR [35] launches different applications to different streaming multiprocessors (SMs) on one GPU. However, they are not applicable to our problem because they all rely on the simulator to synthesize the execution trace of co-located applications. Laius [50] and Baymax [25] predict the kernel duration and reorder the kernel based on the QoS headroom of user-facing queries. But it is difficult to predict the rendering frame time of game with a low overhead. AntMan [47] only co-locates multiple DL training jobs, which cannot handle the unpredictable game rendering. Nvidia Volta MPS (Multi-Process Service) [42] enables multiple applications to share a GPU concurrently with static partition, however, cannot handle the dynamic load of cloud gaming. Moreover, MPS-based solutions rely on the special hardware feature that only supports CUDA applications but not games, and is not applicable to non-Nvidia GPUs.

**Co-location of cloud gaming.** Specifically for cloud gaming, several works have been proposed to improve resource utilization by co-locating multiple games [37, 43, 49]. vGASA [49] adaptively schedules rendering tasks from multiple games to meet the SLA in a best-effort manner. However, when a hard SLA guarantee is required, vGASA has to reserve the resource for the worst cases so that all running games can meet the SLA at the most complex scenes. As we have shown in Section 2.2, cloud gaming has a high variance in GPU usage. Conservatively guaranteeing the worst case would waste resources with a significant over-provisioning.

GAugur [36] and dJay [29] dynamically tune the game settings for the co-located games during gameplay to adapt to changes of game scenes for improving performance. However, as we have shown in Figure 4, the frame time and GPU load in the gaming could fluctuate drastically even within a short period of time. Frequently changing the game setting is noticeable to players and could greatly degrade the gaming experience. This is unacceptable to commercial cloud gaming services. Instead, the computation of DL training is highly predictable. PilotFish can accurately predict the execution of DL kernels and schedule them only when it is safe. This is the main reason why we claim DL training is the right workload to be co-located with cloud gaming.

## 10 Conclusion

Cloud gaming service suffers from low GPU utilization issue due to the limitation of network and edge devices. Since cloud gaming utilizes GPUs in a very random manner, existing co-location solutions for GPU cannot meet the QoS requirement of cloud gaming. PilotFish addresses this issue by co-design cloud gaming service and deep learning training framework. PilotFish can harvest free GPU cycles using DL training with no interference to cloud gaming. PilotFish achieves this hard guarantee by (1) quickly capturing the idle GPU periods from cloud gaming via low-overhead instrumentation to graphic libraries (e.g., DirectX); (2) leveraging the predictability of DL computation to safely schedule DL kernels; and (3) providing a low-overhead mechanism to pause DL computation when they could potentially interfere with games. Our evaluation shows that PilotFish can harvest a significant portion of idle GPU time of cloud gaming up to 85.1% without affecting the gaming experience. PilotFish reveals a principled design to co-locate unpredictable workloads with predictable low-priority workloads. In addition to co-locating cloud gaming with DL training, it is interesting to generalize PilotFish’s solution on other predictable workloads, e.g., scientific computing [22, 50].
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Abstract

System calls are the main method for applications to request services from the operating system, but their invocation incurs considerable overhead, which has been aggravated by mitigation mechanisms for transient execution attacks. Proposed approaches for reducing system call overhead all break the semantic equivalence between system calls and regular function calls (e.g., by making system calls asynchronous), and so their adoption requires rearchitecting applications.

This paper proposes Privbox, a new approach for lightweight system calls that maintains the familiar synchronous, function-like system call model. Privbox allows an application to execute system call-intensive code in a semi-privileged, sandboxed execution mode, called a “privbox”. Semi-privileged execution is architecturally similar to the kernel’s privileged execution, which enables faster invocation of system calls, but the code is sandboxed to ensure that it cannot use its elevated privileges to compromise the system. We further propose semi-privileged access prevention (SPAP), a simple hardware architectural feature that alleviates much of Privbox’s instrumentation overhead.

We implement Privbox based on Linux and LLVM. Our evaluation on x86 (Intel Skylake) hardware shows that Privbox (1) speeds up system call invocation by 2.2×; (2) can increase throughput of I/O-threaded applications by up to 1.7×; and (3) can increase the throughput of real-world workloads such as Redis by up to 7.6% and 11%, without and with SPAP, respectively.

1 Introduction

System calls are the de-facto method for processes to request services from the operating system (OS), but they are orders of magnitude slower than a regular function call. Much of the overhead stems from switching the processor’s execution mode between unprivileged user-mode and privileged kernel execution on system call entry and exit [1]. User-to-kernel mode switches are further slowed down by the protection mechanisms [2, 3] recently added to mitigate transient execution vulnerabilities such as Meltdown [4] and Spectre [5].

Reducing system call overhead has attracted significant research attention over the years (e.g., [6, 1, 7, 8, 9, 10]), and the increased overhead imposed by the mitigations of transient execution vulnerabilities [10] underscores the importance of addressing the problem. Current approaches, however, break the semantic equivalence between system calls and regular function calls. For instance, FlexSC [1] and io_uring [8] make system calls asynchronous; the io_uring model and similar models [6, 11, 12] also limit how system calls can be composed. Consequently, benefitting from these system call designs requires rearchitecting applications to use the new system call models.

In this work, we propose Privbox: a new approach for lightweight system calls that maintains the familiar user-space programming model of synchronous, function-like system calls. In our design, an application can demarcate system call-intensive code and have it execute in a privbox, in which system call invocation is cheap—e.g., 2.2× faster than a regular system call on an Intel Skylake CPU. An application can thus enjoy low-overhead system calls with an unchanged synchronous system call model and only minor source code modifications to demarcate privboxed code regions.

Privboxed code runs in a “semi-privileged” mode. Semi-privileged execution consists of the processor running in privileged mode with the kernel address space mapped, which reduces user/kernel system call transition time, similarly to kernel-mode Linux (KML) [7]. But unlike KML, semi-privileged privboxed code runs sandboxed, so that it has the same access as the regular, unprivileged code of its process—thus it cannot violate OS security.

Our sandbox design is inspired by the software fault isolation approach of NaCl [13, 14], which uses compile-time instrumentation to generate verifiably safe code. We adapt NaCl’s instrumentation approach to the circumstances and environment of semi-privileged privboxed execution. In our design, source code demarcated for privboxed execution is instrumented at compile-time to prevent it from reading/writing arbitrary kernel memory or jumping to arbitrary kernel code. The kernel verifies the correctness of the instrumentation before allowing the code to begin its privboxed execution. The privboxed code then runs natively, without any runtime environment, but under a custom page table configuration that blocks it from executing uninstrumented user-mode code.

Unfortunately, the sandbox’s instrumentation slows down execution of the privboxed code, which reduces the benefit from faster system calls. We identify instrumentation of memory operations (load and store instructions) as the main culprit. Motivated by this finding, we propose SPAP (semi-privileged access prevention), a simple hardware architectural modification that enables omitting load/store instrumentation.
from privboxed code. With SPAP, privileged mode hardware execution blocks an instruction from reading/writing a kernel address if that instruction resides in a user-mode address (as privboxed instructions do). SPAP’s check can be implemented analogously to how x86-64 implements its supervisor mode access prevention (SMAP) [15] feature, which blocks privileged mode execution from accessing user-mode addresses.

We implement Privbox for x86-64 by adding support for semi-privileged execution to Linux and the musl standard C library [16], as well as extending LLVM to support generation of instrumented (sandboxed) code. We evaluate Privbox in two contexts:

1. Applications that use patterns such as I/O threads and reactors[17]. These patterns are system call intensive with little user-space logic, and are therefore less impacted by instrumentation overhead. We find that such applications can gain over 1.7× speedup, even without SPAP.

2. Applications that combine I/O and user-space logic. Specifically, we modify Redis [18], memcached [19], and SQLite [20] to use Privbox. For simplicity, we compile the entire application with instrumentation, which gives us a lower bound on Privbox’s benefit. Using Privbox in these applications requires little effort (20–30 lines of code) and yields an improvement of up to 7.6% on today’s hardware without SPAP and up to 11% in a configuration that approximates performance under SPAP.

Contributions We make the following contributions:

- **Privbox design** (§ 3). We design Privbox, a new systems programming mechanism for lightweight system. Privbox maintains the familiar user-space system call model and its adoption requires no application source code changes.

- **Implementation** (§ 4). We implement support for Privbox for x86-64 in Linux, the musl C library, and LLVM.

- **SPAP** (§ 5). We propose semi-privileged access prevention, a simple hardware modification that enables omitting load/store instrumentation from privboxed code.

- **Evaluation** (§ 7). We show that Privbox improves (1) system call overhead by 2.2×; (2) I/O thread execution time by over 1.7×; and (3) real-world workload throughput by as much as 7.6% without SPAP and 11% with SPAP.

- **Availability.** The Privbox implementation and benchmarks are available at https://github.com/privbox.

## 2 Background & motivation

Monolithic kernels like Linux rely on hardware privilege modes to enforce process isolation and to mediate I/O access to peripheral devices. The kernel offers a set of system calls for processes to request services requiring OS mediation, such as input/output (I/O) to devices, inter-process communication, and virtual address space modification. System calls are semantically equivalent to function calls, but are orders of magnitude slower. This problem has spurred research on reducing their overhead. These proposals, however, break the semantic equivalence between system and function calls, so adopting them requires rearchitecting applications to use a new system call model. Our goal is thus to address the problem without changing the system call programming model.

**Privilege modes** The basic hardware mechanism used to implement the OS isolation model is the distinction between unprivileged and privileged processor execution modes. The kernel runs in privileged mode, which allows full access to the entire instruction set, including privileged instructions for, e.g., installing a page table or enabling/disabling interrupts. Applications run in unprivileged mode, which only allows execution of non-privileged instructions that cannot circumvent OS isolation. Implementation of the execution privilege modes differs between hardware architectures. In this paper, we focus on the x86-64 architecture. It defines four hardware privilege levels, also called rings, numbered 0 to 3 in decreasing order of privilege. Most OSes execute user applications in ring 3 and the kernel in ring 0. The CPU has a code segment (CS) register that (indirectly) defines the CPU’s current ring, also called current privilege level (CPL).

**System calls** A system call is a mechanism for a controlled and safe transfer of execution from untrusted unprivileged code to privileged kernel code. On x86-64, system calls are implemented by the syscall instruction. This instruction elevates the CPU’s privilege mode and transfers control to a pre-determined kernel memory address, called the system call entry point. The entry point code determines the kernel function to service the desired call by inspecting certain CPU registers (determined by a software, OS-specific convention), executes it, and finally executes a “return to user” instruction which lowers the CPU’s privilege mode and transfers control back to the unprivileged code.

**System call overhead** A system call is semantically equivalent to a function call from an application’s perspective. But it is orders of magnitude slower, as its invocation/return is a multi-step procedure in both hardware and software, in which hardware elevates/lowers its privilege level and saves/restores certain CPU state, and kernel code saves/restores remaining CPU state and determines and executes the system call code.

System call overhead is exacerbated by mitigations of hardware microarchitecture vulnerabilities, such as Meltdown [4] and Spectre [5]. These vulnerabilities involve malicious user code abusing microarchitectural state shared by the CPU’s privilege modes to read memory that is not architecturally accessible to the attacking user code. Mitigation accordingly involves modifying the relevant CPU state on system call entry, which adds overhead. For instance, on affected hardware, Linux’s system call entry code flushes the CPU indirect branch predictor’s state [3] to block Spectre v2 attacks. In addition, Linux’s page table isolation (PTI) [2] Meltdown mit-
igation switches page tables during system call entry, which is a costly operation that also implies a TLB flush on x86-64. Indeed, our evaluation (§ 7.1) finds that while a standard system call invocation entry/exit time is $28 \times$ slower than a function call/return, PTI makes it $52 \times$ slower. And while Linux’s software mitigations are not used on recent processors that mitigate the vulnerabilities in hardware, the hardware mitigation itself slows down the system call instruction [10].

Reducing system call overhead There are several proposals to reduce the overhead of system call entry/exit. They generally achieve this by compromising on the semantic equivalence between system and function calls.

Flexible system calls (FlexSC) [1] makes system calls asynchronous instead of synchronous. It offloads system call execution to a kernel “syscall thread” associated with the process, with which the process communicates over a shared-memory interface, thereby eliminating CPU cycles spent on system call entry/exit. However, FlexSC requires rearchitecting applications to use an asynchronous programming style. It also increases CPU usage due to the added threads and polling of the shared-memory communication structures.

System call overhead can be reduced by batching. The multi-call approach invokes several system calls with one kernel entry/exit. Linux includes several multi-calls, such as `preadv`, which performs a sequence of seek-followed-by-read operations. Cassyopia [6] explores compiler optimizations to batch several system calls together. But since a multi-call specifies the participating calls up front, it does not support arbitrary composition of system calls and user-space logic offered by the standard system call model.

Recent Linux versions offer an `io_uring` [8] mechanism, `io_uring` allows submitting I/O requests through a memory interface, like FlexSC, but it does not support arbitrary system calls. Like multi-calls, multiple requests can be submitted to a submission queue, but the submitted operations can be of different kinds and interact with different file descriptors. Overall, `io_uring` can be viewed as a combination of FlexSC and batching specialized for I/O, and thus suffers from the same limitations as those approaches.

Kernel bypasses avoid system call overhead by doing away with system calls for device access. For instance, DPDK [9] and SPDK [21] allow applications to interact directly with networking and storage devices, respectively. But since the kernel no longer mediates device access, its standard interfaces such as sockets or files cannot be used, and user-space has to implement all the abstractions it requires.

Ward [10] targets overhead related to Spectre and Meltdown mitigations. It constructs process page tables which do contain mappings of kernel memory, but only memory that is safe to expose to that process. At best, Ward reduces system call overhead to that of the pre-Spectre/Meltdown baseline, which is still significantly slower than a function call.

BPF for Storage [22] is a recent approach for reducing I/O path overhead by leveraging Linux’s eBPF subsystem [23], which is an in-kernel virtual machine that can execute user-loaded bytecode programs. The idea in BPF for Storage is to use eBPF programs to bypass kernel layers and avoid system calls, e.g., by searching an on-disk B+tree inside the kernel instead of via multiple system calls. However, eBPF is a severely limiting programming model, as the bytecode must pass static verification [24] before it can be executed in the kernel, and verification considerations limit eBPF programs to be small and to have provably bounded memory and execution time.

3 Design

Privbox is a new execution model for system call intensive code. Privbox provides standard synchronous, function-like system calls but with significantly lower invocation cost. Using Privbox thus requires no rearchitecting of application source code, as opposed to, e.g., the asynchronous system calls provided by FlexSC or `io_uring` (see § 2). We describe Privbox in the context of Linux on x86-64 hardware, but its design can be extended to other monolithic operating systems and/or hardware architectures.

Privbox provides an interface for executing code sections (e.g., ELF objects) in a semi-privileged execution mode (§ 3.1); we refer to such code as being privboxed. In semi-privileged execution, the processor is in privileged mode and kernel memory is mapped, which enables fast system call execution (§ 3.2), but for security, the code runs sandboxed, so that it has the same access as the process that loads it (§ 3.3). This sandbox is enforced by compile-time instrumentation (verified by the kernel) and by virtual memory restrictions.

Privbox and eBPF (§ 2) share some similarity in that both offer safe execution of user-supplied code in privileged processor mode, but the designs have a fundamental difference. eBPF runs code in kernel context, invoked to handle certain events, and so eBPF programs must be verified to terminate and be provided with interfaces for kernel operations. In contrast, privboxed code is conceptually process code, just with faster system calls. It can access the process’ address space, be scheduled and context switched, and can only interact with the kernel via the system call interface—in particular, it invokes the kernel and not vice versa. Privbox is thus a general-purpose design, whereas eBPF requires customization for each new use case (e.g., [22]).

While we focus on the general use case, in which privboxed code must be isolated from other processes in the system, some scenarios can use Privbox without sandboxing. One such example is a workload running by itself on a dedicated virtual machine. This use case can employ Privbox without sandboxing, as the privboxed code cannot compromise any-

---

1 FlexSC offers a threading library that makes its asynchronous system calls transparent to applications, but this library is relevant only for applications with many user-mode threads.
thing other than itself.

3.1 Execution & usage model

Privbox introduces an operating system interface with the following system calls:

- **Load privboxed code.** This method can accept a pointer to a buffer with machine instructions or a file descriptor of an ELF object file. Internally, it verifies the code’s safety (§ 3.3) and relocates it to a dedicated, immutable memory region from which it will be executed.

- **Invoke privboxed code.** This method accepts a pointer or symbol from the loaded ELF file, and begins executing it in semi-privileged mode. I.e., from the calling application’s perspective, this method returns only when the privboxed code returns, as explained next.

- **Return from privboxed code.** This method can only be called by privboxed code. It exits semi-privileged execution and transfers control to the code that invoked it, while making a return value available.

Listing 1 shows an example program utilizing the above interface to invoke a function from the ELF object priv.so.

**Usage model** While an entire application can be privboxed, Privbox’s sandboxing instrumentation imposes overhead, so only code sections with a large fraction of cycles spent on system call entry/exit will benefit from privboxing. Privbox adoption thus consists of (1) the developer identifying system call intensive code sections for privboxing; (2) isolating such system call intensive code sections for privboxing; (2) isolating such code sections into separate build units, which are built with the required instrumentation (e.g., into ELF objects); and (3) modifying application source code to load and invoke these objects as privboxed code at run time. Crucially, a privboxed code section itself requires no modification: it is simply another object file linked or loaded into the application.

We envision steps (2)–(3) being performed by tools, after developers demarcate privboxed code sections in the source code. In this paper, however, we perform them manually. For manual Privbox adoption, the “low hanging fruits” consist of applications whose software architecture already separates system call intensive code from computation code into distinct modules that communicate via some mechanism (e.g., SEDA [25]). Figure 1 depicts such an architecture. Because these architectures already isolate I/O (or other system call-heavy) code from other parts of the code, it is straightforward to surgically apply instrumentation only to that code. This approach minimizes Privbox’s instrumentation overhead, as compute heavy parts remain unaffected, while the I/O parts waste less cycles on system call entry/exit.

**Listing 1:** Example usage of privcall mechanism.

```c
main:
    fd = open("priv.so")
    call priv_code_load(fd)
    fast_syscall ...
    call priv_code_invoke("privfunc1")
    call priv_code_return()
    ...

privfunc1:
    loop:
        ...
```

3.2 Semi-privileged execution

Privboxed code runs with the processor in privileged mode and kernel memory mapped, which enables it to perform a system call with a function call, without the syscall instruction, as detailed below. Except for having the ability for fast system calls, the OS treats privboxed code as user-space (process) code and its access is similarly restricted, hence the term *semi-privileged execution*. When privboxed code is invoked, the kernel transfers control to it with a new (ring 0) code segment (CS). Other than having a different CS value, the privboxed code runs similarly to unprivileged code—with interrupts enabled and the same priority, capabilities, and permissions. The kernel can preempt its execution at any moment and re-schedule it, as it would any other process.

Privboxed code runs with a custom page table, which modifies the standard virtual address space layout in several ways. Figure 2 shows the baseline layout of user and kernel memory in Linux. Privbox adds a special *privboxed code region* to the user part of the address space. This region is located in the lower part of the process address space and is unwritable by the process. After the kernel successfully verifies privboxed code, it relocates the code to the privboxed code region, from which it is later executed.

Normally, kernel mode execution has both kernel and user addresses mapped and accessible, and user mode execution only has user addresses accessible. Privbox’s custom page table maps the same memory regions as the process’ page table, but using different access modes: user memory (excluding the privboxed code region) is marked not executable (see § 3.3) and kernel memory is marked accessible and executable, unlike user mode execution. (Despite kernel memory being

**Figure 1:** Software architecture that separates threads performing I/O (or system calls) from threads that perform other kinds of logic.

**Figure 2:** Example of memory map on x86-64 with 48-bit virtual address space. Lower address spaces are reserved for user program memory, higher address space are reserved for kernel memory. Access to memory at non-canonical addresses generates a trap.

---

2 Without PTI, kernel addresses are still mapped, but their page table entries have a “supervisor” bit set, which allows access to the pages only when CPL < 3 (i.e., privileged mode). With PTI, kernel addresses are not mapped at all.
mapped accessible, privboxed code cannot directly access it due to the sandboxing instrumentation (§ 3.3). Privbox’s custom page table is implemented by switching the top-level page table node to one in which the page entries (PTEs) mapping the user-space and kernel address ranges have the appropriate permissions, i.e., Privbox does not create nor maintain a copy of the process’ entire page table.

The execution environment of privboxed code enables a fast implementation of system calls. Privboxed code does not invoke a system call using the syscall instruction; it invokes a system call using a standard function call. Privbox provides a new kernel function that serves as a gate for system call invocation. This function has similar semantics to system call entry code: it sets up kernel execution environment (switching to kernel stack, storing registers) and routes requests to system call functions based on the system call number provided by calling code. Crucially, calls to this special function are not blocked by the sandbox instrumentation, so privboxed code can branch to it to perform a system call.

Modern x86-64 processors support supervisor mode access/execution prevention (SMAP [15]/SMEP), which disallow privileged execution from accessing/executing pages that are marked as user-space pages in the page table. Because privboxed code runs in “supervisor mode” but needs to execute and access user memory, SMAP/SMEP is disabled during privboxed execution. When privboxed code enters the kernel (e.g., a system call or interrupt), SMAP is re-enabled (this costs ≈ 26 cycles) but SMEP remains disabled (because toggling it costs thousands of cycles). § 6 discusses the security implications of this limitation.

A process that starts semi-privileged execution stays in that mode until it either invokes the “return from privboxed code” system call or an OS event that would result in non-sandboxed code execution occurs, such as invocation of an exec system call to load a new binary into the process address space. In such cases, the OS terminates the process’ semi-privileged execution, moving it to standard user-mode execution.

### 3.3 Sandboxing semi-privileged execution

Privbox must guarantee that a semi-privileged execution (of privboxed code) cannot perform any operation or memory access that the regular unprivileged execution of its process cannot perform. Importantly, this guarantee must also hold for transient execution of privboxed code (e.g., due to indirect branch misprediction) [4, 5]. This section describes our design for enforcing this safety property, which combines run-time virtual memory restrictions and compile-time instrumentation whose safety is verified by the kernel. § 6 analyzes the security of our design.

#### 3.3.1 Sandboxing techniques

Three types of machine instructions can violate our desired safety property: (1) memory loads and stores, which have potential to access kernel memory; (2) control flow instructions, which can be used to branch into non-instrumented code; and (3) privileged instructions, usually reserved to operating system code. In the following, we describe how Privbox mitigates each of these risks.

| Access to memory regions under different execution modes. Left symbol: instruction fetching, right symbol: data load/store. |
|---|---|---|---|
| **Execution mode:** | **User mode** | **Privbox mode** | **Kernel mode** |
| **Accessed memory:** | **(CPL=3)** | **(CPL=0)** | **(CPL=0)** |
| Kernel memory | Y/Y | Y/Y | Y/Y |
| Privbox code | Y/Y | Y/Y | Y/Y |
| User memory | Y/Y | Y/Y | Y/Y |

* Restricted through instrumentation.  
‡ Restricted through page table access controls.  
† Subject to SMAP/SMEP.

Table 1: Access to memory regions under different execution modes.

Memory access and control-flow Privbox uses a combination of compile-time instrumentation and virtual memory (page table) protection to prevent memory accesses. Table 1 summarizes which types of memory (rows) each type of execution mode (column) is allowed to access (for code execution/data), and how these restrictions are enforced.

We prevent privboxed code from executing user-space code outside of the (verified) privboxed code region, taking advantage of the “NX bit” feature of x86-64. On x86-64, each page table entry (PTE) has a No-Execute (NX) bit. When the NX bit is set, fetching instructions (code execution) is not permitted from the page(s) mapped by the PTE. Thus, the custom page table installed for Privbox’s semi-privileged execution maps user-space addresses outside the privboxed code region as non-executable.

We use compile-time instrumentation to ensure all other types of memory accesses are safe. Indirect load/store instructions (where the operand is known only at run time) are instrumented by introducing instructions that “sanitize” the memory operand, ensuring it does not point to kernel memory. For Linux on x86-64, we use the fact that clearing the most significant bit of a virtual address is guaranteed to create either a user address or an illegal non-canonical address, whose access will generate an exception (Figure 2).

Indirect control-flow instructions, such as calls, jumps, and returns are similarly instrumented, to ensure that privboxed code does not branch to arbitrary kernel addresses, because the kernel’s address space is mapped as executable. Our control-flow instrumentation also ensures that control-flow instructions can only branch to addresses which are verified when the code is loaded. Therefore, at run time, privboxed code can execute only instructions that were checked by the verifier.

Overall, our instrumentation approach guarantees that instruction memory operands are never kernel addresses, even for transient instructions, and thus blocks both non-transient and transient execution attacks (see § 6).

Privileged instructions We rely on Privbox’s verifier to check that loaded code does not contain privileged instruc-
tions. Rejecting code with privileged instructions does not limit Privbox’s applicability, as compilers do not emit such instructions unless specifically instructed.

3.3.2 Verification

The kernel verifies that privboxed code is correctly instrumented before allowing it to execute. Verification faces a challenge due to x86-64’s variable-length instructions, which mean that decoding the same code at different offsets can yield completely different instruction sequences. It is therefore possible that a seemingly benign instruction sequence would include malicious code at certain offsets [13].

To address this problem, our design relies on code being packed into chunks, which enables sound disassembly and verification of any possible execution of the loaded code. We define a code chunk as an aligned and fixed-length byte sequence containing machine instructions that always executes from its first to last instruction (i.e., a small fixed-size basic block). For example, 32-byte code chunks are expected to be 32-byte aligned in memory and be exactly 32 bytes long. The compiler breaks long basic blocks into chunks, using no-op instructions to pad the created chunks to their desired fixed length. The compiler adds “sanitizing” instructions which align targets of control-flow instructions (including returns) to guarantee that they branch to the beginning of a chunk, i.e., to a chunk-aligned address. (See § 4.2.2 for details.)

The verifier deems the loaded code safe by verifying each code chunk individually. For each chunk, the verifier verifies that if the chunk contains a control-flow instruction, it is the last one, and that it is sanitized as described above. This ensures verified code can only branch to verified code, keeping execution inside the sandbox. In addition, the verifier checks that memory operations are preceded, within the same chunk, by the instructions sanitizing their address operands and that the chunk does not contain privileged instructions.

3.3.3 Discussion: Privbox vs. NaCl

Our sandbox design is inspired by Native Client (NaCl) [13, 14]. NaCl enables safe execution of native code downloaded from a web site inside a web browser at near native speed. The browser verifies loaded programs and makes sure the loaded code does not write to, or jump, outside of a sandboxed region. The sandboxed code is loaded into a memory region that is gapped by unmapped memory regions on both ends. To ensure sandboxed code does not write or execute memory outside of the sandbox, NaCl relies on “offset-from-known-base” operations. A base pointer register (immutable by sandboxed code) points at this memory region. A memory access is allowed only with an offset from base pointer register, which results in accesses always being either: (1) inside the allowed memory region; or (2) in the unmapped memory areas.

Privbox’s instrumentation shares some similarities with NaCl: (1) execution is limited to code running inside the sandbox; (2) memory stores have to be instrumented (because kernel memory is accessible); and (3) instructions have to be aligned in specific manner. In contrast to NaCl, however, Privbox (1) has no need for a base pointer register—we use absolute addresses, appropriately sanitized; (2) instruments memory loads as well, because kernel memory is readable; and (3) must avoid privileged instructions.

4 Implementation

This section describes our prototype implementation of the Privbox design in Linux. § 4.1 describes OS and library modifications and § 4.2 describes the sandboxing compiler. We do not implement the verifier part of the design (§ 3.3.2), as it is not required for evaluating performance under Privbox.

4.1 OS & library support

The following describe various parts of our implementation and their size in lines of code (LOC).

Semi-privileged execution (750 LOC) To implement semi-privileged execution, we apply the techniques of kernel-mode Linux (KML [7]) to Linux v5.8 on x86-64. KML is an existing kernel patch to support execution of an entire application in kernel mode. It is based on Linux v4.0 (circa 2015), and does not isolate its in-kernel processes from each other or the kernel from them.

Linux v5.8 on x86-64 uses “legacy stack switching,” where the stack is switched by the hardware only on a CPL change (i.e., an interrupt while user code is executing). However, Privbox’s semi-privileged execution has CPL = 0 but with a user stack. This means that an interrupt received during semi-privileged execution would cause the interrupt handler to run with the user’s stack, which is problematic because: (1) the user stack is accessible to user code, which might hijack execution by modifying the stack frame (from another thread); (2) writing to the stack might fail (e.g., if the stack pointer points to an unmapped page), but the page fault would not change the stack either, crashing the system; and (3) the user’s stack includes a red zone [26] that must not be written to. We therefore adjust our Linux version to use x86-64’s interrupt stack table (IST) for all interrupts and exceptions. With IST, each exception/interrupt/trap can be configured to switch to a specific stack.

Call gate (80 LOC) Privbox exposes a system call gate (§ 3.2), which is a kernel function that serves as the system call entry point for privboxed code. The gate follows Linux’s syscall conventions for passing the system call number and parameters. It is similar to the standard system call entry code but avoids performing unnecessary steps, such as modification of page tables and toggling of interrupts. In particular, Linux’s entry code (with PTI) assumes it is called from user-space and thus unconditionally switches the page
table from the user-space to the kernel page table. This is unnecessary for privboxed code, which already has kernel memory mapped in its custom page table.

**Limitations** For implementation simplicity, we inhibit receipt of signals during semi-privileged execution. This is not a design limitation, and there are several designs for supporting signals: (1) ensuring that the signal handler code points to verified and safe code; or (2) aborting privileged execution (i.e., having it return to the code that launched it with an EINTR indication). Importantly, privboxed code can still receive signals in our prototype using the signalfd [27] mechanism.

**Library support (260 LOC)** Applications usually invoke system calls through a C library function, which then invokes the syscall instruction. We thus create a modified standard C library, based on the musl C library [16], in which the library’s system call wrappers use syscall or Privbox’s system call gate based on the execution’s CPL. The entire library is compiled with Privbox’s instrumentation, so that privboxed code objects can be linked with it.

In this paper, we modify an application to use Privbox by changing its build environment to link privboxed code with the above C library. The reason is that current compilers and linkers do not support linking an entire application with both the system’s C library and our modified, instrumented C library, as both export the same symbols and the tools cannot resolve which library version the application code refers to. This problem can be solved by adding compiler annotations for demarcating privboxed code; we leave this to future work.

### 4.2 Code instrumentation

We implement Privbox’s sandboxing instrumentation by introducing a machine function pass and several other changes to the x86-64 backend of the LLVM toolchain [28], which consist of 1200 LOC. Our modified LLVM emits machine code in which unsafe instructions are replaced with equivalent but safe instruction sequences (§ 3.3).

Instrumented code is partitioned into fixed-size chunks (§ 3.3.2). Our implementation uses 32-byte chunks. The reason is that an x86-64 instruction can be up to 15 bytes long, so a 32-byte chunk can fit at least an instruction of the privboxed code plus the added instrumentation instructions that make it safe. (This is the worst case; most chunks contain more than one instruction.)

When instrumenting an instruction, it is placed in its own chunk, preceded with the instrumentation instructions, which is achieved by emitting an alignment directive in the code (`align`). This ensures any instrumentation sequence starts at beginning of a new chunk.

#### 4.2.1 Load/store instrumentation

Loads/stores are non-branching instructions that access memory. Their address operand is either static, verifiable at load time, or dynamic, derived from values of registers. Dynamic values cannot be verified at load time, so instrumentation is required to ensure kernel memory is not accessed. Our instrumentation “sanitizes” operands by clearing their most significant bit (MSB), which ensures it does not point to kernel memory (§ 3.3).

On x86-64, memory operands are based on four elements: scale, index, base and displacement. Scale and displacement are scalars while index and base are registers. The effective address of a memory operand is calculated by: 

```
Effective Address = Base + Scale * Index + Displacement
```

For implementation simplicity, we inhibit receiving of signals during semi-privileged execution. This is not a design limitation, and there are several designs for supporting signals: (1) ensuring that the signal handler code points to verified and safe code; or (2) aborting privileged execution (i.e., having it return to the code that launched it with an EINTR indication).

In this paper, we modify an application to use Privbox by changing its build environment to link privboxed code with the above C library. The reason is that current compilers and linkers do not support linking an entire application with both the system’s C library and our modified, instrumented C library, as both export the same symbols and the tools cannot resolve which library version the application code refers to. This problem can be solved by adding compiler annotations for demarcating privboxed code; we leave this to future work.

#### 4.2.2 Control-flow instrumentation

Control-flow instructions are instructions that can modify the instruction pointer (beyond advancing it to next instruction). As with load/store instructions, we are concerned only with instructions whose operand is unknown at load time. Control-flow instructions can compromise safety of semi-privileged execution by branching to (1) arbitrary kernel code or (2) privboxed code at the middle of a chunk. The latter is dangerous because the verifier verifies code starting at chunk boundaries.

Similarly to load/store instrumentation, kernel addresses are avoided by clearing the MSB of branch targets. Chunk-unaligned addresses are avoided by clearing the low 5 bits of the target. While this allows branching to any chunk-aligned
address in user memory, only the privileged code section is mapped executable in the privboxed code's page table (§ 3.3).

Return instrumentation A return is equivalent to popping an address from stack and jumping to it. To ensure a valid destination, we replace each return instruction with an equivalent but safe sequence that pops the address into a register, clears its MSB, aligns it to the next 32 bytes, and jumps to the obtained value. Listing 4 details this instrumentation sequence. Linux’s calling convention specifies that the RCX register is not preserved on calls, so we explicitly use it to store the return address. The add (addition) and and (logical AND) instructions are used to align-up the value in RCX to 32 bytes (start of next code chunk). The btr (bit-test-and-reset) clears the MSB.

This instrumentation ensures branching is possible only to code chunk aligned, non-kernel addresses. While in theory it is possible to hijack execution by overwriting the return address (e.g., by buffer overflow), the effects of such hijacking are very limited. Any address popped from the stack is guaranteed to be sanitized before use, so an attacker can only redirect execution to valid and verified code inside the Privbox code region or to non-executable memory (either user addresses or non-canonical). The former one does not pose a threat as privboxed code is verified as safe, and the latter causes a fault, effectively stopping the execution.

Call/jump instrumentation Call/jump instructions with an indirect destination (i.e., non embedded as an instruction-relative offset) can have their destination stored in one of two ways: (1) in a register operand and (2) in a memory operand.

Register operands are sanitized similarly to a return (sans stack pop), as shown in Listing 5. Since a return aligns addresses before branching, an alignment directive is required right after a call to push the next instruction to a chunk boundary. The EFLAGS register has to be preserved only in case of jumps, as the calling convention states that it is not preserved across calls.

A call/jump with a memory operand is equivalent to a memory-to-register load followed by a register operand call. Sanitization is this performed analogously: (1) the memory operand is sanitized with load/store instrumentation; (2) a mov instruction is used to load the address into a register; and (3) the loaded address is sanitized as a register operand call. Listing 3 shows the generated instruction sequence.

Jumps are similar to calls, except that they have to preserve the EFLAGS register and aligning the succeeding instruction is unnecessary, as jumps do not return. Appendix A.3 provides the details.

4.2.3 Code alignment

The instrumentation described in the previous sections deals with unsafe instructions, co-locating instrumentation sequences within same code chunks, and aligning return sites of calls. The compiler also makes sure that all branch destinations (functions, basic blocks) are aligned to the chunk boundary, because indirect branches target addressed with 5 lowest bits cleared. It additionally inserts no-op instructions before any instruction that would otherwise cross code chunk boundary, so that it moves to a chunk-aligned address. Combined, these rules partition the emitted code instructions into fixed-size chunks.

5 SPAP: Hardware support for reducing instrumentation overhead

Our analysis of Privbox’s performance (§ 7.3) shows that load/store instrumentation is responsible for a considerable part of instrumentation overhead. To address this problem, we propose semi-privileged access prevention (SPAP), a simple hardware architectural modification that enables omitting load/store instrumentation from privboxed code.

SPAP SPAP is a hardware feature that guarantees semi-privileged (privboxed) code cannot (1) read/write kernel memory nor (2) indirect branch to kernel memory. Of course, the CPU has no notion of “kernel memory” or “semi-privileged execution”—we define kernel memory as any virtual address mapped by a PTE with the ‘supervisor’ bit set, and semi-privileged execution as instructions executing in privileged mode (CPL = 0) but that are located in non-kernel memory (i.e., a clear ‘supervisor’ bit in the code page’s PTEs).

Assuming SPAP, it is possible to forgo all load/store limit control-flow instrumentation (§ 4.2) only to masking of jump targets to guarantee their chunk alignment. Listing 6 shows the simplified instrumentation call instruction enabled by SPAP (compared to Listing 3). The code chunk size
is reduced to 16 bytes, which is enough to fit both the instrumented instructions and the required prefixes.

**SPAP implementation** We argue that SPAP can be implemented analogously to how current x86-64 processors implement SMAP/SMEP, which block *privileged mode execution* from accessing *user addresses*.³ Restricting privboxed code data accesses and branching can happen at the same pipeline stages that enforce SMAP and SMEP, respectively. Listing 7 describes how the hardware can restrict privboxed code’s data access: other than the CPL and PTE of the accessed page, which are already required by SMAP, SPAP only depends on the current instruction’s PTE, which is available in the instruction TLB. Similarly, Listing 8 shows how SPAP hardware restricts privboxed branching. The information required is same as what is needed for the SMEP mechanism, plus the information of whether the current instruction is an indirect branch.

**Expected overhead** We claim that SPAP’s additional access checks should have little to no effect on the latency of memory instructions. We base this claim on the overhead observed from enabling SMAP/SMEP, shown below, and the similarity of SPAP to them.

We evaluate SMAP overhead (on the platform described in § 7). We measure average load latency when accessing differently sized working sets from kernel space, with and without SMAP. Our test traverses each cache line in the working set buffer in random order (to prevent prefetching), with each load depending on the result of the previous one (to prevent the CPU’s out-of-order execution from overlapping load execution). Preemption is disabled during the test, to ensure it has exclusive use of the CPU. We measure average cycles per load (i.e., total number of cycles divided by number of loads performed). Each test is run 31 times and we report the average of the last 30 runs.

Figure 3 shows results for working set sizes targeting the capacity of the CPU’s TLB and L1/L2/L3 caches. We find that SMAP does not impact performance in a significant way, as (1) some tests still execute faster with SMAP enabled; and (2) the variance is greater than the difference between the configurations.

³The idea is to prevent exploits of kernel memory safety bugs that attempt to, e.g., jump to user-space code [15].
such as Intel’s enhanced indirect branch restricted speculation (eIBRS) [30] or Arm’s CSV2 [31]. If this assumption does not hold, then the kernel is vulnerable regardless of Privbox.

We assume kernel execution can only train valid kernel branch/return targets (and therefore the kernel cannot transiently branch to privboxed code), because if an attacker can cause the kernel to train arbitrary addresses, they can attack the kernel regardless of Privbox. This still means that semi-privileged execution may (transiently) branch to a valid kernel function, possibly creating a speculative type confusion vulnerability [32]. Privbox’s instrumentation can mitigate this problem (with run-time overhead) using retpolines [33] for indirect branches.

Finally, by Inv2, semi-privileged execution can only train non-kernel, chunk-aligned addresses. It might thus train user-mode addresses outside of the privboxed region. We assume that instructions from non-executable memory are not executed in transient execution, so by Inv3, semi-privileged execution cannot be exploited by such training. However, training by semi-privileged can cause subsequent kernel execution to (transiently) branch to user-space instructions and execute them, as Privbox disabled SMEP. On current hardware, training by semi-privileged execution can be prevented from affecting the kernel’s execution using a mechanism such as Intel’s indirect branch predictor barrier (IBBP) [36] in the Privbox system call gate, but this will slow down system calls in privboxed code. (Our Privbox prototype does not implement this mitigation.) Future hardware could support SPAP-like extensions to eIBRS to make predictions of branches executed from supervisor pages uncontrollable by branches executed from user-level pages.

We assume SPAP can be implemented so that its restrictions apply to both normal and transient execution, as SMAP/SMEP have this guarantee [34, 35].

**Limitation: Disabled SMEP** Privbox’s security drawbacks stem from disabling SMEP for semi-privileged execution without re-enabling it for kernel execution, as Privbox does for SMAP. As a result, semi-privileged execution can (1) exploit pre-existing kernel vulnerabilities that were mitigated by SMEP and (2) mount transient execution attacks against the kernel, as explained above. The SMEP limitation can be addressed by hardware reducing the cost of toggling SMEP. This should be possible, given that hardware has optimized SMAP toggling, an action the kernel frequently performs.

![Figure 4: Cycles taken to execute a roundtrip to kernel using different entry methods. Regular call added for reference.](image)

7 Evaluation

We evaluate the impact of Privbox on system call latency (§ 7.1), on system call-intensive I/O threads (§ 7.2), and the impact of privboxing complete real-world applications (§ 7.3).

---

This holds on x86-64, where documentation states that SMEP and virtual memory execute restrictions apply to transient execution [34, 35].

### 7.1 System call latency

We measure the end-to-end latency of invoking a non-existing system call, which covers user-to-kernel transition, entry code execution, and kernel-to-user return (with a “bad call” error). Our benchmark invokes the system call 100 M times and reports average invocation latency, measured with the CPU’s cycle counter.

We compare the latency of a regular system call invocation with and without PTI to the latency of invoking the system call from within privboxed code. Figure 4 shows that a system call invocation alone takes about 950 and 510 cycles with and without PTI, respectively. Invocation from privboxed code takes on average 425 cycles, 2× and 1.2× faster, respectively, than the baseline with and without PTI.

The reason that a privboxed system call invocation is slower than a regular function call is that while Privbox eliminates hardware user/kernel transition costs, it must still manage software-related user/kernel transition steps. For instance, Privbox’s system call gate (§ 3.2) switches the stack and saves/restores register state.

### 7.2 I/O-thread workloads

Here, we characterize the impact of Privbox on an I/O thread-based application architecture (see § 3.1 and Figure 1). We benchmark a generic server program that receives requests, processes them, and returns response. The server is composed of I/O and compute threads, which are responsible, respectively, for socket operations and the “business logic” of computing responses to incoming requests.

Our benchmark has two tunable parameters: (1) *Compute time*, the time compute thread spends on each request, which allows controlling how compute-heavy the workload is; and (2) *I/O size*, the number of bytes each for each socket I/O operation. We use fixed-sized messages, so the I/O size determines the number of system calls per message, i.e., how system call-intensive the workload is.
We compare between Privbox and standard execution with
PTI (default Linux configuration) and without it. When using
Privbox, only the I/O thread code is privboxed (and therefore
compiled with instrumentation). Figure 5 shows the server’s
throughput (requests/second) as we vary the compute time
(across rows) and I/O size (X axis in each row). For large I/O
sizes (above 256 bytes) and compute time (above 5 μs), system
call invocation frequency decreases and so all kernel entry
methods yield similar throughput, as most CPU time is spent
on compute or inside system calls (waiting for I/O). However,
for fast compute and/or high rate of system calls (small I/O
size), Privbox results in up to 1.72x speedup compared to
regular execution with system calls.

\section{Real-world workloads}

This section analyzes the impact of Privbox on several popu-
lar real-world applications: Redis [18], memcached [19],
and SQLite [20]. We modify each application to use Privbox,
which requires changing/adding about 20–30 lines of code
to make the application’s main loop execute privboxed. All
binaries are compiled with -O2 optimizations and linked with
our instrumented musl-1.2.0 C library. Importantly, we com-
pile the entire application with Privbox’s instrumentation,
not only the part that runs privboxed. The reason is that our
Privbox prototype does not support compiling an application
with both instrumented and uninstrumented versions of the
C library (see § 4.1). The upshot is that our results here are
lower bounds of Privbox’s benefit, as we instrument code that
a full Privbox implementation would not.

To analyze instrumentation overhead, we measure each ap-
plication with three instrumentation levels: (1) No instru-
mation (noinstr), which shows the benefit from fast system call
invocation; (2) full instrumentation (fullinstr, § 4.2), which
shows Privbox’s benefit (faster system calls, but with instru-
mentation overhead) on current hardware; and (3) control-
flow only instrumentation (brinstr, § 5), which omits load/s-
tore instrumentation, thereby emulating Privbox’s benefit on
hardware with SPAP support.

To analyze the benefit from Privbox’s fast system calls, we
measure each instrumentation level with and without execut-
ing the privboxed code sections in privileged mode (tagged
priv and nopriv, respectively). The speedup of priv over no-
priv quantifies how Privbox’s fast system calls offset instru-
mentation overhead.

\textbf{Redis} Redis [18] is a popular key-value store, often used as
cache, document store, or for publish/subscribe messaging.
We use Redis’ recommended default setup of a single instance
running a single thread, without persistency. We modify Redis’
main loop to execute privboxed. The privboxed loop returns
to user-space once per 10 K iterations to service signals (due
to limitations of our prototype, see § 4.1).

We evaluate Redis using two benchmarks: (1) redis-
benchmark, with which we simulate running various Redis
commands by 50 concurrent clients that send 1 M requests,
and (2) memtier\_benchmark [37], a stress tester for NoSQL
databases, which we run with a 10:1 read/write ratio of 32-
byte objects.

Figure 6 shows redis\-benchmark throughput of various Redis
commands. Reducing system call overhead offers sig-
nificant benefit: ‘priv’ executions have on average 13% higher
throughput than their ‘nopriv’ variants. While Privbox’s in-
strumentation overhead offsets some of this benefit, over-
all, a Privboxed Redis (‘fullinstr-priv’) obtains up to 7.6%
higher throughput than its baseline (‘noinstr-nopriv’). Had the
CPU supported SPAP (enabling less instrumentation: ‘brinstr-
priv’), the throughput would improve to up 10% higher than
the baseline. Results from memtier\_benchmark (Figure 7)
show similar trends, with ‘fullinstr-priv’ and ‘brinstr-priv’
obtaining 6% and 10% higher throughput than the ‘noinstr-
nopriv’ baseline.
Memcached  

Memcached [19] is a distributed object caching system offering a key-value store interface. Similarly to Redis, we modify the main loop to execute privboxed, and break out to user-space once per 10 K iterations. 

We evaluate memcached by measuring the throughput obtained by memtier_benchmark, again with a 10:1 read/write ratio and keys/values of 16/32 bytes, respectively. Figure 8 shows the results, which mirror those of Redis. Specifically, ‘priv’ executions have on average 19% higher throughput than their ‘nopriv’ variants, which is sufficiently high for Privbox to outperform the baseline: ‘fullinstr-priv’ and ‘brinstr-priv’ obtain 4.5% and 6.9% higher throughput than the baseline. 

SQLite  

SQLite [20] is a relational database engine. We evaluate it using sqlite-bench [38], a tool that measures throughput of various access patterns: writing/reading of sequential/random values in asynchronous/synchronous/batched modes. We use a RAM filesystem (tmpfs) to store the database files. 

Figure 9 shows throughput obtained for each access sequence. Many sequences stand to benefit from Privbox’s fast system calls (evidenced by an average 8% speed up of ‘priv’ over ‘nopriv’ variants), but these benefits are negated by instrumentation overhead. However, some patterns (“readrandom” and “fillseqsync”) do not benefit from fast system calls.

Figure 10 explains the above results. It shows the ratio between number of system calls invoked to time spent in user code (i.e., CPU time minus system call execution time). We find a strong correlation between speedup from fast system calls and the system call/user time ratio. For example, “readrandom” suffers greatly from instrumentation because SQLite performs read queries using loads/stores (which are instrumented) without invoking system calls. The “fillseq-
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A.2 Stack accesses

Stack-based operations can be considered safe as long as we ensure that at any point in time, the stack pointer points to valid user memory. The safety of stack-relative operations is ensured by maintaining the following invariant:

- When entering semi-privileged execution, the stack pointer must be set to a known valid value.
- When the stack pointer is set to a specific value, i.e. copied from another register, the copied value must be sanitized in a similar manner to an operand of a load/store instruction (i.e., clear its MSB).
- Each operation modifying/incrementing/decrementing the stack pointer must change the value by no more than a page, and must access the memory pointed by the new stack pointer value unconditionally afterwards (e.g., in same basic block). This permits operations like push and pop, as well as operations such as add and sub, as long as the memory is accessed through the stack pointer shortly after.

Incrementing/decrementing stack pointer without dereferencing can expose the code to an attack where the same sequence of instructions is used to modify stack pointer in small increments to an arbitrary value, until it points to kernel memory. Enforcing a stack access after the stack pointer changes makes sure that the stack pointer does not travel over inaccessible memory, such as the gap between kernel and user memory and the zero page from overflowing/underflowing into kernel memory.

The above restrictions ensure that stack pointer always points to user memory, so loads/stores relative to the stack pointer register can be considered safe, as long as verifier successfully verifies that the above invariants hold.

A Instrumentation details

A.1 Special case load/store instrumentation

Listings 9 and 10 detail instrumentation for non stack-relative operations which have only one of the index/base registers specified, and displacement is either 1, 2 or 4 bytes long. In these scenarios, we can ensure any provided address value will become either a user or a non-canonical address by clearing bit 60 of the specified (base or index) register. This is sufficient because neither multiplication (in case of index register) nor addition of a 4-byte long displacement value will result in a canonical kernel address with 1s in all 16 most significant bits.
A.3 Jump instructions

Listings 11 and 12 describe instrumentation of register and memory operand jumps, as mentioned in § 4.2.2.

B Artifact Description

Abstract

Our artifacts include all of the Privbox prototype code, as well as the scripts and benchmarks used to produce the results presented in this paper.

Scope

The artifacts can be used to:

- Set up a development and runtime environment for our prototype (§ 4).
- Run the experiments described in § 7, specifically, to reproduce results we present in Figures 3–9.


Contents

- **devenv** [40] - a repository containing a README and scripts to set up a development and evaluation environment for the Privbox prototype.

- The Privbox prototype, which consists of:
  - **Linux** [41] and **musl C library** [42] - Operating system and C library with Privbox support.
  - **LLVM** [43] - LLVM toolchain capable of creating binaries instrumented for Privbox.

- **Benchmarks** [44, 45, 46, 47] - programs we used to evaluate Privbox.

Hosting

Our artifacts are available on Github ([https://github.com/privbox/](https://github.com/privbox/)), as well as archived on Zenodo [40, 48, 41, 43, 45, 42, 47, 44, 46].

Requirements

Evaluation of our artifact requires an Intel x86-64 machine running Linux (we have used Ubuntu 18.04). Additionally, we rely on Docker and QEMU/KVM.

- **CPU type**: Our evaluation uses an Intel Skylake CPU. While any modern Intel-architecture CPU is suitable, evaluation results might differ due to microarchitectural changes.
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Abstract
Concurrent bounded queues have been widely used for exchanging data and profiling in operating systems, databases, and multithreaded applications. The performance of state-of-the-art queues is limited by the interference between multiple enqueues (enq-enq), multiple dequeues (deq-deq), or enqueues and dequeues (enq-deq), negatively affecting their latency and scalability. Although some existing designs employ optimizations to reduce deq-deq and enq-enq interference, they often neglect the enq-deq case. In fact, such partial optimizations may inadvertently increase interference elsewhere and result in performance degradation.

We present Block-based Bounded Queue (BBQ), a novel ringbuffer design that splits the entire buffer into multiple blocks. This eliminates enq-deq interference on concurrency control variables when producers and consumers operate on different blocks. Furthermore, the block-based design is amenable to existing optimizations, e.g., using the more scalable fetch-and-add instruction. Our evaluation shows that BBQ outperforms several industrial ringbuffers. For example, in single-producer/single-consumer micro-benchmarks, BBQ yields 11.3x to 42.4x higher throughput than the ringbuffers from Linux kernel, DPDK, Boost, and Folly libraries. In real-world scenarios, BBQ achieves up to 1.5x, 50.5x, and 11.1x performance improvements in benchmarks of DPDK, Linux io_uring, and Disruptor, respectively. We verified and optimized BBQ on weak memory models with a model-checking-based framework.

1 Introduction
Concurrent bounded queues are pervasive in operating systems, databases, and multithreaded applications. They transport data, distribute work, and are used to profile and decouple components. Their performance is crucial for achieving highly scalable and low-latency operation of numerous systems.

The main factor determining performance of a queue is the interference between concurrent operations, i.e., between enqueues, between dequeues, or between enqueues and dequeues. We refer to these as enq-enq, deq-deq, and enq-deq interference, respectively. Interferences manifest in the form of 1) cache-line bouncing when control variables are frequently updated by one thread and read by another, e.g., to check if the queue has data, and 2) serialization of contended updates to control variables, e.g., when multiple threads try to create or read the same entry. Existing queue designs often employ optimizations to reduce enq-enq and deq-deq interference, e.g., updating control variables with “always-successful” atomic instructions such as fetch-and-add (FAA) [14, 40, 41, 47] because, in principle, they can be serialized in hardware and thus perform better under high contention than software solutions with compare-and-swap (CAS) [38, 43]. However, existing designs tend to neglect the enq-deq interference even though it substantially impacts performance, in particular in the common single producer or single consumer scenarios, e.g., ringbuffers for asynchronous I/O in Linux io_uring [13].

In fact, some queue optimizations from the literature [38, 40] inadvertently increase the enq-deq interference or introduce undesirable side-effects that degrade performance in uncontended cases. For example, dequeue operations using FAA must either block in a pessimistic way [14], or risk over-taking slow concurrent enqueue operations; to avoid data corruption, such enqueue operations must be invalidated and repeated later [40]. Besides harming performance, such strategies cannot be applied for online profiling where enqueues writing a log should not be delayed by dequeues that read the log. Similarly, some techniques that avoid concurrent enqueue operations from waiting for each other also require dequeue operations to invalidate parts of the queue [38]. Strategies to improve performance of these techniques by reducing the number of invalidations, e.g., busy-looping before invalidating [38, 40], drastically increase the latency of dequeue calls on empty queues, making them unsuitable for certain workloads, e.g., multiplexing across multiple message queues.

We present Block-based Bounded Queue (BBQ), a novel ringbuffer design that dramatically reduces the enq-deq interference by splitting the entire buffer into multiple blocks and splitting the control variables into the block-level and queue-level variables. In the common case, enqueue and de-
queue only access block-level control variables of their current blocks. When enqueue and dequeue work on different blocks, the disjoint control variables avoid any interference between these operations. That is particularly important in reducing the cache-line bouncing of head and tail pointers when determining whether the queue is full or empty. Furthermore, we use hardware-serialized FAA operations to update block-level control variables for allocating entries inside blocks, while queue-level control variables on the other hand are updated with slower, software-serialized CAS operations; since this is only necessary in the rare event that operations need to move to the next block, the performance impact of these operations is negligible. Our block-based approach allows us to perform these optimizations without incurring undesirable side-effects. Finally, to ensure that BBQ correctly works on weak memory models (WMMs) — including those from Arm [2] and RISC-V [28] architectures — we have verified and optimized the barriers and fences of BBQ with the VSYNC framework [42].

In contrast to previous work, our block-based approach is applicable to a large spectrum of scenarios. BBQ supports single or multiple producers/consumers, fixed- or variable-sized entries, and retry-new and drop-old modes. Retry-new is the typical producer-consumer mode for message passing and work distribution scenarios; drop-old is a lossy/overwrite mode for profiling/tracing [5, 24] and debugging [44] scenarios, in which producers may overwrite unconsumed data if the buffer is full.

In our experimental evaluation, BBQ outperforms several industrial queues and ringbuffers. In single-producer/single-consumer micro-benchmarks, BBQ yields 11.3x to 42.4x higher throughput than Linux circular buffer [22], DPDK ring buffer [9], Boost lock-free queue [4], and Meta’s Folly queue [14]. In real-world scenarios, BBQ achieves up to 1.5x, 50.5x, and 11.1x performance improvements in benchmarks of DPDK, Linux io_uring [13], and LMAX Disruptor [23], respectively. In our profiling benchmarks, BBQ enabled with the lossy/overwrite mode achieves up to 4.7x higher throughput than Google’s Guava EvictingQueue [15] and Apache Commons CircularFifoQueue [1], and can sustain up to 143.2x lower enqueue latency than the other two queues.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we gradually introduce the challenges of reducing the interference between enqueue and dequeue operations, discussing how existing queues tackle these challenges, and the limitations of their solutions. In Sec. 3, we present our block-based approach and the high-level design of BBQ. In Sec. 4, we describe BBQ implementation including the support for retry-new and drop-old modes and variable-sized entries. In Sec. 5, we report our results in verifying BBQ on WMMs and relaxing its memory barriers. In Sec. 6, we experimentally compare the performance of BBQ and several industry-grade concurrent queues. In Sec. 7, we conclude our work.

2 Background and Related Work

We now introduce scalability challenges of bounded queue designs and discuss related work and their limitations. Figure 1 illustrates the discussion in this section depicting a simple lockless bounded queue with multiple-producer multiple-consumer (MPMC) support, which is the algorithm behind the widely-used DPDK ringbuffer [9].

Producers first check whether the queue is full (Line 5) and then try to allocate the next entry via CAS (Line 7). Upon success, the producer copies the data into the entry and commits it (Line 11). Similarly, consumers first try to reserve an entry (Line 20). Upon success, the consumer copies the data back and confirms that the data has been consumed (Line 24).

(P1) Consumer contention on C.head. A straightforward form of deq-deq interference is caused by multiple consumers concurrently calling dequeue and contending on updates to C.head. Several works (on bounded and unbounded queues) tackle this contention using FAA to update the head [38,40,43] because FAA is more scalable than CAS on common architectures. However, since FAA cannot conditionally update the memory location, it may break, for example, the invariant of C.head never exceeding Ptail. To address that, Meta’s Folly queue [14] implements the partial, not total dequeue method, which spins until dequeue succeeds [33]. With such interface, dequeue calls return only if there is an entry to consume, otherwise blocking the thread indefinitely.

Another solution is to “fix the state” when C.head exceeds Phead by invaliding entries between them, as done by LCRQ [38]. Unfortunately, that causes consumers to hamper the progress of producers. SCQ [40] solves the producer starvation by limiting the number of consecutive invalidations with a threshold, as we describe below. Nevertheless, the remaining invalidations still degrade the enqueue performance, and the SCQ implementation [39] employs a trick
to reduce the probability of invalidating entries: Consumers check several times in a loop whether the entry has been committed before actually invalidating it. Unfortunately, this delayed invalidation trick increases the latency of dequeue when the queue is empty by several orders of magnitude — we experimentally demonstrate this empty-deq in Sec. 6.2.3.

(P2) Producer contention on P.head. A straightforward form of enq-enq interference is caused by multiple producers concurrently calling enqueue and contending on updates to P.head. Here, Folly queue again resorts to FAA and turns enqueue into a partial method, which waits until free entries are available, potentially blocking the thread forever.

Nikolaev proposes a novel idea to implement a total queue while using FAA [40]: SCQD combines two SCQ index queues (fq and aq) with a data array. Upon enqueue on SCQD, the thread gets an index from fq, copies the data in the corresponding entry of the data array, and then puts the index into aq. Dequeueing works the other way around. The index queues are total on dequeue but partial on enqueue, i.e., dequeue returns EMPTY if the queue is empty, whereas enqueue loops until it succeeds. Nevertheless, the combined SCQD is still total since index queues are never full, i.e., the number of indexes is fixed and matches the maximum size of the index queues. Besides the constant overhead introduced by index queues, the high latency caused by the empty-deq issue in each SCQ index queue translates into high latency in SCQD for both empty-deq and full-enq cases (see Sec. 6.2).

(P3) Delayed P.tail and C.tail updates. Another typical enq-enq or deq-deq interference arises from the in-order policy to commit (resp. consume) entries — the default policy in DPDK ringbuffer. The head/tail mechanism, which resembles a ticket lock, brings issues analogous to Lock-Holder- and Lock-Waiter-Preemption [45]. For example, the preemption of a thread that is about to update P.tail (resp. C.tail) causes other enqueue calls (resp. dequeue calls) to uselessly spin (Lines 10 and 23) for arbitrary time periods.

Several queues implement, instead, out-of-order policies, allowing producers (resp. consumers) to commit (resp. consume) entries independently. In LCRQ, once consumers increment C.head such that it reaches P.tail, they start invalidating entries until C.head reaches P.head. That prevents producers from committing entries at indexes preceding C.tail, ensuring linearizability [34]. This approach starves producers and even livelocks the queue. For example, a consumer in an ongoing dequeue invalidates an entry when C.head = P.tail < P.head; the producer in the ongoing enqueue increments P.head to retry; the consumer realizes C.head still did not reach P.head and retries consuming, potentially invalidating the new entry if not yet committed; and so on.

SCQ uses a threshold T to restrict the number of consecutive entries invalidated, and, thus, avoid livelocks. When a consumer invalidates an entry, it atomically decrements T. A successful enqueue resets T to its initial constant 3n – 1, where n is twice the queue capacity. This constant is sufficiently derived to guarantee linearizability is never violated [40]. However, it introduces additional contention among producers and consumers updating the threshold variable, which has to be again mitigated by delayed invalidation.

DPDK [9] ringbuffer implements a more practical out-of-order policy called RTS mode [27], which trades linearizability to avoid invalidations. Consumers never move C.tail forward if C.tail would reach P.tail, returning EMPTY despite of any committed entry between P.tail and P.head; thus, violating linearizability. Producers employ the reciprocal strategy.

To enable out-of-order commits, RTS records whether all entries between P.tail and P.head are committed. The prohibited window between P.tail and P.head has dynamic length because P.tail is moved forward only once the last producer writing between P.tail and P.head commits. If producers would keep allocating entries, they would keep incrementing P.head and extending the prohibited window up to the total capacity of the queue. To prevent consumers from starving, RTS sets up a threshold to limit the maximum distance between P.tail and P.head. If that distance is reached, enqueue blocks until all producers between P.tail and P.head have committed. RTS enables out-of-order consumes with the reciprocal approach.

(P4) Causes of enq-deq interference. There are two sources of interference between enqueues and dequeues: algorithmic and cache-related. While focusing on enq-enq or deq-deq cases, previous techniques introduce algorithmic interferences between enqueue and dequeue, e.g., requiring producers and consumers to retry operations, increasing latency, potentially causing thread starvation, or even livelock.

Let us again consider the simple algorithm of Fig. 1. Even though cache misses caused by writing or reading the data cannot be eliminated, cache misses on the control variables are relevant. Every time a producer calls enqueue, it allocates an entry and increments P.tail. Every time a consumer calls dequeue, it potentially suffers a cache miss by reading P.tail. If the producer is far ahead the consumer, the cache misses at P.tail seem unjustifiable. Similarly, the producer suffers cache misses on C.tail even when there is plenty space in the queue between producers and consumers. In contrast to enq-enq and deq-deq, enq-deq interference is relevant even to the single-consumer/single-producer scenario, an important scenario for the industry. In Sec. 6, we experimentally show a correlation between a strong decrease of L1 cache misses and the performance improvements of BBQ (Sec. 3 and 4).

3 Design of BBQ

3.1 The Block-based Approach

BBQ splits the ringbuffer into blocks, as shown in Fig. 2. Each block contains one or more entries, usually multiple, depending on the configuration. The queue control variables are also split into queue-level and block-level variables. Control variables C.head and P.head now point to blocks instead
of entries; Ptail and C.tail are unnecessary for the algorithm. The block-level control variables include four cursors called allocated, committed, reserved, and consumed, which track the corresponding actions within each block.

The block-based approach greatly reduces the enq-deq interference. After a block is fully committed, its producer cursors (allocated/committed) remain unmodified until the block is fully consumed, causing no additional cache misses for consumers. Moreover, producers can always determine whether a block is fully allocated without accessing consumer cursors (reserved/consumed).

Multiple producers in the same block still contend on allocated and committed. Fortunately, the block-based approach enables the enqueue operation to use FAA, avoids costly invalidations, and still allows for a total method. Producers start using a block only once it has been fully consumed. Therefore, inside the block, FAA never allocates an entry that is not consumed yet, allowing enqueue to be total. FAA may make allocated out of the bound of the block, but state fixing is not required. Since each block has its own control variables, an out-of-bound cursor in one block does not affect the following block.

Although our dequeue operation employs CAS to avoid consumers from invalidating entries currently used by producers, BBQ still achieves similar or better performance than other designs with FAA-based dequeues. To further improve performance for machines with Armv8.1 [2] processors supporting Large System Extensions [3] (LSE), BBQ uses the atomic maximum instruction MAX instead of CAS in dequeue.

Finally, the block-based approach enables a practical out-of-order policy similar to RTS mode of DPDK. In this case, instead of updating control variables with double-width CAS, BBQ employs more scalable FAA and MAX instructions.

3.2 BBQ from a Bird’s-eye View

In this section, we describe the high-level algorithm of BBQ, as shown in Fig. 3.

Producers. To enqueue data, a producer first retrieves the current value of Phead and the corresponding block identifier (Line 4). Next, it tries allocating an entry in the block (Line 5). If successful, the producer writes the data into entry ety and commits it (Line 7). The allocation fails if the block has already been fully allocated (Line 9). In this case, the producer tries to advance Phead to the next block (Line 10). If successful, the producer jumps back to the loop label and retries the allocation (Line 13). In retry-new mode, advancing Phead fails if the next block is not yet fully consumed, i.e., the whole queue is considered full. BBQ distinguishes the failure reason: BUSY when some dequeue operation is ongoing and FULL otherwise. Returning BUSY allows for custom back-off implementations at the caller side, e.g., parking threads after a number of retries. In drop-old mode, advancing Phead does not fail except for a seldom case discussed in Sec. 4.3, for which BUSY is returned.

Consumers. The dequeue operation is somewhat analogous to enqueue. The consumer starts by retrieving the current value of C.head and the corresponding block identifier. Next, it attempts to reserve an entry to consume (Line 20), advancing reserved. If the reservation succeeds, the consumer reads the data (Line 22) and advances consumed. In drop-old mode, the consumer may have to retry consuming if the producers have overwritten the block (Line 24). Reserving an entry can fail in several ways. When the next entry in blk is allocated but not yet committed, dequeue returns BUSY (Line 26). When blk is not fully allocated and all committed entries were already consumed, dequeue returns EMPTY (Line 25). Finally, when blk is fully committed and fully consumed, the consumer tries advancing C.head (Line 28). Upon success, it retries reserving an entry, jumping to loop. Otherwise, dequeue returns EMPTY.
Progress guarantees. Similarly to DPDK ringbuffer, BBQ is a deadlock-free queue, its progress depend on a fair scheduler. In contrast to DPDK, BBQ is less affected by CPU oversubscription (see Figure 9g, Section 6). To see why this is the case, consider the situation where DPDK producers form a waiting chain: the last to allocate an entry can only commit once the previous has committed its entry, and so on. This waiting chain hampers the performance because the scheduler is unlikely to unpark the preemted producers in the chain’s order. In BBQ, there is no such waiting chain, i.e., producers commit independently. Consumers may wait for producers only in seldom cases. For example, a consumer waits for a preempted producer on the same block if the producer has allocated but not yet committed an entry. Nevertheless, any order in which the fair scheduler unparks preempted producers allows the consumer to make progress.

3.3 Two-Level Control Variables

Essentially, BBQ splits the control variables into two levels, namely the queue-level and block-level variables (see Fig. 2). Queue-level control variables point to blocks (C.head and P.head), whereas block-level control variables to entries (allocated, committed, reserved, and consumed).

Versions. As in other queues such as DPDK ringbuffer, control variables have to be versioned to identify multiple reuses of the same memory locations and, in this way, avoid ABA problems1. Therefore, queue-level control variables have two fields, an index pointing to a block and a version identifying how many rounds the whole queue has been reused. Similarly, block-level control variables have an offset field pointing to an entry within the block and a version field identifying how many times the block has been reused.

Phantom heads. Before producers can allocate entries in a block B, one producer has to set B’s allocated cursor as well as advance Phead to point to B. Without making both updates atomic, whichever update executes first may trigger an ABA problem as well. To allow both being updated atomically, we introduce the concept of phantom head, which is based on the following observation. The index and version values of Phead can be inferred from the versions of all allocated cursors in the queue (as described in Sec. 4.2.2). Similarly, the phantom C.head can be inferred from the versions of all reserved cursors. Since the phantom Phead (resp. phantom C.head) is implicitly updated whenever any allocated cursor (resp. reserved cursor) is updated, we use them instead of queue-level head variables.

Cached heads. In principle, phantom heads allow us to eliminate the C.head and P.head variables altogether. Unfortunately, phantom heads are costly: To infer them, one needs to compare the cursors of every block. Instead of eliminating C.head and P.head, we consider them to be cached heads, i.e., potentially stale values of the phantom heads. Cached heads only exist for performance reasons; their staleness does not affect correctness.

4 Implementation of BBQ

Figure 4 shows the low-level detail of BBQ, including data-fields, enqueue and dequeue operations for retry-new mode and drop-old mode. The drop-old mode will be introduced in Sec. 4.3.

4.1 Structure

Heads and cursors. BBQ has two queue-level Head variables and four block-level Cursor variables in each block. Head and Cursor types are 64-bit integers, which can be atomically updated. We reserve two bit-segments in Head to represent the version and index and two bit-segments in Cursor to represent the version and offset. Given a total number of blocks (BLOCK_NUM) and the capacity of a block (BLOCK_SIZE), the segments have the following bit-lengths:

\[
\begin{align*}
|\text{Index}| &= \log_2(\text{BLOCK_NUM}) \text{ bits} \\
|\text{Offset}| &= \log_2(\text{BLOCK_SIZE}) \text{ bits} \\
|\text{Version}| &= 64 - \max(|\text{Index}|, |\text{Offset}|) \text{ bits}
\end{align*}
\]

The bit-length of Offset is larger than \(\log_2(\text{BLOCK_SIZE})\) to allow for FAA-overflow detection. The Index and Offset are the least significant bits of Head and Cursor, respectively; Version bits immediately follow them; and reminder bits, if existent, are set to 0 and ignored. That allows us to easily manipulate these fields with FAA and MAX instructions.

For convenience, we access the bit-segments from Head and Cursor variables as if they were regular fields named idx, off, and vsn, e.g., allocated.idx. Moreover, we construct variables (e.g., Head) with the short-hand notation Head(.vsn=version, .idx=index), initializing unspecified fields with 0. We may omit the type when clear from the context.

Initially, idx and off in the first block are zero and for remaining blocks off is set to BLOCK_SIZE. The initial value of vsn will be introduced in Sec. 4.2.2.

Other types. Block has shared cursors, annotated with shared<>; and an array of entries of type T (Line 38). EntryDesc is an entry descriptor; it points to a block and contains offset to location the actual entry and a version data-consistency checks used in drop-old mode (Line 41). Finally, BBQ contains the shared heads and an array of Block<T>.

---

1 Often algorithms try to guarantee operation atomicity by reading from a control variable before and after the operation. If the same value A is read both times, the programmer assumes absence of concurrent updates and hence that the operation was atomic. This assumption breaks if other threads can temporarily change the value to B ≠ A and then back to A; algorithms in which this situation can occur are said to suffer from the ABA problem [32].
4.2 Operations

Enqueue and dequeue operations are divided into different cases: First, when the allocation in the enqueue or the reservation in the dequeue do not fail. Second, when enqueue or dequeue have to advance respective heads to the next block.

4.2.1 Successful allocation/reservation

The producer uses FAA to allocate an entry (Line 8) and returns its location as EntryDesc if there is enough space in the current block (Line 11). A pre-check (Line 6) avoids endless increasing of allocated when the queue is full, which could cause FAA overflows and impact performance negatively. For the consumer, the entry is reserved through MAX2 (Line 61).

2Unlike FAA, MAX provides conditional update semantics. Moreover, for some cases, MAX has similar semantics to CAS but better performance observed which atomically sets a variable if the given value is greater than the variable’s value and returns the old value. Consumers never pass producers (Line 54) and can read when out-of-order commit are not ongoing in the same block, which means all allocated entries are committed (Line 58).

4.2.2 Advancing to the next block

Monotonic version updates. Head and cursor versions are initially zero. Both enqueue and dequeue calls start by reading the current cached head (ph and ch in Fig. 3). After failing to allocate or reserve an entry, these calls try to advance the respective phantom heads by calling advance_phead or advance_chead.

\[\text{Figure 4: Low-level details of BBQ.}\]
These functions \texttt{try} to reset the cursors of the next block with the previously read version of the cached head plus one (Lines 29, 30, 80, and 81 in Fig. 4). Subsequently, the functions \texttt{try} update the cached head itself (Lines 31 and 85).

The reset of cursors and the update of cached head may not always succeed. Consider the following example. Two producers try to allocate entries at block $B_0$ and fail. Both have read phead with value \{\texttt{vsn=0, idx=0}\}. Now both call advance\_phead concurrently and are at Line 30. Producer $P_1$ stalls while producer $P_2$ succeeds updating the allocated cursor of block $B_1$. $P_2$ also allocates one or more entries such that now $B_1$'s allocated has the value \{\texttt{vsn=1, off=16}\}. If now $P_1$ would be able to succeed resetting allocated, then the allocations of $P_2$ would be lost. Nevertheless, to avoid such ABA situations, the reset of cursors and update of cached head do not have to be performed with an expensive \texttt{CAS}. The recent \texttt{MAX} atomic instruction from Armv8.1-LSE can provide the required monotonicity.

\textbf{Invariants.} Producers have to ensure they advance phead only if the next block that has no unconsumed data. Consumers have to ensure they advance chead only if the next block has committed data.

We guarantee these invariants by ensuring that the version difference between phantom phead and phantom chead never exceeds 1. When producers advance phead and reset the allocated and committed cursors of the next block with version ph\_vsn+1 (Line 30), the consumed cursor must have version ph\_vsn (Line 21). Similarly, when consumers advance chead and reset the reserved and consumed cursors of the next block with version ch\_vsn+1 (Line 80), the committed cursor must have version ch\_vsn+1 (Line 79).

\textbf{Order matters.} Often the order in which shared variables are accessed is crucial for correctness. For example, reading reserved, committed, and allocated variables (Lines 51, 53, and 57) in a different order can cause the consumer to read garbage. Moreover, updating cached heads (Lines 31 and 85) must happen after updating block-level variables (Lines 29, 30, 80, and 81), otherwise blocks may be fully skipped.

To guarantee shared variables are accessed in the program order of Fig. 4 on architectures with weak memory models, C/C++ implementations of BBQ can employ atomic \texttt{LOAD}, \texttt{STORE}, \texttt{MAX}, \texttt{FAA}, and \texttt{CAS} instructions with sequentially consistent memory barriers (see C11/C++11 atomics [6]). In Sec. 5, we report a correct relaxation of these barriers.

\subsection*{4.3 Drop-old Mode}

Unlike the retry-new mode, where producers cannot insert data when the queue is full, in drop-old mode, producers continue to write even if the data is not yet consumed. Consequently, producers no longer depend on the consumers to make progress. The FIFO property still holds, except that some data might be lost. In other words, entries are consumed in the order in which they were allocated, but some committed entries may not be consumed.

\textbf{Speculative reads.} Drop-old mode is widely used in profiling scenarios, where enqueue calls writing a log should not be delayed by dequeue calls that read the log. To reduce the chances of dequeue calls interfering with enqueue calls, consumers read data in a speculative fashion. The consumer first reads the data and then checks whether it has been overwritten. If so, it discards the data and tries reserving another entry.

\textbf{From retry-new to drop-old mode.} A few differences exist between retry-new and drop-old mode. First, producers avoid advancing to blocks that are still not fully committed in the previous round, returning \texttt{BUSY} (Lines 27 and 28).

Second, consumers guarantee FIFO order by checking if the version of the next block is greater than or equal to the current one (Line 82). If that is the case, reserved is reset with the version of committed (Line 84), indicating the block is ready to be read. The first block is a special case because, in contrast to other blocks, its version is always off-by-one. Therefore, we add 1 to the comparison if ch\_idx == 0.

Third, the data-consistency check is based on the fact that a block is not overwritten as long as allocated and reserved versions are equal. Therefore, before reading data, we record the reserved version (Line 63), and after copying the data from the entry, we check if corresponding allocated version still matches the reserved (Line 72).

\subsection*{4.4 Variable-sized Entries}

BBQ can support variable-sized entries with minor algorithmic changes. Each entry has an additional metadata \texttt{size} to support different entry sizes in one queue. Block-local cursors and \texttt{BLOCK\_SIZE} indicate the space of entries instead of their number. \texttt{MAX} at Line 61 is no longer sufficient; \texttt{CAS} must be used instead.

\textbf{Dummy entry.} Unlike the fixed-size version of BBQ, where entries can exactly fill up a block, here, the remaining space of a block might not be enough to contain the new entry. In such cases, we mark the space with a dummy entry and return \texttt{BLOCK\_DONE} to trigger a retry in the next block. Since enqueue uses \texttt{FAA}, the producers that cause allocated go over the boundary marks the dummy entry by setting its \texttt{size} to zero and commits it. Consumers that read an entry with size zero ignore the dummy entry and retry in the next block. Upon reading the dummy entry, the consumer also sets \texttt{consumed} to be equal to \texttt{BLOCK\_SIZE}.

\subsection*{4.5 Other Implementation Details}

We have implemented BBQ in C and Java. We have also implemented a wrapper with the Java Native Interface (JNI) [20] to call the C version from Java.

Finally, we have optimized BBQ for SPSC scenarios as follows: (1) \texttt{phead} and \texttt{chead} are no longer shared variables and
can be accessed with non-atomic loads/stores. (2) allocated and committed (resp. reserved and consumers) are merged into one variable and updated with STORE.

5 Verification and Optimization of BBQ

Concurrent data structures are complicated beasts and are easy to get wrong [30]. To increase confidence in our C implementation and find intricate bugs, we generate a series of small hand-crafted tests that can trigger corner cases in the algorithm and then use VS\text{SYNC} [42], an extension to the GenMC model checker [36]. The tool generates all executions of the algorithm on those tests, including executions that can only happen on WMMs, exercising the following critical corner cases: (1) queue full or empty, (2) FIFO, (3) wrap-around, and (4) termination of bounded loops with bounded effect [37,42].

Bugs. We found three concurrency bugs in an earlier version of the drop-old mode of BBQ.

1. A test revealed a bug in which enqueue operations incorrectly returned \text{BUSY}. The block was detected as \text{NOTAVAILABLE} because, in that version, the condition at Line 27 was committed.off == BLOCK_SIZE && committed.vsn == ph.vsn. Therefore, even if other producers reset the next block and have the space to allocate, the block would still be \text{NOTAVAILABLE}. That violated linearizability.

2. We have found a termination bug in which the checking in Line 82 was written as blk.committed.vsn >= nbblk.committed.vsn, missing the special case of the version number in the first block, which may let consumers advancing the block forever if the queue is empty and all blocks happen to have the same version number.

3. The wrap-around test revealed a bug due to a missing fence, where readers could return incorrect data when a fast writer overwritten the entry they were currently reading.

We found these bugs through the verification with model checking. They were not found during stress testing, nor by running the small test cases directly on hardware. However, we could retrospectively construct test cases that reproduce these bugs on real hardware. Concurrent algorithms, especially those using complicated synchronization such as drop-old mode, are hard to get right using traditional methods.

Barrier optimization. We used VS\text{SYNC} to run the memory barrier optimization for WMMs. The results consistent with the order analyze of reading/updating shared variables in Sec. 4.2.2. For the fixed entry size version, 14 atomic instructions with full memory barriers are optimized to 3 release barriers, 3 acquire barriers, and 8 relaxed barriers, respectively.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Environment Setup

Hardware. All of our experiments are performed on three x86 machines with 88, 96, and 12 hyperthreads, respectively (denoted as x86-88T, x86-96T, and x86-12T), and an ARM machine with 96 cores (arm-96T). x86-88T and x86-96T are connected through two 10Gbps links.

Software. On these servers, we installed Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS, with Linux kernel 5.4.0. We use Linux perf [26] to get results of L1 cache misses, the version of it is the same with the Linux kernel. Java-based experiments use JDK v11 [19].

6.2 Microbenchmarks

Workloads. We have the following 3 workloads for microbenchmarks implemented in C/C++ and Java:

• simple: Each producer or consumer has its own thread, where they keep executing enqueue or dequeue operations in a loop. Data is validated after each dequeue.

• complex: Based on the simple workload. Producers and consumers allocate space for data, preform enqueue and dequeue then manually free (C/C++ version) or let JVM garbage collection it [46] (Java version). Additionally, each operation also performs a deterministic random busy-loop of at most one hundred \text{nop} instructions.

• profiling: Based on the simple workload. The throughput of producers and consumers is fixed at 10kOP/s and 1kOP/s, respectively.

Thread affinity. For MPSC or SPMC scenarios, we assign a single producer or consumer at the first core/hyperthread and then distribute the other threads sequentially to cores/hyperthreads. For MPMC, we assign producers and consumers interleaved one by one; if their number differs, the surplus is assigned at the end.

Experiments. We perform the following experiments, each measuring a different metric:

• throughput: Total number of consumed entries per second.

• data-latency: Average time each data stays in the queue.

• op-latency: Average latency of each enqueue or dequeue operation.

• cache-miss: Average number of L1 cache misses per consumed entry, measured with Linux \text{perf}.

• fairness: Throughput of each producer and consumer (only for \text{MPSC} and \text{SPMC}).

• full/empty: Latency of enqueue when the queue becomes full and latency of dequeue when the queue becomes empty (only used with simple workload).

• oversubscription: Throughput with more producers and consumers than than cores/hyperthreads.

Each experiment runs 3 times. If not specified otherwise, solid lines represent average results; shaded area represents
standard deviation; and vertical dashed lines indicate when threads cross NUMA nodes, are assigned to hyperthreads in the same core, or are oversubscribed.

Configuration. The data size is always 8 bytes, a size all queues can support. For the data-latency experiment, the number of entries is around 128. For the other experiments, the buffer size is 32k bytes unless specified otherwise.

6.2.1 BBQ Parameters and Design Choices

We start by evaluating parameters and design choices of BBQ.

Configuring the number of blocks. Figure 5 shows throughput and data-latency experiments for BBQ with four producers and one consumer. The color scale shows the existing trade-off between number of entries and number of blocks; users have to be aware of that when choosing the buffer size and number of blocks. We use the following heuristic function to determine the number of blocks in all rest experiments: \( \text{number of blocks (log)} = \max(1, \lfloor \text{number of entries (log)} / 4 \rfloor) \).

Performance impact of FAA. Figure 6 shows the results of an MPSC throughput experiment on our Arm machine. BBQ is configured to use FAA instruction from Armv8.1 LSE, standard FAA and CAS implemented with load-exclusive and store-exclusive instructions. Except for the 1 thread case, LSE-based FAA shows the best scalability, outperforming the other two by at least 5 times.

Support for variable-sized entries. Figure 6 also shows the throughput of the BBQ with fixed- and variable-sized entries. The size of each data is the same, yet the varied entry version has to store additional size information for every entry. Nevertheless, the throughput difference between both is negligible.

Consumer-producer interference in drop-old mode. Finally, Figure 6 shows the throughput of BBQ with drop-old mode in two configurations: MPSC and MPNC (multiple-producer/no-consumer). The throughput of the producers (nr-prod) with no consumers is less than 8% higher than with consumer (sr-prod). Moreover, the consumers manage to consume at least 99.97% of the entries except for the 1 thread case (sr-cons). These results illustrate that consumers with the speculative-read method incur a rather minor interference on producers — please refer to Sec. 6.2.3 for a baseline with existing implementations.

6.2.2 State-of-the-art Comparison: Retry-new Mode

We now compare BBQ against 5 state-of-the-art bounded queues: dpdkrb, DPDK ringbuffer v21.08 [9]; scqd, a lock-free bounded queue [40]; linuxrb, the ringbuffer in the Linux kernel v5.16 [22]; boostq, the bounded queue in C++ Boost libraries v1.71 [4]; and follyq, the bounded queue (with total method) [25] in Meta’s open-source Folly library v2021.11.8. For dpdkrb and follyq, we use their SPSC versions to run corresponding SPSC experiments.

Effectiveness of the Block-based Approach. To isolate the effect of the blocks, we first focus on SPSC experiments because BBQ do not profit from FAA in such scenarios. Figure 7 shows that BBQ greatly outperforms all other bounded queues in all experiments. For the simple workload, BBQ yields 11.3x to 42.4x higher throughput than other libraries. The throughput of BBQ is \( 1.41 \times 10^8 \text{ op/s} \), while the second-best one follyq is \( 1.24 \times 10^7 \text{ op/s} \). For the complex workload, which has a random busy-loop to limit the maximum throughput, BBQ still outperforms follyq by 2x. BBQ’s better performance is mainly due to the massive decrease in L1 cache misses with the block-based approach (notice the y-axis log scale).

Throughput in MPSC and SPMC scenarios. Figures 9a and 9b show BBQ performing on par or better than other queues in the simple and complex workloads. For MPSC scenarios, BBQ performs up to 10.13x and 3.65x faster than the second-best queue, respectively. For SPMC scenarios, BBQ performs up to 1.88x and 2.39x faster than the second-best queue, respectively.

The throughput difference between MPSC and SPMC results can be attributed in part to the different L1 cache misses measurements (see Fig. 9c). BBQ consumers employ CAS operations in every dequeue, and these can fail and have to be retried, each time suffering another cache miss.

Data latency. We measure the average time data stays in the queue in the complex workload, as shown in Fig. 9d. For MPSC case, BBQ performs consistently better than other bounded queues; up to 17.22x lower latency than the second-best queue. For the SPMC case, scqd performs best, up to 7.45x lower latency than BBQ. That is an artifact of the delayed invalidation trick (see Sec. 2): Once the queue is empty (C.head = Ptail), consumers invalidate the entries pointed by C.head after a delay. Since consumers first increment C.head and then wait, multiple consumers will be pending on differ-
ent entries. As soon as the producer commits a new entry, one consumer aborts its delay and immediately returns the data.

Full and empty queues. Figure 9e shows the latency for failed enqueue on a full queue (top figure), and failed dequeue on an empty queue (bottom figure). In such scenarios, the delay invalidation of scqd incurs a high cost: the latency of failed operations in scqd is around 1000x higher than in most other queues. For linuxrb, the latency increases with the number of producers/consumers due to its coarse-grained locking.

Fairness between producers or consumers. Figure 9f shows the relation between maximum and minimum throughput of producers (top figure) and consumers (bottom figure). linuxrb provides exceptional fairness because it relies on a fair spinlock. Other queues show unfair throughput after crossing the first NUMA node (at 22 producers/consumers) except for scqd, which becomes unfair when hyperthreads of the same cores start being used (at 44 producers/consumers).

Oversubscription effects. Figure 9g shows the results of our oversubscription experiment on x86-12T with up to 5x more threads than hyperthreads. Both dpdkrb and linuxrb are highly affected by oversubscription; the former due to their in-order policy (see Sec. 2), the latter due to its coarse-grained locking. Under oversubscription (i.e., with more than 12 threads), BBQ outperforms the second-best queue by a small margin: 2.22x in MPSC and 1.23x in SPMC scenarios.

6.2.3 State-of-the-art Comparison: Drop-old Mode

We now compare BBQ with other two bounded queues that support overwriting old values, namely EvictingQueue from Google Core Libraries Guava [15], and CircularFifoQueue from Apache Commons [1]. The experiments are conducted on the arm-96T machine.

Producer performance. Figure 10a shows the enqueue throughput with no consumers for the complex workload. On the one hand, BBQ-JNI yields 3.2x higher enqueue throughput than EvictingQueue and CircularFifoQueue. On the other hand, BBQ yields an enqueue throughput rather similar to them. Intuitively, BBQ-JNI has a better performance since employs real FAA instructions, whereas, in the Java version of BBQ, the JVM translates FAA into CAS [35].

Figure 10c shows the enqueue latency, again with no consumers, for the profiling workload. Remember that producers issue 10k enqueue calls per second in the profile workload. With BBQ and BBQ-JNI, the enqueue latency slowly increases: 147.9ns and 176.4ns with 1 thread, respectively, to 965.6ns and 914.3ns with 94 threads, respectively. Up to 44 producers, EvictingQueue and CircularFifoQueue perform similar to BBQ variants. With more than 44 producers, however, their enqueue latency quickly increases up to 70µs (72x higher than BBQ). From Fig. 10a, we know that their maximum enqueue throughput is about 450kop/s. Hence, these queues already reached throughput limit with 44 producers, and any additional producers can only increase the latency. We believe the spike at 95 threads (BBQ with 5.1µs and BBQ-JNI with 2.0µs)

Figure 7: SPSC comparison of BBQ against state-of-the-art on x86-88T.

Figure 9: MPSC and SPMC comparison of BBQ against state-of-the-art on x86-88T (and x86-12T for oversubscription).
Enq-deq interference. We now introduce a single consumer to understand the interference of dequeue on the enqueue operations. Ideally, the enqueue operations should incur a small overhead (latency) to the profiled program; and this overhead should be minimally affected by concurrent dequeue calls. Moreover, if enqueue calls interfere with dequeue calls too frequently, more data may be dropped, i.e., overwritten before being consumed.

Figure 10b shows the enqueue and dequeue throughput (marked with • and ×, respectively) for the complex workload. Comparing Figs. 10a and 10b, we observe that the enqueue throughput of BBQ is similar in both figures and of BBQ-JNI is similar up to 47 threads, but after that it drops to about $1.89 \times 10^6$ op/s. The enqueue throughput of EvictingQueue and CircularFifoQueue is initially lower when a consumer is concurrently calling dequeue. The reason for this lower enqueue throughput can be explained by observing the difference between enqueue and dequeue in Fig. 10b.

First, note that with more than a few producers, the enqueue and dequeue throughput of each queue do not match, i.e., the consumer is not fast enough to read out all the data before the producers start overwriting the oldest entries. Also note that the more the enqueue throughput of EvictingQueue and CircularFifoQueue recovers (by increasing producers), the lower is the dequeue throughput. Once their throughput is back to the level of Fig. 10a with 15 threads, their dequeue throughput is no more than $4.92 \times 10^5$ op/s. In contrast, BBQ and BBQ-JNI sustain a much higher dequeue throughput up to 46 threads ($2.89 \times 10^6$ op/s and $5.07 \times 10^6$ op/s, respectively).

Figure 10d shows the enqueue latency for the profiling workload. BBQ and BBQ-JNI provide enqueue latencies varying from 730.6ns and 519.9ns with 2 producers, respectively, up to 1082ns and 9503ns with 95 producers — we ignore the noisy region with 81 producers. Comparing the results of Figure 10c and Figure 10d reveal that the enqueue latency of EvictingQueue and CircularFifoQueue, for example with 8 producers increase by 124.97 times when adding a single consumer with a relatively low dequeue frequency.

The latency increases as well as the throughput decreases of BBQ-JNI after 47 producers could be related to the JNI overhead of calling C code from Java.

6.3 MacrObenchmarks

We now explore three benchmarks that represent the real-world usage queues.

6.3.1 DPDK’s End-to-end Benchmark

We replace the ring buffer in DPDK’s event library [12] and network driver [11] with BBQ, and run the multiprocess benchmark [8] from the DPDK Test Suite [10] (DTS). The benchmarks consists of one server process receiving and distributing packets, and two client processes performing level-2 packet forwarding [7]. These processes run on the device under test (DUT), our x86-88T machine. The tester and traffic generator TRex [29] run on our x86-96T machine. The packet size is 64 bytes (along with the UDP header) as well as the entry size of the queue. The versions of DPDK, DTS, and TRex are 21.08, 21.02, and 2.92, respectively. We report the end-to-end throughput (in million packets per second) measured by the traffic generator.

Figure 11 shows our experimental results. BBQ provides 1.5x higher throughput with different buffer sizes in the driver. We observed no further improvements with larger buffer sizes, indicating that the ring buffer may not be a bottleneck any more. We also replaced the so-called software queue in the multiprocess benchmark, and observed no improvement.

6.3.2 Linux io_uring

Linux io_uring [13] is a new asynchronous I/O [31] API for kernel-user space communication. It consists of two ring buffers, one for request submissions (SQ) and another for completion confirmations (CQ). It supports batched submission and batched confirmations with configurable batch sizes [18].
We port io_uring from Linux kernel (v5.14-rc6) [17] to userspace, omitting I/O related functionality and replacing its ring buffers with BBQ. To avoid unstable results, we disable the option of overflowing entries into an additional linked list. We set the CQ size to twice the SQ size as recommended [21].

Our benchmark runs three threads: The first submits request batches (via SQ); the second (representing the kernel) consumes them and immediately produces confirmations (via CQ); and the third consumes the confirmation batches. We configure submission and confirmation batches with size 1 or with a random value from 1 to 32. Each experiment runs 10 times, measuring the time to submit 1M requests.

Figure 12 shows a significant improvement of the latency per request when using BBQ. For example, with batch size of 1 and SQ size of 32 and 1024, BBQ yields 6.7x and 6.9x lower latency than the original ring buffer, respectively. For random batch size and the same SQ sizes, BBQ yields even lower latencies: 20.9x and 50.5x, respectively.

### 6.3.3 LMAX Disruptor Benchmarks

Disruptor [23] is concurrency mechanism used for high-performance financial exchange. Its core component is a ring buffer. We compare its throughput with the Java and JNI versions of BBQ with three official Disruptor benchmarks: OneToOneThroughputTest, ThreeToOneThroughputTest, and OneToThreeThroughputTest. We modify these benchmarks to support not just three, but more producers or consumers. Apart from this modification, all other parameters (e.g., number of iterations, sleep time between operations, number of repetitions) are unchanged.

Disruptor can randomly change the batch size based on the workload. To make the comparison as fair as possible, we first run the benchmark with Disruptor to get the average batch size used, and then run BBQ with that batch size. Figure 13 shows the throughput of Disruptor, BBQ, and the baseline Java queue (java.util.concurrent.BlockingQueue) for several scenarios. The number on each bar refers to the (average) batch size, and the label pPcC indicates the number of producers (p) and consumers (c).

In the 1P1C scenario, Disruptor yields almost 3x higher throughput than the Java queue (3 Mop/s versus 1.3 Mop/s), BBQ and BBQ-JNI, however, yield an order of magnitude higher throughput (14.1 Mop/s and 12.1 Mop/s, respectively). The higher performance of BBQ over BBQ-JNI is due to the JNI call overheads. With 8 producers, the difference between Disruptor and BBQ is lower (2.2 Mop/s and 3.7 Mop/s, respectively). BBQ-JNI yields 3x Disruptor’s throughput (6.7 Mop/s) due to its use of FAA. With 32 producers, BBQ and BBQ-JNI again outperform Disruptor by an order of magnitude (3.0 Mop/s, 3.3 Mop/s, and 0.6 Mop/s, respectively).

With a single producer and multiple consumers, BBQ-JNI has no opportunity to gain performance by using FAA. Due to that, its performance pays the penalty of the JNI call overheads. Nevertheless, BBQ still outperforms Disruptor in most configurations. For example, BBQ yields 1.23x higher throughput than Disruptor with 2 consumers (1P2C); and 1.68x higher throughput with 8 consumers. With 32 consumers, Disruptor yields 1.42x higher throughput than BBQ.

### 7 Conclusion

We presented BBQ, a novel ringbuffer design that dramatically reduces the enq-deq interference by splitting the entire ringbuffer into multiple blocks. BBQ is applicable to a large spectrum of scenarios, from exchanging data to profiling, with single or multiple producers/consumers, sending fixed- or variable-sized entries, among others. Our experimental results show that BBQ outperforms several industrial ringbuffers (e.g., DPDK, LMAX Disruptor, Linux io_uring, Meta’s Folly queue) in the great majority of workloads.

To support modern architectures such as Armv8.1, we verified and optimized BBQ with a model checker for weak memory models. Even though far from sound, verification with model checkers has proven a valuable, low-cost method of catching bugs.

Currently, our io_uring benchmark evaluates whether BBQ is promising for such scenarios without involving kernel details. In the future, we plan to port BBQ to kernel space to replace Linux io_uring.
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Abstract

GPUs are highly contended resources in shared clusters for deep learning (DL) training. However, our analysis with a real-world trace reveals that a non-negligible number of jobs running on the cluster undergo failures and are blindly retried by the job scheduler. Unfortunately, these job failures often repeat and waste GPU resources, limiting effective GPU utilization across the cluster. In this paper, we introduce Sibylla which informs whether an observed failure of DL training will repeat or not upon retry on the failure. Sibylla employs a machine learning model based on RNNs that trains on stdout and stderr logs of failed jobs and can continuously update the model on new log messages without hand-constructing labels for the new training samples. With Sibylla, the job scheduler is learning-enhanced, performing a retry for a failed job only when it is highly likely to succeed with the retry. We evaluate the effectiveness of Sibylla under a variety of scenarios using trace-driven simulations. Sibylla improves cluster utilization and reduces job completion time (JCT) by up to 15%.

1 Introduction

Deep learning (DL) has made tremendous advances in a wide range of tasks, including object detection [18], translation [32], and speech recognition [21]. To support the rapid development of DL models, enterprises typically set up a large cluster of hardware accelerators, preferably GPUs, and build a management stack to facilitate the fine-grained sharing of large-scale hardware resources. DL training often requires the use of multiple GPUs and that tasks on the allocated GPUs be scheduled simultaneously [16]. This requirement of gang-scheduling poses high communication and locality constraints on cluster management, which are less contemplated in traditional data analytics setups. In the last decade, a number of new DL cluster designs have been proposed, aiming to optimize job scheduling [5, 20, 24, 26, 34, 35], network communication [10, 16], and back-end storage systems [41], and have substantially improved cluster utilization.

In comparison, little effort has been made to address wasteful re-execution, resulting from framework support for reliable DL training. When users issue training jobs to the cluster, they wish to have their training jobs completed successfully with a high probability. The high success rate is primarily related to how effectively DL frameworks can handle job failures rooted in errors at runtime. These errors are known to occur across the stack, including infrastructure, AI engine, and user program [16, 38].

To continue training upon failure, the cluster manager can take periodic checkpoints for model weights and retry execution from the most recent checkpoint taken prior to the failure [16]. If the failure is transient and non-deterministic (e.g., MPI runtime failure), the job will continue training upon resuming from the checkpoint, as transient issues are not supposed to repeat [16]. However, this approach does not help recover from deterministic failures (e.g., syntax or configuration errors), as the same faulty condition will recur while re-running the failed job. DL training that experiences these two types of failures implies that retrying job executions on deterministic failures would waste GPU cycles. Our characterization study shows that the resource inefficiency caused by the unnecessary retries is non-negligible (§ 2).

Our approach. We introduce a case for learning-enhanced job scheduling that substantially reduces unnecessary job retries. Our system, Sibylla, predicts whether a failed job deserves a retry or not. Since failures can occur anywhere across the stack, the prerequisite for failure prediction with high accuracy is to collect a training dataset that faithfully reflects failure-related information. We use standard error streams of training jobs directed into log files (i.e., stdout and stderr) – every software stack makes use of these error streams to record execution path/status- and error-related information. Sibylla employs a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based DL model to train the log files and build a failure classifier. Sibylla further automates the process by adopting auto-labeling that allows new training samples to be incorporated without hand-constructing their labels. With this technique, Sibylla can automatically update the model upon aggregating new log
messages from recently completed jobs without access to human experts for labeling data (§ 3).

One major contribution of Sibylla is that it avoids using a static way for failure classification, which would be impractical in the long run. For example, as log formats are unstructured and diverse, grepping log files for specific keywords that are endemic to deterministic/non-deterministic failures, as done in [16], requires someone to keep identifying new error-related expressions, which is too manual and time-consuming. We even tried a clustering model as a non-DL approach to automatically group failures and classify their types based on similar words, but the accuracy is much lower than our DL-based approach (§ 4).

Results. We evaluate Sibylla through simulations [10] using traces derived from a Microsoft production cluster [2]. We account for the effectiveness in both the best case and the worst case, where avoiding retries on deterministic failures guided by our predictor is associated with the longest-running jobs and the shortest-running jobs, respectively. Sibylla reduces the average job completion time (JCT) by 6.5–15.4% for the best case and 3.6–10.5% for the worst case.

2 Job Failures in Deep Learning Cluster

DL platform overview. A shared cluster for deep learning training typically consists of a number of multi-GPU machines that constitute a pool of hundreds to thousands of GPUs. The GPU machines are connected to a high-speed network (e.g., 100-Gbps InfiniBand) to speed up distributed training that requires multiple GPUs. The cluster scheduler has an objective to decide the jobs to run next (e.g., minimizing JCT) and a strategy for placing the jobs on available GPUs (e.g., preferably onto the same machine). Docker container is used to isolate CPU, GPU, and memory resources between concurrent jobs. For distrusted training, we are based off data parallelism that performs model synchronization via either parameter servers or collective communication libraries (e.g., MPI [7], NCCL [25]). A back-end distributed storage system is dedicated to storing stdout and stderr logs generated during training across the entire cluster. Target DL applications are run on popular engines like TensorFlow [3] and PyTorch [27].

Deterministic vs non-deterministic. Failures come from the job scheduler, the storage system, and other components that constitute the DL platform. We categorize failure occurrences into either deterministic (DT) or non-deterministic (NDT) to determine retry on failure. Table 1 shows how existing DL job failures [16,38] can be classified into these two categories according to failure reasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Failure Reason Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Deep Learning Specific</td>
<td>Framework API Misuse, Tensor Mismatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment Error</td>
<td>Path/Library Not Found, Permission Denied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code Error</td>
<td>Key/Attribute Not Found, Illegal Arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Error</td>
<td>Corrupted Data, Unsupported Encoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDT</td>
<td>CPU OOM</td>
<td>CPU Out of Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPU OOM</td>
<td>GPU Out of Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Runtime Error</td>
<td>MPI Daemon Failure, Network Conn. Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Node Error</td>
<td>Unexpected Worker Node Exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Failure classification and failure reason examples.

-support or has dependency issues. Jobs experiencing these failures will end up in unsuccessful training as the failures repeat.

On the contrary, non-deterministic failures (or NDT failures) are accidental and usually related to temporal network connection loss or transient issues of the job’s assigned node. For example, workers of a distributed training job may not communicate with each other due to network outages or MPI daemon errors on the host machine. Or, a job may use host memory more than allowed and want to be scheduled on a larger machine. Retry from failure helps overcome this type of failure.

Failure handling today. Due to the intricate process of failure classification, job schedulers today are utterly ignorant of the type of failure that occurred and takes simple heuristics for failure handling. Failed jobs in Microsoft Philly [16] are retried a fixed number of times to overcome NDT failures and successfully complete more jobs after retries. To facilitate this, in Philly each job is configured to create a model checkpoint after finishing a certain number of epochs. On the other hand, NoRetry in a large enterprise terminates every job that experiences a failure to avoid worthless re-execution of jobs in DT failure.

However, these approaches face significant challenges that limit their merits: (1) Philly cannot prevent GPU cycles wasted by DT failures; (2) NoRetry cannot achieve as good training productivity as Philly because it terminates all NDT failure jobs that deserve retries for successful training. In addition, the retry mechanism in NoRetry greatly obfuscates our understanding of the reasons behind failures between DT and NDT, affecting user experience.

A DT failure repeats regardless of how the scheduler places the job on GPUs, whereas an NDT failure may not repeat after a new scheduling attempt. Therefore, we also call them repetitive failure versus non-repetitive failure. Although some jobs terminate quickly during DT failures, there are DT failures that take a fairly long time for the failures to be manifested (e.g., incorrect data inputs).

Opportunities. In this paper, we propose a failure classifier using machine learning to separate deterministic and non-deterministic failures at runtime. To reveal opportunities for using it for predictive retry, we conduct workload character-
ization using an openly available Philly trace [2]. The trace contains information about each training job, including each attempt of job scheduling, GPUs allocated for the attempt, the start and end time of job execution during the attempt, and the job’s final completion status. As a scheduling attempt occurs in both the initial job issue and subsequent retries on failures, using the trace we can estimate job retry rates (i.e., # jobs experiencing retry ÷ # all jobs) and the fraction of GPU hours spent during retries out of all GPU hours. Figure 1 shows the results for two failure types, DT and NDT, over different job sizes based on the GPU request distribution.

First, in Figure 1(a), we observe that jobs are frequently exposed to DT failures and thus waste a significant portion of GPU hours due to useless retries. Specifically, jobs that use more GPUs retry execution more often while GPU hours consumed during retries account for 12.3–19.9% across job sizes. This is the amount of GPU hours wasted by Philly, yet can be saved by an optimal predictive retry. Moreover, as previously stated, DT failures could exhibit high run times to failure (RTF). In particular, for failed executions, the median RTF is 614 and 2,458 seconds for DT and NDT, respectively, with the 80th-percentile increasing to 6,037 seconds for DT and 34,133 seconds for NDT. NoRetry does not waste these GPU cycles at all since no retry occurs. However, Figure 1(b) implies that the training success rate in NoRetry will go down by around 4.5% since all NDT failure jobs are doomed to be aborted. To circumvent NDT failure, users will need to resubmit those jobs to the cluster and restart training from the initial state. Such restarting indicates that the GPU hours spent in the previous job executions before the failures become wasteful.

Based on the observations, we believe cluster utilization and reliability of DL platforms can be enhanced by performing job retry only when predicted as non-repetitive, guided by a failure classifier. The idea of adapting job retry based on failure type is not new but instead has been presented merely as a design implication [16, 28, 38]. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to evaluate its feasibility.

3 Sibylla Design

Sibylla is an RNN-based prediction system that has the following design goals.

- **High accuracy.** Sibylla should achieve high prediction accuracy for both types of failures. Otherwise, mispredictions can lead to low cluster efficiency or low training success rates.
- **Ease of use.** It is cumbersome to build a new training dataset every time new failure samples are generated. Once a prediction model is built, Sibylla provides an option to label new failure samples and re-train the model automatically.
- **Ease of integration.** Sibylla operates in a stand-alone agent or runs on the application side (e.g., Application Master in Apache YARN) to interact with the scheduler. The scheduler only needs to send a prediction input to Sibylla and get notified with the output (DT or NDT). Sibylla does not interfere with the scheduler’s main tasks, such as job placement.

### Samples for training.

We use stdout and stderr log messages to train Sibylla. These logs record the execution information of the software stack and have been widely used in anomaly detection and distributed system or software troubleshooting scenarios [13, 19, 29, 36]. Similarly, every software stack in the DL cluster records execution- and error-related information in standard error streams. So, stdout and stderr logs are our choice of training data in Sibylla. However, using messages in the log poses a critical challenge: log messages are unstructured and contain many redundant and uninteresting lines of text to exclude.

### Training workflow.

Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of Sibylla. It first performs data preprocessing to extract useful log sequences and convert them into semantic vectors. Then, our RNN-based models are trained with these vectorized inputs. Sibylla includes an additional auto-labeling stage based on a reliable ensemble method to learn new incoming data. **Step 1) Data preprocessing.** Because the log file size is typically non-uniform, it is necessary to transform each original log to be uniformly sized. A log often indicate failure symptoms at the line with relevant keywords (such as failure, error, etc). With this insight, Sibylla takes up to 5 lines after the line where such a keyword is present. Sibylla also includes some lines preceding the keyword as they may indicate a log sub-sequence that leads to failure. We empirically tested a variety of line lengths and landed on 20 lines because this is overall the minimum number of lines producing the highest prediction accuracies. On not observing the failure keyword,
Sibylla takes the last 20 lines from the log file as an input for further preprocessing.

Since the log is in an unstructured plain-text form, we need parsing and vectorization stages to extract semantic information, as shown in Figure 3. At the parsing stage, each log is categorized into a structured template that primarily removes words unrelated to the semantics, such as non-character words and stop words. The structured template is thus informative enough to represent the original text. Sibylla applies the state-of-the-art parsing tool called Drain [12], which has been widely exploited in prior log-based analysis studies for its superior effectiveness [11, 22, 37, 39]. A structured text template is transformed into a semantic vector and fed into the training model. This vectorization process first digitizes each word into a vector. It then accumulates all word vectors of each line in the template into a single semantic vector entry by weighing each word based on TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) score. Sibylla uses the FastText algorithm [17] to extract a semantic information across the log.

Step 2) Model training. The semantic vector sequences serve as an input to model training. There are two representative RNN models involved in training Sibylla: bi-directional long short-term memory (LSTM) and attention-based gated recurrent unit (GRU).

Training a log-based detection model can be supervised, unsupervised, or semi-supervised. Supervised learning ensures that the model achieves high performance, but this approach necessitates all data to be labeled ahead of time. However, cluster job executions generate a significant amount of log data, making it infeasible to have domain experts label all DT and NDT failure samples for supervised learning. Instead, unsupervised learning can proceed with fully unlabeled data but usually scarifies model performance. Sibylla adopts semi-supervised learning. It starts model training with partially labeled data and keeps updating the model with unlabeled data by auto-labeling them in an online fashion.

Automatic sample labeling. For auto-labeling to be effective, the classifier is required to make a robust decision. In other words, the classifier should make good decisions even for unseen data that may confuse the classifier. Sibylla automates the labeling process by allowing the classifier to leverage the prediction results of multiple RNN models with different architectures. It takes advantage of an ensemble method that performs voting on the prediction results to decide the failure type, mitigating the effect of a single wrong prediction. Specifically, Sibylla trains $K$ RNN models independently ($K = 2$ in our default setup) and makes a classification decision by aggregating information from individual models regarding the predicted failure type. The final decision is made through a majority voting mechanism, where each model has an equal weight of reflecting its decision on DT versus NDT.

Integrating into cluster managers. There are two tasks to be done by cluster managers to use Sibylla. First, when a failure of a DL job occurs with a stdout/stderr log containing an error, the cluster manager transmits it to Sibylla and receives the notification of the expected failure type. Second, the cluster manager delivers a batch of log files with labels to build an initial model or files without labels to improve the model on observing new failures. Note that our main focus in this paper is on presenting the design principle of predictive retry. Nonetheless, we believe Sibylla can be imported into commodity GPU cluster managers without significant hurdles.

4 Evaluation

We present Sibylla’s accuracy (§ 4.1) and JCT improvements using a GPU cluster simulator with Philly trace (§ 4.2).

Dataset. Since no dataset for failed DL jobs is publicly released, we construct one that contains most of the known failures. We obtained 97 failure log files from the company operating NoRetry and collected additional 159 failure messages through a manual search on Stack Overflow [1], including 20 out of 21 failure categories (w/o GPU ECC error) presented in [16]. We then apply data augmentation to enlarge a training dataset while retaining key properties of the data. For our scenario, two popular text augmentation methods, WordNet [23] and Word2Vec [9], are used to replace words in an original log file with cognitive synonyms and create a new augmented
file. As a result, we have 4468 log files as a dataset.

Although NDT failures are fewer in number than DT failures in reality, our dataset is augmented such that samples are balanced between DT and NDT and across failure categories [38]. This sample balancing is mainly to make the decision boundary of the model not biased [4, 6, 30, 31, 33]. Further, DL applications appearing in the data are diverse, e.g., image classification, language model, and audio recognition, and run on popular engines like TensorFlow and PyTorch.

**Accuracy metrics.** For DT/NDT, classifier accuracy is measured using precision (fraction of predictions that are truly deterministic/non-deterministic failures) and recall (fraction of true deterministic/non-deterministic failures predicted correctly by the classifier). Thus, for both precision and recall, higher is better.

### 4.1 Classifier Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Clustering</th>
<th>RNN Model</th>
<th>Sibylla</th>
<th>Oracle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>GRU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDT</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>89.72</td>
<td>94.78</td>
<td>96.92</td>
<td>97.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>97.32</td>
<td>98.21</td>
<td>98.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>97.32</td>
<td>98.24</td>
<td>98.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>90.43</td>
<td>94.78</td>
<td>96.96</td>
<td>97.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Final accuracy among competing classifier designs.

**Experiment process.** We assess the effectiveness of Sibylla over training on multiple insertions of new log data. For this evaluation, we split the dataset into ten partitions \( \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_{10}\}\) and go through eight rounds of training \( \{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_8\}\). Each round has training, validation, and test data, where training and validation data are used for model training, while test data is used to report prediction accuracy (i.e., precision and recall). As the round moves on, Sibylla auto-labels the previous test data and uses it as new validation data. To illustrate, in the first round \( (R_1)\), we use \( p_1, p_2, \) and \( p_3 \) as training, validation, and test data, respectively. With proceeding to \( R_2 \), the next unused partition \( p_4 \) becomes new test data, while training and validation data are reorganized into \( p_1 + p_2 \) and \( p_3 \), respectively. Here, \( p_1 \) is auto-labeled by Sibylla. Continuing this process will report accuracy incrementally over eight rounds of training.

**Results.** We compare Sibylla using the proposed ensemble classifier with other classifier designs based on a single NN model (LSTM and GRU) and a non-NN model (Clustering). Currently, our ensemble model is created by combining two models, LSTM and GRU. Since these classifiers serve as auto-labeling, as a baseline we include an oracle method in which all data used for model training are labeled 100% correctly. Table 2 shows the prediction accuracy of all competing classifiers observed in the final round of the incremental training (i.e., \( R_8 \)) for both DT and NDT. The results show that as compared to the clustering method, NN-based classifiers achieve overall higher accuracy for predicting both DT and NDT. Among NN-based classifiers, Sibylla obtains the highest accuracy while approaching the closest to the oracle’s performance.

In Figure 4, we show how the prediction accuracy for NDT changes during the incremental training – DT has similar trends. Our ensemble approach provides prediction with consistently higher precision over training rounds, with Clustering significantly worse than others as expected. For recall, there is no substantial difference among NN-based methods. As higher precision and recall are always desirable, we prefer an ensemble approach over approaches using a single model for classification and auto-labeling.

### 4.2 Simulation Results

**Setup.** Next, we evaluate our predictive retry while re-playing the Philly trace on the GPU cluster simulator designed for prior work [10]. We use three job scheduling policies, smallest-job-first w.r.t. GPU requirement (SJF), 2D-LAS (DLAS), and 2D-Gittins index (GITTINS) [10], to schedule jobs in the trace. The cluster comprises 200 nodes, each having 8 GPUs, 256 GB of host memory, and 64 CPU cores.

As the trace mainly contains information about each job’s retry and final status without its log messages, we choose to apply our classifier created from our dataset (with the prediction accuracy in Table 2) considering the worst (Worst), average (Average), and best case (Best). For Worst and Best, we apply misprediction to the longest-running and shortest-running jobs, respectively – so, the penalty of misprediction is the highest versus the lowest. For Average, we select the jobs experiencing misprediction randomly. We have two baselines...
to compare with Sibylla: Oracle, which makes 100% correct predictions, and Full-Retry, which retries jobs without prediction as done in Philly. For a fair comparison, we take into account the average JCT (including the queuing time) of successfully completed jobs only.

As Figure 5 shows, all adaptive retry strategies can reduce the average JCT compared to the conventional method, Full-Retry. Best improves the JCT by 15.4% for SJF, 6.5% for DLAS, and 6.5% for GITTINS, and even Worst reduces the JCT by 3.6–10.5%. Moreover, strategies based on Sibylla (i.e., Best, Average, and Worst) are, on average, only 1.3% worse than Oracle, which delivers the most JCT reduction. With high accuracies, Sibylla has a negligible impact on the job success rate resulting from mispredicting NDT as DT. Our recall for predicting NDT is 98.66%, lowering the job success rate by only 0.06% from 75.04%.

5 Related Work

Machine learning-based anomaly detection. Prior work studies using machine learning on textual log data obtained from various systems such as HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and BGL (BlueGene/L) [14] to detect abnormal and anomalous system behaviors. DeepLog [8] adopts an LSTM model [15] for anomaly detection and diagnosis. It first trains the model on normal log messages to learn their sequences and uses the model to recognize abnormal sequences from online log data for anomaly detection. LogAnomaly [22] concatenates log sequences as a template to extract more precise log semantics and applies the anomaly detection method similar to DeepLog. LogRobust [39] leverages existing learned word collections such as Word2Vec [9] to analyze various unstructured logs and measures abnormal logs using Attention-based Bidirectional LSTM [40]. PLELog [37] proposes semi-supervised learning based on probabilistic label estimation to make the sample labeling process more practical.

These strategies aim to detect abnormalities in large-scale system logs through deep learning. Despite similarities, our work is differentiated in that it focuses on predicting repetitive DL job failures and assessing how such capability helps improve job completion times in shared GPU clusters.

DL job failure analysis. Our work is motivated by numerous works that reveal the cluster inefficiency caused by DL job failures [16, 38]. These works analyze logs for program failures of industrial jobs from Microsoft Philly, whose public scheduler log is used for our study. They investigate the categories and root causes of job failures, suggesting that current practices of failure handling in DL platforms can be enhanced. Although they are the first to stress the necessity of an adaptive retry mechanism driven by the failure type, no prior work has faithfully evaluated its feasibility.

6 Concluding Remarks

To deal with DL job failures, it is critical to precisely predict whether the current failure will repeat or not upon re-execution. Our RNN-based predictor, Sibylla, correctly informs this repetition potential, enabling the cluster scheduler to incorporate it to perform an adaptive retry on failure. With Sibylla, today’s DL platforms not only reduce resource waste by avoiding retries for repetitive failures but also retain job productivity by continuing job executions for transient failures. We confirm this efficacy with trace-driven simulations.

Future works. Misprediction for deterministic failure may repeat when a job produces similar messages over retries. To avoid this repetitive misprediction, we could revise the classifier to incorporate the feedback about predictive re-execution from the cluster scheduler.

Another interesting future work is extending our method for new failure types that have not occurred. An assumption we made in the design of Sibylla is that a new type of failure with unseen semantics does not appear. However, failure message formats from online logs could be diverse as developers’ message logging practice is personalized and unstructured. We have done a brief study on how destructive unknown failure types are by measuring accuracy when a new failure type appears in the middle (7th round) of training from Figure 4. It turns out that the classification accuracy of Sibylla for deterministic failure can drop to 40%, especially for precision. Thus, we may need to incorporate human experts for labeling new data in low prediction confidence rather than relying on auto-labeling. Nonetheless, we think the chance of observing new types of failures is somewhat low.
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Abstract
The ubiquity of disaggregated storage in cloud computing has led to a nascent technique for fault tolerance: instead of utilizing application-level replication, newly-launched backup instances recover application state from disaggregated storage (REDS) after a primary’s failure. Attractively, REDS provides fault tolerance at a much lower cost than traditional replication schemes, wherein at least two instances are running. Failover in REDS is slow, however, because it sequentially first detects primary failure and only then starts recovery on a backup.

We propose speculative recovery to accelerate failover and thus increase the availability of applications using REDS. Instead of proceeding with failover sequentially, speculative recovery safely and efficiently parallelizes detecting primary failure and running recovery on a backup, by employing our new super and collapse primitives for disaggregated storage. Our implementation and evaluation of speculative recovery demonstrate that it considerably reduces failover time.

1 Introduction
Replicated, network-attached storage devices have all but replaced local disks in cloud settings. Such disaggregated disks provide a host of useful features, including scalable storage capacity and performance, convenient data backup, and disk fault-resilience [16, 33, 49].

Their ubiquity has led developers to begin leveraging disk fault-tolerance to achieve application fault-tolerance [12, 15, 50]. When an application running on one instance, the primary, uses a disaggregated disk, its state survives its failure. This enables an emerging fault-tolerance technique we term recovery from disaggregated storage (REDS) where a backup instance recovers application state from the disaggregated disk and continues serving the application. In general, single-node applications can use REDS unmodified as long as they are crash-consistent—i.e., they persist state updates to disk before externalizing them to clients and are able to recover state from disk after a crash [27, 39, 58]. This includes most relational databases, local key-value stores, and file systems.

REDS is an alternative to the traditional application-level replication, where the application running on the primary continuously replicates its state to at least one backup [20, 22, 24, 42, 44, 56, 62, 66]. Application-level replication provides high availability since it ensures that a backup can service requests immediately should the primary fail. However, application-level replication is also expensive as each backup runs an entire instance of the application, requiring as much CPU, memory, storage, network resources, etc., as the primary.

In contrast, REDS only requires running a single instance of the application at a time but sacrifices availability since failover can be slow. In particular, REDS requires that the disaggregated disk be detached from a potentially faulty instance before initiating recovery on a new one. As a result, REDS risks long recovery periods on the new instance when the original may have come back online faster, e.g., when a transient networking issue resolves itself, or waiting too long to determine the original instance has indeed failed.

In this paper, we introduce speculative recovery, an application fault-tolerance technique that leverages disaggregated disks to achieve resource efficiency similar to REDS with significantly higher availability. Speculative recovery begins as soon as the primary appears unavailable, e.g., when it stops responding to health checks. It immediately begins recovery on a new backup instance by creating an independent clone of the disk and attaching it to the backup, while the primary instance is not interfered with to allow it an opportunity to come back in parallel. Whichever instance, the primary or the backup, becomes available first serves the application while the other is deallocated. This reduces unavailability to the minimum of either the primary becoming available again or the backup’s speculative recovery completing.

There are two major challenges in realizing speculative recovery on existing disaggregated storage systems. The first is ensuring application correctness, i.e., linearizability [37], when both the primary and the backup are using a clone of the same application disk. This requires that updates to the disk from one instance do not interfere with the other, and that the external world only ever sees the effects of updates from one instance. The second challenge is ensuring good disk performance for the backup instance to recover the application. Many existing disaggregated storage systems have designs for disk clones that provide poor performance.
To address these challenges, speculative recovery introduces new primitives, super and collapse, for disaggregated disks. super allows a disk to be in a superposition temporarily where two independent versions of the disk are allowed to diverge until a collapse when one is observed, and it appears as though the other never existed. In essence, super provides disk clones with isolation and good performance, and collapse guarantees correctness by ensuring only one, primary or backup, of the clones can be observed.

super uses copy-on-write to achieve effective isolation, and the ephemeral nature of superposition enables a new design we term collocated-clone that minimizes the negative performance impact of copy-on-write. With collocated-clone, a disk clone directly refers to its parent’s allocation table to locate data blocks, eliminating the overhead of re-populating the clone’s own allocation table, which is a major bottleneck in some existing disaggregated storage systems. Collocated-clone also adopts a minimal data path by keeping all data blocks of a clone on the same storage shards as the corresponding blocks of its parent. We believe that such collocation does not skew the data distribution of a storage cluster given that only one clone continues after collapse.

collapse uses a dirty bit to ensure only one clone of the disk is ever externally observable. The dirty bit reflects whether there have been any updates to the disk from the primary after super is invoked. If so, collapse determines that the primary may have been observed and then aborts speculative recovery by deallocating the disk clone and the backup. Otherwise, collapse ensures no future writes from the primary will be accepted and then informs the backup that it can start externalizing state updates.

We implement super and collapse based on Ceph [68], an open-source distributed storage system, and use them to implement speculative recovery from disaggregated storage (SpecREDS). Our evaluation compares SpecREDS to REDS for three stateful applications: MySQL, PostgreSQL, and MariaDB. We find that our collocated-clone design achieves near-normal disk performance that supports application recovery up to an order of magnitude faster compared to Ceph’s native clone design. Such improvement enables SpecREDS to achieve significantly faster failover in some scenarios.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:

- Speculative recovery, which increases the availability of applications that achieve cheap fault tolerance using REDS.
- The super and collapse primitives and their designs including collocated-clone for disk cloning with near-normal performance and the dirty bit for guaranteeing correctness.

2 Highly Available Applications

Stateful data center applications strive to provide high availability in the face of individual machine failures. This is often exacerbated on the cloud because developers may have no way to recover data from a virtual machine’s or a container’s disk after a failure. Practitioners today adopt both traditional fault-tolerance techniques at the application-level as well as cloud-native techniques that rely on disaggregated storage.

2.1 Application-level Replication

A standard approach to highly available fault tolerance for stateful applications is to replicate the application across multiple compute instances (physical machines, VMs, containers, etc.). Commonly, applications use primary-backup replication where a primary instance handles all client requests and forwards the execution logs to backup instances. If the primary fails, backups are ready to be promoted with minimal overhead since their local state is already up-to-date.

However, application-level replication has two major drawbacks. First, it can be costly. Because backups require redundant compute resources—CPU, memory, etc.—adding a backup costs as much as hosting the original application. Second, support for application-level replication is often implemented separately for each application [53, 56]. While many stateful applications support replication, including MySQL, PostgreSQL, and MongoDB, many do not, including SQLite, LevelDB, and RocksDB.

2.2 Recovery From Disaggregated Storage

Two recent trends have enabled alternative fault-tolerance strategies. First, cloud platforms have adopted disaggregated storage [28, 41, 45, 52] to provide virtual block devices to enable more efficient resource management and provide more reliable services [16, 33, 49]. Data stored on these disaggregated disks is striped and replicated across a storage area network to provide highly available and highly durable block devices that can outlast failures of the compute instances they are attached to. Second, provisioning compute instances (VMs or containers) has become fast—new compute instances can be spawned in seconds rather than in minutes [2, 5, 13, 47].

As a result, practitioners have adopted an alternative fault-tolerance mechanism, REDS, leveraging disaggregated disks and fast provisioning [12, 15, 50]. In REDS (Figure 1), instead of maintaining live backup replicas of the application, a backup instance is only spawned after the primary instance is presumed down. The disaggregated disk is then moved from the failing primary to the new backup and the application is restarted on the backup. Since the application data stored on disk persist through machine failures, the backup can recover the application to a consistent pre-failure point.

REDS provides fault tolerance to stateful applications at virtually no additional cost, since only a single instance is provisioned most of the time, with at most a short overlap of a primary and backup instance during failures. Moreover,
REDS suffers from lower availability due to the relatively long process of restarting the application after failure has occurred.

As shown in Figure 1, the failover process in REDS includes two steps: (1) determining whether the primary instance has failed and (2) recovering the application on a backup instance. Step 1, the timeout phase, is typically achieved using a timeout of unresponsiveness for the primary to avoid spurious downtime during Step 2. Step 2 recovers the application by spawning a new instance as the backup, moving over the application disk, and restarting the application.

These steps must happen sequentially since both require exclusive access to the disk. For the timeout phase, the primary needs the disk attached in case it becomes responsive again. For the recovery phase, the backup needs the disk to restart the application. As a result, downtime following a failure is dictated by the sum of the timeout and the recovery phase.

Clearly, short recovery and short timeouts would improve availability. Much of recovery—spawning a new virtual machine or container and attaching a disaggregated disk to these instances—is relatively fast and becoming faster in modern data center infrastructure. For example, an AWS EC2 virtual machine can be allocated and spawned in a few seconds with optimized operating system distributions [57], while containers as well as other cloud virtualization techniques can allocate runtime environments an order of magnitude faster [13,57]. Similarly, disaggregated disks, such as a Ceph block device, can be attached to a new virtual machine or container in a few hundred milliseconds.

Application recovery time, on the other hand, is less predictable—the same application might require a few seconds or several minutes to recover depending on, e.g., the state of the application’s write-ahead-log. As a result, very short timeouts risk triggering such long recoveries unnecessarily when the primary’s unresponsiveness is ephemeral (e.g., the monitor is faulty, a packet is lost, etc.). For instance, if a temporary network problem leads to 6 seconds of unavailability for the primary, using a short 5 second timeout to trigger a 1 minute recovery leads to 65 seconds of unavailability. In contrast, a longer timeout would have only 6 seconds of unavailability in this scenario. In practice, “primary-is-failed” timeouts are often quite long—for example, Kubernetes uses a default 5 minute timeout to detect node failure [43].

### 3 Introducing Speculative Recovery

REDS can result in poor availability because the primary must be marked irreversibly failed before recovery can be attempted on a backup. Timeout lengths are chosen conservatively to avoid long recoveries if the failure is temporary, and recovery cannot begin until after this timeout is expired. In the worst case, this results in downtime during a long timeout followed by more downtime until a long recovery completes.

This is fundamental to REDS because there is no way to predict the future. When downtime is detected, we do not yet know if the primary has actually failed, if the failure can self-heal quickly, or if a failed health-check was actually due to temporary network issues or a faulty monitor, etc. We also cannot know how long it would take for a backup to be ready to process requests from clients—depending on the disk state when the primary failed, it could be seconds or minutes.

But suppose an oracle did know, at the moment of apparent failure, how long recovery would take on a backup as well as how long the primary’s apparent failure would last. Such an oracle could achieve considerably better availability by avoiding timeouts completely while avoiding a slow recovery when the primary’s failure is temporary. In particular, the oracle’s optimal decision would be to choose the shorter of waiting for the primary to self-heal or immediately beginning recovery on a backup without waiting.

We propose a new failover design, speculative recovery, that makes similarly optimal choices in practice, without knowing the future. Speculative recovery pursues both paths (Figure 1) in parallel and either aborts recovery if the primary becomes available first, or irreversibly marks the primary failed if recovery completes first.

To accomplish this, speculative recovery creates and attaches an independent clone of the primary’s disk to a new
backup instance immediately when primary downtime is detected. The backup begins recovery from the cloned disk, potentially in parallel with the primary’s continued operation if it is not actually failed. This results in a “superposition” where the parent and child disks are permitted to temporarily diverge, as long as neither is observed externally. Once one of them is observed (i.e., if the primary becomes available or when clients are redirected to a fully recovered backup), the superposition collapses and the unobserved disk is destroyed. Specifically, this superposition state collapses in two cases:

• **Observing the primary.** If any writes to the parent disk are observed, the primary is assumed to be available and the superposition is collapsed by aborting recovery on the backup and deallocating the child disk.

• **Observing the backup.** If recovery on the backup completes successfully and no writes have been issued to the parent disk, the superposition is collapsed by deallocating the parent disk, destroying the primary, and promoting the backup to be the new primary by pointing all clients to it.

Thus, speculative recovery on the backup can complete though the primary may still be operational, while guaranteeing external correctness. As long as the application is crash-consistent, observing clients cannot distinguish between speculative recovery and REDS, except that failover may appear much faster. If a client receives an acknowledgement from the primary for a request that modifies application state, crash consistency mandates that the primary must have written to the disk, which would halt failover to the backup, in turn ensuring the backup is never observable.

Conversely, if a client is directed to communicate with the backup, the primary cannot have acknowledged any state-modifying operations or is no longer servicing client requests, and thus the backup’s state is consistent with all previous reads from the primary.

To realize these important properties, speculative recovery introduces two new disaggregated storage primitives: **super** and **collapse**. **super** produces a temporal, performant disk clone using copy-on-write (COW) semantics, resulting in a superposition in which the parent disk (attached to the primary) and the child disk (attached to the backup) diverge from the same state. **collapse** destroys the parent disk if and only if it has not changed since **super**, otherwise it destroys the, yet unobserved, child disk.

It is critical that disk clones spawned by **super** are fast to create and performant, so as not to slow down recovery on the backup significantly. **super** uses a new form of COW disk, **collocated-clone**, that improves COW writes over existing designs by up to an order of magnitude and performs almost as well as a regular, non-COW disk. Similarly, **collapse** must operate atomically—it must determine whether any writes have been made to the parent disk and block future writes if not, atomically—but should also not unduly delay failover. **collapse** uses a single, global dirty bit for the entire parent disk to track whether writes have occurred in the superposition, allowing **collapse** to use a simple protocol with only a single round trip to one storage shard. In both cases, these designs are enabled by the temporal nature of the superposition.

## 4 Design

This section details our design for speculative recovery. It describes the system components, the design of **super**, the design of **collapse**, why and when speculative recovery is correct, and finally discusses some performance concerns.

### 4.1 Components and Overview

A speculative recovery system consists of three components: (1) an instance pool to host applications; (2) disaggregated storage that provides highly durable and highly available virtual disks to applications with the **super** and **collapse** primitives; (3) a failure monitor that monitors the health of the running application instances and coordinates speculative recovery for failed instances.

When the failure monitor presumes the primary instance is unhealthy, e.g., if the monitor fails to connect to the application, it initiates speculative recovery. It invokes **super** on the primary’s disaggregated disk which creates a lightweight clone using COW semantics (§4.2). In addition, **super** causes the parent disk to begin tracking writes to support the **collapse** protocol (§4.3). Next, the monitor spins up a new backup instance from the same application boot image as the primary, except with the cloned child disk attached in place of the parent. When the backup finishes restarting the application, the monitor calls **collapse**, which either atomically promotes the backup if there have been no writes to the parent disk or deallocates it if there have been writes.

### 4.2 **super**: Creating a Disk Superposition

As the backup instance boots and starts up the application, it may write to the child disk. For example, **fsck** might fix corruption in the file system and the application may replay and commit or rollback uncommitted transactions from its write-ahead log (WAL). Meanwhile, the primary is still allowed to function should it become available before recovery on the backup is complete. As a result, the parent and child disks are likely to diverge. However, this divergence retains application correctness because the backup is not observable to clients until after it is determined that the primary has not acknowledged any state-modifying requests.

This design is relatively simple to realize using existing primitives in disaggregated disks. In particular, many disaggregated disks provide copy-on-write clones that are quick to create. In principle, this should allow speculative recovery
to explore both paths simultaneously—waiting out the unresponsiveness on the primary and recovering the application on the backup—and achieve the same outcome as an oracle. In addition, COW clones provide the child disk with the same level of durability guarantee as the parent since dirtied data blocks are copied as new blocks and thus can be applied the same replication schema (e.g., three-way replication).

Unfortunately, existing designs for COW disk clones perform very poorly for recovery workloads. We conducted black-box experiments on EBS to measure the I/O performance of EBS clones. EBS supports clones by first creating a snapshot from a volume and then creating a new volume from that snapshot. Figure 2 shows the write performance of EBS clones with varying levels of parallelism. Normally, concurrent writes on a regular EBS volume can exploit disk parallelism well (the green line): the average latency when 32 writes are in-flight is only 2.6x the latency of a single write. However, for a cloned EBS volume (the red line), this relation becomes 7x, indicating significant performance bottlenecks for a cloned volume under highly parallel writes.

To understand the underlying reasons, we instrumented the open-source Ceph codebase where a similar behavior exists: on a cloned disk, the average latency with 32 writes in-flight is 7.1x the latency of a single write. Moreover, these writes must be copied, but only locally—incurring local disk overhead, but not network overhead. Moreover, these writes never require a new block allocation, so concurrent writes are always just as parallelizable as on a regular, non-COW disk.

Collocated-clone is not suitable for many uses of COW-clones because it risks amplifying any skew in the original disk’s allocation. However, in speculative recovery, clones are temporary: after a short period of coexistence, it is either the child being deallocated or the child succeeding the parent and carrying on. Shards only need to have sufficient extra storage to store dirtied blocks temporarily.

In addition, collocated-clone only provides limited isolation between the parent and child. Because collocated-clone does not require the parent to do COW, the parent can directly update its data blocks in case it self-recovers. Thus, if the parent updates a data block the child has not copied, the child can see those updates, breaking the isolation. Again, this is permissible in the special semantics of superposition since if the parent is ever updated, the child will never be externalized.

### 4.3 collapse: Collapsing a Superposition

By allowing the parent and child disks to diverge in their superposition, speculative recovery introduces potential application inconsistency that must be hidden from clients. To prevent such inconsistencies, collapse uses a single disk-global dirty bit to indicate whether there have been writes applied to the parent disk since the creation of the child. It must also have a means of atomically promoting the backup instance to be the new primary, even with in-flight operations from the old primary.
Tracking primary writes. When super is invoked on a disk, its disk-global dirty and allow-write bits are initially set to false and true, respectively, on a fault-tolerant tracking shard in the storage cluster (this may simply be one of the data shards). When a shard of the parent disk receives a write request, before servicing the write, it requests permission to perform the write from the tracking shard. If the allow-write bit is true, the tracking shard sets the dirty bit and allows the shard to proceed with the write. Otherwise it responds that the shard should reject the write.

Atomic promotion. collapse operations are performed on the tracking shard. This shard atomically checks the dirty bit and, if it is still false, sets the allow-write bit to false, preventing any future write attempts to the parent disk. It then returns an acknowledgment that the parent disk is disabled and being deallocated. Otherwise, if the dirty bit is true, it responds that the parent disk has been observed, that the backup should be taken down, and begins asynchronously deallocating the child disk, aborting failover.

Tracking disk modification using a disk-global dirty bit allows collapse to complete quickly, as the only atomic operation is limited to a single node in the disaggregated storage cluster, avoiding expensive multi-node protocols such as two-phase commit. Such a tracking mechanism may be unnecessary and inappropriate for long-lived COW-clones that may have subsequent children and grandchildren. However, due to the ephemeral nature of the superposition, and because it is at most one clone of a disk at any given time, this design allows collapse to be supported efficiently.

After promotion of the backup is complete, the primary might still be able to service client reads from its in-memory cache, even though its disk has been deallocated by collapse. This would externalize potentially stale values. To prevent collapse in sequence for a crash-consistent application: a backup is only promoted by collapse if there have been no writes since super, and thus the disk it recovers from must include the previous primary's last acknowledged changes as required by crash consistency.

Our design of collapse uses writes to the primary's disk as a signal of liveness to abort failover. This will correctly detect crash failures where the primary stops completely. However, it will not detect more nuanced kinds of failures such as partial failures or fail-slow failures. For example, even if the primary is disconnected from the clients, it may still write to disk for internal operations such as log rotation and garbage collection. This means that writes to the primary's disk may not always reflect client-visible application state changes, and collapse would abort failover in these cases. In addition, fail-slow failures, where applications are slow but not inaccessible, can occur [26, 34, 40, 60]. In these failure situations, speculative recovery can be falsely and repeatedly aborted, causing an increased failover latency. In all these cases, speculative recovery should fall back to REDS by using a timeout to force failover when recovery is aborted repeatedly.

5 Implementation

We implemented a prototype speculative recovery system, SpecREDS, and deployed it on AWS EC2. The instance pool is implemented as a docker container pool on top of EC2 compute instances, where application images can be directly pulled from the docker registry. The failure monitor is implemented as a simple daemon process that pings the application instances with read-only queries to determine connectivity and health. As an independent component, the monitor also needs to be fault-tolerant. Many orchestration architectures provide fault-tolerant monitors such as those in EC2 Auto Scaling groups, Kubernetes, etc.

Our implementation of the disaggregated storage layer is based on Ceph [68], an open-source distributed storage system. On top of its backend object store called RADOS, Ceph provides highly durable and highly available block storage called rbd (Rados Block Device) that can remotely attach a rbd disk as a Linux block device through its kernel driver. SpecREDS focuses on the block interface due to its prevalent adoption on cloud and its simpler interface. We believe that the concept of speculative recovery can be applied to other cloud storage interfaces like network file systems [17] and object stores [19]. The implementation is based on Ceph release v16.2.4. The artifact of SpecREDS is publicly available. Please refer to the appendix for the artifact description.

Background on Ceph rbd. We give a short background on rbd necessary to understand our implementation. rbd also provides disk clone functionality: a disk snapshot is first taken, then a disk clone can be created from that snapshot. While clone creation is fast, rbd's native clone implementation has the performance problems of copying over the network and serialized concurrent COW writes, as discussed in §4.2.
Figure 3: Parent and child write path after super. The parent and child disks are assigned ID P and C, respectively. Only the first parent write to shard Y performs steps 3 and 4.

**rbd** implements the functionality of an “allocation table” with two separate utilities. First, each rbd disk has an object map, a bit map indicating the existence of the disk’s data objects. A COW write needs to update the child’s object map by marking the corresponding bit “dirty”, which is a blocking operation due to locking, causing the effect of serialized concurrent COW writes. Second, the location of a data object is calculated deterministically by an algorithm based on the object name and the cluster layout [69]. Since objects have unique names, a child object will likely be placed on a different shard than its parent. For clarity, this section assumes that a rbd disk has an “allocation table” that combines the two utilities, as shown in Figure 3.

In addition, a rbd clone disk depends on its parent snapshot, and such dependency prevents the parent from deletion unless the cloned child is deleted first. As a result, for repeated failovers, the latest child will carry a chain of parent dependencies. These parents keep taking up space even though they are not needed anymore, as well as the child keeps suffering from COW penalties even after the failover is complete.

**Collocation by reusing parent’s “allocation table.”** To accomplish this, super directly assigns the parent disk to the child, including all data objects and the object map. This achieves two things. First, a COW write never needs to update the object map since by reusing parent’s object map, the corresponding bit is already updated by the parent. Second, the child uses the same object names as the parent to locate objects, allowing for collocation of parent and child objects.

To differentiate, the parent and the child are assigned a unique ID. When accessing the disk, they identify themselves to the storage cluster using that ID. This means that creating the child disk is fast because it only involves the assignment of a unique ID. The names of the objects are tagged with the unique ID to identify the object ownership (parent or child).

To determine how to serve a child I/O, the data shard first checks the existence of the child object and the corresponding parent object by directly querying the backend object store. COW is performed for a child write if the child object does not exist but the parent object does. Figure 3 demonstrates this process (dashed red arrows). By reusing the allocation table, child access will be directed to the same shard holding the corresponding parent objects (steps 1 and 2) and thus allowing for collocation (step 3).

**Object size.** Another factor affecting COW performance is the object size since objects are the minimal unit of copying. But if a COW write contains some whole objects, copying is unnecessary for these objects. With large objects, data copying imposes huge overhead; with small objects, writes are more likely to contain whole objects to reduce copying overhead, but the overhead of allocating more smaller objects could overwhelm and thus degrade the overall performance. Our benchmark shows that rbd’s default 4 MB object size is not ideal for many database applications whose default page size is only 4 KB to 64 KB. The sweet spot for these applications is around 64 KB.

**Dirty bit tracking and atomic promotion.** collapse elects the data shard that stores the parent disk’s metadata (which is a single object) as the tracking shard. When super is invoked on the parent disk, its unique ID is registered to the tracking shard and then broadcasted to all data shards. The data shards then add the ID to a tracking list. When receiving a write with ID in the tracking list, the data shard must ask the tracking shard for permission to proceed (blue solid arrow, step 3 in figure 3). If permission is granted, the data shard can then submit this write and remove the ID from the tracking list; otherwise, this write must be rejected.

The tracking shard, by default, grants permission to any data shard requesting (step 4 in figure 3), sets the dirty bit associated with the ID, and notifies the other data shards to remove the ID from their tracking lists. The tracking shard also persists the dirty bit by writing it to the disk’s metadata, allowing it to be replicated along with the metadata. In case the current tracking shard fails, another shard holding a replica of the metadata is elected the new tracking shard.

When initiating an atomic promotion, based on the dirty bit status of the parent disk, the tracking shard performs either of the two actions atomically: (1) if the dirty bit is set, the tracking shard returns an error to indicate that promotion is rejected and the child disk should be deallocated; (2) otherwise, the tracking shard starts rejecting all requests-for-permission to the parent disk and acknowledges that promotion can proceed.

Dirty bit tracking adds one additional RTT to at most the number of writes equivalent to the number of data shards in the cluster. Our evaluation shows that this has negligible performance impact (§6.2).

**Deallocation with garbage collection.** collapse deallocates the child disk by asynchronously garbage-collecting all objects associated with the child’s unique ID. Similarly, the parent disk is deallocated by asynchronously garbage-collecting parent objects that have a corresponding child object and reassigning those who do not to the child’s ownership. After this process is complete, the child no longer depends on the parent and no longer needs to do COW. Asynchronous garbage collection minimizes the performance impact to the storage cluster’s normal operation.
6 Evaluation

This evaluation answers the following questions:

- How does the performance of collocated-clone disks compare to that of normal disks and general-clone disks? (§6.2)
- What is the recovery latency for various applications and failure scenarios when using a collocated-clone disk compared to using a normal disk and a general-clone disk? (§6.3)
- How does the failover latency of SpecREDS compare to REDS? (§6.4)
- What are the overheads of SpecREDS over REDS in terms of application performance after recovery, resource overhead, and overhead due to false positives? (§6.5)

We find that our implementation of a collocated-clone disk provides disk-level performance close to that of a normal disk and is much faster than a general-clone disk (§6.2). This performance translates to recovery latency when using a collocated-clone disk being close to using a normal disk (§6.3). This similar recovery latency leads to speculative recovery always providing failover latency comparable to REDS and often providing much lower failover latency across a wide variety of failover scenarios (§6.4).

6.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted our evaluation on EC2. The SpecREDS storage layer has four storage shards by EC2 instance type i3en with access to 7500 GB NVMe local SSDs and 25 Gbps network bandwidth. As shown in Table 1, our storage layer delivers performance comparable to popular cloud storage services.

For the primary and backup instances, we use the m5n instance type with 16 vCPUs, 64 GB RAM, and 25 Gbps network bandwidth, and for the application clients, we use an instance with 32 vCPUs, 128 GB RAM, and 25 Gbps network bandwidth. All instances are in the same availability zone as each other and the storage layer. We also set up a simple docker orchestrator environment on the primary and backup instances where applications are running in docker containers. The client instance runs oltpbench [31] with 100 virtual clients sending requests to the active instance. The primary is initially the active instance, while the failover process with our orchestrator makes the backup the active instance as it completes. The failure monitor, which pings the instances every second, runs as a separate daemon process on the client machine. We believe that this setup mimics existing systems like EC2 Auto Scaling groups and GCP Kubernetes Engine.

We pick three representative database applications: MySQL with InnoDB, PostgreSQL, and MariaDB with RocksDB. These applications meet the requirements of REDS and are widely used. The oltpbench client loads these application by running the TPC-C workload [65].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KIOPS</th>
<th>Tput (MB/s)</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBS gp3</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>1000/1000</td>
<td>0.5/0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCP SSD PD</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>245/245</td>
<td>0.6/0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our storage layer</td>
<td>75/26</td>
<td>1000/630</td>
<td>0.38/2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Raw disk performance. Comparing the raw disk performance of EBS General Purpose SSD (gp3), GCP SSD Persistent Disk, and our storage layer. Numbers in each cell are for read/write.

6.2 Disk-level Performance

To build up to an end-to-end availability comparison, we start by showing a disk-level performance comparison between a regular, non-COW rbd disk, a collocated-clone disk implemented with super, and a general-clone disk implemented with native rbd cloning (rbd-clone). We use an object size of 64 KB for all disks. The experiments examine single write performance, concurrent write performance, performance for real recovery workloads, and the impact of the dirty bit on the parent disk performance. Our results indicate that the main source of improvement comes from the elimination of object map update operations, which could increase the latency of a single write by 6.1x under highly parallel I/Os.

Single COW write latency. As the first set of experiments, we isolate the latency impact of the COW designs when there is no concurrency with an experiment that issues single writes, where only a single write is in flight at a time. Figure 4a compares the mean latency (averaged over 20,000 writes) of COW writes with super and rbd-clone to normal writes with rbd for varying write sizes. A closed-loop client issues writes to random offsets.

For writes smaller than the object size, write latency on super is 14% higher than rbd while rbd-clone is 220% higher. super provides this similar performance because it avoids an object map update operation and does the copy locally instead of having to transmit data over the network. When the write size equals the object size (64 KB), no COW is necessary. This isolates the latency effect of object map update operations. For rbd-clone, this results in 2 ms of added latency (the update operation is basically another write), while super has identical performance to normal writes because it does not need to update the object map.

Concurrent COW writes. Next, we evaluate the latency of COW write under varying levels of concurrency. Figure 4b shows the mean latency of 4 KB COW writes as we vary concurrency from 1 write in flight at a time up to 32 writes in flight. A closed-loop client simultaneously issues n writes to random offsets, waits for all of their responses, and then repeats this process.

The latency of rbd-clone increases sharply with concurrency: the mean latency with 32 writes in flight is 6.1x higher than the mean latency with 1 write in flight. We found that this high latency is due to parallel object map update opera-
tions being serialized by the client’s disk driver. In contrast, super provides similar performance to rbd under concurrency because it avoids updates to the object map: both have comparable mean latency that ranges from 2 ms with a concurrency of 1 to 4 ms with a concurrency of 32.

Performance on real recovery workloads. To quantify how these improvements of super translate to performance in real application recovery workloads, Figures 4c and 4d show read and write CDFs collected from replaying a recovery workload trace with fio [32]. The trace captures the recovery work for a Postgres database with 20 GB TPCC data and 1 GB of WAL at the time of an injected kernel panic failure.

For read, all three disks have similar read latency up to p99.9. super and rbd-clone have higher read latency beyond p99.9 due to the overhead of COW that may occupy a majority of disk throughput under high load and cause heavy I/O contention. For write, the write latency of rbd-clone is much higher than rbd. In contrast, the write latency of super is comparable to rbd up to p99.9.

Dirty bit tracking overhead. As discussed in §5, the dirty bit tracking mechanism of SpecREDS may impact the performance of the parent disk because some parent writes require an additional round trip to set the dirty bit. This could become a problem if the primary instance self-heals and continues serving the application. We performed an experiment that invokes super every second while measuring raw IOPS on the parent disk. Even under such an extreme condition, the parent disk achieves the same IOPS numbers. Thus, the only overhead of dirty bit tracking is increased latency for the few writes that set the dirty bit when the primary is still alive.

Summary. We believe that these disk-level improvements of super, as shown in Figure 4, can achieve recovery latency very close to a regular rbd disk in real failure scenarios, enabling end-to-end application availability improvement for SpecREDS, as presented in the next two subsections.

6.3 Application Recovery Latency

We ran a series of experiments to understand how disk-level performance of the three disk types (rbd, super, and rbd-clone) affects recovery latency as we vary failure type and failure timing. SpecREDS operates on a disk clone (super by default or rbd-clone) with COW penalties, which increases application recovery latency compared to REDS using a regular rbd disk without COW. It is critical for such latency increase to be relatively minor to show practical improvement in end-to-end application availability (§6.4).

For these experiments, the application initially runs in a container on the primary instance, handling requests from the clients. Then, a failure is injected to the primary. To isolate recovery latency, the failure monitor detects loss of connectivity with no timeout and immediately initiates failover, and the application restarts on the backup instance. The recovery latency is measured at the client side as the length of time between when the TPC-C throughput drops to zero and when it resumes. Failures are injected either by synchronously stopping the docker container and unmounting the disk (clean failures) or by causing a kernel panic (unclean failures).

We found the type of failure has a major effect on recovery latency. Stopping the primary container tries to gracefully shut down the application (this is the case for MariaDB but not for MySQL and Postgres), and unmounting the disk flushes file system cache such that the file system is not corrupted. Therefore, the disk is in a cleaner state and can recover faster. Kernel panic, on the other hand, immediately crashes the instance without giving a chance to clean up, leaving the disk in an unclean state that takes longer for the backup to recover. In addition, we found the size of WAL at time of failure also significantly impacts recovery latency.

Our full range of experiments have recovery latencies that vary from 1–70 s when run on rbd. We capture block-level traces of those recovery workloads with blktrace and then replay them with fio on rbd, super, and rbd-clone. Replaying traces ensures the workload is identical for all three disks.

Figure 4: COW performance comparison. (a) Latency for varying size COW writes with no concurrency; (b) Latency for 4 KB COW writes under increasing levels of concurrency; (c)/(d) Read/write CDFs from replaying a trace of recovery operations.
To make results legible while demonstrating the effect of varying WAL sizes and failure types, we select three scenarios to show for each application. The recovery latency for each disk with these scenarios is shown in Figure 5. In all cases, we see that super improves performance over rbd-clone. This is especially pronounced for Postgres whose recovery workload is generally more write-intensive, exacerbating the write performance bottlenecks in rbd-clone shown in §6.2. Further, recovery on super is only slightly slower than recovery on rbd by 13% on average.

6.4 End-to-end Failover Latency

To quantify the effect of speculative recovery for complete end-to-end failover scenarios, we simulated various failover scenarios and compare the latency across REDS (using rbd), SpecREDS (using super by default), SpecREDS (using rbd-clone), and the oracle model (using rbd). The oracle model shows the lower bound on failover latency: it runs recovery on a rbd disk immediately after a primary issues its last write (or simply waits for primary to come back online, whichever is shorter). Thus, the oracle shows failover latency without either REDS’s timeout or SpecREDS’s slower disk performance. On the other hand, REDS initiates recovery after a full timeout, while SpecREDS initiates much sooner after only one second of an unresponsive ping.

The simulations explored three variables: the primary-is-failed timeout, the recovery latency for the backup, and if/when the primary self-heals. Results are divided into broad categories depending on the timeout length (short, medium, or long), recovery length (short or long), and whether the primary self-heals after the timeout but before backup recovery completes (true or false positive recovery for REDS). Results with a long timeout (e.g., the Kubernetes default timeout of five minutes) are similar to a medium timeout but have even higher failover latency for REDS, so we only show results for a medium timeout. Results with false positive recovery for REDS all similarly inflate only the latency of REDS, so we only show one of these results. This leads to five categories.

Figure 6 shows a representative result from each of these five categories. The medium timeout is one minute and the short timeout is five seconds. The recovery latencies are picked from the results in §6.3. The long recovery is from Postgres with an unclean failure and a 5 GB WAL (around 70 seconds of recovery latency on rbd). The short recovery is from Postgres with a clean failure and a 0.4 GB WAL (around 8 seconds on rbd).

The two leftmost bar groups show scenarios with medium timeouts and demonstrate one major part of SpecREDS’s availability improvement over REDS. Because SpecREDS starts recovery early without waiting for a full timeout, it completes failover much sooner and thus significantly reduces application unavailability.

The three rightmost bars in Figure 6 demonstrate short timeout failure scenarios. Bar groups III and V shows similar performance for REDS and SpecREDS with a long (III) or short (V) recovery. In these cases, SpecREDS start recovery slightly sooner than REDS. But, its recovery takes slightly longer because its super disk is slightly slower than the rbd disk used by REDS. With a long recovery (III), this makes REDS’s unavailability marginally shorter than SpecREDS. With a short recovery (V), this makes SpecREDS’s unavailability marginally shorter than REDS. Finally, bar group IV shows a false positive failover where the primary is available again (we used 15 seconds for illustration) shortly after the timeout. SpecREDS decreases unavailability considerably in this scenario by allowing the primary to continue instead of committing to recovery on the backup with no turning back.

Overall, there are three takeaways. First, the failover latency of SpecREDS (rbd-clone) is consistently the highest, indicating that the improved performance of the super disk is the key to achieving the availability improvement of SpecREDS. Second, SpecREDS achieves significantly lower failover latency when REDS uses a medium timeout (bar groups I and
6.5 Other SpecREDS Overheads

To understand the other overheads of SpecREDS, we evaluated application performance immediately after recovery is complete, analyzed production health monitor logs to estimate the resource overhead of SpecREDS, and discussed the performance overhead on the storage layer's normal operation due to false positives.

Application performance after recovery. After the backup instance completes recovery and gets promoted, collapse asynchronously transfers parent objects to the child. During this time, COW is still used for writes that go to objects whose ownership has not yet been transferred. Figure 7 compares application performance following recovery (Postgres, unclean failure with 1 GB WAL) on REDS, SpecREDS, and SpecREDS (rbd-clone). SpecREDS using rbd-clone has low throughput due to the continued impact of COW because the parent-child dependency still exists, as discussed in §5. In contrast, we see that SpecREDS has a throughput curve very similar to REDS. Thus, we conclude that SpecREDS adds negligible overhead to application performance after recovery.

Resource overhead of SpecREDS. Due to running two instances concurrently during speculative recovery and the possibility of aborted recovery, SpecREDS incurs additional resource overhead compared to REDS. The key to understanding SpecREDS's resource overhead is to see how often it would be incurred. We analyzed a complete collection of health monitor logs from more than 80 production caching servers for the past five years. On average, a server is reported inaccessible once every 2.8 days. Of these reported events, 90% are transient: the server becomes accessible again within 10 seconds. Even with such a high false positive rate, the frequency of possible server inaccessible event is quite small. The resource overhead of SpecREDS would be, on average, an unnecessary backup instance allocation for up to 10 seconds once every 3.1 days: a 0.004% overhead.

Performance overhead due to false positives. False positives that trigger speculative failover that is aborted impose performance overhead on the storage layer due to garbage collection (GC). This may be troublesome since short-lived failures are common in today's data center networks [21, 48, 54, 60], which could introduce frequent GC that could harm the storage layer's normal operation. Our log analysis described above, however, found that a server is reported inaccessible once every 2.8 days on average, meaning that SpecREDS incurs GC overhead only once every few days. Moreover, GC incurs minor performance overhead, since GC is asynchronous and thus does not block regular disk I/O operations, as shown in Figure 7.

7 Related Work

This section reviews related work on application-level replication, state machine replication, virtual machine replication, slow recovery in databases, shared storage clustering, disk snapshotting, and other related uses of speculation within systems. The most closely related work is the industry's adoption of REDS, which is introduced in §2.2 and discussed extensively throughout the paper.

Application-level replication. This is a widely implemented technique for providing high-availability fault tolerance. SQL databases, including MySQL, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, as well as NoSQL databases such as MongoDB, replicate client transactions synchronously and persistently to backups before responding to clients [7–10]. This can provide excellent performance with failover latency shorter than SpecREDS. However, it requires an extensive implementation for each individual application since the replication logic and implementation are application-specific. Many useful persistence applications do not provide high-availability at the application layer, including SQLite, LevelDB, and RocksDB [1, 3, 4, 6, 11]. In contrast, both REDS and SpecREDS support these applications without any modification or explicit support, since they work at the block-device layer.

Application-level replication requires multiple application instances at all times to provide fault tolerance: at least the primary instance and one backup. In contrast, REDS and SpecREDS only run a single instance almost at all times, which makes it far cheaper.

Application-level replication may also have lower performance in normal operation since it runs expensive replication protocols for client requests. We believe that this argument
needs meticulous measurements to validate because REDS and SpecREDS do not eliminate the need for a replication protocol but instead runs it at the storage level. In addition, the replicas in application-level replication can provide read-only throughput. Though disaggregated storage can also offer better disk-level read throughput from data replicas, single application instance often cannot fully utilize it due to bottlenecks at CPU and network bandwidth [41].

**State machine replication (SMR).** This technique provides high availability for applications that use its interface, which is typically a log of requests executed in order [62]. SMR is typically implemented either using a consensus algorithm like Paxos [44] or a primary-backup approach [24]. SMR can often provide shorter recovery times than SpecREDS. But, like application-level replication, it requires multiple instances and thus is more costly than SpecREDS.

**Virtual machine (VM) replication.** This technique provides application-agnostic high-availability fault tolerance [23, 29, 53, 63]. This technique replicates an entire VM and thus can make any application or a collection of applications fault tolerant. However, VM replication is heavyweight because it replicates the entire virtual machine (e.g., all changes to memory must be replicated before they are externalized to provide linearizability). Also, it requires at least two instances at all times to provide fault tolerance. Speculative recovery supports the smaller set of applications that are crash consistent, but is much lighter weight and provides high availability at a much lower cost.

**Database slow recovery.** This is a technique that precedes the cloud by decades where logs are periodically shipped to a backup that stores, but does not apply, them until a failover is needed. This similarly requires fewer backup resources in the normal case but results in slower recovery. REDS and SpecREDS build on this technique to provide a similar tradeoff more generally for any crash-consistent application and in a cloud-native way by using disaggregated storage to provide the backup its own copy of the disk instead of requiring any computation from a backup.

**Shared storage clustering.** This technique allows a storage volume to be attached to and accessible from multiple application instances at the same time, enabling faster failover in a clustered application setup without dismounting and remounting the volume to another instance [51]. The cloud-native version of this technique is “multi-attach” [14]. These techniques require a standby backup instance, which is not the case for REDS and SpecREDS.

**Snapshots and checkpoints.** Other forms of storage copy such as snapshots and checkpoints are widely used for data backup and rollback-based disaster recovery [38, 46, 67]. Many cloud platforms also support automatically taking snapshots of application disks on a user-specified schedule. However, this method does not provide linearizability amid failures because updates following the latest snapshot will be lost.

**Speculation.** This is a widely used technique to accelerate the performance of systems. Here we discuss a few of these systems that inspired us. Zyzzyva [42] is a Byzantine fault tolerance SMR protocol where the replicas speculatively execute client requests without agreeing on a single total ordering, and it is then the client’s responsibility to observe and help resolve any inconsistencies. Speculative recovery adopts a similar idea that inconsistency can be allowed temporarily and resolved later.

Speculative Paxos [59] is a SMR protocol where replicas speculatively execute client requests based on the message delivery order provided by the underlying network layer. In cases where this order is violated, a reconciliation protocol is in place to rollback inconsistent operations. Such inconsistencies are detected before externalizing. Speculative recovery is similar in that inconsistencies cannot be externalized. This is also inspired by a similar idea in “rethink the sync” [55] where external clients are the real observer of the system.

Speculation is also widely adopted for tolerating tail latency in data-parallel computing such as Hadoop and Spark [64, 70]. When a computing job is taking an unexpectedly long time, the same job will be sent to another worker, and the system uses the results from whichever finishes first. Hedged requests are a similar technique that is used for applications that access many backend systems [30] as well as other domains such as RAID storage arrays [35, 36]. Speculative recovery is similar to these techniques in that there are two racing paths and latency is determined by the first path to finish.

### 8 Conclusions

We presented speculative recovery, a cheap, highly available fault-tolerance scheme based on disaggregated storage for crash-consistent applications. At the core of speculative recovery are the two new primitives, super and collapse, for disaggregated storage. super provides performant disk clones with the novel collocated-clone design, and collapse ensures application correctness, i.e., linearizability, in a failover process with a disk-global dirty bit. Speculative recovery achieves the same level of resource efficiency as REDS with significantly higher availability in most failover scenarios.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The artifact provides a framework for evaluating SpecREDS as shown in the evaluation section of the paper. The artifact includes the source code of SpecREDS’s disaggregated storage layer (based on Ceph), configuration files and pre-captured application recovery traces, and handy scripts for instrumenting the experiments. Readers can easily use this artifact to reproduce figures shown in the paper.

Scope

There are two main claims from the paper that the artifact seeks to validate: (1) the disk-level I/O performance of super, our novel design and implementation of light-weight, fast disk clones, is close to that of a regular, non-COW disk, while significantly outperforming Ceph’s existing clone implementation rbd-clone; (2) SpecREDS using super can bring practical end-to-end application availability improvement over REDS in various failover scenarios.

Specifically, the paper uses Figures 4 and 5 to prove the point of the first claim and Figures 6 and 7 to prove the second claim. The artifact contains experiments to reproduce these four figures, and readers should be able to compare them with the original figures in the paper to validate the claims.

Contents

The artifact contains the following items

- The source code of SpecREDS’s disaggregated storage
- A simple tool for measuring disk-level performance
- Pre-configured configs, disk images, and traces
- Scripts for instrumenting all experiments
- Detailed readmes

Hosting

The artifact is hosted on our public GitHub repository at https://github.com/princeton-sns/specreds. The tag for the OSDI/ATC artifact evaluation is atc22ae. To get started, please follow the detailed instructions in the repo.

Requirements

The artifact does not require special hardware or software, but we highly recommend running the artifact on CloudLab with a c220g2 or c220g5 machine where the artifact is tested to be reproducible. If not available, we recommend using a machine with at least 16 CPU cores, 64 GB memory, 400 GB of free space on an SSD, and Ubuntu 20.04. We also provide a qcow2 image for booting up a QEMU VM.
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Abstract
New cache coherent interconnects such as CXL have recently attracted great attention thanks to their excellent hardware heterogeneity management and resource disaggregation capabilities. Even though there is yet no real product or platform integrating CXL into memory disaggregation, it is expected to make memory resources practically and efficiently disaggregated much better than ever before.

In this paper, we propose directly accessible memory disaggregation, DIRECTCXL that straight connects a host processor complex and remote memory resources over CXL’s memory protocol (CXL\_mem). To this end, we explore a practical design for CXL-based memory disaggregation and make it real. As there is no operating system that supports CXL, we also offer CXL software runtime that allows users to utilize the underlying disaggregated memory resources via sheer load/store instructions. Since DIRECTCXL does not require any data copies between the host memory and remote memory, it can expose the true performance of remote-side disaggregated memory resources to the users.

1 Introduction
Memory disaggregation has attracted great attention thanks to its high memory utilization, transparent elasticity, and resource management efficiency [1–3]. Many studies have explored various software and hardware approaches to realize memory disaggregation and put significant efforts into making it practical in large-scale systems [4–16].

We can broadly classify the existing memory disaggregation runtimes into two different approaches based on how they manage data between a host and memory server(s): i) page-based and ii) object-based. The page-based approach [4–10] utilizes virtual memory techniques to use disaggregated memory without a code change. It swaps page cache data residing on the host’s local DRAMs from/to the remote memory systems over a network in cases of a page fault. On the other hand, the object-based approach handles disaggregated memory from a remote using their own database such as a key-value store instead of leveraging the virtual memory systems [11–16]. This approach can address the challenges imposed by address translation (e.g., page faults, context switching, and write amplification), but it requires significant source-level modifications and interface changes.

While there are many variants, all the existing approaches need to move data from the remote memory to the host memory over remote direct memory access (RDMA) [4, 5, 11–13, 15, 16] (or similar fine-grain network interfaces [7, 9, 10, 17]). In addition, they even require managing locally cached data in either the host or memory nodes. Unfortunately, the data movement and its accompanying operations (e.g., page cache management) introduce redundant memory copies and software fabric intervention, which makes the latency of disaggregated memory longer than that of local DRAM accesses by multiple orders of magnitude. In this work, we advocate compute express link (CXL [18]), which is a new concept of open industry standard interconnects offering high-performance connectivity among multiple host processors, hardware accelerators, and I/O devices [19]. CXL is originally designed to achieve the excellency of heterogeneity management across different processor complexes, but both industry and academia anticipate its cache coherence ability can help improve memory utilization and alleviate memory over-provisioning with low latency [20–22]. Even though CXL exhibits a great potential to realize memory disaggregation with low monetary cost and high performance, it has not been yet made for production, and there is no platform to integrate memory into a memory pooling network.

We demonstrate DIRECTCXL, direct accessible disaggregated memory that connects host processor complex and remote memory resources over CXL’s memory protocol (CXL\_mem). To this end, we explore a practical design for CXL-based memory disaggregation and make it real. Specifically, we first show how to disaggregate memory over CXL and integrate the disaggregated memory into processor-side system memory. This includes implementing CXL controller that employs multiple DRAM modules on a remote side. We then prototype a set of network infrastructure components such as a CXL switch in order to make the disaggregated memory connected to the host in a scalable manner. As there is no operating system that support CXL, we also offer CXL software runtime that allows users to utilize the underlying disaggregated memory resources through sheer load/store instructions. DIRECTCXL does not require any data copies between the host memory and remote memory, and therefore, it can expose the true performance of remote-side disaggregated memory resources to the users.

In this work, we prototype DIRECTCXL using many cus-
tomized memory add-in-cards, 16nm FPGA-based processor nodes, a switch, and a PCIe backplane. On the other hand, DIRECTXCL software runtime is implemented based on Linux 5.13. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that brings CXL 2.0 into a real system and analyzes the performance characteristics of CXL-enabled disaggregated memory design. The results of our real system evaluation show that the disaggregated memory resources of DIRECTXCL can exhibit DRAM-like performance when the workload can enjoy the host processor’s cache. When the load/store instructions go through the CXL network and are served from the disaggregated memory, DIRECTXCL’s latency is shorter than the best latency of RDMA by 6.2×, on average. For real-world applications, DIRECTXCL exhibits 3× better performance than RDMA-based memory disaggregation, on average.

## 2 Memory Disaggregation and Related Work

### 2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access

The basic idea of memory disaggregation is to connect a host with one or more memory nodes, such that it does not restrict a given job execution because of limited local memory space. For the backend network control, most disaggregation work employ remote direct memory access (RDMA) [4, 5, 11–13, 15, 16] or similar customized DMA protocols [7, 9, 10]. Figure 1 shows how RDMA-style data transfers (one-sided RDMA) work. For both the host and memory node sides, RDMA needs hardware support such as RDMA NIC (RNIC [23]), which is designed toward removing the intersection of the network software stack as much as possible. To move data between them, processes on each side first require defining one or more memory regions (MRs) and letting the MR(s) to the underlying RNIC. During this time, the RNIC driver checks all physical addresses associated with the MR’s pages and registers them to RNIC’s memory translation table (MTT). Since those two RNICs also exchange their MR’s virtual address at the initialization, the host can simply send the memory node’s destination virtual address with data for a write. The remote node then translates the address by referring to its MTT and copies the incoming data to the target location of MR. Reads over RDMA can also be performed in a similar manner. Note that, in addition to the memory copy operations (for DMA), each side’s application needs to prepare or retrieve the data into/from MRs for the data transfers, introducing additional data copies within their local DRAM [24].

### 2.2 Swap: Page-based Memory Pool

Page-based memory disaggregation [4–10] achieves memory elasticity by relying on virtual memory systems. Specifically, this approach intercepts paging requests when there is a page fault, and then it swaps the data to a remote memory node instead of the underlying storage. To this end, a disaggregation driver underneath the host’s kernel swap daemon (kswapd) converts the incoming block address to the memory node’s virtual address. It then copies the target page to RNIC’s MR and issues the corresponding RDMA request to the memory node. Since all operations for memory disaggregation is managed under kswapd, it is easy-to-adopt and transparent to all user applications. However, page-based systems suffer from performance degradation due to the overhead of page fault handling, I/O amplifications, and context switching when there are excessive requests for the remote memory [16].

Note that there are several studies that migrate locally cached data in a finer granular manner [4–7] or reduce the page fault overhead by offloading memory management (including page cache coherence) to the network [8] or memory nodes [9, 10]. However, all these approaches use RDMA (or a similar network protocol), which is essential to cache the data and pay the cost of memory operations for network handling.

### 2.3 KVS: Object-based Memory Pool

In contrast, object-based memory disaggregation systems [11–16] directly intervene in RDMA data transfers using their own database such as key-value store (KVS). Object-based systems create two MRs for both host and memory node sides, each dealing with buffer data and submission/completion queues (SQ/CQ). Generally, they employ a KV hash-table whose entries point to corresponding (remote) memory objects. Whenever there is a request of Put (or Get) from an application, the systems place the corresponding value into the host’s buffer MR and submit it by writing the remote side of SQ MR over RDMA. Since the memory node keeps polling SQ MR, it can recognize the request. The memory node then reads the host’s buffer MR, copies the value to its buffer MR over RDMA, and completes the request by writing the host’s CQ MR. As it does not lean on virtual memory systems, object-based systems can address the overhead imposed by page swap. However, the performance of object-based systems varies based on the semantics of applications compared to page-based systems; kswapd fully utilizes local page caches, but KVS does not for remote accesses. In addition, this approach is unfortunately limited because it requires significant source-level modifications for legacy applications.

## 3 Direct Accessible Memory Aggregation

While caching pages and network-based data exchange are essential in the current technologies, they can unfortunately significantly deteriorate the performance of memory disaggregation. DIRECTXCL instead directly connects remote memory resources to the host’s computing complex and allows users to access them through sheer load/store instructions.

![Figure 1: Data movement over RDMA.](image-url)
Connecting Host and Memory over CXL

CXL devices and controllers. In practice, existing memory disaggregation techniques still require computing resources at the remote memory node side. This is because all DRAM modules and their interfaces are designed as passive peripherals, which require the control computing resources. CXL’s mem in contrast allows the host computing resources directly access the underlying memory through PCIe buses (FlexBus); it works similar to local DRAM, connected to their system buses. Thus, we design and implement CXL devices as pure passive modules, each being able to have many DRAM DIMMs with its own hardware controllers. Our CXL device employs multiple DRAM controllers, connecting DRAM DIMMs over the conventional DDR interfaces. Its CXL controller then exposes the internal DRAM modules to FlexBus through many PCIe lanes. In the current architecture, the device’s CXL controller parses incoming PCIe-based CXL packets, called CXL flits, converts their information (address and length) to DRAM requests, and serves them from the underlying DRAMs using the DRAM controllers.

Integrating devices into system memory. Figure 2 shows how CXL devices’ internal DRAMs are mapped (exposed) to a host’s memory space over CXL. The host CPU’s system bus contains one or more CXL root ports (RPs), which connect one or more CXL devices as endpoint (EP) devices. Our host-side kernel driver first enumerates CXL devices by querying the size of their base address register (BAR) and their internal memory, called host-managed device memory (HDM), through PCIe transactions. Based on the retrieved sizes, the kernel driver maps BAR and HDM in the host’s reserved system memory space and lets the underlying CXL devices know where their BAR and HDM (base addresses) are mapped in the host’s system memory. When the host CPU accesses an HDM system memory through load/store instruction, the request is delivered to the corresponding RP, and the RP converts the requests to a CXL flit. Since HDM is mapped to a different location of the system memory, the memory address space of HDM is different from that of EP’s internal DRAMs. Thus, the CXL controller translates the incoming addresses by simply deducting HDM’s base address from them and issues the translated request to the underlying DRAM controllers. The results are returned to the host via a CXL switch and FlexBus. Note that, since HDM accesses have no software intervention or memory data copies, DirectCXL can expose the CXL device’s memory resources to the host with low access latency.

Designing CXL network switch. Figure 3a illustrates how DirectCXL can disaggregate memory resources from a host using one or more and CXL devices, and Figure 3b shows our CXL switch organization therein. The host’s CXL RP is connected to upstream port (USP) of either a CXL switch or the CXL device directly. The CXL switch’s downstream port (DSN) also connects either another CXL switch’s USP or the CXL device. Note that our CXL switch employs multiple USPs and DSPs. By setting an internal routing table, our CXL switch’s fabric manager (FM) reconfigures the switch’s crossbar to connect each USP to a different DSP, which creates a virtual hierarchy from a root (host) to a terminal (CXL device).

Software Runtime for DirectCXL

In contrast to RDMA, once a virtual hierarchy is established between a host and CXL device(s), applications running on the host can directly access the CXL device by referring to HDM’s memory space. However, it requires software runtime/driver to manage the underlying CXL devices and expose their HDM in the application’s memory space. We thus support DirectCXL runtime that simply splits the address space of HDM into multiple segments, called cxl-namespaces. DirectCXL runtime then allows the applications to access each cxl-namespaces as memory-mapped files (mmap).

Figure 4 shows the software stack of our runtime and how the application can use the disaggregated memory through cxl-namespaces. When a CXL device is detected (at a PCIe enumeration time), DirectCXL driver creates an entry device (e.g., /dev/directcxl) to allow users to manage a cxl-namespace via iocdt. If users ask a cxl-namespace to /dev/directcxl, the driver checks a (physically) contiguous address space on an HDM by referring to its HDM segment table whose entry includes a segment’s offset, size, and reference count (recording how many cxl-namespaces that indicate this segment). Since multiple processes can access this table, its header also keeps necessary information such as spinlock, read/write locks, and a summary of table entries (e.g., valid entry numbers). Once DirectCXL driver allocates a segment based on the user request, it creates a device for mmap (e.g., /dev/cxl-ns0) and updates the segment table. The user
application can then map the `cxl-namespace` to its process virtual memory space using `mmap` with `vm_area_struct`.

Note that `DIRECTCXL` software runtime is designed for direct access of CXL devices, which is a similar concept to the memory-mapped file management of persistent memory development toolkit (PMDK [25]). However, it is much simpler and more flexible for namespace management than PMDK. For example, PMDK’s namespace is very much the same as NVMe namespace, managed by file systems or DAX with a fixed size [26]. In contrast, our `cxl-namespace` is more similar to the conventional memory segment, which is directly exposed to the application without a file system employment.

### 3.3 Prototype Implementation

Figure 5a illustrates our design of a CXL network topology to disaggregate memory resources, and the corresponding implementation in a real system is shown in Figure 5b. There are $n$ numbers of compute hosts connected to $m$ number of CXL devices through a CXL switch; in our prototype, $n$ and $m$ are four, but those numbers can scale by having more CXL switches. Specifically, each CXL device prototype is built on our customized add-in-card (AIC) CXL memory blade that employs 16nm FPGA and 8 different DDR4 DRAM modules (64GB). In the FPGA, we fabricate a CXL controller and eight DRAM controllers, each managing the CXL endpoint and internal DRAM channels. As yet there is no processor architecture supporting CXL, we also build our own in-house host processor using RISC-V ISAs, which employs four out-of-order cores whose last-level cache (LLC) implements CXL RP. Each CXL-enabled host processor is implemented in a high-performance datacenter accelerator card, taking a role of a host, which can individually run Linux 5.13 and `DIRECTCXL` software runtime. We expose four CXL devices (32 DRAM modules) to the four hosts through our PCIe backplane. We extended the backplane with one more accelerator card that implements `DIRECTCXL`'s CXL switch. This switch implements FM that can create multiple virtual hierarchies, each connecting a host and a CXL device in a flexible manner.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no commercialized CXL 2.0 IPs for the processor side’s CXL engines and CXL switch. Thus, we built all `DIRECTCXL` IPs from the ground. The host-side processors require advanced configuration and power interface (ACPI [27]) for CXL 2.0 enumeration (e.g., RP location and RP’s reserved address space). Since RISC-V does not support ACPI yet, we enable the CXL enumeration by adding such information into the device tree [28]. Specifically, we update an MMIO register designated as a property of the tree’s node to let the processor know where CXL RP exists. On the other hand, we add a new field (`cxl-reserved-area`) in the node to indicate where an HDM can be mapped. Our in-house softcore processors work at 100MHz while CXL and PCIe IPs (RP, EP, and Switch) operate at 250MHz.

### 4 Evaluation

**Testbed prototypes for memory disaggregation.** In addition to the CXL environment that we implemented in Section 3.3 (`DIRECTCXL`), we set up the same configuration with it for our RDMA-enabled hardware system (RDMA). For RDMA, we use Mellanox ConnectX-3 VPI InfiniBand RNIC (56Gbps, [29]) instead of our CXL switch as RDMA network interface card (RNIC). In addition, we port Mellanox OpenFabric Enterprise Distribution (OFED) v4.9 [30] as an RDMA driver to enable RNIC in our evaluation testbed. Lastly, we port FastSwap [1] and HERD [12] into RISC-V Linux 5.13.19 computing environment atop RDMA, each realizing page-based disaggregation (Swap) and object-based disaggregation (KVS).

For better comparison, we also configure the host processors to use only their local DRAM (Local) by disabling all the CXL memory nodes. Note that we used the same testbed hardware mentioned above for both CXL experiments and non-CXL experiments but differently configured the testbed for each reference. For example, our testbed’s FPGA chips for the host (in-house) processors and CXL devices use all the same architecture/technology and product line-up.

**Benchmark and workloads.** Since there is no microbenchmark that we can compare different memory pooling technologies (RDMA vs. `DIRECTCXL`), we also build an in-house memory benchmark for in-depth analysis of those two technologies (Section 4.1). For RDMA, this benchmark allocates a large size of the memory pool at the remote side in advance. This benchmark allows a host processor to send random memory requests to a remote node with varying lengths; the remote node serves the requests using the pre-allocated memory pool. For `DIRECTCXL` and Local, the benchmark maps `cxl namespace` or anonymous `mmap` to user spaces, respectively. The benchmark then generates a group of RISC-V memory instructions, which can cover a given address length in a random pattern and directly issues them without software intervention. For the real workloads, we use Facebook’s deep learning recommendation model (DLRM [31]), an in-memory database used for the HERD evaluation (MemDB [12]), and four graph analysis workloads (MIS [32], BFS [33], CC [34], and BC [35]) coming from Ligra [36]. All their tables and data structures are stored in the remote node, while each host’s local memory handles the execution code and static data. Table 1 summarizes the per-node memory usage and total data sizes for each workload that we tested.

### 4.1 In-depth Analysis of RDMA and CXL

In this subsection, we compare the performance of RDMA and CXL technologies when the host and memory nodes are
configured through a 1:1 connection. Figure 6 shows latency breakdown of RDMA and DirectCXL when reading 64 bytes of data. One can observe from the figure that RDMA requires two DMA operations, which doubles the PCIe transfer and memory access latency. In addition, the communication overhead of InfiniBand (Network) takes 78.7% (2129 cycles) of the total latency (2705 cycles). In contrast, DirectCXL only takes 328 cycles for memory load request, which is 8.3× faster than RDMA. There are two reasons behind this performance difference. First, DirectCXL straight connects the compute nodes and memory nodes using PCIe while RDMA requires protocol/interface changes between InfiniBand and PCIe. Second, DirectCXL can translate memory load/store request from LLC into the CXL flits whereas RDMA must use DMA to read/write data from/to memory.

**Sensitivity tests.** Figure 7a decomposes RDMA latency into essential hardware (Memory and Network), software (Library), and data transfer latencies (Copy). In this evaluation, we instrument two user-level InfiniBand libraries, libibverbs and libmlx4, to measure the software side latency. Library is the primary performance bottleneck in RDMA when the size of payloads is smaller than 1KB (4158 cycles, on average). As the payloads increase, Copy gets longer and reaches 28.9% of total execution time. This is because users must copy all their data into MNIC’s MR, which takes extra overhead in RDMA. On the other hand, Memory and Network shows a performance trend similar to RDMA analyzed in Figure 6. Note that the actual times of Network (Figure 7a) do not decrease as the payload increases; while Memory increases to handle large size of data, RNIC can simultaneously transmit the data to the underlying network. These overlapped cycles are counted by Memory in our analysis. As shown in Figure 7b, the breakdown analysis for DirectCXL shows a completely different story; there is neither software nor data copy overhead. As the payloads increase, the dominant component of DirectCXL’s latency is LLC (CPU Cache). This is because LLC can handle 16 concurrent misses through miss status holding registers (MSHR) in our custom CPU. Thus, many memory requests (64B) composing a large payload data can be stalled at CPU, which takes 67% of the total latency to handle 4KB payloads. PCIe shown in Figure 7a does not decrease as the payloads increase because of a similar reason of RDMA’s Network. However, it is not as much as what Network did as only 16 concurrent misses can be overlapped. Note that PCIe shown in Figures 6 and 7b includes the latency of CXL IPs (RP, EP, and Switch), which is different from the pure cycles of PCIe physical bus. The pure cycles of PCIe physical bus (FlexBus) account for 28% of DirectCXL latency. The detailed latency decomposition will be analyzed in Section 4.2.

**Memory hierarchy performance.** Figure 8 shows latency curves of different components in the system’s memory hierarchy. While Local and DirectCXL exhibits CPU cache by lowering the memory access latency to 4 cycles, RDMA has negligible impacts on CPU cache as their network overhead is much higher than that of Local. The best-case performance of RDMA was 2027 cycles, which is 6.2× and 510.5× slower than that of DirectCXL and L1 cache, respectively. DirectCXL requires 328 cycles whereas Local requires only 60 cycles in the case of L2 misses. Note that the performance bottleneck of DirectCXL is PCIe including CXL IPs (77.8% of the total latency). This can be accelerated by increasing the working frequency, which will be discussed shortly.

### 4.2 Latency Distribution and Scaling Study

**Latency distribution.** In addition to the latency trend (average) we reported above, we also analyze complete latency behaviors of Local, RDMA, and DirectCXL. Figure 9 shows the latency CDF of memory accesses (64B) for the different pooling methods. RDMA shows the performance curve, which ranges from 1790 cycles to 4006 cycles. The reason why there is a difference between the minimum and maximum latency of RDMA is RNIC’s MTT memory buffer and CPU caches for data transfers. While RDMA cannot take the benefits from direct load/store instruction with CPU caches, its data transfers themselves utilize CPU caches. Nevertheless, RDMA cannot avoid the network accesses for remote memory accesses, making its latency worse than Local by 36.8×, on average. In contrast, the latency behaviors of DirectCXL are similar to Local. Even though the latency of DirectCXL (reported in Figures 6 and 7b) is the average value, its best performance is the same as Local (4~24 cycles). This is because, as we showed in the previous section, DirectCXL can take the benefits of CPU caches directly. The tail latency is 2.8× worse than Local, but its latency curve is similar to that of Local. This is because both DirectCXL and Local use the same DRAM (and there is no network access overhead).

**Speed scaling estimation.** The cycle numbers that we reported here are measured at each host’s CPU using register-level instrumentation. We believe it is sufficient and better.
than a cross-time-domain analysis to decompose the system latency. Nevertheless, we estimate a time delay in cases where the target system accelerates the frequency of its processor complex and CXL IPs (RP, EP, and Switch) by 1.2GHz and 1GHz, respectively. Table 2 decomposes DirectCXL’s latency of a 64B memory load and compares it with the estimated time delay. The cycle counts of L1/L2 cache misses are not different as they work in all the same clock domain of CPU. While other components (FlexBus, CXL IPs, and DRAM controller) speed up by $4 \times (250\text{MHz} \rightarrow 1\text{GHz})$, the number of cycles increases since CPU gets faster by $12 \times$. Note that, as the version of PCIe is changed and the number of lanes for PCIe increases by double, FlexBus’s cycles decrease. The table includes the time delays corresponding to the estimated system from the CPU’s viewpoint. While the time delay of FlexBus is pretty good (∼60ns), the corresponding CXL IPs have room to improve further with a higher working frequency.

### 4.3 Performance of Real Workloads

Figure 10a shows the execution latency of Swap, KVS, and DirectCXL when running DLRM, MemDB, and four workloads from Ligra. For better understanding, all the results in this subsection are normalized to those of Swap. For Ligra, we only compare DirectCXL with Swap because Ligra’s graph processing engines (handling in-/out-edges and vertices) is not compatible with a key-value structure. KVS can reduce the latency of Swap as it addresses the overhead imposed by page-based I/O granularity to access the remote memory. However, it has two major issues behind KVS. First, it requires significant modification of the application’s source codes, which is often unable to service (e.g., MIS, BFS, CC, BC). Second, KVS requires heavy computation such as hashing at the memory node, which increases monetary costs. In contrast, DirectCXL without having a source modification and remote-side resource exhibits $3 \times$ and $2.2 \times$ better performance than Swap and even KVS, respectively.

To better understand this performance improvement of DirectCXL, we also decompose the execution times into RDMA, network library intervention (Software), and application execution itself (Workload) latencies, and the results are shown in Figure 10b. This figure demonstrates where Swap degrades the overall performance from its execution; 51.8% of the execution time is consumed by kernel swap daemon (kswapd) and FastSwap driver, on average. This is because Swap just expands memory with the local and remote based on LRU, which makes its page exchange frequent. The reason why KVS shows performance better than Swap in the cases of DLRM and MemDB is mainly related to workload characteristics and its service optimization. For DLRM, KVS loads the exact size of embeddings rather than a page, which reduces Swap’s data transfer overhead as high as $6.9 \times$. While KVS shows the low overhead in our evaluation, RDMA and Software can linearly increase as the number of inferences increases; in our case, we only used 13.5MB (0.0008%) of embeddings for single inference. For MemDB, as KVS stores all key-value pairs into local DRAM, it only accesses remote-side DRAM to inquiry values. However, it spends 55.3% and 24.9% of the execution time for RDMA and Software to handle the remote DRAMs, respectively. In contrast, DirectCXL removes such hardware and software overhead, which exhibits much better performance than Swap and KVS. Note that MemDB contains 2M key-value pairs whose value size is 2KB, and its host queries 8M Get requests by randomly generating their keys. This workload characteristic roughly makes DirectCXL’s memory accesses be faced with a cache miss for every four queries. Note that Workload of DirectCXL is longer than that of KVS, because DirectCXL places all hash table and tree for key-value pairs whereas KVS has it in local DRAM. Lastly, all the four graph workloads show similar trends; Swap is always slower than DirectCXL. They require multiple graph traverses, which frequently generate random memory access patterns. As Swap requires exchanging 4KB pages to read 8B pointers for graph traversing, it shows $2.2 \times$ worse performance than DirectCXL.
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Abstract

Over the past two decades, the number of RFCs related to email and its security has exploded from below 100 to nearly 500. This embedded the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) into a tree of interdependent and delivery-relevant standards. In this paper, we investigate how far real-world deployments keep up with this increasing complexity of delivery- and security options. To gain an in-depth picture of email delivery apart from the giants in the ecosystem (Gmail, Outlook, etc.), we engage people to send emails to eleven differently configured target domains. Our measurements allow us to evaluate core aspects of email delivery, including security features, DNS configuration, and IP version support on the sending side across different types of providers.

We find that novel technologies are often insufficiently supported, even by large providers. For example, while 65.4% of email providers can resolve hosts via IPv6, only 44.3% can also deliver emails via IPv6. Concerning security features, we observe that less than half (41.5%) of all providers rely on DNSSEC validating resolvers, and encryption is mostly opportunistic, with 89.7% of providers accepting invalid certificates. TLSA, as a DNS-based certificate verification method, is only used by 31.7% of the providers in our study. Finally, we turned our eye to the impact modern standards have on unsolicited bulk email (SPAM). We found that greylisting is effective, reducing the SPAM volume by roughly half while not impacting regular delivery. However, and interestingly, SPAM delivery currently seems to focus on plaintext IPv4 connections, making IPv6-only, TLS-enforcing inbound email servers a more effective anti-SPAM measure—even though it also means rejecting a major portion of legitimate emails.

1 Introduction

Electronic mail (email) relies on the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) for delivery. This protocol was first specified in 1982 in RFC 821 and is now close to celebrating its 40th birthday [39]. SMTP had two design goals, namely to allow reliable and efficient delivery of emails. As with many protocols of the time, security and authenticity were not priorities [16]. In fact, anyone could relay emails through an SMTP server, which was the default configuration for many email servers – like Sendmail – until the late 1990s [3].

However, the practical reality of the Internet led to increased security and authenticity requirements [16]. Since the mid-1990s, hundreds of protocols and extensions have been introduced to cover these gaps, as illustrated in Figure 1. In order to authenticate email, attempts mostly rely on the Domain Name System (DNS), which, in turn, suffers from authenticity issues. To address those issues, the DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) were introduced in 1999, which enabled signing DNS entries [1]. Besides authenticity, the original email protocol faced other security-related challenges, most notably confidentiality, as emails were exchanged in plaintext. In addition to end-to-end encryption approaches like Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [7], this led to an extension of SMTP for Transport Layer Security (TLS) [18]. Finally, like all protocols on the Internet, SMTP was also affected by the introduction of IPv6.

All these factors have turned the simple from SMTP to complex. To outline this increase in complexity, we created the SMTP Camel in Figure 1 (after the famous DNS Camel of...
Bert Hubert, who illustrated the complexity of DNS with “How many features can we add to this protocol before it breaks?” [23]. Figure 1 visualizes RFCs related to email — and, for reference, DNS. We compiled this list by performing a title/keyword search on all RFCs on September 28, 2021. In total, we found 481 email-related RFCs compared to 298 DNS-related ones. Among these, more than half of the RFCs belong to the standards track, representing mature standards. We see no development in draft standards as they were declared as deprecated in 2010 [21]. In June 2021, we reached a total of 225 proposed standards. Proposed standards only advance to Internet standards once they have “widespread deployment of multiple implementations from different code bases” [21]. Currently, only eleven email-related RFCs have met this requirement, and also the handling of this guideline by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) varies. This indicates that the development of new standards has outpaced their implementation. Furthermore, since the latest email measurement study in 2020 [31], seven new email-related RFCs have been published.

In this paper, we investigate how the increasing number of additional standards has influenced email delivery in the wider ecosystem. Related work already demonstrated that adoption rates of email-related standards are low and implementations often rely on insecure defaults [8, 14, 17, 22, 26, 31, 37, 45]. However, previous work predominantly focused on large operators, such as Google (Gmail) or Microsoft (Outlook), and did not investigate fundamental aspects of email standards, like supported IP versions and the DNS infrastructure of sending systems. We take a step back and investigate the most fundamental aspects of email in transit across a wide sample going beyond major email providers.

To accomplish this, we introduced eleven target address configurations to verify how email providers implement email-related standards and protocols, i.e., we set up systems that — depending on the remote server’s configuration and implementation — either do or do not receive measurement emails. Our measurement technique allows us to measure IP support, STARTTLS configuration, DNSSEC validation, and how different SMTP applications react to greylisting, an anti-SPAM technique by which incoming emails are initially rejected. Our focus is on protocols that influence email delivery once an email has been submitted. To increase the providers’ coverage, we crowdsourced the sending of emails to participants recruited through mailing lists and social media.

As a result, we collect emails from three different sources, spanning (1) small participants in the email ecosystem, (2) large providers, and (3) unsolicited bulk email, aka SPAM. We are the first to discuss the impact of new and established standards on email delivery, as — in contrast to most related measurements — we rely on actively collecting emails, allowing us a more in-depth view of email server configurations.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We introduce a new ranking method using passive data to find the top 15 email providers. Our results highly overlap with Liu et al. [32], while causing significantly less measurement overhead (see Section 3).
- We illustrate challenges in the interoperability between large centralized operators and smaller operators, including how the ability to deliver emails as the main objective limits the adoption of new network and security protocols. We describe how our datasets cover different actors in the email ecosystem in Section 4.
- We are the first to measure and connect the impact of protocol extensions in protocols email relies on — DNS(SEC) and IPv6 — to email delivery and the contrast between smaller and larger providers (see Section 5).
- We illustrate protocol support and compliance in the heavy-tail of the email ecosystem, i.e., in a large set of smaller email operators, and contrast this to earlier work and patterns found in large providers (see Section 6).
- Based on our results, we derive recommendations for email system operators on how they can utilize modern protocol compliance to — currently — reduce SPAM delivery (see Section 7).

Artifacts: Our measurement can be executed using any valid domain and a set of machines connected to the Internet. Along with our paper, we publish a setup-documentation and the scripts we used to receive and analyze emails sent to our systems at https://github.com/ichdasich/email-masurement-toolchain. For privacy reasons, we cannot publish our email dataset. This also applies to the SPAM dataset, as even SPAM may contain PII, for example in the recipient addresses.

2 Background: Protocols and Standards

In this paper, we focus on standards influencing email delivery between email servers, i.e., the Mail Transfer Agent (MTA). Email submission, e.g., the communication between Mail User Agent (MUA) and Mail Submission Agent (MSA), is not part of our study. We focus on IP- and DNS-related mechanisms that impact delivery. Interpretations of higher-level delivery security features, like the Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [27], DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) [9], Authenticated Received Chain (ARC) [4], and Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) [30] are out of scope for our study, as they only influence the receiver’s decision on whether to accept incoming emails or not. We also did not include MTA Strict Transport Security (MTA-STS) in our study as this RFC was too recent.

1 https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php
when we set up our infrastructure [33], but Section 3 describes how our work can be extended to include it in the future.

**IPv4 [38] and IPv6 [10].** Since addresses in the 2^{32} bit address space of the Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) are running out [41], Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) with a 2^{128} bit address space was introduced in the late 1990s. Two concurrent IP versions introduce a great challenge in terms of interoperability on the network layer, especially as the adoption of IPv6 is still slow [25]. IP version support impacts email delivery indirectly via DNS support, i.e., the authoritative and recursive servers support the same IP version, and directly, i.e., in terms of whether the involved email servers both support the same IP version. Servers can support IPv4, IPv6, or both—also referred to as “dual-stack.”

**DNSSEC [5].** The DNS-Security Extensions (DNSSEC) provide authenticity to DNS responses by signing DNS entries via a keychain along the path of the DNS tree. A DNSSEC validating recursor responds with SERVFAIL in case of a validation error. As a consequence, the target domain cannot be resolved, and email delivery fails. Hence, in case of misconfigurations – common in system operations [11] – or attacks, the DNSSEC validation behavior of DNS resolvers at email-sending servers becomes important for email delivery. Similarly, DNSSEC is a prerequisite for DANE (see below).

**STARTTLS [19].** The SMTP Service Extension for Secure SMTP over TLS (STARTTLS) enables TLS for email delivery. The connection is established on the same port as SMTP. The original SMTP handshake remains in cleartext. Sending- and receiving servers can (1) not support TLS, (2) support TLS and cleartext, (3) enforce TLS. TLS can be configured either in an (a) opportunistic or (b) strict manner. While opportunistic TLS configurations allow for encrypted connections not validating the remote certificate, strict configurations cause email delivery to fail in case of (1) invalid certificates, (2) not supporting mandatory ciphers, or (3) a connection to a non-TLS-supporting server. In turn, this can then impact email delivery, depending on whether a connection can be established or not.

**DANE [20].** The DNS-Based Authentication of Named Entities (DANE) prevents MTA-to-MTA transport encryption from downgrade attacks, even in the absence of certificates signed by a certificate authority (CA); this is done through recording valid CA or end-entity certificates for a domain name via the TLSA DNS record. Trusting/guaranteeing the authenticity of TLSA records (i.e., preventing MITM and DNS cache poisoning scenarios) requires the use of DNSSEC, as described above. Several email server implementations, including Sendmail and Microsoft Exchange, do not yet support requesting TLSA records, in contrast to for example, Postfix and Exim [31]. DANE can be implemented similar to TLS in an opportunistic or mandatory manner. Email delivery fails for both opportunistic and mandatory configurations if a signed TLSA record is available but certificate validation fails or for mandatory configurations if no TLSA record can be found.

**Anti-SPAM (Greylisting [29]).** Greylisting is one of the most simplistic approaches to reduce SPAM emails. It works by initially responding with SMTP code 4xx temporary failure. While reputable servers usually re-attempt email delivery after several minutes, many SPAM senders do not keep enough state for this. For email delivery, greylisting introduces delays, and email delivery fails if an implementation does not attempt redelivery.

### 3 Methodology

**Measurement Platform.** Our measurement setup consists of four email servers running Postfix 3.6 [40] on OpenBSD 6.7 [36] in OpenBSD virtual machines (VMM). As we conduct non-performance bound network measurements, the exact type and model of the used hardware are not relevant to our measurement platform. Furthermore, we rely on three PowerDNS authoritative nameservers in version 4.3.1 to measure the impact of different DNS server setups. We configured a non-default TTL of 300 seconds for all entries in our DNS zones to minimize the impact of caching, i.e., a DNS resolver used by multiple study participants. This also affects our weekly spam domain rotations, pointing them at different measurement target addresses. However, we consider a maximum overlap of five minutes in comparison to a one-week measurement period negligible. IPv6 connectivity to our systems was provided via a Hurricane Electric IPv6 tunnel, while IPv4 connectivity was provided via dedicated IP space from the RIPE region. On these systems, we set up eleven email addresses, as shown in Figure 2. For each of these addresses, we applied different configuration states, which either enable or prevent remote servers from sending emails to them, depending on their own configuration state. This allows us to measure the remote servers’ email delivery capabilities and protocol use by measuring whether they are able to deliver

---

We configured the following eleven different email addresses we then again created two addresses for IPv4 and IPv6 delivery (measurement@v4-mail.dnssec-broken.example.com, measurement@v6-mail.dnssec-broken.example.com, measurement@v6-mail.v6only.example.com). Under that domain, we again created two addresses for IPv4- and IPv6 delivery (measurement@v4-mail.dnssec-broken.example.com, measurement@v6-mail.v6only.example.com).

**DNSSEC Validation.** To test if the remote site validates DNSSEC, we set up a subdomain with a non-matching DS RRset in the parent, i.e., we provide a public key in the parent zone that does not match the key with which records are signed in our zone. Hence, a DNS recursive resolve validating DNSSEC is unable to validate DNSSEC for our domain and should therefore refuse to resolve it. Thus, an email server using a validating resolver cannot deliver emails to that domain. Under that domain, we again created two addresses for IPv4- and IPv6 delivery (measurement@v4-mail.dnssec-broken.example.com, measurement@v6-mail.dnssec-broken.example.com).

**TLS Configuration.** In order to test the TLS and TLSA behavior of sending hosts, we configured three email addresses that required the use of TLS to deliver emails:

- measurement@mail-tls-force.
  - Mail-Dual-TLS-force on a correctly configured TLS enabled server.
- measurement@mail-tls-invalid.
  - Mail-Dual-TLS-invalid on a server that provides a certificate with a non-matching CN/DNS0 entry.
- measurement@mail-tls-invalid.
  - Mail-Dual-TLS-invalid on a server that has a TLSA record configured, which does not match the supplied certificate.

This setup allows us to verify if systems (1) support STARTTLS, (2) perform opportunistic encryption, and (3) verify TLSA records. Due to a misconfiguration, these systems initially did not support TLS1.3. Hence, remote systems that only support TLS1.3 would be unable to deliver their emails. We were able to isolate the affected cases (76 emails from 29 providers) and reconstructed the actual state from the stored SMTP sessions, as the abort conditions differ between ‘not supporting TLS,’ ‘rejecting the certificate/TLSA record,’ and ‘not having a matching cipher.’

**Anti-SPAM (Greylisting).** To identify RFC-compliant SMTP implementations, and as an additional control, we set up Postgrey that performs greylisting as an anti-SPAM measure (measurement@v4-mail-greylisting.example.com, Mail-v4-Greylisting and measurement@v6-mail-greylisting.example.com, Mail-v6-Greylisting). By configuring these addresses, we can test the impact of greylisting on average SPAM received and check whether legitimate email servers support multiple delivery attempts.

**DNS Recursion IPv6 Support.** To test whether the recursive resolvers of an email sending host support IPv6, we created a subdomain that can only be resolved via IPv6, i.e., the zone had only AAAA glue records, and the hosts in the zone’s NS records also only have AAAA records. Under that domain, we then again created two addresses for IPv4 and IPv6 delivery (measurement@v4-mail.v6only.example.com, Mail-v4-DNS-v6 and measurement@v6-mail.v6only.example.com, Mail-v6-DNS-v6).

**3.2 Email Collection and Recruitment**

In order to provide different views on email delivery, we target three types of actors in the email ecosystem: (1) Regular providers by actively engaging users to send emails to our measurement system. (2) A set of top-ranked email providers

![Figure 3: List of email addresses for the 11 target configurations.](image-url)

```plaintext
measurement@v4-mail.example.com
testme@v4-mail.example.com
measurement@v4-mail.v6only.example.com
measurement@v4-mail.dnssec-broken.example.com
measurement@v4-mail-greylisting.example.com
measurement@mail-tls-force.example.com
measurement@mail-tls-invalid.example.com
measurement@mail-tls-invalid.example.com
measurement@mail-tls-force.example.com
measurement@mail-tls-invalid.example.com
measurement@mail-tls-invalid.example.com
```

---

**3.1 Target Address Configurations**

We configured the following eleven different email addresses at the unique destination domains listed in Figure 3. Below, we describe the purpose of each of these addresses, i.e., which configuration parameters we tested with them:

**IP Support.** In order to test basic delivery behavior, we created for both IPv4 (measurement@v4-mail.example.com, Mail-v4-Baseline) and IPv6 (measurement@v6-mail.example.com, Mail-v6-Baseline) one address which is configured with no restrictions on delivery. Similarly, we created distinct IPv4- and IPv6 addresses for the DNS and greylisting measurements described below. Note that during our study, we noticed that our choice not to support STARTTLS on this system did indeed introduce an unexpected parameter in the case of senders that enforce STARTTLS use. In turn, this allowed us to detect six providers that enforce STARTTLS for outgoing emails.

**DNS Recursion IPv6 Support.** To test whether the recursive resolvers of an email sending host support IPv6, we created a subdomain that can only be resolved via IPv6, i.e., the zone had only AAAA glue records, and the hosts in the zone’s NS records also only have AAAA records. Under that domain, we then again created two addresses for IPv4 and IPv6 delivery (measurement@v4-mail.v6only.example.com, Mail-v4-DNS-v6 and measurement@v6-mail.v6only.example.com, Mail-v6-DNS-v6).
by registering user accounts and sending emails. (3) Spammers by registering expired domains and collecting unsolicited emails targeting these domains.

**Regular Providers.** To collect emails, we actively engaged Internet users to participate in our study. We recruited participants via a social media campaign on Twitter, LinkedIn, and Reddit, via mailing lists focusing on email and network operators, blog articles promoted by Internet governance bodies, and our personal networks (see Table 1). Our recruitment message asked users to visit our website, which provided instructions on how the reader can participate in our study, what the purpose of our study is, and what data access and deletion rights they have. One critical aspect was to ensure that we would be able to distinguish whether an email to one of our measurement hosts was sent and not delivered or not sent at all. Thus, we instructed participants to add all measurement addresses to the To: field of a single email. In case a participant’s provider performed pre-filtering, e.g., did not accept delivery to domains they cannot resolve, we removed affected emails from the dataset.

**Large Providers.** In order to rank email providers, we rely on the passively collected Farsight Sie DNS dataset [43]. This enables us to count email servers to which a lot of domains point their MX records, i.e., email servers used for a lot of domains. We assume that the number of domains using a provider’s email servers correlates to the provider’s size. For our ranking, we use DNSDB MX data extracted for November 2020, which includes data of 73,705,268 different MX lookups. We do not rank providers based on the amount of MX lookups, as low TLLs or different DNS resolver setups might bias the number of lookups. For each MX, we extract the public suffix, i.e., ‘example.com’ for ‘mail.example.com’ and ‘example.co.uk’ for ‘mail.example.co.uk’ using the Public Suffix List [35]. This results in 23,378,583 different public suffixes. We rank public suffixes of MX records by counting the number of different domains pointing their MX records towards them. We then register accounts at the top 15 providers according to this ranking to send emails to our target domains, as done in prior work [17, 22, 31, 32, 45]. This enables us to compare email delivery from regular providers with an exclusive set of large providers, but also to compare the results of our measurement pipeline to the results of prior work.

**Spammers.** To collect SPAM emails, we registered expired domains that are still likely to receive SPAM. To do so, we relied on expireddomains.net for a list of domains [42]. To increase the likelihood that respective domains still receive SPAM, we chose them from different categories, based on their age (“birth year,” i.e., the first entry in Archive.org), their popularity according to rankings from Alexa and Majestic, and the number of links from Wikipedia and the (now defunct) DMOZ content directory. Table 2 lists these categories; Table 3 lists the domains in each category, as well as the volume of SPAM we received during our measurements.

Once registered, we pointed MX records of respective domains at our target domains. To identify if domains still receive SPAM, we executed a three-week baseline measurement. During this period, all 50 re-registered domains pointed their MX records to the MX of Mail-v4-Baseline, i.e., our most basic configuration. We classified the domains’ value for our measurement based on the amount of SPAM received as high (multiple times a week), low (once a week), and none (none received). To verify that received messages are SPAM, we consulted four active DNS blocklists: bl.spamcop.net, pbl.spamhaus.org, s.backscatterer.org, and mhaus.org. We continuously verified the liveness of these blocklists by requesting IP 127.0.0.2 as a test record.

In total, we found 26% of domains receive SPAM on a regular basis, thus falling into category high. In the next step, we pointed high-value SPAM domains towards a set of our target addresses in a weekly rotation until each domain had been pointed at each target at least once. This allowed us to monitor the change in SPAM volume based on the corresponding test conditions. For these measurements, we relied on a reduced set of target addresses. As we only received individual emails and did not simultaneously measure all conditions for each sender, we did not differentiate IPv6 behavior for different target addresses. We only verified general IPv6 support (Mail-v6-Baseline), IPv4 sending for IPv6 only DNS (Mail-

---

**Table 1:** Recruitment channels for study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>RIPE Labs</td>
<td>Article in RIPE’s Research Blog/Newsfeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APNIC</td>
<td>Article in APNIC’s Blog/Newsfeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Tweets by researchers involved in the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>Posts by researchers involved in the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>Rededit post to selfhosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailing Lists</td>
<td>NANOG</td>
<td>North American Network Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INNOG</td>
<td>Indian Network Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFNOG</td>
<td>African Network Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFNOG</td>
<td>South African Network Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DENOG</td>
<td>German Network Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLNOG</td>
<td>Dutch Network Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRTF-MAAPRG</td>
<td>Network Research Interest Group at IETF/IRTF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAIL-OPS</td>
<td>Global Mail Operator List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations</td>
<td>Internet.nl</td>
<td>Presentation at an organization promoting the adoption of security standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Colleagues and personal networks, especially in the APNIC and LACNIC regions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Categories of domains from ExpiredDomains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999s</td>
<td>Domains with the first screenshot available on Archive.org between 1990 and 2000 (= &quot;birth year&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>Domains selected based on Alexa traffic rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>Domains based on number of Majestic external backlinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>Domains found in the latest snapshot of dmoz.org (~2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>Domains with low Majestic million global rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>Domains with high numbers of Wikipedia links</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
As our measurements focus on the technical aspects of the involved email setups, this study was not within the scope of our local human subject research ethics council. Nevertheless, we informed participants about the purpose of our data collection, which information we collected, and that they could withdraw from the study at any time. We received one request to be removed from the dataset and complied with this request immediately. In addition, we followed network measurement best practices as outlined in the Menlo report [6, 12].

### 3.3 Ethical Considerations

As our measurements focus on the technical aspects of the involved email setups, this study was not within the scope of our local human subject research ethics council. Nevertheless, we informed participants about the purpose of our data collection, which information we collected, and that they could withdraw from the study at any time. We received one request to be removed from the dataset and complied with this request immediately. In addition, we followed network measurement best practices as outlined in the Menlo report [6, 12].

This means that we took the necessary technical precautions to protect the only Personally Identifiable Information (PII) we collect, i.e., the sending email addresses. We removed these addresses from our dataset as soon as possible before we started the aggregation of our collected data. Also, since the provider name might reveal PII, we do not publish or share provider names of smaller providers. For our measurements of large providers, we registered accounts ourselves and published their names for better comparison to related work, in accordance with common practice for email-related measurements [17, 22, 31, 32, 45].

### 4 Datasets

By following our approach, we collected three datasets covering (a) regular providers by volunteers sending emails to our measurement infrastructure, (b) large providers by registering accounts and sending emails ourselves, and (c) spammers by collecting unsolicited emails sent to re-registered domains.

#### (a) Regular Providers.

Between July 4, 2020 and October 29, 2021 we received a total of 5,847 emails. After filtering emails that do not cover all eleven target addresses in the To: field, a total of 4,660 emails sent by 622 study participants remained for further analysis. There is a clear dominance of emails from European countries, see Table 5, a consequence of recruiting via our personal channels (e.g., on Twitter).

Multiple participants used the same infrastructure to send emails; beyond, emails of the same user might be sent by multiple servers in the same domain (e.g., emails of the same user might be sent by multiple servers in the same domain). This means that we took the necessary technical precautions to protect the only Personally Identifiable Information (PII) we collect, i.e., the sending email addresses. We removed these addresses from our dataset as soon as possible before we started the aggregation of our collected data. Also, since the provider name might reveal PII, we do not publish or share provider names of smaller providers. For our measurements of large providers, we registered accounts ourselves and published their names for better comparison to related work, in accordance with common practice for email-related measurements [17, 22, 31, 32, 45].

#### (b) Large Providers.

Analysis of the Farsight SIE DNS dataset revealed the top 15 providers as presented in Table 4.

![Figure 4: Validation of regular study participants tend to be small email providers](image)

This means that we took the necessary technical precautions to protect the only Personally Identifiable Information (PII) we collect, i.e., the sending email addresses. We removed these addresses from our dataset as soon as possible before we started the aggregation of our collected data. Also, since the provider name might reveal PII, we do not publish or share provider names of smaller providers. For our measurements of large providers, we registered accounts ourselves and published their names for better comparison to related work, in accordance with common practice for email-related measurements [17, 22, 31, 32, 45].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Spam Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>anx-chicago-rawhide.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>interconstruction.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>michael-rauch.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>mmf-maintenance.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>sapphire-controls.co.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>stratos-bde.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>inkpreneur.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>jsmn.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>kenyamalikmotors.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>lafd.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>nepaltravelcentre.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>olakassen.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>alexa</td>
<td>omnylevelchevy.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>18c.haa.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>521qiangweisisu.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>cretns.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>fotiss.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>gfchina.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>iso365f.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>iso365.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>theproxylist.co.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>tuncayparlak.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>backlinks</td>
<td>venus-y-ets.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>beechemadivingschool.co.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>bilder-touren-allgaeu.de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>costatehogrally.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>djk-handball-coesfeld.de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>leven-ohne-alcohol.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>navesprefabricadassprint.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>parissi.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>pringfieldfarms.co.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>printshopseeds.co.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>smugglegame.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>soralentz.es</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>survivalsschool.ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>dmoz</td>
<td>thermoboss.net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>djmsengaman.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>eiecann.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>hksenana.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>keerthivrites.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>kientrucngthuatiudongdai.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>printspixelz.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>studiopaeez.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>th-narmpojects.be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>catholic-church-corfu.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>grandeguerarrfag.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>iranairlinenews.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>mosal-network.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>unaf-foot.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>worldpcomgroup.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**v4-DNS-v6**), DNSSEC behavior ([Mail-v4-DNSSEC-broken](https://example.com)), as well as our three TLS configurations.
Table 4: Top 15 providers based on passive DNS data. Providers greyed out have no online email service, e.g., Above.com is a domain broker.

Table 5: Number of countries/emails/AS per region. Our social media promotion led to an increased number of emails from European countries. We skipped large providers as geographical data has no impact on our provider ranking.

(c) Spammers. We executed SPAM measurements in three phases. First, we conducted a baseline measurement from March 30, 2021 to April 6, 2021. Next, we pointed SPAM domains to our other target addresses in a weekly rotation. Finally, we did another baseline measurement to ensure that the baselines remained stable over our observation time. We received a total of 6,772 unsolicited emails. Thereof, 4,442 (65.7%) were classified as SPAM by one of our four DNS blocklists, suggesting that emails towards the re-registered domains are indeed SPAM. We included all received emails in our further analysis. In comparison to our regular provider dataset, SPAM emails are not dominated by a single region (see Table 5). In comparison to regular and large providers, we can only measure the SPAM volume and its reduction in dependence of the different configurations.

5 Results

For each of the three datasets, namely (a) regular providers, (b) large providers, and (c) spammers, Figure 5 shows the ratio of delivered to undelivered emails per target address. We provide the individual results for the top 15 providers, including a line indicating the optimal configuration, in Table 4. The optimal configuration includes IPv4- and IPv6 support for both email servers and DNS resolvers. Regarding TLS, providers should implement opportunistic STARTTLS, i.e., still use transport encryption when facing self-signed or expired certificates.

---

**Table 4:** Top 15 providers based on passive DNS data. Providers greyed out have no online email service, e.g., Above.com is a domain broker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>9,148,093</td>
<td>14.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>3,869,507</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoDaddy</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1,292,615</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVHCloud</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>871,527</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enom</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>797,194</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namecheap</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>784,486</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strato</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>762,923</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>759,482</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiteGround</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>712,418</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-email.net</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>575,451</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above.com</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>469,500</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tencent</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>447,284</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tencent</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>442,064</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&amp;1</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>440,558</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5:** Number of countries/emails/AS per region. Our social media promotion led to an increased number of emails from European countries. We skipped large providers as geographical data has no impact on our provider ranking.
However, they should validate TLSA records and reject email delivery in case of an invalid record. As a foundation for DANE and other DNS-based security standards, a provider should rely on a DNSSEC supporting and -validating resolver. Looking at the top 15 providers, we find major discrepancies for even the largest providers. We discuss our measurement results on IP support, TLS configuration, DNSSEC validation, and anti-SPAM implementation in the following sections.

### 5.1 IP Support

**Email Servers.** The Mail-v4-Baseline is configured without any restrictions on email delivery. For regular providers, however, this baseline is reduced by 5/436 (1.2%) as five providers enforced TLS causing undeliverability (see also Section 3.1). For large providers, the baseline is met by all providers. For spammers, the baseline is necessary to estimate the number of SPAM emails that are typically sent to the investigated domains. For all three populations, the delivery to Mail-v6-Baseline is reduced compared to the IPv4 baseline, implying limited deployment of IPv6 at email servers. Differences among regular and large providers remain small – the first received IPv6-only mails in 193/436 (44.3%) of the cases, the latter in 5/13 (38.5%) –, however, SPAM towards the IPv6 target is drastically reduced and accounts for 7.4% of the IPv4 baseline.

**DNS Resolvers.** Both targets, Mail-v4-DNS-v6 and Mail-v6-DNS-v6, rely on an IPv6-only authoritative nameserver and allow to infer whether resolvers are capable of IPv6. The number of successfully delivered emails to Mail-v4-DNS-v6 is consistently higher than for IPv6-only email servers (Mail-v4-Baseline) – 285/436 (65.4%) vs. 193/436 (44.3%) (regular providers), 8/13 (61.5%) vs. 5/13 (38.5%) (large providers), and 46.5% vs. 7.4% (spammers) – and lead to the conclusion that IPv6 support is more prevalent among DNS resolvers than among email servers. The difference is particularly remarkable for SPAM, and suggests that spammers rely on external DNS resolvers. In comparison to Mail-v6-Baseline, delivery towards Mail-v6-DNS-v6 is, if at all, only slightly reduced – 193/436 (44.3%) vs. 170/436 (39%) (regular providers), and 5/13 (38.5%) vs. 5/13 (38.5%) (large providers) –, i.e., IPv6 support at the email server typically implies IPv6 support at the respective DNS resolver. For the regular providers, Table 6 shows interdependencies concerning IP support: Most dominant are dual stack implementations 171/436 (39.2%) resp. IPv4-only configurations for email and DNS 125/436 (28.7%), as well as IPv4-only email servers with dual stack DNS resolvers 116/436 (26.6%).

**Key Findings.** In summary, we find that less than half of all regular email providers support IPv6 for their email deployments. Interestingly, IPv6 support for DNS is more frequent, even for providers that do not support IPv6 for their email servers. We conjecture that this is connected to – especially in smaller setups – using public resolvers like the commonly known Cloudflare (1.1.1.1) or Google (8.8.8.8) instances. Interestingly, we also find that 23/436 (5.3%) of the observed
providers do use IPv6 for their email setup while not using it for their DNS resolvers. Even though finding this case is not unsurprising – PowerDNS, for example, does not perform IPv6 resolution by default—it still means that these operators are not able to deliver emails to IPv6-only zones, even though their email servers support IPv6.

5.2 TLS Configuration

**TLS Enforcement.** If our target Mail-Dual-TLS-force enforces the use of TLS, 392/436 (89.9%) of the regular and all large providers behave accordingly. These numbers indicate a high prevalence of TLS capability among email servers. Concerning SPAM, TLS enforcement has a considerable effect and reduces the number of emails to 34.0%.

**TLS Validation.** In the presence of invalid certificates, as provided by Mail-Dual-TLS-invalid, a similar picture emerges for regular and large providers. As common practice suggests [13] providers regularly fall back on opportunistic STARTTLS. Just one of the regular providers is more strictly configured and rejects email delivery in the case of a certificate with a non-matching CD/DNS0 entry. TLSA mismatch as caused by Mail-Dual-TLSA-invalid should technically prevent opportunistic encryption from being used. However, we find that only 138/436 (31.7%) of regular providers and 3/13 (23.1%) of large providers honor the TLSA record and refuse delivery. When we turn our eye to SPAM delivery, we find that enforcing TLS has a significant impact on the number of received emails. On our two TLS-enforcing targets, only 27.5% (Mail-Dual-TLS-Force) and 31.8% (Mail-Dual-TLSA-Invalid) of the baseline values of emails are received.

**Key Findings.** The broad majority of providers support TLS. However, emails from 10.1% of regular providers in our dataset would be lost in case of enforcing it. Providers fulfilling TLS enforcement typically also fall back on opportunistic encryption in case of invalid certificates. TLSA – a method to move beyond opportunistic encryption, even in the absence of CA-signed certificates – is sadly ignored by the majority of providers. At the same time, TLS enforcement does not only increase security, but it also reduces SPAM by more than 65%. While spammers could implement TLS quickly, it still would force them to adopt more costly TLS handshakes.

5.3 DNSSEC Validation

Targets Mail-v4-DNSSEC-broken and Mail-v6-DNSSEC-broken allow to infer the prevalence of resolvers validating DNS records. For regular providers, 181/436 (41.5%) delivered emails to our first target. The remaining 255/436 (58.5%) of all providers conducted a thorough validation for DNSSEC. Among the large providers, DNSSEC validation appears less prevalent: Only 4/13 (30.8%) (IPv4) and 2/5 (40.0%) (IPv6) of providers validate DNSSEC. We suspect that operators refrain from deploying DNSSEC to avoid customers missing emails or being unable to send emails due to misconfigurations. Furthermore, we observed a significant SPAM reduction for domains with broken DNSSEC. We conjecture that this is due to common open resolvers that validate DNSSEC being regularly used by spammers. This suspicion was confirmed when we revisited our DNS servers’ logs to identify the most commonly used DNS resolvers. Query logs are, however, not fully available as log rotations removed some logs due to high response numbers. Still this enabled us to identify the most commonly used DNS resolvers. We were able to match resolvers for 2839/4660 (61%) regular emails and for 3399/6772 (50.2%) of emails sent by spammers. We found 1,443 unique resolver IPs for regular providers and 1,774 for spammers. Relying on MaxMind’s public GeoLite AS database, we looked up AS information for each IP. This resulted in 259 unique ASES used for DNS resolution for regular providers and 269 for spammers. Comparing the DNS servers used by regular and large providers with those used by spammers revealed an overlap of 138 IPs and 62 ASES.

**Key Findings.** DNSSEC validation is performed in 255/436 (58.5%) (IPv4) and 143/193 (74.0%) (IPv6) and regular providers. The numbers for large providers are lower, i.e., 4/13 (30.8%) (IPv4) and 2/5 (40.0%) (IPv6). In comparison, previous work [8] found DNSSEC to be less common; however, those measurements focused on zones using DNSSEC. The numbers for DNSSEC validation among spammers are – surprisingly – comparable to those of large providers. However, this connects to spammers regularly using public resolvers that already validate DNSSEC.

5.4 Anti-SPAM (Greylisting)

The greylisting targets Mail-v4-Greylisting and Mail-v6-Greylisting provoked an error in delivery the first time and accepted the email in a second – delayed – attempt. Legitimate providers reattempt to deliver emails in case of a failure, and our measurements indeed show that this is the case. Only 4/436 (0.9%) (IPv4) and 1/193 (0.5%) (IPv6) of the regular providers refrain from retransmission, and no large provider does so. However, greylisting reduces the number of received SPAM emails by 36.9%. Interestingly, this makes greylisting a less effective anti-SPAM measure than enforcing TLS.

**Key Findings.** Greylisting reduces the SPAM volume by 36.9% and does not introduce delivery problems for legitimate mail. However, greylisting has less impact than TLS enforcement, which reduces SPAM by over 65%.

6 Related Work

In the past years, email has been receiving significant attention from the research community. In this section, we systematize eleven email-related measurement studies from 2014 onward.
We find that these studies use different sample sets and measurement methodologies. Sample sets range from top 1M domain lists to email collections with sample sizes from a million domains to a few thousand. However, using different methodologies, they all ultimately report comparable adoption rates of security-related email protocols, including SPF, DKIM, and DMARC. Hence, we compare their adoption rates and findings to our results in Table 7 to validate our methodology and provide a comprehensive picture of current providers’ email delivery capabilities. Related work on email delivery so far primarily focused on large providers and did not consider the transport perspective – especially IPv6 and DNS – highlighting the gap our work fills.

Adoption Rates. Looking at the reported adoption rates from related work, we do find an upward trend in adoption, especially for security-related standards. We can also observe the difference in adoption rates per region. For example, .nl sees a 53% adoption rate of DNSSEC, which is significantly higher than the, e.g., 7.67% adoption rate for DNSSEC for .nl domains pointed by Tajang et al. [45]. We attribute this high adoption rate to the Registrar Scorecard, a campaign incentivizing the deployment of standards by the Dutch domain name registrar SIDN, responsible for the .nl top-level domain [44]. In contrast to the number of DNSSEC-enabled zones, we find the number of validating resolvers to be considerably higher. We find a 57.35% of participants in our study rely on DNSSEC-validating resolvers, mostly due to common public resolvers, for example, the popular 8.8.8.8 resolver offered by Google.

Large Providers. Related work uses several methods for identifying and ranking large email providers (see Table 8): Durumeric et al. [14], Hu et al. [22], and Tajang et al. [45] used manual rankings by relying on their own expertise. However, this might induce bias towards the researcher’s experience and location. Foster et al. [17], and Lee et al. [31] relied on email address domains from the leak of Adobe user records in 2013 [28] to rank email providers. However, this approach is limited to a one-time data dump and in completeness as it cannot detect different domains pointing their MX records at the same provider. Liu et al. [32] proposed a more comprehensive approach to detect and rank email providers in 2021. One of their major components is certificate information gathered through Internet-wide SMTP handshakes. In contrast, we introduce a new ranking method based on already existing passive DNS data from DNSDB (see Section 3). Based on this ranking we list the top 15 providers in Table 4. Our method thereby overlaps highly with the results of Liu et al., while introducing significantly less measurement overhead and revealing additional providers.

Sender-side Evaluation. We only found two related measurement studies relevant to the sender-side aspects of email delivery [8, 31]. Chung et al. [8] performed a study focusing on DNSSEC adoption independent of email delivery setups in 2017. They set up ten differently misconfigured target domains (missing, incorrect, expired RRSIGs; missing DNSKEYs; incorrect DS; etc.), collecting data from 4,427 DNSSEC capable resolvers (DO bit set) from the Luminati proxy service. They found that 3,635 (81.1%) failed to validate DNSSEC responses. Only 543 (12.2%) resolvers did handle all ten different scenarios correctly. As we did not focus on DNSSEC validation specifically, but only wanted to test if validation was attempted, we relied on a single DNSSEC

---

Table 7: Measured adoption rates by related work. Percentages are collected for domains with MX records. SPF, DKIM and DMARC are included for comparison only as they merely influence the receiver’s decision to accept incoming emails.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Active Meas.</th>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>SPF</th>
<th>DKIM</th>
<th>DMARC</th>
<th>DNSSEC</th>
<th>DANE</th>
<th>TLS (inc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adkins et al. [2]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster et al. [17]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster et al. [17]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Adobe</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durumeric et al. [14]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Gmail</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durumeric et al. [14]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. [22]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDN [44]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>.nl</td>
<td>5.9M</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kambourakis et al. [26]</td>
<td>2019/20</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>3236</td>
<td>80.7%</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [31]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajang et al. [45]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>2.04M</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yajima et al. [34]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Tranco</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54.1%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our work</td>
<td>2020/21</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 8: Overview of large provider sets used in related work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rel. W.</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Durumeric et al. [14]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Manually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Foster et al. [17]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Adobe leak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Hu et al. [22]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Manually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Lee et al. [31]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Adobe leak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Tajang et al. [45]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Manually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Liu et al. [32]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Our work</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>passive DNS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
setup for our measurement. Similar to us, Lee et al. [31] used 14 target domains to measure DNSSEC, STARTTLS, and DANE validation in 2020. However, they only measured the top 29 providers ranked by email addresses in the Adobe leak. The measurement setup is similar to ours, but contrary to Lee et al., we actively engaged participants to send emails to our target domains. Hence, we were able to cover a wider range of providers. Our set of large providers also differs from Lee et al. as we used a more comprehensive ranking method, similar to that of Liu et al. [32]. Other studies evaluate email-related protocols from the receiver’s perspective [2,14,17,26], i.e., evaluating emails once they are successfully delivered. For example, studying DNS TXT records between 2015 and 2018, van der Toorn et al. [46] observed a rise in the adoption of email security standards, such as SPF and DKIM, and attributed this to stricter policies from large email providers. However, this line of work generally finds similar problems on the receiver side as we observed on the sender side, e.g., the high complexity of standards, generally low adoption, and therefore, low validation rates. Durumeric [14] found that SPF network ranges are usually configured overly broad, e.g., nearly 30% of domains allow IPv4 address ranges of more than a /16 to originate emails. Furthermore, SPF inclusions are not used carefully, and a multitude of domains trust the same handful of cloud providers. Hu et al. [22] found that 34 of 35 (97%) of popular email providers deliver forged emails to inboxes even if validation of either one or multiples of SPF/DKIM/DMARC failed. Tatang et al. [45] compiled a list of DKIM selectors and found that domains do not only commonly share the same selector, but also the same key.

**Standard Complexity.** In 2021, Yajima et al. [34] first discussed how standards’ complexity influences their adoption rate. They measured DNS-based security mechanisms and found that setup difficulty influences the adoption rate. Their rating of setup difficulty awards points for the following configuration aspects: DNS record (1pt); DNS server configuration (2pt); email server configuration (2pt); web server configuration (2pt); required third party (3pt). DNSSEC and DANE score the highest with 6 points. While DANE is a relatively new standard introduced in 2012, DNSSEC was introduced in 1999 and still faces a relatively low adoption and validation rate. Potential causes include a (perceived) high risk of service disruptions due to misconfigurations – even in 2021, we still regularly see outages of top-level domains due to misconfigured DNSSEC [24] – and complexity in maintaining DNSSEC. Further investigating the complexity of DNSSEC key material handling, Chung et al. [8] found that a majority of domains roll keys too infrequently, use weak keys, or do not perform rollovers correctly.

7 Discussion

Successful system operation includes design, implementation, and maintenance. In a world of ubiquitous networking, systems like the email ecosystem cannot be redesigned from scratch, but have to be carefully adapted. This means that successful further development has to consider the impact of improvements on the existing ecosystem. Hence, our measurement provides a perspective on the current state of email.

Our measurements pinpoint an apparent gap between the email ecosystem as standardized by the IETF and its actual deployment. Recently introduced standards such as TLSA (validation) have not made it into practice. Thus, our results suggest that the development of new email standards has to be accompanied by strategies fostering their actual deployment.

7.1 Heavy-tail Email

A pattern that emerges in our measurements as well as in the work of, e.g., Liu et al. [32] is the heavy-tail nature of email: As Table 4 shows, a small portion of operators provide email services to the majority of users and domains on the Internet. Our investigation of related work also shows that studies often focus only on this top part of email providers. However, when we want to understand the email ecosystem, the major challenge is identifying and measuring the diverse tail of email providers and small self-hosted email instances. This becomes particularly challenging if – like in our measurements – user participation is necessary, and might lead to a situation where smaller providers are less investigated with potentially negative impact on their security, resilience, etc.

In a more techno-philosophical dimension, this development also raises concerns in the context of centralization. For example, in 2021 Fiebig et al. measured the migration of universities to large cloud providers, including their email infrastructures [15]. Centralization might accelerate the adoption of standards (e.g., if the relevant players are directly involved in standardization), but this can also potentially enforce the deployment of burdensome standards by small operators, effectively creating a walled garden. Beyond, failure of a single large provider, either due to an accidental error or a deliberate attack, affects a large share of users/domains, emphasizing the importance of decentralization and diversity for the resilience of the overall email ecosystem.

What we certainly highlight – if we want to keep a distributed Internet – is that future development efforts should not only focus on improving standards themselves, but also make it easier to follow these standards and enable operators to run their email infrastructure in full standard compliance. We encourage RFCs drafted by the IETF to be accompanied by technical and organizational measures facilitating implementation, reducing the gap between standardization and deployment.

7.2 Delivery vs. Adoption

Looking at the large provider dataset in our study, we find that currently especially large providers prioritize email delivery over security, e.g., DNSSEC validation is enabled for
Google’s public DNS service, but not for the resolvers Gmail relies on. This is understandable from an operational standpoint but suggests that security is still considered subordinate to functional goals. We conjecture that Google prioritizes the deliverability of emails over strict enforcement of DNSSEC. The status-quo appears to represent an upside-down world: precisely for large providers, the deployment of a new security feature appears manageable; yet, they refrain from doing so in a strict manner. At the same time, small operators implement the respective features at a disproportionate operational overhead.

This divergence of the email ecosystem ultimately creates challenges, as new security features often do address actual problems. Hence, the operations community must discuss how this divide can be addressed in the future. The Registrar Scorecard has already proven that financial incentives are successful [44]. Thus, we suggest including the design of such systems already during standardization. The Internet Governance Forum also recommends financial incentives by translation of standards into business cases [47]. However, this poses various challenges, among others the collaboration of multiple stakeholders, funding, and the operation of respective evaluation systems, which have to be solved by future work.

7.3 Standard Deployment and SPAM

In our study, we find that TLS enforcement and IPv6-only delivery have a significant impact on the amount of SPAM systems receive. While IPv6-only delivery naturally has a significant negative impact on legitimate emails being delivered, this impact is smaller when enforcing TLS. According to our measurements, emails from about 10% of regular providers would be affected. However, it is hard to determine an adoption threshold for which enforcement of standards is justified. On the one hand, TLS is an old and well-understood standard, fully supported by large providers which represent the driving force in standard deployment; also the implementation effort is low compared to other standards like DNSSEC or DANE. On the other hand, it is unclear why 10.1% of these providers have not implemented (START)TLS. If this is the case because delivery is still possible without, enforcement of TLS should take place; if the reasons are rooted in structural aspects (e.g., lacking support for certain types of systems or adequately educated staff), we suggest to target these root causes first, again requiring additional technical and organizational measures accompanying RFCs.

8 Conclusion

We investigated email delivery, especially in terms of protocol use (IPv4 vs. IPv6, recursive DNS servers’ configuration, TLS sending support) and thereby complement existing related work, which mostly investigated the receiving side of the email ecosystem. Together with a review of related work on email delivery, this allows us to paint a comprehensive picture of the complexity of email delivery in 2021.

We find that ‘new’ protocols and extensions relevant to email delivery, like IPv6 and DNSSEC, lack adoption. The overall ecosystem is slow in this regard, especially since large email providers prioritize email delivery and – while trying to offer as many options as possible to receive emails – take a conservative stance when trying to deliver emails to others. This highlights the importance of including the heavy-tail of smaller providers in email-related measurements. Our results show that standard deployment is lower than it could be. At the same time, we know that financial incentives work well to increase deployment rates. Hence, we suggest that such incentive systems should accompany Internet standards. However, continuous funding appears to be difficult; thus, future work should also address the impact of non-financial incentives.
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Abstract

Fast Internet-wide scanning is essential for network situational awareness and asset evaluation. However, the vast IPv6 address space makes brute-force scanning infeasible. Although state-of-the-art techniques have made effective attempts, these methods do not work in seedless regions, while the detection efficiency is low in regions with seeds. Moreover, the constructed hitlists with low coverage cannot truly represent the active IPv6 address landscape of the Internet.

This paper introduces AddrMiner, a systematic and comprehensive global active IPv6 address probing system. We divide the IPv6 address space regions into three kinds according to the number of seed addresses to discover active IPv6 addresses from scratch, from few to many. For the regions with no seeds, we present AddrMiner-N, leveraging an organization association strategy to mine active addresses. It fills the gap of address probing in seedless regions and finds active addresses covering 86.4K IPv6 prefixes announced by BGP, accounting for 81.6% of the probed announced prefixes. For the regions with few seeds, we propose AddrMiner-F, utilizing a similarity matching strategy to probe active addresses further. The hit rate of active address probing is improved by 70%-150% compared to existing algorithms. Moreover, for the regions with sufficient seeds, we present AddrMiner-S to generate target addresses based on reinforcement learning dynamically. It nearly doubles the hit rate compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. Finally, we deploy AddrMiner and discover 2.1 billion active IPv6 addresses, including 1.7 billion de-aliased active addresses and 0.4 billion aliased addresses, through continuous probing for 13 months. We would like to further open the door of IPv6 measurement studies by publicly releasing AddrMiner and sharing our data.

1 Introduction

Internet-wide active address probing is a prerequisite for Internet-scale network surveys. Existing network research and applications rely heavily on Internet-wide active address scanning. For example, the probed active addresses can be used to examine trends and adoption rates of different technologies [11, 30], measure network topology for reflecting interconnections of nodes [4, 52], probe Internet services for wide-ranging assessments [9, 25] and resource census [23], and test network security by measuring the attack surface [16, 34].

Under IPv4, it is feasible to achieve Internet-wide active address probing by brute-force scanning the entire IPv4 address space at the minute level with high-speed scanning tools such as ZMap [9]. With the rapid development of the Internet as a globally crucial infrastructure, IPv4 no longer meets its development needs, and IPv6 has been promoted and deployed at an accelerated pace worldwide. For example, more than 36.6% of users accessed Google via IPv6 in 2021, compared to fewer than 0.7% in 2012 [21]. However, under IPv6, there are significant challenges to Internet-wide active address discovery. The main reason is that the vast address space of IPv6 makes it more difficult, if not infeasible, to obtain globally active addresses. For example, it would take at least millions of years to scan the entire IPv6 address space using 10 Gigabit links and high-speed scanning tools such as ZMap [9].

To address this issue, researchers usually collect known active IPv6 addresses (i.e., seeds), learn the characteristics of seeds, and generate the target addresses that may have a higher probability of being active for scanning. Although previous research efforts have examined how to detect active IPv6 addresses, the issue of how to perform comprehensive global active IPv6 address discovery remains, mainly in the following aspects:

1. Limited usage. In regions where seeds are missing, existing methods cannot perform effective active IPv6 address probing or even work [7, 15, 18, 24, 33, 36, 47, 51]. This is because they need to learn the characteristics of the seeds to generate target addresses that are more likely to be active. There is still a gap in active IPv6 address probing in regions lacking seeds.

2. Limited detection efficiency. State-of-the-art algorithms [7, 24, 47] have improved the efficiency of active IPv6 address probing. However, these methods are too dependent on seeds. The seed address sampling bias reduces the efficiency of
active address probing because it makes the characteristics of the actual active address inconsistent with those of the seeds.

(3) Limited coverage. Previous studies, while building a list of active addresses, called IPv6 hitlist, have tended to be limited to a few IPv6 prefixes announced by BGP [15, 18, 42, 47]. For example, active IPv6 addresses in the latest hitlist [18] cover only 25.5K announced prefixes, which is only 21.3% of all announced prefixes. They are not truly representative of the active IPv6 address landscape of the Internet. Active detection methods by analyzing seeds are often also limited by the coverage of the seeds [15, 18, 24, 33, 36, 42, 47, 51].

In general, there still lacks a systematic methodology for comprehensive global active IPv6 address probing. To solve the above problems, we design and implement an active address probing system, AddrMiner (§4). At its core, AddrMiner divides active address probing into three sub-tasks: active IPv6 address probing for 1) address space regions with no seeds, 2) address space regions with few seeds, and 3) address space regions with sufficient seeds, respectively.

First, we present AddrMiner-N for the address space regions without seeds (§5). The core idea is based on the observation that address patterns (i.e., structure) tend to have similarities across network configurations. It obtains common patterns by mining the structural features of active addresses collected in other regions, and then migrate to regions without seeds to generate targets for scanning. AddrMiner-N leverages graph data structures to describe the similarity of address structure features under different networks (§5.2). Then, it uses graph community discovery algorithms to mine common address structure features for building a common pattern library (§5.3). We observe that the address configuration patterns are more similar within the same network organization than within different organizations. AddrMiner-N selects the most similar patterns from the library based on organization association strategy to generate targets (§5.4).

Second, we propose AddrMiner-F, an active address probing algorithm for the case where the address space regions contain few seeds (§6). Existing methods cannot effectively learn seed characteristics for active address probing in this scenario due to the lack of seeds. The core idea of AddrMiner-F is also to generate targets for probing by selecting the most relevant patterns from the common pattern library and migrating to regions with only a few seeds. Similar to AddrMiner-N, AddrMiner-F first uses the same method to build a common pattern library (can reuse the one built by AddrMiner-N). Then, it improves the efficiency of address detection by extracting relevant patterns from the common pattern library to generate scanning targets using only a few seeds. This is because a few seeds can also provide some information for guiding pattern selection.

Third, we present AddrMiner-S, which learns the density characteristic of seeds and corrects density bias to find the real high-density regions of active addresses for address detection, for the case where the address space regions contain sufficient seeds (§7). The key idea of AddrMiner-S is motivated by the higher density regions of active addresses, the higher the hit rate of active addresses. It uses reinforcement learning to update the density distribution of the seeds based on the rewards found for the active addresses and moves toward the actual address distribution to correct the density bias caused by the sampling of seeds.

AddrMiner naturally works in all announced prefix spaces and enables comprehensive active IPv6 address probing in different scenarios by correspondence algorithms to gradually discover active IPv6 addresses from scratch, from few to many.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

- We present an active IPv6 address probing method, AddrMiner-N. It fills the gap of address probing in the seedless address space regions and discovers active IPv6 addresses covering 86.4K prefixes announced by BGP, accounting for 81.6% of all announced prefixes.
- We propose an active IPv6 address probing algorithm, AddrMiner-F, which can further discover active IPv6 addresses in address space regions with few seeds. It can find 70%-150% more active addresses than AddrMiner-N and the state-of-the-art algorithms.
- We present an efficient active IPv6 address probing method, AddrMiner-S, which can efficiently perform active IPv6 address probing in address space regions with sufficient seeds. Compared with state-of-the-art algorithms, the results show AddrMiner-S improves the hit rate of active addresses from 28.9% to 56.3%.
- We originally design and implement a global active IPv6 address probing system and discover 2.1 billion active IPv6 addresses, including 1.7 billion de-aliased active addresses and 0.4 billion aliased addresses, through continuous running AddrMiner for 13 months. The developed code and continuously probed active addresses are made publicly available at:

  [https://github.com/AddrMiner/AddrMiner](https://github.com/AddrMiner/AddrMiner)

2 Background

In this section, we briefly introduce the background of IPv6 addresses and discuss the characteristics of IPv6 addresses.

IPv6 addresses are 128 bits long. IPv6 unicast addresses consist of a global routing prefix, a local subnet identifier, and an interface identifier (IID). We represent IPv6 addresses in a human-readable text format using eight groups of four hexadecimal characters, each group having 16 bits in total, separated by a colon (“:”). We refer to each hexadecimal character (corresponding to the four bits
IPV6 addresses have the following characteristics. (1) Vastness of IPV6 address space: IPV6 address space is $2^{128}$, $2^{96}$ times of IPV4 address space. This makes active IPV6 addresses very scarce and more hidden, making it a challenging task to find active IPV6 addresses. (2) Diversity of IIDs: IID can be assigned in various ways, such as static configuration [20], stateless address autoconfiguration [37], and DHCPv6 [40]. IPV6 addresses with random IIDs are more difficult to detect.

3 Related Work and Motivation

This section reviews related work and clarifies the motivation of our work on discovering active addresses in the vast IPV6 address space. The existing work can be divided into the following three categories:

Public Resources Extraction. This method obtains active IPV6 addresses through public resource lookup or resolution [6, 13, 18, 50]. DNS is a common and effective channel. Strowes et al. [50] obtained 965K globally routable IPV6 addresses by exhaustively enumerating the reverse DNS domains in the IPV4 address space and performing AAAA queries on the results. Fiebig et al. [13, 14] walked the rDNS tree and collected 5.8M IPV6 addresses. Borgolte et al. [6] also obtained 2.2M IPV6 addresses through DNSSEC-signed reverse zones. Besides, Gasser et al. [18] collected 58.5M IPV6 addresses from public data sources, including Domain Lists [1, 2, 17, 41, 44, 49], FDNS [46], AXFR [35], Bitnodes [54], and RIPE Atlas [38].

Although we can get IPV6 addresses through public resources, in the latest hitlist [18], these addresses only cover 25.5K announced prefixes, which is only ~21.3% of all announced prefixes. Therefore, it is challenging to obtain globally active IPV6 addresses from public sources alone.

Passive Collection. This approach entails passively collecting traffic or log files at vantage points and extracting active IPV6 addresses from them [15, 19, 42, 47]. For the first time, Plonka et al. [42] used IPV6 addresses collected from the activity logs of all customers accessing a global CDN as a dataset and analyzed the characteristics of active IPV6 addresses. Subsequently, Foremski et al. [15] proposed a technique for obtaining potentially active IPV6 addresses from the initial seed dataset. A similar attempt was made by [19, 47] using a large Internet Exchange Point as a vantage point to collect active IPV6 addresses.

However, the above studies have the following shortcomings. First, the vantage point used is not publicly available and is difficult for others to access. Second, to obtain global active IPV6 addresses, many vantage points need to be deployed worldwide, with high probing overhead. AddrMiner removes the vantage point limitation and decreases the threshold for address probing. Any node configured with IPV6 network can use AddrMiner to probe active addresses.

Active Address Probing. A viable approach is to discover more active IPV6 addresses by collecting seeds, mining the structural patterns and characteristics of the seeds to generate target addresses, and probing the target addresses [7, 15, 18, 24, 33, 36, 47, 51]. Ullrich et al. [51] proposed a pattern-based recursive algorithm that greedily includes more seeds for scanning each iteration through a variable address range. Entropy/IP [15, 18] learns the internal structural characteristics of seeds to generate target addresses and then scans them to discover active IPV6 addresses. 6Hit [24] combines the hierarchical characteristic of seeds to construct hierarchical space trees, and dynamically guides the direction of address generation based on the probing results. 6Gen [36] and DET [47, 48] use the density characteristic of seeds to detect active IPV6 addresses in high-density regions of seeds. 6GAN [7] aims to discourage aliased address generation via generative adversarial nets with reinforcement learning.

Although all the above methods improve active IPV6 address probing efficiency, the sampling bias of seeds makes the characteristics of actual active addresses inconsistent with those of seeds, resulting in the inability to efficiently generate target addresses for scanning. Although 6Hit attempts to use reinforcement learning to reduce the dependence on seeds, it simply uses the hierarchical characteristic and uses a space partitioning mechanism, which leads to random changes in the probe space to reduce the address probing efficiency.

4 Overview of AddrMiner

This section describes an active IPV6 address probing system, AddrMiner, capable of performing systematic and comprehensive probing of active IPV6 addresses to achieve the accumulation of detected globally active addresses from scratch.

Figure 1 illustrates a high-level overview of AddrMiner. It collects seeds to make an IPV6 hitlist from public sources and divides them into different announced prefix spaces. Then, it classifies these announced prefix spaces into different scenar-
ios based on the number of seeds each prefix space contains. The policy engine uses different policies for active address probing according to different scenarios. 1) For announced prefixes with no seeds, AddrMiner-N uses the organization association strategy to select candidate patterns to probe for active IPv6 addresses (§5). 2) For announced prefixes with few seeds, AddrMiner-F uses the similarity matching strategy to select candidate patterns to discover active addresses further (§6). 3) For announced prefixes with sufficient seeds, AddrMiner-S uses reinforcement learning techniques to learn seed address characteristics while circumventing the shortcomings of similar existing schemes to perform active address probing more effectively (§7). The classification of the scenarios for prefix spaces with seeds is discussed in detail in Appendix C. The detected active addresses discovered from the policy engine are tested for aliased prefixes. After eliminating the aliased prefixes, the de-liased active addresses are the globally active IPv6 addresses and are added to the IPv6 hitlist.

AddrMiner enables comprehensive probing of global active IPv6 address, and provides more and balanced data to support further measurement and security analysis of IPv6 networks.

5 AddrMiner-N

This section presents AddrMiner-N, which can guide active address detection under an announced prefix without seeds using patterns of active addresses under other prefixes owned by the same organization to which the prefix without seeds belongs.

5.1 Overview of AddrMiner-N

Since there are no seeds in the address space region, we cannot use seeds to guide active address probes. An effective way to generate targets under such regions is to use specific IPv6 address patterns, i.e., mining the structural characteristics of active addresses collected in other regions and then migrating to regions without seeds to generate targets for scanning. This idea is feasible due to the observation that address patterns tend to have similarities across network configurations [20]. Our analysis of the tens of millions of IPv6 addresses on the Gasser’s hitlist [18] confirms this observation. For example, gateway addresses often have a suffix of ::1 or ::2. Therefore, the crux of the problem is to obtain a common pattern library containing address patterns commonly used in address space regions that have seeds. Our solution, AddrMiner-N, is to use undirected graphs to represent the similarity between patterns (§5.2), and then use graph community discovery methods to find communities with high pattern similarity. Each community represents a common address pattern, and these communities construct a common pattern library (§5.3). Finally, it uses the organization association strategy to migrate these common address patterns to any announced prefix for address generation (§5.4).

5.2 Undirected Graph Construction

AddrMiner-N constructs an undirected graph to describe the differences between address patterns. The nodes represent the address patterns, and the weights of the edges represent the similarity between different patterns.

**Pattern Representation.** The address patterns constructed by existing strategies [20, 22, 29, 32, 47] often do not correspond to an accurate probing space. If the space is too large, such as Embedded-IPv4, it will waste a lot of probing resources and reduce the probing efficiency; if the space is too small, such as low-byte, it will limit the probing range and fail to find a large number of active addresses. To solve such a problem, we use Balanced Spatial Pattern Representation (BSPR) [31] to extract address patterns. B SPR can accept any IPv6 address set as input and generate flexible patterns representing the structural characteristics of that address set, which can be used to generate targets.

First, the B SPR uses four representations to describe the range of values for any nybble of an IPv6 address, including Single, List, Interval, and Wildcard:

- **Single:** The nybble takes a fixed value, which means that the addresses in the address set do not change in the value taken at that nybble position.
- **List:** The value taken for this nybble is variable, and the range is the set of values taken for the IPv6 addresses in the address set at the nybble position.
- **Interval:** The nybble value is variable. The range is a closed interval consisting of the minimum and maximum values of the IPv6 address set at the nybble position, possibly including values that do not appear at the nybble position.
- **Wildcard:** The nybble value is variable and ranges over
all hexadecimal values and may include values that do not appear at the nybble position, as indicated by the wildcard $^*$. To choose a suitable representation, BSPR introduces three statistics for each nybble of IPv6 address in the input address set: range, Shannon entropy, and value count. The range is equal to the maximum value of the value taken by the nybble minus the minimum value; the Shannon entropy can be calculated according to Formula (5-1); the value count is equal to the number of values that have appeared at the position of the nybble.

$$E(x_i) = - \sum_{v=0}^{\text{max}} p(x_i = v) \log_{16} p(x_i = v)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-1)$$

The base of Formula (5-1) is 16 because the value count of the nybble is 16, which makes the result of the Shannon entropy calculation fall into the interval $[0,1]$, where $x_i$ represents the $i$th nybble. The value range of $i$ is $[1,32]$, meaning the 32 nybbles of an IPv6 address. $p(x_i = v)$ can be obtained by dividing the number of IPv6 addresses that take the value $v$ at the $i$th nybble position in the address set by the total number of addresses.

Table 1 shows how BSPR decides the nybble representation based on these three statistics. Whether these three statistics are large or small is determined by three thresholds $t_r$, $t_e$ and $t_v$ for range, entropy, and value count respectively.

Second, BSPR needs to solve how to determine the value of the three hyperparameter thresholds. If the thresholds are set too small, the modeled address space increases rapidly. At one extreme, all three hyperparameters are set to 0, and the address generation patterns are all in Wildcard. If the thresholds are set too large, the modeled address space is too small. At the other extreme, all three hyperparameters are taken to their maximum values. The patterns of address generation are all in List, and the value of each nybble represented by List depends entirely on the value of the seed address set, which will aggravate the sample bias.

Suppose the counts of List, Interval, and Wildcard in a pattern are $L$, $R$, and $W$, respectively. $L_j$, $R_j$ represent the count of values taken at the $j$th List or Interval, respectively. The value range of Wildcard is the 16 values of a single hexadecimal number. Therefore, the size of the space range ($SR$) of any pattern string is thus calculated as follows:

$$SR = 16^w \prod_{j=1}^{l} L_j \prod_{j=1}^{r} R_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-2)$$

Since $l$, $r$, and $w$ are affected by the three hyperparameters, $t_r$, $t_e$ and $t_v$, $SR$ is a ternary function with respect to these three parameters. The domains of $t_r$ and $t_v$ are the integer of $[0,15]$ and $[1,16]$, respectively. The domain of $t_e$ is the real number of $[0,1]$, which can be discretized, for example, with an interval of 0.05. Let the range of the ternary function $Y$ be the set $N$. Since its domain of definition is a finite set, and the range of $Y$ is also a finite set. Let the number of elements of $Y$ be $N$. The most balanced space range $BSR$ chosen by BSPR should be the average of the $Y$ range. Here, we use the geometric mean because it is less influenced by extreme values than the arithmetic mean.

$$BSR = \sqrt[n]{\prod_{SR \in Y} SR}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-3)$$

Third, BSPR can choose the set of hyperparameters when the value of $SR$ is closest to that of $BSR$ as the values of $t_r$, $t_e$ and $t_v$, as shown in Formula (5-4). Finally, a pattern is generated based on Table 1.

$$\arg\min_{t_r, t_e, t_v} |SR - BSR|$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-4)$$

**Similarity Calculation.** The core of constructing undirected edges is to determine between which nodes undirected edges need to be created and the weights of these undirected edges. Since patterns are represented by strings, the common methods of calculating the similarity between strings can also be used. **AddrMiner-N** introduces Jaccard similarity [28] and Hamming distance-based similarity [53] to calculate the similarity between patterns (specific definitions are given in Appendix A).

Figure 3 shows an example of calculating the similarity between two pattern strings. Two main aspects are considered in the calculation: the similarity of the corresponding nybble representation and the similarity of the values taken by the

---

**Table 1: The relationship between the four representations and three statistics used by BSPR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$t_r \geq t_e \geq t_c$</td>
<td>Wildcard</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>$[1,cf]$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$t_e \geq t_r &lt; t_c$</td>
<td>List</td>
<td>$[1-e]$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$t_r &lt; t_e \geq t_c$</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>$[1-e]$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$t_e &lt; t_r &lt; t_c$</td>
<td>List</td>
<td>$[2be]$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$t_r &gt; t_e \geq t_c$</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>$[6-b]$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$t_r \geq t_e &lt; t_c$</td>
<td>List</td>
<td>$[679]$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$t_r &lt; t_e &lt; t_c$</td>
<td>List</td>
<td>$[67]$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
representation. For the similarity of the corresponding nybble representation, the main focus is to compare whether the two pattern strings have the same fixed value taken at the same nybble position, i.e., whether they belong to the Single representation or not. Non-Single representations include List, Interval, and Wildcard. We convert all Single representation nybbles to a zero value, and Non-Single representations are represented as one, as shown in Sequence 1 and Sequence 2 in Figure 3. In this way, the similarity of the corresponding nybble representation is obtained by calculating the Hamming distance between Sequence 1 and Sequence 2. Regarding the similarity of the values taken by the representation, Jaccard similarity is used to calculate the similarity of the two sets of values of the representation at the same nybble position. Thus, the similarity of the two pattern strings can be obtained by weighting the Jaccard similarity of the corresponding nybble with the Hamming distance-based similarity of each nybble representation as the weight. The calculation is shown in Formula (5-5), where \( a_i \) and \( b_i \) denote the values of Sequence 1 and Sequence 2 at the \( i \)th position, and \( A_i \) and \( B_i \) indicate the sets of values of pattern strings \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) at the \( i \)th nybble representation, respectively:

\[
\text{score} = \sum_{i=1}^{32} r_i(a_i, b_i) \cdot J(A_i, B_i), \tag{5-5}
\]

where \( r_i \) indicates Hamming distance-based similarity at the \( i \)th nybble and \( J \) indicates Jaccard similarity.

Finally, a threshold value \( h_{\min} \) needs to be determined. If the similarity between two pattern strings exceeds \( h_{\min} \), an undirected edge is created. The similarity is used as the weight of that edge. Otherwise, no undirected edge is created. The length of announced prefixes generally does not exceed 56 (14 nybbles). Some prefixes are highly similar, e.g., 2a02:26f0:128:100::/56 and 2a02:26f0:128:500::/56, which causes the merge pattern to contain unannounced prefixes, e.g., 2a02:26f0:128:*00::/56, but addresses in the unannounced space are inactive. Therefore, when constructing the undirected graph, we set \( h_{\min} \) to 14.0 to avoid generating non-announced spaces as much as possible.

5.3 Pattern Mining

After constructing the undirected graph (§5.2), we apply the community discovery algorithm to cluster similar nodes in undirected graphs and build a common pattern library by mining common patterns from communities.

The graph community discovery algorithm will produce many communities. These nodes have high similarity in the same community but low similarity in different communities. After obtaining the community, we merge the patterns of the nodes contained in the community to extract the common pattern about the community. To make the pattern contain more seeds, we adopt the union method to obtain the pattern. Suppose that \( C \) represents a community, which contains \( k \) nodes. That is, \( C = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_k\} \). Then the common pattern of the community is: \( p_C = \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} p_i \). At the nybble positions corresponding to the different patterns, we take a union of the values corresponding to the nybble. Figure 4 shows the merging process of different patterns.

5.4 Organization Association Strategy

To probe active addresses under announced prefixes with no seeds, AddrMiner-N adopts an organization association strategy, the core of which is to extract the most relevant patterns of the specified announced prefix from the pattern library and then use them to generate target addresses for scanning. The reason for adopting this strategy is that address configuration patterns are more similar within the same network organization than within different organizations. In the constructed common pattern library, for example, the announced prefixes of organization "Wireless Broadband Service Provider Malaysia" contain the following common patterns: the sixth group of nybbles is represented by Wildcard, and the other nybbles are represented by Single, where the last nybble is 1, and the other nybbles are 0. Specifically, the prefix 2405:7c00:a004::/48 contains the pattern 24057c00a004000000000000000000000 and the prefix 2405:7c00:a000::/48 contains the pattern 24057c00a000000000000000000000000. AddrMiner-N makes full use of the organization information of announced prefixes to filter relevant patterns from the pattern library. The evaluation results in §8.1 show that this strategy can enhance significantly improve the probing efficiency.

Figure 5 shows the method of filtering the pattern library using organization labels. We first construct organization labels for the announced prefixes to which the patterns in the community are assigned.
pattern library belong. We obtain the organization label by querying the whois information in Hurricane Electric [10]. To avoid the influence of generic words on the organization association strategy, we remove generic words, such as corporation, international, etc. For example, the organization label of the prefix 2a01:111:2003::/48 is "Microsoft Corporation", we add an English word "Microsoft" to the organization label of the prefix. Similarly, we obtain the organization labels of the announced target prefixes in the same way. To calculate the degree of similarity between the organization labels, we next convert these labels directly into vectors by using the most popular fastText [5, 26, 27] pre-training model in word embedding. Then, we use Euclidean distance to calculate the similarity between the organization labels of the target prefix and the organization labels of each pattern in the pattern library. The calculation is shown in Formula (5-6) and yields a list of $k_{org}$ most similar patterns:

$$similarity = \sum_{i \in T, j \in W} d(v_i, v_j), \quad (5-6)$$

where $T$ is the set of words for the organization label of the target prefix, $W$ is the set of words for the organization label of a common pattern in the pattern library. This approach can identify the same network organization, e.g., identifying "Akamai Technologies, inc" and "Akamai International B.V." as belonging to the organization "Akamai" and thus selecting more relevant patterns. Note that when the similarity is small, i.e., the prefixes belong to different organizations, such as "Akamai" and "Fastly", the candidate patterns are randomly selected from the common pattern library.

After obtaining the candidate patterns, we use them to generate target addresses under the target prefix. More specifically, iterate over each candidate pattern to generate a specified number of targets, and then replace the prefixes of the generated target addresses with target prefix. Finally, we probe whether these addresses are active or not.

6 AddrMiner-F

Target regions with few seeds come from both (1) prefix space regions containing few seeds selected from the public IPv6 hitlist, and (2) transformed by detecting few active addresses after running AddrMiner-N in regions without seeds, and (3) transformed by detecting sufficient active addresses after running AddrMiner-F in regions with few seeds. If the address space regions have enough seeds, the state-of-the-art address generation algorithms based on seeds are effective attempts. They learn the characteristics of seeds to generate target addresses for scanning. However, due to the seeds’ sampling bias, the characteristics of the seeds do not coincide with the characteristics of the actual active addresses under the address space regions. The sampling bias reduces the probing efficiency and wastes resources. Although 6Hit attempts to use reinforcement learning to eliminate sampling bias, it simply uses the hierarchical characteristic of seeds and it’s space repartition mechanism randomly generates target addresses to reduce the efficiency of active address detection. In our work, we propose AddrMiner-S, which learns seeds’ density characteristic and uses reinforcement learning to correct the discrepancies in the density distribution caused

With few seeds. We call this strategy of matching address patterns using few seeds the similarity matching strategy. AddrMiner-F also consists of three steps: undirected graph construction, pattern mining, and similarity matching strategy. Among them, the first two steps have been introduced in §5.2 and §5.3, respectively. The similarity matching strategy is described in detail below.

In this case, we have a small number of IPv6 seeds under the target prefix. Therefore, the similarity matching strategy mainly combines these seeds to filter out a more relevant candidate pattern list from the pattern library. Figure 6 shows the process of similarity matching strategy. We first use BSPR to obtain the patterns of few seeds under the target prefix (i.e., the target pattern). Then we traverse the pattern library and use Formula (5-5) to calculate the similarity between the target pattern and each pattern in the pattern library separately and find the $k_{heap}$ most similar candidate patterns. After getting the candidate patterns, we use the address generation method in §5.4 to generate the target addresses and probe whether they are active or not.

7 AddrMiner-S

Target regions with sufficient seeds come from three scenarios: (1) prefix space regions containing sufficient seeds selected from the public IPv6 hitlist, (2) transformed by detecting sufficient active addresses after running AddrMiner-N in regions without seeds, and (3) transformed by detecting sufficient active addresses after running AddrMiner-F in regions with few seeds. If the address space regions have enough seeds, the state-of-the-art address generation algorithms based on seeds are effective attempts. They learn the characteristics of seeds to generate target addresses for scanning. However, due to the seeds’ sampling bias, the characteristics of the seeds do not coincide with the characteristics of the actual active addresses under the address space regions. The sampling bias reduces the probing efficiency and wastes resources. Although 6Hit attempts to use reinforcement learning to eliminate sampling bias, it simply uses the hierarchical characteristic of seeds and it’s space repartition mechanism randomly generates target addresses to reduce the efficiency of active address detection. In our work, we propose AddrMiner-S, which learns seeds’ density characteristic and uses reinforcement learning to correct the discrepancies in the density distribution caused.
by the sampling of seeds. In space expansion, AddrMiner-S guide the target address generation in a larger address space by merging subspace density characteristic. The model about AddrMiner-S is built in Appendix B.

7.1 Target Address Generation Based on Reinforcement Learning

We know the higher the density of active addresses, the higher the hit rate of active addresses (The theoretical proof is in Appendix B). Although the active address density of each region in the real IPv6 network is unknown, we estimate the active address density of each region through Thompson sampling. After discovering seeds’ high-density regions, we use the reinforcement learning method to select candidate regions for generating target addresses in the seed address’s high-density regions, update the active address density distribution through feedback rewards of each iteration’s scanning results, and dynamically adjust the target address generation’s direction.

As the number of iterations increases, the evaluation of the probability of each action’s reward will become more accurate. Eventually, high-density regions of active addresses in the real network will be discovered, and address generation will be performed in the high-density regions.

Space Partition: We first discover the high-density regions $X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_t\}$ of seeds. To quickly cluster the density space distribution of seeds, we use the density space tree [47] to find high-density regions of the seeds in linear time. The root node represents the entire address space, and the leaf node represents a high-density region of seeds. In each node region $x_i$, there are two attributes $\alpha_i$ and $\beta_i$. Where $\alpha_i$ represents the number of active addresses probed in region $x_i$, and $\beta_i$ represents the number of inactive addresses discovered in region $x_i$. Initially, we take out all the leaf nodes from the density space tree as the high-density regions set $X$.

After discovering regions with a high density of seeds, we dynamically probe active IPv6 addresses based on reinforcement learning. The iterative process of reinforcement learning consists of three main steps: 1) Generate target addresses to probe (action), 2) Update the reward of probed regions with the number of active addresses and inactive addresses (action’s reward) to update the density distribution, and 3) Merge the nodes of the space tree to meet the needs of exploring a larger address space.

Target Generation: To adapt to the large-scale probing of addresses and speed up address probing, we select multiple target regions in each iteration, and the budget (the probing number of target addresses) consumed is $b$. Since the node region with a larger reward is more likely to discover active addresses, in each iteration, we select the top $P$ searchable regions based on the reward for target address generation in the candidate regions $X$. We use prior events (action’s reward) to evaluate the distribution of active address density. However, the larger space, the higher the risk of searching in the node region (more difficult to find active addresses). For example, in extreme cases, the hit rate of active addresses is extremely low in the entire IPv6 address space. To reduce the risk of low address probing efficiency due to excessive space, we use the region address variable space (variable dimensions) to adjust the probability of generating active addresses in each region. The number of target addresses generated in each region is calculated as follows:

$$p(x_i) = \frac{R_i}{\log(V_i) \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{p_i}{\log(V_i)}} \tag{7-1}$$

$$N(x_i) = b \times p(x_i) \tag{7-2}$$

Where $R_i$ indicates the expected reward in region $i$, $p(x_i)$ indicates the probability of generating target addresses in region $x_i$, $N(x_i)$ indicates the number of target addresses generated in region $x_i$, $V_i$ represents the number of variable dimensions in active addresses in region $x_i$, and $n$ represents the probing regions of the top $P$ percent of the candidate regions $X$, $b$ represents the budget consumed per iteration.

Reward Update: We update node regions’ reward to increase the chance of generating target addresses in high-density regions for next-round probing. After each round of probing, we need to update the probed node region’s reward value based on the probing result. Initially, we take out all the leaf nodes from the density space tree as the high-density regions set $X$ and each leaf node’s reward in $x_i$ is initialized as follows:

$$R_i^1 = Beta(\alpha_i^1, \beta_i^1) \tag{7-3}$$

where $R_i$ represents the expected reward in leaf node region $x_i$. Initially, $\alpha_i^1$ is the number of seeds distributed in the leaf node region $x_i$ plus 1, and $\beta_i^1 = 1$.

After each iteration, the expected reward of the probed region $x_i$ is updated as follows:

$$R_i^{t+1} = Beta(\alpha_i^t + \alpha^*, \beta_i^t + \beta^*) \tag{7-4}$$

where $\alpha^*$ represents the number of new active addresses from scanning result in node region $x_i$, and $\beta^*$ represents the number of new inactive addresses from scanning result in node region $x_i$. We assume $b^*$ represent the target address generated in the node region $x_i$ in each iteration. $\alpha^*$, $\beta^*$ and $b^*$ satisfy the following relationship: $b^* = \alpha^* + \beta^*$.

Node Merging: The search space in the node is defined as the seed address’s variable dimensions, but this will cause the search space to be incomplete. We adopt the method of merging upward after the child node’s search space is completed, thus ensuring that space not included in the child node can be searched in the parent node.

When a leaf node region needs to be merged, we need to merge all the leaf nodes of the subtree ($T$) rooted at this leaf node’s parent node to ensure that addresses continue to be generated in the high-density region. We can get all
the leaf nodes recursively, but the time consumption is too high. Because the leaf nodes of $T$ are all included in the density regions $X$ to be searched, we can store all the node’s child nodes during the tree-building process and only need to intersect with $X$ to get all the leaf nodes when merging. The merging strategy of the node’s parameters is as follows:

1) Probed addresses merge: The active addresses ($\alpha_f$) and inactive addresses ($\beta_f$) found in the parent node ($f$) region is equal to the union of the set of active addresses found in all child nodes ($C = \{x_1, \ldots, x_j\}$). The specific relationship is expressed as follows: $\alpha_f = \bigcup_{j=1}^{f} \alpha_i$ and $\beta_f = \bigcup_{j=1}^{f} \beta_i$.

2) Reward merge: The parent node’s reward value still satisfies beta distribution, and the reward = $\text{Beta}(\alpha_f, \beta_f)$ is calculated based on the active and inactive addresses obtained by strategy 1).

3) Space merge: The target address generation space of the parent node is equal to the variable space of the parent node minus the variable space of the child nodes. The specific relationship is expressed as follows:

$$f\_var\_space = f\_var\_space - \bigcup_{i=1}^{f} x_i\_var\_space.$$ 

8 Evaluation

This section highlights the evaluation of the effectiveness of active address probing for AddrMiner. AddrMiner is an active measurement method to discover active addresses. Therefore in our experimental evaluation, we compare AddrMiner with active address probing methods, not with passive collection methods (e.g., vantage point mirroring traffic) or public resource extraction methods (e.g., rDNS, Domain Lists, FDNS, AXFR). In all following experiments, we perform aliased prefix detection and aliased address removal.

**Data:** We automated the process of obtaining Gasser’s publicly de-aliased active addresses from December 2020 to June 2021, and obtained 46.2M active IPv6 addresses, covering 49.2K announced prefixes. In addition, we obtained 105,973 announced prefixes from the Pyasn project [3]. As shown in Table 2, we classify announced prefix spaces into no seed scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios Classification</th>
<th>The number of announced prefixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No seeds</td>
<td>56,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few seeds ($\leq 10$)</td>
<td>31,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>17,472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Hit rate of active addresses in the no seed scenario.

0.05, i.e., the top 0.05 percent of the highest reward nodes are selected for probing. We set $k_{org}$ and $k_{heap}$ to 10.0. The maximum number of seeds contained in each leaf node is 4, i.e., $\delta = 4$. We set the granularity of the IPv6 address representation to 4, i.e., $\gamma = 4$.

8.1 Efficiency of AddrMiner-N

Suppose $b_{count}$ represents the number of announced prefixes to be probed, $p_{count}$ indicates the number of candidate patterns for each announced prefix, and $g$ denotes the number of addresses generated in each pattern. Thus, the number of addresses generated in each announced prefix is $p_{count} \times g$, and the number of target addresses generated in all announced prefixes is $M = b_{count} \times p_{count} \times g$. We generate different numbers of target addresses for each announced prefix without seeds, i.e., $b_{count} = 56,730$, $p_{count} = 10$, and $g=1, 10, 100, 1000$.

Figure 7 shows the active address probing results of AddrMiner-N and other existing methods in the seedless address scenario. The vertical axis represents the average hit rate of probed prefix spaces without seeds ($b_{count}$). We found that state-of-the-art target address generation algorithms, including Entropy/IP [15], 6Gen [36], 6Tree [33], 6Hit [24], and DET [47], do not work in seedless regions since they need to learn seeds’ characteristics. Compared with random scanning, which has extremely high hit rate of only about 0.6%, AddrMiner-N has a higher hit rate of up to 3.6% for active address probing.

Furthermore, we perform a more comprehensive probing through the announced prefix space. We use 105,973 announced prefixes as probing regions, employ 500 patterns under each announced prefix, and generate 100 target addresses under each pattern, i.e., $b_{count} = 105,973$, $p_{count} = 500$, and...
Table 3: The probing results of the two probing methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probing Method</th>
<th>#Active Addrs</th>
<th>#BPFXs</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AddrMiner-N</td>
<td>158,959,500</td>
<td>86,423</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Scanning</td>
<td>708,697</td>
<td>1,421</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BPFXs: prefixes announced by BGP.

g = 100. Thus, we generated about 5.2 billion target addresses for probing. Table 3 shows the number of active addresses discovered by the two probing methods and the number of announced prefixes covered by the active addresses. AddrMiner-N discovered approximately 150.0M active addresses, covering 86.4K announced prefixes, accounting for 81.6% of all announced prefixes. It indicates that AddrMiner-N can perform active address probing over a broader address space and is more suitable for global active IPv6 address probing.

8.2 Efficiency of AddrMiner-F

In few seed scenario, we evaluate AddrMiner-F by comparing active address hit rate with AddrMiner-N and the state-of-the-art target address generation algorithms. We generated different numbers of target addresses among 31,771 announced prefixes containing few seeds, i.e., \( b_{count} = 31,771 \), \( p_{count} = 10 \), and \( g = 1 \), 10, 100, 1000. Figure 8 shows the hit rate of active address probing. When target addresses are small, DET, 6Hit, and 6Tree randomly generate target addresses in low nybble space. As the target addresses increase, the larger the target address will cause the hit rate to decrease. Therefore, in the scenario with few seeds, the state-of-the-art target address generation algorithms are inferior. The hit rate of active addresses is very low when the target space represented by the pattern is too large or too small. We probed all mined common patterns and found that the hit rate was highest when the pattern contained 2 variable nybbles ([32-256] targets). This is because we choose the pattern space closest to the probing number \( G \) to generate targets randomly. This explains why the hit rate of AddrMiner-N increases and then decreases in Figure 7 and Figure 8. As the number of target addresses increases, the expansion of the probe space reduces the effectiveness of similarity matching, which affects the efficiency of AddrMiner-F probing. However, AddrMiner-F is more effective overall than the other methods. When AddrMiner-F generates 10-10,000 target addresses for each announced prefix containing few seeds, the active address probing efficiency is improved by 70%-150% compared to existing methods. AddrMiner-F enables a more efficient transition from few active address scenario to sufficient address scenario.

8.3 Common Pattern Library Analysis

The common pattern library generated by AddrMiner is a set of pattern strings. We analyze this pattern library and provide some further guidance for active IPv6 address probing.

RFC documents [20, 32] presents several common patterns in the IID of IPv6 address, e.g., may be a low-byte IID with a run of zeroes followed by a low number, an embedded-IPv4 IID inserting one IPv4 address, an embedded-port IID including the service port in the lowest-order byte of the IID, an ISATAP IID with "0200:5EFE" flag and IPv4 address, an EUI-64 IID with an embedded MAC address. Table 4 shows the common address patterns, examples of pattern strings, and the ratio in the pattern library. We find that EUI-64 IID and ISATAP take fixed values at some locations where the address is fixed, so the pattern strings use the Single policy, which is a non-dynamically changing nybble, at these fixed locations. Low-byte address patterns will have more consecutive nybbles in the middle that takes on a value of zero and only change at the end in multiple consecutive nybble positions, such as 2001:db8:0000000000000000[1-a] for 2001:db8::1 or 2001:db8::4 for these types of IPv6 address structures. The high percentage of the low-byte address pattern in the pattern library means that a brute-force scanning can be attempted for such structures, i.e., fixing the value of the middle nybbles to 0 and traversing only the last consecutive nybbles. It explains the high hit rate of incremental scanning when the number of targets is small. In addition, AddrMiner can find many additional address patterns, such as the other types in Table 4, which also account for 63.49% of the total. Although such address patterns do not correspond to address patterns known from RFC documents, their stronger regularity can reduce the difficulty in brute-force scanning of such addresses and improve the efficiency of address probing.
In short, AddrMiner can dig out address patterns that not only contain the address patterns of RFC documents, but can also discover more valuable address patterns. We do not consider the assignment of given address space to one of the classes to be static. Furthermore, AddrMiner adds newly discovered addresses to the IPv6 hitlist, and updates the common patterns promptly for dynamic IPv6 address spaces.

8.4 Efficiency of AddrMiner-S

We evaluate the efficiency of AddrMiner-S in probing active addresses by comparing the active address hit rate of AddrMiner-S and the state-of-the-art algorithms.

Here, we randomly select announced prefixes that contain more than 1K seeds. We run the above algorithms for each announced prefix to generate target addresses with a budget of 10 times the seeds. Figure 9(a) illustrates the address probing efficiency of AddrMiner-S in announced prefixes with sufficient seeds. We observe that the active address hit rate of AddrMiner-S outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms in every announced prefix. In particular, the active address hit rate of AddrMiner-S reaches 35.2% in prefix 2001:1291::/32.

To further validate the efficiency of AddrMiner-S, we randomly select 1M active addresses as seeds from Gasser’s public hitlist. We use AddrMiner-S and state-of-the-art algorithms (Note that 6GAN is not suitable for large-scale global active address detection since the time complexity is too high based on deep learning framework) to generate target addresses with budgets ranging from 10M to 50M. We set the budget b consumed for each iteration to 10K. Figure 9(b) shows the probing results after removing the aliased addresses. We find that AddrMiner-S outperforms the other algorithms. When the budget is 50M, the hit rates of the algorithms from highest to lowest are AddrMiner-S (56.3%), DET (28.9%), 6Tree (12.9%), 6Gen (14.6%), and Entropy/IP (3.1%), 6Hit (2.6%), and the hit rate of AddrMiner-S is almost twice as much. In particular, 6Hit has a high hit rate when the budget is small. Still, space expansion leads to a rapid decrease in hit rate as the budget increases because the target addresses are generated randomly due to the spatial repartition mechanism of 6Hit. AddrMiner-S maintains the state learned from subspace during space expansion to avoid a rapid decrease in hit rate and effectively improve detection.

In the ideal sampling case, the density distribution of seeds is consistent with the density distribution of active addresses in the actual network. The reward (R_t) of each iteration reflects the active address density distribution of the real network. The density distribution of seeds updated by rewards in the next iteration (R_{t+1}) is more convergent to the distribution of active addresses in the actual network compared to the previous iteration (R_t). Therefore, the similarity between the current seed address density distribution and the actual network’s active address density distribution can be obtained by calculating the difference in reward ranking after each iteration using Hamming distance. As shown in Figure 9(c), the density distribution of seeds increasingly converges to the density distribution of active addresses in the actual network as the number of iterations increases. In addition, AddrMiner-S strikes a balance between exploration and exploitation (the specific analysis is given in Appendix D).

9 IPv6 Hitlist

AddrMiner probes each IPv6 prefix announced by BGP, requiring approximately one month to probe all announced prefixes. As the number of all announced prefixes exceeds 100K, this results in a long probing time. Therefore, to deal with the dynamic changes in the IPv6 space, we repeat the probing of IPv6 prefixes announced by BGP every month. The probe period should be set as short as possible to get a more accurate view of active IPv6 addresses, depending on the probe resources. We have developed AddrMiner for continuously probing active IPv6 addresses worldwide for 13 months and discovered 2.1B active addresses (covering 86.4K announced prefixes), including 1.7 billion de-aliased active addresses (IPv6 hitlist) and 0.4 billion aliased addresses. Meanwhile, we found 1.1M aliased prefixes, which are described and analyzed in Appendix E. The IPv6 hitlist is analyzed as follows:

Time Characteristics. Active IPv6 addresses have time characteristics. IPv6 addresses, especially client addresses, have a short lifetime. Therefore, when a probe response is received, we can only determine that the IPv6 address is active at the response time. We analyze the stability of addresses to determine addresses’ lifetime, mainly by separating server addresses, router addresses, persistent or stable client addresses, and temporarily active client addresses.

We define nd-stable to represent the stability of the address. For example, 1d-stable is active for at least one day during the continuous detection period, and nd-stable address means active for at least n days. The address active of nd-stable is also the address of (n-1)d-stable. We send an ICMPv6 request to each address we collect every day and record these addresses’ lifetime according to the response information from January 8, 2021. As shown in Table 5, we found that the long-term active addresses(100d-stable addresses) are more than 46%. Compared with temporarily active client addresses, long-term active addresses are more meaningful for detection.

IID Analysis. We analyze the IID types of active address assignments to understand the global IPv6 address configuration landscape. Utilizing the addr6 tool [12], we have divided the IID portion of IPv6 addresses into different types.

In Table 5, we analyze the IID allocation types of different stable addresses. The 1.7 billion 1-stable de-aliased addresses mean IPv6 hitlist we collected. We found that pattern-bytes (some discernible patterns) IID addresses accounted for as high as 40.8%, closely related to our detection strategy because we mainly detect active addresses by constructing common pattern library (similarly, low-byte IID and embedded-
IPv4 IID addresses). In addition, the IPv6 hitlist contains 24.2% of randomized IID addresses, which are randomly generated in high-density regions. The EUI-64 IID addresses are only 4.2%. This is because Gasser’s hitlist contains a small proportion of EUI-64 IID addresses. At the same time, the detected address space is small, and there is no address generation in the EUI-64 flag. In vertical analysis, we found that randomized IID and EUI-64 IID addresses are more unstable during continuous detection. The proportion of temporarily active client addresses is high, and the lifetime is less than seven days. Embedded-IPv4 IID, low-byte IID, and pattern-bytes IID addresses have high stability and a long lifetime. These are more likely to contain long-term active and stable client addresses, server addresses, router addresses, etc.

We further analyze the organization and location distribution of active addresses in the IPv6 hitlist in Appendix F.

10 Ethical Considerations

To perform global IPv6 address probing, we follow ethical conventions for network measurement, including recommendations provided by Partridge et al. [39] and Dittrich et al. [8]. We first evaluate whether active address measurements induce harm to the probed hosts and networks. We send only one probe packet to each IP address, which minimally affects the host and the network where the IP is located. To avoid duplicate probes, AddrMiner removes IPv6 addresses that have already been probed from the generated target addresses. Next, we evaluate whether the probing behavior will cause harm to the local network. We will use distributed probes with a probing rate limit of 10 Mbps per probe to avoid causing problems to the network where the probing point is located during active address probing.

11 Conclusion and Future Work

This work proposes a systematic methodology, AddrMiner, which comprehensively probes the global active IPv6 addresses. We follow ethical conventions for network measurement. AddrMiner divides the global active IPv6 address probing into three scenarios and accumulates active addresses from none to many. We used AddrMiner to probe the global active IPv6 addresses and found 2.1 billion active addresses within 13 months. AddrMiner removes the limitation of using a vantage point for active IPv6 address probing. Our work will effectively support more researchers to conduct in-depth IPv6 network measurement and security research. We share code and data at: https://github.com/AddrMiner/AddrMiner.

In future work, we will continue to probe active IPv6 addresses. In addition, the blocking strategies and middle boxes can affect the detection of active addresses [25], we will further study their impact on active address detection.
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A Similarity Definition

In this section, we give the definition of Jaccard similarity and Hamming distance-based similarity.

- **Jaccard similarity**: Jaccard similarity can be used to calculate the similarity between two sets. The calculation is shown in Formula (1), where $U_1$ and $U_2$ are both sets. In particular, if $U_1$ and $U_2$ are both empty sets, then $J(U_1, U_2)$ is 0.

  $$J(U_1, U_2) = \frac{|U_1 \cap U_2|}{|U_1 \cup U_2|}$$  

- **Hamming distance-based similarity**: For two sequences of the same length $z_1$ and $z_2$, their similarity based on Hamming distance is calculated as follows:

  $$S_{HD} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} r(z_1[i], z_2[i])$$

  $$r(a, b) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } a = b \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

B Model Building of AddrMiner-S

We use a multi-armed bandit model [45] based on Thompson sampling [43] to dynamically update the density distribution in the active address space to correct the inconsistency in the density distribution between the seeds and the actual active addresses.

We divide the IPv6 address space into different density regions $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k\}$, and each address region is an arm of the multi-armed bands. There are $k$ actions $A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k\}$, and $a_i$ refers to scanning the target address in $x_i$ and probing whether it is an active address, where $i \in [1, k]$. $\Theta = \{\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_k\}$ represents the mean reward. The distribution of each arm reward is the Bernoulli score with $\Theta$ as the parameter:

$$P(r|a_i, \theta_i) = \begin{cases} \theta_i, & \text{if } r = 1 \\ 1 - \theta_i, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  

When $a_i$ is played, the action produces a reward of one with probability $\theta_i$, and a reward of zero with probability $1 - \theta_i$. The $\theta_i$ can be interpreted as an action’s success probability or mean reward. Let the agent begin with an independent prior belief over each $\theta_i$. Take these priors to be beta-distributed with parameters $A = \{\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k\}$ and $B = \{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\}$. In particular, for each action $a_i$, the prior probability density function of $\theta_i$ is:

$$P(\theta_i) = \frac{\Gamma(\alpha_i + \beta_i)}{\Gamma(\alpha_i)\Gamma(\beta_i)}\theta_i^{\alpha_i-1}(1-\theta_i)^{\beta_i-1}$$

where $\Gamma$ denotes the gamma function. As observations are gathered, and the distribution is updated according to Bayes’s rule. It is particularly convenient to work with Beta distributions because of their conjugacy properties. In particular, each action’s posterior distribution is also beta distribution with parameters that can be updated according to a simple rule:

$$(\alpha_i, \beta_i) \leftarrow \begin{cases} (\alpha_i, \beta_i), & \text{if } a_i \neq i \\ (\alpha_i, \beta_i) + (r_i, 1-r_i), & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

In other words, we choose region $x_i$ to scan a target address. If we find the target address is active (reward = 1), we will add one to the corresponding $\alpha_i$ ($\beta_i$ remains unchanged); otherwise (reward = 0), we will add one to the corresponding $\beta_i$ ($\alpha_i$ unchanged). $\alpha_i$ represents the active address probed in region $x_i$, $\alpha_i + \beta_i$ represents the address budget consumed in region $x_i$, so the hit rate of active addresses in region $x_i$ is $\frac{\alpha_i}{\alpha_i + \beta_i}$. As in Formula (6), the $x_i$’s active address density is proportional to the hit-rate of active address.

$$x_i.density = \frac{x_i.active\ addresses}{x_i.size} \propto \frac{\alpha_i}{\alpha_i + \beta_i}$$

In active IPv6 address probing, the key issue is to achieve a high active address hit rate within a given budget. Assuming
that our probing budget is $B$ and the objective function of address probing is $f$, the active address probing is a combinatorial optimization problem of $(X, B, f)$, they need to satisfy the following relationship:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\alpha_i + \beta_i) \leq B \quad \& \quad \alpha_i + \beta_i \leq x_i \cdot \text{size}$$

(7)

$n$ represents the number of regions where the target addresses are generated. Our objective function $f$ represents the hit rate of the active address within the target address budget $B$.

$$f = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i + \beta_i}$$

(8)

A feasible solution $x \subseteq X$ that satisfies Formula (7), then the most effective solution $x^*$ is only if $f(x^*) \geq f(x), \forall x \subseteq X$.

C Seed Number vs. Probing Efficiency

State-of-the-art address generation algorithms learn the structural and distributional characteristics of seeds to generate target addresses that are more likely to survive. However, these techniques are overly dependent on the quality, quantity, and distribution of seeds. Theoretically, seed address-based target address generation algorithms cannot work in target regions with no seeds, nor can they work efficiently in target regions with few seeds. Next, we further explore the impact of the number of seeds on the efficiency of active IPv6 address probing.

From the previous measurements, we find that DET [47] has better probing efficiency than 6Tree [33], 6Gen [36], and Entropy/IP [15]. Therefore, we randomly select a different number of active addresses as seeds in any announced prefix with a sufficient number of seeds, and use DET to generate target addresses, with a budget of 10K.

Figure 11 shows the hit rate of active address probing for DET with a different number of seeds. We find that the hit rate of the active address is the lowest when the extreme case of the seed address is 1. At this point, the address probing strategy is the same as 6Tree and fixed-space brute force
Table 6: Overview of our IPv6 Hitlist on September 8, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>#IPs</th>
<th>#IPs³</th>
<th>#PFXes</th>
<th>#PFXes²</th>
<th>#Top AS1</th>
<th>#Top AS2</th>
<th>#Top AS3</th>
<th>#Top AS4</th>
<th>#Top AS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1d-stable</td>
<td>2.1B</td>
<td>1.7B</td>
<td>86.4K</td>
<td>83.8K</td>
<td>20.40%</td>
<td>16.39%</td>
<td>13.20%</td>
<td>9.45%</td>
<td>4.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7d-stable</td>
<td>1.5B</td>
<td>1.1B</td>
<td>85.7K</td>
<td>83.1K</td>
<td>23.41%</td>
<td>21.48%</td>
<td>14.44%</td>
<td>14.02%</td>
<td>2.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30d-stable</td>
<td>1.3B</td>
<td>919.4M</td>
<td>80.6K</td>
<td>78.0K</td>
<td>34.96%</td>
<td>29.75%</td>
<td>24.05%</td>
<td>3.85%</td>
<td>1.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60d-stable</td>
<td>1.3B</td>
<td>860.2M</td>
<td>80.3K</td>
<td>77.6K</td>
<td>36.74%</td>
<td>31.83%</td>
<td>19.62%</td>
<td>4.11%</td>
<td>1.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100d-stable</td>
<td>1.2B</td>
<td>783.7M</td>
<td>80.1K</td>
<td>78.5K</td>
<td>39.58%</td>
<td>34.93%</td>
<td>13.58%</td>
<td>4.52%</td>
<td>2.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Removing aliased addresses using aliased prefix detection: ★ Amazon, ■ Fastly, ♦ Imperva, ◀ ChinaTelecom, ✽ Cloudflare, ■ Akamai.
2 Removing aliased prefixes using aliased prefix detection.

Figure 12: The length distribution of aliased prefixes.

scanning. It builds a hierarchical space tree and prioritizes randomly generates target addresses in low nybble space, so the probing efficiency of this active address is poor (the hit rate is less than 0.01%). As the number of seeds increases, the hit rate of active address probing increases. When the number of seeds in the target region exceeds 100, the active address hit rate exceeds 10%. When the number of seeds exceeds 1000, the hit rate of active addresses remains stable. Therefore, the seed address-based target address generation algorithms are very dependent on seeds and cannot effectively perform global active IPv6 address probing when the number of seeds is insufficient. In this paper, we divide the global active IPv6 address probing task into three sub-tasks according to the number of seeds in the announced prefix spaces, including scenarios with no seeds, scenarios with few seeds, and scenarios with sufficient seeds. We empirically classify the announced prefix spaces. When the number of seeds in the announced prefix space exceeds 1000, we classify the announced prefix space with sufficient seeds. We classify the announced prefix space with few seeds when the number of seeds is not greater than 10. Solutions are designed for each of the above scenarios, effectively solving the global active IPv6 address probing problem.

D Verification of AddrMiner-S

Figures 10(a) to 10(e) show how the hit rate of active addresses and the number of merged nodes vary with the number of reinforcement learning iterations. AddrMiner-S can find more optimal address regions by merging nodes to discover active addresses (exploration) and generate target addresses (exploitation) in high-density regions. When the node space is fully explored, the node merging operation can further expand the address search space. During the exploration process, the hit rate of active addresses does not drop suddenly, ensuring the efficiency of active address probing and discovering new high-density regions. Thus, AddrMiner-S strikes a balance between exploration and exploitation. In Figure 10(c), the sampling bias of the seeds is small, so the hit rate is less volatile. In Figure 10(e), the sampling bias is obvious. As the number of iterations increases, high-density regions of the actual network are discovered, which effectively improves the efficiency of address probing.

E Aliased Prefix Analysis

During our evaluation process, we found that aliased prefixes profoundly impact the generation of IPv6 addresses. Because the entire prefix is configured on the same network device, when we do not judge the aliased prefix, all addresses in the aliased prefix space will return an ICMPv6 response packet. These addresses will consume probing resources and cause a lot of false active addresses. Therefore, in our probing system, we consciously detect the aliased prefix and remove aliased
addresses.

Figure 12 shows the length distribution of aliased prefixes. We found that the length of aliases prefix is mostly between /64 and /84. We also surprisingly found that 2,685 aliased prefixes are announced prefixes, such as 2401:5e40:8000::/33, assigned to Japan Network Information Center. We further analyzed and found that the target network opened FTP and Telnet ports and took anti-probing measures. Therefore, we inferred that the device where the prefix 2401:5e40:8000::/33 was located could be a honeypot, a decoy network, or a clustered storage system.

The aliased prefix, especially the entire announced prefix as an aliased prefix, may bring the following security problems: First, heuristic active address probing will guide a large number of probes into the aliased prefix space for probing (if there is no ability to remove the aliased prefix), it will cause excessive load on the network device configured with the aliased prefix, and even multiple normal probers will cause DDoS attacks. In addition, it may also affect the performance of the upper network.

F IPv6 Hitlist Introduction

We further analyze the organizational distribution and address location distribution of the IPv6 hitlist in Table 6 and Figure 13, respectively.
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Abstract

Network experimentation tools are vitally important to the process of developing, evaluating, and testing distributed systems. The state-of-the-art simulation tools are either prohibitively inefficient at large scales or are limited by nontrivial architectural challenges, inhibiting their widespread adoption. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of Phantom, a novel tool for conducting distributed system experiments. In Phantom, a discrete-event network simulator directly executes unmodified applications as Linux processes and innovatively synthesizes efficient process control, system call interposition, and data transfer methods to co-opt the processes into the simulation environment. Our evaluation demonstrates that Phantom is up to 2.2× faster than Shadow, up to 3.4× faster than NS-3, and up to 43× faster than gRaIL in large P2P benchmarks while offering performance comparable to Shadow in large Tor network simulations.

1 Introduction

Network experimentation tools promote the progression of network science: they aim to realistically reproduce the effects of distributed networks at scale in a controlled environment, enabling the scientific evaluation of performance and security across a range of system characteristics. Experimentation tools are particularly useful for large-scale distributed systems that are deployed in the real world, such as the globally expansive domain name system [50], peer-to-peer and content distribution networks [14], decentralized data-storage networks [52], and overlay networks [17]. Due to the sizes of these deployments and the internet’s great heterogeneity and rapid change [19], it would be extremely difficult to run scientifically controlled, replicable experiments with them in the real world. Tools that enable realistic, scalable, and controlled experimentation of large-scale distributed systems can help accelerate research, development, and education.

Large-scale distributed systems are often characterized by a complex set of algorithms and protocols that run in application-layer software. Previous work has found that it is prudent to directly execute this software as part of the experimentation process to promote realism [30, 54, 62]. However, there are nontrivial architectural challenges in designing tools that meet the scalability and realism requirements. Emulators such as Mininet [45] do not support large-scale systems because they are vulnerable to time distortion during periods of overload [44]. Simulators such as NS-3 [26] run application abstractions in place of real software which can cause unrealistic behavior and lead to invalid results [54].

To meet the large-scale distributed system requirements, the state-of-the-art tools are designed with hybrid architectures wherein a network simulator directly executes application code. However, tools that load and execute applications in plugin namespaces (i.e., NS-3-DCE [62] and Shadow [30]) suffer from compatibility and correctness issues and high maintenance costs: applications must be recompiled as plugins, complex code is required to load and run them, and the system calls they make often leak outside of the simulation. On the other hand, tools that run applications as Linux processes (i.e., gRaIL [54]) incur considerable inter-process overhead: we have measured at least a 10× performance penalty in running gRaIL due to inefficient process control, system call interposition, and data transfer mechanisms. No existing network simulator simultaneously overcomes the compatibility, correctness, maintenance, and performance challenges found in the state-of-the-art tools.

Introducing Phantom: We present Phantom, a novel, multi-process network simulator that: (i) precludes the compatibility, correctness, and maintenance issues that have plagued plugin-based designs; and (ii) overcomes the performance challenges of existing multi-process designs by innovatively synthesizing efficient process control, system call interposition, and data transfer mechanisms. In Phantom, a discrete-event network simulation core directly executes unmodified

1Approved for public release: distribution is unlimited.

1We use Phantom as a codename in this paper, but our design is merged into the open-source Shadow simulator and synonymous with Shadow v2 [4].
applications as Linux processes, allowing us to take advantage of native Linux process isolation and management. Phantom co-opts the Linux processes into a simulation environment by (i) preloading a shim library (via LD_PRELOAD) that is used to establish efficient mechanisms for process control and function interception; (ii) installing a secure computing (i.e., seccomp) filter in the processes to guarantee interposition on system calls that are not preloadable; and (iii) using a novel inter-process memory mapper that allows us to directly read and write process memory without incurring inter-process communication (IPC) overhead. Once the processes are co-opted, Phantom efficiently emulates system calls they make and facilitates communication over a simulated network.

**Novel Contributions:** This paper makes the following novel contributions to the state of the art in network simulation:

- The innovative design of Phantom, which for the first time shows how to minimize inter-process overhead in a hybrid, multi-process network simulator.
- A high-performance implementation of Phantom.
- An extensive evaluation of Phantom through which we find that it is up to $2.2 \times$ faster than Shadow, up to $3.4 \times$ faster than NS-3, and up to $43 \times$ faster than gRaIL in large P2P benchmarks while offering performance comparable to Shadow in large Tor network simulations.
- A verification of Phantom’s accuracy in small LAN and WAN networks and in large Tor overlay networks.

**Impact:** This work has high potential for broad impact across multiple communities for the purposes of research, development, and education. First, researchers building software prototypes can use Phantom to quickly evaluate their new distributed system designs in a large-scale network without needing to worry about complicated deployments that are difficult to manage. Second, Phantom can be built into developers’ testing frameworks so that new code can be continuously tested and discovered bugs can be identically reproduced. Third, with facilities to introduce network events (e.g., intermittent delays or failures), Phantom could help teach network and distributed systems courses. The Tor Project has already started using Phantom to develop and test new congestion control protocols before deploying them to the Tor network [57].

**Availability:** Phantom is merged into the open-source Shadow project as of v2 [4] and our artifacts are publicly available [3].

## 2 Background and Motivation

We motivate the need for Phantom by identifying the key requirements, existing architectures, and challenges for realistically simulating large-scale distributed systems. (See Appendix A for extended background on related tools.)

### 2.1 Requirements

**Scalability:** Recent work finds that it is imperative to run network experiments as close as possible to the deployed scale because reducing the scale can lead to a significant loss of confidence in the experimental results [40]. Although some statistical confidence can be recovered with repeated trials, it can take many more trials at a smaller scale to achieve the same confidence as larger scale simulations [40].

To increase the scale at which we can run network experiments, a correct and valid execution of the simulation workload should not depend on the computational abilities of, or passage of time on, the host machine. Decoupling the simulation from time and computational constraints allows us to scale without introducing artifacts in the results due to over-provisioning and time-distortion [44].

**Realism:** Distributed systems are often composed of a diverse set of applications that each contain complex logic. We should directly execute these applications in order to guarantee that our experiments identically replicate their logic and obtain the highest application fidelity possible [30, 54, 62]. Deployed system software is often under active development to fix bugs and develop enhancements. We should execute applications the same way they would be executed in deployment; we should not require recompilation or the maintenance of application patches or abstractions. Running un-modified applications enables us to decouple the application logic and programming language from that of the simulation.

**Control:** Large-scale distributed systems contain many variables, and changing any one of them can have cascading network effects that can lead to unexpected behaviors or results. We should support deterministic execution to obtain scientific control and to guarantee that the results produced by an experiment can be independently and identically replicated.

## 2.2 Traditional Architectures

Tools implementing strictly traditional architectures are unsuitable for evaluating large-scale distributed systems with logic primarily contained in application-layer software.

**Simulation:** Network simulators such as NS-3 [26] scale independently of the wall-clock time [67] and offer precise experimental control due to deterministic execution [13]. However, simulators traditionally run application abstractions in place of real software which can cause unrealistic behavior and lead to invalid results [54]. As a result, traditional simulators do not fulfill the application realism requirement.

**Emulation:** Network emulators such as Mininet [45] directly execute applications using real kernel network stacks and therefore offer better application realism. However, emulators lack perfect scientific control due to non-determinism [12]. Moreover, emulators are generally unable to scale independently of computational constraints: if the experiment host machine is overloaded, time distortion will exacerbate reproducibility issues [44]. We confirm this claim with an experiment in which we find that as the host machine becomes more loaded with virtual peers, *its packet forwarding capacity is limited* and a decreasing fraction of the sent packets are correctly forwarded (see §5.4 and Figure 14 for details). As a result, traditional emulators are useful only at small scales.
2.3 Hybrid Architectures and Challenges

A hybrid architecture is characterized by the ability to directly execute applications to promote realism while still running them in the context of a cohesive network simulation. As a result, a hybrid architecture enjoys the advantages of both emulation and simulation and offers the best opportunity to fulfill the scalability, realism, and control requirements discussed in §2.1 (see Table 1). However, there are numerous challenges with hybrid architectures that we believe have inhibited tools implementing them from achieving widespread adoption. We describe these challenges by the method for executing applications: plugin namespaces and processes.

**Plugin Namespaces:** In this approach, the simulator loads each application into a new plugin namespace (e.g., using `dlopen`) and directly executes the application in the context of that namespace while using function interposition (via `LD_PRELOAD`) to hook the loaded applications into the simulation environment. A plugin design is implemented in both NS-3-DCE [62] and Shadow [30] and has several limitations:

- **Compatibility:** The domain of supported applications is limited to those that are compiled as position-independent libraries (PIE) or executables (PIE) that export their symbols to the dynamic symbol table (`rdynamic`), are dynamically linked to `libc`, and make all system calls through `libc`. Rebuilding is tedious and impossible if the source code is not available (e.g., closed-source software or malware).
- **Correctness:** Relying solely on preloading is unreliable because only dynamically linked functions (e.g., those in `libc`) can be intercepted using `LD_PRELOAD`; system calls invoked via statically linked code or assembly instructions will leak outside of the simulation and cause errors.
- **Maintainability:** A custom dynamic loader [63] is required to load more than 16 namespaces at once, and a portable threading library [48] is used to support multi-threaded applications (these account for 62k LoC in Shadow; see §4). `libc` functions with nontrivial functionality must be reimplemented in order to intercept the system calls they make. These challenges have limited Shadow’s use to Tor network simulation [40] while work on simulating Bitcoin has been abandoned [48] and work on NS-3-DCE has mostly stalled.

**Processes:** In this approach, applications are executed as standard Linux processes and hooked into the simulation through the system call interface using standard kernel facilities. This design overcomes many of the limitations of the plugin approach: (i) the simulator can execute any existing application without rebuilding it; (ii) kernel subsystems guarantee reliable process isolation and correct system call interception; and (iii) the maintenance of a custom loader, threading libraries, and reimplemented `libc` functions is no longer required. However, the naïve way of connecting multiple processes in a cohesive simulation as demonstrated in gRaIL [54] requires the kernel’s process control (`ptrace`) subsystem and is significantly less performant than the plugin approach: we show in §5.4 that the run time of gRaIL (which extends NS-3) is 13× that of NS-3 alone, and 43× that of Phantom in experiments with fixed P2P messaging workloads. Worse performance in gRaIL’s multi-process design can be attributed to:

- **Process control:** The simulator needs to control the execution state of the processes as they progress through simulated time. The `ptrace` process control mechanism (`PTRACE_ATTACH` or `PTRACE_TRACEME`) incurs overhead that is quadratic in the total number of attached processes, limiting scalability (see Appendix B.1).
- **System call interception:** The simulator needs to intercept system calls made in the processes so they can be emulated. The `ptrace` system call mechanism (`PTRACE_SYSCALL`) requires at least 4 context switches for every system call, contributing substantial overhead relative to a same-process function call (see Appendix B.2).
- **Data transfer:** The simulator needs to access system call arguments referencing process memory (e.g., data buffers). The `ptrace` memory access mechanism (`PTRACE_PEEK` and `PTRACE_POKE`) requires an additional system call and mode transition for each word of memory, making it inefficient for large structs and buffers (see Appendix B.3).

Ideally, we want a simulator with the higher performance of the uni-process, plugin-based Shadow design (which does not incur inter-process overhead) and the improved compatibility, correctness, and maintainability of the multi-process gRaIL design. However, it was previously unknown if this ideal is attainable due to the multi-process challenges; indeed, we show throughout §5 that even a more efficient use of `ptrace` (see Appendix B) is still less performant than a uni-process design.

### Table 1: Properties of Network Experimentation Architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Example Tool</th>
<th>Scalability(^a)</th>
<th>Realism(^b)</th>
<th>Control(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emulation</td>
<td>Mininet [45]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>NS-3 [26]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>This Work</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Experiments scale independent of time or computational constraints. 
\(^b\) Unmodified applications can be directly executed without recompilation. 
\(^c\) Results can be deterministically replicated with the same RNG seed.

3 Design

In this section we describe the novel multi-process Phantom design that eliminates the limitations of the state-of-the-art plugin-based architecture and overcomes the performance challenges of the state-of-the-art process-based simulator.

3.1 Overview

The main component in Phantom is a discrete-event simulator which drives the simulation (see Figure 1). After initialization, the simulator directly executes the real applications of an experiment as Linux processes while using inter-process communication channels (IPC) between the application and simulator processes. Phantom co-opts the applica-
tion processes into the simulation by intercepting all system calls they make (e.g., socket, listen, connect, send, recv, poll, etc.) rather than allowing them to be handled by the Linux kernel. Phantom handles intercepted system calls by internally simulating common kernel functionalities that most applications expect to be available, such as networking facilities (e.g., buffers, protocols, and interfaces), event notification facilities (e.g., select, poll, and epoll), and file descriptor facilities (e.g., files, sockets, and pipes). As a result, Phantom emulates a Linux kernel to the applications while connecting them through a virtual, simulated network, and the applications need not be aware that they are running in a simulation.

3.2 Components

3.2.1 Simulation Controller Process

Phantom is a parallel, conservative-time, discrete-event network simulator that emulates a Linux kernel to the applications it executes. Simulations are driven by a single controller process which has two primary functions that occur successively during an initialization phase and an execution phase.

Initialization Phase: During initialization, the controller reads and processes configuration inputs. The inputs specify a number of virtual hosts that should be simulated, a network graph model that should be used to model network characteristics such as routing, latency, and packet loss between the virtual hosts, and the file paths and arguments needed to directly execute the applications on the virtual hosts. The controller initializes internal simulation state accordingly.

Execution Phase: Simulation work is organized into events that each occur at a discrete simulation time. Each event is assigned to a virtual host and stored in a host-specific event queue: a min-heap that sorts events by their simulation time.

The controller manages the global simulation clock and synchronizes simulation time by using time barriers to establish discrete execution rounds: time intervals during which events may be safely executed in parallel. The time barrier in a round is set such that no event that is executed for any host in that round will enqueue a new event for any other host in the same round. This conservative-time algorithm guarantees that simulation time always advances on each host, even when concurrently executing distinct hosts’ events. When the next event time in every host’s event queue exceeds the time barrier for the current round, the controller updates the global clock and advances the execution round.

3.2.2 Parallel Worker Threads

Phantom concurrently executes the events in each execution round using worker threads (workers) that are managed with high level abstractions we call logical processors (LPs). Phantom allows a configurable number of LPs and controls the state of an independently configurable number of workers such that only a number of workers equal to the number of LPs are concurrently active.\(^2\)

The following algorithm employs a work stealing [10, 65] strategy to schedule the worker threads, ensuring that each LP will always be running a worker thread as long as one with remaining work exists. When an execution round begins, one worker thread starts running for each LP while the remaining workers remain waiting. While running, a worker dequeues and executes all events that occur within the current round (as set by the controller) for all hosts assigned to it. When a worker completes all outstanding events for the current round, it: (i) starts running another waiting worker that has yet to run in this round (if any exist); and (ii) starts waiting to be run again during the following round. An execution round ends when all workers have entered the waiting state.

3.2.3 Direct Application Execution

During initialization, each virtual host is configured to directly execute some number of applications. Phantom internally creates virtual process and thread data structures to store the state needed to manage the execution of the applications (e.g., file descriptor tables and standard input/output handles).

Managed Processes and Threads: Phantom directly executes specified application binaries and allows for configuration of the command-line arguments and the start time within the simulation. Each application is launched by a Phantom worker with a vfork+execvp sequence.

The application execution procedure results in the creation of one or more Linux processes and threads that are managed by their parent Phantom worker. Each worker (i) uses our preload shim library to co-opt their managed processes into the simulation, and (ii) uses our inter-process communication mechanisms to modulate the running state of the managed processes such that only one of a worker and its managed processes are running at any time (thus maintaining that only one task per LP is concurrently active).

Preload Shim: In order to assist with controlling the managed processes and threads, we create a custom shared library, subsequently referred to as “the shim”, which is loaded into each managed process’s address space using the LD_PRELOAD environment variable. We use the shim to: (i) execute initialization code in the shim’s constructor functions and establish an inter-process communication channel (see §3.2.6); and (ii) intercept functions defined in libraries that are dynamically linked to the applications (e.g., l1bc; see §3.2.4).

\(^2\)Limiting the number of LPs to be at most the number of available CPU cores avoids performance degradation caused by CPU oversubscription.
3.2.4 System Call Interposition

Phantom co-opts processes into the simulation by intercepting functions at the system call interface using two interception strategies: preloading and seccomp (see Figure 2).

**Primary Strategy: Preloading:** Recall from §3.2.3 that Phantom preloads a shared library shim into each process it executes using the LD_PRELOAD environment variable. Because the shim is preloaded, the dynamic loader loads the shim before all other shared objects linked to the managed process and the shim is the first library searched when attempting to dynamically resolve symbols. This feature allows us to selectively override functions in other shared libraries by supplying identically named functions with alternative implementations inside the shim. Preloading is efficient, as it changes only the address of the instruction that is next executed when a dynamically-linked function is invoked. Therefore, we use preloading as our primary interception strategy.

Notice that preloading works by intercepting *shared library functions*, not *system calls*. While preloading can interpose dynamically linked calls to libc system call wrapper functions made from outside of libc, it cannot interpose the statically linked calls made from *inside of* libc (e.g., internal calls from `printf` to `write`). If using preloading alone, we would need to reimplement `printf` and any other libc functionality we wanted to support and not just the system call wrappers—an untenable engineering burden. Preloading alone would also fail to intercept system calls made without using libc at all, e.g., those made by directly using a syscall instruction.

**Secondary Strategy: seccomp:** Phantom intercepts system calls that are not handled by the preloading strategy using the kernel’s seccomp (secure computing) facility. The seccomp facility enables a process to set a filter on the system calls that are made by the process and to associate an action with the filter. We install a seccomp filter that traps all system calls except for: (i) `sigreturn`; and (ii) system calls originating from Phantom’s own preloaded shim. We install a SIGSYS signal handler for system calls trapped by the seccomp filter; whenever a system call matching the filter is invoked, the kernel traps it and instead calls our signal handler function.

We use seccomp as our *secondary* interception strategy because, although it can intercept all system calls, it is less efficient than preloading: it requires: (i) a mode transition from the process to the kernel when the system call is invoked; (ii) execution of the seccomp filter; and (iii) a mode transition back to the process to invoke the shim callback function. Because most system calls are preloadable, we infrequently incur the additional overhead from seccomp in practice.

### 3.2.6 Managed Process-to-Controller Communication

We use control channels to exchange *fixed-size* messages with each managed process (e.g., system call arguments), and a memory manager to exchange *dynamic* amounts of data (e.g., a buffer passed to a `send` system call; see Figure 3).

**Control Channel:** Phantom establishes a control channel with the shim of each managed process by allocating an initial block of shared memory and sharing the handle to this...
memory during process startup using an environment variable. This control block uses a fixed data structure layout that includes semaphores and messaging state (e.g., system call arguments). The semaphores provide a safe and efficient way for a message sender to signal that a new message is available and for a message receiver to wait for a new message; the controller uses this functionality to modulate the execution state of the process (see §3.2.7). We use shared memory and semaphores because we found this combination to perform better than alternative approaches (see Appendix C).

**Memory Manager:** We designed an inter-process memory access manager to enable the controller to directly and efficiently read and write the memory of each managed process without extraneous data copies or control messages. The memory manager tracks the memory mappings that are active across various regions of a process’s memory, which are analogous to the mappings found in the `/proc/<pid>/maps` file. Upon initialization, the memory manager creates a sparse memory file for each process, where a virtual address in the process corresponds to the same offset in the file. The memory manager initially remaps the process’s stack and heap memory regions into this file. As the process runs, the memory manager brokers all read, write, or other mapping requests that involve managed process memory in order to: (i) also map requests for anonymous private regions (such as those made when serving large allocation requests) into the shared file; (ii) maintain a consistent view of the process’s address space; and (iii) simplify system call handling by translating memory pointers to shared memory pointers as needed. Whenever the memory manager receives an access request for an address that is not mapped into the shared file, it utilizes the kernel’s `process_vm_readv` and `process_vm_writev` facilities to directly transfer data between the controller and the managed process’s address space without copying it into kernel space.

### 3.2.7 Managed Process/Thread Scheduling

We use the IPC control channel from §3.2.6 to control the execution state of each managed process. When a process first loads, it immediately waits on the channel semaphore to receive a message from Phantom before starting. When a Phantom worker runs (following the algorithm in §3.2.2), the worker initially sends a start message to the process it manages and waits to receive a message back from the process. The process then runs until it invokes a system call that is interposed as described in §3.2.4, sends a system call request message back through the control channel to the waiting Phantom worker, and waits to receive the system call result message from Phantom.

There are two possible scheduling outcomes when a Phantom worker handles a system call requested by a managed process. For system calls that can be handled immediately (non-blocking calls, or blocking calls for which a result is ready), the Phantom worker returns the result over the control channel and the scheduling cycle continues. For system calls that cannot be handled immediately (blocking system calls whose result is not ready), the Phantom worker must wait for some condition to become true (e.g., a packet to arrive or a timeout to occur). Such conditions are internally registered, and then the worker leaves the managed process in an idle state while it continues executing simulation events (and advancing simulation time). When the condition later becomes true (e.g., a timeout occurred), the worker executes an event that causes it to check the system call state and return the timeout result to the process over the control channel. The process continues executing and the scheduling cycle continues.

The effect of this scheduling process is that each Phantom worker only allows a single thread of execution across all processes it manages; each of the remaining managed processes/threads will always be idle, waiting for a result message from the worker for the previously requested system call. Using this scheduling process, Phantom has precise control over the execution state of all managed processes and guarantees nonconcurrent access of managed processes’ memory through the memory manager from §3.2.6.

### 3.2.8 Linux CPU Scheduling

Phantom is designed to work with the Linux CPU affinity (i.e., CPU pinning) scheduling feature. CPU affinity is a scheduling attribute associated with running Linux processes. A process’s CPU affinity can be adjusted to restrict the process to run only on a specified subset of CPUs (e.g., a single CPU). CPU pinning can improve performance by reducing the frequency of cache misses, CPU migrations, and context switches. In particular, Linux semaphores shared between two same-core processes incur fewer context switches than when shared between cross-core processes (see Appendix C).

Recall that Phantom will run either a worker thread or one of its managed processes, but never both at the same time. This design choice enables us to naturally pin each worker and all of its managed processes to the same core in order to capitalize on the CPU pinning performance benefits.
4 Implementation

We implement Phantom using the plugin-based Shadow as a basis because: (i) we will show in §5.4 that Shadow outperforms other simulators; and (ii) it will be fairer to compare the plugin- and process-based architectures using tools that share the same foundation. See Appendix A.3 for Shadow details. **Transforming Shadow:** We forked Shadow v1.14.0 and identified the components that are no longer necessary for Phantom. Of the 94,259 lines of code (LoC) in Shadow v1.14.0, we removed 47,959 LoC (50.9%) containing a custom version of the GNU portable threads library that was used to simulate application threading [48]. 14,498 LoC (15.9%) containing a custom loader that dynamically loads plugins using dlopen [63], and 6,559 LoC (7.0%) that implemented the interface between Shadow and the libc functions it preloads. We also found that 6,315 LoC (6.7%) implemented tests and 2,123 LoC (2.3%) implemented tools, leaving just 16,805 LoC (17.8%) implementing core simulator functionality that Phantom integrates (see Appendix D for more details). **Implementing Phantom:** We implemented Phantom’s design from §3 on top of our stripped down version of Shadow. Our full Phantom implementation supports 164 system calls and contains 56,742 LoC: tests account for about 15,653 LoC (27.6%), tools account for 1,956 LoC (3.4%), and the remaining 39,133 LoC (69.0%) implements core functionality.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate Phantom by running micro- and macrobenchmarks, by verifying its simulation accuracy, and by comparing it to related tools. (See Appendix E for additional details.)

In our benchmarks, we compare three distinct state-of-the-art simulator architectures (see Appendix A): (i) multi-process, seccomp (Phantom); (ii) multi-process, ptrace (gRaIL); and (iii) uni-process, plugin namespaces (Shadow). For fairness, we compare all three architectures running on top of an identical simulator framework and network stack (i.e., Shadow’s), thus ensuring that we can isolate performance differences and attribute them exclusively to the change in architecture and not to, e.g., differently inefficient code running in independent code-bases.⁴

All experiments use CPU pinning and our primary interception strategy (preloading) unless otherwise noted. All simulations were repeated ten times with unique seeds; we present the results as the mean across the ten trials with 99% CIs.

4 LoC are counted with the scc tool: https://github.com/boyter/scc
3 Because gRaIL was originally implemented on top of NS-3, we ported the design to Shadow by implementing ptrace as an optional alternative to the seccomp secondary interception strategy. We found and mitigated many sources of ptrace overhead (see Appendix B) and our implementation should be considered an optimized, near-best-case version of gRaIL.

5.1 Performance: Microbenchmarks

**Setup:** We anticipate that one of the major sources of overhead in a multi-process design is due to inter-process communication and context switching, which in Phantom occurs whenever a system call is executed. There are three main types of system calls: (i) blocking calls that require the simulator to update state (e.g., advance time) before returning; (ii) nonblocking calls that can return immediately; and (iii) input/output (io) calls that involve reading or writing a dynamically sized buffer. We benchmark these operations using a small program that either invokes the nanosleep system call (with a timeout of 1 for blocking or 0 for nonblocking), or invokes a write and then a read operation on a pipe. The program loops repeatedly for 10k iterations and measures the time required to complete each benchmark after timing 10k iterations of a no-op as a baseline. We report the difference between the mean time to execute each of the three benchmarks and the mean time to execute the no-op baseline.

**Results:** We ran the benchmarks in our multi-process architecture using several alternative interception methods, and in Shadow’s uni-process preload-based architecture. Figure 4 shows similar trends across all three benchmarks. First, we notice that using preloading and ptrace together is slightly slower than using ptrace alone; this is because the shim intercepts the system call and then (since it does not have a handler) it invokes the system function to pass control to ptrace, which adds a few instructions relative to the standard use of ptrace. Second, seccomp with preloading is significantly faster than seccomp alone (and both ptrace modes), because preloading allows us to intercept system calls without incurring the overhead of a mode transition and the execution of the seccomp filter. Third, the uni-process design is the fastest of all methods tested; while the blocking and io-based system calls incur some overhead due to switching portable threads (using setjmp and longjmp), a non-blocking system call is effectively a function call.

Figure 5 shows the results from running our io-based benchmark while setting the buffer size to 1k, 4k, 16k, and 64k bytes. Phantom with the relatively simple approach of using process_vm_readv and process_vm_writev is the
slowest. This is partly from the context switch overhead between Phantom and the managed thread for each read and write call, and the kernel/user mode transition overhead of making the process_vm system calls. While these overheads are not dependent on the buffer size, and are amortized for larger buffer sizes, the process_vm system calls have significant per-page overhead for validating permissions, pinning each page in memory before doing the copy, and then unpinning them. Hence, the process_vm approach gets significantly worse than the alternatives as the buffer size increases.

While Phantom’s mmap-based approach (§3.2.6) still has the fixed overhead of context switches between Phantom and the managed thread for each read and write, it uses an interval-map of mapped regions (not pages) to validate and translate each pointer. Since this cost is fixed, rather than per-page as with the process_vm calls, its overhead relative to the uni-process approach is amortized for larger buffers and becomes less than the uni-process overhead for 64 KB buffers.

Figure 6 shows the time to execute our benchmarks using the Linux CPU pinning feature described in §3.2.8 in addition to the sched_fifo Linux realtime scheduler. We observe that CPU pinning significantly improves Phantom’s performance while mixed results are obtained when using realtime scheduling. Run time under realtime scheduling decreases by 48–73% when adding CPU pinning, indicating that the primary benefit is from pinning. CPU pinning improves performance particularly well in Phantom due to our design in which a worker modulates its running state and that of each of its managed processes such that no two of these run concurrently. Therefore, workers and their managed processes will effectively share the same CPU core, improving caching and limiting cross-core migration. We also tested Phantom using ptrace and Shadow’s uni-process design and found that pinning provides comparable or better performance than other modes (see Appendix E.1 for more details).

5.2 Performance: Macrobenchmarks

While microbenchmarks enable us to test the effects of system call operations in isolation, macrobenchmarks provide us with a more holistic understanding of performance while simulating a larger distributed network.

5.2.1 Setup

To run our macrobenchmarks, we write a simple peer-to-peer (P2P) messaging application whose behavior is inspired by the parallel hold (PHOLD) model commonly used to benchmark discrete-event simulators [20]. Our P2P application uses standard UDP sockets for network communication and works as follows. Each peer first creates and sends some number \( m \) of messages at startup using sendto and then uses poll to wait for incoming messages to arrive. Whenever a message is received with recvfrom: (i) a number \( c \) of AES encryptions and \( c \) AES decryptions are performed to produce computational load; and (ii) a new message with a 1k payload is created and sent to produce network load. Whenever a peer sends a message, it makes a weighted choice of the destination peer where peers’ weights are drawn from a configurable probability distribution \( W \); we use \( W \) to create unbalanced workloads across peers.

To benchmark performance we create distributed networks with \( p \) peers, each running our P2P application on a distinct virtual host. The network latency between each pair of hosts is set to 50 ms and each host’s bandwidth is unrestricted. All peers start at the same time and run for ten simulated seconds, resulting in 200 communication rounds. Unless otherwise mentioned, our experiments use defaults of \( p=1k \) peers, \( m=100 \) messages, \( c=0 \) AES (encrypt, decrypt) sequences, and \( W \) is the exponential function \( e^{-3x} \) for \( x \in [0, 1] \) (to produce unbalanced peer workloads).

5.2.2 Results

Interception Strategy and LP Count: We run experiments that vary the interception strategy and LP count to investigate their effects on performance. Our results in Figure 7 show that the uni-process Shadow simulation completes faster than the multi-process Phantom simulations when using 14 or fewer LPs (consistent with our microbenchmark results). However, when the number of LPs exceeds 14, the seccomp interception strategy (with or without preloading) performs better than both the ptrace strategy and the uni-process design. We observe diminishing returns and performance regressions.

---

\( ^{a} \)We modify the PHOLD model because it is shown to lead to well-balanced workloads that are not representative of real-world networks [11].
with ptrace and the uni-process design when using more than 14 LPs (the number of cores available on each of the two CPUs), while seccomp is able to make effective use of additional LPs. Finally, using a large number of LPs causes more than a 7× slowdown in ptrace (from 79s with 14 LPs to 581s with 56 LPs) which we speculate is due to inefficient kernel facilities. We observed similar trends in the initialization time—the time for Phantom to launch all processes or Shadow to load all namespaces: Phantom with seccomp is more than 3× as fast (0.84s) as both ptrace (3.5s) and the uni-process design (2.6s) at initializing processes when using 28 LPs (see Appendix E.2 for more details).

We conclude from our results that using a combination of the preloading and seccomp interception strategies leads to the best performance in Phantom: preloading with seccomp improves performance over seccomp alone because it reduces the overhead from mode transitions and executions of the seccomp filter. As in the microbenchmarks, preloading has little effect when used with ptrace as expected. Finally, using a number of LPs equal to the number of CPU cores (i.e., half of the available hyper-threads) produces reasonable performance for both Phantom and Shadow. Hence, we use 28 LPs and enable preloading in the remaining experiments.

**Linux CPU Scheduling:** Figure 8 shows the results of our investigation into the effects of Linux CPU scheduling on the performance of our macrobenchmark. As in our microbenchmarks, we find that CPU pinning has a positive effect on performance: Phantom with seccomp completes the benchmark 2.5× faster with CPU pinning than with standard scheduling.

Pinning has a similar but slightly smaller relative effect on ptrace, and a positive but minor effect on the uni-process design. We observe in our measurements that pinning reduces the number of CPU migrations that occur during the simulation from 5.8M to 8.6k for Phantom with seccomp, from 3.6M to 8.1k for Phantom with ptrace, and from 180k to 5.7k for Shadow’s uni-process design. Realtime scheduling again shows mixed results, but always performs better than standard scheduling when combined with pinning. We conclude that pinning provides a consistently positive effect on performance, and enable it in the remaining experiments.

**Inter-Process Memory Manager:** Figure 9 shows the performance of Phantom’s inter-process memory mapping design across three metrics. First, we find that Phantom completes the benchmark in comparable time when: (i) using the primary mmap-based approach; and (ii) being restricted to the fallback approach of using process_vm_read and process_vm_write. Recall that our P2P macrobenchmark sends messages with 1k payloads, and in our microbenchmark we found that the performance of the memory mapping approach improves relative to the fallback mechanism as the payload size increases. Second, we observe that the memory mapping design uses slightly more RAM and causes slightly more page faults because it requires additional state to track the memory mappings. Phantom always finishes the benchmark sooner than Shadow’s uni-process design (<70%) while using less RAM (<65%) and causing fewer page faults (<35%). (We find that the same general trends hold when running Phantom with ptrace; see Appendix E.2 for details.)
Worker Thread Scheduling: Figure 10 shows the performance of our work-stealing worker thread scheduling design (described in §3.2.2) in which we run one worker thread per virtual host, compared to a work-stealing algorithm from Shadow that runs one worker thread per logical processor (LP). The benchmark completes more quickly when using one worker thread per host (i.e., 1000 workers in our benchmark) than when using one worker per LP (i.e., 28 workers in this experiment), for both Phantom and Shadow. We observe that by using additional threads, we increase the maximum RAM used and the number of CPU migrations that occur while running the benchmark. (We again find that the same general trends hold when running Phantom with ptrace; see Appendix E.2 for details.) We conclude that using more threads should be done in consideration of available RAM.

Peer Workload: We conducted an investigation into the effects of varying peer workloads by varying the number of messages $m$, the number of AES (encrypt, decrypt) sequences $c$, and the peer weight distribution $W$. As expected, increasing $m$ and $c$ resulted in a roughly linear increase in benchmark times in both Phantom and Shadow, while the workload distributions we tested had minor effect on performance. We present more details in Appendix E.2 due to space constraints.

Distributed Network Scale: We investigate the performance of our P2P benchmark while scaling the network size from 1k to 64k hosts. Our results in Figure 11 show that Phantom with seccomp outperforms ptrace and Shadow’s uni-process design in terms of benchmark time, while initialization time (the time to launch all processes in Phantom or load all namespaces in Shadow) and memory usage both scale more efficiently in Phantom than in Shadow. (Running 32k or more hosts in Shadow exceeded the machine’s RAM (256 GiB).)

Figure 11a shows that the benchmark time exhibits growth that is nearly linear in the number of hosts (ptrace: $r = 0.999$, seccomp: $r = 0.995$, uni-process: $r = 0.994$). Here, 1 indicates perfect correlation) with 91ms per host for ptrace, 51ms per host for seccomp, and 96ms per host for uni-process. Accordingly, uni-process completes the 16k benchmark in 25m compared to 21m for ptrace and 10m for seccomp despite running the 1k benchmark in 55s compared to 78s for ptrace and 33s for seccomp. Phantom with seccomp completed the benchmark fastest for all tested network sizes.

Figure 11b shows how the initialization time changes as the host count increases. Here, clear separation between Phantom’s design (which launches multiple processes) and Shadow’s uni-process design (which loads multiple namespaces) can be observed through visual inspection. Despite a slight shift in growth between 4k and 16k hosts for seccomp, we find that Phantom is more efficient and scalable than Shadow at initializing virtual hosts’ processes. For example, at 16k hosts Shadow completed initialization in about 8m while Phantom completed it in less than 1.5m.

Figure 11c shows that Phantom uses significantly less RAM to complete the benchmark than Shadow. At 1k hosts Shadow uses 2.3 GiB but Phantom with seccomp only uses 1.5 GiB (~65%), while at 16k hosts Shadow uses 90 GiB but Phantom with seccomp only uses 26 GiB (~29%). Phantom’s relatively lower memory usage allows us to scale the number of hosts in the P2P benchmark to $4 \times$ the size of the largest network in which a benchmark was successful in Shadow.

Conclusions: We draw two primary conclusions from our benchmarks. First, Phantom outperforms the state-of-the-art uni-process Shadow design by effectively mitigating the multi-process performance challenges identified in §2.3. Second, Phantom consistently outperforms a simulator built around our implementation of ptrace (which we argue in Appendix B outperforms gRaIL’s use of ptrace).

5.3 Accuracy: Verification

In this section, we verify that Phantom can accurately simulate basic network characteristics as well as more complex Tor overlay networks [17]. Recall that, as described in §4, Phantom integrates the network stack from Shadow; we do not claim the design or implementation of this network stack as a contribution of this paper. Shadow’s network has already been extensively validated in previous work [30, 32, 37, 40]. Therefore, our primary focus is to verify that Phantom does not reduce the accuracy of the simulated network relative to Shadow; we consider our verification successful if Phantom and Shadow produce similar simulated network results.

Basic Network Verification: We evaluate the extent to which Phantom can accurately simulate basic network characteristics that are typical of LAN and WAN networks. Our evaluation considers two nodes that communicate over a single link.
We configure the link with a latency and bandwidth capacity, and then use `iperf` and a UDP ping application to measure the available network bandwidth and latency, respectively, between the nodes. We conducted the experiment across a range of latency and bandwidth settings in Phantom, Shadow, and using two baremetal machines in our lab connected by a 10 Gbit/s physical link (where we used `netem` to emulate the configured latency and bandwidth). Our results in Figure 12 show that: (i) Phantom and Shadow produce indistinguishable results across all tested bandwidths and latencies; and (ii) Phantom generally achieves comparable or higher link utilization than our baremetal setup. See Appendix E.3.2 for additional analyses and performance comparisons across a total of 6 network scale factors.  

5.4 Comparison to Related Tools

In this section, we compare Phantom to popular tools implementing emulation, simulation, and hybrid architectures.  

**Mininet:** Mininet is a network emulator that creates (i) a network of virtual hosts that run applications as Linux processes; (ii) virtual network interfaces within the Linux kernel; and (iii) virtual switches, controllers, and links that are managed by Mininet [45]. (See Appendix A.1 for more details.) Mininet’s network emulation architecture offers poor control and scalability because the host kernel is responsible for handling packet events, and the packet routing process is unpredictable and sensitive to load. If the host machine becomes overloaded, Mininet will experience time distortion that will degrade experiment realism and control.

We demonstrate Mininet’s limitations by running a peer-to-peer benchmark (see §5.2.1) while scaling the number of peers in the experiment. Because each peer introduces a constant number of packets into the experiment, the expected number of packets to perform in the experiment grows linearly with the number of hosts. However, we find that load and network congestion on the host machine affects the outcome of the experiment. Figure 14 shows that Phantom produces the expected packet throughput in simulated time (Phantom may run faster or slower than real time as necessary to achieve correctness).

**NS-3 and gRaIL:** NS-3 is a popular network simulator that simulates all aspects of networking and all application logic [26], while gRaIL extends NS-3 by enabling simulated nodes to directly execute applications as standard Linux processes managed by the kernel’s `ptrace` facility [54]. (See Appendix A.2 for more details.)
We evaluate the performance cost of running our P2P benchmark from §5.2.1, replicating its logic so that it could also run as an NS-3 application. We configured the benchmark with $m=100$ messages, $c=0$ AES operations, and $W=$uniform distribution. We vary the number of hosts while configuring 50 ms pairwise latencies and 1 Gbit/s network bandwidths, and run experiments using multiple simulation tools.

Figure 15 shows the real time (mean of 10 trial runs) required to complete 10 seconds of network simulation parallelized across all cores on a blade server (see Appendix E.1) as the number of hosts is varied. In our 1k host experiment, we find that (i) Phantom is $2.2 \times$ and $3.4 \times$ faster than Shadow and NS-3, respectively; and (ii) gRaIL’s inefficient multi-process design is about $13 \times$ slower than NS-3 alone, and $43 \times$ slower than Phantom, demonstrating that Phantom effectively eliminates IPC overhead as a performance bottleneck and overcomes the multi-process challenges from §2.3.

**Shadow:** Shadow [30] implements a hybrid, uni-process architecture in which applications are directly executed in plugin namespaces and preloading is used (via LD_PRELOAD) to intercept libc function calls and hook the applications into the simulation. (See Appendix A.3 for more details.)

Although Figure 15 shows that it performs well, Shadow’s plugin architecture is limited in its compatibility, correctness, and maintainability: as shown in Table 2, applications running in Shadow must be compiled as position-independent, must be dynamically linked to libc, and must not make system calls via statically linked or assembly code (or else they will not be interceptable). Because we cannot guarantee that libc functions will not internally issue multiple system calls, Shadow’s design requires implementing both the kernel system calls and the libc functions that invoke them.

Phantom overcomes Shadow’s limitations by running applications as standard Linux processes, allowing us to take advantage of the kernel’s high-performance process isolation features. Moreover, Phantom uses seccomp to guarantee that system calls can be intercepted no matter how the application initiates them (see Table 2), enabling us to reduce the emulation scope to the system call interface and support a much larger set of applications; Phantom’s supported application set is primarily limited by the system calls and protocols implemented in its simulated kernel, which can be extended over time (our design could also be incorporated into other simulators, such as NS-3). Phantom enjoys these advantages while also meeting or exceeding Shadow’s performance (as we have shown throughout §5).

### 6 Conclusion

We have designed, implemented, and thoroughly evaluated Phantom, a novel, high-performance network simulator for large-scale distributed systems. Phantom’s multi-process design eliminates the compatibility, correctness, and maintainability limitations that we believe have inhibited the widespread adoption of existing plugin-based simulators. With our innovative synthesis of efficient process control, system call interception, and data transfer mechanisms, Phantom also overcomes the inter-process performance challenges of the state-of-the-art multi-process simulator. Through our extensive evaluation, we have demonstrated that Phantom achieves better performance and is more scalable than alternative simulators across a variety of important benchmarks.
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### Table 2: Application Properties Supported in Hybrid Simulators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Property</th>
<th>Shadow</th>
<th>Phantom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple threads (e.g., support for pthreads)</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple processes (e.g., support for fork)</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not position-independent (i.e., FIC or PIE)</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not dynamically linked to libc</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbols not exported to dynamic symbol table</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System calls made in statically linked code</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System calls made in assembly (i.e., avoiding libc)</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% statically linked (e.g., some go programs)</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- `·` Does not work in tool or architecture
- `●` Works in tool & architecture
- `○` Not implemented in tool (as of writing) but supported by architecture
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Appendices

A Background Details for Related Tools

In this appendix we provide extended background on existing tools for network experimentation. We consider popular tools from the architecture categories listed in §2.2 and §2.3: Mininet [45] (emulation), NS-3 [26] (simulation), gRaIL [54] (hybrid, multi-process, ptrace controller), and Shadow (hybrid, uni-process, plugin namespaces) [30].

A.1 Mininet

Mininet is a popular network emulator that implements a common design approach for network experimentation tools. Mininet creates a network of virtual hosts that run applications as standard Linux processes, virtual switches that support OpenFlow for custom routing and software-defined networking, and virtual controllers and links. Mininet executes application binaries and routes network packets through virtual network interfaces created within the Linux kernel [45]. The packets are routed by virtual switching and routing appliances managed by Mininet. Network attributes, such as link bandwidth and latency, are emulated using Linux’s traffic control (tc) facilities.

Mininet’s design is very flexible: most any application can be run directly without the need of explicitly programmed network simulation routines, making it easy to spin up a new network and quickly start testing software. However, Mininet offers poor control and scalability because the host kernel is responsible for handling packet events, which is unpredictable and sensitive to load as we show in §5.4.

A.2 NS-3 and gRaIL

NS-3 is one of the most widely-used network simulation tools used by network researchers. NS-3 simulations are composed of virtual nodes running application and routing software that are implemented entirely within NS-3’s application logic (written in C++). NS-3 experiments offer a high degree of control and reproducibility, because all aspects of the networking—from generating a packet within an application to physically transmitting the packet’s bits over physical media—are simulated. However, a serious drawback of NS-3’s design is that real applications cannot be run within the simulation. For example, to run ping between two NS-3 nodes, a ping application simulator must be hand-crafted within NS-3 application code (as opposed to directing the nodes to execute a ping binary). Although this requirement may be acceptable to simulate simple applications, generating realistic simulations of complex protocols (e.g., Tor [17]) is difficult due to engineering complexities (e.g., the Tor codebase contains tens of thousands of lines of code).

Two NS-3 modules have been developed that do allow for real application execution within NS-3 simulations: (i) direct-code execution (DCE) mode [62], and (ii) the discrete event protocol emulation vessel (gRaIL) [54]. In the more recent gRaIL approach, NS-3 nodes are configured to run real application binaries (e.g., /usr/sbin/ping) which are forked and executed as genuine Linux processes. The progress of these processes are managed by Linux’s process tracing facility ptrace, which allows the NS-3 process to intercept system calls made by the applications and translate them into NS-3 simulation events. Configuring NS-3 with gRaIL improves simulation realism, but has a very high performance cost as we show in §5.4.

A.3 Shadow

Shadow is a hybrid, uni-process network experimentation tool that incorporates aspects of both simulation and emulation [30]. At its core, Shadow is a conservative-time discrete-event network simulator that simulates network protocols (e.g., TCP and UDP), threading (using GNU portable threads [48]), and other kernel operations. Shadow dynamically loads applications into their own namespaces (using dlmopen and a custom loader [63]) and directly executes application code in the simulator process. Shadow hooks the applications into the simulation using function interposition, but emulates a Linux environment so that application code functions as if it was running in Linux.

Shadow represents the state-of-the-art hybrid network simulator tool for directly executing applications in large-scale distributed system simulations. A primary reason is that Shadow is designed to be high-performance: it runs as a single process (with multiple threads) to avoid inter-process overhead and unnecessary data copies. This has led Shadow to become the standard tool for simulating the Tor anonymity network [40]. However, Shadow has not had widespread use outside of the niche Tor application; Shadow has been shown to simulate Bitcoin networks [48], but that work has since been abandoned due to compatibility, correctness, and maintainability issues as we describe in §5.4.

B Interposing System Calls with ptrace

As described in §4, we implemented a system call interposition strategy based on ptrace to better understand the performance limits of a simulator designed around ptrace. Our ptrace implementation provides an alternative to Phantom’s seccomp secondary interposition strategy (see §3.2.4).

gRaIL [54] is designed solely around the use of ptrace to control processes, system calls, and data transfer. Unfortunately, during our ptrace implementation and evaluation, we learned that the way that gRaIL uses ptrace (which is a standard and intuitive way to use ptrace) results in several scalability and performance problems that significantly reduce the performance of a hybrid network simulator. Since we wanted to understand the performance limits of ptrace, we developed enhancements to make ptrace more efficient and work around its bottlenecks.
In this appendix, we describe what we learned about making a ptrace-based system more performant and scalable. We argue that our improvements make our application of ptrace in a simulator significantly more performant and scalable than gRall’s. Moreover, our implementation inside of Phantom enables us to more fairly evaluate and compare the best version of gRall that it could be rather than its inefficient prototype.

### B.1 Scaling waitpid to Many Tracees

In initial evaluations, we were surprised to find that when adding $n$ hosts to a PHOLD [20] simulation, in which the total number of messages passed scales linearly with the number of hosts, the simulation time grew quadratically with $n$ instead of linearly. This turned out to be because the waitpid syscall, which is used by a ptrace tracer to wait for the next ptrace stop from a given tracee, performed a linear scan of child tasks, making its performance $O(n)$ in the number of processes in the simulation; i.e. adding a process with some fixed amount of work to the simulation not only added that amount of work, but also made the management of every other process in the simulation slower.

Since this behavior of waitpid is potentially surprising, and could hurt performance for other large-scale uses of ptrace, we implemented a kernel patch making it $O(1)$ instead of $O(n)$. That patch was accepted, and first included in Linux kernel version v5.13-rc1 [56].

Since we wanted good performance in today’s Linux distributions without needing to install a custom kernel, we also implemented a workaround in Phantom’s ptrace code. Initially we worked around this with a dedicated “fork proxy” thread to initially fork each managed process. This way the (at the time) one-per-CPU “worker thread” weren’t parents of the managed processes. However, waitpid also performed an $O(n)$ linear scan of traces. This meant that when switching from running one managed thread to another, the worker thread needed to ptrace-detach from the blocked thread (sending it a SIGSTOP to prevent it from running), and ptrace-reattach to the next thread to run. This workaround added substantial overhead, but was an overall performance improvement for simulations involving more than around 1000 managed threads per worker thread.

We were later able to remove the fork-proxy workaround when we moved to the logical-processor-based scheduler described in §3.2.2. Since each worker thread only manages the processes and tasks of a single simulated host, waitpid does not become more expensive as hosts are added.

### B.2 Reducing Per-syscall ptrace Stops

Many ptrace-based systems, including gRall [53, 54] use the PTRACE_SYSCALL command to execute the tracee until its next syscall. When the tracee makes a syscall, the tracee is put into a syscall-enter-stop. The tracer can then fetch the memory registers of traced program to examine the syscall arguments using a PTRACE_GETREGS command (and memory referenced by those parameters as per Appendix B.3). In the case where the tracer desires to emulate the syscall, as is usually the case in Phantom, the tracer can:

1. issue a PTRACE_SETREGS command to change the syscall-number being requested to an invalid one;
2. issue another PTRACE_SYSCALL command to allow the tracee to execute the syscall, which will result in the issuing of an ENOSYS signal that puts the tracee into a syscall-exit-stop;
3. overwrite the error result to emulate the original syscall using PTRACE_SETREGS etc.; and
4. allow the tracee to continue running again with another PTRACE_SYSCALL command.

Using this approach, there are a minimum of 4 context-switches per syscall (assuming the tracee and tracer are executing on the same CPU):

1. tracee to tracer at the syscall-enter-stop;
2. tracer to tracee to execute the (no-op) syscall;
3. tracee to tracer at the syscall-exit-stop; and
4. tracer to tracer to resume the tracee’s execution.

The ptrace syscall has an alternative command for when syscalls are to be emulated instead of just monitored: the PTRACE_SYSEMU command. As with PTRACE_SYSCALL, the tracee enters ptrace-enter-stop when first encountering a syscall. If the tracer continues again using PTRACE_SYSEMU, there is no syscall-exit-stop, saving 2 context-switches.

The primary downside of using PTRACE_SYSEMU is that if we really do want the managed process to execute the original syscall (perhaps with modified arguments), we can no longer just resume the original syscall, because the kernel does not execute the syscall when using PTRACE_SYSEMU. In Phantom we instead first get out of the ptrace-enter-stop, with a PTRACE_SINGLESTEP command, overwrite the instruction pointer to “rewind” it to point to the syscall instruction again, and then PTRACE_SINGLESTEP again to actually execute it. This adds an extra ptrace-stop relative to the case where we would use PTRACE_SYSCALL, but this tradeoff is worthwhile when most syscalls are being emulated (as is the case in Phantom).

### B.3 Efficiently Accessing Tracee Memory

The mechanism for accessing tracee memory via ptrace itself is PTRACE_PEEK and PTRACE_POKE. This is the mechanism used by many ptrace-based systems, including gRall [53, 54] and DetTrace [55]. Unfortunately, this mechanism requires a separate syscall and accompanying mode transition to access each word of memory, making it inefficient for large structs and buffers.

We could reduce the number of syscalls required for large memory accesses by instead reading and writing the /proc/[pid]/mem pseudo-file. After opening the file (which requires already being ptrace-attached), accessing a contiguous buffer can be done with a single pread or pwrite syscall.
and multiple buffers can be accessed at the same time with
preadv and pwritev.

However, we instead make use of the process_vm_readv
and process_vm_writev syscalls, which are analogous to
preadv and pwritev but are specialized for accessing the
memory of another process. They are a bit simpler to use,
since they take the pid of the target process instead of need-
ing to open and maintain a file descriptor. They also do not re-
quire the caller to be ptrace-attached to the target process—a
feature that Phantom utilizes in order to use the same code for
accessing managed process memory no matter if we are using
the ptrace- or seccomp-based syscall interception strategies.

As discussed in §3.2.6, in Phantom we make most mem-
ory accesses even more efficient by remapping some of the
tracee’s memory regions into a shared memory file, which
is also mapped into Phantom. As we show in Figure 5, this
further increases cross-process data transfer performance.

B.4 Enabling Work Stealing

In Shadow, there is roughly one worker thread per-CPU,
and in each round of the simulation, each worker thread pro-
cesses a queue of simulated hosts. When a worker thread’s
queue is empty, it steals hosts from another worker’s queue.

Unfortunately, when using ptrace, only the thread that
originally ptrace-attached a traced thread is permitted to
issue ptrace commands; other threads in the process are not.
This means that one worker thread cannot steal a simulated
host from another worker thread and control its managed
processes while the original worker thread is still attached.

We briefly pursued patching the kernel to lift this restriction,
but it would involve a fair bit of complexity, and there is un-
derstandable hesitancy from kernel developers to add further
complexity to the already quite complex ptrace subsystem
in order to support a somewhat niche use-case.

We initially solved this problem by detaching ptrace from
each managed thread in a host when done processing that
host’s events for the round, and re-attaching each thread the
first time we need to control it each round. This process had
substantial overhead, which was incurred even if the host and
its threads were executed by the same worker the next round.

Phantom’s logical-processor-based scheduler design de-
scribed in §3.2.2 addresses this problem. In Phantom’s
scheduling architecture, worker threads are stolen by logi-
cal processors, but hosts never move between worker threads.
Therefore a worker thread can stay attached to its managed
treads for the entire simulation.

B.5 Avoiding ptrace Stops on Some Syscalls

As shown in Figure 4, intercepting a syscall via
LD_PRELOAD and servicing it via IPC is significantly faster
than intercepting and servicing it via ptrace. Unfortunately it
is difficult to create a hybrid approach that uses LD_PRELOAD
but falls back to ptrace, because ptrace stops for every
syscall. Even if we avoid a ptrace-stop by intercepting a
syscall via LD_PRELOAD, any syscall we make to communi-
cate with Phantom will still generate a ptrace-stop, negating
the performance benefit.

We prototyped a solution that worked around this prob-
lem by never making a syscall to perform IPC; after sending
a message in the shared memory segment, we would do a
busy-wait to receive the response instead of making a
futex syscall. This approach actually worked well for simulations
that otherwise had idle cores to spare—the Phantom worker
thread could service the syscall on one CPU while the man-
egaged thread spun in its loop on another. However, since this
effectively halved the maximum concurrency, we ultimately
discarded this approach.

A better solution to this problem is to use a seccomp filter
to have some syscalls generate a SECCOMP_RET_TRACE event,
and then use ptrace to catch those instead of stopping on
every syscall [55].

In Phantom we similarly leveraged seccomp, but config-
ured seccomp to trap to a signal handler (SECCOMP_TRAP) in
the managed thread. The signal handler uses IPC if needed
to communicate with Phantom, doing away with ptrace
altogether. We have not performed a direct performance
comparison between this SECCOMP_TRAP approach and the
SECCOMP_RET_TRACE approach, but expect it to have simi-
lar or better performance: while SECCOMP_RET_TRACE skips
the transfer from control in the kernel to the managed thread
before context-switching to the tracing thread, using memory-
based IPC from the SECCOMP_TRAP handler lets us transfer
the register values more cheaply than PTRACE_GETREGS and
PTRACE_SETREGS. More importantly, we can service some
syscalls from the SECCOMP_TRAP handler without having to
to context-switch to Phantom at all, as described in §3.2.5.

C Context Switching Performance

In Phantom’s process-oriented architecture, control and mes-
ages must be exchanged between Phantom’s worker pro-
cesses and managed application processes via interprocess
communication (IPC). Linux and the POSIX standard offer
many facilities for exchanging data across process boundaries
and synchronizing processes. In this appendix, we examine
the cost associated with a process context switch when facil-
itated by a given synchronization method. The control flow
being measured is as follows, for a communicating parent
process and child process pair:
1. The child waits for control from the parent;
2. The parent signals to the child that it should run, and waits
   for the child;
3. The child gains control, immediately signals back to the
   parent that it should run, and goes into the wait state; and
4. The parent wakes up and regains control.

In other words, this benchmark measures the latency required
to perform a context-switch round-trip from a parent process
to a child process and then back to the parent.
Four synchronization mechanisms are included in the benchmark:

1. An _Atomic _Bool flag placed in shared memory. Waiting is performed by repeatedly checking if the value is true (i.e., spinning), and signaling is performed by setting the flags value to true.

2. A POSIX semaphore place in shared memory. Waiting is performed with sem_wait and signaling is performed with sem_post.

3. A Unix domain socket with ends shared by the parent and child process. Waiting is performed with recv called on the socket's file descriptor and signaling is performed with send called on the descriptor.

4. A POSIX message queue shared by the processes. Waiting is performed by calling mq_recv and signaling is performed with mq_send.

In addition to the mechanism, in this benchmark we also vary the CPU affinity of the parent and child processes. The cost of context switching varies depending upon which processors are executing the processes. The benchmark tests three cases: (i) when the parent and child are pinned to the same CPU core; (ii) when the parent and child are pinned to separate cores on the same CPU; and (iii) when the parent and child are pinned to separate cores on separate NUMA nodes and CPUs.

We ran these benchmarks on a machine with two 14-core Intel Xeon E5-2697 CPUs clocked at 2.60 GHz (the same machine used in our §5 experiments). The machine was running CentOS 7 and Linux kernel version 5.11.6-1. Figure 16 shows the average context-switch round-trip time taken over 100k repeated trials. (99% confidence interval ranges are drawn at the top of each bar, but in every case the interval size is almost zero.) These results show that POSIX message queues and semaphores slightly outperform Unix domain sockets, and that semaphores are the most efficient synchronization method when the processes are pinned to the same core (which is the case in Phantom). Cross-core and cross-node context switching is significantly more expensive than same-core, with the exception of the atomic boolean flag; when using this synchronization mechanism, having two CPUs that can spin in parallel minimizes latency. However, spinning can waste CPU cycles and is not economical when the CPU is under load. Hence, we find that POSIX semaphores are the most performant mechanism to synchronize control between Phantom and its managed, child processes.

D Simulated System and Network Facilities

In this appendix, we describe at a high level the system and network facilities that Phantom simulates. These simulated components are mostly borrowed from Shadow (see §4), but significant attention was required to integrate these with Phantom’s new system call interposition, memory manager, and process scheduling interfaces.

Time: As a simulator, Phantom has complete control over simulated time. Attempts by managed processes to obtain the current time are handled by returning the simulated time (relative to a recent epoch) instead. (Because retrieving time is a hot-path function, time-related system calls are handled in the shim as described in §3.2.5.)

Input/Output: Phantom simulates file descriptors and tracks them using a lookup table for each managed process. This ensures a consistent mapping of file descriptor numbers to the internal objects needed to operate on them. Files are simulated internally by using real OS files and translating between the simulated and real file descriptor numbers. Other descriptors can be completely simulated internally, including sockets, pipes, timers, and events. Event notification facilities (e.g., select, poll, and epoll) can also be simulated by tracking the state of each simulated descriptor and triggering callback events when those states change in a way that requires action. Both blocking and non-blocking operations are supported as described in §3.2.7.

Transport: Phantom is a packet-level simulator that implements simulated versions of protocols such as TCP and UDP. Although packet-level semantics are simulated with respect to the associated socket protocols, packet payloads (application data) sent by the managed processes are copied only once into internal buffers. Transferring this data between virtual hosts across the simulated network amounts to transferring the memory address of the original data location, minimizing overhead when transferring simulated packets.

Network: Phantom simulates DNS using a simple name to virtual IP address mapping. Routing is simplified to running shortest path over a configurable network graph to compute end-to-end latency and packet loss. In addition to these network characteristics, packets sent over the simulated network will also be subject to: (i) virtual host bandwidth limits which are simulated using token buckets; and (ii) network queueing semantics which are simulated using an implementation of the CoDel (controlled delay) network scheduling algorithm.
E Extended Evaluation

In this appendix, we include some extended evaluation details and results that were unable to include in the main body of the paper (in §5) due to space constraints.

E.1 Extended Microbenchmarks

We conducted the evaluation here and in §5.1 using a blade server cluster in which each blade contained identical hardware: 256 GiB of RAM and 2×14 core Intel Xeon E5-2697v3 CPUs (56 total hyper-threads) running at 2.6 GHz. Each blade machine was running CentOS 7 and Linux kernel version 5.11.6-1. We configured our experiments to run in docker containers to ensure that we were running identical software stacks across the blade machines.

Figure 17 shows the effect of Linux CPU scheduling features when running Phantom with a ptrace interception strategy. We find that CPU pinning alone performs the best and that adding realtime scheduling along with CPU pinning has an adverse effect. Running with realtime scheduling alone only slightly improves performance over using the standard Linux scheduling mechanisms.

Figure 18 shows the effect of Linux CPU scheduling features on a uni-process design. The choice of Linux CPU scheduling feature has little effect on the nonblocking nanosleep benchmark, since it is effectively a function call and already incredibly efficient. Interestingly, realtime scheduling reduces performance for both the blocking and io-based benchmarks, and adding pinning and realtime scheduling together does not mitigate these effects.

E.2 Extended Macrobenchmarks

We conducted the evaluation here and in §5.2 using the same blade server cluster that we used for the microbenchmarks (see Appendix E.1).

Interception Strategies: Figure 19 shows the initialization time for Phantom with various interception strategies compared to the uni-process Shadow design. As expected, preloading has an insignificant effect on launch/load times. When using seccomp, Phantom completes the initialization process the faster than the uni-process design. Initialization takes the longest when using ptrace, and scales the worst as the number of LPs increases.

Memory Manager: Figure 20 shows that, when configured to use the ptrace interception strategy, the inter-process memory mapping design performs comparably to process_vm_read and process_vm_write fallback facilities despite using slightly more RAM and causing slightly more page faults. Phantom’s memory manager uses less RAM than Shadow’s uni-process design in all cases.

Thread Scheduler: Figure 21 shows the performance of the work-stealing thread schedulers when running Phantom with the ptrace interception strategy compared to the performance when using the schedulers in the uni-process Shadow design. Consistent with our results from §5.2, we find that
using one worker thread per virtual host decreases the time to complete the P2P benchmark relative to using one worker thread per LP despite using more RAM and causing more CPU migrations.

**Peer Workload:** We investigated the performance effect of varying the workloads in our P2P benchmark. In §5.2.1 we described the configurable parameters in our benchmark: each peer sends \( m \) messages, when receiving a message a peer performs \( c \) AES (encrypt, decrypt) sequences before sending another message, and message destinations are selected according to a peer weighting function \( W \).

Figure 22a shows the results when varying \( c \) in the range \([0, 3]\). In Phantom with seccomp interception and in Shadow’s uni-process design, we observe a roughly linear increase in the benchmark time when increasing the number of AES operations that must be performed upon receipt of every message as expected. Interestingly, the linear constant appears to be slightly larger for seccomp than for uni-process, and much larger for ptrace. We speculate that the observed performance may be due to caching differences.

Figure 22b shows the results when varying \( m \) in the set \{1, 10, 100, 1k\}. After subtracting the baseline initialization time (represented roughly by the 1 msg/host case), we observe a linear increase in the benchmark time as we increase the message load; this is the expected result since increasing the message load also increases the amount of work the simulator must perform.

Figure 22c shows the results when varying the workload distribution. In addition to the exponential function defined in §5.2.1 as \( e^{-3x} \) for \( x \in [0, 1] \), we also consider a “uniform” distribution function where each peer has an equal probability of being selected as the destination for any message, and a “ring” distribution function where each peer simply selects its closest neighbor as the destination of its outgoing messages. We can see from Figure 22c that these alternative workload distribution functions have minor effect on performance in our simulations.

### E.3 Extended Network Verification

In this appendix, we present extended details and results from our evaluation of Phantom’s ability to accurately represent network characteristics from §5.3.

#### E.3.1 Extended Basic Network Verification

We verify that Phantom accurately models networked application behavior when those applications are run in different networks with a variety of bandwidth and latency properties. We use two test applications, iPerf and a UDP echo application, to measure Phantom’s simulated bandwidth and latency characteristics. We compare the measurements collected from Phantom to a set of baremetal measurements we collected by running the same applications on two physically-networked servers with emulated bandwidth and latency properties. Additionally, we collected iPerf bandwidth measurements using Shadow so that we could verify that Phantom does not simulate network activity differently than Shadow does. Below we describe the experimental setup and the the results from our two experiments.

**Setup:** To collect simulated bandwidth measurements, we ran a series of iPerf(v2) simulations with Phantom and Shadow. In each simulation, a single client and server communicate
using iPerf’s single-threaded TCP benchmark. The client sends traffic for 10 s, and the server runs until all the data from the client is received. Bandwidth is recorded from the server, which is receiving the traffic, in three-second intervals. Each simulation uses a network configured with a different bandwidth and one-way latency. For these experiments, we consider bandwidth values between 1 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s, and one-way latency values between 1 ms and 175 ms. We determined that 175 ms was a realistic upper-bound on latency in wide-area networks by examining RIPE Atlas ping measurements from Jan. 11, 2021: we found that the maximum latency reported by the probes for all built-in measurements was 173.5 ms after removing outliers.

To collect simulated latency measurements, a custom UDP echo application is ran between a client and a server with Phantom. The echo application simply measures the time required for the client to echo a UDP packet sent by the server, which estimates the round-trip time between the server and the client. We consider the same range of latency values in these experiments as in the bandwidth experiments.

To collect emulated baremetal measurements for comparison, we ran the same applications on two physically-networked servers. The machines had 2× Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3 CPUs, 256 GiB of RAM, and ran Debian 11 with Linux Kernel v5.10.0-8. They were both connected with NetXtreme II BCM57810 10 Gigabit Ethernet NICs through a 10 Gbit/s switch. We used Linux’s netem facilities to configure each machine’s NIC with a specified bandwidth rate limit and packet latency. Additionally, we set the machine’s TCP stack to use the Reno congestion control algorithm, which is also implemented in Shadow and Phantom.

iPerf Bandwidth Measurements: Figure 12 in §5.3 compares iPerf-reported bandwidth from the baremetal measurements, Phantom, and Shadow. In the left three plots, latency is held constant (at either 10 ms, 75 ms, or 175 ms) and iPerf-reported bandwidth is plotted versus the experimentally-configured bandwidth limit. In the right three plots, bandwidth is held constant (at either 10 Mbit/s, 100 Mbit/s, or 1 Gbit/s) and iPerf-reported bandwidth is plotted versus the experimentally-configured packet one-way latency. These plots show the bandwidth reported by iPerf during the 3-second interval closest to the half-way point of the transfer, which estimates the sustained maximum bandwidth achieved between the client and the server. We find that Phantom does not change modeling accuracy relative to Shadow, and that Phantom-reported performance matches baremetal-reported performance in most network conditions. With more extreme bandwidth and latency values, Phantom is able to achieve higher link-utilization than baremetal. These differences may be accounted for by different parameterizations of Phantom’s TCP stack and Linux’s (e.g., different initial window sizes). Extending and tuning Phantom’s TCP stack to more closely approximate the behavior of Linux’s networking facilities is a promising direction for future work.

Table 3: The Number of Virtual Hosts, Processes, and the Amount of Traffic in Each Simulated Tor Network of the Given Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Scale</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>1307</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>2614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relays</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>1039</td>
<td>1385</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>2076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servers</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Virtual</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>1644</td>
<td>2465</td>
<td>3285</td>
<td>4108</td>
<td>4928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tor OnionTrace</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>2346</td>
<td>3127</td>
<td>3910</td>
<td>4690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGen</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2376</td>
<td>2852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Processes</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>4080</td>
<td>6188</td>
<td>8154</td>
<td>10196</td>
<td>12232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Gbit/s*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Tor Users</td>
<td>39.6k</td>
<td>79.2k</td>
<td>119k</td>
<td>158k</td>
<td>198k</td>
<td>238k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mean across 20 total simulations for each network scale.

Latency Measurements: Both the Phantom and baremetal measured RTT latency values matched nearly identically with the value specified in the experiment for all configured latencies. The largest percent-error between the simulated and emulated results (taking the emulated measurements to be ground-truth) was 3%, which occurred at the lowest configured one-way latency (1 ms): the Phantom-measured RTT was 2 ms, whereas the baremetal measured RTT was 2.07 ms. The difference can be accounted for by software processing time, which Phantom does not simulate.

E.3.2 Extended Tor Network Verification

We consider large-scale Tor network simulation as a practical use case for Phantom. By supporting Tor, we believe Phantom will have broader impact particularly among researchers in the privacy-enhancing technologies community since they commonly use simulation [5, 7–9, 15, 16, 18, 21–25, 27–29, 31, 33–37, 39, 41–43, 46, 47, 49, 51, 58–61, 64, 66, 68, 69] to explore Tor performance and security research problems [6]. Moreover, the Tor Project has recently adopted the use of simulation in their own network planning and performance analyses [2], and Phantom has already been used to guide these efforts [57].

The Tor anonymity network [17] contains over 6k relay nodes [1] and about 800k users that are simultaneously active, i.e., running a Tor client and generating network traffic [38]. Constructing a simulated Tor network that is representative of the real Tor network involves a significant modeling and configuration effort [40]. Important factors that must be considered include the number of virtual hosts running Tor clients and relays, traffic generator clients and servers, the network latency between these hosts, the bandwidth available to these hosts, and the configured behavior of the clients, relays, and traffic generators. Fortunately, recent foundational work on Tor network experimentation has contributed methods and tools to guide our experimentation process [40]. We use these tools directly to create Tor network configs and run experiments in both Phantom and Shadow (Tor network modeling is outside the scope of this paper).
Setup: We generate 10 unique Tor network configs for each of 6 network scale factors using Tor network state from 2021-01; Table 3 shows the total number of virtual hosts and Linux processes used at each scale. Each client host runs three processes: (i) a TGen traffic generator process that generates traffic according to Markov models created by measuring the real Tor network [38]; (ii) a Tor process in client mode that forwards the TGen traffic into our private Tor network; and (iii) an OnionTrace process that connects to Tor to gather statistics and log information. Each relay host runs a Tor process in relay mode that forwards traffic in our private Tor network, and an OnionTrace process that gathers statistics and logs. Each server host simply runs a TGen server process that coordinates with TGen clients to generate traffic. Table 3 also shows the total volume of traffic being simulated at each scale, and the equivalent expected number of Tor users that it would take to generate that traffic in the public Tor network.

We run each of the resulting 60 Tor networks using Tor v0.4.5.9 in Phantom (using seccomp) and in Shadow (the state-of-the-art Tor network simulator). We conducted the evaluation using a blade server cluster in which each blade contained identical hardware: 1.25 TiB of RAM and 4×8 core Intel Xeon E5-4627v2 CPUs (without hyper-threading support) running at 3.30 GHz. For all experiments, we enable CPU pinning, disable realtime scheduling, and use 32 LPs (one LP per core) following our results from §5. We present the results as the mean across the ten networks at each scale with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

Verification Results: We analyze the performance characteristics in each simulation, e.g., the simulated time to transfer data through the simulated Tor network. Recall from §5.3 that our primary goal is to validate that Phantom does not reduce the accuracy of the simulated network stack that it integrates and that we consider our validation successful if Phantom and Shadow produce similar simulated network results.

Figure 13 in §5.3 shows the simulated Tor performance results from using both Phantom and Shadow to each simulate the ten 30% scale Tor networks. Shown are several Tor performance metrics, including: circuit build times; circuit round trip times (time from data request to first byte of response); circuit goodput (transfer rate for range [0.5 MiB, 1 MiB] over 1 MiB and 5 MiB transfers); and client download times for transfers of 50 KiB, 1 MiB, and 5 MiB. The shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals that were computed following recently published methods [40]. We do not find a significant difference in performance measured in the simulated Tor network across several metrics when comparing Phantom to Shadow. Again, this is the desired and expected result since both Shadow and Phantom share a network stack implementation. We conclude that Phantom maintains the same level of simulator accuracy that Shadow provided; i.e., Phantom’s multi-process design does not degrade the level of accuracy that can be provided by a simulated network.

Performance Results: Figure 23 shows the simulators’ performance when running the Tor network simulations. Figure 23a shows that the absolute time to complete a 60 simulated minute experiment is roughly linear in the network scale, where Phantom completed the experiment in the 10%, 20%, and 30% networks in 9, 18, and 27 hours, respectively. Phantom’s run time is remarkably similar Shadow’s, even though Phantom incurs IPC overhead while Shadow does not; this demonstrates the efficiency of Phantom’s design even when simulating somewhat complex distributed systems.

We plot simulation run time relative to Shadow’s baseline in Figure 23b. Although there is large uncertainty in small network scales (consistent with prior work [40]), we observe that Phantom is competitive to Shadow’s uni-process performance at smaller scales and comparable at larger scales: at 30% scale, Shadow’s performance falls within Phantom’s 95% CI.

Figure 23c shows the max RAM used by Phantom to simulate each network scale relative to Shadow’s baseline. We observe that Phantom is more memory-efficient than Shadow: while Shadow used 178, 357, 540, 727, 919, and 1116 GiB at network scales of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30%, respectively, Phantom used at least 90.4% (at 5% scale) and at most 92.5% (at 30% scale) of RAM relative to Shadow.

We conclude that Phantom effectively overcomes the multi-process performance challenges identified in §2.3: Phantom’s multi-process design offers comparable performance to Shadow’s uni-process design while being more memory efficient. In addition to its performance, Phantom offers significant improvements over Shadow because its multi-process design precludes Shadow’s compatibility, correctness, and maintainability limitations that we identified in §2.3.
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Abstract

Kernel fuzzing is a dynamic testing technique that has successfully found numerous kernel vulnerabilities. However, existing kernel fuzzers, such as Syzkaller, depend on system call specifications to generate test cases. Writing such specifications requires an immense amount of domain knowledge while being extremely laborious. Meanwhile, automated generation of the specification is still an open problem due to the complexity of the kernel, including entry function extraction and input type identification. As a result, the current amount of system call information is insufficient to test the entire kernel code base thoroughly. Syzkaller covers an average of 38% of Linux kernel code with current Syzlang specifications for a prolonged time of fuzzing.

In this paper, we propose KSG to generate system call specifications for kernel fuzzers automatically. First, it utilizes probe-based tracing to extract entry functions accurately. Then, it uses path-sensitive analysis to collect precise input types and range constraints in each execution path of entry functions. Based on the aforementioned information, KSG generates specifications in the domain language Syzlang, which is used by most kernel fuzzers. We evaluated KSG on several versions of the Linux kernel. It automatically generated 2433 unique specifications. Leveraging the newly generated specifications, Syzkaller and Moonshine achieved coverage improvements of 22% and 23% respectively. Furthermore, our approach assisted fuzzers to discover 26 previously unknown bugs, where 13 and 6 bugs were fixed and assigned with CVEs, respectively.

1 Introduction

The operating system kernel is one of the most complex components and forms the foundation of the software system. It is responsible for core functionalities, such as communication and IO of userspace applications. The security of the kernel is crucial as kernel bugs can lead to huge impacts easily, e.g., causing userspace applications to be unresponsive [24] and allowing an attacker to completely compromise a target system [22]. Fuzz testing [19] is a popular technique for automatically discovering security vulnerabilities and has already been applied to the kernel domain. For instance, Syzkaller [33], one of the most widely used kernel fuzzers, has been integrated into Linux testing pipeline. It has reported thousands of kernel bugs [31] up until now, demonstrating the effectiveness of applying fuzzing to kernel testing.

The driving force of the kernel fuzzer’s bug discovery capability is system call specifications, which provide a rich set of system call information. As shown in Figure 2, a system call can accept parameters with different types based on underlying submodules’ requirements. The prototype of system calls are written in C, a weakly typed language, that does not provide much information of system calls’ arguments, e.g., many parameters are defined as void*. Therefore, it is difficult for fuzzers to generate inputs that satisfy the submodules’ structural constraints without additional information, resulting in low fuzzing efficiency. To address this issue, existing kernel fuzzers, such as Syzkaller, use a domain language called Syzlang [34] to encode system call specifications. Syzlang is a strongly typed language and can specialize system calls to specific submodules with precise input types, as shown in Figure 1. With this domain knowledge, fuzzing efficiency can be improved significantly. Meanwhile, the amount of specifications has a significant impact on the performance of fuzzers. Fuzzers can generate inputs to test kernel submodules that are well-encoded in the specifications, but they have difficulty reaching kernel code that is not encoded. Therefore, many researchers have to manually write numerous specifications to test the kernel thoroughly.

However, encoding system call specifications requires an immense amount of domain knowledge, resulting in significant time costs and insufficient number of specifications. Many system calls in the Linux kernel are an abstraction over corresponding functionalities of kernel submodules, which are responsible for dispatching the user input to submodules’ operations. The actual types of the system call’s parame-
ters depend on the specific invoked submodule. Therefore, most specifications are encoded for specific submodules, e.g., *dev_loop.txt* in Syzkaller is specifications for *loop* device. In order to encode specifications manually, the following different aspects of domain knowledge are required: (1) the precise input types of system call used by the submodule; (2) the range constraints on specific input parameters; (3) the domain language used by fuzzers for specifications. However, the large amount of kernel submodules and the complexity of the input types make it difficult to encode specifications for a wide range of kernel functionalities. Consequently, most specifications are written by kernel experts, but the extensive manual effort required has caused specification shortage. Based on the coverage data reported by Syzbot’s dashboard [32], Syzkaller covers an average of 38% of Linux kernel code with the current Syzlang specifications for a prolonged time of fuzzing. Several recent works perform automatic specification generation [4, 6, 11], but they are either designed for particular system calls or close-sourced scenarios. In order to further reduce manual efforts, we need to generate specifications for more system calls and their corresponding submodules.

Source code analysis can be used to generate specifications effectively, but several challenges need to be addressed due to the complexity of the Linux kernel. First, extracting entries that should be analyzed is difficult because entries can be registered dynamically. In order to generate specifications for specific submodules, we need to analyze submodules’ operations invoked by system calls, and we refer to these operations as *entries*. However, entries can be registered dynamically in many scenarios, for instance, during kernel initialization and module loading. Consequently, it is challenging to extract entries using current static analysis methods. Second, the input types of entries can vary in different execution paths, resulting in difficulties identifying them. The functionalities of kernel submodules are complex, while the number of entries for accessing them is limited. In consequence, the submodules’ entries can accept different input types across execution paths. We need to collect input types and corresponding range constraints in each execution path of every entry, which poses significant complexity to the analysis. Finally, to generate specifications in domain languages used by kernel fuzzers, we need to perform syntax mapping and semantic encoding based on the collected information.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose KSG (Kernel Specification Generator) to automatically generate system call specifications for kernel fuzzers. KSG mainly contains three steps. First, in order to extract submodules’ entries without being bound to their implementation details, KSG utilizes a probe-based tracing with Linux *eBPF* [2] and *kprobe* [13]. Based on the extracted entries, KSG uses path-sensitive analysis to collect precise input types and range constraints in each execution path of entries, which is based on Clang Static Analyzer (CSA) [20]. Finally, based on the gathered information, KSG generates system call specifications in domain language Syzlang, which is used by most kernel fuzzers, to improve the fuzzing efficiency. We evaluated KSG on multiple versions of Linux kernel. It generates 8 specialized calls per minute, with a total of 2433 specialized calls generated in 5 hours, 1460 of which are new to existing specifications. Leveraging the generated specifications, Syzkaller and Moonshine’s [23] coverage are improved by 22% and 23%, respectively. Furthermore, KSG assisted fuzzers to discover 26 previously unknown bugs, with 13 and 6 were fixed and assigned with CVEs, respectively.

Overall, we make the following technical contributions:

- We propose an analysis approach for system call specification generation. It incorporates multiple techniques to precisely collect submodules’ entries and their types and range constraints on each execution path.
- We designed and implemented KSG, which extracts submodules’ entries with *eBPF* and *kprobe* and performs path-sensitive analysis based on Clang Static Analyzer. Leveraging the collected information, KSG generates specifications in Syzlang for kernel fuzzers.
- The evaluation result shows that KSG generated 2433 specifications in total, which can improve the coverage of Syzkaller and Moonshine by 22% and 23% respectively, and assisted fuzzers to find 26 new bugs.

## 2 Background and Related Works

### 2.1 Kernel Fuzzing

Fuzz testing is an automated vulnerability discovery approach. Its idea is to continuously generate input to trigger program crashes with the assistance of various sanitizers [27, 28]. Within each fuzz loop, the fuzzer selects the seed from the given corpus with certain guided strategies [5, 25]. Then, it mutates the seed by combining multiple mutation operators, and feeds the generated input to the target program for execution [7, 16]. Meanwhile, the fuzzer collects interesting program behavior, e.g., coverage [3], to determine whether an input is valuable for further mutations, thus continuously optimizing the fuzzing campaign. Take AFL [15] for instance. It is a coverage-guided userspace program fuzzer that has found hundreds of vulnerabilities in widely-used libraries. Many works optimize each part of the fuzz loop [1, 17, 18, 36, 40]. For instance, RIFF [37] moves computations done originally at runtime to instrumentation time, thus reducing the instrumentation code while utilizing vector instructions to improve throughput. Consequently, its coverage measurement mechanism can reduce fuzzing overhead significantly.

The overall process used in kernel fuzzing is similar to that used in userspace, but each specific part can be different due to the complexity of the kernel. Specifically, the idea of kernel fuzzing is to generate high-quality input to trigger
kernel crash assisted with kinds of kernel sanitizers [8, 9], which is the same as a standard fuzz loop. However, unlike userspace fuzzing, the input structure of system calls can be complicated, and the cost of each test case execution is expensive. Therefore, the inputs generated by kernel fuzzers need to satisfy the structural and range constraints; otherwise, it would be rejected early by input validation, thus wasting huge amounts of fuzzing time. Existing fuzzers use specifications to encode input information of system calls to address this. Based on this domain knowledge, the performance of kernel fuzzers can be improved considerably.

Syzkaller is a state-of-the-art kernel fuzzer developed by Google. In order to generate high-quality input, it utilizes the domain language Syzlang to encode system call specifications manually. Although the encoding process brings substantial costs, they enable Syzkaller to discover thousands of bugs in the Linux kernel. Meanwhile, many works improve each part of kernel fuzzing [12, 14, 21, 26, 29, 35, 38]. Take Moonshine [23] as an example, it proposes a seed distillation algorithm to collect system call sequences from real-world applications and provide initial seeds for kernel fuzzers. Healer [30] optimizes input synthesis with system call influence relations and utilizes a dynamic learning algorithm to identify such relation between calls. Although both works improve the fuzzing performance significantly, their performance, like Syzkaller, depends on the quality and abundance of Syzlang specifications.

### 2.2 System Call Specification

Many system calls in Linux are an abstraction over corresponding functionalities of kernel submodules, and they are responsible for dispatching the user input to submodules’ operations. A system call can accept parameters with different types based on submodules’ expectations. As shown in Figure 1, the input types of socket-related calls can vary for different underlying protocols. The type of parameter `val` in `setsockopt` is `void*`, where it becomes `struct tcp_repair_window` when protocol is TCP, while other protocols can define different types. The structure of `val` can be very complex since each protocol supported by the Linux kernel can utilize different types. Besides, the original type of `val(void*)` does not provide any structural information to fuzzer. Without further input information, fuzzer cannot test `setsockopt` effectively since most generated inputs do not satisfy the requirements of specific protocols and will be rejected by input validation.

Kernel fuzzers utilize specifications written in domain language to generate input. For instance, SyzKaller utilizes Syzlang to encode specifications for specific submodules. Within each submodule’s specification, kernel experts first define the `resource type` corresponding to the submodule. The resource type in Syzlang infers that the value of a parameter can only be constructed by the kernel and represents a kind of kernel resource. Then, kernel experts specialize system calls that can access the submodule to multiple simplified calls via adding range constraints and qualifying the input type. Take Figure 1 as an example, it demonstrates parts of specifications written for TCP. The resource type `sock_tcp` represents a created TCP socket. Each parameter of the specialized call `socket$TCP` is qualified as a constant value (highlighted in red), which guides kernel fuzzers to set up TCP socket correctly. The parameter `val` of `setsockopt$TCP` is qualified as `tcp_repair_window`, which is the correct type corresponding to `TCP_REPAIR_WINDOW` option. Using Syzlang, these socket-related calls can be specialized to specific protocols with range constraints and precise types. Kernel fuzzers can use specialized calls to considerably improve their efficiency.

However, manually encoding specifications can be time-consuming due to the required domain knowledge mentioned in Section 1. Several works propose to generate specifications for specific system calls or particular scenarios. DIFUZE [6] is dedicated to generating specifications for system call `ioctl` of Android drivers and is the most relevant work to ours. It first finds all uses of `file_operations` related structures to identify the handle of `ioctl`. DIFUZE then tries to extract the device name from specific registration functions in the kernel. Finally, it detects the command values and correspond-
ing parameter structures with LLVM's analysis capabilities, e.g., range analysis. With the above steps, DIFUZE can generate correct usages of *ioctl* from different drivers. However, most submodules’ operations are registered dynamically with unpredictable manners, which results in false negatives in DIFUZE. Besides, its pattern-based method can only be used to analyze *ioctl*. Meanwhile, Syzygen [4] and IMF [11] propose to generate specifications for close-sourced components of macOS. They capture system calls issued by userspace applications and generate specifications by analyzing the parameters’ value of captured calls. Nevertheless, both approaches do not utilize the available source code in open source scenarios to generate more effective system call specifications.

3 Challenges

3.1 Extracting Entries of Submodules

In order to generate specifications for specific submodules, we need to analyze the submodules’ entries that are invoked by system calls. Specifically, Linux defines the operations that submodules should implement with structures containing function pointers, e.g., *file_operations* and *proto_ops* as shown in Figure 2. Submodules implement these operations and register them to the kernel. We refer to these operations as entries. The responsibility of many system calls is to dispatch the input to the registered operations via indirect function call; thus, they do not contain much input information of the specific submodules. The submodules’ entries define the input types to the system calls for accessing themselves. Therefore, we need to analyze specific entries to obtain concrete input types to generate high-quality specifications. Take Figure 1 as an example, *val*’s type is *void* and the system call *setsockopt* does not make any restriction on its concrete type. In TCP scenarios, *setsockopt* passes *val* to the entry *tcp_setsockopt*, which requires *val*’s type should to be *struct tcp_repair_window* when the option is *TCP_REPAIR_WINDOW*. We need to analyze the entry *tcp_setsockopt* to generate specifications for *setsockopt* in TCP scenarios.

However, the submodules’ entries can be registered dynamically in many situations, making it difficult to extract them. Submodules implement operations and store the function pointers in the corresponding structures, which are registered to the kernel with kinds of registration functions. The process mentioned above occurs at various times, such as kernel initialization and module loading. However, identifying the pointer’s target is challenging with current static analysis approach. The various registration points further increase the engineering efforts. For example, Figure 2 shows the definitions of *file_operations* and *proto_ops*, which contain the operations for kinds of files and sockets. Device drivers can implement *file_operations* according to their needs and register the structure to VFS during module loading.

Figure 2: The definitions of *file_operations* and *proto_ops* contain the operations for files and sockets. Device drivers can implement *file_operations* as their needs and register this structure to VFS. Different protocols can register their own operations to socket layer in different ways.

Different protocols can register their *proto_ops* operations to the socket layer in different ways during kernel initializing. In order to generate specifications for submodules, we need to extract their entries and address the aforementioned dynamism.

3.2 Identifying Input Types of Entries

The second challenge is that each entry’s input type can be different across execution paths, which further increases the complexity of the analysis. As mentioned above, the kernel defines the operations that submodules need to implement via various structures containing function pointers. The number of such function pointers in each specific structure is limited, while each submodule can be very complex. Consequently, many submodules’ entries accept different input types in different execution paths to satisfy their functional requirements. In other words, the input type to the submodule’s entry is not fixed; some of the input parameters are responsible for controlling the execution path, while other parameters or fields have different types depending on the value of the former. Figure 3 shows the TCP submodule’s implementation of system call *setsockopt*, which is registered with *proto_ops* structure. The value of the parameter *optval* is mainly used to determine the different execution paths, while *optval* has different types based on the value of the former. In order to generate specifications, we need to identify the parameters’ type and collect corresponding range constraints in each execution path of the entries.

However, variables can be aliased with each other and cast to different types by different means, resulting in the difficulty in identifying their types and collecting corresponding range constraints in each execution path. To demonstrate the former
static int do_tcp_setsockopt(struct sock *sk, int level, int optname, sockptr_t optval, unsigned int ...)
{
    struct tcp_sock *tp = tcp_sk(sk);
    ...
    switch (optname) {
    case TCP_CONGESTION:
        char name[TCP_CA_NAME_MAX];
        Path1: // type of 'optval' is char[TCP_CA_NAME_MAX]
        strncpy_from_sockptr(name, optval, ...);
    } case TCP_MAXSEG:
        int val;
        Path2: // type of 'optval' is int*
        copy_from_sockptr(&val, optval, sizeof(val));
        tp->maxseg.user_mss = val;
    case TCP_REPAIR_WINDOW:
        struct tcp_repair_window opt;
        Path3: // type of 'optval' is tcp_repair_window*
        if (copy_from_sockptr(&opt, optval, sizeof(opt)))
            return -EFAULT;
    }
    return err;
}

Figure 3: do_tcp_setsockopt is TCP’s implementation of proto_ops. The type of parameter optval varies for different value of optname. This demonstrates that the input type of submodule’s entry can be different across execution paths.

case, the value of variable p0 with scalar type can be assigned to another variable p1. Meanwhile, p1 can be cast to a pointer, which infers that p0 represents an address. We will miss this kind of information without handling the alias between variables. To demonstrate the latter case, as shown in Figure 3, although parameter optval is declared as sockptr_t type, it is converted to different types under different cases of switch statement using different cast methods. For instance, optval is cast to void* type with C-style cast expression before the switch statement. optval is treated as int* type on Path 2, because copy_from_sockptr calls copy_from_user to copy sizeof(val) bytes from userspace, while variable val is int type. The above pattern is common in the kernel, thus we need to adequately handle the aliasing issue and type casting to properly collect types and ranges constraints.

4 Key Techniques

Figure 4 shows the overall workflow of KSG. First, the kernel source code is compiled based on the given configuration, which outputs a bootable image and files containing the clang AST. The AST provides the kernel with code information for each stage of the analysis. When the kernel boots, the entry extraction module hooks multiple probes dynamically before and after specific kernel functions. KSG then scans various device files and network protocols, thus triggering the execution of hooked kernel functions, which can be captured by the probes. Consequently, the probes can detect and extract the submodules’ entries. Based on the AST and entries, KSG analyzes the range constraints and input types in each execution path of each entry with path-sensitive analysis. Finally, based on the collected information, KSG generates specifications in domain language Syzlang for fuzzers, where the syntax mapping and semantics encoding are performed. The specifications can be generated with the aforementioned process, and the effectiveness of fuzzers can be improved with the generated specifications.

4.1 Entry Extraction

As mentioned above, we need to analyze the submodules’ entries for specification generation. However, the entries can be registered in many scenarios, causing difficulties in locating them. To address this, KSG utilizes a probe-based tracing to extract the entries. Although entries of different submodules can be registered with unpredictable manners, they are eventually stored into the specific data structures’ fields in the kernel. For instance, entry file_operations is stored into the f_ops field of struct file, which is maintained by virtual file system (VFS). In another instance, different protocols of the net subsystem store entry proto_ops into field ops of struct socket. Therefore, instead of analyzing the entries’ registration points, KSG extracts entries by capturing data structures containing the respective submodules’ entries, which we refer to as target structures.

Figure 5 shows the workflow of entry extraction. When the kernel boots, KSG hooks multiple probes before and after specific kernel functions utilizing Linux eBPF and kprobe (1). eBPF and kprobe enable KSG to hook our custom functions into any kernel function. We refer to these extended functions as probes and to hooked kernel functions as target functions. The target functions we choose are a mandatory part to access the submodules and are responsible for constructing target structures, thus they enable the probes to capture the execution of them and access target structures. Then, KSG scans the kernel resources corresponding to submodules from userspace.
For instance, KSG opens device files and specific network protocols via system calls `open` and `socket` to access VFS and `net` submodules (2 & 3). After trapping into kernel space, these system calls invoke the target functions, which construct the target structures (4). Then the whole process is captured by the probes, which extract submodules’ entries and save their addresses. Finally, KSG symbolizes addresses of the entries in userspace.

Take device drivers for instance, the probes will be hooked after the execution of kernel function `do_filp_open`, which is called by system call `open` and is responsible for opening files used by VFS. Then, KSG accesses files in specific directories of the system recursively, e.g., `/dev` and `/proc`. After capturing the execution of `do_filp_open`, the probe first filters the threads, thus ensuring that only KSG’s execution is captured. The probe accesses the kernel data structure `file`, which represents the state of an opened file, and reads the field `f_ops` of it. Field `f_ops` is a `file_operations` type and contains the submodule’s entries. KSG saves `f_ops` into eBPF maps so that entries can be read and symbolized in userspace. Since Linux treats almost everything as a file and most submodules are accessible from VFS, the above procedure can extract most submodules’ entries. For sockets, KSG scans all the protocols supported by the kernel and captures the kernel function `__sock_create`, which is called by system call `socket`. KSG extracts the entry `proto_ops` of each protocol by accessing the field `ops` in the `struct socket`.

### 4.2 Types and Constraints Collection

With submodules’ entries being extracted, KSG needs to collect input information from them for specification generation. However, the parameters’ types of each entry can vary across execution paths. To identify parameters’ types of each execution path, KSG needs to check if a parameter, originally declared in scalar type, is cast to pointer, and collect the most precise type of each pointer. Overall, KSG utilizes the symbolic execution of Clang Static Analyzer (CSA) to perform intra-procedural, path-sensitive analysis on submodules’ entries. During symbolic execution, KSG checks all expressions that can determine the parameters’ types of each execution path and associate the most precise type with each parameter using the comparison rules in Table 1. When the symbolic execution of a path is finished, all the needed type information is collected and the range constraints are recorded in the CSA.

To correctly identify parameters’ types, KSG first needs to handle the alias between variables. CSA associates variables with unique symbolic values and allocates a memory region for each variable based on its memory model [39]. Aliasing issue can be handled with this mechanism because CSA guarantees that variables that are aliased with each other either have the same symbol or point to the same memory region during symbolic execution. Specifically, if the symbolic value of a variable is `sym0`, then the symbolic value of variables that are assigned with the former will also be `sym0`. Variables with pointer type that have the same address during concrete execution always point to the same memory region during symbolic execution. CSA itself associates the gathered range constraints to symbolic value instead of particular variables. Since symbolic value is associated with variables and is updated accordingly during symbolic execution, range constraints can be collected and propagated by CSA.

Based on the mechanism mentioned above, we associate the type information with symbols and memory regions to collect and propagate them properly. Specifically, for variables that are originally declared in scalar type but are cast to pointers, KSG maps the symbolic value of these variables to the memory regions of pointers in SymRegionMap (Line 1) as shown in Algorithm 1. For pointers, KSG associates the most precise type that is known with the best effort in specific program point with their memory regions, which is stored in RegionTypeMap (Line 2). A special map RegionMap (Line 3) is used to record the connections between regions in a pointer to pointer cast. RegionMap is needed because CSA creates new element region for this kind of cast, while these regions represent the same variable semantically. The above three global maps can be used to record and propagate the collected type information during symbolic execution.

KSG collects input types in each execution path during CSA’s symbolic execution procedure. Specifically, whenever CSA executes the type cast expression, including explicit C-style casts and implicit casts, and kernel functions with copy
Algorithm 1: Collecting Types

1 SymRegionMap := ∅
2 RegionTypeMap := ∅
3 RegionMap := ∅
4 for CastExpr ∈ Entry do
5     S := SourceSym(CastExpr)
6     T := TargetSym(CastExpr)
7     if IsIntegerToPtr(CastExpr) then
8         R := Region(T)
9         SymRegionMap[S] := R
10        continue
11     if IsPtrToPtr(CastExpr) then
12         continue
13     R0 := Region(S)
14     R1 := Region(T)
15     Record(R0, R1, RegionMap)
16     STy := KnownType(R0, RegionTypeMap)
17     TTy := KnownType(R1, RegionTypeMap)
18     if IsMorePrecise(STy, TTy) then
19         updateRegionType(R1, STy)
20     else
21         updateRegionType(R0, TTy)

To associate the memory region with the most precise type in each execution path, KSG utilizes type comparisons. As shown in Table 1, the algorithm divides the types into four categories. First, void or void* is less precise than all other types because they do not encode any structural information. Scalar type that has longer bit width is more precise than another scalar type. Both scalar and compound type are less precise than pointer type, because it’s a common use case in kernel to store the pointer value to scalar or pointer-sized compound type. For pointer types, the algorithm applies the above rules to the underlying type recursively. With the procedure above, KSG can identify the concrete type of each parameter and field of compound type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Void</th>
<th>Scalar</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Ptr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Void</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptr</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Underlying</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 shows a running example of do_tcp_setsockopt with Algorithm 1. First, CSA marks the input parameter optname and optval as symbol sym0 and sym1, respectively. After the first case condition, it collects range constraint of sym0, indicating that optname equals to TCP_REPAIR_OPTIONS on the current execution path. Algorithm 1 is invoked when CSA enters the kernel function copy_from_sockptr since it calls copy_from_user eventually. Symbolic value sym1 is associated with memory region region0, which is recorded in SymRegionMap, because optval (integer type) is cast to a pointer. The mapping from region0 to struct tcp_repair_opt is also recorded in RegionTypeMap. Finally, CSA captures another range constraint of opt’s field opt_code. In this way, KSG knows the concrete type of sym1 based on the information in SymRegionMap and RegionTypeMap. This example demonstrates that the types and range constraints can be collected properly and the second challenge can be addressed by combining CSA and type collection.

4.3 Specification Generation

Leveraging the above approach, KSG can collect parameters’ types and range constraints in each execution path of submodules’ entries. Based on the collected information, KSG generates specifications in domain language Syzlang for kernel fuzzers. The generation procedure needs to accomplish two
Figure 6: Running example for Algorithm 1. CSA first marks `optname` and `optval` as symbolic value `sym0` and `sym1`. Then it captures range constraint on symbolic value `sym0`. Algorithm 1 maps `sym1` to memory region `region0` since `optval` is cast to pointer type. Finally, CSA further captures another range constraint of `sym2`, symbolic value of `opt`’s field `opt_code`.

5 Implementation

Entry extraction. We implement eBPF programs based on BCC [10] and hook them as kprobes into target kernel functions. Two probes are used to capture the entries of device drivers’ and protocols’ operations, respectively. We currently utilize a userspace program to trigger the extraction process. The program first attaches the probes to the kernel. It then scans kernel-provided resources, such as opening files in `/dev`, mounting all the supported file systems, and creating all the supported sockets of different file systems, and creating all the supported sockets of the kernel. These operations allow us to extract the implementation of the corresponding file operations and socket operations for different submodules.

Types and Constraints. We implement the types and constraints collection based on Clang13. Algorithm 1 is implemented as multiple CSA checkers that are hooked after each time CSA simulates execution of a test expression and before the execution of functions with copy semantics, e.g., `copy_from_user`. These checkers read the symbol values and memory regions of the expressions in the hooked opera-
tions from current program state, and update the type information stored in the global maps based on the type comparison rules in Table 1. For better intra-procedure analysis, we utilize the cross translation unit (CTU) analysis of CSA based on pre-dumped AST and compilation database. We customized the analysis configuration, e.g., increasing the max number of imported translation units, limiting the loop time since it does not provide new information for specification generation but reduces efficiency. Besides, we also modeled a larger number of kernel library APIs via implementing CSA checkers for better symbolic execution, including kmalloc, string manipulation functions, etc. These checkers observe the symbolic execution of the kernel and actively participate in modeling the program behavior via modifying the region bindings and range constraints stored in the program state.

**Specification Generation.** The generation procedure is implemented as plugins too that are hooked into CSA at the end of each execution path’s simulation. We first implement AST to fully support Syzlang language. Based on the type information stored in the global maps and the range constraints of each symbol in the CSA, the translation of KSG maps the C language AST to Syzlang AST. In order to generate the specifications, the mapped AST is serialized into text format that conforms to the syntax rules of Syzlang, thus allowing kernel fuzzers to use the generated specifications and speed up the entire fuzzing campaign.

### 6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of KSG on recent versions of Linux and fuzzers. Specifically, we chose Linux-5.15, 5.10, and 5.4 as our target versions. Linux 5.15 is the latest version prior to submission, whereas 5.10 and 5.4 are widely used by many distributions. To evaluate the effectiveness of the generated specifications in improving fuzzers’ performance, we took the generated specifications as input to Syzkaller and Moonshine, and compared the code coverage and bug finding capabilities to their original version. We chose Syzkaller because it is the state-of-the-art kernel fuzzer. Moonshine improves Syzkaller’s fuzzing efficiency by distilling high-quality seeds for it and is a representative fuzzer. We design experiments to address the following questions:

- **RQ1:** How does KSG perform in generating system call specifications in terms of efficiency and quality?
- **RQ2:** How effective are the generated specifications in improving the coverage of kernel fuzzers?
- **RQ3:** How effective are the generated specifications in assisting kernel fuzzers to find bugs?

**Experiment Settings** The experiments were conducted on a Linux server with a 16-core Intel i7-10700K CPU and 32 GiB of memory. Each version of the kernel uses the same compilation configuration. Specifically, `CONFIG_BPF` and `CONFIG_KPROBE` were enabled for entry extraction. We also enabled `CONFIG_KCOV` to collect code coverage. We extended fuzzers with the generated specifications, and we refer to those extended fuzzers as Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+, respectively. All 4 fuzzers were configured with the same parameters in terms of QEMU configurations and base system call specifications. Specifically, we started all experiments simultaneously and distributed the resources evenly, including 2 cores and 4 GiB of memory for each virtual machine. All 4 fuzzers adopted the same base version of the Syzlang specifications. To reduce statistical errors, each experiment was repeated 3 times and executed over a period of 72 hours, and the average results were reported.

### 6.1 Specification Generation

We executed KSG on three versions of the Linux kernel and the whole process of specification generation is automatic. Table 2 shows the results of this process. During entry extraction, KSG scanned 1098 unique device files and 78 different sockets in total, and extracted 572 and 222 entries, respectively. Note that the number of entries is not equal to the number of scanned files and sockets multiplied by the number of function pointers defined in `file_operations` and `proto_ops`. This is because: first, the registered operations of different files and sockets can be the same; second, each submodule does not need to implement all the operations; finally, KSG de-duplicates the extracted entries and verifies the extracted addresses. Besides, we manually verified the correctness of extracted entries by reading the source code corresponding to the submodule. The result shows that KSG can correctly extract the entries of all files and sockets that are accessible from userspace. Furthermore, since KSG performs entry extraction dynamically based on eBPF after kernel booted and all submodules loaded, the correctness of the extracted entries can also be guaranteed.

Table 2: KSG extracted 792 entries by scanning 78 sockets and 1098 device files. After path-sensitive analysis in 5h, KSG generated specifications containing 2433 specialized calls, and 1460 of them are new to existing specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scanned Entries</th>
<th>Specs</th>
<th>New Specs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socket 78</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver 1098</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall 1176</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>2433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By performing path-sensitive analysis on submodules’ entries, KSG generates 8 specialized calls per minute, with a total of 2433 specialized calls generated in 5 hours. Of this total, 1510 specialized calls are generated from device drivers while 923 specialized calls corresponded to sockets. Specifically, for
64% of the extracted entries, the number of generated specialized calls is less than 2. This is because the input types remain consistent across the execution paths. For instance, KSG generates one specialized call for system call `bind` of each type of socket. The input address is qualified to the type defined by the corresponding socket type, while the type of such parameter in C prototype does not constrain the input structure. Although the number of specialized calls for this 64% of the entries is limited, encoding specifications for them requires extensive domain knowledge, whereas KSG can automate this process leveraging the source code analysis. For 36% of the extracted entries, the number of generated specialized calls is more than 2 because the input types of these entries can vary in different execution paths. The average number of specialized calls for these entries is 4, and KSG generates up to 29 specialized calls for system call `getsockopt` of X25 socket. For those 36% of the entries, the manual efforts of writing specifications would be vast, while the automation of KSG can significantly reduce the time cost of this process.

Compared with the existing specifications that contains 1204 specialized calls for the drivers and sockets scanned by KSG, 1460 generated calls are new, of which 586 and 874 are generated from the analyzed sockets and drivers, respectively. In order to further verify the correctness of the generated specifications, we manually checked if the range constants match the collected parameter types by reading the source code of submodules. The final result shows that KSG can correctly extract the input types and the corresponding range constraints in each execution path of submodules’ entries.

### 6.2 Coverage Improvement

To answer RQ2, we took 1460 new specialized calls as input to Syzkaller and Moonshine, while monitoring the fuzzing process and sampling each fuzzer’s statistics in the 72-hour run. Figure 7 shows the comparison of branch coverage between fuzzers and Table 3 lists detailed statistics. The base specifications used by Syzkaller and Moonshine contain 4144 specialized calls in total, including specifications encoded for submodules that have not been handled by KSG. With 1460 new specialized calls, Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ achieved 22% and 23% coverage improvement, respectively.

As shown in Figure 7, both Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ can achieve higher coverage statistics than their original version in the same amount of time. Specifically, all tools show significant growth in the first 8 hours, where the advantage of the generated specifications is not obvious. After fuzzing for 8 hours, the coverage growth of Syzkaller and Moonshine starts to slow down, whereas that of Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ is significantly faster than the former. This is because KSG does not improve kernel fuzzers’ throughput or efficiency, but rather enables fuzzers to reach more modules and code with additional generated specifications. Therefore, all fuzzers perform at similar rates before 8 hours since they have yet to cover the code reachable using manually-written specifications. They diverge after 8 hours as the manually-written specifications cannot provide the kernel fuzzers with more low hanging fruit, while the generated specifications allow the fuzzers to continue finding more code in more modules.

In principle, fuzzers utilize the generated specifications to generate test cases. In order to further demonstrate the reason behind the improvement, we analyzed the output corpus of all fuzzers and calculated the percentage of test cases that contain the newly generated calls in the whole corpus. At the end of 72-hour experiment, the average percentage of such inputs in the corpus is 28%. Therefore, the reason behind the coverage improvement is that the generated specifications provide new test portals for fuzzers. Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ can synthesize test cases based on the new specifications thus covering kernel code that used to be unreachable. Meanwhile, the improvement can demonstrate the quality of the generated specifications, since specifications with low quality, e.g., range constraints mismatch input types, can even hinder fuzzers’ capabilities. The above results prove that the generated specifications can assist fuzzers in exploring more code in the kernel.
Table 3: Coverage statistics of fuzzers compare to their original versions. Columns “min-impr” and “max-impr” present the minimum / maximum improvement.

(a) Syzkaller+ vs. Syskaller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>min-impr</th>
<th>max-impr</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>+18%</td>
<td>+24%</td>
<td>+21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>+19%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
<td>+22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>+20%</td>
<td>+28%</td>
<td>+24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>+19%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
<td>+22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Moonshine+ vs. Moonshine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>min-impr</th>
<th>max-impr</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>+19%</td>
<td>+24%</td>
<td>+22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>+20%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
<td>+23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>+20%</td>
<td>+26%</td>
<td>+24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>+19%</td>
<td>+25%</td>
<td>+23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Bug Finding and Case Studies

To answer RQ3, we tested the Linux kernel with Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ for two weeks. As a result, we found 138 unique vulnerabilities in total and 26 were confirmed by maintainers as previously unknown bugs, of which 13 and 6 were fixed and assigned with CVEs, respectively. Table 4 lists the details of those vulnerabilities. Most of these vulnerabilities are critical. For instance, KSG assisted fuzzers to discover a vulnerability with a 7.0 CVSS score (CVE-2021-4028). Although Syzkaller has been testing the Linux kernel continuously with large amounts of computing resources, these 26 vulnerabilities have not been reported. The reason why KSG assisted Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ to discover 26 previously unknown vulnerabilities is that the generated specifications provide fuzzers with more information of system calls. Based on this domain knowledge, Syzkaller+ and Moonshine+ can generate test cases to test kernel code that used to be difficult for fuzzers to reach. The above result shows that the specifications automatically generated by KSG can improve the fuzzers’ vulnerability detection capabilities.

Case Study: CVE-2021-4148 KSG assisted fuzzers to discover a vulnerability in VFS. As shown in Figure 8, `block_invalidatepage()` would throw a bug due to assertion failure if `stop` is greater than `PAGE_SIZE`. However, the input generated by the fuzzer is a huge page, and the length is the size of the huge page due to the read-only `FS THP` support. This triggers kernel crash directly and Figure 8 shows a fix for this. However, the root cause of this vulnerability is complicated. Specifically, the kernel isn’t supposed to get a writable file descriptor on a file that has huge pages added to the page cache without the filesystem’s knowledge. VFS should have truncated the page cache when it found `THPs` in the cache. Except for the fix mentioned, this vulnerability was fixed properly with additional patches. Leveraging the newly generated specifications, the fuzzer synthesized the corresponding test cases thus triggering the assertion failure.

Table 4: KSG assisted fuzzers to discover 26 previously unknown vulnerabilities. All of these vulnerabilities have been confirmed by maintainers; 13 of these bugs have been fixed by corresponding patches and another 6 have been assigned with CVEs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sk_stream_kill_queues</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__init_work</td>
<td>use after free</td>
<td>CVE-2021-4150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truncate_inode_page</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__folio_mark_dirty</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kvm_arch_vcpu_create</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cma_cancel_listens</td>
<td>use after free</td>
<td>CVE-2021-4032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>io_wq_submit_work</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btrfs_alloc_tree_block</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__btrfs_tree_lock</td>
<td>deadlock</td>
<td>CVE-2021-4149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smpl_call_function</td>
<td>soft lockup</td>
<td>CVE-2021-4028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block_invalidatepage</td>
<td>dereference null</td>
<td>CVE-2021-4028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdma_listen</td>
<td>use after free</td>
<td>CVE-2021-4028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext4_block_write_begin</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>io_ring_exit_work</td>
<td>task hung</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skb_try_coalesce</td>
<td>task hung</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btrfs_search_slot</td>
<td>deadlock</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__set_page_dirty</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__kernel_read</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlog_cil_commit</td>
<td>dereference null</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hub_port_init</td>
<td>task hung</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hci_cmd_timeout</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgroung_rstat_flush_locked</td>
<td>data race</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btrfs_free_tree_block</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>io_uring_cancel_generic</td>
<td>task hung</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hci_uart_ts_wakeup</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blk_mq_get_tag</td>
<td>logic bug</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Discussion and Limitations

During the experiments, we found a total of 231 specialized calls from existing specifications that are encoded for the submodules scanned by KSG, but are nonexistent in the generated specifications. We believe there are three major reasons for this. First, KSG mainly considers range constraints while handwritten specifications encode other parameters semantics, e.g., defining parameters that are checksums of other fields as instances of the `csum` in Syzlang. Second, kernel experts can redefine original input types from system call definitions to other types with the same memory layout to generate argument values more efficiently. For instance, some submodules use the high 16 bits and low 16 bits of a `u32` number for different purposes, and kernel experts redefine them as two `u16` types so that fuzzer can generate and mutate values for them individually. For these two limitations, we can improve KSG further by hooking more kernel functions during
we can apply the rest of KSG. For other system calls, we can construct checkers to simulate common low-level operations so that the related information can be collected and propagated properly.

Currently, we mainly apply KSG to generate specifications for drivers and sockets. Since many resources in Linux are represented as files in VFS, using file-operation-relevant system calls allows us to extract entry information for many submodules. Meanwhile, in principle, KSG is generalizable. For other multiplexing system calls, we can adapt entry extraction to the target through a slight analysis of the internal implementation to find the kernel functions that need to be injected; then, we can apply the rest of KSG. For other system calls, we can directly execute the collecting algorithm of KSG and generate specifications based on gathered information since these steps only depend on the source code information. Take system call prctl() as an example, KSG can collect the argument constraints directly from sys_prctl().

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose KSG to automatically generate system call specifications for kernel fuzzers based on entry extraction and types and constraints collection. The evaluation shows that KSG generates 8 specialized calls per minute, with a total of 2433 specialized calls generated in 5 hours. Leveraging the generated specifications, Syzkaller and Moonshine’s coverage were improved 22% and 23%, respectively. Furthermore, KSG assisted fuzzers to discover 26 previously unknown bugs. The above result demonstrates that KSG is effective in generating system call specifications, and the generated specifications can improve the fuzzers’ performance.

For future work, we will extend KSG to other system calls or submodules to generate more specifications since some submodules are not covered by KSG yet, and submodules like drivers can change over time, which potentially involves making modifications to entry extraction. More importantly, we can augment KSG to infer semantic information of system calls’ parameters, thus significantly improving the generated specifications, which can be implemented with multiple CSA checkers encoded carefully with domain knowledge.
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9 APPENDIX

9.1 Generated Specifications

Listing 1 shows part of generated system call specifications for /dev/pts. During entry extraction, KSG extracts struct file_operation of device /dev/pts via accessing device files under /dev/pts directory. KSG then performs path sensitive analysis on each extracted entry to collect types and range constraints. During the first step of generation, KSG defines the resource type fd_dev_pts_0, where the name of resource type is generated based the accessed file. openat$dev_pts_0_0 is also generated during this step and the target file path is qualified to /dev/pts/0. After the second step of the generation, the rest of specialized calls and related types were generated based on the collected types and range constraints.

Listing 1: Generated specifications for /dev/pts driver

```c
resource fd_dev_pts_0[fd]
openat$dev_pts_0_0(fd const [AT_FDCWD], file ptr[in, string["/dev/pts/0"]], flags flags [open_flags], mode flags[open_mode])
\nfd_dev_pts_0
\n\nioctl$dev_pts_0_16(fd fd_dev_pts_0 , cmd const [0x5413], arg ptr[in, winsize])
ioctl$dev_pts_0_11(fd fd_dev_pts_0 , cmd const [0x80045440], arg ptr[in, int32])
ioctl$dev_pts_0_3(fd fd_dev_pts_0 , cmd const [0x541f], arg ptr[in, serial_struct])
ioctl$dev_pts_0_5(fd fd_dev_pts_0 , cmd const [0x545d], arg ptr[in, serial_icounter_struct])
\nserial_icounter_struct {
  cts int32
  dsr int32
  rng int32
  dcd int32
  tx int32
  frame int32
  overrun int32
  parity int32
  brk int32
  buf_overrun int32
  reserved array[int32, 9]
}
serial_struct {
  \n  closing_wait2 int16
  iomem_base ptr[out, array[int8]]
}
winsize {
  ws_row int16
  ws_col int16
  ws_xpixel int16
  ws_ypixel int16
}
```

Listing 2 shows part of generated system call specifications for socket X25. During entry extraction, KSG extracts struct proto_ops of X25 via invoking system call socket with address family AF_X25. KSG then performs path sensitive analysis on each extracted entry to collect types and range constraints. During the first step of generation, KSG defines the resource type sock_X25_SeqPacket, where the name of resource type is generated based the address family and socket type. socket$X25_SeqPacket is also generated during this step and the parameters are qualified to corresponding constant. After the second step of the generation, the rest of specialized calls and related types were generated based on the collected types and range constraints.

Listing 2: Generated specifications for X25 socket

```c
resource sock_X25_SeqPacket[sock]
socket$X25_SeqPacket(domain const [0x9], type const [0x5], proto const [0x0])
sock_X25_SeqPacket
bind$X25_SeqPacket_0(sock sock_X25_SeqPacket, addr ptr[in, sockaddr_x25], len bytesize[addr])
\nsetsockopt$X25_SeqPacket_0(sock sock_X25_SeqPacket, level const [0x106], opt_name const [0x1], buf ptr[in, int32], len ptr[in, int32])
\nioctl$X25_SeqPacket_6(fd sock_X25_SeqPacket, cmd const [0x89e5], arg ptr[in, x25_calluserdata])
ioctl$X25_SeqPacket_4(fd sock_X25_SeqPacket, cmd const [0x89ec], arg ptr[in, x25_causediag])
ioctl$X25_SeqPacket_9(fd sock_X25_SeqPacket, cmd const [0x89ea], arg ptr[in, x25_dte_facilities])
ioctl$X25_SeqPacket_10(fd sock_X25_SeqPacket, cmd const [0x89e3], arg ptr[in, x25_facilities])
\nsockaddr_x25 {
  sx25_family const [0x9, int16]
  sx25_addr x25_address
}
x25_address {
  sx25_family const [0x9, int16]
  sx25_addr x25_address
}
x25_calluserdata {
  cu_length int32
  cu_data array[int8, 128]
}
x25_causediag {
  cause int8
  diagnostic int8
}
x25_dte_facilities {
  \n}
x25_facilities {
  \n}
```
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Abstract

Deadlocks in OS kernels can cause critical problems like performance degradation and system hangs. However, detecting deadlocks in OS kernels is quite challenging, due to high complexity of concurrent execution and large code bases of OS kernels. In this paper, we design a practical static analysis approach named DLOS, to effectively detect deadlocks in OS kernels. DLOS consists of three key techniques: (1) a summary-based lock-usage analysis to efficiently extract the code paths containing distinct locking constraints from kernel code; (2) a reachability-based comparison method to efficiently detect locking cycles from locking constraints; (3) a two-dimensional filtering strategy to effectively drop false positives by validating code-path feasibility and concurrency. We have evaluated DLOS on Linux 5.10, and find 54 real deadlocks, with a false positive rate of 17%. We have reported these deadlocks to Linux kernel developers, and 31 of them have been confirmed.

1 Introduction

Concurrent execution improves the performance of OS kernels, but can inevitably introduce concurrency bugs. Some studies [37, 38, 51] have shown that a large part of reported OS bugs are related to kernel concurrency. Deadlock is a common kind of concurrency bugs, caused by a locking cycle in different threads. For example, one thread acquires the locks A and then B, while the other concurrent thread acquires the locks B and then A, and thus a deadlock caused by the ABBA locking cycle occurs. Deadlocks in OS kernels are dangerous, because they can infinitely block the involved threads, causing performance degradation and even system hangs.

To find deadlocks, many existing approaches [5, 9–11, 15, 21, 27, 28, 31, 33, 44, 45, 55] dynamically monitor thread execution and lock-related operations to detect locking cycles. These approaches have shown promising results in both user-level applications and OS kernels. For example, Lockdep [33] is a widely-used lock-usage validator integrated in the Linux kernel. It detects deadlocks, double locks and other locking issues, by dynamically tracking the state of each lock class and checking the dependencies between different lock classes. However, dynamic analysis approaches require well-constructed workloads or substantial test cases to cover the code containing bugs, and thus their detection coverage is often limited in runtime testing.

To improve detection coverage, some approaches [30, 41, 42, 46, 52] use static analysis to detect deadlocks in user-level applications. However, these approaches are ineffective in detecting deadlocks in OS kernels, for two main reasons. First, these approaches require a fixed entry point (such as a main function) to start dataflow analysis; but an OS kernel consists of many kernel modules, each of which has no such a fixed entry point [4, 43]. Second, these approaches need to identify concurrent code and perform concurrency alias analysis according to thread-creation function calls (such as the calls to pthread_create) and related arguments; but the concurrency of OS kernel is often determined by the concurrent execution of specific interface functions in each kernel module [2], not explicitly calling thread-creation functions.

To our knowledge, RacerX [19] is the sole existing static analysis approach to systematically detect deadlocks in OS kernels. It uses locking constraint to describe the locking situation when each lock is acquired, e.g., if a code path acquires the locks A and then B, its locking constraint is \( A \rightarrow B \). RacerX performs flow-sensitive and inter-procedural analysis to identify the code paths containing locking constraints (such code paths are referred to as target code paths subsequently) from OS kernel code, and then recursively compares between each two target code paths with their locking constraints to detect locking cycles as deadlocks.

However, RacerX still has some limitations. First, though using some heuristic techniques (like result ranking), RacerX still has a high false positive rate of 46%, due to neglecting the feasibility and concurrency of code paths. Second, RacerX neglects alias relationships, causing both false positives and negatives. Finally, RacerX simply compares between each two target code paths with their locking constraints in a recursive
way to detect locking cycles. This method works well for old OS kernels (like Linux 2.5.62 checked in its paper), but can be inefficient for modern OS kernels (like Linux 5.10 checked in our evaluation) that are much larger and more complex. Since the RacerX paper published in 2003, no new static approach has been proposed to systematically detect deadlocks in OS kernels. Thus, it is important to design a new static approach to perform effective deadlock detection in modern OS kernels.

In this paper, we design a practical static analysis approach named DLOS, to effectively detect deadlocks in OS kernels. DLOS consists of three key techniques:

1. DLOS uses a summary-based lock-usage analysis to efficiently extract the code paths containing distinct locking constraints from kernel code. Our analysis uses function summaries to avoid repeated code analysis in the same functions, and it also drops the target code paths containing repeated locking constraints. To improve accuracy, our analysis is flow-sensitive and inter-procedural with the consideration of alias relationships, and it also uses a light-weight method to validate code-path feasibility with an SMT solver.

2. DLOS uses a reachability-based comparison method to efficiently detect locking cycles from locking constraints. We observe that there are substantial target code paths containing distinct locking constraints in modern OS kernels (like Linux 5.10). Thus, when detecting locking cycles, simply comparing between each two target code paths with their locking constraints in a recursive way is quite time-consuming. To solve this problem, for each target code path, our method maintains a constraint reachability graph to store the locking constraints that are reachable starting the comparison from this code path, and the involved target code paths. By using constraint reachability graphs, our method can reduce repeated comparison of locking constraints, to improve the detection efficiency. If a locking cycle is found, it is considered as a possible deadlock, with the involved target code paths and locking constraints.

3. DLOS uses a two-dimensional filtering strategy to effectively drop false positives, by validating the feasibility and concurrency of target code paths for each possible deadlock. On the one hand, as using an SMT solver to completely validate the feasibility of each code path is quite time-consuming, our strategy validates code paths in a phased way. Specifically, during locking-constraint extraction, as substantial code paths are required to be validated, making the validation efficiency more important, our strategy uses a simple and light-weight path-condition checking method to drop obviously infeasible code paths containing locking constraints; and then after locking-cycle detection, as the code paths of possible deadlocks should occupy a very small proportion of all the code paths, making the validation accuracy more important, our strategy uses a complete and heavy-weight path-condition checking method to drop false deadlocks. On the other hand, for each possible deadlock, our strategy checks the concurrency of its code paths, by analyzing their call graphs and looking for common locks acquired in these code paths.

Overall, DLOS has three main stages shown in Figure 1. In Stage 1, DLOS uses our summary-based lock-usage analysis to extract the code paths containing distinct locking constraints. In Stage 2, according to the extracted code paths and locking constraints, DLOS uses our reachability-based comparison method to detect possible deadlocks. In Stage 3, DLOS uses our two-dimensional filtering strategy to check possible deadlocks and drop false positives. After these stages, DLOS reports the final reports of the found deadlocks.

Compared to RacerX, DLOS has two main advantages. First, DLOS can achieve better accuracy than RacerX, by validating code-path feasibility with an SMT solver, considering alias relationships and checking the concurrency of the involved code paths for reported deadlocks. Second, DLOS can spend less time than RacerX, by extracting and comparing locking constraints more efficiently.

We have implemented DLOS with LLVM [32] and Z3 [54]. DLOS performs automated static analysis on the LLVM byte-code of the checked OS kernel. Overall, we make three main contributions in this paper:

- We analyze the challenges of static deadlock detection in OS kernels, and propose three key challenges to address these challenges: (1) a summary-based lock-usage analysis to efficiently extract the code paths containing distinct locking constraints from kernel code; (2) a reachability-based comparison method to efficiently detect locking cycles from locking constraints; (3) a two-dimensional filtering strategy to effectively drop false positives by validating code-path feasibility and concurrency.
- Based on these three key techniques, we design a practical static analysis approach named DLOS, to effectively detect deadlocks in OS kernels.
- We evaluate DLOS on Linux 4.9 and 5.10, and find 46 and 65 deadlocks, respectively. We manually check these deadlocks, and find that 39 and 54 deadlocks are real. 21 of the real deadlocks found in Linux 4.9 have been fixed in Linux 5.10. We have reported the 54 real deadlocks found in Linux 5.10 to Linux kernel developers, and 31 of them have been confirmed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and motivation. Section 3 introduces the challenges of static deadlock detection in OS kernels and our key techniques to address these challenges. Section 4 introduces DLOS. Section 5 shows our evaluation. Section 6

---

Figure 1: DLOS workflow.
makes a discussion about DLOS. Section 7 presents related work, and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 Background and Motivation

We first introduce deadlock and its detection, then explain the concurrency model of OS kernels, and finally motivate our work using a real deadlock in the Linux kernel.

2.1 Deadlock and Its Detection

To protect critical data from concurrent accesses, several kinds of synchronization primitives are designed and used. Locks are the most frequently-used synchronization primitives in real-world programs, to guarantee atomicity and prevent data races. However, if locks are incorrectly used, a deadlock can occur when one thread holds a lock that other concurrent threads want to acquire and vice versa.

Locking cycles in concurrent threads can cause deadlocks. The most common case is the ABBA lock in two threads, as shown in Figure 2(a). Namely, one thread acquires the locks A and then B (A→B), while the other concurrent thread acquires the locks B and then A (B→A), causing a locking cycle (A→B, B→A). In three or more threads, deadlocks can also occur due to such locking cycles, as shown in Figure 2(b).

![Figure 2: Deadlock examples.](image)

For dynamic analysis, deadlock detection has two basic steps, namely extracting locking constraints in concurrent threads and then comparing these locking constraints to detect locking cycles. For static analysis, deadlock detection is similar but more complex. On the one hand, without exact runtime information about thread execution, static analysis has to identify locking constraints from each code path and validate the concurrency of code paths. On the other hand, without exact values of accessed variables, static analysis has to validate the feasibility of code paths using an SMT solver.

2.2 Concurrency Model of the OS Kernel

A modern OS kernel consists of many kernel modules, including filesystems, network modules, device drivers, etc. Each kernel module has some specific interface functions that are called by upper-level programs, including other kernel modules via function-pointer calls and user-level applications via system calls. Figure 3 shows some examples of interface functions that are assigned to function-pointer fields. These interface functions form the entry points of the kernel module, and all other functions defined in the kernel module are called by them [4, 43]. Due to this execution model, the concurrency of OS kernel is often determined by the concurrent execution of specific interface functions in each kernel module [2]. In fact, a kernel module can also explicitly call thread-creation functions (such as kthread_create in the Linux kernel), but such operations are not common in kernel module code.

Different from the OS kernel, each user-level application has a fixed entry point (like a main function) and explicitly calls thread-creation functions (like pthread_create) to start concurrent execution. Accordingly, to detect deadlocks in user-level applications, existing static approaches [30, 41, 42, 46, 52] start dataflow analysis from this fixed entry point, and identify concurrent code for concurrency analysis according to thread-creation function calls and related arguments. Due to the difference between the concurrency models of OS kernels and user-level applications, these approaches are ineffective in detecting deadlocks in OS kernels.

2.3 Motivating Example

Figure 4 presents a real and already fixed deadlock in the btrfs filesystem, and this bug is found by our approach DLOS in the evaluation of checking Linux 4.9. When the function btrfs_read_chunk_tree is executed on the code path P1, it acquires the locks root->fs_info->chunk_mutex and then orig->device_list_mutex; when the function btrfs_remove_chunk is executed on the code path P2, it acquires the locks fs_devices->device_list_mutex and then root->fs_info->chunk_mutex. During filesystem execution, the functions btrfs_read_chunk_tree and btrfs_remove_chunk are able to be concurrently executed at runtime, and the locks orig->device_list_mutex and fs_devices->device_list_mutex can be identical, and thus an ABBA deadlock can occur. This deadlock was introduced by the commit 57ba4c8b85bfeef [16] in Linux 4.7, and it was found by Lockdep [33] and fixed by the commit 01d01caf9b [17] in Linux 5.9, after over 4 years later. In fact, Lockdep is integrated in the Linux kernel for dynamic deadlock detection, but it took Lockdep such a long time to find this deadlock, because the interleaving of the code paths P1 and P2 are infrequent in real execution.

This example illustrates why deadlocks occur in OS kernels. First, determining concurrent code paths and identifying the same locks in these code paths require substantial knowledge of OS kernels. In the example, without deep understanding of filesystems and extensive testing, it may
To detect deadlocks, static analysis needs to first extract the locking constraints in OS kernel code can be quite time-consuming and inaccurate. Extracting locking constraints in OS kernel code can be quite time-consuming and inaccurate. Extracting locking constraints in OS kernel code can be quite time-consuming and inaccurate.

Figure 4: A real deadlock in Linux 4.9 btrfs filesystem.

be difficult to know code paths P1 and P2 can be concurrently executed, and the locks orig->device_list_mutex and fs_devices->device_list_mutex can be identical. Second, incorrect fixing of known bugs can introduce new and hard-to-find concurrency bugs. In the example, the commit 57ba4cb5bff introducing the deadlock aimed to fix a harmful data race in the functions btrfs_remove_chunk and btrfs_dev_replace_finishing, but this commit incautiously introduces a locking cycle in the functions btrfs_remove_chunk and btrfs_read_chunk_tree. Finally, multiple functions (including concurrent functions and the functions called by them) and variables in these functions need to be considered.

By scanning the reported deadlocks in the Linux kernel, we find that most of them are found in stress testing and kernel fuzzing. But the detection coverage of runtime testing heavily relies on the provided workloads, causing many real deadlocks to be missed. Static analysis can conveniently achieve high detection coverage without actual execution of the OS kernel. However, as the sole existing static approach of systematically detecting deadlocks in OS kernels, RacerX [19] still has many false positives, and its concurrency analysis can be inefficient to modern OS kernels (like Linux 5.10 checked in our evaluation) that are much larger and more complex than old OS kernels (like Linux 2.5.62 checked in the RacerX paper). Thus, it is important to design a new static approach to perform effective deadlock detection in modern OS kernels.

3 Challenges and Key Techniques

To detect deadlocks, static analysis needs to first extract the code paths containing distinct locking constraints (such code paths are referred to as target code paths subsequently) from kernel code, and then compare these code paths with their locking constraints to detect locking cycles as deadlocks. However, performing these steps for checking OS kernel code has three main challenges:

C1: Extracting locking constraints. A modern OS kernel is very large and complex, because it has many kernel modules and lots of functions with complicated call graphs. Thus, extracting locking constraints in OS kernel code can be quite time-consuming and inaccurate.

C2: Detecting locking cycles. Due to the large and complex code base of the OS kernel, there are substantial target code paths containing distinct locking constraints. Thus, when detecting locking cycles, simply comparing between each two target code paths with their locking constraints in a recursive way is quite inefficient.

C3: Dropping false bugs. On the one hand, without validating the feasibility of code paths, static analysis can extract many infeasible target code paths and thus report many false bugs. On the other hand, each deadlock involves two or more target code paths that should be able to concurrently executed. Thus, without validating the concurrency of these target code paths, static analysis can report many false bugs whose target code paths cannot be concurrently executed.

To solve the above challenges, we propose three key techniques. For C1, we propose a summary-based lock-usage analysis to efficiently extract the code paths containing distinct locking constraints from kernel code. For C2, we propose a reachability-based comparison method to efficiently detect locking cycles from locking constraints. For C3, we propose a two-dimensional filtering strategy to effectively drop false positives by validating code-path feasibility and concurrency. We will introduce these techniques as follows.

3.1 Summary-Based Lock-Usage Analysis

Our summary-based lock-usage analysis has two basic stages: (S1) performing a dataflow analysis to collect target code paths containing distinct lock-acquire/release operations; and then (S2) performing a static lockset analysis to compute locking constraints for each target code path.

S1: Collecting target code paths. In this stage, the dataflow analysis has some properties: 1) this analysis is flow-sensitive and inter-procedural with the consideration of alias relationships, which can improve the accuracy; 2) this analysis uses function summaries to reduce repeated analysis, which can improve the efficiency; 3) this analysis drops the target code paths containing repeated lock-acquire/release operations, which can reduce repeated comparison in locking-cycle detection; 4) this analysis uses a light-weight method to validate the feasibility of each analyzed code path, which can reduce false positives of deadlock detection. This dataflow analysis traverses the code paths in the analyzed function func.

Figure 5 shows the main procedure of this dataflow analysis, which is represented as DataFlowAnalysis. It creates a function summary func_sum, which stores basic information about func (like function name and function-definition location) and the target code paths in func. This function summary is initialized with no target code path (line 1). This analysis handles each code path code_path in func with three steps (lines 2-30). First, it creates a data structure tar_path to collect the lock-acquire/release function calls and analyzed basic blocks in code_path (line 3), and then checks each function call call in code_path (lines 4-26). If call is used to acquire
DataFlowAnalysis(func)
Input: func – the analyzed function
Output: func_sum – function summary storing basic information about func and the target code paths in func
1: func_sum->tar_path_set := ø;
2: foreach code_path in GetCodePathSet(func) do
3:   tar_path := CreateTargetCodePath(code_path);
4:   foreach call in GetCalledSetPath(code_path) do
5:     called_func := GetFunction calle(call);
6:     if CheckLockFunction(called_func) then
7:       AddLockVector(call, tar_path->lock_vec);
8:     else
9:     // Use function summary to reduce repeated analysis
10:    called_func_sum := FindFuncSummary(called_func);
11:    if called_func_sum == NULL then
12:     called_func_sum := DataFlowAnalysis(called_func);
13:    end if
14:    // Top-down analysis of all target code paths in the callee
15:    called_tar_path_set := called_func_sum->tar_path_set;
16:    foreach called_tar_path in called_tar_path_set do
17:      tar_path_tmp := SplicePathIn(tar_path, called_tar_path);
18:     if LightPathCheck(tar_path_tmp) == TRUE then
19:       AddPathSet(tar_path_tmp, func_sum->tar_path_set);
20:     end if
21:   endforeach
22:   // Bottom-up analysis of one target code path selected in the callee
23:   rand_tar_path := RandomSelect(called_tar_path_set);
24:   tar_path := SplicePathIn(tar_path, rand_tar_path);
25:   if LightPathCheck(tar_path) == TRUE then
26:     AddPathSet(tar_path, func_sum->tar_path_set);
27:   end if
28: end if
29: end foreach
30: DropRepeatTargetCodePath(func_sum->tar_path_set);
31: return func_sum;

Figure 5: Dataflow analysis of collecting target code paths.

or release a lock, it is added into the lock-operation vector lock_vec of tar_path (line 7); otherwise this analysis handles its called function called_func. If called_func has been already analyzed, its function summary is gotten and stored as called_func_sum (line 10); otherwise, DataFlowAnalysis is recursively used to compute its function summary as called_func_sum (line 12). Then, from called_func_sum, this analysis gets and handles the target code paths in called_func (lines 15-21) in a top-down manner. For each such target code path called_tar_path, this analysis splices it with tar_path to form a new and possible target code path tar_path_tmp. This analysis uses a light-weight method (will be explained in Section 3.3) to validate the code-path feasibility of tar_path_tmp; if the code path is feasible, tar_path_tmp is considered as a possibly real target code path in func and added into the function summary func_sum->tar_path_set (lines 18-20). To avoid the explosion of bottom-up code paths from the callee function called_func, this analysis randomly selects one of the target code paths in this function and splices it into tar_path (lines 23-24). Before the code path ends, this analysis uses the light-weight method again to validate the code-path feasibility of tar_path; if the code path is feasible, tar_path is considered as a possibly real target code path in func and added into the function summary func_sum->tar_path_set (lines 27-29). After handling each code path, this analysis checks func_sum->tar_path_set to drop the target code paths containing identical lock-operation vectors (line 31), which can reduce repeated comparison of target code paths in locking-cycle detection. Finally, this analysis returns the function summary func_sum (line 32), which can be used to analyze other functions that call func.

Besides the procedure shown in Figure 5, this dataflow analysis also performs an intra-procedural, flow-insensitive and Andersen-style alias analysis [1] to identify all variables aliased with the lock argument of each lock-acquire/release function call. The alias analysis can help to improve the accuracy of computing locking constraints in S2. Moreover, each function summary stores the information about arguments and global variables, and drops the information about local variables, which are never used outside the function.

Example. We illustrate this dataflow analysis using the simplified code of the Linux affs filesystem in Figure 6. This figure shows three functions and partial code paths of them. According to the function position order, this analysis first analyzes the function affs_free_block and then affs_alloc_block, the analysis steps are represented as ①. This dataflow analysis also considers the alias relationships at ①, ④ and ⑥. At ③, there is a function call to affs_mark_sd_dirty, so this dataflow analysis first handles this function, then creates its function summary, and finally splices the target code path of this function summary into the analyzed target code path of affs_free_block at ②. The function affs_mark_sd_dirty is called again, so its function summary is reused, and the target code path of this function summary is spliced into the analyzed target code path of affs_alloc_block. By using the function summary, the analysis efficiency can be effectively improved.

Note that to avoid path explosion caused by bottom-up code paths of each callee function, this dataflow analysis uses a partial bottom-up analysis. Specifically, it randomly selects one of the target code paths in its function summary, and splices this path into the analyzed target code in the caller function, as shown at lines 23-24 in Figure 5. However, this method can miss other target code paths of the callee function, which can cause false negatives of deadlock detection. Even
so, compared to RacerX [19] that only has top-down analysis without bottom-up analysis, this dataflow analysis is more accurate by using partial bottom-up analysis. In the future, we will implement a more complete and low-complexity bottom-up analysis, by referring to some existing approaches [39, 40].

3.2 Reachability-Based Comparison Method

After extracting target code paths, we need to compare them to detect locking cycles as possible deadlocks. During comparison, we use a field-based analysis to identify the same locks in different code paths, if the lock variables’ data structure types and fields are identical, which is similar to RacerX [19] and DCUAFL [2]. Moreover, because a locking cycle can involve multiple target code paths (like the example deadlock in Figure 2(b)), the traditional method (used by existing static approaches like RacerX [19]) starts the comparison from each locking constraint in each target code path, and then recursively compares between each two target code paths with their locking constraints. Specifically, this method compares the current locking constraint with each locking constraint of each unhandled target code path. If they are matched, the current locking constraint is replaced with the matched locking constraint, and the comparison continues; if they are not matched, the comparison selects other target code paths. If all target code paths have been handled, the comparison stops. Once a locking cycle is found, this method reports a deadlock.

Figure 7: Example of the traditional comparison.

Figure 8: Example of our reachability-based comparison.

Example with the traditional comparison. We illustrate this traditional method using an example in Figure 7, containing four target code paths (TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP4), each of which contains one locking constraint. This method first starts the comparison from the locking constraint A→B in TP1 (namely TP1[A→B]), and then starts the comparison from the locking constraint D→A in TP2 (namely TP2[D→A]). The detailed comparison steps are also shown in the figure.

In Figure 7, we find that when starting the comparison from TP2[D→A], some steps (marked in blue and bold font) perform repeated comparison that has been done when starting from TP1[A→B]. In fact, such repeated comparison of locking constraints are common in locking cycle detection, because many code paths handle the same locks but have different locking orders, leading to different locking constraints. Thus, if such repeated comparison can be reduced, the locking cycle detection can be much more efficient.

Based on this idea, we propose a reachability-based method to efficiently compare locking constraints for locking-cycle detection. During comparison, this method maintains a constraint reachability graph for the target code path that the comparison starts from. This reachability graph contains some reachable nodes, each of which indicates an indirect locking constraint used for subsequent comparison:

\[
A_{n-1}^i(TP_i \{A_i \rightarrow A_{i+1}\}) \Rightarrow TP_{indirect} \{A_1 \rightarrow A_{n+1}, TP_set\}
\]

\[
TP_set = \{TP_1, TP_2, ..., TP_n\}
\]

This indirect locking constraint is added in the handled target code path. When our method finishes the comparison starting from all the locking constraints in this target code path, its reachability graph is completely built. The indirect locking constraints in this reachability graph are used to reduce repeated comparison involving the handled target code path. Specifically, if any locking constraint (direct or indirect) in this target code path is matched, the comparison stops and checks whether there is a locking cycle. Note that our method assumes a target code path is never concurrently executed with itself, because static analysis has insufficient information to infer whether a code path can be concurrently executed with itself. This assumption is also followed by existing static approaches, such as RacerX [19] and DCUAFL [2].
Example with our reachability-based comparison. To illustrate our method, we still use the example in Figure 7. The key steps performed by our method are marked in red and bold font. Our method still first starts the comparison from the locking constraint \(TP1[A \rightarrow B]\). Because \(TP1[A \rightarrow B]\) matches \(TP3[B \rightarrow C]\) and \(TP4[B \rightarrow E]\), our method creates two indirect locking constraints \(TP1[A \rightarrow C, [TP3]]\) and \(TP1[A \rightarrow E, [TP4]]\) and adds them in the target code path \(TP1\). After \(TP1\) is handled, its reachability graph is completely built. When our method starts the comparison from the locking constraint \(TP2[D \rightarrow A]\), the three locking constraints (including two indirect ones) in \(TP1\) are matched. Because the reachability graph of \(TP1\) is complete, the comparison stops when these locking constraints are handled, which can avoid the repeated steps performed by the traditional comparison method in Figure 7. In this way, our method can effectively reduce the time usage of locking-cycle detection.

Besides, for each indirect locking constraint, our method also stores the related original locking constraints and target code paths. During comparison, if a locking cycle is found as a possible deadlock, our method can conveniently recover the information about the involved locks and their code paths, which is used for false-positive filtering in Section 3.3.

### 3.3 Two-Dimensional Filtering Strategy

For a possible deadlock, our strategy checks whether it is a false positive, in two dimensions, namely validating the feasibility and concurrency of its target code paths.

**D1: Validating code-path feasibility.** For a given code path, we can use an SMT solver to validate the satisfiability of all the branch conditions and variable accesses (including read and write operations) in this code path. For deadlock detection, there are two possible stages where code-path validation can be performed: (S1) during the dataflow analysis extracts target code paths in Section 3.1, we can validate the feasibility of each extracted target code path; (S2) after locking-cycle detection in Section 3.2, we can validate the feasibility of the target code paths for each possible deadlock.

In S1, because the dataflow analysis needs to handle substantial code paths, if we perform complete and accurate validation of these code paths, the time cost will be quite high. In S2, we believe that the code paths of possible deadlocks should occupy a very small proportion of all the target code paths extracted in the dataflow analysis, and thus it is acceptable to perform complete and accurate validation of these code paths. An alternative way is to just perform code-path validation in S2. However, without the validation in S1, lots of infeasible target code paths will be extracted for locking-cycle detection, which can also introduce high time cost.

Based on the above consideration, our strategy uses a staged and balanced way. In S1, our strategy uses a simple and lightweight path-condition checking method to efficiently check the extracted target code paths. This method checks only branch conditions in each code path, without handling variable accesses outside branch conditions. Thus, this method is fast but relatively inaccurate, and it can quickly drop many target code paths that are obviously infeasible. Figure 9(a) shows an example target code path that can be dropped by this method. In S2, our strategy uses a complete and heavy-weight path-condition checking method to accurately check the code paths of possible deadlocks. This method checks both branch conditions and variable accesses in each code path. Thus, this method is relatively slow but accurate, and it can effectively drop false deadlocks involving complex path conditions.

In fact, because a deadlock contains two or more code paths that are interleaved in concurrent execution, these code paths may access some shared variables that should have identical values. Thus, for each possible deadlock, the heavy-weight method in S2 performs code-path validation in two ways. First, for each code path of this deadlock, the method validates its feasibility; if any code path is identified to be infeasible by an SMT solver, this deadlock is considered to be false and dropped. Second, the method extracts shared variables having identical data structure types and fields in each two code paths, then identifies the variable accesses and branch conditions that are related to these shared variables in the code paths, and finally translates the identified operations into SMT constraints of an SMT solver. If these SMT constraints are computed to be unsatisfiable, this deadlock is considered to be false and dropped. Figure 9(b) and Figure 9(c) show two example false deadlocks that can be dropped in these two ways, respectively.

**D2: Checking code-path concurrency.** For a deadlock, its target code paths should be able to be concurrently executed; otherwise, this deadlock is false. For each possible deadlock, our strategy checks the concurrency of its target code paths in two ways. First, our strategy checks whether there is a common lock acquired before the involved lock-acquire operations in any two of the target code paths. If so, these code paths cannot be concurrently executed, so this possible deadlock is considered to be false and dropped. Second, our strategy extracts the call graph of each target code path, and checks whether any two of these call graphs have common parts. If so,
it indicates that the related two code paths may be sequentially executed at different time points of the same thread, so this possible deadlock is considered to be false and dropped. Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) show two example false deadlocks that can be dropped in these two ways, respectively.

4 DLOS Approach

Based on the three key techniques in Section 3, we design a practical static approach named DLOS, to detect deadlocks in OS kernels. We have implemented DLOS with Clang [13] and Z3 [54]. DLOS automatically performs static analysis on the LLVM bytecode files of the OS kernel. Figure 11 shows the architecture of DLOS, which has four phases:

P1: Source-code compilation. The Clang compiler compiles the kernel source files into LLVM bytecode files, and then the information collector handles each function in LLVM bytecode to collect the function’s information (including function name, function-definition position, etc.). The information is used for inter-procedural analysis across source files.

P2: Locking-constraint extraction. The lock-usage analyzer uses our summary-based lock-usage analysis to handle LLVM bytecode files. This analysis starts at the entry of each function in the kernel code, to extract target code paths containing distinct locking constraints.

P3: Locking-cycle detection. The locking-cycle detector uses our reachability-based comparison method to check the extracted target code paths with locking constraints, and detects locking cycles as possible deadlocks. We observe that a kernel module often acquires private locks that are not accessible for other kernel modules, and thus the detector focuses on checking target code paths in the same kernel module.

P4: False-positive filtering. The deadlock validator uses our two-dimensional filtering strategy to check possible deadlocks and drop false positives. Besides, two possible deadlocks may have identical problematic locking operations but differ in code paths. To drop such repeated bugs, for a new possible deadlock, the validator checks whether it has the same problematic locking operations with any already detected deadlock; if so, it is considered to be repeated and dropped.

Implementation details. DLOS performs lock-usage analysis and path validation from the entry of each function in OS code, so it can handle different execution contexts like interrupt handling. However, DLOS does not handle function-pointer calls at present, so it cannot detect deadlocks across kernel modules connected by function pointers. Besides, DLOS cannot analyze RCU locks, as RCU lock-acquiring/release functions (like rcu_read_lock and rcu_read_unlock) have no argument. Finally, to accelerate deadlock detection, DLOS can support the parallelism of handling multiple kernel modules using multi-thread execution.

5 Evaluation

To validate the effectiveness of DLOS, we evaluate it on the Linux kernel. To cover different kernel versions, we select an old version 4.9 and a recent version 5.10. Table 1 shows the basic information about these kernel versions, and source code lines are counted by CLOC [14]. We run the experiments on a regular x86-64 PC with eight Intel i7-3770@3.40G CPUs and 16GB memory. We use the kernel configuration allyesconfig to enable all kernel code for the x86-64 architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Linux 4.9</th>
<th>Linux 5.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release time</td>
<td>December 2016</td>
<td>December 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source files (.c)</td>
<td>23.7K</td>
<td>29.4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code lines (.c)</td>
<td>11.4M</td>
<td>14.7M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Basic information about the checked OS kernels.

5.1 Bug Detection

We configure DLOS with common lock-acquiring/release functions (like spin_lock and spin_unlock) according to the Linux kernel documents [34], and then run DLOS to automatically check the kernel source code. We manually check all the deadlocks found by DLOS to identify real bugs. Table 2 shows the results, and we have the following findings:

Code analysis. DLOS can scale to large code bases of OS kernels. Specifically, it analyzes 8.5M and 11.7M source code lines in 14.5K and 19.9K source files in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively, within 7 hours. The remaining 2.9M and 3.0M source code lines in 9.2K and 9.5K source files are not analyzed, because they are not enabled by allyesconfig for the x86-64 architecture.

Efficiency improvement. DLOS improves the analysis efficiency from two aspects:

First, when extracting target code paths containing locking constraints, our lock-usage analysis uses function summaries to reduce repeated code analysis in the same functions. Specifically, around 93% of the times DLOS handles a function call is able to reuse an existing function summary, without the need of analyzing the function’s definition again.

Second, when detecting locking cycles, our reachability-based comparison method uses constraint reachability graphs to reduce repeated comparison of locking constraints. Specifically, with 196K and 222K indirect locking constraints created by our method, 851K and 946K times of repeated comparison are reduced in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively.
We infer that these real deadlocks are missed by Lockdep in extensive kernel testing, because their thread interleavings are infrequent to occur, and constructing workloads to cover these thread interleavings is difficult. Thus, DLOS can indeed find many deadlocks that are hard to find in runtime testing.

Besides, we believe that DLOS is helpful to deadlock reproduction, because it produces the detailed code paths of the found deadlocks. With these code paths, time delays can be strategically injected and carefully controlled, to cover specific thread interleavings and reproduce the found deadlocks. We have manually performed this way for several deadlocks in kernel modules that we can run, including the two deadlocks in Figure 4 and Figure 12(a), and these deadlocks can be successfully reproduced at runtime.

### 5.2 False Positives and Negatives

#### False positives

DLOS reports 7 and 11 false bugs in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively, resulting the false positives rates of 15% and 17%, respectively. By manually checking these false bugs, we find that they are reported for three main reasons:

First, the field-based analysis in locking-cycle detection can make mistakes when identifying the same locks in different code paths. This analysis identifies the same locks if the locks have the same data structure types and fields, and their data structure variables are different. This analysis cannot handle such cases at present. This reason causes DLOS to report 3 and 5 false bugs in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively.

Second, after locking-cycle detection reports possible deadlocks, our strategy uses a complete and heavy-weight code-path validation method to drop 220 and 258 false bugs in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively. Indeed, these false bugs’ code paths are failed to be dropped in our lock-usage analysis, because the light-weight code-path validation method used in this analysis is efficient but relatively inaccurate. To improve accuracy, the heavy-weight code-path validation method completely checks both branch conditions and variable accesses in the code paths of each possible deadlock, and thus it successfully drops these false bugs after locking cycle detection.

Finally, our strategy checks the concurrency of possible deadlocks, and drops 179 and 216 false bugs in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively. Indeed, their target code paths are considered to be non-concurrent. Specifically, 78 and 94 bugs are dropped due to holding a common lock in target code paths; 101 and 122 bugs are dropped due to containing common parts in the call graphs of target code paths.

#### False negatives

DLOS reports 2 and 3 false bugs in Linux 4.9 and 5.10, respectively. Firstly, they are still waiting for the reply of the remaining ones. Thus, DLOS can find new deadlocks.

We infer that these real deadlocks are missed by Lockdep in extensive kernel testing, because their thread interleavings are infrequent to occur, and constructing workloads to cover these thread interleavings is difficult. Thus, DLOS can indeed find many deadlocks that are hard to find in runtime testing.

Besides, we believe that DLOS is helpful to deadlock reproduction, because it produces the detailed code paths of the found deadlocks. With these code paths, time delays can be strategically injected and carefully controlled, to cover specific thread interleavings and reproduce the found deadlocks. We have manually performed this way for several deadlocks in kernel modules that we can run, including the two deadlocks in Figure 4 and Figure 12(a), and these deadlocks can be successfully reproduced at runtime.
False negatives. DLOS may still miss some real deadlocks for three main reasons:

First, our lock-usage analysis performs incomplete bottom-up analysis of each callee function, to avoid path explosion of inter-procedural analysis. Specifically, it randomly selects one of the target code paths in the callee function, and splices it into the analyzed target code in the caller function. Although the other target code paths in the callee function are handled in top-down analysis, they are neglected in bottom-up analysis, causing some locking constraints in the target code paths of the caller function to be missed.

Second, DLOS does not analyze function-pointer calls, and thus it cannot build complete call graphs for inter-procedural analysis. As a result, DLOS may miss real deadlocks involving the code that is reached through function-pointer calls.

Finally, DLOS considers that a target code path is never concurrently executed with itself. Indeed, to reduce false positives, DLOS validates two code paths’ concurrency by checking their common locks and call graphs. However, this validation is infeasible for two identical code paths, and thus DLOS does not detect deadlocks occurring in the same target code path of different execution contexts.

5.3 Case Studies of the Found Deadlocks

Figure 12 shows two deadlocks found by DLOS in Linux 5.10, and they have been confirmed by Linux kernel developers.

Deadlock in SysRq command handling for filesystems. In Figure 12(a), when the function do_thaw_all_callback is executed on the code path P1, it first acquires the read-write semaphore sb->s_umount and then the mutex lock bdev->bd_fsfreeze_mutex; when the function freeze_bdev is executed on the code path P2, it first acquires the mutex lock bdev->bd_fsfreeze_mutex and then the read-write semaphore sb->s_umount. During SysRq commands [50] are handled for filesystems, the functions do_thaw_all_callback and freeze_bdev can be concurrently executed, and thus an ABBA deadlock can occur.

Deadlock in the LPFC SCSI driver. In Figure 12(b), when the function lpfc_nvmet_unsol_fcp_issue_abort is executed on the code path P1, it acquires the spinlocks cctx->ctctxlock and then phba->sli4_hba.abts_nvmet_buf_list_lock; when the function lpfc_sli4_nvmet_xri_aborted is executed on the code path P2, it acquires the spinlocks phba->sli4_hba.abts_nvmet_buf_list_lock and then cctx->ctctxlock. During driver execution, the functions lpfc_nvmet_unsol_fcp_issue_abort and lpfc_sli4_nvmet_xri_aborted can be concurrently executed, and thus an ABBA deadlock can occur.

From the feedback of kernel developers, the confirmed deadlocks found by DLOS require infrequent and special test cases to find at runtime, which indicates that DLOS is useful to detecting hard-to-trigger deadlocks via static analysis.

5.4 Comparison Experiment

We aim to experimentally compare to RacerX [19], which is the sole existing static approach to systematically detect deadlocks in OS kernels. However, RacerX is not open-source, and Linux kernel 2.6.62 checked in its paper is too old to be normally compiled by Clang. Thus, we have to try our best to implement a RacerX-like tool according to its paper.

RacerX [19] performs code analysis with summary caches, which seems similar to function summaries used in our lock-usage analysis. However, RacerX lacks the other two key techniques used in DLOS, namely the reachability-based comparison method to improve the efficiency of locking-cycle detection, and the two-dimensional filtering strategy to drop false positives. To validate the value of these two techniques in comparison, we implement three tools by modifying DLOS: (1) DLOSreach that uses the traditional comparison method in RacerX for locking-cycle detection to replace the reachability-based comparison method in DLOS; (2) DLOSfilter, that removes the two-dimensional filtering strategy in DLOS; (3) RacerX-like that both uses the traditional comparison method for locking-cycle detection and removes the two-dimensional filtering strategy in DLOS.

We run these three tools to check the whole Linux 5.10 code, but the DLOSreach and RacerX-like tools run for over 60 hours, without finishing their detection. Thus, for more clear comparison, we select six kernel modules in Linux 5.10, and run these tools and DLOS to check the source code of these kernel modules. These six kernel modules include: two ones (sb and lpfc) that has real deadlocks found by DLOS, two ones (fpga and ocsf2) that has false deadlocks found by DLOS, and two ones (ifs and bcache) that has no deadlock found by DLOS. Table 3 shows the results, and we find that:
Table 3: Comparison results of six Linux kernel modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>DLOS\textsubscript{reach}</th>
<th>DLOS\textsubscript{filter}</th>
<th>RacerX-like</th>
<th>DLOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sb</td>
<td>Found bugs (real/all)</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>6/14</td>
<td>6/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>30s</td>
<td>14s</td>
<td>27s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpf</td>
<td>Found bugs (real/all)</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>7/25</td>
<td>7/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>32/14</td>
<td>102s</td>
<td>501s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpga</td>
<td>Found bugs (real/all)</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>231s</td>
<td>9s</td>
<td>18s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocfs2</td>
<td>Found bugs (real/all)</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>0/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>0/5s</td>
<td>124s</td>
<td>892s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jfs</td>
<td>Found bugs (real/all)</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>0/0s</td>
<td>101s</td>
<td>2806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bcache</td>
<td>Found bugs (real/all)</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>0/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time usage</td>
<td>18s</td>
<td>28s</td>
<td>79s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, the DLOS\textsubscript{reach} tool achieves the same accuracy with DLOS, but it spends more time on locking-cycle detection. Thus, our reachability-based comparison method is more efficient than the traditional comparison method in RacerX, when performing locking-cycle detection.

Second, the DLOS\textsubscript{filter} tool reports many more false bugs than DLOS, though it finds the real deadlocks found by DLOS. Thus, our two-dimensional filtering strategy is useful to dropping false positives in deadlock detection. Moreover, we observe that the DLOS\textsubscript{filter} tool spends less time than DLOS. Indeed, without validating the feasibility or concurrency of target code paths, the DLOS\textsubscript{filter} tool can decrease time usage; but this tool extracts many infeasible target code paths for locking-constraint comparison, which also increases the time usage of locking-cycle detection. As a whole, the decreased time usage is more than the increased time usage in the experiment, and thus the DLOS\textsubscript{filter} tool has less time usage than DLOS.

Finally, the RacerX-like tool spends less time than the DLOS\textsubscript{reach} tool, because it does not validate the feasibility or concurrency of target code paths, but causing more false bugs to be reported. The RacerX-like tool spends more time than the DLOS\textsubscript{filter} tool, because it detects locking cycles with the traditional comparison method, which is less efficient than our reachability-based comparison method; but it achieves the same accuracy with the DLOS\textsubscript{filter} tool, because neither of them drops false positives. Compared to the RacerX-like tool, DLOS achieves better accuracy in deadlock detection with less time usage.

6 Discussion

Interleaving model. DLOS identifies each target code path from the entry of each function in OS code, and then it considers that two different target code paths identified by our lock-usage analysis can be concurrently executed. To reduce false positives, DLOS validates their concurrency by checking common locks and call graphs using our two-dimensional filtering strategy. As this strategy is infeasible in handling the case that a target code path is concurrently executed with itself, DLOS cannot detect deadlocks occurring in this case.

Detecting deadlocks in other OS kernels. Besides the Linux kernel, DLOS can also check other OS kernels to detect their deadlocks. However, doing so has some practical difficulties. For example, some APIs used in DLOS have different usages between these OSes and Linux, and these OSes have different processes of kernel-code compilation from Linux. At present, we have preliminarily run DLOS in NetBSD to check its kernel source code, and found one real deadlock in the sysmon kernel module without false positive. This deadlock has been confirmed by NetBSD kernel developers.

Detecting deadlocks involving waiting queues. Besides the deadlocks caused by locking cycles, incorrect operations on waiting queues can also cause deadlocks in OS kernels. For example, one thread waits for the event $E_1$ and then triggers the event $E_2$, while the other concurrent thread waits for the event $E_2$ and then triggers the event $E_1$, so a deadlock can occur for these two threads. In kernel code, waiting queues and locks can be used together to cause deadlocks, which are more difficult to detect. At present, no static approach (including RacerX) can detect such deadlocks, and thus we plan to extend DLOS to detecting them.

Detecting other locking issues. We believe that DLOS can be extended to detecting other locking issues, such as double locks and using sleep-able locks while holding spinlocks. Indeed, computing locksets and validating code-path feasibility are two important steps in detecting locking issues, and our lock-usage analysis and filtering strategy can effectively perform these steps, respectively.

Limitations and future works. DLOS can be strengthened in some aspects. First, DLOS does not handle function-pointer calls in its lock-usage analysis, and thus it may miss deadlocks involving the code that is reached through function-pointer calls, especially the deadlocks across kernel modules connected by function pointers. To relieve this limitation, we plan to apply existing function-pointer analysis [3, 36] in DLOS to detect more deadlocks and reduce false negatives. Second, to reduce the complexity of analyzing loops and recursive calls, DLOS unrolls each loop and recursive call just once, causing soundness loss in static analysis. Such soundness loss can introduce both false positives and negatives, when DLOS analyzes the code involving loops and recursive calls. To relieve this limitation, we plan to adopt existing loop-oriented analysis [35, 48] in DLOS to soundly handle loops and recursive calls. Thirdly, DLOS does not handle some special cases at present, such as RCU locks, memory barriers, assembly instructions and concurrent execution of the same code path, which may also cause false positives and negatives in deadlock detection. To relieve this limitation, we plan to consider these special cases in our static analysis, to further improve analysis accuracy. Finally, we plan to port DLOS to detecting deadlocks in other OS kernels, and to extend DLOS to detecting deadlocks involving waiting queues as well as other locking issues.
7 Related Work

7.1 Dynamic Analysis of Deadlocks

Many approaches [5, 9–11, 15, 21, 27, 28, 31, 33, 44, 45, 55] dynamically monitor thread execution and lock-related operations to detect locking cycles. Most of them are used for user-level applications. For example, Pulse [31] is an operating system mechanism to detect deadlocks in applications. It periodically identifies long-sleeping application processes and the events they are waiting for, then uses high-level speculative execution to a general resource graph about each identified application process, and finally detects cycles in the graph as deadlocks. UnDead [55] is an efficient dynamic approach for deadlock detection. It uses several techniques to reduce runtime overhead, such as only recording unique lock dependencies (identical to locking constraints in this paper) for every thread during the execution and dropping unnecessary information in runtime recording.

Lockdep [33] is a kernel lock-usage validator, which can find different kinds of lock-related bugs, such as double locks and deadlocks. Lockdep performs runtime monitoring and checking based on the granularity of lock class, which describes a group of locks that are logically the same with respect to locking rules. Specifically, Lockdep dynamically tracks the state of each lock class and checks the dependencies between different lock classes. If any state or dependency is incorrect when lock-related operations are performed, Lockdep will report related bugs at runtime.

By using exact runtime information about thread execution and lock-related operations, dynamic analysis approaches can effectively reduce false positives in deadlock detection. However, dynamic analysis requires substantial test cases to achieve high testing coverage and reduce false negatives, and it also introduces runtime overhead for the tested programs.

7.2 Static Analysis of Deadlocks

Some approaches [30, 41, 42, 46, 52] use static analysis to detect deadlocks in user-level applications, without actually running the applications. Naik et al. [30] design a sound static approach to check deadlocks in C programs. For the checked program, this approach performs context-sensitive and thread-sensitive analysis on its inter-procedural control flows, based on abstract interpretation. During the analysis, this approach checks lock-related operations to extract lock dependencies and detect locking cycles as possible deadlocks. This approach also uses a non-concurrency analysis to drop false positives, by checking common locks and thread-creation/joining operations. Santhiar et al. [46] design a static approach to detect deadlocks in asynchronous C# programs. This approach uses a new representation of the mixed synchronous and asynchronous control flows, and constructs a deadlock detection graph based on this representation. However, OS kernels and user-level applications have different concurrency models (described in Section 2.2), and thus these approaches are ineffective in detecting deadlocks in OS kernels.

To our knowledge, RacerX [19] is the sole existing static analysis approach to systematically detect deadlocks in OS kernels. However, it has a high false positive rate of 46%, due to neglecting the feasibility and concurrency of code paths; and its locking-cycle detection method is simple and inefficient. Compared to RacerX, DLOS checks the feasibility and concurrency of code paths to achieve better accuracy, and uses a reachability-based comparison method in locking-cycle detection to achieve higher efficiency. Besides, we also note that Breuer et al. [6–8] have several works that focus on detecting deadlocks caused by sleeping while holding spinlocks. As these works have no systematic technique of detecting deadlocks caused by locking cycles, we do not particularly introduce and compare to these works in this paper.

7.3 Detection of Kernel Concurrency Bugs

Besides deadlocks, OS kernels also suffer from other kinds of concurrency bugs, such as data races and atomicity violations. To detect these kernel concurrency bugs, some approaches [2, 12, 18, 47] use static or dynamic lockset analysis to track shared variables and lock-related operations, and some approaches [15, 25, 28] perform sampling to monitor concurrent memory accesses. Moreover, to actually cover infrequent thread interleavings and detect hard-to-find concurrency bugs, some approaches [22–24, 26, 53] perform random thread scheduling or coverage-guided thread-interleaving exploration in runtime testing. Though these approaches do not target deadlocks, some of their techniques (like lockset analysis) are useful for DLOS in deadlock detection.

8 Conclusion

Deadlocks in OS kernels are dangerous and hard-to-find. To detect these bugs, we design a practical static analysis approach named DLOS. It has three key techniques, including a summary-based lock-usage analysis to efficiently extract code paths containing distinct locking constraints, a reachability-based comparison method to efficiently detect locking cycles, and a two-dimensional filtering strategy to effectively drop false positives. In the evaluation, DLOS finds 54 real deadlocks in Linux 5.10, and 31 of them have been confirmed.
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Abstract

While there exist many consistency models for distributed systems, most of those models seek to provide the basic guarantee of convergence: given enough time and no further inputs, all replicas in the system should eventually converge to the same state. However, because of Convergence Failure Bugs (CFBs), many distributed systems do not provide even this basic guarantee. The violation of the convergence property can be crucial to safety-critical applications collectively working together with a shared distributed system. Indeed, many CFBs are reported as major issues by developers. Our key insight is that CFBs are caused by divergence, or differences between the state of replicas, and that a focused exploration of divergence states can reveal bugs in the convergence logic of real distributed systems while avoiding state explosion. Based on this insight, we have designed and implemented Modulo, the first Model-Based Testing tool using Divergence Resync Models (DRMs) to systematically explore divergence and convergence in real distributed systems. Modulo uses DRMs to explore an abstract state machine of the system and derive schedules, the intermediate representation of test cases, which are then translated into test inputs and injected into systems under test (SUTs). We ran Modulo to check ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and Redis and found 11 bugs (including 6 previously unknown ones).

1 Introduction

The emergence of cloud-scale applications has driven the need for distributed storage systems to support them. To provide availability and scalability, those systems replicate data across several replicas, which may be distributed in a single datacenter or even globally across several datacenters [1–5, 32, 39, 50, 57, 62]. To tolerate network partitions and delays, many of these systems adopt weaker-consistency guarantees [58, 59], allowing them to replicate data asynchronously. This means that clients connected to different replicas may observe different states of the data. The exact order and delay of concurrent operations on replicated data is governed by a “consistency model,” which attempts to strike a balance between intuitive behavior (favoring stronger consistency guarantees) and scalability and partition tolerance (favoring weaker guarantees).

Regardless of these differences, most of consistency models in practice guarantee a common property, which is that given enough time and no further modifications to the data, all replicas will eventually arrive at the same contents for the data—something we call the convergence guarantee also known as eventual consistency. However, distributed systems are inherently designed to be temporarily inconsistent so that they may continue to respond to requests, even as they converge to a consistent state by replicating data among the replicas. We call this temporary inconsistency divergence. Yet, divergence can cause more than temporary inconsistency in the presence of failures. Divergence in the presence of failures may also lead to conflicts, where different replicas have incompatible states, which can only be resolved by truncating or removing data from one or more of the replicas. While it is not the sole cause, we find that a major cause of systems failing to converge is defects in the convergence logic after the failure recovery. Such bugs leading to convergence failures are named Convergence Failure Bugs (CFBs).

Looking into bug databases of a couple of systems for the period from 2010 to 2017, we found about 10 bugs that are already reported and fixed by developers and external users [23, 31, 33, 34, 51, 55, 56, 60, 64]. They are all marked by developers as either “Blocker”, “Critical” or “Major” in terms of severity. This demonstrates that CFBs are perceived by developers as real, prevalent and important bugs to find and fix. In some case, the convergence failure is noticed by developers as visible to clients [31], which can directly cause clients to make incorrect decisions leading to serious consequences. Thus, a convergence failure can be crucial to safety-critical applications collectively working together through a shared distributed system.

To exercise distributed systems’ convergence logic, more divergence than would naturally occur during regular use needs to be generated. This paper presents Modulo, the first Model-Based Testing tool that systematically explores differ-
ent divergence states by alternately injecting events that cause divergence and convergence into the real distributed systems.

Modulo overcomes limitations in previous solutions for detecting CFBs in distributed systems. On one hand, distributed systems model-checkers [27, 29, 35, 41, 42, 44, 52, 61] aim to provide formal verification of a distributed system, and as such must ensure that they exhaustively explore the state space of the system under test (SUT). To achieve exhaustive exploration, they must tightly control all nondeterministic events so as to drive the SUT through all possible states. Unfortunately, tightly controlling all events leads to the well-known “state-explosion problem,” as the number of states grows exponentially with the number of events that are controlled. To reduce the severity of state-explosion, a smart and insightful abstraction of target behavior is needed. None of existing model-checkers has explored the state-space consisting of divergence and convergence.

On the other hand, random testing approaches, such as Jepsen [38], do not aim for formal verification but rather simply to find bugs, and thus they need not exhaustively explore all states. This frees them from having to control all nondeterministic events. Instead, random testing approaches inject a targeted set of external events (randomly of course) and, rather than controlling all other events, allow the SUT to randomly visit states depending on how events interleave naturally during execution. Random testing approaches typically do not record the states explored, so they cannot provide any guarantee or measure of state-space coverage. Moreover, because they do not know which events are important, they may not be able to provide a sequence of inputs that can reliably reproduce the bug.

Modulo’s key contributions stem from our observation that many CFBs arise from flaws in the convergence logic of distributed systems, and are orthogonal to other functions of the system. Thus, CFBs can often be reproduced purely by partially controlling only the few events that lead to convergence and divergence. This partial control allows Modulo to significantly reduce the severity of the state explosion problem, while still enabling it to deeply explore different divergence states of the SUT.

Different distributed systems have different techniques to converge replicas after a failure. To abstract these differences so that it can generalize across different systems, Modulo introduces Divergence Resync Models (DRMs), which consist of an Abstract Execution Model (AEM) and a Concrete Execution Model (CEM). The AEM describes abstract conditions for convergence and divergence events. For example, systems like ZooKeeper and MongoDB require quorum before they can accept client requests that could cause divergence between replicas. The AEM for these systems thus specifies the conditions under which the systems quorum will have been achieved (i.e., the majority of replicas are available). The CEM maps the AEM conditions, as well as divergence and convergence events, to API calls for a specific SUT. Modulo uses the AEM to generate schedules of abstract events that alternate between divergence and convergence and the CEM to execute these schedules on the SUT to search the convergence code of the system for CFBs.

We ran Modulo on ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and Redis as SUTs and found 11 CFBs, including 6 new ones that had not been found before. For each of these bugs, Modulo provides a schedule of inputs that deterministically triggers the bug. To find these CFBs, we used 5 DRMs — 1 for ZooKeeper, 1 for MongoDB, and 3 for Redis, which range from 72-782 lines of code in size.

We made the following novel contributions:

- As far as we know, Modulo is the first systematic test generation system, specifically designed to discover CFBs.
- We introduce the concept of Divergence Resync Models (DRMs) that inject events specifically designed to elicit and discover the existence of CFBs.
- We design, implement and evaluate Modulo, a system that uses DRMs to find CFBs in real distributed systems.
- We perform an empirical study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach by integrating the prototype to 3 mature open-source distributed systems: ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and Redis. Modulo was able to find several critical CFBs in them.

§2 gives the overview of divergence and convergence, the core concepts of Modulo and DRMs, and provides an example CFB that Modulo can find. §3 describes the architecture of Modulo and the 5 DRMs we use in this study. We then document our experience and empirical results of applying Modulo to mature open-source distributed systems in §4. Subsequently, we present further discussion on Modulo compared to previous proposals in §5 and discuss related work in §6. Finally, we draw our conclusions in §7.

2 Overview

2.1 System Model

We model a distributed storage system as a set of replicas, each of which is a key-value store. In an idealized system, the storage system consists of one replica, and each write would transition the key-value store in the system from one state to the next. However, in the distributed implementation of the system, each write is applied to one of the replicas, and then the distributed storage system asynchronously replicates the write to the remaining replicas until every replica converges to the same state. Thus, at any given time, there can be several replicas that differ from our idealized single replica. Our target system should manage updates and resolve conflicts to maintain the convergence of replicas. That is, our proposed
Our approach injects failures into the system-under-test to drive it into corner cases. Failures are erroneous states where synchronization between replicas is interrupted, so convergence does not occur without reverting to the normal state via failure recoveries. Failures may be caused by several reasons, such as crash of replicas, suspension of replicas, and links failures between replicas. After recovering from failures, convergence should occur and replicas must have identical structure in terms of write sequences contained in their log. Regarding the convergence property, we focus on those systems that are partially synchronous, although there is nothing stopping us from applying Modulo to eventually consistent systems such as Cassandra, which is left as a future work. Quorum-based systems we tested with Modulo require a quorum to elect a leader, but may ingest writes expecting failures will be recovered soon. In contrast, Redis does not use leader election, so it does not require a quorum to start servicing clients. It lets the sync source to replicate any changes down to the sync targets recursively.

### 2.2 Divergence and Convergence

We formally define divergence as the total number of writes that need to be applied across all replicas to make their key-value stores equal to the single idealized replica. Convergence is simply the complement of divergence (i.e., convergence = \( -\text{divergence} \)), where the replicas are said to be converged when divergence is zero. Resynchronization (resync) is an operation implemented by distributed storage systems to achieve convergence after a failed replica recovers. Resync reduces divergence by replicating writes from a replica to the recovered replica and may implement conflict resolution to eliminate write operations that prevent the replicas from achieving convergence. Conflict resolution is particularly complex as it usually results in data loss, which storage systems seek to avoid unless absolutely necessary.

Divergence occurs in the natural course of the operation of a distributed system as writes are applied to replicas. However, under normal circumstances, the amount of divergence is usually small, as systems aim to replicate writes fairly quickly, subject to standard networking and processing delays. However, failures may further increase divergence. For instance, replica crashes and network outages can prevent replicas from replicating operations for an extended period of time. This will trigger defects related to assumptions about the resources needed to track outstanding operations or about the length of time that replicas may be unavailable. Repeated failures may result in replicas changing leader or master roles, which can result in conflicts, allowing Modulo to exercise the conflict resolution logic of distributed systems.

A simple example illustrating the concept of divergence and convergence is given in Figure 1. The divergence example starts in an initial state where A is the leader replica and B and C are non-leader replicas. At time \( 1 \), a write of \( v_0 \) to \( k \), \( W(k, v_0) \), is sent by a client to A. A applies the operation and then replicates it to B and C. At time \( 2 \), B fails and, another write, \( W(k, v_1) \), is sent to A. Only A and C can apply the write, thus there is some amount of temporary divergence among replicas. At time \( 3 \), C fails, and another write, \( W(k, v_2) \), is sent to A. Only A and C can apply the write, resulting in even more divergence among the 3 replicas. Convergence can simply be regarded as the decrease of divergence in the system. At time \( 4 \), B recovers from the failure and rejoins the distributed system. Most distributed systems implement resync procedures that attempt to bring B up to date with the most recent state on the other replicas. Thus, B can converge with A by replicating \( W(k, v_2) \). At time \( 5 \), C recovers and resyncs with A by replicating \( W(k, v_2) \), resulting in full convergence among the 3 replicas. Now, there is no divergence in the system. (i.e., all replicas have the same key-value stores).

### 2.3 An Example Bug

To illustrate the type of bugs Modulo will find, we give an example of a new bug that Modulo discovered in ZooKeeper version 3.4.11 [8]. ZooKeeper requires a quorum of replicas to be online to operate, where quorum is defined as more than one-half the total number of replicas. In each epoch, which is a predefined period of time, the replicas in the quorum elect one of them as the “leader.” All write operations are serialized through the elected leader, and all other replicas (called “followers”) replicate operations from the leader.

ZooKeeper replicas employ 2 mechanisms to save data so that it can be recovered after a crash. First, the replicas use a write-ahead transaction log that can be replayed after a failure to recover the state of data that did not properly persist. Transactions are appended into the log as they get committed. Because all changes caused by transactions are
sequentially logged, replaying transactions in the log will restore the state of a replica. Second, replicas periodically clear the transaction log and persist a snapshot of in-memory data to disk, which can then be reloaded into memory after a failure. Taking a snapshot of memory is considerably slower than writing transactions into the write-ahead log as they occur, so ZooKeeper only takes snapshots after the transaction log has grown to some point or after resync following a failure depending on the resync logic. For example, in ZooKeeper 3.4.11, taking snapshot occurs on followers if they resync with a new leader via SNAP or by sending a truncation request, which are further explained in following paragraphs. The example is replica C taking a snapshot after the resync at time ❶ in Figure 2.

ZooKeeper uses 2 mechanisms to resync replicas after replicas have recovered from a failure. One mechanism is DIFF resync, where another replica transfers all missing operations from its transaction log to the recovered replica. The other mechanism is SNAP resync, where another replica sends its entire key-value store to the recovered replica. ZooKeeper picks DIFF resync if the leader’s log contains all transactions required for resync. However, this can lead to problems as old log entries may be purged by an earlier snapshot. If ZooKeeper’s resync logic determines the leader does not have all required transactions in its log, then the SNAP mechanism will be selected. For example, in ZooKeeper version 3.4.11, when followers resync with the leader that does not have a log containing entries that are newer than its snapshot, the SNAP mechanism is used (e.g., SNAP resync at time ❶ in Figure 2).

The base case that can happen during the resync is replicating operations that have not been replicated to those replicas recovered from a failure. Moreover, it may be necessary for a recovering replica to truncate its local write-ahead log and remove conflicting operations. During resync, a leader sends a truncation request (TRUNC) to a follower. Conflicting operations may exist if one replica had been the leader and committed some operations that had not yet been replicated to other replicas before failing, and another replica is subsequently elected as the new leader and commits another set of operations, resulting in two conflicting sets of operations.

We illustrate the example bug in Figure 2. Suppose we initially have replicas A, B and C and the epoch is at 4. Both A and B have the same set of key-value pairs \( k1 : v1, k2 : v2, k3 : v3, k4 : v4 \) and \( k5 : v5 \). Also, their log contains entries for all writes creating the key-value set. C has the same key-value set except for \( k1 : v6 \) and its log additionally contains the entry for the write, \( W(k1, v6) \). Currently, A and B are up and C is down. B is the leader of the epoch 4.

At time ❶, A crashes and a write, \( W(k3, v8) \), is made, which B accepts and commits. Then, B crashes. At time ❷, A and C restart and resync using TRUNC. C restores its key-value set by replaying its truncated log and takes a snapshot. Note that neither A nor C has seen the write, \( W(k3, v8) \), yet at this point. Then, A and C crash and B and C restart. C becomes the new leader. At time ❸, because C has no log entry newer than its snapshot, C resync with B using the SNAP mechanism. Yet, C does not send a truncation request to B, so B accepts and restores using the C’s snapshot but fails to truncate the write, \( W(k3, v8) \), from its log, which is the root cause of the bug. However, at this point, the bug is not apparent yet. At time ❹, B crashes and another write, \( W(k5, v10) \), is committed on C. Then, C crashes and B and C restart. Now, C becomes the leader. At time ❺, B and C use DIFF resync to replicate \( W(k5, v10) \) from C to B. At time ❻, B replays its log and restores \( k3 : v8 \), while C still has \( k3 : v3 \). Because of the failure to truncate the log entry for \( k3 : v8 \) on B, the replicas believe they have converged when in fact they have not, and the system fails to reach convergence.

This example illustrates several key features of the CFBs that Modulo is designed to discover. First, a long series of very specific steps is required to trigger the bug—far larger than are likely to happen simply due to randomized stress testing. The series of steps is essentially the alternating sequence of

\[ W(k2, v7) \] injected at the epoch 3 and \( W(k4, v9) \) injected at the epoch 5 are not shown in the figure.

---

Figure 2: Running example (ZooKeeper Bug#1). The replica B fails to truncate the past log (\( k3 : v8 \)) upon recovery with the SNAP resync (see, §2.3). To observe this bug, another failure and recovery step is required right after the bug is triggered (❹). Modulo successfully formulated the exact sequences of steps to trigger this previously unknown CFB.
convergence and divergence that causes the CFB to surface. Modulo specifically targets the generation of such sequences using DRMs, which we discuss in Section 3. Second, because the sequence is very deep, it would be very difficult to find such bugs through a naive search of the entire state space of all the replicas. However, the root cause and nature of the bug make it orthogonal to the detailed internal state of the replicas, which can be influenced by internal events such as thread interleaving and the order of lock acquisitions. Instead, it is the generation of divergence and convergence events between the replicas in ZooKeeper that triggers the bugs, which are the events that Modulo seeks to explore. By focusing only on controlling events related to divergence and convergence, such as replica failure and recovery, Modulo is able to explore deep sequences such as these without being constrained by state explosion.

3 Modulo

As shown in Figure 3, Modulo consists of 2 core components: a schedule generator and a concrete executor. To use Modulo, the user provides a DRM and 2 parameters: \textit{numReplicas}, which indicates the number of replicas, and \textit{numOps}, which indicates the total number of writes that will be applied to the SUT. Modulo then uses the DRM to produce a schedule of divergence transitions \((D\rightarrow)\) and convergence transitions \((C\rightarrow)\), which are then executed by the concrete executor on the SUT. \(D\rightarrow\) cause more divergence in a system while \(C\rightarrow\) cause convergence among available replicas. After executing each schedule, the concrete executor waits for the SUT to be quiescent after pre-configured time duration. Then, it checks whether all replicas in the SUT have converged (i.e., have identical state) by reading values of each key and compare those across replicas. Finally, the result is recorded in a file for more detailed analysis.

A DRM contains 2 subcomponents: an Abstract Execution Model (AEM) and a Concrete Execution Model (CEM). The AEM describes the conditions under which \(C\rightarrow\) and \(D\rightarrow\) may take place. For example, an SUT may require a quorum of replicas to be available before write operations will be accepted and divergence may occur, which would be specified in the AEM. AEMs describe such requirements abstractly in terms of the AEM state, given in Table 1, such that a single AEM may be used to test multiple SUTs. For example, both ZooKeeper and MongoDB require quorums, so an AEM that models quorums is used to test both, while an AEM that does not model quorums may be needed to test systems that do not rely on quorum. The output of the schedule generator in Modulo is a set of schedule files, which are consumed by the concrete executor. We describe this further in §3.3. The concrete executor uses the CEMs to map \(C\rightarrow\) and \(D\rightarrow\) in the schedules to concrete operations that drive a SUT into the states dictated by the schedule. As such, CEMs are necessarily specific to the SUT.

An AEM specifies a finite state machine of the system-under-test and the CEM translates transitions in the AEM into corresponding transitions on the system-under-test. The user is required to abstract away unnecessary details in the AEM to limit the state space being tested to interesting states. The relationship between the AEM and the CEM can thus be viewed as the AEM specifying the state space to test and the CEM translating tests specified by that state space into concrete tests to run on the actual SUT. Modulo exhaustively explores the AEM’s finite state machine. Failures are detected directly on the SUT when it fails to converge after a certain amount of time. There are differences in the DRMs to test each SUT differently. For instance, Redis’s DRMs need a way to model the link failures and recoveries between pairs of replicas, different from ZooKeeper’s and MongoDB’s DRM.

We describe the most generic form of AEMs and CEMs below, which can be flexibly extended to more sophisticated models. Table 1 and 2 are for the baseline AEM used for ZooKeeper and MongoDB. Our baseline AEM abstract away the role of replicas, but the leader is distinguished during concrete execution of CEM to find out to which replica a write should be injected. For more complex AEMs like the one used for Redis, we need to extend states and transitions of AEM to model the network link failures.

3.1 Abstract Execution Model

The AEM specifies a state machine, whose state space Modulo explores to produce the schedule of \(C\rightarrow\) and \(D\rightarrow\). At each state, Modulo systematically performs \(C\rightarrow\) and \(D\rightarrow\) depending on whether the guard conditions specified in the AEM are met or not. The guard conditions are boolean functions over the state of the AEM. During \(D\rightarrow\), Modulo simulates a client that sends zero or more write operations from the sequence of write operations \(W:\langle w_n | n \in \{0..\text{numOps}\}\rangle\), where \textit{numOps} is the parameter specified as part of the test configuration. The term \textit{replicaState} is a vector of length
numReplicas, with each element indicating the index of the latest write operation in W that a particular replica has observed. The term onlineStatus is also a vector of length numReplicas, which stores the status of each replica as either online, meaning that the replica is available, or offline, meaning that the replica is unavailable because it has failed for reasons such as a crash or a link failure.

Modulo performs $C \rightarrow D$ on the AEM according to the transition descriptions given in Table 2. For $D \rightarrow C$, Modulo fails zero or more replicas, followed by zero or more write operations from the write sequence (though obviously there should be either non-zero replica failures or non-zero writes). For example, consider the replicaState of a 3-replica system, which can be represented by a tuple $[R_A, R_B, R_C]$ with each element corresponding to a replica’s replicaState. Recall that the replicaState is the index of the latest write that the replica has ideally replicated. Thus, a divergence transition that applies a write to replica A, which is replicated to replica B, will change the replicaState from $[1, 1, 1]$, to $[2, 2, 1]$. Because replica C did not replicate the write due to a failure, its replicaState does not increase. For $C \rightarrow D$, Modulo returns one or more replicas back to operation and initiates resync. In cases where resync is automatic, the AEM will simply model all online replicas as achieving the latest write index. However, some systems, like Redis, allow manual resync between a subset of replicas, in which case the AEM may explore states with different subsets of replicas resynchronizing. In general, if the type of resync or failure that can occur depends on the abstract AEM state, then the AEM model will specify the type of resync or failure for each $C \rightarrow D$ and $D \rightarrow C$ in the generated schedules accordingly. If it does not, then the CEM will run the SUT several times with the same schedule, trying out the different SUT-specific failure and resync methods. The CEM, which we discuss in §3.2, specifies many of the details on how replica failures are caused and how Modulo can tell if resync is complete.

Modulo’s schedule generator applies symmetry reduction [15] to remove schedules that have identical states. For example, in a system with replicaState of $[3, 3, 1]$, where replicas A and B have replicated up to write #3 while replica C has only replicated up to write #1, failing replica A or replica B is symmetrical, so Modulo will only produce one schedule for both of those cases. One notable caveat is that some systems, such as ZooKeeper, distinguish one leader replica from the others. We can extend AEMs in a straightforward way by adding a state variable to track which replica is the leader, and a leader and the non-leader will be considered not identical for the purposes of symmetry reduction.

An AEM produces schedules for a CEM to interpret and inject events to a SUT. The following is the schedule we used to find our example ZooKeeper bug, which was generated by using Q/C/Z-DRM (see §3.3) with the modulo parameters $numOps = 5$ and $numReplicas = 3$. The example Figure 2 illustrates what happens between $5$ and $10$. Note that we use integer values to indicate the degree for divergence but to identify replicas for convergence (i.e., 0 for A, 1 for B and 2 for C).

**Table 1: AEM State Description.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>replicaState</td>
<td>List of non-negative integer values. State of all replicas that defines the latest write operation applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onlineStatus</td>
<td>List of boolean values. Status of the replica indicating if the replica is online or offline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: AEM Transition Description.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>convergence</td>
<td>replicaState: set each online replica’s write index to the latest write that the replica can resynchronize to onlineStatus: set one or more replicas to online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divergence</td>
<td>replicaState: increase replica’s write index based on number of writes applied onlineStatus: set zero or more replicas to offline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Concrete Execution Model

The purpose of a CEM is to translate the abstract $C \rightarrow D$ and $D \rightarrow C$ in the schedules generated from an AEM into concrete actions that can be performed on an SUT, to drive it down the individual schedules. For example, a $D \rightarrow C$ may indicate that one of the replicas advances its write index while the others do not, which the CEM may translate as failing 2 replicas and then injecting a write into the SUT. As such, the concrete executor and CEM share some similarities with concrete model-checkers, except that the Modulo’s concrete executor only explores $C \rightarrow D$ sequences specified by the schedules generated by the AEM, and thus only control the aspects of the concrete state that map onto the abstract state.
of the AEM, namely whether replicas are online or offline, and what writes are replicated by each replica.

In most cases, \( C \rightarrow D \) can be mapped to a set of SUT-specific APIs to write keys in the SUT and to check if resync has completed. In some cases, CEMs may also need to monitor log files to infer whether the certain aspects of resynchronization, such as leader election, have completed. Finally, in some extreme cases, we may need to instrument the SUT itself to reveal such interfaces to the CEM. For example, if we wanted to make the leader replica explicit when the system does not provide such information, we can replace the default leader election protocol with the one that can explicitly report the result of the leader election to our tool. Different SUTs have different requirements that must be met before they can accept writes. For example, some systems require a leader to be elected before they can ingest writes. These requirements must also be encoded in the CEM so that writes specified in the abstract schedule are correctly applied to the concrete SUT.

For each type of transition specified by the AEM, the CEM may have several ways of realizing that transition, allowing multiple concrete test sequences to be generated from a single abstract schedule. For example, some SUTs treat different types of failures differently (i.e., replica crash vs a network partition). The CEM may run the same schedule but select a different failure type at each \( D \rightarrow \). Similarly, there can be different options during \( C \rightarrow \). Another place where CEM may have several options is what concrete set of writes, in terms of key names and values, will be used to realize the abstract writes in the AEM. In most cases, a set of unique values to a quorum of replicas (i.e., more than one-half of the replicas) are injected in the model. For failure methods, Modulo can forcibly kill replicas with the signal \texttt{SIGKILL} to simulate crash failures (C), suspend replicas with the signal \texttt{SIGSTOP} to simulate systems stalled due to a sudden burst of heavy load (S), prevent replicas from communicating to simulate link failures (L) or decommission replicas from a cluster to simulate replica replacement (D). The third is which SUT it is written for, either ZooKeeper (Z), MongoDB (M), or Redis (R). Models are named using the scheme <quorum_requirement>/<failure_modes>/<SUT>.

Also, the user-specified portion of each DRM is presented in Table 3. We had to manually write between 72 to 782 lines of code, which is the result of the effort trying to reduce the manual effort required for each DRM. We put the majority of the code overlapped across DRMs into library or template classes that users can use or extend. We believe we can further reduce the number of codes to write manually. Even for S/CL/R-DRM which required the largest codes for us to write has a large portion of the code that can be further implemented as a library or a template class. Therefore, we think the manual effort required to use DRMs is not heavy and it can become even lighter as the library and templates get mature.

**Methodology.** In implementing DRMs, we learned a couple of key lessons. First, one should write DRMs in a top-down approach. Think about the most general behavior first. Then, one can extend it by inheriting the most part while overriding only for differences. By doing so, users can reduce the amount of the code they need to write significantly. For instance, write a DRM that injects only one type of failure first. Then, users can write a DRM that can inject multiple types of failures by reusing many lines of code.

Second, focus on the behavior that matters to find target bugs. Users may have a specific type of CFBs they want to find foremost. For instance, ZooKeeper has suffered from errors in transaction log handling. To create more complicated cases, crashing and restarting is important because transaction log is backed by files where a new file is created everytime a new epoch begins. However, focusing on crash failures may not be effective for other systems that rely heavily on full resync using a single transaction log file or that may always use a snapshot resync. For those systems, exploring various network partition failures may be more effective.

Third, pay attention to configuration parameters. Distributed systems rely on various configuration parameter values and their behaviors depend on them. For example, Redis maintains a log of transactions failed replicas missed for a certain timeout period in case a failed replica comes back. Normally, this speeds up resync if the replica returns before the timeout. Modelling divergence behavior to wait longer than the timeout before triggering resync will cause the log to be prematurely discarded and replication fail silently without

---

**3.3 DRM Examples**

**Overview.** Table 3 shows the description of DRMs we have implemented to test ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and Redis in our experiments. We name the DRMs according to the following format: The first letter indicates whether the SUT requires a quorum of replicas (i.e., more than one-half of the replicas must be online) to receive write requests or not. Our DRM models support both systems that require quorum (Q) and those that are stand-alone (S). The second is how replica failures are injected in the model. For failure methods, Modulo can forcibly kill replicas with the signal \texttt{SIGKILL} to simulate crash failures (C), suspend replicas with the signal \texttt{SIGSTOP} to simulate systems stalled due to a sudden burst of heavy load (S), prevent replicas from communicating to simulate link failures (L) or decommission replicas from a cluster to simulate replica replacement (D). The third is which SUT it is written for, either ZooKeeper (Z), MongoDB (M), or Redis (R). Models are named using the scheme <quorum_requirement>/<failure_modes>/<SUT>.

Below we show how our Q/C/Z-DRM’s CEM interprets and injects events into a SUT for realizing divergence and convergence transitions to manifest our example bug. `setData(<k>,<v>)` sets `<k>` to `<v>`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRM Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Requires quorum of replicas to receive write requests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Stand-alone SUT, no quorum required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Suspend replicas with \texttt{SIGSTOP} to simulate system stalls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Decommission replicas from a cluster with \texttt{SIGKILL} to simulate replica replacement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example Code**

To realize, \( D \rightarrow [0, 1, 0] \):

1. Crash A // no need to crash C, as it is already down
2. `setData(<k3>,<v8>)` to B
3. Wait for commit on B
4. Crash B

To realize, \( C \rightarrow [0, 2] \):

1. Restart A
2. Restart C
3. Wait for resync completion

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUT</th>
<th>Failure Modes</th>
<th>Quorum Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper (Z)</td>
<td>C, D</td>
<td>S, Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB (M)</td>
<td>C, D</td>
<td>S, Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis (R)</td>
<td>C, D</td>
<td>S, Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
attempting to use full resync or SNAP resync.

We now describe some interesting aspects of some models we built in more detail below.

**Q/C/Z-DRM.** This model is used for ZooKeeper, which requires a quorum of replicas to be online to start servicing requests. This DRM only models crash failures. Since a quorum is required, a \( D \rightarrow \) is only allowed when enough replicas to form a quorum are online, but at the same time \( C \rightarrow \) are not enabled when all replicas are online because there is no divergence to resolve. This model simply uses kill -\( \)STOP to send a SIGHUP signal, simulating crash failures. Since a quorum is required, the model is restricted in that it must ensure a quorum of replicas is available before it can start injecting write operations, otherwise the write operation will be rejected by the SUT. Also, after \( C \rightarrow \), it needs to pause before executing the next \( D \rightarrow \) in order to ensure that resync is complete. In ZooKeeper prior to version 3.5, log messages are scanned to confirm the existence of a leader that guarantees the resync completion. As of 3.5, it is not the case, so we use timeout.

**Q/C/M-DRM.** We reuse the same AEM as the Q/C/Z-DRM’s. This demonstrates how AEMs can be reused for different SUTs. To confirm the resync completion, we use an MongoDB API call to query the internal document, “replSetGetStatus,” to retrieve the timestamp of the latest transaction committed on each replica. Then, we wait until those timestamps of every replica becomes same. In case replicas never converge, potentially due to a CFB, it uses an internal time out.

**S/S/R-DRM.** This DRM does not require a quorum to start servicing clients. It models a chain replication where any replica can become a sync source and a sync target \(^2\). Any write committed by a sync source will be replicated to its sync targets. Sync targets cannot have more than one sync source, but sync source can have multiple sync targets. This DRM considers suspend failures instead of crash failures. Also, this DRM starts with an initial state where no replica is connected with another replica. For recovery, we check if the replica is connected with another one and, if not, then we establish new links with other replicas. This model uses kill -STOP and kill -CONT to suspend and resume Redis processes, respectively. To confirm the completion of resync, this model employs the hybrid of 2 methods. First, it uses the info API call to read the master_link_status, master_sync_in_progress, aof_rewrite_in_progress and rgb_bgsave_in_progress variables that indicate whether resync is complete. Second, we found that just relying on these variables can cause the CEM to miss some cases when resync is complete. Thus, the CEM also uses a timeout to ensure forward progress. We believe this reduces unnecessarily long timeout, and demonstrates how flexible Modulo can be. Unlike ZooKeeper and MongoDB where resync is automatically triggered by recovering failures, Redis does not automatically trigger resync after a new replica joins. Instead, Redis requires a slaveof API call to be explicitly invoked to trigger resync. Thus, this CEM explicitly has replicas establish links between sync sources and a sync targets using the API call, as specified in schedules by its AEM.

**S/L/R-DRM.** This DRM models link failures only, causing a replica stop replicating data from its sync source. When it recovers a partitioned replica, it considers all possible scenarios of re-establishing replication links. This model simulates link failures using the Redis API command slaveof no one, which tells a replica that it has no sync source, causing it to stop replicating data from its sync source. When a link is re-established, the slaveof API is used.

**S/CL/R-DRM.** This model uses both crash and link failures. In addition, \( C \rightarrow \) can pick one of 2 kinds of resync strategies. One is online resync and the other one is offline resync. Online resync is a built-in resync mechanisms of Redis that gets triggered by re-establishing links between sync sources and sync targets. Offline resync, on the other hand, is a manual resync procedure that can be performed by an administrator. An administrator may manually copy the snapshot of a sync source to a sync target and then may have the sync target start off on the snapshot copy. Because, it considers both types of failures, it generates a larger state-space than the previous AEMs.

### 3.4 Implementation

Modulo is implemented in Java and comprises roughly 8.4K lines of code. Schedule generation is implemented in about 281 lines of code, and concrete execution takes about 766 lines of code. Our DRMs total 7.3K lines of code where the AEMs and CEMs consist of 2.8K and 4.6K lines of code, respectively, including DRM examples, a library and templates.

A significant part of the DRM implementation consists of SUT log parsing, API interaction and analysis code to infer the state of SUT replicas. To give a concrete example, ZooKeeper records whether a replica is a leader or not in its log message file as follows:

```
LEADING - LEADER ELECTION TOOK - 230
Follower sid: 0 : info: ... 
Synchronizing with Follower sid: 0 ...
```

Similarly, a follower replica will log the following messages:

```
FOLLOWING - LEADER ELECTION TOOK - 217
Resolved hostname: 127.0.0.1 to address: ... 
Getting a diff from the leader 0x100000009
```

Thus, the DRM can scan log message files of ZooKeeper looking for messages containing either LEADING or FOLLOWING

We present our results from running Modulo on 3 mature, open-source, distributed storage systems: ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and Redis.

### 4 Evaluation

We present our results from running Modulo on 3 mature, open-source, distributed storage systems: ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and Redis.

#### 4.1 Bug Discovery

In Table 4, we summarize the CFBs found and tabulate the time Modulo took to find each of the bugs, as well as the number of transitions of the schedule manifesting the bug. More detailed description is provided in Appendix A. Those bugs labelled with “New!” had not been reported until we discovered them. Our evaluation study has been conducted between 2017 and 2020—ZooKeeper Bug #1 and ZooKeeper Bug #2 were found in 2017, while ZooKeeper Bug #3, ZooKeeper Bug #4, and ZooKeeper Bug #5 were discovered in 2020. We note that some bugs are quite complex, requiring a specific sequence of more than 10 transitions to trigger the bug. Also, DRM state space is evaluated in terms of the number of schedules generated for different DRMs and different modulo parameter values. Lastly, we show the state coverage measurement over time for the setting used to test the most recent ZooKeeper version.

#### 4.2 Testing Performance

Table 4 also shows how much time our prototype took to find each bug mentioned above. The performance was measured on a machine with an 2.83GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU and 8GB of RAM. We found that the limiting factor for the testing speed of Modulo is (1) the speed of the underlying distributed system and (2) how easily Modulo can infer that the system has converged after a C → so that it can inject a D →.

In general, distributed systems do not prioritize speed during replication operations, and the lack of interfaces to infer when they are done can lead to slower testing as in the case of MongoDB. Without an interface that allows the CEM to tell if convergence had been achieved, Modulo had to check the timestamp of the keys on every replica to see if they were the same. In addition, MongoDB can take a long time to achieve convergence, forcing the CEM to use a very high timeout value (10 minutes in our experiments). In contrast, the CEMs for ZooKeeper and Redis can infer that convergence has occurred in other ways that do not require either checking or a timeout. We believe it should be possible to modify MongoDB to allow Modulo to infer whether convergence has
Table 4: CFB Analysis Summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>DRM</th>
<th>Root Cause</th>
<th>Elapsed Time</th>
<th>Time/Schedule</th>
<th># of Trans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper Bug #1 (New!) [8]</td>
<td>Q/C/Z-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to truncate operations due to missing invocation</td>
<td>11 hours</td>
<td>33 sec</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper Bug #2 (New!) [9]</td>
<td>Q/C/Z-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to truncate operations due to file handling mistake</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>39 sec</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper Bug #3 (New!) [10]</td>
<td>Q/C/Z-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to replicate operations due to an incomplete log</td>
<td>23 min</td>
<td>33 sec</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper Bug #4 (New!) [11]</td>
<td>Q/C/Z-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to truncate operations due to a pointer handling mistake</td>
<td>47 min</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper Bug #5 (New!) [12]</td>
<td>Q/C/Z-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to truncate operations due to missing invocation</td>
<td>20 hours</td>
<td>37 sec</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB Bug #1</td>
<td>Q/C/M-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to truncate operations due to incomplete timestamp information</td>
<td>18 min</td>
<td>6 min</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB Bug #2 (New!) [36]</td>
<td>Q/C/M-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to replicate operations due to incomplete protocol design</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis Bug #1 [25]</td>
<td>S/S/R-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to invoke snapshot sync due to incomplete protocol design</td>
<td>6 hours</td>
<td>6 min</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis Bug #2 [53]</td>
<td>S/CL/R-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to replicate operations due to lacking resync related information</td>
<td>11 min</td>
<td>14 sec</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis Bug #3 [53]</td>
<td>S/CL/R-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to replicate operations due to lacking resync related information</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>6 sec</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis Bug #4 [22]</td>
<td>S/L/R-DRM</td>
<td>Fail to truncate operations due to incomplete protocol design</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>33 sec</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRM</th>
<th>numOps</th>
<th>numReplicas</th>
<th># of Schedules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q/C/Z</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>172993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/S/R</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/L/R</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/CL/R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 DRM State Exploration

Table 5 shows several examples of the DRM state space size in terms of the number of schedules generated. As the number of numOps or numReplicas increase, the number of schedules generated quickly grows. The largest number of schedules were generated for Q/C/Z-DRM with numOps = 5 and numReplicas = 3 which we used to test ZooKeeper 3.4.11 and found the example bug. Nevertheless, as we reason in §5, the state space for Modulo to search is much smaller than explicit state model-checkers.

In Figure 4, we measured how state space coverage is increased during our evaluation finding bugs in the version of ZooKeeper, 3.7. We fixed numReplicas at 3 and varied numOps from 1 to 4, which increases the time taken. For each numOps setting, we ran tests separately one after another. Bugs can be found by schedules with no particular probability distribution. Considering this, it is important to run each test exhaustively not to miss any bug. Our design choice to split AEM and schedule generation from the concrete test execution by CEM also enables easy parallelization. Indeed, we when parallelize our tests, we get a linear increase in throughput.

5 Discussion

Modulo is designed to detect CFBs efficiently by only exploring system states that are relevant to its DRMs, which only model states and events relevant to $C \rightarrow D$ state transitions. In contrast to traditional system model-checking [27,29,35,41,42,44,52,61], Modulo is less complete, meaning it may miss bugs that manifest due to events like lock acquisition and thread interruption, as these are not captured by $C \rightarrow D \rightarrow \text{in DRMs}$. However, by abstracting away states and events not relevant to DRMs, Modulo is able to explore considerably deeper bugs that, in some cases, take 10 or more transitions to manifest. Furthermore, Modulo finds
these bugs in real, concrete systems rather than in abstract models, making reproduction and confirmation of bugs much simpler.

Compared to distributed systems random testing, such as that employed by Jepsen [38], Modulo is more systematic, complete and exhaustive. Random testing can find many crucial bugs by randomly injecting external events; however, it is neither systematic, complete nor exhaustive for the following reasons. First, it does not model how the underlying distributed system works, including key concepts such as divergence and convergence. Hence, random testing may miss corner cases regarding divergence and convergence. Second, fuzzing does not control nondeterministic events. For instance, without delaying the timing of a crash-failure injection, a replica may crash before ensuring a write injected before the crash is committed. Third, random testing cannot reproduce bugs the way Modulo can, making the analysis and reproduction of bugs more challenging.

Modulo significantly reduces the severity of state explosion by taking a simple abstract model and mapping it onto transitions on a real concrete system. This allows Modulo to find deeper bugs than systems that attempt to explore more complex state spaces. To illustrate, Modulo’s AEM’s typically model 3-replica systems with between 1 and 5 writes. Before each write in the sequence, a replica can typically (1) do nothing, (2) receive or replicate the write operation, or (3) failure/recovery (e.g. crash/restart). Since replicas may have an arbitrary number of transitions where they may do nothing, we typically cap the maximum number of transitions in a replica an AEM may have at around 8. Thus we can estimate a rough upper bound for the state space of such a system as $3^{8 \times 5}$ or roughly 300 million. In practice, the number of reachable states is far less, because replicas can accept writes only when they are online, and other AEM-specific restrictions such as quorum requirements further limit the transitions that replicas may execute. In practice, Modulo’s targeted approach leads to have AEMs produce anywhere from few schedules to tens of thousands of schedules, which is about 10 to $10^5$ of states. In comparison, models checked by explicit state model checkers may contain more than $10^{20}$ or even $10^{250}$ states [17]. Our relatively small DRMs mean that Modulo is able to explore more scenarios than traditional model checkers could in given time, increasing the likelihood of finding target bugs, without exploring states that are irrelevant to find those specific types of bugs.

Meanwhile, we also note that a targeted approach can be seen as a disadvantage for finding many of various types of bugs. Indeed, as Modulo is targeted to find a specific type of CFBs, the number of bugs we found from our evaluation is relatively low. Nevertheless, we envision that the number of bugs found by Modulo can be increased, as developers who are more expert of each SUT can develop a larger collection of DRMs that are more effective to explore corner cases.

We acknowledge that Modulo does depend on domain knowledge of the system-under-test to specify DRMs, and this would also be required to apply Modulo to other types of distributed systems. In our experience, a single user without previous experience may conservatively take about 2 weeks to learn about the system-under-test and 2 weeks to write the first DRM. When we first applied Modulo to Redis, using the same model as ZooKeeper and MongoDB did not lead to bugs, because Redis, started as an in-memory key-value store, has a simpler persistent storage mechanism. Subsequently, we found exploring suspend or link failures enabled Modulo to trigger more complex functionality. Modulo’s methodology, abstraction and concrete execution, is not necessarily restricted to key-value stores but can be applied to other distributed systems. Paxos-based systems can be effectively tested using Modulo by modelling message/thread interleaving alongside failure injections.

Our main limitation is that the schedules generated by the abstract model must be run on the real SUT, which executes much slower than an abstract model would. In addition, many operations require pauses and timeouts before they can complete. For example, a system may not consider a replica failed until a certain time has passed, and leader election must complete after replicas recover before writes can be ingested by the system. Since they are not always possible to avoid, in practice we find that these timeouts are the ultimate limit on how fast Modulo can find bugs. We think virtualizing clocks and fast-forwarding time may help [42].

### 6 Related Work

**Distributed Systems Testing.** Some previous proposals for distributed systems testing employ state-space exploration. However, their state-spaces are more focused on interleaving concurrent internal events, such as thread scheduling or network message delivery [20, 28]. Also, previous work presents a tool for injecting network-partitioning failures for cloud systems [7], yet it does not inject crash failures, and it requires an OpenFlow-capable hardware component to simulate network-partitioning. Jepsen is an open-source testing tool that injects various types of failures into distributed database systems [38]. However, unlike Modulo, Jepsen randomly generates inputs, which implies that the state space for input sequences cannot be efficiently reduced without missing corner cases and, in some cases, reproducing bugs may be very difficult due to the nondeterministic ordering of events that Jepsen does not control. Furthermore, Jepsen does not record any information about the state exploration, therefore it cannot provide any guarantee about the state-space coverage. There has been a work that focuses on interleaving low-level file system operations across distributed replicas along with crash failures [6], but it is limited to crash injection only and does not test the divergence and convergence behaviors of distributed systems.

Model-based testing systematically derives test cases from
an abstract model of the SUT [14, 37, 45, 48, 49, 54]. Dalal et al. [18] devised a method that can generate various input parameter values for tests from the abstract model called the Test Data Model. A technique that can derive test cases for system testing from an UML statechart was developed by Offutt et al. [47]. Also, Gargantini et al. [24] propose to use model checking to derive test cases from an abstract model. In addition, Andrews et al. [13] came up with a technique that models a web application as a finite state machine to generate tests. Also, Yang et al. [63] applied model-based testing to find security flaws in about 500 implementations of OAuth 2.0. More recently, Davis et al. [19] used model-based testing to ensure specification-implementation conformance of distributed systems. However, previous proposals for model-based testing do not look for CFBs. Also, none of the existing model-based studies test the divergence and convergence of replicated distributed storage systems as the SUT.

Distributed Systems Model Checking. Model checking has been extensively studied and used to prove the correctness of complex systems and to find bugs in them. Clarke and Emerson [16] were the first to propose model checking, which exhaustively explores the state space of abstract models specified in temporal logic. Dill developed a model checker called Murphi [21], which is used to prove the correctness of various systems, including distributed shared memory systems. SPIN is another popular abstract model-checking tool [30]. More recently, Lamport [40] developed TLA+, a specification language, and TLC, a model checker for TLA+, which has been used by Amazon, showing the practicality of model checking in the industry. Nevertheless, abstract model-checking cannot find bugs in implementations directly.

Concrete model-checking is used to employ an implementation as a model to explore directly. Musuvathi et al. [44] proposed a concrete model-checker using implementations as the model to verify. Godefroid [26] also proposed the same idea around the same time. Killian et al. [35] devised a technique that enables checking for not only safety properties but also liveness properties. Lin et al. [42] developed a black-box concrete model-checker that does not need to know about the source code by interposing events at the interface layer between the target system and the underlying operating system. Model checking not only proves the correctness of the system but also predicts if the implementation execution is driving the system to faulty states, steering the system execution away to prevent this [61]. Simsa et al. [52] explored the generalization of concrete model-checking to provide the flexibility for determining the level of controls for nondeterminism. Recently, concrete model-checkers have been improved to detect deep bugs by exploring scenarios involving multiple failures [41, 43]. Unlike Modulo, previous concrete model-checkers explore various tightly controlled sequences of concurrent internal events.

7 Conclusion

Modulo mitigates the traditional state-explosion problems of systematic model-checking approaches to find CFBs by abstracting away all states and state transitions that are not related to the concepts of convergence and divergence. Modulo applies schedules derived from state explorations of small abstract models of such systems to real distributed systems. Our work identified several factors that lead to such bugs, which include (1) employing several resync or failure-handling mechanisms whose interactions are difficult to foresee, (2) hard limits or inadequate designs for handling large amounts of divergence, and (3) assumptions about length of time that replicas may have failed and failures that span events like leader transitions. While it is beneficial to generate counter-examples that trigger the bugs on real systems, we find that this also slows down the speed at which Modulo can find bugs, as it must examine the state of the system at to determine if it can inject the next input or not, and it must wait for the distributed system itself to complete its replication operations before adding divergence.
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A Bug Description

A.1 ZooKeeper Bugs

We discovered 5 new bugs in ZooKeeper by finding 2 new bugs in version 3.4.11, 1 new bug in version 3.5.8 and 2 new bugs in version 3.7.0. We reported them to the ZooKeeper developers and reported bugs were designated as ZooKeeper Bug #1, ZooKeeper Bug #2, ZooKeeper Bug #3, ZooKeeper Bug #4 and ZooKeeper Bug #5 [8–12]. We got confirmation for ZooKeeper Bug #1 and ZooKeeper Bug #3. ZooKeeper Bug #1 is described in §2.3. All our experiments used 3 replicas. Initially, all 3 replicas are online and synchronized with an initial key-value set. Also, the Q/C/Z-DRM implementation for ZooKeeper crashes all replicas after each D → C and implements C → by restarting replicas in the quorum, which automatically triggers resync between each replica and the elected leader.

As described earlier, ZooKeeper implements 2 different resync mechanisms: DIFF resync and SNAP resync. Conflict-resolution logic often fails to correctly truncate transaction logs when SNAP resync is used, which results in persistent inconsistency. This problem is further exacerbated by an apparent reluctance on the part of the developers to truncate transaction logs, perhaps out of a conservative preference not to lose data unless absolutely necessary, which results in cases where logs should have been truncated but were not. Other complexities, such as using multiple log files instead of a single log file and incorrect assumptions about those files, contributed to other bugs. We saw similar bugs are recurring and stem from the similar portion of the resync implementation. It shows that the complexity of the resync mechanisms in ZooKeeper has been the major source of CFBs.

A.2 MongoDB Bugs

We run Modulo on MongoDB version 3.0.0 and discovered 2 bugs. One was fixed in later versions of MongoDB by upgrading their replication protocol, Replica Set Protocol version), from Protocol Version 0 to Protocol Version 1. The
other one was new and we reported it on the MongoDB Bug Database [36]. We used 3 replicas in the DRM and the same initial state as we did with ZooKeeper.

The first MongoDB bug we discussed occurred because the developers failed to anticipate the situation where a primary commits some operations that have not been replicated to other replicas, operations only the primary is thus aware of. Modulo found the bug and the bug had never previously reported. However, the bug does not manifest on the latest version of MongoDB. On further inspection, we found that Replica Set Protocol Version 0, which had this bug, was replaced by Replica Set Protocol Version 1, which was implemented in MongoDB version 3.2 and became the default protocol after version 3.6. Thus, this particular bug was not fixed directly by developers, but instead eliminated when the afflicted protocol was replaced by a completely new protocol. With Modulo’s bug report, we estimate that the bug could have been fixed by changing 10’s of lines of code, but instead was fixed when the entire protocol was re-implemented, which required changing 12 files containing roughly 7.4K lines of code.

The second bug demonstrates the perils of simultaneously using several resync mechanisms. Having several resync mechanisms allows MongoDB to select among them to improve efficiency, but the mechanisms have slightly different side effects, which, under the right circumstances, can combine to put the system into an unrecoverable state.

A.3 Redis Bugs

Modulo found 4 CFBs [22, 25, 53] in Redis versions 2.8.0 and 4.0.0. Upon further examination, we found all had been previously reported.

In Redis, crash failures always lead to the SNAP resync, which simply replicates the entire state of the sync source to the sync target. As mentioned earlier, this trivially guarantees convergence since the sync target is now a mirror of the sync source. To trigger more complex resync mechanisms, Modulo required DRMs that could exercise other replication and failure recovery mechanisms that Redis provides. Unlike Zookeeper and MongoDB, this required the development of 3 different DRMs, and each DRM was responsible for finding at least 1 CFB. We found it useful to have separate DRMs as each DRM could separately exercise some of Redis’ features, while combining them would have resulted in a larger state space and more schedules to explore.

In terms of time and effort, Redis took the most: a novice Redis user took a couple of weeks to initially write each DRM, where most of the time was spent understanding Redis’ mechanisms and API. The Redis DRMs are also roughly 2-3 times larger and more complex than ZooKeeper and MongoDB DRMs because replicas may specify any sync source to resync from, giving more possibilities. Qualitatively, we feel the effort to construct DRMs is similar to that of writing a specification in a formal specification language such as TLA+, which has been cited as an acceptable cost by developers at Amazon [46]. The user needs to understand the important properties of the system they want to test, and be able to abstract them away from implementation details. In addition, the user must also be able to reduce a system to a smaller number of replicas and smaller number of keys to reduce the state space. However, unlike model checkers such as TLA+, which run on an abstract state machine representation of the SUT, Modulo marries the advantages of a reduced state space produced by the manual abstraction, with the ability to reproduce the bugs found using a counter-example of real inputs that can be run on the concrete system.
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Abstract

Rowhammer attacks that corrupt level-1 page tables to gain kernel privilege are the most detrimental to system security and hard to mitigate. However, recently proposed software-only mitigations are not effective against such kernel privilege escalation attacks.

In this paper, we propose an effective and practical software-only defense, called SoftTRR, to protect page tables from all existing rowhammer attacks on x86. The key idea of SoftTRR is to refresh the rows occupied by page tables when a suspicious rowhammer activity is detected. SoftTRR is motivated by DRAM-chip-based target row refresh (ChipTRR) but eliminates its main security limitation (i.e., ChipTRR tracks a limited number of rows and thus can be bypassed by many-sided hammer [17]). Specifically, SoftTRR protects an unlimited number of page tables by tracking memory accesses to the rows that are in close proximity to page-table rows and refreshing the page-table rows once the tracked access count exceeds a pre-defined threshold. We implement a prototype of SoftTRR as a loadable kernel module, and evaluate its security effectiveness, performance overhead, and memory consumption. The experimental results show that SoftTRR protects page tables from real-world rowhammer attacks and incurs small performance overhead as well as memory cost.

1 Introduction

Rowhammer is a software-induced dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) vulnerability that frequently accessing (i.e., hammering) DRAM aggressor rows can induce bit flips in neighboring victim rows. An attacker can hammer aggressor rows to corrupt different types of sensitive objects on victim rows without access to them, breaking memory management unit (MMU)-based memory protection, achieving privilege escalation [13,46,62] or leaking sensitive information [11,37]. Of the many sensitive objects that have been corrupted by the rowhammer attacks, page table corruption is the most detrimental to system security, making kernel privilege escalation attacks the mainstream [57]. To date, kernel privilege escalation attacks [13,22,46,53,59,62] focus on corrupting level-1 page table entry (L1PTE) and some of them have been demonstrated to gain kernel privilege from unprivileged applications [13,46,62], or even from JavaScript in webpages [22].

Multiple software-only mitigation schemes [12,34,57] can be used to mitigate the kernel privilege escalation attacks. Compared to hardware defenses [30,38,40,49], software-only schemes have the appeal of compatibility with existing hardware, allowing better deployability. However, existing software-only mitigations require modifications to memory allocator and they are not effective against all the kernel privilege escalation attacks. Specifically, CATT [12] and CTA [57] are vulnerable to a recent privilege escalation attack (PThammer [62]) that targets L1PTE. ZebRAM [34] assumes that bit flips occur in a victim row that is one-row from hammered aggressor row(s), making itself unable to defend against kernel privilege escalation rowhammer attacks where a victim row is no less than 2-row from the hammered rows [32,62]. To this end, we ask:

\textit{Is there an effective and practical software-only defense that protects page tables against rowhammer attacks?}

Our Contributions. In this paper, we provide a positive answer to the question. We propose a new software-only defense that defends against all existing kernel privilege escalation attacks on x86, called SoftTRR. SoftTRR is motivated by...
a hardware defense, i.e., ChipTRR (known as TRR in the DRAM standards [30, 40]). ChipTRR is designed to count rows’ activations and refreshing adjacent rows to suppress bit flips if the activation counts reach a pre-defined threshold. ChipTRR was believed to eliminate the rowhammer effect in present-day DDR4-based systems, until it was completely circumvented by [17].

We observe that the root cause of failure of ChipTRR is that it tracks a limited number of rows. Thus, bit flips are still possible when multiple rows are being hammered and the number of hammered rows is larger than the tracked rows (i.e., many-sided hammer [17]). SoftTRR addresses this limitation by monitoring and tracking all rows neighboring (victim) rows containing page tables. SoftTRR leverages MMU-enforced virtual memory subsystem to frequently track memory accesses to any rows adjacent to page-table rows, and refreshes page-table rows when necessary, making SoftTRR effective in preventing rowhammer from breaking page table integrity.

Specifically, MMU is an essential component of modern processors that supports OS kernel to enforce memory isolation. With the assistance from MMU, the kernel, configures page tables, mediates every memory access from user space, and captures any unauthorized access that triggers a hardware exception. On top of that, the kernel can capture the memory access where relevant page tables have an unused rsrv bit set (see page fault handler in Section 4.3). With this observation, SoftTRR uses the kernel as the root of trust and frequently configures page tables with the rsrv bit set to track memory accesses to rows that neighbor rows of page tables. When the tracked memory-access counters reach a pre-determined limit, corresponding page-table rows will be refreshed. By SoftTRR’s design, an adjacent or neighboring row can be multiple-row from a page-table row, thus voiding the above assumption of one-row-distance between victim and aggressor rows made by ZebRAM [34]. In our implementation, the adjacent rows are up to 6-row away from the aggressor rows, the largest row distance that has been observed so far [32].

Our prototype implementation of SoftTRR is a loadable kernel module (LKM) without any modification to the kernel. The LKM has about 1700 source lines of code and it has been deployed into three Linux systems where underlying hardware have either DDR3 or DDR4 modules. We evaluated SoftTRR-deployed systems in terms of security effectiveness, performance, memory consumption and robustness. The experimental results show that SoftTRR is effective in mitigating kernel privilege escalation attacks. Besides, SoftTRR incurs low overhead on the tested benchmarks and its memory consumption is within hundreds of KiB in a real-world use case of LAMP (i.e., Linux, Apache, Mysql and PHP). We also validate the robustness of a SoftTRR-enabled system using system-call stress tests, results of which show that the system runs as stable as a vanilla system.

In summary, the main contributions are as follows:
• We introduce SoftTRR to defend against rowhammer attacks on page tables. Compared to prior works, SoftTRR is an effective and practical software-only mitigation scheme.
• We implement a lightweight SoftTRR prototype to collect page tables, track memory access, and refresh target page tables by leveraging MMU and OS kernel features.
• We evaluate SoftTRR’s effectiveness against 3 representative rowhammer attacks, its performance overhead and memory consumption. The experimental results show that SoftTRR successfully protects page tables against the attacks, and incurs negligible overhead and memory cost.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we first describe DRAM and its address mapping. We then present the rowhammer vulnerability as well as its hardware and software defenses. Please refer to [42, 63] for rowhammer surveys.

2.1 DRAM

The main memory of most modern computers uses DRAM. Memory modules are usually produced in the form of dual inline memory module (DIMM), where both sides of the memory module have separate electrical contacts for memory chips. Each memory module is directly connected to the CPU’s memory controller through one of the two channels. Logically, each memory module consists of two ranks, corresponding to its two sides, and each rank consists of multiple banks. A bank is structured as arrays of memory cells with rows and columns.

Every cell of a bank stores one bit of data whose value depends on whether the cell is electrically charged or not. As the charge stored in the cell disperses over time, every cell’s charge must be restored or refreshed periodically in a specified time period (i.e., tREFW), a typical value of which is 64 milliseconds (ms).

DRAM Address Mapping. The memory controller decides how physical-address bits are mapped to a DRAM address. A DRAM address refers to a 3-tuple of bank, row, column (DIMM, channel, and rank are included into the bank tuple field). As this mapping is not publicly documented on the Intel processor platform, it has been reverse-engineered by multiple works [44, 45, 55, 59].

2.2 Rowhammer Vulnerability

Kim et al. [33] are the first to perform a large scale study of rowhammer on DDR3 modules, results of which have shown that the vulnerability can be triggered by software accesses, that is, frequently accessing rows of $i + 1$ and $i - 1$ (i.e., aggressor rows) cause bit flips (i.e., charge leakage) in row $i$ (i.e., victim row).
There are four hammer patterns in existing works. First, double-sided hammer refers to a case where two adjacent rows of the victim row are hammered simultaneously, which is the most effective hammer pattern in inducing bit flips on DDR3 modules [46]. Second, single-sided hammer randomly picks two aggressor rows in the same bank and hammers them [46]. Third, one-location hammer selects a single aggressor row for hammer. This hammer pattern only applies to certain systems where the DRAM controller employs an advanced policy (i.e., the closed-page policy) to optimize performance [21]. Last, many-sided hammer chooses more than two aggressor rows within the same bank for hammer. The aggressor rows are usually separated by one row and two out of them are adjacent to the victim row [17, 29].

2.3 Rowhammer Defenses

Hardware Solutions. Existing hardware solutions employed by the industry can be summarized into three main categories. The first is to decrease the DRAM refresh period [33] to refresh all DRAM rows more frequently. For instance, three computer manufacturers (HP [25], Lenovo [39] and Apple [3]) deployed firmware updates to decrease the refresh period from 64 ms to 32 ms. However, clflush-free rowhammer attacks [5] still induce bit flips in the reduced refresh period. Decreasing the refresh period by more than 7x can make the rowhammer impossible but it will impose unacceptable overhead to the systems [33]. The second one is proposed by Intel [28] that leverages Error Correcting Code (ECC) memory to correct single-bit errors and detect double-bit errors. However, ECC has been reverse engineered and is vulnerable to rowhammer [15]. The last is to track row’s activation count and various approaches have been proposed [30, 33, 38, 40, 43, 47–49, 60]. Among them, ChipTRR [30, 40] was adopted by recent DDR4 manufacturers but it has been reverse-engineered and defeated [17, 23, 29]. None of other approaches are widely deployed due to their limitations (e.g., significant area cost or performance downsides) [7].

Software Defenses. Software defenses include both mitigation and detection techniques. As sensitive data is required to be within victim rows for exploitation, existing mitigation techniques modify memory allocator and enforce DRAM-aware memory isolation at different granularity [9, 12, 34, 52, 54, 57]. CATT [12] implements DRAM isolation between user and kernel memory. CTA [57] provides a dedicated DRAM region for level-1 page tables. ZebraRAM [34] isolates rows of sensitive data in a zebra pattern. These defenses can prevent page tables from being hammered. Albeit on different hardware, SoftTRR has an averaged overhead of 0.75% on SPECint 2006 (see Appendix A), similar to that of CATT [12] and CTA [57]. However, ZebrAM has a much higher overhead of 4%–5%. ALIS [52] isolates DMA memory to prevent the remote rowhammer attack [52] targeting a memcached application. RIP-RH [9] provides DRAM isolation for local user processes.

Anvil [5] utilizes CPU performance counters to monitor cache miss rate and detects a rowhammer attack, as typical rowhammer attacks incur frequent cache misses. However, Anvil is prone to false positives [12, 57]. Besides, its current implementation cannot detect the PThammer attack [62]. The other detection technique is RADAR [61]. As rowhammer attacks exhibit recognizable rowhammer-correlated sideband patterns in the spectrum of the DRAM clock signal, RADAR leverages peripheral customized devices to capture and analyze the electromagnetic signals emitted by a DRAM-based system.

3 SoftTRR: Software-only Target Row Refresh

We discuss threat model and assumptions in Section 3.1, design principles in Section 3.2 and design overview in Section 3.3. Section 4 describes implementation details.

3.1 Threat Model and Assumptions

Our primary goal is to protect page tables and guarantee that an adversary cannot corrupt them to gain kernel privilege through rowhammer on x86 architectures. In our implementation of SoftTRR, we focus on protecting level-1 page tables (L1PTs), the same goal as in CTA [57], because all existing page-table-oriented rowhammer attacks aim at corrupting L1PTs. Even when higher levels of PTs are corrupted, they are hard to be exploited (see details in CTA [57]). In spite of that, SoftTRR can be extended to protect other levels of page tables and we discuss it in Section 7.

We assume the kernel as the root of trust, and the kernel module implementing SoftTRR is well protected. We consider threats coming from both local adversaries and remote adversaries. A local adversary resides in a low privilege user process and thus can execute arbitrary code within her privilege boundary. A remote adversary stays outside by launching an attack, e.g., through a website with JavaScript.

The DRAM address mappings and in-DRAM address remappings can be reverse-engineered using prior works [14, 44, 55, 59] and they are assumed to be available. Besides, previous software-only rowhammer defenses [9, 12, 34, 57] consider that hammering rowi only affects rowi+1 and rowi−1, which however is not consistent with a recent work by Kim et al. [32]. Particularly, they performed a comprehensive study of 1580 DRAM chips (300 DRAM modules in total) from three major DRAM manufacturers and found that bit flips can occur in rows that are up to 6-row away from the hammered rowi. SoftTRR by design protects rows of page tables from being flipped by rows that are n-row away and its current implementation allows that the distance between an adjacent row and an L1PT row ranges from 1-row to 6-row, the largest row distance observed by Kim et al. [32].
3.2 Design Principles

SoftTRR follows the security and practicality design principles described below. The security principle is to guarantee SoftTRR can defend against all existing rowhammer attacks targeting page tables. The practicality principles aim to make SoftTRR applicable to real-world systems.

- **DP1**: SoftTRR should be effective in protecting ALL page tables. Without this completeness guarantee, an attacker can gain kernel privilege by compromising the integrity of page tables that are not protected by SoftTRR.

- **DP2**: SoftTRR should be compatible with OS kernels. It neither modifies/adds kernel source code nor breaks kernel code integrity through binary instrumentation, which hinders its adoption in practice.

- **DP3**: SoftTRR should have small performance overhead to a protected system.

3.3 Design Overview

SoftTRR, residing in the kernel space, collects all page tables, and monitors their entire life cycle from page-table creation to page-table release. For each collected page-table page, SoftTRR identifies all its adjacent pages in DRAM and traces memory accesses to the adjacent pages. Thus, SoftTRR is aware of which adjacent page is accessed. When the traced access count reaches a pre-determined limit, SoftTRR knows which page-table page is at the risk of being flipped and promptly refreshes the page (satisfying **DP1**).

All existing software-only mitigation techniques (see Section 2) deeply hack into the memory allocator to become DRAM-aware and add extra allocation/deallocation constraints. Unlike them, SoftTRR only acquires offline domain knowledge (e.g., DRAM address (re)mappings of physical addresses), without requiring a new memory allocator or changing legacy allocator logic (satisfying **DP2**).

When paging is enabled, memory accesses are performed through page tables or relevant TLB entries, and SoftTRR flushes TLB and configures page tables to trace memory accesses to those adjacent pages. Thus, the access to an adjacent page raises a hardware exception, which is captured by SoftTRR for the tracing purpose. If no such access occurs, no overhead is introduced. Thus, the accesses to non-adjacent pages are at full speed, isolating the performance overhead caused by the accesses to adjacent pages (satisfying **DP3**).

As shown in Figure 1, SoftTRR has three critical components. **Page Table Collector** actively collects all page tables and maintains their page and DRAM information. It also collects and maintains adjacent pages. Besides being accessible to unprivileged users, a page is considered as adjacent when it or its corresponding row of adjacent pages is adjacent to another page-table page. This is based on an observation from Zhang et al. [62]. In particular, rowhammer attacks corrupting page tables are classified into two categories. For **explicit** attacks [13,46], they require attacker-accessible memory adjacent to L1PT pages. For **implicit** attacks [62], they only need mutual adjacency among L1PT pages.

**Adjacent Page Tracer** keeps a close watch over memory accesses to collected adjacent pages, and maintains a charge-leak counter for a row where a page-table page resides. If any one row of adjacent pages has been accessed, the charge-leak counters of nearby page-table rows are updated accordingly, indicating that the page-table rows leak charge once.
Row Refresher remains dormant if charge-leak counters do not reach a pre-determined limit. If yes, a rowhammer attempt is believed to be taking place and the above tracer triggers row refresher, which will promptly refreshes desired rows whose charge-leak counters reach the limit.

4 Implementation

As stated in Section 3.1, SoftTRR implements L1PT protection and a row of adjacent pages can be up to 6-row away from a row of L1PT pages. Our prototype implementation is a loadable kernel module (LKM) without modifications to the kernel. The LKM consists of around 1700 source lines of code and works with Ubuntu installation running a default Linux kernel 4.4.211. Before we talk about the three aforementioned components of SoftTRR, we first talk about important data structures as below.

4.1 Data Structures

We reuse the kernel’s red-black tree structure [16], an efficient self-balancing binary search tree that guarantees searching in \( \Theta(\log n) \) time (\( n \) is the number of tree nodes). As shown in Table 1, we have three red-black trees and a ring buffer, i.e., pt_rbtree, adj_rbtree, pt_row_rbtree and pte_ringbuf, respectively.

Specifically, pt_rbtree stores L1PT page information while adj_rbtree stores information of pages that are adjacent to L1PT pages. For the two trees, a physical page number (PPN) is used as the node key and thus a new node will be allocated when information of a new L1PT page or adjacent page needs to be stored. Besides, pt_row_rbtree stores DRAM information about L1PT pages. For this tree node, row_index works as the node key and a node can have one or more bank structures (i.e., bank_struct). One bank structure stores bank_index that one or more L1PT pages own (e.g., multiple L1PT pages share the same row of the same bank). Also note that a page can span across multiple banks [55] and thus an L1PT page can have multiple bank_struct.pt_count records the number of L1PT PPNs that are in the same row of the same bank. leak_count, short for the charge-leak counter in Section 3.3, stores the number of accesses to rows that are adjacent to a row of row_index in the same bank. For a given DRAM module, we leverage a publicly available algorithm [55] to reverse-engineer its DRAM address mapping, and embed the mapping into the kernel before acquiring a physical page’s DRAM information. We allocate each node of each tree using the slab allocator [10], which is an efficient memory management mechanism intended for the kernel’s small object allocation compared to the buddy allocator.

pte_ringbuf stores information of leaf page table entries (PTEs) that are collected by adjacent page tracer (see Section 4.3). These PTEs point to either adjacent pages themselves or huge pages containing adjacent pages. If the adjacent page is a 4 KiB page, the PTE is an L1PT entry. If the adjacent page is part of a huge page (i.e., 2 MiB or 1 GiB), the PTE is either an L2PT entry or an L3PT entry. Each node of pte_ringbuf is a structure that has three main fields also shown in Table 1. Particularly, pte is a pointer to the leaf PTE, vaddr is a virtual address referring to an adjacent page or its corresponding huge page, mm is a pointer to a kernel structure (i.e., mm_struct) about a process’s address space where vaddr belongs. The adjacent page tracer combines vaddr and mm to flush the TLB entry that stores the adjacent page’s virtual-to-physical address mapping.

4.2 Page Table Collector

For user processes/threads that are already in the main memory before our module is loaded, page table collector enumerates the list of task_struct to find every existing process/thread, as Linux kernel uses task_struct for existing user processes/threads. It then performs page-table walk for every virtual page in each valid virtual memory area (VMA) of each user process to collect information of L1PT pages and their adjacent pages. Specifically, pt_rbtree and pt_row_rbtree store distinct L1PT pages, and their DRAM bank and row indexes, respectively. To build adj_rbtree, the collector finds out all user pages that are adjacent to L1PT pages in DRAM. It also selects all L1PT pages from pt_rbtree that are adjacent to each other and puts all PPNs pointed by selected L1PT pages’ valid entries into adj_rbtree. For free pages that are adjacent to L1PT pages and allocated for use later (e.g., a free page is allocated and mapped to the user space right after the collector finishes collecting all adjacent pages), the adjacent page tracer handles them appropriately (see Section 4.3).

For L1PT pages that are dynamically allocated or freed after the above collection, we perform dynamic inline hooks to multiple kernel functions. Inline hook is called trampoline or detours hook, which is a method of receiving control when a hooked function is called. Dynamic kernel hook only requires loading a kernel module without kernel recompilation or binary rewriting, making itself easy to deploy in practice (e.g., Kprobes, Kpatch [19,35,36]).

We leverage a library\(^1\) to hook two kernel functions, i.e., __pte_alloc and __free_pages. __pte_alloc traces newly allocated L1PT pages. __free_pages monitors dynamically released pages. The collector hooks these two functions to update the three red-black trees as follows:

- For a newly allocated L1PT page, its page, bank and row indexes will be updated into pt_rbtree and pt_row_rbtree, respectively. If there are new user pages that are adjacent to the L1PT page, they are added into adj_rbtree.

\(^1\)https://github.com/cppcoffee/inl_hook
will switch the process context to the kernel, which invokes page-fault error codes [27]. For instance, when a memory access violates access permissions dictated by one PTE, a page fault arises and will be captured by the MMU. As a response, the MMU will switch the process context to the kernel, which invokes the page fault handler to handle the fault based on an error code. The error code is generated by hardware and there are 7 page-fault error codes [27]. For instance, when a memory access to a virtual address that is marked as non-present in the PTE (i.e., present bit is cleared), the access triggers a non-present page fault with P bit in the error code set to 0. To handle this page fault, the page fault handler can allocate a new physical page for the virtual address and marks the address as present in the PTE, the so-called demand paging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structures</th>
<th>Main Fields in A Node</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pt_rbtree</td>
<td>PPN (key)</td>
<td>A unique page frame number of an L1PT page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj_rbtree</td>
<td>PPN (key)</td>
<td>A unique page frame number of an adjacent page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt_row_rbtree</td>
<td>row_index (key)</td>
<td>A row index of one or more L1PT pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bank_index</td>
<td>A bank index of one or more L1PT pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pt_count</td>
<td>The number of L1PT pages that have the same indexes of bank and row.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leak_count</td>
<td>The number of accesses to rows adjacent to a row of row_index and bank_index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pte_ringbuf</td>
<td>pte</td>
<td>A pointer to a page table entry relevant to an adjacent page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vaddr</td>
<td>A virtual address relevant to an adjacent page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>A pointer to mm_struct relevant to a process where vaddr resides.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data structures used by SoftTRR.

- If an adjacent page is freed, it will be removed from adj_rbtree.
- If an L1PT page is freed, it will be removed from pt_rbtree. Also, the collector acquires a node in pt_row_rbtree that has the freed page’s row index. Within the node, pt_count in each bank_struct corresponding to the freed page is decremented by one. If every pt_count for the node becomes 0, then the node is deleted from pt_row_rbtree. Besides, the freed page’s adjacent pages in adj_rbtree are removed.

### 4.3 Adjacent Page Tracer

To trace memory accesses to adjacent pages at runtime, the adjacent page tracer leverages page fault handler.

**Page Fault Handler.** A page fault is a type of hardware exception. Whenever a user access to a virtual page violates access permissions dictated by one PTE, a page fault arises and will be captured by the MMU. As a response, the MMU will switch the process context to the kernel, which invokes the page fault handler to handle the fault based on an error code. The error code is generated by hardware and there are 7 page-fault error codes [27]. For instance, when a memory access to a virtual address that is marked as non-present in the PTE (i.e., present bit is cleared), the access triggers a non-present page fault with P bit in the error code set to 0. To handle this page fault, the page fault handler can allocate a new physical page for the virtual address and marks the address as present in the PTE, the so-called demand paging.

**Leverage Page Fault.** The adjacent page tracer can trace the memory access to a page by configuring flag bits in a PTE and hooking the page fault handler (i.e., do_page_fault function in the kernel space). As the memory access can be read, write or instruction fetch, not every flag bit can be leveraged. For instance, a physical page becomes read-only when its corresponding PTE has RW bit cleared. Once write-access to the page occurs, a page fault is generated with W/R bit of the error code set to 1. Thus, we experimented with each flag bit, results of which show that both present bit and rsrv bit in a PTE can be used for the tracing purpose. Next, we discuss why the tracer chooses rsrv bit rather than present bit.

Particularly, configuring present bit to trace the memory access causes a kernel crash, as the kernel performs active checks of present bit in a leaf PTE in multiple cases. For instance, when a process is forking a new child process, the kernel checks present bit in the process’s leaf PTEs. If one of the PTEs points to a physical page that is traced, present bit in the PTE is set to 0 by the tracer. When such a case occurs to the kernel check, the kernel will abort, because the tracer is unaware of when the forking occurs and it cannot restore present bit to 1 to pass the kernel check.

On top of that, we observe that one PTE has multiple rsrv bits in x86 which are unused and set to 0 by default. An access to a page with one rsrv bit in the PTE set to 1 will trigger a page fault and generate an error code with RSVD bit set to 1 (this RSVD error has been leveraged in prior works [2, 6, 8, 18, 56] for different purposes). In contrast to the present bit check, the kernel does not check against leaf PTEs’ rsrv bits. For instance, if an adjacent page is a part of a huge page of 2 MiB, its leaf PTE is an L2PT entry and the kernel does not inspect any rsrv bit in the entry. As the page table management is a core component of the kernel, its code logic remains relatively stable. Take a recent stable Linux kernel version (i.e., 5.10.4) as an example, there is no check against any rsrv bit, either. It is probably because that rsrv bits remain unused in leaf PTEs. In our implementation, the tracer chooses a rsrv bit, i.e., bit 51 in the PTE.

**Trace Adjacent Page.** Upon the tracer has configured rsrv bits in relevant PTEs pointing to the adjacent pages or the huge pages containing the adjacent pages, and flushed desired TLB entries, subsequent access to an adjacent page or its huge page will trigger a page fault. As do_page_fault is hooked, the tracer captures a faulting (huge) page with an expected error code of RSVD and collects complete DRAM information from the faulting (huge) page. Thus, the tracer updates leak_count of L1PT pages that are adjacent to either the captured (huge) page or its leaf page-table page. As an L1PT page may have multiple bank_struct, leak_count of each bank_struct for the L1PT page should be updated accordingly.

We note that the tracer clears rsrv bit before transferring control back to the user space to resume the memory access. However, any subsequent access to the same adjacent page...
or its huge page is no longer traced as rsrv bit is cleared. To address this issue, the tracer sets up a periodic timer to configure rsrv bit in a fixed interval and thus traces the accesses as frequently as possible. Specifically, when a timer comes, the tracer leverages kernel’s reverse mapping feature to translate a PPN in adj_rbtree to a set of virtual addresses, as a PPN can be mapped to multiple virtual addresses. For each address, the tracer performs page-table walk, sets rsrv bit in its leaf PTE and flushes its cached TLB entry.

It is clearly inefficient to do the reverse-mapping and page-table walk for every PPN in adj_rbtree in every timer event. To improve the efficiency, the tracer sets rsrv bit in PTEs relevant to the pages in adj_rbtree and then frees corresponding nodes in adj_rbtree in the first timer. If page faults with the error code of RSVP occur, the tracer captures them and stores the faulting addresses’ PTE information into a dedicated ring buffer (i.e., pte_ringbuf). When subsequent timer events come, the tracer sets rsrv bits in PTEs stored in pte_ringbuf, and handles remaining nodes in adj_rbtree which are updated by the page table collector.

For any new page that is allocated for the user space in the default page fault handler, the tracer checks if its PPN or its L1PT page’s PPN (if exists) is adjacent to any PPN in pt_rbtree. If so, its leaf PTE information is inserted into pte_ringbuf.

Particularly, pte_ringbuf maintains two pointers for updates, i.e., head and tail. If a new PTE is inserted to pte_ringbuf, the head pointer is updated and points to the empty node next to the node of latest inserted PTE. If one PTE is removed from pte_ringbuf (i.e., its rsrv bit has been configured), the tail pointer is updated and points to the least recently inserted PTE. When the head and the tail point to the same ring buffer node, the buffer becomes empty. The ring buffer size is pre-determined empirically. When the node number between the tail and the head pointers is no less than 80% of the total node number of the ring buffer, the tracer allocates a larger ring buffer (e.g., four times of the old ring buffer size in our implementation), which will store newly inserted PTE. The old ring buffer will be freed when its stored PTEs are all consumed by the tracer.

As shown in Figure 2, the time interval between two consecutive timer events (denoted as timer_inr) should be small enough to keep adjacent pages under close surveillance and leak_count is updated promptly. On the other hand, our system might experience unacceptable overhead if the timer is too frequent and causes numerous context switches between user and kernel. To this end, we discuss how to decide timer_inr in Section 4.5 to keep SoftTRR’s security guarantee while minimize its performance impacts.

4.4 Row Refresher

Direct-physical Map. Linux systems and paravirtualized hypervisors (e.g., Xen) map the whole available physical memory directly into the kernel space [31, 58] in order for the kernel to access any data or code in the physical memory. Thus, every physical page allocated for the user space has been mapped to at least two virtual pages, i.e., a user virtual page and a kernel virtual page. While for a kernel’s physical page, it is mapped to a single kernel virtual page.

Refresh Desired Rows. If leak_count in bank_struct reaches a pre-determined limit (denoted as count_limit), the row refresher refreshes desired rows specified by relevant bank_struct. As each node in pt_row_rbtree provides bank indexes and row indexes, the refresher leverages them to reconstruct a physical address. Based on the direct-physical map, the refresher finds out a kernel virtual address mapped to the physical address. As a read-access to a row can automatically re-charge the row and prevent potential bit flips, the refresher flushes CPU caches of the kernel virtual address, reads the virtual address, and resets leak_count to 0 at last.

If count_limit is set too small (e.g., 1), the refreshing cost may become unacceptable as many unnecessary refreshes are introduced by regular memory accesses to adjacent pages. If count_limit is too large, the refresher is unable to promptly refresh a row before it is flipped. Thus, count_limit should be no less than 2 and we decide its value in the next section.

4.5 Offline Profile

SoftTRR decides realistic and reasonable timer_inr and count_limit to keep its security and practicality design principles. As illustrated in Figure 2, the adjacent page tracer only captures the first memory access to an adjacent page within each timer_inr and updates leak_count. The subsequent memory accesses within timer_inr to the same page will be ignored by the tracer. Thus, the maximum time period (denoted as threshold) for hammer before the page is refreshed has such an equation: threshold = timer_inr \times (count_limit - 1). This means that SoftTRR must carefully set threshold short enough to ensure that no bit flip occurs within threshold.

We decide threshold based on the equation:
5.1 Defeating Memory Spray

**Background.** The Memory Spray [46] is the first rowhammer attack targeting L1PTs. It is a probabilistic attack, as it sprays numerous L1PT pages into the memory with the hope that some L1PT pages are placed onto victim rows adjacent to attacker-controlled rows. As such, exploitable bits in L1PTs can be flipped, resulting in kernel privilege escalation.

**Evaluation Details.** We test the effectiveness of SoftTRR against the Memory Spray on the Dell Optiplex 390. In this machine, traditional 2-sided hammer pattern cannot trigger any bit flip and instead we use the 3-sided hammer identified by TRRespass\(^2\). We first conduct 3-sided hammer to randomly identify \(n\) (e.g., 50 in our evaluation) vulnerable pages that have reproducible bit flips, that is, a vulnerable page has at least one victim physical address \(P_v\) and hampering three aggressor addresses \(P_a\), \(P_b\) and \(P_c\) will flip bits in \(P_v\).

We then optimize the attack by using the kernel privilege to put page tables onto vulnerable pages in a deterministic way. Specifically, we spray \(n\) pages of L1PTs by creating a virtual memory region of \(2n\) MiB, ask the kernel to copy the content of the \(n\) pages of L1PTs into the \(n\) vulnerable pages, which are then used to translate the virtual memory region. The vulnerable pages now contain L1PTs and the original L1PTs are removed. By doing so, an attacker will definitely corrupt any one of the L1PTs pages by hammering three relevant aggressor addresses. When SoftTRR is enabled to collect and protect the \(n\) pages of L1PTs, we re-start the optimized attack for \(n\) hours (one-hour hammer for one vulnerable L1PT page) and observe no single bit flip in those \(n\) pages of L1PTs by checking their integrity, indicating that the Memory Spray attack has been successfully defeated.

5.2 Defeating CATTmew

**Background.** As mentioned in Section 2, CATT [12] enforces physical user-kernel isolation. CATTmew [13] breaks CATT’s security guarantee by identifying device (e.g., SCSI Generic) driver buffers that are kernel memory but can be accessed by unprivileged users. CATTmew exploits the driver buffers to ambush adjacent L1PT pages for hammer, with the hope that these L1PT pages are prone to bit flips.

**Evaluation Details.** We use 2-sided hammer to search \(n\) vulnerable pages on the Dell Optiplex 990. A vulnerable page has at least one victim physical address \(P_v\) and hampering two aggressor addresses \(P_a\) and \(P_b\) flips bits in \(P_v\).

We then rely on the kernel privilege to convert CATTmew into a deterministic attack. Specifically, we spray \(n\) L1PT pages and copy their entries onto the \(n\) vulnerable pages as what we did in the optimized Memory Spray attack. On top of that, we apply for the SCSI Generic (SG) buffer using

\[threshold = t_{RC} \times \#ACT,\] where \(t_{RC}\) is the time interval between two successive \(ACT\) commands and \(\#ACT\) is the number of activations for all the hammered rows that is required to induce the first bit flip. Thus, we guarantee that no bit flip occurs within the time interval of \(threshold\). We learn from Kim et al. [32] that \(t_{RC}\) is around 50 ns and \(\#ACT\) per row is in the order of 20 K on DDR3 modules and 10 K on DDR4 modules. Compared to DDR3 modules that require at least 1 aggressor row, no less than 2 aggressor rows are required in DDR4 modules due to the ChipTRR. As such, \(\#ACT\) for triggering the first bit flip is around 20 K for both DDR3 and DDR4 modules. To this end, \(threshold\) is set to 1 ms, below which DRAM modules are believed to be rowhammer-free. As both \(timer\), \(inr\) and \(count\) limit for SoftTRR are unsigned integers, \(timer\), \(inr\) is set to 1 ms and \(count\) limit is set to 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Model</th>
<th>Hardware Configuration</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>SoftTRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dell Optiplex 390</td>
<td>KabyLake, i7-7700k, Kingston DDR4 (99P5701-00S.A00)</td>
<td>Memory Spray [46]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dell Optiplex 990</td>
<td>SandyBridge, i5-2400, Samsung DDR3 (M378B5273DH0-CH9)</td>
<td>CATTmew [13]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinkpad X230</td>
<td>IvyBridge, i5-3230M, Samsung DDR3 (M471B5273DH0-CH9)</td>
<td>PThammer [62]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Each rowhammer attack targets \(n\) (e.g., 50 in our experiments) victim pages of L1PTs. With SoftTRR enabled, each attack fails to induce bit flips in these pages, indicating that those attacks have been mitigated.
Linux user APIs. In this test machine, we can apply as large as 123 MiB and only 8n KiB of the SG buffer are enough. We instruct the kernel to copy the allocated SG buffer’s content into the 2n aggressor pages and change the buffer’s address mappings accordingly. To this end, hammering the buffer will induce bit flips in the vulnerable L1PT pages. However, when SoftTRR is set active, no single bit flip has been observed in those L1PT pages after n hours of hammering, indicating that SoftTRR is effective in defeating the CATTmew attack.

5.3 Defeating PThammer

**Background.** Rowhammer attacks before PThammer [62] are explicit rowhammer that require access to an exploitable aggressor row (e.g., adjacent to a row of L1PTs). PThammer voids this requirement. By spraying L1PT pages and placing some onto victim rows with a high probability, PThammer exploits page-table walk to produce frequent loads of some L1PTEs from aggressor rows (i.e., “implicitly hammering L1PTEs”), which will induce bit flips in other L1PTEs in victim rows.

**Evaluation Details.** We optimize PThammer by using the kernel privilege to present a more efficient and deterministic attack on the Thinkpad X230. Specifically, PThammer uses eviction sets to flush TLB entries and CPU caches of desired L1PTEs and user memory loads trigger the page-table walk to implicitly hammer the L1PTEs. However, the eviction-based flush is probabilistic. In our test, the kernel assists PThammer in performing the flush through explicit instructions (i.e., `invlpg` for TLB flush and `clflush` for L1PTEs flush). Thus, its hammer instruction sequence is kernel-assisted flush with a user memory load, which is less efficient than the aforementioned 2-sided hammer that applies `clflush` for user data flush. In such a case, we cannot use the traditional 2-sided hammer to identify vulnerable pages, as these pages may become non-flippable to the kernel-assisted hammer. To address this issue, we add a certain number of NOP (e.g., 180) instructions into the 2-sided hammer instruction sequence to meet the time cost taken by the kernel-assisted hammer. By doing so, n vulnerable pages of interest can be discovered.

As PThammer massages L1PTEs onto vulnerable pages with a probability, we instead spray 3n L1PT pages by creating a virtual memory region of 6n MiB. We then ask the kernel to copy all entries of the L1PT pages into the n vulnerable pages and the 2n aggressor pages. The kernel then changes the address mappings of the created virtual memory region by using the new 3n L1PT pages. As such, the optimized PThammer successfully induces bit flips in the n vulnerable L1PT pages by using the kernel-assisted hammer against the 2n aggressor L1PT pages. In comparison, we enable SoftTRR before starting the optimized PThammer. As each 2 aggressor L1PT pages is adjacent to a vulnerable L1PT page in pt_rbtree, SoftTRR traces memory accesses to the created virtual pages pointed by the L1PT page entries. Considering that the PThammer still requires frequent memory loads of the created virtual pages for page-table walk, it cannot bypass the tracing. After n hours of hammering the 2n aggressor pages, no bit flip occurs, meaning that SoftTRR has mitigated PThammer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>SoftTRR Overhead</th>
<th>(\Delta \pm )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perlibench_s</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc_s</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
<td>0.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf_s</td>
<td>-0.76%</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnetpp_s</td>
<td>-0.81%</td>
<td>1.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalancbmk_s</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_s</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deepsjeng_s</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leela_s</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
<td>0.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exchange2_s</td>
<td>-0.70%</td>
<td>-0.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x_s)</td>
<td>1.48%</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Benchmark results for SPECspeed 2017 Integer, Phoronix and memcached.

6 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance impacts induced by SoftTRR, i.e., SoftTRR’s runtime overhead, memory consumption and system robustness are evaluated in Section 6.1, Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, respectively. The experiments are conducted in a DDR4-based system. The system is Ubuntu running on top of a Dell Desktop with Intel i7-7700K and Samsung 16 GiB DDR4 (part number: M378A2G43AB3-CWE). By default, the row distance implemented by SoftTRR between adjacent rows and L1PT-page rows is up to 6-row, denoted by \(\Delta \pm 6\). In comparison, we also measure its impacts in the scenario of only one-row-distance that previous works (e.g., [34]) assume, denoted by \(\Delta \pm 1\). The results show that SoftTRR
### 6.1 Benchmark Runtime Overhead

We measure SoftTRR-induced runtime overhead using two popular benchmarks and an industrial memory-intensive application, i.e., SPECspeed 2017 Integer [50], Phoronix test suite\(^1\) and memcached\(^2\).

\(^1\)https://github.com/phoronix-test-suite/phoronix-test-suite
\(^2\)http://memcached.org/latest

**Figure 3:** The memory consumed by SoftTRR in both \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) and \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\) for the LAMP production environment.

**Figure 4:** The numbers of protected L1PT pages and traced adjacent pages in both \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) and \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\) for the LAMP production environment.

In both scenarios of \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\) and \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) incurs an average slowdown within 0.83% indicating that the row distance may have a relatively small impact on the performance overhead. We note that the cost of initially loading SoftTRR into the kernel is around 28 ms and it occurs only once. We also validate the system robustness of SoftTRR, results of which show that SoftTRR does not affect the stability of the protected system, making itself practical.

### 6.2 LAMP Runtime Memory Consumption

We use a real-world use case to measure runtime memory consumption of SoftTRR, that is, a LAMP server (i.e., Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP). We run a common tool (i.e., [Nikto][51]) in another machine for 60 minutes to stress test the LAMP server. Nikto is a web server scanner that tests the LAMP server for insecure files and outdated server software. It also carries out generic and server type specific checks.

The memory cost induced by SoftTRR within the 60 minutes is shown in Figure 3. The memory consumption is a total memory size of three red-black trees (i.e., \(pte\_rbtree\), \(pt\_row\_rbtree\) and \(adj\_rbtree\)) and the ring buffer (i.e., \(pte\_ringbuf\)). We note that the pre-allocated \(pte\_ringbuf\) is 396 KiB. As shown in Figure 3, the memory costs in both \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) and \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\) increase gradually and reach a relatively stable level in the last 15 minutes. Both \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) and \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\) have a similar and low memory cost (i.e., less than 600 KiB).

**SPEC CPU 2017** is an industry standard benchmark package that contains CPU-intensive programs for measuring compute-intensive performance. It has 43 benchmarks in total and is organized into 4 suites, among which SPECspeed 2017 Integer has been used. This suite launches 10 integer programs with a specific configuration file customized from Example-linux-gcc-x86.cfg and the benchmark results are summarized in Table 3. As we can see from the table, the overhead of \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\) (0.83%) and \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) (0.07%) are less than 1%.

Phoronix is a free and open-source benchmark software for mainstream OSes (e.g., Linux, MacOS and Windows). It allows for testing performance overhead against common applications in an automated manner. As this suite has a large number of programs testing different aspects of a system, we select a subset of the available programs to stress-test performance of CPU, memory, network I/O and disk I/O. As shown in Table 3, the average performance overhead is 0.22% for \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) and 0.24% for \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\), respectively, indicating that the Phoronix overhead is negligible in both scenarios.

**memcached** is a pervasively used in-memory data storage system and can consume as much memory as possible. To evaluate the performance impacts of SoftTRR on **memcached**, we start **memcached** as a memory-intensive process, that is, 13 out of 16 GiB are allocated for **memcached**, to stress-test SoftTRR. We then run **memaslap** [1] for 5 times (with 5 minutes in each time) to benchmark the **memcached** process. The **memaslap** tool is a load generation and benchmark for **memcached**-based servers and allows generating various workloads. In our experiments, **memaslap** specifies default workloads for **memcached** (i.e., the task window size is 10 K, the thread for startup is 1 and each thread has 16 self-governed concurrancies to handle socket connections). As shown in Table 3, the average overhead of **Ops**, **TPS** and **Net_rate** are only 0.39%, 0.39% and 0.46% for \(\Delta_{\pm 1}\) and 0.18%, 0.15%, and 0.31% for \(\Delta_{\pm 6}\), respectively.
As can be seen from Table 4, the stress test results clearly show that there is no deviation for the SoftTRR-based system compared to the vanilla system. Besides, we do not observe any issue when executing previous benchmarks. As a result, the test system runs stably with SoftTRR enabled.

### 7 Discussion

**Other Data Objects Protection.** If critical data structures of SoftTRR are targeted, we can easily extend SoftTRR to protect them. Similar to the L1PT protection described in Section 3.3, SoftTRR treats its own data structures as protected objects. To protect sensitive user objects (e.g., binary code pages of setuid processes or DNN model weight pages) against existing attacks [21, 24], RIP-RH [9] is effective by physically isolating trusted user processes. Orthogonal to RIP-RH, SoftTRR can also be extended to defeat such attacks. Particularly, trusted users pass specified objects to SoftTRR through a provided user API (e.g., netlink) and SoftTRR thus uses a similar mechanism to protect those objects.

**Level-1 and Higher-level Page Table.** Existing kernel privilege escalation attacks focus on corrupting L1PTs, and there is no demonstrated attack that has successfully exploited higher-level page tables [57]. If such an attack may be feasible in the future, we can easily extend our SoftTRR to protect higher-level page tables. For instance, when SoftTRR is extended to protect L2PT pages, SoftTRR collects desired user pages if they or their corresponding L1PT or L2PT pages are adjacent to either L1PT or L2PT pages. SoftTRR traces the collected user pages by setting rsrv bits in their leaf PTEs and refreshes relevant page-table pages when necessary. As the number of higher-level PT pages is significantly smaller than the number of L1PT pages (e.g., an L2PT page can point up to 512 L1PT pages), we believe that the additional performance overhead will not be high.

**DMA-based Kernel Privilege Escalation Attack.** There is NO existing DMA-based kernel privilege escalation attack on x86. Such attack is demonstrated on ARM (Drammer [53]), and it has been defeated by GuardION [54] that enforces DMA memory isolation. In the future, if such attacks on x86 prove to be feasible, we can take the following two ways to solve. One is to integrate SoftTRR with existing orthogonal defenses. In particular, ALIS [52] on x86 physically isolates DMA memory using guard rows and bit flips are thus confined to DMA memory of attackers.

Alternatively, SoftTRR can leverage IOMMU [26] to monitor remote access to DMA memory by configuring I/O page tables, similar to MMU-based page tables. Specifically, SoftTRR collects (I/O) page tables and their adjacent DMA memory pages that are allocated to users. By configuring I/O page tables, SoftTRR traces accesses to the collected DMA pages. When IOMMU is widely available on x86, we believe that SoftTRR can leverage it to defend (I/O) page tables against unknown DMA-based kernel privilege escalation attacks.

### 6.3 System Robustness

To evaluate the robustness of our test system after deploying SoftTRR, we select 20 system calls of different types and perform stress tests for each selected system call on both the vanilla system and the SoftTRR-based system. The stress tests come from Linux Test Project (LTP)\(^3\) and they are used to identify system problems. Particularly, we follow the LTP’s quick guide to run a single test each time using the default configuration without explicitly specifying any parameters (e.g., binding the test onto one or more CPU cores). As such, we first run all the tests on the vanilla system, results of which are used as the baseline to compare with that of SoftTRR. As can be seen from Table 4, the stress test results clearly show that both protected L1PT page number and traced adjacent page number in $\Delta_{\pm 1}$ and $\Delta_{\pm 6}$ increase and become stable within the 60 minutes. We note that the protected L1PT page numbers in $\Delta_{\pm 1}$ and $\Delta_{\pm 6}$ are in the same order of magnitude as the overall system activities in both scenarios are similar to each other. As an L1PT-page row in $\Delta_{\pm 6}$ can have up to 12 adjacent rows, 6 times the adjacent row number that an L1PT-page row can have in $\Delta_{\pm 1}$, more adjacent pages are expected to be collected in $\Delta_{\pm 6}$. Figure 4 shows that the traced adjacent page number in $\Delta_{\pm 6}$ is higher than that in $\Delta_{\pm 1}$.

### Table 4: System-call stress tests from Linux Test Project (☐: the stress test does not report any problem.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linux Test Project</th>
<th>Vanilla System</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\pm 1}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\pm 6}$ (default)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>close</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>truncate</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rename</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Listen</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socket</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Send</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recv</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>mmap</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>munmap</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brk</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlock</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>munlock</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mremap</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>getpid</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clone</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>ioctl</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ptrct</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vhangup</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)https://github.com/linux-test-project/ltp
Half-Double Attack. Inspired by [17], Google recently proposes a new hammer technique, called Half-Double [20], which induces bit flips in a target victim row that is 2-row away from a row being hammered. Specifically, Half-Double observes that some ChipTRR implementations in DDR4 modules will refresh a row's two neighboring rows if the row is detected to be hammered. With this key observation, Half-Double hammers a row (known as Far Aggressor), which enables ChipTRR to frequently refresh the row's neighboring rows (known as Near Aggressor). As such, Half-Double can combine the frequent refreshes and a few activations against Near Aggressors to induce bit flips in victim rows that are 2-row away from a Far Aggressor.

However, we believe that Half-Double is unlikely to bypass SoftTRR and break page tables. In order to induce the first bit flip, #ACT required by Half-Double to hammer one Far Aggressor is about 296K, whereas SoftTRR assumes that the minimum #ACT is 20K for the first bit flip based on Kim et al. [32]. Thus, SoftTRR can detect Half-Double’s hammering and refresh page-table rows (if any) from being flipped by a 2-row-distance Far Aggressor. In the current implementation of SoftTRR, it can protect page-table rows from being corrupted by a Far Aggressor that is up to 6-row away.

Possible Performance Degradation Attack. We did not observe a high performance impact in our real-world applications and it might rarely occur that memory accesses concentrate on locations adjacent to L1PTEs. The system performance can be badly affected (as a kind of DoS attack [41]) if an adversary stresses SoftTRR by causing many additional page faults and refreshes. To alleviate such attack, SoftTRR can count the number of refreshes. If the count reaches a threshold, it can raise an alarm and leverage the scheduling information to narrow down the list of potentially malicious processes.

Support for ARM Architecture. Although there are reserved bits in page table entries in the ARM architecture, setting these bits will not trigger any hardware fault [4]. If we extend SoftTRR to provide ARM support, a possible solution is to disable the page table walk and capture the address-translation fault. However, this solution may induce a larger performance overhead, as each memory access to a process triggers the fault if the process has pages adjacent to L1PT pages. Alternatively, we can leverage the present bit rather than the reserved bit in both x86 and ARM. As discussed in Section 4.3, the kernel performs active checks of the present bit in a leaf PTE. To address this issue, we can leverage the approach [56] to find all the functions where the kernel performs the check. By hooking these functions, we can restore the present bit and bypass the kernel check.

Support for Hardware-assisted Virtualization. SoftTRR, by design, works in a bare-metal system. To adapt itself to work in the guest OS kernel of a VM, SoftTRR needs the mappings of guest physical addresses to DRAM addresses. As host physical addresses to DRAM mappings and in-DRAM address remappings can be reverse-engineered through prior works [14, 44, 55, 59], SoftTRR requires the guest-to-host memory mapping that is managed by the hypervisor. To this end, SoftTRR can register a virtual interrupt to communicate with the hypervisor. Particularly, upon the VM’s physical memory is allocated, SoftTRR obtains the guest-to-host memory mapping through the registered interrupt. If the VM’s physical memory is updated at runtime, the hypervisor notifies the SoftTRR of the updated mapping. If the hypervisor maintains mostly consecutive mapping (e.g., the Xen hypervisor uses 1 GiB huge-pages by default), we do not think maintaining the mapping would cause a major issue (e.g., SoftTRR only maintains a mapping of 1K entries even if the VM’s memory is up to 1 TiB).

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a software-only defense, named SoftTRR, that protects level-1 page tables against rowhammer attacks on x86. SoftTRR is a loadable kernel module and compatible with commodity Linux systems without requiring any kernel modification.

We evaluated the security effectiveness of SoftTRR-enabled systems using three kernel privilege escalation attacks. Also, we measured SoftTRR’s performance overhead, memory cost, and stability using multiple benchmark suites and a real-world use case. The experimental results indicate that SoftTRR is effective in defending against all the mentioned attacks, and practical in incurring low performance overhead and memory cost. Besides, it does not affect the system stability.
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### A SPECint 2006

SPECint 2006 is an industry standard benchmark suite intended for measuring the performance of CPU and memory. For this suite, we launch 12 integer programs with a specific configuration file (i.e., `linux64-amd64-gcc43+.cfg`) and summarize the benchmark results in Table 5. As we can see from the table, the overhead of $\Delta_{\pm 6}$ (i.e., 0.75%) is a bit higher than that of $\Delta_{\pm 1}$ (i.e., 0.04%) although the row distance of $\Delta_{\pm 6}$ is an order of magnitude larger than that of $\Delta_{\pm 1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>SoftTRR Overhead $\Delta_{\pm 1}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\pm 6}$ (default)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perlbench</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>-0.61%</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>-2.08%</td>
<td>-2.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gobmk</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hammer</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libquantum</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnetpp</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astart</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalancbmk</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>1.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.04%</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.75%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: SPECint 2006 benchmark results.

### B Artifact

**Abstract**

This artifact contains a prototype implementation of SoftTRR that protects level-1 page tables from rowhammer attacks. It works as a loadable Linux kernel module without any modifications to the kernel.

**Scope**

This artifact is effective and practical in protecting level-1 page tables from being corrupted by rowhammer attacks. Particularly, it leverages realistic and reasonable software refreshes to mitigate a rowhammer attack where a hammered row can be up to 6-row away from a targeted row hosting level-1 page tables.

**Contents**

This artifact has 6 main source files, which are briefly introduced as follows. `defense.c` is to initialize our kernel module such as registering dynamic hooks to relevant kernel functions (we rely on a third-party inline hook library [https://github.com/cppcoffee/inl_hook](https://github.com/cppcoffee/inl_hook) that resides in the directory of `inl_hook` in our repository). `victim_handler.c` collects level-1 page-table pages and their physically adjacent pages. `pgfault.c` monitors `do_page_fault` to trace memory accesses to pages that are physically adjacent to level-1 page-table pages. `rbtree.c`, `dramaddr.c` and `kernel_symbol.c` provide some helper functions such as maintaining important data structures and DRAM address mappings, parsing relevant kernel symbols, etc. We refer the readers to our repository for more details.

**Hosting**

This artifact is available at [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19721692](https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19721692).
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Abstract

This paper presents Ombro, a low-level virtual instruction set architecture (vISA) which enforces compiler-based security policies on real-world commodity hypervisors. We extend the Secure Virtual Architecture (which itself extends the LLVM compiler’s Intermediate Representation) to support the full set of hardware operations needed to run an x86 commodity hypervisor used in some of the world’s largest public clouds, namely, the Xen 4.12 hypervisor, running in full hardware-accelerated mode using Intel’s Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX). We have ported Xen 4.12 to the Ombro vISA and demonstrated that it can run unmodified guest VMs of real-world relevance (namely, Linux guests under Xen’s HVM and PVH modes). Furthermore, to demonstrate Ombro’s ability to harden hypervisors from attack, Ombro implements control flow integrity and the first protected shadow (split) stack for x86 hypervisors. Our performance results show that Ombro achieves this protection without imposing measurable overheads on most application benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Various ideas have been proposed and demonstrated that can improve hypervisor security against low-level attacks such as memory safety vulnerabilities. One such approach would be to re-implement the hypervisor in a safe language such as Rust [1], but this is considered prohibitively labor-intensive for real-world hypervisors such as Xen [3], VirtualBox [46], or Hyper-V [42]. Another is to provide a whole-VM trusted execution environment (TEE) that protects VMs from a compromised hypervisor by isolating and removing most of the hypervisor from the trusted computing base [32, 41, 55, 56]; this approach is powerful and promising but tends to impose heavyweight requirements (e.g. moving the non-trusted portion of the hypervisor into VMX/SVM’s non-root (guest) mode, which imposes high overheads e.g. on VM exit handling) [41, 56] or substantial modifications to hardware [32, 55]. Enclave-based TEEs such as Intel’s SGX [30] offer similar benefits but provide a more functionally limited operating environment compared to whole-VM TEEs. Designs such as HyperSafe [51], which adds lightweight control flow integrity (CFI) protection to the hypervisor, make hypervisors more resilient against attack but face an “arms race” of rapidly evolving attacks [7, 8, 27, 29], necessitating the addition of further defenses such as a shadow stack (HyperSafe [51] is vulnerable to attacks that corrupt return addresses) to remain viable.

When applied to kernel-mode software like hypervisors, hardening approaches such as CFI must account for the fact that the raw hardware/software interface provided by the native ISA is much “messier” than the execution environment user-mode applications can expect. Low-level operations which are typically thought of as transparent and orthogonal, such as context switches, VMX/SVM guest entry/exit, page table updates, and control register modifications, are fully exposed to host-kernel-mode software. These operations present numerous opportunities for security invariants such as CFI enforcement to be undermined when software logic has been corrupted by a memory safety exploit.

Prior work on the Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) [15, 17] addresses this issue by extending the LLVM compiler’s Intermediate Representation (IR) with virtual instructions (a.k.a. intrinsics) that encapsulate these low-level hardware/software interactions with principled, higher-level abstractions intended for use by kernel-mode code. Program state discontinuities that could break security enforcement are prevented, since operations such as context switches and paging updates are handled safely by a thin, trusted layer of code provided by the compiler to implement the virtual instructions, whose behavior cannot be compromised by bugs in a kernel or hypervisor built upon them. To date, SVA has been used to successfully enforce security policies such as memory safety [16] and CFI [13] on commodity Linux and FreeBSD OS kernels. Initial support for hardware-accelerated virtual machines via Intel VMX has been added to SVA [34], but it lacks several key features needed to support real production hypervisors such as Xen [3], VirtualBox [46] and Hyper-V [42], and also lacks SMP (multiprocessor) support, a necessity in the modern cloud.

In this paper, we present Ombro, a low-level virtual instruction set architecture (vISA) designed to support the efficient and complete implementation of compiler-based security mitigations in real-world commodity hypervisors. We extend SVA to support the full set of hardware features needed to support the Xen 4.12 hypervisor [3], including virtual APIC support, model-specific register (MSR) virtualization, and I/O port virtualization. We also add the first SMP support to SVA (benefiting non-hypervisor designs as well that are based on it) and make several key design improvements to SVA’s existing VMX support [34] to address shortcomings in performance and its ability to integrate with the Xen codebase. We have ported Xen 4.12 to the Ombro vISA and demonstrate that it can run unmodified guest VMs of real-world relevance (Linux guests under Xen’s HVM and PVH modes) with negligible performance impacts on most application benchmarks. Additionally, as a case study in the kinds of hypervisor security mitigations whose design and implementation Ombro sup-
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ports, we demonstrate the implementation of control flow integrity with return address protection (shadow/split stack) using the tools provided by Ombro, and that these mitigations add no further performance impacts to guest operations.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

- We have enhanced the SVA vISA developed in Shade [34] to support a full-featured production-quality hypervisor (namely, Xen). We have also added symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) support to the SVA vISA.
- We have developed techniques that ensure that bugs in hypervisors cannot break return address and control flow integrity. We have created a prototype of a system, dubbed Ombro, that uses our enhanced SVA vISA to enforce these policies on a production-quality hypervisor.
- We have ported the Xen hypervisor to Ombro. This is the first full port of a full-featured production-quality hypervisor to the SVA virtual instruction set.
- We have evaluated the performance of Ombro and found that the vISA imposes negligible performance impacts on most guest application benchmarks. We have also found that the addition of CFI and return address protection imposes no measurable overheads.

2 Background

Ombro employs virtual instruction set computing (VISC) [5, 16] to ensure that its security guarantees (which mitigate control-flow hijacking) are not bypassed via low-level interactions between the hypervisor and the x86 hardware. Here, we present background information on VISC, the VISC-based Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA), and its features and limitations relevant to Ombro.

2.1 Virtual Instruction Set Computing

Virtual instruction set computing (VISC) [5] is a system design in which the instruction set to which software is compiled (the virtual instruction set or vISA) is decoupled from the instruction set implemented by the processor (the native instruction set). A trusted code generator translates code from the virtual instruction set to the native instruction set. This translation can occur at any time (at compile time, link time, install time, boot time, or just-in-time during program execution). The defining characteristic of VISC is that all software in the system must be translated from virtual instruction set code to native instruction set code. In an idealized theoretical VISC system, this includes applications as well as system software (e.g., operating system kernels and hypervisor executives), i.e., all code on the system must target the virtual ISA rather than the native ISA. Practical designs may elect to relax this requirement within specific domains (e.g., applications or guest VMs running in less-privileged hardware modes) to maintain support for existing native-code applications.

Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) [15, 16] is a VISC infrastructure that leverages the trusted code generator to enforce security policies on all software in the system stack, including the OS kernel and (optionally) library and application code. Because software must be translated by SVA’s trusted code generator, SVA can instrument code during native code generation to enforce security policies. SVA’s virtual instruction set is an extended version of the original LLVM Intermediate Representation (LLVM IR) [39], allowing SVA to use aggressive static analysis to optimize away provably unnecessary run-time security checks.

SVA extends LLVM IR with new virtual instructions (called intrinsics) to support low-level privileged operations such as I/O, MMU configuration, and context switching in kernel-mode software without the need for native assembly code or direct access to privileged in-memory hardware data structures (page tables, etc.) [15]. These intrinsics are implemented by a small library of trusted code (the “SVA-OS runtime”) which is, architecturally, considered part of the compiler, and linked or inlined into the target program as necessary during translation from virtual to native code. The resultant vISA provided to kernel programmers is designed to make it impossible to express computations that would violate the security policies specified for the system. To the extent that goal cannot be ensured statically, the SVA-OS implementation vets inputs and sanitizes outputs at runtime to prevent raw hardware functions from being used in unsafe ways.

To prevent attacker-compromised kernel-mode software from simply bypassing the vISA by executing native code, newer versions of SVA [13–15, 22, 34] enforce code segment integrity on the kernel by using software fault isolation [50] to prevent it from utilizing any kernelspace page-table mappings that are both writable and executable. This ensures that all native code has been translated or validated by the SVA code generator (either ahead of time or by request at runtime) and contains any necessary instrumentation while not containing privileged native instructions that would bypass the vISA.

Because it is possible to fully implement kernel-mode system software (e.g., OS kernels or hypervisors) using the SVA vISA’s virtual instructions, compiler-based security transformations such as control flow integrity (CFI) [4], software fault isolation (SFI) [50], or memory safety [20] enforcement can be performed on it at the LLVM IR level without “blind spots” arising from opaque native assembly or instructions with privileged side effects. SVA has been used to safely and efficiently support a variety of security policies and popular OS kernels over the years. The original SVA prototype enforced both spatial and temporal memory safety on the Linux 2.4 kernel [15, 16]. Subsequent iterations exchanged full memory safety for low-overhead CFI enforced on the FreeBSD 9.0 kernel [13] and explored a novel application of lightweight SFI instrumentation on the kernel to protect userspace applications from a compromised kernel [14]. Other SVA derivatives have explored adding protection against cache and speculative
side-channel threats against protected userspace applications in a Virtual Ghost system [21, 22, 34].

### 2.2 Kernel-Mode Memory Protection in SVA

Starting with the Virtual Ghost project [14], SVA has supported protecting designated sections of the host-virtual address space against tampering by kernel-mode (Ring 0) code using software fault isolation (SFI) [50]. This protection can be used as a foundation for multiple security policies and can optionally protect portions of userspace as well as kernelspace (lower and upper halves of the address space).

The SVA native code translator instruments all load and store instructions within host-kernel-mode code with SFI checks that determine whether the access references a virtual address within the protected region. If so, the check detects a violation and generates a trap, allowing the SVA VM to take corrective action, such as alerting the system administrator or terminating system execution. Otherwise, the load or store is allowed to proceed normally [14].

SVA's SFI checks can be implemented using traditional bitmasking instructions [50] or a fast scheme developed for Apparition [22] based on Intel's Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) [30]. The architecture is flexible and can be readily adapted to other hardware protection mechanisms such as segmentation [30] or memory protection keys [28, 30].

The memory region(s) protected by these SFI checks can be used to store user or kernel secrets where they cannot be seen or modified by the kernel/hypervisor. Depending on the needs of particular threat models, enforcement designs, and system performance, SFI checks can be omitted on loads so as to protect data against tampering even if it does not need to be secret [14].

SVA uses this memory protection in its design to make its other enforcement mechanisms complete while maintaining high performance. For instance, SVA maintains its own direct map (one-to-one mapping of all physical memory) within the kernelspace SFI-protected region, allowing intrinsics to write to page tables and code pages while leaving the kernel’s mappings to them read-only; this avoids the need to expensively switch page tables or mappings on every such intrinsic call [22]. SVA likewise uses its SFI to ensure the integrity of its own metadata, such as tables tracking the permitted and current usage types of each physical memory frame [15, 22].

In Virtual Ghost [14], Apparition [22], and Shade [34], a userspace SFI-protected region is used to hide application secrets from a compromised OS kernel. In Ombro, we will use SVA’s SFI to protect hypervisor control stacks and enforce return address integrity (Section 7).

### 2.3 VMX Support in SVA

Shade [34] added initial support for Intel VMX to SVA. Shade extended the SVA vISA with intrinsics and conceptual idioms for management of hardware-accelerated guest VMs—specifically, VM entry and exit (world switches), extended paging, and VMCS management—while ensuring that these newly introduced capabilities would not compromise SVA’s ability to enforce the security policies introduced in prior work (specifically Virtual Ghost [14] and Apparition [22]).

VMX facilitates world switches (the host/guest context switches associated with VM entry and exit) by giving the hypervisor open-ended control over each state element—instruction pointer, control and segment registers, etc.—as an individual field within a special in-memory data structure called the Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) [30]. Different state elements are handled differently according to their importance in maintaining consistent system operation, and this behavior can (to an extent) be controlled by the hypervisor via flags in the VMCS. Some fields can be bidirectionally saved/restored by the processor as part of the host/guest-mode transition; for others, the hypervisor is expected to load an arbitrary value into the VMCS to which the register will be reset on VM exit. Others, such as the general purpose registers, are untouched by entry and exit, requiring the hypervisor to save and restore them itself.

This makes security enforcement on hypervisors challenging because the architecture implicitly assumes the hypervisor can be trusted. The ability to set host-state fields and entry/exit control flags in the VMCS affords countless opportunities for a compromised hypervisor to exploit VM exit to escape CFI enforcement and other security measures. Besides the instruction pointer itself, fields such as the stack pointer, segment registers, and control registers (which can disable security features such as protected mode, No-Execute (NX) pages, and SMEM [30]) can completely redefine the hypervisor’s environment, rendering many protections useless.

Shade addresses these issues in SVA by encapsulating the VM entry/exit process (VMLAUNCH/VRESUME) into an SVA intrinsic, runvm, which handles switching of sensitive state during world switches [34]. runvm has the semantics of a self-contained function call, contrasting with the broad, open-ended modification of system state possible with the native interface. Shade keeps context-switched guest state for the host and each guest VM within SFI-protected SVA internal memory (Section 2.2), providing access to individual guest state fields only through targeted intrinsics. The VMCS itself is likewise stored in protected memory and accessible to the hypervisor through intrinsics (read/writevmcs) which only permit access to non-sensitive fields (or vet/sanitize input/output for partially sensitive fields). VMCS fields related to features that SVA needs to control at a higher level (e.g., extended paging) are blocked by read/writevmcs, forcing the hypervisor to use the appropriate higher-level intrinsics.

While Shade laid important high-level groundwork for safely supporting the use of VMX acceleration in an SVA-based system, it fell short of being able to support a full-scale commodity hypervisor like Xen (or even a lightweight virtualization support driver like KVM [36]). Shade was developed and evaluated with a minimalist “toy” hypervisor that exer-
cised core VMX operations without the complexity of a full hypervisor. This facilitated the initial design and debugging of complex intrinsics such as runvm, but precluded an end-to-end performance evaluation and left unclear the question of whether the design choices made in the vISA would truly be conducive to porting a real hypervisor without invasive code changes or performance impacts. Shade also lacked support for key VMX features important to real-world hypervisors such as accelerated interrupt controller (APIC), model-specific register (MSR), and I/O port virtualization [30], and only supported vetting of a small subset of VMCS fields. Our work remedies these shortcomings, allowing us to port Xen 4.12 to the SVA vISA and use it to enforce and evaluate a security policy of real-world interest (return address protection for CFI) on a real-world hypervisor.

3 Threat Model

Our threat model assumes that we have a system running a single bare-metal hypervisor, such as Xen, on the hardware. This hypervisor hosts one or more guest virtual machines running various operating systems. The hypervisor is benign but may have exploitable memory safety errors that permit control-flow hijacking attacks such as return-to-libc [49] and return-oriented programming (ROP) [47] attacks. As we want to mitigate advanced control-flow hijacking attacks [7, 8, 18, 27], our defense must protect the integrity (but not necessarily confidentiality) of return and return-from-interrupt addresses. Non-control data attacks [9], Data-Oriented Programming (DOP) attacks [29], and other memory safety attacks that do not corrupt return addresses, function pointers, and other control data are out of scope.

4 Design

In this work, we present three major design contributions:

1. We extend and improve upon the SVA virtual instruction set architecture (vISA) of the Shade [34] project to efficiently support the full set of hardware features needed to run the Xen 4.12 hypervisor [3] in support of guest VMs accelerated using the Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX) [30] features of modern Intel x86-64 processors.

2. We extend the SVA vISA to support symmetric multiprocessing (SMP), an essential feature of modern systems that historical SVA designs notably lacked.

3. We present a design for an efficient and straightforward scheme enforcing forward-edge control flow integrity (CFI) with return address integrity (i.e. backward-edge CFI). This serves as a case study in how the SVA vISA can be used to support sound and efficient enforcement of security policies on commodity hypervisors, and also represents an advancement in its own right on the state of the art [51] as the first efficient protected shadow stack design for a hypervisor.

Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of Ombro as used to enforce security policies on the Xen 4.12 hypervisor.1 Ombro permits the hypervisor to run in the processor’s highest-privileged mode—Ring 0 of VMX root mode—without relying on hardware privilege isolation to enforce security policies on the hypervisor. The hypervisor is compiled to the SVA vISA rather than native code, preventing computations from being expressed that could violate security policy. The Ombro Virtual Machine’s2 SVA-OS runtime support library—a thin layer of trusted native code provided by the SVA native code translator (i.e. the compiler; see Section 2.1) to implement the dynamic security checks required to safely implement the vISA on native hardware—runs alongside the hypervisor in this fully privileged mode, having been linked or inlined directly into the compiled hypervisor by the SVA native code translator. Software fault isolation (SFI) [50] (Section 2.2) and control flow integrity (CFI) [4] provided by SVA ensure that the hypervisor, despite running with full hardware privileges, cannot compromise the Ombro Virtual Machine or escape the vISA to run unrestricted native code.

Notably, Ombro does not require guest VM code (or host userspace application code for an OS-resident hypervisor) to be compiled to the SVA vISA. The hypervisor/host OS continues to employ standard x86 privilege isolation features (namely, privilege rings and VMX root/non-root modes) to isolate guest VMs and userspace applications from the hypervisor/kernel and each other, allowing guests and applications to run unmodified native code. Only the hypervisor/host kernel itself must be ported to the SVA vISA so that it can be safely controlled within the processor’s most privileged mode.

Section 5 presents the extensions and improvements we make to the Shade [34] version of the SVA vISA to support a full commodity hypervisor (Xen 4.12). Section 6 describes specific enhancements to the SVA design that are necessary to support multi-processor systems, addressing a weakness in prior SVA work. Section 7 presents a design that utilizes the SVA vISA to efficiently and soundly enforce return address

---

1Our design supports any x86-64 hypervisor in principle, including those integrated with a host OS kernel; for concreteness, we focus on Xen in this work. In an OS-resident hypervisor, host userspace applications take the place of non-accelerated paravirtual guests in Ring 3 of VMX root mode.

2“Virtual machine” here refers to the language-theoretic sense of the term, not to the concept of a “guest virtual machine” provided by hypervisors. We aim to consistently use “guest VM” to refer to the latter throughout this work.
integrity on Xen to defend the hypervisor against advanced control-flow hijacking attacks.

**Guest Virtualization Modes Supported.** The Xen 4.12 hypervisor, for legacy reasons, supports a variety of operating modes for guest VMs on the x86-64 platform, which can be used simultaneously for different guests [54]. These represent a continuum of hardware acceleration usage and guest OS support, ranging from the traditional non-accelerated paravirtualization described in the original Xen paper [23] (referred to as “PV” mode in Xen’s documentation [54]), to VMX-accelerated full virtualization supporting native guests (“HVM” mode), to a modern paravirtual approach utilizing VMX acceleration with Xen-aware guests (“PVH” mode).

Because classic PV mode is being de-emphasized by the Xen project and likely to be phased out in the future [54], Ombro’s design only supports VMX-accelerated guests (i.e. HVM and PVH) and does not provide a complete set of intrinsics for the hypervisor to support PV guests running in usermode (host Ring 3). However, doing so would be a straightforward extension of the existing SVA vISA, which fully supports [14–16, 22, 34]) OS kernels with userspace applications in Ring 3. Our prototype (Section 8) does exactly this (in a limited way with some shortcuts) for implementation convenience. At times, we refer to PV concepts in design sections for the sake of clarity to readers familiar with Xen. They are not, however, relevant to our security design, as the design is intended for a modern Xen installation utilizing HVM/PVH for all guests including the control domain (dom0).

**Terminology: Guest VMs, Domains, vCPUs, etc.** SVA interfaces (following Intel’s convention) use the term “guest virtual machine” to refer to a singular guest CPU virtualized by a hypervisor. Each such guest CPU exists in one-to-one correspondence with a Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) [30]. From the physical CPU’s and SVA’s perspective, it does not matter how the hypervisor may choose to group those virtual CPUs together. However, this distinction is important to Xen, which refers to the overall VM (which may include multiple emulated CPUs) as a “domain” and individual virtualized CPUs as “vCPUs”. Each vCPU thus corresponds to exactly one VMCS, and to one “guest VM” from SVA’s perspective. Xen performs context switches on a per-vCPU basis, not per-domain (different vCPUs from the same or different domains are context switched as independent entities), which is in line with Intel’s and SVA’s perspective. In this paper, we sometimes refer to “vCPUs” rather than “guest VMs” when this distinction is important.

## 5 vISA Additions and Improvements

Our experience porting Xen to the SVA vISA developed for Shade [34] led us to extend and improve upon the vISA, adding missing support for hardware virtualization elements used by Xen and mitigating disruptions to Xen’s performance and code structure. We describe these improvements below.

### 5.1 Securing Higher-Level VMX Features

The Intel VMX feature set is controlled primarily through control and state fields in a large (page-sized) in-memory, per-vCPU data structure called the Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) [30]. Most VMX settings and subfeatures are controlled straightforwardly via individual VMCS fields or bits within a field consolidating similar controls. Some subfeatures, however, are more complex and are spread across multiple VMCS fields; some even utilize subsidiary control pages that the hypervisor must provide and link into the main VMCS by storing (host-)physical pointers into specific fields.

Shade’s vISA support for the VMCS (Section 2.3) is insufficient to manage multi-field controls and substructures because its read/writevmcs intrinsics operate on individual fields and cannot readily account for behavioral dependencies between them (e.g. fields activated by bits in other fields, or structure pointers that must be set prior to enabling a feature in a different field). Thus, Shade must err on the side of caution wherever invalid field combinations could lead to security holes or undefined behavior: it categorically blocks the hypervisor from writing to such fields and forces the features they control to be disabled or utilized in a hardcoded fashion preconfigured by the SVA runtime.

While this achieved Shade’s goal of ensuring security for the host system while supporting basic VMX functionality, it locks the hypervisor out of performance- and functionality-critical VMX features such as extended paging, interrupt controller (local APIC) virtualization, and MSR\(^3\) and I/O port virtualization. Shade provided higher-level intrinsics supporting extended paging by extending SVA’s existing support for vetting host page table updates [34] but did not attempt to design vISA support for APIC, MSR, or I/O port virtualization.

Ombro extends the design of the vISA to support APIC, MSR, and I/O port virtualization as first-class idioms; Table 1 summarizes the new intrinsics. As all three of these features entail both multi-VMCS-field dependencies and substructures linked into the VMCS (and APIC virtualization interacts with MSR virtualization), we address them via similar techniques.

MSR and I/O virtualization are the more straightforward of these to support. By default, VMX guests are blocked from accessing MSRs or performing port I/O (i.e., readmsr and port I/O instructions cause VM exits) [30]. When MSR or I/O virtualization is enabled in the VMCS, the processor will selectively allow guests to read or write particular MSRs or I/O ports based on whether their corresponding bits are set in the MSR and I/O bitmaps, which are substructures linked via host-physical pointers in the VMCS. This hardware design has multiple security implications in an SVA system.

Firstly, as MSRs control privileged processor features (including crucial security features like long mode and page-\(^3\)Model-specific registers (MSRs) are a class of indexed control and information registers used extensively in the x86 ISA to manage privileged processor features [30]. They have widely varying semantic and security implications and represent a substantial portion of the x86 ISA’s complexity.
level execute permissions [30]), the vISA cannot allow untrusted host software (e.g. the hypervisor or host kernel) to access them arbitrarily. Thus, neither of the rdmsr or wrmsr instructions are present in the SVA vISA; relevant processor features are managed through higher-level vISA idioms or controlled directly by SVA. A guest VM, however, can execute native (non-vISA) kernel-mode code; its access to MSRs is therefore constrained only by the MSR bitmaps. Therefore, it is necessary for Ombro to constrain the settings of the MSR bitmaps on a per-MSR level.

Secondly, the bitmaps themselves, being VMCS substructures addressed via raw host-physical pointers, would represent a security hole if the hypervisor were allowed to control them directly. A compromised hypervisor could configure the processor to use bitmap addresses corresponding to arbitrary physical memory, including SVA-protected pages (Section 2.2), allowing it to trick SVA into overwriting protected memory (since SVA must write to the bitmaps to ensure guests exit when accessing security-sensitive MSRs) or infer the contents of protected memory based on a guest’s behavior.⁴

Ombro addresses these issues by allocating and taking ownership of the MSR and I/O bitmaps itself in protected memory, as it does with the VMCS (Section 2.3). The msr_intercept_clear intrinsic (Table 1) checks the provided MSR index against a whitelist of known-safe MSRs that guests can access without compromising Ombro’s security policies. io_intercept_clear does not need to impose any restrictions under Ombro’s threat model, as the only need is to prevent abuse of the bitmap substructure (per-port filtering is available for potential use under other threat models).

APIC virtualization (APICv) poses similar challenges but is more complex. Modern processors support both legacy xAPIC mode (in which the APIC is controlled via a memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) interface) and the newer x2APIC mode (which is controlled via MSRs) [30]. Traditionally, hypervisors would configure VMX to force a VM exit on all APIC accesses, either via extended paging (for the xAPIC MMIO interface) or by configuring the MSR bitmaps to force exits for APIC-related MSRs (for x2APIC). This allows the hypervisor to fully emulate the APIC in software, but is slow.

APICv allows certain common APIC accesses by the guest to be virtualized in hardware without a VM exit. The hypervisor provides a virtual-APIC page in memory whose fields stand in for the real APIC’s registers when a guest attempts to access them [30]. Guest reads to APIC registers via the MMIO (xAPIC) or MSR (x2APIC) interfaces see the values provided by the hypervisor in the virtual-APIC page. Guest APIC writes are virtualized by hardware without a VM exit in situations involving the task- and processor-priority registers, end-of-interrupt signaling, and self-IPIs; unvirtualizable writes are stored to the virtual-APIC page followed by a VM exit so the hypervisor can handle them conventionally.

Relatedly, posted-interrupt processing [30] allows a hypervisor to send interrupts to a guest running on a different processor without forcing that guest to VM exit. When a processor in guest mode receives a (real) inter-processor interrupt to a specified notification vector, it will (without exiting) check an in-memory posted-interrupt descriptor to see if one or more virtual interrupt records have been deposited within (e.g. by the hypervisor on the sending CPU), and if so, deliver them to the running guest through its virtual APIC.

Both features effectively map pages of host-physical memory into a guest’s address space with (limited) write access, posing a clear security risk under our threat model, as this could be used to defeat SVA-protected memory (e.g. the return address stacks described in Section 7). Unlike with MSR and I/O port virtualization, it is not convenient to simply have Ombro take ownership of the virtual-APIC page and posted-interrupt descriptor in protected memory, as the hypervisor needs to frequently read and write to them for normal operation. Thus, to allow the hypervisor to safely control these pages, our APICv intrinsics (Table 1) check and record the VMCS’s references to them in SVA’s memory metadata tables (which track the usage of every 4-kB physical memory frame; see Sections 2.2 and 6.1) as if they were page mappings accessible to the hypervisor. The hypervisor is thus only allowed to use non-sensitive pages it “owns” as APICv VMCS substructures. Additionally, Ombro ensures that the vector used for posted-interrupt notifications does not overlap with any intercepted by SVA.

### 5.2 Guest Context Switching Optimizations

The x86 platform supports context switching of floating-point unit (FPU) state using the xsave and xrstor instructions [30]. These instructions save or load a processor’s entire FPU state, as well as that of several non-FPU features such as vector and memory protection extensions, as a several-kB monolithic data structure; system software is thus architected to perform these slow operations as infrequently as possible.

---

⁴While Ombro’s threat model (Section 3) does not require confidentiality of SVA-protected memory, other SVA-based systems such as Virtual Ghost [14] and Shade [34] do, making this a relevant design consideration.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Arguments)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vlapic.enable {paddr virtual apic page, paddr apic access page}</td>
<td>Enable APIC virtualization for the active VM using the xAPIC (MMIO) interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlapic.enable_x2apic {paddr virtual apic page}</td>
<td>Enable APIC virtualization for the active VM using the x2APIC (MSR) interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlapic.disable</td>
<td>Disable the currently active VM’s local APIC (or use exit-based virtualization).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posted_interrupts_enable {u8 vector, paddr descriptor}</td>
<td>Enable posted interrupt processing for the currently active VM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posted_interrupts_disable</td>
<td>Disable posted interrupt processing for the currently active VM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msr_intercept_clear {int vmid, u32 msr, enum rw}</td>
<td>Get, set, or clear an MSR intercept for the specified VM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>io_intercept_clear {int vmid, u32 port}</td>
<td>Get, set, or clear an I/O port intercept for the specified VM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
Xen refrains from using the FPU during its own execution, leaving guest state untouched and allowing Xen to only perform XSAVE/XRSTOR when context switching from one guest vCPU to another.

Shade [34] took the straightforward but inefficient approach of context switching FPU state on every VM entry/exit. This provided a clean abstraction wherein no guest state is ever active on the processor in host mode or vice versa, but porting Xen to the SVA vISA for Ombro showed this to be a flawed design, yielding more than 200% overhead over baseline (non-SVA) Xen in our no-op hypercall (VM entry/exit) microbenchmark and unacceptably high overheads of up to 60% on VM-exit-heavy guest workloads (Section 10).

Ombro eliminates this source of overhead by extending the SVA vISA’s existing thread abstraction, which can be context switched independently of processor privilege level transitions, to include guest VM (VMX non-root mode) state in addition to userspace host process (Ring 3) state as in prior SVA work [14,16]. This better matches how real-world hypervisors like Xen model context switching and allows FPU state to be switched on vCPU context switches instead of requiring it on every VM entry/exit. Because slow-switching elements of the guest’s state (the FPU, some MSRs, etc.) are thus active even while the system is in host mode, this provides a slightly less flexible programming model to the hypervisor than in Shade, but these limitations are non-issues in practice and can be worked around: Xen already avoids using the FPU in hypervisor context; an OS-integrated hypervisor would simply allocate separate SVA threads for guest VMs and host processes; and a hypervisor could free up the FPU for itself by context switching to a dummy SVA thread not associated with a guest VM or host process.

5.3 VMCS Management Optimizations

Ombro makes two additional improvements to the SVA vISA to eliminate overheads related to VMCS management induced in Xen by the Shade [34] design. The foremost of these is that, unlike the native ISA, Shade only permits a single VMCS to be loaded on a CPU at a time. The native ISA only permits one VMCS to be active at a time, but others need not be unloaded to load a new one [30], allowing them to remain cached by the hardware for future context switches. This distinction is crucial to performance: we found via an informal benchmark that modifying Xen to explicitly clear (flush) the outgoing VMCS in every context switch induces unacceptably high (over 4x) runtime overhead on guests when the machine’s physical CPUs are oversubscribed (i.e., when vCPU context switches are frequent). Ombro addresses this limitation by loosening the vISA to allow multiple loaded VMCSes to coexist, relying on the mutex in the SVA thread structure (Sections 5.2 and 6.1) to ensure a VMCS cannot be loaded on multiple CPUs at once (which is undefined behavior in the native ISA [30]).

The second improvement changes VMCS initialization (the allocvm intrinsic) to provide benign defaults for all security-sensitive VMCS and guest state fields rather than requiring the hypervisor to specify them up-front. While VMCS construction is not performance-critical for Xen, it occurs early in vCPU creation before Xen has determined most of the guest’s initial state, making it awkward to port Xen to use Shade’s interface. Ombro’s interface is more general and agnostic to hypervisor design choices.

6 SMP Support in SVA

Ombro adds symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) support to SVA that all previous SVA systems [13–16, 21, 22, 34] lacked. This required several changes to the internal design of the SVA runtime library to make it thread-safe and to add support for multi-processor TLB coherency. However, we made no changes to the outward-facing SVA-OS virtual instruction set; the original design [15–17] proved general enough to be applicable to both uni- and multi-processor systems.

6.1 Thread Safety and Reference Counting

SVA maintains several data structures in its internal protected memory (Section 2.2) to track system state that it maintains on behalf of the hypervisor/OS kernel and to ensure that its intrinsics are not used to configure the system in a way that could undermine other security protections. These include thread structures used for context switching host processes [16] and guest vCPUs (Section 5.2) and a table tracking typed references to each physical memory frame to prevent host-kernel-mode software from using its control over the MMU to evade SVA’s memory protections or code integrity enforcement [15].

As these structures must be thread-safe in a multi-processor system, Ombro adds locking to SVA’s thread structures and to each entry in the frame usage table. Intrinsic calls attempting to load or save a thread or to change a frame’s usage type must obtain the relevant lock to prevent races. Incrementing/decrementing a frame’s reference count in the table when a page mapping is updated is a lock-free operation utilizing an atomic compare-exchange loop to perform the update while checking for integer overflow/underflow.

Additionally, Ombro expands the frame reference counts themselves to separately count read-only and writable page mappings to each frame. Prior SVA work [15, 22, 34] did not allow system software to create any mappings to SVA-protected frames even when they only require tamper-protection and not confidentiality (e.g. kernel code or page tables). This required ad-hoc (and OS-specific) handling in SVA of special cases like the kernel’s direct map and read access to page tables. Ombro allows these to be handled through ordinary intrinsic calls, making SVA more system-agnostic and allowing Xen to continue supporting non-VMX PV guests under Ombro.
6.2 TLB Shootdowns

In an SVA system, physical memory frames used for security-sensitive purposes such as page-table pages, host-kernel-mode code, or SFI-protected memory (e.g., return address stacks in Ombro—see Section 7) are tracked by SVA so it can prevent system software from mapping them into the virtual address space with inappropriate permissions or outside the SFI-protected region [14, 15, 22]. To prevent use-after-free attacks based on stale TLB entries, SVA flushes the TLB whenever a frame’s usage type changes and one or both of the types involved are security-sensitive (because x86 does not support selective TLB flushes based on physical addresses [30], a full TLB flush must be used).

On multiprocessor systems, this TLB flush must include all processors, necessitating TLB shootdowns. Ombro implements this by broadcasting an inter-processor interrupt (IPi) [30] to all processors at a reserved interrupt vector, which is received by an SVA handler that performs each local TLB flush. The processor initiating the shootdown will not release its lock on the frame’s usage type until all other processors have acknowledged completion of the flush, ensuring that software cannot create a conflicting mapping based on the new type that would violate security policy.

7 Return Address Integrity

To defend against advanced control-flow hijacking attacks as described in our threat model (Section 3), Ombro must protect the integrity of return and return-from-interrupt addresses in Xen. We address this by using the vISA primitives provided by SVA to implement a split stack in Xen, where return addresses are stored on one stack (called the control stack) while local variables are stored on a separate stack (called the data stack). The control stack is protected against tampering using SVA’s kernel-mode memory protection mechanism (Section 2.2), while memory writes utilizing dynamic pointers or offsets that could be controlled by an attacker are only permitted to access the data stack in ordinary (unprotected) Xen memory.

7.1 Security Guarantees

Ombro ensures return address integrity (all functions return control flow to their dynamic callers) by enforcing the following invariants on the hypervisor at runtime:

**Invariant 1.** Function calls always save the return address on the control stack, or do not save any return address (e.g., tail calls).

**Invariant 2.** Returns will always retrieve the return address from the correct location on the control stack, i.e., into which the return address was saved by the matching dynamic caller.

**Invariant 3.** Control stacks cannot be corrupted by any code outside of trusted SVA-OS intrinsics, even when memory safety errors are exploited.

**Invariant 4.** System software cannot use an SVA-OS intrinsic to tamper with a control stack’s contents or a control stack pointer on its behalf.

7.2 Enforcement Design

In a split stack design, the control and data stack are tracked by separate stack pointers that can be incremented and decremented independently [10, 59]. In Ombro, we use the native x86 stack pointer register, RSP, for the control stack, so that call and return instructions naturally use the control stack for return addresses. This maintains Invariant 1 and contributes to Invariant 2. The data stack is tracked by a free general-purpose register reserved from the callee-saved set (R15 in our prototype). The compiler is modified accordingly to facilitate this; function prologues and epilogues create and destroy stack frames using the data stack pointer, leaving the control stack pointer to be adjusted only by the return-address pushes and pops performed by call and return instructions.

Call and return instructions are the only ones permitted to modify the control stack pointer RSP outside of SVA-OS intrinsics. They always respectively decrement or increment RSP by exactly 8 bytes (the Ombro compiler will not emit returns that pop additional values off the stack), ensuring that only the relevant return address is affected. No other data is stored on the control stack besides the single return address pushed by each call and popped by the corresponding return; the data stack is used for local variables, argument passing, and callee-saved registers. As forward-edge CFI prevents functions being entered except through a call (non-tail-call jumps can only target another location within the current function), calls and returns are guaranteed to occur in correctly nested (matching) order. Hence Invariant 2 is ensured.

Because calls and returns occur in nested order, underflow of the control stack pointer cannot occur. Overflow is addressed by placing a guard page at the end of each control stack; guard pages are marked as invalid in the page tables, ensuring that any attempt to read or write beyond the space allocated for a control stack will be intercepted and prevented by an SVA fault handler.

Ombro instruments all host-Ring-0 code outside of SVA-OS intrinsic implementations with SFI checks on memory stores (Section 2.2), ensuring that any attempts to write to a protected virtual address region will be caught and prevented. SVA’s enforcement of code segment integrity (Section 2.1) in conjunction with forward-edge CFI [13, 22] ensures that these SFI checks cannot be bypassed even in the presence of memory safety errors. The control stack is allocated within the SFI-protected virtual address region by SVA on Xen’s behalf. Only call and return instructions are exempted from SFI checks (so that they can access the control stack as intended); these are generated by the compiler such that they always access the stack using a predictable static offset from RSP, so they cannot be used to access any other location in service of an exploit. Hence Invariant 3 is ensured.
The SVA vISA provides no means for system software to set or adjust the host-Ring-0 control stack pointer RSP, or to write to any location on a control stack, except pushing/popping from it via calls and returns. SVA allocates a control stack for each CPU (Xen allocates hypervisor stacks on a per-physical-CPU basis) and points RSP to it as a side effect of SVA’s boot-time per-CPU initialization; thereafter, SVA maintains the integrity of RSP across all intrinsic calls, context switches, and VM entry/exit. Per our threat model (Section 3), the hypervisor is considered benign prior to exploitation by a memory safety error; SVA initialization occurs during early boot before significant attack surfaces become available (there is no network yet, nor have any guest VMs been started, including the dom0 control domain). The SVA-OS intrinsic implementations themselves are part of the trusted computing base and thus assumed to correctly implement the vISA, ensuring that Invariant 4 is upheld after initialization.

8 Implementation

The prototype we built to evaluate Ombro is based on source code for the SVA-OS runtime support library (see Section 2.1, Figure 1, and Section 4) inherited from the Shade [34] project and other previous SVA work [14–16, 22]. We significantly modernized and refactored the codebase to address limitations of prior work, which included adding multi-processor support and overhauling the page reference tracking system to be more flexible (Section 6). Overall, we improved the code to be substantially less fragile and more maintainable, and generalized aspects of the code that were specific to using SVA with OS kernels (and FreeBSD in particular), such that it could support a bare-metal hypervisor like Xen while retaining support for OS kernels (including those with integrated hypervisors). We upgraded SVA to be based on the LLVM 10.0.0 compiler [2] instead of LLVM 3.1 as in Shade [34] and prior work. In parallel, we ported the x86-64 implementation of Xen 4.12 [3] to target Ombro’s version of the SVA vISA, linking it at compile time with the SVA-OS runtime support library (as in prior SVA work).

Our software trusted computing base (TCB) relative to our threat model (Section 3) consists of the SVA runtime library (11,453 lines of code (LOC)), our CFI and SFI passes added to the LLVM compiler (792 LOC), and non-pass modifications to LLVM implementing our split stack transformation (497 LOC added/changed), totaling 12,742 LOC.5

Porting Xen 4.12 to the SVA vISA and supporting Ombro’s split stack transformation entailed adding/changing ≤3,389 LOC6 (out of 313,377 total in Xen—about 1%), mostly in lower-level code dealing with page tables, VM entry/exit, VMCSes, and system boot. By comparison, prior work’s port of Linux 2.4.22 to SVA [16] modified 5,066 LOC out of 632,469 total (0.8%). This shows that the difficulty of an SVA port scales roughly but not exactly with the scope of the system.

As Section 4 describes, Ombro’s security design assumes that all domains are used only in VMX-accelerated modes (HVM and PVH), but our prototype retains partial support for classic PV mode. Although Xen 4.12 supports a PV dom0, we found it useful to use a PV dom0 in order to have a working, debuggable environment while porting VMX-related components to SVA, as the dom0 is responsible for controlling Xen and providing hardware drivers. We did not attempt to fully port Xen’s PV code to SVA, leaving some native assembly and unsafe (to our threat model, not Xen’s) workarounds in place, though this could be completed with a little extra work and minor enhancements to the SVA vISA. Since we benchmarked (Section 10) within a PVH domU, we do not expect significant performance differences between a PV and PVH dom0, especially since we used the same configuration for both Ombro and baseline Xen.

Further Implementation Experience Discussion. Some readers may be interested in further discussion of our experience porting Xen to the SVA vISA and how that experience, as well as our incremental performance evaluations throughout, fed back into our design process and motivated specific design changes. For reasons of space, that discussion is deferred to Appendix B.

9 Security Analysis

Prior work [7, 8, 18, 25, 27] has shown that defenses relying on CFI [4] to mitigate memory safety attacks must prevent the corruption of return addresses in order to repel advanced control-flow hijacking attacks, as static determination of the call sites to which control flow may return leaves sufficient loopholes for an attacker to perform arbitrary computation [8]. To this end, Ombro implements a split control/data stack in Xen (Section 7) and uses SVA’s SFI-based kernel-mode memory protection facility (Section 2.2) to protect the control stack (and hence return addresses) from tampering.

Zhou et al. [58] proposed a framework for evaluating the attack surface exposed by a security policy providing return-address protection, drawing from Göktas et al.’s [27] taxonomy classifying the different types of control-flow “gadgets” that can be used by an attacker to assemble a code-reuse attack in the presence of CFI. Call-site (CS) gadgets begin at a return point following a call instruction, and Entry-point (EP) gadgets begin at the entry point to a function. Orthogonally, they classify the methods by which gadgets can be linked together to form a “chain” useful for computation: by corrupting return addresses on the stack (return-oriented programming), indirect jump targets (jump-oriented programming), or function pointers (call-oriented programming). Depending on the CFI policy in effect and the availability of gadgets in the target

---

5 We counted non-comment/whitespace lines using sloccount [52] for the SVA library and passes and manually from git diffs for the rest.

6 Most changes are gated behind ifdefs, leaving the original code in place; we took the difference between vanilla Xen and the Ombro port using sloccount and added twice the number of removed lines from git diff as an upper bound on the undercount.
program, it may be possible and/or necessary to mix different gadget types and chaining methods to achieve a practical chain. Pure call-oriented programming, in which only function pointers are manipulated to link gadgets, turns out to be difficult or impractical to achieve in many cases, particularly in scenarios where it is not possible for the attacker to repeatedly exploit memory safety errors; return- or jump-oriented gadget linking must typically be used to perform initial setup before the attacker can pivot to a call-oriented chain [7, 27].

Because Ombro’s split stack design prevents any corruption of Xen’s control stack (which includes return as well as return-from-interrupt addresses), return-oriented gadget linking is categorically precluded. Additionally, the SVA vISA does not include LLVM’s indirect jump (indirectbr) instruction and does not need it to support Xen, the Linux kernel [16], or the FreeBSD kernel [13, 14]. Thus, jump-oriented gadget linking is precluded. Cumulatively, this severely limits the ability of an attacker to assemble a useful gadget chain, particularly in single-exploit scenarios, as only call-oriented chaining is possible. That, in turn, is further limited by Ombro’s forward-edge CFI protection.

Ombro’s label-based forward-edge CFI scheme is based on that of KCoFI [13]; it is relatively coarse-grained, allowing indirect calls to target any valid function entry point (but nowhere else). Since the protected control stack already prevents return-oriented gadget chaining, and the prohibition of indirectbr prevents jump-oriented chaining, the net effect of adding this forward-edge CFI enforcement is to limit an attacker to a restricted form of pure call-oriented programming: only entry-point (EP) gadgets can be used and they can only be chained together via corrupted function pointers.

Ombro may be susceptible to the pure-call-oriented “Control Jujutsu” attack described by Evans et al. [25], who showed that, in popular programs, common function pointer coding patterns make it possible to assemble purely call-oriented chains of EP gadgets even when return addresses are fully protected and strong static analysis is used to limit forward-edge control flow transfers to those intended by normal program operation. Specifically, they noticed that this was possible in Apache and Nginx due to extensive use of function pointers to provide C++-style runtime polymorphism in C, which exacerbates the lack of context-sensitivity in static (label-based) CFI. We observe that Xen frequently utilizes similar code patterns, using function pointers to delegate at runtime to method implementations specific to particular virtualization modes, hardware capabilities, etc. Hence, similar attacks might be possible against Xen protected by Ombro. It is unclear, however, whether such attacks can work in practice against a bare-metal hypervisor like Xen. Evans et al. relied on the proliferation of arbitrary-code-execution system calls such as system() and execve() to invoke a shell rather than attempting to achieve arbitrary computation through code reuse alone; these elements do not exist in Xen, and similarly desirable functionality from an attacker’s perspective (e.g., giving the attacker’s domain dom0 privileges or mapping a victim domain’s memory into the attacker’s) is not necessarily invoked from as many places in the codebase.

Although our prototype implementation only restricts indirect calls to calling any valid function, it would be straightforward to extend our label-based CFI approach to utilize a more precise control flow graph based on more advanced static analysis. Because Xen is a monolithic executable and does not support run-time module loading, whole-program analysis could be used to identify functions that are never address-taken (i.e. never indirectly called) and refrain from emitting CFI labels for them, eliminating them as viable targets for gadget chaining. While such functions might be reachable “downstream” of other functions that are called indirectly, this could make return-to-library [49] and similar short-chain code-reuse attacks more difficult, furthering the goal of making it difficult to reach functionality of ultimate interest to an attacker. (Most indirectly-called functions in Xen are focused on low-level platform-specific and scheduling-related functionality, and do not interact directly with code manipulating sensitive high-level fields such as access controls.)

Since it is built using SVA, Ombro prevents many attacks (such as code injection) even if an attacker successfully diverts control flow. Because SVA prevents tampering with host-kernel-mode code pages (i.e. Xen or SVA code) to ensure that all privileged code is compiled with the trusted vISA translator (Section 2.1), it is impossible for an attacker to pivot from code reuse to a more flexible code-injection attack, which is typically the goal of code-reuse payloads in practice [27, 35]; attackers must perform all malicious computation via code reuse. While ROP “compilers” do exist (e.g. [48]), they are incapable of compiling complex high-level payloads, particularly for the restrictive code-reuse modalities necessary to defeat Ombro’s CFI. This effectively limits attackers to non-control data and data-oriented programming (DOP) attacks, which are outside our threat model’s scope (Section 3). DOP could also face practical headwinds similar to Control Jujutsu.

10 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate Ombro’s performance, we selected a portfolio of real-world application macrobenchmarks (Section 10.1) that we believe are reflective of typical cloud workloads. We used the Phoronix Test Suite’s pts/kernel suite [40, 44] as a starting point, with the following adjustments:

- We excluded benchmarks that failed to compile or run on our test system running unmodified Xen (see system details below). We used a more recent version (2.4.48) of the Apache benchmark rather than exclude it due to its real-world importance and use by related work [41].

- Because the full pts/kernel suite takes days to run and includes numerous configurations of the same applications with minor differences, we ran a single configuration of
each application, selecting the longest-running one that completed in less than five minutes. Our full suite runs in approximately three hours. Phoronix runs each benchmark at least three times and until the standard deviation of all runs is less than 3.5% or a benchmark-specific cutoff threshold is met; the result reported for each benchmark is the (arithmetic) mean of these runs [45].

We chose to add a Memcached benchmark (v1.6.9, also from Phoronix) because it is used by related work [41] and represents a stress test for Ombro’s overheads. We used the “Get” configuration with four connections.

We also developed and ran microbenchmarks (Section 10.2) for hypercall latency (VM entry/exit), EPT fault handling, and inter-processor interrupts (IPIs); our selection of microbenchmarks parallels related work [41].

For all of our experiments, we used a Dell Precision 7820 workstation with an Intel Xeon Silver 4208 (Cascade Lake) CPU (8 cores/16 threads at 2.10 GHz with 11 MB L3 cache) [11], 32 GB 2666 MHz DDR4 memory, a 256 GB M.2 NVMe SSD, and a 2 TB SATA 7200 RPM hard drive. All disk I/O for the experiments used the SSD (the hard drive was unused); the dom0 (control VM) had direct access to the SSD and the domU (guest VM)’s virtual disk was directly backed by a physical partition (not a file-based disk image).

For our baseline, we ran unmodified (“vanilla”) Xen 4.12 with an Arch Linux (kernel 5.15.12-arch1-1, packages updated 2022-01-04) dom0 running in PV (traditional paravirtualization) mode. The benchmarks ran within a domU running the same Linux distribution in PVH (VMX-accelerated with paravirtual optimizations) mode. The domU was allocated 16 vCPUs and 24 GB of RAM. We used GCC 11.1.0 to compile the benchmark applications. We disabled Spectre [37] mitigations such as IBSR [30] for all benchmark runs to provide a fair comparison, since our prototype did not implement them (for reasons of time). We likewise enabled eager FPU saving in vanilla Xen as Ombro saves FPU state on every vCPU context switch (Section 5.2).

We evaluated Ombro using the implementation described in Section 8, i.e., Xen 4.12 ported to the SVA vISA and compiled with CFI, SFI, and split-stack transformations. All other configurations were the same as for the baseline.

10.1 Macrobenchmark Results

Table 2 summarizes our macrobenchmark results comparing baseline unmodified Xen (labeled “vanilla”) with Ombro. As Table 2 shows, Ombro incurs no detectable overheads (differences are within or close to noise margins) on most benchmarks, even though we selected a predominantly I/O-intensive (i.e. challenging to virtualize) benchmark set. Several exceptions, particularly Memcached, RocksDB, and LevelDB, are discussed further in Section 10.3 and Appendix A.1.

![Table 2: Macrobenchmark Results](image)

We also ran our benchmarks with Ombro’s split stack, CFI, and SFI transforms disabled to determine if Ombro’s security instrumentation contributes significant performance overhead. Our results show no discernible difference, i.e., nearly all of Ombro’s overhead comes from the vISA itself, not the instrumentation. Appendix A.2 contains detailed results.

10.2 Microbenchmarks

Table 3 summarizes our microbenchmark results for key hypervisor operations. We ran 228 timed iterations of each benchmark (reporting the arithmetic mean) after 212 untimed warmup iterations. Results are in hardware timestamp counter (TSC) cycles measured using the `rdtsc` instruction (with Xen’s `rdtsc` interception disabled) before and after the operation (or sending/receiving on the respective CPUs for IPIs; our processor synchronizes the TSC across cores [30]).

Each microbenchmark includes a VM entry/exit cycle, which is minimally exercised by the no-op hypercall benchmark. Ombro’s base hypercall overhead is substantially greater than the overhead of more complex operations, which are themselves greater than our macrobenchmark overheads in Section 10.1. This indicates that VM entry/exit is the primary source of Ombro’s overhead. Since hardware acceleration is designed to make VM exits relatively rare, Ombro’s overhead only substantially impacts difficult-to-virtualize workloads that incur frequent VM exits.

10.3 Overhead Sources and Their Remedies

Prior work [41] illustrated that Memcached’s performance is highly sensitive to changes in VM entry/exit latency be-
cause it is frequently bottlenecked by the need to send interprocessor interrupts (IPIs) between guest vCPUs, e.g. by Linux’s implementation of the \texttt{futex()} system call. IPIs are efficient on a “bare-metal” (unvirtualized) system but expensive to virtualize because hypervisors cannot safely expose the interrupt controller (local APIC) to guests, requiring a VM exit to virtualize the APIC in software whenever an IPI is to be sent. Although VMX currently provides exit-free hardware-virtualized delivery of virtual interrupts (Section 5.1), the \textit{sending} of them is not yet virtualized, making this a major pain point for virtualizing popular applications like Memcached. Besides Memcached, our RocksDB and LevelDB benchmarks are of a similar nature (multi-threaded in-memory databases) and exhibit the same sensitivity.

To confirm our hypothesis that Ombro’s overheads come almost exclusively from VM entry/exit overheads (Section 10.2) and that this is responsible for our three macrobenchmark outliers, we conducted an informal experiment where we modified vanilla Xen to add artificial (busy-wait) overhead after each VM exit. With this modification, vanilla Xen’s macrobenchmark results closely matched those of Ombro (the same benchmarks showed similar slowdowns).

We conclude, therefore, that Ombro’s overheads on these outliers are not of great concern, as the IPI virtualization problem is shared with vanilla Xen (and x86 virtualization in general). We explore this further in Appendix A.1, where we compare vanilla Xen with a bare-metal (unvirtualized) system; we observe that baseline Xen’s overheads on Memcached, RocksDB, and LevelDB (and others) far outweigh the additional impact of Ombro on Xen. We note also that Intel has announced plans to introduce hardware-accelerated IPI \textit{virtualization} in future processors [12] to address this issue; we expect this will eliminate Ombro’s overheads on these workloads as it will eliminate the underlying VM exits.

As Appendix A.2 details, none of Ombro’s effective overhead is attributable to its compile-time security instrumentation (split stack, CFI, and SFI). This bodes well for the prospects of using the SVA approach and infrastructure to implement stronger security hardening, such as full memory safety [20,43,57], on hypervisors, as hypervisor execution evidently does not represent a sufficient fraction of system runtime to make instrumentation on it costly in absolute terms.

11 Related Work

Compiler-based virtual machines decouple the instruction set used to express computation from the instruction set implemented by the hardware. Ombro builds directly upon prior work with the Low Level Virtual Architecture [5,17] and Secure Virtual Architecture [16], described in Section 2.

Previous work has enforced CFI and/or return address integrity on systems code, but none have enforced return address integrity for hypervisors. KCoFI [13] and KCFI [26] enforce control flow integrity on OS kernel code but do not provide return address integrity. Silhouette [58] provides CFI and a protected shadow stack for application code running in privileged mode on embedded systems and inspired our attack surface analysis (Section 9). Kage [24] uses compiler-based techniques similar to Ombro’s to provide CFI and a protected shadow stack for an embedded real-time OS while splitting the kernel into trusted and untrusted layers. IskiOS [28] provides a protected shadow stack for the Linux kernel by utilizing Intel’s Memory Protection Keys feature [30] but does not enforce it on hypervisor code. Ombro could incorporate IskiOS’s technique in lieu of SVA’s MPX-based SFI enforcement option if Intel deprecates MPX as planned [31].

HyperSafe [51] enforces control flow integrity on hypervisor code and controls how the hypervisor configures the MMU to prevent attackers from corrupting page tables, hypervisor code pages, or CFI labels. Unlike Ombro, it does not provide return address integrity and is therefore susceptible to advanced ROP attacks [7,8,18,27]. The HyperSafe authors designed and evaluated a shadow stack variant in conjunction with their CFI scheme but found it to have high overhead (over 300%) due to its reliance on the x86 platform’s WP bit as an isolation mechanism [51]. In contrast, Ombro’s use of SFI for kernel-mode isolation provides efficient control stack protection. HyperSafe also does not appear to constrain VMX features (e.g., by protecting the VMCS) whereas Ombro does.

Whole-VM trusted execution environments (TEEs) that protect guest VMs from compromised hypervisors, such as Cloudvisor [41,56], H-SVM [32,33], and HyperCoffer [55], are an orthogonal approach to hardening the hypervisor itself against attack. Ombro’s SVA-based VISC approach could readily lend itself to implementation of a whole-VM TEE using SFI and vISA restrictions in lieu of the hardware-based isolation mechanisms used by prior work, similar to Virtual Ghost’s [14] and Apparition’s [22] approach for OS kernels. In such a system, a whole-VM TEE could be \textit{combined} with Ombro-style hypervisor hardening for additional defense-in-depth with (we believe) minimal cumulative overhead.

12 Future Work and Conclusions

Several interesting directions for future work exist. We can explore additional security policies that SVA-based systems could enforce on hypervisor code, such as code pointer integrity [38] and memory safety [20,43,57]. We can also explore replacing hardware-enforced security enforcement and isolation with compiler instrumentation techniques. For example, we could explore whether compiler-based enforcement could allow us to create hypervisors with isolated components as previous work [53] does using hardware isolation features.

In conclusion, we have expanded the SVA vISA and ported the Xen hypervisor to it, have used the vISA to implement the first protected shadow (split) stack for a hypervisor, and have demonstrated its efficiency on real-world benchmarks.

We thank the anonymous reviewers and shepherd for their helpful feedback. This work was supported by NSF grant CNS-1629770 and ONR award N00014-17-1-2996.
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A Additional Benchmarks

In this appendix, we provide results and discussion of additional benchmarks that we conducted in order to shed light on the main results presented in Section 10. We did not include these results in the main body of the paper because they either served to demonstrate existing issues known from prior work that we do not claim as novel results, or presented no statistically significant contrast and thus could be summarized adequately in the main text without detailed results.

A.1 Unmodified Xen vs. Unvirtualized

In Section 10.1, we observed that a few benchmarks from our subset of the Phoronix suite, particularly Memcached, RocksDB, and LevelDB, exhibited non-negligible overheads (unlike most of our macrobenchmarks) under Ombro as compared to baseline (“vanilla”) Xen. Through further experimentation (Section 10.2) and reference to existing literature in the field [41], we were able to conclude (Section 10.3) that the primary cause of these particular benchmarks’ poor behavior was likely due to the fact that they frequently send inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) to communicate between threads running on different virtual CPUs (vCPUs), which on current Intel processors requires taking a VM exit [12, 30].

As VM exits are expensive (slow) operations for hypervisors to handle due to the substantial amount of processor state that must be saved and loaded during a world switch, hypervisor and hardware design generally tries to make them infrequent as a share of total execution time. Workloads that do not make that possible (such as these problematic benchmarks) can therefore expect to incur substantial overheads simply from being virtualized in the first place.

To illustrate this issue, we re-ran our macrobenchmark suite (Section 10.1) on our test machine in a “bare-metal” (i.e. unvirtualized) configuration and compared the results to that of vanilla Xen, as shown in Table 4. For consistency with our main results, vanilla Xen is retained as the baseline, with the bare-metal results compared to it, yielding negative “overheads”, i.e. speedups, for bare metal. As can be seen, the benchmarks that showed non-negligible overheads under Ombro in Section 10.1 all run substantially faster on bare metal than under vanilla Xen, the difference between the two being far greater in magnitude than the difference between Ombro and vanilla Xen. In fact, most of the benchmarks, including the ones to which Ombro added no or negligible overhead over vanilla Xen, show significant gaps between unvirtualized and virtualized execution.

Our methodology for the bare-metal benchmark runs was to boot a copy of the same Linux installation used for the domU (unprivileged guest domain) in Xen-based benchmark runs directly from the system bootloader instead of through Xen. As it is the same system except for the addition of a few driver packages needed to support running on physical hardware, this minimizes differences between the configurations, but the comparison is nonetheless imperfect: the bare-metal runs had access to the system’s full 32 GB of RAM, whereas the Xen-based runs were limited to 24 GB in the domU, as we needed to leave some of the system’s memory for Xen and the dom0. This, as well as effects such as the difference between virtualized and unvirtualized disk I/O, could potentially amplify the difference measured between vanilla Xen and bare metal. We therefore do not attempt to draw strong quantitative conclusions from the detailed results of this comparison and suffice to note qualitatively that the outliers in our Ombro benchmarks are clearly especially difficult cases for vanilla Xen as well. This is consistent with the conclusions of prior work [41] and the fact that Intel is planning to introduce IPI virtualization to future processors so that workloads such as these no longer need to incur frequent VM exits [12].

A.2 Ombro without Instrumentation

As part of our performance evaluation (Section 10), we wished to measure whether Ombro’s control flow integrity (CFI), software fault isolation (SFI), and split stack transformations had measurable impacts on performance. This would allow us to separate overheads due to instrumentation from those incurred simply by porting Xen to the SVA virtual instruction set (vISA).

To this end, we set a flag in the compiler that instructed it to not add CFI and SFI checks to the generated code or to perform the split stack transformation when building Xen in the Ombro configuration. This results in a build of Ombro which does not have functional hardening protections beyond vanilla Xen but still uses SVA intrinsics rather than native assembly to perform low-level operations. Thus, it measures any overheads from extra data copying or code indirection entailed by routing through the virtual instructions as well as the overheads of any runtime security checks performed by the intrinsics themselves.

We ran our macrobenchmark suite on this “no-instrumentation” build of Ombro/Xen and compared it with vanilla Xen, as summarized in Table 5. As in Appendix A.1, we use vanilla Xen as our baseline for consistency with our main results in Section 10.1. The overheads listed for “Ombro without instrumentation” can therefore be compared head-to-head with the “Ombro” numbers in Section 10.1.

As can be seen, the results for Ombro without instrumentation do not exhibit a clear contrast from the Ombro results in Section 10.1 that rises above the noise floor. (In fact, the geometric mean for Ombro without instrumentation shows higher overhead than ordinary Ombro, which can be clearly attributed to experimental noise given the high standard deviations on the benchmarks that turned out the most favorably for ordinary Ombro, particularly the PostgreSQL benchmarks.) We therefore conclude that the CFI and SFI instrumentation and the split stack transformation add no measurable overhead to the “core” vISA port. This makes sense in light of our conclusion from Sections 10.2 and 10.3 that Ombro’s overheads...
are driven primarily by an increase in VM entry/exit latency, not by overheads on Xen’s own execution (e.g. scheduling and VM-exit handling such as hardware emulation).

The observation that CFI, SFI, and split-stack enforcement on Xen do not measurably impact overall performance indicates that Ombro’s increased VM entry/exit latency is coming from the extra data copying and operations performed by SVA’s implementation of VM entry/exit, rather than from Xen itself being slowed down by the compile-time security transformations. As our Ombro benchmarks were conducted with SVA’s standard bitmasking SFI implementation selected (Section 2.2) instead of the optional MPX-accelerated SFI implementation from Apparition [22] (which is in principle faster), this leads to a secondary conclusion that optimizing SVA’s CFI and SFI instrumentation is neither necessary nor worthwhile for Ombro, even though it has been for past SVA-based systems.

B Implementation and Porting Experience

Section 8 describes our prototype implementation of Ombro (i.e. the SVA compiler and runtime library plus our port of the Xen hypervisor to the SVA vISA) as used in our performance evaluation (Section 10). However, as the construction of this prototype represents a great deal of the work involved in this project, this appendix discusses that experience further for the benefit of interested readers. We discuss practical observations from the experience of building the prototype (B.1) as well as how our observations of the prototype’s performance fed back into the design process (B.2).

B.1 Engineering Observations

The process of porting Xen to SVA took two programmers (a PhD student and a research programmer) roughly two years to complete. This includes the substantial infrastructural improvements to SVA described in Section 8; qualitatively, we improved SVA from a minimally functional research prototype (previous SVA systems could not even run large-scale applications like the Apache web server without crashing) to one that, while perhaps not “production-grade”, can confidently run a complete Xen system with multiple guests hosting a full spectrum of complex end-user applications. These include a fully working MATE desktop GUI under the Ubuntu-based Linux Mint and a Wayland-based window manager (Sway) under Arch Linux (we used Arch for our benchmarks but exercised both distributions heavily during development); web browsers like Firefox and Chrome; development tools like Clang and GCC; and a full Phoronix suite of kernel-intensive real-world macrobenchmarks (Section 10). Notably, we did not need to exclude any benchmarks for lack of compatibility with Ombro, although a few failed to compile on the unmodified baseline system, likely due to the system compiler being too new.

We expect that, particularly with these SVA infrastructure improvements in place, an experienced hypervisor developer could repeat our port of Xen (or port another hypervisor) to SVA/Ombro in substantially less time than we took, as we spent a lot of those two years learning about hypervisor and VMX inner workings and debugging opaque low-level issues.

Once we completed the port of Xen to SVA and had a fully working system, it was relatively straightforward to implement return address protection via a compile-time split stack transformation (Section 7). The split-stack-related changes to the compiler, SVA runtime library, and Xen were relatively small (see LOC numbers in Section 8) and took only about a month to complete, during which we also began the performance evaluation and writing of the paper.

We believe this success highlights the power and flexibility of the SVA approach. SVA provides a well-defined interface for low-level software/hardware interactions along with a robust toolkit of primitives useful for enforcing confidentiality and integrity policies, such as kernel-mode memory protection and mediation of hardware data structures (e.g. page tables and VMCSes). This foundation gives security researchers a proven framework within which they can experiment with novel security policies and enforcement mechanisms, allowing them to focus on the security and performance tradeoffs of their contributions rather than reinventing and implementing solutions to the myriad known pitfalls of securing kernel-mode code.

B.2 Performance-Driven Design Changes

As our performance analyses (Section 10 and Appendix A) show, the entirety of Ombro’s statistically significant overhead (only seen on certain IPI-heavy benchmarks) comes from the basic port of Xen to the SVA vISA, not from its compile-time security instrumentation on Xen (CFI, SFI, and split stack). In earlier versions of our vISA design, its overheads were substantially larger, and appeared on more benchmarks, than in the final version presented in this paper. These overheads yielded insights that drove several design changes to the vISA which dramatically improved performance to bring Ombro more in line with a non-SVA baseline.

Active vs. Loaded VMCSes in the vISA. The first such change, detailed in Section 5.3, corrected a limitation of the Shade [34] version of the vISA that was not previously evident because Shade’s hypervisor support was not sufficiently sophisticated to support a real-world hypervisor or evaluate performance at any level higher than microbenchmarks that exercised the functionality of individual VMX instructions. Shade interpreted Intel’s concept of there only being one “active VMCS” at a time on a processor [30] as meaning that a previous VMCS had to be explicitly unloaded (using the VMCLEAR instruction) before a different one could be loaded (via VMPTRLD). While porting Xen, however, it quickly became clear that Xen expects to be able to maintain multiple loaded VMCSes even as it switches between different active ones in vCPU context switches—i.e. to perform subsequent
VMPTRLDs on multiple VMCSes within a working set without VMCLEARing any of them until the respective vCPU is ready to be torn down or migrated to a different physical CPU.

To see how much impact Shade’s more restrictive interface would have on real-world performance, we modified Xen to explicitly flush the outgoing vCPU’s VMCS on every context switch and informally measured the impact on a domU guest running a context-switching stress test program we had created for debugging. If the (single-threaded) guest was the only significant load on the machine, no slowdown was evident compared to vanilla Xen—unsurprising, since few context switches were occurring. However, when we forced context switches by running a CPU-intensive application on all cores in the dom0, we found that the domU’s performance dropped precipitously, by over 4x.

Clearly, the hardware is able to take significant advantage of Xen’s default behavior by retaining multiple VMCSes in on-chip cache across vCPU context switches. Ombro therefore (Section 5.3) improves the vISA to support calling the loadvm intrinsic on a new VMCS without having to first call unloadvm on a then-current one. While this (slightly) complicates the vISA’s conceptual model of VMCS behavior compared to Shade, the performance improvements are well worth it, demonstrating that this facet of the native ISA is indeed essential to preserve at the vISA level.

**Tying Guest State to SVA Thread Switches vs. VM Entry/Exit.** The sole remaining source of vISA overhead that appeared in our benchmarks (Section 10 and Appendix A) is attributable to overhead on VM entry and exit. While entry/exit overheads should ideally not be performance-critical due to hardware-accelerated virtualization that makes VM exits rare, real systems fall short of this ideal. As our performance analysis in Section 10.3 explains, this is particularly true for IPI-heavy workloads that incur frequent VM exits. It is therefore desirable to minimize the SVA vISA’s impact on entry/exit latency as much as possible.

As Section 5.2 discusses, Shade’s version of the runvm intrinsic [34] was designed to present a conceptually clean abstraction wherein no guest state is ever active on the processor when running in host mode (outside of the runvm intrinsic itself) or vice versa. This necessitated that runvm’s implementation context-switch all system state elements, on every entry and exit, that could be modified by a guest and which could affect host software’s view of system state.

While porting Xen, we realized that this design decision was overly prescriptive on hypervisor and host-OS design and negatively impacted performance, since it forced heavy-weight state components such as the FPU and MSRs to be switched on every VM entry/exit. In practice, the hypervisor/kernel is not expecting SVA to completely hide the guest’s existence from it; rather, it will save and restore its own state on higher-level context switches (between guest vCPUs or host userspace threads) to accommodate the guest’s occupation of the processor. This allows the hypervisor/kernel to minimize unnecessary copying by refraining from disturbing major state components like the FPU except when it decides to schedule a different vCPU or thread to run; it also allows it to implement lazy FPU saving [6] if desired.

Since its original versions [16, 17], SVA has provided vISA primitives to assist OS kernels in safely transitioning between their own execution state and that of userspace threads as they handle interrupts, traps, and system calls and make context switches. This, we realized, is exactly the model used by real-world hypervisors for making context switches between vCPUs. It was therefore natural to eliminate Shade’s excessive orthogonality between userspace-thread and guest-vCPU context switches in favor of unifying them under SVA’s existing thread abstraction [13, 14]. As described in Section 5.2, guest vCPU state is now stored in the same fields within SVA’s thread context structures as used for userspace threads, the only difference being that the hypervisor/OS kernel chooses to enter that context via a call to the runvm intrinsic (VM entry to VMX non-root mode) rather than via SVA’s iret function (return to host Ring 3 from interrupt/trap/syscall handler).

Besides streamlining the SVA vISA, this conceptual change improved Ombro’s VM entry/exit overhead from over 200% to just 95% (Section 10.2) and macrobenchmark overhead on the worst IPI-heavy outlier from 60% to 21.81% (Section 10.1). Based on further informal experimentation, we believe reducing the overhead further may be possible, but the current implementation has reached a point of diminishing returns, making it more profitable to focus on eliminating the root cause of excessive VM exits in the outlier benchmarks, e.g. through Intel’s upcoming hardware IPI virtualization support [12] as discussed in Section 10.3 and Appendix A.1.

**C Background on the Name Ombro**

For readers who are curious what the name *Ombro* signifies, it is a word meaning “shade” or “shadow” in the constructed international auxiliary language Esperanto [19]—the only artificial language that has successfully become a “living” human language. This follows a loose tradition within our research group of naming systems after a general theme of “ghosts” or “shadows”, which originated with systems building on the Virtual Ghost [14] project. These initially included Apparition [22] and Shade [34] (direct descendants of Virtual Ghost) and expanded to include some non-SVA-based shadow stack projects such as Silhouette [58], IskiOS [28], and Kage [24] (the latter two translating “shadow” in Greek and Japanese respectively). Ombro was doubly appropriate for the work presented in this paper as it can be interpreted either as a translation of “Shade” (the project we directly extend) or as referring to the “shadow stacks” we provide for Xen to protect return addresses.

The Esperanto origin of *Ombro* is also apropos to the nature of a virtual instruction set computing (VISC) system like SVA, as Esperanto is an academically-constructed yet practically-purposed human language designed to streamline
second language learning by minimizing irregularities and exceptions—much as the SVA virtual instruction set architecture (vISA) does in relation to native hardware ISAs to make analysis and protection of low-level system software easier. Like SVA’s role in mediating the interface between hardware ISAs and low-level software, Esperanto is not meant to replace native languages but to supplement them in situations where they struggle to fulfill their communication goals.

The Ombro name was selected by the lead author (Ethan Johnson) who studied and learned Esperanto as a hobby during the development of this work. He has attained intermediate proficiency in the language and welcomes correspondence either in English aŭ en Esperanto.
Table 4: Unmodified Xen 4.12.0 vs. No Hypervisor (arrows indicate whether higher or lower is better)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Vanilla Xen</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Bare Metal</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>% Ovhd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RocksDB</td>
<td>ops/s ↑</td>
<td>34557.667</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>852098.333</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>-2365.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>ops/s ↑</td>
<td>46960.733</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>842700.000</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>-79.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>TPS ↑</td>
<td>4266.496</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>7625.012</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>-78.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackbench</td>
<td>s ↓</td>
<td>140.056</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>37.645</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>-73.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LevelDB</td>
<td>µs/op ↓</td>
<td>428.367</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>168.999</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-60.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC (TCP Socket)</td>
<td>messages/s ↑</td>
<td>473697.400</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>739706.667</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>-56.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>ms (avg. lat.) ↓</td>
<td>61.644</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
<td>32.989</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>-46.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>req/s</td>
<td>212698.913</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>257396.147</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>-21.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBench (Create Files)</td>
<td>µs/event ↓</td>
<td>24.270</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>19.570</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-19.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostMark</td>
<td>TPS ↑</td>
<td>4335.000</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>5102.000</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-17.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmbench</td>
<td>µs ↓</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>-16.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBW</td>
<td>MiB/s ↑</td>
<td>6694.581</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>7793.890</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-16.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctx_clock</td>
<td>clocks ↓</td>
<td>6694.581</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>7793.890</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-16.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-test1</td>
<td>s ↓</td>
<td>23.587</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>21.874</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>-7.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPerf (TCP)</td>
<td>Mb/s ↑</td>
<td>28029.667</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>29551.667</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>-5.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>s ↓</td>
<td>83.164</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>81.030</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>-2.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BenchmarkMutex</td>
<td>ns ↓</td>
<td>39.967</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>39.200</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-1.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL (RSA 4096)</td>
<td>signs/s ↓</td>
<td>1516.867</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1499.200</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>1.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schbench</td>
<td>µs ↓</td>
<td>18762.667</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>20819.200</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>10.96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Unmodified Xen 4.12.0 vs. Ombro without CFI, SFI, or Split Stack Transformations (arrows indicate whether higher or lower is better)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Vanilla Xen</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Ombro without instrumentation</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>% Ovhd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>ms (avg. lat.) ↓</td>
<td>61.644</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
<td>59.805</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>-2.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBW</td>
<td>MiB/s ↑</td>
<td>6694.581</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>6884.724</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-2.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmbench</td>
<td>µs ↓</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>-16.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>TPS ↑</td>
<td>4266.496</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>4364.444</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>-2.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSBench (Create Files)</td>
<td>µs/event ↓</td>
<td>24.270</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>24.207</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BenchmarkMutex</td>
<td>ns ↓</td>
<td>39.967</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>39.933</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>-0.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL (RSA 4096)</td>
<td>signs/s ↓</td>
<td>1516.867</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1517.440</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>s ↓</td>
<td>83.164</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>83.152</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctx_clock</td>
<td>clocks ↓</td>
<td>240.000</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>240.000</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostMark</td>
<td>TPS ↑</td>
<td>4335.000</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>4335.000</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StressNG (RdRand)</td>
<td>bogo ops/s ↑</td>
<td>250298.447</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>251271.343</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-test1</td>
<td>s ↓</td>
<td>23.587</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>23.642</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>req/s</td>
<td>212698.913</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>208341.403</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>2.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPerf (TCP)</td>
<td>Mb/s ↑</td>
<td>28029.667</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>27447.667</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schbench</td>
<td>µs ↓</td>
<td>18762.667</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>19934.857</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackbench</td>
<td>s ↓</td>
<td>140.056</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>149.015</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>6.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC (TCP Socket)</td>
<td>messages/s ↑</td>
<td>473697.400</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>430804.400</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>9.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LevelDB</td>
<td>µs/op ↓</td>
<td>428.367</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>494.449</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>15.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RocksDB</td>
<td>ops/s ↑</td>
<td>34557.667</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>28721.333</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>16.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>ops/s ↑</td>
<td>46960.733</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>35734.733</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>23.91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

A number of trusted execution environments (TEEs) have been proposed by both academia and industry. However, most of them require specific hardware or firmware changes and are bound to specific hardware vendors (such as Intel, AMD, ARM, and IBM). In this paper, we propose HyperEnclave, an open and cross-platform process-based TEE that relies on the widely-available virtualization extension to create the isolated execution environment. In particular, HyperEnclave is designed to support the flexible enclave operation modes to fulfill the security and performance demands under various enclave workloads. We provide the enclave SDK to run existing SGX programs on HyperEnclave with little or no source code changes. We have implemented HyperEnclave on commodity AMD servers and deployed the system in a world-leading FinTech company to support real-world privacy-preserving computations. The evaluation on both micro-benchmarks and application benchmarks shows the design of HyperEnclave introduces only a small overhead.

1 Introduction

In recent years, trusted execution environments (TEEs) are emerging as a new form of computing paradigm, known as confidential computing, due to the high demand for privacy-preserving data processing technologies that can handle massive data samples. TEEs provide hardware-enforced memory partitions where sensitive data can be securely processed. Existing TEE designs support different levels of TEE abstractions, such as process-based (Intel’s Software Guard eXTensions (SGX) [55]), VM-based (AMD SEV [45]), separate worlds (ARM TrustZone [16]), and hybrid (Keystone [49]). Currently, the most prominent example of TEEs is Intel SGX, which is widely available in commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) desktop and server processors.

Motivations. Most of today’s TEE technologies are close-sourced and require specific hardware or firmware changes that are difficult to audit, slow to evolve, and thus are inferior to cryptographic alternatives (such as homomorphic encryption), which are based upon public algorithms and widely available hardware. Moreover, most existing TEE designs restrict the enclaves (i.e., the protected TEE regions) to run only in fixed mode.³ It is difficult to support the performance and security requirements of various types of applications that need to be protected by TEEs. For example, Intel SGX enclaves run in the user mode and cannot access privileged resources (such as the file system, the IDT, and page tables) and process privileged events (interrupt and exceptions). As a result, running I/O-intensive and memory-demanding tasks leads to significant performance degradation.

To fill the gap, in this paper we propose the design of HyperEnclave to support confidential cloud computing that can run securely on both legacy servers readily available in the cloud, and on the rising ARM (or RISC-V in the future) servers, without requiring specific hardware features. For this purpose, our design provides a process-based TEE abstraction using the widely available virtualization extension (for isolation) and TPM (for root of trust and randomness etc.). To better fulfill the needs for specific enclave workloads, HyperEnclave supports the flexible enclave operation modes, i.e., the enclaves can run at different privilege levels and can have access to certain privileged resources (see Sec. 4 for more details).

Design details. In our design, the system runs in three modes. A trusted software layer, called RustMonitor (security monitor written in Rust), runs in the monitor mode, which is mapped to the VMX root mode. RustMonitor is responsible for enforcing the isolation and is part of the trusted computing base (TCB). The untrusted OS (referred to as the primary OS) provides an execution environment for the untrusted part of applications; the untrusted OS and application parts run in the normal mode, which is mapped to the VMX non-root mode. The trusted part of application (i.e., enclave) runs in the secure mode, which can be mapped flexibly to ring-3 or ring-0 of the VMX non-root mode, or ring-3 of the VMX root mode.

³An exception is CURE [20], which however requires hardware changes to the CPU core and the system bus to support the flexible enclaves (Sec. 9).
Memory isolation is enforced with hardware-based memory protection of the memory-management unit (MMU). As we observe that existing process-based TEEs (e.g., Inktag [38] and Intel SGX [55]) are vulnerable to page-table-based attacks [74], our memory isolation scheme chooses to manage the enclave’s page table and page fault events entirely by the trusted code, removing the involvement of the primary OS. The design also prevents certain types of enclave malware attacks (Sec. 3.2).

To minimize the attack surface, we adopt an approach called measured late launch: the primary OS kernel is first booted; then a chunk of special kernel code, implemented as a kernel module in the primary OS, runs to initiate RustMonitor in the most privileged level (i.e., the monitor mode) and demotes the primary OS to the normal mode. All booted components during the booting process are measured and extended to the TPM Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). Since the TPM attestation guarantees that PCR cannot be rolled back, the design ensures that RustMonitor is securely launched; otherwise, a violation of the TPM quote would be detected during remote attestation.

We have implemented HyperEnclave on commodity AMD servers. In total RustMonitor consists of about 7,500 lines of Rust code. The APIs of our enclave SDK are compatible with the official SGX SDK. As a result, code written for SGX could be easily ported to run on HyperEnclave by recompiling the code with little (or no) source code changes. We have ported a number of SGX applications, as well as the Rust SGX SDK [71] and the Ocllum library OS [64] to HyperEnclave.

The micro-benchmarks show that the overheads for ECALLs and OCALLs are < 9,700 and < 5,260 cycles respectively (14,432 and 12,432 cycles respectively on Intel SGX). The evaluation on a suite of real-world applications shows that the overhead is small (e.g., the overhead on SQLite is only 5%).

Contributions. In summary, the paper proposes the design of HyperEnclave, with the following contributions:

- An open and cross-platform process-based TEE with minimum hardware requirements (virtualization extensions and TPM) that can run existing SGX programs with little or no source code changes, which enables the reuse of the rich toolchains and ecosystem for Intel SGX.
- Supporting the flexible enclave operation modes to fulfill the diverse security and performance requirements of enclave applications without hardware or firmware changes.
- A memory isolation scheme that the enclave’s page table and page fault are managed entirely by the trust code, which mitigates the page-table-based attacks and the enclave malware attacks.
- A measured late launch approach, combined with the TPM-based attestation to reduce the attack surface.
- An implementation on commodity servers (mostly) using the memory safe language Rust, and an evaluation on real

### 2 Background

#### 2.1 Trusted Execution Environment

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is designed to ensure that sensitive data is stored, processed, and protected in an isolated and trusted environment. The isolated area could be a separate system apart from the normal operating system (such as the TrustZone [16] secure world), a part of a process address space (such as an Intel SGX [55] enclave), or a stand-alone VM (such as a virtual machine protected by AMD SEV [45] or Intel TDX [41]). To resist the privileged attacker, TEE needs to thwart not only the OS-level adversary but also the malicious party who has physical access to the platform. To this end, it offers hardware-enforced security features including isolated execution, integrity, and confidentiality protection of the enclave, along with the ability to authenticate the code running inside a trusted platform through remote attestation.

**Isolation.** At the core of a TEE is the memory isolation scheme, which guarantees that code, data, and the runtime state of the enclave cannot be accessed or tampered with by untrusted parties. For Intel SGX, the protected memory (i.e., the enclave) is mapped to a special physical memory area called Enclave Page Cache (EPC), which is encrypted and cannot be directly accessed by other software, firmware, BIOS, and direct memory access (DMA).

**Attestation.** The goal of remote attestation is to generate an attestation quote, which includes the measurement of the software state, signed with the attestation key embedded in the hardware. The remote user verifies the validity of the quote by checking the signature (which reflects the hardware identity) and the measurement (which proves the software state).

#### 2.2 Trusted Platform Module

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is both an industry-standard [36] and an ISO/IEC standard [4] for a secure cryptoprocessor. It is used by nearly all PC and server manufacturers. Firmware TPMs (fTPMs) are firmware-based (e.g. UEFI) TPM implementations. At the time of this writing, Intel, AMD, and Qualcomm all have implemented fTPMs.

TPM has a set of Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs), which can be used for the measurement of the boot process. PCRs are reset to zero on system reboot or power on-off. During every boot process, the PCRs can only be extended with the new measurement (called PCR extend), and thus cannot be set to arbitrary values.

Every TPM ships with a unique asymmetric key, called the Endorsement Key (EK), embedded by the manufacturer as the root of trust. The TPM can generate a quote of the PCR
values, signed using the TPM Attestation Identity Keys (AIK), while the AIK is generated inside TPM and certified using EK. Any modifications of the booted code would be reflected in the quote. Upon receiving the quote, the remote party can validate the signing key comes from an authentic TPM and can be assured that the PCR digest report has not been altered.

2.3 Threat Model

Like the other TEE proposals [23, 49], we trust the underlying hardware, including the processor establishing the virtualization-based isolation, the System Management Mode (SMM) code, as well as the TPM. We assume that the Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM) is trusted and immutable. HyperEnclave mitigates certain physical memory attacks, such as cold boot attacks and bus snooping attacks with the hardware support for memory encryption. We don’t fully trust the operator and assume the attacker cannot mount physical attacks during the boot process, i.e., we assume that the system is initially benign (during system boot), and the early OS during the boot stage is part of the TCB. This can be achieved in two ways.

• **Firstly**, the power-on event can be secured with a hardware device, such as an HSM (i.e., hardware security module). The platform enters the boot process only with the engagement and supervision of a trusted party, who owns the HSM. After that, the operators for maintenance are not trusted.

• **Secondly**, the boot process can be enhanced to defend against adversaries with physical accesses. To prevent I/O attacks, we can harden the OS to remove unnecessary devices and disable the DMA capability of peripherals before IOMMU is enabled. We can enable memory encryption at an early stage (e.g., in the BIOS, before any off-chip memory is used) to prevent physical memory attacks.

However, after RustMonitor is launched, the primary OS is demoted to the normal mode, and can be under the control of the attacker, who may try to compromise the RustMonitor or enclaves, e.g., try to access the protected memory directly or through DMA. We consider the enclave code may be malicious or controlled by an attacker due to memory bugs. Our design needs to prevent a compromised enclave from contaminating the other enclaves or the RustMonitor. We also prevent the attacks against the primary OS or the application code, such as those presented in [63]. Similar to other TEEs, in this paper we do not focus on the prevention of denial of service (DoS) attacks or side channel attacks, such as cache timing and speculative execution attacks [48].

3 Design

HyperEnclave is designed to support confidential cloud computing without requiring specific hardware features. Therefore, HyperEnclave is built upon the widely available virtualization extension. In particular, HyperEnclave is designed to support the process-based TEE model (similar to Intel SGX) for the following reasons.

• **Minimized TCB.** To protect an application using the process-based TEE, the TCB includes only the protected code itself, while in the other forms of TEE, much more code must be included, such as the guest operating system for VM-based TEEs.

• **Established ecosystem.** Since Intel SGX is currently the most prevalent TEE supported in the cloud (major CSPs, including GCP, Azure, and Aliyun, provide SGX-based instances [9, 62]), a rich set of toolchains and applications have been developed. Supporting the SGX model reduces the porting effort and makes it easy to deploy confidential computing tasks in the cloud.

• **Cloud computing trends.** We have witnessed a clear trend towards running container-based serverless applications in the cloud. Protecting these applications against untrusted clouds using TEEs is important. Considering that such computing tasks are typically short-lived, and favor a short startup time, maintaining a VM seems to be too heavy-weight.

In this section, we introduce HyperEnclave using x86 notations, as we prototyped HyperEnclave on AMD servers.

3.1 System Overview

HyperEnclave supports the following modes: the monitor mode, i.e., VMX root operation mode; the normal mode for the primary OS and untrusted part of applications, i.e., ring-0 and ring-3 of the VMX non-root operation mode respectively; and the secure mode for the enclave, which could be ring-3 and ring-0 of the VMX non-root operation mode, or ring-3 of the VMX root operation mode, depending on the enclave operation mode. We will introduce the flexible operation mode supported by HyperEnclave in Sec. 4. As illustrated in Figure 1, HyperEnclave consists of the following components:

![Figure 1: System Overview.](image-url)
• **RustMonitor** is a lightweight hypervisor running in the monitor mode that manages the enclave memory, enforces the memory isolation, and controls the enclave state transitions. It works as a resource monitor, while complicated tasks are offloaded to the primary OS.

• RustMonitor creates a *unique* guest VM (referred to as the normal VM) that runs the primary OS (such as Linux) and hosts the untrusted part of applications in the normal mode. The primary OS is still in charge of process scheduling and I/O devices management, but it is not trusted by the RustMonitor and enclaves.

• **Application** is the untrusted part of the application which runs in the primary OS.

• **The kernel module.** We provide a kernel module in the primary OS to load, measure, and launch RustMonitor, as well as to invoke the emulated privileged operations.

• To ease development, HyperEnclave provides an *enclave SDK* with APIs compatible with the official Intel SGX SDK [12], including both the untrusted runtime and trusted runtime (i.e., SDK uRTS and SDK tRTS). As such, most SGX programs can run on HyperEnclave with little or no source code changes.

• **Enclave** is the trusted part of the application running in the secure mode.

### 3.2 Memory Management and Protection

**Challenges.** For process-based TEEs, the enclave runs in the user mode and is not able to manage its own page table. Existing designs (e.g., Intel SGX, TrustVisor [54]) allow the untrusted OS to manage the enclave’s page table. To prevent memory mapping attacks (i.e., attacks by manipulating the enclave’s address mappings, as shown in Figure 9, Appendix A.1), the design of SGX extends the Page Missing Handler (PMH) and introduces a new metadata called EPCM for additional security checks on TLB misses [32]. Without secure hardware support, a prevalent software solution [19, 54, 75] is to make the page tables write-protected by setting the page table entries (PTEs) for pages holding the page tables, i.e., any update to the page table traps to the hypervisor and then be verified. However, on x86 platforms the updates of access and dirty bits of the PTEs also trap into the hypervisor, leading to non-negligible overhead. Even worse, since the enclave page fault is also processed by the OS, the above designs are still vulnerable to the page table-based attacks, such as the controlled-channel attacks [74].

The design becomes more challenging to support enclave dynamic memory management (i.e., EDMM on SGX2 platforms [34]), i.e., dynamically adding or removing enclave pages, or changing the enclave page attributes or types after the enclave is initialized. Without EDMM, all physical memory that the enclave might ever use must be committed before enclave initialization. Therefore, EDMM reduces enclave build time and enables new enclave features, such as on-demand stack and heap growth, and on-demand creation of code pages to support just-in-time (JIT) compilation. On SGX2 platforms, the enclaves need to send the EDMM request to the SGX driver through OCALLs, who then makes the requested changes. Since the driver is untrusted by the enclaves, the changes need to be explicitly checked and accepted by the enclaves to take effect, which involves heavy enclave mode switches.

**HyperEnclave memory management.** We observe that the above challenges are rooted in the fact that the enclave’s page table and page faults are both managed by the primary OS. In HyperEnclave, though the enclave is still part of the application’s address space, we create a separate page table for the enclave and let RustMonitor manage the enclave’s page table and page fault without the involvement of the primary OS\(^3\), while the page tables in the normal VM are still managed by the primary OS. However, the design faces new challenges: since the enclave can access the application’s entire address space, upon a change to the mapping of the page tables in the applications, e.g., due to page swapping, the updated mapping needs to be synchronized to the enclave’s page table managed by RustMonitor.

To eliminate the overhead for synchronization, we pre-allocate a *marshalling buffer* in the application’s address space, which is shared with the enclave. The mappings of the marshalling buffer are fixed during the entire enclave life cycle by pre-populating the physical memory and pinning it in the memory. All data exchanged between the enclave and the application must be passed through the marshalling buffer. The application’s memory mappings (except those for the marshalling buffer) are not needed by the enclave and are not included in the enclave’s page table. Such a design also mitigates the known enclave malware attacks [63], as the enclave cannot access the application’s address space but the marshalling buffer (Sec. 6 for more details). We remind the attacker may manipulate the marshalling buffer, however it does not cause additional security issues, since the buffer is untrusted by design where the developer is responsible to ensure that the data transmitted through the buffer is authentic and protected (same as the SGX model).

When the enclave accesses a virtual address that is not committed with a physical page (e.g., due to page swapping or EDMM), a page fault is raised and the enclave traps to RustMonitor. RustMonitor picks up a free page from the enclave memory pool, inserts a new mapping to the enclave’s page table, and resumes the enclave’s execution. When the enclave requests changing the page permissions, the enclave issues a hypercall to RustMonitor to update the permissions in the enclave’s page table and clear the corresponding TLB entries.\(^4\)

**HyperEnclave memory isolation.** Figure 2 shows the mem-
memory mappings of the applications within the normal VM and the enclaves. The application’s memory within the normal VM is managed with nested paging, while the enclave’s memory could be managed through nested paging or through normal 1-level address translation, determined by the corresponding operation mode (Sec. 4). As a result, HyperEnclave enforces the following security requirements.

- **R-1:** The primary OS and applications are not allowed to access the physical memory belonging to RustMonitor and the enclaves.

- **R-2:** The enclave is not allowed to access physical memory belonging to RustMonitor and other enclaves. It is designed to have access to only a specific memory region shared with the untrusted application for parameter passing (i.e., the marshalling buffer).

- **R-3:** DMA accesses from malicious peripherals to the physical memory belonging to RustMonitor and the enclaves are not allowed. In order to prevent such attacks, HyperEnclave restricts the physical memory used by the peripherals with the support of the Input-Output Memory Management Unit (IOMMU) in modern processors.

**Memory encryption.** To thwart physical memory attacks, such as cold boot and bus snooping attacks, HyperEnclave may leverage hardware memory encryption (such as AMD SME [44] and Intel MKTME [42]) to encrypt partial physical memory at the page granularity. If the platform does not support hardware memory encryption, HyperEnclave may consider to apply software approaches [76] to encrypt the isolated memory. This approach, however, may impose substantial overhead compared with hardware based solutions.

### 3.3 Trusted Boot, Attestation and Sealing

**Measured Late Launch.** The boot process of HyperEnclave is shown in Figure 3. On system boot, a static and immutable piece of code, known as the Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM), executes first to bootstrap the process of building a measurement chain for subsequent firmware and software, including the BIOS, grub, the primary OS kernel, and initramfs. The measurements are stored to TPM PCRs for each boot component, so that any modification will be reflected in the attestation quote.

To reduce the attack surface from the primary OS, we put the RustMonitor image into the initramfs. The kernel measures the RustMonitor image and extends the value to TPM PCRs, then it launches RustMonitor in *early userspace*, i.e., before any userspace program that relies on the disk file system starts to run. Along with the measured boot, it ensures that the software state when RustMonitor is loaded is trusted.

After RustMonitor is loaded, the execution continues at the pre-defined entry. RustMonitor sets up its own running context (such as the stack, page table, IDT, etc.) and prepares the virtual CPU (vCPU) configurations for each CPU. Then RustMonitor launches the normal VM and demotes the primary OS to the normal mode. Returning to the kernel module, the kernel continues to boot in the normal mode and is unaware of the existence of RustMonitor.

HyperEnclave applies the above approach (referred to as *measured late launch*) so that RustMonitor is loaded as a type-2 hypervisor (like KVM) while runs as a type-1 hypervisor (like Xen). In this way, RustMonitor does not need to trust the primary OS anymore after the primary OS is demoted to the normal mode.

**Remote Attestation.** With the measured late launch, all booted components are measured and extended to the TPM. After RustMonitor is booted, it needs to extend the trust to the enclaves. For this purpose, RustMonitor derives an attestation key pair which is used to sign the enclave measurement. Then RustMonitor extends the derived public key to the TPM.
PCR, and the private key never leaves RustMonitor which is protected by memory isolation and encryption.

During enclave creation, all pages added to the enclave (including the corresponding page content, page type, and RWX permissions) are measured by RustMonitor to generate the enclave measurement. The (intermediate) measurement is stored in RustMonitor’s memory, which is invisible to the enclaves and the primary OS.

Similar to TPM and Intel SGX, HyperEnclave adopts a SIGn-and-Mac (SIGMA) attestation protocol for the remote attestation flow. As shown in Figure 4, we denote the public key of RustMonitor’s attestation key by the hypervisor attestation public key (hapk). The enclave measurement is signed using RustMonitor’s attestation key to form the enclave measurement signature (ems). The TPM quote TMP_Quote, which is signed using the TPM attestation key, includes the PCR for the measurement of all boot code, and the measurement of hapk. Upon receiving the attestation report, the remote user can verify the report by comparing the measurement of boot code (including the CRTM, BIOS, grub, kernel, initramfs, and hypervisor) and the enclave, as well as verifying the certificate chain for generating the signature.

### Secret key generation

When RustMonitor is initialized for the first time, it generates a root key $K_{\text{root}}$ from the random number generator (RNG) module of the TPM. $K_{\text{root}}$ is stored outside the TPM using TPM’s seal operation. During the booting process on system reset, RustMonitor decrypts $K_{\text{root}}$ using TPM’s unseal operation, which guarantees that $K_{\text{root}}$ can only be unsealed with the exactly same TPM chip with matching PCR configurations. Furthermore, RustMonitor floods the PCRs with a constant before transferring control to the primary OS to prevent it from retrieving $K_{\text{root}}$. All other key materials, including the enclave’s sealing key and report key, are derived from both $K_{\text{root}}$ and the enclave’s measurement.

### 3.4 The Enclave SDK

Porting existing applications to the enclaves can be cumbersome since TEEs usually expose limited hardware and software interfaces and provide additional security services (e.g., attestation and sealing). For process-based TEEs, the applications need to be partitioned into the trusted and untrusted parts, and the interfaces need to be carefully designed to avoid various security pitfalls [27, 46, 69]. A lot of effort has been spent and many tools have been developed for Intel SGX, due to its dominant position in the market, including library OSes [64, 67], containers [18], automatic partition and protection tools [50, 68], and interface protection [65]. Consequently, Intel SGX has supported securely running applications written in C/C++, Rust, Java, Python, etc., without expensive code refactoring.

We provide the enclave SDK with APIs compatible with the official Intel SGX SDK to ease the development of applications on HyperEnclave. The enclave SDK is retrofitting the

---

4 Flexible Enclave Operation Mode

A wide range of existing applications can be offloaded to the TEEs, such as computing-intensive tasks (machine learning [60]), input and output (I/O)-intensive tasks (such as the Apache and Nginx web server [18]), memory-intensive tasks (Redis and Memcached [18]), and tasks which favor in-enclave exception handling and privilege separation [21]. Most TEEs support running the enclaves only in fixed mode, Intel SGX (also TrustVisor [54] and Secage [51]) enclaves in particular, as part of the application address space, run in user mode. As a result, the user mode enclave is not allowed to access the privileged resources (such as the IDT and page tables) and process the privileged events (interrupt and exceptions). It must switch to the untrusted code to gain access to privileged resources and handle the events. The I/O-intensive and memory-intensive tasks essentially involve frequent world switches which are expensive and introduce non-negligible performance losses, even though both software and hardware optimizations have been proposed trying to reduce the context switch latencies [61, 66, 73]. In this section, we introduce the three enclave operation modes supported by HyperEnclave, as shown in Figure 5. The world switches in different enclave operation modes are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 5: Comparison of the enclave operation modes supported by process-based TEEs. (a) Intel SGX runs enclaves in the host user mode (or guest user mode in the virtualization environment). (b) TrustVisor runs the protected code (Pieces of Application Logic, PALs) in the guest user mode. (c) HyperEnclave supports 3 coexisting enclave operation modes: ① GU-Enclaves running in guest user mode; ② P-Enclaves running in guest privileged mode and optional guest user mode; ③ HU-Enclaves running in host user mode.

4.1 Guest User Enclaves

Guest user enclave (GU-Enclave) is the basic enclave operation mode which is typically running computing-intensive tasks. The enclave runs in the guest user mode (i.e., guest ring-3 of the VMX non-root operation mode).

During the enclave creation, RustMonitor prepares a vCPU structure which contains a guest page table (GPT) and a nested page table (NPT) for GU-Enclave. On entry and exit between the normal VM and the enclave VM, RustMonitor switches the vCPU states (e.g. the instruction pointer, thread pointer, NPT, and GPT) accordingly.

To handle the interrupts and exceptions during the enclave running, RustMonitor configures the vCPU to trap all interrupts and exceptions to the monitor mode. RustMonitor then saves the enclave’s context, forwards the interrupt or exception to the normal VM. After the primary OS completes handling the interrupt or exception, the application invokes the ERESUME hypercall, which traps to RustMonitor to restore the enclave’s context and resume the execution of the enclave.

4.2 Host User Enclaves

Host user enclave (HU-Enclave) is running in host user mode. It delivers the optimal world switch efficiency by substituting the mode switch (hypercalls: ~880 CPU cycles on our platform) with the ring switch (syscalls: ~120 CPU cycles on our platform) (Figure 6). It further eliminates the extra virtualization overhead (e.g. vCPU context switching and two-dimensional page walking) in GU-Enclave. HU-Enclave may benefit the I/O-intensive workload according to our evaluation in Sec 7. By comparison, running enclaves in the guest user mode provides more defensive depth.

When loading the HU-Enclave, RustMonitor prepares a process context, e.g. creates a level-1 page table. On enclave entry, RustMonitor updates the CPU state and invokes the system call return instruction (i.e., SYSRET on x86 platforms) to enter the HU-Enclave. Correspondingly, on enclave exit, HU-Enclave invokes the system call instruction (i.e., SYSCALL on x86 platforms) and traps into RustMonitor. The ENCLU leaf instructions (e.g., EGETKEY, EREPORT) are emulated as a system call. Interrupts and exceptions within the HU-Enclaves also trap into the RustMonitor. The procedures are similar to those for the GU-Enclaves described in Sec. 4.1.

4.3 Privileged Enclaves

Inspired by the VM-based TEEs, such as AMD SEV [45], HyperEnclave supports privilege enclaves (P-Enclaves) which run in guest privileged mode. P-Enclave is permitted to access the GDT, IDT, and level-1 page table which benefits a wide variety of applications, as demonstrated by Dune [21]. One such example is the garbage collector, an essential feature for Java applications (existing works port the JVM to enclaves [26,43]). The garbage collector frequently changes page permissions to trigger page faults in order to track the page status. For user mode enclaves (e.g., GU-Enclaves and HU-Enclaves), it has to involve the primary OS to update the page table and handle the page fault which suffers huge performance loss due to world switches. P-Enclaves eliminate the world switch by supporting in-enclave exception handling and level-1 page table management. More specifically, P-Enclaves configures its own exception handler to handle certain exceptions (such as page fault). RustMonitor passes
through the white-list exceptions to the P-Enclave and forwards to the primary OS. Furthermore, P-Enclaves can also support page-table-based in-enclave isolation schemes, e.g., sandboxing untrusted third-party libraries.

With the ability to receive interrupts within the enclaves, P-Enclaves may also detect abnormal interrupt events by counting the frequency, before requesting RustMonitor to route them to the primary OS. As such, existing interrupt-based side channel attacks [24, 37, 40, 58, 59, 70] could be detected and mitigated. We leave further exploration in this direction to future work due to space constraints.

5 Implementations

We report our implementation of HyperEnclave on an AMD platform that supports hardware virtualization technology and memory encryption. In the current implementation, RustMonitor consists of about 7,500 lines of code written mostly in Rust, and the kernel module for the primary OS has about 3,500 lines of C code. Also, we made about 2,000 lines of code changes to the official Intel SGX SDK (version 2.13).

5.1 RustMonitor

RustMonitor runs at the highest privilege level and enforces the isolation for the enclaves. To reduce the risks caused by memory corruption or concurrency bugs, we implemented RustMonitor mostly in Rust, a memory-safe language, with only a few lines of assembly code used for context switches. Compared with existing hypervisors such as KVM [47] and Xen [29], RustMonitor is much smaller and thus easier to be formally verified. We are working on the formal verification of RustMonitor and plan to release the result as a separate report.

When the platform is booted, we configure the kernel command line parameters in the grub to reserve regions of physical memory, which are exclusively used by RustMonitor and the enclaves. RustMonitor manages the reserved physical memory by maintaining a list of free pages. When an enclave page is needed, e.g., when adding an enclave page during enclave creation, a free page is retrieved from the pool; when the enclave page is freed, the page is attached to the list again. Moreover, RustMonitor also manages the enclave’s page tables and processes the page fault.

5.2 The Kernel Module

The kernel module is loaded by the primary OS during the booting process. Then it loads, measures, and launches RustMonitor, with the measurement extended to the TPM PCR as part of the TPM quote. When the kernel module is loaded, a device file is created and mounted at /dev/hyper_enclave. The application can open it and issue the ioctl() to invoke the emulated privileged operations.

5.3 The Enclave SDK

HyperEnclave retrofits the official SGX SDK as follows.

Supporting the SGX SDK APIs. We replace the SGX user leaf functions (e.g., EENTER, EEXIT, ERESUME, etc.) in the SGX SDK with hypercalls or system calls. Our implementation retains the same parameter semantics and orders as SGX for compatibility purposes.

Parameters passing with the marshalling buffer. In HyperEnclave, the enclave can only access its own address space and the marshalling buffer shared with the application. The size of the marshalling buffer can be configured in the enclave’s configuration file, with a default size. The data needs to be transmitted to the marshalling buffer before invoking edge calls. We modified SGX SDK to handle the transitions, which are thus transparent to the developer.

We modified the untrusted runtime library in the SDK (i.e., libsgx_urts.so), such that during enclave initialization a marshalling buffer is allocated using mmap() with MAP_POPULATE flags set. As a result, the GPAs for the marshalling buffers are pre-populated. Then an ioctl() is issued to request the primary OS not to compact or swap out the physical pages of the marshalling buffers during the enclave’s lifetime. When the application invokes the emulated EINIT instruction to mark the initialization of the enclave, the base address and the size of the marshalling buffer are passed to RustMonitor, who will add the mapping of the marshalling buffer in the enclave’s page table. In this way, the marshalling buffer is now shared between the enclave and the untrusted application. The base address and the size of the marshalling buffer are also passed to the trusted runtime library to transmit data from the marshalling buffer to the enclave.

The current OCALL’s implementation in the SGX SDK invokes the sgx_ocalloc() within the enclave to allocate a buffer on the stack area of the untrusted application, which is then used for cross-enclave data transmission. As such, we only need to modify the sgx_ocalloc() function to allocate a memory area in the marshalling buffer. To support parameter passing through the marshalling buffer for ECALLs, we modified SGX’s Edgenet tool to automatically generate code that copies the transmitted data into the marshalling buffer.

The SGX programming model supports passing parameters with the user_check attribute. For such parameters, the SDK tool will not generate code to check the address range or perform data movement. Since the enclave code could access the entire process’s address space, some enclave programs may use a pointer with the user_check attribute to manipulate the data buffer outside the enclave directly, without accounting for the overhead for copying the data across the enclave boundary. To deal with it, we added an interface for the developer to allocate the buffer within the marshalling buffer, in the cases when the developer may use parameters with the user_check attribute.

The remote attestation flow is similar to SGX, following
the same SIGn-and-MAC (SIGMA) protocol. We extended
the sgx_quote_t structure in the SDK to include the Hy-
perEnclave quote, and the modification is transparent to the
enclave code.

With the above design, most SGX programs could run on
HyperEnclave without source code changes. Furthermore, to
ease the development of HyperEnclave applications, we have
also ported the Rust SGX SDK [71] and the Occlum library
OS [64] to HyperEnclave.

6 Security Analysis

Trust Establishment. HyperEnclave relies on measured boot
to bootstrap the trust of RustMonitor, a common approach for
the design of TEEs (e.g., TrustZone [16] and Keystone [49]).
All the components during booting (including the CRTM,
BIOS, grub, kernel, and initramfs) are measured and extended
to the TPM PCRs. As a result, any tampering of the booted
code will be reflected and audited through remote attestation.

We consider HyperEnclave is deployed in a controlled envi-
nronment (i.e., the data center in the cloud computing scenario)
such that the attacker has limited physical access to the plat-
forms. To reduce the attack surface and minimize the TCB,
we put the RustMonitor image into the initramfs, and Rust-
Monitor is loaded and measured in early userspace. In this
phase, the primary OS kernel does not accept external inputs
from the user, and the peripherals such as network connection
are disabled. With the measured late launch approach, Rust-
Monitor does not need to trust the primary OS anymore after
the OS is demoted to the normal mode.

Enclave memory isolation. As presented in Sec. 3.2, the
enclave’s memory and page tables are maintained by Rust-
Monitor, which are inaccessible to the primary OS. The TLBs
are cleared upon world switches to prevent illegal memory
accesses using stale TLB entries. RustMonitor prevents the
primary OS to access the reserved physical memory by remov-
ing the corresponding mappings from its NPT. RustMonitor
also configures the IOMMU to prevent unauthorized device
accesses to the reserved physical memory.

Our design prevents the memory mapping attacks since the
primary OS cannot interfere with the enclave’s address map-
pings. We introduce the marshalling buffer to support memory
sharing between the enclave and the application. The applica-
tion pre-allocates a marshalling buffer in normal memory and
passes the base address and size of the buffer to RustMonitor
during enclave initialization. In case the application may pass
crafted addresses (e.g., to overwrite the enclave memory),
before adding the mapping of the marshalling buffer to the
enclave’s page table. RustMonitor ensures the address range
of the marshalling buffer is outside the enclave address range.

Defense Against Compromised Enclaves. Previous work
demonstrates that enclave malware may steal secret data or
hijack the control-flow of the application outside the en-
clave [63]. HyperEnclave is designed to confine potentially
malicious enclaves as follows.

• Preventing arbitrary memory accesses to the application.
The SGX enclave could access the entire address space of
the application, and it is possible for attacks such as leaking
the secret keys or stack canaries, or tampering with the code
pointers for control flow attacks. In HyperEnclave, the en-
clave can only access its own memory and the marshalling
buffer, which is only used for parameter passing.

• Preventing arbitrary control flows after EEXIT. The SGX
design allows the enclave to jump to arbitrary addresses
by setting rbx before executing the EEXIT instruction (i.e.,
exiting the enclave), opening door to enclave malware at-
attacks [63]. In our design, since the EEXIT instruction is
emulated by RustMonitor, it is easy to prevent such attacks
by adding the validity check when EEXIT is invoked.

Physical attacks. Hardware memory encryption techniques
such as AMD SME could be used to protect the enclave from
physical attacks such as cold boot attacks or bus snooping
attacks. With memory encryption, data are always encrypted
in the memory or on the memory bus, and are only decrypted
within the CPU. The memory encryption key is generated
randomly on system boot and stored in the CPU, which cannot
be accessed explicitly by software.

Side channel attacks. Compared with SGX, HyperEnclave
can mitigate certain types of side channel attacks. Since the
enclave’s guest page tables and page fault events are pro-
cessed by RustMonitor without primary OS involvement, the
latter cannot mount page-table-based attacks [25, 72, 74]. We
leave the protection against micro-architectural attacks such
as speculative execution attacks as future work.

7 Evaluation

We deployed HyperEnclave on a server with two AMD EPYC
7601 CPUs (2 threads per core, total of 128 logical cores) with
512 GB DDR4 RAM. We configure 2 GB reserved memory for
RustMonitor, and 24 GB for EPC memory. The primary
OS is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.19.91. For com-
parison, we run the same experiments on an Intel Xeon E3-
1270 v6 CPU with SGX enabled, with 64 GB DDR4 RAM,
running the same OS. The SGX SDK version for both Hyper-
Enclave and the native SGX hardware are 2.13. All programs
are compiled with GCC 7.5.0 and the same optimization level.

We tried to rule out differences between hardware. Ex-
cept where explicitly stated, the evaluations didn’t exceed
the EPC size, so as not to trigger excessive page swapping.
All evaluations were performed in single-threaded mode. For
micro-benchmarks (Table 1 and Table 2), we compare Hyper-
Enclave on AMD hardware with SGX on Intel hardware using
the same SGX SDK. We measured the core cycles to avoid the
influence of CPU frequencies. For real-world workloads, we
set the baselines as the counterparts with no security protec-
tions on Intel and AMD platforms respectively, and compare
the *relative slowdowns* introduced by SGX and HyperEnclave. Since we only compare the relative slow downs, we stress that the *absolute* performance results are on dissimilar platforms and are not directly comparable. All HyperEnclave evaluations were measured with memory encryption enabled.

We’ve been careful in ensuring HyperEnclave implements the TEE functionality correctly. Still, memory encryption between SGX1 and HyperEnclave is different, i.e., Merkel tree and AES-CTR versus AES-XTS (see Figure 11 in Sec. A.3 for the evaluation of memory encryption overhead), which may explain the improvement for memory-intensive workloads. Besides, world switches for HyperEnclave (especially, HU-enclave) are faster, which explains the improvement for I/O-intensive workloads.

### 7.1 World Switches Performance

We measured the latency of edge calls (i.e., ECALLs and OCALLs) on both HyperEnclave (under different enclave operation modes) and Intel SGX. The test code runs empty edge calls with no explicit parameters 1,000,000 times and takes the median value. We also measured the instruction-level latency for the emulated EENTER and EEXIT instructions on HyperEnclave. We were not able to measure the instruction-level latency on SGX since the RDTSCP instruction is not supported within the enclaves on our SGX platform.

The results are shown in Table 1. It shows that HU-Enclave has the optimal edge calls performance as it reduces a mode switch (≈ 880 cycles) to a ring switch (≈ 120 cycles) while P-Enclave is slower than GU-Enclave for it needs to switch more privileged states during the world switches. All of the results are comparable with Intel SGX.

### 7.2 Enclave Exception Handling

We used the undefined instruction exception (#UD) and the page fault exception (#PF) to evaluate the enclave exception handling performance. In the #UD benchmark, the test code executes an undefined instruction in the enclave to trigger the exception 1,000,000 times. The exception handler advances the instruction pointer and returns. For P-Enclave, the exceptions are captured and handled entirely within the enclaves, without enclave mode switches. For GU-Enclave and SGX, an exception causes an asynchronous enclave exit (AEX) and switches the CPU to the untrusted OS, then executes a two-phase exception handling [7]. The result shows that the exception handling within P-Enclaves is about 68 × and 110 × faster than GU-Enclave and Intel SGX respectively (Table 2).

We further simulated a typical garbage collector (GC) scenario that the test code first allocated a large memory buffer, then the write permissions to the buffer were revoked by changing the enclave’s page table. After that, the enclave accessed the buffer to trigger the page faults. In the exception handler, the write permission is restored. The result (Table 2) shows that P-Enclave is about 2.3 × faster than GU-Enclave, for P-Enclave updates the page table and handles the page faults by itself, while GU-Enclave needs to trap into RustMonitor to update the page tables. Note that we did not evaluate GC on Intel SGX, since our SGX1 platform does not support page permission modifications after the enclave initialization.

### 7.3 Marshalling Buffer Overhead

To measure the overhead of introducing the marshalling buffer, we constructed a GU-Enclave variant that does not use the marshalling buffer as the baseline. We measured the overhead for both ECALLs and OCALLs with various sizes of the transferred data while varying the directions for data movement (i.e., “in”, “out” and “in&out”). We ensure the data to be transferred is not cached using the CLFLUSH instruction. We evaluated the performance for transferring the same data on SGX for comparison.

Figure 7 provides the results for ECALLs and OCALLs with various data size, and with the marshalling buffer (marked as ms_buf) enabled and disabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intel SGX</th>
<th>GU-Enclave</th>
<th>P-Enclave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#UD</td>
<td>28,561</td>
<td>17,490</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#PF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2,660</td>
<td>1,132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average CPU cycles of handling an #UD and #PF exception inside the enclaves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EENTER</th>
<th>EEXIT</th>
<th>ECALL</th>
<th>OCALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel SGX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14,432</td>
<td>12,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU-Enclave</td>
<td>1,163</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td>8,440</td>
<td>4,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU-Enclave</td>
<td>1,704</td>
<td>1,319</td>
<td>9,480</td>
<td>4,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Enclave</td>
<td>1,649</td>
<td>1,401</td>
<td>9,700</td>
<td>5,260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Latency of SGX primitives on HyperEnclave and Intel (in CPU cycles).
early with the data size. For ECALLs, the overhead for “in”, “out” and “in\&out” directions is 8%, 11% and 21% respectively for transferring 16 KB data, due to the extra memory copy. For OCALLs, the overhead is negligible, since it allocates a buffer on the marshalling buffer without additional memory copy (Sec. 5.3). We remind that data transfers in ECALLs contribute a small portion to the processing time for many real-world computation workloads, especially for computation or memory intensive tasks.

7.4 Real-world Workloads

The evaluations were conducted on four real-world applications: an algorithm benchmark suite NBench [53], a lightweight web server Lighttpd [13], two popular databases SQLite [14] and Redis [15], as representations for CPU intensive, I/O-intensive, and memory-intensive tasks. We ported the library OS Occlum [64] (v0.21) to the enclave SDK to reduce the porting effort for Lighttpd and Redis. We measured the performance on both HyperEnclave and Intel SGX using the same code compiled under the SDK simulation mode as the baseline (providing no security guarantees).

**NBench.** NBench measures the performance of a system’s CPU, FPU, and memory system, without I/O and system calls involved. We used an adaptation of NBench to SGX, i.e., SGX-NBench [8] with no source code modification for our evaluation. As shown in Figure 8a, the overhead introduced by HyperEnclave and SGX is about 1% and 3% respectively.

**SQLite.** We ported SQLite (v3.19.3) with the enclave SDK, and evaluated it on both Intel SGX and HyperEnclave (GU-Enclave and HU-Enclave) using the YCSB workload A (50% reads, 50% updates). In this evaluation we focused on the memory performance, so we configured the database as in-memory and embedded the client into the enclave to avoid I/O operations. We increased the number of records and measured the time for 100,000 database operations. As shown in Figure 8b, on SGX the throughput is about 75% of the baseline for small memory usage. When the memory usage exceeds the EPC size (about 90 MB), the performance drops to 50% due to page swapping. On HyperEnclave, both GU-Enclave and HU-Enclave have almost the same performance as the baseline (< 5% overhead). We speculate that it’s because the memory encryption performance for AMD SME (without integrity protection) is faster than SGX.

**Lighttpd.** We ran a Lighttpd (v1.4.40) server with Occlum on both SGX and HyperEnclave (GU-Enclave and HU-Enclave modes). We used the Apache HTTP benchmarking tool [10] and ran 100 concurrent clients over the local loopback to fetch various sizes of web pages to evaluate the throughput. In this evaluation, the overhead mainly comes from the frequent enclave mode switches (Table 1). As shown in Figure 8c, HU-Enclave delivers the best performance as expected (81% ~ 88% of the baseline). GU-Enclave achieves 69% ~ 78% of the baseline, while SGX achieves 51% ~ 63% of the baseline.

**Redis.** We use Redis to evaluate the performance under the comprehensive scenarios where both memory and I/O are intensive. We ran a Redis (v6.0.9) database server with Occlum on both SGX and HyperEnclave (GU-Enclave and HU-Enclave modes). Similar to SQLite, we configured the database as in-memory and used the YCSB workload A. For the evaluation, we first loaded 50,000 records (in total 50 MB data) and then performed 100,000 operations from 20 clients over the local loopback. We increased the request frequency and measured the latency under different throughput. As shown in Figure 8d, HU-Enclave achieves 89% of the maximum throughput of the baseline, while GU-Enclave and SGX are about 72% and 48% of the baseline, respectively.

8 Discussions

**HyperEnclave on other platforms.** HyperEnclave requires the virtualization extension (specifically, two-level address translation) for isolation and TPM for the root of trust and randomness, etc. Virtualization is supported on many ARM servers (such as the ARMv8 platforms [2]). The RISC-V H-extension specification has evolved to v0.6.1 in 2021. Both ARM and RISC-V virtualization support two-level address translation. Certain TPM products already support ARM servers. Research has been conducted to support firmware TPM on RISC-V [22]. As such, signs are promising that
HyperEnclave can be adapted to run on ARM and RISC-V platforms.

However, porting HyperEnclave to ARM and RISC-V platforms requires non-trivial engineering effort, considering that the instruction set architectures (ISAs) are totally different. Take the ARMv8 architecture as an example. The software modules can be mapped to different exception levels (ELs): The monitor mode for RustMonitor can be mapped to EL2; The secure mode for enclaves can be mapped flexibly to EL1 or EL0. Memory isolation can be supported similarly with the support of stage 2 address translations. Furthermore, the official Intel SGX SDK only supports x86 platforms. In particular, the transitions across enclave boundaries are handled with platform-dependent assembly code, and need to be rewritten according to the application binary interface (ABI) of the targeted platforms. We leave the further exploration of adapting HyperEnclave to other platforms as future work.

**Attack surfaces under different enclave operation modes.**

The untrusted primary OS still runs within the VM and the attack surface from the primary OS to enclaves does not change. Running the enclaves in privileged mode or in the host, however, may expose more attack surfaces to a malicious enclave. For example, it may make the enclave malware easier to escalate to host ring-0, if the enclave runs in the host already.

### 9 Related Works

Most existing TEEs require specific hardware or firmware changes [17, 33, 39, 41, 45, 55]. Specifically, CURE [20] changes the CPU core to support the enclave identifier (eid), and modifies the system bus to support the memory and peripheral arbiters for memory and peripheral access control according to the eid. Then the trusted security monitor can configure the hardware primitives to support the flexible enclaves. In contrast, HyperEnclave supports flexible enclave modes on commodity hardwares without hardware or firmware changes.

A line of research has been conducted to build the isolated execution environment (e.g., PAL for TrustVisor and HAP for InkTag) using virtualization extensions, including TrustVisor [54], InkTag [38], Overshadow [28], AWS Nitro Enclaves [3], Microsoft Defender Credential Guard [5] and Hyper-V Shielded VMs [6]. TrustVisor makes the PAL page table pages read-only to prevent memory mapping attacks. The design introduces much overhead during PAL registration and switches from/to PALS. Even worse, it triggers many NPT violations in high memory pressures scenarios, due to the updates to the access and dirty bits of the PAL page tables, introducing huge overhead [52]. In Inktag, the HAP page tables are managed by the hypervisor. It allows the untrusted OS to request the hypervisor to update the HAP page tables. Both TrustVisor and InkTag are susceptible to page-table-based attacks [72, 74]. Furthermore, these designs usually contain a large code base in the TCB, including device drivers, guest IO emulation, network and block device virtualization, etc. For example, AWS Nitro Enclaves [3] are constructed by the host KVM and Linux, and thus the host Linux kernel is always trusted. We made the design choice to minimize the TCB of RustMonitor, which performs basic CPU/memory virtualization and enclave management. The primary OS kernel only needs to be trusted during the boot process and is demoted after RustMonitor starts.


Recently, ARM introduced the Realm Management Extension (RME) in the forthcoming ARMv9-A architecture [1]. The monitor (running at EL3) enforces physical memory isolation among the secure, non-secure, and Realm worlds. The trusted Realm Management Monitor (RMM), which executes at EL2 in Realm security state (R-EL2), isolates the Realms from each other through the stage 2 page tables. Similar to HyperEnclave, the RMM is much simpler than a typical hypervisor and relies on the non-secure hypervisor for device emulation etc. RME requires architectural extensions, while HyperEnclave does not. Moreover, HyperEnclave decouples its trust chain from the CPU as much as possible to construct an open and cross-platform TEE.

### 10 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed HyperEnclave, an open TEE that can run on various platforms with minimum hardware requirements. It supports the process-based TEE model, and SGX programs can run on HyperEnclave with little or no code changes. Moreover, HyperEnclave supports the flexible enclave operation modes to fulfill various enclave workloads. We implemented HyperEnclave on commodity AMD servers and deployed the system internally for real-world computations. We are working on the formal verification of the implementation and plan to open source to the community.
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A.1 Mapping Attacks

See Figure 9.

A.2 Virtualization Overhead

We’d like to evaluate the virtualization overhead on the normal VM. We ran SPEC CPU 2017 INTSpeed benchmarks [31], LMBench [56], and Linux kernel (v5.15) building when enabled and disabled RustMonitor. The result shows that the virtualization overhead is less than 1% in most benchmarks (see Figure 10 and Table 3). HyperEnclave avoids massive VM-exits by pass-through most devices to the normal VM and installs huge pages in NPT when possible to relieve the TLB pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LMbench (µs)</th>
<th>Kernel Build (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>null call</td>
<td>fork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>0.1195</td>
<td>196.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal VM</td>
<td>0.1192</td>
<td>197.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>-0.25%</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Virtualization overhead on LMBench (null syscall, fork, context switches among 16 processes with 64KB working set, mmap, page fault, and unix socket) and building the Linux kernel.

A.3 Memory Encryption Overhead

We evaluate the memory encryption overhead by measuring the memory access latency with and without encryption in sequential and random access patterns. The buffer size is varied from 16 KB to 256 MB. Figure 11 illustrates the result on HyperEnclave and SGX. When the buffer size is smaller than the LLC size (8 MB), the overhead on both platforms is negligible. When the buffer size is over the LLC size, the overhead for sequential accesses and random accesses can be over $2.4 \times$ and $25 \times$ respectively on HyperEnclave, while on SGX is $3 \times$ and $30 \times$ respectively. When the buffer size exceeds the EPC size (93 MB), the overhead for sequential accesses and random accesses is $45 \times$ and $1000 \times$ slow on SGX, due to the EPC page swapping, while on HyperEnclave the overhead is still less than $30 \times$ since we reserve 24GB as enclave memory in our test.
Figure 9: Mapping attacks. (a) Two guest virtual addresses within the enclaves are mapped to the same guest physical address; (b) A non-enclave virtual address is mapped to the physical address belonging to the enclave.

B Artifact Appendix

Abstract

HyperEnclave can support existing SGX toolchains and run SGX applications on AMD CPU with security guarantees. This artifact contains the binaries of the RustMonitor, and documents on how to setup the HyperEnclave environment. We provide two containers to reduce the environment configuration efforts. Specifically, the server container includes the pre-installed enclave SDK, the Occlum LibOS, and the benchmarks along with their dependencies. The client container includes pre-installed client side benchmark scripts for Lighttpd and Redis.

Scope

The artifact includes benchmarks for edge calls (i.e., ECALLs and OCALLs), and benchmarks for the real-world workloads, including NBench, SQLite, Lighttpd and Redis. We provide scripts to reproduce the results in the paper (summarized in Table 4).

Contents

- README.md describes the artifact and provides a road map for evaluation.
- host/ contains RustMonitor binary, the Linux kernel module binary, and the scripts to install and enable HyperEnclave.
- server/ contains the source code (or patches) and scripts of all experiments to run within the enclaves. We also provide a docker container with all dependencies installed.

---

5 The artifact is based on SGX SDK v2.15, Occlum LibOS v0.27, and GCC 9.4.0. The versions have little effect on the performance results.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Figure/Table</th>
<th>Which container</th>
<th>Estimated time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>edge-calls</td>
<td>Table 1</td>
<td>server</td>
<td>10s</td>
<td>The latency of ENTER/EXIT and ECALLs/OCALLs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exception</td>
<td>Table 2</td>
<td>server</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>Handling exceptions inside the enclaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBench</td>
<td>Figure 8a</td>
<td>server</td>
<td>10m</td>
<td>Performance scores of NBench inside the enclaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>Figure 8b</td>
<td>server</td>
<td>15m</td>
<td>Throughput of in-memory SQLite database with different number of records, under YCSB A workload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighttpd</td>
<td>Figure 8c</td>
<td>server/client</td>
<td>10m</td>
<td>Throughput of Lighttpd web server inside Occlum LibOS with different request sizes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>Figure 8d</td>
<td>server/client</td>
<td>20m</td>
<td>Latency-throughput curve of Redis in-memory database server inside Occlum LibOS with increasing request frequencies. The client uses YCSB A workload.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Summary of the benchmarks included in the artifact.

- **client/** contains the benchmark scripts for network-based experiments (Lighttpd and Redis) to run on the client side. We also provide a docker container with all dependencies installed.
- **plots/** contains plotting scripts to generate figures from the experiment results.
- **paper-results/** contains the results shown in the paper.

**Hosting**

Check out [https://github.com/HyperEnclave/atc22-ae](https://github.com/HyperEnclave/atc22-ae) (tag: atc22-ae, commit ID: d1be8ab).

**Requirements**

**Hardware requirements:**
- A 64-bit AMD platform with SVM enabled. Optionally, we recommend that the platform should support SME for the protection against physical memory attacks.
- RAM ≥ 16 GB.
- Free disk space ≥ 30 GB.

We disabled TPM and IOMMU features in RustMonitor binary for artifact evaluation to minimize the hardware requirements. These features do not affect the performance results.

**Software requirements:**
- Linux with the specified kernel version (i.e., 5.3.0-28-generic) to match our given kernel module binary. We recommend Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS which uses this version of kernel as the default.
- Docker.
- Git.
- GCC and Linux kernel headers (for building the enable_rdfsbase kernel module).
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Abstract

A growing class of threats to Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is Side-Channel Attacks (SCAs). As a response, numerous countermeasures have been proposed. However, it is hard to incorporate them to protect SGX programs against multiple SCAs simultaneously. A naïve combination of distinct countermeasures does not work in practice because some of them are 1) undeployable in target environments lacking dependent hardware features, 2) redundant if there are already defenses with similar functionalities, and 3) incompatible with each other by design or implementation. Identifying all of such conditions and preparing potential workarounds before deployment are challenging, primarily when an SGX program targets multiple platforms that abstract or manipulate their configurations.

PRIDWEN is a framework that selectively applies essential SCA countermeasures when loading an SGX program based on the configurations of the target execution platform. PRIDWEN allows a developer to deploy a program in the form of WebAssembly (Wasm). Upon receiving a Wasm binary, PRIDWEN probes the current hardware configuration, synthesizes a program (i.e., a native binary) with an optimal set of countermeasures, and validates the final binary. PRIDWEN supports both software-only and hardware-assisted countermeasures, and our evaluations show PRIDWEN efficiently, faithfully synthesizes multiple benchmark programs and real-world applications while securing them against multiple SCAs.

1 Introduction

Conducting confidential or private computing in a shared computing environment (e.g., the public cloud) is challenging [1,2]. Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [3,4] has thus been proposed and adopted by leading cloud service providers to help ensure even system software and hardware cannot compromise the authenticity, confidentiality, and integrity of applications running inside SGX enclaves [5–7]. Nevertheless, Intel SGX is susceptible to Side-Channel Attacks (SCAs) [8], which are threats to shared cloud environments in which it aims to be deployed. Researchers

\*The two lead authors contributed equally to this work.

Table 1: Known side-channel attacks against SGX and countermeasures. HT: Hyper-Threading; L1TF: L1 Terminal Fault; MDS: Microarchitectural Data Sampling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Known Countermeasures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>Cache flushing [21], cache eviction detection [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Page fault detection [24], frequent exception monitoring [26, 27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>HT disabling [21], co-location detection [25, 26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch prediction</td>
<td>Branch obfuscation [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculation</td>
<td>Branch prediction control [29], lIence [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1TF</td>
<td>Cache flushing and HT disabling [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>HT disabling [22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

have shown that SGX is vulnerable to various SCAs utilizing cache [9–13], page table [14–18], and transient execution [19,20], which can infer sensitive control flows or exfiltrate secret data. To defend against individual SCAs, software- and/or hardware-based countermeasures have been proposed, such as cache flushing [21,22] or eviction detection [23], page fault detection [24], and Hyper-Threading Technology (HT) disabling [21,22] or co-location detection [25, 26] (Table 1).

However, multiple side channels can co-exist in a vulnerable program; protecting SGX programs from multiple known SCAs is difficult, not to mention the existence of unknown ones. One way is collectively applying existing countermeasures against individual SCAs, but naively doing so fails due to the unawareness of diverse target execution platforms or co-existing mitigation techniques, which may make such countermeasures 1) undeployable due to different hardware settings, 2) redundant because of over-protection, and 3) incompatible due to conflicts among different mitigations. Another way is adopting a comprehensive countermeasure, i.e., oblivious execution [18,31], that is effective to many SCAs except for speculative execution. However, even the state-of-the-art oblivious execution incurs average slowdown of $51 \times [31]$, largely downgrading the cost-effectiveness of cloud computing. A practical alternative, data-location (re-)randomization [32], incurs relatively small slowdown ($8 \times$), but it is still heavy and does not cover control-flow leakage.

One conventional approach to solve such issues is to create a bloated application incorporating independently compiled object files for each architecture and runtime detection code, to selectively activate them according to different hardware configurations [33]. This approach, however, is not suitable for Intel SGX: First, checking hardware configurations is sup-
ported by system software outside the Trusted Computing Base (TCB); malicious system software can provide misinformation about hardware configurations to SGX applications. Second, the secure memory that enclaves share, Processor Reserved Memory (PRM), is limited [4]; bloated SGX applications can easily occupy a huge portion of it.

PRIDWEN. To practically protect SGX programs from various SCAs, we argue that the decision of the SCA mitigations to be applied should be delayed as close to the final execution as possible to best fit the target SGX platform as well as co-existing mitigation techniques. Therefore, instead of adopting the static compilation approach, in this paper, we propose PRIDWEN, a framework that uses load-time synthesis to dynamically harden SGX programs by selectively applying different mitigation techniques according to the configurations on the target execution platform. While ensuring the security, PRIDWEN maintains the cost-effectiveness of cloud computing by minimizing the extra effort required for preparation on the tenant side, and the runtime overhead of program synthesis on the cloud side.

PRIDWEN has a universal loader that securely loads and hardens a given SGX program inside an enclave based on four components: 1) Prober that identifies the target platform’s hardware and system configurations using SGX exception handling logic and remote attestation; 2) PassManager that manages and determines an optimal set of feasible instrumentation passes based on the identified configurations; 3) Synthesizer that hardens a given SGX program with the chosen instrumentation passes before loading it in the target enclave; and 4) Validator that verifies whether the final executable is hardened as expected, and provides a functionality for developers to remotely verify both the process of synthesis and the hardened binary before execution.

To make PRIDWEN 1) platform-independent, 2) instrumentation-friendly, and 3) lightweight, we develop a new instrumentation framework using WebAssembly (Wasm) [34, 35] as the Intermediate Representation (IR). The size of PRIDWEN in binary is only 1.26 MiB, which only adds a slim footprint to the enclave TCB. Existing Wasm runtimes for SGX [36–39] only interpret Wasm binaries without any instrumentation support. Furthermore, unlike existing Wasm instrumentation frameworks for non-SGX programs [40, 41], PRIDWEN can comprehensively transform Wasm binaries at both Wasm IR and native code levels. PRIDWEN also supports multiple high-level languages; users only need to compile their SGX programs once with a Wasm compiler backend (e.g., Emscripten [42]).

To showcase the capability and practicality of PRIDWEN, we integrate four mitigation passes into PRIDWEN: 1) T-SGX [24] to prevent a page-fault SCA with a hardware support; 2) Varys [26] to mitigate cache-timing, page-fault-, and HT-based attacks in a software-only manner; 3) QSpectre [30] to mitigate the Spectre attack; and 4) fine-grained Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [43] as a general-purpose mitigation. We first detail the steps to integrate the four passes into PRIDWEN, then we demonstrate how PRIDWEN produces the optimal set of passes based on the runtime configurations with minimal manual effort.

**Performance.** PRIDWEN poses moderate performance overhead on top of the original mitigation techniques and retains faithfulness of execution semantics (§6). The average slowdown of hardened real-world applications (Lighttpd, libjpeg, and SQLite) was 2.1× with hardware-assisted non-redundant mitigation techniques and 3.6× with software-only mitigation techniques for outdated microcode (i.e., no hardware-level mitigation), which closely conforms to the originally reported performance overhead of the selected countermeasures. Also, PRIDWEN faithfully compiled and ran all 73 programs from the official Wasm specification test suite [44]. Program synthesis completed within 0.5 s with a temporary usage of less than 25 MiB of enclave memory across tests.

PRIDWEN is designed to be an easily-extensible universal framework that respects the diversity of computing platforms. PRIDWEN is publicly available as an open-source project ¹, allowing communities to test, use, and contribute. We envision that the growing PRIDWEN framework should serve as a hub for the SCA-resistant SGX ecosystem, and potentially other mitigations as well.

**Contributions.** This paper makes the following contributions:

- **The first platform-aware load-time synthesis framework for SGX programs.** To the best of our knowledge, PRIDWEN is the first framework that dynamically synthesizes and hardens SGX programs by applying optimal hardware- and/or software-based mitigations according to the target platform.
- **Attestable in-enclave Wasm instrumentation and compilation toolchain.** A comprehensive instrumentation and compilation toolchain based on Wasm is implemented inside the SGX enclave to enable dynamic program synthesis with attestation. PRIDWEN can instrument Wasm both at IR and native level.
- **Extensive evaluation.** We study the performance of PRIDWEN extensively using benchmarks and real-world applications. The results suggest that PRIDWEN only introduces moderate runtime overhead while preserving the execution semantics.

## 2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we present the background and related work. Additional related work can be found at Appendix A.

**Intel SGX.** Intel SGX is a hardware-based Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) that securely runs a userspace application in an untrusted remote environment, such as the public cloud. Through remote attestation [45], Intel SGX allows a user to

¹https://github.com/sslab-gatech/Pridwen
load his/her signed program into a remote environment, while helping ensure that the program binary has never been altered. To help secure the code and data of SGX programs, Intel SGX provides an enclave to each program, which is a dedicated secure region of the main memory. The enclave is isolated from any other software including an OS. The code and data stored in the enclave are always encrypted by the Memory Encryption Engine (MEE), and decrypted only when they are loaded into a CPU package (i.e., the cache), to help prevent physical attacks such as a cold boot attack [46].

**Exceptions in SGX.** Conventionally, exceptions are delivered to system software such as OS for further investigation. However, Intel SGX cannot adopt traditional exception handling because system software is untrusted. Instead, Intel SGX defines two mechanisms, Asynchronous Enclave Exit (AEX) and Custom Exception Handler (CEH) [47, 48]. Whenever an exception is generated during an enclave execution, the CPU exits from the enclave asynchronously. During AEX, the original exception number and register context are stored into the State Save Area (SSA) inside the enclave and then overwritten by synthetic data. Further, SGX allows developers to define CEHs to process exceptions inside an enclave; These CEHs can retrieve the SSA to check the stored exception number (GPRSGX.EXITINFO.VECTOR) and registers (GPRSGX.<registers>), and update them (e.g., GPRSGX.RIP) to resume the execution.

**SGX side channels.** SCAs against SGX have been actively studied. Traditional cache SCAs work against Intel SGX with different configurations [9–13, 49]. Recent studies show that page access patterns [14–18], interrupt execution time [50, 51], branch prediction behaviors [28, 52], speculative execution [19, 20] and Intel’s internal buffers [53–55] can all be used to infer sensitive information inside enclaves. In response, countermeasures that cope with the fundamental characteristics of the SCAs have been proposed. T-SGX [24] and Cloak [23] use Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) to accurately recognize page faults and cache evictions inside an enclave, respectively. Varys [26] and Déjà Vu [27] aim to detect frequent interrupts or AEXs. Also, since HT enables concurrent SCAs without interrupts, Varys [26] and HyperRace [25] try to prevent an SGX hyperthread from being co-located with other hyperthreads. Disabling HT and/or flushing the L1 cache are also necessary to mitigate recent speculative or transient SCAs [21, 22]. In addition, SGX-LAPD [56] leverages a huge page to degrade the accuracy of the page-level SCA. Lastly, oblivious code execution and data access techniques for Intel SGX [18, 31, 57–60] have been proposed as a general countermeasure against SCAs, but they incur overly high performance overhead. The state-of-the-art ORAM-based system Klotski [61] improves the performance significantly. However, it only defeats controlled-channel attacks [14, 18]. In contrast, PRIDWEN focuses on universally hardening SGX applications by automatically and selectively applying multiple defenses against different SCAs together.

**WebAssembly (Wasm).** The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) proposes Wasm [34] as a platform-independent compilation target for various high-level languages (e.g., C/C++ and Rust). A Wasm binary has language-like syntax and structure that are suitable for compilation and instrumentation. The basic executable unit of code in Wasm is a module that consists of multiple sections, where each section contains specific definitions of the module such as global variables, functions and a sequence of instructions of each function. Wasm instructions execute on a stack machine, and Wasm supports only the structured control flow such as if-else and loop without goto statements, enabling single-pass fast compilation.

**Memory safety in Wasm.** Wasm maintains a linear memory with a configurable size dedicated to all the memory accesses except for local and global variables. The linear memory is disjoint from other memory regions such as the code section and the call stack. As a result, given a buggy Wasm program (e.g., originating from a C program with a memory corruption bug), an attacker can only interfere with the data in the linear memory, but cannot tamper with its control flow.

**PRIDWEN and Wasm.** Because the Wasm binary is well-structured and friendly for efficient Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation, PRIDWEN adopts Wasm as IR for supporting load-time synthesis. PRIDWEN also benefits from Wasm’s memory-safety feature, mitigating code-reuse attacks against SGX [62, 63]. Moreover, the minimal footprint of Wasm fits PRIDWEN’s demand for a compact yet flexible instrumentation and compilation toolchain inside an enclave. Although existing compilers (e.g., LLVM) can fit into enclaves with extended size in new scalable CPUs [64], the TCB size will largely increase, and the migration effort would be significant as well.

### 3 Overview

**Scenario.** In this paper, we consider the widely-used confidential-computing scenario on the cloud, where the user wants to utilize the Intel SGX on the cloud to protect his/her data and applications. In this scenario, there are two entities: the cloud and the user. The user runs his/her applications inside enclaves, and wants to protect his/her data against side-channel attacks using PRIDWEN.

**Threat model.** Our threat model is similar to the threat models in other SGX-related studies [14, 24, 26]. Our TCB consists of an SGX enclave provided by an Intel CPU and everything inside the enclave, including PRIDWEN, a target Wasm binary prepared by the user, and the PRIDWEN pass selection policy. We assume that the user uses remote attestation to verify the validity of the CPU and PRIDWEN, and establish a secure channel with PRIDWEN to securely transmit his/her binaries. We assume that adversaries have already compromised the underlying privileged system software (e.g., OS) to attack PRIDWEN and the target binary. Any threats due to poten-
Goals. PRIDWEN is designed to achieve the following goals: 1) Adaptivity. PRIDWEN selects mitigation techniques that conform to the capabilities of the target execution platform on demand. PRIDWEN needs to optimally combine multiple mitigation techniques without causing conflicts or failures. 2) Attestability. The second goal of PRIDWEN is to support the remote attestation of the dynamically generated binary inside SGX; Native SGX only supports attesting static binaries. PRIDWEN should allow users to verify the integrity of the final executable running inside an enclave, as well as obtain the genuine information regarding whether the executable is faithfully generated by PRIDWEN (e.g., the selection and application of the mitigation schemes). 3) Extensibility. Another goal of PRIDWEN is to be extensible, so that it can support forthcoming mitigation techniques against SCAs besides existing ones. Moreover, it should support multiple platforms due to the diversity of practical computing platforms. The extensibility of PRIDWEN should also allow for smooth integration of legacy mitigation techniques.

Architecture. Figure 1 shows an overview of PRIDWEN. The core of PRIDWEN is an in-enclave loader that implements key ideas with corresponding components: user-mode hardware probing (Prober), optimal pass selection (PassManager), load-time program synthesis (Synthesizer), and post-synthesis validation & final binary attestation (Validator). Given that each countermeasure may depend on specific hardware features, Prober interacts with the platform and dynamically determines the availability of these features. Based on the probing results, PassManager determines an optimal set of countermeasures (i.e., instrumentation passes) and finalizes the order of applying them based on user policies. Next, PassManager informs Synthesizer about the final selection. Synthesizer takes a Wasm binary (provided by the user via a secure network channel) as an input and compiles it into a native one. During the compilation, Synthesizer hardens the binary with the optional pass set provided by PassManager. Validator takes the synthesized binary as an input, and verifies that 1) each countermeasure is correctly enforced, and 2) no conflict exists among the enforced countermeasures. Validator also provides the functionality of attestation on the final binary.

4 PRIDWEN

4.1 Prober

The goal of Prober is to identify hardware capabilities of the target execution platform, which is needed by PassManager to determine the optimal set of mitigation schemes to enforce. This hardware probing step typically requires interactions with the system software, such as retrieving privileged registers (i.e., Model-Specific Register (MSR) and control registers) and executing the cpuid instruction. However, we cannot rely on these approaches because the system software is not trusted in our threat model. SGX provides an attribute field called XSAVE-Feature Request Mask (XFRM) to determine whether some hardware features are enabled at enclave creation, but it only covers a few instructions (e.g., AVX and MPX [48]). To solve this, PRIDWEN leverages exception handling and remote attestation to securely probe hardware configurations while running inside an enclave.

Exception-based instruction probing. The instruction probing identifies whether PRIDWEN can use hardware-assisted mitigation techniques relying on specific instructions. A CEF for SGX (§2) can be used to determine whether a target system supports or enables the required instruction. Specifically, the probing code executes the specific instruction demanded (e.g., TSX) inside SGX, and then checks whether it results in a #UD exception that needs to be handled by an in-enclave exception handler to proceed execution (i.e., changing GPRSGX.RIP).

```c
#define UD 6 /* Invalid opcode exception */
hl bool tsx_support = false;
\#check_tsx_support:
\#_begin();
\#txs_support = true;
\#_end();
\#exception_handler:
if (SSA.GPRSGX.EXITINFO.VECTOR == UD &&
SSA.GPRSGX.RIP == check_tsx_support) {
GPRSGX.RIP = skip_tss_check;
}
```

Figure 2: Exception-based probing code for TSX. If a CPU does not support TSX, there will be a #UD exception that needs to be handled by an in-enclave exception handler to proceed execution (i.e., changing GPRSGX.RIP).
enclave execution right after the #UD exception without invoking the CEH. However, GPRSGX.RIP still points to the invalid instruction, and it is impossible to manipulate it or the exception number outside the enclave. Therefore, this only incurs repeated #UD exceptions. 2) Attackers can selectively enable a specific hardware instruction only during probing and disable it during the actual execution. This trick can deceive the probing, but it only introduces #UD exceptions during runtime, resulting in another DoS.

Remote attestation for hardware configuration. The remote attestation determines whether a target platform is vulnerable to SCAs that utilize certain hardware features. SGX remote attestation allows PRIDWEN to accurately determine several hardware configurations, i.e., HT and Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation (IBRS). If a remote device turns on HT, an attestation verification report will contain CONFIGURATION_NEEDED in the isvEnclaveQuoteStatus field since API version 3 [65, 66]. PRIDWEN can leverage this information to selectively adopt mitigations for preventing hyperthread co-locations [25, 26]. Also, if a remote device does not install the microcode update for indirect branch control mechanisms, a remote attestation protocol will indicate GROUP_OUT_OF_DATE [67]. If users still want to securely run their code on such an outdated device, they can adopt software-based approaches [30] against speculative SCAs. Without learning such hardware information, unnecessary performance overhead might be paid for applying redundant protections. It is worth mentioning that updating microcode and changing HT configuration require system reboot in general; As a result, malicious system software cannot manipulate these hardware configurations during the execution of hardened programs.

4.2 PassManager

PassManager is in charge of selecting and integrating multiple mitigation schemes. PassManager provides a set of high-level APIs that allows developers of side-channel mitigation schemes to implement their instrumentation passes and plug them into the PRIDWEN loader. During the load time, PassManager 1) maintains a list of plugged-in passes, 2) determines the optimal set of passes for Synthesizer to execute, and 3) resolves the correct application order of each selected pass to avoid conflicts.

Pass APIs. Table 2 lists the high-level APIs for implementing instrumentation passes. For instrumentation, we expose all the hooks as APIs. To reflect the structure of a Wasm module, we classify the IR-level hooks into the granularity of functions, controls, and instructions. Each hook can obtain the information about the hooking IR instruction and the current states of compilation via the CompilerContext (CTX) data structure. For the native level, the hook should consult the information of the native instruction via the MachineInstr (MI) data structure, as the CompilerContext data structure does not track such information.

Pass selection and ordering. When being plugged into the PRIDWEN loader, each pass is associated with a configuration file that specifies the type of SCA to mitigate, hardware features or other passes that it depends on, and a list of passes incompatible with it. Each pass can also specify its weakly-dependent passes, which indicates that the pass depends on these weakly-dependent passes only when they are available. During the initialization phase, PassManager adds all the plugged-in passes into a pass queue. For better flexibility, PRIDWEN also allows a user to customize the pass queue by providing a pass selection policy (P), which contains descriptions of all plugged-in passes and their dependencies. We detail our implementation of a pass selection policy in §5.2.

To select the optimal set of passes, PassManager takes the following steps: 1) It consults Prober about the current hardware configuration. 2) It checks the dependency of each pass in the queue, and drops a pass if the required hardware feature is not available. 3) It checks the types of side channels that each active pass mitigates; if PassManager identifies more than one passes targeting the same SCA, it retains the one with the highest priority value specified in P. If not specified, it will first assign a priority value to each of them based on several criteria including performance overhead. 4) To determine the application procedure of active passes, PassManager builds a dependency graph of all the passes given the dependencies specified in P. Next, PassManager uses the topological order of the graph as the application order. PassManager may drop passes if their strong dependencies are not satisfied or incompatible passes are in the active pass set2. If all passes are independent, PassManager uses the order in the pass queue as the application order. Here we assume the graph contains no circular dependencies; otherwise, PRIDWEN will terminate the execution.

4.3 Synthesizer

Synthesizer uses load-time synthesis to dynamically generate a final binary hardened with the optimal set of mitigation passes (§4.2) for the current hardware configuration, and loads
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Hooking point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>onFunctionStart(CCTX *c)</td>
<td>Beginning of a function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onFunctionEnd(CCTX *c)</td>
<td>End of a function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onControlStart(CCTX *c)</td>
<td>Beginning of a control statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onControlEnd(CCTX *c)</td>
<td>End of a control statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onInstrStart(CCTX *c)</td>
<td>Before a IR-level instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onInstrEnd(CCTX *c)</td>
<td>After a IR-level instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onMachineInstrStart(CCTX *c, MI *i)</td>
<td>Before a native instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onMachineInstrEnd(CCTX *c, MI *i)</td>
<td>After a native instruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the binary into memory for execution. Synthesizer adopts a Wasm binary as the input, and takes three steps, i.e., parsing, compilation, and instrumentation, to achieve this goal. We extend the compilation chain to support both IR- and native-level instrumentation so that it is flexible enough to integrate various types of SCA mitigation schemes with PRIDWEN.

**Parsing.** In the parsing step, Synthesizer performs standard decoding on a Wasm binary and converts it into Wasm IR. During decoding, Synthesizer also validates the format of the binary with several checks (e.g., type checking of functions) to guarantee that the binary follows the specification. Any modification to the binary before parsing can thus easily result in an immediate rejection. For example, inserting an instruction that causes the inconsistency on the stack machine renders the binary invalid.

**Compilation.** To generate the native binary inside the enclave given Wasm IR, Synthesizer performs a single-pass compilation over each function (similar to the baseline compilation of SpiderMonkey [34] and V8 [68]). During the compilation of a function, Synthesizer virtually executes each instruction based on the execution model of the Wasm stack machine and generates the corresponding native code. Synthesizer also keeps track of the metadata about each value (e.g., actual location and data type) on the operand stack to help correctly generate the native code and facilitate type-checking. In addition to the operand stack, Synthesizer maintains a control stack that keeps track of the control flow of the function. Pushing a value to the control stack indicates the function initiates a new control statement (e.g., block, i.f, or loop instruction), while popping a value from the control stack implies reaching the end of the current statement (e.g., an end instruction). The control stack provides sufficient information for Synthesizer to resolve the target of a branch (e.g., a br instruction). After finishing the native code generation of all functions, Synthesizer performs relocation. This process patches all the unresolved address values in the native instructions, such as call and those for memory accesses.

**Instrumentation.** To support flexible instrumentation, we extend the design of the compilation to provide hooks at both IR- and native-level. For IR-level hooks, we place them both before and after the position that Synthesizer processes an IR instruction to support code insertion, modification, and deletion. For each hook, we provide sufficient information about the corresponding instruction and the states of the compilation at the given point, such as the operands and the control stacks. Since Synthesizer may generate more than one native instruction for a single IR instruction, we provide similar hooks at the native level (i.e., surrounding the generation of native instructions) to support mitigation schemes that require the information about native instructions. To support the insertion or the modification of native instructions that require relocation, we provide the option to mark such instructions with symbols. A symbol refers to a target location that allows Synthesizer to recognize and resolve it during the relocation phase.

**Reproducible synthesis.** Since both the compilation and instrumentation are deterministic, Synthesizer has a nice property: the synthesis process is reproducible. This property ensures that given the same Wasm code and hardware configuration, the same version of PRIDWEN loader always generates the same final binary.

### 4.4 Validator

The flexibility of instrumentation indicates that an instrumentation pass can arbitrarily modify the binary. Such modifications can potentially disturb the already applied instrumentation passes or break the binary itself. To avoid such cases, Validator supports *post-synthesis validation* to validate whether the synthesized executable is hardened as expected. Also, since the runtime behavior of PRIDWEN cannot be determined beforehand, Validator provides *final binary attestation* to allow users to remotely verify both the process of synthesis and the hardened binary before execution. Both post-synthesis validation and final binary attestation are necessary to ensure the correctness of the final binary. In addition, they are conducted only once before running the program, and thus will not affect the runtime performance.

**Post-synthesis validation.** In post-synthesis validation, Validator conducts static analysis over a synthesized binary. Unlike typical binary analysis that assumes a stripped binary, post-synthesis validation enables more sophisticated analyses by taking advantage of the metadata (e.g., the control-flow information) provided by Synthesizer. Post-synthesis validation takes in the form of validation passes coupled with each instrumentation pass. Based on the control-flow information, Validator executes validation passes at the basic-block level. Validator iterates through all functions in the binary and invokes a procedure implemented in each validation pass at the beginning of each basic block, which performs a series of checks based on the content of the basic block (i.e., raw bytes). For example, a procedure can determine whether specific instrumentation is applied based on pattern matching. If any of the validation passes fails, Validator rejects the binary. Optionally, the procedure can utilize other metadata such as the original IR instructions that map to the basic block to facilitate the analysis beyond binary scanning.

**Final binary attestation.** In addition to using remote attestation for hardware probing (§4.1), PRIDWEN uses remote attestation to attest the dynamically synthesized binary inside the enclave. SGX does not natively support the attestation of dynamic enclave content; instead, traditional remote attestation measures only the static code and data that are initially inside an enclave, which is used as a piece of evidence throughout the process of remote attestation. To attest dynamic content, PRIDWEN incorporates a two-step scheme that extends the attestation of static content.
We implement a prototype of PRIDWEN and establishes a secure channel [45]. Then, the user sends a Wasm binary p.wasm to PRIDWEN via the secure channel and PRIDWEN starts to synthesize the final binary based on the hardware configuration (hw_config) of the execution platform. In the second step, PRIDWEN sends the user: 1) the measurement of the synthesized binary p.code (i.e., the hash of native code blocks hash(p.code)) and 2) the hw_config. The user can then validate hash(p.code) thanks to a PRIDWEN’s property: reproducible synthesis (§4.3). With the reproducible synthesis, the user can validate the final binary based on both p.wasm and hw_config.

5 Implementation

We implement a prototype of PRIDWEN with 25k lines of C code on top of the Intel Linux SGX SDK 2.5.102. The size of PRIDWEN in binary is only 1.26 MiB, maintaining a slim footprint of trusted computing base (TCB). For native code generation, we implement an x86 backend to support the full Wasm instruction set.

Runtime support. Our prototype provides an Emscripten-compatible runtime support that allows to run fairly large, complex applications such as Lighttpd, as shown in §6. The application is directly compiled from unmodified C source code to a Wasm binary using the Emscripten compiler.

Attestation of synthesized binaries. Our prototype supports final binary attestation mentioned in §4.4. Also, the prototype provides a tool that allows users to locally validate the measurement of the synthesized binary.

5.1 Example Passes

To illustrate the capability and practicality of PRIDWEN, our prototype implementation integrates four SCA mitigation schemes (ASLR [43], Varys [26], T-SGX [24], and QSpectre [30]) into PRIDWEN using provided APIs, and simultaneously cover five important SCA surfaces (cache timing, page fault, HT, speculative execution, and static layout) (Table 3) based on the probed hardware configuration (§4.1). Although the four mitigation schemes were not originally introduced by this work, they are selected to demonstrate how to integrate existing mitigation techniques using PRIDWEN. Because the control-flow information (including the definition of basic blocks in the binary) is required by most of the passes, we implement a control-flow analysis pass to share the information with other passes, eliminating the overhead posed by repetitive analyses. PRIDWEN helps to prioritize hardware-assisted mitigations with lower overheads if the execution platform supports them (e.g., TSX for T-SGX), and safely avoid redundant countermeasures if the platform is free from the corresponding SCAs thanks to recent microcode or hardware updates [21, 22, 29, 69].

5.1.1 Example Pass #1: Fine-grained ASLR

Many SCAs rely on accurate memory layout information to improve the granularity of leaked information. Thus, PRIDWEN enables fine-grained ASLR by default, which randomizes the location of every basic block, as a general mitigation scheme against SCAs.

Integration. We adopt the similar compiler-level scheme from SGX-Shield [43] by inserting a jmp instruction at the end of every basic block. First, the pass uses the onControlStart and onControlEnd APIs (Table 2) to identify the structure of a basic block. Next, the pass inserts a jmp with a symbol that points to the succeeding basic block if it does not end with a jmp. The pass also updates the targets of other branches accordingly by using the onMachineInstrEnd API. Later, Synthesizer shuffles the placement of each basic block if the ASLR pass is enabled. During the relocation, the generated symbols allow Synthesizer to resolve the target of each branch to a basic block at a randomized location.

Post-synthesis validation. We integrate a validation pass that performs the following checks: 1) whether a basic block terminates with a jmp and 2) whether each branch points to the correct target based on the control-flow information.

5.1.2 Example Pass #2: T-SGX

SGX allows the OS to handle page faults. Page-fault SCAs [14] exploit this design decision by intentionally making enclave pages inaccessible and observing which pages are accessed. To defeat this SCA, T-SGX [24] hides page faults from the OS by running an enclave spitted as small code blocks inside TSX transactions. As a result, all page faults occurring during the execution are suppressed (i.e., not delivered to the OS).

Integration. Our T-SGX pass has cache usage and execution time analyzers for native instructions using the onMachineInstrEnd API. Based on the analysis results, the pass determines the scale of a code block. Next, the pass replaces branch instructions at the end of the block with the instructions redirecting to the springboard (i.e., a lea for saving the address of the next code block and a jmp to the springboard). Similar to the fine-grained ASLR pass, the T-SGX pass identifies basic blocks in the binary by using the onControlStart and onControlEnd APIs. To support the springboard, the pass places the springboard code before

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack surface</th>
<th>SW-only Mitigation</th>
<th>HW-assisted Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache timing</td>
<td>Interrupt (Varys)</td>
<td>Cache flushing (microcode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page fault</td>
<td>Interrupt (Varys)</td>
<td>T-SGX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>Co-location (Varys)</td>
<td>HT disabling (microcode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculative execution</td>
<td>QSpectre</td>
<td>IBRS (microcode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static layout</td>
<td>ASLR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Attack surfaces and software-only or hardware-assisted mitigation schemes PRIDWEN implements. CPUs with recent microcode update do not have some of the attack surfaces.
the entry function (e.g., main) of the binary by using the onFunctionStart API.

**Post-synthesis validation.** The validation pass for T-SGX checks 1) the presence of the springboard, 2) the presence of the instructions to jump to the springboard at the end of every code block, and 3) whether the target of the instructions in step 2 correctly points to the springboard. Optionally, the pass can re-analyze cache usage and execution time to ensure the correctness of the code splitting.

### 5.1.3 Example Pass #3: Varys

SCAs usually require frequent interrupts or HT to accurately identify the execution context (e.g., which pages are accessed) or to attack in-core cache and speculation units. Varys [26] is a software-based approach to detect such behaviors.

**High-frequency AEX detection and cache eviction.** Varys identifies the occurrence and frequency of interrupts during the enclave execution by analyzing AEXs. Specifically, whenever an AEX occurs, SGX updates the corresponding field in the SSA. Thus, by counting the number of instructions executed at every basic block and periodically polling the SSA, Varys can estimate the frequency of AEXs. In addition, Varys explicitly evicts cache lines upon detecting AEXs to mitigate cache-based SCAs.

**Co-location test.** To prevent scheduling victim and attack threads to the same HT core, Varys prepares a pair of SGX threads and checks whether they are in the same core via an L1-cache-based covert timing channel. Varys performs this co-location test whenever it observes an AEX.

**Integration.** PRIDWEN’s Varys pass inserts the checking code at the beginning of every basic block by using the onControlStart and onControlEnd APIs. Unlike the original Varys that counts the number the instructions at the LLVM IR level, our pass counts the number of native instructions with the help of the onMachineInstrEnd API. For the SSA polling routine, the pass inserts the code before the entry function of the binary via the onFunctionStart API. The pass also adds the co-location test code to the SSA polling routine (i.e., after detecting an AEX).

**Post-synthesis validation.** The validation pass verifies 1) the presence of the checking code, 2) the correctness of the instruction number added to the counter, 3) the presence of the SSA polling code, and 4) whether the target of the call in the checking code points to the SSA polling routine.

### 5.1.4 Example Pass #4: QSpectre

One software-based approach to mitigate the Spectre attack is to use serializing instructions (e.g., lfence) to prevent the CPU from speculatively executing instructions beyond the intended placements. Following this idea, Microsoft Visual Studio has adopted a compiler-based scheme, QSpectre [30], which finds potentially vulnerable code patterns and inserts lfence instructions During compilation.

**Integration.** Instead of inserting lfence instructions based on pattern matching, which can be bypassed [70], PRIDWEN’s instrumentation pass for QSpectre adopts a simple, yet effective strategy: inserting lfence instructions to all if-else structures. More concretely, the pass inserts an lfence instruction right after the conditional branch in the code of an if-else structure. This pass uses the onMachineInstrEnd API and determines if a conditional branch is in an if-else structure by consulting the CompilerContext data structure.

**Post-synthesis validation.** The validation pass simply checks the presence of the lfence instruction in every if-else structure.

### 5.2 Pass Coordination

PassManager selects the optimal set of passes and resolves potential conflicts following the steps mentioned in §4.2. To incorporate the four passes into PRIDWEN, we specify the pass selection policy $P$ (shown in Figure 3). Note that the policy $P$ is just an example; PRIDWEN can transparently support any developer-provided policies by design.

**Pass selection.** First, PassManager selects all feasible passes according to hardware dependencies. For example, it selects the QSpectre pass if IBRS is disabled and HT is enabled (Line 13). Next, it prunes passes that target overlapping SCAs based on the priority. We prioritize T-SGX (hardware-based) over Varys (software-based) in $P$ such that if PassManager has selected the T-SGX pass because TSX is available, it will omit the Varys pass. Then, PassManager checks the unprocessed
passes in \( P \) and includes those whose dependencies are all satisfied (e.g., co-location test for T-SGX co-test-tsgx), or without any dependency (e.g., ASLR).

**Pass ordering.** Based on the dependencies specified in \( P \), PassManager also determines the order of applying passes to resolve potential conflicts among them. For example, the ASLR and T-SGX passes can compete with each other to instrument branches at the end of basic blocks. To avoid such conflicts, a weak dependency between the two passes is indicated in \( P \) (Line 3). Accordingly, PRIDWEN serves the ASLR pass first and then applies the T-SGX pass with slight modification (e.g., instrument jmps inserted by the ASLR pass to make it point to the T-SGX springboard). Also, PRIDWEN must apply the T-SGX co-location test pass co-test-tsgx after the T-SGX pass itself to correctly insert the testing code at the springboard, which is indicated in \( P \) as a strong dependency (Line 8). As passes without dependencies (e.g., QSpectre) can be applied at anytime, PRIDWEN simply applies them after serving passes with dependencies.

### 6 Evaluation

We evaluate PRIDWEN on successful mitigation of individual targeted SCAs (§6.1), the semantic correctness of the input Wasm program (§6.2), the performance characteristics of the PRIDWEN loader (§6.3), and the performance overhead of PRIDWEN-synthesized binaries (§6.4).

**Experiment setup.** We ran all the experiments on a machine with a 4-core Intel i7-6700K CPU (Skylake microarchitecture) operating at 4 GHz with 32 KiB L1 and 256 KiB L2 private caches, an 8 MiB L3 shared cache, and 64 GiB of RAM. The machine was running Linux kernel 4.15. The PRIDWEN loader is compiled with gcc 5.4.0 and executed on top of the Intel Linux SGX SDK 2.5.102.

**Applications and test suites.** We use three real-world applications or libraries (Lighttpd 1.4.48 [71], libjpeg 9a [72], and SQLite 3.21.0 [73]) as a macro-benchmark suite representing large, complex applications, as well as a micro-benchmark suite, PolyBenchC [74]. The benchmark suite consists of 23 small C programs with only numerical computations (i.e., no syscall) that are used to evaluate the runtime performance of just-in-time compiled Wasm binaries against native C binaries [34]. We compile the original source code of each micro- or macro-benchmark program into Wasm using Emscripten [42], an LLVM-based compiler. We also directly port all of the programs using SGX SDK to serve as baseline versions. We use the official Wasm specification test suite [44] to test the correctness of the synthesis of PRIDWEN (§6.2).

**Methodology.** For each run of experiments, we take the compiled Wasm binaries as input to PRIDWEN. To evaluate PRIDWEN-synthesized binaries with distinct sets of defense schemes enforced, we manually configure PRIDWEN before each run. We use BASE to represent the configuration of baseline compilation (i.e., synthesis without instrumentation) and the name of defense schemes to represent the configuration of enforcing the corresponding schemes. For example, TSGX indicates the configuration with T-SGX enforced. For the ease of comparing Varys and T-SGX, the rest of the section uses VARYS, to represent its original design with the co-location test, respectively. QSpectre or QS represent QSpectre. To measure the execution time of each application, we use the rdtsc instruction via an OCall inside an enclave. The reported results are averaged over 10 runs.

#### 6.1 Security Analysis

In addition to statically checking the enforcement of each mitigation scheme via validation passes, we also manually verify whether the integrated versions of example passes are effective and compatible by running simplified SCAs against them and building a test suite (§6.2). After hardening a test binary over the SCA surfaces with different combinations, we introduce frequent page faults and interrupts, manipulate processor affinity, and run a simple Spectre attack [19]. We confirm that the T-SGX pass suppresses page faults during runtime, the Varys pass detects frequent interrupts and thread co-location (if HT is enabled), and the QSpectre pass disrupts speculation (if IBRS is disabled). In addition, combining the ASLR pass and frequent interrupt detection (the Varys pass) can effectively mitigate or slow down an attacker’s attempts to infer the fine-grained memory layout.

#### 6.2 Correctness

To validate whether the synthesized program behaves as expected, we use the official Wasm specification test suite [44], which provides comprehensive test cases for all Wasm instructions. The test suite consists of 73 programs. Each program includes a set of functions and test cases that specify the expected outputs with given inputs. We ran the test suite on PRIDWEN with all hardening configurations and reported the results in terms of pass or fail on each program. In addition to the test suite, we also record intermediate values of all benchmark programs (by manually inserting printf) for both baseline and PRIDWEN-synthesized version and compare them.

**Results.** The results show that programs with all hardening configurations successfully pass all the test cases, which indicates that 1) the baseline compilation of PRIDWEN (BASE) faithfully follows the specification of Wasm, and 2) the enforcement of schemes does not modify the behavior of the program. Moreover, there is no difference when comparing intermediate values between BASE and the synthesized binaries.

#### 6.3 Performance of PRIDWEN

To show both runtime and memory overheads of the PRIDWEN loader, we measured the execution time that PRIDWEN takes to generate native C binaries and the additional memory that it allocates during the entire process (by
hooking malloc). To demonstrate the impact on the size of input, we used one small (2mm, 52 kB) and one large (1lighttpd, 462 kB) Wasm binaries as inputs. We also ran experiments with different configurations of PRIDWEN to show the impact of enforcing different mitigations. As the co-location test depends on either T-SGX or Varys and requires only adding a piece of code to each scheme, we do not include it the test in the selected configurations. Note that the overhead only needs to be paid once during the first initialization and synthesis.

The results are shown in Figure 4. We divide each bar into three parts: the initialization stage (blue), the synthesis stage (green), and additional overhead when the ASLR is enforced on top of the corresponding configuration (red). The initialization stage includes the time spent on hardware probing, PassManager initialization, and Wasm parsing. The synthesis stage represents the time spent on compilation and instrumentation in Synthesizer.

**Runtime performance.** For the runtime overhead (Figure 4), it is clear that given the same program, the execution time of the initialization stage is fixed regardless of the configurations. For the large program, PRIDWEN spends more time during the initialization stage, which is mostly due to the process of parsing the Wasm binary; however, the proportion of the execution time spent in the initialization stage decreases, which indicates that PRIDWEN spends more time on the synthesis stage for the large program. Also, enabling ASLR for the large program incurs higher overhead since it has more basic blocks. In addition, enforcing more schemes incurs higher overheads as expected. Overall, the one-time overhead of PRIDWEN is acceptable (less than 500 ms for the large program).

**Memory overhead.** For the memory overhead (Figure 4), the results show that PRIDWEN requires a fixed amount of memory during the initialization stage for the same program. PRIDWEN requires more memory for the large program, since the majority of the required memory is used to store the IR of the input program during the parsing process. We also observe similar memory requirements for PRIDWEN with the BASE configuration in the synthesis stage, since it needs more memory to maintain the metadata during compilation for the large program. Also, enabling ASLR on top of BASE incurs the highest overhead. The reason is that the instrumentation passes of each scheme all depend on the pass that manages the control-flow graph (CFG) information. As the ASLR pass can share the CFG information with other passes and can directly reuse such information during runtime, enabling ASLR on top of them incurs less overhead; when enabling just ASLR in BASE, it needs to generate the CFG information itself, resulting in a large memory overhead. Note that the memory overhead is only imposed once before the execution of the synthesized binary; thus it does not affect the memory usage of the binary in run-time.

### 6.4 Performance of Synthesized Binaries

We measure the runtime and memory overheads of PRIDWEN-synthesized binaries. We compare the results with those of native C binaries ported directly into SGX enclaves. In addition, we measure the performance overhead of the PRIDWEN-synthesized version of the defense schemes by comparing the results with those of the BASE configuration, and match it to that of the original implementations (i.e., the overhead indicated in the original papers). We confirm that the overheads are mainly inherited from the original design of the countermeasures; PRIDWEN only imposes minimal amount of overheads in the binaries.

**Runtime performance.** Figure 5 shows the results of running the PolybenchC with the BASE configuration, which are normalized to the execution time of the native C programs. Our results indicate that PRIDWEN-synthesized binaries have negligible slowdown or are even faster than the native C binaries, without any mitigation schemes enforced. The execution time of PRIDWEN-synthesized binaries are $0.7 \times -1.0 \times$ of that of the native C binaries. Likewise, the very initial evaluation [34] of the in-browser Wasm compiler reports similar execution overhead results on PolybenchC programs ($0.5 \times -1.4 \times$ of that of native C). The runtime performance of PRIDWEN-synthesized Wasm programs is comparable to or even better than that of C programs. This might be due to the small size of PolybenchC programs, with only numerical computations. Therefore, the synthesized Wasm programs are fairly compact and similar to native binaries. Furthermore, the difference between compilers (i.e., Emscripten and GCC) may also contribute to the results. When programs get more complex, performance overhead increases as their Wasm forms
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![Figure 4: The top and bottom figures show runtime overheads and memory overheads, respectively, of PRIDWEN on program synthesis.](image1)

![Figure 5: The runtime performance of PRIDWEN-synthesized Wasm programs compared to native C binaries.](image2)
no longer maintain the similarity to native binaries (e.g., the number of instructions with one-to-many mappings grows).

Figure 6 demonstrates the results of running PolybenchC with defense schemes enforced. The bar on the figure represents the relative execution time of the program to the BASE configuration. ASLR incurs various overheads due to different numbers of randomized basic blocks being executed, which is not cache-friendly. Similarly, QSpectre also incurs various but smaller overheads, which result from the number of lfence instructions being executed.

Regarding T-SGX and V ARYS, TSGX incurs less overhead than V ARYS does. Especially, V ARYS suffers from high overhead when it needs to check AEXs inside a loop structure (see an example in Appendix B). V ARYS cannot avoid this issue without compromising its security guarantees. In contrast, TSGX supports loop optimization, which puts an entire loop into single transaction when possible.

Memory overhead. Figure 6 shows how much memory each mitigation demands on top of the binaries with BASE. On average, the memory overheads of the synthesized binaries are about 1.2× compared to the baseline binaries, which is moderate.

Real-world applications. We use three real-world applications as case studies to show that PRIDWEN provides sufficient support for large, complex programs. In addition to the Lighttpd (a web server), the other two applications are based on libjpeg and SQLite libraries. The libjpeg application supports both compressing and decompressing a jpeg image and the SQLite application supports basic database operations, including insert, select, update, and delete. We use the HTTP benchmarking tool, wrk, for evaluating the throughputs of the Lighttpd. For the other two applications, we measure the execution time of each supported operation and report the average values over 10 runs.

Figure 7 shows the results of Lighttpd. The slowdown of BASE is 1.5× to the native version. TSGX incurs less overheads compared to V ARYS (1.9× versus 2.6×), demonstrating the advantage of hardware-assisted mitigation schemes over software-only ones. ASLR incurs significant overhead because Lighttpd has a large number of small-sized basic blocks; This shortens the gap between TSGX and V ARYS when they are enforced with ASLR. When enforcing multiple mitigation schemes, the slowdown of Lighttpd is up to 4.6× compared to the native binary.

Figure 8 presents the performance of libjpeg and SQLite applications. We use stacked bars to represent the incurred overheads when applying the optimal set of mitigations on top of a viable hardware configuration. The runtime overhead of BASE is 1.2×–1.7× compared to the native versions. The overheads of individual mitigation schemes are similar to the results of PolyBenchC presented in Figure 6 (e.g., TSGX in-
curs less overheads than VARYS). The average slowdown of hardware-assisted mitigation schemes is $1.9 \times$ while that of software-only mitigation schemes is $3.4 \times$. Depending on hardware configurations, hardware-assisted mitigation schemes are $2.1 \times$–$5.4 \times$ faster than software-only ones.

Again, as PRIDWEN only aims to integrate multiple mitigation techniques, most of the performance overheads are inherited from the original design of the countermeasures, while PRIDWEN itself does not impose significant overheads.

7 Discussion

Adding new defenses to PRIDWEN. PRIDWEN is designed with future scenarios in mind. Thanks to the high-level instrumentation APIs provided by PRIDWEN (Table 2), new instrumentation-based defense techniques can be easily added to PRIDWEN as a pass. PRIDWEN pass APIs offer different instrumentation granularity with sufficient information about the corresponding instruction on both IR- and native-level, which should meet all instrumentation needs. We recommend to develop new defenses directly with PRIDWEN to save the hassle of replacing heterogeneous instrumentation APIs with PRIDWEN versions during integration. The developer will also need to provide the type of side-channel attack targeted by the new defense, and the possible dependency on specific hardware features or existing techniques in the pass selection policy. This allows Prober and PassManager to resolve potential incompatibility issues and conflicts, and correctly enforce the new defense. Compared to the effort needed to write a new pass, writing a pass selection policy should be much simpler.

Upgrade PRIDWEN. Modern hardware is evolving quickly with updated features useful for security purposes and PRIDWEN is designed to keep up with the hardware evolution. It is necessary for PRIDWEN to allow probing of new hardware features for defense techniques built with such features. The probing logic for the specific hardware feature will need to be added by PRIDWEN developers using either exception-based instruction probing or trusted remote attestation (§4.1) to bypass untrusted privileged software. Novel and secure techniques are also welcomed to probe the hardware capability of the platform. We hope that PRIDWEN can motivate hardware manufacturers to provide official secure probing helpers for hardware features. Upgrade of PRIDWEN is the effort of both the hardware and the software communities. The power of PRIDWEN is truly unleashed when equipped with the most updated inclusion of hardware features and mitigation schemes.

The recent SmashEx attack [75]. A recent paper presents the SmashEx attack targeting the SGX SDKs; the targeted SDKs do not properly handle re-entrancy in their asynchronous exception handling logic, which allows the attacker to compromise the integrity of the SSA region and modify GPRSGX.RIP. PRIDWEN is built on top of the trusted Intel SGX SDK. The vulnerability of asynchronous exception handling in SGX (SmashEx) is rooted in the SGX SDK, and it was already mitigated by recent patches [76, 77]. That is, the enclave-specific SSA that hosts the GPRSGX.RIP cannot be compromised with the attack in the latest SDK. PRIDWEN should work with the latest SGX SDK because it does not heavily rely on or modify a certain SDK version.

Program synthesis on the cloud side vs. the user side. PRIDWEN makes the design decision of conducting program synthesis on the cloud side to minimize the extra effort required for preparation on the user side. An alternative solution would be deploying a dedicated program on the cloud to report the hardware configuration back to the user, then the user in return synthesizes and caches the hardened binary themselves and sends the binary to the cloud for deployment. Synthesizing and caching the binaries of different configurations at the user side can save compilation cost on the cloud side; however, this puts more burden on the user. In addition, it would be difficult to update the binaries on the cloud side when the configuration changes, since the server has to wait for the user to compile and transmit the updated version. In contrast, when the configuration on the server is changed (e.g., after reboot), PRIDWEN automatically re-synthesizes the application and applies the change upon restarting. It is also possible to optimize PRIDWEN in a similar way by caching the synthesized programs of different configurations on the cloud side to reduce the compilation overhead.

8 Conclusion

PRIDWEN is a framework to dynamically synthesize a secure SGX program that is optimally hardened against various SCAs simultaneously, while preventing any deployability, redundancy, or incompatibility problem. To overcome the restrictions of the static deployment model of SGX, PRIDWEN adopts Wasm as the IR, and supports smooth integrations of instrumentation passes for both hardware-assisted and software-only mitigations. PRIDWEN selects an optimal set of mitigations to be applied at runtime according to the hardware configurations of the target platform, and provides means for the user to validate and attest the final synthesized binary. We implement a prototype of PRIDWEN, which integrates four SCA defenses. Through extensive evaluation, we show that PRIDWEN efficiently hardens SGX programs with chosen defenses, while incurring moderate performance overhead.
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A Additional Related Work

**In-enclave loader.** Researchers study in-enclave loaders to enhance the security and deployability of Intel SGX. For the security, several loaders leverage randomization and encryption. SGX-Shield [43] loads SGX applications while...
Figure 9: The comparison of Varys and T-SGX on a loop structure.

enforcing fine-grained ASLR. VC3 [78] and SGXElide [79] deploy encrypted SGX code while decrypting it within an enclave. Obfuscuro [31] obfuscates SGX code with Oblivious RAM. For the deployability, some loaders abstract the interface between SGX code and the outside. Ryoan [80] implements a two-way sandbox to securely execute untrusted code inside an enclave. Haven [81], Graphene-SGX [82], and SGX-LKL [83] run a library OS inside an enclave to executed unmodified programs. Similarly, SCONE [84] abstracts system call interfaces and Panoply [85] abstracts POSIX interfaces to run unmodified programs with SGX. Unlike these approaches, PRIDWEN focuses on how to instrument SGX applications according to the hardware features to improve their security.

SGX and Wasm. To the best of our knowledge, there are a few initial efforts to execute Wasm interpreters inside an enclave. Rust-SGX [36] can be configured to use Wasm as a backend. Se-Lambda [37] executes serverless functions written in Wasm inside an enclave. Also, Intel and Red Hat are developing Wasm runtime for SGX [38, 39]. However, unlike PRIDWEN, these approaches only run existing Wasm interpreters without improving their functionalities.

Wasm instrumentation. Other studies also instrument Wasm binaries to detect security attacks. SEISMIC [40] instruments Wasm binaries to inject an inline monitor for detecting cryptojacking. Wasabi [41] is a Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) tool that statically instruments Wasm binaries to inject hooks and dynamically runs JavaScript-based analysis code on them to find potential bugs. However, unlike PRIDWEN, they do not consider instrumenting native binaries compiled from Wasm binaries, which is necessary to adopt low-level security mitigations sensitive to machine code.

B Loop Comparison: Varys vs. T-SGX

The comparison of Varys and T-SGX on a loop structure is shown in Figure 9.
**Abstract**

Executing complex, memory-intensive deep learning inference services poses a major challenge for serverless computing frameworks, which would densely deploy and maintain inference models at high throughput. We observe the excessive memory consumption problem in serverless inference systems, due to the large-sized models and high data redundancy.

We present TETRIS, a serverless platform catered to inference services with an order of magnitude lower memory footprint. TETRIS’s design carefully considers the extensive memory sharing of runtime and tensors. It supports minimizing the runtime redundancy through a combined optimization of batching and concurrent execution and eliminates tensor redundancy across instances from either the same or different functions using a lightweight and safe tensor mapping mechanism. Our comprehensive evaluation demonstrates that TETRIS saves up to 93% memory footprint for inference services, and increases the function density by 30× without impairing the latency.

**1 Introduction**

Serverless computing has seen its popularity explode in recent years, due to the ease of use, cost efficiency, resource management-free, and autoscaling advantages. Serverless inference, i.e., deploying deep learning (DL) inference services atop a serverless platform, is continuously adopted in the backend of the internet of things (IoT), mobile and web applications [1, 6, 11, 65, 74]. Some typical explorations include the Amazon Alexa [5], Facebook Messenger bot [49], and Netflix media transformation [38].

Inference services are commonly memory-intensive, consuming a substantial amount of memory throughout the computation. If performing inference in a serverless environment, we find that the current serverless platforms (e.g., AWS Lambda [2]) do not support inference computation well. First, they cannot accommodate large inference models. For example, AWS Lambda limits the memory footprint of functions to ≤10GB [2], whereas the recent MT-NLG language model [36] even needs 2TB memory to load its 530 billion parameters. Second, these platforms cause a significant waste of memory resources. The “one-to-one mapping policy” of request to function instance by commercial platforms [2] introduces significant memory redundancy. The memory footprint of language runtime, libraries, and even tensors is repeated across function instances. On the other hand, serverless functions are usually short-lived. While the CPU processing of inference requests takes only a short time (e.g., 75% execute for less than 10 seconds in Microsoft Azure [60]), the memory is kept occupied without working for long due to the early reservation or keep-alive caching after completion (e.g., 15-60 minutes in AWS Lambda) [20, 58, 60]. Hence, how to improve the memory efficiency of serverless inference has become a crucial problem.

To reduce the memory footprint, prior works have proposed the runtime sharing method [16] (Figure 1), i.e., multiple requests share the same function instance runtime with increased instance concurrency. In serverless inference, runtime sharing can also be enabled through batching, which aggregates multiple inputs into a single batch submission for more efficient execution [1, 71, 74]. We study the memory footprint of serverless inference and observe that the tensor redundancy problem (i.e., tensors in the computational graphs of infer-
ence models are highly duplicated across function instances) still severely degrades memory efficiency. Such duplication is commonly caused by either replicated function instances or identical parts generated by pervasive pre-trained models or transfer learning [15, 52, 61, 62, 73]. We summarize 768 machine learning (ML) models utilized by 58.com, the China’s largest local life service website, finding that tensor redundancy exists in 67.5% of natural language processing models, 26.7% of image classification models, 30.1% of recommendation models.

The tensor redundancy problem can be mitigated through operating system kernel-level page merging methods (e.g., [3, 33, 47]), which scan for duplicate content in the memory and merge the content into a single physical page. However, they incur nonnegligible scanning overhead (e.g., 5 minutes scanning time) and thereby work well only for deduplicating fairly static memory pages, contradicting with short-lived nature of serverless functions. Since the scanning process occurs after applications are loaded, they cannot neither accelerate the function startup nor solve the startup failure problem caused by the out-of-memory (OOM) error. Moreover, their implementations require modifications to the operating system kernel, which is heavy and may introduce risks of side-channel attacks [42].

In this paper, we explore improving the memory efficiency of serverless inference system through both runtime-level sharing and tensor-level sharing. As illustrated in Figure 1, the colocated function instances share tensor-memory pages with identical content. Tensor sharing introduces several challenges that need to be addressed. (1) Non-harming performance: The sharing method should not impair the inference latency. (2) Safe sharing: The sharing process should not introduce data leakage risks. (3) First-time sharing: The sharing method should start working as soon as the inference functions are activated, to accelerate the function startup and reduce the OOM errors. (4) Low overhead: The sharing method should be lightweight for easy integration with serverless frameworks, and transparent to tenants.

To overcome these challenges, we build TETRIS, a domain-specific serverless platform that caters to DL inference as backend-as-a-service (BaaS) offerings with high memory efficiency. For example, after using TETRIS, the memory footprint of the LaBSE model (a multilingual BERT embedding model [18]) reduces from 1.97GB to merely 141.7MB, and the instance density also increases from 64 to 911 per 128GB-server without any modifications to the model. TETRIS provides a complete solution for the memory bottleneck problem in serverless inference through automating runtime sharing, tensor sharing, memory reclaiming, and instance scheduling. It enables tensor sharing through a user-space page deduplication method, which has no pollution to the underlying systems and is thus incredibly lightweight and easy to implement. It is also highly efficient and supports to guarantee the Service Level Objectives (SLOs). DL developers would significantly benefit from TETRIS, as it can save tremendous memory as well as monetary costs, or the freed memory can be reused for other purposes like caching.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We observe the tensor redundancy problem in serverless inference systems and propose the corresponding tensor sharing idea for memory efficiency.
- We design a lightweight, user-space tensor mapping-based sharing method, eliminating the tensor redundancy problem in serverless inference systems.
- We implement a prototype system of TETRIS, which is built with the open-source OpenFaaS [17] and TensorFlow Serving [51], supporting memory sharing, memory reclaiming, and instance scheduling.
- We extensively evaluate TETRIS using a comprehensive set of benchmarks and production workloads. The experimental results reveal that TETRIS can save up to 93% of memory and increase the function density by 30×, compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We study the data redundancy problem in serverless inference (§2), and use the findings to guide the design (§3) and implementation (§4) of TETRIS. We then evaluate the performance of TETRIS (§5), discuss related work (§6), and conclude (§7).

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Inference on Serverless

The use of machine learning is divided into two phases: training and inference. While model parameters are continuously updated throughout the training phase, they remain fixed during the inference phase. In DL frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow), models are organized as computational graphs, and data in the graph are stored as tensors. The nodes represent operators or variables and edges denote the direction in which the tensor flows. In particular, the variable nodes of parameters and intermediate tensors produced on edges consume the most memory. The parameterized tensors may also be identical across different models, due to the pervasive usage of pretraining and transfer learning. As an example, we investigate the VGGish-based audio classification models that assist the telephone customer service in the local life service website, which are used for detecting various noises, non-human voices, dialects, etc. We find that these models share the bottom embedding layers, accounting for over 90% of the model parameters.

In serverless inference, each deep learning model is typically deployed into a separate function instance (e.g., a Docker container [45]). The function instances automatically scale in or out according to the fluctuation of requests. In the case of scaling out, an identical instance is created and its runtime, library, and model parameters are loaded into the memory repeatedly.
2.2 Motivations

To improve memory efficiency, we study the memory footprint of typical serverless inference models. The benchmarks are selected from TensorFlow Hub [22], with an average of 6.8k downloads. All of them are implemented and deployed on an OpenFaaS [17] testbed (Table 3).

Observation #1: Memory-intensive startup: The loading of massive model parameters dominates the inference function instance startup.

The memory footprint of an inference process can be divided into the following sections: program code, libraries, the model (for loading parameters in the form of tensors), the function call stack, intermediate tensors (i.e., generated at runtime) and the network buffers (i.e., allocated for receiving function requests). The model itself consumes the majority of memory.

We measure the memory consumption of different types of inference models at runtime and present the results in Figure 2(b). The model parameters occupy a major portion of all memory consumption (e.g., for VGG19, storing the parameter tensors accounts for more than 93% of the total memory consumption). We also compile a list of 625 machine learning models from TensorFlow Hub [22] and analyze their compressed model file sizes (Figure 3). In addition, 42% of the compressed model file sizes surpass 100MB, such as the popular text-embedding model universal sentence encoder (downloaded 1.4M times), which has a compressed model size of 0.89GB and consumes 1.72GB memory at runtime. Typically, the text processing models employing large embedding layers are substantially larger than the image, audio, and video processing models.

Observation #2: Memory-intensive computing: The inference computation requires a substantial amount of memory, with the model parameters consuming the most.

The DL inference functions require numerous model parameters to load at startup, typically saved in a serialized model file. In particular, before the function can conduct the inference, the model loading thread continuously reads the parameter tensors from the disk and then deserializes and populates them into the corresponding node in the computational graph. With the memory page cache enabled to accelerate the startup, we measure the time of the three phases during request processing (Figure 2(a)): sandbox and runtime initialization, model loading, and inference computation. The function startup time is significantly longer than the inference computation time. Especially in the Bert-QA model case (with 1,300MB parameters), only 3.73% of the time is spent on computation. Even for the small model of Resnet50 (with 102MB parameters), the inference computation time still only accounts for 13.37%. If merely considering the startup, the majority of time is further spent on loading model parameters. For example, the ratios exceed 89% for both Electra and Bert-QA.

Observation #3: Runtime redundancy: The inference runtime is replicated in memory due to the multilaunched instances.

Multilaunched instances lead to duplicated runtime memory consumption. The memory footprint can be reduced by packing multiple requests into an instance for sharing the runtime resources (e.g., ML model, framework, and network buffers.). In serverless inference, runtime sharing can be implemented in two ways: batching and concurrent execution. Given the same benchmarks and resource configurations, we evaluate the inference latency under both implementations. Figure 4 illustrates that both implementations increase the latency significantly: batching increases the latency due to the increased computing load, whereas concurrent execution increases latency due to the increased resource contention among threads, i.e., as concurrent requests compete for the computing threads in TensorFlow, the interleaved computation of operators increases the average latency.

We further measure memory consumption under various combinations of batching and concurrency (Figure 5). In par-
ticular, we generate a constant 200 requests per second (RPS) toward DenseNet169 [30] and Lstm [27] and specify their latency SLOs at 200ms and 30ms, respectively. After omitting combinations that do not guarantee the SLOs, we find that solely increasing either the concurrency or batch size leads to sub-optimal memory efficiency. For DenseNet169, increasing only the batch size quickly causes SLO violations due to the long waiting time in the batch queue, whereas increasing the concurrency does not. For the Lstm model, a larger batch size (batchsize = 6) achieves the least memory consumption under the SLO guarantee. As various combinations of batch size and concurrency may lead to completely different memory efficiency, selecting the best among them is essential.

Figure 5: Normalized memory consumption of function instances under various combinations of batch size and concurrency.

Observation #4: Tensor redundancy: The tensors of the constants, model parameters, are extensively replicated across function instances.

Besides the runtime redundancy, parameterized tensors are also replicated across instances from the same function, i.e., tensor redundancy. We summarize 768 DL models at 58.com, finding that tensor redundancy also commonly exists across distinct functions. There are presently 27 business lines in 58.com, including jobs, housing, vehicles, cellphones, home services, resumes, etc. These businesses have common demands on DL inferences (e.g., image, text, video, and audio processing) but with different datasets (e.g., pictures of houses, cars, people, and smartphones). Primarily, there are two scenarios that cause tensor redundancy across distinct functions [15, 40, 52, 61, 62, 73]:

(1) Multi-versioned functions. In production scenarios, a DL model is frequently reused directly in various business contexts. As online web services have strict latency requirements (e.g., < 100 milliseconds), models with pipeline dependencies are commonly deployed together within a function to avoid the excessive network communications. In such cases, although these pipelines vary across businesses, tensors within the shared models stay identical. For example, the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) pipeline and the image moderation pipeline share the same text line identification and recognition models (e.g., Resnet), whereas the image moderation pipeline incorporates an extra model for keyword detection. Moreover, DL models are also commonly deployed with specific pre- and post-processing modules for processing data in different formats, thus generating multi-versioned model pipelines.

(2) Pretraining & transfer learning. It refers to training a model with massive datasets for one task, where the learned parameters could be reused in other related tasks. In such way, new models could significantly benefit from prior knowledge to accomplish new tasks rather than from scratch. At 58.com, pre-trained models or transfer learning are widely used for reducing development costs. For example, in the house leasing business, webchats are recorded and different DL models are called to identify the status of the landlord (e.g., whether the house was leased) and tenant (e.g., a genuine renter or housing agent) respectively. In the telephone customer services, there are also distinct models to assess the recruitment, rental and housekeeping intentions of users, respectively. These models with similar tasks are all built from a pretrained Bert model. Instead of fine-tuning all parameters of a model, it is common to directly reuse partial parameters and only fine-tune a small set of model layers for two reasons: (i) It is able to significantly decrease the training overheads of similar downstream tasks, enabling rapid development; (ii) Fine-tuning the whole model may result in overfitting if the target dataset is small and the number of parameters is huge [23, 28, 34, 44, 48]. It even improves the accuracy in case of insufficient training samples (e.g., sporadic noises). For example in the advertising business, a Resnet50 model with only the top layers retrained achieves an accuracy of > 98% in classifying QR codes.

It is highly empirical to determine which layers should be reused in practice. For tasks like sentiment classification, reusing the initial 12-16 layers of Bert even outperforms fine-tuning all layers on the SST-2 dataset [39]. The VGGish-based audio classification model for detecting noises with retained bottom embedding layers also achieves an accuracy of > 93%. Table 1 summarizes the representative deep learning models used for image, text, and audio processing in our website, as well as their applications, potential redundant parts and redundancy ratios.

Table 1: Tensor redundancy at 58.com.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Domains</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative Models</strong></td>
<td>Resnet50</td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>VGGish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EfficientNet</td>
<td>Roberta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>Albert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applications</strong></td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondhand Trading</td>
<td>Text Summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redundant Part</strong></td>
<td>Bottom Layers</td>
<td>Embeddings</td>
<td>Embeddings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Redundancy Ratio | >70% | >71% | >90% |

Observation #5: Cache redundancy: Both the runtime and tensor redundancy are exacerbated by the widespread usage of in-memory caches in both the serverless platform and DL library.

To alleviate the cold-start overhead, serverless platforms [20, 60] often keep function alive and warm after the execution.
is finished (a.k.a. caching). Caching exacerbates the runtime and tensor redundancy problem.

Moreover, caching also exists in DL frameworks. For example, TensorFlow makes use of high-performance computing libraries, such as MKL-DNN [32] to accelerate the execution of computational graphs. The internal tensor representation of TensorFlow is not identical to MKL-DNN when performing operations such as convolutions; thus, the convolutional kernel data in TensorFlow format must be converted into MKL-DNN format. These converted parameters are usually cached in memory for subsequent usage [4] (e.g., 87.7% of parameters are cached for Resnet50). Hence, these caches also increase tensor redundancy.

2.3 Implications

Due to the memory-intensive nature of startup and computing in DL inference (Observation 1 and Observation 2), the main memory can be easily and massively harvested in serverless inference systems. Reducing the memory footprint of serverless inference needs to be addressed immediately. We study the in-memory data redundancy in serverless inference systems, and observe that the redundancy problem primarily derives from three aspects: runtime redundancy (Observation 3), tensor redundancy (Observation 4) and cache redundancy (Observation 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Comparision of existing systems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensor sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Func. Cache sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-harming perf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-time sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.F. Running level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impl. difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior works [3, 16, 33, 47, 71] have proposed reducing the in-memory data redundancy through page merging or runtime sharing (Table 2). The page merging methods, such as KSM [3, 33, 47], support memory-saving deduplication through searching and merging equal physical pages of memory. However, it is a Linux kernel-level feature; therefore, its implementation is relatively difficult. It also does not support first-time sharing during the startup of function instances. Runtime sharing can be enabled through either concurrent execution (e.g., Photon [16]) or batching (e.g., INFless [71]). However, they only partially solve the runtime redundancy problem and their optimal combination is still worth further exploration. Moreover, the tensor redundancy and cache redundancy still exist and severely degrade the memory efficiency.

3 System Design

In this section, we present the design of TETRIS.

3.1 System Overview

The insight of **TETRIS** is that memory efficiency can be improved through the combined optimization of tensor sharing and runtime sharing. Figure 6 illustrates the overall architecture of TETRIS, which enables runtime sharing through its scaling and scheduling engine and supports tensor sharing through the agent in each container and the tensor store in each server. When a developer submits a trained DL model to the platform, TETRIS extracts the tensor information (including tensor sizes and hash values) and profiles the inference latency under various batch sizes and concurrency settings. The tensor information is used for directing tensor sharing, and the profiles are used by the scaling and scheduling module to determine the best runtime sharing configuration.

When the user submits requests to the gateway, the scaling and scheduling engine first decides whether to scale out new instances or reuse existing ones according to the workloads. First, in the case of scaling out instances, the engine derives the batch size and concurrency configurations, minimizing the memory footprint under the SLO guarantee. Then, the new instances are launched on servers with maximum tensor similarity. TETRIS supports first-time sharing of tensors through a special agent in each sandbox. The agent parses the computational graph of the model and reads the hash value of the tensors. Then, the agent checks whether the tensor store has already stored it. If so, the agent only maps the memory address of the tensor to its local process using the syscall of Mmap, and the reference number of the tensor is increased by 1. Otherwise, the agent loads the tensor from the model file into memory directly and creates a new item in the tensor store. Each agent is only active during the startup of a new instance. In contrast to DL training where tensors may be updated every iteration, tensors in inference are fixed during its service time. Hence, we set them to be only readable to ensure safe memory access across functions. Second, in the case of reusing existing instances, requests are forwarded to instances following the load balancing principle.

When the workload decreases, the scaling and scheduling engine also selectively releases the least-loaded instances without violating the SLO. After release, the reference number of its tensors decreases by 1. In each server, there is a memory reclaimer periodically validates the reference number of each
tensor and reclaims the memory pages with reference \( r_i = 0 \) so that the released functions no longer occupy memory. A keep-alive policy can be adopted to avoid reclaiming oscillation.

### 3.2 Scaling and Scheduling

The **scaling and scheduling** engine relies on the model profile and requests per second (RPS) to make the scaling decision. **Profiling**: We develop an automatic profiler that measures the inference latency of each model under various configurations. Specifically, we define the profile of each model as a 5-tuple \((c, m, b, p, l)\), where \( c \in C \) denotes the number of allocated CPUs, \( m \in M \) denotes the memory configuration for the inference, \( b \in B \) indicates the maximum batch size for that instance to process requests, \( p \in P \) represents the number of concurrent inference threads, and \( l \) represents the inference latency under previous configurations. Since current serverless platforms typically use CPUs for function computation and DL inference on CPUs typically uses small batches (e.g., \( B = \{1, 2, 4\} \)) and low concurrency (e.g., \( P = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \)) to achieve low latency. Thus, we profile only these combinations to narrow the profiling space. Since allocating excessive memory does not lower inference latency, we assign each configuration the equilibrium factor.

In the profiling phase, TETRIS also computes and stores the hashes of tensors using the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code, which is utilized in checking the memory status during **tensor sharing**.

**Runtime-shared scaling**: The scaling engine monitors the real-time RPS and judges whether the existing instances are sufficient to serve these requests. If not, it dispatches parts of requests to existing instances and launches new instances to process the residual ones. Given the model profile and residual RPS (denoted by \( R \)), the scaling engine explores the optimal configurations of new instances, to minimize memory usage while guaranteeing their latency SLO. We define an integer variable \( x_i \), \( \forall i \in [1, ..., n] \), which indicates the configuration \( i \) is adopted for \( x_i \) new instances. Hence, the optimal configuration can be found by solving the following integer programming problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize:} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i x_i & \quad (1) \\
\text{subject to:} & \quad l_i & \leq t_{slo}, \forall i \quad (2) \\
& \quad l_i & \leq t_{slo}/2, \forall i \quad (3) \\
& \quad \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{x_j b_j }{l_j} & \geq R, \forall i \quad (4) \\
& \quad x_i & \in \mathbb{N} \quad (5)
\end{align*}
\]

Objective (1) defines the memory occupied by the instances. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that the latency SLO is satisfied: For \( b_i = 1 \) (i.e., no batch queue exists for an inference thread), the inference latency \( l_i \) should not exceed the SLO; For \( b_i > 1 \) (i.e., requests must wait in a queue to saturate the batch), we have \( t_{wait} + l_i \leq t_{slo} \), where \( t_{wait} \) denotes the waiting time in the batch queue. Suppose the RPS distributed to instance \( i \) is \( r_i \), then we have \( t_{wait} = b_i p_i / r_i \). Since \( r_i \leq b_i p_i / l_i \) must be established (otherwise, if the request arrival rate exceeds the batch processing rate, requests will be dropped), we obtain \( l_i \leq t_{slo}/2 \). Constraint (4) ensures that the residual RPS can be fully processed by the new instances. Constraint (5) refers to the domain constraint.

This problem can be reduced to the NP-Complete knapsack problem [54]. Hence, we design a heuristic algorithm, called Decreased Throughput Selection (DTS) to determine the instance configuration efficiently. Algorithm 1 presents the details. In line 2, we sort the configurations in \( O \) in descending order of normalized throughput. Then, we greedily select the configuration with higher normalized throughput as long as the latency SLO is satisfied (lines 3-11). The DTS algorithm can also be easily extended to balance CPU usage by normalizing the throughput with \( m_i + \alpha c_i \), where \( \alpha \) denotes the equilibrium factor.

**Scheduling**: Once the scaling engine has determined the configurations of new instances, the scheduler deploys them to the appropriate servers. To reduce cluster-level memory consumption through **tensor sharing**, TETRIS always tries to dispatch them on servers with maximum tensor similarity (denoted by \( \theta \)). Specifically, for instance \( i \), TETRIS first filters out servers that do not meet resource requirements (e.g., CPU and memory). Then, it derives the similarity value between a model \( i \) and a server \( j \) using \( \theta_{ij} = \text{Mem}(T_i \cap T_{store}^j) / \text{Mem}(T_i) \), where \( T_i \) represents the set of tensors in instance \( i \), \( T_{store}^j \) represents the set of tensors already stored in server \( j \), and \( \text{Mem}(T_i) \) represents the aggregated memory of tensors in \( T_i \).

### 3.3 Tensor Sharing

After an instance is scheduled on a server, TETRIS first launches a sandbox (e.g., container) on the target server to accommodate it. Then, an **agent** is activated in the sandbox to load the model into the main memory. For a tensor that has

---

**Algorithm 1: DTS Algorithm**

**Input:**
- Requests \( R \); profile \( O = \{< c, m, b, p, l > \}; t_{slo} \);

**Output:**
- \( S \): the set of selected instance configurations;

1. \( S \leftarrow \emptyset \);
2. sort \( O \) in descending order of \( (b_i p_i) / (l_i m_i), \forall i \in [1 \ldots n] \);
3. while \( R > 0 \) do
   4. for each configuration \( a_i \in O \) do
      5. if \( b_i = 1 \land t_{exec}(c_i, b_i, p_i) > t_{slo} \) then
         6. continue;
      7. if \( b_i > 1 \land t_{exec}(c_i, b_i, p_i) > t_{slo}/2 \) then
         8. continue;
      9. \( R \leftarrow R - (b_i p_i) / l_i \);
      10. \( S \leftarrow S \cup \{a_i\} \);
   11. break;
Previously been loaded into the tensor store, the agent maps its memory address to the instance. Otherwise, it creates a new item for it in the tensor store.

```cpp
Status LoadTensor(Tensor t tensor, TensorReader reader) { // Get tensor hash value.
  std::string tensor_hash = GetHash(reader, tensor);
  // Get or create tensor lock.
  TensorLock lock = CreateOrGetTensorLock(tensor_hash);
  // Obtain ownership of a tensor lock.
  lock.Lock();
  // Check if the tensor in Shared Tensor Store already exists.
  if (!TensorExists(tensor_hash)) {
    // Allocate the tensor memory in Shared Tensor Store and load
    // model parameters.
    CreateTensor(reader, tensor, tensor_hash);
    // memory from the Shared Tensor Store.
    MmapTensor(tensor, tensor_hash);
  } else {
    // Mapping already existing tensor.
    // from the Shared Tensor Store.
    MmapTensor(tensor, tensor_hash);
  }
  // Release the lock.
  lock.Unlock();
  return Status::OK();
}
```

Listing 1: Simplified code snippet for loading tensors.

**Agent**: The agent is a lightweight, user-space process for sharing tensors across function instances. Whenever loading a model into memory, the agent reads the computational graph metadata stored in the model file and parses the tensors that need to be loaded into memory. As illustrated in Listing 1, the agent reads the hash value of a tensor using the interface `GetHash()` and checks whether the tensor store has already had the tensor. If the `TensorExists()` returns `FALSE`, the agent allocates memory for the tensor and puts it in the tensor store. Otherwise, it calls `MmapTensor()` to map the memory address of the existing tensor to the model. The agent maintains a loading queue for tensors. To ensure that the tensor store correctly behaves when it is accessed by multiple concurrent agents, we employ locks: an agent must acquire a lock before writing to the store (line 8) and release it after writing completion (line 22).

The agent is only active during the startup of an instance. It does not require modifications to the underlying operating system or virtualization layer and does not degrade inference performance.

**Tensor store**: The tensor store holds all tensor memory (parameters, constants, etc.) that need to be shared across all function instances on a server. Every function instance on the server can access tensors in the tensor store. Each tensor is uniquely identified by a hash value, calculated from the tensor content and dimensions. We use hash values because they are independent of the models and underlying frameworks. There is also a corresponding lock for each tensor to ensure their safe operation of constructing, mapping, or reclaiming. The tensor store is initially empty and does not hold any tensors or locks. During the running of the system, the agent continuously adds tensors into it. Each tensor is associated with a reference number initialized with 1 after its creation. Whenever the agent adds a new mapping to an existing tensor, the reference number is increased by 1. Similarly, whenever an instance is released after completion, the reference number is decreased by 1. The tensor memory is reclaimed after the reference number is set to 0.

While the tensor store is shared by all function instances by default, TETRIS also supports building a dedicated tensor store for a subset of functions at the local server (e.g., functions belonging to the same tenant). The tensors in a dedicated tensor store cannot be accessed by functions without permission.

### 3.4 Memory Reclaiming

When a function instance is released, the tensor that it maps from the tensor store is not instantly deleted, as it may still be referenced by other instances. To appropriately reclaim the memory of shared tensors, TETRIS runs a memory reclaimer on each server, which periodically detects and reclaims the memory of tensors with reference number = 0.

The reclaimer also supports tensor caching policies, which keep tensors in the tensor store even after their reference numbers become 0. Currently, we have added two caching policies in the reclaimer: (1) keep-alive window: it is a timeout threshold to determine how long a tensor is kept alive; (2) Least Recently Used (LRU): it only keeps the recently or often-used tensors in the tensor store after the tensor store is full. The cached tensors can accelerate the startup of function instances. Although TETRIS only supports these two policies at this time, other caching policies [20, 60] can be easily integrated into it.

When a tensor’s memory is reclaimed, the reclaimer is also required to obtain its lock. To sum it up, Figure 7 depicts the lifecycle of tensors in TETRIS.

![Figure 7: Overview of the tensor lifecycle in TETRIS.](image)

**4 System Implementation and Discussion**

TETRIS is implemented in the open-source serverless platform OpenFaaS [17] with the DL inference framework TensorFlow Flow Serving [22]. In particular, the runtime sharing ability is added to OpenFaaS by modifying its modules including request dispatching, autoscaling, scheduling and instance creating; The tensor sharing ability is implemented by modifying the TensorFlow Serving framework. We further implement
the `reclaimer` as a separate daemon. The entire system runs on Kubernetes. Overall, TETRIS’s implementation introduces negligible pollution to the existing software stack except for the newly added module `reclaimer`.

**Tensor store:** Since maintaining a cluster-level global tensor store is costly due to frequent tensor access during inference and high network latency, TETRIS maintains a shared tensor store on each server for performance guarantee while minimizing cluster memory consumption through instance scheduling. The tensor store on each server is implemented as a shared memory region, which can be accessed by all *agents* and the `reclaimer` at the local server. Although shared memory can be enabled by Docker through setting the `-ipc=host` option at the container creation time, allowing all containers to share the host `ipc` namespace, this introduces significant risks of malicious activities or misoperations. Hence, we instead implement the shared memory by mounting a memory-based `tmpfs` [64], in which the tensor store is just a directory. Then, it could be mounted to each container during its creation time using command like `docker -v`. Tensors are stored as files under the mounted `tmpfs` directory and their hash values are set as the filenames. In this way, we can build multiple dedicated tensor stores flexibly, just by creating different mounted directories.

**Agent:** The *agent* is integrated into the existing loading process of the TensorFlow Serving system. In particular, we modify the `RestoreOp` interface and provide a new tensor memory allocator to manage the shared memory mappings using the `open` and `Mmap` syscalls. After a tensor is created and initialized, its memory pages are tagged as read-only to prevent modifications. File locks are leveraged to synchronize *agents*, avoiding manipulating tensors simultaneously. In the case of concurrently loading models, we pre-randomize the list of loaded tensors to reduce lock conflicts. Besides, we replace the `malloc` interface in the TensorFlow Serving framework with `tmalloc` [59] to reduce the memory waste.

**Scaling & scheduling:** The scaling and scheduling engine is integrated into the `faas-netes` module of OpenFaaS. In particular, we modify its `autoscaling` module to implement the DTS algorithm. While OpenFaaS originally uses the default scheduler of Kubernetes, we also modify it using the tensor similarity-based scheduling algorithm. To enable both runtime sharing and tensor sharing, we directly create Kubernetes pods for instances and mount the `tmpfs` directory in the instance creating process.

**Reclaimer:** The `Reclaimer` is implemented as a Kubernetes DaemonSet. Although Linux provides `fuser` or `lsf` for identifying whether or not a tensor has been referenced by processes, these tools are highly inefficient. Instead, the `Reclaimer` retrieves the set of running functions on a server through Kubernetes’ API, then infers the set of referencing tensors (denoted by `T_warm`) by querying the profile database. Then, the tensor set to be reclaimed (denoted by `T_cold`) can be derived using 
\[ T_{cold} = T_{all} \setminus T_{warm} \], where `T_{all}` represents the set of tensors residing in the Tensor Store. Such an implementation also ensures fault tolerance, i.e., unreferenced tensors can be detected even when *agents* crash.

**GPU Inference:** Although the current serverless platforms typically use CPUs for function computation, TETRIS is still effective for GPU inference since frameworks like TensorFlow usually keep a copy of tensors in CPU memory. TETRIS is also suitable for large models which cannot fit into GPU memory. As GPU memory could also be shared through cudalpc [50] APIs, TETRIS can be extended to the GPU inference scenario by developing a specialized manager for maintaining GPU tensor mappings.

## 5 Evaluation

### 5.1 Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Type</th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU Device</td>
<td>Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4820 v4</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Silver-4215V4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sockets</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor BaseFreq</td>
<td>2.0 GHz</td>
<td>2.50 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Threads</td>
<td>80 (40 physical cores)</td>
<td>32 (16 physical cores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Capacity</td>
<td>256 GB</td>
<td>128 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared LLC Size</td>
<td>25 MB</td>
<td>11 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kubernetes Version</td>
<td>v1.19.2</td>
<td>v1.20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Testbed:** We evaluate TETRIS using an 8-server testbed consisting of two types of machines: 2 machines are equipped with 80 cores and 256GB of memory while 6 others are equipped with 32 cores and 128GB memory. The machines are interconnected via a 100 Gbps, full-bisection bandwidth Ethernet. Table 3 lists the hardware and software details.

![Production workload trace examples](image)

**Workloads:** We collect a comprehensive set of benchmark DL models with high heterogeneity from both TensorFlow Hub [22] and the real-world local life service website (Table 4). The benchmark suite is comprised of 21 inference models, ranging in model sizes from 11MB to 3.5GB, varying in download times from 310 to 1.1M, and covering application domains including text, image, audio, etc. Based on these models, we further construct four real-life applications: A second-hand vehicle trading (SVT) application adopts the SSD model for object detection and two Resnet152 models for classifying cars and motorcycles. An audio question & answering (QA-Audio) application employs the Sst, Use-qa and Fastspeech2 models for speech-to-text translation, QA
and text-to-speech translation, respectively; A semantic similarity computation (SS) application uses the Use model for semantic similarity computation; A text question & answering (QA-Text) application uses Textcnn69, Lstm, and Dssm for understanding user questions and finding matched answers.

These services are triggered by dynamic invocations simulated using the production trace from the Azure Function [46], where the invocations per hour illustrate diurnal and weekly patterns. Figure 8 displays all the three typical types of production traces used: stable, periodic, and bursty.

Competing approaches: We compare TETRIS with INFless [71], Photons [16], and the runtime sharing-only version of TETRIS: Tetris-RO. INFless is a state-of-the-art serverless inference system that natively supports batching and fine-grained CPU-GPU allocation for low-latency, high-throughput inference on serverless. Photons supports runtime sharing through concurrent execution in each instance. Since Photons is not serverless inference oriented and provide no SLO guarantee, we redevelop it atop OpenFaaS and extend it with function profiles while greedily selecting instance configurations with the maximum concurrency under SLO constraints. Tetris-RO is a variant of TETRIS that disables the tensor sharing part.

5.2 Tensor Sharing Evaluation

We first evaluate the tensor sharing effectiveness by solely activating the TETRIS’s agent, and compare the memory footprint to that in the native OpenFaaS system. In particular, the memory footprint under tensor sharing can be derived by $M_\text{ts} = M_\text{tensor} + I \times M_\text{others}$, where $M_\text{tensor}$ denotes the memory for parameterized tensors, $M_\text{others}$ indicates the memory for runtime, libraries and others that cannot be shared across instances, and $I$ represents the number of colocated instances in a server. Likewise, the memory footprint under the native OpenFaaS system can be derived by $M_\text{baseline} = I \times (M_\text{tensor} + M_\text{others})$.

Memory footprint: Sharing tensors across instances of an inference function saves memory by up to 93%. Figure 9(a) depicts the memory reduction rate by various models under various number of instances (from 2 to 32). Clearly, the memory reduction rate benefits more from increasing the number of colocated instances. The reduction rate depends on the percentage of memory that can be shared. Basically, the more parameters a model contains (i.e., $M_\text{tensor}$) and the less other memory (i.e., $M_\text{others}$) a model requires lead to a higher memory reduction rate. For example, the memory reduction rate of VGG19 (i.e., with $M_\text{tensor} = 549MB$ and $M_\text{others} = 95.4MB$) reaches to 82% when colocating 32 instances. For models with fewer parameters and relatively larger temporary memory footprints, Lstm for example, the memory reduction rate is limited to 4.4% in the 2-instance co-locating scenario. When deploying 32 function instances, the memory reduction rates of large models like LaBSE and Use even exceed 91% and 93%, respectively. For the model of Bit-M, TETRIS reduces its memory consumption by 108.5GB, because TETRIS only keeps a single copy of the model parameters in memory. Even with only two instances, the memory footprint can still be reduced by an average of 28%.

### Table 4: Inference benchmark suite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DL Model</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Download times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bit-M [37]</td>
<td>3.3GB</td>
<td>Feature vector extraction</td>
<td>1.4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaBSE [19]</td>
<td>1.8GB</td>
<td>Sentence Embedding</td>
<td>24.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert-qa [14]</td>
<td>1.3GB</td>
<td>Question Answering</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electra [10]</td>
<td>1.3GB</td>
<td>Discriminator</td>
<td>6.1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use [7]</td>
<td>980MB</td>
<td>Sentence Encoder</td>
<td>1.4M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centernet [75]</td>
<td>731MB</td>
<td>Object Detection</td>
<td>12.8K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use-qa [72]</td>
<td>568MB</td>
<td>Question Answering</td>
<td>16.3K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use-large [7]</td>
<td>563MB</td>
<td>Sentence Encoder</td>
<td>1.1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vgg19 [63]</td>
<td>549MB</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert [14]</td>
<td>392MB</td>
<td>Text Processing</td>
<td>197.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNetB7 [68]</td>
<td>255MB</td>
<td>Image Processing</td>
<td>2.2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resnet152 [26]</td>
<td>231MB</td>
<td>Image Processing</td>
<td>1.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InceptionResnetV2 [66]</td>
<td>214MB</td>
<td>Image Processing</td>
<td>6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St [69]</td>
<td>176MB</td>
<td>Speech-To-Text</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resnet101 [26]</td>
<td>171MB</td>
<td>Image Encoder</td>
<td>1.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastspeech2 [57]</td>
<td>119MB</td>
<td>Text-To-Speech</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InceptionV3 [67]</td>
<td>92MB</td>
<td>Image Processing</td>
<td>11.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD [43]</td>
<td>29MB</td>
<td>Object Detection</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dssm [29]</td>
<td>25MB</td>
<td>Text Processing</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lstm [27]</td>
<td>23MB</td>
<td>Text Processing</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textcnn69 [9]</td>
<td>11MB</td>
<td>Text Processing</td>
<td>commercial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: (a) Memory reduction rate under tensor sharing over the number of instances from the same function. (b) Accelerating the startup using tensors from existing instance of the same function.
and InceptionResnetV2 models for applications in housing rental, recruitment, second-hand products, travel, and catering businesses. They are commonly only retrained the top dense layers. Figure 11(a) reveals that, as the number of model variants increases, the system memory can be further reduced for all models by up to 36.3%, and at least by 18.8%. Among these models, the memory reduction rate for Vgg19 is relatively limited since merely 77MB parameters are shared among its variants, although it still achieves 13.8% under the co-location of 32 variants.

**Higher function density:** Tensor sharing reduces the memory consumption of functions, improving the function density by up to 30×. Figure 10 presents the increasing rate of function density under various memory configurations. For the LaBSE model with 1.8GB parameters that consume 1.9GB memory, the function density is improved by 20×. In the case of the Use model, it even achieves an improvement of 30×. For large models, such as Bit-M, a server with 64GB of memory is only capable of maintaining 14 instances. After sharing tensors, the density increases to 74, i.e., more than 60 instances can be accommodated in the same machine. Tensor sharing still significantly improves function deployment density for models with small memory footprints. For instance, 1161 and 1720 additional instances can be created on a 256GB-memory server for Dssm and Textcnn69, respectively.

5.3 Overall Evaluation

We further evaluate the overall efficiency of TETRIS by deploying four applications: SVT, QA-Audio, SS and QA-Text, and requests towards them are generated using three types of production traces in Figure 8. Memory footprint: TETRIS outperforms both INFless and Photons significantly in memory consumption. Figure 13 presents the normalized mean, median and peak memory consumption by TETRIS, INFless and Photons. We find that INFless consumes most of the memory in all experiments for two reasons: (1) INFless can only reduce memory consumption when the model supports batching. However, for the applications QA-Audio and SS, there are models (i.e., Fastspeech2 and Use) that do not support batching. (2) Batching introduces additional queuing time. While the inference computation on CPU is slow and the SLO is tight, we are not able to configure a much larger batch size even for batch-enabled models. (3) INFless prefers to use the fragmented resources spanning over multiple servers for better accommodating the residual load and improving the resource utilization, which exacerbates memory consumption. For the four applications SVT, QA-Audio, SS and QA-Text under a stable request load, TETRIS can reduce the mean memory footprint by more than 86%, 64%, 69%, 65%, respectively, and reduce the peak memory consumption by more than 87%, 68%, 71% and 65%, respectively. In particular, TETRIS achieves the best memory

![Figure 10: Function density improvement under various machine memory capacities.](image)

**Accelerating startup:** The first-time sharing of tensors reduces the startup overhead of inference functions, accelerating the startup speed by 91.56%. The loading of tensors dominates the startup process. Directly mapping an existing tensor address to a new instance is much faster than loading and decoding it from the file on disk; thus, the first-time tensor sharing feature of TETRIS can significantly accelerate the startup process. Figure 9(b) demonstrates that tensor sharing from the same function’s previous instance can significantly speed up the startup process. For example, the model loading time of Bit-M exceeds 15 seconds in a native system whose page cache is disabled, which remains to be 7.9s with page cache acceleration, while tensor sharing can reduce its startup time to 2.8 seconds. Even for models with fewer tensors, such as SSD and Textcnn69, the speedup from tensor sharing still achieves 17.3% and 32.8%, respectively.

Besides the acceleration from sharing tensors of the same function, cross-function tensor sharing could accelerate startup even when the model has never been loaded. Although it may be slower than that from the same function’s instance due to less redundancy across functions, the speedup still achieves an average of 46.9% (Figure 11(b)). For Vgg19, the startup process is still accelerated by 12.3% when compared with the page cache.

![Figure 11: (a) Memory reduction across functions and (b) Inter-model acceleration](image)

**Figure 12: CPU consumption of the SS application under varying workloads.**

![Figure 12: CPU consumption of the SS application under varying workloads.](image)
allocate CPU resources averagely by 42% and 39% since it executes requests concurrently within the same instance without batch queuing time, however tensor redundancy across function instances still exists. Because of tensor sharing, TETRIS can further decrease the mean memory consumption by more than 68%, 33%, 37%, and 21%, and the peak memory consumption by more than 67%, 43%, 39%, and 22% for the applications, respectively.

Efficient runtime sharing: The combined optimization of batching and concurrent execution in TETRIS outperforms either INFless’s batching or Photons’s concurrent execution. As illustrated in Figure 13, Tetris-RO can reduce more memory footprint than INFless and Photons in cases of SVT, QA-Audio, and QA-Text: Tetriss-RO can select configurations flexibly by exploring the various combinations of batch size, concurrency and CPUs. Taking SVT as an example, Photons only chooses to execute at most 2 concurrent requests within each instance due to its fixed mapping between concurrency and CPUs, while Tetriss-RO can greedily activate 3 concurrent threads. For the QA-Audio application, although Photons greedily packs 4 requests into the same instance, Tetriss-RO could further decrease runtime redundancy by concurrently executing 2 requests with a batch size of 6. For the QA-Text application consisting only of small models, the average memory consumption is still reduced by 21% from the runtime sharing.

Although Tetriss-RO consumes more memory than Photons in the SS application case, Tetriss-RO requires much fewer CPU resources. Figure 12 illustrates that Tetriss-RO and INFless allocate CPU resources averagely by 42% and 39% less than Photons. This outcome is because each time Photons increases concurrency, it also requires a fixed amount of additional CPUs, resulting in excessive CPU allocations.

SLO guarantee: TETRIS can guarantee the latency SLO of inference workloads. Figure 14(a) demonstrates that both TETRIS and INFless achieve a low SLO violation rate (< 4%) for all applications. For SVT and SS, TETRIS outperforms INFless since more CPUs are allocated for each instance in TETRIS to support concurrent processing. For QA-Audio and QA-Text, the SLO violation rate of TETRIS is slightly higher than that of INFless since it uses a larger batch size in runtime sharing, introducing additional batch queuing time. Overall, TETRIS achieves significant improvement in memory efficiency at the cost of a negligible increase in the SLO violation rate.

Cost savings: The reduction of memory consumption by TETRIS saves considerable monetary cost for inference service providers. To further demonstrate the benefits of TETRIS, we conduct a large-scale simulation with a combination of the mentioned applications, and gradually increase the RPS from 100 to 5000. As illustrated in Figure 14(b), TETRIS reduces memory of 61.5GB and 20.2GB per 100 requests, compared to that of INFless and Photons, respectively. If following the pricing model of $0.0504 per hour according to the r6g.medium service at AWS EC2, such memory reduction can be transformed into $0.000861 and $0.000283 cost savings per 100 requests. If considering the local life website, which serves 1.9 billion requests per day, TETRIS could reduce the monetary cost by $16,359 per day, about $5.97 million per year.

5.4 Overhead

The implementation of TETRIS does not require modifications to the ML model, the virtualization sandbox, or the underlying operating system. Developers are simply required to submit the model (instead of the function code) as the model itself contains sufficient information for deployment.

Profiling overhead: TETRIS relies on the offline profiling phase to estimate latency under various CPU, batch size, and concurrency configurations. Since inference on CPU typically incurs high latency, the exploration space of combinations of batch size and concurrency is actually limited. The automatic profiler can test each inference model under various configurations and generate profiles within several minutes. In a real system, as inference services are invoked repeatedly, the profiling only generates a one-time cost and the profiles can
be reused for later invocations. As depicted in Figure 14(c), profiling an inference model takes an average of 12 minutes.

**Inference latency:** The memory address mapping method in **TETRIS** does not introduce latency overhead. We measure the latency distribution of the models in Table 4. Figure 14(d) demonstrates that, compared to the latency yielded by deploying on the TensorFlow Serving framework directly, there is no performance degradation observed after using **TETRIS**.

**Lock contention:** When multiple instances are created simultaneously, the contention on the tensor lock may cause startup overhead. We measure the average model loading latency without page cache and compare it with the baseline of the TensorFlow Serving framework. Figure 14(e) indicates that **TETRIS** still outperforms the baseline by employing randomization in the tensor loading process, thereby reducing much of the lock contentions. Once a tensor is loaded into memory successfully, **TETRIS** need only to map the memory address for newly launched instances, whereas the baseline still requires expensive file reading and decoding.

## 6 Related Work

**Memory deduplication:** Prior works [3, 8, 21, 47, 70] have proposed eliminating redundant data loaded in memory by scanning, comparing, and merging duplicated pages. However, such page-level scanning methods could incur colossal overhead and lag for large, high-density serverless inference functions. As they are effective at the kernel level, **TETRIS** is compatible with these methods and can be used in conjunction to reduce memory consumption further.

**Model compression:** Large inference models can also be substantially compressed through fine-grained model design, pruning and quantization techniques (e.g., [24, 25, 31, 56]). However, unlike **TETRIS**, these methods involve model modifications. The compressing process may also reduce inference accuracy, resulting in side effects for businesses [53]. **TETRIS** and model compression can coexist.

**Inference runtime optimizations:** The memory footprint of inference can also be reduced by optimizing memory allocation during inference runtime [13, 35, 40, 41, 55]. However, these optimizations are either framework-specific or require model conversion, whereas **TETRIS** is orthogonal to these optimizations and can be employed together to further reduce memory consumption. Moreover, they may require developers to redesign or retrain the model, increasing the development burden, whereas **TETRIS** requires no model modifications.

**Serverless inference:** The existing serverless inference systems [1, 6, 71, 74] generally focus on improving inference throughput without violating the SLOs. Instead of improving memory efficiency, they primarily optimize the allocation of computational resources (e.g., CPU and GPU). **TETRIS** explores solving the memory efficiency problem in serverless inference and can be integrated into such systems. Trims [12] accelerates the data shipping between CPU and GPU through sharing existing models in GPU memory, whereas **TETRIS** explores sharing tensors among function instances.

## 7 Conclusion

Modern applications (such as IoT data processing, advertising recommendations, autonomous driving, and e-commerce) continuously rely on inference services. It is expected that serverless inference can reduce the maintenance cost for service providers, however, memory resources can be easily and massively harvested in existing serverless inference systems. Our proposal, **TETRIS**, can significantly reduce the memory footprint of inference services through runtime sharing and tensor sharing. **TETRIS** can be easily integrated into serverless platforms as a user-space plugin. With **TETRIS**, cloud providers can deploy an order of magnitude more instances in each server without violating the SLOs, thus significantly decreasing the deployment and maintenance costs. The prototype of **TETRIS** is available at https://github.com/JelixLi/Tetris.

In the future, we would like to further optimize the GPU memory efficiency of serverless inference systems.
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**Abstract**

Deploying large-scale Transformer models under the conventional *pre-train-then-fine-tune* paradigm is impractical for multi-task serving, because a full model copy for each downstream task must be maintained, quickly exhausting the storage budget. Recent algorithmic advances in Parameter-Efficient Transformers (PETs) have shown enormous potential to mitigate the storage overhead. They share the pre-trained model among tasks and only fine-tune a small portion of task-specific parameters. Unfortunately, existing serving systems neither have flexible PET task management mechanisms nor can efficiently serve queries to different tasks in batches. Therefore, we propose PetS, the first unified framework for multi-task PETs serving. Specifically, different PET tasks are expressed by a unified representation in the same framework, which enables flexible PET task management. Based on the unified representation, we design a specialized PET inference engine to batch different tasks’ queries together and execute them with task-agnostic shared operators and task-specific PET operators. To further improve system throughput, we propose a coordinated batching strategy to deal with arbitrary input queries. We also develop a PET operator scheduling strategy to exploit parallelism between PET tasks. Comprehensive experiments on Edge/Desktop/Server GPUs demonstrate that PetS supports up to $26 \times$ more concurrent tasks and improves the serving throughput by $1.53 \times$ and $1.63 \times$ on Desktop and Server GPUs, respectively.

**1 Introduction**

Recently, large-scale pre-trained Transformer models have revolutionized the field of artificial intelligence. Benefited from the practical *pre-train-then-fine-tune* paradigm, Transformer models such as Bert [9], GPT-2/3 [3, 45], Roberta [31], XLNet [59], T5 [46], and some other variants [28, 29] have achieved the leading-edge performance on various NLP (Natural-Language-Processing) tasks, including question-answering, sentiment-classification, text classification and machine translation, etc. Besides NLP tasks, some recent works also apply transformers to computer vision tasks [4, 11, 25, 32, 55, 61], which demonstrate comparable or even superior performance against conventional Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). In brief, Transformers have been recognized as a milestone of artificial intelligence.

To date, a standard workflow has been shaped to apply Transformers to real-world applications. As is depicted in Figure 1, big companies like Google first pre-train the Transformer models like Bert [9] and GPT [3, 45] with large-scale datasets (Step ①). The unsupervised pre-training usually lasts for days to months, even trained on TPU clusters [3, 9]. The pre-trained models with rich task-agnostic knowledge are provided to application developers, who then fine-tune the pre-trained models on their private datasets in a supervised manner (Step ②). The fine-tuned task-specific models are finally deployed to cloud or edge servers (Step ④) to process different input queries. Such a workflow, however, is faced with the poor scalability issue in the pervasive multi-task serving scenarios [18, 19, 34, 40, 48, 53]. Since application developers fine-tune and maintain a full model copy for each downstream task, the storage overhead is proportional to the number of deployed tasks. Considering the enormous parameters (e.g., several hundred millions to several thousand millions of parameters) of Transformer models, the storage overhead will be huge. What is worse, conventional serving frameworks have to swap in and out models frequently if the GPU memory cannot hold all the invoked tasks, resulting in much lower serving throughput. Also, since the input queries are associated with different models, we cannot inference them in batches for higher serving throughput [7, 12, 16, 50].

Recent algorithmic advances in Parameter-Efficient Transformers (PETs) have shown enormous potential to solve these problems partially. They share the pre-trained model weights among tasks and only fine-tune a small portion of task-specific parameters for each downstream task [14, 20, 23, 24, 41, 62, 64]. By this means, the storage overhead is substantially mitigated, while the model accuracy is still comparable or even superior to the full-model fine-tuning counterparts. These methods, however, cannot run efficiently with existing Transformers serving frameworks [12, 37, 56]. On the one hand, due to the lack of PET task management mechanism and PET-oriented inference engine, we have to merge PET parameters into the shared model and still send full model copies to the frame-
works. Thus, the GPU memory footprint is not mitigated. On the other hand, queries to different tasks cannot be processed in batches due to both the inter-task weight differences and inter-algorithm representation differences.

To take full advantage of parameter-efficient Transformers, in this paper, we propose PetS, a unified framework for multi-task PETs serving with extraordinary scalability and performance. To this end, we first express the state-of-the-art PET algorithms by a unified representation, which decouples any PETs into task-agnostic shared operations and taskspecific PET operations. Based on the unified representation, we design a PET tasks management mechanism, which enables the service providers to register and load PET tasks flexibly. We then develop a high-performance PET Inference Engine (PIE) to batch different tasks’ queries and execute them with shared operators and light-weighted PET operators, substantially improving the serving throughput. We also propose several optimization strategies to improve the system’s throughput further. To be specific, we propose a Coordinated Batching strategy to deal with arbitrary input queries (i.e., queries with different sequence lengths and PET types). To exploit parallelism between PET operators, we apply a PET Operator Scheduling strategy to properly put concurrent PET operators to different CUDA streams. We comprehensively evaluate PetS on Edge/Desktop/Server GPU platforms. Compared to conventional frameworks, PetS supports up to 26× more concurrent Transformer tasks and improves the serving throughput by 1.53× and 1.63× on Desktop and Server GPUs, respectively. Therefore, PetS shows great potential to reduce the service deployment cost and improve the service quality in multi-task Transformers serving scenarios.

2 Background & Motivations

2.1 Transformer Models

As illustrated in Figure 2, Transformer models are generally built by stacking several homogeneous Transformer blocks. A standard Transformer block consists of three key components:

- Token Embeddings
- Multi-Head Attention
- Feed-Forward Network (FFN)

These components are crucial for capturing the contextual information of input sequences. The Multi-Head Attention mechanism allows the model to focus on different parts of the input at the same time, which is particularly useful for understanding long-range dependencies in sequences.

Multi-Head Attention (MHA), Feed-Forward Network (FFN) and Normalization Layers (Norm). For each block, the input is a sequence of \( n \) vectors (tokens), denoted as \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_m} \), where \( n \) and \( d_m \) are the sequence length and the input feature dimension. Three linear projection weights \( \{W_Q, W_K, W_V\} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_m \times d} \) project the input tensor \( X \) to Query, Key and Value tensors, denoted as \( \{Q, K, V\} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d} \) (Step 1 in Figure 2), where \( d \) represents the hidden feature dimension. The \( Q, K, V \) tensors are split to multiple "Heads" (Step 2) to perform softmax-based self-attention respectively (Step 3). The self-attention results are then concatenated (Step 4) and linear-transformed (Step 5) to generate the MHA results. After skip-connection and layer-normalization, the hidden feature \( X \) is then fed into the FFN layer, which computes with two fully-connected layers (Step 6 and 7). The GELU activation function \([22]\) is applied to the first layer’s output. One block’s output serves as the input of the next block. On top of the last block, there is usually a classification layer to generate the final results for a given downstream task.

Traditional neural-networks like CNNs and LSTMs all involve "prior" in their models to enhance the performance (i.e., a CNN model assumes the 2D images have spatial locality, while an LSTM model assumes that the information should be either remembered or forgotten). In comparison, Transformers have no such priors and learn all the useful information
purely through unsupervised pre-training. To achieve this, not only the pre-train datasets are large in scale, the models also contain enormous parameters to guarantee a high knowledge capacity. For instance, Bert-base and Bert-large have 110M and 340M parameters, respectively, while some recent models even have billions [3, 51] or trillions of parameters [13]. The explosion of such large-scale Transformer models brings both opportunities and challenges. On the one hand, real-world tasks get benefited from their superior performance compared to traditional DNNs. On the other hand, it is challenging to deploy Transformer models to resource-constrained scenarios due to the storage/memory capacity limit, especially when multiple tasks should be served simultaneously.

### 2.2 Multi-Task Transformers Serving

In real-world scenarios, a server usually runs multiple tasks (here a task refers to a distinct DNN model) concurrently for serving different queries [2, 48, 50] (each query invokes at least one of the DNN models). According to the standard workflow shown by steps (1)–(2)–(3) in Figure 1, for multi-task transformers serving, every downstream task has its own fine-tuned model. That is to say, the storage/memory overhead is proportional to the number of tasks. In the figure, three tasks occupy 3 × storage. More importantly, all the models should be buffered in GPU memory for quick response to different queries. As the number of tasks increases, it will easily exceed the GPU’s memory. Alternatively, we can swap in and out models once some tasks are invoked. Such a method, however, will downgrade the system’s performance due to the considerable model swapping overhead [19, 48, 53]. Also, if each task only has limited input queries, the computation resources will be under-utilized because of the small batch size.

Although previous serving systems/frameworks like IN FaaS [48], Nexus [50], Rafiqi [53], Triton [40], Tensorflow Serving [18] and many DNN accelerators [2, 6, 17, 26, 27] have emphasized the multi-task DNN serving ability, to implement multi-task Transformers serving is still challenging. Reasons are mainly two-folded. First, Transformers usually contain enormous parameters to guarantee their sufficient knowledge capacity. Thus, the storage and memory overhead is much heavier than traditional DNNs, limiting the number of served tasks. Second, previous multi-task inference frameworks/accelerators assume that the computation/bandwidth requirements vary among concurrent DNNs. Thus, they execute computation-bounded and memory-bounded models (or layers) together to fully utilize the hardware resources. However, since the Transformer blocks are homogeneous among different tasks, there is little room for improving system throughput by co-locating heterogeneous models.

### 2.3 Parameter-Efficient Transformers

A potential solution to the multi-task Transformers serving problem is directly training a multi-task model like T5 [46]. However, such a method is infeasible in real scenarios since all the application developers have to provide their private datasets to train such a one-for-all model. Recently, Parameter-Efficient Transformers (PETs) have emerged as another promising way to deal with the problem. PETs are based on the assumption that pre-trained models have learned rich knowledge from large-scale pre-train datasets [44, 47]. Thus, we can adapt the pre-trained model to downstream tasks by only fine-tuning a small portion of task-specific parameters rather than the whole model. As illustrated in Figure 1, through parameter-efficient fine-tuning (Step 2), only the PET parameters should be stored for each downstream task. For example, four representative PETs, namely Adapters [23], MaskBert [64], Diff-Pruning [20], and Bitfit [62] only use 0.5% to 7.3% additional parameters for each task. However, they still achieve comparable or even higher accuracy against the full-model fine-tuning counterparts. We summarize them in Table 1 and introduce them as follows:

**Adapters**: Adapters [23] proposes to inject trainable, task-specific "adapter" modules between some layers of the pre-trained model, while the pre-trained weights are shared among tasks. Formally, assume the linear layers in a pre-trained model compute the hidden feature $Y_i$ with input feature $X_i$ and pre-trained parameters $W$ (weight) and $b$ (bias), namely $Y_i = X_i \cdot W + b$, then an adapter module manipulates the hidden features with two learnable weights $W_{down} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_x \times d_a}$ and $W_{up} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_a \times d}$, namely $Y_i = Y_i + \sigma(Y_i \cdot W_{down}) \cdot W_{up}$, where $\sigma$ is the activation function. Since the bottleneck dimension $d_a << d$, the Adapter modules are small in size. Each task only requires about 7.3% of new parameters (including a task-specific classification layer).

![Table 1: Comparisons of State-of-the-Art Parameter-Efficient Transformers.](image-url)
**MaskBert**: Based on the lottery ticket hypothesis on Bert [5, 43], MaskBert [64] adapts the pre-trained model to downstream tasks by learning binary masks for each weight matrix. As shown in Table 1, for each task, the pre-trained model (including the classification layer) is frozen. Only the binary masks with about 5% of zero elements are learned for each weight matrix. Since the masks are binary, MaskBert only incurs about a 3% per-task storage overhead. For each linear layer, the computation is represented as $Y_t = X_t \cdot (M_t \odot W) + b$, where $M_t$ denotes the task-specific mask.

**Diff-Pruning**: Diff-Pruning [20] also shares the pre-trained model among tasks and only fine-tunes a small portion of "difference" for each downstream task. As shown in Table 1, the orange elements in both weight and bias represent the fine-tuned "difference", which only incur about 0.5% of new parameters for each task. During inference, these difference parameters, denoted as $d_t$ and $b_t$, are merged with the pre-trained model to construct a task-specific model. Thus, the main computation is $Y_t = X_t \cdot (W + d_t) + (b + b_t)$.

**Bitfit**: Besides a task-specific classification layer, Bitfit [62] only fine-tunes the linear and normalization layers’ bias-terms, which also achieves competitive accuracy on some tasks in the standard GLUE benchmark [54]. As shown in Table 1, the linear layers in Bitfit compute with $Y_t = X_t \cdot W + b_t$ where $b_t$ is the only task-specific parameter.

There are still many other emerging PET algorithms [14, 24, 33, 41]. Their workflows are similar to at least one of the above PETs. Therefore, in this paper, we conduct the discussion mainly based on these four representative PETs.

### 2.4 Challenges of Multi-Task PETs Serving

When serving $T$ different tasks, PETs reduce the storage overhead from original $T \times \gamma$ to $T \times \eta + \gamma$, where $\gamma$ and $\eta$ denote the amount of full-model parameters and PET parameters, respectively. Since $\eta << \gamma$, using PETs can significantly reduce the storage overhead. However, we notice that the algorithmic advantages of PETs can hardly translate to real speedup with conventional Transformers serving frameworks, mainly due to the following challenges:

**Challenge #1**: Current frameworks cannot support various PET algorithms flexibly. We present the leading GLUE tasks of each PET algorithm in Table 1. As we can see, all PETs have their advantageous tasks. None of the four PETs can serve as the one-for-all choice. That is to say, the application developers tend to choose the best PETs for their downstream tasks [33]. Therefore, the serving framework has to support multiple types of PETs. However, current serving frameworks are not optimized for diverse PETs. They lack the mechanism to register and manage different PETs flexibly, considering their distinct algorithmic representations.

**Challenge #2**: The GPU-memory footprint is still not mitigated. To serve PETs like MaskBert and Diff-Pruning using conventional inference frameworks, we have to merge the task-specific PET parameters into the shared model. After that, we load the newly constructed models to inference frameworks for serving. Thus, concurrent tasks still occupy $O(T \times \gamma)$ GPU memory, limiting the system’s scalability. As discussed before, we can swap in/out models among tasks to deal with the GPU capacity issue, which will result in low throughput due to the model swapping overhead [19, 48, 53].

**Challenge #3**: It is still hard to improve the system’s serving throughput, especially when each task only has limited queries. It is well-known that batched inference is a practical technique to improve a DNN serving system’s throughput [7, 12, 16, 50]. However, due to the differences in PET parameters and PET algorithms, conventional frameworks can hardly batch different tasks’ queries (even though the tasks may belong to the same PET algorithm) for higher throughput. Such a problem will be more prominent when each concurrent task only has a few queries to process.

### 3 PetS Framework

To address the challenges outlined above, we propose PetS, a unified framework for efficient multi-task PETs serving. We first propose a unified representation to put all PETs into one framework. Based on this, we develop a flexible PET tasks management mechanism and a specialized PET Inference Engine (PIE) that enables both inter-task and inter-algorithm query-batching. Details are introduced as follows.

#### 3.1 Unified Representation of PETs

As Table 1 shows, state-of-the-art PETs have different algorithmic representations, resulting in a "fragmentation" problem. We propose a unified representation, which expresses PETs with task-agnostic and task-specific operations, to help put them into one framework and enable batched inference. As illustrated in Figure 3, for each PET, we decouple the main computation (linear layers) into three operations: (1) Dense Matrix-Vector-Multiplication (MVM) operation using shared pre-trained weights. (2) Bias vector addition (Vadd) using shared or task-specific bias. (3) Sparse/dense MVM operations using task-specific PET parameters. Since all PETs share the same pre-trained weight matrix $W$, the first operation, namely $X_t \cdot W$ can be batched together. Though the task-
specific computation with PET parameters cannot be batched among PETs, it only involves light-weighted operations.

Adapters and Bitfit naturally fit into such a representation, since the PET operations are already decoupled from the shareable operations. For Diff-Pruning and MaskBert, we need to perform some equivalent transformations. As Figure 3 shows, for Diff-Pruning, the computation concerning the shared weight and “difference” are conducted separately. Then the results are added up, namely $X_i \cdot (W + \delta_i) = X_i \cdot W + X_i \cdot \delta_i$. For MaskBert, we use an equivalent transformation: $M_r \odot W = (1 - M_r) \odot W$, where $M_r$ denotes the bit-wise inversion of binary mask $M$. Thus, the original MVM operation is converted to $X_i \cdot W - X_i \cdot (W \odot M_r)$. The $W \odot M_r$ term can be treated as the sparse weight differences similar to Diff-Pruning’s. Since $\delta_i$ and $W \odot M_r$ are sparse matrices with high sparsity (typically 95% - 99.5%), these PET operations can be efficiently computed with sparse kernels. Considering that the Vadd operations concerning bias terms only have little overhead, we mainly focus on operations (1) and (3), namely the sparse and dense MVM operations.

The unified representation brings two main advantages. First, the queries from different tasks can be batched together at step (1), regardless of the PET types. Let us consider an extreme case: assume we have $T$ tasks, each having a single query. The execution latency is changed from $\sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \beta_i + \alpha(T)$ to $\beta_i, \alpha(1)$ denotes the latency of running a Transformer model (without PET) with a batch of $n$ queries. $\beta_i$ denotes the latency of PET operations for query $i$. The throughput is improved if we have:

$$\sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \beta_i + \alpha(T) < \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \alpha(1) \quad (1)$$

The inequality always holds since $\beta_i << \alpha(1)$ (the PET operations are light-weighted compared to the shared operations) and $\alpha(T) << \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \alpha(1)$ (batched inference can greatly reduce the average latency [7, 12, 16, 50]).

Second, such a unified representation simplifies the PET tasks management. Each task can be registered by identifying its shared model tag, PET type, and PET parameters. The inference engine can then load these PETs in a unified way.

### 3.2 Framework Overview

Based on the unified representation, we then present the PetS serving framework to support the management and serving of PET tasks. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed PetS framework. PetS has three main components: a Task Manager, a Parameter Repository, and a PET Inference Pipeline. PetS works as follows: Ω: The framework first registers the PET tasks submitted by developers. For each PET task, the developers are required to provide the Pre-trained Model Tag (such as bert-base-cased), PET Parameters (in compressed format) and PET Type (e.g., MaskBert). Θ: Task Manager registers PET tasks, which assigns a unique Task_id to each submitted task. The PET parameters and the pre-loaded shared model parameters are all stored in the Parameter Repository (Θ). After registration, the PET Inference Engine (PIE) is responsible for processing the input queries (Θ) through an optimized PET Inference Pipeline (Θ).

### 3.3 Managing PET Tasks

One of the key features of PetS is the flexible and efficient PET task management mechanism, which is powered by the Task Register and Task Loader modules.

**Task Register:** The Task Register module registers a PET task according to the user-provided information denoting its shared model, task-specific parameters, and PET type. A triplet <Task_id, Shared_model_tag, PET_type> is formed to bind each task with its corresponding pre-trained model and the supported PET type, where the Task_id is unique to identify each PET task. All these triplets are organized as a map structure, with the Task_id as the key and the <Shared_model_tag, PET_type> pair as the value. Therefore, we can index the metadata of each task given the Task_id of a query. Once a PET task completes registration, its PET parameters are stored in the Parameter Repository. Note that for PETs like MaskBert and Diff-Pruning, the PET parameters are stored in a compressed format to save storage.

**Task Loader:** Before a PET task is invoked by the inference engine, the Task Loader module firstly loads the shared model parameters if they have not been loaded yet. Otherwise, the Task Loader indexes the Parameter Repository and accesses the PET parameters according to the Task_id of each invoked task. Considering that the PET parameters are small in size and the shared model only has one copy, all the parameters can be buffered into the GPU memory for quick invoking.

### 3.4 PET Inference Pipeline

At the core of PetS framework is the PET Inference Pipeline, which processes queries with three pipelined steps including Preprocessing, Batch Scheduling and PET Inference.

#### 3.4.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing module fetches queries from standard HTTP/gRPC data plane similar to conventional inference serving frameworks [18, 40]. Then it analyzes input data
and reformats them for the next query-batching step. Firstly, the input data is classified according to the shared model (Shared_model_tag). The metadata of each query is extracted, such as the invoked task’s id, sequence length, PET type, etc. Some preliminary data preprocessing operations are then performed according to the extracted metadata, such as grouping the queries of the same PET task. In order to improve the performance of sparse PET operations, the input tensors’ data layout is also reformatted according to the compression format of the corresponding sparse PET parameters. Finally, the preprocessed input queries together with the extracted metadata are dispatched to different queues for further scheduling, according to their targeting shared models.

### 3.4.2 Batch Scheduler

As discussed before, batching is an effective way to improve system throughput. Though PETs enables both inter-task and inter-algorithm batching through the proposed unified representation, the heterogeneity of queries in terms of PET type and sequence length still prevents batching efficiently. The batch scheduler module is used to overcome the challenge posed by query heterogeneity. Taking preprocessed queries as input, the batch scheduler tries to maximize the benefit of batching PET operators and minimize the padding overhead of batching shared operators with different sequence length at the same time. It leverages an accurate performance model to help make batching decisions. The details of the scheduling policy will be described in Section 4.1.

### 3.4.3 PET Inference Engine

**PIE Workflow:** The batched queries are finally fed into the PET Inference Engine (PIE). Figure 5 illustrates the base workflow of PIE. In the Figure, we use different colors to indicate the queries’ PET types in the batch. For example, task 0 belongs to MaskBert, while tasks 2, 4 belong to Diff-Pruning. PIE starts the computation of each Transformer layer as follows: **1.** PIE performs batched GEMM computation using the input tensor and shared weights $W$. **2.** PIE gets the $\text{PET_type}$ attributes of each query by searching in the lookup table with its $\text{Task_id}$. The batched inputs are also sliced into several mini-batches (intra-task batching) according to the task id. Then PIE gets the PET operators (3) and PET parameters (4) according to the obtained PET types. **5.** PIE executes the PET operators successively on each sliced mini-batch. These PET operators are also responsible for adding the PET results to the shared outputs if needed. Note that the remaining operations like self-attention are also performed by PIE but are not shown in the figure.

**PET Operator Library:** According to the unified representation in Figure 3, the PET tasks rely on different PET operations. MaskBert and Diff-Pruning involve sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpMM) as their PET parameters contain high sparsity. Adapters perform light-weighted dense GEMM. While Bitfit only requires a Vadd operation. Therefore, PIE provides an operator library containing high-performance implementations of both dense and sparse operators. The sparse operators are tuned specifically for the sparse patterns and parameter sizes of the target models. We can also implement new PET operators for other emerging PET algorithms if they can fit into the unified representation.

**PET Task Scheduler:** During the inference of each layer, the PET operations of different tasks have no data dependency and can therefore run in parallel. Given the system allowed parallelism, e.g., the number of CUDA streams on GPU, the PET task scheduler schedules the PET operations to utilize the parallelism as much as possible. The PET operator scheduling strategy is introduced in Section 4.2.

### 4 Optimization Strategies

#### 4.1 Coordinated Batching

In real scenarios, the input queries usually have variable sequence lengths. If we batch short queries and long queries, the short ones have to be zero-padded, incurring useless computation. Previous frameworks like TurboTransformers [12] pay much attention to solve such a problem. However, for PETs, we have to consider both the shared operations and PET operations. Therefore, we propose a Coordinated Batching (CB) strategy to coordinate these two parts during batching.

**Problem Formulation:** Assume there are $R$ queries, namely $Q = \{q_0, q_1, \ldots, q_{R-1}\}$ associated with $T$ different tasks. We divide queries into $M$ batches. For each batch, we use $\alpha|N|L$ to denote the shared model latency when batching $N$ queries with a maximum length of $L$. In the meantime, a PET operator
Algorithm 1: Coordinated Batching Strategy

1 \textbf{Input:} Number of tasks \( T \), queries \( Q = \{q_0, q_1, ..., q_{|Q|-1}\} \), Shared Op latency model \( \alpha \), PET Op latency model \( \beta \).
2 \textbf{Step 0: Pre-processing}
3 Cluster input queries to the same task and generate \( Q = \{q_0, q_1, ..., q_{|Q|-1}\} \), where \( q_i \) contains \( q_i \) queries.
4 \textbf{Step 1: Intra-task batching}
5 for \( i \) \( \leftarrow \) 0 until \( T \) do
6 Create DP state vector \( state[n+1], state[0] = 0; \)
7 Sort queries in \( X_i \) according to the sequence length in an ascending order;
8 Create split_ids_list[n+1], \( pt = \{\} \) \( \) get \( \) pet_type(i) ;
9 for \( j \) \( \leftarrow \) 1 to \( n; \) min_cost = INF do
10 \hspace{1em} for \( k \) \( \leftarrow \) 1 to \( j \) do
11 \hspace{2em} \( \text{tmp} = state[k-1] + \beta[pt[j]][k-1][X_i[j].len] ; \)
12 \hspace{2em} if \( \text{tmp} < \text{min_cost} \) then
13 \hspace{3em} \( \text{min_cost} = \text{tmp}, \text{split_idx} = k - 1; \)
14 \hspace{2em} state[j] = \text{min_cost}, split_ids_list[j] = split_idx;
15 Split queries into mini-batches MB using split_ids_list;
16 \textbf{Step 2: Inter-task batching}
17 Sort mini-batches according to their max sequence lengths;
18 Create DP state vector \( state[\|\text{mini-batch}\| + 1], state[0] = 0; \)
19 Create sum[n\text{mini-batch} + 1], \text{sum}[i] records the total queries of the first \( i \) mini-batches;
20 for \( i \) \( \leftarrow \) 1 to \( \|\text{mini-batch}\|; \) min_cost = INF do
21 \hspace{1em} for \( j \) \( \leftarrow \) 1 to \( \|\text{mini-batch}\| \) do
22 \hspace{2em} batch_size = \text{sum}[i]-\text{sum}[i-1];
23 \hspace{2em} \( \text{tmp} = state[j-1] + \alpha[batch_size][MB[i].max_seq_len]; \)
24 \hspace{2em} if \( \text{tmp} < \text{min_cost} \) then
25 \hspace{3em} \( \text{min_cost} = \text{tmp}, \text{split_idx} = j - 1; \)
26 \hspace{2em} state[i] = \text{min_cost}, split_ids_list[i] = split_idx;
27 Split mini-batches into macro batches using split_ids_list;
28 \textbf{Return:} The scheduled macro batches.

Algorithm 2: PET Operator Scheduling Strategy

1 \textbf{Input:} PET operator set \( O \) of a macro-batch, stream set \( S \), latency model \( \beta \) and bandwidth model \( \omega \).
2 \textbf{Output:} \( O \) to streams assignment \( \Phi(O \rightarrow S) \)
3 \( I \leftarrow 0 \) \( \beta \) operational intensity of \( O \).
4 \textbf{for} \( o \in O \) do
5 \hspace{1em} \( \text{opIntensity} \leftarrow (\alpha[FLOPS]/\beta(o))/\omega(o); \)
6 \hspace{1em} \( I.append(opIntensity); \)
7 Sort \( O \) in an ascending order according to \( I \).
8 \textbf{for} \( o \in O \) do
9 \hspace{1em} \text{streamIdx} \leftarrow o.idx/[|S|];
10 \hspace{1em} \( \Phi(O.o.idx) \leftarrow S[streamIdx]; \)

only considers the effect of batching shared operators using a profiled \( \alpha \)-model. In both steps, we sort the queries and use dynamic programming (DP) to find the optimal splitting positions with low time-complexity.

Algorithm 1 details this strategy. The queries with the same task id are firstly clustered and sorted according to the sequence length. At the first step, we use \( state[i] \) to record the minimum latency of PET operations when batching the first \( i \) queries. We use \( split_ids_list \) to record the splitting positions. Equation 4 shows the Bellman equation:

\[
state[i] = \min_{0 \leq j \leq i} (state[j-1] + \beta[pt_j][i-j][L_j]) \tag{4}
\]

With the DP algorithm, we divide the queries of each task into mini-batches. At the second stage, the Bellman equation only considers the shared operators, whose latency is estimated by the \( \alpha \) model. Instead of scheduling each single query, the second step schedules the mini-batches:

\[
state[i] = \min_{0 \leq j \leq i} (state[j-1] + \alpha[batch_size][L_j]) \tag{5}
\]

Where \( state[i] \) records the minimum latency of batching the first \( i \) mini-batches. \( L_j \) denotes the max sequence length of the \( j \)-th mini-batch. \( batch_size \) denotes the number of total queries from mini-batches \( i \) to \( j \). After dynamic programming, the mini-batches are assigned to multiple macro-batches.

4.2 PET Operator Scheduling

In addition to the coordinated batch scheduling, PET operators can be executed in parallel to further improve hardware utilization and performance. To achieve the PET-task-level parallelism on GPU, PET operators in a macro-batch (as shown in Figure 6) can be assigned to multiple CUDA streams. However, naively assigning a unique stream to each PET task may not get the ideal speedup, because if we assign computation-intensive operators to different streams (or memory-intensive operators), they can hardly be executed in parallel, since they are bounded by the same resources. Therefore, we propose a light-weighted online scheduling strategy to dynamically assign PET tasks to streams. The scheduling algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The input includes the set of PET operators to be scheduled, and the set of streams on which the PET operators execute. The algorithm also requires the PET latency model \( \beta \) used in Algorithm 1, as well as a bandwidth

This takes \( \beta[pt][n][l] \) seconds to process the PET terms of \( n \) queries, whose \( pet_type \) is shortened to \( pt \), and \( l \) is the max length of these \( n \) queries. Then, the estimated execution latency is:

\[
Batch Latency(B_i) = \alpha[N_i][L_i] + \sum_{j=0}^{t-1} \beta[pt_j][n_j][l_j]. \tag{2}
\]

In the formula, we use \( B_i \) to denote the \( i \)-th batch, and assume there are \( t_i \) different tasks in the batch. For the \( j \)-th task in batch \( i \), there are \( n_j \) queries that shape a mini-batch, which is processed by a PET operator indexed by \( pt_j \). The longest sequence length of the \( n_j \) queries is \( L_j \). Since all the \( M \) batches, namely \( B = \{B_0, B_1, ..., B_M-1\} \) are executed successively, we can further estimate the total latency as:

\[
Total Latency(B) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} Batch Latency(B_i) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \alpha[N_i][L_i] + \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{t_i-1} \beta[pt_j][n_j][l_j]. \tag{3}
\]

As we can see, the total latency is jointly determined by the shared and PET operators. To coordinate these two parts, we propose a two-step Coordinated Batching strategy. As illustrated in Figure 6, in the first step, we generate "mini-batches" for each task (intra-task batching), which only considers the effect of batching PET operators using a profiled \( \beta \)-model. In the second step, we generate "macro-batches" by combining these mini-batches among tasks (inter-task batching), which
model $\omega$ generated together with $\beta$. The algorithm outputs the assignment from the PET operator set to the stream set. The first step (lines 3–6) of Algorithm 2 computes the operational intensities of all the PET operators. Operational intensity is a metric to measure the compute to memory access ratio of an operator [57]. The achieved intensity of an operator is computed by its FLOPs divided by the utilized bandwidth. The second step (lines 7–10) then assigns a stream for each PET operator. The rationale is to put operators with differentiated operational intensities to different streams, in order to minimize resource conflict between streams.

Though the PET operator level parallelism contradicts the assumption that the PET operators are executed sequentially in Coordinated Batching. Experiments in Section 6 demonstrates that the coordinated batching still works well with parallel PET execution. Involving a more accurate performance model for parallel PET execution can help generate better scheduling results. We leave this as our future work.

5 Implementation

We implement PetS with a Python front-end to describe shared model and PET tasks management, and a C++ backend to perform query scheduling and inference serving.

5.1 PET Description

The description of PET tasks is based on the HuggingFace Transformers framework [58]. We extend HuggingFace Transformers library mainly with two data structures and three interfaces to manage PET tasks, as shown in Table 2. PETModel is the base structure to implement a model with PET tasks. PETLayer is defined in PETModel to describe PET operations, apart from the shared operations. The first interface of PETModel in Table 2, load_shared_model, loads the shared parameters as traditional Hugging Face tasks do. The load_pet_task interface is used to load PET parameters, given PET type and PET parameters URL. It will call load_pet_params defined in PETLayer to finish the underlying load operations for each layer. Users can inherit and implement these interfaces according to specific tasks.

5.2 Inference Serving

The three modules of PetS’s PET Inference Pipeline in Figure 4 are deployed in individual processes to process input queries in a pipelined manner.

Inference Engine: Inference frameworks compatible with HuggingFace Transformers library can be plugged into PetS as its backend engine, such as TurboTransformers [12], LightSeq [56], FastTransformers [37], etc. Modifications should be done to support PET operators and the PET Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PETModel</td>
<td>load_shared_model(model_url)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>load_pet_task(pet_type, param_url)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETLayer</td>
<td>load_pet_params(pet_type, pet_layer_param)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: PET data structures and interfaces

Code Listing 1: User Interface

```python
server = PetS()  # create a PET server
# Register PET tasks
server.register_task("Adapter", "bert-base", pet_param_url_0)
server.register_task("MaskBert", "bert-base", pet_param_url_1)
# Register other PET tasks ...
# Load shared model parameters and PET tasks
server.load_shared_model("bert-base")
server.load_pet_tasks(pet_task_ids)
# Fetch queries from input query queue and run inference.
queries = server.fetch(input_query_queue)
results = server.inference(queries)
```

Scheduler. Without loss of generality, PetS implements the backend inference engine based on TurboTransformers*. It leverages cuBLAS to compute the shared dense MVM operators. We leverage a high-performance SpMM implementation [15] to implement the sparse PET operators.

5.3 User Interfaces

We use a code sample as shown in Code 1 to demonstrate how users can launch PetS, load models and process queries with only a few lines of Python code.

After creating a PetS server, it firstly registers PET tasks through the register_task interface. It will write the user-provided PET parameters to Parameter Repository and get the assigned task ids. Then the server loads the shared models by calling standard HuggingFace Transformers API and loads PET tasks using the assigned task ids to index the Parameter Repository. Once fetching a group of queries from the input query queue, the PetS server runs the PET inference pipeline and returns the inference results.

Currently, we only implement the four aforementioned PET algorithms in the PetS framework. A new PET algorithm can work with PetS as long as it meets two requirements: (1) The PET operations are separable (with necessary equivalent transformations) from the shared operations. (2) The separated PET operations are light-weighted. Then, to support a new algorithm, the developers should first identify its PET operations. Then the related functions introduced in this section should be extended accordingly.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup

Shared Models: We choose Bert-base, Bert-large [9], and DistillBert [49] as the shared pre-trained models, whose configurations are listed in Table 3. We do not include generative Transformer models such as GPT-2 [45] because GPT-like models have not been well-studied by the PET algorithms discussed above. We leave the evaluation on GPT-like models as our future work and focus on Bert-like models in this

Table 3: Shared Model Configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Model</th>
<th>#Layer</th>
<th>#Head</th>
<th>Hidden Size</th>
<th>Inter-Size</th>
<th># Params</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DistillBert</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>66 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert-base</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>110 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert-large</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>340 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*https://github.com/Tencent/TurboTransformers
We first demonstrate with Jetpack 4.4.1 containing CUDA-10.2. USENIX Association to a random PET type). If the system can process a batch of each platform, we load PetS each task, while SeqS here we use the unmodified TurboTransformers framework. Apart from Sequential Serving Systems (SeqS) which saturates the GPUs’ computation resources more easily, diminishing the benefits of batched serving. We notice that PetS fail to achieve meaningful speedup than single-task serving on TX2. This is because TX2 only has limited computation resources (256 CUDA cores) and therefore can hardly get benefited from batched serving baseline. We adopt SeqS running a single task as the baseline. Note that here we do not include the two optimizations introduced in Section 4 and adopt a simple fixed-batch policy in the batch scheduling step. We assume that there are no dependencies between tasks.

As we can see, on the 1080 Ti and V100 platforms, PetS achieves up to 1.87× and 1.86× higher throughput, 1.53× and 1.63× on average, compared to the single-task serving baseline. We notice that PetS fail to achieve meaningful speedup than single-task serving on TX2. This is because TX2 only has limited computation resources (256 CUDA cores) and therefore can hardly get benefited from batched serving. Similarly, on 1080 Ti and V100, we observe lower speedup on Bert-large models than Bert-base/DistillBert. This is because Bert-large has a larger layer size (see Table 3), which saturates the GPUs’ computation resources more easily, diminishing the benefits of batched serving.

### 6.2.2 Throughput Improvement

As stated before, PetS achieves both inter-task and inter-algorithm batching through the unified representation and a specialized PET Inference Engine (PIE). Therefore, we evaluate PetS’s throughput (measured in Queries-Per-Second, QPS) under different situations. As shown in Figure 7, we load 4-32,16-64 and 32-128 random tasks on TX2, 1080 Ti and V100 platforms, respectively. For each task, we generate queries with three fixed shapes. All queries with the same shape are executed in one batch. We adopt SeqS running a single task as the baseline. Note that here we do not include the two optimizations introduced in Section 4 and adopt a simple fixed-batch policy in the batch scheduling step. We assume that there are no dependencies between tasks.

As we can see, on the 1080 Ti and V100 platforms, PetS achieves up to 1.87× and 1.86× higher throughput, 1.53× and 1.63× on average, compared to the single-task serving baseline. We notice that PetS fail to achieve meaningful speedup than single-task serving on TX2. This is because TX2 only has limited computation resources (256 CUDA cores) and therefore can hardly get benefited from batched serving. Similarly, on 1080 Ti and V100, we observe lower speedup on Bert-large models than Bert-base/DistillBert. This is because Bert-large has a larger layer size (see Table 3), which saturates the GPUs’ computation resources more easily, diminishing the benefits of batched serving.

### 6.2.3 Comparison with ParS

Apart from Sequential Serving Systems (SeqS), several previous serving systems are built to support concurrent execution of multiple tasks in parallel [18, 40, 48], which belong to the
Parallel Serving System (ParS). We compare PetS’s throughput over conventional ParS to examine the performance. To implement ParS, we modify the original TurboTransformers framework and put each task-specific model to a unique CUDA stream to run all models in parallel. Note that in this experiment, we adopt Bert-base as the shared model and do not consider model swapping. All results are collected on the GTX-1080 Ti platform.

As shown in Figure 8, we evaluate multiple query configurations represented by a pair of per-task batch size and sequence length ((BS, SL)) to illustrate the PetS’s generality. We run each query configuration on a different number of tasks for SeqS, ParS, and PetS. All results are normalized to the SeqS baseline. When the number of tasks is small (1-4), PetS cannot outperform ParS. For one thing, PetS has extra PET operations, as illustrated in Figure 3. For the other, tasks of ParS run in parallel. Although the shared weight part of PetS can also utilize parallel hardware, the overhead of PET operations cannot be offset by the limited parallelism. As the number of tasks increases, the benefit of PetS begins to manifest. PetS has an average 17.7% speedup over ParS when the number of tasks reaches 16 on all four configurations. Neither SeqS nor ParS could run too many concurrent tasks due to OOM, while PetS is still able to scale to 32 tasks and even more (refer to Table 5). As we can find in the figure, benefited from the higher hardware utilization, the QPS of PetS improves with the increased total batch size (i.e., \#tasks×BS). As the number of tasks further increases to 256 or more (not shown in the figure), the QPS improvement curve will reach a plateau since a large batch saturates the GPU resources.

6.3 Performance Analysis

6.3.1 Execution Time Breakdown

To figure out why PetS outperforms the baseline systems in serving throughput, we break down the execution time of both PetS and SeqS on GTX-1080 Ti. We set two workloads (i.e., per-task batch size = 1, sequence length = 64 and per-task batch = 2, sequence length = 32) and evaluate eight random tasks with Bert-base and Bert-large models. Therefore, the two workloads issue 8 and 16 queries each time. As we can see in Figure 9, PetS speeds up the Non-PET operators (including the attention operations and the computation of shared linear layers) by 2.17× to 3.28×, thanks to the batched execution of shared operators. Due to the adoption of SpMM library, the PET operators only take up 27.4% to 41.3% of the total execution time. Therefore, the end-to-end execution time is still much less than SeqS.

6.3.2 Memory Footprint Breakdown

We also profile the memory footprint of PetS and SeqS on 1080 Ti to understand why PetS has outstanding scalability. Taking the configuration of \{BS, SL\} = \{1, 128\} as an example, we plot the consumed GPU memory by both model weights and data under different task numbers in Figure 10.

We can see that a single task has about 0.35GB weight parameters. The memory consumption of SeqS grows linearly with the number of tasks. The weight parameters exceed 11GB for 32 tasks on SeqS, causing OOM on GTX-1080 Ti. On the contrary, for PetS, only the memory footprint of the PET parameters, which normally occupies less than 5% of the shared weight, increases with the number of tasks. As a result, the total memory footprints of 64 tasks occupy less than 40% of total GPU memory, demonstrating that PetS can support much more tasks. Note that the memory footprints of 16 and 32 tasks are the same, but 64 tasks consume three times more data memory than 32 tasks. This is because we use NVIDIA CUB device memory allocator [36] for dynamic data memory management, and the allocated device memory is not strictly proportional to data size, but aligned according to some rounding rules.

6.3.3 Effect of PET Operator Scheduling

In Section 4.2, we introduce a PET Operator Scheduling strategy to properly schedule PET operators to multiple CUDA streams. To demonstrate the benefits of such a strategy, we also profile the speedup using Bert-base on GTX-1080 Ti GPU. We set the sequence length from 4 to 64. For each test case, we put the same 1024 random queries in the pool and process them with a batch of 128. As shown in Figure 11, when 32 tasks are served, increasing the number of streams to 32 brings the optimal performance for all input configurations and reduces up to 15% of execution latency. However, we observe that as the number of tasks keeps growing to 64 and 128, using more than two streams even downgrades the performance under the Seq = 4 configuration. The main inferred
reason is that, as the number of tasks increases, each task’s batch size gets smaller. When the input queries also have limited sequence lengths (i.e., seq = 4), the execution time is too short for the GPU’s scheduler to overlap concurrent streams. Thus, launching too many streams will only incur non-negligible synchronization overhead.

For PIE, the number of CUDA streams can be dynamically set before each batch’s inference. Therefore, we can add a rule to the PET operator scheduler: for tasks with short sequence lengths and small per-task batch size, we set a small stream number such as one or two. For tasks with a long sequence length, we set a large stream number such as 32. We obtain the threshold on each GPU platform by profiling in advance.

6.4 Performance on Arbitrary Inputs

As stated before, in real-world multi-task serving scenarios, the input queries usually have variable sequence lengths and PET types. Naively batching these queries may not bring the ideal throughput. Our proposed Coordinated Batching (CB) strategy is aimed to improve PetS’s performance on arbitrary inputs by coordinating shared operations and PET operations during batching. To evaluate the effect of CB, we test on workloads with variable sequence lengths and PET types, and then compare CB with three baseline batching strategies: 

- **Fixed-Sized Batching**: We put queries in the pool to fix-sized batches, regardless of their PET types and sequence lengths.
- **α-Only Batching**: We dynamically batch the queries only using the α model. This strategy is similar to TurboTransformers’ smart batching. To implement the α-only Batching, we treat every single query as a mini-batch and only conduct the inter-task batching (step 2) in Figure 6.
- **β-Only Batching**: We dynamically batch the queries only using the β model. That is to say, in Figure 6, only the first step will be performed. The obtained mini-batches will be directly sent to PIE for execution.

To simulate real-world cases, we assume that the queries’ lengths obey the Gaussian Distribution. Without loss of generality, we set the mean value to 32 and set the standard deviation from 1 to 8. The concurrent tasks are set from 32 to 128. Each task is assigned to a random PET type. For each case, we put 1024 queries in the query pool. For each query in the pool, we randomly assign it to a registered task.

As shown in Figure 12, the proposed CB strategy achieves on average 1.52× and 1.27× speedup over Fixed-Sized Batching and β-only Batching, respectively. When the std values are set from 1 to 4, CB also achieves up to 1.14× (1.06× on average) speedup over α-only Batching. For input queries with large variance, Coordinated Batching achieves lower QPS than α-only Batching. We infer that the first step guided by the β model may put some queries with certain length difference into one batch, which is acceptable by Step 1. Such a difference, however, may be amplified in Step 2, since the shared operators usually take up the majority of total execution time (see Figure 9). On the contrary, if the input queries have middle or small variances, the batching of both the two steps is near-optimal. Therefore, to get the highest performance on arbitrary inputs, we can measure the std value of the queries in the pool and choose to use Coordinated Batching (for low-std inputs) or α-only Batching (for high-std inputs).

7 Limitations & Future Work

As revealed by the evaluation results, PetS favors the scenarios where the number of tasks is large, while each task has few input queries. If there are only a few tasks, but each task has a large batch, using a traditional SeqS framework may also achieve good throughput. Also, as shown in Figures 8 and 9, when there are only a few tasks, the overhead of PetS (i.e., computing PET operators and shared dense operators separately) will outweigh the benefits, since the shared operators cannot achieve enough speedup in these cases to cover the overhead of PET operators.

Currently, the proof-of-concept PetS implementation only supports downstream tasks sharing the same pre-trained model. However, with the increasing of tasks adopting transformers as their backbones, there will be more and more shared models registered in PetS. The ability to simultaneously serve multiple pre-trained models from various task fields is needed. On the other hand, giant pre-trained models with trillions of parameters exceeding the capability of a single GPU have emerged to achieve significant accuracy gain, such as [13, 52, 63]. Partitioning a single giant model with PET tasks and different shared models on multiple GPUs is challenging for PetS. Moreover, for online queries with latency and cost constraints, how to balance PetS’s performance and QoS should also be taken into consideration. We leave the model partitioning and QoS-aware query scheduling as PetS’s future work.

8 Related Work

**Parameter-Efficient Transformers**: Apart from the four representative PETs discussed in the paper, there are many

---

**Figure 11**: PET Operator Scheduling Performance.

**Figure 12**: Comparison of Batching Strategies
other PET variants like AdapterFusion [41], LoRA [24], LeTs [14] and Prefix-tuning [30], etc. As stated in Section 5.3, these PETs can also work with PetS with some necessary extensions. We also notice that there are some works trying to put PETs into one framework such as UniPELT [33] and MAM-Adapter [21]. However, they belong to training frameworks designed from the user’s angle. Their main goal is to combine multiple PET techniques into one model to achieve better accuracy. On the contrary, PetS is designed from a service provider’s angle. It batches different fine-tuned tasks provided by users regardless of their PET algorithms and parameters. Therefore, these techniques are orthogonal to PetS. Besides, we also notice that Adapter-Hub [42] shares many ideas with PetS. It provides an easy way to train and share adapters for different downstream tasks based on Huggingface Transformers. A recent work named OpenDelta [10] further supports fine-tuning more types of PETs. However, the two frameworks are mainly designed for algorithm developers and not optimized for model serving. PetS mainly focuses on improving the multi-task serving efficiency from the system implementation and optimization perspectives. We believe that it will be promising to adopt PetS as the inference serving backend of these training frameworks.

**Inference Serving Systems:** As illustrated in Section 6, previous inference serving systems can be classified as SeqS and ParS. Rafiqi [53] and Clipper [7] deploy a model in an exclusive container, and introduce caching, batching, and model selection techniques to reduce model swapping overhead. Clockwork [19] reduces GPU inference latency variability by ordering queries based on their service level objectives (SLOs) and only running one query at a time, while TurboTransformers [12] batches queries to a single model to improve system throughput. Compared to the SeqS running each model sequentially, ParS systems enable concurrent execution of multiple models. INFaaS [48] proposes to automatically select models for multiple queries in order to maximize throughput. NVIDIA’s MPS [39] and recent MIG [38] techniques enable efficient GPU resource sharing through hardware partition or full isolation. There exist other systems [8, 40, 60] featured with GPU sharing techniques.

**Transformers Inference Engines:** With the prevailing of Transformers, some inference engines are designed specifically for efficient Transformer inference. FastTransformers [37] and DeepSpeed [35] are two frameworks featured with multi-GPU inference. LightSeq [56] is a light-weighted inference engine performing some input-aware optimization techniques, such as smart batching and padding minimization, so does the inference engine of TurboTransformers [12].

Leveraging parameter-efficient Transformers, PetS saves storage, mitigates model swapping overhead and also improves system throughput by co-design and co-optimization between inference serving system and inference engine.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents PetS, a unified framework for efficient multi-task Parameter-Efficient Transformers (PETs) serving. To enable flexible PET task management and high-throughput serving, we first propose a unified representation to put different PETs into the same framework. Then we design a specialized PET inference engine to execute different tasks’ queries in batches. We also propose a coordinated batching strategy to deal with arbitrary input queries and develop a PET operator scheduling strategy to exploit parallelism between PETs. Experiments on Edge/Desktop/Server GPUs demonstrate that PetS can support up to 26× more concurrent tasks and improves the serving throughput by 1.53× and 1.63× on Desktop and Server GPUs, respectively.
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Abstract

The artifact contains PetS's code and its setup&running descriptions. We provide instructions and click-to-run scripts for reproducing the main results in this paper.

Scope

This artifact is used for reproducing the main results in Section 6. Specifically, we produce click-to-run scripts to reproduce the results of Figures 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 and Table 4.

Contents

• Code Base: The code base of the artifact includes the PetS inference framework. It contains the coordinated batching and PET operator scheduling components to demonstrate PetS's performance optimization strategies.

• Benchmarking Scripts: We provide click-to-run benchmarking scripts to evaluate PetS's performance. The script run_pets_main_results.sh can conduct all the main experiments, while you can also run each experiment individually using other provided scripts like eval_batching_strategies.sh, eval_multi_stream.sh, etc.

• Instructions: We provide a detailed README to guide the environment setup, evaluation and code reuse, etc.

• Reference Results: We provide the experiment results on two GPU platforms for reference use.

Evaluation and Expected Results

After setting up the environment, you can run the two-step evaluation procedure: experiments running and results validating. The first step generates the performance numbers, and the second step draws figures. Please refer to README.md for detailed evaluation flow. The full evaluation lasts for about one hour. You can find the plotted results in the research/reproduced_figures folder.

Known Issues: Some AE reviewers have reported that in their running environments with V100 GPUs, they failed to get the same curve as Figure 11 (though Figure 11 is based on the 1080-ti GPU). We tested two machines with V100 GPUs. One can get even better results (a local machine, driver version = 510), but the other (an AliCloud instance, driver version = 460) got worse results than 1080-ti. We infer that this is due to the hardware and driver differences. The exact cause is still under investigation.

How to Reuse Beyond Paper

A PET algorithm can work with PetS as long as it meets two requirements:

• Its PET operations are separable (with necessary equivalent-transformations) from the shared operations.

• The separated PET operations are light-weighted.

To support a new algorithm, we should first identify its PET operations. Then three steps are required to add the new PET algorithm to PetS:

• Step-1. Register a new PET type and implement the PET operations using Pytorch APIs in python/turbo_transformers/layers/modeling_pets.py.

• Step-2. Deal with the PET parameters loading. Add new loading functions in modeling_shared_bert.py and pet_manager.h, respectively.

• Step-3. Implement the new PET operators in shadow_op.cpp/shadow_op.h

• Step-4. If the new PET operators should be called at places that are different from the four PETs in the paper, you should also modify the bert layers backends, e.g., bert_output.cpp

Hosting

The artifact is archived in Zenodo.

Requirements

• Hardware: The artifact can run on a server or embedded platform equipped with at least one NVIDIA GPU. We tested NVIDIA Jetson TX2, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, and NVIDIA Tesla V100.

• Compilation and Runtime: The experiments are performed on three platforms with GPUs mentioned above. The compilers and operating systems on the platforms are: on platform with 1080 Ti GPU, g++ 7.5.0 and nvcc 11.3, Ubuntu 20.04; Tx2: Jetpack 4.4.1 with CUDA-10.2. V100: Ubuntu 18.04, CUDA-10.1. g++ 7.5.0.

Many other GPU platforms (e.g., 2080Ti, P100, K80, etc.) may also be compatible with this artifact. However, the Ampere architecture (e.g., A100, A6000) is not currently supported by the sputnik library.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6534753
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Abstract
Mixed precision training uses a mixture of full and lower precisions for neural network (NN) training. Applying mixed precision must cast tensors in NN from float32 (FP32) to float16 (FP16) or vice versa. The existing strategy greedily applies FP16 to performance-critical operations without quantifying and considering the casting cost. However, we reveal that the casting cost can take more than 21% of NN operation execution time, and in some cases surpasses the performance benefit of using low precision. In this paper, we introduce Campo, a tool that improves performance of mixed-precision NN training with the awareness of casting costs. Campo is built upon performance modeling that predicts the casting cost and operation performance with low precision, and introduces a cost-aware graph rewriting strategy. Campo is user-transparent, and enables high performance NN training using mixed precision without training accuracy loss. Evaluating Campo with six NN models, we show that compared to TensorFlow using TF_AMP (a state-of-the-art performance optimizer for mixed precision training from Nvidia), Campo improves training throughput by 20.8% on average (up to 24.5%) on RTX 2080 Ti GPU and by 20.9% on average (up to 23.4%) on V100 GPU, without training accuracy loss. Because of using the cost-aware mixed precision training, Campo also improves energy efficiency by 21.4% on average (up to 24.2%), compared to TensorFlow using TF_AMP. Has shown significant speedup over the single (full) precision training on a variety of NN [2–4], especially with tensor cores (TC) available on some GPU architectures.

In NN training frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch, the mixed precision training is implemented via a graph rewrite process [5]. This process casts tensors referenced in certain operations in NN from float32 (FP32) to float16 (FP16), or vice versa. This process adopts a greedy strategy that applies FP16 execution to performance-critical operations, most of which are matrix multiplication and convolution, based on an implicit assumption that using low precision always leads to performance improvement, and hence the casting cost can be always justified.

However, our detailed performance analysis reveals that the above common assumption is not true. We observe that the casting cost can take more than 21% of operation execution time, depending on the input tensor size of the operation using mixed precision. In some cases (e.g., the operation MatMul with an input data size of (64, 1001, 1001, 2048)), the casting cost surpasses the performance benefit of using low precision. As a result, using mixed precision training (even with TC) may not be performance-beneficial and even leads to performance loss (22.7% in the example of MatMul). Hence, the casting cost must be considered and quantified when deciding precision for operations.

Deciding whether using low precision for an operation is performance-beneficial is challenging, because the operation time and casting cost are affected by input data size, whether TC is used, and performance characterization of operation (e.g., memory access pattern and compute intensity). Also, using low precision should not impact NN model accuracy. Hence, making the decision of using low precision is a multi-dimensional problem.

In this paper, we introduce a cost-aware performance optimization tool, named Campo, aiming to improve performance of mixed-precision NN training with the awareness of casting costs. Campo assigns the low or full computation precision to each operation in NN to maximize performance while preserving the NN model accuracy. Campo is built upon perfor-
mance modeling that predicts the casting cost and operation performance with low precision. The performance modeling is operation-specific and captures events (such as L2 cache misses and global loads/stores on GPU) critical to the performance of low precision and collected through dynamic profiling in full precision. Using dynamic profiling, the performance modeling is also able to capture the impact of input data size on performance.

Leveraging the performance modeling, Campo introduces a cost-aware graph rewriting strategy. This strategy avoids applying low precision to those operations that cannot get performance benefit, and minimizes the casting cost when applying low precision to a group of operations. Furthermore, Campo does not impact NN model accuracy, because it only applies low precision to those operations identified as numerical safe by the traditional algorithm for low precision assignment. In addition, some operations can benefit from low precision but cannot run on TC because their input data sizes cannot meet the requirement of TC. For those operations, Campo pads the input tensors without programmer participation to maximize the utilization of TC for high performance.

We summarize major contributions as follows.

- We conduct a comprehensive performance characterization on operations in NN training and quantify casting costs. In contrast to the traditional methods that decide precision assignment without considering the casting cost, we reveal that the casting cost can outweigh the performance benefit of using low precision. This observation is unprecedented.
- We develop novel and practical performance modeling to predict casting cost and the performance of operations in low precision.
- We propose Campo, a performance optimization tool that enables high-performance mixed precision training without losing training accuracy. Campo uses a graph traverse algorithm and performance modeling to assign low or high precision to each operation.
- We implement Campo within TensorFlow, and evaluate it with six NN models on Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti and V100 GPUs. Our evaluation shows that compared to TensorFlow using TF_AMP (a state-of-the-art performance optimizer for mixed precision training from Nvidia), Campo improves training throughput by 20.8% on average (up to 24.5%) on RTX 2080 Ti and by 20.9% on average (up to 23.4%) on V100, without losing training accuracy. Because of using cost-aware mixed precision training, Campo improves energy efficiency by 21.4% on average (up to 24.2%), compared with TensorFlow using TF_AMP.

2 Background

2.1 Mixed Precision Training

A dominant programming paradigm, commonly adopted by machine learning frameworks such as TensorFlow and PyTorch, is to represent an NN model as a static dataflow graph, where computation functions (e.g., Conv2D, and MatMul) in the NN model are associated with nodes in the graph, and input and output tensors of the computation map to edges. The architecture of the NN model (i.e., the dataflow graph) is defined using symbolic expressions by the programmer. The common computation functions are defined as operations by the machine learning framework.

The mixed precision training makes precision assignment decisions per node. Some nodes (i.e., operations) in the dataflow graph use full precision (i.e., FP32), and those nodes are essential to maintain training accuracy. Other nodes use lower precision, which is useful to save memory capacity and bandwidth and enable faster math operations (especially on GPUs with TC support). As a result, the mixed precision training can harvest the best of both worlds: maintaining training accuracy and having fast execution.

In TensorFlow and PyTorch, only FP16 is considered as lower precision for the mixed precision training because of FP16’s commonality in various GPU architectures, although some GPU architectures (such as Turing and Ampere) support other lower precisions, such as INT8 and INT4. Like TensorFlow and PyTorch, we only consider FP16 as lower precision in this paper, because of FP16’s commonality.

Figure 1 depicts the workflow of using the mixed precision training in TensorFlow and PyTorch. In general, it includes two steps: (1) identifying which nodes should be changed to FP16 and inserting casts between FP32 nodes and FP16 nodes by a mixed precision graph optimizer, and (2) adding loss scaling to preserve small gradient values by an automatic loss-scale optimizer. We focus on (1) in this paper.

The mixed precision graph optimizer decides the assignment of low precision to operations by classifying operations into multiple lists based on operation’s numerical safety. The numerical safety refers to how an NN model’s quality is affected by the use of low precision. An operation is numerical unsafe, if using low precision during the operation execution leads to worse training accuracy, compared with using FP32. In TensorFlow, there are four lists, discussed as followed.

- Allowlist: operations (e.g., MatMul and Conv2D) in this list are considered numerically-safe for execution in FP16, and also performance-critical. These operations are always converted to use FP16.
- Denylist: operations (e.g., Exp and SoftMax) in this list are considered numerically-dangerous in FP16 and their effects may also be observed in a downstream operation node. For example, using FP16 in the operation sequence of Exp ->Add, the Add is unsafe due to the unsafe Exp.

Figure 1: The workflow of mixed precision training.
BatchNorm works online by re-writing the dataflow graph via inserting
the operation is in the inferlist
the operation is in the clearlist
BatchNorm requires certain dimensions of the tensor to be a multiple of
of the operation satisfy the shape requirements. For (2), TC
is usually context-dependent. We do not study the operations
in the denylist operation. The mixed precision graph optimization
works online by re-writing the dataflow graph via inserting
casts before the iterative training of NN model happens.

Figure 2 shows a mixed-precision graph snippet taken from
BERT [6] (a transformer-based model). To enable FP16 for
MatMul and BiasAdd while ensuring numerical safety, two
FP32-to-FP16 cast operation nodes and one FP16-to-FP32
cast operation node are inserted into the graph. Take the FP32-
to-FP16 cast operation node with the input data size (64, 1024)
as an example. The number of scalar elements in the input
data (tensor) is 65536 (i.e., 64 × 1024) in this example.

2.2 Tensor Core Acceleration
Since Volta architecture, Nvidia introduces specialized
hardware arithmetic units into its GPU products, called
Tensor Cores (TC). Compared to regular CUDA cores,
TC is more performant and energy-efficient. TC is used
to accelerate FP16 matrix multiplication and convolution
operations. In TensorFlow, these operations refer to
MatMul, Conv2DBackpropFilter, Conv2DBackpropInput and
Conv2D, which are usually the most fundamental and
time-consuming operations in NN models.

TC is automatically activated to run an operation when two
conditions are met: (1) the operation is either matrix multiplication
or convolution using FP16, and (2) the input tensors
of the operation satisfy the shape requirements. For (2), TC
requires certain dimensions of the tensor to be a multiple of
8. If the condition (1) is met, we say the operation is a TC
candidate. Such an operation can run on regular CUDA cores
with low precision when the condition (2) is not met.

Besides the above discussion on the mixed precision training
and TC, we target on those NN models whose dataflow
graphs are static, which indicates that the dataflow graph does
not change its structure across training samples and hence
each training step goes through the exactly same computation
graph. This implies that once the training batch size is
determined, the input data size and shape (i.e., the size of
each dimension) of operations are known before the training
happens. Such NN models are very common and have been a
research target in many recent efforts [7–13].

3 Observation and Motivation
To motivate the design of Campo, we characterize the performance of operations under full precision and low precision,
and study the casting cost. Table 1 shows the performance results for six operations. These operations can be
commonly found in NN models. The first four operations in the table (MatMul, Conv2D, Conv2DBackpropFilter, and
Conv2DBackpropInput) are candidates to run on TC. These four operations can easily account for most of the NN training
time. For example, in ResNet50, the four operations take more
than 90% of the total training time. The four operations fall into the allowlist, and hence are always converted for FP16
execution. The last two operations in the table (i.e., BiasAdd and MaxPool) fall into the inferlist and clearlist, respectively,
of which the numerical precision chosen for the operations
is usually context-dependent. We do not study the operations
in the denylist because they are always executed in FP32.
Besides the six operations in Table 1, we study other operations
in the three lists, but do not show them in Table 1 for brevity.

We develop two microbenchmarks for each operation to
run it with FP16 and FP32 respectively. The input data sizes
for each operation are collected from ResNet-50, Inception3 and
DCGAN by dlprof [14]. Among those input data sizes,
some of them meet the TC requirement on tensor shape, and
hence the corresponding operations run on TC. In our study,
we use TensorFlow 1.15 and Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU. We run
each operation with each input data size 100 times and
report the average result. In Table 1, “FP16 Exe. time” and
“FP32 Exe. time” do not include casting cost.

Overall, we study the impact of data precision, TC, casting
cost, and input data size on operation performance.
1) **Performance variance with different data precisions.** Table 1 shows that across operations, FP16 consistently outperforms F32, regardless of using TC or not (and without consideration of casting cost). For example, despite not using TC, MatMul with FP16 performs slightly better (3.5%) than with FP32 for the input data size (64, 1001, 1001, 2048).

Furthermore, when the input shape meets the requirement of using TC, the performance gain of using FP16 over FP32 is more significant. For example, Conv2DBackpropInput with FP16 performs significantly better (48%) than with FP32 for the input data size (64, 35, 35, 192).

**Observation 1.** Without TC, using F16 leads to slightly better performance than using F32. Using TC for FP16 magnifies the performance benefit of F16.

2) **Impact of input data size on performance gains from FP16.** Training an NN model can invoke many instances of an operation in a training step. Different instances of the operation can use different input data sizes. Table 1 shows that as we change the input data size of an operation, the performance gain of using FP16 over using FP32 varies significantly. For example, for MatMul with FP16, the performance gain is 3.6% and 114.5% for the input data sizes (64, 1001, 1001, 2048) and (2048, 1024, 1024, 1024) respectively. In this example, such a large performance variance comes from whether TC is utilized. Even if TC is not utilized for TC candidate operations, we observe large performance variance across different input data sizes. For example, Conv2DBackpropInput with input data sizes (64, 149, 149, 32) and (64, 37, 37, 96) have 75.6% and 0.9% performance gains when using FP16.

The above observation holds true for the non-TC candidate operations as well. For example, BiasAdd with input data sizes (64, 9216, 9216) and (64, 1001, 1001) have 40.1% and 11.9% performance gain when using FP16.

The reason for the above result is because of smaller memory bandwidth consumption and smaller number of FP operations with smaller input data size, which offers less opportunity for FP16 to tap and improves performance.

**Observation 2.** The performance gain of using FP16 varies largely across input data sizes.

3) **Impact of casting cost.** Comparing “FP16+Cast Exe. Time” and “FP16 Exe. Time” in Table 1, we see that the cast operation introduces 3% - 29% overhead, diminishing the performance benefit of FP16. As a result, using FP16 can perform worse than FP32. For example, considering the casting cost, MatMul using a TC-satisfied input data size (2048, 8, 8, 1024) and a TC-unsatisfied input data size (64, 1001, 1001, 2048) with FP16 performs worse than with FP32 by 9.3% and 22.7% respectively, and the casting cost takes 11.6% and 21.4% of the operation execution time, which is large.

The casting cost stems from (1) the time to initialize the cast operation node in the dataflow graph, and (2) the time to do bitcast and numerical truncation for each scalar element in the input tensor as well as construct the output.

**Observation 3.** The cast operation introduces non-negligible overhead. Considering the casting cost, it is not always performance-profitable to convert FP32 to FP16 regardless of using TC or not.

In addition to the NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, we get the same three observations on Nvidia V100.

**Implications of observations.** The effectiveness of using low precision for an operation is impacted by input data size, casting cost, and the usage of TC. Optimizing the assignment of low precision to operations is a multi-dimensional problem, not just one dimensional problem as assumed in the existing solutions.

---

Table 1: Performance comparison of some of the representative operations in NN training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NN Operations</th>
<th>Input Data Size</th>
<th>FP16 Exe. Time (ms)</th>
<th>FP16+Cast Exe. Time (ms)</th>
<th>FP32 Exe. Time (ms)</th>
<th>Using TC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>(2048, 8, 8, 1024)</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 1001, 1001, 2048)</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>(64, 35, 35, 48)</td>
<td>2.707</td>
<td>2.795</td>
<td>3.664</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 147, 147, 32)</td>
<td>28.965</td>
<td>29.249</td>
<td>29.487</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 299, 299, 3)</td>
<td>57.879</td>
<td>58.944</td>
<td>60.098</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2DBackpropFilter</td>
<td>(64, 299, 299, 3)</td>
<td>8.690</td>
<td>9.773</td>
<td>10.246</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2DBackpropInput</td>
<td>(64, 149, 149, 32)</td>
<td>6.013</td>
<td>7.988</td>
<td>7.111</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 35, 35, 192)</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiasAdd</td>
<td>(64, 1001, 1001)</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 4096, 4096)</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxPool</td>
<td>(64, 9216, 9216)</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 35, 35, 288)</td>
<td>1.849</td>
<td>2.072</td>
<td>1.793</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 17, 17, 768)</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>1.542</td>
<td>1.402</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(64, 8, 8, 2048)</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Design

4.1 Overview

Campo includes an offline component and an online component, as illustrated in Figure 3. The offline component is used to build performance modeling to predict performance of operations in FP16. The performance modeling is used by the online component, and makes performance prediction using performance events (e.g., L2 cache misses and global memory load/store throughput) collected from operation execution in FP32. The performance modeling uses correlation analysis to decide which events are the most important for accurate performance prediction. The performance modeling is based on statistical regression modeling, which is built only once by the offline component but repeatedly used by the online component.

The online component includes graph profiling, graph traverse to make per-node precision decision, insertion of cast operation, and input transformation. The graph profiling uses one iteration to run operation nodes in FP32 and collect events needed by performance modeling. The graph traverse makes four passes on the dataflow graph of the NN model and uses performance modeling to decide if each operation should use FP16 or not based on the estimation of performance benefit and cost of using FP16. The input transformation pads the input tensors to make TC candidates meet the requirement of TC on input shape and thus improves the utilization of TC. The online component is lightweight and enables cost-aware mixed precision optimization with guarantee on performance improvement without training accuracy loss.

4.2 Performance Modeling

We build performance modeling to decide whether low or full precision should be employed for a given operation with a given input data size. The performance modeling predicts (1) the casting cost based on the input data size, and (2) execution time of the operation with low precision.

4.2.1 Predicting Casting Cost

The casting cost for a cast operation includes two parts: (1) the time to initialize the cast operation node in the dataflow graph, denoted by $C_I$, and (2) the time to do the conversion (i.e., the cost to do bitcast and numerical truncation for each scalar element in the input tensor as well as construct the output tensor), denoted by $C_C$.

$C_I$ is modeled as a constant, because $C_I$ comes from a couple of memory allocations and variable assignments for the object initialization of the cast operation node in the dataflow graph. $C_C$ is proportional to the number of scalar elements in the input tensor of the cast operation node. This proportion is represented as a ratio, $r$. Given the same number of scalar elements, we observe that there is no performance difference between converting from FP16 to FP32 and from FP32 to FP16.

Hence, the casting cost is modeled in Equation 1, where $\text{tensor\_size}$ is the input data size of the cast operation node. Taking the operation $\text{add}$ with an input data size $(64, 1024)$ for conversion as an example, $\text{tensor\_size}$ is 65536 (i.e., $64 \times 1024$).

$$\text{casting\_cost} = r \times \text{tensor\_size} + C_I$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

To use the above model, we must know $r$ and $C_I$. They are obtained using linear regression where $r$ and $C_I$ are the slop coefficient and intercept. In particular, by profiling 500 FP32-to-FP16 cast cases and 500 FP16-to-FP32 cast cases, we collect a total of 1000 training samples, each of which includes a pair of measured $\text{casting\_cost}$ and $\text{tensor\_size}$ from a cast operation. We use the method of least squares to find the values of $r$ and $C_I$ that minimize the sum of the squared errors.

4.2.2 Predicting Execution Time of Operation

We adopt an operation-specific modeling method, which means that we build a performance model for each individual operation. We do not build a general model for all the operations to predict performance, because the operations exhibit a variety of performance characteristics in terms of memory access patterns and computation intensity. Building a single, general model does not give good prediction accuracy. In our experience, we build a general model using the similar method as building operation-specific models, but can achieve only 43\% prediction accuracy, which leads to 21\% longer execution time, compared with using operation-specific models. Furthermore, although the total number of operations in the $\text{allowlist}$, $\text{inferlist}$, and $\text{clearlist}$ is 143, which is large, the operation-specific performance models are built offline for once, and then can be reused for all NN models. Hence, operation-specific modeling is practical.

Why not using dynamic profiling to measure performance in low precision? Our performance modeling predicts...
the execution time of an operation using low precision on regular CUDA cores and TC (if the operation is an TC candidate). We could use dynamic profiling to measure the execution time. In particular, we use three training iterations of the NN model: one iteration running all operation nodes in FP32, one running all operation nodes in FP16 on regular CUDA cores, and one iteration running TC candidate nodes in FP16 on TC.

However, the dynamic profiling using training iterations has limitations. In particular, the dynamic profiling uses FP16 for many operations to measure execution time, regardless of the impact of those operations on training convergence. To avoid slow convergence of the training process after dynamic profiling, one has to discard the three training iterations and restart the training process. This complicates the training pipeline. Even worse, for those downstream training tasks that use a pre-trained model, the number of training iterations is limited. Using dynamic profiling can lead to a large increase in training time. For example, training (fine-tuning) a small NN model Audio2Vec [15] can take about ten iterations, and losing three iterations for dynamic profiling leads to more than 20% increase in training time.

**Modeling intuition.** The performance of an operation in FP32 and FP16 has correlation. For example, using FP16 reduces the working set size, compared with using FP32, which can lead to less cache misses and in turn decrease execution time. Our intuition is that using execution time in FP32 and a handful of performance-critical events measured in FP32, we can predict execution time in FP16. The parameters (coefficients) in our performance modeling should capture the performance correlation between FP32 and FP16.

**Performance modeling.** Based on the above intuition, we build the performance model as follows.

\[
OP_{LP} = OP_{FP32} \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \cdot PC_i \right) + \sigma
\]

where \(OP_{LP}\) is the execution time on either regular CUDA cores or TC using FP16, \(OP_{FP32}\) is the execution time on regular CUDA cores using FP32, \(PC_i\) is a performance-critical event measured during the execution of FP32, \(N\) is the number of performance critical events, and \(w_i\) and \(\sigma\) are coefficients. Each operation has up to two performance models: one for regular CUDA cores and the other for TC.

A performance-critical event is a model feature. We use hardware performance counters on GPU to collect those events. There are about 100-200 events collectable on GPU. We choose those events that are the most correlated to the operation performance in FP16, using the following method.

**Selection of model features.** We use the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [16] (or Spearman’s \(\rho\)) to select events. The Spearman’s \(\rho\) is a method to quantify how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function [16]. The Spearman correlation between two variables is high when observations have a similar rank between the two variables, and low when observations have a dissimilar rank between the two variables.

In our case, an event is a variable and the operation performance using FP16 is the other variable. We make many observations by running tests. If the observations on the event and the observations on the F16 performance have the similar rank (i.e., relative position label of the observations within the event or F16 performance), then the event is monotonically correlated (either monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing) with the FP16 performance. In our case, we use a threshold of 0.75 for \(\rho\). When \(|\rho|\) for an event is larger than 0.75, then we choose it as a model feature.

In particular, given an operation \(OP\), we use the following method to select features to build the performance model for FP16 on TC. Using 1000 different TC-satisfied inputs, we run \(OP\) in FP32 1000 times to collect execution time and each collectable event. Then, using the same 1000 inputs, we run \(OP\) in FP16 1000 times to collect execution time. As such, we construct 1000 samples, each of which consists of measured FP32 execution time, the value of each collectable event, and FP16 execution time. For each event, we use the 1000 samples to run the Spearman’s rank correlation analysis and calculate \(\rho\). If \(|\rho|\) is larger than the threshold, then the event is selected.

To select the features to build the performance model for FP16 on regular CUDA cores, we use the same method as above but the operation inputs do not necessarily meet the TC requirement.

We select events for each operation using the above approach. We discuss the most common events across operations as follows.

- **Global memory load/store throughput** indicates intensiveness of global memory access. If an operation has higher throughput in global memory load/store, the operation may get larger performance benefit by using FP16.
- **Instruction executed per cycle** indicates compute intensity. Using FP16 can be helpful for those floating point intensive operations, because of higher throughput of FP16 instructions.
- **GPU occupancy** indicates how many warps are able to be active during operation execution. An operation with low GPU occupancy will be sensitive to whether FP16 or FP32 is used, because using FP16 or not causes difference in global memory accesses and the operation with low GPU occupancy has lower thread-level parallelism to hide long global-memory access latency.
- **L2 cache accesses and misses and L1 cache accesses** indicate memory access locality in the operation. Compared with an operation with bad reference locality, an operation with good reference locality can take advantage of the cache hierarchy and is not sensitive to global memory bandwidth, hence less sensitive to the global memory bandwidth savings due to the use of FP16.

**Getting model coefficients** \(w_i\) and \(\sigma\). For each operation-specific performance model, we run the operation 1000 times.
with 1000 inputs with different sizes, using FP32 and FP16 respectively. That generates 1000 samples, each of which includes FP32 execution time, the values of events collected in FP32, and FP16 execution time. Using the 1000 samples, we use the method of least squares to find the values of coefficients $w_i$ and $\sigma$ that minimize the sum of the squared errors. To generate 1000 inputs with different sizes, we profile the input data size of the operations from 11 NN models (including GoogLeNet, U-Net-3D, DLRM, DCIGN, BiLSTM, SSD-MobileNet-v1, ShuffleNet, SSD, DenseNet, Mask R-CNN, RNN-T) from the MLPerf benchmark suite [17] using 100 training steps with various batch sizes.

Building performance models for an operation is not time-consuming. For example, building the two models for the operation Conv2D (including generating samples to get the model coefficients) takes about 1.5 hours. Building performance models for 143 operations takes about 112.5 hours.

**Justification of modeling method.** In essence, our modeling method is linear regression. Before we used it, we asked if other modeling methods (such as using a machine learning model) can work. We built a multilayer perceptron model (MLP) taking the same input and output as our linear regression model. The MLP has four layers (one input, one output and two hidden layers) and has 800 neurons in total. However, we do not see any benefit of using such a model in terms of prediction accuracy: the prediction accuracy for the MLP is 71%, while it is 94.2% for the linear regression model. The low prediction accuracy of using MLP is largely due to the fact that our problem nature exhibits near-linear correlation between features and MLP seems to be prone to get stuck in a local optimum for this problem. Furthermore, the MLP takes 10x more training samples than the linear regression model. Hence, we do not use MLP.

Furthermore, we asked if basic heuristics can work. In fact, compared with using dynamic profiling (a basic heuristic), using performance modeling reduces training time by 20% for Audio2Vec. Compared with using the same precision for all instances of each operation (another basic heuristic), using performance modeling reduces training time by 35% for BERT-large. Our performance models are repeatedly used for NN models, which amortizes the construction cost.

Our modeling method considers the impact of operation input on operation performance, because it uses dynamic profiling in FP32 to measure performance with the given operation input, based on which to make prediction for FP16 performance with the same operation input.

Furthermore, our modeling method is operation-specific, which greatly simplifies model construction, because the operation type itself provides much of implicit information on operation characteristics. For example, the operation name MatMul indicates strided memory accesses, and hence the operation-specific performance model does not need to explicitly model such a memory access pattern to make performance prediction. As a result, our performance model can focus on capturing the correlation between the performance of FP32 and FP16.

### 4.3 Runtime Graph Rewriting

The runtime graph rewriting decides (1) data precision for each operation, and (2) which operations to be converted together to reduce the number of cast operation nodes. By graph rewriting, Campo aims to reach the following goals: (1) minimizing the training time; (2) minimizing the casting cost; and (3) no adverse impact on the numerical safety (compared with the traditional mixed-precision training).

The graph rewriting in Campo includes graph profiling, graph traverse to determine the precision assignments, and insertion of cast operation nodes, discussed as follows.

**Graph profiling.** Given an NN model, Campo uses a single training step (or iteration) running in FP32 to collect execution time and events needed by performance modeling for those operations in allowlist, inferlist, and clearlist. The graph profiling is triggered right after the first few training steps used by TensorFlow for warmup (i.e., determining system configurations).

**Graph traverse** happens after graph profiling, and performs four times on the dataflow graph. Each graph traverse follows the data flow in the NN training to analyze operation nodes in the dataflow graph. During the graph traverses, Campo uses two lists, allow nodes and deny nodes, to record those operation nodes determined to run in FP16 and in FP32 respectively. We depict the four-time traverse as follows.

**Traverse #1.** During the traverse, when an operation node is encountered, Campo checks if it is in allowlist. If yes, then Campo uses performance modeling to decide if the casting cost plus FP16 execution time of the operation (on regular CUDA cores or TC) is smaller than the counterpart FP32 execution time. If yes, then the operation node is put into allow nodes; If no, then it is put into deny nodes. During the traverse, only those operations that are numerical safe in FP16 (i.e., in allowlist) are considered, in order to maintain the training accuracy of the NN model.

**Traverse #2.** During this traverse, Campo checks the remaining operation nodes. For each node, Campo checks if it is either numerically-unsafe (i.e., in denylist) or on a path from a node in denylist to another node in denylist or inferlist through some operation nodes in inferlist or clearlist. If yes, then the checking node is added to deny_nodes. This traverse aims to prevent numerically-unsafe operation nodes and their downstream operation nodes from being changed to FP16, in order to maintain the training accuracy.

**Traverse #3.** During this traverse, Campo checks each remaining operation node. If the node (called the target node in the remaining discussion) is in inferlist or clearlist, then Campo puts the target node into allow nodes. After Traverse 2, such a node should be safe to use FP16. It is possible that the immediate upstream or downstream node(s) of the target
node is in *allow_nodes*. For such a case, the cast operation to convert target node for FP16 or FP32 is saved for higher performance.

Traverse #4. During this traverse, Campo checks each remaining operation node. If the node (called the target node in the remaining discussion) is in *clearlist* and connected to a node in the *allow_nodes* via other nodes in *clearlist*, then Campo uses performance modeling to decide whether the casting cost is smaller than the performance benefit of using FP16 (on regular CUDA cores or TC) for the target node and other connecting nodes. If yes, then the target node is put into *allow_nodes*.

**Insertion of cast operation nodes.** After the four-time graph traverse, Campo changes the type attribute of operation nodes according to their FP16 or F32 assignments, and then inserts a cast operation node at the boundary between any FP16 node and its neighbour FP32 node (or vice versa) by using the API `ChangeTypeAttrsAndAddCasts` provided by TensorFlow.

### 4.4 Usage of Tensor Cores

For any operation node in FP16 decided in the graph rewriting process, Campo is able to use performance modeling to decide if using regular CUDA cores or TC is more performance beneficial. If using TC is better, then Campo makes the best efforts to run the operation on TC.

In particular, in each training step, Campo checks the input shape of each TC candidate. If the input shape of a TC candidate cannot meet the TC requirements, Campo pads the input tensor by adding zero-filled rows or columns. For example, for Conv2D, Campo pads its input to make the dimension size of each channel a multiple of 8. Compared to the traditional padding method recommended by dlprof, our method is implemented inside the training framework, and thus transparent to the users and does not need to modify NN models.

**Overhead analysis.** Zero padding adds overhead to computation and memory consumption. For an operation decided to use FP16 on TC by performance modeling, the computation overhead (with casing cost) is easily surpassed by the performance benefit: in our evaluation, an operation decided to use FP16 on TC by performance modeling can typically gain about 2x performance improvement (compared with using FP32 on regular CUDA cores), while padding usually leads to less than 20% performance overhead. To consider the performance overhead of zero padding in performance modeling, we can introduce a threshold, which is an empirical estimation on the padding overhead. Only when the casting cost plus this threshold is smaller than performance benefit, we use FP16 on TC.

The memory overhead of padding is usually less than 1%, which is very small. This is because in practice, the number of zero-filled rows or columns via padding is less than 8 and the number of dimensions requiring padding is typically at most 2, while the total number of rows or columns is hundreds.

### 5 Implementation

Campo extends the mixed precision graph optimizer and runtime system in TensorFlow v1.15. Such an extension includes 235 C++ LOC. The extension is used to decide if an operation should use FP16 based on performance modeling. We add APIs `CheckAllowListOps` and `CheckIfAllowThroughClear` to implement the first and fourth graph traverses. The other two traverses extend the existing implementation for assigning precision to operations in TensorFlow. In TensorFlow’s `op_kernel` module, we add an API `InputShapeTransform` to implement input padding and meet the TC requirements on the input shape. Besides the above extension, Campo includes graph profiling and performance modeling (including offline tools to build performance models). In total, Campo is written in 2570 LOC.

### 6 Discussions

**Differences between using performance modeling and static profiling.** The static profiling is an alternative approach to get performance of operations in low precision. Using static profiling, the user must collect the information on tensor shapes from operators, and then use the collected information to run operators in low precision offline. We discuss the differences between performance modeling and static profiling as follows.

There are two differences. First, the static profiling has to be done for each NN model and is not scalable, while the performance modeling, once built, can generally work for most NN models. Second, when the number of tensor shapes and operations in an NN model for profiling is small, the static profiling is a better solution to get operation performance in low precision. However, the profiling cost must be small enough to enable practical deployment of static profiling. In contrast, the performance modeling does not incur deployment cost for most of NN models. The performance models can be repeatedly used for NN models, which amortizes the model construction cost.

**Portable performance modeling.** Our performance modeling is architecture-dependent, because it collects architecture-dependent performance events as the model features. This means that we must build different performance models for different GPU architectures. How to reduce human efforts to build performance models remains to be studied. In addition, it would be interesting to extend Campo to lower precisions (e.g., INT8 and BF16) using the same methodology in Campo. We leave them as our future work.
Figure 4: Training throughput with FP32, TF_AMP and Campo on RTX 2080 Ti.

Figure 5: Training throughput with FP32, TF_AMP and Campo on V100.

Figure 6: The number of cast nodes of NN models trained with TF_AMP and Campo, respectively.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental Setup

Experimental Platforms and Tools. We use a multicore machine equipped with two TC-supported GPUs (i.e., Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti and V100) and Intel Xeon CPU listed in Table 2. The two GPUs are attached to the server by PCIe 3.0. We use CUDA 9.0 [18], NVIDIA cuDNN 8.0, and Ubuntu 18.04. We use dlprof [14] and Nvidia Nsight Compute [19] to collect performance statistics. We measure system power for GPU, CPU and DRAM by using a collection of industry-standard tools including NVIDIA System Management Interface [20] and Intel Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) Interface [21]. We use the number of samples processed per second and training throughput per Watt as metrics to quantify training throughput and energy efficiency respectively. Unless indicated otherwise, the reported results are collected on V100 and all tests use the default GPU setting.

Benchmarking Methodology. We evaluate six NN models including AlexNet [22], Inception3 [23], Vgg16 [24], ResNet50 [25], DCGAN [26], and BERT-large [6]. We only evaluate BERT-large on V100 because of the out-of-memory error on RTX 2080 Ti. For the first four models, ImageNet validation set.

We run each NN model training experiment ten times and then report the average results. We use TensorFlow v1.15 and its performance optimizer “TF_AMP” for mixed precision training. TF_AMP is our baseline for performance comparison. TF_AMP in TensorFlow v1.15 is the state-of-the-art solution and the most recent performance optimizer for mixed precision training. To preserve small gradient values, we adopt the automatic loss-scale optimizer in TF_AMP. To evaluate model accuracy, We test both the Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy respectively, according to the model configurations in related work [30]. The training batch size for BERT-large and other models on GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU is 256 and 64 respectively, according to the model configurations in related work [31].

We run each NN model training experiment ten times and then report the average results. We use TensorFlow v1.15 and its performance optimizer “TF_AMP” for mixed precision training. TF_AMP is our baseline for performance comparison. TF_AMP in TensorFlow v1.15 is the state-of-the-art solution and the most recent performance optimizer for mixed precision training. To preserve small gradient values, we adopt the automatic loss-scale optimizer in TF_AMP. To evaluate model accuracy, We test both the Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy respectively, according to the model configurations in related work [30]. The training batch size for BERT-large and other models on GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU is 256 and 64 respectively, according to the model configurations in related work [31].
7.2 Training Throughput

Figures 4 and 5 show the training throughput of Campo, TF_AMP, and single precision training (using FP32). To calculate speedup, the throughput of using the single precision training is used as the baseline.

Using mixed precision training, TF_AMP and Campo achieve large speedup (1.28x - 3.05x) over FP32 on both GPUs. Furthermore, Campo outperforms TF_AMP by 20.8% on average (up to 24.5%) on RTX 2080 Ti, as well as by 20.9% on average (up to 23.4%) on V100. The performance benefit of Campo over TF_AMP comes from two perspectives: reducing the number of cast operation nodes in the dataflow graph and using TC more often, discussed as follows.

7.3 Performance Breakdown

Number of cast operation nodes. Figure 6 quantifies the number of cast operation nodes. Campo reduces the number of cast operations nodes for higher performance. Campo uses 27.7% less cast operation nodes on average (up to 31.3%) than TF_AMP.

TC utilization is defined as the percentage of training time when TC is busy. Figure 7 shows TC utilization. Campo increases the utilization of TC by 29.4% on average (up to 37.9%), which indicates that Campo uses TC more often.

Contribution quantification of the graph rewriting and improving TC utilization. We disable our method of improving TC utilization but keep the graph rewriting to quantify its contribution to the performance improvement (compared with TF_AMP). Then we enable our method of improving TC utilization along with the graph rewriting to quantify the contribution of improving TC utilization. Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) show the results on two GPUs. The two figures reveal that the graph rewriting contributes more than improving TC utilization: 84.5% of the overall performance improvement (on average) comes from the graph rewriting.

We also notice that V100 benefits 38.1% more (on average) from TC, compared with RTX 2080 Ti. This is because of two reasons. (1) V100 has more computation resource: V100 has 23.5% more tensor cores than RTX 2080 Ti; (2) training on V100 is able to run 10.4% more operations on TC than training on RTX 2080 Ti, because higher performance benefits of using TC on V100 offset casting cost in more operations.

7.4 Training Accuracy

Table 3 reports the model accuracy of six NN models trained with FP32, TF_AMP and Campo, respectively. We can see that across NN models, the model training with Campo leads to no loss in model accuracy compared to TF_AMP, which closely matches the FP32 training accuracy (the subtle differences across FP32, TF_AMP and Campo in accuracy are within typical bounds of run-to-run variations).

Campo preserves training accuracy, because of two reasons. (1) Those operations that are numerical unsafe still use FP32. (2) Campo uses the same effective loss-scaling optimizer as TF_AMP to preserve small gradients in FP16.

7.5 Prediction Accuracy of Performance Models

To evaluate the accuracy of the performance models, we use a metric denoted by $M_A$ as follows.

$$M_A = 1 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\hat{y}_i - y_i}{y_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $n$ is the number of test cases, and $\hat{y}_i$ and $y_i$ are the predicted and measured execution time for the test case $i$.

We test 150 performance models for 143 operations respectively. For each model, we use 100 different input sizes as test cases. In total, there are 15000 tests. We report the modeling accuracy for five common operations, i.e., Cast, MatMul, Conv2DBackpropFilter, Conv2DBackpropInput and Conv2d in Figure 9.

In general, the average prediction errors for the five operations are less than 5%, which demonstrates high prediction accuracy. Overall, the prediction error for 143 operations is 5.8% on average (and less than 6%).

Handling mis-prediction of performance modeling. When a mis-prediction happens, there are two possible outcomes. (1) Based on performance modeling, the operation is not scheduled to run in FP16, although it should be for better performance. (2) Based on performance modeling, the operation is scheduled to run in FP16, although it should not, because of high casting cost.

For the case (1), mis-prediction does not cause any performance loss, compared with using full precision (i.e., the
original execution. For the case (2), mis-prediction causes performance loss in that operation. But since the performance prediction accuracy is high, the performance loss is easily outweighed by the performance benefit of correctly using FP16 in other operations. In our evaluation, for each NN model, the case (2) happens at most 7 times, taking less than 1.5% of all prediction cases.

No matter whether the case (1) or (2) happens, neither of them causes any loss in training accuracy of the NN model, because the performance modeling is never applied to any numerical-unsafe operation and hence the mis-prediction never happens to any of them.

7.6 Power Consumption and Energy Efficiency

Power consumption. Table 4 summarizes system power consumption. Using TF_AM and Campo, the system consumes less power than using FP32 across NN models by 6 - 13 Watts, because of the use of power-efficient TC in mixed precision training. Table 4 also shows that using Campo, the system consumes less power than using TF_AM, due to better utilization of TC in Campo.

Energy efficiency. Figure 10 shows the energy efficiency of NN models trained with FP32, TF_AM and Campo. TF_AM and Campo outperform FP32 by 109.5% and 154.6% on average, respectively, because of the use of reduced precision and power efficient TC. Compared to TF_AM, Campo outperforms TF_AM by 21.4% on average (up to 24.2%). This improvement comes from the fact that Campo leads to better performance (see Figure 5) without causing extra power consumption (see Table 4).

8 Related Work

Mixed precision for NN training. Many research efforts have been dedicated to achieve more efficient NN training with mixed precision. Mixed precision training was first introduced by Micikevicius et al. [1]. Since then, Nvidia depicts how to use it with TC [3]. Jia et al. [2] use mixed precision to improve scalability of synchronized stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizers in NN models without losing model generability. Kuchaiev et al. [32] presents a TensorFlow-based toolkit for mixed precision training of sequence-to-sequence models, with an implementation of a wrapper around the standard TensorFlow performance optimization facility for mixed precision training. Besides the floating-point based mixed precision training, Das et al. [4] are the first to propose mixed precision training of convolutional neural networks using integer operations on ImageNet-1K dataset. Svyatkovskiy et al. [33] introduce a learning rate schedule for training distributed deep recurrent neural networks with mixed precision on GPU clusters. Their schedule facilitates neural network convergence at up to O(100) workers.

Different from the above efforts, our work reveals the overlooked performance issues related to casting cost in mixed precision graph optimization.

Mixed precision for other GPU applications. Mixed precision has been explored to speed up dense linear system solvers [34, 35] and WZ factorization [36] in the context of HPC. Kotipalli et al. [37] present AMPT-GA, an automatic mixed precision optimization system that automatically selects the optimal data precision to maximize performance while meeting accuracy constraints for GPU Applications. However, its evaluation is only limited to an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU machine without TC. Haidar et al. [38] apply mixed-precision FP16–FP32/FP64 to a high-performance iterative refinement solvers and take advantage of TC. Gallo et al. [39] propose the concept of mixed-precision in-memory...
computing with a combination of a von Neumann machine and a computational memory unit. Baboulin et al. [40] leverage mixed precision to accelerate computations in many dense and sparse linear algebra algorithms. Lam et al. [41] introduce a framework that employs binary instrumentation and modification to build mixed-precision configurations of existing binaries originally developed for the use of double precision. In contrast, our work focuses on applying mixed precision to NN training.

Investigation on the usage of TC. Nvidia TC follows the IEEE 754 standard [42] and utilizes mixed precision with matrix multiplication input in FP16 and accumulation in FP32. Motivated by the benefits of TC, Yan et al. [43] demystify how TC on Turing GPUs works and implement TC-based Hgemm on NVIDIA Turing GPUs. Markidis et al. [44] perform a performance evaluation of TC in mixed precision as well as three different approaches of programming matrix-multiply-and-accumulate on TC on V100. Brennan et al. [45] perform a thorough analysis of the effects of low precision operations and TC on graph convolutional neural networks. Abdelfattah et al. [46] explore leveraging TC to implement an optimized batched Matrix multiplication (Hgemm) in half-precision arithmetic. Our work is different from these efforts, as we explore the use of TC in NN training.

9 Conclusions

This paper introduces Campo, a cost-aware performance optimization tool for mixed-precision NN training that assigns the optimal precision (either FP32 or FP16) to training operations while minimizing the unnecessary casts to maximize the training performance. Campo is based on our unique observation that the casting cost to achieve mixed precision training may offset the performance benefit of using low precision in mixed precision training. This observation is ignored in the existing approaches of using mixed precision, which leads to smaller performance improvement or even performance loss. We build operation-specific performance models to predict and quantify the impact of casting cost on the performance of using low precision. With the performance models, at runtime Campo employs a cost-aware graph rewriting strategy to make decisions on which precision should be used for each operation without losing NN training accuracy. We evaluate Campo with six NN models on Nvidia Turing and Volta architecture-based GPUs, and show that Campo largely outperforms TensorFlow.
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**Abstract**

While machine learning has demonstrated remarkable performance in various computer systems, some substantial flaws can prohibit its deployment in practice, including opaque decision processes, poor generalization and robustness, as well as exorbitant training and inference overhead. Motivated by these deficiencies, we introduce PRIMO, a unified framework for developers to design practical learning-augmented systems. Specifically, (1) PRIMO provides two interpretable models (PrAM and PrDT), as well as a Distill Engine, to support different system scenarios and deployment requirements. (2) It adopts Bayes Optimization to automatically identify the optimal model pruning strategy and hyperparameter configuration. (3) It also implements two tools, Monotonic Constraint and Counterfactual Explanation, to achieve transparent debugging and guided model adjustment. PRIMO can be applied to different types of learning-augmented systems. Evaluations on three state-of-the-art systems show that PRIMO can provide clear model interpretations, better system performance, and lower deployment costs.

**1 Introduction**

Over the years, machine learning (ML) has been widely adopted to optimize systems across many fields, e.g., storage [29,82,85], network [66,77,95], security [24,28,74], compiler optimization [8,93,94] and cluster scheduling [65,89,92]. These learning-augmented systems demonstrate marvelous performance compared with conventional heuristic or mathematical optimized systems.

However, most of these applied models are very complex and treated as black-boxes to developers, which brings significant gaps in deploying them in practice. **First, building a production-level learning-augmented system can incur huge costs.** From the experience at Microsoft [42], the model training process could take days to weeks with massive data. Some systems require frequent model updates to adapt to dynamic environment changes, whose cost often exceeds enterprise expectations. For some scenarios with limited data samples, developers have to use techniques to synthesize training samples [12,45,96], which inevitably introduce bias to the model and cause performance deterioration in practice [8,10,66]. Moreover, the inference process of these complicated models can pose heavy computational pressure to systems which have high real-time requirements [43,81,82], which can significantly restrict parallel capabilities and affect scalability in practice.

**Second, the prediction process of these black-box models are unintelligible to humans.** Developers lack understanding and trust of the model’s behavior [19,53,91], which makes it difficult for them to perform model adjustments and ad hoc debugging in practical scenarios. Some efforts have been made to improve system transparency through interpreting black-box models [26,27,55]. They typically build surrogate models to obtain explanations for individual predictions, thus validating model behaviors and diagnosing system mistakes. However, they cannot provide an interpretation fidelity guarantee, and therefore the corresponding explanations are unreliable and potentially misleading [58,70]. In addition, they cannot address the aforementioned system cost issue.

In this paper, we aim to resolve the above challenges and facilitate transparent, accurate and lightweight system deployment in practice. We introduce **PRIMO (Prior-based interpretable model optimization)**, the first unified framework that assists developers to design and optimize learning-augmented systems with interpretable models. The design of PRIMO is based on two key insights. First, **simple interpretable models have the capability of handling complex system problems.** Interpretable models do not sacrifice prediction accuracy [35,62,72], and simple model structures with low resource overhead are very suitable for real-time systems. Their effectiveness is often underestimated [70]. Second, **prior experience and domain knowledge can be leveraged by developers to further optimize the interpretable models** [20,76], which is hard to achieve for black-box models.

**PRIMO** makes several innovations to enhance learning-augmented systems. First, to provide comprehensive support for different systems, **PRIMO** introduces two interpretable model algorithms: PrAM is designed for better prediction accuracy and PrDT applies to systems with strict latency or computation constraints. **PRIMO** can help developers select a suitable model automatically based on their system requirements, including latency, accuracy, and resource budget. In addition to training models directly, **PRIMO** also supports distilling existing complex models, which applies to exploration-based systems with reinforcement learning (RL) [23,49,56,59].

Second, to fully exploit the potential of interpretable mod-
els, we design several built-in mechanisms to optimize model performance leveraging prior information. (1) PRIMO implements Bayes Optimization to find the optimal model pruning strategy and hyperparameter configurations for higher prediction accuracy and lower computation overhead. It fully takes advantage of prior search information to minimize the search space and training cost. (2) PRIMO also facilitates model post-processing for developers with their domain knowledge. Specifically, it provides two tools for model adjustment through adding Monotonic Constraints and transparent debugging with Counterfactual Explanations.

Based on these innovations, PRIMO provides not only precise and comprehensive interpretations for developers to understand and adjust models, but also better prediction accuracy and smaller overhead. To extensively evaluate these benefits in real scenarios, we apply PRIMO to three state-of-the-art learning-augmented systems, including two online systems (LinnOS for flash storage [29] and Pensieve for video streaming [51]), and an offline system (Clara for SmartNIC offloading [66]). For LinnOS, PRIMO provides a 2.8× system performance improvement, and reduces model training time by over 100×, as well as inference latency by over 20×. For Clara, PRIMO beats a series of black-box models in prediction accuracy and saves over 10× training cost. For Pensieve, PRIMO achieves better generalization ability and a 79× inference latency reduction. We believe PRIMO can bring similar benefits to other learning-augmented systems as well.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, PRIMO is the first framework to provide inherent interpretability for learning-augmented systems development.

• We design built-in mechanisms and adjustment tools for developers to achieve transparent, accurate and lightweight system deployment in practice.

• For the first time, we demonstrate that simple interpretable models can outperform complex black-box techniques in various real systems.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Learning-Augmented Systems

Learning-augmented systems apply machine learning techniques to optimize system performance [42]. They typically build various ML models to obtain preeminent system policies from historical execution data, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [65, 66], Random Forest (RF) [5, 86], Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [32, 92]. With the popularity of deep learning (DL) algorithms, they were also introduced to further enhance systems, e.g., Deep Neural Network (DNN) [29, 82], Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [43, 53], Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [66, 90] and Reinforcement Learning (RL) [41, 51]. We classify them into the following categories.

| Taxonomy | Learning-augmented systems typically follow similar design workflows to integrate ML models into system operations. Based on the optimization type, they can be classified into two categories. (1) Prediction-based systems utilize the supervised learning paradigm (e.g., classification, regression) to optimize system problems. (2) Exploration-based systems usually adopt reinforcement learning to learn optimal policies in an explore-exploit way. Since there are relatively fewer unsupervised learning-based systems in practice, we consider them as our future work (§8).

Based on system requirements and application scenarios, learning-augmented systems can be divided into the following two types. (1) Online systems require the ML model to make prompt predictions for real-time data. Developers need to consider model inference latency and computation overhead, in addition to prediction accuracy. (2) Offline systems usually do not need to deploy ML models for real-time serving and have no latency or computation requirements. These systems are performance-critical and the objective of ML models is to improve prediction accuracy.

PRIMO is designed as a unified framework, providing respective optimization mechanisms for different types of learning-augmented systems.

2.2 Challenges and Motivation

While plenty of work has demonstrated the potential of ML techniques in improving system performance, there exist several challenges in the development and deployment of learning-augmented systems in practice.

Model development. First, building a qualified ML model for the target system has the following two challenges:

• C1: high training and tuning cost. As stated by Microsoft AutoSys [42], costs of ML model training often exceed enterprise expectations. Real system environments are dynamically changing and stale models will cause performance deterioration. Therefore, frequent model fine-tuning or retraining is necessary, which could take days to weeks [42, 52] in order to outperform heuristic algorithms. If there are not enough GPU resources, the update time will become even more intolerable for DL models.

• C2: susceptible to the quantity and quality of data. A large amount of high-quality training data are essential to produce satisfactory ML models. However, in some cases, insufficient data [8, 10, 66] or excessive data collection cost [52, 88] hinder developers from training qualified models. Possible solutions include data augmentation and synthesis [12, 45, 96]. Nevertheless, owing to the sophisticated distribution of real-world data, the generated data inevitably introduce bias and shift to the learning model [66], which could compromise the system performance in practice.

Model deployment. Second, deploying ML models in practice has interpretability and inference overhead issues:

• C3: opaque decision making process. Developers mainly
focus on improving key system metrics (e.g., I/O latency [29], user experience [51]) when designing and evaluating ML models, while ignoring their interpretability. As a result, most of these learning models are black-boxes whose prediction processes are unintelligible to humans [26, 40, 70]. Due to such opacity, system operators cannot guarantee model predictions are risk-free and have insufficient confidence to deploy them.

- **C4: difficulty in troubleshooting and adjustment.** In order to achieve expected performance in production environments, system operators typically need to adjust the learning models according to the actual scenarios [19, 53, 55], including input features alteration, model structure modification, data augmentation, etc. All these actions require the operators to have a profound understanding of the system and the corresponding ML technique [26, 42], which is difficult when the model is complex. In addition, ad hoc debugging is another substantial challenge to learning-augmented systems for black-box models. Improper modifications may cause severe performance degradation.

- **C5: exorbitant deployment overhead.** The model deployment overhead is another key factor for system operators’ consideration [53]. The latency and computation requirements of some systems [43, 81, 82] are far more strict than conventional AI tasks. High inference overhead can cause side effects to production workloads and limit their parallelism capability [29], which can further restrict deployment scalability.

### 2.3 Model Interpretation as a Solution

One possible solution to address the above challenges is model interpretation. There are two primary directions to apply model interpretation for learning-augmented systems.

#### 2.3.1 Interpreting Black-box Models

The essential idea is to leverage existing interpretation methodologies to interpret the black-box models, making them more intelligible and transparent. A variety of interpretation tools (e.g., Lime [67], Captum [39], Shap [48]) were designed to explain the mechanisms of DNN models for CV and NLP tasks. Similar studies were also performed for other domains. For instance, Lemna [26] employs a mixture regression model [36] to interpret RNN models in DL-based security applications. Metis [55] proposes to interpret networking systems with the decision tree or hypergraph. However, we argue that the idea of interpreting black-box models is not sufficient for learning-augmented systems for the following reasons.

1. **No fidelity guarantee.** These tools typically interpret black-box models in a post hoc way, where another local surrogate model is created to explain the original model. They cannot have a fidelity guarantee with respect to the original model. Therefore, the corresponding explanations are often unreliable, and can be misleading [58, 70]. The fidelity of some widely applied interpretation methods (e.g., attention-based explain [84]) are still in dispute [34, 83]. Appendix B.1 presents an example of contradictory XGBoost explanations.

2. **Limited interpretation.** Most existing tools (e.g., Lime, Lemna) focus on explaining individual predictions (local interpretation) instead of the entire model behavior (global interpretation). Thus, the interpretation results typically cannot yield enough information for system troubleshooting. Appendix B.2 shows their insufficiency for global understanding and model surrogate.

3. **Requiring domain knowledge.** Different systems may employ different models and algorithms. There is no unified tool that can provide comprehensive support for interpreting arbitrary models. Consequently, domain knowledge and manual efforts are required to implement the tools and understand the explanation results. This poses a huge challenge for developers to design a learning-augmented system.

4. **Incapability of handling other challenges.** Those tools only focus on model interpretation and understanding (C3 & C4), but ignore other challenges discussed in §2.2.

#### 2.3.2 Building Interpretable Models

A more promising direction, which is adopted in PRIMO, is to train interpretable models directly for learning-augmented systems. Interpretable models refer to the models that are inherently intelligible, where their explanations provided by themselves are faithful to what the models actually compute [58, 70]. Common interpretable models include linear regression, logistic regression, decision tree, decision list, etc. They have great potential to enhance different types of learning-augmented systems.

According to our observation from recent state-of-the-art learning-augmented systems [1], the scale of models in these systems tend to be relatively smaller than popular production-level AI models (although they are still too complex for humans to understand). For instance, the number of neurons in a RL-based system is typically less than 10K [19]. This is because most data samples in learning-augmented systems are well structured, with good representations in terms of naturally meaningful features. In such scenarios, a much sim-
pler interpretable model can give comparable performance to complex black-box models [70]. Therefore, developers can employ interpretable models for their systems, which require less data, training and tuning cost (C1 & C2). The models give more information for system operators to understand (C3), troubleshoot and adjust (C4), and the inference speed is much faster than the original black-box model (C5).

**Summary.** The benefits of PRIMO compared with other methods are summarized in Table 1. It can provide not only highly precise and comprehensive interpretations for developers to understand and adjust models, but also higher accuracy and robustness, and smaller training and inference overhead. These greatly facilitate model deployment in practice.

### 3 PRIMO Design

We introduce PRIMO, a unified framework that assists developers to design practical learning-augmented systems. Particularly, (1) we employ transparent and deterministic interpretable models to circumvent the uncertainty issues of black-box model inference. (2) We integrate new tools for developers to leverage prior knowledge to optimize interpretable models automatically. (3) We design a built-in mechanism to search optimal hyperparameters in a fast and convenient way, without extra effort from the developers. Based on these designs, PRIMO can address all the challenges in §2.2.

#### 3.1 Framework Overview

PRIMO optimizes both the training and post-processing stages of building learning-augmented systems. Figure 1 illustrates the development workflow with PRIMO. In the model training stage, PRIMO provides two interpretable model algorithms (PrAM and PrDT) designed for different system scenarios¹. PRIMO helps developers automatically select suitable algorithms based on their system requirements including latency, accuracy, and resource budget. It supports training the interpretable model directly, or converting an existing complex black-box model into a simple interpretable model through the Distill Engine. We also leverage Bayes Optimization to find the optimal model pruning strategy and hyperparameter configurations for higher prediction accuracy and lower computation overhead. After the model is trained, PRIMO offers several optimization tools in the post-processing stage, e.g., prior-based model adjustment through adding monotonic constraints, transparent debugging with counterfactual explanations. Below we detail the mechanism of each component.

#### 3.2 Interpretable Models

As introduced in §2.1, different system scenarios have different requirements for the learning models. To this end, PRIMO employs two types of interpretable model algorithms: PrAM is designed for better prediction accuracy and PrDT applies to systems with strict latency constraint or computation sensitivity. PRIMO supports automatic model selection based on the demands specified by the developers.

##### 3.2.1 PrAM: Additive Model based Method

Our first interpretable model, PrAM, is based on the Standard Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) [30]. GAMs consist of a series of shape functions \( f_i(\cdot) \) and an intercept \( \mu_0 \) (Equation 1). Since each shape function considers only one univariate term (the \( i \)th feature \( x' \)) and their combination is additive, GAMs are interpretable: we can clearly understand the contribution of each single feature to the final prediction.

Compared with linear interpretable models (e.g., logistic regression), GAMs can cope with more complex prediction tasks because shape functions are typically nonlinear and have better fitting capability. To further increase model performance, we adopt the state-of-the-art GAM algorithm: GA²M [47], which additionally considers the interactions of two features and maintains the interpretability (more details are in Appendix A.1). GA²M has the following form:

\[
g(E[y | x]) = \mu_0 + \sum_{i} f_i(x') + \sum_{i,j} f_{ij}(x',x'')
\]

where \( g(\cdot) \) is a link function that adapts GA²M to different tasks, e.g., regression (identity), classification (logistic function); \( f_{ij}(\cdot) \) represents the interaction effect of features \( i \) and \( j \), which can be visualized as a two-dimensional heatmap.

In our implementation, PrAM extends the open-source library EBM [63] to obtain the optimal model with high compactness and accuracy. Compared to the complex DL models, PrAM can not only provide interpretability, but also takes less

![Figure 1: The workflow of learning-augmented system development using PRIMO.](image_url)
training resources (without the need of GPUs) and training data samples, significantly reducing the training time and cost.

3.2.2 PrDT: Decision Tree based Method

Our second interpretable model PrDT is constructed from Decision Trees (DTs). DTs are binary tree-structured models where each branch node tests a condition and each leaf node makes a prediction [71]. Because DTs are non-parametric and can be essentially expressed as an equivalent rule list, they are transparent and simple to interpret how a prediction is obtained. Besides, the decision-making processes of DTs can be visualized so developers can easily adjust the trees according to the system requirements. They present powerful prediction capability for both classification and regression tasks, even compared with complex black-box models.

In addition to the excellent interpretability and accuracy, DTs have extremely low computation overhead and inference latency. Consequently, they are applicable to many scenarios with strict latency and resource constraints [29, 61]. Besides, DTs also exhibit other benefits, including robust performance under dynamic system environments, requiring less training data and no data preprocessing overhead during inference.

It is necessary to optimize the complexity of a DT to avoid the overfitting issue, which can affect the model generalization accuracy and computation overhead. Instead of adding constraints (e.g., maximum depth, minimum number of samples for a leaf node) during DT training, PrDT trains a full decision tree without any limitation to capture more information from the training dataset. We adopt minimal cost-complexity pruning [14] to prune the full tree in the post-processing stage, which is elaborated in Appendix A.2.

3.3 Model Training

PRIMO supports two training modes. (1) Direct: the developer can train an interpretable model from scratch. This applies for most prediction-based systems. (2) Distill: the developer can generate an interpretable model from the original black-box model through the Distill Engine. This is mainly for exploration-based systems. To obtain high-quality models, both modes support the integration of Bayes Optimization for efficient model structure and hyperparameter search.

3.3.1 Bayes Optimization

There exists a trade-off between the model complexity and accuracy for both interpretable models. In order to find accurate and succinct models, PRIMO leverages Bayes Optimization (BO) [76], an iterative algorithm to automatically search for the optimal model configurations.

Objective function. For both PrAM and PrDT, we build a universal model scoring function $S(\theta)$ to quantify the model performance and complexity as the search objective:

$$S(\theta) = P(\theta) + \lambda \cdot C(\theta)$$

where $P(\theta)$ represents the model performance (e.g., classification accuracy) under hyperparameters $\theta$ during validation.

Another application of the Distill Engine is RL policy extraction. Both PrAM and PrDT work well for prediction-based systems using supervised learning, but are less supportive for exploration-based systems due to their incompatibility with RL. A series of works [11, 69, 75] have demonstrated the feasibility of converting NN-based learning policies to an interpretable models. PRIMO adopts Viper [11] to perform RL policy extraction. Specifically, we collect the trajectories of $\{s_i, a_i\}$ pairs (i.e., system states $s_i$ and actions $a_i$ of learned policy $\pi(s, a_i)$) generated by the original RL model and perform supervised learning to build the interpretable models.
3.4 Post-Processing Optimization

After the interpretable model is built, developers can use their prior knowledge to further optimize the model and enhance the system performance. PRIMO designs two tools to assist developers in model post-processing. Note that these operations are optional since generally the trained interpretable models already achieve satisfactory performance.

3.4.1 Monotonic Constraint

In many learning-augmented systems, the input features exhibit a monotonic relationship with the output values (e.g., higher video bitrate selection with better bandwidth). But the corresponding model often presents a non-monotonic pattern due to the sub-optimal construction strategy or noisy training data (e.g., outlier data points, biased synthetic data). This can lead to unstable performance and intelligibility degradation in practice. To this end, PRIMO leverages a method from DP-EBM [62], which adds monotonic constraints to boosted trees via post-processing. Specifically, we model this task as an isotonic regression problem [15] with respect to a complete order. The objective is to minimize \( \sum w_i (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2 \) subject to \( \hat{y}_i \leq \hat{y}_j \) and weights \( w_i \) are strictly positive. We adopt the Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV) [6] algorithm to obtain an optimal solution maintaining monotonicity, and use it to replace the original shape function of PrAM. Our tool only needs developers to provide the feature name or index and the subsequent model adjustment process is transparent and automatic.

3.4.2 Counterfactual Explanation

To make modifications to the models, developers need to answer some challenging questions, e.g., which feature related shape function should be adjusted? how to determine the modification degree? To help them make reasonable decisions, we design the Counterfactual Explanation tool in PRIMO to generate additional insights for model adjustment. As illustrated in Figure 2, this tool aims to find smaller change (green arrow) to the feature values that can alter the prediction to a predefined output within the dataset. It typically uses the \( k \)-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm to find \( k \) training instances with the minimum \( L_2 \) distances [80]. To address the inefficiency of the brute-force kNN approach, we propose to use Ball Tree [22] to partition data in a series of nesting hyperspheres, thus the distance between a prediction point and the centroid is sufficient to determine a lower and upper bound on the distance to all points within the hyper-sphere node. This approach considerably reduces the query time when dealing with large-scale and high-dimensional datasets. And developers could perform guided model adjustment easily.

PRIMO Experiments. In the following three sections, we will present three case studies to demonstrate how PRIMO can optimize state-of-the-art learning-augmented systems. Table 2 describes these three scenarios. The key observation for each case is summarized in Appendix C. We believe PRIMO can be applied to other learning-augmented systems as well.

4 Case Study 1: LinnOS

As the first case, we consider LinnOS [29], a learning-based operating system that accelerates storage applications. LinnOS adopts a 3-layer neural network (31-256-2, in total of 8706 parameters) for each SSD to precisely predict its performance. To achieve this, it collects the traces of real workloads running on the SSD and obtains fine-grained information (per I/O), including recent queue lengths and latency. Instead of predicting the concrete latency values, LinnOS simplifies it as a binary (fast / slow) classification task through setting an inflection point (IP). More details about LinnOS and our implementation can be found in Appendix D.1.

PRIMO automatically selects the PrDT model for LinnOS, since it has comparable accuracy and lower inference latency than PrAM. For comprehensive evaluation, we consider two models with different optimization objectives: efficiency-oriented (PRIMO-E) and performance-oriented (PRIMO-P). We compare PRIMO with two baselines. (1) Base: the vanilla Linux I/O mechanism. (2) LinnOS: we set the inflection point of LinnOS as a constant percentile (at p85 latency) and apply the biased loss to the model training (all keep the same).

4.1 System Interpretation

The primary goal of PRIMO is to provide interpretation for the target system. Figure 3 (left) presents the learned decision tree (PRIMO-E) for one SSD. The explanation of each notation can be found on the right side. From this tree, we can clearly understand how PRIMO makes decisions for each prediction.
We evaluate the performance of PRIMO in the LinnOS flash storage I/O scenario from the following two perspectives:

**Overall performance.** Figure 4 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and average I/O latency (with the standard deviation) of each method over three independent experiments. It is obvious that both PRIMO-E and PRIMO-P significantly outperform LinnOS. Compared with the base I/O mechanism, LinnOS reduces 26.2% I/O latency on average, while PRIMO decreases the I/O latency by 70.0~73.6%. It indicates PRIMO can achieve an additional 2.5~2.8 × (PRIMO-E

![Figure 4: Overall performance comparisons. (a) CDF of I/O latency. (b) Average I/O latency.](image)

**4.2 Performance Analysis**

We evaluate the performance of PRIMO in the LinnOS flash storage I/O scenario from the following two perspectives:

**Overall performance.** Figure 4 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and average I/O latency (with the standard deviation) of each method over three independent experiments. It is obvious that both PRIMO-E and PRIMO-P significantly outperform LinnOS. Compared with the base I/O mechanism, LinnOS reduces 26.2% I/O latency on average, while PRIMO decreases the I/O latency by 70.0~73.6%. It indicates PRIMO can achieve an additional 2.5~2.8 × (PRIMO-E

![Figure 5: Tail percentiles of I/O latency.](image)

**Specifically, the top-2 layers of the DT show PRIMO first classifies I/O requests from the current queue length ($L_c$), indicating this feature can significantly affect the prediction results. Developers can perform adjustments to $L_c$ thresholds to optimize system behavior. Because the 4-layer DT only contains 7 leaves (terminal nodes), each prediction needs to take at most 4 condition tests at the branch nodes and the majority of test instances only need to execute 2 condition tests. This inference overhead is much smaller than the original DNN model with 8706 parameters in LinnOS. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3 (right), PRIMO only takes 3 input features without any preprocessing, which further reduces the model complexity and deployment overhead. On the contrary, LinnOS needs to perform input data preprocessing for all 9 metrics to form a 31-dimensional input feature (e.g., $L_c = 15$ needs to be converted into a (0, 1, 5) vector). This operation is necessary for every I/O read operation, remarkably exacerbating the inference overhead.

**Quantization.** Since floating points are not well supported in the Linux kernel, the model weights of LinnOS and the thresholds of PRIMO are converted to integers by quantization. This can achieve smaller inference latency at the cost of accuracy degradation. Figure 7 (a) shows the quantization

![Figure 6: Model inference latency. Empty circles represent the minimum inference latency when the system is idle. Solid circles represent the inference latency of the median I/O operation when the system is busy. The vertical line indicates the basic SSD access latency (reading 4KB data in the idle state).](image)

**Tail performance.** The tail behavior is critical to system performance. Figure 5 presents the average I/O latency and the range at tail percentiles (from p90 to p99.9). We find LinnOS fails to reduce tail latency on the tail, and the curve almost overlaps with the Base case. On the contrary, PRIMO-P achieves 7.9 ×, 4.3 × and 2.3 × performance improvement over the vanilla I/O mechanism at p99, p99.9 and p99.99 respectively. Additionally, PRIMO-P also performs much better at p90 (2.2 ×) and p95 (7.5 ×) compared to LinnOS.

**4.3 Effectiveness Analysis**

We perform the effectiveness analysis from the following perspectives to investigate why PRIMO can outperform LinnOS.

**Inference overhead.** In Figure 6, we measure the extra inference latency of PRIMO and LinnOS. (1) When the system is idle, we measure the minimum inference latency. We observe that LinnOS takes 8 µs, while the overhead of PRIMO-E is almost negligible (≤ 1 µs), making the deployment more lightweight. (2) When the system is busy with heavy I/O operations, LinnOS requires a median inference latency of 33 µs due to the high frequency of preprocessing and inference. This is even higher than the basic SSD access latency (25 µs). In contrast, PRIMO remains relatively lower inference latency with smaller overhead.

**Figure 7: (a) Quantization impact. (b) Robustness test.**
impact on the prediction accuracy. It is evident that the accuracy drop of LinnOS is over 2% and varies significantly among different SSD models. In comparison, PRIMO-E has negligible accuracy degradation, as the node threshold values are naturally integers or the decimal part is 0.5.

Robustness. A good model should exhibit high robustness against system state drifting. To measure the robustness of those methods, we synthesize some perturbed samples by adding Gaussian noise to the test dataset. The noise is added to all 4 recent I/O queue lengths (σ = 5) and I/O latency (σ = 100)^2. Figure 7 (b) illustrates the false submit and false revoke rates of LinnOS and PRIMO-E under the original and perturbed test datasets. Reducing the false submit rate is far more important since the failover overhead of false revoke is negligible. It is obvious that PRIMO keeps stable accuracy under perturbed input while LinnOS presents severe performance degradation. The robustness of the interpretable model in PRIMO derives from fewer input features and the inherent stability of the tree structure compared with the DNN model.

5 Case Study 2: Clara

Clara [66] is an offline tool that generates offloading insights for network functions (NFs) on SmartNICs. It can analyze a legacy NF in its unported form and suggest the optimal offloading strategies. The main challenge of adopting those ML techniques in Clara is that insufficient SmartNIC pro-

Since the current queue length \(L_c\) is the most significant feature, we do not modify its value to avoid changing the real label.

Figure 8: Interpretation and visualization of the PrAM model in Clara-MS. (Left): Global interpretation of overall feature importance. (Middle): Local interpretation of each feature’s contribution to individual predictions. (Right): Visualization of the learned shape function of \(R_{ec}\) (blue line), and with the monotonic constraint post-processing optimization (orange line).

Figure 9: Evaluation on Clara-MS. (Left): Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of testset. (Right): Prediction of 4 real NFs.

Figure 10: Model precision and recall rates in Clara-AI.

grams can be served to produce training data. Clara has to utilize YarpGen [45] to generate abundant synthesized programs. Clara contains several components for the generation of different offloading insights. Each component adopts a ML algorithm as described below:

- Multicore Scale-out analysis (Clara-MS). SmartNICs use multicore parallelism to improve packet processing performance. Clara adopts GBDT [17] to predict the optimal number of cores for each NF.

- Algorithm Identification (Clara-AI). Certain packet processing algorithms in the host NF can benefit from ASIC accelerators in the SmartNIC. Clara adopts SVM [73] to identify such code blocks.

- Cross-platform Prediction (Clara-CP). Clara trains an LSTM network [9] to predict the number of compute and memory instructions that a NF can be compiled to.

We employ the PrAM model to replace all the three ML models in Clara, as it has better accuracy than PrDT. To analyze the effectiveness of transparent model adjustment in PRIMO, we also evaluate the model performance with post adjustment (denote as PRIMO+). We compare PRIMO with the original models in Clara (LSTM, GBDT and SVM), as well as some alternative baseline algorithms (CNN, DT, TPOT [64] (namely AutoML), K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)). More details about Clara and our implementation can be found in Appendix D.2.

5.1 System Interpretation

As shown in Figure 8, PRIMO provides comprehensive interpretation for the Clara-MS task, including global and local
interpretation, as well as transparent shape functions. We list the notation descriptions in Appendix D.2. From the left figure, we find $R_i$, $R_{res}$, and $R_{cc}$ are the most important features that contribute most to model prediction. Developers should pay more attention to shape function optimizations for these features. We also notice the impact of feature interactions is relatively less important, indicating that we can reduce their priority in model optimization. The middle figure presents the interpretation of the individual prediction for UDPCount NF. The final prediction equals the sum of every feature score and the intercept constant (Equation 1). Through the local interpretation, developers can clearly check the model behavior for each prediction to make the corresponding adjustment. Moreover, the right figure (blue line) illustrates the learned shape function for $R_{cc}$, which allows developers to dive deeper into fine-grained model adjustment (such as the orange line).

5.2 Performance Analysis

Since Clara is an offline system, for each task, we mainly evaluate the model accuracy rather than the inference cost.

Clara-MS. As shown in Figure 9 (left), our interpretable model in PRIMO achieves similar accuracy as the GBDT (XGBoost [17]) model in Clara, and outperforms other ML models over the synthesized test dataset. Figure 9 (right) further presents the accuracy of PRIMO for 4 real NFs. Compared to Clara, PRIMO achieves $1.4 \times$ less prediction errors and at most 5% error to the optimal configurations.

Clara-AI. In Figure 10, PRIMO achieves the equivalent precision and recall rates as the SVM model in Clara, and beats other ML algorithms. Through successfully identifying CRC-based NFs, PRIMO could improve peak throughput by $1.6 \times$ and decrease latency by 25% [66].

Clara-CP. Clara uses the LSTM model to predict the number of instructions for unported codes. Figure 11 shows the accuracy of the Clara-CP task over 8 representative real NFs and the Average column represents the WMAPE results across all the NFs. We observe PRIMO (14.4%) delivers better performance than Clara (15.1%). This demonstrates the capability of PRIMO to cope with complex program embeddings.

5.3 Model Adjustment

To overcome the training data insufficiency issue, Clara uses YarpGen [45] to generate synthesized programs. This inevitably introduces certain data distribution drifts from the actual scenario. Specifically, there exist instruction distribution differences (0.0303 of Jensen-Shannon divergence and 0.0354 of Bhattacharyya distance) between real-world and synthesized click programs [66]. Such drifts could compromise the model performance. The transparency of the PRIMO model allows developers to discover and fix undesirable behaviors caused by the synthesized data. In addition, PRIMO designs two post-processing tools to help developers adjust the models based on their domain knowledge:

Monotonic Constraint. As introduced in §3.4.1, developers can leverage PRIMO to generate a new shape function with monotonic constraint and rectify the incorrect behaviors of the models automatically. For instance, in Figure 8 (right), the developers know the desired number of cores should be proportional to the memory/compute intensity, i.e., $R_{cc}$ (EMEM/Compute Ratio). Then they can replace the original shape function (blue line) with the monotonic shape function (orange line). They can check each shape function and decide whether it is necessary to apply such adjustment based on their prior knowledge. To evaluate the effectiveness of this strategy, we apply the Monotonic Constraint tool to two shape functions ($A_i$ & $R_{cc}$) and yield the adjusted model PRIMO+. As shown in Figures 9, PRIMO+ achieves better prediction accuracy. This shows the monotonicity of the PRIMO model can be achieved via simple post-processing and appropriate adjustment can bring better performance.
Counterfactual Explanation. This tool aims to provide simple and intuitive explanations for model troubleshooting. More concretely, it helps developers to understand why this prediction is wrong and how to adjust the model to fix it. We use Clara-AI as an example to describe its usage and evaluation. Clara employs Sequential Pattern Extraction (SPE) [21] to extract code features as boolean sequences (each containing 102 features) to indicate whether the NF program contains code blocks for acceleration. Our PRIMO model allocates a contribution score for each feature. To fix False Negative (FN) predictions, we utilize this tool to find the closest k instances from the data set with the opposite label. Through the comparison of these instances, we can easily discover the feature with inadvisable learned scores and adjust the score. In this case, we increase the contribution weight of the 84th feature appropriately. We can also perform transparent debugging for False Positive (FP) predictions similarly. In Figure 10, PRIMO+ further enhances the F1 score from 89.6% to 92.5%.

6 Case Study 3: Pensieve

Our third case study is Pensieve [51], a system that uses RL for online video streaming. It learns the adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms automatically to optimize the user quality of experience (QoE) defined in Equation 4 in Appendix D.3. We obtain an interpretable PrDT model through distilling from the original RL actor model. Then we implement the PrDT model into the ABRCController of dash.js [2]. More details can be found in Appendix D.3. For baselines, we compare PRIMO with the following algorithms: (1) The RL model in Pensieve. (2) Buffer-Based(BB) [33]: selecting bitrates with the goal of keeping the buffer occupancy above 5 seconds. (3) BOLA [78]: selecting bitrates with Lyapunov optimization on buffer occupancy observations. (4) MPC [87]: selecting bitrates with a control-theoretic model. We evaluate robustMPC variant which can better handle errors in throughput prediction. (5) Metis [55]: using a decision tree to explain the Pensieve RL model, which represents the decision tree model, which represents the decision tree model. Evaluations are performed on the simulator provided by Pensieve, except the deployment experiment (latency).

6.1 System Interpretation

Figure 12 illustrates the learning process with the Distill Engine, as well as the decision making process of the interpretable policy. Related notations are described in Appendix D.3. This DT contains 8 layers and 35 leaves in total, which is compact and simple enough for developers to understand its complete operation logic.

Similar to the PRIMO model in LinnOS (Figure 3), the first 2 layers divide decision flows based on the feature L (Last chunk bitrate) which is in line with our perception. In the third layer, PRIMO proceeds to classify environment states (inputs) according to the feature B (Current buffer size). These observations indicate both L and B are the key features that affect the final bitrate decision, inspiring developers to pay more attention to them when designing ABR algorithms.

6.2 Performance Analysis

Overall performance. Since the ABR algorithm could encounter unprecedented network conditions by different clients, it is important to evaluate its generalization ability. So in addition to the Norway HSDPA trace used for model training, we also evaluate another trace FCC Broadband that is never applied for training. Figure 13 presents the QoE distribution and average QoE of each method on the two traces. For Nor-
Figure 16: Model performance with less training data. (Left): Recall rate in LinnOS (the higher the better). (Right): WMAPE in Clara-CP (the lower the better).

way HSDPA, the CDF curve of PRIMO almost overlaps with Pensieve’s curve, and the average QoE is even 1.5% higher than Pensieve. This demonstrates PRIMO has successfully learned the Pensieve policy with a simple decision tree and outperforms other ABR algorithms. Furthermore, for FCC Broadband, PRIMO presents better generalization than other two learning-based algorithms. Such advantages are attributed to the adaptive pruning strategy in Bayes Optimization, and the imitation process in the Distill Engine. In contrast, although Metis also uses a decision tree to get a surrogate model from Pensieve, it has some performance degradation as its inflexible pruning strategy.

**Example analysis.** Figure 14 profiles the bitrate selection actions of different ABR algorithms over a single network trace. We find two heuristic algorithms (BB and MPC) keep fluctuating during the video streaming, which could cause a terrible user experience. The other three learning-based algorithms have more stable decisions. Pensieve decides to decrease the bitrate at 120s and Metis chooses to reduce the video resolution at 170s. This can cause an unsmooth experience (as the penalty term in Equation 4) even though they adjust back the bitrate quickly. In contrast, PRIMO gives a much more smooth experience.

**Training and inference overhead.** The PRIMO model is more compact and simpler. Figure 15 (left) compares the model complexity\(^\text{1}\) of different methods. We observe that PRIMO reduces the model scale by 1617× compared to the original Pensieve actor model. Even for Metis which also uses a decision tree, PRIMO can reduce the tree complexity by 7.9×. For inference, PRIMO only needs to perform 3~7 condition tests to make a bitrate decision. It can reduce 70× and 1.5× inference latency compared with Pensieve and Metis respectively, as shown in Figure 15 (middle). To generate a model, in Figure 15 (right), PRIMO only needs less than 4 minutes for model distillation, which is 21.3× faster than Metis (under the same setting). Compare with Pensieve 4 hours training time, less than 4 minutes distill time is ignorable. In summary, PRIMO can greatly reduce overall operating costs in the video streaming scenario.

\(^{1}\)Model complexity refers to the number of parameters for Pensieve model, or number of nodes for PRIMO and Metis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>DL Model</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>PRIMO</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinnOS</td>
<td>3 × DNN (50 epoch)</td>
<td>564s</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>112.8×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara-CP</td>
<td>LSTM (30 epoch)</td>
<td>1,081s</td>
<td>79s</td>
<td>13.7×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Training time comparison with original DL models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>PRIMO w/o BO</th>
<th>PRIMO w/ BO</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinnOS</td>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.8089</td>
<td>0.8518</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara-CP</td>
<td>WMAPE</td>
<td>0.1728</td>
<td>0.1442</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara-MS</td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>1.0155</td>
<td>0.8660</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Ablation study for Bayes Optimization.

### 7 More Evaluation

We run some experiments to further evaluate the benefits of PRIMO more comprehensively.

**Requiring less training data.** Due to the simpler model structure and fewer parameters, PRIMO can have better performance in some scenarios without enough training data like Clara. In Figure 16, we compare the performance of two PRIMO models with the original DL models in LinnOS and Clara-CP using less training data. We use a smaller dataset (10%) in LinnOS as the baseline. Because LinnOS provides abundant data for DNN model training, 10% of original data can provide equivalent performance. It is clear that PRIMO models maintain better performance with limited training data, especially for the PrDT model. Conversely, the original DL models only work with abundant data. This shows PRIMO has broader applicability for various scenarios.

**Short training time.** Table 3 presents the training time of PRIMO and original DL models in LinnOS and Clara-CP, which adopt the default numbers of training epochs in their papers. PRIMO is able to reduce 2-3 orders of magnitude of training time. Even considering the hyperparameter search process, the significant time conservation could maintain since multiple trails can be executed concurrently. Note that GPUs can only provide very limited acceleration (≤1.2×) for these two DL models. Additionally, LinnOS requires training a DNN model for each SSD and the prototype only considers three SSDs. In a production-level distributed storage system with thousands of SSDs, LinnOS could have a severe scalability issue. In contrast, PRIMO remarkably saves the training cost, making the deployment more feasible in practice.

**Impact of BO.** We further perform an ablation study on Bayes Optimization in PRIMO. Table 4 summarizes the performance of the PRIMO model with and without BO in LinnOS and Clara. We observe 5.3%~16.6% accuracy improvement brought by BO. Besides, BO typically simplifies the model scale while obtaining better performance. For LinnOS, BO reduces over 15× tree nodes compared with PRIMO without BO. This verifies the importance of the BO component in making interpretable models more practical. For search time aspect, BO obtains over 1.2× acceleration compared with naive random search algorithm in Clara-MS task by reducing search trails to reach equivalent performance.
8 Discussion

Is the interpretation always correct? Yes. PRIMO provides the interpretation correctness guarantee for each generated model and each prediction. Existing interpretation tools [39, 48, 67] aim to offer explanations for understanding black-box models, whereas the generated interpretations are sometimes contradictory or even mislead users. In contrast, PRIMO models are inherently interpretable and developers can totally trust the interpretation.

Can PRIMO be applied to all systems? PRIMO has its limitations in some system scenarios. For instance, it does not yet support unsupervised learning scenarios (e.g., anomaly detection in security applications [16]). It cannot outperform black-box models in systems with extremely complex features, e.g., images, speeches. These will be our future work.

Is the post-processing step necessary? These operations are optional because the trained models without post-processing usually have excellent performance. In order to take full advantage of the interpretable models, the post-processing tools help developers leverage their expertise and domain knowledge to further optimize system performance. In a black-box model, it is hard to perform such optimization.

Can PRIMO work on a larger model? Yes. We have demonstrated PRIMO can outperform DNN models in various scenarios, including LinnOS (MLP with $8 \times 10^4$ parameters), Clara-CP (LSTM+FC with $4 \times 10^4$ parameters) and Pensieve (CNN+MLP with $1 \times 10^5$ parameters). They represent most model scale of learning augmented systems listed in [1]. For larger models, we evaluate Habitat [88] as an example. It leverages 8-layer MLP models, containing over $8 \times 10^6$ parameters, to prediction DL operation execution time on heterogeneous GPUs. PRIMO can provide comparable prediction accuracy as Habitat across conv2d, linear, lstm and bmm operations.

How to interpret high-dimensional data? Admittedly, when handling high-dimensional datasets, PRIMO models may become more complicated for users to understand the whole model. However, PRIMO provides ordered feature importances and interpretable rule-sets for unknown proprietary streaming algorithms (e.g., ABR approaches in Youtube, Twitch), which is similar to the Pensieve case study with PRIMO ($\S 6$).

Some efforts were also made on building tools for interpreting black-box models [26, 27, 55], as discussed in $\S 2.3.1$. Different from these methods, PRIMO does not seek for interpreting black-box models but directly building transparent models, with higher fidelity and efficiency.

Machine learning and system co-design. It is non-trivial to apply ML techniques for system design and deployment in practice. Autosys [42] introduces a framework to address common design considerations (e.g., learning-induced system failures, extensibility), and reported years of experiences in designing and operating learning-augmented systems at Microsoft. WhiRL [19] facilitates the safe deployment of RL-based systems through verifying whether the learned policy meets the designer’s requirements. Some components in PRIMO are inspired from these works.

9 Related Work

Interpretability of learning-augmented systems. To our best knowledge, there is no prior work that develops a unified framework for providing inherent interpretability for systems like PRIMO. Besides, interpretability is often overlooked during the development of learning-augmented systems, and only a few works consider it. Bao [53] is a learning-based system that adopts TreeCNN [60] for query optimization and the decision process can be inspected by developers. Tang et al. [79] proposed an interpretable method that extracts a Finite State Machine from a RL policy for storage resource allocation in Huawei. Grüner et al. [25] generated concise and interpretable rule-sets for unknown proprietary streaming algorithms (e.g., ABR approaches in Youtube, Twitch), which is similar to the Pensieve case study with PRIMO ($\S 6$).

10 Conclusion

This work introduces PRIMO, a unified framework that assists developers to design practical learning-augmented systems with interpretable models. For different scenarios, PRIMO provides respective models and optimization solutions to meet the system requirements. Based on our case studies, we demonstrate that PRIMO can achieve transparent, accurate and lightweight system deployment in practice.
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A Supplementary Elaborations

In this section, we provide some supplementary elaborations about PRIMO algorithms, including algorithm detailed illustrations of PrAM and PrDT.

A.1 PrAM: Explainable Boosting Machine

Explainable Boosting Machine (EBM) [63] is a open-source implementation of Generalized Additive Models plus Interactions (GA²M) [47] written in C++ and Python. Similar to popular GBDT algorithms (e.g. LightGBM [37]), the EBM training procedure begins by bucketing data from continuous features into discrete bins of histogram [62], which can significantly accelerate model training. Then EBM starts to learn shape function \( f_i(\cdot) \) for each feature. Common choices for shape functions are regression splines, step functions and binary trees. For better prediction accuracy, it chooses the boosted trees, where each successive tree tries to predict the overall residual from all the preceding trees [46]. Furthermore, EBM optimizes the traditional boosting (greedy search) approach by leveraging cyclic gradient boosting, which learns a shallow tree for each feature in a round-robin fashion [62]. PrAM is heavily based on the implementation of EBM.

For simplicity and accuracy, PrAM leverages BO to automatically adjust model configurations, including the number of histogram bins, the number of considered interactions, learning rate, etc. It helps developers easily obtain the optimal model which is compact and accurate.

A.2 PrDT: Minimal Cost-Complexity Pruning

We adopt Minimal Cost-Complexity Pruning (CCP) [14] to prune the full tree in the post-processing stage. This algorithm aims to minimize a cost-complexity metric \( R_\alpha(T) \) which is defined as

\[
R_\alpha(T) = R(T) + \alpha \cdot N(T)
\]

where \( R(T) \) and \( N(T) \) denote the misclassification cost (error rate) and complexity penalty (the number of leaves) of the decision tree \( T \) respectively. The trade-off between accuracy and sparsity of the tree is controlled by the complexity parameter \( \alpha \): as \( \alpha \) increases, more leaves are pruned and the total impurity increases.

Figure 17 presents the impact of the complexity parameter \( \alpha \) on the model performance and complexity for the LinnOS system (§4). When \( \alpha \) is too small (before the red dashed line), PrDT has poor performance because of the severe overfitting. With a bigger \( \alpha \), developers could trade-off the model accuracy and complexity based on their system requirements. The optimal pruning factor can differ by many orders of magnitude for different systems according to our experiments. It is hard for system developers to identify an appropriate value of \( \alpha \) intuitively. To address this, PRIMO adopts bayes optimization to perform post pruning automatically (§3.3.1).

B Insufficiency of Existing Methods

To demonstrate the argument in §2.3, we provide some examples and perform analysis. These experiments reveal the insufficiency of both existing machine learning frameworks and interpretation tools.

B.1 Contradictory Interpretation

Clara adopts XGBoost to predict the optimal core counts for different NFs in Clara-MS. XGBoost contains a built-in api get_score to get the feature importance value of each feature and it can be regarded as the model interpretation. However, we argue that the interpretation has low fidelity. As evident from the Figure 18, interpretations based on different metrics present contrasting patterns, where both gain and cover are important intermediate metrics during model generation. For instance, \( R_{\text{gain}} \) is the second important feature according to cover-based explanation while seems ignorable from gain’s perspective. This makes developers feel confused which interpretation should trust. More seriously, this could mislead them to make wrong decisions, such as incorrectly omitting important input features while feature engineering.

B.2 Incapability for Global Surrogate

We have demonstrated the remarkable performance of PRIMO in this work. A common question is that If using the existing interpretation tools for the model surrogate, can they also deliver equivalent effects? Our answer is no. We evaluate two popular black-box interpretation methods: Lime [67] and Lemma [26]. Lime performs local interpretation through linear regression of data subset and Lemma adopts a mixture regression model to obtain interpretation in a similar way. Both of them are designed for local interpretation of several instances. However, we further explore whether they have the potential for the global model surrogate. Hence, we train the Lime and Lemma model on the LinnOS dataset, and compare the performance with PRIMO. As shown in Figure 19, Lime and Lemma cause much higher (7.3%–9.0%) false submit rates, which is the most significant metric for the system performance. As stated in §4, the overhead of failover (false revoke) is relatively negligible and all three methods perform well pertaining to this metric. Overall, existing interpretation tools are insufficient for the global model surrogate.
Figure 18: Interpretations of XGBoost model for Clara-MS task based on different metrics. Higher value indicates the feature is more important.

C Lessons Learned From the Case Studies

In order to draw high level conclusions from the three case studies discussed in §4, §5 and §6, we list the key observation of the PRIMO benefits for each system scenario as below. To summarize, in addition to model transparency, PRIMO provides higher prediction accuracy, smaller inference overhead and better model generalization ability. These greatly facilitate model deployment in practice.

1. LinnOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Observation 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The high inference overhead of the DNN model can hinder its deployment in practice, meanwhile seriously damaging the effect of system performance improvement. PRIMO successfully overcomes this bottleneck.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Clara

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Observation 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instead of using various black-box models for different tasks, PRIMO uses a unified interpretable model achieving equivalent even better accuracy and endows capability of model adjustment to remedy the problem caused by drifted synthesis data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Pensive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Observation 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With PRIMO, we obtain an interpretable model that has better performance and generalization ability than the RL policy. Moreover, it achieves much less inference overhead and low distill cost for practical deployment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D More Details about the Evaluated Systems

D.1 LinnOS

LinnOS infers the SSD speed using a lightweight neural network. The motivation behind LinnOS is that SSD read latency is unstable because some SSD internal operations (e.g., write-triggered garbage collection, buffer flushing) are contending with user read I/Os. In addition, there are the same replicas in other SSDs within the storage array (e.g., flash RAID) and we can utilize the built-in failover logic to circumvent slow read I/Os. The overhead of switching the read operation to a redundant SSD (namely failover) is ignorable compared with I/O pending time.

Implementation. We implemented PrDT models into the Linux kernel v5.4.8 (same version with LinnOS) within the block layer (written in C). We use the same SSD I/O traces in LinnOS, which were collected from Microsoft Bing Index servers and have been preprocessed by the authors.

Although the LinnOS workflow files are open-sourced on the Chameleon Cloud [38], the experiment results are unreliable due to the unstable and random SSD I/O accesses (also argued by the authors). Consequently, we shift our implementation and evaluation on a bare-metal server from CloudLab [18]. It contains four homogeneous enterprise-level 1.6TB SSDs. One of them serves as the system drive and the rest three SSDs are used for performance evaluation. Additionally, due to the rapid development of the SSD technology in recent years, the Microsoft traces collected in 2016 cannot give sufficient load pressure for evaluation. So we execute a constant writing task in the background for each SSD (LinnOS only records read I/Os). According to our numerous tests, the additional load will not cause fluctuations in the evaluation results.

For the PrDT interpretation results, PRIMO can provide a more precise visualized file of the PrDT which covers the number of samples at each flow and the Gini impurity value of each node rather than Figure 3.

D.2 Clara

Clara is a system that generates the optimal offloading strategies for NFs in SmartNIC. Since the performance characteristics of offloaded programs are opaque prior to porting and offloading strategies are difficult to reason about, developers need to first cross-port NFs to the SmartNIC, perform workload-specific benchmarks, and then iteratively tune the ported programs to achieve higher performance. Clara can analyze a legacy NF in its unported form and suggest porting strategies for the given NF to achieve higher performance.

Implementation. We follow the author-provided data preprocessing pipeline to deal with synthesized and real traces for training and evaluation. We conduct Clara evaluation on a
Ubuntu 20.04 server with one Intel Core i9-10900 CPU, 64 GB memory and an NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU. Note that because it is an offline system and we focus on model accuracy, Netronome SmartNIC is not required in our experiment.

**Notation.** We clarify the notations used in system interpretations (Figure 8). Table 5 shows processed features used in Clara-MS, where IMEM indicates SRAM-based internal memory and EMEM indicates DRAM-based external memory on SmartNICs. Instructions can be classified into Stateful (e.g., loads and stores to global variables in memory) and Non-Stateful (e.g., compute instructions, or accesses to function-local variables). Moreover, Overall Intensity represents the sum of IMEM, EMEM and Compute Intensity.

**D.3 Pensieve**

Pensieve [51] is a system that learns adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms automatically using RL technique. The online videos are stored on servers as multiple chunks (a few seconds of the video) and each chunk is encoded at several discrete bitrates (resolutions). Specifically, Pensieve adopts A3C [57] to perform RL training. Both the actor and critic networks use the same NN structure which contains a 1D-CNN layer and a fully connected layer. The actor takes recent network observations as input and suggests the bitrate for the next video chunk as the output. Content providers employ ABR algorithms to optimize user quality of experience (QoE) which is defined as:

\[
QoE = \sum_{n=1}^{N} q(R_n) - \mu \sum_{n=1}^{N} T_n - \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} |q(R_{n+1}) - q(R_n)|
\]  

(4)

where \(R_n\) represents the bitrate of the \(n^{th}\) chunk and \(q(R_n)\) maps that bitrate to the quality perceived by a user. \(T_n\) represents the rebuffing time and the last term penalizes changes in video quality to favor smoothness.

**Implementation.** We employ the same server used in Clara for the Pensieve experiment. The video server is based on Apache httpd (Version 2.4.41) and uses Google Chrome (Version 96) as the client video player. We use 142 Norway HSDPA [68] network traces (provided by the authors) for evaluation, in addition, we process another 249 FCC [3, 54] traces (2018 version, follow the same preprocessing pipeline) for model generalization evaluation. Because the original FCC-18 network speed is much faster than HSDPA and we cannot distinguish the performance difference among algorithms, we scale down the network speed by 4 times to keep consistent with FCC-16 with regards to the median values.

We obtain PrDT model through distilling from the trained RL actor model (pre-trained model that Pensieve authors provided). After that, we implement PrDT (written in JavaScript) into ABRController of dash.js [2] (Version 2.4). For the test videos, we use the same video in Pensieve at bitrates in {300, 750, 1200, 1850, 2850, 4300} kbps (which pertain to video modes in {240, 360, 480, 720, 1080, 1440}p). This video is divided into 48 chunks and each chunk represented approximately 4 seconds. Furthermore, we adopt \(q(R_n) = R_n\) in Equation 4 to set linear QoE as the our evaluation metric.

**Notations.** We clarify notations used in system interpretations (Figure 12). Table 6 shows environment state variables used in Pensieve to generate bitrate decision, where \(X_i\), \(T_i\) and \(N_k\) denotes past sequences of throughput and download time respectively (\(i = 1, \cdots, 8\)). Moreover, \(N_k\) represents sequence of next chunk sizes (\(k = 1, \cdots, 6\)).

**E Artifact**

PRIMO and case study scripts are available as below. To reproduce the main results of this work, we also provide detailed documentation and instructions in the artifact repository.

**Artifact Links**

[GitHub](https://github.com/S-Lab-System-Group/Primo)

[DOI](https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6529892)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A_i)</td>
<td>IMEM Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_e)</td>
<td>EMEM Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I_c)</td>
<td>Compute Intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_i)</td>
<td>IMEM / Overall Intensity Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_e)</td>
<td>EMEM / Overall Intensity Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{ic})</td>
<td>IMEM / Compute Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{ec})</td>
<td>EMEM / Compute Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{sum})</td>
<td>(IMEM + EMEM) / Compute Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{ex})</td>
<td>(IMEM - EMEM) / Compute Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{state})</td>
<td>Non-Stateful / Stateful Compute Ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(X_i)</td>
<td>Past chunk throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_i)</td>
<td>Past chunk download time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_k)</td>
<td>Next chunk sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>Current chunk size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>Number of buffer size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>Last chunk bitrate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 5: Notation descriptions of Clara-MS.

Table 6: Notation descriptions of Pensieve.
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Abstract
Stateful distributed stream processing engines (SPEs) usually call for dynamic rescaling due to varying workloads. However, existing state migration approaches suffer from latency spikes, or high resource usage, or major disruptions as they ignore the order of state migration during rescaling. This paper reveals the importance of state migration order to the latency performance in SPEs. Based on that, we propose Meces, an on-the-fly state migration mechanism which prioritizes the state migration of hot keys (those being processed or about to be processed by downstream operator tasks) to achieve smooth rescaling. Meces leverages a fetch-on-demand design which migrates operator states at record-granularity for state consistency. We further devise a hierarchical state data structure and gradual strategy for migration efficiency. Meces is implemented on Apache Flink and evaluated with diversified benchmarks and scenarios. Compared to state-of-the-art approaches, Meces improves stream processing performance in terms of latency and throughput during rescaling by orders of magnitude, with negligible overhead and no disruption to non-rescaling periods.

1 Introduction

In recent years, stateful Stream Processing Engines (SPEs) [16, 19, 33, 44, 53] have been widely adopted because of the increasing demands for complicated analytics over real-time data, e.g., fraud detection, log monitoring, sentiment analysis, and IoT applications [11, 13, 51, 60].

SPEs are expected to be long-running and always have low latency performance [21, 22]. It commonly requires SPEs to perform dynamic rescaling in the face of unpredictable circumstances (e.g., data rate fluctuations, machine failures, processing stragglers). However, as the processing operators in SPE are usually stateful and partitioned across workers, rescaling them calls for state migration, which means moving state data between workers, even across networks [26].

The problem of state migration in SPEs is fundamental and challenging. Prior major advances made in the last decades can be classified into four categories: (1) Full-Restart approach [16, 33, 53] pauses and resumes the whole task when redistributing states. (2) Partial-Pause approach [14, 52] restarts a subgraph instead of the whole job topology to reduce execution blocking. (3) Replicated-Dataflow approach [47, 61] executes a new dataflow in parallel with the old one until finishing the state migration. (4) Proactive approach [26, 43] adds extra behaviour to non-rescaling stream processing periods to relieve the pressure during state migration.

Unfortunately, prior approaches suffer from processing latency spikes, or high resource usage [26], or major disruption (see Section 5.6). Their common limitation lies in order-unaware state migration, i.e., not taking into account the order in which operator state migrates. Figure 1 illustrates how the migration order affects SPE latency performance during rescaling. We take a representative stateful stream processing job, key-count, as an example, where records with random keys come from upstream and are processed by the SPE in a FIFO manner. In this case, streaming operators store the...
count value of each key as their corresponding states. During rescaling, an affected operator needs to receive the migrated state (the global count values of keys) before it can process the corresponding incoming records.

If the states are migrated in an order-unaware manner as in Figure 1(a), the first coming record may not be processed in time, because it needs to wait for the arrival of its corresponding state. This also blocks subsequent records in the queue due to FIFO processing, eventually accumulating the processing latency for all records over a period of time. In the worst case as shown in Figure 1(b), the state of the first record is the last one to be migrated, making all record processing blocked before the state migration is finished. Ideally, as shown in Figure 1(c), states are migrated in exactly the same order as the records arrive, therefore minimal time is spent in the waiting queue and the latency can be greatly reduced.

Based on this observation, we find that the state of hot keys (those being processed or about to be processed by downstream operator tasks) needs to be prioritized so that the stream processing proceeds without blocking. In this paper, we propose Meces, an on-the-fly rescaling mechanism which enables prioritized state migration for SPEs. In fact, it is challenging to dynamically adjust the state migration order according to the incoming records during SPE rescaling. To achieve this, Meces leverages a fetch-on-demand state accessing model, based on the fact that modern SPEs [16,53] co-partition data records with stream operators to the same key space. During rescaling, the states can be actively fetched by the SPE operator instances when receiving a data record whose state is not local. In this way, the operators prioritize the transmission of those currently needed states to generate processing results with low latency.

Another challenge is to handle the state consistency during the prioritized state migration process. In Meces, the state consistency in the above process is maintained by a control messaging based coordination protocol, inspired by [7,40,43]. In addition, as the fetch-on-demand model used in prioritized state migration calls for light-weight state accessing, we devise a hierarchical data organization and adopt a gradual migration strategy for finer-grained state transfer like [26]. Meces is designed as a pluggable rescaling module without affecting non-rescaling periods. As far as we know, Meces is the first stateful SPE rescaling approach that enables prioritized state migration, which can reduce the latency spikes without high resource usage or incurring major disruption.

To sum up, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose an on-the-fly rescaling mechanism, called Meces, for stateful distributed stream processing engines. It prioritizes the migration of hot states to achieve low-latency and resource-efficient rescaling.
- In addition, we adopt a control messaging based coordination protocol to maintain state consistency during prioritized state migration. We further devise a hierarchical state data organization and a gradual state migration strategy, which lowers data transmission granularity.

- Meces is implemented on the widely-used SPE Apache Flink, requiring minimal user code modification and no disruption to non-rescaling periods.
- We validate our design with various workloads. Compared with state-of-the-art approaches, Meces reduces nearly 95% of processing latency peak during rescaling.

### 2 Background

In this section, we first introduce basic concepts and terminology of stateful stream processing in Section 2.1, and then review and analyze the design and shortcomings of existing rescaling approaches in Section 2.2.

#### 2.1 Stateful Stream Processing

**Stream Processing Topology:** In scale-out distributed SPEs, the computation tasks are expressed as directed graphs (Figure 2(a)), where vertices represent stream processing operators. Each operator receives data from its upstream operators, processes data, and sends output to its downstream operators. Operators without upstream are called source operators, and those without downstream are called sink operators.

SPEs process input data in a data-parallel style by mapping the streaming operators to multiple parallel instances. The number of an operator’s instances is called its degree of parallelism. In Figure 2(b), the vertices represent parallel instances and the directed edges represent data channels.

**Stateful Operator:** In practice, many analysis tasks require operators to compute their output based on both current and previously received data. Examples of such tasks include data aggregation, window computation, ML models, etc. To realize this, stateful operators maintain internal and mutable states. Operator states remember information about past input and can be used for processing of future input [18]. For example, a counting operator of a WordCount job stores the current occurrences of each word as its states.

A stateful operator receives input data as a stream of keyed records. Each record can be denoted as a pair \((k,v)\) representing the key and the payload value. Correspondingly, the stateful operator also holds its state \(S\) as a set of key-value pairs and divides the set into several disjoint partitions.
processing, the partition \( S_I \) is assigned to an operator instance \( I \). When \( I \) receives a record with key \( k \), it processes the record by reading or updating the value \( v \) corresponding to \( k \) in \( S_I \). In modern SPEs [16, 53], states of the stateful operators are co-partitioned with the parallel instances. For example, in Figure 2(b) the state of the keys mapped to \( C_I \) operator instance is only stored in part-1.

**Checkpoints:** SPEs usually achieve fault-tolerance via checkpoints. A checkpoint marks the persistent state for each operator at a specific time point. SPEs can resume from failure by restoring the operator states with a recent checkpoint and replaying the records since the generation of the checkpoint.

A common way to realize consistent state snapshots of distributed streaming operators is Chandy-Lamport algorithm [10] or its variants. The checkpoint algorithm in Flink [7] works by injecting special streaming records called barriers into the pipeline. Each operator instance will persist its state when receiving a barrier. This workflow makes a globally consistent operator state snapshot on the basis of reliable FIFO data channels.

### 2.2 Prior Rescaling Mechanisms

The critical difficulty in on-the-fly rescaling distributed stream operators is efficiently migrating states among instances while keeping the exactly-once semantics. Prior approaches can mainly be categorized into the following strategies [6, 26].

**Full-Restart:** This approach halts the SPE execution, takes a state snapshot of all operators, redistributes the state among operator instances, and restarts the job execution until the state redistribution is complete. Since it is simple and naturally guarantees consistency using existing checkpoint mechanisms, it is adopted by many SPEs including Spark Streaming [53], Structured Streaming [5], Apache Flink [16], etc. However, this mechanism halts the whole pipeline and causes serious latency spikes during rescaling.

**Partial-Pause:** This approach only stalls the streaming operators that need state migration during rescaling. It mitigates the latency spikes by narrowing the interruption from the job-granularity to the operator-granularity. This mechanism is first introduced by Flux [52], and adopted by SEEP [14], FUGU [25], Chi [40], etc. However, if the affected operator is a critical component in the topology, this approach still pauses the entire pipeline during rescaling.

**Replicated-Dataflow:** This approach replicates the affected operators and executes the old and new configurations simultaneously until the migration completes. It minimizes processing latency and realizes on-the-fly state migration, but requires redundant computing resources for replication [26]. It also calls for additional de-duplication mechanisms as the concurrent execution generates duplicated data. This mechanism is adopted by ChronoStream [61], Gloss [47], etc.

**Proactive:** Proactive approach adds extra behaviour to non-rescaling periods to relieve the pressure when migrating states. Megaphone [26] works by splitting operators and embedding the migration flows into data flows. However, it introduces partitioning overhead inside the original processing operators during non-rescaling periods. Besides, in system design it calls for extra coordination and progress tracking mechanisms [26, 43] which are not directly supported by many modern SPEs [16, 53]. Rhino [43] periodically replicates operator states among all workers. It facilitates both fault-tolerance and state migration of extremely large states, but incurs extra network overhead to regular stream processing.

As far as we know, none of the existing approaches consider the state migration problem from the aspect of the state migration order. They rescale with latency spikes or high resource usage [26], or major disruption (see Section 5.6).

### 3 System Design

In this section, we first introduce the main idea of Meces in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2 we describe the design in detail. Finally, we elaborate the optimization for finer-grained state transfer in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.

#### 3.1 Prioritized State Migration

If not introducing huge redundant resources [47, 61] or disrupting regular processing [26, 43], prior works [5, 14, 16, 25, 40, 52, 53] fail to achieve low latency when rescaling. They are mainly limited by "order-unaware" state migration. As Figure 1 in Section 1 shows, the migration for hot keys should be prioritized, so as to generate timely results and reduce queuing latency when rescaling.

In order to achieve prioritized state migration, we review the nature of states in streaming operators. We denote a record with key \( k \) as \( r_k \), and a state value with key \( k \) as \( v_k \). An important fact about recent scale-out stateful SPEs is that the operator states are partitioned across the operator instances in exactly the same way as data records according to their keys. That is to say, when an operator instance \( I \) processes a record \( r_k \), the only state that it needs to access is \( v_k \). It is also guaranteed that no common states need to be accessed when processing records with different data keys.

Given this property, we propose the prioritized state migration mechanism, which enables the system rescaling and data processing of SPEs to efficiently run at the same time. Specifically, when the SPE triggers an online state repartition, the previously responsible instances send states in batches to the newly responsible instances. In our design, as for the newly responsible instances, instead of only passively waiting for the arrival of migrated state batches, they can also actively fetch states from previously responsible instances, to get the individual states corresponding to the data records for timely processing. For example, as no more records with key in \( \{ k_1, k_2, k_3 \} \) will be sent to \( I \) due to rescaling, the SPE decides to migrate a set of state values \( S_m = \{ v_{k_1}, v_{k_2}, v_{k_3} \} \).
from operator instance $I_a$ to $I_b$. Then $S_m$ is sent by $I_a$. Before $I_b$ receives the entire state set, if $I_b$ encounters a record $r_k$, it immediately performs a single-value fetch for $v_k$. This lightweight operation helps $I_b$ to generate processing results in time, instead of getting blocked until receiving the entire $S_m$ from $I_a$.

In this way, we can keep the stream processing operators working during SPE rescaling. The batched "send" aims at quick state migration, while the active "fetch" ensures in-time processing for the records that requires a remote state. The processing latency performance will be affected only when an active "fetch" is triggered. In that case, only the processing of that single record is delayed a bit because of one extra state fetch operation, but the queuing cost of subsequent records can be greatly reduced. In other words, the performance interference caused by the state migration comes down to the record-granularity, so that we can keep the stream processing performance as high as possible during the rescaling period.

To achieve this, two obstacles need to be carefully dealt with: First, how to ensure state consistency when transferring states among operator instances in a dynamic order (Section 3.2). Second, how to minimize the performance impact brought by fetch operations (Section 3.3 and 3.4).

### 3.2 Fetch-on-demand State Accessing Protocol

To support prioritized state migration with dynamic order during rescaling, Meces leverages a fetch-on-demand state accessing protocol. The state consistency of the fetch-on-demand model is based on a control messaging coordination protocol, inspired by [7, 40, 43]. In the following, we first briefly describe how the protocol works, then use an example to further explain its process.

**Migration Process:** We call the time period from the beginning to the end of a state redistribution as a *Migration* stage. The global controller of an SPE starts a *Migration* stage by injecting a special data record called *control message* into the source operators. The message then travels through the whole pipeline in the same way as a regular data record. Once an instance $I$ receives a control message from its input data channels, it performs the following steps:

1. $I$ sends the control message downstream.
2. If the downstream operator needs to migrate states, $I$ updates its routing strategy.
3. If $I$ itself needs to migrate states, according to whether it has received messages from all input channels, it successively goes through two phases: *Aligning* and *Aligned*.
4. $I$ sends a confirming signal to the global controller. A *Migration* stage ends when the global controller receives confirming signals from all parallel instances.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the *Migration* stage during a scale-out operation of a streaming key-count job. The degree of parallelism of the count operator increases from 2 to 3, represented by $A, B, C$ (see Figure 3(a)). The upstream source operator has two parallel instances $S1, S2$. For simplicity, we assume the keys are between 1 and 12. Therefore, based on the uniform distribution, the distribution of the key space before and after the rescaling is as shown in Figure 3(b).

When $S1$ or $S2$ receives the control messages, it updates the routing strategy and outputs the subsequent data records in accordance with the new topology. As its downstream operator’s degree of parallelism will increase by 1, its new strategy divides the key space into three parts equally. As shown in Figure 4(a), the records mapped to “9” were previously sent to $B$, but will be shipped to the new instance $C$ from now on. Meanwhile, the records with key “6”, which were consumed by $A$, should then be in the charge of $B$.

As for the count operator, in general, the states are sent from the previously responsible instances, but the newly responsible instances also actively fetch states in response to the incoming data records. We denote an instance’s current key space before migration as $C_k$, and its future key space after migration as $F_k$. Specifically, the count operator successively goes through two phases. Taking $B$ as an example:

1. **Aligning (Figure 4(b))**: When $B$ first receives a control message, such as from $S2$, it can foresee the arrival of keys that did not belong to it before. After that, when $B$ encounters a record whose key is not in its $C_k$, such as key “5”, instead of considering it as an error, $B$ first checks its $F_k$. If the key is found, $B$ "borrows" the corresponding state of this key from other count operator instances to complete the processing. Note that in this phase, the message from $S1$ has not reached $B$, which means $A$ may still have to deal with records with the "6" key. Because of that, $B$ should also be prepared that its state of "6" can still be borrowed back by others.

2. **Aligned (Figure 4(c))**: The *Migration* for $B$ is aligned once it receives control messages from all of its input channels. In this situation, it is guaranteed that all future records with the "5", "6" key are shipped only to $B$, and $B$ will no longer receive records with keys from 9 to 12. Therefore, $B$ can start its state migration. It checks $C_k$ and $F_k$, sends the states between 9 and 12 to other instances, and fetches all the states in 5 and 6 asynchronously. When finishing sending and fetching, $B$ sends the completion signal of its *Migration* stage.
In the above process, the stream processing operators keep functioning without explicitly blocking the input channels. The impact of state migration on the task is only perceived when an instance requires a remote state. The processing latency of this single record is then only increased by the fetching cost of a single state. For subsequent records, if the corresponding state has already been fetched, the processing of these records suffers from neither migration cost nor huge queuing cost. In this way, the influence of rescaling can be significantly reduced, therefore the system can avoid sudden and severe performance degradation in latency and throughput. For implementation details of the active state fetch process, please refer to Section 4.2.

State Consistency: In stream processing, the global state consistency usually refers to the exactly-once semantics. In Meces, at a Migration stage where the state $k$ is migrated from $I_1$ to $I_2$, each incoming record affects the final results exactly once. Let $t_1$ be the timestamp when $I_1$ or $I_2$ receives the first control message of Migration, and $t_2$ be the timestamp when both of $I_1$ and $I_2$ have received control messages from all the input channels. Therefore, the Aligning phase begins at $t_1$. In this phase, the data records of $k$ can be sent to both $I_1$ and $I_2$, but actually only one instance holds the state of $k$ locally at a time. That is to say, only one instance can modify this state at a time. As the data record must be processed exactly once, and the state can only be flushed and "borrowed" after the processing of the current record is finished, the semantic is kept in $[t_1, t_2]$. After $t_2$, subsequent data records are sent to $I_2$ only. $I_2$ only needs to borrow at most once to transfer the state to the local and process each data record exactly once until its Aligned phase is complete.

3.3 Hierarchical State Data Organization

This subsection proposes an adaptive state data organization, which keeps regular stream running at a coarse granularity to avoid extra overhead, and performs prioritized state migration at a fine granularity to reduce the impact on latency performance of streaming operators.

Since the states in SPEs are key-value data and it is common to have billions of keys in a real-world streaming dataflow services, managing each key individually can be unrealistic. Many existing SPEs divide the states into key-groups [17], which are disjoint subsets of the entire key space.

However, the shortcoming of this flat index structure is that the state migration is also conducted on the key-group granularity. As the number of the operator states accumulates, the size of one single key-group could grow large. This can make the active "fetch" become time-consuming, bringing long delays to the record processing at the Migration stage. A naive solution is to increase the number of key-groups, but this is not practical in many SPEs. A vast number of key-groups will bring a lot of additional metadata management overhead and fragmented read/write of checkpoints, thereby reducing the performance of non-rescaling stream processing.

To address this issue, we introduce the nested layer of state data organization in Meces. Instead of using a single-layer map, we further divide each key-group into multiple sub-groups as illustrated in Figure 5. When encountering a record that requires a remote state, an instance tries to fetch the corresponding sub-group of the record key instead of the entire key-group. This reduces the time overhead used to obtain data that is not needed immediately.

Note that, key-groups are distributed among different operator instances and the metadata should be stored, indicating which instances are responsible for each key-group. When the number of key-groups increases, it incurs much more metadata management cost and record distribution cost. Differently, sub-groups of the same key-group must belong to the same operator instance when the system is not rescal-
ing. Therefore, increasing the number of sub-groups does not bring significant extra overhead to a steady dataflow. Users can choose an appropriate number of sub-groups to achieve smooth state migration. The appropriate settings are usually based on the maximum size of states and the expected maximum latency during rescaling.

### 3.4 Gradual State Migration

During a rescaling operation, a large part of the overall states may need transferring, even if the degree of parallelism does not change much. For example, to divide the states evenly across all operator instances in Figure 3, changing the degree of the parallelism from 2 to 3 causes half of the keys to be redistributed. For example, if we have an operator with 128 key-groups and change the degree of parallelism from 25 to 30, a nearly full state migration (115 out of 128 key-groups) has to be triggered. Migrating all of these states in a single batch can dramatically slow down the overall performance, because most of the records processed by the task in the next period may be affected by the fetch operations. As the data streams continue to flood in, lots of minor processing delays may accumulate into large latency spikes.

To resolve this issue, inspired by [26], we also achieve fine-grained migration via a gradual migration strategy in Meces, which splits the update into several micro-batches of state migration as shown in Figure 6. The Migration stage in one rescaling operation is then composed of multiple Gradual-Migration steps. At each step, the global controller decides which states should be relocated based on the user-defined size of micro-batches \((\text{batch\_size})\). For example, in Figure 6, \(\text{batch\_size}\) is set to 1, which means that an instance can only dispose at most one key-group of states at a time. This splits the single Migration stage into four Gradual-Fetch steps.

At Gradual-Fetch steps, the information of migrated keys is included in the control messages and each upstream instance creates a temporary routing table indicating which downstream instance it should send records to. In this way, we affect only a tiny portion of the whole states at each Gradual-Fetch step, while most of the records can be processed normally. By changing \(\text{batch\_size}\), users can trade-off the lower latency spikes against higher migration throughput.

Note that during rescaling, the total number of migrated keys can be reduced by dividing the states differently. For example, in Figure 6, if the middle four keys are assigned to instance 3 and the last four keys are assigned to instance 2, only 4 of 12 keys need relocating. Meces uses the uniform re-partition by default, but also supports custom partitioning, so that users can apply it to SPEs with sophisticated partitioning approaches [2, 29] such as consistent hashing. A brief evaluation of custom partitioning can be found in Section 5.3.

### 4 State Migration Implementation

This section describes the implementation of Meces. We demonstrate the overall system architecture of Meces in Section 4.1 and then introduce the details of state transition workflow among operator instances in Section 4.2. Finally, we discuss the fault tolerance mechanisms of Meces in Section 4.3.

#### 4.1 System Architecture and Usage

The overall system architecture of Meces is shown in Figure 7, which consists of three layers:

1. **Stream API**: It provides basic operator functions for users to implement stream processing tasks.
2. **State API**: Meces provides Apache Flink-compatible APIs for operator functions to access their states. This enables the users to easily migrate the existing stream tasks from Flink to Meces.
3. **SPE Runtime**: This is where the system-level code is located. Meces basically reuses Flink’s state backend module to store the key-value pairs in memory/DFS. Additionally, Meces implements the design in Section 3.

The underlying state management and migration in SPE Runtime are completely transparent to user codes. Therefore, it takes minimal effort to switch between Flink’s and Meces’s state implementations.

#### 4.2 State Transition

The state transition among operator instances is of great importance to the performance of SPEs during rescaling. However, if the transfer of states happens directly between parallel instances, a mesh communication network has to be established among the worker machines. This would significantly increase the runtime overhead and make the maintenance of
For decoupling the components, many scalable message queue techniques [27, 46, 49] can be utilized to implement the pub-sub model. These are common components in real-world stream processing tasks, because they suit the stream processing paradigm as data sources and sinks. For EKS, a high-speed key-value store with fault-tolerance guarantees can be integrated to ensure real-time computation.

### 4.3 Fault Tolerance

Meces inherits fault-tolerance guarantees from the hosting SPEs, and relies on high-available message-queue/EKS service. Specifically, fault-tolerance is supported in both rescaling and non-rescaling scenarios.

**During rescaling:** If some of the message-queue/EKS nodes fail, the rescaling in Meces can keep going without data corruption. This is because message-queue/EKS service adopted by Meces is equipped with built-in fault-tolerance mechanisms [12,48], such as replication. If the entire message-queue/EKS or any Flink node fails to respond (simple/cascading failures), Meces considers this rescaling to have failed and invalidates the temporary data in message-queue/EKS. Then Flink’s own failover mechanism is activated to recover the job from a checkpoint. Therefore, a failed rescaling does not break exactly-once semantics.

**During non-rescaling:** As Meces is designed to be non-disruptive when rescaling is not executed, it introduces no extra fault-tolerance issues. Any exception is handled by the hosting SPEs’ failover mechanism.

Finally, Meces temporarily disables checkpoint generation only at Migration stages, and suspends new rescaling during an ongoing rescaling to avoid interference. Therefore, data consistency is kept throughout the job lifecycle.

### 5 Evaluation

This section presents an empirical evaluation of our prototype Meces. We focus on the following three questions:

1. What is the performance of Meces during rescaling with state migration? (Section 5.2 to 5.4)
2. How much overhead does Meces incur? (Section 5.5)
3. How does Meces compare to other state-of-the-art on-the-fly state migration approaches? (Section 5.6)

#### 5.1 Experimental Setup

**Hardware and Software:** All experiments presented in this paper are conducted on a cluster of six computing nodes, each with two Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 @2.10 GHz CPUs and 64 GB memory, running CentOS 7.9.2009.

The Meces prototype is implemented based on Apache Flink 1.12.0. The same version of Apache Flink is used as a baseline in our evaluation, referred to as "Native Flink" in the following. Meces and Native Flink run with Oracle JVM
11.0.10 to enable the low-latency garbage collector ZGC [63]. We pair Apache Kafka 2.7.0 with Apache ZooKeeper 3.6.0 as reliable message brokers with 25 partitions. Redis 3.2.0 is deployed to provide the external key-value store service globally. For persistent checkpoint storage, we deploy Apache Hadoop 2.9.2 to provide HDFS.

For SPE configurations, we configure Native Flink and Meces to use at most 25 GB heap memory. Each computing node can host at most 5 parallel instances of an operator. The total number of key-groups is set to 128, as it is the default value in Flink and different settings of this value do not differ the performance much in our cases.

**Workloads and Metrics:** We choose the NEXMark benchmark suite [55] and the key-count job as workloads. Nexmark models an online auction system and provides real-world streaming queries. The key-count job takes a stream of randomly generated keys as input and accumulates the number of times each key has occurred.

To provide input data for stream processing jobs, we implement open-loop stream generators which continuously and concurrently push random records into Kafka topics. Unless otherwise specified, all these open-loop generators produce data at a steady rate of 800K records/s. This input rate is near the saturation point of processing and large enough to show the performance difference between the various approaches.

We focus on two metrics in measurement during rescaling:

**Latency:** To evaluate the end-to-end latency of SPEs, we configure the stream generators to periodically insert marker events into Kafka records. We denote latency as the time difference between these markers entering and leaving the SPE. For windowed operators, the markers simply bypass them to exclude the time spent in window buffers. The latency still grows when the system’s processing rate cannot keep up with the production speed of upstream data, as the latency markers are queuing up. That is to say, the marker can still reflect the latency performance of the system with windowed operators.

**Throughput:** We define throughput of SPEs as the number of records output by the source operators per second. As the source operators are responsible for fetching records from Kafka, this reflects the capability of the system to read and process data from external data sources.

### 5.2 Latency Performance during Rescaling

We first evaluate the latency performance of the SPEs during rescaling. The SPEs are initially configured with global parallelism of 25. Each job runs steadily for 600 seconds and rescales by increasing the parallelism of critical operators (e.g., join or window operators in NEXMark queries, counting operator in the key-count job) to 30. This causes 115 out of 128 key-groups to be relocated during rescaling.

We compare Meces with Native Flink (stopping the whole job when rescaling) and Order-Unaware (online block-based state migration without order prioritization). Figure 9–12 illustrate the end-to-end latency change of the representative queries in this process. For the performance evaluation results of all NEXMark queries, please refer to Appendix B.

**NEXMark Q1** performs currency conversion on a bid stream. This simple task maintains no states and the behavior is demonstrated as a basic case for our evaluation. As shown in Figure 9, both Meces and Order-Unaware reveal no latency peak but only system noise, because they incur no state migration cost during rescaling and operations can be done asynchronously. In contrast, Native Flink still needs to stop and restart the job even if there is no state to migrate.

**NEXMark Q7 and Q8** tests window operators. They perform tumbling window join of two streams, to find out the items with the highest price and the new users who just registered in the last period of time. They can maintain large states when the window size grows. We set the window sizes to be 10 seconds and 100 seconds. The performance comparison is illustrated in Figure 10 and Figure 11, where the latency peak of Meces during rescaling is an order of magnitude smaller than others. When the rescaling begins, Order-Unaware needs to block the currently processed records while migrating a considerable amount of states. As a result, Order-Unaware goes through a performance degradation near to Native Flink (Full-Restart), and reaches a latency peak of dozens of seconds. For comparison, Meces can give state migration priority to the hot keys being processed and smoothen latency.

**Key-count** takes a stream of randomly generated keys as input and reports the cumulative counts of each key continu-
The state size of the counting operator can also grow large when the key range is big enough. Besides, this query requires reading and updating the states when processing every single record. We run the job with $10^6$ unique keys. As reported in Figure 12, both Native Flink and Order-Unaware show a latency peak which is three orders of magnitude higher than usual. The latency decreases gradually after the restart or migration completes. As for Meces, it keeps the latency under 600 ms during the prioritized state migration stages.

In conclusion, during rescaling, Native Flink and SPEs with Order-Unaware can suddenly become out-of-service when migrating states, while Meces significantly lowers the maximum latency. The impact of prioritized migration of Meces is further evaluated in Section 5.3. Note that in some cases with a rather large size of states, Meces also have increased latency. This is mainly caused by the Garbage Collection behaviour of JVM, which is further analyzed in Section 5.5.

5.3 Impact of State Migration on Latency Performance during Rescaling

In this subsection, we evaluate how state migration affects the processing latency of SPEs, especially how the prioritized migration improves the performance.

During a rescaling period involving state migration, the overall processing latency of SPEs can be generally divided into three parts: (1) Job-Cost: time to execute the processing logic. This is inevitable in both rescaling and non-rescaling periods; (2) Migration-Cost: when encountering a record whose state is not local, the task waits for the target states to arrive and then proceeds processing; (3) Queuing-Cost: If a record $r$ is blocked due to migration cost, subsequent records may also be blocked in the queue as they cannot be processed until the processing of $r$ is finished. Therefore the processing latency of these subsequent records is increased.

Figure 13 illustrates the various parts of the average processing latency of a certain operator instance per second during the rescaling of the key-count job. Note that in order to show the comparison between different parts, here we use linear axes instead of logarithmic axes and draw with different y-axis ranges in the upper two sub-figures.

As in Figure 13(a), Order-Unaware incurs high latency up to thousands of milliseconds, and the increased latency is composed of huge Migration-Cost and Queuing-Cost. Because Order-Unaware does not migrate the currently needed states with priority, some of records have to wait for a long time before the arrival of their corresponding states. The waiting time can be up to several seconds as indicated by the Migration-Cost bar in the figure. As for the subsequent records, their states have been previously transferred and they need not wait for data migration. However, they suffer from huge Queuing-Cost due to the previous records being blocked. When no further migration is required, the Queuing-Cost decreases to 0 almost linearly.

Figure 13(b) reports the latency breakdown of Meces. Compared with Order-Unaware, the latency peak is greatly reduced to less than 400 ms. This is because when migrating states, Meces uses its fetch-on-demand model to give priority to the records which are currently being processed. When a record calls for a remote state, the operator instance immediately fetches the single state for the key of this record. Since the amount of data in a single state is very small, a fetch request can be quickly responded to. Consequently, as shown in Figure 13(c), the several long-duration execution blocks caused by Migration-Cost are converted into thousands of short-duration fetch operations. Although the sum of Migration-Cost does not differ much for two strategies, each record does not wait long time for its state to be migrated in the prioritized migration of Meces. More importantly, as the Migration-Cost of every single record is reduced, the Queuing-Cost for subsequent records is also significantly reduced. Eventually, the overall latency curve is flattened.

From another angle, Figure 14 compares the rescaling performance of Meces using different repartition strategies.
formance of Meces using different state repartition strategies: the default uniform repartition and consistent hashing, which have different migration cost during rescaling. For a total of 128 key-groups, consistent hashing decreases the number of migrated key-groups from 115 to 15. Eventually up to 70% rescaling duration and 90% max latency are reduced. This indicates that we can equip Meces with existing re-balance technology to improve the rescaling performance. For a fair comparison, in all other experiments in this paper, we use the same repartition strategy in all SPEs including Meces.

Note that the above experiments are all conducted without any node failure or connection loss. As for the unusual scenarios including failing nodes with different roles, we observe that: (1) If any Flink node or Kafka/Redis leader fails, the latency curve is similar to Native Flink, because Meces restarts the job since the underlying service becomes unresponsive. (2) If Kafka/Redis loses some of the follower nodes but still provides timely service when job is rescaling, there is no observable fluctuation in the average latency of fetch operations, because of the relatively low traffic of messages sent by fetch operations. In both cases there is no data inconsistency in the stream processing results.

5.4 Performance under Backpressure

In practice, the rescaling of an SPE is usually triggered when it sends a backpressure signal, indicating that it cannot process data fast enough to keep up with the data generation rate. This happens when there is a sudden surge in data traffic or when the system is not configured properly with enough parallel instances. To validate our design in this situation, we evaluate the performance of Meces under backpressure scenarios.

A costly version of key-count query is chosen as the workload. We first configure the counter operator parallelism to 15 and run input generators at a speed of 300K records/s for 600 seconds. After that the input rate is increased to 600K records/s for 150 seconds, and then gets back to 300K records/s. This simulates a temporary surge in data traffic. The rescaling operation takes place at the 620th second, which increases the counter operator to 30 parallel instances.

Figure 15(a) shows how quickly the SPE recovers its real-time performance from backpressure. As soon as the data traffic surge comes, the latency increases suddenly, because the input is beyond the capability of the system and the following records are queuing up. Then, after the scale-out operation is completed and all the queuing records have been fully consumed, the processing latency can go back to a normal low level. Here we record the time interval from the arrival of the data surge until the system latency drops below 100 ms. As can be seen, Meces is the first one to get back to the previous processing rate, while it takes Native Flink and Order-Unaware much more time to consume the queuing data and recover because of the block of operator execution.

We then compare the system throughput within 2 minutes after triggering the rescaling operation, as shown in Figure 15(b). As Native Flink first triggers a global state snapshot and then restarts the job, its throughput immediately decreases to 0 and gradually increases after it restarts. As for Meces and Order-Unaware, they both keep the throughput at a non-zero level, but as Order-Unaware incurs long-duration blocking periods, it first goes through a decrease in throughput. Meanwhile, as Meces brings little degradation to the performance during the state migration, its throughput reaches the maximum much faster and higher than the others. This validates that the fetch-on-demand state migration mechanism of Meces outperforms the other approaches under backpressure.

5.5 Overhead Analysis

This subsection discusses the overhead introduced by Meces. Latency Overhead: The latency performance is illustrated in Figure 16. On one hand, Meces does not incur extra latency when not migrating states, as reported in the "Meces (Normal)" bar. Under normal circumstances, the processing logic of Meces and Native Flink is substantially the same. The only difference is that Native Flink uses a normal HashMap to manage operator states, while Meces uses a nested HashMap with little overhead. Consequently, the difference in latency between the two SPEs is determined by system noise. This conclusion can also be drawn from Figure 9–12.

On the other hand, the processing latency increases when Meces is performing a rescaling operation. In this experiment, each route table contains 128 keys and increases the latency by 35%. During these periods, when deciding which downstream operator to send records to, the simple modulo operation is replaced by a more costly map query operation. In Meces, this mechanism is combined with the nested data structure, to reduce the migration granularity to an acceptable level without the need for an extremely high number of key groups. This means the route tables are kept in a reasonably small size, thus reducing the latency peak with negligible overhead.
Memory Overhead: Figure 17 demonstrates the memory consumption of one single machine. To clearly show the changes in memory usage, we configure the JVM to utilize g1gc as the garbage collector and do not trigger GC behavior for objects in old generation. The memory usage fluctuates up and down because JVM periodically reclaims the temporary objects in the continuously arriving data stream. In the meantime, the total memory usage shows an upward trend due to the gradual increase in the operator states.

When the state migration starts at 600 s, the curve rises rapidly, because the operator starts fetching states from others, allocating lots of new objects quickly. This can potentially decrease the processing performance if the system is implemented in programming languages like Java, as the garbage collector works under heavy pressure and can block the execution of user functions. To ensure the quick response of the system, we recommend a low-latency collector like ZGC [63], or a pre-allocated object pool to be utilized to reduce the overhead of Garbage Collection behavior.

5.6 Comparison with Other State Migration Approaches

In this subsection, we compare Meces with two representative state-of-the-art work Rhino [43] and Megaphone [26]. We choose the key-count job due to its simplicity so that we can minimize interference from associated computation and highlight the differences between rescaling approaches.

5.6.1 Comparison with Rhino

Rhino [43] proposes a state management approach which handles large states very well by periodically replicating operator states among all worker machines. Because the source code of Rhino from the original authors is not publicly available, we implement the mechanism of Rhino based on Flink for a fair comparison. During a stateful rescaling, Rhino generally follows the Partial-Pause approach, but only reads/writes the incremental parts of states since the last global replication. The replication interval is set to 60 seconds.

As in Figure 18, Rhino on Flink shows a similar latency peak to Order-Unaware, whose peak is near 10,000 ms. As a comparison, the per-record latency of Meces never reaches 1000 ms during the whole process. Rhino’s replication fails to improve the system performance for two reasons:

1. In such a scale-out scenario where new workers join the job, a global state migration is still necessary for these new workers because they lack the previous states.
2. Such read-modify-write jobs update the operator states very frequently. As lots of states are modified between two state replications, the incremental parts still occupy large proportions of the global state.

Eventually Rhino degrades to the Partial-Pause approach with latency spikes. In contrast, Meces uses a fetch-on-demand state accessing model for efficient state sharing among operator instances and less processing latency.

5.6.2 Comparison with Megaphone

Megaphone [26] is a state migration approach that splits the state load into batches and embeds the migration flows into data flows for lower latency. It relies on two specific SPE features [26]: (1) state extraction from upstream operators (2) dataflow frontiers. However, both are still not natively supported in many widely-used SPEs, including Flink [16], Heron [33], Spark Streaming [53], Samza [50], etc. Therefore, to run Megaphone in a widely-used SPE, we meet the above requirements of Megaphone in Flink with naive implementations for state extraction and splitting the data stream...
Stateful stream processing has been an active research field in the past years, both in single-machine [1, 9, 44] and distributed settings [3, 8, 16, 50, 53, 62]. To meet diversified requirements of real-time computing in different scenarios, research works focus on various aspects of stream processing, including performance [32, 36, 37, 58, 59], reliability [45, 64], scalability [14, 15, 56], flexibility [23], programmability [5, 40], etc. In addition, some researchers propose SPEs with enriched semantics [38, 42, 57, 65, 66] to support more sophisticated analysis of streaming data.

Elasticity in batch processing systems has also been studied [34, 35], but they mainly deal with scenarios with rather higher processing latency. As for the field of elastic stream processing, the past decade also witnessed many advances [14–16, 25, 26, 33, 40, 43, 47, 52, 53, 61].

The most recent works related to ours are Megaphone [26] and Rhino [43]. Megaphone [26] provides efficient on-the-fly state migration for SPEs. This is achieved by transferring the operator states in a small granularity upon dataflow reconfiguration. It also supports trading off low latency against high throughput of state migration. Rhino [43] periodically replicates operator states among all worker machines. It can speed up the process of state migration by asking the operator instances to read/write from an incremental checkpoint instead of a global state snapshot. They both reduce processing latency during state migration at the expense of SPE performance during non-rescaling periods, as neither of them considers the migration order of states. In contrast, Meces uses a fetch-on-demand state accessing mechanism to enable prioritized state migration during rescaling, without extra resource usage in non-rescaling periods.

Another critical issue about the elasticity of stream processing is to decide when and how to rescale. Many SPE controllers [4, 19, 20, 28, 31, 39, 41, 54] have been proposed for adaptive rescaling to meet the QoS targets in various scenarios. These works are orthogonal to ours and can be combined with Meces’s on-the-fly rescaling mechanism to provide self-regulating streaming systems.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents Meces, a latency-efficient on-the-fly rescaling mechanism using prioritized state migration for stateful distributed SPEs. Meces uses a fetch-on-demand model with hierarchical state data structure and gradual strategy, to achieve prioritized state migration with global consistency and high efficiency. This design puts all the operations in rescaling periods and requires no work during non-rescaling periods. We implement Meces in Apache Flink and evaluate our design on diversified workloads. The experimental results show that compared to state-of-the-art approaches, Meces improves the latency and throughput performance during rescaling by orders of magnitude without disrupting non-rescaling periods or using huge amounts of resources.

In the future, we plan to integrate Meces with stream performance monitoring tools and further study more adaptive rescaling policies for diversified scenarios on Meces.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Meces is implemented on Apache Flink. It also relies on Kafka and Redis to function properly. We prepare the programs, assemble a workflow of Meces and package the artifact into a Docker image.

Scope

The artifact rescales a key-count job with different state migration mechanisms. It verifies the basic functions of Meces and validates the performance improvement brought by the prioritized state migration strategy proposed in this paper.

Contents

The artifact includes a compiled version of Meces, along with dependencies such as Kafka, Redis, Java and Python, etc. A "README.md" file can be also found in the image. It contains detailed description of the artifact and a step-by-step instruction for the rescaling workflow.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted on Docker Hub. It can be installed by downloading the pre-built Docker image from the public dockerhub repository and initiating a container from it:

- docker pull njupasalab/meces:latest
- docker run -it njupasalab/meces:latest

Artifact Check-list:

- Run-time Environment: Linux OS with Docker installed.
- Experiments: Workflow of rescaling a key-count job.
- Expected Experiment Running Time: About half an hour.
- Output: Data plots of latency comparison.

Expected Running Result

There are scripts that help pre-check the testing environment:

- source scripts/install.sh
- scripts/start_background_environment.sh
- scripts/check_environment.sh

Then, an experiment script evaluates the rescaling performance of Meces using the key-count job on your environment:

- scripts/rescale_exp.sh

It generally goes through three stages in series, namely Meces, Order-Unaware, Native-Flink. In each stage, the system submits the key-count job, runs for a while and then rescales the operator with its corresponding mechanism. For further details, please refer to "README.md" in the artifact.

After the process finishes, the experimental data is collected in the data folder. Each experiment should generate a plot of the latency curve, similar to what is reported in Section 5.2.
Appendix: Latency Performance Evaluation on full NEXMark suite during Rescaling

We evaluate the latency performance of the SPEs during rescaling. The SPEs are initially configured with global operator parallelism of 25. Then, each job runs at a steady input rate of 800K records/s for 600 seconds. After that a rescaling operation is triggered. It increases the parallelism of critical operators (e.g., join or window operators in NEXMark queries, counting operator in the key-count job) to 30. This causes 115 out of 128 key-groups to be relocated during the scale-out.

Figure 21–28 illustrate the end-to-end latency change of each query in this process. We compare Meces with Native Flink (stopping the whole job when rescaling) and Order-Unaware (online block-based state migration without order prioritization).

NEXMark Q1 and Q2 do currency conversion or filtering operations on a bid stream. These simple transformation tasks do not maintain states and the behavior is demonstrated as a basic case for our evaluation. As shown in Figure 21 and 22, both Meces and Order-Unaware reveal no latency peak but only system noise, because they incur no state migration cost during rescaling and operations can be done asynchronously. In contrast, Native Flink still needs to stop and restart the job even if there is no state to migrate.

NEXMark Q3 and Q4 test join functionality. Q3 joins the stream of open auctions and the stream of people to local item suggestions for users. Q4 joins the stream of closed auctions and the stream of items to output the average deal price of items for a category. Both queries have to store information of records in the data stream as states of join operators. The per-record latency is demonstrated in Figure 23 and Figure 24. In our settings, Q3 maintains a rather small size of states. Meanwhile, operator states in Q4 grow large when millions of items have been sold. As a result, for Native Flink and Order-Unaware, a sharp and short-lasting rise of latency can be seen in Figure 23, because the task executions are globally or partially blocked until the state migration is completely done. As a comparison, there is no obvious latency change in Meces as it reduces the disturbance caused by state migration to a lower granularity. A similar conclusion can also be drawn from the results in Figure 24 for Q4. The degradation of real-time performance becomes more significant for Native Flink and Order-Unaware with a larger size of states, while Meces only incurs a small range of latency fluctuations. The latency peak of Meces is an order of magnitude smaller than the other two mechanisms, due to its fetch-on-demand accessing and gradual migration strategy.

NEXMark Q5 tests window operator with small states. It repeatedly selects the hottest item in the past period of time, which is the item with the most number of bids. The stateful operator maintains item counts in each time window. In our experiments, the job reports every second the hottest item over the last 60 seconds. As this query does not accumulate large states, it exposes similar behavior with Q1 and Q2, as shown in Figure 25. While the latency of Native Flink increases significantly due to a full restart, the record processing of Meces and Order-Unaware is hardly affected because the state migration cost is minor.

NEXMark Q6, Q7 and Q8 test window operator with bigger states. Q6 includes a sliding window over a single
stream to calculate the average of items recently sold by a
seller. Q7 and Q8 perform tumbling window join of two
streams, to find out the items with the highest price and the
new users who just registered in the last period of time. These
queries maintain large states when the window size grows. We
set the window sizes to be 10 seconds, 10 seconds, and 100
seconds for the three queries respectively. The performance
comparison is illustrated in Figure 26~28, where the latency
peak of Meces during rescaling is an order of magnitude
smaller than the others. When the rescaling begins, Order-
Unaware needs to block the currently processed records while
migrating a considerable amount of states. As a result, Order-
Unaware goes through a performance degradation near to
Native Flink (Full-Restart), and reaches a latency peak of
dozens of seconds. For comparison, Meces can give priority
to the hot keys being processed and smoothen the latency
peaks.

In conclusion, Meces achieves better performance than ex-
isting approaches during rescaling. Native Flink and SPEs
with Order-Unaware can suddenly become out-of-service
when migrating states, while Meces relieves the impact of
rescaling to a lower granularity and reduces the maximum
latency.

Figure 26: End-to-end latency of NEXMark Q6

Figure 27: End-to-end latency of NEXMark Q7

Figure 28: End-to-end latency of NEXMark Q8
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Abstract

Quorum systems (e.g., replicated state machines) are critical distributed systems. Building correct, high-performance quorum systems is known to be hard. A major reason is that the protocols in quorum systems lead to non-deterministic state changes and complex branching conditions based on different events (e.g., timeouts). Traditionally, these systems are built with an asynchronous coding style with event-driven callbacks, but often lead to “callback hell” that makes code hard to follow and maintain. Converting to synchronous coding styles (e.g., using coroutines) is challenging because of the complex branching conditions. In this paper, we present Dependably Fast (DepFast), an effective, expressive framework for developing quorum systems. DepFast provides a unique QuorumEvent abstraction to enable building quorum systems in a synchronous style. It also supports composition of multiple events, e.g., timeouts, different quorums. To evaluate DepFast, we use it to implement two quorum systems, Raft and Copilot. We show that complex quorum systems implemented by DepFast are easy to write and have high performance. Specifically, it takes 25%–35% fewer lines of code to implement Raft and Copilot using DepFast, and the DepFast-based implementations have comparable performance with the state-of-the-art systems.

1 Introduction

Quorum systems are critical distributed systems. In a quorum system, a node sends a request to a group of nodes, and proceeds on receiving a quorum of acknowledgements. The quorum size depends on the system design; it usually varies between a majority, a super-majority, or the whole group. The most common quorum systems are replicated state machines—a linearizable and fault-tolerant group of distributed nodes coordinating through a consensus protocol such as Paxos [39] and Raft [48]. Such quorum systems are widely deployed in practice, especially as critical infrastructures of large-scale cloud and Internet services [17, 20, 23, 34, 60].

Building a quorum system is hard. Quorum systems often have a complex consensus protocol. A node in these protocols have a complex state space. An event, e.g., a reply to a message, or a timeout, will trigger a state transition of the node. At each state, the node has multiple possible branches to go into based on the event and its current state. Though the state transition itself could be deterministic, the entire node behavior is not. This is mainly because of: 1) non-determinism in some event types, e.g., timeout, 2) the inter- and intra-node parallelism, and 3) network asynchrony, e.g., message delays and out-of-order delivery.

The traditional way to code these complex state transition conditions is through an event-driven or asynchronous coding style. For each event, the developer defines an event handler, or a callback function, to drive the program to the next state. On the one hand, writing code in this style could have its benefits, mainly two-folded: 1) it could match the style of a more formal description, e.g., a TLA+ [38] specification; 2) it could have a high performance as event-driven programming is often considered to be fast in concurrent programs.

On the other hand, coding in an asynchronous style has drawbacks, mainly making the code harder to write and follow, more error-prone, and harder to debug. Since the main workflow of handling a request from begin to end is expressed in many (callback) functions as opposed to a single function, the developer needs to manually maintain the shared control, data, and debug variables across these functions. The developer also needs to manually map each function execution properly to the request’s lifetime, for example, dropping a reply if the system has moved with a quorum without the reply. Overall, this asynchronous code style could increase difficulty to develop and maintain the system. This problem is also known as stack ripping [15] or callback hell [28]).

A natural way of resolve the above issue is turning the asynchronous code into synchronous style, using lightweight solutions like coroutines. This is a well studied idea in systems research [15, 37, 52] and has been adopted widely in practice [13, 14]. However, the past study of using coroutines to inline callbacks mainly considers supporting a single asynchronous call [15, 52], e.g., inlining a single RPC callback. This is insufficient for a quorum system, which often has many concurrent callbacks and timeouts, and branches based on these concurrent event composition. Take the following behavior of a classic consensus system for example, a node sends requests to a group, then it needs to proceed to different branches based on the replies when it receives 1) a majority of acknowledgements, 2) a majority of replies, mixed acknowledgements and rejects, and 4) fewer than a majority of replies. Each of these conditions have their own timeouts, and the program can only enter one branch. It is prohibitively difficult to express these conditions with a single coroutine. To make matters worse, the behavior could be even more complex with advanced protocols which have
multiple quorum sizes. For example, in fast-path enabled protocols such as Copilot [47], a super-majority quorum and a majority quorum apply at the same step in the protocol, which further complicates the situation.

In this paper, we present DepFast (Dependably Fast), a coroutine-based distributed programming framework to address the aforementioned challenges. Like prior works [15, 52], DepFast promotes synchronous code style with cooperative task scheduling and provides an Event abstraction to wrap the waiting points. The unique part of DepFast is that it provides a QuorumEvent abstraction that enables the construction of straightforward protocol descriptions, even for quorum systems with complicated timeout rules and multiple quorums (which was previously only expressible in bug-prone callback style). A QuorumEvent represents the system state of a quorum and any event that affects the state (e.g., arrival of a reply, a timeout) is funneled through the QuorumEvent. The program thus can synchronously express the conditions and branches using the QuorumEvent in a plain if-else style. Furthermore, the events are composable in DepFast, making it easier to deal with cases such as waiting for multiple quorums of different sizes at the same step.

Using DepFast to build quorum systems, the main control flow of the protocol can be written in a single function with an unripped stack. The code written in this style is easy to follow and to debug. As a case study, and as a motivation, we studied the fail-slow behavior of quorum systems, where a node in the system can be much slower than a non-faulty node but still functioning [55]. Debugging fail-slow behavior requires carefully identifying the line of code to add log statements for tracing the lifetime of a request. Writing code in the DepFast style simplifies debugging.

To evaluate DepFast, we use DepFast to implement two quorum systems based on Raft [48] and Copilot [47] respectively. We report our programming experience with DepFast. We demonstrate examples illustrating that DepFast leads to better implementations compared to the common practice of asynchronous, callback-style code; in particular, DepFast enables direct translation of the protocol algorithms and allows precise expressions of complex wait conditions, resulting in 25–35% fewer lines of code. We evaluate the performance of DepFast-based Raft and Copilot implementations against state-of-the-art versions to show our approach imposes no performance penalty. Moreover, the DepFast-based implementations have better tolerance against various types of fail-slow faults by construction, than the state-of-the-art versions.

The paper makes the following contributions:

- We design QuorumEvent to enable the construction of protocol descriptions even for quorum systems with complicated timeout rules and multiple quorum sizes.
- We develop DepFast, an effective, expressive framework that enables developers to implement complex quorum systems with a synchronous programming style.
- We show how DepFast benefits the implementation of quorum systems by illustrating DepFast-based Raft and Copilot implementations compared to state-of-the-art versions.
- We evaluate the performance of DepFast-based Raft and Copilot and show that the DepFast design for the ease of programming does not come with a performance penalty.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Quorum systems and async. programming

This paper uses quorum systems to refer to distributed systems with a communication pattern that requires replies from a quorum in a group of nodes. One typical type of quorum systems is a replicated state machine which uses consensus protocols (e.g., Paxos [39] and Raft [48]) to let nodes agree on the next state transition.

Consensus protocols are known to be hard to implement. Take the following behavior in Paxos and Raft for example, a node broadcasts a replication request (Accept in Paxos, or AppendEntries in Raft) to a group; then the node needs to react to events including replies and timeout. A reply can be either an acknowledgement or a reject. Based on different events, this node needs to enter different branches when it receives: 1) a majority of acknowledgements before the timeout, 2) a majority of rejects before the timeout, 3) a majority of replies, mixed acknowledgements and rejects at the timeout, and 4) fewer than a majority of replies at the timeout. After the node chooses a branch, any future event needs to be dropped. The inter- and intra-node concurrency and the non-deterministic event triggering lead to a very complex program state space.

Many formal and informal protocol descriptions of quorum systems are written in an asynchronous style: “upon receiving a (reply to a) message, the system acts as follows.” It is intuitive to construct the code in the same way (e.g., writing a message handler in the message loop, a callback in event-driven model, or an actor in the actor model to process a particular message). Coding in the asynchronous style has the benefit of matching a formal description of the protocol (e.g., a TLA+ [38] specification). However, it could cause the control flow to be shredded into many sub-functions like callbacks. This leads to spaghetti code, also known as stack ripping [15] or callback hell [28]. Take a Paxos system for example. For each request that goes through the 3 phases (Prepare/Accept/Commit), the main control flow will at least be shredded into 3 types of callbacks. If this is a 5-replica system, the callbacks will be executed 3 × 5 times. If we further count callbacks caused by disk logging (asynchronous I/O), there will be even more (at least doubled) callbacks.

It does not take long before a developer loses track of how callbacks affect each other. It also imposes significant challenges to manage the waiting process, especially in cases where the callbacks are written by different developers (which is often the case in practice). A natural way to address this
problem is to turn the code to a synchronous style by inlining the callback into the calling function. This could greatly improve understandability and maintainability. In fact, some papers describe the main control flow in this style. For example, in the Paxos paper [39], after a proposer sends out the proposal, “if the proposer receives a response from a majority of acceptors...” In practice, many projects started with the asynchronous callback style, but the growing size of codebase and the accompanying cognitive load of callbacks made the developers change to a synchronous code style [15,18].

In the past, asynchronous versus synchronous programming styles (or event versus thread) have drawn many discussions [15,19,25,26,37,44,49]. The asynchronous or event-driven style is often preferred for performance reasons. For example, it can avoid the overhead of many OS threads, and the epoll/kqueue model of processing network interrupts can efficiently utilize the interrupt-based OSes and devices. Past works have proposed solutions to turn asynchronous code into synchronous and preserve its high performance, e.g., by using lightweight threads like stackful coroutines [15,52]. However, existing solutions mainly consider inlining a single callback like a single RPC. It does not address the challenges of implementing quorum systems, where a broadcast request triggers a group of callbacks, and the system needs to proceed with a quorum.

2.2 Experience in debugging fail-slow behavior

We recently studied fail-slow behavior of real-world quorum systems [55]. Our journey started from observing that quorum systems of product-grade databases cannot meet fault-tolerance properties of the consensus protocols—a fail-slow follower affects system-wide performance. Such behavior contradicts the theory—a quorum system should proceed when there is a majority of non-faulty nodes. Specifically, a fail-slow follower should not have visible impact by design.

To reveal the root causes of the fail-slow behavior, we spent two person-years to analyze the three implementations. In our experience, debugging fail-slow fault tolerance is challenging and time-consuming. At a high level, the debugging process is a binary search for small fragments of code that caused the slowness using time stamping. The process sounds easy (as we imagined it to be), but is painful in practice. The asynchronous code often looks like spaghetti: the main control of a request is spread in different code fragments. Understanding where those code fragments are located and how they interact is non-trivial. In fact, working with developers of two of the databases, we find that even they have the same experience.

We also find that asynchronous code often lacks a clear abstraction between the quorum logic (e.g., the Raft protocol) and common, low-level utilities (e.g., RPC, disk I/O) in the spoken implementations. In addition to the challenge of expressing complex state transitions, lacking a clear abstraction has two more problems in implementation.

First, when a buggy fail-slow behavior occurs, it is hard to know whether the bug is caused by the protocol code or the utility code. A bug in the utility code is typically easier to identify and fix than a logic bug. It would be very helpful if the code can be constructed in a way that the logic code and utility code are isolated and separately profiled for debugging.

Second, a lack of abstractions also indicates lacking knowledge across the two parts. The utility code has to blindly execute the requests passed by the logic code and cannot perform optimizations to tolerate fail-slow behavior, but push the burden back to protocol logic. For example, the Raft logic broadcasts AppendEntries to all replicas and waits for a quorum of replies to proceed. In many existing implementations, the Raft logic sends the same message to each replica and the utility faithfully puts the message to the buffer of each replica. If one replica is slow, the connection would be slow and the buffer would keep increasing, leading to the backlog issue reported by recent work [27,29]. If the utility is aware that this is a broadcast that can succeed with a quorum of replies, it can safely discard the messages for the slow connection.

2.3 Goal

Our experience in building and investigating complex quorum systems has driven us to rethink the programming practice and seek a more foundational solution that can make it easier to build and maintain quorum systems. We propose a synchronous programming framework for this purpose. In particular, we will propose abstractions that allow developers to implement complex quorum state transitions that can only be implemented with an asynchronous programming style before. We will show by our experiences that this framework can help programmers efficiently express complex quorum conditions in a way that is easy to follow and maintain.

3 The DepFast Framework

This section introduces the Dependably Fast (DepFast) framework. DepFast aims to provide an effective, expressive programming framework for building quorum systems. We first go through the interface of DepFast (§3.1), including an important abstraction we propose for quorum systems (§3.1.2). Then we go into internals of the framework, describing how it is implemented (§3.2).

3.1 DepFast from a programmer’s perspective

3.1.1 Coroutines and events

DepFast provides programmers with two main interfaces:

- a coroutine interface for launching tasks,
- an event interface which wraps the waiting points, or any potential fail-slow points, in the code.
The idea of using coroutine is to keep the code in one piece—avoiding callbacks, while maintaining the performance when dealing with an operation that needs to wait. For example, the code snippet below is triggering an RPC with a callback. Traditionally, it is considered the high-performance way of writing concurrent programs as it avoids the cost of creating and switching between threads. On the other hand, it comes with the cost of breaking the control flow, leading to many side effects besides increasing code complexity. For one, the programmer needs to manually maintain a shared stack from callbacks to callbacks, which is also known as stack ripping [15]. For a quorum-based system, the case could be more complex. For example, a reply is not always “valid”; an outdated reply needs to be ignored. The programmer needs to manually manage those, as exemplified in the code below:

```cpp
void DoAppendEntries() {
    for (auto rpc_proxy : servers) {
        auto entries = ...;
        // the next line bears possible slowness
        auto rpc_event = rpc_proxy.AppendEntries(entries, AppendEntriesCallback);
    }
}
void AppendEntriesCallback(Id id, Result result) {
    if (status_ == undecided) {
        // manually manage shared data
        auto reply_ok_cnt = reply_map_g[id];
        auto status_ = status_map_g[id];
        if (status_ == undecided) {
            // only process when the log is still alive
        } else ignore
    }
}

Using coroutine, the above code can be expressed as:

```cpp
coroutine::create([]() {
    for (auto rpc_proxy : servers) {
        auto entries = ...;
        // the rpc call is asynchronous and non-blocking
        auto rpc_event = rpc_proxy.AppendEntries(entries);
    }
    auto& rpc_event: events) {
        // block coroutine until the rpc returns
        rpc_event.wait(); // possible slowness
        Process(rpc_event.result());
    }
});
```

In the above code, what was split in callbacks is glued together in a single function, where the programmer can continue using the stack to share system states with a unified control flow. The code using coroutine can provide similar performance to the code with callbacks, because coroutines do not incur the heavy overhead of OS threads [15].

Note that the above code uses RpcEvent: calling Wait() on this object would suspend the current coroutine until the RPC has the return value ready. DepFast uses such event abstraction to wrap all the waiting conditions. With the events, a programmer can suspend/resume the coroutines. DepFast implements many built-in event types to support various operations (RPC, file I/O, etc.). With all waiting points moderated by the framework, DepFast naturally empowers more analysis (§A.2). DepFast also provides novel event types to better deal with distributed, quorum-based systems. We next introduce an important event in DepFast, QuorumEvent.

### 3.1.2 QuorumEvent

The coroutine-style code above is less efficient than the callback-style code. The coroutine-style code waits for the reply from each server sequentially with a fixed order, while in the callback-style code the callback for each server’s response can be triggered out of order. This gives the callback-style code a major benefit in performance, because it only needs to wait for the first quorum of messages to arrive. In particular, it is not affected by a fail-slow remote server. On the contrary, the coroutine-style code will be slower in performance and be affected by a fail-slow server.

To address this issue, DepFast has a special event type, termed QuorumEvent. The key idea is to prevent any individual fail-slow event from straggling a coroutine by combining many events together into a compound event. As the name suggests, QuorumEvent does not need all responses from each individual event. The usage of a QuorumEvent is demonstrated by the following example.

```cpp
coroutine::create([]() {
    for (auto rpc_proxy : servers) {
        auto quorum_event = QuorumEvent();
        auto entries = ...;
        auto rpc_event = rpc_proxy.AppendEntries(entries);
        quorum_event.add(rpc_event);
        // no longer wait for any single event
        quorum_event.wait(MAJORITY); // wait for a majority
        ...}
    // after 10s, release resources to avoid backlog
    quorum_event.release(10000 / "ms");
});
```

Using the above QuorumEvent has two benefits. First, the replies can be received out of order and the program can proceed as soon as receiving a majority of replies. Second, the abstraction helps programmers avoid writing any code that would be blocked by any single-point fail-slow remote server. A key idea that DepFast deploys to help avoid fail-slow fault propagation is to encourage programmers to not wait on any event individually but always wait on a quorum of events when possible.

QuorumEvent also provides a better abstraction for resource management to help avoid the backlog issue constantly observed with fail-slow faults [27, 29]. In the code snippet above, calling Release() will tell DepFast to release all resources related to this event after a timeout. This is particular useful for a quorum system. It gives a deferment period for the slower response to arrive, after which the system will forcibly free all the resources related, e.g., the buffer in the RPC. Allowing a deferment period is very useful in implementing many protocols, because they often need to distinguish between the two cases: 1) the response is only a bit slow, or not at all slow but just ordered after other responses, but the host can still react to those responses which benefits the system liveness 2) the response is too slow, and the receiver should react differently (e.g., a failure recovery).

To see why using QuorumEvent is a better approach for resource management, consider the following alternative:
An event is ready. The synchronization between I/O and the scheduler is the only part in a DepFast program that the event is ready. The synchronization between I/O threads and scheduler is the only part in a DepFast program that has multi-thread synchronization. We believe that this small footprint of multi-thread synchronization can minimize the possible fail-slow issues caused by multi-threading.

### Compound events

For compound events, an example is QuorumEvent ($\S$3.1.2). It takes many events (e.g., RPCEvent) as its subevents, and wait for at least a defined quorum of them to be triggered. Other compound events in DepFast includes AndEvent and OrEvent. As the name suggests, an AndEvent is triggered when all of its subevents are triggered; an OrEvent is triggered as soon as one of its subevents is triggered. Note that events can be nested: for instance, an AndEvent can contain many QuorumEvents as its subevents.

Nesting events can express complex waiting conditions. For example, one can use an OrEvent to combine these 3 events: 1) a QuorumEvent that waits for a majority of okays. 2) A QuorumEvent that waits for a minority-plus-one rejects. 3) A TimeoutEvent. This compound event can be used to effectively catch conditions in classic consensus protocols. In fact, as we find that the abstraction is very commonly used, we have merged these three conditions into QuorumEvent so it has three outcomes: Ready(), Fail(), Timeout().

### A showcase of DepFast’s expressiveness

DepFast can effectively express many complex behaviors of quorum systems, organize the main control flow in a clean way, and process the complex state transitions automatically in the background. We demonstrate the expressiveness of DepFast using the code snippet of our Copilot implementation built with DepFast in Figure 1. Copilot is one of the protocols that leverages a “fast-path quorum” [40, 45, 57]. In these protocols, after broadcasting a round of (FastAccept) messages, there are at least three concurrent conditions to decide how the system proceeds: 1) to a fast path if receiving a super-majority of acknowledgments with identical speculative information, 2) to a slow path if receiving a majority of acknowledgments, and 3) to failure recovery if neither the above is possible (e.g., when receiving a majority of rejects, or not enough messages after a timeout). Figures 1(a) and (b) show the code and control flow chart of Copilot built on top of DepFast. As demonstrated, the code implements the protocol in a clean manner. What DepFast handles in the background is shown in Figure 1(c). Upon every event (message arrival and timeout), DepFast processes the subtle state transitions and drives the main control flow forward to the proper next state. Without DepFast, one needs to carefully implement all state transitions and error handling manually, a complex and error-prone process. With DepFast, one can build the system cleanly, with code easy to follow.

### Table 1: The built-in events in DepFast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Trigger Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ValueEvent</td>
<td>If the value is set and matches the target (it supports customized comparators).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskEvent</td>
<td>If the disk access operation (e.g., fwrite, fwrite, and fsync) is finished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RpcEvent</td>
<td>If the RPC call has returned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuorumEvent</td>
<td>If a quorum has reached (typically used together with RpcEvent).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AndEvent</td>
<td>If all subevents have been triggered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrEvent</td>
<td>If any subevent is triggered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

// Create a separate coroutine for each RPC
for (auto rpc_proxy : servers) {
    Coroutine::Create([]() {
        auto entries = ...;
        auto rpc_event = rpc_proxy.AppendEntries(entries);
        rpc_event.Wait();
        Process(rpc_event.Result());
    });
}

This alternative approach is both synchronous in programming style and avoids unnecessarily waiting on each RPC call. Actually, such a coroutine-per-task approach is very popular in modern practices, especially in writing services with Go-lang [22]. However, in our experience this may cause problems under fail-slow behavior. If the target of the RPC is slow and cannot respond in time, the coroutine will hang in the system, waiting for the response. With new requests coming in, the hanging coroutines will accumulate, eventually exhausting system resources, as each coroutine consumes at least a memory space for its stack.

### Other event types

In general, DepFast provides two types of events: basic events and compound events. Basic events are waiting on a task to finish, such as an RPC, a disk access, or a flag to be set, etc. A compound event is a combination of basic or other compound events. Table 1 summarizes common event types in DepFast and their trigger conditions.

**Basic events.** One common basic event is ValueEvent. This is a holder for a value to be set. If the value is set to match the target value, the event will be triggered. We find this event abstraction very useful because we often find statements in algorithms written like “wait for X to become Y.” For example, in Copilot [47], to decide the execution order of a command, the system needs to wait until the status of a selected group of commands to become “committed”. Traditionally, this could be hard to implement as it would involve complex callbacks or thread synchronization. With DepFast, statements of this type can be directly translated to one line of code.

Another basic event type is IOEvent. We use it to wrap all synchronous I/O operations, mainly disk-related operations. An IOEvent corresponds to a task executed in an I/O thread. For example, the program initiates a disk write through DepFast’s interface, the actual disk operations involving fwrite and fsync will be executed in the I/O thread. The program then waits on a DiskEvent returned by DepFast. When the disk operation finishes, the I/O thread will notify the scheduler that the event is ready. The synchronization between I/O threads and scheduler is the only part in a DepFast program that has multi-thread synchronization. We believe that this small footprint of multi-thread synchronization can minimize the possible fail-slow issues caused by multi-threading.

**Compound events.** For compound events, an example is QuorumEvent ($\S$3.1.2). It takes many events (e.g., RPCEvent) as its subevents, and wait for at least a defined quorum of its subevents, and wait for at least a defined quorum of
3.2 DepFast internals

3.2.1 Architecture

Figure 2 shows the architecture of DepFast. A DepFast process has two major types of threads: worker threads and system threads. The former run user code and the latter run background activities.

All user-defined tasks run in worker threads as stackful coroutines; we use Boost::coroutine2 [13] as a building block. A worker thread runs an epoll [6] (or kqueue [10] for BSD-based systems) loop that wakes up on network interrupts or timeouts. The system has a built-in high-performance RPC module that uses the epoll for incoming and outgoing messages similar to other high-performance networking libraries like libev [11]. The RPC module provides automatic client code and server handler header generation from an RPC declaration file (like gRPC [9]). The RPC works asynchronously and provides synchronous event binding (RpcEvent).

Having the RPC working asynchronously allows us to avoid launching a separate coroutine for each RPC (§3.1.2). Take the QuorumEvent for example. The system only has one global epoll loop that receives replies for all RPCs. Once the system receives a reply, it is matched to the belonging QuorumEvent, and a counter is updated in that QuorumEvent. Once that counter reaches the quorum number, the QuorumEvent is ready, and then the system resumes the coroutine waiting on it. There is no coroutine creation during handing a message that might contribute to a quorum.

In the same worker thread runs the scheduler functions. The scheduler is in charge of managing user coroutines. All coroutine lifetime related functions, including coroutine creation, deletion, pause, and resume, are provided by the scheduler. The scheduler performs a check at each epoll wakeup. It checks whether the event a coroutine is waiting on is triggered (or timed out), and then resume the paused coroutine.

While the worker threads handle most of the system functions on the critical path, the system threads deal with the additional features of the framework. Among these, a significant function is to support blocking calls. Examples include disk flush calls (fsync) and support for third-party libraries. DepFast supports these by wrapping them in system threads. Other features that run in system threads include the resources usage monitoring (CPU, memory, network, disk) and fail-slow analysis, which we will discuss later.

3.2.2 Lazy and cooperative scheduling

The base class of an Event is implemented as follows:

```cpp
class Event {
    // timeout defines the maximum duration of waiting
    // on the event. -1 means waiting forever.
    void Wait(int timeout = -1) {
        if (!isReady()) return;
        if (timeout >= 0) {
            sched_s.sorted_timeouts.insert(now() + timeout);
        }
        // sched_s is a thread_local static variable
        sched_s.yield_current_coroutine(this);
    }
}
```

Figure 1: Expressiveness of DepFast demonstrated by DepFast-based Copilot implementation: (a) code, (b) control flow, and (c) events and state transitions handled by DepFast.
void Test() {
if (IsReady()) {
   // the scheduler will put the suspended coroutine
   // back to the ready coroutine queue.
   sched_.notify_ready(this);
}
} // To implement by specific event type to define when
// this event is ready to resume suspended coroutine.
virtual bool IsReady();
}

The coroutine management operates in a lazy and cooperative approach. It does not preemptively suspend or resume a coroutine. When a coroutine is running, it fully occupies the worker thread. A key structure in the scheduler is a queue that records pending events and the corresponding suspended coroutines. When a coroutine runs, it may change the status of other events (e.g., changing the value of ValueEvent). When this happens, the scheduler will not yield the current running coroutine and switch to the resumable coroutine immediately, but mark the event ready and put it in a ready queue. Only when the running coroutine calls Wait on an event, the scheduler is triggered to do scheduling work.

The scheduler will first check if the event is ready (i.e., no wait is necessary). If so, the Wait call returns directly without yielding out the coroutine; the caller coroutine continues running. If not, the scheduler will put a reference of the event and the caller into a pending queue, and then looks for the next coroutine to run. The scheduler first checks the queue of ready events and resumes them one at a time. Note that the queue of ready events may grow during this process, as the resumed coroutine may turn more events ready. After the ready queue is empty, the scheduler searches the pending queue for events that are timed out, and resumes the suspended coroutines correspondingly. To make the search faster, the pending queue is sorted based on the timeout timestamps.

Reversed backlog. In our development of DepFast, we encountered an interesting issue termed “reversed backlog.” When a system has a slow node, RPCs to this slow node will be delayed. However, the delays are not necessarily uniform over time. The responses often arrive in a burst pattern—the RPC sender will not hear back from the slow node for a while, and then suddenly receive many responses from it. In our early implementation, the epoll loop would process everything available from a connection before moving on to the next. This caused the system to occasionally hang on processing the outdated RPC responses. To deal with this issue, the system is improved to process data from connections with a round-robin approach; it will pause processing a connection after reaching a threshold to avoid starving other connections.

3.2.3 Concurrency and multi-threading

Through the coroutine model, DepFast allows multi-task concurrency inside a single worker thread. Similar to many other asynchronous event or coroutine frameworks, DepFast encourages programmers to exploit concurrency in a single worker thread before moving to multi-threading. The advantage of running tasks in a single thread is to avoid thread-safety issues. To DepFast, an extra benefit is to eliminate the possibility of fail-slow faults caused by thread locks, a known suspect of performance issues. In reality, running tasks concurrently with a single thread can give high enough performance in most cases, as shown in our evaluation (see §6.2 and §6.3).

Moving to multiple threads, to write thread-safe code the users need to either shard the system into different threads and regulate inter-thread communication, or write memory-sharing code and use mutexes for mutual exclusion. DepFast encourages the former as it minimizes the chances of performance issues caused by waiting on mutexes.

4 Discussion

We discuss the software engineering benefits of using DepFast to build quorum systems. We exemplify the challenges in implementing complex quorum conditions and discuss how DepFast can address the challenges. As an concrete example, the following code snippet processing a fast path is taken (and simplified) from the EPaxos implementation [3], a popular academic prototype of advanced consensus protocols.

```
func handlePreAcceptReply(reply) {
   inst := ... // find consensus instance
   ... // return if this is a delayed request
   if reply.OK {
     inst.preAcceptOKs++
   } else {
     inst.preAcceptRejects++
     if inst.preAcceptRejects >= r.N/2 {
       // TODO
       fastpathSatisfied = ... // test fastpath conditions
       if inst.preAcceptOKs >= N/2 && fastpathSatisfied {
         // proceed to fast path
       } else if inst.preAcceptOKs >= N/2 {
         // proceed to slow path
       }
       // TODO: take the slow path if msgs are slow to arrive
   }
}
```

We can see two TODOs in the code. The first TODO is on counting rejects. If a node receives too many rejects to proceed, it should enter error handling to retry this request. In DepFast, this maps to the branch where slowpath.Fail() happens. The second TODO is when messages are slow to arrive, this case maps to DepFast’s branch where fastpath.Timeout() and/or slowpath.Timeout() happen.

Implementing the two TODOs would require heavy revisions on the code logic and change the control flow, as it cannot be done by naturally replacing the TODO comments with two function calls. In contrast, with DepFast, one can implement both TODOs in place. For the first TODO, a retry function can be synchronously called in the reject branch. For the second TODO, if messages are slow to arrive, a function calling the slow path can be put right in the timeout branch.

In fact, TODOs are not the only problem in the code. The fast-path condition is also simplified and suboptimal. The
condition is important, because it decides whether to enter a fast path or a slow path. In the code, once it sees a majority of OK replies, it makes the decision based on the current calculation of the conditions (`fastpathSatisfied`). However, this decision could be suboptimal, because the conditions could change if more replies arrive. As a consequence, a node loses the opportunity to enter a fast path if it waits a little longer, but directly enters the slow path. The simplification, despite being suboptimal, is understandable, because it is very hard to express the conditions accurately in the asynchronous code style. With DepFast, this can be expressed easily with the timeout scheme on a `QuorumEvent`.

Lastly, the conditions assume that the fast- and slow-path quorums have equal size, which indicates that it only works for at most 5 replicas. If the replication group size is bigger [4], the code needs heavy revisions. Simply replacing \(N/2\) in the `if` branch with a larger super-majority value is incorrect: the code will always choose a slow path because the `else if` branch will always be taken.

Although this discussion is based on EPaxos, we find that the conditions are error-prone in other quorum system implementations, especially regarding timeout handling. For example, CockroachDB had a bug caused by having no timeout on lease acquisition [5], which may lead to system stalling. In DepFast, because timeout can be easily added to an event, such problems can be prevented. In fact, we often use this practice for debugging: for cases that cause the system to stall, we add a global default timeout to all events, and then we can easily find the stall point of the problematic code.

5 Building Quorum Systems with DepFast

To demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of DepFast, we use DepFast to build two quorum-based systems: Raft [48] and Copilot [47], named as DepFast-Raft and DepFast-Copilot respectively. In this section, we discuss our experiences in using DepFast to build these systems, with a focus on how to “translate” the protocol algorithms into system implementations effectively.

5.1 DepFast-Raft

Raft’s protocol largely consists of two parts: 1) leader election: a candidate broadcasts `RequestVote` RPCs to all the other servers; it becomes a leader once votes from a majority of servers are received, and 2) data replication: for each follower, the leader keeps a mark (`nextIndex`) of the next log position to send to that follower; if the follower is lagging (due to out-of-order messages, network issues, etc.), the leader repeatedly sends the log entries needed by the follower.

Leader election can be effectively expressed with DepFast’s `QuorumEvent` design: a server broadcasts requests to other servers and can proceed after it receives a quorum of acknowledgments. Data replication, though described in a different style in the Raft paper [48]—from a follower’s view, not a quorum’s view—can also be expressed to the same pattern above. Our implementation uses one coroutine to initiate the broadcast of the `AppendEntries` requests and wait for a quorum of responses. As DepFast handles most of the complexity in the network, disk, and event processing, a Master student was able to translate Raft’s pseudocode directly into a stable C++ implementation (used in §6.2) in ten days. The implementation has \(\sim 1,200\) lines of code. As a rough comparison, the Raft logic in etcd [8] is implemented in \(\sim 1,600\) lines of code in Go; braft [2], an open-source Raft implementation in C++, has \(\sim 3,500\) lines of code.

An interesting case we found in implementing DepFast-Raft relates to the way Raft describes its protocol. In the design of Raft’s data replication protocol (its `AppendEntries` RPC), if the follower is lagging, the leader repeatedly sends log entries that are missing on the follower. This design is optimized for lagging servers and for new servers trying to catch. However, the way the algorithm is described may naturally lead to an implementation with separate threads synchronizing with different followers. A natural implementation could split the code responsible for committing a request into different functions in different threads. This style of implementation works well when there are no failures, but could take more time to debug when there are unexpected fail-slow behaviors, because it requires more work to trace the progress of each request. Our implementation, instead, uses a single coroutine to initiate the broadcast of the `AppendEntries` requests and wait for a quorum of responses. In case of an occasional reject due to the follower being lagging, the leader will launch a background coroutine, which is off the critical path of client requests, to synchronize with the lagging follower with additional `AppendEntries`.

5.2 DepFast-Copilot

Copilot is a consensus protocol that tolerates any single fail-slow node including the leader. It has two leaders, a pilot and a copilot, each is the backup of the other in case one fails. Copilot’s complexities mainly rise from following designs:

- **Commands ordering.** Each leader maintains two separate logs, one for itself and one as the backup of the other leader. Copilot’s ordering protocol coordinates between pilot and copilot to determine the `dependencies` of log entries, which specifies the prefix of the other log that should be executed before a given log entry.

- **Commands execution.** Unlike Raft that uses an index to order command execution, Copilot’s execution order is more complex: (1) Copilot has a protocol that calculates the right order of a command based on its dependencies. The calculation process is restricted by the status of these dependencies, e.g., the execution must happen after all the dependencies satisfy a rule; (2) The execution of the command is also constrained by the dependencies, i.e., a command’s execution...
must wait until all the predecessors are executed.

- **Fast takeover.** When one pilot becomes slow or fails, the other pilot needs to take over entries in the slow pilot’s log to prevent waiting for its commit for too long. It broadcasts Prepare to all other replicas to collect the entries and their status on other replicas at that position. Depending on the replies collected, Copilot distinguishes between many different cases to choose an entry properly, including whether there are committed entries, how many entries are fast-accepted, how many entries are accepted, etc.

As we have discussed in Section 3.1.4, DepFast can effectively express Copilot’s complex behaviors. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the DepFast version and the original version of Copilot. As shown, the DepFast version is closer to the algorithm in flow, and is easier to follow.

The commands execution algorithm contains statements like “waiting for the commit/execution of”, which is common in other protocols that use dependency for commands ordering (e.g., EPaxos [45]). However, such kind of behavior is not straightforward to express in an asynchronous programming style. In fact, the original Copilot implementation adopts this asynchronous programming style. It uses a separate Goroutine to keep scanning through the log and breaks the loop to start from the beginning when the above waiting condition is not satisfied. Instead, DepFast’s Wait API captures such behavior effectively. What we do is to represent the commit/execution of a log entry as an event and call Wait if there is a dependency on it as shown in Figure 4.

We find that the Copilot implementation using DepFast is more concise and readable than the original asynchronous, callback-style implementation. To give a rough, unsolicited idea, the original implementation of the core protocol (excluding the utility code) has ∼2,500 lines of Go code [12]. DepFast-Copilot only has ∼1,600 lines of C++ code, despite that C++ is less expressive than Go.

Anecdotally, we started a Copilot implementation without DepFast, using an asynchronous callback style. In the process we ran into a bug that sometimes froze the system, which was caused by a wait condition being not triggered properly. We find bugs of this type are very hard to debug (we spent two weeks debugging it) because there is not a simple way to track each wait condition. We re-implemented the wait conditions using DepFast’s Wait API. The new implementation was done in roughly two days and we never encountered the same problem. Thanks to DepFast’s coroutine and event model, it is very easy to find out which event the system is waiting on, and print all the stack frames of the suspended coroutine.

### 6 Evaluation

We have shown the software engineering benefit of DepFast is its expressiveness and programmability (§3.1.4, §4 and §5). In evaluation, we mainly focus on answering two questions: 1) Does the expressiveness come at a cost of performance, or, can systems implemented in DepFast achieve the same level of performance as heavily optimized production and academic systems? 2) Can DepFast help system implementations guarantee their fault tolerance? This section answers the two questions by comparing Raft and Copilot implemented in DepFast to etcd and the original Copilot implementation. Specifically,
Specifically, a replica can execute a command in entry \( P_i \) with dependency \( P' \). j if:

1. \( P_i \) is committed, and.
2. \( P_i \) has executed \( P(i-1) \), and then one of the following two conditions holds:
3. \( P_i \) has executed \( P' \). j, or
4. \( P \) is the pilot log, and cycles exist between \( P_i \) and all \( P' \) log entries \( \leq P' \).

The DepFast implementation is almost a line-to-line translation to the algorithm. The original implementation is an indirect realization of the algorithm. The conditions (e.g., for 2) are complex, with sophisticated control flows.

The original implementation keeps scanning through the pending. Achieving high performance is nontrivial, but needs many extra efforts, e.g., where to start the scan, how to avoid redundant scans, how to pause/resume.

**Figure 4:** Comparison of the Copilot implementations using DepFast and the original impl. (both are simplified), cont’d

---

**6.1 Experiment Methodology**

We ran all the experiments on Azure Cloud. For each system, we evaluated it on a 3- and 5-replica cluster: each node runs on a Standard_D4s_v3 virtual machine (VM), with 4 vCPUs, 16GB RAM, and 64GB SSD. The server process is bind to one CPU core for all the systems evaluated. We ran the clients in a Standard_D16s_v3 VM, with 16 vCPUs and 64GB RAM.

**Workloads and metrics.** For all the evaluated systems, including our Raft and Copilot implementations, and the reference implementations (etcd [8] for Raft and the original Copilot implementation [12]), we use a single K-V, 100% write workload. We measure performance metrics, including throughput and latency distribution. Each trial runs for 120s and is repeated for 3 times. We display the results with the median throughput of the 3 trials, with the error bars showing the deviation.

**Configurations.** We use quorum reads and writes in our evaluation. We use the load that reaches the max CPU utilization on leader for the fault-injection experiments, marked with red stars in Figures 5(a) and 6(a). For DepFast-Raft, the server replies to the client after the log entry has been persisted on disk. For DepFast-Copilot, we set the fast-takeover timeout to 10ms and the command batching timeout to 1ms (same as the original Copilot implementation).

**Fault Injection.** We build a fail-slow fault injection testing tool to inject different types of fail-slow faults on system components (including CPU, memory, SSD, and network interface) into the target systems and measure their impact in terms of the end-to-end performance. The fail-slow faults are simulated based on prior studies on fail-slow faults and represent common fail-slow modes [27, 31]. Table 2 describes those faults and the corresponding injection methods. For DepFast-Copilot, we do not inject faults on the disk, because the implementation is memory-based.

We inject fail-slow faults in the way that is expected to be tolerated without losing throughput by the consensus protocols of the target quorum systems. For DepFast-Raft, we inject faults to a minority of followers [55]. For DepFast-Copilot, we inject faults to a minority of nodes that can include one of the leaders [47].

**6.2 DepFast-Raft**

Figure 5(a) shows the latency and throughput of DepFast-Raft and etcd with both 3- and 5-replica setups. When binding the server process to one core, our DepFast-Raft achieves a maximum throughput of over 20K and 18K RPS (requests per second) with 3- and 5-replica setups, respectively; etcd has a peak throughput of 8K RPS. Claiming DepFast-Raft is better than etcd would be perhaps unfair as etcd is a production system with many features. However, this test at least proves that DepFast can be used to implement systems of production-level performance, with a class-project level of building difficulty.

Figures 5(b)–(d) show the fail-slow fault tolerance of DepFast-Raft in terms of throughput, median and P99 tail latency (in CDF) in both 3- and 5-replica setups. For the 3-replica setup, we inject fail-slow faults to one follower; for the 5-replica setup, we inject fail-slow faults to two followers (the
We attribute DepFast-Raft’s fault tolerance to the use of the DepFast framework to manage potential fail-slow points with the event interface. Specifically, we wrap every set of operations (e.g., disk I/O) are wrapped and put on a separate thread to avoid blocking the main worker thread.

Note that fail-slow followers inevitably have an impact, as the system is more susceptible to network and disk I/O spikes. In a 3-replica quorum, when one follower fails slow, the quorum reads and writes can be affected by the spikes of the other follower, affecting the tail latency.

### 6.3 DepFast-Copilot

Figure 6(a) shows the latency and throughput of DepFast-Copilot and the original Copilot implementation [12] in a 3-replica setup. (the 5-replica results can be found in B). The peak throughput of DepFast-Copilot is 33K RPS with a 3-replica setup. The performance is comparable to the original Copilot, which is just 9.3% higher at 36K RPS. The throughput is much higher than Raft, mainly because there is an optimization in Copilot called ping-pong batching that batches many requests into one command.

We inject fail-slow faults to both a leader and a follower, as Copilot is designed to tolerate any one of the fail-slow nodes.

**Fail-slow follower.** Figure 6(b) and 6(c) show the throughput and latency CDF of DepFast-Copilot with a fail-slow follower. Similar to the results of DepFast-Raft (§6.2), the faults do not have a significant impact on system-wide performance. The differences in throughput are with 10%, and the differences in median latency and P99 latency are within 9% and 30%, respectively. We observe that DepFast-Copilot’s tail latency is more susceptible to fail-slow faults than that of DepFast-Raft.

We did the same fault-injection experiments on the original Copilot implementation (results are in Figure 9, §B), We can successfully duplicate the results in its paper that Copilot can tolerate a node slowdown in a slow network simulation. In some other cases (CPU, memory), we find that the original Copilot implementation cannot tolerate the failures as well as DepFast-Copilot. On one
hand, this is justifiable as the original Copilot implementation is an academic prototype that focuses on verifying the design, rather than the implementation problems. On the other hand, it proves that fault tolerance is not only a design problem but also an implementation problem. It further proves the value of having another layer like DepFast in the system.

7 Related Work

Synchronous versus asynchronous programming. The discussion on synchronous and asynchronous programming styles started decades ago [41]. As common wisdom, synchronous programming (using threads instead of callbacks) is easy to follow, but tends to have unstable performance due to the overhead of OS threads [15, 25, 26, 37, 42, 43, 52, 53]. Prior work on synchronous programming focuses on reducing its overhead using cooperative task scheduling with lightweight user-space threads (e.g., coroutines or fibres) [15, 43, 52, 53]. Today, coroutines and cooperative task scheduling have been widely accepted, with built-in support in modern languages such as Go and C++. Our work follows the same principles, and extends the literature by considering distributed systems code (prior work focuses on I/O operations on a single node). An orthogonal direction is to improve the understandability of callback-style code, making it synchronous code alike [25, 37]. The approach needs compiler support and extra tooling.

Distributed programming patterns and frameworks. The actor model is a common model to construct distributed programs, e.g., Erlang/OTP [7] and Scala/Akka [1], Orleans [21] and ActOp [46]. Our target is not actor systems, as we focus on the imperative coding style with RPC for communication that is still a common practice in building C/C++ system software. But our results can be complimentary to the actor world, because the actor systems are mostly asynchronous, and may be subject to the same callback hell problem [56].

Rex [32], Eve [35], and Crane [24] target fault tolerance at the OS process level. Ambrosia [30] extends the actor model with built-in fault tolerance support. These frameworks are potential users of DepFast—they can use DepFast to build fault-tolerance mechanisms and services.

A few frameworks help programmers to match their implementations to the specifications rigorously and thoroughly. Mace [36] translates specification into a C++ implementation and provides a model checker to verify correctness. Rule-based programming [50] promotes programming in an event-based state machine, which helps specify concurrent and non-deterministic conditions. Verdi [54] and Ironfleet [33] help build formally verified systems. DepFast has a different goal: making distributed system code easier to write, maintain, and debug. It also addresses different issues, e.g., fail-slow fault propagation and backlogs (reported in formally verified quorum implementations [29]). DepFast also imposes much fewer restrictions on how distributed systems are programmed.

8 Concluding Remarks

We have presented DepFast, a programming framework to build quorum systems. Our experience of using DepFast is encouraging. DepFast helped us to effectively develop high-performance, fault-tolerant quorum systems with complex consensus protocols. With DepFast, we can write quorum systems code that is easy to follow and maintain. Our future work includes using DepFast to build different types of distributed systems, such as sharded datastores with distributed transaction protocols which also have complicated waiting conditions. We will investigate adopting DepFast’s abstraction with other frameworks and interfaces, e.g., C++ 20’s coroutine interface, and the actor model in Erlang/Scala.
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A Appendix

A.1 Artifact evaluation

Abstract

A Docker image is provided which contains required dependencies and source code to run the system. Instructions are provided in the README.md to reproduce the major results.

Contents

The artifact evaluation includes experiments in Figures 5 and Figures 6. This artifact does not include (1) experiments for comparisons: etcd and ref-copilot, and (2) experiments in B.

Hosting

You can find the publicly available source code at https://github.com/stonysystems/depfast-ae/tree/atc_ae.

Requirements

At least one client plus five servers are used to reproduce the experimental results. Five servers must have an extra disk mounted for slowness experiments. We run all our code on Debian-10, which mainly depends on common Linux libraries (i.e., python, gcc and libyaml-cpp-dev). You can install all dependencies by bash ./dep.sh.

A.2 Empowered analysis

DepFast empowers a number of analysis to help programmers understand the fault-tolerance properties of their systems and to detect faults at the run time.

Monitoring with linked coroutines Through the event interface, the DepFast framework can link coroutines together and analyze fail-slow fault propagation. For example, the RpcEvent could link the caller and the callee coroutines. The framework will propagate the wait-for information and aggregate them at configured granularity. Figure 7 presents an example of a fail-slow fault propagation graph which shows the wait-for relationship at the node granularity in our DepFast-Raft implementation (§5.1). Each vertex represents a node in a quorum. Each edge is directed and weighted: the direction suggests the wait-for relationship; the weight is the count of the waiting. Each edge is colored. A wait on a potential fail-slow event (e.g., an RpcEvent) leads to a red edge. A wait on a QuorumEvent leads to a green edge. This graph is generated and refreshed periodically at runtime. It can be used with graph analysis to detect execution paths which are vulnerable to fail-slow fault, that is, the execution path that contains a red edge. Ideally, this graph should not contain any red edges except for those representing a client issuing requests to a server.

Fault detection. DepFast has a few built-in fail-slow fault detection mechanisms. First, DepFast measures the CPU usage of the worker thread. When the worker thread is awake from epoll sleep, it should take up all the CPU core it is running on, because the worker thread does not have thread-blocking calls. The measurement excludes all the epoll sleep time and only measures the code executed in the worker thread. If it observes that the worker thread occupies less CPU time than it should, it alerts: either a fault occurs or other programs compete for CPU. Note that this is not perfect detection: the competition could be healthy if it is a shared host; a fail-slow fault could also make the epoll sleep longer rather than reducing the CPU utilization.

Second, DepFast measures the time of waiting on each event. If there is a spike for the same event, DepFast will report it. Or, if the wait time repeatedly breaks a user-configured threshold, DepFast will report fail-slow as well.

Third, DepFast exposes the runtime information of resource utilization by allowing applications to register a user-defined detector function. The user-defined detector will be called periodically (taking the monitoring information as inputs) and then make its own decision to notify the application.

Figure 7: The fail-slow fault propagation graph of DepFast-Raft with three quorums (§5.1). The labels on the edge represents the quorum of the event. “2/3” refers to QuorumEvent where 2 responses are needed out of 3 RPCs; “1/1” refers to waiting on a single RPC (clients wait for the leader nodes).

Figure 8 shows the results of etcd under various fail-slow faults. Our results show that etcd can tolerate these failures well as a production system. Figure 9(b) and 9(d) shows the throughput and latency CDF of the original Copilot implementation with a fail-slow leader in a 3-replica setup. The experiment verifies that the original Copilot implementation can tolerate a fail-slow node in the cases tested in the Copilot paper. We find that largely due to its immature implementation, in some fail-slow follower cases that are not tested in the original paper, the performance is lower than expected. For example, our experiment of injecting CPU slowness to the original Copilot frequently fails. After some diagnosing, we found that when the follower fails
slow, it could detect the leader as dead as it cannot process the heartbeats from the leader in time and starts a view change. The leader then steps down and crashes due to what is suspected to be a memory bug. The fail-slow follower will next become the new leader. This results in two live nodes, with one of them failing slow, rendering the cluster into a slow or even stalled state.

Figure 10 shows the evaluation results of DepFast-Copilot in a 5-replica setup, in a similar vein as Figure 6. Figure 10(a) shows the latency-throughput of DepFast-Copilot and the original Copilot implementation. The peak throughput of DepFast-Copilot is 18% higher than the original Copilot.

Figure 10(b)-(d) show the throughput as well as latency CDF of DepFast-Copilot with fail-slow faults injected to follower and leader nodes. Recall from §6.1 that we inject faults on two followers (denoted as “follower” in Figure 10) and on one leader and one follow (denoted as “leader” in Figure 10). Similar to the results of 3-replica setup, there is no significant downgrade on throughput and latency in terms of both fail-slow follower and leader. For follower slowness, the decrease in throughput is within 12%. The increase in median and P99 latency are within 10% and 35%, respectively. For leader slowness, the decrease in throughput is within 26%. The latency results are similar to those in a 3-replica setup.

Compared with the 3-replica setup (Figure 6), we find that the 5-replica setup is affected by network and disk I/O spikes more. We discussed the impact of the spikes in §6.2; we elaborate more here. Since we inject one fail-slow node in the 3-replica setup and two fail-slow nodes in the 5-replica setup, the probability of one of the remaining replicas experiencing network or I/O spike is higher in the 5-replica setup than in the 3-replica setup. As every request leads to a quorum read or write, the 5-replica setup is more susceptible to network or I/O spikes. The spikes, in our experience, are common in Azure Cloud (also reported by other studies [16, 51, 58, 59]). Note that Azure uses virtual hard drives that are accessed remotely over the network [59]. As a result, disk writes can also be impacted by network spikes.
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Abstract
This paper introduces ChainPaxos, a new distributed consensus algorithm for high throughput replication. ChainPaxos organizes nodes in a chain, allowing for a pipeline communication pattern that maximizes throughput, by minimizing the number of messages transmitted. While other proposals have explored such patterns, ChainPaxos is the first that can execute linearizable reads in any replica with no communication overhead, relying only on information used to process updates. These techniques build on a fully specified integrated membership management solution, allowing ChainPaxos’s fault-tolerance to be independent of an external coordination service, often used in other solutions, which can lead to possible safety violations in the presence of network partitions.

Our evaluation shows that, when compared with alternative Paxos variants, ChainPaxos exhibits significantly higher throughput and scalability with negligible latency impact. Compared to other solutions with similar communication patterns, besides avoiding the costs of an external coordination service, ChainPaxos’s high throughput tends to increase with the ratio of read-only operations.

1 Introduction
Fault-tolerance is a key property for distributed systems, being fundamental to guarantee that they continue to operate despite failures of individual components. To achieve this, the state of the system needs to be replicated over multiple nodes.

A particularly interesting way of providing fault-tolerance is the state machine replication (SMR) [20, 30] approach, which allows to replicate any service providing strong consistency. SMR is achieved by executing the same sequence of deterministic operations on all replicas, making them transition through the same sequence of states.

The Paxos [15, 32] consensus protocol and its variants [6, 21, 24, 26–28] have been used as a fundamental building block for implementing SMR, by enabling replicas to agree on the order in which operations are executed. Many practical systems, such as coordination systems, scale-out, in-memory lock services and in-memory databases rely on the performance of their underlying SMR implementation, making it extremely relevant to improve the performance of consensus (or agreement) protocols.

This paper describes the design and implementation of ChainPaxos, a new consensus algorithm for high throughput replication of (deterministic) services. Our goal is to minimize the communication cost of the protocol to achieve the highest possible throughput, both for read and write operations. We achieve this by using a set of complementary techniques. For write performance, we rely on an efficient pipelined communication pattern between replicas, which has been explored and shown effective by previous approaches, notably ChainRepli- cation [33]. This pattern allows to minimize and distribute the number of messages propagated (and therefore processed) by each node to achieve consensus, which highly contributes to maximizing the throughput of write operations. For read operations, we propose a novel scheme for linearizable reads served by a single replica, without incurring in additional communication cost (albeit at the cost of a small increase in latency), which further minimizes the communication overhead of ChainPaxos and increase its throughput.

Contrary to many recent proposals, ChainPaxos does not outsource membership management to an external coordination service (e.g., Zookeeper [12]). Instead, our system features its own integrated membership management solution that allows for the continuous execution of operations during reconfigurations, while uncoupling our system’s fault-tolerance from that of an external service. As such, increasing the number of replicas in ChainPaxos effectively increases the maximum number of faults that are tolerated. On the other hand, when leveraging an external coordination service, the fault-tolerance of the replicated systems depends on the fault-tolerance of that coordination service. Additionally, as shown...
Recently [2], relying on an external coordination service is far from trivial as it makes a system more vulnerable to network partitions, requiring additional logic to ensure correctness.

Our design builds on the insight that it is possible to combine multiple Multi-Paxos messages and exploit a pipeline communication pattern. While this insight is not novel [19], ChainPaxos is, to the best of our knowledge, the first protocol that not only takes advantage of this insight, but also specifies an integrated membership management solution, allowing for lightweight linearizable reads to be served by any replica.

We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation of Chain-Paxos where we evaluate its performance against several state-of-the-art variants of Paxos, in particular Multi-Paxos, Egalitarian Paxos, (U)-Ring Paxos, and Chain Replication. The results show that our algorithm provides higher throughput and scalability when compared with other Paxos variants, with even higher gains as both the number of the replicas of the system and the size of operations increase. When compared with other solutions that employ pipeline communication, Chain-Paxos shows similar performance for writes, but improved scalability as the ratio of reads increases.

In summary, this paper makes the following main contributions: i) a new consensus algorithm that provides high throughput, with integrated membership management that makes it independent from external coordination services (Section 3); ii) a novel approach to provide linearizable read operations that distribute the load among all replicas without incurring additional communication costs (Section 4); and iii) an extensive experimental evaluation, showing that ChainPaxos provides better performance than state-of-the-art alternatives (Section 5).

2 Related Work

Paxos [15,32] and its variants [6,21,24,26–28] have been used in the design of replicated systems, employing diverse techniques to optimize performance aspects, such as minimizing latency, reducing communication cost, distributing the load, and supporting linearizable reads. We now discuss the most popular variants of Paxos, along with Chain Replication [33], an alternative SMR algorithm.

2.1 Minimizing latency

Multiple Paxos variants try to optimize latency. In Fast-Paxos [18], clients send Accept messages directly to acceptors, skipping the leader. Generalized Paxos [17] extends Fast-Paxos by allowing non-interfering requests to execute in different orders. In both cases, collisions in client requests result in additional round trips, hindering performance. Flexible Paxos [11] uses different quorum sizes for executing operations (akin to read-write quorum systems [34]), reducing the size of accept quorums and decreasing the latency of accepting operations in the fast path. While ChainPaxos only matches the fast path latency of these protocols when configured to tolerate a single fault, it requires each replica to handle only one message per operation. In contrast, the $O(n)$ message complexity of Paxos leader and learners in these solutions results in lower throughput.

2.2 Communication cost

Some variants employ chain (or ring) topologies to decrease communication cost. Ring Paxos [28] sends Accept messages to all replicas using IP-multicast, with responses being propagated through a ring. IP-multicast limits the operation of the protocol across data centers and negatively impacts the performance under high load when messages are lost. Chain Replication [33] is an SMR algorithm, developed for synchronous systems, where replicas are organized in a chain and write operations are forwarded from the head to the tail, with acknowledge messages travelling the opposite way. This approach has the advantage that all replicas send and receive the same number of messages for executing an update. Similarly, U-Ring Paxos [13] propagates messages in a ring topology, with acknowledge messages being forwarded from the tail to the head. These solutions require an external coordination service (e.g., Zookeeper [12]) to reconfigure the system when faults occur, leading to higher operational cost, slower fault-handling, potentially lower fault-tolerance (dependent on that of the external service), and vulnerability to network partitions [2]. ChainPaxos, while having a similar communication pattern, further reduces the number of messages processed by each replica, while handling reconfigurations and faults in an integrated and efficient way.

2.3 Distributing the load

Other variants of Paxos try to distribute the load across replicas. Mencius [22] pre-assigns the leader of each instance to a different node. While providing better throughput, the overall availability suffers since the failure of any replica will cause the system to stop until another replica takes over. In Egalitarian Paxos (EPaxos) [26], any replica can commit operations and non-conflicting operations execute in different orders. When there is no conflict, operations commit in a single communication round. Multi-Ring Paxos [24] (based on Ring Paxos) uses a similar approach, while taking advantage of the ring topology to minimize communication. When concurrent operations conflict (which is often the case in SMR), these protocols require extra rounds of communication. Atlas [8] improves on this by allowing some conflicting operations to execute in a single round. Despite trying to distribute the load across all replicas, these protocols still require nodes to send and receive $O(n)$ messages. In contrast, ChainPaxos minimizes the overall load imposed by the protocol, having $O(1)$ message complexity, while also distributing the load across replicas.

2.4 Linearizable reads

In replicated systems, where reads are more frequent than writes, it is important to reduce the cost of read operations to improve overall performance.
Synchronous systems. Chain Replication [33] proposes to execute linearizable reads by contacting a single node: the tail of the chain. When the tail fails, as detected by an external coordination service, clients fallback to the previous node in the chain to continue reading the system state. This solution, however, was designed for a synchronous model model where failures can be reliably detected. In an asynchronous system, linearizability can be violated, as the tail can become isolated and be excluded from the chain without knowing, while still serving (outdated) reads. To avoid this, for each read, either the tail or the client would need to contact the external coordination service to verify the current configuration of the chain, which is too expensive. In [33], the authors mention that the coordination mechanism needs to stop clients during reconfigurations, which is unfeasible under network partitions.

Asynchronous systems. Due to a similar reason, solutions based on Paxos cannot execute read operations by contacting only the leader, usually requiring to run a consensus instance for ordering read operations or, in special cases, to contact a quorum of replicas. However, some alternative read schemes to improve replication performance have been proposed. In Smarter [4], reads execute on a single replica, but require a special *whats_my_view* message to be sent to all replicas to gather a majority of replies confirming that no reconfiguration took place concurrently with the read operation. In [10], reads are executed on a single replica, however at the cost of requiring writes to execute in two phases. CRAQ [31] improves reads in Chain Replication by allowing to read from any replica in an asynchronous model, however it only provides per-object linearizability, and for SMR it would require all reads to contact the tail whenever there is a write executing.

In contrast with all these solutions, ChainPaxos includes a novel technique to execute linearizable reads on a single replica, in an asynchronous environment, without ever requiring any additional communication costs. Furthermore, it allows any replica to process reads, thus distributing the read load across all replicas.

3 ChainPaxos

We assume an asynchronous distributed system with \( n \) nodes, connected by a network that can lose, duplicate, and deliver messages out of order. Nodes communicate by exchanging messages over a network with a fair loss model that allows the creation of FIFO channels between any pair of nodes. Nodes can fail by crashing, where they stop sending messages.

We follow the SMR model [30], in which each replica holds a copy of the system state and there exists a set of deterministic operations that may output a reply. Replicas start in the same initial state and apply the same sequence of operations, thus guaranteeing that all replicas transition through the same sequence of states and output the same results. We defer the processing of read operations to Section 4.

ChainPaxos is used to order the execution of operations. The system state includes the application state and the membership of the system, with `AddNode (n)` and `RemoveNode (n)` operations, respectively, adding and removing node \( n \) to the replica-set. These operations execute in the state machine, as other application operations, potentially impacting the quorum size of following operations. For correctness, a node can only decide a given instance strictly after knowing the decision of all previous instances (and the current membership).

3.1 Overview

This section introduces ChainPaxos, revisiting Multi-Paxos and Chain Replication to better contextualize our design.

In Multi-Paxos [15, 32], a distinguished proposer, known as leader, prepares multiple Paxos instances in a single step (Phase 1), followed by multiple sequential executions of Phase 2 of Paxos. In a fault-free run (Figure 1), the leader sends an accept message to all replicas, with each replying to all replicas with an accept ack message. Any replica that receives accept ack messages from a majority of replicas can decide and execute the request (with the replica that received the operation replying back to the client). With \( n \) replicas, the message complexity of the protocol is \( O(n^2) \): each replica incurs in \( O(n) \) message overhead (the leader sends/receives \( 2n \) messages). The reply to the client is produced after 2 communication steps between replicas. Alternatively, a replica could send the accept ack message only to the leader, which would then forward the decision to all replicas. In that case, the overhead of non-leader replicas decreases to \( O(1) \) at the cost of an additional communication step.

Chain Replication [33] leverages a chain topology, forwarding operations from the head to the tail (Figure 2). The tail replies to clients after executing an operation, and sends ack messages backwards, to allow replicas to perform garbage collection. In a fault-free run, each replica incurs in \( O(1) \) message overhead, with a reply being produced after \( O(n) \) communication steps.

The main goals of ChainPaxos’s design are: (i) minimize the number of messages each node processes in fault-free runs and make the load uniform, maximizing throughput; and (ii) integrate an efficient fault handling scheme into the algorithm, by taking advantage of Paxos messages, avoiding the need to rely on an external service. To achieve these goals, we leverage the chain topology to combine and forward multiple Multi-Paxos messages in a single ChainPaxos message. As ChainPaxos builds on Multi-Paxos, leader faults can be handled simply by falling back to the first phase of Paxos.

In ChainPaxos, in a fault-free run (Figure 3), the leader sends the accept message, including its accept ack, to the following replica in the chain. Upon receiving an accept message, a replica forwards the message modified to include its own accept ack. When the accept message reaches the tail of the chain, it sends a message directly to the head with the accept ack of all replicas, guaranteeing that the head learns about the decided value. Additionally, it is necessary to in-
form the replicas that have not received enough accept ack messages to decide the value of the instance – ChainPaxos piggybacks this information in the next accept message.

When an accept reaches the replica at the middle of the chain, it includes accept ack from a majority quorum. Thus, the replica knows that the received request has been decided, and can execute the request and return the result to the client. In the example of Figure 3, with three replicas, the leader and replica 2 form a quorum, with replica 2 replying to the client.

The message flow for fault-free runs achieves the first goal of minimizing the number of messages handled by each replica and keeping the load uniform: a single message is sent and received by every replica. As ChainPaxos is just using a different communication pattern to convey the messages of Multi-Paxos, it can fall back to the regular two phases of Paxos to handle faults. This is the base for achieving the second goal of integrating fault handling in the protocol.

ChainPaxos builds on these ideas to provide high throughput replication by addressing the following challenges: i) optimize fault-handling and integrate membership management by leveraging information about the chain topology, thus avoiding the common vulnerabilities/complexity encountered in systems that rely on external coordination services in the presence of network partitions [2]; ii) support efficient garbage collection of the information about decided values, which is a common challenge in many variants of Paxos, rarely addressed in the specification of algorithms; and iii) integrate a novel mechanism that leverages the chain topology to enable efficient linearizable read operations handled by a single replica without additional communication.

Next, we detail the operation of ChainPaxos, describing the state maintained by each replica and the operation of the protocol in fault-free runs and during reconfigurations. We present correctness arguments for our solution in Annex A.

3.2 Protocol State

Algorithm 1 presents the state of each replica. The first variable group is related with the organization of the system and includes: the members and their order in the chain (chain); the identity of the local node (self); the next node in the chain that is not marked for removal (cnextok); the currently supported leader (cleader); and the replicas for which a RemoveNode has been received but not yet decided (marked).

The second group maintains the information to run Paxos instances. This includes the prepare number (npleader) that the leader can use for bypassing the first phase of Paxos. Each replica also maintains a map (inst) with the information of Paxos instances including, for each instance, the highest prepare number (nprepare) used by a leader to accept a value (nval), the number of nodes that accepted val in accepting (naccepts), and a boolean indicating if the instance was decided (decided).

The third group is used for managing client requests. It consists of two sets: submitted stores requests received from clients and not yet decided, and pending contains the requests received by the leader (redirected from itself or other replicas) but not yet submitted for ordering.

The final group of variables is used for clarity of presentation and stores information that could be derived from other variables, including the highest instance started by the leader (maxaccept), and the highest instance known to have a decided value accepted by all nodes (maxack). Each node also keeps track of whether it is the current leader in amleader.

3.3 Fault-free execution

Algorithm 2 presents the ChainPaxos algorithm, with auxiliary functions detailed in Algorithm 3. The highlighted lines represent the logic used in faulty scenarios that require reconfiguration, which are detailed in the next section.

Requests from clients can be received by any replica, and are redirected to the leader (Alg. 2, line 1), which stores them in a set of pending requests (Alg. 2, line 5). The leader, upon receiving a new request, starts a new instance by increasing...
the instance number and generating a new accept message (Alg. 2, line 9). The accept message contains the following information: (i) the instance number, which the leader tracks in $\text{max}_{\text{acpt}}$; (ii) the id of the leader; (iii) the prepare number, $n_{\text{leader}}$, used by the leader in its previous prepare message; (iv) the client request (i.e., operation); (v) the number of nodes which have accepted the value ($n_{\text{acpts}}$) to indicate the node itself is accepting the value. If $n_{\text{acpts}}$ is greater than $n/2$, the message has already been accepted by a majority of nodes, and its value can be decided (Alg. 2, line 22). Otherwise, the value will be decided (and garbage-collected) when an accept message is received with $n_{\text{ack}}$ greater or equal to its instance number. This is performed in function $\text{DecideAndGCUpTo}$ (called in Alg. 2, line 24 and defined in Alg. 3, line 35). This function traverses every non-garbage-collected instance up to instance $n_{\text{ack}}$, marking them as decided (if they were not yet), and garbage-collecting the information about them after their execution. This is safe since all instances up to $n_{\text{ack}}$ have been accepted by every node in the chain.

Finally, the node forwards the accept message (with the incremented $n_{\text{acpts}}$) to the next node in the chain. If the replica is the last node in the chain, it sends an accept ack message to the leader, signalling that every node in the chain has seen and accepted the instance. Upon receiving this message, the leader executes $\text{DecideAndGCUpTo}$, increasing its $\text{max}_{\text{ack}}$ which leads subsequent accept messages to trigger $\text{DecideAndGCUpTo}$ in every node across the chain.

The nodes in the second half of the chain (starting from the $n/2$th node) can decide instances as soon as they receive the accept message, while the first $n/2$ nodes only decide (and execute an operation) after receiving an acknowledgement (the leader via an accept ack message, and the other nodes via the $\text{max}_{\text{ack}}$ value piggybacked in subsequent accept messages).

In a fault-free run, our protocol simply encodes the messages of Multi-Paxos in ChainPaxos messages. A ChainPaxos accept message sent by node $n$ encodes the Multi-Paxos accept message and the accept ack messages of $n$ and all nodes that precede it in the chain. It also encodes the accept ack messages of all nodes in the chain for all instances up to $n_{\text{ack}}$. A ChainPaxos accept ack message encodes the Multi-Paxos accept ack messages of all nodes in the chain.

### 3.4 Dealing With Faults and Reconfigurations

To describe how faults and membership reconfigurations are handled in ChainPaxos, we begin by describing the mechanisms used by replicas to suspect other nodes (i.e., fault detection) and then discuss the steps taken by ChainPaxos to reconfigure the system, either keeping the current leader or when the leader is suspected. The main challenge faced by ChainPaxos is that, when using a chain topology, the failure of a single node leads the chain to break, making it impossible for messages to keep flowing along the chain, resulting in a system halt.

**Fault Detection:** We have implemented two mechanisms for fault suspicion. To pinpoint faults in the chain, each replica expects to receive periodic keep-alive messages from the following node in the chain. If a node does not receive the keep-alive for a configurable period of time, it suspects the node, and requests the leader to remove it, triggering a Reconfiguration not involving the leader. In case the tail suspects the failure of the leader (which is its next node), it starts the process of taking leadership (Phase 1 of Paxos), and then starts the process of removing it. This effectively triggers a Reconfiguration involving the leader.

We note that, as we assume an asynchronous system, suspecting a node does not necessarily mean that it failed, but rather that there is a chance it might have, as it can just be temporarily slow [29]. However, since a single failed (or just slow) node can block progress in the whole chain, the keep-alive mechanism is important to allow quick removal of suspected nodes, minimizing their negative impact on the overall throughput of the chain. Incorrectly removed replicas can later rejoin the system.

The second mechanism is based on the continuous flow of accept ack messages. If a replica does not receive an accept ack from its predecessor, it will not proceed with any further operations, including performing a reconfiguration. This ensures that only valid and up-to-date decisions are made, safeguarding the integrity of the system.

**Reconfiguration:** Similar to the fault detection, ChainPaxos can handle reconfigurations either without involving the leader or with the leader. In the first case, all nodes in the chain will take leadership and start a new consensus process. The leader election protocol is designed to be fault-tolerant, ensuring that a new leader can be chosen promptly and the system can continue operating in a safe and consistent manner.

In the second case, the chain will reconfigure around the new leader, and the system will continue as usual, with the new leader managing the consensus process and decision making.
Algorithm 3 ChainPaxos algorithm: auxiliary functions.

```
1: function MarkForRemoval(n_i, node)
2:   marked ← marked ∪ \{node\}
3:   if node = c_{nextok} then \triangleright We marked the closest unmarked node
4:      c_{nextok} ← NEXTNODENOTMARKED(self, marked)
5:   for n ← maxack + 1, n_i - 1 do \triangleright Re-propagate accepts
6:      FORWARD(n)
7:   return c_{nextok}
8: function FORWARD(n_i)
9:   if c_{nextok} = leader then
10:      SEND(c_{nextok}, <ACCEPT_ACK, n_i>)
11:   else
12:      SEND(c_{nextok}, <ACCEPT, leader, n_i, inst[n_i], n_a, inst[n_i], val, inst[n_i], maxack>)
13: function UpdateLeaderInfo(leader, n_p)
14:   if npleader < n_p then
15:      amLeader ← false
16:      pending ← 0
17:      cleader ← leader \triangleright Set new leader
18:      npleader ← n_p \triangleright Set the prepare number for the leader
19:   for req ∈ submitted do \triangleright Redirect requests to new leader
20:      SEND(clleader, <REDIRECT_REQUEST, req>)
21:   marked ← {} \triangleright Remove marked nodes
22:   c_{nextok} ← NEXTNODENOTMARKED(self, marked)
23: function Decide(n_i)
24:   inst[n_i].decided ← true
25:   if inst[n_i].val = RemoveNode(node) then
26:      marked ← marked \{node\}
27:      chain ← chain \node
28:   else if inst[n_i].val = AddNode(node) then
29:      chain ← chain \{node\}
30:      c_{nextok} ← NEXTNODENOTMARKED(self, marked)
31:      if c_{nextok} = node then \triangleright Was added right next to me
32:         STATETRANSFER(c_{nextok}, n_i)
33:   else
34:      SMEXECUTE(inst[n_i].val)
35:      pending ← pending \{inst[n_i].val\}
36: function DecideAndGCUpdater(n_i)
37:   for i ∈ inst \ n_i ≤ n_i do \triangleright sequential iteration up to n_i
38:      if ¬decided then \triangleright ChainPaxos supports changing the leader by having a node become the leader at a given instance for that and all following instances by executing the first phase of Paxos.
39:         Decide(n_i)
40:      inst ← inst \{i\}
41:   maxack ← n_i
```

for a configurable period of time, it assumes that the leader is faulty and attempts to take leadership. If, during this process, the new leader could not establish a connection to some other node (to send them the prepare message), it suspects and starts the process of removing them. To make sure this mechanism operates correctly even if the system is subjected to a low load, the leader issues periodic accept messages for a special NOP operation if there are no client requests.

**Reconfiguration not involving the leader:** We now explain how ChainPaxos reconfigures the chain by removing a suspected node that is not the leader. When the leader is notified that node n is suspected, it starts an instance with RemoveNode(n) operation to remove node n from the chain. When the instance is decided, n is removed from the chain, updating the variables with the local configuration of the chain (chain and marked).

When a RemoveNode operation is being propagated, two actions need to be taken to guarantee correctness and progress: i) guarantee that all previous accept messages that might have been lost due to the failure of the node are forwarded to the next correct node (to reestablish the flow of those accept messages); and ii) guarantee that all subsequent accept messages are forwarded through the chain despite faulty nodes, until the RemoveNode operation is decided, removing the faulty node, and repairing the chain.

The former is implemented in MarkForRemoval, executed when processing an accept message for a RemoveNode operation (Alg. 2, line 21). The node to be removed is added to the set of marked nodes (Alg. 3, line 2). If the node to be removed is the next node that was not previously marked, it is possible that it failed to propagate previous messages through the chain. Thus, the node sends to the next non-marked node any accept messages (or accept ack for the leader) for instances that have not yet been garbage collected (i.e., instances from maxack to n_i - 1 (Alg. 3, line 5)). This guarantees that, when healing the chain by bypassing faulty nodes, all accept messages will be received by all nodes that will not be removed from the chain, somewhat falling back to the pattern of Multi-Paxos.

The latter guarantee is provided by the Forward function (Alg. 3, line 1). This function forwards the accept message for a given instance to the next node. When one or more of the following nodes are marked to be removed (because a RemoveNode operation has been received, but has not yet been decided), the function forwards the accept message to the next non-marked node. This guarantees that a node that is to be removed in instance n_i will not vote for instances n > n_i.

When a leader change occurs while a RemoveNode operation for a node r is being propagated through the chain, it is possible that the operation, while observed by a minority of replicas (that add r to their marked set), is not decided. Following the regular behaviour of Multi-Paxos, the new leader might issue a different operation for that instance. Such operations should be sent to r to ensure correctness. To do so, when a replica learns about the new leader it removes all nodes from the marked set and updates the c_{nextok} variable, ensuring that messages flow across all nodes. (Alg. 3, line 12).

**Reconfiguration involving the leader:** ChainPaxos supports changing the leader by having a node become the leader at a given instance for that and all following instances by executing the first phase of Paxos.

This process is initiated in function TryToBecomeLeader (Alg. 4, line 1). The node selects a prepare number higher than any prepare number already seen in any instance, and sends a prepare message for instance maxack + 1 directly to all nodes. Although this prepare is for a given instance, it will make the node leader of all instances from that point onward – thus, the prepare number must be larger than any

\footnote{Note that this might lead to nodes receiving multiple accept messages for the same instance with the same prepare number from different nodes. This is addressed by considering the highest observed number of acks reported in these messages. This is safe because the forward process employed during recovery never generates cycles.}
Algorithm 4 ChainPaxos algorithm: leader election.

1: function TRYTOBECOMELeader
2: \( np = \text{NEXTPREPARENUM}(np\text{leader}) \)
3: \( \text{SEND}(\forall n \in \text{chain}, <\text{PREPARE}, \text{max} \text{ack} + 1, np>) \)
4: upon receive \(<\text{PREPARE}, \text{n}, np\)> from \( c \) do:
5: if \( np\text{leader} \leq np \) then \( \triangleright \) Has not seen higher prepare
6: \( \text{UPDATELEADERINFO}(\text{leader}, n) \triangleright \text{New accepted leader} \)
7: \( \text{instsaccepted} = \text{GETACCEPTEDINSTSFROM}(n) \)
8: \( \text{SEND}(\text{node}, <\text{PREPARE}_\text{OK}, \text{n}, \text{np}, \text{instsaccepted}> > \text{rep} \) do:
9: if \( \text{np}\text{leader} \leq np \) then \( \triangleright \) Has not seen higher prepare
10: \( \text{REGISTERPREPAREOK}(\text{n}, \text{np}, \text{instsaccepted}) \) \( \triangleright \) Became leader
11: if \( \text{HasPREPAREOKQRUORUM}(n) \) then \( \triangleright \) Can now start new instances
12: \( \text{amLeader} \leftarrow \text{true} \)
13: for \( (a_i, a_n, a_{val}) \in \text{ACCEPTEDINSTSFROM}(n, np) \) do
14: \( \text{SEND}(\text{self}, <\text{ACCEPT}, a_i, \text{self}, np, \text{req}, 0, \text{max} \text{ack}>) \)
15: \( \text{max} \text{ack} \leftarrow a_i \)
16: previous

previously used by any replica. We use \( \text{max} \text{ack} + 1 \), since it guarantees that previous instances have already been accepted by every node, and all messages regarding those instances can be discarded. As such, nodes only need to maintain the single highest prepare number \( np\text{leader} \) ever received (instead of keeping a prepare for each instance). Since \( \text{prepare} \) messages need to have unique prepare numbers, this number includes an identifier of the node which is used to make sure that no two \( \text{prepare} \) messages from different nodes have the same \( np \).

A \( \text{prepare} \) message for a given instance is rejected if the node has already seen a higher prepare number for any instance (either on \( \text{prepare} \) or \( \text{accept} \) messages). Otherwise, the usual Paxos logic is executed for this and all higher instances, with the corresponding \( \text{prepare}_\text{ok} \) message being returned, which includes all previously accepted values (and corresponding prepare numbers) for the instance indicated in the \( \text{prepare} \) message and all following instances (Alg. 4, line 8). This is necessary as a successful prepare also makes the node the leader of all future instances. From this point until a \( \text{prepare} \) with a higher prepare number is received, the sender of the \( \text{prepare} \) message will be set as the supported leader \( c_{\text{leader}} \) and all pending and future client requests will be redirected to it (Alg. 3, line 12).

Upon reception of a quorum of \( \text{prepare}_\text{ok} \) messages (Alg. 4, line 13), the node considers itself the new leader. It then executes the regular Paxos logic, but for multiple instances: for all instances for which accepted values exist, it uses the value with the highest associated prepare number as its proposal for that instance, and forwards the corresponding \( \text{accept} \) message over the chain. The regular protocol execution then resumes. In Annex A, we discuss in more detail the correctness of leader election and reconfigurations.

Adding a new replica: For adding a node \( n \) to the chain, \( n \) sends a request to a replica with \( \text{AddNode}(n) \) operation as its value. The leader processes this request by starting an instance that is executed as any other instance of ChainPaxos.

When the instance is decided, the node is added to the tail of the chain updating the local chain configuration (variables \( \text{chain} \) and \( \text{reqinsts} \)). Once the new node is added, it requests the current state (history of operations or snapshot) from another node at the instance in which the operation to add the node was decided. While this state transfers in the background, the new node can already participate in the following instances actively forwarding messages (although it can only locally execute and garbage collect operations after the completion of the state transfer).

4 Local Linearizable Read Operations

In this section, we discuss our proposal to execute read operations. As we mentioned previously, in Chain Replication, due to the use of an external coordination service, reading from the tail does not provide linearizable reads in the presence of network partitions, as the tail might become partitioned and not be aware that it was removed from the system. Guaranteeing linearizable reads requires contacting the external configuration service, which defeats the purpose of the low overhead achieved by only contacting the tail. Due to similar issues, most SMR protocols only support linearizable reads by executing them as normal consensus operations or, in some cases [5], by contacting a quorum of replicas (and falling back to executing the read as a normal operation when conflicts occur). We now discuss how we leverage on the chain topology and our integrated management to provide linearizable reads without any added communication cost.

To provide linearizable reads, it is necessary to guarantee that the result of a read reflects a state that, at the moment the read is received, is at least as recent as the most recent state for which any node has returned a result (either for a read or for a write). The base intuition of our proposal is that a node can guarantee this property by waiting for a message to loop around the entire chain, making sure that the local node is as up-to-date as any node was at the moment the message started looping around the chain.

Based on this intuition, our solution for linearizable reads works as follows. Clients issue read operations to any replica in the chain. Upon receiving the operation, the replica locally registers that the operation depends on the lowest unseen consensus instance (but no information is sent to other nodes). For instance, if the highest instance that the replica has seen so far is 6 (regardless of it being decided or not), the read operation will depend on instance 7. Upon receiving the \( \text{accept} \) \( \text{ack} \) message to the consensus instance for which the operation depends on, the read operation is performed locally in the local committed state and the reply is sent to the client.

This protocol implements linearizable reads by enforcing the following properties: i) a read \( r \) returns a value that is at least as recent as any value outputted by the protocol at the moment the read was received. By waiting that the following consensus instance is acknowledged and executing the read in the current local state, a replica is assured that the result of any read that was returned at any replica before the reception...
of \( r \) cannot be more recent than the result that will be returned for \( r \) – this follows from the properties of ChainPaxos, which guarantee that as messages loop the chain they make the state of replicas advance, so that the following replica in the chain is in a state that is at least as recent as the previous replica. As such, if some replica has already returned a value for state \( s_i \), by waiting that the following consensus message is acknowledged, which requires a full loop of an operation through the chain, the local replica state will be at least as recent as \( s_i \). Due to the same reason, the result of a read will also reflect the result of any committed write operations, at the moment the read was received; \( \text{ii} \), upon a reconfiguration, a node that is partitioned from the chain will not return stale values: when a replica loses connection to the others, either it is eventually removed from the chain, preventing it from ever replying to client read operations or it eventually reconnects to the other nodes, allowing it to continue responding to read requests. In the latter case, since the replica was not removed from the chain, no progress was made while it was partitioned, thus linearizability is not lost.

Our proposal trades a potentially higher latency (compared to executing a read as a normal operation) for the possibility of processing a read locally at any node, without additional consensus instances or communication steps. This leads to lower communication and processing overhead, and allows to balance the load of read operations across all replicas, leading to better overall performance. Under low load, write operations may be less frequent, which could delay read operations. We note however, that the head of the chain issues periodic NoOP operations if no write is received, as to show to the other replicas that the head is still correct, hence the maximum latency of reads in scenarios with a low load will be controlled by the frequency of these NoOP operations. Alternatively, to ensure faster read processing, a replica processing a read which has not received the message for the next consensus instance after some configurable timeout can forward the read to the leader to be executed as a normal operation) for the possibility of executing a read as a normal operation) for the possibility of processing a read locally at any node, without additional consensus instances or communication steps. This leads to lower communication and processing overhead, and allows to balance the load of read operations across all replicas, leading to better overall performance. Under low load, write operations may be less frequent, which could delay read operations. We note however, that the head of the chain issues periodic NoOP operations if no write is received, as to show to the other replicas that the head is still correct, hence the maximum latency of reads in scenarios with a low load will be controlled by the frequency of these NoOP operations. Alternatively, to ensure faster read processing, a replica processing a read which has not received the message for the next consensus instance after some configurable timeout can forward the read to the leader to be executed as a normal operation (which in turn will allow other pending reads to complete).

5 Evaluation

This section reports the experimental evaluation of ChainPaxos in a broad range of scenarios. We start by assessing the performance and scalability in CPU-bound and network-bound settings (Section 5.2), and the impact of our novel read protocol (Section 5.3), using a replicated key-value store application under the YCSB workload [7], when compared with other consensus protocols. Then, we report the results of integrating ChainPaxos with ZooKeeper [12], by replacing the Zab [14] replication protocol (Section 5.4). Finally, we study how ChainPaxos behaves in a geo-replicated setting (Section 5.5) and the impact of reconfigurations in our integrated membership when compared to using an external coordination service (Section 5.6).

We have implemented a prototype of ChainPaxos in Java, using a framework for building distributed protocols, Babel [9], which relies on the Netty [1] framework for the communications module. Similarly to other authors [8, 26], to guarantee fairness in our comparisons, the other consensus protocols were implemented using the same codebase as ChainPaxos. This guarantees that the results are not influenced by specific implementation aspects, such as the programming language, client communication patterns or differences in optimizations (such as batching). Each protocol was implemented following the description presented in their respective publications as well as available code bases for EPaxos [25] and Ring Paxos [23]. For the latter, as proposed by the authors, we limit the number of concurrent instances the leader can start as a form of flow control to mitigate the loss of multicast messages and include a mechanism for recovering from lost messages.

Each replica includes: an application (either the replicated key-value store or Zookeeper), which receives client requests, submits them for ordering, and replies to the client when the operation is executed; a proxy, serving as the intermediary between the application and the consensus protocol, also redirecting operations to the consensus leader when applicable; and; the consensus solution itself, which receives operations from the proxy and notifies it once their ordering is decided.

5.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters

The experiments were conducted on the Grid5000 testbed [3], using a cluster of machines with an Intel Xeon Gold 5220 CPU with 18 cores and 96 GiB DDR4 RAM. Machines are connected through a 25 Gbps Ethernet switched network. Each replica executes in its own machine, and clients (running YCSB [7]) execute on 3 independent machines (with multiple client threads per machine). Each client thread connects to a replica for executing operations in a closed-loop.

Every protocol is executed in similar conditions, with the exception of Chain Replication that uses Zookeeper as the external management service (following [33]). For all protocols, the leader is elected at the start of the experiment and the protocols run multiple consensus instances in parallel. All results are the average of 5 independent runs, discarding the start and end periods of each experiment. In all results presented, the standard deviation between runs is always below 10%.

In addition to ChainPaxos, Chain Replication [33], and Ring Paxos [28], we report as: EPaxos, the execution of EPaxos [26] in a workload where all operations conflict (which is the same case of other baselines); and EPaxos-NoDep, the execution of EPaxos in a workload where no two operations conflict, which is equivalent to running multiple independent Paxos instances in parallel. We note that this is an unrealistic workload, as it would require all operations to be independent from each other, being presented only to provide the best (theoretical) results for a protocol following the strategy of EPaxos. MultiPaxos refers to the variant of Multi-Paxos [16] where acceptors forward their accept ack
messages to all replicas, whereas Multi-1Learn represents the variant where acceptors only send the accept ack to the leader that, upon collecting a quorum of replies, issues a decided to all replicas - this protocol has a message flow equal to Raft [27] in the normal case. U-Ring Paxos [13] is a variation of Ring Paxos, using unicast instead of multicast, with a message flow similar to our solution and Chain Replication.

5.2 Performance in a Single Data Center

This section reports the results obtained in a single data center, running the YCSB benchmark with a replicated key-value store application. We study scenarios that attempt to saturate the CPU and the available bandwidth, by varying the size of the data stored in the key-value store.

CPU Bound. Figure 4 shows the performance of each protocol in a CPU-bound scenario. For this experiment, clients execute small (128 bytes) operations and no batching is employed (i.e., each operation is executed in an individual consensus instance). Clients connect uniformly at random to a replica, and receive a reply after the operation is executed in that replica. While this does not provide optimal latency for some solutions, it maximizes throughput by distributing the load of handling client requests as much as possible.

These results show that, by pipelining a single message per each operation through all replicas, ChainPaxos minimizes CPU usage, achieving the best performance and scalability. Chain Replication and U-RingPaxos perform worse, as they propagate some extra messages: acknowledge messages in the former, and proposals being propagated to the leader through the chain in the latter. These messages could be batched or piggybacked with a small penalty to latency. We note that the throughput of ChainPaxos with 7 replicas, which tolerates 3 faults, is higher than that of Chain Replication with both 3 and 7 replicas, which tolerate 2 and 6 faults, respectively.

For both versions of MultiPaxos, the leader (and all replicas in regular MultiPaxos) transmits and receives messages from, at least, a majority of replicas, resulting in higher CPU usage and lower performance. The impact of this effect increases with the number of replicas. For EPaxos, when all operations need to be ordered, the algorithm requires two rounds of communication, leading to a higher number of messages and lower throughput. The execution of EPaxos-NoDeps is similar to executing multiple parallel MultiPaxos instances, distributing the load among replicas. This leads to a higher throughput than MultiPaxos and EPaxos that, unlike ChainPaxos, also decreases with the number of replicas, as more messages need to be processed. Furthermore, we note that EPaxos-NoDeps is not totally ordering all operations, as other protocols do. RingPaxos is tricky to tune, as a single lost multicast message can stall the entire system. Even for our best configuration (with 150 simultaneous consensus instances), RingPaxos performance is worse than U-RingPaxos.

Overall, these results show that lowering the number of messages processed by each replica allows to achieve higher throughput with a negligible latency overhead. Furthermore, the throughput of chain-based protocols degrades very slowly when increasing the number of replicas, while the throughput of other protocols degrades quickly, as the number of messages processed by each node depends on the number of replicas in the system. This is relevant for supporting critical systems with high availability requirements.

Network Bound. Figure 5 presents the performance in a network-bound scenario. For this experiment, the bandwidth of replicas is limited to 1Gbps, with clients issuing 2048 byte operations, saturating the bandwidth of the replicas without
With increasing numbers of replicas, the latency of ChainPaxos remains mostly unaffected. Since both U-Ring Paxos and Paxos increases, while the latency of both MultiPaxos variants exhibit the lowest latency, since they can respond to client requests after a single communication step.

Figure 6 shows the latency under low load.

The results show that, with 3 replicas, ChainPaxos and MultiPaxos variants exhibit the lowest latency, since they can respond to client requests after a single communication step. With increasing numbers of replicas, the latency of ChainPaxos increases, while the latency of both MultiPaxos variants remains mostly unaffected. Since both U-Ring Paxos and Chain Replication require more communication steps until a reply is generated, their latency is always higher than ChainPaxos. We note that ChainPaxos with 5 replicas presents a similar latency to Chain Replication with 3 replicas, in which case both tolerate the failure of 2 replicas. In EPaxos, since conflicts lead to extra communication rounds, the variant where all operations conflict (EPaxos) naturally shows higher latency. For RingPaxos, multicast message drops (which happen even without saturation) and retransmissions lead to higher latency.

5.3 Performance of Read Operations

Figure 7 shows the performance with read operations. ChainPaxos’s novel linealizable read approach in workloads with different read ratios and payloads of 128 bytes. The throughput of executing reads as normal operations (Chain Reads) is constant, regardless of the ratio of read operations. For our novel approach (Local Read), the throughput is much higher than executing reads as normal operations, and the throughput scales both with the ratio of read operations and with the number of replicas. This is explained by the fact that as reads impose no overhead to the consensus protocol and the load is distributed evenly among replicas, more replicas can process more reads. The high throughput of ChainPaxos’s local linearizable reads comes at the cost of a small additional latency under low load.

For comparison, we include the results of EPaxos-NoDeps, the Paxos-based protocol with best performance in the previous results. The results show that ChainPaxos achieves a significantly higher throughput than EPaxos-NoDeps.
For a write-only workload (Fig. 8a), the results show that ChainPaxos achieves higher throughput than the original ZooKeeper, with the difference increasing with the number of replicas. This is due to the lower number of messages of our protocol (Zab’s message pattern is similar to Multi-1Learn).

Figures 8b and 8c present mixed workloads (50% and 95% of read operations), with both weak and strong reads. Weak reads represent the regular reads of ZooKeeper, where a replica replies with its current state, allowing for stale data to be served (e.g., with late replicas and under network partitions). Strong reads, in our solution, are executed using linearizable local reads. While ZooKeeper does not support linearizable reads, the authors suggest issuing a sync operation before a read as a close approximation of linearizability in most cases. The results show that, unlike with Zab, the strong reads with ChainPaxos scale to a throughput similar to executing weak reads. Overall, the throughput with ChainPaxos is higher than with Zab for the same setting, and the difference increases with the number of replicas.

### 5.5 Performance in a Geo-Replicated Setting

We evaluated our protocol in a geo-replicated setting by emulating an environment with 5 sites. Using the Linux `tc` command, we limited the bandwidth to 1Gbps, and increased latency to the following values, extracted from [https://cloudping.co](https://cloudping.co), related to AWS EC2 data centers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Virginia (A)</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt (B)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo (C)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney (D)</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul (E)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these experiments, we did not use Ring Paxos, since IP multicast is typically unavailable across data centers. The replica in site A is always the leader/head. Experiments with 3 replicas use sites A, B, and C. Clients connect to the replica that leads to the best performance: the leader for MultiPaxos; evenly distributed for EPaxos, and; the tail for chain-based solutions.

Figure 9 presents the throughput and latency when using all available bandwidth. As within a single data center, ChainPaxos, Chain Replication, and U-Ring Paxos are able to make optimal use of available bandwidth, providing higher throughput than other protocols that order all operations. The EPaxos variant without inter-operation dependencies is able to maintain its throughput with a varying number of replicas, since the cost of transmitting each operation to all nodes is divided among the multiple leaders. However, we remind the reader that this configuration of EPaxos provides weaker guarantees than the other alternatives. As for latency, the latency of the chain-based solutions degrades as the number of replicas increases, as it takes longer for the messages to traverse the chain. For a high number of replicas, MultiPaxos variants provide lower latency, as communication between the leader and other replicas proceeds in parallel, although with, at most, half the throughput of ChainPaxos.
5.6 Impact of Reconfiguration

In our final experiment we evaluate the impact of reconfiguration, comparing ChainPaxos that uses its own integrated management mechanism and Chain Replication that uses an external management scheme based on Zookeeper (executing on dedicated machines). We conduct these experiments in the geo-replicated scenario with independent Zookeeper instances at sites A, B, and D. This distribution minimizes latency for replicas without a local Zookeeper replica. We used 1s timeouts to suspect the failure of another node (both in ChainPaxos and in ZooKeeper).

Experiments run for 90 seconds. Every 10 seconds the following reconfiguration events occur (denoted by vertical red lines for replica failures and green lines for replica additions): 10s) the tail node fails; 30s) the middle node fails; 50s) the head/leader fails; 70s) the head and middle replicas fail simultaneously. Replicas are added at 20s, 40s, 60s, 80s, in sites where a replica had previously failed. Clients issue operations to a random active replica to distribute the load.

Figure 10 shows the throughput observed during the experiments. Despite Chain Replication using additional resources (3 extra machines executing Zookeeper), it takes more time to perform a reconfiguration than ChainPaxos, particularly when adding replicas to the set (green vertical lines). This happens because any reconfiguration has to be coordinated through Zookeeper. However, ChainPaxos takes longer to perform the reconfiguration when the leader fails because it resorts to the regular communication pattern of Paxos, whereas Chain Replication only fetches the new leader from Zookeeper. When the leader and middle nodes fail simultaneously (70s), both solutions take the same time to perform reconfiguration because ChainPaxos can handle both reconfigurations in parallel (albeit using two operations), whereas Chain Replication performs two sequential reconfiguration steps with Zookeeper.

In general, ChainPaxos handles reconfiguration faster than Chain Replication without the cost of requiring additional machines to run the external management system, while avoiding the vulnerabilities to network partitions that can compromise the safety of the system [2].

6 Final Remarks

This paper presented ChainPaxos, a distributed consensus algorithm for high throughput replication of deterministic services. ChainPaxos exploits a pipeline communication pattern which allows to reduce the number of messages that each replica needs to send and process, while leveraging the foundations of Paxos to allow leader exchanges. Unlike previous solutions that exploit this communication pattern, ChainPaxos relies on a novel approach to execute linearizable reads without incurring in any additional communication cost. Finally, ChainPaxos integrates membership management within the protocol. The fully specified algorithm fills an empty space in the literature and, unlike many recent proposal, decouples the fault-tolerance of ChainPaxos from that of the external coordination service. Our extensive evaluation shows that ChainPaxos achieves higher throughput and better scalability when compared to state-of-the-art solutions. Furthermore, our approach for executing linearizable reads has a huge impact on scalability. The results illustrate the benefits of our solution in the context of a key value store and the Zookeeper coordination services (where ChainPaxos leads to better performance than Zab).
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A Correctness

In this section, we present the correctness argument for Chain-Paxos, by showing that the execution of an instance of Chain-Paxos is equivalent to an execution in Multi-Paxos. We consider the following cases: (i) an instance where all nodes agree on the leader; (ii) an instance that elects a new leader; (iii) instances following a new leader election; and (iv) instances where a replica is removed or added.

A.1 All nodes agree on the leader

This case is the one described in Section 3.3. In Multi-Paxos, an equivalent run would consist in: (i) the leader sending the accept message to all replicas; (ii) each node replying with an accept ack message to the leader that learns the decided value; (iii) the leader informing all other nodes of the learned value.

In Chain-Paxos, the accept message is also sent to all nodes, but instead of being sent directly it is sent indirectly as the accept message is forwarded across all nodes of the chain.

The accept message also encodes the accept ack messages of the nodes through which it passes. When the leader receives the accept ack message from the tail of the chain, this message is equivalent to having all nodes sending the accept ack message to the leader in Multi-Paxos.

Piggybacked in the following accept messages (even for the NOOP request), the leader sends to all other nodes information that it has received the accept ack from all nodes of the chain (m_{ack} in accept message), which is equivalent to forwarding the learned value to all replicas in Multi-Paxos.

As messages are used to update the local state using the same logic in both Chain-Paxos and Multi-Paxos, the execution of an instance in Chain-Paxos is equivalent to the execution of an instance in Multi-Paxos.

A.2 Instance with a leader election (two-phases)

We start by considering the effects of an instance executed with the two phases of the Paxos protocol. In this case, the first phase of both protocols is identical – Chain-Paxos uses the same message flow as Paxos, since prepare and prepare ok messages are sent directly between the node starting the prepare and all other replicas. The logic to process the prepare message in Chain-Paxos differs from Multi-Paxos in the following aspect: Chain-Paxos only acknowledges prepare messages for a given instance with prepare numbers higher than any prepare number used by any other leader in any other instance. The only implication of this is that the replica executing the prepare, might time-out several times. This is not different from Multi-Paxos, where the replica will complete the prepare in the current instance, and then, if any other following instance had already been executed by a different leader (potentially using the special prepare number zero), it would have to repeat the prepare phase for each such instance. This is true because in ChainPaxos the prepare number is continually used by a leader in all subsequent instances after the one in which it complete the prepare phase successfully.

The second phase of ChainPaxos consists in sending the accept message to all nodes. As explained in the previous case, ChainPaxos flow of messages is equivalent to the Multi-Paxos flow of messages. As the logic employed to process the messages is the same as in Multi-Paxos, also in this case, the execution is equivalent to that of an instance of Multi-Paxos.

A.3 Instances following a new leader election

When a new leader is elected, by running the first phase of Multi-Paxos for instance n_i, it becomes the leader of all instances n_j such that n_j ≥ n_i, for which it will subsequently issue accept messages through the chain (in order). To prove the correctness of ChainPaxos, we show that this execution is equivalent to running the two phases of the Paxos protocol for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i.

The processing of the prepare message ignores the prepare if the node has seen an higher prepare number employed by another leader (for any instance). If the prepare is not ignored, it runs the Paxos logic for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i, and issuing the accept for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i, with the prepare ok message including the information relative to all these instances. This information includes any accepted value for each of those instances and the prepare number associated with that accepted value. The processing of the prepare ok message also executes the Paxos logic for all instance n_j, such that the new leader will send new accept messages for all those instances (in order) where, if there was already a value accepted by any replica for that instance, the new leader will propose that value and, similar to Multi-Paxos, if more than one value had been accepted by different replicas, the leader proposes the value with the highest associated prepare number. This ensures that for every instance n_j, if some value had already been accepted by a majority of replicas, then the new leader will propose that value with his current propose value.

Thus, executing the first phase of the Multi-Paxos in Chain-Paxos for instance n_i and issuing the accept for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i as described above is equivalent to executing the two phases of the Paxos protocol for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i, thus ensuring the correctness of Chain-Paxos.

A.4 Leader Conflicts

As in Paxos, it is possible that two nodes receive a quorum of prepare ok messages for different prepare numbers concurrently. In this case, accept messages from the node with the lowest prepare number will be dropped during their propagation and will never be accepted by a majority of replicas.
The processing of `accept` messages also sets the leader and prepare number being used by the leader in all replicas. This is needed because a minority of replicas might have missed the `prepare` message.

If a previous leader is incorrectly suspected of being faulty, it might send `accept` messages for instances $n_i \geq n$ while a new node becomes leader in instance $n$. In this case, just like in regular Multi-Paxos, there are two possible scenarios for each instance $n_i$: i) the `accept` message of the previous leader reached a majority of nodes (i.e., has been decided) before the `prepare` message of the new leader, in which case at least one `prepareOk` message received by the new leader will contain the value proposed by that `accept` message, and the new leader will simply propose that same value; ii) the `accept` has been “cut-off” by the `prepare` message of the new leader (i.e., a node in the chain rejected the `accept` after receiving the `prepare` with a higher sequence number). In this case, the new leader may or may not receive the value proposed by that `accept` in a `prepareOk` message. Regardless, since the instance had not been decided, both alternatives are correct.

### A.5 Removal and addition of a replica

We now discuss the correctness of ChainPaxos when reconfiguring the system to either remove or add a replica, which has been presented in Section 3.4. Such reconfigurations resort to special SMR operations which have to be ordered by ChainPaxos and executed by replicas. A challenge that is present in such reconfigurations is that the number of replicas that constitute a majority of the system might change due to the execution of these operations.

In ChainPaxos, we define a minimum quorum size, and then vary the size of the quorum required to decide operations to always be a majority quorum. For instance, assuming a configuration with 5 initial replicas (where a majority quorum is 3), and a minimum quorum size of 3, adding 2 replicas (to a total of 7), would increase the majority quorum to 4. If 2 replicas are then removed, the majority quorum will be back to 3. However, due to the minimum quorum size, removal of further replicas would not decrease the quorum size below 3, which also ensures that the number of replicas in the system can never be below 3. The minimum quorum size is independent from the initial configuration, serving as a threshold below which we do not wish the system to continue functioning.

Note that in ChainPaxos no replica considers an instance as decided before knowing the operations that have been ordered in all previous instances, hence a replica will never use the incorrect quorum size to decide (and execute) an operation.

We start with the addition of a replica. To ensure correctness we need to show that the replica that is added in an instance $n_i$ will be considered towards forming the majority of `accept ack` messages necessary to decide any instance $n_j > n_i$. This derives from the agreement property of Chain-Paxos, which ensures that all (correct) replicas will agree on the instance in which the new replica is added to the system. Since replicas only consider an operation as decided after learning the decided values for all previous instances, no replica will ignore the participation of the new replica when deciding the value of any instance $n_j$, since the replica has already been added on instance $n_i$ (i.e., the instance where the new replica is added), affecting the size of the quorums.

Regarding removal of nodes, to ensure correctness we need to show that the removal of a replica in instance $n_i$, makes it impossible for that replica to affect the decided value in any instance $n_j > n_i$ (i.e., the `accept ack` messages of that replica are never considered to achieve a majority in such instances). As discussed previously, the `accept` message that is forwarded along the chain, in round $n_i$, to remove a replica $r$ is forwarded by the node directly before $r$ to both $r$ and its successor replica in the chain. Any node that receives such a message, adds $r$ to its `marked` set. This makes that any `accept` message for a subsequent instance is never sent to $r$, hence $r$ is not able to increment the the `counter` for `accept ack` within those messages.

This happens, even if nodes have not yet locally decided the outcome of instance $n_i$. This could be problematic if a new leader is meanwhile elected before the outcome of this instance is locally decided (and executed) by every node, since that node could be continuously skipped despite the fact that he was never removed from the system. However, if a leader change happens, the contents of the `marked` set of replicas are removed. This is performed either when the node replies to the `prepare` of the new leader, or when it receives an `accept` message from the new leader (which can be identified locally since the accept message will carry a prepare number higher than the last prepare number observed by that replica). This ensures that $r$ receives subsequent `accept` messages for the re-executions of instances $n_j > n_i$ until the leader proposes the `removeNode(r)` in some instance (assuming $r$ remains suspected).

Finally, in the case of concurrent addition or removal of replicas to the system, we note that ChainPaxos executes each addition or removal as an independent operation. We note that the fault detection mechanism may lead replicas to incorrectly suspect other replicas (e.g. due to temporary network failures). In this case, if a replica is incorrectly removed, it can ask to rejoin the system (note that ChainPaxos tries to propagate the remove operation to the node to be removed, as it is still part of the system in that instance). Finally, we note that it is easy to minimize scenarios where replicas ask for the removal of correct replicas by having the leader avoid to either remove replicas that he perceives as active, or removing replicas that were suspected by replicas being currently removed.
B Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The artifact includes the implementation of ChainPaxos, along with the other consensus algorithms that are studied in the evaluation, with instructions on how to launch and test them. These implementations include a simple replicated key-value store that was used to benchmark the algorithms. Additionally, we include our implementation of ChainPaxos in ZooKeeper, which replaces Zab.

For reproducibility, our artifact includes the client-side code that was used in the paper to measure the various performance metrics of the algorithms, along with instructions on how to run it and how to parse and interpret its results.

Scope

The artifact allows executing our consensus algorithm, ChainPaxos, which supports different read execution techniques. Our prototype fully supports the operations related with the integrated membership. The artifact includes everything that was used in the paper: source-code of all solutions; client source-code; scripts to execute the experiments; scripts to generate the plots from the experiment logs and; instructions on how to reproduce all plots.

Contents

The artifact is divided in four parts, which are distributed across four repositories:

ChainPaxos: This repository contains the code for our full implementation of ChainPaxos. Additionally, it includes the key-value store application and the different consensus algorithms that we used to compare against ChainPaxos (in the Figures 4 to 7, 9 and 10). The repository also includes information on how to compile and deploy ChainPaxos.

The source-code in the repository is divided in multiple Java packages, with the following structure: the package chainpaxos contains our implementation of ChainPaxos; the code for the key-value store application is on package app; packages frontend and common contain some generic interfaces and classes to uniformize the interaction between the application and all consensus algorithms and; all other packages are named after the consensus algorithms that we used to compare against our solution in the paper.

ZooKeeper with ChainPaxos: This part contains our modified version of ZooKeeper that replaces Zab by ChainPaxos, that was used for the results of Figure 8. The majority of code modifications are contained in the package chain that is on the zookeeper-server module.

Client-side benchmark: This part contains all the client code that was used in the entire experimental evaluation, both to benchmark the various algorithms using the key-value store, and to benchmark the original ZooKeeper against our version with ChainPaxos. The source-code itself consists of YCSB drivers, one for the key-value store and another for ZooKeeper. The repository also includes the scripts used to perform our experiments, and instructions on how to use them in order to reproduce the results in the paper.

Results parser: Finally, our artifact includes a series of Python scripts that were used to parse the results of each experiment and generate the plots presented in this paper. The client-side benchmark repository contains instructions on how to use these scripts.

Hosting

The artifacts can be found in the following locations:

- ChainPaxos
  - https://github.com/pfouto/chain
  - master branch
  - commit 72cebf2
- ZooKeeper with ChainPaxos
  - https://github.com/pfouto/chain-zoo
  - master branch
  - commit 65a9690
- Client-side benchmark
  - https://github.com/pfouto/chain-client
  - master branch
  - commit ed28200
- Results parser
  - https://github.com/pfouto/chain-results
  - master branch
  - commit e716e4a

Requirements

While the artifact does not have special hardware requirements, all experiments were conducted in the Grid5000 testbed, using the Gros cluster. The client-side benchmark repository includes instructions on how to reproduce the experiments on this cluster. Furthermore, the same repository provides instructions on how to deploy and run the experiments in any other cluster platform (e.g. on a cloud infrastructure), which requires some additional setup, but should still allow to reproduce all the results in the paper.
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Abstract
First-party datacenter workloads present new challenges to kernel memory management (MM), which allocates and maps memory and must balance competing performance concerns in an increasingly complex environment. In a datacenter, performance must be both good and consistent to satisfy service-level objectives. Unfortunately, current MM designs often exhibit inconsistent, opaque behavior that is difficult to reproduce, decipher, or fix, stemming from (1) a lack of high-quality information for policymaking, (2) the cost-unawareness of many current MM policies, and (3) opaque and distributed policy implementations that are hard to debug. For example, the Linux huge page implementation is distributed across 8 files and can lead to page fault latencies in the 100s of ms.

In search of a MM design that has consistent behavior, we designed Cost-Benefit MM (CBMM), which uses empirically based cost-benefit models and pre-aggregated profiling information to make MM policy decisions. In CBMM, policy decisions follow the guiding principle that userspace benefits must outweigh userspace costs. This approach balances the performance benefits obtained by a kernel policy against the cost of applying it. CBMM has competitive performance with Linux and HawkEye, a recent research system, for all the workloads we ran, and in the presence of fragmentation, CBMM is 35% faster than Linux on average. Meanwhile, CBMM nearly always has better tail latency than Linux or HawkEye, particularly on fragmented systems. It reduces the cost of the most expensive soft page faults by 2-3 orders of magnitude for most of our workloads, and reduces the frequency of 10-1000µs-long faults by around 2 orders of magnitude for multiple workloads.

1 Introduction
Datacenter workloads present new challenges to kernel memory management (MM). MM encompasses a large collection of kernel mechanisms and policies to allocate and map physical memory. Cumulatively, they comprise a complex set of tradeoffs that, when poorly navigated, lead to poor performance or unexpected behavior. For example, we found that for some workloads on Linux, a soft page fault lasting 25ms occurs every 100ms. This drastic tail latency is due to memory compaction or reclamation when attempting to allocate a huge page – a misnavigated tradeoff. Many applications would violate response latency objectives if one request per 100ms takes 25ms due to a page fault. As a result, Redis, MongoDB, and others advise users to disable Linux’s Transparent Huge Page (THP) feature [2, 3, 4, 7, 50]. Table 1 lists other examples of MM policies and their potential pathologies.

The hardware and software in modern datacenters differ vastly from those in use when MM techniques were first designed. Increased memory capacities allow more workloads to run but bring challenges too: huge page management becomes more critical due to increased reliance on TLB performance, but memory fragmentation and huge page management overheads also increase with memory capacity [36]. Datacenters also prioritize tail latency as a key service-level metric, in addition to median latency and throughput [19]. Datacenter behavior must be consistent, i.e., low variance, without compromising performance metrics to satisfy service-level objectives and efficiency goals.

Unfortunately, current MM designs often fall short of modern computing needs by exhibiting inconsistent, opaque behavior that is difficult to reproduce, decipher, or fix. These issues come from three key limitations.

First, kernel MM must predict workload behavior in an information-poor environment. Current MM designs rely on online measurements, particularly page table access/dirty bits and the frequency and location of page faults. Unfortunately, this information is expensive to collect and low bandwidth. For example, Google uses access bits to detect idle memory [15], but other work finds them insufficient to predict TLB miss overheads accurately [38], even though they can cost up to 11% of CPU cycles to collect [15]. Other data collection mechanisms induce additional page faults [16, 24]. Recent work uses performance counters in kernelspace [38], but currently available counters are hardware-thread-oriented.
and do not provided the detailed spatial information useful for most MM policies.

**Second, current MM designs often ignore the cost of various MM operations, leading to inappropriate policy decisions.** For example, Linux allocates a huge page when a memory region is first touched; however, we find that allocating and zeroing a huge page costs 10^6 cycles in the best case. Thus, promoting a page that averts ≤ 10^6 cycles worth of TLB misses and page faults actually *regresses* performance, but the kernel does not account for this cost.

**Third, current MM designs are implemented as disjointly acting policies distributed throughout the kernel that are hard to debug.** For example, code implementing Linux’s huge page policies is scattered across more than eight files (and numerous functions), mixed with unrelated code. Users and developers observe erratic slowdowns without indication of what causes them or how to address them. They often resort to suboptimal coarse-grain solutions, such as disabling huge pages [2, 3, 4, 7, 50]. By distributing and obscuring policy-implementing code, current kernel MM implementations make it difficult for both kernel and userspace developers to decipher system behavior. This opaque system implementation and its consequent opaque behavior is a primary obstacle to improving kernel MM performance, consistency, and debuggability.

In search of a MM design that has consistent behavior, we designed Cost-Benefit MM (CBMM). CBMM reflects that all kernel MM operations have a cost and a benefit to userspace, and it estimates them using empirically based cost-benefit models to guide MM policy decisions. By explicitly modeling cost and benefit, CBMM is more cost-aware than current designs, so it makes fewer pathologically bad policy choices. Also, CBMM augments online statistics with offline-aggregated profile information to improve the quality of information available to the kernel. CBMM simplifies policy debugging and enables incremental performance improvement by centralizing models in a new kernel component: the estimator. To understand and fix anomalies, one must only understand the model inputs to determine the cause of a policy decision.

Our prototype implements models for huge page promotion, asynchronous page prezeroing, and eager paging [29], based on an in-depth analysis of huge page behavior and soft page faults. At runtime, they may make use of in-built empirically based assumptions (e.g., about average TLB miss latency), online information (e.g., the current number of free pages), or offline-aggregated profile information (e.g., fine-grained information about huge page benefits). We focus on *first-party* datacenter workloads – software run by service providers in their own datacenters – as they are highly controlled and relatively stable over time, allowing better profiling and modeling [1, 6, 10, 12, 27, 42, 44, 45].

CBMM improves system consistency; it nearly always has better tail latency than Linux or HawkEye, particularly on fragmented systems. It reduces the cost of the most expensive soft page faults by 2-3 orders of magnitude for most of our workloads, and reduces the frequency of 10-100μs-long faults by around 2 orders of magnitude for multiple workloads. Meanwhile, it has competitive performance with Linux and HawkEye, a recent research system [38], for all the workloads we ran, and in the presence of fragmentation, CBMM is up to 35% faster than Linux on average – all while using no more huge pages than Linux or HawkEye in most cases.

## 2 Motivation: Evaluating Current Behavior

To quantify the extent of these challenges and inform our design, we do an in-depth analysis of two important kernel MM code paths, huge page management and page fault handling. Our experimental setup is described in Section 5.1. Full results are available in our artifact.

### 2.1 Measuring Huge Page Benefits

Huge pages speed up many workloads, but nobody has quantified the impact of workload behavior on the amount of speedup it receives from huge pages. Thus, we measure the fine-grained benefit of huge pages as described in Section 4.1. To avoid invasive instrumentation and a detailed survey of workload implementations, we measure huge page benefits from the perspective of the kernel: for each workload, we divide the address space into 100 equally sized ranges, excluding unmapped regions, and repeatedly run the workload backing one range at a time with huge pages.

Figure 1 shows the results. Each point on the x-axis represents one range, such that the x-axis represents the virtual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Pathology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huge Page Allocation</td>
<td>Reduce TLB misses and page faults</td>
<td>Bloat memory usage if not all memory is used; increase page fault latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager Paging [29]</td>
<td>Move page fault latency to allocation time, saving time later</td>
<td>Bloat memory usage if not all memory is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Compaction</td>
<td>Reduce memory fragmentation and huge page fault latency</td>
<td>Increase CPU overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Zeroing</td>
<td>Reduce page fault latency</td>
<td>Increase CPU overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Page Reclamation [32, 47]</td>
<td>Improve memory utilization</td>
<td>Increase overhead to fault reclaimed pages back in; increase CPU overhead to choose pages to reclaim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Different MM policies and their goals and pathologies
address space. The top y-axis shows the normalized performance compared to no huge pages. The bottom y-axis shows the normalized percentage of time spent in usermode page walks (i.e., TLB misses) for loads and stores.

The impact of huge pages varies extensively between workloads. xz and canneal primarily see improvements in load page walk cycles from backing particular regions of the address space corresponding to hot data structures. memcached and mongodb produce noisy results because of randomness in the workload. The magnitude of impact ranges from about 0.25% in mongodb to almost 7% in canneal.

Another benefit of huge page usage is fewer page faults. We found that they have only a minor contribution to performance (e.g., less than 1.2% of execution time for canneal).

Also, the relationship between runtime improvement and reduction in page walk cycles is not straightforward. For all workloads, runtime improvement is loosely correlated with either load or store page walk cycles. Strong effects on either load or store page walk cycles tended to be reflected in runtime, as seen in xz and canneal, but the magnitude of that effect varies. Small changes in page walk cycles often have no apparent effect on runtime.

**Discussion** Huge page impact varies greatly by workload, including the type and location of impacted memory accesses and the magnitude of impact. Additionally, the relationship between page walk cycles and runtime is complex, illustrating the challenge of huge page management given the limited, low-quality information available to the kernel at runtime such as CPU performance counters and page referenced bits. For example, dc-mix (not depicted) benefits from backing individual regions with huge pages, but when THP is turned on, it sees a net regression in performance due to the overhead of compaction. CBMM aims to mitigate this problem by supplying the kernel with higher-quality information.

### 2.2 Soft Page Fault Latency Breakdown

We instrument Linux’s page fault handler to trace sources of page fault latency. Page fault tracing allows us to characterize system-wide costs, such as the cost of zeroing memory. We identified a set of events that occur during page faults and associate each with a bitflag (Figure 2e). Our instrumentation records the total time of the page fault, the time to allocate a huge page and failed.

We record the flags and timing of all events longer than 100 usec, associate each with a bitflag (Figure 2e). Our instrumentation records the total time of the page fault, the time to allocate a huge page and failed.
cycles, and a count of shorter events, allowing us to compute the proportion of all page faults with each set of flags. We exclude hard page faults from our results, as they incorporate other kernel subsystems (e.g., block I/O, file systems). Our tracing records the total time to handle a page fault, but on x86 the handler can be interrupted in favor of another task, which inflates the latency of the page fault. This is rare in most workloads except mongod, which uses a userspace asynchronous I/O framework and thread pool; even though a page fault handler may be descheduled for a while, userspace requests continue to make progress because of userspace threading.

Figure 2 shows the soft page fault latency breakdown for multiple workloads. For each distinct set of flags, the CDF of page faults with those flags is plotted. Note that the x-axis uses a log scale. The plot includes samples lower than the threshold by treating them as if they all took $10^4$ cycles (in reality, most are faster than that). The figure shows results on a freshly booted, unfragmented system, which represents best-case performance; we also recorded results on fragmented system, and found them significantly worse for all workloads.

The results indicate three challenges current MM designs face. First, applications trigger a wide variety of kernel behaviors. Each of the 15 flag-sets of Figure 2 is a different combination of code paths. Second, different paths have very different latencies but are relatively consistent across workloads. For example, even in this best case, a huge page consistently takes hundreds of microseconds to be allocated (HUGE in the figure) due to zeroing overhead. Third, many pathological code paths execute that do not benefit applications. Most notably, a huge page allocation may invoke a fallback path (FLBK), which transitively invokes compaction (CMPT) or reclamation (RCLM). Worse, the fallback may fail (HAFAIL), resulting in a base page allocation after all. In canneal (Figure 2a) and dc-mix (Figure 2d), these fallback paths can take dozens or hundreds of milliseconds. In contrast, an Amazon search for “DRAM” completes in only 900ms from our office.

Discussion Linux’s fallback algorithms are severely cost-unaware and make system behavior inconsistent: invoking compaction or reclamation almost certainly outweighs any benefits of using a huge page. Also, the high cost of zeroing suggests that memory prezeroing (Section 4.2) may be a useful optimization to make huge pages more useful. Currently, if an average TLB miss costs around 30 cycles, then a huge page must avert over 33,000 TLB misses to pay for itself. These results highlight the need for cost-aware MM policies.

3 Cost-Benefit Memory Management

We created the Cost-Benefit Memory Manager (CBMM), which has several goals:

- Improve kernel MM behavioral consistency,
- Match existing systems’ performance,
- Improve the debuggability of policy decisions,
- Allow incremental improvement of individual policies.

Our key insight is that all MM decisions incur a cost against and provide a benefit to userspace. For example, huge page promotion averts TLB misses but may require zeroing or compacting memory. In CBMM, policy decisions follow the guiding principle that userspace benefits must outweigh userspace costs. By applying this principle uniformly, CBMM significantly improves consistency over Linux and HawkEye [38], while matching their performance. We design models for three important kernel MM policies: huge page promotion, asynchronous page prezeroing, and eager paging [29].

CBMM introduces a new component, the estimator, to the kernel. It estimates the cost and benefit of a given MM operation whenever a policy decision is needed. If $\text{cost} < \text{benefit}$, the kernel decides to execute the operation.

The estimator makes estimates based on empirically derived cost and benefit models. Models can optionally use live metrics and/or pre-aggregated profiling information. Such pre-aggregated information can mitigate the lack of high-quality online information. Meanwhile, CBMM explicitly estimates MM operation costs, improving cost-awareness.

In current MM implementations, policy decisions are scattered across the kernel, making it difficult to coordinate their actions and difficult to debug anomalous behavior. In contrast, CBMM invokes the estimator at decision points, which predicts the cost and benefit of taking an action. This centralizes decision making and explicitly marks policy decision points. It also makes coordination between policies easier.

A key requirement of CBMM is that the system behavior can be modeled and/or profiled. This requirement holds for many first-party datacenter workloads, which often run with high redundancy for long amounts of time [1, 6, 10, 12, 27, 42, 44, 45], giving ample opportunity to observe and instrument a workload before applying policies to them.

3.1 The Estimator

In CBMM, the MM subsystem invokes the estimator at places in the code where policy decisions need to be made. We call these places in the code decision points. It uses models to estimate the cost and benefit of a particular MM operation and returns the estimates to the decision point, which executes the operation if $\text{cost} < \text{benefit}$.

When a decision point invokes the estimator, it passes information to the estimator about the type and parameters of the operations. For example, the decision point would pass the address to consider promoting or a number of pages to attempt to prezero. The estimator acts as a black box that returns a cost and benefit estimate for the given MM operation and parameters. In CBMM, costs and benefits are computed in units of time saved or lost by userspace, which usually corresponds closely to user objectives. In particular, CBMM uses the rate of time saving/loss over some horizon, as many datacenter workloads run continuously.
3.2 Cost and Benefit Models

Internally, the estimator comprises a collection of cost models and benefit models for different MM operations. Each model is built out of simpler submodels that estimate one cost and/or benefit well; the submodel results are added to produce the overall result. This allows reuse of submodels for different decision points, simplifying implementation and leading to more consistent behavior across decision points. For example, our huge page cost-benefit models were useful in both the page fault handler and khugepaged, the background promotion daemon, and our model for estimating the cost of running a daemon could be used for multiple daemons in the future.

Concretely, models manifest as C code in the estimator (in the kernel); in Listings 1 - 3 (discussed further in Section 4), we show the models in our prototype of CBMM. Each (sub)model is a self-contained black box that takes information from the decision point, combines it with information from the ambient kernel state and preloaded profiles — files loaded into the kernel that supply information about application-specific behavior — and outputs an estimate, as shown in Figure 3. The additional input from the kernel state and preloaded profiles allows the models to be more context-aware and to make use of higher-quality information about workload behavior.

Performance Debugging Unlike current heuristics, CBMM isolates policies to specific cost and benefit models; their inputs and outputs can be observed, and they can be improved in a single place, easing performance debugging in CBMM compared to Linux. A central idea behind CBMM’s debuggability is the ability to observe and control the inputs to models. Thus, while models can make use of any kernel or hardware state, they should use only state that has an intuitive interpretation, rather than internal implementation metrics. For example, our huge page promotion model takes into account whether any prezeroed huge pages are available and uses a profile to determine the worth of promoting a page. In contrast, internal implementation metrics give limited information about the origin of their values and how to cause them to change, making bug fixing difficult; for example, Linux’s page reclamtion algorithm uses an obscure combination of page table bits, bit flags in the struct page, and what list a page happens to be on [9].

Model Development in CBMM can be done iteratively by beginning with a simple model and refining it as needed. For example, Listing 2 shows our asynchronous prezeroing model. Initially, we only accounted for the zeroing time of the daemon, but we found that this led to high lock contention on the allocator, so we refined the model to account for contention.

In designing our models, we found that benefits tend to be application-specific, whereas costs tend to be system-specific. For example, each application tends to benefit differently from huge pages, but the cost to allocate a huge page is application-independent and depends more on the state of the system allocator. As a result, our benefit models tend to use preloaded profiles, whereas our cost models tend to query kernel state.

Models necessarily make assumptions to simplify implementation and to make their execution cheaper than the actual MM operations. We based our assumptions on our empirical measurements, unlike many existing heuristics, which rely on intuitive simplicity or common-case optimization. For example, unlike Linux, CBMM does not blindly assume huge pages improve performance; rather, it incorporates the cost of promotion as measured by our experimental analysis and uses empirically derived profiles to estimate the benefit of promoting a particular memory region. Notably, CBMM improves system behavior even with imprecise profiles, as we will show in Section 5.5, making it practical to start with a simple model and refine it over time.

3.3 Preloaded Profiles

Different applications respond differently to MM policies, and kernels currently lack high-quality information with which to predict workload behavior. Preloaded profiles are files loaded into the kernel when starting a process (e.g., by a cluster manager) to provide models with information about a process’s behavior. They allow the estimator to benefit from offline processing for particular policy decisions. In contrast, prior methodologies resort to measuring inaccurate and expensive proxy statistics such as page fault counts or page access bits.

In CBMM, preloaded profiles specifically provide spatial, per-process information; that is, they provide information about regions of a single address space at arbitrary granularity as small as a 4KB page. For example, a profile may specify per-region reduction in page walk cycles from use of huge pages, or a bit indicating whether a page is likely to be touched or not. Models can query this information when making cost and benefit estimates. For example, to estimate the benefit of using a huge page, a model may incorporate the number of averted page walk cycles, or to determine whether to eagerly allocate memory or use copy-on-write, a model may incorporate information about the likelihood of memory accesses. This structure for preloaded profiles, while simple, is quite useful because many MM policies make spatial decisions, such as whether/how to map/unmap/remap a memory region. However, CBMM’s design is flexible enough to admit
future extensions to profiles. For example, it may be desirable
to account for phases of workload activity or to apply profiles
at different granularities, such as per-thread or system-wide.

Profile Management. While CBMM still has benefits even
when profiles are imprecise (see Section 5.5), changes to data
structures or algorithms could result in changing memory
reference patterns. Thus, a natural future extension of CBMM
is automating profile generation and management.

First-party datacenter workloads often run continuously
and redundantly, so profiling could be automated and cen-
tralized at the cluster level. Recent work from industry sug-
gests a trend of large-scale profiling and centralized plan-
ing [32, 35, 42] and demonstrates the feasibility of such an
approach. We have ve done preliminary exploration and be-
lieve that the huge page methodology of Section 4.1 can be
run in a distributed, automated manner by cluster managers.

3.4 System Management

We implemented models directly in the kernel source, but in
principle, they could be implemented via another mechanism,
such as kernel modules. Our models are application-agnostic
(but can be customized if needed, like existing code), so ap-
lication developers do not need kernel access. Many service
providers have kernel teams that could maintain this code.
Meanwhile, profiles are application-specific, and application
developers can use existing configuration/deployment sys-
tems to schedule/manage/store/secure/deploy profiles with-
out special privileges. The kernel memory overhead of pro-
files depends on profile resolution/detailedness. In Section 5,
our largest profile is \(\sim 170\text{KB}/\text{process}\) and most profiles are
\(< 50\text{KB}/\text{process}\).

Our implementation uses procs files to load profiles, but
any user-kernel communication mechanism could be used.
Also, in principle one could load models through boot time
configuration, similar to Facebook’s SoftSKU system [42].

3.5 Discussion

CBMM addresses the (1) information-poverty, (2) cost-
obliviousness, and (3) disjointed implementation of existing
MM policy implementations, while other alternatives only par-
tially address them. For example, interfaces such as `advise`
are coarse-grained, whereas workload memory access pattern-
s can vary significantly within a region, as shown in Section
2.1. Merely disabling overly-aggressive policies, such as Lin-
ux’s THP or defragmentation policies, harms workloads that
require many huge pages, as we will see in Section 5. Ad-
ditionally, it is difficult to modify existing policies to target
different performance goals because their implementation is
often distributed across many files, such as Linux’s huge page
policies. CBMM mitigates all three challenges by making
costs and benefits explicit and centralizing policy decision-
s. Finally, more research is also needed to determine how
far CBMM’s design can be generalized to other areas of the
kernel, such as scheduling, filesystems, or I/O management.

4 Implementation

We implement CBMM based on Linux 5.5.8 for three k-
ernel MM policies: huge page management, asynchronous
prezeroing, and eager paging [29]. We implement the esti-
mator and its models, along with related debugging inter-
faces, code for parsing profiles, and other infrastructure in
1159 lines of C in the kernel and a new and self-contained
file. Additionally, we add 87 lines of instrumentation through-
out the page fault handler and page allocator for page fault
tracing (see Section 2.2). We add 10 calls to the estima-
tor throughout the MM subsystem; each is self-contained
and consists of about 10 lines of code to initialize a struct,
make a function call, and respond to estimates. Asynchronous
prezeroing is implemented in a kernel module from Hawk-
Eye. We modify the module to run in a kernel thread and
to query the estimator before running. Our version of the
module is 196 lines of C. Our implementation is available at
https://github.com/multifacet/cbmm-artifact.

4.1 Huge Page Management

Background Huge page support in current kernels can be
either manual and automatic. A primary challenge is choosing
memory regions to promote: the kernel must determine which
memory regions would see enough benefit from huge pages.

Manual management allows applications to directly request
huge pages for certain memory regions, but it requires modify-
ing the applications, which is often impractical (e.g., Java does
not expose a way to easily control memory allocation). More-
over, modern datacenter workloads are multi-programmed
and diverse in behavior, requiring centralized coordination
during resource allocation [31]. In contrast, automatic huge
page management is a kernel feature that promotes application
memory transparently to applications. This allows unmodified
applications to benefit from huge pages but cannot make use
of application-specific domain knowledge.

CBMM combines both the generality of automatic man-
agement and the application-specific knowledge of manual
management. In contrast, current kernels either have only a
manual system (e.g., Windows) or use simplistic heuristics to
power an automatic system. For example, Linux’s THP ag-
gressively tries to promote on the first page fault to the huge
page, potentially leading to memory bloat and increased page
fault latency. FreeBSD waits for a specific percentage of the
huge page to be touched before promoting. Various research
systems use a mix of page access bits, performance counters,
LRU lists, and trial-and-error [31, 38, 49] with mixed success.

Model Listing 1 shows CBMM’s model for huge page
promotion. It is used in both the page fault handler and
khugepaged to decided whether to promote a page. We built
this model based on our analysis of huge page promotion overheads. It makes a number of simplifying assumptions when estimating both the cost and benefit, most notably that the cost is dominated by the allocation and zeroing time and that compaction and reallocation have a large fixed cost. We choose to ignore other costs in our model, such as caching, mapping changes, or potential memory bloat, but CBMM allows models to be iteratively improved over time.

```c
void hpage_promo_model(u64 addr, mm_cost_delta *cost)
{
    // COST. Simplify using assumptions.
    // - Alloc cost is zeroing if have free unzeroed.
    // - Alloc cost is zeroing if have free zeroed.
    // - Alloc is free if have free zeroed pages.
    // - Alloc cost is zeroing if have free unzeroed.
    // - Alloc is free if have free zeroed.
    // - We don’t care what node it is on.
    // - Constant prep costs (zeroing or copying), -100us

    // 'have_free_hpage' checks the allocator free list.
    enum free_hpage_status fhps = have_free_hpage();
    u64 EXPENSIVE = 1ul << 32; // cycles
    enum free_hpage_status fhps = have_free_hpage();
    u64 alloc_cost = fhps > fhps_free ? 0 : EXPENSIVE;
    u64 prep_cost = fhps > fhps_none ? 0 : 100 * FREQ_MHZ;
    cost->cost = alloc_cost + prep_cost;
    // BENEFIT = averted TLB miss cycles from profile.
    cost->benefit = compute_hpage_benefit(addr);
}
```

Listing 1: CBMM huge page cost-benefit model.

Profiling Our methodology generates for each workload a mapping from virtual memory regions (i.e., ranges of virtual addresses) to the number of averted usermode page walk cycles when the region is backed by huge pages. We modify the Linux kernel to give precise control over promotions. We then repeatedly run a given workload varying the set of promoted pages. We additionally run the workload with no huge pages as a baseline. We use hardware performance counters to measure the number of TLB misses, the number of cycles spent in page walks, and the overall cycle count for kernelspace and userspace execution. We then take the difference in overhead and overall runtime between any given set of pages and the baseline. The size of the sets of promoted pages can be varied to tradeoff profiling time with precision. Our prototype uses the offset into allocation zones instead of virtual addresses, so that profiles tolerate Address Space Layout Randomization.

Broadly, we found that our workloads could be categorized as high-processing or low-processing. High-processing workloads, such as xz, canneal, or mcf, heavily process their input data to produce internal data structures; their memory access patterns are driven by computation over these data structures. Low-processing workloads, such as memcached, mongodb, and dc-mix (see Section 5.1), often do little more than data storage and retrieval, so their access patterns are driven by client request patterns. We found that we can reliably distinguish between high- and low-processing workloads using the skewness of the distribution of averted page walk cycles. High-processing workloads often have a small number of highly-impactful memory regions, so they have a high positive skew (skew > 2 seems to work empirically). When generating profiles for low-processing workloads, we assigned all regions a benefit equal to the mean benefit measured empirically. For high-processing workloads, we assigned each region the benefit it individually demonstrated.

At runtime, we can supply a profile to the kernel in the form of a CSV file that lists virtual address ranges and their benefit from huge pages. Our implementation aims to demonstrate the potential of our approach while remaining simple to implement. We do not attempt to account for phases in workload behavior, but our design is amenable to such an upgrade in the future by repeating the profiling process at multiple points during the workload’s execution. We assume the workload size is stable but can handle other input changes; in Section 5, we use randomized inputs for most workloads.

4.2 Asynchronous Prezeroing Background We examine asynchronous prezeroing as a means of improving the latency of large physical memory allocations. Asynchronous prezeroing clears free pages using a background daemon to save time during a page fault when it would slow down usermode programs. Our analysis indicates that prezeroing would reduce the cost of a huge page by almost two orders of magnitude.

Prezeroing has fallen out of favor because the primary cost of zeroing 4KB pages is cache misses, but prezeroing pages leaves them cold when users access them, so latency is merely shifted to userspace [8, 46]. Recently, Panwar et al. find prezeroing is beneficial for huge pages and use non-temporal store instructions to avoid cache pollution [38]. However, their approach requires hand-tuning to avoid excessive CPU usage or lock contention on the page allocator. CBMM adapts their prezeroing implementation with a model to determine when and how long to run, eliminating the need for hand-tuning.

Model Listing 2 shows CBMM’s model for running the asynchronous prezeroing daemon. The model makes numerous assumptions; most importantly, it assumes that CPU time is free unless taken away from userspace (i.e., the system is not idle) and that the chief costs of prezeroing are the execution time of zeroing and contention on the allocator lock, rather than cache pollution. This matches our own analysis and observations while working on CBMM. The chief benefit of prezeroing is to move zeroing overhead out of the critical path of huge page promotion. For simplicity, we assume a constant processor frequency over short time windows, even though the frequency varies.

Also, this model exemplifies CBMM’s iterative approach to building models. We started with a model that only accounted for CPU time and potential huge page allocations. As we ran experiments, we discovered the lock contention and improved the model to account for it by adding the lines labeled as COST of lock contention in Listing 2, resolving the performance issue. The entire process took less than a day of debugging, measurement, and implementation.
void prezeroing_model(mm_action *action, 
  mm_cost_delta *cost)
{
  // COST of the runtime itself... Assume:
  // - Don't care about NUMA nodes.
  // - Zeroring costs 10^6 cycles.
  __kernel_ulong_t cpu_load = get_avenrun();

  int ncpus = num_online_cpus();
  const u64 HPAGE_ZERO_COST = 1000000;

  // ncpus > cpu load average => idle cpu, free to run.
  if (ncpus > cpu_load) {
    cost->cost = HPAGE_ZERO_COST * action->prezero_n;
  } else {
    cost->cost = HPAGE_ZERO_COST * action->prezero_n;
  }

  // COST of lock contention. Assume:
  // - Cost of lock acquisition = ~150yc, do it 2x.
  // - Lock is held for ~ms/horizon => free locking
  //        action->prezero_n > nfree
  // - Don't care about NUMA nodes.
  // - Zeroing costs ~10^6 cycles.
  // - Don't care about NUMA nodes.
  // - Don't care about NUMA nodes.

  // BENEFIT. Assume past usage predicts future usage.
  u64 recent_used = mm_estimated_prezeroed_used();
  cost->benefit = min(action->prezero_n, recent_used) * HPAGE_ZERO_COST;
}

Listing 2: CBMM async prezeroing cost-benefit model

4.3 Eager paging

Background Eager paging allocates physical memory upon user request, rather than lazily on a page fault (the default) [29]. It enables large contiguous physical memory allocations, which are easier to back with huge pages and enable useful hardware optimizations [29, 37, 40, 43, 49]. However, a drawback to eager paging is memory bloat if the workload does not use all the allocated memory [29]. Preloaded profiles unlock this optimization while avoiding memory bloat.

Model Listing 3 shows CBMM’s model for eager paging, which is invoked by mmap or brk system calls. It uses a preloaded profile to determine which subregions will be touched and assumes that the model has perfect knowledge, allowing it to ignore the cost of potential bloat. If more than one page is being eagerly allocated, we create opportunity for contiguous allocation.

Listing 3: CBMM eager paging cost-benefit model

Profiling We profile eager paging behavior by periodically reading the /proc/<pid>/pagemap file while the workload is running. This file contains information about memory mappings for the given process and allows us to detect which virtual memory regions have been faulted in. Pages that were faulted in during the execution are noted in the profile, and the model assumes they will be faulted in again in the future.

5 Evaluation

CBMM seeks to improve consistency while matching or exceeding the performance and efficiency of existing systems. We evaluate CBMM along multiple axes. First, we evaluate the page fault latency of CBMM to understand its consistency compared to Linux and HawkEye. Second, we measure the end-to-end performance of CBMM. Third, we look at the efficiency of CBMM’s use of huge pages. Finally, we evaluate the generality of our approach by looking at the sensitivity of performance to profile changes.

5.1 Methodology

Table 2 describes our workloads. They represent a variety of software behaviors and exercise the kernel in different ways. mongodb, memcached, and dc-mix are memory-intensive workloads common in datacenters. mongodb and memcached are data stores, and mongodb is I/O heavy and makes use of the page cache. dc-mix induces memory pressure and tries to simulate a real system in which a server, device driver, and batch job are using system resources. We drive the data stores in these workloads using YCSB [17] with different read-write ratios to increase the variety of MM behavior. mcf, xz, and canneal are computational workloads. We scale up the inputs of xz and canneal to use more memory. In all experiments with server applications (e.g., memcached, redis, mongodb), we run the client program on the same machine as the server, so as not to measure network effects. We run each workload with its default number of threads and pin all workloads to one NUMA node to reduce variation caused by NUMA effects. To reduce noise, we run each experiment 5 times and report the median results. For all workloads except mcf and xz, the input is randomized and changes between executions of the workload. For xz, we use the native input to generate a profile and use a custom input when evaluating performance.

All experiments run on CloudLab [41] c220g5 machines with two Intel Xeon Silver 4114 (10C/20T, 2.2 GHz, Skylake 2017), 192GB 2666MHz DDR4 ECC DRAM, and a 480GB SAS SSD. We set the CPU scaling governor to performance. Unless otherwise noted, we do not tune our systems at all; the results represent CBMM’s “out of the box” behavior.

We replace the system allocator with jemalloc, which is better in a datacenter setting and is used by Facebook [23]. All experiments run on CentOS 7.8.2003 with the relevant kernel. We disable Meltdown and Spectre [30, 34] mitigations, which cause severe performance degradation. We use unmodified
Linux 5.5.8 with Transparent Huge Pages enabled as our baseline. We configure CBMM similarly to Linux but we preload a profile of huge page benefits and eager paging, as derived in Sections 4.1 and 4.3. We also compare against HawkEye [38], a state-of-the-art research huge page management system based on Linux 4.3. We configure HawkEye as in its paper, including its prezeroing daemon. We ran experiments against stock Linux 4.3 and found that it performs within 15% of Linux 5.5.8 on average (see Figure 5). To measure page fault latency in HawkEye, which runs on a different kernel without our instrumentation, we use eBPF to instrument the handle_mm_fault function, which represents the main portion of the page fault handler. We found that canneal crashes with a segfault on HawkEye when the system is unfragmented, so we omit that experiment from results.

**Fragmentation** We run each workload on a freshly rebooted system and on a preconditioned system. Preconditioning aims to simulate a long-running datacenter environment by inducing external fragmentation, which hinders large physical memory allocations, such as huge pages.

We had difficulty identifying a reproducible fragmentation methodology. We attempted to reuse techniques from prior work [38, 49, 51] and also made several attempts at our own methodologies with little success; on Linux, deferred freeing of physical memory and kernel daemons such as kcompactd and kswapd cause variable results. Also, each methodology preconditions machines in a different way, none of which is obviously more realistic than the others.

For our evaluation, we choose a simple methodology derived from prior work [18, 49, 51]. We enable CONFIG_SLAB_FREELIST_RANDOM and CONFIG_SSHUFFLE_PAGE_ALLOCATOR when compiling the kernel and add a sysfs file that triggers shuffling of the kernel physical memory free lists. To precondition the system, we reboot and then trigger free list shuffling. Then we run a program that allocates all system memory (with `mmap(MAP_POPULATE)`) and frees all but the first page of each 2MB region before sleeping for the duration of the workload. This methodology is simple and yields comparable results to other methodologies. We measure the Free Memory Fragmentation Index [25, 31, 38, 51] after preconditioning but before the workload begins. On CBMM and HawkEye, preconditioning consistently leaves around 183GB of free memory with 99% fragmentation. On Linux, half of runs experience similar results, but in the other half, deferred page freeing causes < 2GB of memory to be considered free, making it difficult to measure fragmentation.

**5.2 System Behavioral Consistency**

Figure 4 shows tail latency on each kernel without fragmentation (when latency should be lowest); note the log x- and y-scales. To account for differences in the frequency of page faults due to differing MM decisions, we show the average in-

### Table 2: Description of Workloads – their behavior, inputs, and peak memory usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Peak Mem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xz</td>
<td>data compression [5]</td>
<td>profiling: native input, eval: custom scaled up input 150GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>combinatorial optimization, scheduling [5]</td>
<td>native input 3GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>simulated annealing, chip routing [13]</td>
<td>custom input, randomly generated each time 150GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mongodb</td>
<td>KV store</td>
<td>YCSB driver [17], 75%W-25%R 150GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memcached</td>
<td>in-memory KV store</td>
<td>YCSB driver [17], 1%W-99%R 150GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc-mix</td>
<td>redis (KV store), memhog (microbench., creates fragmentation), metis (in-memory map-reduce) [28]</td>
<td>redis: YCSB driver [17], 50%W-50%R; memhog: N/A; metis: built-in 165GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 End-to-End Performance

CBMM’s major goal is to improve consistency and the debuggability of MM-related performance issues without degrading performance. Figure 5 shows the performance of each kernel with and without fragmentation. All results are normalized to Linux without fragmentation. Note that some of the performance difference of HawkEye compared to the other systems is due to Linux 4.3 (the black bar in the figure). On average, without fragmentation, CBMM has performance comparable to Linux and better than HawkEye. On average, with fragmentation, CBMM is 7% and 30% faster than HawkEye and Linux; in fact, it is only 12% slower than without fragmentation. With minimal tuning, on average, CBMM is 13% and 35% faster than HawkEye and Linux under fragmentation.

Without fragmentation, CBMM matches or exceeds the performance of Linux or HawkEye for all workloads except canneal. For canneal, CBMM is 15% slower than Linux because our profiles underestimate the benefit of huge pages. For mongodb, CBMM is 9% faster than Linux because it uses significantly more huge pages.

With fragmentation, CBMM outperforms Linux and/or HawkEye for all workloads except mcf. mcf uses too little memory to induce memory pressure; thus, CBMM overestimates the cost of huge pages and uses significantly fewer huge pages than Linux. In all other workloads, CBMM matches or outperforms at least one of Linux or HawkEye, often by wide margins. In dc-mix, canneal, and memcached, CBMM outperforms Linux by 34%, 34% and 81%, respectively, because its cost models allow it to adapt to a fragmented context, reflecting CBMM’s focus on consistent behavior. Notably, this includes all of our datacenter workloads.

To demonstrate CBMM’s benefit to performance debugging, we tune the performance of mcf, canneal, and dc-mix beyond the above results. In mcf and dc-mix, CBMM underestimates the benefit of huge pages, so we adjust the benefit upward in the respective profiles. We found that canneal exhibits a strong tradeoff between performance and page fault tail latency. As canneal is a non-interactive computational workload, we optimize for end-to-end performance by adjusting the profile to more aggressively allocate huge pages for the most import memory regions. After tuning, dc-mix without fragmentation runs 2% faster, and mcf with fragmentation runs 19% faster, than without tuning, but neither has a regression in tail latencies. canneal runs 18% faster than without tuning (46% faster than Linux) at the expense of some degradation in tail page fault latencies. In total, the tuning effort took less than a week, most of which was spent waiting for workloads to run.

Summary CBMM’s has competitive performance with Linux/THP and HawkEye and better tail latency and more interpretable behavior. In most cases, CBMM matches or exceeds Linux’s performance. Under fragmentation, CBMM often performs vastly better than Linux or HawkEye because of its
focus on consistent behavior. Also, CBMM is easily debuggable and tunable by adjusting profiles and/or models.

5.4 Efficiency

Allocating huge pages to memory regions that do not need them wastes contiguous memory and promotion overheads and possibly bloats memory usage. Figure 6 shows the percentage of anonymous memory used by each workload that is backed by a huge page in CBMM, HawkEye, and Linux (with THP) with and without fragmentation preconditioning.

Generally, preloaded profiles drive CBMM’s huge page usage, while HawkEye and Linux are more indiscriminate with huge page promotion. Usually, Linux attempts to use more huge pages than CBMM or HawkEye, often backing almost all memory with huge pages. HawkEye uses huge pages more efficiently than Linux, often achieving similar performance with much fewer huge pages. For most workloads, Linux still attempts to use huge pages under fragmentation, whereas CBMM and HawkEye do not, leading to significantly better tail latencies, and often better performance.

For xz, CBMM’s profile allows it to promote only a small but important part of the address space, so it matches Linux’s performance (and outperforms HawkEye) while using almost 80% fewer huge pages. For mongodb, CBMM outperforms Linux and HawkEye by using more huge pages in the absence of fragmentation and fewer in its presence, exemplifying CBMM’s cost-awareness.

Summary Despite having the most consistent behavior and sometimes better performance, CBMM often uses significantly fewer huge pages than Linux or HawkEye. By being cost- and context-aware, CBMM is more targeted in its use of huge pages, though in some cases, our profiles underestimate the benefit of huge pages.

Figure 6: Runtime of CBMM workloads with generalized profiles, normalized to Linux with THP without fragmentations (lower is better).

5.5 Generality

CBMM has benefits even when a profile is highly imprecise, primarily by avoiding the pathological behavior of Linux. We compare three versions of profiles: the standard CBMM profile is as in Section 4.1, perapp assigns a single value to all memory regions in the workload equal to the average benefit of enabling THP for the workload, and shared is shared between all workloads and assigns a single value to all memory regions equal to the mean benefit of the perapp profiles.

Figure 7 shows how the different profiles affect page fault tail latency in mcf and xz. The perapp and shared profiles have minor regressions in page fault tail latencies compared to the standard profiles but still improve over Linux.

Figure 6 shows the how the different profiles affect performance. In most cases, CBMM with the simpler profiles outperformed Linux with fragmentation, and the performance differences between the three profiles are within 5%. The perapp and shared profiles outperform the standard profiles slightly in some workloads. One exception is mcf under fragmentation, where both the perapp and shared profiles outperform the standard profile by 20%, similar to the tuned profile in Section 5.3, by being more liberal with huge pages.

Summary More precise profiles improve CBMM’s performance and tail latency, but imprecise profiles still have good results. Furthermore, profiles can be used to trade off performance and page fault latency.

5.6 CBMM Models

We evaluate the contribution of each model in Section 4 via three configurations of CBMM: huge enables only the huge page model, async additionally enables prezeroing, and standard CBMM enables all three models. Figure 8 shows the performance of these configurations, while Figure 9 shows tail latency for mcf and xz.
Summary CBMM’s huge page model provides significant tail latency (and often performance) improvements. Asynchronous prezeroing enables more huge page usage under fragmentation, but has a modest cost on unfragmented systems. Eager paging has a modest performance cost but enables more contiguous memory allocation.

6 Related Work

Performance consistency at scale is a well-known problem [19] afflicting, among other systems, cluster computations [20] and distributed caching [11]. Redundancy is a common workaround [20]. MittOS uses deadline-aware kernel APIs to improve tail latency [26]. Like MittOS, we seek to fix consistency issues rather than mitigate their impact.

Kwon et al. observe that current huge page support is “a hodge-podge of best-effort algorithms and spot fixes” [31]. They and others identify real concerns and improve performance but often at the expense of increasing kernel heuristic complexity [14, 31, 38, 39, 49]. CBMM tames the increasing complexity of MM policy decisions by consolidating it in one place and reducing anomalous behavior.

VMware ESX Server explores MM techniques based on economic models by quantifying the value of idle memory and “taxing” processes for it [47]. Google and Meta both track and reclaim cold memory from processes, too [15, 32, 48]. Google’s system centrally and empirically coordinates content migration to far-memory tiers (e.g., compressed memory) [32], while Meta’s system relies on better metrics and acts locally on each machine. Google also profiles the lifetime of allocations to decrease memory fragmentation [35]. These approaches inspired our work; they use empirical measurements and MM-wide guiding principles to make MM decisions. Our work extends and generalizes this idea. Sriraman et al. take a step in this direction by comprehensively profiling Meta’s workloads and using the profiles to guide coarse-grained boot-time system tuning [42].

There is much prior work on asynchronous prezeroing of pages [8, 21, 22, 33, 38, 46]. Recent work observes that larger page sizes and non-temporal store instructions make prezeroing useful again [38]. We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach by quantifying zeroing costs and the prezeroing implementation, and integrating them into our prototype.

7 Conclusion

Modern computing needs are placing new demands on kernel MM. To meet these demands, kernel MM must begin to prioritize behavioral consistency and debuggability. We propose CBMM, a MM system that uses cost-benefit analysis to make policy decisions. Despite using relatively simple models in its cost-benefit estimation, CBMM’s principled approach to MM allows matching the performance of existing systems while also improving system behavioral consistency. CBMM paves a way for kernel MM behavior to become less opaque, unlocking further performance and optimizations in the future.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

In order to aid future research and facilitate the reproduction of our work, we open-sourced our artifact, which is available at https://github.com/multifacet/cbmm-artifact. Our artifact includes both the CBMM kernel, which is a modification of the 5.5.8 Linux kernel, and our tooling for running the experiments discussed in the paper. The README.md file in the artifact contains detailed instructions for running each experiment in the paper and reproducing the results and plots therein.

Scope

Running the experiments as specified in the README on similar hardware to our own setup (described in Section 5.1) should allow the reviewer to generate comparable results to those in the accepted version of the paper. Specifically, our paper’s key claims are:

- CBMM improves page fault tail latency, our measure of MM system behavioral consistency, compared to Linux and HawkEye (Figures 2 and 4).
- CBMM does not regress application runtime, and under fragmentation can often significantly improve runtime compared to Linux and/or HawkEye (Figure 5).
- CBMM often uses huge pages more frugally than Linux or HawkEye despite getting better tail latency and comparable (or better) performance (Figure 6).
- CBMM has benefits even when profiles are imprecise (Section 5.5, 5.6).

Because running all experiments is time and resource intensive, we provide a screencast and intermediate results for the reviewers. This should allow generation of checkable partial results in a reasonable amount of time.

Contents

This artifact contains:

- README.md: contains instructions for how to use the artifact.
- paper.pdf: the accepted version of the paper, without any modifications responding to reviewer requests.
- cbmm/: a git submodule containing our primary artifact, the CBMM kernel, which is a modified version of Linux 5.5.8.
- cbmm-runner/: a git submodule of our runner tool, which runs our experiments.
- cbmm-runner/: a set of profiles we used in our evaluation. More info is available in the README.
- scripts/: convenience scripts for running experiments (more in "Detailed Instructions"),
- scripts/: scripts for processing experimental output into a consumable/plottable form,
- scripts/: scripts for plotting experimental results to generate the figures from the paper.
- figures/: copies of the figures from the paper.

Hosting

Our artifact is hosted on GitHub at https://github.com/multifacet/cbmm-artifact. Git tag atc22ae specifies the version submitted for review, but more recent versions of the main branch contain helpful additions, such as additional figures not included in the paper for lack of space.

Requirements

Reviewers will need a machine with specs similar to Section 5.1:

- 192GB DRAM
- Multiple cores
- ≥ 50GB free disk space
- Running Centos 7
- Can install the CBMM kernel in place of the existing Linux kernel
- Internet connection

They will also need any other Linux machine that can connect to the first machine via passwordless SSH. This machine drives the experiments to run on the first machine. They will also need access to SPEC 2017 ISO, which we cannot provide due to licensing constraints. Full details are in the README.
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Abstract

As a hardware mechanism for facilitating intra-process memory isolation, Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK) has been leveraged to efficiently improve the isolation, security, or performance of the software. However, it can only support 16 isolated memory domains, which significantly limits its applicability in many scenarios.

In this paper, we present EPK which leverages off-the-shelf virtualization hardware features to extend the number of available protection domains in MPK. To demonstrate the effectiveness of EPK, we apply it in three scenarios, including better memory isolation for server applications as well as Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) applications, and a fast Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanism for microkernels. The evaluation results show that EPK can scale to provide hundreds of isolated domains. It can outperform the state-of-the-art (libmpk) by up to two orders of magnitude and usually achieve 95% of the performance of the system with no memory isolation.

1 Introduction

Intel MPK [7] has attracted many researchers since introduced in 2019 because it offers highly-efficient intra-process memory isolation by supporting memory domains inside one application. An application can switch between different domains with a new instruction, WRPKRU, which can execute in the user mode directly and takes only about 28 cycles. Compared with traditional software isolation or page table based isolation, MPK can achieve much lower performance overhead, and has been adopted in many scenarios, including: 1) enhancing the isolation between different threads of the same process by giving them different domain views [13, 55, 57]; 2) hardening the security of an application by separating different components, such as untrusted third-party libraries, into different domains [24, 40, 44, 46, 50]; and 3) improving the performance of software that uses multiple page tables for isolation by substituting domains for page tables [22, 29].

However, the small number (16) of isolated memory domains supported by MPK severely undermines its usability. First, typical server applications usually serve for more than 16 clients concurrently, and it is preferable to store clients’ private data in isolated domains to prevent sensitive data leakage due to vulnerabilities like Heartbleed [5]. Second, there is a growing interest in protecting persistent memory [6] data from accidental or malicious accesses [56, 57]. Long-lived persistent data is usually directly mapped into processes and then accessed via load/store instructions. Isolating the data in more domains can reduce the data exposure time and benefit stray access protection. Third, both applications and system software may contain more than 16 components that need to be isolated. For example, popular applications use scores of third-party libraries [2]; an OS consists of tens or hundreds of modules like device drivers. Besides, prior studies also indicate the performance of NVM applications (which desire isolation) [57] and microkernel OSES [22] can boost by more than $10 \times$ with more MPK domains.

To scale MPK beyond 16 memory domains, recent researchers propose either software or hardware approaches to support more MPK domains [38, 41, 57]. However, the software approach suffers from a large overhead while the hardware approaches are infeasible on commodity machines.

In this paper, we propose EPK, which extends the maximum number of memory domains supported by MPK on commodity hardware efficiently. MPK’s performance advantage stems from the decoupling of domain configuration (in privilege mode) and domain switching (in non-privilege mode). Our observation is that another hardware feature, named fast EPT-switching (Extended Page Table switching, with VM-FUNC), has a similar pattern, which decouples EPT configuration (in host mode) from EPT switching (in guest mode). Thus, we propose extended protection keys by combining MPK with fast EPT-switching, i.e., reusing the same MPK protection keys in different extended page tables (EPT). Thus, with 512 EPTs, EPK can support up to 7,680 domains.

However, there are two major challenges to the new system. The first challenge is to provide a unified abstraction for appli-
ations although combing two orthogonal hardware features. EPK still retains the abstractions of memory domain and domain switching inherited from MPK while hiding the EPTs from applications, by elaborately managing domain mappings in multiple EPTs and developing a library to provide easy-to-use APIs. The second challenge is to enable one thread to simultaneously access memory domains across different EPTs, as the original MPK allows to access multiple domains together. To this end, EPK leverages another existing hardware feature named virtualization exception (VE) to switch the EPTs for the thread transparently when a domain access causes EPT violations.

We implement EPK prototype and apply it in the above scenarios. On the one hand, EPK can work like the original MPK for mitigating the memory errors and thus facilitates efficient intra-process memory isolation (Section 5). On the other hand, it can also isolate untrusted software components [46, 57] (Section 4 and Section 6) by further preventing illegal domain switching.

Experiments on server applications and persistent memory applications show that EPK’s overhead is usually around or below 5%. Compared with the state-of-the-art (libmpk) [38], the performance improvement can be up to two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, we incorporate EPK in a microkernel OS, a representative of large software. A microkernel OS runs system components like file systems and device drivers in user processes for embracing better isolation [20, 26, 30]. Nevertheless, costly inter-process communication (IPC) is required for the interaction between different OS components [22, 31, 37, 45]. EPK can provide enough isolated domains for running different OS components and the fast domain switch for IPCs. Thus, we propose a high-efficient IPC mechanism named HyBridge that can improve the performance of three well-known microkernels, seL4 [10], Google Zircon [4], and Fiasco.OC [3], and outperform two state-of-the-art IPC designs, SkyBridge [37] and UnderBridge [22].

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions: 1) a scalable and efficient intra-process memory isolation mechanism named EPK; 2) a real implementation and evaluation on Linux; 3) a new IPC design based on EPK for microkernel OSes with better performance.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Hardware Background

MPK. Intel MPK [7] can divide the virtual memory space of one process into 16 memory domains. By leveraging previously unused bits of the page table entry, each memory page is tagged with a four-bit protection key as the domain ID and exclusively belongs to one of the 16 domains. A new 32-bit register, PKRU, is introduced to specify the access permissions (read-only, read-write, none) on the 16 domains (two bits for one domain). Because the register is per-core, current threads in the same process can have different access permissions on different domains. During runtime, MMU transparently checks the permissions. A non-privileged instruction called WRPKRU can update this register to change the access permissions.

MPK in the VM. The hardware feature of MPK is also usable in a VM. Protection keys are still tagged in the page tables of applications instead of EPTs. From the perspective of applications and the OS, the usage of of MPK is just the same no matter in the VM or not.

Extended Page Table (EPT) and VMFUNC. Intel hardware virtualization technology employs EPT for memory virtualization. For a guest virtual machine (VM), the guest page table maps guest virtual addresses (GVA) to guest physical addresses (GPA) while the EPT maps GPs to host physical addresses (HPA) and thus aids in the seamless translation of GVs to HPAs. The guest VM’s OS (runs in non-root mode ring zero) controls the guest page table, while the hypervisor (runs in root mode) manages the VM’s EPT. VMFUNC is a hardware virtualization extension that provides VM functions for VMs. EPT pointer (EPTP) switching is currently the only VM function provided, allowing the guest VM (both Ring-0 and Ring-3) to directly load a new EPTP. The loadable EPTP can only be chosen from a list of EPTPs (up to 512) configured by the hypervisor. Note that TLB entries are tagged with the EPT base addresses to avoid flushing the TLB when switching the EPT.

Virtualization Exceptions (VE). EPT violations usually trigger VMExits, after which the hypervisor can fill the EPT mappings. Yet, Intel virtualization technology also supports converting EPT violations into VE without VMExits. With VE enabled, the hypervisor can configure bit 63 of certain EPT paging-structure entries to make EPT violations on some GAs to cause VE and others to cause VMExits as before.

2.2 Motivation

Software fault isolation (SFI) can enhance memory isolation for applications [15, 19, 27, 36, 48, 58] by instrumentation and restricting memory accesses. Nonetheless, it may result in non-negligible runtime performance overhead and is inflexible (e.g., hard to be fine-grained). Many studies can avoid such disadvantages [25, 27, 32, 35, 39] using the MMU. They isolate different memory partitions of a process in different page tables or extended page tables and thus utilize MMU to check memory accesses at the page granularity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Cost (cycles)</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write CR3 (no TLB flush)</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>LibC-stimulate</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMFUNC (switch EPT)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>EPT-based</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRPKRU</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>ERIM</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: (a) Instruction cost. (b) The overhead of isolating session keys in one isolated domain.
However, constructing different memory domains with page tables is not free. Switching between different domains requires changing the page table through specialized hardware instructions. Table 1(a) presents the direct cost of the related instructions. We design an experiment to isolate each client’s session key in separate domains in the NGINX web server [9] to show the corresponding performance overhead. ApacheBench (ab) [1] generates the workload: 300 concurrent clients send requests to the server for a file. As presented in Table 1(b), light-weight contexts (lwC) [32], as a representative of page-table-based solutions, will lead to approximately 70% overhead if we isolate all the session keys in a separate context (i.e., a new page table) and switch to that context when accessing those keys. Similarly, for the EPT-based solution, we create a new EPT for isolating all the session keys and use VMFUNC instruction to switch to that EPT when accessing them. Although noticeably better than the page-table-based solution, such an EPT-based solution still introduces around 12% performance overhead. In contrast, ERIM [46] only adds about 3% overhead by utilizing MPK to construct an isolated memory domain for storing the session keys, which can demonstrate the efficiency of MPK.

Yet, MPK can only support at most 16 memory domains, limiting its usage. Take the web server for example: it is preferable to separate clients’ data in different memory domains, guaranteeing the isolation between multiple clients. Recent work [38, 41, 57] also identifies and addresses this limitation of MPK. Two studies [41, 57] propose non-trivial hardware extensions for efficiently supporting scalable domains, which are not achievable on current platforms.

libmpk [38] gives the illusion of multiple memory domains by exposing virtual keys to applications and maintaining the mapping between virtual keys and the 16 real keys (one key for one domain). When all 16 real keys are exhausted and a new virtual key is required, libmpk will evict a mapped real key and remap it to the new virtual key. But the key eviction may incur a large overhead. For instance, if we protect each client’s session key in a different memory domain (300 domains in total) provided by libmpk in the above NGINX experiment (rather than storing all keys in one domain), the overhead becomes about 20%. The overhead consists of both direct costs, i.e., the expensive key eviction procedure involving modifying page table entries, flushing TLBs, etc., and indirect costs, e.g., TLB misses due to flushing.

More seriously, libmpk’s domain switch cost increases as domain memory gets larger, as shown in Table 2. The microbenchmark keeps switching to one domain randomly. When the domain number increases from 32 to 64, more key eviction occurs, resulting in higher overhead. As one domain contains more memory pages, the switch cost gets more expensive due to flushing more TLBs and updating more page table entries. The cost turning point (from 33 to 34) is because Linux flushes all TLBs together instead of one at a time when the number of TLBs to flush exceeds 33.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Memory Access Cost</th>
<th>Domain Switch</th>
<th>Memory Domain Number</th>
<th>Multi-domain Access</th>
<th>Multi-thread Support</th>
<th>Hardware Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>6,576</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>9,959</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of different approaches.

In brief, MPK-based intra-process memory isolation shows attractive performance advantages but can only support a limited number of isolated domains. Therefore, we intend to overcome this limitation while retaining MPK’s performance and flexibility advantages. As described in Table 3, SFI-based and page-table-based approaches (e.g., lwC) have performance issues and do not allow one thread to simultaneously access different domains. Existing hardware approaches (e.g., Donkey [41]) are hard to be implemented on commercial x86/ARM architectures due to intrusive hardware modifications. For example, to support 1024 domains, Donkey takes 10 bits in the page table entry as the domain ID, which is at least incompatible with the upcoming 5-level page table. libmpk makes several contributions like implementing fast improtect by using MPK. But, its extension on the MPK domain number has both performance and flexibility issues. It cannot support multi-threading well, in particular, because it is difficult to maintain a consistent view of active domains across different threads.

3 The EPK Mechanism

According to prior studies on MPK-based intra-process isolation, the common usage model of MPK is as follows. An application (process) creates memory domains by binding different protection keys (pkey) to them as the domain IDs and separates the memory data into different domains. An application thread acquires/releases the access permission of one specific domain before/after accessing the data in it, which reduces the chances of the isolated memory being affected by vulnerabilities (e.g., leakage caused by buffer overflow) or faults (e.g., wild writes). Acquiring the domain access permis-
sion is efficiently achieved by executing \textit{WRPKRU} instruction, which is referred to as switching to that domain. Releasing the permission is a reverse procedure that also makes use of \textit{WRPKRU}. EPK still inherits such a usage model while supporting more memory domains.

\textbf{Extended Protection Keys.} The root cause of why MPK can only support 16 memory domains for one application is that each domain needs to exclusively take one pkey while the hardware only supports 16 pkeys. So, to extend the number of memory domains, the high-level idea of EPK is allowing multiple memory domains to use the same pkey at the same time. However, simply reusing the same pkey for different domains does not guarantee memory isolation. Therefore, EPK proposes \textit{extended protection key}, which extends a pkey with different EPT indexes (get more keys), and then assigns different extended protection keys to different memory domains.

![An Application's Virtual Address Space](image)

Figure 1: The memory mapping overview for an application.

As depicted in Figure 1, EPK allows an application to partition its virtual address space into different memory domains, with each domain containing discrete memory pages. A domain exclusively takes one \textit{extended protection key} as its domain ID, which is composed of a pkey (1-15) and an EPT index (0-N, 0 ≤ N < 512)\(^1\). EPK requires an application to run within a VM where cloud applications usually run in, and multiple EPTs need to be created for the VM. Each EPT can hold 15 domains for an application (domain-0 is used as the shared domain), and the 15 domain IDs (extended protection keys) have the same EPT index but different pkeys. For example, domain-1 and domain-2 are both in EPT-0 and use pkey-1 and pkey-2, respectively. The same pkey can be shared by domains in different EPTs concurrently, e.g., domain-1, domain-16, and domain-31 can all use pkey-1 because they will be mapped in EPT-0, EPT-1, and EPT-2, separately. Memory isolation between domains within the same EPT is achieved through the use of distinct pkeys. To achieve memory isolation between domains in different EPTs, EPK ensures that each domain’s mappings only exist in one EPT. Specifically, the memory pages belonging to one isolated memory domain are tagged with the domain’s pkey in the application’s page table and are only mapped in the domain’s EPT. Other memory pages, i.e., the global code and data of an application, are tagged with pkey-0 and mapped in all the EPTs (domain-0).

Although all the 512 EPTs are shared among different applications, it is worth mentioning that each application can construct 7,680 domains (15 × 512) since it has an individual guest page table.

\textbf{Domain Switching.} When an application thread needs to access some domain, it retrieves the permission by setting the PKRU value and choosing the corresponding EPT (switching to the domain). Switching between domains within the same EPT can be finished by executing one \textit{WRPKRU} instruction. Switching between domains in different EPTs involves one additional \textit{VMFUNC} instruction for EPT switching. Since both these two instructions are non-privileged, the domain switches are efficiently finished in user mode (one exception case will be explained in Section 3.2). From the perspective of programming, EPK provides easy-to-use interfaces (Section 3.3) through a user-level library for applications to create/delete domains, add/remove memory pages to/from domains, and switch domains. Applications can simply use the interfaces similar as programming on the original MPK.

\textbf{Challenges.} Although the idea sounds simple, there are two implementation challenges for combining the hardware features. First, how to make a VM seamlessly run with different EPTs, and how to differentiate a legal EPT violation caused by on-demand domain paging with an illegal one due to an unauthorized access? (Section 3.1). Second, given that MPK allows one thread to access multiple domains simultaneously, how to support such a flexible feature when multiple EPTs are in use (access domains mapped in different EPTs simultaneously)? (Section 3.2).

\textbf{Threat Model.} We assume the guest OS, hypervisor, and hardware are trusted, and EPK is correctly implemented. For the ease of reducing the memory exposure time (Section 4), we assume the unreliable code may contain memory corruption bugs, which is similar to the existing work [38, 57]. For the case of isolating mutual-distrusted software components (Section 5 and (Section 6)), we assume the untrusted code or mutual-distrusted code may contain exploitable vulnerabilities like memory corruption and even use ROP to abuse \textit{WRPKRU/VMFUNC} for illegal domain switches. So, EPK further integrates the mechanism of secure switching from previous systems [22, 46] (Section 6.1 explains how to avoid illegal domain switches). Other attacks, like side-channel attacks and rowhammer attacks, are not considered.

### 3.1 Extended Page Table Management

Traditionally, a VM has a single EPT that maps the GPAs of both the guest OS and applications to HPAs. Differently, EPK necessitates the creation of multiple EPTs for a VM based on two principles. \textit{Principle-1:} GPAs that are not allocated for

\(^1\)Domain-ID (extended protection key) = EPT-index \times 15 + pkey.
memory domains should be mapped uniformly across EPTs. Thus, the VM can always run normally in any EPT. **Principle-2**: Each memory domain’s GPAs should be mapped in only one EPT. As previously stated, this is for domain isolation.

**GPA to Domain Association.** Since the hypervisor is in charge of constructing EPTs, the first problem is how it can tell whether one GPA belongs to some memory domain or not. A straightforward solution is letting the guest OS, the GPA manager, share the information about which GPAs are allocated for memory domains with the hypervisor. Nevertheless, this entails non-trivial modifications to both the hypervisor and the guest OS. An alternative solution is to divide the whole GPA space into two halves and allocate GPAs for domain memory from one half, allowing the hypervisor to easily determine whether a GPA belongs to a domain. This solution still adds a significant amount of complexity to GPA allocation in the guest OS.
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**Figure 2:** The EPT structures. PML4 is the top-level EPT page, and PDPT is the second top-level page.

To address this problem, EPK proposes the following design. Instead of partitioning the GPA space, EPK creates the illusion that there is a shadow address space (GPA) in the VM by simply adding a fixed offset (SHADOW REGION OFFSET) to the GPAs allocated to memory domains, as illustrated in the top half of Figure 2. As a result, the fixed offset becomes the boundary between the GPAs for memory domains and other GPAs. Based on this boundary, EPK constructs the EPTs, as shown in Figure 2. It sets the offset to 512 GB since an EPT PML4 entry can point to 512 GB GPA range. The entire GPA space is pointed by the first entry of each EPT PML4, and the shadow address space is pointed by the second entry of each EPT PML4. The first PML4 entry of different EPTs points to a shared PDPT, implying that the non-domain GPA mappings are always the same in different EPTs and thus satisfies **Principle-1**. By sharing this PDPT, the hypervisor can reduce the space overhead of multiple EPTs. More importantly, it does not need to explicitly synchronize an EPT update (e.g., adding a new mapping for the guest OS) across all EPTs, which is expensive. The second PML4 entry

\(2\)For simplicity, we assume the size of the GPA space is smaller than 512 GB. The fixed offset can be adjusted to support larger GPA space.

of different EPTs points to different PDPTs for adding the GPA mappings for memory domains, which is a prerequisite of **Principle-2**.

**Illegal EPT Violations.** The second problem is the hypervisor cannot determine if an EPT violation (EPT fault) within the shadow address space is legal or not. Assume an application thread executes in EPT-1 while accessing Domain-1 in EPT-0, resulting in an EPT violation. The hypervisor cannot decide whether to add the mapping because it does not know which domain the faulting address belongs to, i.e., whether the GPA should be mapped in the current EPT. Simply adding the mapping regardless of semantics will violate **Principle-2**. Instead, EPK chooses to avoid any legal EPT violation within the shadow address space (except accessing domains across EPTs which will be explained in Section 3.2). Specifically, the guest OS is required to invoke one new hypercall (a hypervisor interface provided to the VM) to fill the EPT mapping when a legal domain page fault happens, which eliminates the following EPT violation. The guest OS can check the legality of a domain page fault because applications tell it the semantics of domain mappings via the corresponding interfaces (explained in Section 3.3). As such, the hypervisor only needs to add a simple hypercall to add the EPT mapping, and EPT violations within the shadow address space must be illegal. Together with the carefully designed EPT structure, **Principle-2** can be met now. Furthermore, because it avoids original VMExits caused by EPT violations, this hypercall-based solution incurs no additional overhead.

**EPT-ID Access.** When a domain page fault occurs, the guest OS needs to check whether the faulting thread has the access permission according to the current PKRU value and EPT-ID. However, because the domain switches are performed in user mode, the guest OS is unaware of the changes of PKRU and EPT-ID. The guest OS can directly read the PKRU register but cannot get EPT-ID (the third problem). EPK enables the guest OS to efficiently retrieve the EPT-ID by subtly mapping one special guest physical page (named EPT-ID-Page) across different EPTs. During VM initialization, the guest OS allocates the EPT-ID-Page and passes its address to the hypervisor. The hypervisor maps the EPT-ID-Page to different host physical pages in different EPTs (in different PDPTs) and stores the corresponding EPT-ID in each physical page. Therefore, the guest OS can always obtain the current EPT-ID by simply reading the EPT-ID-Page (first four bytes).

**3.2 Multi-Domain Access Support**

MPK supports 16 domains and allows one thread to access any of them by configuring the PKRU register. Nevertheless, it is non-trivial to support this flexible feature in EPK since there are domains across different EPTs.

Accessing multiple domains in the same EPT can still be accomplished simply by configuring PKRU. To transparently support accessing multiple domains in different EPTs, EPK
further employs another hardware feature named VE (virtual-
ization exception). The hypervisor converts EPT violations
in the shadow address space into VEs which will be handled
in the guest OS. The VE handler in the OS can switch the
EPTs for one thread and thus help it to seamlessly access
multiple EPTs. Specifically, when a thread needs to acquire
the access permission of domains across multiple EPTs si-
multaneously, it needs to inform the kernel of the domain
information. Suppose the thread needs to access domain-A
in EPT-1 and domain-B in EPT-2 and first runs in EPT-1. As
running in EPT-1, it can directly access domain-A but will
trigger an EPT violation when attempting to access domain-B.
Because domain-B is in the shadow address space, the cor-
responding EPT violation will be caught by the VE handler
instead of causing expensive VMExits. Since the OS knows
that the thread can access domain-B, the VE handler will
switch to EPT-2 by using VMFUNC and setting PKRU to the
required value. After that, the thread can be restored and con-
tinue to access domain-B. A similar procedure happens when
it later accesses domain-A in EPT-2. Thereby, EPK gives an
illusion that one thread can access domains in multiple EPTs
at the same time.

Two points are worth mentioning. First, EPK only con-
verts EPT violations to VEs within the shadow address space,
which has no interference on the VM’s original execution.
Second, different from getting access to domains in the same
EPT or a specific domain in other EPTs (fast path), getting
access to multiple domains in different EPTs requires the
kernel involvement (slow path).

3.3 System Components in Linux/KVM
EPK’s prototype implementation on Linux/KVM mainly con-
ists of three components: a user library, a kernel module in
the guest OS (Linux), and a hypercall handler in the hypervi-
sor (KVM).

Figure 3 lists the main library interfaces available to ap-
lications. The first two functions invoke the kernel module
through ioctl to allocate and free domain IDs. alloc_domains
can get multiple domain IDs, and the kernel module will try
to return the domains that are located in the same EPT. This is
because some domains may have affinities, i.e., they are likely
to be traversed together. Properly utilizing affinity in the ap-
lications can benefit the performance. Although it is non-trivial
in general, achieving locality is straightforward in some cases.
For example, in Section 4.2, a simple locality-aware request
dispatching scheme can make Memcached embrace the affin-
ity benefits; in Section 5.2, simply letting one thread work on
the warehouses within the same EPT is enough.

domain_mmap first invokes mmap and then informs
the kernel module about the domain mapping information. The
kernel module records the information by using Linux’s rbtree
and validates domain page faults based on it. Huge page
mapping is also supported through setting the flag argument.
The last two interfaces are responsible for switching memory
domains and are purely implemented in user mode except
for accessing multiple domains in different EPTs. It is also
necessary to know the current EPT-ID in user mode. For
example, switching domains in the same EPT requires no
VMFUNC. EPK does this by reusing the EPT-ID-Page During
its initialization, the library asks the kernel module to map
the EPT-ID-Page as read-only into the application. Besides, a
domain memory allocator based on [34] is also provided.

Since servicing invocations from applications and record-
ing the domain-related information, the kernel module pro-
vides a routine that aids in handling domain page faults. We
insert a hook in the Linux page fault handler for invoking this
routine. When a page fault occurs, the page fault handler still
executes as before (e.g., allocates a free page) but invokes
this routine just before setting the GPA of the newly allo-
cated page in the page table entry. The routine then checks
whether the page fault occurred within the domain regions
and whether it was legal. If it is a legal domain page fault,
the routine updates the GPA by adding SHADOW REGION
OFFSET to it and invokes the hypercall to fill the mapping
for the updated GPA in the EPT (as described in Section 3.1).
Finally, the routine returns and the page fault handler sets the
updated GPA in the page table entry. Another simple hook
is added to the OS schedule function (i.e., __schedule). It
saves/restores the EPT-ID for threads of applications that use
EPK. Specifically, it saves the current EPT-ID in the thread’s
task_struct when scheduling out such a thread and restores
the EPT-ID with VMFUNC (if necessary) when scheduling in
the thread. Moreover, we add the VE handler for transparently
supporting flexible multi-domain access.

In KVM, besides enabling VE and VMFUNC, we extend
the hypercall handler to provide two additional functions for the
guest kernel module. The first is to map the EPT-ID-Page,
and the second is to add the EPT mapping for the VM’s
shadow address space. Furthermore, to support reclaiming
the pages mapped in the shadow address space, the hypervisor
needs to first disable VE on the pages to reclaim and record
the reclaim information. When swapping back the pages, the
hypervisor needs to re-enable VE on the pages. Besides these,
the hypervisor can reclaim the pages as before. Yet, this re-cla
claiming mechanism is not supported in the current imp
lementation of EPK.

EPK only requires minor modifications on Linux/KVM. O
Our prototype only adds 250 lines of code (LOC) in KVM, 1
LOC in guest OS, and 600 LOC in guest kernel module.

4 Case Study: Protecting Server Applications

Experiment Setup. All the experiments in this paper are co
ducted on a Dell PowerEdge R640 server with Intel Xeon Gold 6138 CPU. Hyper-threading is disabled, and the CPU frequency is fixed to 2.0GHz. The L2 TLB has 1536 entries. In Section 4 and Section 5, we implement and evaluate EPK on Linux/KVM-4.19.88 (both the guest OS and the hypervisor). The experiments are conducted in a VM (20 CPUs and 80GB memory), and the loopback network is used. All experiments use 4k memory pages without explicit statements.

Comparison Systems. Besides the native performance (run benchmarks with no isolation), we compare the performance of EPK with libmpk [38], lwC [32], and a VMFUNC-only solution. We evaluate libmpk in single-thread experiments since it does not support multi-threading. Since lwC is implemented on FreeBSD, we simulate its performance on Linux. Specifically, we first measure its switch cost (around 6,000 cycles, which corresponds to the reported data in Table 2 in ERIM [46] and Table 2 in lwC [32]) and then add such switch cost in the benchmarks (i.e., waiting for 6,000 cycles when switching context is needed). Note that the simulated performance will be better than the actual performance because the indirect cost of switching address space is ignored. We also implement a VMFUNC-only solution that provides one memory domain in one EPT and leverages VMFUNC for domain switches. The experiment of libmpk is conducted in host, while all the other systems run in the VM.

4.1 Micro-benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Num</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libmpk (128 pages)</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>12,991</td>
<td>13,148</td>
<td>13,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMFUNC</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPK</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The average cost (in cycles) of domain switches.

We leverage different solutions to create multiple memory domains and evaluate the domain switching cost (shown in Table 4). The test program initially runs in domain-0 (not counted in the domain number) and switches between the created domains in order (sequential access). The number of iterations is 100,000 and we measure the average cost. libmpk’s switch cost gets much higher when the domain number is above 15 (domain-0 takes one protection key). Besides, its switch cost is severely influenced by the size of protected memory. When each domain contains 128 pages, its switch cost becomes more than 10,000 cycles if the domain number exceeds 16, which is even 100× slower than EPK. With the domain size increasing, its switch cost will enlarge due to more page table updates during key eviction, as shown in Table 2. In contrast, the switch time of the other two approaches is immune to the domain size.

The VMFUNC-only solution uses one EPT for domain-0, and its switch cost is about 350 cycles which mainly comes from two VMFUNC instructions when the domain number is no more than 3 (the total EPT number is no more than 4). However, its cost increases to around 830 cycles when the domain number exceeds 3. This is because TLB entries are tagged with EPT base addresses, and the involvement of more EPTs may decrease the TLB hit rate. Specifically, accessing the same memory page in different EPTs generates different TLB entries and then may exceed the capacity of the corresponding TLB set. EPK shows the lowest average switch cost since most switches are based on WRPKRU. When the domain number is less than 16, it outperforms libmpk because the latter one involves virtual protection key management (although no key eviction). When the domain number exceeds 60, the average cost of EPK increases since there are more than 4 EPTs.

Yet, in the worst case, EPK needs both WRPKRU and VM-
FUNC for switching to one domain, and takes around 860 cycles for traversing domains like the above, which means the performance of EPK may converge with the VMFUNC-only solution with random switches.

4.2 Macro-benchmarks

NGINX. Introducing intra-process memory isolation to server applications brings the potential to achieve higher security or reliability. We first apply different solutions to a widely-used web server, NGINX [9] v1.12.1, to evaluate the performance overhead. We isolate SSL session keys as ERIM [46] does (including preventing the abuse of domain switching), except that we store per-client session keys in different domains rather than in one domain. We leverage ab [1] to generate the workload: 300 clients keep sending file requests one by one. The server thread is fully loaded. The total domain number is 300 and each domain contains 5 memory pages.

Figure 4a shows the evaluation results. The throughput is normalized because libmpk is implemented on Linux 4.14.2 and the native throughput differs on Linux 4.14.2 and 4.19.88 (EPK) (while KPTI is disabled on both, other mitigations on CPU vulnerabilities are key factors). EPK imposes overhead from 4.3% to 5.8% compared with native and outperforms other solutions. The overhead of the VMFUNC-only solution varies from 11.0% to 12.4%. Notice that the NGINX serving thread handles client requests in order. Thus, most domain
switches in EPK need no EPT changing, making EPK outperform the VMFUNC-only solution. When storing each session key in an individual context in lwC, the overhead is 37.1% on average merely due to the explicit cost of domain switches. The overhead incurred by libmpk ranges from 14.5%-18.9% (23.4% to 33.2% if in the virtualization environment) due to the involvement of page table modifying and TLB flushing. In the cases of infrequent switching and small domain size (5 pages), libmpk will not lead to too much overhead.

Memcached. We evaluate Memcached [8] 1.6.9 and use libMemcached as the client library in this experiment. Memcached is a well-known key-value store and usually runs as a multi-thread server application. Arbiter [49] suggests that it is preferred to isolate data from different clients in Memcached for security-sensitive cases. Like Arbiter, we enable Simple Authentication and Security Layer (the SASL configuration) in Memcached and then isolate data stored by different clients. Besides, we slightly modify the request dispatching scheme of Memcached so that the requests from one client are always dispatched to the same worker thread for leveraging the domain affinity provided by EPK. The worker thread switches to the client’s corresponding domain before handling a request and exits that domain before sending back the reply. We create a different number of client threads, and each of them uses libMemcached for sending SET/GET requests. The sizes of key and value are 32 bytes and 256 bytes, separately. There are four worker threads (default configuration) on the server-side, and the clients will be evenly partitioned to them. In this experiment, the max domain number is 70 and each domain contains about 2,000 memory pages.

Figure 4b and 4c show the throughput of Memcached. As before, lwC leads to the highest overhead due to its expensive switch cost. When the client number is less than 60, EPK incurs at most 0.7% overhead on the throughput of SET operations. The overhead on the throughput of GET operations is slightly higher (up to 2.9%) because the GET operations are lighter than the SET ones. The extremely low overhead is because no EPT switches happen on the critical path. EPK allows each worker thread to create 15 domains in one EPT, and thus four worker threads can handle 60 clients (60 domains) without switching EPTs. When the number of clients exceeds 60, the overhead of EPK becomes larger because some worker threads need to handle requests from more than 15 clients, and then EPT switches happen.

In contrast, the VMFUNC-only solution incurs a much larger overhead, i.e., up to 17.9% and 34.0% overhead for the throughput of GET and SET operations, separately. The overhead mainly comes from TLB misses, as explained in Section 4.1. For validation, we further carry out two experiments marked as VMFUNC-test-1 and VMFUNC-test-2 in Table 5. The former one is that the worker thread switches to the target EPT and immediately switches back before handling a request. So, all the requests are handled in EPT-0. The latter one is that each worker thread always switches to EPT-1 for handling requests. So, all the requests are handled in EPT-1. Both of them show close-to-native performance, and the TLB miss number is not significantly enlarged. However, the VMFUNC-only solution causes many more TLB misses and then leads to the highest overhead. The overhead of TLB miss in NGINX is not obvious because the worker thread of NGINX only switches to other EPTs when accessing session keys while the worker thread of Memcached executes most logic in different EPTs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput (× 10K req/s)</th>
<th>dTLB/iTLB misses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMFUNC-test-1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMFUNC-test-2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMFUNC</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The throughput and TLB misses (normalized) when evaluating Memcached SET operation with 60 clients.

Since libmpk does not support multi-thread, we evaluate libmpk in Memcached with a single worker thread. When there are 60 domains, the overhead of the above test exceeds 80%, which is significantly higher than that in NGINX because each domain contains about 2,000 pages.
In this experiment, the max domain number is 128 and the size of each domain is about 128MB.

5.1 Data Structure Benchmarks

We first experiment on B+-tree. We map each B+-tree in an individual domain and create different numbers of threads to do lookup or insert operations (the ratio is 1:1 and other ratios show similar performance trends). Domain switches occur before and after an operation. Each tree initially has 500,000 key-value pairs, and each tree node has up to 32 child nodes. In this experiment, the max domain number is 128 and the size of each domain is about 128MB.

The overhead of lwC in the above benchmarks is always around 80% because one B+-tree operation takes just about 2,100 cycles.

Figure 5a shows the throughput when a single thread operates on a randomly selected tree (i.e., randomly switching to a domain). If the domain number is less than 16, EPK and libmpk bring about 7% and 11% overhead, individually. When the domain number exceeds 15, libmpk introduces unacceptable overhead (throughput drops by 99.8%) due to the substantial cost of key eviction (as the domain size is not small), and EPK can outperform it by two orders of magnitude. Note that the kernel version has minor effects on the native performance since this benchmark rarely issues system calls. The VMFUNC-only solution incurs 27% overhead when the domain number is 4. Compared to EPK, its higher overhead comes from two sources: one is VMFUNC is slower than WRPKRU; the other is more TLB misses (its dTLB and iTLB misses are 1.34× and 3.34× of EPK’s, respectively). When the domain number increases to 64 and 128, EPK’s overhead also increases to 32% and 44% because more EPTs and EPT switches are required. Specifically, when there are 64 domains, 78% of domain switches in EPK involve EPT switches. If accessing different domains sequentially instead of randomly, EPK’s overhead is below 10% (3% for huge page) when the domain number is no over 60.

Figure 5b shows the performance when there are multiple threads on different cores and each thread accesses 15 different domains. EPK’s overhead remains below 5% as the thread number increases, which is significantly lower than that of the VMFUNC-only solution (41% to 51%).

We further analyze the overhead of the three approaches in terms of the time cost (the part that exceeds the native time): the switching time (direct cost) and the rest time overhead incurred by the pollution on CPU internal structures including TLBs and caches (indirect cost). The experiment is one thread operates on the tree in each domain sequentially to complete a fixed amount of operations. Figure 5c presents the breakdown. The VMFUNC-only solution brings about 1.2× time overhead when the domain number exceeds 8. Its indirect cost remains around 0.8× because the TLB miss rate is almost stable. The page table updating operations of libmpk leads to both high direct cost and indirect cost (not only incurs TLB misses but also)...
but also leads to intensive cacheline pollution). EPK causes $0.23 \times (0.13 \times 0.13$ for huge page) indirect cost when there are 64 domains due to more than 4 EPTs, which is still better than others, and causes much lower cost for fewer domains.

Note that the domain switch frequency is proportional to the throughput in the presented benchmarks. We also conduct an experiment on Linked List (Figure 5d): each list is separated into one domain, and one thread performs 10 operations (search, insert, delete) in a random list for each time. The switch frequency is less than 1,400 times per second. libmpk still introduces 65.1% performance overhead when there are 32 domains and each domain is 256 MB. The other two approaches cause unnoticeable overhead.

Last, Figure 5e shows the overhead (in terms of the time cost) of different approaches as the domain size increases. In this experiment, each hash table resides in one domain (32 domains), and one thread keeps performing an operation (search or insert) in one random domain. We gradually increase the domain size by adding more buckets/key-value pairs in each hash table. However, |techv| the overhead of libmpk increases as the domain size grows, as expected, whereas the overhead of EPK and the VMFUNC-only solution decreases because the native performance decreases when more memory involves. Specifically, when each domain is 256 MB, the overhead of the latter two are 1.3% and 4.7%, respectively.

Virtualization Cost. Virtualization brings performance overhead to applications, especially when the working set is large and TLB misses are frequent. For example, when the domain size in hash table is configured as 16KB or 128MB, the virtualization overheads are 2.1% and 9.0%, respectively. When a VM application uses EPK, the virtualization cost is not accounted on EPK. Otherwise (in bare metal), the virtualization cost should be included in the overhead of EPK. Nevertheless, a thin virtualization layer instead of a full-fledged hypervisor can minimize the virtualization cost.

5.2 OLTP Benchmarks

TATP [43] is an online transaction processing (OLTP) benchmark. In the experiment, we use the above B+-tree as the data store and create four threads to execute transactions (three read-only and three read-write ones). We store a fixed amount of initial data in different domains, and each thread switches to the corresponding domain before executing one transaction. The max domain number is 80 and the size of each domain is 512MB. Figure 5f presents the throughput as the domain number for each thread increases from 1 to 20. The native throughput is in a decreasing trend along with the increase of domain number because more data makes the cache locality. EPK’s overhead is within 7%, while the VMFUNC-only solution incurs up to 32% overhead. We also run single-thread TATP with libmpk. Similar to B+-tree test-1, the overhead of libmpk is over 99% when the domain number exceeds 15.

TPC-C [18] is another OLTP benchmark in which there are multiple warehouses. We isolate different warehouses as well as their associated data in different domains. The max domain number is 128 and the size of each domain is 400MB. According to its specification, 7.2% of the transactions update multiple warehouses simultaneously. There are also four threads executing the transactions. When each thread operates on less than 16 domains, EPK achieves almost the same throughput as the native (0.6% overhead). The overhead is lower than that in TATP because the transactions in TPC-C are more heavyweight. When each thread operates on 32 domains, the overhead of EPK becomes 3.2% as VEs are triggered for supporting transparent multi-domain access. The other approaches are infeasible in this experiment due to the lack of the support of multi-domain access.

6 Case Study: Boosting IPCs in Microkernels

6.1 HyBridge

Different from monolithic OSes which run all the OS modules in the kernel-level, microkernels leave minimal functionalities in the kernel while running all other OS modules (referred to as system servers below) such as file systems, network stacks, and device drivers into separated user-level processes. Inherently, microkernels embrace better security and fault isolation, but leads to non-negligible communication cost at runtime. Specifically, since system servers are user-level processes, the interactions between two servers or between an application and a server require inter-process communication (IPC). In contrast, on monolithic OSes (e.g., Linux), the interaction between two OS modules only requires function calls, and the interaction between applications and the OS can be as fast as about 150 cycles (syscall and sysret). So there has been a long line of research to reduce the cost of IPC to bridge the performance gap between microkernels and monolithic OSes.

![Traditional IPC flow on microkernels](image)

Figure 6: Traditional IPC flow on microkernels is shown on the left, and IPC with UnderBridge is shown on the right.

A most recent IPC design called UnderBridge [22] retrofits Intel MPK to optimize (synchronous) IPC. For reducing the cost of IPC between an application and a server, it pulls system servers from user-level processes into the kernel address space as shown in Figure 6. Besides, it leverages Intel MPK to ensure the isolation between system servers in the kernel, and the IPCs between them are based on WRPKRU and thus greatly optimized. However, due to the limitation of MPK memory domains, it can only run limited system servers in the kernel and accelerate IPCs to them (issue-1). Also, although it can reduce the privilege switches during IPCs between ap-
applications and servers, the page table switches are still needed
because it requires a separate kernel page table (issue-2).

Since EPK can construct even thousands of isolated mem-
ory domains efficiently and enable fast domain switch at user-
level, we propose EPK-based HyBridge for boosting IPCs for
microkernels, which is inspired by UnderBridge while fixing
the two issues of UnderBridge. As shown in Figure 7, system
servers run at user-level, and each one exclusively takes one
or more memory domains for holding its own memory, in-
cluding code, data, stack, and heap. Thus, one system server
cannot access others’ private memory, just like when they
are isolated in different processes while IPCs are based on
domain switches.

Cross-server IPC. The cross-server IPCs only happen be-
 tween system servers that need to interact with each other.
For example, a file system communicates with a disk driver
while a network stack does not. This also matches the domain
affinity in EPK. Therefore, the microkernel can run the related
system servers in the same EPT. When two servers establish
an IPC connection, the microkernel will map an IPC gate,
 i.e., a piece of code, for them. During an IPC invocation, the
gate will transfer the control flow from the caller to the callee.
Specifically, it saves the caller’s execution states, then exe-
cutes VMFUNC to switch to the callee’s domain, and restores
the callee’s execution states. Similarly, it does the reverse
procedure when the IPC returns. HyBridge also allows two
servers to share memory for exchanging data by assigning a
free memory domain to them, e.g., shared memory domain 4
in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The overview of HyBridge. The numbers after
colons are domain IDs. Shared memory is short as shm.

Application-to-server IPC. Applications execute in differ-
ent processes (in EPT-0) just like before while several system
servers can run in one process (across one or more EPTs),
which means each application has a unique guest CR3 (GPA)
while multiple servers share one. Since an application and a
server run in different EPTs, the IPCs between them need EPT
switching. HyBridge attaches a trampoline in the EPTs for
running servers and maps the trampoline into an application
when it asks for establishing an IPC connection with some
server. The trampoline plays the role of the IPC gate and uses
VMFUNC to switch between the caller and the callee. Though
VMFUNC can directly switch EPT, it does not change guest
CR3. However, for an application-to-server IPC, the caller
and callee use different CR3 (CR3-App and CR3-Server). So,
besides mapping the trampoline, HyBridge also maps CR3-
App (GPA) to the HPA of CR3-Server in the server’s EPT
during the IPC establishment. In this way, the HPA mapping
for the guest CR3 is transparently changed after executing
VMFUNC, i.e., the guest page table is switched from the ap-
lication to the server. When an application invokes an IPC,
the trampoline saves the caller’s execution states (executes in
EPT-0), executes VMFUNC (switches the EPT), and restores
the callee’s execution states (executes in server’s EPT).

Security Enforcement. Besides memory isolation, Hy-
Bridge employs additional security mechanisms to achieve
the same security guarantee as original microkernels. Com-
pared with original IPC designs, HyBridge makes an untrusted
system server have two more potential attack vectors. One is
that a server may bypass the memory isolation by maliciously
executing WRPKRU or VMFUNC and then access others’
memory. The other is that a server may issue arbitrary IPCs
to other servers by maliciously executing the trampoline code
without the corresponding capabilities.

HyBridge eliminates the two attack vectors as follows.
First, it utilizes binary scanning and rewriting to ensure that
each container contains no WRPKRU or VMFUNC instructions
during binary loading. Meanwhile, it adds sanity checks in
the IPC gates for ensuring the argument of WRPKRU is le-
gal, which is similar as ERIM [46]. So, a compromised or
malicious server cannot illegally execute these two instruc-
tions to retrieve unauthorized memory permissions even with
return-oriented programming (ROP). Second, HyBridge uses
a token-based mechanism to authenticate IPC invocations
as SkyBridge [37] does. Considering control flow hijacking,
trampolines can be executed arbitrarily or it is even possible to
jump into the middle of the trampoline, i.e., using VMFUNC
to switch to any EPT. Although they cannot be misused to
break the memory isolation, an untrusted server may issue
arbitrary IPCs by invoking them. To prevent this, HyBridge
lets a server generate a random 64-bit token for a registered
client (another server or an application) when building the
IPC connection, and a client needs to pass the token during
IPCs for authentication. The server only serves the IPC re-
quests with legal tokens, so the problem of arbitrary IPCs can
be avoided. Moreover, HyBridge also prevents the occurrence
of VMFUNC in applications by scanning and rewriting the
binary code. Thus, an application can only switch to system
servers through the mapped trampoline.

6.2 Experiments

We implement HyBridge on three well-known microkernels,
Zircon [4], seL4 [10], and Fiasco.OC [3], to assess its effec-
tiveness. Besides, we also compare it with SkyBridge [37]
which runs system servers in different EPTs and imple-
ments kernel-bypass IPCs based on VMFUNC, and Under-
Bridge [22]. We deploy the thin virtualization layer from
SkyBridge while applying extensions needed by three IPC de-
We also simulate the performance of a monolithic kernel by whereas the cross-server IPCs are more lightweight in Hy-

(extended) page table. However, switching between compart-
ments requires (extended) page table switching, which can be costly when the cross-boundary invocation is frequent. Twizzler [14] is a pioneer data-centric OS for NVM and uses EPT/VMFUNC to create different memory domains for NVM isolation. Differently, EPK focuses on solving the challenges of combining MPK and EPT/VMFUNC and outperforms a VMFUNC-only solution. Besides, recent work [28, 51] harnesses hardware features like Supervisor-Mode Access Prevention (SMAP) or underused intermediate privilege levels (Ring1 and Ring2 on x86) to achieve efficient intra-process memory isolation. Yet, they can only provide two isolated memory domains.

Prior work [21, 47, 52, 54] also proposes architecture de-

signs to facilitate efficient intra-process memory isolation, which, however, is not achievable on commodity machines. PLB [53] proposes architecture changes which differs from Intel MPK for supporting scalable domains but requires virtually indexed cache which may cause performance issues. Besides Intel, both ARM (ARMv7) and AMD propose similar features of memory domains and face the same scalability problem of the domain number. The basic idea of EPK is feasible to be extended to them as they also support 2-stage address translation. Yet, for efficiency, hardware-assisted fast switching (currently commercially unavailable) of stage-2 page table is needed on the two architectures.

An orthogonal study [17] shows that some system calls can be used to break the MPK isolation, so the OS may need to be aware of MPK in the future or the applications needs to incorporate other mechanisms like system call filtering [12].

8 Summary

This paper presents EPK which first combines the usage of MPK and hardware virtualization features to achieve scalable and efficient intra-process memory isolation. The case studies demonstrate various potential usages of EPK.
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Abstract

With the ever-growing demands for GPUs, most organizations allow users to share the multi-GPU servers. However, we observe that the memory space across GPUs is not effectively utilized enough when consolidating various workloads that exhibit highly varying resource demands. This is because the current memory management techniques were designed solely for individual GPUs rather than shared multi-GPU environments.

This study introduces a novel approach to provide an illusion of virtual memory space for GPUs, called hierarchical unified virtual memory (HUVM), by incorporating the temporarily idle memory of neighbor GPUs. Since modern GPUs are connected to each other through a fast interconnect, it provides lower access latency to neighbor GPU’s memory compared to the host memory via PCIe. On top of HUVM, we design a new memory manager, called memHarvester, to effectively and efficiently harvest the temporarily available neighbor GPUs’ memory. For diverse consolidation scenarios with DNN training and graph analytics workloads, our experimental result shows up to 2.71× performance improvement compared to the prior approach in multi-GPU environments.

1 Introduction

As the demand for GPUs explodes, it is now a common practice in both academia and industry to equip multiple GPUs in a single server and make them shareable. Many enterprises in the industry have built large GPU clusters comprised of a set of multi-GPU servers to satisfy the demand for a variety of workloads from deep learning [1, 13, 18, 26, 36] to graph applications [6, 10, 19, 31] while saving the infrastructure cost by sharing. However, as a downside, achieving high GPU resource efficiency in such multi-GPU servers remains a challenge. Figure 1 presents that the current memory management technique is not effective enough for shared multi-GPU environments where multiple jobs are running across GPUs independently. Although a small amount of memory ranging from hundreds of MB to a few GB remains idle in one or a few GPUs, other GPUs under heavy memory pressure rely on the host memory as a swap device that is significantly slower than remote GPUs within the same server.

Meanwhile, GPU vendors have faced the challenge of scaling the memory capacity of single GPUs. To overcome the limited capacity of GPUs, a train of previous studies provides an illusion of infinite memory space with the host memory [11,14,17,25,28]. However, none of the work does utilize the idle memory of neighbor GPUs in commodity multi-GPU systems. As modern GPU servers are commonly equipped with 8–16 GPUs connected via high-speed interconnect such as NVLink, accessing the idle memory of neighbor GPUs is much faster than that of the host. For instance, NVIDIA DGX-2 has 16 GPUs with point-to-point connections through NVLink 3.0, yielding a large pool of 512GB GPU memory at 600GB/s bidirectional bandwidth [23]. On the other hand, swapping GPU memory to host DRAM via the latest PCIe 4.0 could utilize up to 32GB/s bandwidth only.

In this study, we introduce a new approach providing an illusion of virtual memory space for GPUs called hierarchical unified virtual memory (HUVM) comprised of local GPU, spare memory of neighbor GPUs, and the host memory. HUVM opens up a new opportunity for memory virtualization by increasing the effective memory space with minimal performance overhead. When the local GPU memory does not have free space, HUVM leverages the spare1 memory in neighbor GPUs as a victim cache between the GPU and host instead of directly swapping out data to the host memory.

However, it is challenging to effectively and efficiently harvest the spotty-available, small fraction of neighbor GPUs’ memory because the amount of idle memory is highly variable and unknown a priori. Beyond the single GPU perspective, we redesign the memory management scheme for modern multi-GPU servers. HUVM systems have to find the best

1The terms spare, idle, and harvested are used interchangeably.
way to utilize the small fraction of harvested memory while minimizing the performance impact on workloads running in the neighbor GPUs.

To that end, we propose a memory manager of HUVM, called memHarvester, implemented in the GPU driver layer. memHarvester functions as a centralized coordinator for data path in HUVM. As an essential part of memHarvester, we propose a new multi-path parallel prefetcher, which exploits the path diversity of HUVM, comprised of PCIe and NVLink. Unlike many previous approaches [11, 14, 17, 25, 28] relying only on the host memory via PCIe, memHarvester first prefetches data from the spare memory to the local GPU through NVLink. Meanwhile, if the PCIe channel attached to the neighbor GPU is not contended, memHarvester allows for prefetching the data from the host memory to the spare memory of the neighbor GPU through the PCIe channel in parallel. Therefore, we can convert the latency of fetching data from the host memory to that of the spare memory effectively. memHarvester manages the space of harvested memory. Due to the limited space of spare memory, memHarvester is unable to keep all the evicted data in the harvested memory, leading to the host memory swap eventually. To reduce the performance overhead of data eviction from GPU to host, memHarvester supports eviction with 2MB large pages to host memory instead of 4KB base pages.

When HUVM and memHarvester host multiple workloads, it can improve memory utilization and overall server efficiency. However, on a downside, memHarvester may cause performance interference to the applications running on the GPU yielding idle memory. Thus, memHarvester immediately reclaims the spare memory to give it back to its original physical memory space with minimal latency whenever the application running on the yielding GPU needs additional memory, thereby minimizing performance interference.

We implement our prototype system on top of NVIDIA’s unified virtual memory (UVM) driver version 460.67, which is publicly accessible [29]. Without any modifications to applications or machine learning platforms, memHarvester transparently detects the availability of spare memory and dynamically constructs a new memory hierarchy. We quantify the effectiveness of memHarvester with HUVM for diverse consolidation scenarios on an AWS p3.8xlarge instance. The server has four NVIDIA V100 (16GB) GPUs connected through NVLink. Our experimental result shows that memHarvester can achieve significant throughput improvement for the large graph analytics workloads. For diverse consolidation scenarios with DNN training and graph analytics workloads, our experimental result shows up to $2.71 \times$ performance improvement compared to the prior approach in multi-GPU environments with minimum interference of other workloads running on the same server.

## 2 Motivation and Background

This section characterizes memory usage behaviors of emerging workloads in shared multi-GPU environments and discusses opportunities to improve overall memory utilization by exploiting idle memory of neighbor GPUs.

### 2.1 Memory Usage in Shared Multi-GPUs

With the ever-growing demands of GPUs from development to deployment, most organizations allow semi-trusted users (e.g., employees in a company) to share the multi-GPU servers, reducing the cost of building the infrastructure [9, 13, 18, 35, 36]. Due to the shared nature, such GPU servers consolidate a wide range of workloads. In particular, many of the jobs running in the shared GPU servers are DNN training workloads for computer vision and natural language processing [11, 25, 28] that take a long time to complete. Thus, it leads to limited resource availability of certain GPUs at a time. Another widely witnessed application in multi-GPU servers is graph analytics [10, 19, 31], which figures out the relationships between objects in a given graph.

When looking at the memory consumption of such two emerging workloads, it is usually required for DNN training
jobs to tune the batch size to almost fit on GPUs to achieve maximum resource utilization [28]. On the other hand, the memory consumption of graph analytics jobs depends on the number of edges and vertices of a given graph. For a large dataset that does not fit in the given GPU memory, one can leverage a graph partitioning approach to make each partition fit on individual GPUs. However, the graph partitioning task introduces additional complexity in implementation [4] such that some of the graph algorithms are not supported to run on multi-GPUs (e.g., Betweenness Centrality in cuGraph [6]). To overcome the memory space limitation, we can leverage host-side memory as a swap device to the GPUs through the unified virtual memory (UVM) technique that provides an illusion of infinite memory space [29]. Although this enables us to run analytics on large graphs or DNN training with large batches without out-of-memory errors, it significantly degrades performance.

In shared multi-GPU servers, we observe that a small amount of memory space across GPUs remains idle. Figure 1 shows memory snapshots of a 4-GPU (V100) server hosting multiple memory-intensive workloads. We profile four running scenarios each of which runs either graph analytics or DNN training jobs using one or multiple GPUs. The experimental environment is described in Section 6.1. The result shows that some GPU memory is not fully utilized, causing memory imbalance across workloads. In Case-1, VGG16 and WCC leave a small amount of memory of GPU-1, 2, and 3, whereas Pagerank has to use the host memory for a swap device to run the large dataset. Another example is to run Pagerank with a relatively small dataset (web-ClueWeb09) with two GPUs in Case-3. In this case, the memory of GPU-2 and 3 is not fully utilized. Even though Louvain and BFS experience heavy memory pressure, the current memory management technique does not leverage the idle memory of the neighbor GPUs. These results confirm that the current memory management design is still not efficient in shared multi-GPU systems, wasting valuable GPU memory capacity. Considering that each workload has highly varying memory demands, achieving high global memory utilization in multi-GPU system is a challenging problem.

2.2 Exploiting Neighbor GPU Memory

Modern GPU servers provide useful primitives to facilitate memory harvesting, i.e., leveraging fast intra-server GPU interconnects without modifying applications or frameworks.

Fast interconnect. Modern GPU servers are commonly equipped with 8–16 GPUs connected via high-speed interconnect such as NVLink. For instance, NVIDIA DGX-2 has 16 GPUs with direct peer GPU access through fully connected NVLink topology, yielding a large pool of 512GB GPU memory at 600GB/s GPU-to-GPU bidirectional bandwidth [23]. With this HW specification, modern GPU servers can provide an attractive option for GPU-to-GPU communication to transmit data without using the expensive PCIe interconnect.

Transparent control. Memory harvesting must address the cases that transfer data between GPUs running jobs across different applications. For example, in Figure 1, the graph analytics jobs and DL training jobs use their own frameworks. The unified virtual memory (UVM), introduced by NVIDIA and AMD, enables large-memory applications to seamlessly oversubscribe the limited GPU memory [29]. The technology is implemented as a GPU driver, so implementing memory harvesting in UVM requires no modification to the GPU applications or ML frameworks.

This section first explains how the current UVM driver works to leverage host memory for extending the limited GPU memory capacity. The UVM driver takes advantage of the host memory as a swap space for the GPU. Figure 2 presents how the UVM driver provides the unified address space across the GPU and host memory. The driver identifies whether the page being accessed by GPU is located on the GPU or the host memory through the page fault mechanism. With a single unified page table, UVM translates GPU virtual address into either GPU physical address or host physical address. If UVM identifies that the page accessed by the GPU kernel is mapped to the host by referring to the page table 1, a page fault exception is raised 2 and the UVM driver brings the page into the GPU memory (typically via PCIe interconnect) 4. Meanwhile, when no free space is available in GPU, the driver needs to evict an old page from GPU memory before transferring the faulted page to GPU 3. Moving these pages requires page table entries to be properly updated to map new locations.

Opportunity. As observed in Figure 1, if one GPU needs more memory than its memory capacity, it can spill the fraction of oversubscription to one or more neighbor GPUs that still consume less than the total memory capacity with the fast interconnect. Moreover, by leveraging the unified address space supported by the UVM driver, we can serve diverse jobs ranging from graph analytics to DL training jobs without modifying applications or frameworks. Such harvesting of idle memory in neighbor GPUs opens up a unique opportunity to lower performance overhead under memory oversubscription by increasing the effective memory space. To work well
The mechanism for harvesting idle memory of neighbor GPUs should be timely and efficient. In Section 3.2, we address the design challenges in more detail.

### 3 Hierarchical Unified Virtual Memory

This section first measures the performance benefits of accessing the neighbor GPU’s memory connected through the high-speed interconnect (NVLink). Based on the measurements, we introduce a new unified memory, called hierarchical unified virtual memory, tailored for multi-layered memory systems comprised of local GPU, neighbor GPUs, and host memory. With the new memory organization, this section discusses how to incorporate the spare memory of neighbor GPUs into the memory hierarchy to bridge the performance gap between local GPU memory and host memory. Accessing neighbor GPUs is faster than accessing the host memory, but the spare memory space is dynamic and often limited, and may be shared by multiple harvesters. Therefore, utilizing a small amount of spare memory is crucial for effective harvesting. Finally, we discuss design challenges when leveraging the spare memory of neighbor GPUs with limited capacity.

#### 3.1 Data Path with HUVM

To understand the performance benefit of harvesting the neighbor GPU memory, we conduct a performance analysis to measure the throughput migrating 2MB\(^2\) data from a GPU memory to the host memory via PCIe and from a GPU memory to the other GPU memory via NVLink on an AWS p3.8xlarge instance. Two GPUs are connected through NVLink 2.0 with two lanes, providing up to unidirectional bandwidth of 50GB/s. Table 1 shows a comparison of bandwidth and latency between PCIe and NVLink. As expected, such NVLink provides more than 3× better performance in terms of throughput and latency, indicating that data transfer time can be significantly reduced if we evict pages to neighbor GPUs. We anticipate that this performance gap will be higher in the next generation of high-speed interconnect.

Using the fast interconnect, i.e., NVLink, we build a new data path exploiting the spare memory of neighbor GPUs. Our approach brings two advantages in terms of performance. First, the new data path accelerates memory eviction. When evicting a memory chunk from the local GPU due to the lack of memory space, if there is idle space in the neighbor GPU, our approach uses NVLink rather than PCIe to evict the memory chunk. Second, the new data path can reduce the latency of fetching. As the spare memory can act as a victim cache, we populate as many evicted chunks as possible on the spare memory. If these chunks are accessed again shortly, the chunks are fetched to the local GPU with the fast NVLink.

#### 3.2 Design Challenges

Although our hierarchical unified virtual memory can reduce the performance penalty of GPU memory oversubscription, utilizing the spare memory poses several challenges.

1. **Effective harvesting**: If the spare memory is not sufficient to serve all the evicted pages from the GPU applications, the effectiveness of memory harvesting would be limited to only buffering the evictions.

2. **Minimal interference**: Harvesting may cause performance interference of the application running on the yielding GPU. Since we borrow the NVLink and PCIe bandwidth of the neighbor GPUs for the spare memory, our harvesting technique needs to minimize the performance interference.

3. **Low overhead**: Since UVM relies on the page fault mechanism, our approach inherits the same performance overhead, manipulating page table entries. Such overhead can prevent us from using full PCIe and NVLink bandwidth.

4. **Framework-agnostic**: All the GPU jobs do not rely on a specific framework. Our design and implementation need to be generalized to host a wide range of GPU workloads.

### 4 Memory Management for HUVM

This section presents a new memory manager, called memHarvester, for HUVM. memHarvester aims to hide the latency from the performance-critical path in accessing host memory with small but fast spare memory of neighbor GPUs. memHarvester opportunistically harvests the spare memory of neighbor GPUs while minimizing the performance penalty of memory-intensive applications that require more memory than available in one or more GPUs. To do so, memHarvester identifies the availability of spare memory in neighbor GPUs and plugs the spare memory into the memory hierarchy dynamically. To effectively harvest the spare memory, we explore a set of techniques: hierarchical and background evicting, fetching data in parallel, and prefetching in a neighbor GPU memory.

#### 4.1 Overview

By harvesting spare memory in multi-GPU systems, memHarvester creates an illusion of GPU applications having a small cache between a GPU and host memory. Figure 3 presents the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput (GB/s)</th>
<th>Latency (µs)</th>
<th>PCIe</th>
<th>NVLink (speedup)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.2×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Throughput and latency with PCIe and NVLink

\(^2\)Currently, the unit of memory eviction is a 2MB chunk in the UVM.
To alleviate the penalty of populating the host memory, the process running in that neighbor GPU is not allowed to access the evicted pages. This is because the page table of the process in the neighbor GPU does not have the mapping information for the evicted pages, like the existing UVM driver [29]. Therefore, we do not violate the integrity and secrecy of evicted pages.

### 4.2 Hiding Eviction Latency to Host

Once the memory capacity is full, it is not allowed to bring data to the GPU before completing the memory eviction. The memory eviction is a part of the performance-critical path. Since migrating data to GPU memory is faster than to the host memory, our harvesting can reduce the latency of handling GPU page faults. After evicting the pages, memHarvester rapidly moves to the next step of fetching requested pages. While the harvesting GPU fetches the required pages, memHarvester invokes a background writeback thread to make a copy of the evicted page present in the harvested memory to the host memory. After copying pages, memHarvester marks the pages backed in host memory as removable. The purpose of the background copy is to immediately return the harvested space to the original GPU with negligible overhead. Once the application in the yielding GPU requires more memory than it currently has, it causes a GPU page fault. Then, memHarvester reclaim the harvested (removable) pages for the yielding GPU to use without the eviction. It picks the pages that come first into the yielding GPU. If there is no free or removable page, the yielding GPU may need to wait until the pages in the harvested region become removable. Although it can potentially incur the performance overhead, it rarely happens when evaluating our technique.

Therefore, our approach of using spare memory as a victim memory to either the spare memory or local GPU memory, the process running in that neighbor GPU is not allowed to access the evicted pages. This is because the page table of the process in the neighbor GPU does not have the mapping information for the evicted pages, like the existing UVM driver [29]. Therefore, we do not violate the integrity and secrecy of evicted pages.

#### 4.2.1 Pre-eviction

When evicting pages to host memory, it is known that the pre-eviction rate is limited to the PCIe bandwidth [25, 28]. In addition, pre-eviction requests contend with fetch requests occasionally, adding extra latency to critical fetch requests by stalling them. On the other hand, when evicting pages to harvested memory, it uses abundant NVLink bandwidth without contending the fetch requests from host memory. Once the memory consumption of harvesting GPU reaches a threshold of total physical memory (by default, if less than 50 free chunks are available), memHarvester invokes a pre-eviction thread. The pre-eviction has a good match with the background writeback technique because pre-eviction and writeback are pipelined. Ultimately, such pre-eviction allows
free memory available most of the time and effectively eliminates the eviction time from the GPU page fault latency. memHarvester uses the well-known LRU policy to select pages to be evicted. Pre-eviction with LRU policy works well with the memory access patterns of graphs and DNN workloads because most of them exhibit a cyclic memory access pattern with long reuse distances [2, 19, 35, 37, 38].

4.2.2 Large page eviction

The granularity for page faults is supposed to be the same size as the host architecture because the UVM driver relies on the demand paging scheme. On the other hand, the UVM driver uses a 2MB chunk as an eviction unit to simplify memory management. While evicting a 2MB chunk from the GPU to the host, the UVM driver splits the 2MB chunk into 512 4KB pages and performs the page population for the 512 pages because the driver is conservatively implemented to use the base page in the host architecture. To avoid such undesired inefficiency, memHarvester allocates 2MB of large pages in host memory by using the kernel’s contiguous memory allocator [21]. Hence, memHarvester performs a single operation for populating a 2MB page between GPU and host memory instead of performing for individual 512 4KB pages. With or without our harvesting scheme, we can apply this large page eviction to all cases where a GPU has to interact with host memory.

4.2.3 Eviction policy

As multiple GPUs can leave a small amount of idle memory, as shown in Figure 1, memHarvester selects a target in a round-robin fashion to avoid hotspot contention and maximize the available GPU-to-GPU bandwidth in the system. Additionally, the round-robin policy enables each yielding GPU to make the removable pages in parallel through individual PCIe lanes. Eviction to the spare memory can incur performance interference to applications running on that yielding GPUs. We evaluate the negative performance impact of harvesting memory in Section 6.2.1.

When multiple harvesting requests are concentrated on a single spare memory, memHarvester handles the requests following their arrival orders. Note that the spare memory is used as a shared cache across harvesters.

4.3 Hiding Fetch Latency from Host

Evicting pages to the harvested memory reduces fetching latency if the local GPU accesses its evicted pages in a short period because memHarvester can fetch pages from the victim buffer in the neighbor GPU. In addition to that, memHarvester deploys two proactive schemes to hide fetch latency from the host memory with the limited space of harvested memory: fetching pages in parallel on page faults and pre-fetching pages with diverse paths.

4.3.1 Fetching pages in parallel

To reduce the cost of handling page faults, modern GPUs batch multiple page faults. The number of faults in a batch varies from time to time. The UVM driver handles requested pages corresponding to the page faults one by one. On the other hand, with the availability of harvested memory, memHarvester parallelizes handling multiple page faults in the same batch. memHarvester invokes page fault handling threads for each GPU (i.e., harvesting GPU and yielding GPUs), dividing tasks to each handling thread. As shown in Figure 3, one thread for harvesting GPU takes faults from the head of the fault buffer, while the other thread for yielding GPU traverses the buffer from the tail and places the data corresponding to the fault on the harvested memory. memHarvester effectively reduces the latency of handling faults by fetching pages to local and the spare memory in parallel, so it utilizes the individual PCIe lanes attached to each GPU. Later, the fetched faults on the spare memory will be consumed through NVLink, reducing the fault latency further.

4.3.2 Multi-path parallel prefether

To hide the latency of accessing host and spare memory, we design a multi-path parallel prefetcher exploiting the path diversity in multi-GPU systems. When prefetching multiple memory chunks across the host and spare memory, there is no dependency between chunks. Our multi-path prefetcher can exploit the parallelism fetching the chunks with PCIe and NVLink. memHarvester first places the pages in the spare memory to the local GPU memory via NVLink ( in Figure 3). For the pages in the host memory, memHarvester prefetches them on either the spare memory or the local GPU memory through PCIe ( in Figure 3). The policy paragraph below explains how to select the target memory when prefetching from the host dynamically.

For selecting candidates to be prefetched, memHarvester uses a simple yet effective next line and stride prefetchers, which are good enough for graph analytics [2, 19, 38] and DNN training workloads [7, 32, 33, 35, 37]. By extracting the memory access pattern from the page fault history, memHarvester prefetches the next couple of chunks from either the host memory or the harvested memory, depending on where the chunks are located. We empirically select the amount of prefetch as 32MB and will show the sensitivity study in Section 6.2.1.

4.3.3 Prefetch policy

Unless the PCIe lane attached to the spare memory is crowded, we observe that prefetching to the spare memory can further reduce the fetch latency compared to the prefetch directly from the host to the local GPU. This is because leveraging
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3The stock UVM driver handles up to 128 faults in a batch.
spare memory can reduce both 1) the number of page faults by proactively fetching pages and 2) the page fault latency by placing the pages highly likely to be accessed on the spare memory. On the other hand, as the number of active harvesters increases, the PCIe lane attached to the spare memory can be congested. Then, it slows down supplying the pages to the spare memory due to the limited PCIe bandwidth, increasing the fault latency.

To deal with diverse harvesting scenarios in multi-GPU servers, we have a policy in prefetching to dynamically select where the data in the host memory to be prefetched to either the spare memory (\(\triangleleft\)) or the local GPU memory (\(\triangleright\)) based on the number of active harvesters.

### 4.4 Putting It All Together

Suppose the application running on the GPU-0 is accessing page A and B on the host memory. The GPU-0 memory is fully occupied except for the small number of reserved pages that hide memory eviction time in handling page faults. Figure 4a and Figure 4b compare how memHarvester eliminates the memory eviction latency from the critical path. While handling the page faults, if the number of the reserved chunks falls below the threshold (set as 50 chunks), memHarvester triggers the pre-eviction task to secure the free space for upcoming page faults without the memory eviction. In this example, the oldest page X and Y in the GPU-0 are evicted to the harvested memory of the GPU-1 as background. Once it is completed, memHarvester makes a copy of that pages to the host and marks them as removable.

While handling the fault for page A, memHarvester looks up the faulted pages belonging to the same batch group. Figure 4c presents that page A and B are in the same batch. Thus, the fault batch can be processed to the local and harvested memory in parallel. While fetching page A to the local GPU memory, memHarvester places page B on the harvested memory. Since each GPU has its PCIe lane, we can fetch page A and B in parallel. Although it cannot reduce the number of page faults, we can hide the latency for fetching page B. Eventually, it does reduce the fault latency by fetching page B from the harvested memory connected through NVLink, rather than the host via PCIe.

Since the page A and B are faulted in order, memHarvester prefetches the next page C, D, and E. Assume that the number of pages to be prefetched is three in this example. Figure 5a depicts how the multi-path parallel prefetcher works. As page C and D are in the host memory, those can be prefetched into either the harvested memory or the local GPU memory through the PCIe lane. In this example, we assume that the PCIe lane is not contended so that memHarvester selects the harvested memory as the target. On the other hand, page E, which is in the harvested memory, is prefetched to the local GPU memory in parallel via NVLink. It can eliminate the fault if page E is accessed from the application. Figure 5b presents that we can potentially reduce the fault latency for page E when accessing pages C and D by fetching such pages from the harvested memory when they are accessed.

### 5 Implementation

We implement our prototype, memHarvester, in the NVIDIA UVM driver version 460.67. The modification of the UVM
driver is 1,838 lines of C code measured by SLOCCount. We do not require any modifications to runtime and frameworks.

5.1 Managing Spare Memory
As UVM, memHarvester manages GPU physical memory as 2MB chunks. Each chunk has metadata, which describes the states and physical address of the 2MB chunk. For each GPU, memHarvester maintains a linked list of the metadata for free 2MB chunks. By referencing the free list of GPUs, memHarvester can easily extract available spare memory in the system. Once a GPU harvests a neighbor GPU’s memory, memHarvester marks the metadata to indicate that a 2MB chunk is harvested from the neighbor GPU.

5.2 Managing GPU Memory Eviction
To evict a chunk, memHarvester selects the oldest chunk from per-GPU LRU lists as the stock UVM. The pre-eviction path diverges depending on the availability of harvested memory. If memHarvester has harvested memory, the background thread evicts chunks to the harvested memory. Otherwise, it evicts chunks to host memory. When memHarvester evicts a chunk to the harvested memory, memHarvester moves the chunk metadata from the LRU list to the evicted list. Since the evicted chunk resides only on the harvested memory, memHarvester does not allow the chunk to be reclaimed by the harvester. Once the eviction to the harvested memory is completed, memHarvester invokes a writeback thread to duplicate the chunk in the harvested memory to host memory. After that, memHarvester marks the chunk as removable and moves the chunk to the removable list. When the harvested memory has to be returned to the original GPU, memHarvester reclaims the removable chunks first. Before completing the writeback task, we are not able to reclaim the harvested space for serving the other request. Thus, the throughput of the writeback thread is critical. memHarvester increases the eviction size with large page to accelerate writeback thread and eviction.

5.3 Managing Fetch Requests
When a page fault exception occurs, the fault exception handler supplies faults from the head of the fault batch as usual. At the same time, memHarvester wakes up another kernel thread to serve fault entries from the tail of the fault batch to the harvested memory in parallel. As a result, we spend less time completing the fault batch with harvested memory. To coordinate consuming the fault batch shared between two threads, we use the mutex lock to handle a fault entry from the buffer synchronously.

After handling the demand fault batch, memHarvester triggers our multi-path prefetcher utilizing both the PCIe and NVLink bandwidth. memHarvester employees a simple but effective next-line prefetcher for capturing the memory access pattern observed in graph analytics and DNN training. It keeps track of the addresses for the faulted pages to identify the direction of previous page fault addresses. Once the direction is determined, memHarvester prefetches the next 32MB as default. For the selected chunks, we examine the metadata to filter out the chunks already in the local GPU. We separate the selected chunks into two different queues according to their origin, either the host or the harvested memory, and then conduct the multi-path prefetch. While prefetching the chunks in the host to the harvested memory through PCIe, we use a kernel thread to prefetch the other chunks in the harvested memory to the local GPU via NVLink. We mark prefetched chunks as removable so that it can be immediately reclaimed when needed. If we encounter on-demand faults while prefetching, we abandon the ongoing prefetches to serve the demand faults first.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of memHarvester, we conduct performance comparisons with the stock version of the unified virtual memory (Base) and the prior approach employing the pre-eviction and prefetch techniques for the host memory [11, 14, 17, 25, 28] (Pre-ef-host). As the implementation of prior studies is not publicly available, we imitate the behavior of pre-eviction and prefetch on top of the stock UVM driver. The evaluation is performed on an AWS p3.8xlarge which has four NVIDIA V100 GPUs, each with 16GB of memory. These four GPU cards are connected to each other through NVSwitch and NVLink 2.0 [16] and 240GB of host memory is attached through PCIe 3.0.

6.2 Experimental Results

6.2.1 Inter-job Harvesting
First, we evaluate our scheme in a shared multi GPU server hosting multiple DNN training and graph analytics workloads. We show how the idle memory of GPUs can be harvested by memory-intensive workloads running on other GPUs with inter-job harvesting. In this evaluation, all training workloads run with PyTorch (version 1.10.1), and all graph analytics workloads run with cuGraph (version 21.12).

Performance improvement. We evaluate the execution time of multiple workloads in four scenarios by varying the type of jobs and the number of harvesters to mimic a shared multi-GPU server environment. Table 2 presents the scenarios and the memory usage ratio for each job according to the given graph dataset or batch size. Figure 6 shows the speedup of the execution time to Base and also measures the performance
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4The LRU term presents the least recently swapped-in page.
Figure 6: Execution time speedup of memory intensive workloads with memHarvester on four different harvesting scenarios (H: Harvesting GPU, Y: Yielding GPU, and the numbers in parentheses indicate the number of participating GPUs)

Table 2: Multi-job scenarios with memory usage ratio in parentheses, input graph, and batch size (Gray cell: harvester)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>GPU-0</th>
<th>GPU-1</th>
<th>GPU-2</th>
<th>GPU-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-1</td>
<td>Pagerank (1.87x)</td>
<td>VGG16 (256/0.96x)</td>
<td>WCC (0.79x)</td>
<td>soc-sinaweibo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-2</td>
<td>BFS (1.51x)</td>
<td>MobileNet (256/0.91x)</td>
<td>ResNet101 (64/0.67x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3</td>
<td>WCC (1.77x)</td>
<td>soc-twitter-2010 (256/0.91x)</td>
<td>Pagerank (0.74x)</td>
<td>web-Cue09-50m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-4</td>
<td>WCC (1.77x)</td>
<td>Louvain (1.47x)</td>
<td>ResNet101 (64/0.74x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also evaluate the performance changes by varying the number of harvesting and yielding GPUs. In Case-2, BFS running on GPU-0 and 1 harvests the spare memory of GPU-2 and 3 where MobileNet and ResNet101 are running in each of the GPUs. memHarvester considers that the separated spare memory is logically unified like a shared cache across the harvesters. Our memHarvester can increase the performance of BFS by 3.52× and 2.1× compared to Base and Pre-ef-host, respectively. While harvesting, the performance impact of yielding GPUs is around 7~9%.

We show a different scenario in Case-3 where two applications each of which runs on a single GPU contend for the idle memory of neighbor GPUs. WCC running on GPU-0 and BFS running on GPU-1 harvests the spare memory of GPU-2 and 3 where Pagerank is running with its graph partitioned across two GPUs. Our memHarvester can increase the performance of WCC by 3.83× and 2.71×, and that of BFS by 3.21× and 2.67× compared to Base and Pre-ef-host, respectively. There is no performance degradation in Pagerank running on the yielding GPU.

We show a different scenario in Case-4 where two applications each of which runs on a single GPU contend for the idle memory of neighbor GPUs. WCC running on GPU-0 and BFS running on GPU-1 harvests the spare memory of GPU-2 and 3 where Pagerank is running with its graph partitioned across two GPUs. Our memHarvester can increase the performance of WCC by 3.83× and 2.71×, and that of BFS by 3.21× and 2.67× compared to Base and Pre-ef-host, respectively. There is no performance degradation in Pagerank running on the yielding GPU.

In Case-4, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach when two workloads share a limited spare memory contributed by a single GPU. ResNet101 yields 4.16GB idle memory that is shared by WCC running on GPU-0, and Louvain running on GPU-1 and 2. Although the throughput improvement is not much compared to other cases, it still outperforms pre-ef-host by 30~40%. Compared to Base, the harvesters show around 2.1~2.36× improvement while the performance impact of yielding GPU is around 7%.

Analysis of performance improvement. We decompose the contribution of the performance improvement to individual schemes constituting memHarvester. To this end, Figure 7 shows performance changes for each workload (from the left to the right) while we enable spare memory harvesting (H), pre-eviction (PE), large page support (LP), parallel fetch (PLF), local prefetcher (LPF) and multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF) in order. Note that local prefetcher (LPF) is not a scheme of
memHarvester and it is evaluated as a baseline to compare the performance gain of our multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF).

In general, we observe higher performance gain while we enable each scheme one by one. This is because each scheme has its complementary benefit to memHarvester: i) spare memory harvesting (ii) utilizes the spare memory as an eviction buffer and a victim cache to reduce the latency of migrating chunks by using NVLink rather than PCIe; ii) pre-eviction (PE) eliminates the eviction latency from the critical path by reducing on-demand page faults; iii) large page support (LP) reduces the time of making removable pages by writing back the chunks to host in batch; and iv) parallel fetch (PLF) reduces the latency of handling on-demand page faults by fetching the pages in the fault batch in parallel with both PCIe and NVLink. While the first three schemes (H, PE, LP) focus on optimizing the eviction penalty, parallel fetch (PLF) focuses on reducing the latency when handling page faults.

Finally, we investigate our multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF) which drastically improves performance compared with local prefetcher (LPP). For Case-1, 2, and 3, some of the evicted data reside in the host memory due to the lack of aggregated idle GPU memory in the system. Our multi-path parallel prefetcher utilizes the PCIe of the yielding GPU to prefetch data in host to the harvested memory. For Case-4, however, our multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF) selects to prefetch data in the host memory to the local GPU memory rather than the harvested memory to avoid contention in the PCIe lane attached to the yielding GPU. Because there is more than one harvester per one spare memory, multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF) changes the policy to directly fetch data from the host to local GPU memory. Thus, multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF) has no performance gain compared to local prefetcher (LPP) in Case-4.

Sensitivity study. In this subparagraph, we present the sensitivity study of memHarvester to examine three aspects.

1. Prefetch size and stride: We evaluate the sensitivity study for our next line and stride prefetches used in multi-path parallel prefetcher. Figure 8 depicts the execution time improvement by varying the amount of prefetches from 2MB to 32MB with a 2MB stride. Since both graph analytics and DNN training workloads exhibit sequential access patterns during the execution [2, 19, 35, 37, 38], our prefetcher extracts the direction of accessing the memory address and issues the prefetch requests for the next chunks to either the host memory or the spare memory depending on where the selected chunk is located (host to spare and spare to local). While evaluating our prefetcher, we observe that the 2MB stride shows better throughput than the next line (0MB stride). For all four cases, increasing the amount of prefetch steadily improves the performance. We select 32MB as our default prefetch size with a stride of 2MB. We will further investigate how the amount of prefetch can be dynamically adjusted for maximizing the prefetch effects in our future study.

2. Available spare memory: In a shared multi-GPU server, we expect that the available memory for harvesting fluctuates. We evaluate the execution time of four graph analytics workloads by manually varying the amount of spare memory from 5% to 60%. We imitate a scenario with 2 GPUs with one GPU running a memory-intensive graph analytics workload and the other GPU yielding spare memory with an appropriate size of cudaMalloc. Figure 9 exhibits that the performance can be improved by harvesting more idle memory of neighbor GPUs. Interestingly, even with 5% (800MB) of spare memory, we can achieve more than 2x improvement for all four workloads. By effectively managing the small amount of idle memory of a neighbor GPU, the performance improvement is significant. However, when a certain amount of spare memory is harvested to accommodate all the active working sets to fit in the local GPU with the harvested memory, maximum performance is achieved and there is no additional improvement even if we increase the amount of spare memory. We observed that the amount of overcommitment ratio is smaller than the active working set. For Louvain with an overcommitment ratio of 1.83x, the maximum performance is achieved when the spare memory size is 40% and even if the spare memory size is increased, there is no additional performance gain. We found a discrepancy between the size of the active memory working set and the size of memory malloc’ed by the user-level and will further investigate whether we can also harvest the unused memory space that is not included in the active working set in our future study.

3. Performance interference: While harvesting spare memory, our approach can cause performance interference to the applications running on GPUs that yield the spare memory. This is because the harvesters piggyback the
memory and PCIe bandwidth of yielding GPUs. Table 3 presents the impact of performance interference through a VectorAdd microbenchmark designed to generate a significant memory harvesting traffic. By increasing the number of VectorAdd harvesters, we measure the performance of ResNet101, which yields idle memory on one GPU. To investigate the interference incurred by individual schemes, we decompose our schemes into harvesting only (H), with pre-eviction and large page (H+PE+LP), and with all the prefetchers (memHarvester). When running with a single harvester, the impact of performance interference for ResNet101 is negligible, up to 3% compared to the baseline. The maximum pressure to the GPU yielding idle memory is bounded by the network bandwidth of two GPUs through NVLink.

Meanwhile, three harvesters reduce performance by 13%. Even with harvesting only (H), it shows 9% performance degradation. As the number of harvesters increases, the amount of memory traffic to the idle memory can also increase, leading to the memory bandwidth contention. When enabling pre-eviction and large page (H+PE+LP) schemes, it can utilize the idle memory more effectively, but it poses an additional 3% overhead. When all the proposed schemes are applied (memHarvester), the performance interference is not much different. Since our multi-path parallel prefetcher (MPF) selects to prefetch data in the host memory to the local GPU memory rather than the harvested memory to avoid contention in the PCIe lane attached to the yielding GPU. We anticipate that throttling the harvesting traffic can reduce the performance interference though it decreases the benefits to the harvesters. We leave this optimization to future work.

### 6.2.2 Intra-job Harvesting.

Our memory harvesting technique can be applied to multi-GPU applications where the memory consumption of individual GPUs is not even. The representative example is multi-GPU DNN training exploiting pipeline parallelism [20]. Such memory usage imbalance is primarily due to non-identical model partitions placed across the GPUs to balance the computation of each partition, leading to different memory demands (e.g., some of the GPUs need to have multiple weight and activation versions in pipeline parallelism). We evaluate the effectiveness of HUVM with memHarvester for single DNN training jobs. For this evaluation, we select GNMT16, GNMT8, ResNet50, and VGG16 with PyTorch. For the baseline, the PyTorch framework is modified to support the memory oversubscription with NVIDIA UVM.

**Performance improvement.** Figure 10 shows the results of throughput comparison among memHarvester, Pre-ef-host, and Base. To initiate memory oversubscription, the batch size in each model is chosen such that at least one of the four GPUs goes beyond the local memory capacity. The figure shows that for all the models, memHarvester outperforms Pre-ef-host. In particular, for GNMT16 and ResNet50, memHarvester can effectively eliminate the host memory accesses in the increased batch size by harvesting only idle memory of neighbor GPUs. This leads to the throughput in memHarvester 1.5~1.6× higher than that in Pre-ef-host for the two models.

Figure 11 shows the memory profiles of the four models across the individual GPUs. It is worth noting that model training under memHarvester achieves throughput gains via diverse memory harvesting paths. For GNMT16, GPU-1 is the only GPU harvesting the spare memory of GPU-0, 2, and 3. On the contrary, for ResNet50, GPU-0 and 1 are the two harvesting GPUs that utilize the spare memory of the other two yielding GPUs, i.e., GPU-2 and 3.

More interestingly, for GNMT8 and VGG16, the aggregated idle memory across the yielding GPUs is not sufficient to serve the data evicted from the harvesting GPUs. In VGG16 with batch size 128, GPU-0, 1, and 2 use up all the idle memory of GPU-3 and then require using the host memory additionally. In spite of exercising the host memory, memHarvester shows meaningful throughput gains for both workloads. memHarvester improves throughput over Pre-ef-host by 2.16× and 1.24× for GNMT8 and VGG16, respectively.
7 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, memHarvester is the first to propose a framework that allows GPU applications to utilize neighbor GPU’s memory connected through the high-speed interconnect (NVLink). There have been significant efforts in both the architecture and systems community to support GPU memory oversubscription while minimizing the performance degradation of applications. Demand paging on GPUs [3, 22, 24] allows the GPUs to move pages from the GPU’s memory to/from the CPU’s memory automatically. We survey recent techniques that provide mechanisms to allow applications with a large working set to run on GPUs.

Framework-guided approach. For deep learning (DL) training workloads, prior studies proposed to have the framework insert the pre-eviction and pre-fetch operations by analyzing the dataflow graph [11, 17, 28]. Peng et al. introduced a sophisticated technique employing the pre-fetch and recomputation opportunistically without relying on the dataflow graph [25], these also require the intensive framework modification in terms of tensor allocation. Besides the pre-fetch technique, Animesh et al. proposed to compress the data, which shows the long reuse distance to save memory while the data is not being actively used [12]. Although this design approach can be effective, it requires the framework modification and understanding of the target applications, incurring the engineering overhead. Unlike such previous studies, we design and implement our solution in the GPU driver which can coordinate all the GPU memory in a centralized way.

Architectural approach. The architecture community also explored hardware techniques to minimize the overhead of GPU memory virtualization. Recently, Choukse et al. explored the advantage of leveraging the neighbor GPU memory which is connected through the high-bandwidth interconnect (NVLink). Unlike our approach, they studied a HW-based compression scheme to squeeze the limited neighbor GPU memory [5]. Ganguly et al. studied the prefetch technique used in the NVIDIA UVM driver in the overcommitted environment and proposed a HW-based pre-eviction and pre-fetch techniques [8]. Kim et al. exploited that modern GPUs handle the page faults in a batch and co-designed the GPU runtime and hardware to overlap the page eviction and migration effectively [14]. Li et al. proposed a framework for memory overcommitment [17] to efficiently virtualize GPU memory, but the disadvantage of those studies requires significant changes to the GPU runtime and hardware. Although such hardware approaches can further improve the performance as well as the efficiency, it requires new hardware structures.

Memory compression. Many previous studies [5, 15, 17, 27, 30, 34] proposed techniques to perform memory compression. While these techniques allow more data on the GPU memory, they are orthogonal to HUVM and can be used in conjunction to further improve the effectiveness of our proposal.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we propose a new approach of virtualizing multi-GPU memory, hierarchical unified virtual memory, by dynamically incorporating the spare memory of neighbor GPUs in multi-GPU systems. This can alleviate the memory fragmentation problem by creating the illusion of GPU applications having an increased effective memory space. To effectively utilize the small fraction of neighbor GPUs’ memory, we introduced a memory manager for multi-GPU systems that has a set of techniques, including large page support, parallel fetch, and multi-path parallel prefetcher. Since our techniques can effectively reduce the latency of accessing host memory, for memory-intensive workloads, throughput performance is significantly improved compared to baseline and prior studies based on pre-eviction and prefetch techniques.
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Abstract
Cloud services have recently undergone a major shift from monolithic designs to microservices running on the cloud-native infrastructure, where monitoring systems are widely deployed to ensure the service level agreement (SLA). Nevertheless, the traditional monitoring system no longer fulfills the demands of cloud-native monitoring, which is observed from the practical experience in Alibaba cloud. Specifically, the monitor occupies resources (e.g., CPU) of the monitored infrastructure, disturbing services running on it. For example, enabling monitor causes jitters/declines of online services in Alibaba’s “double eleven” shopping festival with high loads. On the other hand, the quality of service (QoS) of monitoring itself, which is vital to track and ensure SLA, is not guaranteed with the high loaded system.

In this paper, we design and implement a novel monitoring system, named ZERO, for cloud-native monitoring. First, ZERO achieves zero overhead to collect raw metrics from the monitored hosts using one-sided remote direct memory access (RDMA) operations, thus avoiding any interferences to cloud services. Second, ZERO adopts receiver-driven model to collect monitoring metrics with high QoS, where credit-based flow control and hybrid I/O model are proposed to mitigate network congestion/interference and CPU bottlenecks. ZERO has been deployed and evaluated in Alibaba cloud. Deployment results show that ZERO achieves no CPU occupation at the monitored host and supports \(1 \sim 10k\) hosts with \(0.1 \sim 1s\) sampling interval using single thread for network I/O.

1 Introduction
Recent shifts in the production cloud environment from monolithic designs to microservice-based architecture \cite{33,34} have made cloud-native infrastructure the cornerstone of cloud computing services. The cloud-native applications consist of thousands of single-concern, loosely-coupled microservices running on containerized platforms \cite{76}. The underlying systems are treated as disposable and immutable, finally enabling highly available, flexible and scalable cloud services.

In order to ensure the service level agreement (SLA) \cite{52}, the whole infrastructure is monitored with not only the upper-layer application metrics, but also the fundamental system metrics \cite{84}. The novel cloud-native infrastructure, however, brings new challenges/demands to cloud-native monitoring, along with two major issues in commercial deployments.

First, traditional monitoring systems \cite{10,11,65} occupies host (physical/virtual machine, PM/VM) resources to collect, process and upload metrics (Figure 1), which inevitably causes resource contentions with cloud services — enabling monitors causes jitters/declines of online services in Alibaba “double eleven” shopping festival (Figure 3). To ensure service SLA with resource constraints, the deployed monitor at the host should have no resource occupation.

Second, the quality of service (QoS) of monitoring itself is not guaranteed, which fails to support massive metrics with rapid variations in cloud-native monitoring. The latency/throughput of monitoring jitters severely due to the high system loads or small CPU quota set by the cloud provider (Figure 4). However, monitoring system with high QoS is vital to track and ensure SLA of monitored services \cite{80,84}.

To resolve the limitations of traditional monitoring system and fulfill the demands of cloud-native monitoring, we design and implement a novel ZERO monitoring system in this paper. ZERO proposes a receiver-driven model, which collects raw metrics from the monitored host via one-sided RDMA operations, i.e., RDMA read. Based on the ZERO framework, the monitoring system is expected to achieve no CPU occupation at the monitored host, low latency and high throughput, finally avoiding any interferences to services and fulfilling the QoS requirements of large-scale distributed monitoring.

However, there still exist several challenges to achieve the above goals. As shown in Figure 1, traditional monitor collects and processes raw metrics from the monitored processes, then upload metrics to the remote host, which inevitably causes CPU occupations. How to manage memory regions of system/application metrics and expose them to the remote host, finally achieving zero-overhead monitoring via RDMA read, is challenging. On the other hand, the remote
monitoring host becomes bottlenecks in the receiver-driven model, as a tradeoff of offloading local monitoring overhead to the remote host. The remote host performs RDMA read on many monitored hosts, resulting in incast problem [85]. The remote host not only collects metrics, but also processes raw metric for further operations, all of which are CPU intensive. How to enable large-scale monitoring with network/CPU bottlenecks is challenging as well.

To access raw metrics with no CPU occupation, ZERO proposes the novel control plane and data plane. For the ease of clarity, we separate ZERO into local agent and remote controller (Figure 2). To achieve high scalability in reliable connection (RC) mode [26, 82], system/application metrics are managed by one agent and share one queue pair (QP) connection. In the control plane, ZERO agent provides universal interfaces for systems/applications to register the memory regions of their metrics at the RDMA NIC (RNIC). The metadata of these metrics are recorded at the control region. ZERO controller can thus acquire metadata of metrics from the control region as the prerequisite to access raw metrics. All metrics only need to register once if the metadata is not updated, after which ZERO agent enters blocking mode. In the data plane, the memory regions of metrics (data region) are exposed to the agent process via shared memory, finally to the remote controller. The ZERO controller can thus perform RDMA read on the data region directly without involving memory copies and CPU usages at the monitored host. As a result, ZERO achieves disposable overhead in the control plane and zero overhead in the data plane.

To deal with the network/CPU bottlenecks at the controller, ZERO proposes credit-based flow control (Credit-FC) and hybrid I/O model. We observe that the receiver-driven model is superior to the traditional sender-driven model (i.e., agent actively uploads metrics as per heartbeat): i) collecting metrics on demand to ensure the QoS of monitoring on latency; ii) limiting the total in-flight data of concurrent flows to avoid network congestion/interference. Accordingly, ZERO proposes Credit-FC to mitigate the incast problem while fulfilling the latency/throughput requirements of monitoring. On the other hand, ZERO introduces hybrid I/O model (a combination of event driven and busy polling mechanisms) and adopts thread dispatching to remedy the CPU bottlenecks of collecting and processing metrics, respectively.

As case studies, we integrate application (Redis [12]) metrics, system (kernel/containers [27, 76]) metrics and eBPF [3] metrics into the ZERO framework to demonstrate its generality and flexibility. We also share our experience about building large-scale monitoring system using RDMA.

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose the first zero-overhead monitoring system, ZERO, to resolve limitations of traditional monitoring system in cloud-native monitoring.

• We tackle several challenges of zero-overhead monitoring, including data plane with no CPU involvement, network congestion/interference caused by monitoring traffics, and CPU bottlenecks at the controller.

• We have deployed and evaluated ZERO in Alibaba cloud. ZERO achieves no CPU occupation at the monitored host and supports 1 ~ 10k hosts with 0.1 ~ 1s sampling intervals. We also share our experience with ZERO.

The paper is organized as following. Section 2 introduces the background and motivation. Section 3 proposes zero-overhead monitoring. Section 4 designs and implements ZERO framework. Section 5 presents case studies. Section 6 evaluates the proposed design. Section 7 introduces the experience and future work. Section 8 discusses related works and Section 9 concludes this paper.
2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we further elaborate cloud native monitoring and the inherent limitations of traditional monitoring system.

2.1 Cloud-Native Monitoring

Monitoring system deployed at the cloud-native infrastructure, namely, cloud-native monitoring, is indispensable to ensure the SLA of cloud services. Monitor collects the bottom-layer system metrics, such as the utilization of physical resources (CPU, memory, etc.). Based on system metrics, monitoring system performs health checks on the underlying system, makes early alert and provides suggestions to administrators [18]. Furthermore, by analyzing the historical resource consumption and performance variations, cloud providers improve system utilization and lower operational expenses (OpEx) [27, 28, 41]. On the other hand, the upper-layer application metrics, e.g., requests per second of key-value service [12, 45], directly reflect user activities and functional state of applications. The monolithic applications are decoupled to thousands of microservices [33], all of which are monitored to track and ensure the SLA.

The novel cloud-native applications together with the essential infrastructure bring new challenges/demands to cloud-native monitoring, along with two major issues in commercial deployment.

How to avoid monitor interfering with services? Microservices have much stricter requirements of QoS compared with typical applications [33]. However, the cloud-native environment is highly resource constrained. For example, Alibaba cloud adopts mixed deployment of CPU-intensive online service [42] and I/O-intensive batch jobs [93] at the same host, to maximize resource utilization [43, 78] and reduce long-term capital expenses (CapEx). Microsoft Azure also reports that 80% of VMs only have 1 ~ 2 vCPU cores [27]. The monitor should have no CPU occupation to avoid contentions with cloud services.

How to ensure QoS of monitoring? Cloud-native monitoring needs to support massive metrics with rapid variations. Cloud providers, such as Alibaba, Netflix and Uber, need to monitor millions of metrics with hundreds to thousands of microservices [80]. Besides, these application metrics (financial transactions, social network and e-commerce [67, 94]) and system metrics (CPU, memory, network [6, 54]) have rapid variations with a time scale of seconds/milliseconds. To track and ensure SLA of services, monitoring requires high QoS from the perspective of latency and throughput.

2.2 Traditional Monitoring System

We next introduce traditional distributed monitoring systems [10, 51, 65] and elaborate their limitations as the motivation of ZERO. As shown in Figure 1, multiple collectors acquire application/system metrics via specific interfaces, meanwhile raw metrics are processed as the final outcomes (Section 5). After that, the collected metrics are uploaded to the remote controller for further analysis and visualization. Each step occupies host CPUs for memory copy, calculation, network transmission, etc., which inevitably interfering with services running on the host. On the other hand, traditional monitor massively relies on the kernel’s TCP/IP network stack to transmit metrics. However, kernel data processing overhead has became the main bottleneck of end-to-end latency/throughput [90]. State-of-the-art works thus offload network functionality from kernel to user-space network stack [39, 53, 64] or hardware [35, 44, 70].

We next elaborate the limitations of traditional monitors in our real deployment. We consider two representative open-
sourced monitors, i.e., Netdata [10] and Prometheus [11]. We observed that enabling monitors causes jitters of online service in Alibaba “double eleven” shopping festival with high loads. We use Netdata to monitor a high-loaded host running Redis services with 1s sampling interval. As shown in Figure 3, monitor process causes jitters of Redis service, i.e., the throughput declines by 6.25% while tail latency increases by 2× periodically, due to the CPU occupation in each monitoring cycle. We analyze that reasons for such “interference spikes” are two folds. First, the deployment of service and monitor processes may adopt default CPU scheduling or specific CPU bonding [48], where contentions happen when service/monitor processes are scheduled/bonded to the same CPU core. Second, the CPU utilization keeps on high water level and exhibits burst nature, especially during sales promotion with high loads. Thus, the duty-cycled monitoring process with slight CPU occupation (1~5%) already causes severe interference (Figure 3). The CPU breakup of monitor shows that the uploading phase occupies 5~10% of the total CPU utilization while the collecting phase occupies the majority. On the other hand, the QoS of monitoring is highly affected by the system load or CPU quota set by the cloud operator. The latency of monitoring increases by more than 10×, when host CPU is saturated or CPU quota is reached (Figure 4). Assigning dedicated cores for monitoring may avoid these problems, however, causes large wastes of resources and high CapEx. Besides, the monitoring process may be blocked to request metrics via service interface (Section 5).

3 Zero-overhead Monitoring

To avoid resource contentions with services and ensure QoS of monitoring, we propose the zero-overhead monitoring system, namely Zero, for cloud-native monitoring. Zero exploits features of monitoring metrics and RDMA capability in modern data center. The basic idea is that most of raw metrics are counters updated at fix memory regions — the remote controller can thus obtain these metrics by performing RDMA read on these memory regions — without any CPU involvement at the monitored side. We next elaborate possibilities and challenges of realizing Zero.

Metric features. Zero is based on two features of monitoring metrics. First, most of the monitoring metrics are counters. Systems/applications update these metrics at fixed memory region after initialization. For instance, the number of stored/evicted key-value pairs in Redis and the number of sent/received packets recorded by kernel stack are all counters. Second, processing of raw metrics is simple algebraic calculation and can be offloaded to the controller. For example, Redis exports statistic data on the raw metrics and per-CPU counters are summed to get the final kernel metrics. These features are general to system/application metrics and Zero can thus support various metrics as an universal framework (Section 5).

RDMA support. Zero then leverages one-sided RDMA operation to read raw metrics/counters, to achieve no CPU/kernel involvements at the monitored host. RDMA has been widely used in data centers and provides new characteristics of low latency (as low as 1 µs), high bandwidth (more than 100Gbps) and kernel/CPU bypass. RDMA supports both one-sided and two-sided operations. The one-sided operations directly operate on the remote memory via read and write without involving the remote server’s CPU. To perform one-sided RDMA operations, one needs to register the memory region (MR) at the RNIC of remote host and acquire the generated remote protection key (rkey). The two-sided operations, i.e., send and recv, communicate via an interface similar to socket. In the following paper, we refer to RDMA read, write, send and recv as READ, WRITE, SEND and RECV, respectively. RDMA hosts create queue pairs (QP) consisting of a send queue and a receive queue, then post RDMA operations on send/receive queue to communicate with the remote host. RDMA transport supports reliable or unreliable connection (RC/UC) and unreliable datagram (UD). One-to-one connections between QPs are required in RC/UC mode, whereas one-to-many communication is supported in UD mode. Different transport types support different subsets of RDMA operations, and READ operation is only supported in RC mode.

Challenges. While Zero is expected to achieve zero-overhead monitoring, there still exist two challenges to make the idea practical. First, we observe that most CPU time of traditional monitor are spent on collecting metrics from system/application processes (Section 2.2). Zero also needs to eliminate such overheads in its data plane, besides the transmission overheads offloaded to RNIC. Second, controller is bottlenecked on both network and CPU with large number of monitored hosts, as all monitoring overheads are offloaded to the remote controller. With all these challenges, the key innovation of Zero lies in effectively exploiting one-sided RDMA and designing the separate control/data plane to realize zero-overhead monitoring. Zero further incorporates several designs to resolve practical issues (network congestion/interference, scalability) in distributed monitoring.

4 Design and Implementation

In this section, we present the overview of the Zero framework. We then introduce the design and implementation of Zero in details.

4.1 Overview

As shown in Figure 2, Zero proposes the novel control plane and data plane to collect raw metrics without CPU involvements at the monitored host. Zero adopts receiver-driven model to collect metrics from large number of hosts, and deals with the network and CPU bottlenecks at the controller.
We introduce the ZERO control plane and data plane, together with ZERO framework usage and interface in this subsection. Control plane. ZERO agent deals with registration requests from systems/applications, which uses UNIX domain socket for inter-process communications (IPC). To handle the request, the MRs of monitoring metrics are registered at the RNIC and the metadata of MRs (e.g., address, type, size, rkey) are recorded at the control region (Figure 5a). Note that the MR is pinned after metrics are registered and will be released only after metrics expire. ZERO agent registers control region at the RNIC and builds a QP connection with the remote controller in advance. The controller can thus acquire the metadata of metrics by reading and parsing the control region, then access raw metrics.

The control plane has disposable overhead. ZERO agent inevitably occupies host resources to deal with registration requests. However, we observe that the control-plane overhead is disposable for most of metrics. We divided metrics into three types according to the practice in Alibaba cloud. First, metrics of the underlying systems and persistent services, e.g., database and storage services [56, 91], are usually immobile once registered. Second, some services may be dynamically created/destroyed. For example, e-commerce services are periodically expanded/shrunk according to the number of users shopping online [60]. Third, some user requests are served by ephemeral serverless functions to mitigate the cost of long-lived services with intermittent activities [25, 33].

Generally, ZERO agent enters into blocking mode with no CPU occupation (Figure 2). When services change, ZERO agent resumes to (de)register metrics and update the corresponding control region. For the first two cases, ZERO agent handles registration requests and updates control regions infrequently with negligible overhead. ZERO controller also only reads control regions once in a long period. In the serverless case, ZERO agent frequently (de)register metrics of serverless functions. ZERO agent further uses WRITE to write the updated metadata into the remote control region (Figure 2). ZERO controller can thus obtain raw metrics by only reading the data region with one RTT. Note that the overhead of ZERO using WRITE or SEND/RECV is still much lower than that of the traditional monitor (Section 6.2).

Data plane. To eliminate the overhead of collecting metrics from multiple processes and avoid frequent memory copies, ZERO exclusively adopts shared memory in its data plane. Specifically, ZERO agent uses mmap operations, which are invoked when registering metrics, to expose MRs of metrics (data region) to the agent process, finally to the remote controller. The mmap operation takes 4KB page as the basic unit. However, metrics are not necessarily locating at the data region and require dynamic access. Thus, ZERO agent uses the rkey mechanism to dynamically acquire the data region. The selected page can be acquired by using the mmap call with the rkey flag, and the rkey mechanism is inherently supported by RDMA. ZERO agent further uses mmap to register metrics and update the control region.

### Table 1: Metrics Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Rkey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0x1234</td>
<td>0x012</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>0x12</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0x5678</td>
<td>0x321</td>
<td>Str</td>
<td>0x12</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: READ w/o (left) or w/ (right) memory management.

The scalability of RDMA-based system is constrained by the on-chip memory (SRAM) of RNIC [26, 82]. To achieve high scalability at the controller, all metrics at the host are managed by one agent and share one QP connection. In the control plane, ZERO agent provides interface for systems and applications to register the memory region of their metrics (data region) at the RNIC. The metadata of metrics (e.g., address, rkey) are written into the control region. ZERO controller can thus obtain metadata by reading the control region and access to raw metrics via reading the data region. The agent process is blocked unless systems/applications need to register/update metrics. In the data plane, the memory region of metrics are exposed to the agent process via shared memory, finally to the remote controller. The controller performing READ on the data region acquires metrics, which achieves zero copy and no CPU involvement at the monitored host. In the real deployment, the control-plane overhead is usually disposable — the metrics only need to register once — then keeps in use or updates after a long time. The data plane has no CPU occupation as expected.

ZERO supports large-scale monitoring via single controller. ZERO adopts thread dispatching, where only 1 ~ 2 threads are used to collect metrics and the rest cores are used to process metrics in parallel for further operations, e.g., visualization and persistence. ZERO controller uses receiver-driven model, i.e., issuing READ requests on the monitored hosts to collect raw metrics, which is superior to the traditional sender-driven model. ZERO achieves high monitoring QoS by posting READ requests on demand and avoids network congestion/interference by controlling the total in-flight data. Accordingly, credit-based flow control (Credit-FC) and hybrid I/O model are proposed to remedy the incast problem and CPU bottleneck, respectively.

### 4.2 ZERO Control Plane and Data plane

We introduce the ZERO control plane and data plane, together with ZERO framework usage and interface in this subsection. Control plane. ZERO agent deals with registration requests from systems/applications, which uses UNIX domain socket for inter-process communications (IPC). To handle the request, the MRs of monitoring metrics are registered at the RNIC and the metadata of MRs (e.g., address, type, size, rkey) are recorded at the control region (Figure 5a). Note that the MR is pinned after metrics are registered and will be released only after metrics expire. ZERO agent registers control region at the RNIC and builds a QP connection with the remote controller in advance. The controller can thus acquire the metadata of metrics by reading and parsing the control region, then access raw metrics.

The control plane has disposable overhead. ZERO agent inevitably occupies host resources to deal with registration requests. However, we observe that the control-plane overhead is disposable for most of metrics. We divided metrics into three types according to the practice in Alibaba cloud. First, metrics of the underlying systems and persistent services, e.g., database and storage services [56, 91], are usually immobile once registered. Second, some services may be dynamically created/destroyed. For example, e-commerce services are periodically expanded/shrunk according to the number of users shopping online [60]. Third, some user requests are served by ephemeral serverless functions to mitigate the cost of long-lived services with intermittent activities [25, 33].

Generally, ZERO agent enters into blocking mode with no CPU occupation (Figure 2). When services change, ZERO agent resumes to (de)register metrics and update the corresponding control region. For the first two cases, ZERO agent handles registration requests and updates control regions infrequently with negligible overhead. ZERO controller also only reads control regions once in a long period. In the serverless case, ZERO agent may frequently (de)register metrics of serverless functions. ZERO agent further uses WRITE to write the updated metadata into the remote control region (Figure 2). ZERO controller can thus obtain raw metrics by only reading the data region with one RTT. Note that the overhead of ZERO using WRITE or SEND/RECV is still much lower than that of the traditional monitor (Section 6.2).

Data plane. To eliminate the overhead of collecting metrics from multiple processes and avoid frequent memory copies, ZERO exclusively adopts shared memory in its data plane. Specifically, ZERO agent uses mmap operations, which are invoked when registering metrics, to expose MRs of metrics (data region) to the agent process, finally to the remote controller. The mmap operation takes 4KB page as the basic unit. However, metrics are not necessarily locating at the data region and require dynamic access. Thus, ZERO agent uses the rkey mechanism to dynamically acquire the data region. The selected page can be acquired by using the mmap call with the rkey flag, and the rkey mechanism is inherently supported by RDMA. ZERO agent further uses mmap to register metrics and update the control region.

The data plane has zero overhead. The data plane achieves zero CPU occupation, zero copy, and no extra memory footprint at the monitored host, via the shared memory design.
Figure 6: Management interface for two types of metrics.

An alternative solution of copying metrics when updating causes frequent CPU occupations for memory copies, and extra memory footprints. Besides, ZERO data plane ensures the read-write consistency between remote and local memory. Most of application/system metrics are defined as atomic variables, which are updated atomically in the shared memory. The atomic update only needs 1–3 ns in Intel Haswell architecture [74] — three orders of magnitude lower than that of RDMA operations (1 µs) — the memory consistency is guaranteed between update and READ. For non-atomic variables, ZERO uses bit flags to indicate the states of updating. FaRM [31] and Pilaf [68] use a similar method to ensure data consistency with READ. ZERO controller will check whether metrics are read correctly via bit flags and retry in the next cycle. We eliminate all synchronous locks for zero overhead, which may cause inconsistency under rare race conditions while ensuring accuracy for most cases.

Memory management is indispensable. While local host achieves zero overhead in ZERO data plane, we observe that simply performing READ on massive metrics cannot achieve desirable performance. Because metrics are distributed across the process/kernel space with discrete memory addresses, ZERO controller needs to read a large number of entries in control region as well as metrics in data region (Figure 5a). However, the bandwidth of READ falls rapidly and the latency is nearly doubled when the number of MRs increases from 100 to 10k, due to evictions in the RNIC SRAM [26,82]. ZERO introduces memory management to reduce the number of MRs and READ requests required to collect massive metrics. Specifically, ZERO proposes two memory-management mechanisms for two types of metrics (Figure 6). First, many metrics are global variables or data structures. One can mark these metrics by specifying attributes of variables [13]. The compiler will distribute these metrics to the same data segment. Second, metrics are defined as pointers to variables. ZERO provides a memory allocator for these metrics. Specifically, the MRs of metrics are allocated with continuous space via the allocation API. The core idea of both methods is concatenating metrics to the same MR to support massive metrics. Besides, data region is aligned as struct and recorded at the control region for the ease of memory parsing at the controller. As shown in Figure 5b, ZERO controller only needs to post one READ request on the same MR to get a list of metrics.

Framework usage and interface. ZERO can be easily deployed at hosts (PM/VM) with RDMA support. ZERO agent and controller need to be initiated at the local and remote host respectively. Systems/applications then invoke agent API to manage and (de)register their metrics. The agent accomplishes all control-plane operations, e.g., mmapp, updates of control region, when handling (de)register requests.

4.3 Scaling-out Monitoring

We next present how to support large-scale monitoring with single ZERO controller. ZERO proposes credit-based flow control (Credit-FC) and hybrid I/O model, to avoid network congestion/interference and remedy CPU bottlenecks respectively. ZERO controller needs to collect and process metrics from a large number of hosts, while fulfilling the monitoring QoS in latency and throughput. To achieve this goal, the controller adopts thread dispatching to collect and process metrics in parallel with individual threads.

Collecting metrics. The controller only assigns 1 – 2 threads to collect metrics. ZERO achieves high efficient network I/O with single thread by posting READ requests then polling completions on multiple QPs in batch. This is feasible because both post_send and poll_cq are fast non-block operations. According to our experiment, the batch operations only add negligible latency (tens of µs).

Receiver-driven model is superior to send-driven model. Issuing READ on data region turns out a receiver-driven model to collect metrics from multiple hosts. The receiver-driven model has two benefits compared with the traditional sender-driven model. The controller posts READ requests on demand to meet the target latency or updating frequency in monitoring. Besides, it also facilitates to avoid network congestion/interference by limiting the total in-flight data of concurrent flows. We next intuitively formulate the scale-out ability of such receiver-driven model. The monitored hosts have different requirements in terms of updating interval $U$ and data size $S$, i.e., controller needs to collect $S$ bytes in every $U$ seconds for a specific host. Assuming the bandwidth $B$ of the receiver is fully utilized, the maximum number of supported hosts $n = B \times U / S$. Our deployment shows that ZERO supports at least 1k hosts with 128KB metrics and 100ms sampling interval.

Credit-based flow control. Concurrent READ requests generate burst network traffic, which are transmitted from multiple hosts to the controller simultaneously, resulting in severe incast problems. ZERO introduces Credit-FC to remedy the incast problem, which works as follows.

Large-sized READ requests are segmented into fix-sized fragments with 4KB page size. ZERO chooses such moderate size due to three considerations: i) page is the basic unit of shared memory, which can accommodate 1k 32-bit metrics and fulfill the demands of most services; ii) the number of READ requests is bounded as the total size of metrics in
single host is general hundreds of KBs; iii) the small size facilitates congestion control in severe incast.

Subsequently, credits are used to limit the total in-flight data of concurrent flows (identified by a QP). Posting READ requests or polling completion events will consume or regain credits for the target flow. The state-of-the-art works [44, 70] adopt bandwidth-delay product based flow control (BDP-FC), which bounds the in-flight data per flow by the BDP of the network. However, BDP is large enough to cause congestion and trigger explicit congestion notification (ECN) packets or priority-based flow control (PFC) pause frames [95], with large number of concurrent flows (Figure 11c). ZERO proposes Credit-FC to limit the total in-flight data. Specifically, the credit of each flow \( C_f \) is set to \( T/n \), where \( T \) is the total credit and \( n \) is the number of concurrent flows. Finally, Credit-FC effectively avoids triggering ECN/PFC (Section 6.3) and network interference with service traffics (Section 7).

**Hybrid I/O model.** To avoid the thread performing network I/O being saturated, ZERO proposes the hybrid I/O model incorporating event driven and polling mechanisms, which is similar to NAPI in Linux [73]. The event-driven I/O can effectively avoid CPU occupation for busy polling. Each QP is associated with an event channel to notify a new (first) completion event. The I/O multiplexing interface, e.g., epoll, is used to listen the fds of multiple event channels. The collecting thread blocks until completion events are notified from one or multiple QPs, then polling the in-flight requests of the corresponding QPs. We observe that the event-driven model effectively reduces CPU utilization with large number of in-flight requests (Figure 12b). However, when the monitored data size is too small with only several requests after segmentation, the epoll syscall and thread blocking incur high variations in READ latency (Figure 12a). The controller thus uses busy polling for hosts with small number of requests. In the hybrid I/O model, ZERO assigns two threads to perform event-driven polling and busy polling, respectively. Note that both threads share Credit-FC.

**Processing metrics.** The controller dispatches multiple threads to processing raw metrics in parallel. Specifically, the MRs of the collected metrics are placed into the appropriate queue where each MR can be handled by one of multiple processing threads. Each MR concatenated by a list of metrics is parsed as struct directly according to the metadata recorded at the control region. The parsed metrics are then processed by reproducing the same calculations which are originally performed by the monitored host. Finally, the controller imports processed metrics into InfluxDB [7] for persistence and uses Grafana [5] for visualization.

5 Case Study

In this section, we present how to integrate application/system metrics into the ZERO framework using three typical cases of Redis [12], Linux kernel [81] and eBPF [3].

**Redis Case.** Redis [14] has been widely deployed in Alibaba cloud as database, cache, and message broker, providing low-latency in-memory data structure storage services. Traditional monitor acquires Redis metrics by requesting INFO interface of Redis server. Traditional monitor thus occupies the resource of Redis server and the host to obtain metrics. As a comparison, ZERO only needs to register metrics and requires no resource occupation for collecting metrics. There exist more than two hundred metrics in each Redis service instance. The naive implementation is performing READ on these metrics one-by-one (see Figure 5a), resulting in high latency and CPU utilization. To resolve this problem, we use allocation API (type two) to allocate and structuralize Redis metrics with continuous memory. As shown in Figure 5b, ZERO only needs to register and perform READ once for each Redis instance in our implementation. ZERO controller then parses metrics as struct according to the memory structure.

**Linux Kernel Case.** Linux kernel exports system metrics to user space via proc interface, which creates files under /proc directory and bonds corresponding kernel functions. Traditional monitor usually needs to read hundreds of proc files to get all system metrics, which incurs extra overhead for user/kernel-space processing. With ZERO framework, kernel metrics are registered at the ZERO agent then exported to the ZERO controller directly. We use ZERO to monitor metrics managed by container namespace for the container-based services [1]. Kernel metrics are usually implemented as lock-free per-CPU counters to avoid locking overhead. ZERO controller needs to READ all replications of metrics in each CPU core, locating at separate pages. Production cloud environment adopts fine-grained resource assignment and isolation, in which more than 90% hosts only have 1 ~ 4 CPU cores [27]. ZERO only needs 1 ~ 4 requests to obtain kernel metrics.

**eBPF Case.** The extend Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) [3, 66] is an evolving technology, which can dynamically attach program to running kernel for tracing, instructing, and even controlling the kernel code path. eBPF has been widely used in cloud computing for monitoring [6, 54], networking [38, 83], virtualization [21, 22] and security [29, 30]. We use eBPF to monitor traffics and retransmissions of large number of TCP connections in MaxCompute [32, 93] service. eBPF provides in-kernel data structure, called map, to enable control and data messages delivery within kernel or between kernel and user space. eBPF attaches probes to kernel/application functions at runtime and exports metrics, events and histograms to eBPF map. User process reads the entry of eBPF map via syscall. However, reading large number of entries incurs large overhead due to frequent syscalls. To integrate eBPF into ZERO framework, eBPF array map is adopted, which supports mmap operations (from Linux kernel 5.5+) and can thus export its memory to ZERO agent directly.
6 Evaluation

6.1 Evaluation Setup

In our evaluation, we adopt a multi-phase deployment with two typical clusters, as summarized in Table 1. Initially, we deploy Zero in a test environment (Cluster1) with a rational scale that mimics the production environment for demonstration. We next deployed Zero in a public-cloud environment (Cluster2), which covers common cloud services in production. The deployment scale has continued to grow according to the feedback of canary testing and the actual demands of services. In Cluster1, services operate in guest VMs with 4 vCPU cores. The RNICs are virtualized and assigned to VMs via passthrough [87]. In Cluster2, services are deployed in containers running on bare-metal servers [92]. Each VM/container is monitored independently to evaluate the scalability of Zero. Note that both configurations are typical in Alibaba cloud-native platform [15]. We use Zero to monitor typical services, e.g., Redis [14], container [1] and MaxCompute [32, 93].

We evaluate Zero performance from three aspects:

- **CPU Utilization:** The CPU utilization is defined as occupied CPU time per second. We use `perf` tool to measure the CPU utilization of both Zero agent and controller. We verify the CPU involvement of monitor in control plane and data plane. We also need to concern about the CPU utilization of Zero controller for scalability.

- **Latency:** The latency of Zero is the time used to READ all metrics from the monitored host. For traditional monitor, the latency consists of time used to collect/process all metrics and time used to upload all metrics. We verify whether monitor can meet up the updating frequency of metrics by latency.

- **Throughput:** The throughput is the collected bytes per second during each monitoring period. We verify whether monitor can support massive metrics by throughput.

We test the impact of the following parameters on monitoring performance:

- **Sampling Interval:** The required sampling interval is determined by the updating frequency of metrics. We evaluate Zero with 10 ~ 1000ms sampling intervals and use 1000ms by default.

- **Number of Instances/Connections/Requests:** All of three parameters impact the CPU utilization and data size of monitoring. The number of service/container instances varies from 10 to 40, with a default value of 10. The number of TCP connections varies from 1k to 16k, with a default value of 1k. The number of work requests varies from 8 to 128 for a host, with a default value of 32.

- **Number of Hosts:** One Zero controller is deployed to monitor multiple hosts running Zero agent. We increase the number of hosts (from 64 to 1024) to evaluate the scalability of Zero framework.

We use the state-of-the-art monitoring system named Netdata [10], existing NX monitor in Alibaba cloud, and Zero RPC as comparison benchmarks:

- **Netdata:** Netdata is widely used by cloud providers, e.g., Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure [8]. Netdata integrates application/system metrics in one agent by requesting application interface or reading `/proc` files respectively. The agent uploads metrics to the controller as per heartbeat or the controller acquires metrics via sending RPC requests to the agent.

- **NX:** NX is a network monitoring tool deployed in Alibaba cloud. NX exports network metrics as logs, e.g., info of TCP connections, then uploads the collected metrics via log service. We have integrated Zero framework into the NX monitor to improve its performance.

- **Zero RPC:** Zero RPC adopts the same data plane to access raw metrics. However, Zero RPC is implemented via `SEND/RECV` instead of `READ`. The controller issues RPC requests to the agent, after which agent returns metrics as response. We explore design alternations of two-sided RDMA via Zero RPC.

6.2 Zero Overhead

We evaluate the CPU utilization and latency of Zero in monitoring Redis, container and MaxCompute services. We present overall performance and summarize two key observations, followed by detailed micro-benchmarks for each case.
Overall. Table 2 summaries the overhead of ZERO monitor. We focus on the monitoring latency and the CPU utilization of ZERO agent. Both Netdata or NX are referred as baselines. First, ZERO monitor reduces latency by one/two order of magnitudes compared with baselines. Our following breakdown of total latency reveals that baseline methods spend most of time to collect metrics from system/application processes. The TCP-based baselines actively upload metrics and achieve similar latency in uploading phase as ZERO READ. ZERO RPC has higher latency than ZERO READ because each RPC requires at least two RTTs [45, 68]. Second, ZERO agent achieves disposable overhead in control plane and zero overhead in data plane. The CPU utilization of ZERO control plane only increases slightly when registering more MRs, which is not affected by the sampling interval. The CPU utilization of ZERO data plane is always zero as expected. On the contrast, the CPU utilization of baselines reaches very high values with lower sampling intervals. ZERO RPC eliminates the overhead of collecting metrics, however, the CPU utilization for posting SEND/RECV requests and polling completions still increases with lower sampling intervals. In summary, the benefit of ZERO to cloud services is enabling higher SLA of infrastructure, which effectively avoids performance jitters caused by CPU interference. Zero also improves monitoring performance, which reduces latency by 1∼2 orders of magnitude and increases throughput by 3∼6× (Section 6.3).

Redis Case. The monitoring performance of Redis case is shown in Figure 7. Netdata uses single or multiple threads to collect metrics from multiple Redis instances. With the increment of service instances, the CPU utilization of single- and multi-thread Netdata increase from 0.4 ∼ 0.5% to 1.5 ∼ 2%, which already severely interferes Redis services (Figure 3).

(a) Agent CPU vs. Instances.  
(b) Latency vs. Instances.  
(c) Agent CPU vs. Intervals.  
(d) Latency vs. Intervals.

Figure 7: Monitor performance with 10 − 40 Redis instances and 10 − 1000ms sampling interval.

(a) Agent CPU vs. Entries.  
(b) Latency vs. Entries.  
(c) Agent CPU vs. Intervals.  
(d) Latency vs. Intervals.

Figure 8: Monitor performance with 10 − 40 container instances and 10 − 1000ms sampling interval.

(a) Agent CPU vs. Entries.  
(b) Latency vs. Entries.  
(c) Agent CPU vs. Intervals.  
(d) Latency vs. Intervals.

Figure 9: Monitor performance with 1 − 16k TCP connections and 10 − 1000ms sampling interval.
With $10 \times$ lower sampling interval, the Netdata CPU increases $10 \times$, while the gap of CPU utilization between single- and multi-thread becomes larger. However, the multi-thread Netdata achieves $0.7 \sim 1 \text{ms}$ latency (Figures 7b and 7d). Netdata thus trades off CPU utilization with latency. On the contrary, ZERO has negligible CPU utilization ($< 0.1\%$) in its control plane, which is a one-off expense independent of sampling intervals as shown in Figure 7c. ZERO data plane has zero CPU overhead denoted by the tiny pillar in Figures 7a and 7c. ZERO reduces latency by one/two order of magnitudes compared with Netdata, as shown in Figures 7b and 7d.

**Linux kernel case.** Figure 8 illustrates the performance of Linux kernel case, where ZERO monitors multiple container instances. As shown in Figures 8a and 8c, the CPU utilization of the ZERO data plane is zero. The CPU utilization of ZERO control plane is high, because of the frequent invocations of 
\texttt{mmap} when registering per-CPU kernel metrics. However, the total CPU time of ZERO control plane is fixed, \textit{i.e.}, $3.4 \sim 14.7\text{ ms}$ to register $10 \sim 40$ instances. As shown in Fig 8c, the overhead of ZERO control plane is only $0.8\%$ independent of sampling intervals, while the Netdata CPU increase to $4\%$ with $10\text{ms}$ sampling interval. ZERO achieves $0.07 \sim 0.1\text{ms}$ latency, which is an order of magnitude lower than that of Netdata ($0.5 \sim 1.6\text{ms}$). ZERO may have higher READ latency than the uploading latency of Netdata. Because kernel metrics are per-CPU counters, ZERO controller needs $n$ requests to obtain $n$ copies of counters in each CPU.

**eBPF case.** Figure 9 shows the performance of monitoring TCP connections of with NX, NX-eBPF and ZERO. NX monitor has the highest CPU utilization ($1.6 \sim 59\%$) and latency ($16 \sim 250\text{ms}$), due to its outdated implementation, which traverses all TCP connections using the kernel 
\texttt{tcp_diag} interface. NX-eBPF introduces eBPF to low the overhead of getting TCP info, while ZERO further eliminates the syscall and memory copy overhead of reading eBPF map. As shown in Figures 9b and 9d, ZERO performs $40\%$~$80\%$ lower latency than that of NX. Similar with Redis and Linux kernel case, the CPU utilization of ZERO data plane is still zero.

### 6.3 ZERO Scalability

We then evaluate the scalability of ZERO. The controller adopts receiver-driven model to obtain raw metrics, which issues TCP-based RPC or READ requests to the agent. The collecting phase at the monitored host is omitted to compare the raw performance. The controller adopts busy polling by default. The ideal result is obtained via \texttt{ib_read_bw} [16]. Our three key observations are summarized as follows.

**READ achieves better performance.** The TCP-based baseline achieves much higher average latency compared with ZERO (Figure 10). The total elapsed time of collecting metrics from all hosts is usually $2 \sim 3 \times$ the average latency in TCP, resulting in low throughput. We analyze that TCP suffers from low efficient congestion control (CC) [20, 37] and the processing overhead of kernel stack [24]. Both factors incur large delay to concurrent RPC requests, resulting in variations of starting/ending time. On the contrary, ZERO eliminates the overhead of kernel stack via RDMA. The average latency and elapsed time of ZERO are nearly equivalent (Figures 10a and 10b). ZERO also achieves lower CPU compared with the baseline as shown in Figure 10d.
As a comparison, ECN reacts to congestion and recovers works with 512/1024 QPs due to the posting and arrival delay (XOFF) [95]. Besides, the RNIC limits the maximum of 4 outstanding READ requests to 16. Accordingly, the total traffic rapidly (Figure 11c). Another benefit of Credit-FC is duration occupies $\sim$ rate the bandwidth. However, the tradeoff is that the pause credit is set to 8 in Cluster2, resulting in larger credit to saturate the bandwidth. Even several works [46, 47] adopt UD to reduce the number of QPs. Credit-FC avoids triggering ECN/PFC.

In Cluster1, we evaluate the ZERO performance w/ Credit-FC and BDP-FC, and w/o any flow control (FC). For tests w/o FC, the controller posts all requests in the beginning. The BDP-FC adopts a fixed credit of BDP (16KB with 25GbE bandwidth and $5 \sim 6\mu s$ RTT). Interestingly, PFC pause is not triggered until 256 QPs for ZERO w/o FC, due to the large dynamic buffer of switches [17] and the high threshold of PFC pause action (XOFF) [95]. Besides, the RNIC limits the maximum of outstanding READ requests to 16. Accordingly, the total credit is set to $8MB = 128 \times 64KB$. As shown in Figure 10a, both Credit-FC and BDP-FC effectively avoid PFC. The gap between ZERO and ideal is origin from the extra overhead in monitoring (Figure 10c), e.g., virtualization, initializing and posting work requests (WRs) for each VM. The 25GbE bandwidth is still saturated with the $C_f \geq BDP$.

In Cluster2, the network has much higher BDP (96KB with 200GbE bandwidth and $4\mu s$ RTT) and the ECN is enabled by default. We observe a large fraction of ECN marked packets and high latency in BDP-FC (Figure 11a), because the ECN minimum threshold [95] is set to $\sim 1000KB$. Credit-FC still works with 512/1024 QPs due to the posting and arrival delay of READ requests with single thread (Section 4.3), where the build-up buffer should reach $2/4MB$ with the smallest quota of 4KB. We observe similar phenomenon with 1024 QPs in Cluster1. As shown in Figure 11b, Credit-FC only utilizes half of the 200 GbE bandwidth — because the credit is much smaller than the BDP of network to avoid congestion/ECN ($4 \sim 16KB$ vs. 96KB) — the bottleneck lies in the switch buffer/threshold instead of end host. The throughput also degrades rapidly because large number of QPs share RNICs at both agent and controller.

We next zoom into the difference between Cluster1 and Cluster2. Cluster1 set much higher PFC threshold than the ECN threshold in Cluster2, resulting in larger credit to saturate the bandwidth. However, the tradeoff is that the pause duration occupies $\sim 99\%$ (Figure 10b) when PFC is triggered. As a comparison, ECN reacts to congestion and recovers traffic rapidly (Figure 11c). Another benefit of Credit-FC is reducing the CPU utilization for busy polling via avoiding network congestion as shown in Figures 10d and 11d.

Hybrid-I/O model is highly CPU efficient. We then evaluate the hybrid-I/O model in Cluster1. We post all requests in the beginning as the maximum outstanding READ requests is bounded to 16 by RNIC. As shown in Figure 12b, the CPU utilization of both epoll and polling increases with large data size, while epoll achieves lower CPU utilization. To highlight the gap, we set lower sampling interval to monitor 128 hosts with 256KB data. Results show that the CPU utilization of epoll and polling are 13.5/40.9% and 20.2/72.6 respectively with 100/10ms interval. However, the event-driven polling has high performance variations with small number of requests (Figure 12a), due to epoll syscall and thread blocking. With large-sized data, such overhead is averaged across many in-flight requests. We thus adopt epoll for general cases (32 $\sim$ 128 requests) and polling for hosts with small-sized data (< 32 requests).

7 Experience and Future Work

In this section, we share our experience of building large-scale monitoring system using RDMA.

Achieving high scalability and availability. The scalability of RDMA-based distributed systems is limited by the number of QPs [26, 62, 82], which are cached in the limited SRAM of RNIC. Even several works [46, 47] adopt UD to reduce the number of QPs. ZERO uses READ to bypass the monitored host, which is only supported in RC mode. ZERO adopts QP sharing and grouping to remedy the QP constraints. First, ZERO agent manages all system/application metrics in a host sharing one QP connection. Second, ZERO controller monitors a group of QPs/hosts in each period, e.g., 64 hosts with $1 \sim 10ms$ period, then switches to another group of QPs/hosts to avoid frequent QP evictions. To achieve high availability, each agent will build QP connections with at least three controllers in the practical deployment. Similar to most distributed systems, all these controllers run a consensus-based coordination service [40] to detect failures, and ZERO can switch to a standby controller seamlessly when the active controller is down.

Avoiding network interference. In the practical deployment, monitoring traffics co-exist with service traffics and inevitably impacts the network performance of services, due to the contentions at both agent and switches. Note that the controller has no such concerns with dedicated server for monitoring. Before ZERO, existing deployment adopts several mechanisms for traffic isolation, which inevitably brings other side effects. For example, a thorough solution is physically isolating traffics of services and monitoring with independent NICs and links [2]. However, physical isolation incurs large CapEx and is only suitable to high-priority services necessitating high SLA. Another solution is assigning a separate and lower-priority queue for monitoring traffics [35]. The persistent high loads of services may cause starvation of mon-
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monitoring traffics and losses of data in consecutive monitoring periods. Besides, ZERO built on RDMA is sensitive to such timeouts, which may cause QP state machine errors [72]. We thus abandon the traditional method of traffic isolation and resort to receiver-driven CC to avoid network interference.

ZERO provides a new perspective to mitigate network interference, i.e., limiting the credit of monitoring traffics when co-existing. Specifically, the controller adopts group switching with 64 QPs/hosts in each group. The QPs of next group will be pre-fetched to RNIC SRAM for warming up. The total credit $T$ in Credit-FC is set to 256KB, which maximally adds $\sim 20/10\mu s$ queuing delay with 100/200GbE bandwidth. Note that the maximum build-up queue is much less than 256KB due to the posting and arrival delay (Section 6.3). As a comparison, the traditional send-driven model easily causes network jitters with burst traffics. Besides, such settings have a negligible impact on monitoring QoS and single controller supports 1 ~ 10k hosts with 0.1 ~ 1s intervals. The agent only occupies 0.01 ~ 0.1% bandwidth of the monitored host.

Receiver-driven CC. Compared with existing sender-driven CC, the receiver-driven CC achieves several benefits in monitoring. Existing CC mechanisms, e.g., DCQCN [95] and TIMELY [69], react to congestion after switch buffer/queue reach threshold. Besides, they aim to achieve equal bandwidth sharing across multiple flows, and cannot avoid interference between service traffics and monitoring traffics. As a comparison, the receiver-driven CC avoids network congestion and interference in advance by limiting the total in-flight data of monitoring. On the other hand, existing CC mechanisms, e.g., DCQCN and HPCC [57], are complex in deployment and requires ECN or in-network telemetry (INT) supports from switches. However, ECN or INT capability are not always supported, e.g., in Cluster1. The Credit-FC in our deployment is simple and effective to avoid triggering PFC/ECN.

We also observe several limitations of current Credit-FC. It only adopts credit without pacing [50] and cannot support massive concurrent flows with a 4KB transmission fragment. Besides, it is not a universal CC mechanism for data-center traffics, which dedicates to avoid network congestion and interference caused by monitoring traffics in the ZERO framework. In our future work, we will try to resolve these limitations from two aspects. First, we will consider both host bandwidth and ECN threshold [88] with a combination of credit- and pacing-based CC, to achieve full bandwidth utilization while avoiding network congestion. Second, we will explore the universal receiver-driven model in cloud networks, which has the benefits of CPU offloading via RDMA and more convenient CC [77].

8 Related Work

One-sided RDMA. In the system area, it is a trend to leverage one-sided RDMA operations to bypass the server CPUs. As pioneering works, Pilaf [68] enables the clients to directly read data from the server memory via RDMA read. Clients use CRC64 to search for the inconsistency of data caused by the possible read-write races on the server. RFP [79,86] explores one-sided RDMA to provide another alternative solution for RPC, which uses RDMA read to fetch the response result. On the other hand, several works [46,61,86] explore how to optimize the raw performance of one-sided RDMA. To the best of our knowledge, ZERO is the first work to leverage one-sided RDMA for distributed monitoring.

Monitoring system. There are plenty of works targeting for the design of monitoring system [65]. Yet, all these works focus on data analytic [51,80], tracing bugs [59,63] and visualization [71]. Distinct from these works, where monitors are tightly coupled with the monitored applications and hosts, ZERO decouples the monitor from the monitored infrastructure and eliminates the monitoring overhead completely.

Cloud-native monitoring. Netdata [10] enables users to quickly identify and troubleshoot issues, and make data-driven decisions according to the pre-built visible dashboards. Prometheus [11] is an open-sourced monitoring system with complete ecosystem to extract time series data from the cloud-native applications, and it focuses on collecting metrics via a powerful query language called PromQL. Stackdriver [4] is the logging and monitoring solution of Google, which is integrated tightly into Google Cloud. Likewise, ZERO is deeply used in the cloud-native ecosystem of Alibaba cloud.

9 Conclusion

We propose the ZERO monitoring system framework, exploiting one-sided RDMA read for remote monitoring. ZERO achieves zero-overhead monitoring via the novel control plane and data plane. ZERO supports large-scale distributed monitoring via credit-based FC and hybrid I/O model. ZERO thus paves the way for integrating RDMA into the monitoring systems, which desires to benefit from the high performance of RDMA while avoiding poor scalability. We deploy ZERO in Alibaba cloud-native platform to evaluate its performance. The deployment results show that ZERO resolves interference problem of traditional monitor and easily fulfills both latency and throughput requirements in cloud-native monitoring.
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Abstract

Microservice architectures have become the lifeblood of modern service-oriented software systems. Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) among microservices are deeply nested, asynchronous, and large in number, thus making it very hard to identify the underlying service(s) that contribute to the overall end-to-end latency experienced by a top-level request. State-of-the-art RPC tracing tools collect a deluge of data but provide little insight. We need sophisticated tools to bubble-up signals from a myriad of RPC traces to assist developers in identifying optimization opportunities, pinpointing common bottlenecks, setting appropriate time outs, diagnosing error conditions, and planning and managing compute capacity, to name a few.

In this paper, we present CRISP — a tool to perform critical path analysis (CPA) over a large number of traces collected from RPCs in microservices environments. CRISP provides three critical performance analysis capabilities: a) a top-down CPA of any specific endpoint, which is tailored for service owners to drill down the root causes of latency issues, b) a bottom-up CPA over all endpoints in the system — tailored for infrastructure and performance engineers — to bubble up those (interior) APIs that have a high impact across many endpoints, and c) an on-the-fly anomaly detection to alert potential problems.

We have applied CRISP’s capabilities on Uber’s entire backend system composed of ~40K endpoints that cater to real-time requests from more than 100 million active daily users worldwide. Using the critical path as the basis of performance analysis has a) helped us identify five performance issues and optimization opportunities across two business-critical microservices, b) guided us in our future hardware choice that reduces end-to-end latencies, and c) reduced the false positives in anomaly detection by up to 50% while speeding up the training and inference by up to 28× and up to 67×, respectively, over the state of the art.

1 Introduction

Microservice architectures [23, 27, 28, 36, 43, 45, 56] have become the lifeblood of modern service-oriented software sys-
microservice (e.g., reducing tail latency)
• Identifying bottleneck APIs that affect numerous endpoints
• Setting appropriate time-to-live values for RPCs
• Diagnosing outages and error conditions
• Planning for computing and other capacity management

The critical path [59] is the longest chain of dependent tasks in a microservice dependency graph. Reducing the critical path length is necessary to reduce the end-to-end latency of a request. Hence, latency optimization efforts benefit from prioritizing the services that are on the critical path.

We have developed a tool, CRISP, to pinpoint and quantitatively analyze performance problems in microservice architectures. CRISP utilizes the RPC tracing facility provided by Jaeger [6] and constructs the critical path through a request’s graph of dependencies. The critical path may vary among requests; hence, CRISP computes the critical path per request. It then aggregates and summarizes critical paths from millions of requests. Finally, it presents them as digestible and actionable insights via rich heat maps [5] and flame graphs [31]. CRISP provides knobs to dissect the details with different percentile values that help in performance diagnoses.

As a full-fledged performance analysis tool, CRISP caters to various use cases via the following rich set of capabilities that scale to work on millions of traces:
• **Top-down analysis:** A top-down analysis of any specific endpoint of interest. This capability allows service owners to deep dive into their specific endpoint and pinpoint and quantify bottlenecks encountered in the RPC dependency graph. Improving these bottlenecks should be the first-order priority to reduce the latency of the endpoint.
• **Bottom-up analysis:** A bottom-up analysis over all endpoints, which bubbles up and ranks by the impact of those interior APIs that cause the most latency across most endpoints. Optimizing these interior APIs reduces latency across numerous endpoints.
• **Neural network-based anomaly detection:** An automated anomaly detection system, which detects whether a request is exhibiting abnormal behavior compared with the past history of the endpoint. The system is trained per endpoint using an autoencoder-decoder machine learning technique [39]. This system is set up to expedite problem detection and alert developers. Basing the abnormality detection on the divergence in the critical path as opposed to the full call graph [39] not only makes the training and inference faster but also reduces false alerts.

Practical deployment of CRISP at Uber over a three-month period working on 40K endpoints while processing ~200GB of traces with ~18 million spans in ~256 hours of CPU time per day has resulted in the following impact:
• Detection and narrowing down the causes of five latency impacting bugs in two business-critical services
• Identification of a 1.5× tail latency lengthening due to

Up to 27.77× speedup in training, up to 66.85× speed up in inference, and 50% reduction in false alerts in identifying abnormality of service behaviors over the state of the art [39]

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 motivates CRISP with a use case at Uber, Section 3 describes the Jaeger tracing framework, Section 4-6 describe the methodology, internals, and features of CRISP, Section 7 evaluates CRISP at Uber, Section 8 discusses the related work, and Section 9 offers our conclusions.

## 2 Motivating Example for CRISP

Fulfillment [8] at Uber is a platform to orchestrate and manage the lifecycle of orders and user sessions with millions of active participants. The Fulfillment platform is a foundational Uber capability that enables the rapid scaling of new verticals. The platform handles more than a million concurrent users and billions of trips per year that span over ten thousand cities. The platform handles billions of database transactions a day. Hundreds of Uber microservices rely on the platform as the source of truth for the accurate state of the trips and driver or delivery sessions. Events generated by the platform are used to build hundreds of offline datasets to make critical business decisions. Over 500 developers extend the platform using APIs, events, and code to build more than 120 unique fulfillment flows.

The createOrder endpoint allows capturing the user’s intent in the Uber backend. Intent can be to request a ride from one of the ridesharing lines of products, food booked and dispatched by one of the courier partners, or a package be delivered to a customer. This endpoint has a complex task dependency graph necessary for: a) determining order risk such as user fraud, sufficient user balance via authentication hold, b) ensuring the fare presented to the requester in the shopping phase is still valid, c) determining the benefits the requester is eligible for, d) enriching data with location information, and e) creating an order in the backend to start the matching process.

The tasks in this endpoint have grown organically as requirements evolved. This has led to an increase in p95 latency to 6 seconds, affecting user experience. The service itself is written in Java, and highly (both macro and micro) optimized using periodic profiling. However, the profiling offered no insights into downstream calls, where most time is spent. Quantitative insight into the causes of the latency was hard to analyze by looking at individual traces because each trace contains thousands of nested and overlapping RPCs.

There are numerous sampling- and instrumentation-based profilers [10, 11, 13, 29] for intra-service profiling. However, they do not collect metrics at the individual request level. The Fulfillment microservice (as most other microservices) is highly threaded; the work of an individual request may be partitioned among multiple threads within a process as well

1 named taking letters from critical and span
as multiple threads may be handling independent requests simultaneously. In such a setup, traditional profilers fail to highlight the causes of latencies incurred at an individual request level. Also, traditional profilers fail to capture IO waiting, task dependencies, and serialization patterns.

With CRISP, the development team performed a top-down critical path analysis of this endpoint over 100K traces (~200GB of traces) and visualized the results as a flame graph as shown in Figure 2. Navigating the “hot” critical paths via the flame graph not only corroborated an existing hunch while offering quantitative guidance but also shed light on new optimization opportunities lurking in the wild. Below, we enumerate a few defects and optimization opportunities that became evident by inspecting CRISP-provided insights.

Async flow optimization: decideOrderRisk contributes to about 68% of the end-to-end P50 latency, revealing the following optimizations: a) aggressively use cache in FraudScore to reduce its latency and b) parallelize the calls beneath this big endpoint (e.g., PaymentAuthHold and FraudScore). In the long term, the team envisions using an asynchronous invocation of paymentAuthHold and using notification to the requester when a provider is assigned.

Unnecessary API serialization: There was an unnecessary serialization between GetVenues and GetAccessPts. These two RPCs can be done in parallel.

Avoidable server roundtrip for validation: FareValidate contributes to about 5% of the end-to-end P50 latency. This is a call that need not be performed every time. Trusted edge devices (e.g., company mobile app) can validate at the edge improving performance for trusted users and falling back to server validation if the fare has expired based on fare expiry TTL; untrusted apps will use the full server validation.

Caching over DB fetch: GetMarketplaceBenefits contributes to about 5% of the P50 latency. This can be served via a cache rather than a database read to fetch requester benefits.

3 Background

In this section, we first describe the microservice tracing infrastructure at Uber and then enumerate its shortcomings.

3.1 Distributed Tracing at Uber

Microservices run over several physical hosts, usually owned by multiple teams, and written in multiple languages. It is impossible to use traditional profilers [7, 13, 29] to gain insight into the events involved in processing a request. Because each physical host can have a separate clock, it is intractable to infer causality using time alone. Distributed tracing [47] encodes causality information in a distributed context, which is propagated across process boundaries. It provides a way to infer states across various services for the lifetime of a request.

At Uber, Jaeger [6] is used as the distributed tracing system. Jaeger provides clients for generating trace data and components for storage and retrieval of traces. Microservices instrumented with Jaeger clients produce OpenTracing [6]-compliant spans when receiving new requests and attach distributed context information (trace ID, span ID, custom key-value pairs). The “span” [46] is the primary building block of a distributed trace, which represents a serial unit of work done in a distributed system. Each span contains the following information:
- API name
- Start and finish timestamps
- Custom key-value pairs
- Span context and references (described below)

Each span may reference other spans with a causal relationship by span context. A span may reference a parent with the ChildOf relationship, indicating that the parent span waits for the child to finish a certain task. Multiple child spans can be referenced by the same parent and run concurrently.

While the source code is always instrumented, the overhead is controlled by a dynamic sampling rate, which is adjusted based on the traffic received by Internet-facing endpoints. No data is collected for traces that are not sampled. Specifically, adaptive sampling sets a target QPS for traces on a per root service-endpoint basis, which ensures that the number of samples on the external API request remains roughly constant. Jaeger does not support tail-based sampling [12].

Figure 3 depicts the Jaeger deployment at Uber. Jaeger is deployed as multiple components, with a jaeger-agent running on every host. All applications running on this host send spans to jaeger-agent over UDP [9]. jaeger-agent then forwards these spans to a jaeger-collector, which then buffers spans onto the Kafka [37] distributed event...
streaming platform. The spans buffered in Kafka have multiple consumers: jaeger-ingester, which inserts them into Docstore [3], a distributed SQL database, and allows for retrieving full traces; jaeger-indexer, which inserts them into Sawmill [4], a schema-agnostic logging platform that allows user-friendly search on spans fields. Additionally, spans are consumed by Apache Flink [15] jobs to produce multi-hop dependency graphs. Depending on the sampling configuration in effect, the backend processes around 400K–1M spans per second, which is approximately 20TB each day. Variance is common due to diurnal patterns.

3.2 Difficulties with Large-Scale Jaeger Traces

Despite their power, Jaeger traces are highly complicated. Jaeger provides a UI to filter traces by time ranges and also provides a UI to view the trace as a callgraph, as well as an expandable tree over a timeline. In spite of these facilities, the users of this manual workflow often complained about the following limitations to analyze endpoint latencies:

- Only first-level insights are possible from drilling down into microservice latencies and errors.
- Using a few Jaeger traces is insufficient to reach a reliable conclusion. Users can visualize and navigate only one Jaeger trace at a time. There is no aggregate summary of traces.
- A single Jaeger trace can be so complex that it is not humanly possible to browse and understand the details. Endpoints commonly have thousands of nodes in the RPC graph with 25–deep call chains and up to 40 spans overlapping in time. It is cumbersome to manually understand the critical path due to the asynchronous nature of calls.
- There is a lack of regular, performance-driven feedback tooling to optimize the workflow or downstream systems.

These challenges introduce a barrier to our developers in effectively using Jaeger to either detect anomalous situations or identify optimization opportunities.

4 CRISP Methodology

The fundamental difficulty in making sense out of a Jaeger trace is due to the complexity of the graph. Our premise is that while the whole graph is interesting in terms of data richness, it brings a lot of noise. There are many RPCs and call paths that are insignificant for a high-level analysis and optimization task. With this understanding, we shrink the graph to its quintessential element—the critical path—and aggregate many traces into a single summary that is still rich with call path information.

Critical Path Analysis [25, 59] (CPA) is a well-studied concept over directed acyclic graphs (DAG) formed out of computing graphs in parallel computing. The nodes in the DAG represent tasks (units of serial execution) and the edges represent dependencies between tasks. A node with an out-degree greater than one “spawns” children’s tasks and a node with an in-degree greater than one waits (“syncs”) for the children to finish. Total work is the sum of weights of all nodes and the critical path is the longest weighted path in the DAG.

**Definition 1** (Critical Path). In a task graph $G = (V,E)$ made of task vertices $V$ and their dependency edges $E$, with two special vertices $S$ (start node) and $F$ (finish node), the critical path is a maximal-weight path from $S$ to $F$. $G$ may contain more than one critical path.

The critical path identifies the sequence of dependent computations that consume the most time. To speed up the service, it is strictly necessary to boost the components on the critical path.

RPCs among microservice operations have a parent-child hierarchical relationship and can be construed as a parallel computation DAG. The deriving critical path from Jaeger traces, however, has the following challenges:

- Unlike a traditional parallel computing DAG seen in the academic literature, the Jaeger traces do not provide clear “spawn” and “sync” events in the DAG.
- The parent spans in Jaeger traces carry no dependence information and so the information of the last “sync” child span is not directly available.
- In order to obtain the last “sync” child span, clock information is needed. However, the clocks on different machines where spans are collected are not time-synchronized.
- The critical path across all requests may not be unique. Services have diurnal patterns and different traces may exhibit different critical paths, which need to be aggregated, and yet “hot” critical paths need to be bubbled up.
- Since the service codes keep evolving, the critical path keeps changing.

We address these challenges in the next section.

We also mention in passing that the CPA is not a performance analysis panacea. Once the exposed latency on the critical path is eliminated, a new critical path may emerge which necessitates the need for an iterative profiling and optimization approach.
5 Critical Path Analysis

In this section, we detail how we compute, aggregate, and represent critical paths from many Jaeger traces for a given endpoint.

5.1 Deriving Critical Path from a Single Trace

CRISP’s trace analysis exploits a map-reduce paradigm to process millions of traces belonging to each endpoint. To this end, each process loads an input Jaeger trace file (JSON format) and builds an n-ary tree, where each parent node is the RPC caller and the children nodes are the immediate downstream callees.

In order to compute the critical path through the trace, we need a computational DAG. To accomplish this under Jaeger/OpenTrace trace format, we make use of the start and end times of children’s spans. The start time in every immediate child creates a “spawn” event in the parent and splits its span at that point in time. Similarly, the end time in every immediate child creates a “sync” event in the parent and splits its span at the point in time. Thus, we transform the tree into a logical DAG for critical path construction.

Figure 4 shows an example DAG constructed from Jaeger traces by looking at span start and end times. In Figure 4, the span $A$ is the root span, which invokes spans $B$, $X$, and $D$. The span $B$ in turn invokes span $C$. The start time $T_1$ and its end-time $T_{2}$ of $B$ create a spawn and sync points on $A$, respectively. Similarly, the spans $X$ and $D$, create further segments in $A$. Similarly, $B$’s child $C$, creates the spawn and sync points on $B$ at $T_3$ and $T_4$, respectively.

Limitations of Jaeger/Opentrace format: One key limitation of the Jaeger is that the parent spans (a.k.a., caller) do not contain dependence information. Specifically, they lack the information of both start and end of callee RPC. Instead, it is the callee that stores both the ID of its parent and callee’s start and end time (per callee’s local clock) in its own span. The implication of the constraint is that the dependency relationship needs to be inferred via clock information recorded in the callee span.

In addition, the inference can be inaccurate because of the clock skew that will be discussed in Section 5.2. Traditionally, the computation of the critical path depends on the last returned child of the parent spans [24]. In Jaeger traces, the last arriving child information is not directly recorded in the parent span. Instead, the last arrival needs to be inferred using the span end time for each child, which will be based on each child’s local clock. Without correctly handling the clock skew, the critical path analysis can go wrong.

One may extend Jaeger tracing by making the callee return additional data to the caller. Unfortunately, ensuring that these changes are adopted universally across thousands of services is an engineering hurdle. Such changes also require support from different RPC libraries used by our system. Our solution, in contrast, does not require such large-scale system-wide changes but yet produces high quality results as we describe in the rest of this section.

5.1.1 Critical Path Algorithm

We, first, describe how we compute the critical path in a trace assuming perfectly synchronized clocks in this subsection. We expand to handle unsynchronized clocks in Section 5.2.

The process of computing the critical path (CP shown in Listing 1) on the logical DAG starts at the root node $R$—the endpoint under study. We sort all its children by their span end time and pick the last finishing child (LFC). The entirety of LFC is on the critical path. Let $LFC_s$ be the start time of the LFC; we ignore all children spans of $R$ that may start or end in the time intervening between the start and the end of LFC. We now look for the next child of $R$ whose end time immediately precedes $LFC_s$ and perform the same procedure iteratively until no child is left to process. Time not attributed to any child of $R$ is attributed to the root span itself.

The process is also recursive. Once an LFC is identified, it recursively calls CP on its own children to distribute its time under its children. The result of the CP algorithm is a sequence of graph nodes with time associated with each one of them. Applying this algorithm to the trace shown in Figure 4, the critical path is represented by the fragments $A_1B_1C_1B_2A_2D_1A_1$.

There are two types of metrics associated with each node of the critical path — inclusive time and exclusive time. The “exclusive” time does not include the time spent in a node’s callees. The “inclusive” time is the total wall clock time from the start to the end of the RPC on the specific node.

Figure 4: Trace with root span $A$, its children $B$, $X$, and $D$. $B$ further calls $C$. CRISP further segments each parent traces based on the start and end time of its children. The red-colored blocks represent the critical path through the trace.
The span start and end times recorded in Jaeger traces are from a common root — the endpoint under investigation — it enables us to merge all call paths into a calling context tree (CCT) [14] by looking at their common prefixes. Consider the critical path \( A_1B_1C_1B_2A_2D_1A_7 \) for the trace in Figure 4. This path encodes the following call and return information: \( A \) calls \( B \) calls \( C \) returns to \( B \) returns to \( A \) calls \( D \) returns to \( A \). With this, we can infer that there are the following call chains involved on the critical path: \( A \rightarrow B \), \( A → B → C \), \( A → B \), \( A → D \), and \( A \). We can merge all these call paths into a CCT and call it a Critical Calling Context Tree (CCCT). This process is presented in the center section of Figure 5.

The calling context information makes it not only rich but also helps in aggregating critical paths from multiple traces described later in Section 5.3. A level of aggregation happens immediately within each trace processing: if the same endpoint appears multiple times on the critical path, we sum them as long as their call chains are exactly the same. For example, in the previous \( A_1B_1C_1B_2A_2D_1A_7 \) critical path example, we merge the multiple occurrences of call paths \( A_1 \) and \( A_7 \). This merger discards the ordering relationship between events, which we do not need for further analysis.

### 5.2 Challenges with the Clock Drift

The span start and end times recorded in Jaeger traces are both callee’s local-machine time stamps converted to the standard UTC time. Machine clocks on two different physical machines drift [17, 49, 58] despite their periodic NTP-based synchronization. As a consequence of using local clocks, our critical path algorithm (if not corrected) can go wrong and sometimes lead to significant misattribution.

**Span overlap problem:** Figure 6 shows an ideal trace where the three spans \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are invoked one after another by the parent \( P \). Most of the time should be attributed to the children. Figure 7 shows the trace for this example from our production, where the time recorded for the children spans have a small overlap; there is an overlap between the end of \( A \) and the start of \( B \) and the end of \( B \) and the start of \( C \). In this case, the critical path is not attributed to span \( B \) and instead attributed to the parent. Due to the clock drift, more than 50% of our traces recorded this type of span overlaps causing misattribution in critical paths.

We conducted a detailed study on the impact of such clock drift. Figure 8 plots the time overlap recorded in Jaeger traces of two sequentially invoked RPCs sampled over 118K traces. A positive value shows overlap and a negative value shows non-overlap. More than 50% of samples show an overlap. The P50 overlap is 204\( \mu \)s and the maximum overlap is 1696\( \mu \)s.

Based on this empirical observation, we tuned the `happensBefore(A, B)` part of our CP algorithm with the following relaxation:

- \( A_{end} - \text{threshold} < B_{start} \), and
- No other children of the parent of \( P \) of \( A \) can start or end in the overlapped time range.

The first condition allows a small threshold amount of overlap between the end of the previous span with the start of the next span. The second condition ensures that in the region of the allowed overlap, there is no other spawn and sync event, which ensures the parent-child serialization. The threshold is set to 1\( \mu \)s.

**Span overflow and underflow problems:** In addition to the overlap, there can be overflow and underflow of child spans due to the clock drift. We enumerate these problems along with our pragmatic solutions below:

- A child span \( C \) may start before the start of the parent span \( P \). In such cases, we truncate the start time of \( C \) till the start time of \( P \). This may involve the recursive truncation of \( C \)'s descendents.
- A child span \( C \) may end after the end of the parent span \( P \). In such cases, we truncate the end time of \( C \) to the end time of \( P \).
This may involve the recursive truncation of C’s descendant.

• Although rare, a child span C may end before the start time of parent span P. Similarly, a child span C may start after the end time of the parent span P. In these cases, we completely drop the subtree formed by C for CPA.

This tailoring fixed our CP algorithm. The total time truncation over millions of traces was under 5% giving us the confidence that a significant part of the data was retained.

5.3 Aggregating Critical Paths

While one trace can be compressed into its essential critical path and represented as a CCCT, it may not be representative. Hence, we need to inspect numerous traces to derive a “typical” shape of the critical path. Distinct traces may exhibit different critical paths based on many things, such as calling parameters, scheduling decisions, system load, time of the day, and network delays, to name a few. Hence, a summary of typical components on the critical path is desired.

To this end, we merge all critical paths (represented as CCCTs) into a weighted, aggregate CCCT. We follow the tree merging process done in HPCToolkit [13]. The aggregate CCCT succinctly summarizes all call paths leading to critical path nodes in all traces; it captures the quantitative aspect by associating higher weights to those call paths that are often on the critical path. The weights of the nodes in such a tree would be the summation of the weights of the constituent call paths. Specifically, we provide different percentiles (e.g., P50, P95, P99) of the latency values, which are widely used for QoS purposes. Figure 5 exemplifies this process.

5.4 Workflow for Continuous CPA

Figure 9 depicts the workflow followed by CRISP for performing critical path analysis of microservice traces for all endpoints. The components belonging to CRISP are marked by the outermost rectangular box.

All services are instrumented to produce Jaeger traces during their RPCs. The instrumentation is enabled across languages such as Go, Java, Node.JS, and Python. The RPCs emit Jaeger spans into a common data store, which can be queried via SQL-style queries.

The CRISP workflow runs as a daily job. The workflow begins by collecting a list of endpoints. Each endpoint can be handled in parallel. Hence, we dedicate a handful of machines that shard the list of endpoints among them.

For each endpoint, CRISP queries the Jaeger data store (via sawmill-query) service to fetch a list of traceIDs. This query is set up to obtain the last two weeks’ worth of traces. We then use these traceIDs to fetch the actual JSON traces (jaeger-query) service. We exploit IO parallelism here to fetch many traces concurrently.

We compute the critical path over each trace in parallel using the map-reduce paradigm. The set of critical paths obtained is fed into an aggregating process that summarizes and produces the daily critical path report for each endpoint (top-down analysis) and also produces overall metrics aggregated over all endpoints (bottom-up analysis). The results are injected into blob storage that can be easily navigated by a varied set of users, including service owners, performance engineers, and capacity managers. An offline anomaly detection model is also trained per endpoint result.

6 CRISP Features

We have developed tools to inspect critical paths for top-down performance analysis of specific endpoints, bottom-up analysis over all endpoints, and automatic anomaly detection over traces. We describe these features in this section.

6.1 Top-Down Analysis

We store the results of our CPA for each endpoint into profiles for investigation by service owners. CRISP provides the following means of visualization of CPA over each endpoint.

Flame graph: Flame graph [31] is a powerful way to visualize hierarchical call paths arising from profiling. The interactive visualization is easier to digest and investigate. Since we maintain the summarized critical paths as aggregate CCCTs, which are formed of many weighted call paths, it naturally avails itself to be represented as a flame graph.

If we chose all traces to represent a single flame graph, the critical path found in P99 latencies may dominate the flame graph and mask the other common cases. For that reason, we show three different flame graphs for different percentiles of latency values (e.g., P50, P95, and P99). We also produce differential flame graphs [30] that show how the critical paths change between two percentile values.

Heat map: Flame graphs are useful for navigating call chains but developers sometimes need access to an actual Jaeger trace that represents a given data so that they can inspect it in further detail. For this reason, CRISP provides the heat map view (see Figure 10), where the rows are the endpoints and the columns represent individual traces. Each cell in the heat map represents the exclusive time on the critical path and each cell is gradient colored based on its contribution (exclusive time) to the total latency. In this view, we collapse the call paths and accumulate the metrics from all call paths, reaching the same endpoint in a single row. However, for exploration, the developers have access to the top 5 call chains (not shown) for each endpoint, which is available by hovering over any row. In this view, the user can also choose percentile values and inclusive or exclusive metrics to sort the rows. Each column is also sorted by a high to low contribution for a given chosen metric. Selecting any trace takes the user to the Jaeger-UI to inspect the trace.
We also employ (CCCT) for each trace of an endpoint into feature vectors, which we call service critical path vectors (SCPV). We feed several SCPVs into an autoencoder to learn the normal execution pattern of the given service. During the online inference, the learned model will infer whether the given new trace is normal or not based on an anomaly score.

The architecture design, training, and inference of the autoencoder are derived from TraceAnomaly [39], which is the state-of-the-art framework for anomaly detection in microservices trace. The neural architectural details are described in Appendix B. The key difference between CRISP and TraceAnomaly is in the data encoding. TraceAnomaly uses a service trace vector (STV) which encodes every path in the trace and, in contrast, CRISP encodes only on the call paths for those spans that are on the critical path spans.

**SCPV encoding:** Figure 11 exemplifies encoding the critical path present as a CCCT into an SCPV. For each node in CCCT, it assigns weights based on its exclusive execution time. Notice that endpoint C occurs twice on the critical path, thus it is also encoded twice in the SCPV, given the call chain is different. The training set is a 2D matrix where each column is a feature (call path) and each row is the feature values of a given trace.

Using the call paths of spans only on the critical path, compared with the prior work that used all call paths in the entire graph, offers significant benefits. It reduces the feature dimensions; it reduces the training and inference time; and, most importantly, it improves the model accuracy. The impact of the CCCT-based encoding is substantial and evaluated in Section 7.3.

### 6.2 Bottom-Up Analysis

The objective of the bottom-up analysis is to derive insights from all endpoints and to bubble up those interior APIs improving which will improve many endpoints. The bottom-up analysis is a data-intensive process and needs access to critical paths from all endpoints. For this reason, we retain the aggregate CCCT computed for each endpoint from the top-down process, along with some additional statistics related to the overall graph structure. Once all endpoints are processed, the bottom-up analysis runs; it aggregates the statistics from each endpoint and quantifies the impact of each API over all other endpoints. The output of the bottom-up analysis is a descending priority list of top APIs that are often in many endpoints. Additionally, the bottom-up analysis produces various histograms over all traces taken together, which include the total number of times any API appears in any graph, the total number of times an API appears on the critical path, the number of unique APIs on the critical path, the critical path length, and the maximum degree of concurrency in a trace, among others. These graphs are intended to inform infrastructure and hardware engineers to better understand the current needs of our systems and aid capacity planning for the future.

### 6.3 Anomaly Detection

We also employ CRISP to pinpoint whether a new incoming trace (for a given endpoint) deviates from the normal execution behavior. For this purpose, we have trained a machine learning model and used it for inference.

During the offline training, we encode the critical path (CCCT) for each trace of an endpoint into feature vectors, by the P50 percentile value of the exclusive time of each operation.

### 7 Experience and Evaluation

In Section 7.1, we describe one of our findings by applying the top-down analysis of CRISP at Uber, in Section 7.2 we
show valuable characteristics of microservices at Uber by applying the bottom-up analysis of CRISP. In Section 7.3, we empirically evaluate the anomaly detection capability of CRISP and in Section 7.4 we describe how we employed CRISP in guiding future hardware selection to reduce tail latency in our services.

7.1 Tail Latency Investigation via Top-Down Analysis

getDriverTasks is a business-critical endpoint in the driver-presentation service responsible for returning the task plan that a driver needs to perform. A sample task plan could be: passenger mask check, pickup passenger, pickup food, drop off passenger, and drop off food. This endpoint assembles the task plan and enriches it by calling numerous other microservices such as courier-task-platform.

Figure 12 shows the differential flame graph for the getDriverTask endpoint. The graph plots a difference between the critical paths seen in the traces with the P50 latency vs. P95 latency for the getDriverTask endpoint. The red-colored boxes show the growth in percentage time spent in P95 with regards to P50. The getTaskCompletionStatus API was absent in the P50 traces, whereas it occupies 47% of the total execution in P95 traces, contributing to the same amount of addition to the tail latency. This endpoint dependency makes a call to Cassandra—an expensive database read. Based on this insight from CRISP’s differential flame graph views, we identified the root cause of performance variance and high tail latency. We recommend caching with timestamp filtering optimization as opposed to a database read to reduce the tail latency.

Trace processing overheads: Table 1 shows the overhead of analyzing the getDriverTasks endpoint discussed in this section running on 16 cores of an Intel Xeon Skylake machine clocked at 2.4 GHz.

Table 1: Overhead of top-down analysis of getDriverTasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num Traces</th>
<th>Trace size</th>
<th>Processing time</th>
<th>Memory usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10k</td>
<td>6.3 GB</td>
<td>48 sec</td>
<td>2.1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20k</td>
<td>14 GB</td>
<td>109 sec</td>
<td>4.2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40k</td>
<td>28 GB</td>
<td>232 sec</td>
<td>8.5 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80k</td>
<td>56 GB</td>
<td>553 sec</td>
<td>17.6 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sparse sampling vs. quality of CPA: We observed that the sampling rate does not qualitatively affect the aggregate critical path results. We conducted an experiment where we first produced an aggregate critical path from 1 million traces. We also produced critical paths from randomly sampled 100K and 10K traces from the same data set. We noticed that the attribution of the top 20 services on the critical path, whether for 10K or 100K samples, was essentially the same as the one produced from 1M traces.

7.2 Systemic Insights via Bottom-Up Analysis

In this section, we show the result of running CRISP with bottom-up analysis on the collected trace dataset and some insight associated with the data. The dataset includes more than 1 million traces, ~4K services, and ~40K endpoints. It takes around 4 hours on 32-cores of a Intel Xeon Skylake machine clocked at 2.4 GHz.

Total RPCs per request: Figure 13 is a histogram of the total number of RPCs made per request, which is same as the total number of spans in a trace. On average there are 112 spans in a trace. However, there exist several large ones with a maximum of 275K spans. Such scale brings significant challenges for the developer to debug without proper reduction of the graph size.

Total endpoints in a trace: Figure 14 is a histogram of the total number of unique endpoints found in each trace. At most each trace has 1400 unique endpoints.

Latency distribution: Figure 15 plots the histogram of latencies observed in each of ~1M traces. The tail is several orders of magnitudes longer than the mean or median.

RPC depth: Figure 16 is a histogram of the longest call chain found in each trace. The depth of the call chain is another measure of the complexity of traces. The average RPC depth is 8.5. The maximum observed depth is 36.

Unique caller: Figure 17 is a histogram of the number of the unique callers for each endpoint across one million traces. The number differs wildly as the mean value is just above 2 but the maximum value is 620.

Degree of concurrency: Figure 18 is a histogram of the maximum number of spans that overlap in time in each trace. This number gives the degree of concurrency (and hence a measure of the complexity) in our traces. Overall, the microservices show a high degree of concurrency. On average, the degree of concurrency is 21. The degree of concurrency often grows to 100s for more complicated services. The maximum degree of concurrency we observed in ~1M traces was 3076.

Total RPCs on the critical path: Figure 19 is a histogram of the number of spans on the critical paths, which counts the number of RPCs made on the critical path. Besides a few outliers, the length of the critical path is short. On average, there are 33
We use two machines in our evaluation: a CPU-only machine with 256 GB memory and a CPU+GPU machine with 128 GB memory. Most of the experiment is done on a machine with GPUs. It has 2 Quadro RTX 5000 GPUs and 2 socket Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU at 2.30GHz. The CPU machine has 2 sockets with Intel Xeon Silver 4214 CPU at 2.20GHz. Both machines run on Linux 4.14. The reason to use two machines is that for some experiments, the training data for TraceAnomaly cannot fit the GPU memory, whereas CRISP’s training data always fits on GPU memory. In such cases, for a fair comparison, we also run the experiment on the 256 GB CPU-only.

Table 2 shows the empirical evaluation results of anomaly detection on 6 large online services at Uber. It captures the essential features such as the number of RPCs, unique endpoints, and call path diversity in these services. It also shows the training and inference time with both STV (prior art from TraceAnomaly) and SCPV (our work) data. Finally, the last 4 columns present the model accuracy in terms of precision and recall. In summary, using critical path via CRISP reduces the training time and inference time and improves the recall performance on top of the state of the art.

**Training speedup:** From the table, we can observe that CRISP offers up to $22 \times$ speedup for training compared with TraceAnomaly. Even the smallest speedup is more than 50%.

The reason for the speedup is that the training data from CRISP (SCPV) is one magnitude smaller than TraceAnomaly (STV) up to $25 \times$ for Service 6. The number of unique call paths on the critical path is significantly smaller than the total number of call paths in the entire graph (also see Figures 13-20). Furthermore, when the number of the trace and the dimension of the unique endpoints on each critical path. Compared with the number of call paths in the entire graph (also see Figures 13-20), the number of the endpoints on the critical path is an order of magnitude smaller (the maximums are 1400 vs. 140). The 10x size-reduction matches our observation of the 6 services we test for anomaly detection.

**Endpoints on the critical path:** Figure 20 is a histogram of the unique endpoints on each critical path. Compared with the number of endpoints in the entire trace (Figure 14), the number of the endpoints on the critical path is an order of magnitude smaller (the maximums are 1400 vs. 140). The 10x size-reduction matches our observation of the 6 services we test for anomaly detection.

**Empirical Analysis of Anomaly Detection**

Here, we will evaluate CRISP’s anomaly detection on six critical endpoints.

**Methodology:** We collect traces for six microservices in real production over a 14-day period. The training data for each case includes 20,000 traces and the testing data has 500 unseen traces for normal and abnormal data. To generate abnormal inference data, we drop 20% of the nodes in the graph and randomly shuffle the duration of the nodes as described in [26, 39, 48]. We did not use real anomalous traces for evaluation since we do not have a large number of labelled anomalous traces (i.e., we have a lot of false negatives). Also, the labeled data contains false positives and coordinating with hundreds of developers to verify the veracity of labeling is non-trivial.

We use TraceAnomaly [39] as the baseline against which we compare our results. We adopt the same architecture of the autoencoder and reuse their code. The main difference is that we use CRISP to preprocess the trace before feeding it into the autoencoder so that only paths appearing on the critical path information are included. A fundamental assumption is that any noticeable difference in the trace must impact the critical path.

**Hardware:** We use two machines in our evaluation: a CPU-only machine with 256 GB memory and a CPU+GPU machine with 128 GB memory. Most of the experiment is done on a machine with GPUs. It has 2 Quadro RTX 5000 GPUs and 2 socket Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU at 2.30GHz. The CPU machine has 2 sockets with Intel Xeon Silver 4214 CPU at 2.20GHz. Both machines run on Linux 4.14. The reason to use two machines is that for some experiments, the training data for TraceAnomaly cannot fit the GPU memory, whereas CRISP’s training data always fits on GPU memory. In such cases, for a fair comparison, we also run the experiment on the 256 GB CPU-only.
of the feature vector is large, the size of the training data of TraceAnomaly can easily exceed the memory of the GPU, which makes it unable to train. For such cases (Service 4, 5, and 6), we can still see more than $4 \times$ speedup even if we train both TraceAnomaly and CRISP on GPU machines. When CRISP is trained on the GPU machine, the speedup can easily exceed $15 \times$. The faster training allows for more practical deployment.

**Inference speedup:** Similar to training speedup, the reduction in inference data size leads to a faster inference of CRISP. The smallest speedup is more than $1.85 \times$ whereas the largest speedup is over $66 \times$. This lower latency allows us to batch many inferences together to exploit GPU throughput.

**Precision:** From Table 2, we can see that both TraceAnomaly and CRISP are capable of detecting the abnormal trace accurately. Autoencoders are capable of capturing the complex pattern of the graph. TraceAnomaly works slightly better than CRISP on 2 services, but overall accuracy is very high for both methods.

**Recall:** The recall is the part that differentiates the quality of results between TraceAnomaly and CRISP. Recall measures how many of the actual positives the model captures through labeling it as positive, i.e., $\frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False Positive}}$. When the recall is closer to 1, it indicates that the model makes fewer false-positive predictions (an anomaly in this case). From Table 2, it is clear that CRISP outperforms TraceAnomaly by a noticeable margin. Particularly for Service 3 and 5, half of the positive prediction of the anomaly is false, meaning all normal traces for inference are labeled abnormal by TraceAnomaly. To make sure the prediction is actually incorrect, we asked the service owners and verified that the normal inference testing traces are not showing any abnormal behaviors. On the contrary, CRISP’s recall is close to 1. For Service 1 and 2, the performance of CRISP is slightly better than TraceAnomaly, as both models make relatively accurate predictions. CRISP shows more than 5% improvement for Service 4 and 6.

CRISP produces superior results on services with a large number of call paths. For instance, there are 912 endpoints in Service 4 but the total call paths is 25,347. Since there is more diversity among the shapes of the call chains on the entire graph, the SCPV encoding fails to capture its full variety; consequently, unseen call paths easily trigger a false positive in TraceAnomaly. In contrast, the critical path remains fairly stable when trained over a large corpus of traces, and consequently CRISP has fewer false positives.

### 7.4 CPA in Hardware Selection

In addition to the parent-child transitive relationships and times, Jaeger traces also contain additional information, such as the hostname on which the span was executed. Uber’s data center consists of diverse hardware CPU SKUs. Services can be installed on different hardware versions. Hence, an API may run on different hardware on different requests.

We collected the critical path for one of our important services using CRISP and identified that a downstream operation was on the critical path. We further clustered the samples from the profiles by the CPU versions on which they were running. The violin plot in Figure 21 in Appendix A shows how the latencies vary on 2 prominent CPU SKUs: Intel Xeon Silver 4212 running at 2.2 GHz (SKU-A) and Intel Xeon Silver 4212R running at 2.4 GHz (SKU-B). The two SKUs are identical (same vendor, microarchitecture, cache size, etc.) with the only exception being that their CPU clock speeds are different. This mild (9%) difference in the clock speed has a profound impact on the behavior of the plotted service. The P50 value for SKU-A is 15% higher than that on SKU-B. Moreover, the tail latency on SKU-A is 1.5x higher than that on SKU-B. To summarize, a slightly faster CPU clock proves to have a significant impact on reducing the tail latency and overall latency. This difference has a significant impact on the overall capacity allocation since tail latency (e.g., P95) is often used in capacity allocation. This observation demands further, systematic investigation into classifying critical path components as CPU SKU sensitive vs. insensitive; also, such categorization helps data center-wide microservice schedulers to favor SKU-sensitive services on the critical path onto the SKUs where they exhibit superior performance.

### 8 Related Work

Critical Path Analysis (CPA) has been extensively explored in the shared-memory parallel programming paradigm [13, 20, 25, 40, 50, 54, 55, 59, 62] but less explored in distributed parallel systems. Unlike shared-memory and struc-
tured parallel programs, microservices use distributed parallel computing environments and are unstructured in nature.

Barford and Crovella [16] utilize critical path analysis for profiling and understanding TCP transactions and improve data transfer latency in web applications; however their scale is significantly smaller than the 4K services deployed over millions of CPU cores that we handle. Bohem et al. [18] employ tracing and CPA for MPI programs in HPC environments; this approach has not been employed in microservice environments. Kaldor et al. [33] develop an end-to-end tracing system (Canopy) for tracking requests from web-browsers/mobile to backend services; it handles billions of traces. A distinguishing feature of CRISP compared with Canopy is the use of CPA, which significantly reduces the data needed for analysis.

Qiu et al. [48] propose a fine-grained resource management framework based on microservice traces using CPA. They employ the insights for scheduling and other resource management to reduce CPU utilization. However, their work does not cover industry-scale deployment; they also do not facilitate performance bug or anomaly detection and cannot provide bottom-up system-wide performance insights.

Fields et al. [24] explore a hardware predictor to analyze the criticality of instructions by using CPA and use it to guide dynamic instruction scheduling. Venkataramani et al. [55] propose Global Critical Path (GCP) to predict system-level performance and optimize the performance of highly concurrent self-timed circuits. These approaches rely on the precise last arrival information, which is readily available in these cases. Our critical path computation in microservices also depends on knowing the last arrival. Unlike the aforementioned approaches, we do not have direct access to the last arrival in our distributed system. As a result, we need to use clock information from different hosts and adjust for clock skews to heuristically infer the last arrival.

Multiple tools have been developed to profile and debug large distributed and parallel systems. lprof [64] constructs request flow from logs and it is as good as the quality of logs; it has not been evaluated on microservices; it also does not provide CPA and hence suffers from a voluminous noisy data. Mace et al. [41] developed Pivot as a dynamic, extensible tracing system for inter-operating applications. Pivot employs a happen-before relationship between events to establish causality. Pivot does not build a critical path and hence pays equal attention to any causal relationship unlike CRISP. Chow et al. [19] build a system that utilizes a large number of request traces to validate hypotheses about causal relationships. Edgar [2] provides a summarized view of request traces, logs, and metadata in distributed systems. It does not employ sophisticated analyses or automated anomaly detection.

Several works have focused on microarchitectural aspects of microservices [34, 42, 52, 60, 61]. Most of these works are focused on how microservices utilize microarchitectural features, but ignore the end-to-end user request; in contrast, CRISP takes a higher-level approach and looks at the entire flow of requests through a chain of services.

Multiple works have studied anomaly detection in distributed systems. Liu et al. [39] use Deep Bayesian Network to detect the performance anomaly in an unsupervised manner. They utilize machine learning to learn the normal behavior pattern of the given dependency graph and try to detect the anomaly online. Gan et al. [26] propose a root cause analysis system for large-scale microservices using machine learning. The system uses Conditional Variational Autoencoders (CVAE) [51] to automatically generate the counterfactual training data. These approaches have used the entire call graph, leading to significant training and inference time. In contrast, CRISP uses only the critical path(s), leading to dramatic speedups while producing higher quality results.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

Microservices are the preferred architecture choice in modern service-oriented software systems. Large-scale microservices have tens of thousands of endpoints with complex, nested, and asynchronous. Prior work in profiling microservices has either focused on tracing techniques, which produce a lot of data, but lack in delivering insights, or on micro-architectural optimization within a service, ignoring the full picture of the life of a request through myriad services. This paper develops a tool, CRISP, which uses critical path analysis (CPA) over RPC traces to bubble-up interesting activities and discard noisy events. CRISP provides rich developer insights both for service owners and infrastructure engineers. In a short three-month deployment period, CRISP’s analyses have sifted over 4,000+ services, 40,000+ endpoints, hundred of millions of traces, and tens of terabytes of data at Uber; as a result, CRISP has bubbled-up profiling results that helped developers understand and optimize important services. Employing the critical path, as opposed to the whole RPC trace, speeds up the training of models and on-the-fly inference for anomaly detection while also producing noticeably higher quality results.

Our future work involves enhancing CRISP to address other use cases such as setting the TTL values for downstream calls and bubbling up those downstream services that often return errors. We plan to expand our anomaly detection to include developers in the loop and improve traces with labelled data.

Availability

Parts of the code of this work are open-sourced [1].
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A Violin Plot for Hardware Selection

![Violin plots of the exclusive execution time of a critical path operation with two different CPUs. The latency is in $\mu s$.]

Figure 21: Violin plots of the exclusive execution time of a critical path operation with two different CPUs. The latency is in $\mu s$.

B Autoencoder Model Architecture

We choose the Deep Bayesian Network for anomaly detection given it is capable of learning complex patterns from the trace. We adopt the model from TraceAnomaly [39], which is the state-of-the-art framework for microservice trace based anomaly detection. Specifically, we adopt Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [35] to model the distribution pattern from the normal execution. VAE is an unsupervised learning that does not require a label, which can be expensive to obtain in our setting due to the volume of traces. Figure 22 depicts the architecture of VAE. It has three components: encoder, posterior flow, and decoder.

The encoder contains 1 hidden layer ($h_{\theta}(x)$) to learn the hidden features of SCPV. The goal is to learn the mean $\mu_{z^{(0)}}$ and the standard deviation $\sigma_{z^{(0)}}$ of the SCPV. $z^{(0)}$ is sampled from diagonal Gaussian $\mathcal{N}(\mu_{z^{(0)}}, \sigma_{z^{(0)}} I)$ and served as the latent variable to fit the distribution. $\varepsilon$ is a small constant vector that has been introduced to avoid numerical issues during the training [39]. SoftPlus is defined as $\text{SoftPlus}(x) = \log(1 + \exp(x))$.

For the next step, posterior flow allows the network to learn more complex patterns of the trace. The input is $z^{(0)}$ and after passing length of K flow it will become as $z^{(k)}$.

Then, $z^{(k)}$ will be passed into the decoder network to extract hidden features. Similarly, the purpose of those hidden features is to derive the mean $\mu_x$ and standard deviation $\sigma_x$ of the input trace vector. After that, the reconstructed $x$ will be sampled from $\mathcal{N}(\mu_x, \sigma_x^2 I)$.

C Inference

When a new trace is given, the log-likelihood value will be computed against the model to detect whether the trace is abnormal or not. If the trace $x$ is significantly different than the normal trace, the value of a trace $\log p_{\theta}(x)$ is noticeably smaller than the value of the normal traces. Instead of manually setting the threshold of anomaly, we follow the work from Liu et al. [39] and use Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [22] to learn the distribution of the normal traces log-likelihood. Specifically, we adopt the p-value [57] approach and set the value as 0.001 to check if the probability of the log-likelihood value not following the learned distribution.

If the trace contains any unseen call chain, it will be regarded as abnormal. Training is a continuous process since the code evolves and the call paths keep changing over time. We use a sliding window of last 14 days of trace to keep our model up-to-date.

Figure 22: Architecture of neural network for anomaly detection.
Artifact Appendix

Abstract
This artifact includes the script to utilize CRISP as we presented in the paper.

Scope
The artifact allows: top-down analysis, bottom-up analysis, and preprocessing for anomaly detection. It does not come with any traces to analyze and those traces need to be provided by the user.

Contents
It contains the implementation of CRISP with corresponding script to run the analysis.

Hosting
The artifact is available at https://github.com/uber-research/CRISP under atc-2022 branch.

Requirements
- Python3.6 is recommended to run the anomaly detection. Otherwise, any python3 version should be fine.
- Git is also needed.
- ”git clone https://github.com/NetManAIOps/TraceAnomaly.git” is required under the root directory in order to run anomaly detection.

Setup
- ”python3.6 -m pip install -r requirements.txt” to install the dependency for CRISP.
- ”python3.6 -m pip install -r TraceAnomaly/requirements.txt” to install the dependencies for TraceAnomaly.
- You may need to install protobuf if the requirements.txt doesn’t work in TraceAnomaly by ”python3.6 -m pip install protobuf==3.12.4”.
- specify ”TRACE_DIR” in ”bottom-up.sh”, ”top-down.sh”, and ”preprocess.sh”.


Top-down Analysis

Before running, you need to specify the input, output, serviceName, operationName, and processor number in `top-down.sh`. Make sure the output directory already existed. To run the analysis, simply typing

```bash
mkdir top-down-result
bash top-down.sh
```

By default, the script will use all processors to run. You can change the processor number with `--parallelism` knob in `top-down.sh` script.

The result will be in `top-down-result` folder. It will represent Figure 2, Figure 11, and Figure 13 in the original paper. The number and shape won’t be exactly the same given the trace and endpoints are different from the paper.

Specifically, flamegraph like Figure 2 is generated as `flame-graph-P50.cct.svg`, `flame-graph-P95.cct.svg`, and `flame-graph-P99.cct.svg`. `criticalPaths.html` is like the heatmap in Figure 11 and please open it in browser. The differential flamegraph like Figure 13 can be viewed in `flame-graph-P50vsP95.cct.svg`.

Bottom-up Analysis

To use the artifact, run

```bash
bash bottom-up.sh
```

The figure will be generated under `result-bottom-up/` folder, which looks like Figure 13 ~ Figure 20 from the paper.

Anomaly Detection

Data Preprocessing run `bash preprocess.sh` to run generate the data for anomaly detection. Note each training, normal, and abnormal data needs to be parsed twice as it is shown in `preprocess.sh`. The reasons is that we need to know the total number of call path to generate the data.

Training Please refer to [https://github.com/NetManAIOPs/TraceAnomaly](https://github.com/NetManAIOPs/TraceAnomaly)

Result Parsing Please go back to root directory when parsing the results. The trained model and the predicted results will be in "TraceAnomaly/webankdata/". To parse the results, run `python3.6 parse-rnvp.py -i path_to_rnvp_file`. 
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Abstract
The scaling up of deep neural networks has been demonstrated to be effective in improving model quality, but also encompasses several training challenges in terms of training efficiency, programmability, and resource adaptability. We present Whale, a general and efficient distributed training framework for giant models. To support various parallel strategies and their hybrids, Whale generalizes the programming interface by defining two new primitives in the form of model annotations, allowing for incorporating user hints. The Whale runtime utilizes those annotations and performs graph optimizations to transform a local deep learning DAG graph for distributed multi-GPU execution. Whale further introduces a novel hardware-aware parallel strategy, which improves the performance of model training on heterogeneous GPUs in a balanced manner. Deployed in a production cluster with 512 GPUs, Whale successfully trains an industry-scale multimodal model with over ten trillion model parameters, named M6, demonstrating great scalability and efficiency.

1 Introduction
The training of large-scale deep learning (DL) models has been extensively adopted in various fields, including computer vision [15, 30], natural language understanding [8, 35, 43, 44], machine translation [17, 26], and others. The scale of the model parameters has increased from millions to trillions, significantly improving model quality [8, 24], but this has come at the cost of considerable efforts to efficiently distribute the model across GPUs. The commonly used data parallelism (DP) strategy is a poor fit, since it requires the model replicas in GPUs perform gradient synchronization proportional to the model parameter size for every mini-batch, thus easily becoming a bottleneck for giant models. Moreover, training trillions of model parameters requires terabytes of GPU memory at the minimum, which is far beyond the capacity of a single GPU.

To address the aforementioned challenges, a series of new parallel strategies in training DL models have been proposed, including model parallelism (MP) [25], pipeline parallelism [20, 32], etc. For example, differing from the DP approach where each GPU maintains a model replica, MP partitions model parameters into multiple GPUs, avoiding gradient synchronization but instead letting tensors flow across GPUs.

Despite such advancements, new parallel strategies also introduce additional challenges. First, different components of a model might require different parallel strategies. Consider a large-scale image classification task with 100K classes, where the model is composed of ResNet50 [19] for feature extraction and Fully-Connected (FC) layer for classification. The parameter size of ResNet50 is 90 MB, and the parameter size of FC is 782 MB. If DP is applied to the whole model, the gradient synchronization of FC will become the bottleneck. One better solution is to apply DP to ResNet50 and apply MP to FC (Section 2.3). As a result, the synchronization overhead can be reduced by 89.7%, thereby achieving better performance [25].

Additionally, using those advanced parallel strategies increases user efforts significantly. To apply DP in distributed model training, model developers only need to program the model for one GPU and annotate a few lines, and DL frameworks can replicate the execution plan among multiple GPUs automatically [27]. However, adopting advanced parallelism strategies might make different GPUs process different partitions of the model execution plan, which is difficult to achieve automatically and efficiently [23,46]. Therefore, significant efforts are required for users to manually place computation operators, coordinate pipeline among mini-batches, implement equivalent distributed operators, and control computation-communication overlapping, etc. [26, 38, 41, 43]. Such an approach exposes low-level system abstractions and requires users to understand system implementation details when programming the models, which greatly increases the amount of user effort.

Further, the training of giant models requires huge computing resources. In industry, the scheduling of hundreds of homogeneous high-end GPUs usually requires a long queuing
Whale supports all existing parallel strategies and their combinations should offer high-level abstractions properly to support through annotating a local DL model with those primitives, services, and balancing computation workload among heterogeneous GPUs. Moreover, Whale introduces a hardware-aware training, such as scheduling parallel executions on multiple devices, and balancing computation workload among heterogeneous GPUs. In this way, Whale eases difficulties, since both the computing units and the memory capacity of GPUs need to be considered when building the model. In addition, due to the dynamic scheduling of GPUs, users are unaware of the hardware specification when building their models, which brings a gap between model development and the hardware environment.

We propose Whale, a deep learning framework designed for training giant models. Unlike the aforementioned approaches in which the efficient model partitions are searched automatically or low-level system abstractions and implementation details are exposed to users, we argue that deep learning frameworks should offer high-level abstractions properly to support complicated parallel strategies by utilizing user hints, especially when considering the usage of heterogeneous GPU resources. Guided by this principle, Whale strikes a balance by extending two necessary primitives on top of TensorFlow [7]. Through annotating a local DL model with those primitives, Whale supports all existing parallel strategies and their combinations, which is achieved by automatically rewriting the deep learning execution graph. This design choice decouples the parallel strategies from model code, and lowers them into dataflow graphs, which not only reduces user efforts but also enables graph optimizations and resources-aware optimizations for efficiency and scalability. In this way, Whale eases users from the complicated execution details of giant model training, such as scheduling parallel executions on multiple devices, and balancing computation workload among heterogeneous GPUs. Moreover, Whale introduces a hardware-aware load balancing algorithm when generating a distributed execution plan, which bridges the gap between model development and the heterogeneous runtime environment.

We summarize the key contributions of Whale as follows:

1. For carefully balancing user efforts and distributed graph optimization requirements, Whale introduces two new high-level primitives to express all existing parallel strategies as well as their hybrids.

2. By utilizing the annotations for graph optimization, Whale can transform local models into distributed models, and train them on multiple GPUs efficiently and automatically.

3. Whale proposes a hardware-aware load balancing algorithm, which is seamlessly integrated with parallel strategies to accelerate training on heterogeneous GPUs.

4. Whale demonstrates its capabilities by setting a new milestone in training the largest multi-modality pre-trained model M6 [28] with ten trillion model parameters, which requires only four lines of code change to scale the model and run on 512 NVIDIA V100M32 GPUs (Section 5.3.2).

Whale has been deployed as a production system for large-scale deep learning training at Alibaba. Using heterogeneous GPUs, further speedup of Bert-Large [13], Resnet50 [19], and GNMT [48] from 1.2x to 1.4x can be achieved owing to the hardware-aware load balancing algorithm in Whale. Whale also demonstrates its capabilities in the training of industry-scale models. With only four-line changes to a local model, Whale can train a Multi-Modality to Multi-Modality Multitask Mega-transformer model with 10 billion parameters (M6-10B) on 256 NVIDIA V100 GPUs (32GB), achieving 91% throughput in scalability. What’s more, Whale scales to ten trillion parameters in model training of M6-10T using tensor model parallelism on 512 V100 GPUs (32GB), setting a new milestone in large-scale deep learning model training.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first recap the background of distributed DL model training, especially the parallel strategies for large model training. We then present the importance and the challenges of utilizing heterogeneous GPU resources. Finally, we discuss the gaps and opportunities among existing approaches to motivate the design of a new training framework.

2.1 Parallel Strategies

Deep learning training often consists of millions of iterations, referred to as mini-batches. A typical mini-batch includes several phases to process data for model updating. Firstly, the training data is fed into the model layer-by-layer to calculate a set of scores, known as a forward pass. Secondly, a training loss is calculated between the produced scores and desired scores, which is then utilized to compute gradients for model parameters, referred to as a backward pass. Finally, the gradients scaled by a learning rate are used to update the model parameters and optimizer states.

Data parallelism. Scaling to multiple GPUs, data parallelism is a commonly adopted strategy where each worker holds a full model replica to process different training data independently. During the backward pass of every mini-batch, the gradients are averaged through worker synchronization. Therefore, the amount of communication is proportional to the model parameter size.

Pipeline Parallelism. As shown in Figure 1, a DL model is partitioned into two modules, i.e., M0 and M1 (which are also named pipeline stages), which are placed on 2 GPUs respectively. The training data of a mini-batch is split into two smaller micro-batches. In particular, GPU0 starts with the forward of the 1st micro-batch on M0, and then it switches to process the forward of the 2nd micro-batch while sending
the output of the 1st micro-batch to GPU1. After GPU1 finishes processing forward and backward of the 1st micro-batch on M1, GPU0 continues to calculate the backward pass for M0 after receiving the backward output of M1 from GPU1. Therefore, micro-batches are pipelined among GPUs, which requires the runtime system to balance the load and overlap computation and communication carefully [16, 20, 32, 54]. The model parallelism [11, 12] can be treated as a special case of pipeline parallelism with only one micro-batch.

**Tensor Model Parallelism.** With the growing model size, to process DL operators beyond the memory capacity of the GPU, or to avoid significant communication overhead across model replicas, an operator (or several operators) might be split over multiple GPUs. The tensor model parallelism strategy partitions the input/output tensors and requires an equivalent distributed implementation for the corresponding operator. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the tensor model parallelism strategy for a matmul operator (i.e., matrix multiplication) using 2 GPUs. A matmul operator can be replaced by two matmul operators, wherein each operator is responsible for half of the original computation. An extra all-gather operation is required to merge the distributed results.

In selecting a proper parallel strategy for model training, both model properties and resources need to be considered. For example, transformer [44] is an important model in natural language understanding, which can be trained efficiently using pipeline parallelism on a few GPUs (e.g., 8 V100 GPUs with NVLINK [4]). However, pipeline parallelism does not scale well with more GPUs (e.g., 64 V100 GPUs). Given more GPUs, each training worker is allocated with fewer operators, of which the GPU computation is not sufficient enough to overlap with the inter-worker communication cost, resulting in poor performance. Therefore, a better solution is to apply hybrid parallelism, where model partitions can be applied with different parallel strategies in combination, and parallel strategies can be nested. Particularly, for the training of a transformer model on 64 GPUs, the model parameters can be partitioned into 8 GPUs using a pipeline strategy, and apply model replica synchronization among 8 pipelined groups using nested data parallelism. Moreover, different parallel strategies can also apply to different model partitions for a hybrid. As an example, a large-scale image classification model (i.e., 100K categories) consists of the image feature extraction partition and the classification partition. The image feature extraction partition requires a significant amount of computation on fewer model parameters. Conversely, the classification partition includes low-computation fully-connected and softmax layers, which are often 10x larger in model size compared to that of image feature extraction. Therefore, adopting a homogeneous parallel strategy will hinder the performance of either partitions. Figure 3 illustrates a better hybrid parallelism approach, in which data parallelism is applied for features extraction partition, tensor model parallelism is adopted for classification partition, and the two are connected.

**2.2 Heterogeneity in GPU Clusters**

Training a giant model is considerably resource-intensive [17, 33]. Moreover, distributed model training often requires resources to arrive at the same time (i.e., gang schedule [21, 50]). In industry, the shared cluster for giant model training is usually mixed with various types of GPUs (e.g., V100, P100, and T4) for both model training and inference [47]. Training giant models over heterogeneous GPUs lowers the difficulty of collecting all required GPUs (e.g., hundreds or thousands of GPUs) simultaneously, therefore speeding up the model exploration and experiments. However, deep learning frameworks encounter challenges in efficiently utilizing heterogeneous resources. Different types of GPUs are different in terms of GPU memory capacity (e.g., 16GB for P100 and 32GB for V100) and GPU computing capability, which natively introduces an imbalance in computational graph partition and deep learning operator allocation. Figure 4 illustrates training a model using data parallelism on two heterogeneous GPUs, i.e., V100 and T4. The V100 training worker completes forward and backward faster when training samples are allocated evenly, thereby leaving idle GPU cycles before gradient synchronization at the end of every mini-batch. Through the awareness of hardware when dynamically generating an execution plan, Whale allocates more training samples (i.e., batch-size=4) for V100 and the rest of 2 samples for T4 to eliminate the idle waiting time. Combined with advanced parallel strategies and the hybrids over heterogeneous GPUs, different GPU memory capacities and capabilities need to
be further considered when partitioning the model for efficient overlapping, which is a complex process (Section 3.3). Model developers can hardly consider all resources issues when programming, and we argue that developers should not have to. A better approach for a general deep learning framework would be automatically generating the execution plan for heterogeneous resources adaptively.

2.3 Gaps and Opportunities

Recent approaches [20, 26, 38, 41, 43] have been proposed for giant model training, however, with limitations as a general DL framework. Firstly, they only support a small number of parallel strategies, which lack a unified abstraction to support all of the parallel strategies and the hybrids thereof. Secondly, significant efforts are required in code modifications to utilize the advanced parallel strategies, compared with local model training and DP approach. Mesh-tensorflow [41] requires the re-implementation of DL operators in a distributed manner. Megatron [43], GPipe [20], DeepSpeed [38], and GShard [26] require user code refactoring using the exposed low-level system primitives or a deep understanding for the implementation of parallel strategies. Thirdly, automatically parallel strategy searching is time-consuming for giant models. Although Tofu [46] and SOAP [23] accomplish model partitioning and replication automatically through computational graph analysis, the search-based graph optimization approach has high computational complexity, which is further positively associated with the number of model operators (e.g., hundreds of thousands of operators for GPT3 [8]) and allocated GPUs (e.g., hundreds or thousands), making such an approach impractical when applying to giant model training. Finally, due to the heterogeneity in both GPU computing capability and memory, parallel strategies should be used adaptively and dynamically.

There are significant gaps in supporting giant model training using existing DL frameworks. Exposing low-level interfaces dramatically increases user burden and limits system optimization opportunities. Users need to understand the implementation details of distributed operators and handle the overlapping of computation with communication, which is hard for model developers. Using a low-level approach tightly couples model code to a specific parallel strategy, which requires code rewriting completely when switching between parallel strategies (i.e., from pipeline parallelism to tensor model parallelism). More constraints are introduced to model algorithm innovations, because the efforts of implementing a new module correctly in hybrid strategies are not trivial, let alone consider the performance factors such as load balancing and overlapping. From the system aspect, seeking a better parallel strategy or a combination using existing ones also requires rewriting user code, demanding a deep understanding of the DL model.

To address the aforementioned challenges, Whale explores a new approach that supports various parallel strategies while minimizing user code modifications. By introducing new unified primitives, users can focus on implementing the model algorithm itself, while switching among various parallel strategies by simply changing the annotations. Whale runtime utilizes the user annotations as hints to select parallel strategies at best effort with automatic graph optimization under a limited search scope. Whale further considers heterogeneous hardware capabilities using a balanced algorithm, making resource heterogeneity transparent to users.

3 Design

In this section, we first introduce key abstractions and parallel primitives which can express flexible parallelism strategies with easy programming API (Section 3.1). Then, we describe our parallel planner that transforms a local model with parallel primitives into a distributed model, through partitioning TaskGraphs, inserting bridge layers to connect hybrid strategies, and placing TaskGraphs on distributed devices (Section 3.2). In the end, we propose a hardware-aware load balance algorithm to speed up the training with heterogeneous GPU clusters (Section 3.3).

3.1 Abstraction

3.1.1 Internal Key Concepts

Deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow [7] provide low-level APIs for distributed computing, but is short of abstractions to represent advanced parallel strategies such as pipeline. The lack of proper abstractions makes it challenging in the understanding and implementation of complicated strategies in a unified way. Additionally, placing model operations to physical devices properly is challenging for complicated hybrid parallel strategies, especially in heterogeneous GPU clusters. Whale introduces two internal key concepts, i.e., TaskGraph and VirtualDevice. TaskGraph is used to modularize operations for applying a parallel strategy. VirtualDevice hides the complexity of mapping operations to physical devices. The two concepts are abstractions of internal system design and are not exposed to users.

TaskGraph(TG) is a subset of the model for parallel transformation and execution. One model can have one or more non-overlapping TaskGraphs. We can apply parallel strategies to each TaskGraph. By modularizing model operations into TaskGraphs, Whale can apply different strategies to different model parts, as well as scheduling the execution of TaskGraphs in a pipeline. A TaskGraph can be further replicated or partitioned. For example, in data parallelism, the whole model is a TaskGraph, which can be replicated to multiple devices. In pipeline parallelism, one pipeline stage is a TaskGraph. In tensor model parallelism, we can shard the TaskGraph into multiple submodules for parallelism.
VirtualDevice (VD) is the logical representation of computing resources, with one VirtualDevice having one or more physical devices. VirtualDevice hides the complexity of device topology, computing capacity as well as device placement from users. One VirtualDevice is assigned to one TaskGraph. Different VirtualDevices are allowed to have different or the same physical devices. For example, VD0 contains physical devices GPU0 and GPU1, VD1 contains physical devices GPU2 and GPU3 (different from VD0), and VD2 contains physical devices GPU4 and GPU5 (the same as VD0).

### 3.1.2 Parallel Primitives

The parallel primitive is a Python context manager, where operations defined under it are modularized as one TaskGraph. Each parallel primitive has to be configured with a parameter `device_count`, which is used to generate a VirtualDevice by mapping the `device_count` number of physical devices. Whale allows users to suggest parallel strategies with two unified primitives, i.e., `replicate` and `split`. The two primitives can express all existing parallel strategies, as well as a hybrid of them [20, 25, 26, 32, 43].

`replicate(device_count)` annotates a TaskGraph to be replicated. `device_count` is the number of devices used to compute the TaskGraph replicas. If `device_count` is not set, Whale allocates a TaskGraph replica per device. If a TaskGraph is annotated with `replicate(2)`, it is replicated to 2 devices, with each TaskGraph replica consuming half of the mini-batch. Thus the mini-batch size for one model replica is kept unchanged.

`split(device_count)` annotates a TaskGraph to apply intratensor sharding. The `device_count` denotes the number of partitions to be sharded. Each sharded partition is placed on one device. For example, `split(2)` shards the TaskGraph into 2 partitions and placed on 2 devices respectively.

The parallel primitives can be used in combination to apply different parallel strategies to different partitions of the model. Additionally, Whale also provides JSON Config API to enable system optimizations. The config `auto_parallel` is used to enable automatic TaskGraph partitioning given a provided partition number `num_task_graph`, which further eases the programming for users and is necessary for hardware-aware optimization when resource allocation is dynamic (Section 3.3). In Whale, pipeline parallelism is viewed as an efficient inter-TaskGraph execution strategy. Whale uses the

```
import whale as wh
wh.init(wh.Config({
  "num_task_graph": 2,
  "num_micro_batch": 8}))
with wh.replicate(1):
  model_stage1()
  model_stage2()
```

Example 1: Pipeline with 2 TaskGraphs

```
import whale as wh
wh.init()
with wh.replicate(1):
  model_stage1()
  model_stage2()
```

Example 2: Hybrid of replicate and split

```
wh.init(wh.Config({
  "num_task_graph":2,
  "num_micro_batch":4,"auto_parallel":True}))
model_def()
```

Example 3: Auto pipeline

Example 3 shows an automatic pipeline example with two TaskGraphs. When `auto_parallel` is enabled, Whale will partition the model into TaskGraphs automatically according to the computing resource capacity and the model structure. (Section 3.3)

### 3.2 Parallel Planner

The parallel planner is responsible for producing an efficient parallel execution plan, which is the core of Whale runtime. Figure 5 shows an overview of the parallel planner. The workflow can be described as follows: (a) The parallel planner takes a local model with optional user annotations, computing

![Figure 5: Whale Overview](image-url)
resources, and optional configs as inputs. The model hyperparameters (e.g., batch size and learning rate), and computing resources (e.g., #GPU and #worker) are decided by the users manually, while the parallel primitive annotations and configs (e.g., num_task_graph and num_micro_batch) could be either be manual or decided by Whale automatically; (b) the VirtualDevices are generated given computing resources and optional annotations automatically (Section 3.2.1); and (c) the model is partitioned into TaskGraphs, and the TaskGraph is further partitioned internally if split is annotated. Since we allow applying different strategies to different TaskGraphs, there may exist an input/output mismatch among TaskGraphs. In such case, the planner will insert the corresponding bridge layer automatically between two TaskGraphs (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Virtual Device Generation

VirtualDevices are generated given the number of devices required by each TaskGraph. Given K requested physical devices GPU0, GPU1,..., GPUK and a model with N TaskGraphs, with corresponding device number d1, d2,..., dN. For the ith TaskGraph, Whale will generate a VirtualDevice with di number of physical devices. The physical devices are taken sequentially for each VirtualDevice. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, when the available device number K is divisible by the total number of devices requested by all TaskGraphs $\sum^N_i d_i$, Whale will apply a nested DP of $\sum d_i$ degree to the whole model. In such case, we also replicate the corresponding VirtualDevice for TaskGraph replica. By default, devices are not shared among TaskGraphs. Sharing can be enabled to improve training performance in certain model sharding cases by setting cluster configuration.1 Whale prefers to place one model replica (with one or more TaskGraphs) within a node, and replicates the model replicas across nodes. Advanced behaviors such as placing TaskGraph replicas within a node to utilize NVLINK for AllReduce communication can be achieved by setting the aforementioned configuration. For example, as shown in Figure 5, there are two TaskGraphs, and each TaskGraph requests 2 GPUs. Two VirtualDevices VD1 and VD2 are generated for two TaskGraphs. VD1 contains GPU0 and GPU1, and VD2 contains GPU2 and GPU3. As the number of available GPUs is 8, which is divisible by the total GPU number of TaskGraphs 4, a replica of VirtualDevices can be generated but with different physical devices.

3.2.2 TaskGraph Partitioning

Whale first partitions a model into TaskGraphs, either by using explicit annotations or automatic system partitioning. If a user annotation is given, operations defined within certain parallel primitive annotation compose a TaskGraph. Otherwise, the system generates TaskGraphs based on the given config parameter num_task_graph and hardware information. The details of the hardware-aware model partitioning is described in Section 3.3.

If a TaskGraph is annotated with split(k), Whale will automatically partition it by matching and replacing sharding patterns with a distributed implementation. Before describing the sharding pattern, we introduce two terminologies for tensor model parallelism: 1) ShardingUnit is a basic unit for sharding, and can be an operation or a layer with multiple operations; and 2) ShardingInfo is the tensor sharding information, and is represented as a list $\{s_0, s_1, ..., s_n\}$ given a tensor with n dimensions, where $s_i$ represents whether to split the i-th dimension, 1 means true and 0 means false. For example, given a tensor with shape [6, 4], the ShardingInfo [0, 1] indicates splitting in the second tensor dimension, whereas [1, 1] indicates splitting in both dimensions. A sharding pattern(S) is a mapping from a ShardingUnit and input ShardingInfo to its distributed implementations. For example, Figure 6 shows two sharding patterns SP1 and SP2 with different input ShardingInfo for ShardingUnit MatMul.

To partition the TaskGraph, Whale first groups the operations in the split TaskGraph into multiple ShardingUnits by hooking TensorFlow ops API. The TaskGraph sharding process starts by matching ShardingUnits to the predefined sharding patterns in a topology order. A pattern is matched by a ShardingUnit and input ShardingInfos. If multiple patterns are matched, the pattern with a smaller communication cost is selected. Whale replaces the matched pattern of the original ShardingUnit with its distributed implementation.

3.2.3 Bridge Layer

When applying different parallel strategies to different TaskGraphs, the input/output tensor number and shape may change due to different parallelism degrees or different parallel strategies, thereby resulting in a mismatch of input/output tensor shapes among TaskGraphs. To address the mismatch, Whale proposes a bridge layer to gather the distributed tensors and feed them to the next TaskGraph.
Gather can obtain a complete input tensor. If the gather TaskGraph, when the allocated devices are homogeneous, by default while being subject to memory constraints. For a execution, which leads to long idle GPU time for the Gather outputs of TaskGraph are partitioned in split dimension split_dim. The bridge layer tasks gather outputs for concatenation in split dimension split_dim. By using the bridge layer, each TaskGraph can obtain a complete input tensor. If the gather dimension of the bridge layer is the same as the successor TaskGraph input partition dimension, Whale will optimize by fusing the aforementioned two operations to reduce the communication overhead. As an example, if the outputs of the TaskGraph are gathered in the first dimension, and the inputs of the successor TaskGraph are partitioned in the same dimension, then Whale will remove the above gather and partition operations.

3.3 Hardware-aware Load Balance

In this section, we describe how we utilize the hardware information to balance the workloads among TaskGraphs, which achieves high performance even in heterogeneous GPU clusters. The Whale parallel planner obtains the hardware information from the cluster scheduler when the training job is launched, and is responsible for both intra-TaskGraph and inter-TaskGraph load balancing.

3.3.1 Intra-TaskGraph Load Balance

When the allocated workloads are homogeneous, by default Whale distributes the workloads within a TaskGraph to multiple devices evenly. However, when allocated with heterogeneous GPUs with different computing capacities (e.g., V100 and P100), the aforementioned identical distribution exacerbates suboptimal performance. Such performance can be attributed to a synchronization barrier at the end of TaskGraph execution, which leads to long idle GPU time for the faster GPU, as shown in Figure 4(a). To improve the overall utilization of heterogeneous GPUs, we need to balance the computing according to the device's computing capacity. The intra-TaskGraph load balance attempts to minimize the idle time within a TaskGraph, which is achieved by balancing the workloads proportional to device computing capacity while being subject to memory constraints. For a TaskGraph annotated with replicate, Whale balances the workload by adjusting the batch size for each TaskGraph replica. The local batch size on heterogeneous devices might differ due to the load balancing strategy (Whale keeps the global batch size unchanged). If batch-sensitive operators such as BatchNorm exist, the local batch differences might have statistical effects. Yet, no users suffered convergence issues in our experiments or in our production deployment, which is probably due to the robustness of DL. Besides, techniques like SyncBatchNormalization might help. For a TaskGraph annotated with split, Whale balances the FLOP of a partitioned operation through uneven sharding in splitting dimension among multiple devices.

We profile the TaskGraph TG on single-precision floating-point operations (FLOP) as $T_{G \text{ flop}}$ and peak memory consumption as $T_{G \text{ mem}}$. Given N GPUs, we collect the information for device $i$ including the single-precision FLOP per second as $DF_i$ and memory capacity as $DM_i$. Assuming the partitioned load ratio on the device $i$ is $L_i$, we need to find a solution that minimizes the overall GPU waste, which is formulated in Formula 1. We try to minimize the ratio of the computational load of the actual model for each device $L_i$ and the ratio of the computing capacity of the device over the total cluster computing capacity $DF_i / \sum_{i=0}^{N} DF_i$, the maximum workload being bounded by the device memory capacity $DM_i$.

$$\min \sum_{i=0}^{N} L_i - \frac{DF_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{N} DF_i}$$

s.t. $\sum_{i=0}^{N} L_i = 1 ; L_i \times T_{G \text{ mem}} \leq DM_i, (i = 1, 2, ..., N)$

The load ratio $L_i$ in each device is initialized in proportion to the device’s computing capacity, which ideally results in a most balanced partition. However, when the memory constraint is not satisfied, we need to adjust the load allocation to avoid out-of-memory (OOM) errors, while still trying to achieve good performance. Whale proposes a memory-constraint balancing algorithm to balance the workloads among devices. The main idea of the algorithm is to shift the workload from the memory-overload device to a memory-free device with the lowest computation load. The details of the algorithm are illustrated in Algorithm 1. It takes a TaskGraph TG and VirtualDevice with N physical devices as inputs. The algorithm first initializes (line 3-10) the profiling results including 1) load_ratios as the workload ratios of devices; 2) mem_utils as the memory utilization of devices; 3) flop_utils as the FLOP utilization of devices; 4) oom_devices records out of memory devices whose value in mem Utils is greater than 1; and 5) free_devices records devices that have free memory space. The algorithm then iteratively shifts the load from a memory-overload device to a memory-available device (line 11-18). It first finds a peak_device with maximum memory utilization from oom_devices, then it finds a valley_device with available memory space and the lowest

\[\text{https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras/layers/experimental/SyncBatchNormalization} \]
Algorithm 1: Memory-Constraint Load Balancing

\textbf{Input:} TaskGraph \(TG\), VirtualDevice\(\text{(N)}\)
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State load\textunderscore ratios = \emptyset; mem\textunderscore utils = \emptyset; flop\textunderscore utils = \emptyset
\State oom\textunderscore devices = \emptyset; free\textunderscore devices = \emptyset
\For {\(i \in 0...N\)}
\State load\textunderscore ratios\[i\] = \(\frac{DF\_i}{\sum_{i'}DF\_i'TG_{max}}\)
\State mem\textunderscore utils\[i\] = \(\frac{\text{load\_ratios\[i\] + TG_{max}}}{DM}\)
\State flop\textunderscore utils\[i\] = \(\frac{\text{load\_ratios\[i\] + TG_{flop}}}{DF}\)
\If {mem\textunderscore utils\[i\] > 1}
\State oom\textunderscore devices.append\text{(i)}
\Else
\State free\textunderscore devices.append\text{(i)}
\EndIf
\EndFor
\While {oom\textunderscore devices \(\neq \emptyset\) \& free\textunderscore devices \(\neq \emptyset\)}
\State peak\textunderscore device = argmax\{(oom\textunderscore devices, key = mem\textunderscore utils)\}
\State valley\textunderscore device = argmin\{(free\textunderscore devices, key = \text{flop\textunderscore utils, mem\textunderscore utils})\}
\If {shift\_load\text{(peak\textunderscore device, valley\textunderscore device)} == success}
\State update\_profile\text{(mem\textunderscore utils, flop\textunderscore utils)}
\State oom\textunderscore devices.pop\text{(peak\textunderscore device)}
\Else
\State free\textunderscore devices.pop\text{(valley\textunderscore device)}
\EndIf
\EndWhile
\end{algorithmic}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>MB FWD Activation</th>
<th>MB FWD Activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TaskGraph0 V100 32GB</td>
<td>Other Memory</td>
<td>Other Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaskGraph1 P100 16GB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Pipeline TaskGraphs on heterogeneous GPUs

FLOP utilization. The shift\_load function attempts to shift the workload from a peak\_device to a valley\_device. For data parallelism, the batch size in the peak\_device is decreased by \(b\), and the batch size in the valley\_device is increased by \(b\). \(b\) is the maximum number that the valley\_device will not go OOM after getting the load from the peak\_device. The profiling information for each device is updated after a successful workload shift is found. The aforementioned process iterates until the oom\_devices are empty or the free\_devices are empty.

3.3.2 Inter-TaskGraph Load Balance

When multiple TaskGraphs are executed in a pipeline, we need to balance the inter-TaskGraph workloads on heterogeneous GPUs. As we introduced in Section 2.1, pipeline parallelism achieves efficient execution by interleaving forward/backward execution among multiple micro-batches. For a model with \(N\) TaskGraphs, the \(i^{th}\) TaskGraph needs to cache \(N - i\) forward activations [32]. Notably, \(i^{th}\) TaskGraph has to cache one more micro-batch forward activation than the previous TaskGraph. Since activation memory is proportional to batch size and often takes a large proportion of the peak memory, e.g., the activation memory VGG16 model with batch size 256 takes up around 74% of the peak memory [18], resulting in uneven memory consumption among different TaskGraphs.

The different memory requirements of TaskGraphs motivate us to place earlier TaskGraphs on devices with higher memory capacity. This can be achieved by sorting and reordering the devices in the corresponding VirtualDevice by memory capacity, from higher to lower. Figure 8 shows the memory breakdown of the pipeline example (Figure 1) with two TaskGraphs over heterogeneous GPUs V100 (32GB) and P100 (16GB), we prefer putting TaskGraph0 to V100, which has a higher memory config. The TaskGraph placement heuristic is efficient for common Transformer-based models (i.e., BertLarge and T5 in Figure 18). There might be cases where later stages contain large layers (i.e., large sparse embedding), which can be addressed in Algorithm 1 on handling OOM errors. After reordering the virtual device according to memory requirement, we partition the model operations to TaskGraphs in a topological sort and apply Algorithm 1 to balance the computing FLOP among operations, subject to the memory bound of the memory capacity of each device.

4 Implementation

Whale is implemented as a standalone library without modification of the deep learning framework, which is compatible with TensorFlow1.12 and TensorFlow1.15 [7]. The source code of Whale includes 13179 lines of Python code and 1037 lines of C++ code. We have open-sourced\(^4\) the Whale framework to help giant model training accessible to more users.

Whale enriches the local model with augmented information such as phase information, parallelism annotation, etc., which is crucial to parallelism implementation. To assist the analysis of the user model without modifying the user code, Whale inspects and overwrites TensorFlow build-in functions to capture augmented information. For example, operations are marked as backward when tf\_gradients or compute\_gradients functions are called.

The parallel strategy is implemented by rewriting the computation graph. We implement a general graph editor module for ease of graph rewriting, which includes functions such as subgraph clone, node replacement, dependency control, and so on. To implement data parallelism, Whale first clones all operations and tensors defined in a local TaskGraph and replaces the device for model replicas. Then it inserts NCCL [6] AllReduce [40] operation to synchronize gradients for each TaskGraph replica. To implement tensor model parallelism, Whale shards the TaskGraph by matching a series of predefined patterns, replacing them with corresponding distributed

\(^4\)https://github.com/alibaba/EasyParallelLibrary
implementation, and inserting communication operations as needed. To implement pipeline parallelism, Whale builds a pipeline strategy module that supports state-of-the-art strategies [16, 20, 32]. By default, Whale adopts a backward-first strategy which is similar to PipeDream [32]. The pipeline strategy is implemented by first partitioning the minibatch into micro-batches. The interleaving of forward-backward micro-batch execution is achieved by inserting control dependency operations among entrance and exit operations of different TaskGraphs.

To assist hardware-aware optimizations, Whale implements profiling tools that profile the model FLOPs and peak memory consumption. The parallel planner gets the hardware information from our internal GPU cluster, which is used to generate an efficient parallel plan by balancing the computing workloads over heterogeneous GPUs.

Besides, Whale is highly optimized in both computing efficiency and memory utilization by integrating with a series of optimization technologies such as ZERO [36], recomputation [10], CPU offload [39], automatic mixed precision [31], communication optimization [40], XLA [7], etc.

5 Experiment

In this section, we first demonstrate the efficiency of the parallelism strategy by evaluating micro-benchmarks. We then evaluate the training with heterogeneous GPUs to show the advantages of the hardware-aware load balance algorithm. We end by showing the effectiveness and efficiency of Whale by two industry-scale multimodal model training cases. All the experiments are conducted on a shared cloud GPU cluster. Every cluster node is equipped with a 96-core Intel Xeon Platinum 8163 (Skylake) @2.50GHz with 736GB RAM, running CentOS 7.7. Each node consists of 2/4/8 GPUs, with NVIDIA 32-GB V100 GPUs [3] or NVIDIA 16-GB P100 GPUs [2], powered by NVIDIA driver 418.87, CUDA 10.0, and cuDNN 7. Nodes are connected by 50Gb/s ethernet. All the models are implemented based on TensorFlow 1.12.

5.1 Micro-benchmark

In this section, we evaluate Whale with a series of micro-benchmarks. We first demonstrate that Whale is efficient in single parallel strategy by comparing with TensorFlow Estimator DP and GPipe [20] pipeline. We then show the advantages of Whale hybrid strategies over single parallel strategy. Next, we measure the overhead of the bridge layer for hybrid strategies. Finally, we evaluate the effect of sharding patterns in automatic TaskGraph partitioning.

5.1.1 Performance of Single Parallel Strategy

We evaluate Whale DP by comparing it with TensorFlow Estimator DP, using the BertLarge [13] and ResNet50 [19] on different number of V100 GPUs. As shown in Figure 9, the training throughput speedup on ResNet50 and BertLarge is respectively. The throughput speedup is calculated by dividing the training throughput on N devices by the throughput on one device. Whale DP consistently obtained better speedup and higher GPU utilization than TensorFlow Estimator DP. Such findings could be attributed to Whale’s communication optimization technologies such as hierarchical and grouped AllReduce, which is similar to Horovod [40].

We then evaluate the efficiency of Whale pipeline parallelism by comparing with GPipe [20]. The pipeline scheduling strategy in Whale is similar to PipeDream [32]. The experiments are conducted using the BertLarge model with 4/8 pipeline stages on the different numbers of V100 GPUs. As shown in Figure 11, the training throughput speedup of Whale outperforms GPipe in both 4 stages and 8 stages by 1.45X and 1.14X respectively. We attribute the performance gain to the use of the alternating forward-backward scheduling policy [32], which improves GPU utilization. We also find that the pipeline performance is sensitive to the num_task_graph, thus exposing it as a configurable parameter can help achieve a better performance when models and computing resources change.

5.1.2 Performance of Hybrid Strategy

We evaluate hybrid strategies by comparing them with the single parallel strategy. We also compare the performances of
hybrid strategies on different numbers of devices. We select two typical types of hybrid strategies: 1) Nested pipeline with DP; and 2) Combination of DP and tensor model parallelism.

We first apply a nested pipeline with DP to the BertLarge model on V100 GPUs. The model is partitioned into 2/4/8 number of TaskGraphs, and we measure the training performance of each model on 8/16/32 GPUs. Figure 12 shows that pipelines with 2 TaskGraphs and 4 TaskGraphs get similar training speedups and GPU utilization. However, we observe a performance drop on 8 TaskGraphs and lower GPU utilization compared to 2/4 TaskGraphs. This is because 8 TaskGraphs lead to relatively fewer model operations in each TaskGraph, and the GPU computation is not enough to overlap the inter-TaskGraph communication, resulting in poor performance.

Next, we evaluate the combination hybrid strategy on a large-scale image classification model, as we have discussed in Section 2.1 and illustrated in Figure 3. We perform experiments on classification numbers 100K and 1M on different numbers of V100 GPUs. To reduce the communication overhead of hybrid parallelism, we collocate the ResNet50 replicas with FC partitions. We compare the hybrid results of 100K classes with DP, as shown in Figure 13, hybrid parallelism outperforms data parallelism by 1.13X, 1.66X, and 2.43X training throughput speedup with 8, 16, and 32 GPUs respectively, with the line plot corresponding to GPU utilization. When the number of workers increases, hybrid parallelism maintains a near-linear speedup, while the DP strategy fails drastically beyond 16 workers. This is because the heavy FC layer (the parameter size of ResNet50 backbone is 90 MB, while the parameter size of FC layer is 782MB) incurs a huge gradient synchronization overhead. For the task of 1M classes, DP fails due to OOM. With hybrid parallelism, Whales allows for the training of image classification task with one million classes. Figure 14 shows the performance of hybrid parallelism over 8/16/32 GPUs. The training throughputs from 8 GPUs to 32 GPUs achieve 95% scaling efficiency, which highlights the need for using a hybrid strategy.

5.1.3 Overhead of Bridge Layer

To demonstrate the efficiency of the hybrid strategy, We measure the overhead of the bridge layer by profiling the bridge layer time with 100K classes on 8/16/32 GPUs. We then compare the overhead of gradient AllReduce time in DP with the bridge overhead to understand the performance gain from hybrids. As shown in Figure 16, the overhead of the bridge layer takes around 6% in overall training time in 8 GPUs and 10% in 32 GPUs. The overhead of the hybrid is reduced by 6X on 32 GPUs compared to gradient synchronization overhead of pure DP.

5.1.4 Effect of Sharding Pattern

As Whale automatically chooses a sharding pattern with minimum communication cost (Section 3.2.2), to demonstrate the effect of exploring the sharding patterns, we force the framework to use a specific pattern in this experiment. We evaluate two types of sharding patterns as illustrated in Figure 6 on large scale image task with 100K classes. SP1 shards the second input tensor in the second tensor dimension, and SP2 shards the two input tensors and aggregates the results with AllReduce. The comparison results of the two sharding patterns are shown in Figure 15, where SP1 outperforms SP2 by 1.6X to 3.75X as the number of requested GPUs increases from 8 to 32, as SP1 has a lower communication cost than SP2. The exploration of sharding patterns allows for the possibility of system optimization in distributed model implementation.

5.2 Performance of Load Balance

We show the benefits of the hardware-aware load balancing algorithm by evaluating data parallelism and pipeline parallelism.

For data parallelism, we evaluate three typical models, including ResNet50, BertLarge, and GNMT [48]. The experiments are conducted on heterogeneous GPUs that consist of 8 32GB V100 GPUs and 8 16GB P100 GPUs. We set the same batch size for all model replicas as the baseline. We
5.3 Industry-Scale Giant Model Training

5.3.1 Training M6-10B Model

The M6-10B [28] model is a Chinese multimodal model with 10 billion parameters. The model consists of 24 encoder layers and 24 decoder layers. We use AdaFactor [42] as the training optimizer. We parallelize the training of M6-10B model with a hybrid parallel strategy, by nesting pipeline parallelism and data parallelism. Whale can easily scale a local M6 model to a distributed one by only adding a few lines on top of the model definition as shown in Example 4. We set the number of pipeline stages to 8 and the number of micro-batches to 35. We enable recomputation [10] to save activation memory during training. The training performance is evaluated on 32-GB V100 GPUs. Each node contains 8 GPUs. When scaling the computing nodes from 8 to 32, Whale achieved 91% scalability, as shown in Figure 19.

5.3.2 Training M6-MoE Model to Trillions

We scale the model parameters to 10 trillion (10T) by switching to hybrids of DP and tensor model parallelism with only a small number of lines of code change. The computation cost of training dense models is proportional to the model parameters. If we scale the dense 10B model to the dense 10T model linearly without considering overhead, we need at least 256,000 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. Instead of scaling the M6 model with dense structure, we adopt M6-MoE [53] model with sparse expert solution [17,26]. The sample code of the MoE structure is implemented with Whale by adding four lines, as shown in Example 5. Line 3 sets the default parallel primitive as replicate, i.e., data parallelism is applied for the operations if not explicitly annotated. Line 5 partitions the computation defined under split scope across devices.

```python
import whale as wh
wh.init(wh.Config(  
  *num_micro_batch*: 35,  
  *num_task_graph*: 8))
# Define M6 model.
m6_model_def()
```

Example 4: M6-10B model with pipeline

Example 5: Distributed MoE model

We evaluate M6-MoE model with 100 billion, 1 trillion and 10 trillion parameters respectively, the detailed configurations can be found in [29,53]. We enable built-in technologies of Whale to optimize the training process, such as recomputation [10], AMP (auto mixed precision) [1], XLA [5], CPU offloading [39], etc. We can train the M6-MoE-100B model with 100 million samples on 128 V100 in 1.5 days. We advance the model scale to 1 trillion parameters on solely 480 NVIDIA V100 GPUs, in comparison with the recent SOTA on 2048 TPU cores [17]. We further scale the model to 10 trillion parameters by adopting optimized tensor offloading strategies [29] with 512 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. Whale can scale models from 100 billion to 10 trillion without code changes, which makes giant model training accessible to most users.

6 Related Work

Giant model training. TensorFlow [7] and PyTorch [34] provide well-supported data parallelism and vanilla model parallelism by explicitly assigning operations to specific devices. However, they are not efficient enough for giant model training. Megatron [43], GPipe [20], and Dapple [16] have proposed new parallel training strategies to scale the training of large-scale models. DeepSpeed [38] lacks general support for tensor model parallelism, besides, model layers are required to rewrite in sequential for pipeline parallelism. GShard [26] supports operator splitting by introducing model weight annotations and tensor dimension specifications. The high performance of those works is achieved by exposing low-level system abstractions to users (e.g., device placement, equivalent distributed implementation for operators), or enforcing model or tensor partition manually, which results in significant user efforts. As a parallel work to Whale, GSPMD [51] extends GShard by annotating tensor dimensions mapping for both automatic and manual operator partitioning. As a general giant model training framework, Whale adopts a unified abstraction to express different parallel strategies and their hy-
hybrid nests and combinations, utilizing high-level annotations and pattern matching for operator splitting. Whale further scales to M6-10T through automatically distributed graph optimizations with the awareness of heterogeneous resources.

Zero [36, 37, 39] optimizes memory usage by removing redundant GPU memory, offloading computation to the CPU host, and utilizing non-volatile memory respectively. Recomputation [10] trades computation for memory by recomputing tensors from checkpoints. Such memory optimization approaches are orthogonal to Whale, which can be further combined for giant model training efficiently.

**Graph optimization.** Deep learning is powered by dataflow graphs with optimizations to rewrite the graph for better performance, such as TensorFlow XLA [7], TVM [9], Ansor [55], AStitish [56], etc. TASO [22] and PET [45] adopt a graph substitution approach to optimize the computation graph automatically. Those works mainly focus on the performance of a single GPU, while Whale utilizes the graph optimization approach for achieving efficient performance in distributed training. Tofu [46] and SOAP [23] also use graph partition to produce distributed execution plans, but with a high search cost. Whale utilizes the introduced annotations to shrink the search space, thus making graph optimization practical for giant model training at a trillion scale. Besides, Whale extends the graph optimization approach to complicated parallel strategies in a unified abstraction, capable of pipeline parallelism, tensor model parallelism, and hybrid parallelism.

**Resource heterogeneity.** Philly [21] reports the trace study in multi-tenant GPU clusters of Microsoft and shows the effect of gang scheduling on job queuing. MLaaS [47] studies a two-month trace of a heterogeneous GPU cluster in Alibaba PAI. Gandiva [49] shows jobs are different in sensitivity to allocated resources. Whale is capable of adapting to resource heterogeneity, which can reduce the queuing delay of giant model training with hundreds of GPUs. The design of Whale advocates the approach of decoupling model programming and distributed execution. It dynamically generates an efficient execution plan by considering the properties of both model and heterogeneous resources.

### 7 Conclusion

Whale demonstrates the possibility of achieving efficiency, programmability, and adaptability in a scalable deep learning framework for training trillion-parameter models. Whale supports various parallel strategies using a unified abstraction, hides distributed execution details through new primitive annotations, and adapts to heterogeneous GPUs with automatic graph optimizations. Going forward, we hope that Whale can become a large-scale deep learning training foundation to further engage model algorithm innovations and system optimizations in parallel, making giant model training technology to be adopted easily and efficiently at scale.
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Abstract

Processing input data plays a vital role in ML training, impacting accuracy, throughput, and cost. The input pipeline, which is responsible for feeding data-hungry GPUs/TPUs with training examples, is a common bottleneck. Alleviating data stalls is critical yet challenging for users. While today’s frameworks provide mechanisms to maximize input pipeline throughput (e.g., distributing data processing on remote CPU workers and/or reusing cached data transformations), leveraging these mechanisms to jointly optimize training time and cost is non-trivial. Users face two key challenges. First, ML schedulers focus on GPU/TPU resources, leaving users on their own to optimize multi-dimensional resource allocations for data processing. Second, input pipelines often consume excessive compute power to repeatedly transform the same data. Deciding which source or transformed data to cache is non-trivial: large datasets are expensive to store, the compute time saved by caching is not always the bottleneck for end-to-end training, and transformations may not be deterministic, hence reusing transformed data can impact accuracy.

We propose Cachew, a fully-managed service for ML data processing. Cachew dynamically scales distributed resources for data processing to avoid stalls in training jobs. The service also automatically applies caching when and where it is performance/cost-effective to reuse preprocessed data within and across jobs. Our key contributions are autoscaling and autocaching policies, which leverage domain-specific metrics collected at data workers and training clients (rather than generic resource utilization metrics) to minimize training time and cost. Compared to scaling workers with Kubernetes, Cachew’s policies reduce training time by up to $4.1 \times$ and training cost by $1.1 \times$ to $3.8 \times$.

1 Introduction

Input data processing is an essential part of machine learning (ML) training. Transformations applied to input data before it is fed to a model for training – such as extracting features, sampling data from imbalanced classes, and randomly augmenting data – are key to achieving high accuracy [19,57,63]. Furthermore, the speed at which the input pipeline can ingest data from storage, apply transformations on-the-fly, and load transformed data to training nodes greatly impacts the time to accuracy and the overall cost of model training.

While GPUs and TPUs used for training computations continue to provide more FLOPS, CPUs – which are responsible for input data processing – are not keeping up. Hence, the input pipeline is a common bottleneck in ML training [38].

Removing bottlenecks in the input pipeline can improve end-to-end training time by over an order of magnitude and greatly reduce costs [47, 48]. However, optimizing ML data processing is non-trivial. Users face several key challenges.

First, allocating the right amount of CPU, memory, and storage for input data processing, to optimize training time and cost, is difficult. Users should allocate just enough resources for the input pipeline to produce batches of data at the throughput that the model can ingest data, which depends on the model’s computational intensity and the hardware (# of GPUs) allocated for training. As shown in Figure 1, each model requires a different ratio of CPUs for data processing and GPUs or TPUs for training. Hence, although ML frameworks traditionally couple input data processing and training such that the two stages execute on the same node, it is becoming increasingly common to disaggregate data processing, with systems like tf.data service [25] and Meta’s Data PrePreprocessing (DPP) Service [69]. Disaggregation enables customizing resource allocations per job. However, today’s ML resource management systems focus on GPU allocations [28,44,65], leaving users on their own to decide input...
pipeline resource allocations that maximize performance and minimize cost of training jobs. This is notoriously challenging in the multi-dimensional resource setting of ML training [64].

Another major challenge is the significant amount of compute and memory resources required for input data processing. For example, when training deep recommender models with petabytes of data, data ingestion can consume more power than model training itself [69]. A promising approach to reduce data processing compute requirements is to memoize the outputs of commonly executed data pipelines, since ML training often involves redundant data accesses and transformations, both within and across jobs [34, 47, 48, 66]. Within a job, it is common to iterate multiple times (i.e., epochs) over a dataset. Across jobs, ML engineers typically experiment with variations of models (e.g., hyperparameter tuning and model search) while re-executing the same data pipeline.

ML data processing frameworks provide mechanisms for reusing memoized data transformations, such as \texttt{tf.data}'s \texttt{cache} and \texttt{snapshot} operators [22, 61, 62]. However, determining which (transformed) datasets are optimal to cache in fast storage is non-trivial. Transformed datasets are costly to store and slow to read if they are significantly larger in volume than source data, which can occur after decompression and data augmentations. Figure 2 shows that reusing memoized results stored on local SSDs of a training node does not always improve epoch time, since local SSD bandwidth may saturate when reading the larger transformed dataset. Even caching source data on local SSDs does not always improve epoch time compared to reading from cloud data lakes (e.g., we use GCS [27]) since model training may be the bottleneck. If an input pipeline applies random transformations to data each epoch, the caching decision is further complicated as reusing the transformed dataset from a single epoch can negatively impact model training dynamics [16, 40].

In summary, ML data processing frameworks provide useful mechanisms to alleviate data bottlenecks, such as distributing data processing on remote CPU workers and reusing cached data transformations. However, today’s systems lack policies that efficiently leverage these mechanisms to optimize the overall performance and cost of ML training.

We propose Cachew, a fully-managed service for ML input data processing. Inspired by the serverless computing paradigm, which relieves developers from the burden of managing virtual machines in the cloud [13, 55], Cachew relieves ML users from the burden of managing compute, memory, and storage infrastructure for ML input data processing. Cachew consists of a centralized dispatcher, distributed input data workers, and a disaggregated storage cluster that stores cached datasets. We build Cachew on top of the \texttt{tf.data} framework [48], extending its distributed service [25] to support multi-tenancy, autoscaling, and autocaching. Cachew is open source\footnote{Cachew is available at: https://github.com/eth-easl/cachew} and compatible with the existing \texttt{tf.data} API.

Our key contributions are the design and implementation of autoscaling and autocaching policies for ML input data processing. We show that traditional resource autoscaling approaches (e.g., in Kubernetes [1]), which are based on CPU and memory utilization, are not sufficient to optimize training time and cost. Instead, we base our policies on application-specific metrics collected at input data workers and clients while a job is running. The Cachew dispatcher leverages the stateless nature of ML input data processing to adjust the number of workers per job during runtime. By monitoring batch time reported by clients, the dispatcher dynamically finds the minimum number of workers (i.e., minimum cost) that minimizes batch time (i.e., maximizes performance). By monitoring per-worker throughput and the volume of data produced by the input pipeline, the dispatcher also decides on whether reading data from Cachew’s cluster cache is likely to improve performance compared to reading and transforming data from cloud data lakes on-the-fly. Cachew extends the \texttt{tf.data} API with an \texttt{autocache} operator, which allows users to specify up to which point in their input pipeline it is acceptable to cache and reuse data from a training dynamics perspective (e.g., before any random transformations).

We evaluate Cachew with microbenchmarks and three popular ML models and data pipelines from the TensorFlow Model Garden. We show that while the Kubernetes autoscaler under-provisions or over-provisions input data workers, Cachew is able to identify the optimal number of data workers to allocate for each job as well as the optimal caching strategy at each \texttt{autocache} operator location in the input pipeline to minimize training time and cost. We show that compared to scaling workers with Kubernetes, Cachew’s policies reduce training cost by $1.1 \times$ to $3.8 \times$.

\section{ML Input Data Processing}

We summarize the key characteristics of ML input data pipelines (§ 2.1) and discuss why it is increasingly common to disaggregate data processing from model training (§ 2.2). § 2.3 provides an overview of existing mechanisms for fast, efficient input data pipeline execution.

![Figure 2: Caching source data or materializing data in local storage does not always improve training throughput.](image-url)
2.1 ML Input Data Pipeline Characteristics

**Reading input data from storage:** The first step in ML input data processing is reading source data. Deep learning input pipelines typically read datasets that range from gigabytes to petabytes in size, stored in low-cost distributed storage systems, such as cloud data lakes [48,68,69]. To avoid I/O bottlenecks during training, it is common to cache input datasets in more expensive, higher bandwidth storage systems [39,47].

**Transforming data:** Before raw input data can be consumed by a model, it must be preprocessed into elements that the model can learn from. Common transformations include decompressing data, parsing file formats, extracting features, and batching elements. It is also common to add randomness to input data (e.g., randomly sampling, augmenting, and shuffling elements) to improve model generalization [12]. Random data augmentations are critical for achieving state-of-the-art accuracy in image classification [14,15,18,21,58], object detection [19,67], and speech recognition [49,50].

Data transformations are generally executed on CPUs rather than specialized hardware to better support user-defined functions [48]. While some transformations can be applied in offline batch processing jobs [6], many transformations are applied on-the-fly during training for greater flexibility. For instance, it is common to experiment with feature extraction, tune the batch size for a given GPU configuration, or randomly augment data using different seeds across epochs.

While some transformations (e.g., decompression and augmentation) expand the volume of data read from storage, other transformations (e.g., filtering and sampling) decrease the volume of data fed to a model. A study of ML input pipelines at Google found that the ratio of data fed to a model versus the data read from storage varies widely across jobs. For 75% of jobs, data transformations reduced data volume [48].

**Loading data to training nodes:** The final step is to load data to GPUs/TPUs for model training. To avoid data stalls, the input pipeline must produce data at a throughput greater than or equal to the rate at which the model can consume data. The model’s data ingestion rate depends on the algorithmic intensity of the training computations and the hardware FLOPS. Feeding data-hungry accelerators requires high software parallelism and pipelining for data processing [38,48].

**Re-executing input pipelines:** In large-scale production and research deployments, ML input data pipelines are commonly re-executed. Within a job, each training epoch reads and transforms the same input dataset. Across jobs, common ML training workflows, such as neural architecture search and hyperparameter tuning, involve feeding the same preprocessed data to different variations of a model [34,70]. At Google, the top 10% most commonly executed input pipelines accounted for 77% of all input pipeline executions and 72% of CPU cycles used for ML input data processing [48]. Others have also observed a sizeable opportunity to reuse data processing within and across ML jobs [47,66].

2.2 Why disaggregate input data processing?

ML input data processing and training consist of fundamentally different types of computation (user-defined transformations vs. gradient updates) that primarily use different resources (CPUs vs. GPUs/TPUs). Yet ML frameworks have typically coupled these two stages, such that they run on the same nodes. Tight coupling has two major drawbacks. First, CPU/memory-intensive input pipelines can easily saturate host resources and limit training throughput. Zhao et al. [69] showed that loading data over the network from distributed storage—even without performing data transformations on the CPU—consumes significant CPU cycles and memory bandwidth in production deployments, leaving scarce resources available for transforming data on training nodes. Second, the ratio of resources required for input data processing vs. model training varies across jobs (as seen in Figure 1, where we varied the CPU cores available using the Linux `taskset` command). However, cloud providers typically limit the CPU cores and memory capacity that can be provisioned per accelerator on a virtual machine [9,26]. The fixed ratio of CPU cores and memory attached to accelerators often leads to imbalanced usage (i.e., either idle accelerators or idle CPUs).

To improve resource utilization and avoid input data stalls, it is increasingly common to disaggregate data processing from model training [25,69]. Disaggregation is a well-known approach for improving resource allocation flexibility [23,36]. This flexibility can save cost, since users can distribute input data processing across as many or as few CPU worker nodes as needed to avoid data stalls, without provisioning additional expensive GPUs/TPUs.

2.3 Existing Mechanisms

We describe key mechanisms in existing frameworks for efficient input data processing. Users can define and execute ML input data pipelines with a variety of data loading frameworks, such as tf.data [48], PyTorch DataLoader [17], NVIDIA DALI [29], and CoorDL [47]. We highlight the tf.data framework, as its combination of state-of-the-art mechanisms serve as a foundation for our work. tf.data's programming model allows users to build input pipelines by composing and customizing operators. The framework runtime executes input pipelines as dataflow graphs, applying static and dynamic optimizations to improve performance.

**Disaggregation:** tf.data service supports executing input pipelines in a distributed manner [11]. The service consists of a centralized dispatcher and a number of remote input data workers. Clients (i.e., training nodes) register input pipelines defined in the tf.data API with the dispatcher, which shards data processing across all workers in the service. Clients fetch data directly from workers. The Data PreProcessing Service at Meta is another example of a framework that disaggregates input data processing [69]. In both frameworks, users are
responsible for managing the number of input data workers and deciding per-job resource allocations.

**Dataset Caching:** The `tf.data snapshot` operator allows users to cache the output of their input pipeline to disk, and materialize the transformed data on a subsequent training run [22]. This trades off I/O capacity and bandwidth to free up CPU resources. Inserting the `snapshot` operator at the appropriate point in an input pipeline to optimize overall training time and cost remains the user’s responsibility. The current `snapshot` implementation does not coordinate between asynchronous reads and writes from multiple nodes, making it incompatible with `tf.data` service (hence, we implement our own `put` and `get` operators, described in §5.1).

CooRL [47] and OneAccess [34] reuse input pipeline outputs when jobs are scheduled in a coordinated manner (e.g., hyperparameter tuning). However, these frameworks do not reuse data transformations across arbitrary ML jobs that can be submitted asynchronously to a service over time. Revamper [40] allows users to partially reuse the outputs of random transformations in input pipelines while minimizing the impact on training dynamics. Quiver [39] implements distributed caching for DNN training, but it is designed exclusively for managing source data rather than transformed datasets.

**Autotuning:** `tf.data`’s runtime and Plumber [38], a tool for diagnosing input data bottlenecks, can dynamically tune software parallelism and memory buffer sizes to maximize performance on a given training node [48]. However, this tuning does not scale resources beyond a single node.

**GPU Offloading:** NVIDIA DALI supports offloading certain input data processing, such as image data augmentations, to GPUs [29]. This is a viable option to alleviate CPU bottlenecks but may lead to GPU resource contention among input data transformation tasks and model training tasks. Users therefore need to decide which input data transformations should run on CPUs vs. GPUs.

## 3 ML Input Data Service Challenges

While many useful mechanisms for ML input data processing exist, it remains challenging for users to leverage these mechanisms to minimize end-to-end ML training time and cost. We focus on two key challenges: scaling resources for data processing (§ 3.1) and saving compute resources by selectively caching (transformed) datasets (§ 3.2).

### 3.1 Autoscaling Challenges

Selecting the right amount of compute, memory, and storage resources to provision for ML input data processing is critical yet challenging for ML users. Under-provisioning resources for data processing leads to data stalls, which leave expensive hardware accelerators idle, increasing end-to-end training time and cost. Over-provisioning resources for data processing leads to extra costs without improving end-to-end performance. The optimal resource allocation for data processing depends on the compute intensity of data transformations in the input pipeline, the volume of data that must be read for each training batch, and the rate at which the pipeline must produce data to match model ingestion throughput.

Determining the right resource allocation for ML input data processing is non-trivial as each model and input data pipeline combination have unique requirements [69]. For example, in Figure 1, we vary the amount of CPU cores allocated for input data processing to show how many cores are needed to meet model training throughput requirements in various jobs. To process the COCO dataset [43] and train the RetinaNet [42] model, 4 CPU cores per TPU accelerator core are sufficient, whereas to process the ImageNet [21] dataset and train the EfficientNetv2 [59] model, the user should provision 12 CPU cores per TPU accelerator core to avoid input data stalls during training. We also observe that scaling memory capacity and bandwidth greatly impacts performance. Furthermore, we find that training throughput does not scale linearly with CPU and memory resources, making it difficult to model how resource allocation affects performance.

### 3.2 Autocaching Challenges

Deciding which input data transformations to materialize and reuse versus which transformations to execute online during training is complex. At Google, where `tf.data` is heavily used in research and production ML training jobs, only 19% of jobs use any kind of caching operator [48]. Meanwhile, the same study found that many jobs would benefit from caching.

Making caching decisions requires users to reason about the cost of storing preprocessed data to save CPU cycles. This trade-off depends on the compute intensity of the input pipeline, the size of the materialized dataset, and the relative cost of CPU and storage resources. Transformed datasets may be slow to read and costly to store if they are significantly larger in volume than source data, which can occur with decompression and data augmentations. Caching does not always improve epoch time, in particular if reading source data from cloud storage and transforming it on-the-fly is sufficiently fast to saturate model ingestion throughput. Another challenge is that caching and reusing the results of transformations which randomly permute data from one epoch will remove this randomness across epochs. Reusing this transformed data within a job can significantly impact training dynamics. Prior work has shown that reusing random augmentations across epochs in a job is plausible, but must be done sparingly to avoid degrading model accuracy [16, 40]. For example, Revamper proposes caching partially augmented data elements and mixing them with freshly-computed, fully-augmented elements [40].

An over-arching challenge is to jointly optimize autocaching and autoscaling. Regardless of whether input data
workers are reading and transforming source data on-the-fly from data lakes or reading transformed data from a cache, we need to determine the right number of input data workers and storage bandwidth to provision to maximize training throughput while keeping costs low.

4 Cachew Design

We introduce Cachew, a multi-tenant service for ML input data processing. To minimize end-to-end training time and cost, Cachew jointly optimizes: 1) elastic, distributed resource allocation for input data processing and 2) materialization of data processing computations within and across jobs. Cachew can be operated by an organization with multiple users that asynchronously submit ML training jobs or by a public cloud provider. With minimal extensions to the tf.data user API, Cachew transparently manages resource allocation for data processing, data caching, and network communication between Cachew clients and workers.

4.1 Service Architecture

Cachew consists of a centralized dispatcher, a dynamic number of input data workers, and a disaggregated storage cluster for data caching, as shown in Figure 3.

Users register training nodes (i.e., clients) of ML training jobs with the Cachew dispatcher. Clients provide a dataflow graph representation of their input pipeline and a path to the input data (§ 4.2). We assume input data resides in durable, low-cost cloud storage, i.e., data lakes [68] such as S3 [56].

Input data workers are stateless components responsible for producing batches of preprocessed data for clients. The dispatcher dynamically adjusts the number of input data workers for each job and divides each job’s input dataset (e.g., a list of filenames) into independent partitions, called splits. Workers pull new splits (e.g., indexes of the file list) from the dispatcher when they are done processing previous splits. Workers may read splits that correspond to source data which they must transform on-the-fly by executing the job’s input pipeline dataflow graph. Alternatively, splits may correspond to files that contain already transformed (or partially transformed) data in Cachew’s cache from previous executions of the input pipeline.

The dispatcher maintains metadata about input pipeline executions across jobs to make worker allocation and data caching decisions. The scaling and caching policies (described in § 4.3 and § 4.4) rely on the metrics listed in Table 1, which the dispatcher aggregates in its metrics metadata store, indexed by job ids, input pipeline hashes and job names. Since there may be multiple workers and clients per job, metrics are averaged across clients and workers of the same job. The dispatcher also tracks which source and transformed datasets are cached. The cache metadata store maintains the location of cached datasets in Cachew’s cluster cache and is indexed by various hashes of the input pipeline dataflow graph, which we call fingerprints.

Clients fetch data from the workers that are assigned to them by the dispatcher. Clients and workers periodically send heartbeats to the dispatcher (by default every five seconds) to maintain membership in the service and provide metrics.

Cachew’s cache cluster consists of high-bandwidth NVMe SSD storage nodes, which are disaggregated from input data workers. Hence, Cachew can scale storage independently, based on data caching capacity and bandwidth requirements. In addition to caching transformed datasets of frequently executed input pipelines, Cachew can also cache source datasets, to avoid I/O bottlenecks from cloud data lakes during training.

4.2 Cachew API

Cachew leverages the existing tf.data API for defining ML input data pipelines [48]. Users define a pipeline by chaining dataflow operators that can be parameterized with user-defined functions (UDFs). Figure 4 shows an example tf.data pipeline that reads input data from files, applies map and filter operators with UDFs for parsing, filtering, and randomly augmenting data, then shuffles and batches data.

Applying distribute in line 6 serializes the dataflow graph and sends it to the service dispatcher to register the job. If there are multiple training nodes in a job (i.e., for dis-
tributed ML training), each node registers as a separate client with the dispatcher and specifies an additional job_name parameter that is common across all clients of the same job. The communication between clients and workers is abstracted away from the python API. As shown in line 7, clients simply iterate over the dataset to access a sequence of elements, as if executing the input pipeline locally on the client.

Cachew introduces a new operator, autocache, which allows users to specify point(s) in an input pipeline where model training dynamics safely permit memoizing and reusing data within a job. To avoid any impact on training accuracy, users should apply autocache before any random data transformations in their pipeline (e.g., see line 3 of Figure 4). Users may apply autocache in multiple locations in a pipeline. Cachew will not always apply caching at an autocache operator; § 4.4 describes Cachew’s decision strategy. When autocache is placed after a read operator (e.g., line 1), Cachew decides whether caching source data in fast cluster storage improves performance compared to reading source data from a low-cost data lake. In §6, we evaluate Cachew with up to two autocache operators per pipeline.

### 4.3 Autoscaling Policy

We describe how Cachew leverages the per-job client metrics described in Table 1 to make worker scaling decisions.

**Allocating workers for new jobs:** The dispatcher starts by executing each new job with a single worker. After the client reports metrics from a configurable number of training batches, the dispatcher allocates a second worker for the job and monitors the change in batch_time. We observe that averaging metrics over 100 batches generally provides a satisfactory level of noise smoothing. If batch_time decreases by more than a threshold (which we empirically set to 3%) with the second worker, the dispatcher adds an additional worker. The dispatcher continues adding workers until a new worker improves batch_time by less than 3%, in which case the scaling decision converges. The epoch time (and hence batch time) plateaus when the workers can provide data at sufficient throughput to saturate the model ingestion rate (e.g., the red dotted line in Figure 6). The true plateau occurs when the addition of a new worker leads to 0% change in batch_time. However, we choose a slightly higher threshold due to the noisy nature of metrics gathered at runtime. This makes Cachew’s autoscaling policy more stable. We observed that a 0% threshold would lead to unstable scaling decisions, as the slightest noise could trigger the addition of superfluous workers or the removal of essential workers from the cluster. In order to reduce noise, it is possible to gather the metrics over more batches, however this slows down the scaling process. §6.2 shows a sensitivity study.

**Re-scaling over time:** Since metrics can be noisy, Cachew periodically revisits the scaling decision each 10 new metrics received from the client (i.e., every 1000 batches). Cachew adds a worker if the current batch_time is significantly higher than the value recorded at scaling convergence. To detect if we are on the batch time plateau and can afford to scale down, our intuition is that although batch time will be the same, the result queue will build up if workers are able to provide data faster than the model can ingest it. Hence, Cachew removes a worker if the current result_queue_size is significantly (e.g., > 40%) higher than the size recorded at convergence. Cachew continues removing workers as long as the increase in batch_time is below the threshold. Clients temporarily pause metric collection (e.g. 150 batches) when they are notified that a worker has been added or removed for their job. When the dispatcher de-allocates a worker from a job, the worker processes any remaining splits, which clients consume before the worker is removed. Hence, the model sees all data in an epoch, regardless of scaling events.

We observed that in some cases, when the input dataset consists of few files (e.g., the COCO dataset), the scaling policy may not converge within an epoch because workers may prefetch all dataset splits, leaving no splits for newly added workers to process until the next epoch. Cachew detects these scenarios and inserts an artificial epoch, which allows workers to fetch data from the next epoch while other workers process data from the current epoch. We do not introduce artificial epochs if workers are writing to cache.

### 4.4 Autocaching Policy

When a new job is sent to Cachew, a hash of the entire input pipeline is generated, which is then used to check if the given pipeline has ever had some of its data cached. If yes, the dispatcher extracts a hash for each autocache op. This is done by traversing and hashing the input pipeline from its source nodes up until the autocache node. Cachew checks its

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>batch_time</td>
<td>Time taken to get and process the last 100 batches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>result_queue_size</td>
<td>Avg. number of batches located in the prefetch buffer over the last 100 batches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>active_time</td>
<td>Avg. time per element spent in computation in the subtree rooted in the node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bytes_produced</td>
<td>Total number of bytes produced by the node so far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>num_elements</td>
<td>Total number of elements produced by the node so far</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The set of metrics that are submitted by the workers and clients to the dispatcher via heartbeats.
autocache will choose to introduce caching at the autocache location with the highest throughput. It should be noted that in such cases, compute is not considered, as caching only occurs if it was deemed better in terms of throughput than compute. If the given pipeline has not got any of its data in cache, the job enters profiling mode. This stage is equivalent to full input pipeline computation, with the exception that scaling is blocked to not skew any metrics relevant to the autocaching decision. The relevant metrics are presented in the Worker section of Table 1. Once the input pipeline has produced a sufficient amount of batches (we observe 300 batches to be enough) Cachew’s dispatcher produces the autocaching decision.

To carry out the autocaching decision, for each autocache operator, the dispatcher estimates the time it takes the pipeline to produce N elements if caching were to be introduced at the autocache location. The dispatcher compares these N-element-times with the compute mode N-element-time (i.e., how long it takes to produce N elements if no caching is applied to the pipeline) and selects the option with the minimum time. If caching is chosen, Cachew introduces caching at the relevant autocache op location. Figure 5 shows the main values inferred by the dispatcher for the autocaching decision. It should be noted that due to operations such as batch, filter, or repeat, an autocache op sees M elements being produced, where M ≠ N can be true.

Let the LastOp’s active_time be active_timeL, an autocache’s active_time be active_timeA, and the bytes per element at an autocache op be bA. Cachew employs a throughput model of GlusterFS, formally defined as
\[ GFS : \mathbb{R}_{>0} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0}, \]
which can infer the read time of b bytes from cache. Cachew initially computes the TotalComputeTime = N × active_timeL. For each autocache op, Cachew computes the PreAutocacheTime = M × active_timeA, and then obtains the PostAutocacheTime = TotalComputeTime − PreAutocacheTime. Next, Cachew computes ProjectedCacheReadTime = M × gGFS(bA). Finally, the ProjectedTotalCacheTime = ProjectedCacheReadTime + PostAutocacheTime is computed. The ProjectedTotalCacheTime of each autocache op and the initial TotalComputeTime are compared, and the option with the lowest value is selected.

Once the decision is made, scaling is re-enabled. Scaling is triggered when the execution policy of the input pipeline changes (e.g. from putting to getting data from cache). When this happens, the worker count of a job is set to 1, and the autoscaling policy is applied by initially scaling up.

### 4.5 Multi-tenancy

Cachew supports multi-tenancy. Jobs submitted by different clients are accepted by Cachew, whose dispatcher applies the autoscale and autocache policies on each job. The jobs are self contained, and the autoscale and autocache decisions are independent of other jobs running in Cachew. To ensure such decisions are correct, metrics from different jobs with identical input pipelines are stored in the metadata store separately from one another using the job names. Moreover, to avoid performance interference, Cache assigns each workers to at most one job at a time.

Our current prototype of Cachew assumes that tenants are mutually trusted and have permission to access each other’s data. Hence, Cache shares cached datasets across jobs from different tenants. In §7, we discuss how the implementation can be extended to implement data access control.

### 4.6 Fault tolerance

**Dispatcher:** The dispatcher stores metadata in memory for fast look-ups. To avoid being a single point of failure, the dispatcher can journal its state to a durable directory, such that no state is lost when the dispatcher is restarted. Journaling is also supported in the vanilla tf.data service [25].

**Workers:** Our implementation builds on top of existing single-node tf.data checkpointing mechanisms, extending them to work in the distributed setting. Workers communicate with the dispatcher via heartbeats. If a parametrizable number of heartbeats are missed (we set this parameter to 2), the dispatcher considers the worker failed and initiates a failover. The dispatcher reassigns pending tasks to a free worker in the pool. The new worker recovers any progress the failed worker had made on the pending tasks by reading the latest checkpoint committed in remote storage. The new worker recomputes batches between the latest checkpoint and the time of failure, to make the new worker’s iterator state match the old worker’s iterator state at the time of failure. The client includes an incrementing index in its request which the new worker uses as time of failure to fast forward to. However, the new worker does not transmit the recomputed batches to the client since repeating data elements in training epochs can harm model accuracy. For instance, Mohan et al. observed a double-digit drop in Top-1 accuracy when training a ResNet18 for 70 epochs on ImageNet-1k without exactly-once semantics [46]. In contrast, Cachew guarantees that clients see each batch of input data exactly once during.
training, even in the face of failures. Furthermore, our fault-tolerance mechanisms make it viable to run Cachew workers on transient cloud resources (i.e., spot VMs) to reduce the cost of using remote workers for data processing.

**Storage nodes:** Cachew’s distributed cache applies erasure coding with configurable redundancy. By default, we configure the storage layer to store data with sufficient redundancy to handle up to 25% of nodes in the storage cluster failing at a given time. If a storage node fails, the distributed file system uses parity blocks to recover data.

## 5 Implementation

We implement Cachew on top of the tf.data ML data processing framework [48], leveraging its familiar API and mechanisms for distributed data processing and dataflow graph rewriting. We also add a scalable cluster cache to the vanilla tf.data service and expose the autocache operator to users in the API. We extend the tf.data service dispatcher with metadata stores that manage client/worker metrics and locations of cached datasets to implement our scaling and caching policies. Our implementation consists of approximately 9000 lines of C++ code and 500 lines of Python on top of the open-source tf.data code base. Cachew is open-source.

We run the Cachew dispatcher and workers inside Docker containers and use Kubernetes to elastically scale the deployment. All communication between clients, workers, and the dispatcher is done over gRPC [24]. We use GlusterFS [53], deployed on high-bandwidth NVMe SSD storage nodes, as our distributed caching storage system. GlusterFS is highly scalable, offers sufficient throughput to saturate NVMe SSD bandwidth, and its consistent hashing data distribution policy supports dynamically adding and removing storage nodes. We configure GlusterFS with distributed dispersed volumes, which use erasure coding for fault-tolerance [54].

### 5.1 Autocache Mechanisms

**Graph rewrites:** When a user registers a new job, Cachew’s dispatcher inspects the input pipeline’s dataflow graph. Whenever the pipeline contains an autocache op, Cachew generates two versions of the pipeline, in which the autocache is replaced by a put op and a get op, respectively. The dispatcher transparently replaces autocache with graph rewrites using the TensorFlow Grappler [60] optimization framework. The dispatcher sends workers the correct version of the input pipeline graph, which depends on the execution mode selected by Cachew’s autocaching policy for the job.

**The put and get ops:** Cachew introduces put and get ops which store and retrieve data to and from the cache. These ops build on underlying mechanisms in the tf.data snapshot op implementation, but are designed for multi worker scenarios, where several different worker nodes can concurrently write and/or read to the same cache location without conflicts. To support asynchronous behaviour, the put and get op implementations both leverage queues and multi-threading. For the put op, data to be written to cache is placed in a queue. Multiple threads greedily dequeue elements and write them to cache. Each thread writes in its own file, which is closed when the size exceeds 250MiB and a new file is opened. The get op functions in the opposite manner, where threads read from cache and place elements in the queue. When downstream operations require data from the get op, they dequeue elements. Each thread requests the file paths to read from the dispatcher. Operations before the get op are not executed since the output is read from cache.

Since the ops are asynchronous, reads and writes will be performed out of order. Hence, cache reads and writes behave as a sliding-window shuffle of size \( w_x = s \times n \), where \( w_x \) is the window size, \( s \) is the number of elements per cache file and \( n \) is the number of readers or writers.

**Dealing with limited cache capacity:** Our current prototype assumes that Cachew’s cache capacity is unbounded (i.e., there is always space in the cache for a put op to succeed). To operate Cachew with a limited cache size, we plan to extend the dispatcher implementation to periodically evict cached datasets that provide the least performance improvement across jobs, as in prior caching systems like Nectar [30].

## 6 Evaluation

### 6.1 Methodology

**Workloads:** We evaluate Cachew with three popular ML models and their corresponding input data pipelines in TensorFlow Model Garden [3], ResNet-50 [31] is an image classification model whose input pipeline consists of parsing raw TFRecord files, converting images to float16 format, and applying a random crop and horizontal flip [4]. We use ImageNet [21] and observe that the data transformations increase the source dataset by 2.6. RetinaNet [42] is an object detection model whose input pipeline consists of parsing TFRecords, converting images to float16, applying a random horizontal flip, and a series of computationally-intensive operations that create candidate anchors at five different scale levels [5]. We train RetinaNet on the COCO [43] dataset and the data transformations increase the data volume by 32.6. Finally, SimCLRv2 [15] is a semi-supervised learning framework used for visual representation learning model. Given a randomly sampled mini-batch of images, each image is augmented twice with a random crop, color distortion, and Gaussian blur, creating two views of the same example. The model learns representations by maximizing agreement between differently augmented views of the same data example [2]. We use SimCLR for semi-supervised image classification on ImageNet. The data transformations increase the data volume by 10.7.

**Baselines:** We compare Cachew’s resource scaling policy with the Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA)
policy, which scales input data workers in the service based on a 80% CPU resource utilization target per node [1]. We measure the best-case epoch time for each model (i.e., model ingestion rate) by running an infinitely fast input pipeline that feeds synthetic data. Finally, we report the overhead of running \texttt{tf.data} pipelines on remote workers versus on training nodes.

**Execution modes:** We consider two different placements of the \texttt{autocache} operator in our input pipelines. We assume the user inserts \texttt{autocache} near the beginning of the input pipeline, immediately after a data read operator and before any data transformation operators. We call this placement \texttt{source cache} mode since it causes data workers to read source data from Cachew’s cluster cache if the dispatcher decides to apply caching at this point in the pipeline. We also assume the user inserts \texttt{autocache} at the end of the input pipeline, after all data transformations. We refer to this placement as \texttt{full cache} mode, since input data workers will read fully transformed data from the Cachew cluster cache if the dispatcher decides to apply caching at this point in the pipeline. We compare the performance of the source cache and full cache execution modes with a \texttt{compute} mode, in which no data is reused in the input pipeline, i.e., Cachew reads source data from cloud storage and transforms data on-the-fly.

**Metrics:** We measure epoch time, i.e. the time it takes to train the model on a complete iteration of the dataset, for each model while varying the number of input data workers and execution modes. We also report total training time and cost for the compute and source cache execution modes. For cost, we consider the Cachew input data worker node costs, storage resources, and the cost of training nodes used for the duration of the job. We assume the cost of the dispatcher is amortized across multiple users and jobs. Note that in our workloads, we observed full caching decreases training accuracy due to the presence of random transformations in the input pipelines. In our evaluation, we focus on demonstrating that Cachew can select the right execution mode to maximize throughput, assuming the user has placed the \texttt{autocache} operator in a location that is acceptable for their use-case. Prior studies have explored the impact on training dynamics when reusing randomly transformed data across epochs [16, 40].

**Cluster hardware setup:** We run our experiments on Google Cloud. The dispatcher runs on a n2-standard-16 VM. We train ResNet-50 on n1-standard-32 VMs with four Tesla V100 GPUs. We train SimCLRv2 and RetinaNet models on v3-8 TPU VMs since the reference implementations are designed for training on TPUs. We use n2-standard-2 VMs with two 375GB NVMe SSDs for the GlusterFS storage cluster. The network bandwidth between the storage cluster, workers, and clients is at least 16 Gb/s.

### 6.2 Cachew Autoscaling

We sweep the number of input data workers for the compute, source cache, and full cache execution modes for each model. Figure 6 plots epoch time as a function of the number of data workers and shows the number of workers selected by Cachew’s scaling policy in orange and Kubernetes’s scaling policy in blue markers. The dotted red line shows the minimum epoch time achievable with an infinitely fast input pipeline. In all execution modes, Cachew finds the minimum (or near minimum) number of data workers to avoid data stalls.
in model training. In contrast, the Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaler noticeably under or over-provisions data workers. Kubernetes HPA performs poorly as it does not detect bottlenecks besides CPU and memory capacity, such as memory bandwidth bottlenecks and I/O bottlenecks that can limit input pipeline throughput. For SimCLRv2, the input pipeline is highly compute intensive, hence Kubernetes scales up to 24 data workers to maintain per-node CPU utilization at the 80% target. In contrast, Cachew’s scaling policy checks the relative improvement in batch time and determines there are diminishing returns to scaling beyond 16 workers in compute mode and 13 workers in source cache mode.

Figure 7 shows Cachew’s scaling decision sensitivity to the batch time improvement threshold value, which we sweep from 1% to 11%. We include decisions that are suboptimal, which Cachew may later correct in the training process. Both ResNet50 and RetinaNet are robust to this threshold, as the addition of a worker yields clear epoch time benefits (see Figures 6a and 6b), thus the value of the threshold can be quite large. For SimCLR, the addition of a new worker does not always yield significant benefits to the epoch time (see Figure 6c). Consequently, for such a model, lower thresholds are more suitable. The downside of a lower threshold is that the autoscaling policy becomes more susceptible to noise in the metrics. This is visible in Figure 7, as the variance of the decision increases, and outlier decisions become more common. Cachew triggers rescaling in such cases, and eventually converges to the right decision. Gathering metrics over multiple batches can help alleviate noise.

6.3 Cachew Autocaching

To evaluate Cachew’s caching policy, we run the service with an input pipeline in which we carefully control and simulate compute intensity. The input pipeline consists of reading input data from storage (56GB), increasing the size of data elements by $2.5 \times$, and sleeping for a controlled duration of time to simulate applying a time-consuming data processing operation. Figure 8 plots the time it takes to process a batch of elements as a function of the injected processing time, for the three different execution modes we consider. The experiment is designed such that the compute, source cache, and full cache execution modes are each optimal in a particular regime and verify that Cachew makes the optimal choice.

At low data processing intensity, reading data from the cloud data lake (GCS) is an I/O bottleneck and Cachew recognizes the service should store and read source data from the cluster cache. When sleep exceeds 350ms, Cachew recognizes that data processing intensity is high enough that GCS I/O is no longer the bottleneck. Reading and transforming data on-the-fly from GCS (i.e., compute mode) becomes optimal until 400ms. When source cache mode reaches a similar throughput as compute mode (as in the 350-400ms regime), Cachew prefers compute mode as it saves storage costs. When sleep time exceeds 400ms, storing and reading the transformed dataset from cache minimizes batch time compared to other modes. Cachew chooses full caching in this regime.

6.4 Autocaching & Autoscaling over Time

We demonstrate how Cachew jointly optimizes elastic scaling and caching to maximize epoch time and cost. Figure 9 plots the scaling and caching decisions that Cachew makes over time. As an example, we show the first four epochs of RetinaNet training, where we place two autocache ops: one after the reading ops, and one at the end of the input pipeline. The red curve shows the number of workers used for the job and orange vertical lines show when Cachew makes a scaling decision. Cachew starts by processing the pipeline in compute mode with a single worker (highlighted in yellow), first blocking scaling and profiling the worker. During the single-worker profiling phase, Cachew collects metrics to make a caching policy decision and decides on caching at the end of the input pipeline. This decision takes place at the time marked by the green vertical dashed line. The caching decision is applied at the end of the first epoch, when we enter the put epoch.
Figure 10: Total training cost (and training time) for Cachew vs. Kubernetes HPA worker scaling policy decisions.

Figure 11: Multi-tenancy: Cachew detects cache hits across jobs while scaling workers for each job separately.

6.5 End-to-end performance and cost

6.5.1 Time to Accuracy and Training Cost

Figure 10 shows the total training cost (bars on y-axis) and total training time (annotations) for the input data worker configurations that Kubernetes and Cachew select in the compute and source cache execution modes. As we saw in Figure 6, Kubernetes under-provisions input data workers for ResNet-50 compute mode, while Cachew picks the optimal worker count, allowing it to reduce training time by 4.1× and cost by 3.8×. For SimCLR, Kubernetes over-provisions workers, slightly reducing training time but Cachew still saves overall cost by 12-20% by optimizing the number of workers based on its relative improvement threshold in the scaling policy.

6.5.2 Service Overhead

We compare the performance and resource overhead of running tf.data pipelines with the service versus locally on training nodes. The service requires additional CPU resources to achieve the same input pipeline throughput, due to the extra network hop (i.e., gRPCs) between data workers and training nodes. Since local tf.data workers fetch source data over the network and transform data on the training node, whereas Cachew clients fetch transformed data over the network, the service overhead also depends on the difference between the source and transformed dataset sizes. In our experiments, we find that the service should provision 30% to 50% more CPU cores compared to the CPU cores we observe being heavily utilized when running the same input pipeline locally on training nodes. Note that this overhead is not an artifact of Cachew’s scaling or caching policies, but rather a measurement of the overhead Cachew inherits from the distributed data processing mechanisms in tf.data service [25]. Data marshaling is known to consume significant cycles in datacenters [35]. Networking overheads can be reduced (e.g., by using RDMA), though this is not the focus of our work. The cost of using extra CPUs for data processing is justified as it allows keeping expensive GPUs/TPUs highly utilized and reducing end-to-end training time (see Figure 10).

6.6 Multi-tenancy

We show that Cachew can optimize input data processing across jobs. We run two jobs with the ResNet input data pipeline but different model ingestion rates (simulated with different sleep times in the dataset iteration loop on the clients). The second job has double the ingestion rate of the first. We again place autocache ops after reading the data and at the end of the input pipeline. Figure 11 shows how the batch processing time varies over time for each job as Cachew makes its scaling and execution mode decisions. The red
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omat managers treat workloads as black boxes, making them
unsuitable for jointly optimizing data caching and resource
scaling decisions. Cachew is able to jointly optimize caching
and scaling by using metrics that are tailored to the ML input
data processing domain. Several resource management
systems have been developed specifically for deep learning
jobs [28, 44, 65]. However, they assume GPUs are the domi-
nant resource for ML training, whereas recent work has shown
that allocating resources for input data processing is equally
important yet not well addressed by existing systems [64].

Caching vs. recomputing intermediate data: Caching
data and memoizing data transformations is a common tech-
nique [10, 41, 52]. Trade-offs of caching vs. recomputing data
arise in various contexts [7, 32, 33, 51]. We draw particular
inspiration from Nectar [30], a datacenter-scale caching sys-
tem that treats computations and their intermediate results as
interchangeable. We address ML-specific challenges, where
estimating the benefit of caching on training time is non-trivial
since the model may be the bottleneck or the (transformed)
dataset may be prohibitively large to cache. We also jointly
optimize caching and resource scaling.

7 Discussion

Data access control: Our current prototype of Cachew as-
sumes that clients have permission to access each other’s data
(e.g., tenants are all members of the same organization). The
implementation can be extended with Access Control Lists
(ACLs) to prevent unauthorized access to the data. Workers
can check/set permissions before reading/writing datasets. If
a job attempts to read from a dataset for which the client does
not have read permission, the worker’s request will fail and
the client will get a permission error.

Model training dynamics: Though reusing the output of
random data Augmentations can negatively impact model ac-
curacy, prior works have found that negative impacts can be
mitigated by tuning the extent to which caching is applied
in an input pipeline. Choi et al. showed that using data af-
fter random transformations has a small negative impact on
the final accuracy trained models, reaching highly com-
petitive out-of-sample error rates with fewer non-cached data
instances than a model with no echoing [16]. Revamper [40]
demonstrated that partially caching random transformations,
while leaving some to be applied after reading from cache,
has negligible accuracy penalties, as long as the downstream
random transformations provide sufficient sample diversity.
Hence, a good rule of thumb is to cache expensive random
transformations, while applying highly diverse and inexpen-
sive random transformations after the cache. For instance, in
tasks such as image classification, inexpensive random trans-
formations, such as random crop and flip, generally provide
sufficient sample diversity [40].

Leveraging local resources on training nodes: Although
our autoscaling policy has focused on leveraging remote CPU
workers for data processing, tf.data service also supports
running data processing on local workers, which execute on
client training nodes. Adapting Cachew’s autoscaling policy
to leverage a mix of local and remote workers would ensure
that the extra cost of remote workers is only incurred if the
CPU/memory resources for data processing on client training
nodes are not sufficient to avoid data stalls.

8 Related Work

§ 2.3 discussed existing mechanisms in input data frameworks,
which serve as the foundation for Cachew’s autoscaling and
caching policies. We discuss other related work below.

Automated resource provisioning: Cluster management
systems aim to automate resource allocation decisions, which
are notoriously difficult for users [8, 20, 37, 45]. Generic clus-
ter managers treat workloads as black boxes, making them
unsuitable for jointly optimizing data caching and resource
scaling decisions. Cachew is able to jointly optimize caching
and scaling by using metrics that are tailored to the ML input
data processing domain. Several resource management
systems have been developed specifically for deep learning
jobs [28, 44, 65]. However, they assume GPUs are the domi-
nant resource for ML training, whereas recent work has shown
that allocating resources for input data processing is equally
important yet not well addressed by existing systems [64].

Caching vs. recomputing intermediate data: Caching
data and memoizing data transformations is a common tech-
nique [10, 41, 52]. Trade-offs of caching vs. recomputing data
arise in various contexts [7, 32, 33, 51]. We draw particular
inspiration from Nectar [30], a datacenter-scale caching sys-
tem that treats computations and their intermediate results as
interchangeable. We address ML-specific challenges, where
estimating the benefit of caching on training time is non-trivial
since the model may be the bottleneck or the (transformed)
dataset may be prohibitively large to cache. We also jointly
optimize caching and resource scaling.

9 Conclusion

We proposed Cachew, a system architecture, to enable input
data processing as a service for machine learning. To avoid
input data stalls while minimizing cost, Cachew dynamically
scales distributed data processing resources to match the rate
at which each job’s training nodes can ingest data, while
avoiding over-provisioning. Cachew leverages its centralized
view of data processing pipelines across mutually trusted
jobs to reduce the overall compute power required for data
processing, by transparently reusing (transformed) datasets
within and across jobs when performance and cost efficient.
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A Artifact Evaluation README

A.1 Abstract

The artifact consists of the source code of Cachew\textsuperscript{2}, the Cachew client binaries\textsuperscript{3}, as well as scripts for building wheel files and Docker images. We also provide reference scripts for deploying GCE VMs for evaluation and for running the some representative experiments\textsuperscript{4}. Do note that these scripts might not work as they depend on resources that might not be public. In these cases, experiment VMs will have to be manually set up.

The evaluation focuses on reproducing key experiments and their respective results which demonstrate how the main contributions of Cachew work:

- **Autoscaling** (*Figure 6a, compute curve*): show how input pipeline resources affect training time, how Cachew’s autoscaling policy finds the right number of workers automatically, and how the Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaler fails to find the right scale.
- **Autocaching** (*Figure 8*): Show how Cachew’s autocaching policy behaves under various execution scenarios, and how the most efficient execution mode is selected by Cachew.
- **Multi-tenancy with autoscaling and autocaching** (*Figure 11*): Show how Cachew behaves in multi-worker scenarios, selecting the most efficient execution mode, as well as the right scale for each job. Furthermore this experiment should also show how caching can be used in cross-job settings.

A.2 Artifact check-list

The artifact with the components listed below is available at: https://github.com/eth-easl/cachew_experiments.

- System to deploy: Cachew service (dispatcher, input data workers, remote cache cluster)
- Algorithms to evaluate: Cachew’s autoscaling and autocaching policies
- Workloads to run:
  - *Figure 6a*: ResNet50 model and its open-source canonical input pipeline.
  - *Figure 8*: Synthetic input pipeline
  - *Figure 11*: Canonical ResNet50 input pipeline
- Binary: Cachew Docker image for workers and dispatcher, Cachew wheel file for client, GCE VM image.
- Model: ResNet50 and its canonical input pipeline
- Data Sets: ImageNet 2012 (stored in GCS bucket)
- Output: CSV files with metrics, text-based logs, and plots to compare with figures in the paper.
- Experiments: Experiments and deployment are fully scripted. See §A.4.
- Publicly available?: yes
- Code licenses: Apache 2.0
- Data licenses: ImageNet 3-Clause License
- Archived (provide DOI)? 10.5281/zenodo.6543943

A.3 Prerequisites

**Hardware dependencies:** The experiments require a cluster of x86 CPU servers with hardware virtualization support, with 4 Nvidia V100 GPUs on one of the servers. We recommend (and our scripts assume that you are) conducting experiments on Google Cloud. Some of the VM deployment scripts might not work out of the box as they can require access to resources which are no longer private. In this case, the scripts will either have to be modified or the deployment will have to be done manually.

**Software dependencies:** Our scripts make extensive use of the gcloud CLI tool. As a consequence, this tool is a prerequisite for setting up VMs and running experiments. Please follow this tutorial to install it. We additionally make use of the gsutil tool. To install it, please follow this tutorial. We also suggest to use Python 3.9 with PyEnv as a means to install and manage multiple python versions and virtual environments. The software requirements for the Google Cloud service deployment are installed on the VM images we provide.

**Estimated time and cost:** The estimated time needed to prepare the workflow is 30 minutes. The estimated execution time of experiments is approx. 15 hours in total. We provide an estimated breakdown of the time and cost for each experiment\textsuperscript{5}.

A.4 Instructions

Detailed instructions are provided in the artifact repository README. The evaluator will need to git clone https://github.com/eth-easl/cachew_experiments.git locally, then use the scripts provided in the deploy folder to spin up a VM, and later tear it down. Once the VM is spun up, one needs to ssh into the VM and use the scripts in the relevant experiment directory. Once the experiment is finished, the VM can be torn down. Note that as mentioned before, some of the scripts might not work due to private dependencies. In such cases, use the scripts as reference.

\textsuperscript{5}Time and cost estimate sheet: https://tinyurl.com/52mwtccn
A.4.1 Getting Started

Please see the artifact repository Getting Started section of the README for instructions on how to write a simple Cachew input data pipeline and execute it locally.

A.4.2 Reproducing Experiment Results

We provide scripts to automate the deployment, execution, and result plotting for the three key experiments listed in §A.1. See the Artifact Evaluation section of the README for instructions to run the scripts. Please follow the following steps for each experiment:

1. Deploy a VM for artifact evaluation using
   `deploy/deploy.sh <vm-name> <gpu-count>`

2. Use the `gcloud compute ssh <vm-name>` command to ssh into the VM

3. Use `cd ${HOME}/cachew_experiments/experiments/<ename>` where `<ename>` is the experiment name, and follow the README there and the associated scripts to run the experiments.

4. Use `gcloud compute scp` to collect whatever resource you find relevant after the experiment is done.

5. Exit the ssh session, and tear down the VM using the `deploy/terminate.sh` script.

   For Figure 6a (compute curve) experiment, which required 4 GPUs, see the `experiments/autoscaling` directory. For Figure 8, see the `experiments/autocaching` directory. For Figure 11, see the `experiments/multi-tenancy` directory.

A.5 Evaluation and Expected Results

Each of the three experiments produces a plot which should be comparable with the associated plot in the paper.

A.5.1 Experiment Metrics

- **Figure 6a**: Epoch time in seconds, number of workers chosen by Cachew’s autoscale policy and number of workers chosen by Kubernetes HPA

- **Figure 8**: Batch time, Cachew’s autocache policy decisions

- **Figure 11**: Epoch time, autocache policy decision, autoscale policy decision

A.5.2 Expected Results and Possible Variations

- **Figure 6a**: Epoch time can vary depending on cloud conditions. Decay may or may not be more or less aggressive due to this. Consequently, autoscale decision might vary around 4 workers (at most ±1 worker). While it is rare, it can happen that the Kubernetes HPA scaling also changes from one worker to two.

- **Figure 8**: Epoch times might vary due to cloud conditions. Shape of curves should still be the same (although compute might change as it depends heavily on GCS). Note that the points on the curves, and Cachew’s decisions are recorded separately (i.e. in different runs). Consequently, conditions might change, and metrics could potentially vary leading Cachew to make a seemingly ‘wrong’ decision at points where the three options have similar throughput. Otherwise, Cachew decision expected to follow lowest batch time option.

- **Figure 11**: Job 1’s first two epochs are not always expected to converge during autoscale phase (as Cachew prefers to move to next epoch in those compute modes), but it could happen at 3 workers (both epochs). Job 1’s third epoch expected to converge around 2 workers. Job 2 is expected to converge around 4 workers. Epoch times for Job 1 should be around [366s, 363s, 266s, 253s] while for Job 2 around 158s initially then around 129s in the later epochs. The expected sequence of execution modes for Job 1 is [PROFILE, PUT, GET] and for Job 2 is only GET. Both jobs can have epoch extensions towards the end of a run. A reasonable amount of variability in the worker count (±1 worker) and epoch times is expected. This experiment is expected to be the relatively volatile, and emphasis should be placed on epoch time convergence and the autocache decisions. On rare occasions the autoscaling decisions can converge to a wrong scale due to the short and synthetic nature of the experiment and the implicit noise this causes on the scaling metrics. As this is a short job, Cachew cannot correct the scale in good time. We have also recently identified a bug caused by the merge with the recent TensorFlow 2.8 codebase which affects our cache store. More detailed information regarding this experiment’s expected outcome and variability can be found in its README.

A.5.3 Experiment customization

It should be possible to modify some of the parameters pertaining to each experiment. For instance, for the Figure 6a experiment, it is possible to change the number of workers across which clusters are deployed. These parameters can be changed in the experiment scripts themselves or for some as command line parameters. Please see the experiment scripts for further details.
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Abstract

Modern retrospective analytics systems leverage cascade architecture to mitigate bottleneck for computing deep neural networks (DNNs). However, the existing cascades suffer from two limitations: (1) decoding bottleneck is either neglected or circumvented, paying significant compute and storage cost for pre-processing; and (2) the systems are specialized for temporal queries and lack spatial query support. This paper presents CoVA, a novel cascade architecture that splits the cascade computation between compressed domain and pixel domain to address the decoding bottleneck, supporting both temporal and spatial queries. CoVA cascades analysis into three major stages where the first two stages are performed in compressed domain, while the last one in pixel domain. First, CoVA detects occurrences of moving objects (called blobs) over a set of compressed frames (called tracks). Then, using the track results, CoVA prudently selects a minimal set of frames to obtain the label information and only decode them to compute the full DNNs, alleviating the decoding bottleneck. Lastly, CoVA associates tracks with labels to produce the final analysis results on which users can process both temporal and spatial queries. Our experiments demonstrate that CoVA offers 4.8× throughput improvement over modern cascade systems, while imposing modest accuracy loss.

1 Introduction

Every day, a massive corpus of video data is produced, which is only growing (9.4 exabytes per day, as of 2021 [1]). Extracting insights and actionable semantics from the captured video can enable a variety of applications in healthcare, smart cities, security, customer behavior analysis, etc. Prior works [2–7] have built retrospective analytics systems that allow analysts to interactively query over a large corpus of accumulated video data stored in disk.

Modern retrospective analytics heavily rely on deep neural networks (DNNs). Although DNNs are effective, they come at the cost of significant compute complexity, even for an image. Evidently, passing all the frames of a video through DNN inferencing is computationally prohibitive. To address this challenge, recent works [2–4, 6–13] have focused on cascade architectures. They stage processing as (relatively inexpensive) predicates to filter the incoming frames of video by trading analysis accuracy for higher throughput. As such, only a handful of frames arrive at the last stage that performs the full DNN inferencing.

While effectively resolving the DNN throughput bottleneck, the existing cascade systems have two limitations. First, as shown in Figure 1(a), these systems either ignore or sidestep a new bottleneck stage, video decoding, by making one of the two costly assumptions: (1) input video is decoded a priori and the raw frames are stored in storage [2, 3, 5, 7], or (2) input video is pre-transcoded and stored in multiple lower resolutions at ingest time to facilitate the query time decoding [4, 6]. However, in practice, decoding (or transcoding) the entire video corpus and storing the uncompressed (or...
duplicate) data in disk is often infeasible due to the significant compute and storage cost.

Second, to achieve otherwise-unachievable throughput, the existing cascade systems often exclusively support temporal queries. More specifically, many cascade systems \[2, 3, 5, 11\] only support binary predicate query, which is to get timestamps of frames that contain the queried object. However, recent studies in video analytics \[7, 15\] propose spatial queries (e.g., car in upper right region) and demonstrate their usefulness, which cannot be supported by the current cascades.

To tackle the two limitations, this paper sets out to devise CoVA\(^1\), an alternate cascade architecture. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), the key contribution of CoVA is to split cascade computation between compressed domain and uncompressed pixel domain, which collaboratively alleviate the decoding bottleneck at query time without requiring any pre-processing and support both temporal and spatial queries. To design this cascade architecture, we leverage the following two insights:

1. A small set of encoding metadata, commonly used by modern video codecs, provides noisy, yet rich, information to accurately locate potential objects and track them across frames in compressed video, while decoded pixel data is only necessary to classify objects.

2. Video analytics queries can be fulfilled by answering the following three questions: (1) where and when are interesting objects present in the video (i.e., spatiotemporal information); (2) what are the object classes (i.e., label information); and (3) what specific information do queries ask about these objects?

With these insights, CoVA divides video analytics over compressed footage into three major stages. The first stage (Track Detection) detects occurrences of moving objects (called blobs) over a collection of consecutive compressed frames (called tracks). To realize this objective, we devise a novel compressed-domain blob tracking technique, refitting the pixel-domain video segmentation and object tracking algorithm, both of which are originally designed for pixel domain. Our second stage (Frame Selection) avoids decoding the whole track and selects a minimal set of frames that are representative and yet minimize the decoding load. CoVA passes only this subset through the full DNN object detection. The third stage (Label Propagation) takes the labels and the coordinates of the detected objects in the subset and uses spatiotemporal information from the first stage to propagate labels across all the frames of the track. Altogether, these approaches offer a novel cascade architecture that performs its first and second stages in the compressed domain, while the third stage is in the pixel domain.

Finally, the three stages produce a collection of analysis results for each frame, which include a list of present objects, their pixel coordinates, their labels (e.g., car), and all other properties associated with the objects (e.g., color). Note that the results are query-agnostic and not specific to a certain query. Therefore, CoVA runs the three stages only for the initial query and stores the analysis results along with the video in database. When other queries are requested over the same video in a future, CoVA simply retrieves the results and process the queries without reprocessing the video.

We prototype a CoVA system\(^2\) on NVIDIA’s streaming analytics framework, DeepStream \[16\]. We evaluate the effectiveness of CoVA using five video streams and four queries. Compared to existing cascade systems for query time retrospective analytics, CoVA offers \(4.8 \times\) throughput improvement, while compromising only modest accuracy loss. We also show that CoVA is capable of serving spatial queries without having significant accuracy loss, compared to the full DNN analytics baseline.

Contributions. Our key contributions are as follows:

- We show that encoding metadata is sufficiently rich to identify objects of interest along with their spatiotemporal information for retrospective video analytics.
- To extract the spatiotemporal information, we devise a novel compressed-domain blob tracking technique, refitting the pixel-domain video segmentation and object tracking algorithms.
- We present the design of CoVA, a mixed-domain retrospective analytics system that leverages the track information to alleviate the decoding bottleneck, and support both temporal and spatial queries.
- Our experiment shows that CoVA offers significant throughput improvement over conventional cascade systems, while compromising modest accuracy loss.

2 Background and Motivation

CoVA aims to tackle limitations of existing retrospective analytics systems. Below, we first provide background on state-of-the-art retrospective analytics and discuss their limitations. We also discuss common compression mechanisms of modern video codecs, which drive the design of proposed techniques.

2.1 Retrospective Analytics

Modern retrospective analytics systems \[2–8, 10–14\] share two common properties: (1) heavy reliance on DNNs, and (2) cascade architecture to resolve the DNN compute bottleneck.

\(^{1}\)CoVA: Compressed Video Analytics.

\(^{2}\)Our prototype is available at https://github.com/casy-kaist/CoVA.
While they have these common properties, there are two different dimensions that categorize the instances of retrospective analytics systems.

**Time of analysis – query time vs. ingest time.** Retrospective analytics systems are categorized into two groups, depending on whether the analysis occurs at query time [2, 3, 11] or ingest time [4, 6, 8, 13]. While ingest time analysis leverages offline pre-processing to facilitate and expedite the query time analysis, it requires to scan the entire video data corpus and consume compute resources on it, even though a significant portion of the data is not queried. This approach is not only cost-inefficient but also environmentally suboptimal since it would consume a massive amount of energy for mostly unnecessary computations. In contrast, query time analysis performs the full analysis at query time without having any pre-processing. Therefore, it does not touch raw video data unless it is queried, which allows analysts to prevent the waste of resources. To this end, this work focuses on the query time analysis and aims to address its limitations.

**Supported query – temporal vs. both temporal and spatial.** Most, if not all, of query time cascade systems [2, 3, 11] limit the types of supported queries to be only the temporal ones and specialize the cascade stages for a specific temporal query to achieve high throughput. However, recent work [7] points out that spatial information can enable richer capabilities for video analytics. CoVA is a novel cascade architecture that leverages compressed-domain analysis to address both spatial and temporal queries.

### 2.2 Video Decoding: the New Bottleneck

**Decoding for end-to-end cascade.** With the volume of video data growing at an explosive rate, the use of compression is imperative to keep storage costs in check. Video codecs such as H.264 strike a balance between quality and storage size, being used as the de facto way of storing large corpus of video data. As such, the first step in an end-to-end system for processing video queries is to decode the video data before further processing. However, even with hardware-acceleration for standard codecs baked-in to modern CPUs and GPUs, video decoding can be up to orders-of-magnitude slower than the capabilities of cascade systems to process raw video frames.

**Bottleneck analysis.** To quantify this bottleneck, we examine the performance impact of video decoding for an existing state-of-the-art cascade system, Tahoma [3], using NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU, and present the results in Figure 2. The detailed methodology is provided in Section 8.1. The cascade system is effective in addressing the DNN-execution bottleneck and offers up to 327× improvement in performance compared to a native DNN-only solution. However, even with decoding accelerator hardware NVDEC [17], the decoding throughput is significantly lower than the throughput of cascade system, which curtails most performance gains.

Further, as video resolution increases, the decoding throughput almost linearly decreases, exacerbating the decoding bottleneck. Considering the trend that even IoT devices such as surveillance cameras produce HD (1080p) or higher resolution video, we believe that this decoding bottleneck will become increasingly severe and significantly hinder the usefulness of video analytics in interactive applications. Motivated by these insights, the objective of CoVA cascade is to address the decoding bottleneck in query time retrospective analytics.

### 2.3 Block-based Video Coding

To alleviate the decoding bottleneck, CoVA leverages the unique characteristics of block-based compression, used in many modern video codecs. Below, we provide background on block-based compression and discuss opportunities that it opens for compressed-domain analysis.

**Video codecs.** Many video codecs, such as H.264, HEVC, VP8, VP9, and AV1, use block-based compression algorithm. In this paper, we primarily focus on the H.264 format since it is one of the most widely used codecs in various applications as of publication date [18]. However, CoVA is compatible with other block-based codecs since all of them compress video, generating the same set of metadata we use for compressed-domain analysis in CoVA.

**Block-based compression.** Block-based codecs compress (or encode) video frames by splitting each frame into a two-dimensional array of fixed sized blocks, called macroblocks (e.g., 16x16 pixels). There are three macroblock types – I, P, and B – depending on the way how the macroblocks are compressed. An I-macroblock is independently compressed, while P- and B-macroblocks are compressed referring to one and two other macroblocks, respectively. To maximize compression ratio, the codecs select dependent macroblocks for P and B-macroblocks with the highest similarity and store the spatial offsets as metadata called motion vectors. Depending...
on the composition of macroblocks, frames are again categorized into three types, I, P, and B. An I-frame, also known as a keyframe, is only composed of I-macroblocks, while a P-frame contains I/P-macroblocks and a B-frame has all of the I/P/B-macroblocks.

To maximize the compression rate, codecs can partition macroblocks (e.g., 16x16) into smaller sub-macroblocks (e.g., 4x4). This optimization allows codecs to achieve a higher compression rate but at the expense of storing larger metadata. Modern codecs employ multiple macroblock partitioning modes. For instance, H.264 uses six modes from no partitioning (i.e., 1 macroblock of size (16 x 16)) to 16-way partitioning (i.e., 16 sub-macroblocks of size (4 x 4)).

**CoVA leverages the insight that the encoding metadata — (1) macroblock types, (2) motion vectors, and (3) macroblock partitioning modes — in the compressed video is sufficiently rich to detect potential objects and track them across frames.**

**Compression rate optimization.** Due to the higher compressibility, codecs tend to prefer P/B-macroblocks over I-macroblock. However, the preference for P/B macroblocks ends up creating long dependency chains among the macroblocks, which cause compression errors to propagate across the chains and hinder random access to frames in the video. To resolve the problems, the codecs insert I-frames at regular intervals, typically every 250 frames, to create independent sets of consecutive video frames, called Groups of Pictures (GoP). Within a GoP, the number of dependent frames that need to be decoded grows linearly, with zero for the first I-frame and maximum for the last frame.

**CoVA exploits the inter-frame dependencies and object track information extracted from compressed-domain analysis to prudently select the frames with the least number of dependencies in each GoP that enable to identify all the objects present and minimize decoding effort.**

### 3 Overview of CoVA

CoVA divides video analytics over compressed footage into three major stages, as illustrated in Figure 3.

1. **First Stage: Track Detection.** First, CoVA detects occurrences of moving objects over a collection of consecutive compressed frames, which we call tracks. The track detection stage further breaks down into two steps: (1) blob detection: CoVA spatially detects whether and where moving objects (called blobs) are present in each compressed frame; and (2) blob tracking: CoVA temporally associates the blobs across frames to identify unique blob tracks. For the blob detection, we devise a novel compressed-domain blob detection model, refitting a neural network architecture originally designed for pixel-domain video segmentation. The neural network only takes as input three encoding metadata commonly used by modern codecs, recognizes movements as masks, and spatially associates the masks clustered in a region as blobs. While the neural network architecture is fixed, CoVA trains the model individually for each video to learn the data-specific patterns of blobs and specialize for the target video. Finally, the found blobs are fed into the blob tracking step that employs an object tracking algorithm, SORT [19], which was also originally developed for pixel domain. Note that the blob track results still lack the object class labels.

2. **Second Stage: Frame Selection.** To attain the object labels for the detected blobs, CoVA needs to perform DNN-based object detection for the frames where tracks appear, which ordinarily require decoding all the frames. However, as frames on a track most likely contain the same object, it is enough to perform the object detection on a subset of the frames in the track, which we call anchor frames. Thus, CoVA only decodes frames required to decode the anchor frames, which improves the effective decoding throughput. The challenge is how to prudently select the anchor frames so as to minimize the decoding cost and at the same time acquire the accurate label information. We develop a frame selection algorithm that leverages a common property of video codecs where compressed frames are encoded in dependency chains. Thus, anchor frames are the ones that are located on the max-
imal number of tracks and at the same time have the short dependency chain with respect to the decoding algorithm. Note that while the anchor frames are the only ones that are inferred upon for object detection, all the frames in the track need to be labeled to handle various video analytics queries.

3 Third Stage: Label Propagation. In the third stage, CoVA takes the approximate positions of potential objects (or blobs) from the first stage and labels for the anchor frames from the second stage to temporally propagate the labels across all the frames of the tracks. To merge the spatial and temporal results, CoVA first spatially correlates blobs with objects on anchor frames using the intersection ratios of their bounding boxes. Then, CoVA uses the tracking information to identify the same objects across the frames and propagates the labels, while populating bounding boxes around the corresponding blobs in the temporally consecutive frames.

Finally, when a video passes through the three stages, CoVA produces a collection of analysis results for each frame, the examples of which are a list of present objects, their pixel coordinates, their labels (e.g., car), and all other properties associated with the objects (e.g., color). Note that the results are created only once when CoVA receives the initial query over a video and they are permanently associated with the video in the database. After then, analysts can use the same results to process various future queries without reprocessing the video.

4 Compressed Domain Blob Tracking

In this section, we describe the track detection mechanism that is the first stage of CoVA’s cascade architecture. Figure 4 depicts the overall workflow.

4.1 Learning to Detect Blobs

Limitations of existing compressed domain video processing techniques. Detecting objects or blobs from compressed video is a traditional research problem in the computer vision community [20–25]. However, the following two limitations prevent the simple adoption of these techniques. First, the techniques often require human-crafted parameters that need to be tuned for each input video, which makes automated analytics impossible. Secondly, the techniques are not sufficiently robust to be applied to arbitrary video data, producing inadequately accurate tracking results for video analytics. To overcome such limitations, recent works [26, 27] explored to use neural networks for vision tasks over compressed video. Unfortunately, we could not employ the neural networks for CoVA since they not only still require pixel-domain data for a subset of frames, but also offer insufficient throughput that is significantly lower than the decoder.

4.2 BlobNet

To this end, we devise a lightweight DNN-based blob detection model, called BlobNet, building upon the state-of-the-art Temp-UNet [28] model for video segmentation. Unlike the Temp-UNet model, which operates on pixel frames, BlobNet operates on compression metadata.

Feature engineering. Figure 5(a) depicts the feature engineering, which converts the three metadata into a tensor of input features; (b) labeled data collection using the Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) model.

Leveraging the similarity between video segmentation and blob detection. To address these limitations, we exploit an observation that blob detection using compression metadata is akin to the problem of the semantic image segmentation using pixel data. Blob detection task aims to find potential objects and their approximate position within video frames. Image (or video) segmentation task, on the other hand, aims to semantically split an image (or frames of a video) and classify each segment into one of the predetermined labels. When there are only two classes – blob and non-blob – the image segmentation task can be reduced to the approximate blob detection task. This observation allows us to tap into the vast range of techniques, including Deep Neural Network (DNN) based image and video segmentation, that can be geared towards compressed domain blob detection.
We empirically observe that video-specialized model training is infeasible. As such, CoVA vector into a scalar weight value. This weight value is concatenated to the motion vector ($MV_w$, $MV_b$) for each macroblock, which finally results in a 3D tensor ($MB_w \times MB_H \times 3$). CoVA temporally stacks these tensors from consecutive frames and constructs a 4D tensor, which is the input for BlobNet.

**BlobNet architecture.** Similar to the architecture of Temp-UNet\(^3\), BlobNet has three major components: (1) **encoder** that extracts the presence and approximate location of blobs from noisy metadata; (2) **decoder** that reconstructs the shapes of blobs from the blob presences; (3) **skip connections** that offer spatial information to the decoder for assisting the shape reconstruction process. While this overall composition is the same as that of Temp-UNet architecture, we maximally reduce the depth of encoder and decoder modules such that the resulting model still offers high accuracy while maximizing the inference throughput.

**Video-specialized model training.** Pixel video segmentation models typically train once during a training phase, followed by inference on unseen video data. However, CoVA trains BlobNet at query time for every video data to specialize the model for the specific data. This design choice is derived from our empirical observation that without such model specialization, the model cannot capture the variations of data-specific encoding parameters and fails to reach sufficient accuracy. Note that once training is completed for a video data, no further training is required for additional video if the video is recorded from the same angle of view with the trained one. We empirically observe that $\approx 3\%$ of the video is sufficient to train the model for the evaluated video (see Table 2). The training process, including data collection and training, takes only a few minutes, which can be amortized for multiple queries on the same video data. Such training cost amortization is inspired by existing query-time cascade systems \([2, 3, 6, 8]\) that train specialized neural networks for each video.

**Labeled data collection for supervised learning.** As CoVA aims for large-scale video analytics, manually labeling the video data is infeasible. As such, CoVA needs a method to automatically label the video data. Similar to prior works \([2, 3, 8, 29]\), using pixel domain object detection is a possible option. However, object detection models are not only computationally expensive but also produces labels for non-moving objects, which should not be used to train BlobNet, designed to detect only moving objects. Instead, we exploit the conventional Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) based background subtraction technique since it is lightweight and only looks for the moving objects.

### 4.3 Tracking Blobs

**Blob detection results.** The output of BlobNet is merely a collection of 1’s on the resulting bitmap, which lacks the notion of objects. CoVA uses connected-component labeling algorithm to uniquely identify the interesting regions in compressed frames as potential objects, called *blobs*. Once the blob identification process is completed, CoVA obtains the spatial information of blobs on each frame. However, the blobs existing across consecutive frames are not yet temporally associated with each other, which necessitates the next stage of CoVA, blob tracking.

**SORT-based blob tracking.** The end objective of blob tracking in compressed domain is to minimize the number of frames to be decoded to mitigate the decoding bottleneck. Hence, the tracking algorithm must (1) offer high throughput that significantly outperforms the decoder throughput, (2) while accurately tracking the inter-frame blobs to minimize the accuracy loss at the label propagation stage. We extensively explore existing object tracking techniques in pixel domain \([19, 30–36]\), and choose the SORT object tracking algorithm \([19]\), which satisfies the above two requirements. SORT offers the near-best tracking accuracy among the state-of-the-art tracking techniques and keeps the computation lightweight by exploiting conventional optimization algorithms, Kalman filter and Hungarian assignment.

### 5 Track-aware Frame Selection

Leveraging the track information, CoVA prudently select a small subset of frames to decode, called *anchor frames*, so as to maximize the decoding throughput. The key idea behind the anchor frame selection algorithm is to pick the ones that require to decode the least number of frames and thus maximize the *effective* decoding throughput.

**Dependency between compressed frames.** As described in Section 2.3, block-based compression uses a combination of (1) independent frames that are self-contained (i.e., I-frame), and (2) dependent frames (i.e., P/B-frames) that depend on

\[^3\]We omit the detailed architecture and refer to the paper [28].
either preceding frames, subsequent frames, or both. Due to the presence of P-frame and B-frame within a GoP, the number of dependent frames that need to be decoded to fully decode a frame follows a saw-tooth structure, as depicted in Figure 6. The number of dependent frames is zero for I-frame at a GoP boundary and grows linearly until it resets to zero at the end of GoP.

**Selecting anchor frames for decoding.** To minimize the decoding load, we leverage two insights: (1) CoVA can find the consecutive frames where an object keeps appearing in the video, and (2) the computations load to decode a frame is proportional to its number of dependent frames. Within each GoP, CoVA identifies a set of anchor frames, which can identify all objects present in the GoP and perform the least computation for decoding, by minimizing the number of dependent frames. The selected anchor frames are the only ones that are passed to the DNN object detector to produce the label information.

**Example.** Figure 6 presents an example where CoVA identifies three unique objects, (a), (b), and (c), as well as the range of frames where each object stays in the video. In this example, the best choice of anchor frame would be Frame \( \text{a} \) since (1) all the objects are present in Frame \( \text{a} \), and (2) Frame \( \text{a} \) has the least number of dependent frames among frames where all the objects are present.

\[\text{Figure 7: Label propagation.}\]

**Algorithm.** Algorithm 1 describes the frame selection algorithm in detail. **Line 1:** When a GoP arrives at the frame filtering, to select the anchor frames, CoVA only considers tracks that (1) terminate in that particular GoP and (2) do not have any anchor frames yet (e.g., object (a)/(b) at time \( t \)). **Line 9:** Then, as CoVA visits frames in order, it first checks if a track starts appearing in the visiting frame. **Line 10:** If it does, the visiting frame is marked as “candidate” anchor frame (e.g., Frame \( \text{a} \) at \( t \)). Later on, if a new track starts appearing in a successive frame, the frame becomes the new candidate (e.g., Frame \( \text{b} \) at \( t+1 \)). **Line 14–15:** When a track ends, CoVA adds the current candidate frame into the anchor frame list (e.g., Frame \( \text{b} \)) and inserts all the dependent frames into the dependent frame list (e.g., all frames between Frame \( \text{a} \) and Frame \( \text{b} \)). The intuition behind this algorithm is that, if a track started but did not terminate, any frame in between can be an anchor frame. However, when a track ends, an anchor frame for the track must be selected, because otherwise, we may not have any anchor frame for the terminating track.

## 6 Label Propagation

In the last stage, CoVA takes the blob tracks and labels for the anchor frames to temporally propagate the labels across all the frames on the tracks. Figure 7 illustrates the example workflow of label propagation. When the selected anchor frames and their dependent frames are decoded, CoVA takes only anchor frames to perform the DNN object detection and obtain the labels (e.g., “car”) as well as their spatial information. To associate the labels with blobs, CoVA first spatially correlates blobs with the detected objects using the intersection over union (IoU) between their bounding boxes (e.g., bounding boxes of blobs and detected objects are denoted using green and blue boxes, respectively). When the IoU is larger than a threshold, CoVA associates the detected objects with blobs and propagates the labels to all frames in the tracks.

**Multiple-objects overlapping problem.** One challenge with the label propagation mechanism is that when BlobNet fails to separately identify multiple objects clustered together and creates a large single blob, CoVA cannot correctly propagate the multiple labels. To overcome the challenge, we prepend
an additional step to the label propagation. When a multitude of detected objects are spatially overlapped with a single blob, CoVA splits the blob into multiple blobs, proportionally projecting the locations of objects in the anchor frame to the blob. The proportional projection is also applied to other frames in the same track, populating multiple tracks from a single track. This way, CoVA is able to propagate the multiple labels to the separated tracks, instead of giving a single erroneous label to the clustered objects.

**Static object handling mechanism.** As CoVA relies on the compressed domain analysis to detect blobs, it is impossible to detect static objects from the compression metadata. Therefore, our BlobNet focuses on detecting moving objects, intentionally excluding the static object information from the training data through the use of MoG. However, CoVA still performs full-fledged object detections on anchor frames. Therefore, the static objects can be detected at least on the anchor frames. As the static objects stay still at the same location across subsequent anchor frames, CoVA is able to associate them as the same object and produce the corresponding track.

### 7 Implementation

**System architecture and constituent software modules.** We prototype a CoVA system using DeepStream, which is built upon GStreamer, for constructing the skeleton pipeline of video analytics. As described in Section 4, the initial stage of CoVA is the partial decoding, which extracts the metadata. Hardware-accelerated decoder (e.g., NVDEC) does not support partial decoding and only generates the fully decoded frames. Thus, we modify an open-source video codec, libav-codec, such that it only produces the three types of metadata. In addition, CoVA performs two neural network inferences, one for the blob detection and the other for the full DNN inference (YOLOv4). We use on a TensorRT-based DNN inference plugin on DeepStream, nvinfer [37].

**Parallelization in CoVA.** Our prototype system distributes the computations of pipeline stages over CPU and GPU, while exploiting their parallelism. Initially, CoVA scans the entire video and splits it into chunks at the I-frame boundaries to parallelize the computation on CPU threads. This scanning takes just a few seconds even for hours of video data, which imposes negligible overhead. Such parallelization results in cutting tracks at the chunk boundaries, but its impact on accuracy is negligible since there are only a few dozens of chunks. For a chunk, the first two stages, track detection and frame selection, should be pipelined in the same thread since these algorithms rely on the temporal dependencies of frames. For object detection, anchor frames are independently computed, which can be fully parallelized. Therefore, CoVA maintains only a single thread for object detection and anchor frames from different chunks are batched together for inference.

### 8 Evaluation

#### 8.1 Methodology

**Queries.** To demonstrate the effectiveness of CoVA, we evaluate four example queries, two queries widely used in prior work [2,3,8], and their spatial variants supported by CoVA. Table 1 reports the list of evaluated queries with their descriptions and accuracy metrics:

1. **Binary Predicate.** Binary predicate (BP) query finds frames where queried objects appear. Collecting frames with queried objects is an initial step of advanced analysis, which makes BP an important query for evaluation despite the simplicity. Many retrospective analytics systems evaluate their solutions only using the BP query [2,3].

2. **Count.** The count (CNT) query is introduced by a prior work, BlazeIt [8], which is an aggregate query that counts the number of queried objects appearing in the whole video. As the aggregated count is largely dependent on the length of each dataset, the number is normalized by dividing it by the number of frame counts.

3. **Local Binary Predicate and Local Count.** The local binary predicate (LBP) and local count (LCNT) queries are spatial variants of BP and CNT queries, respectively; however, the only difference is that they exclusively look for objects located in a certain region of interest. For instance, users can query northbound traffic in highway monitoring video by annotating the corresponding region of video as “northbound”. Serving these queries not only requires the temporal query results, but also needs spatial information to determine the object locations.

**Metrics.** Table 1 also reports metrics used for each query. We use the same metrics that prior works use to evaluate their

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Abbr.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary Predicate</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Return frames where querying object appears</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Return the average count of querying object in frames</td>
<td>Absolute Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Binary Predicate</td>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>Return frames where querying object appears in a certain region of frames</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Count</td>
<td>LCNT</td>
<td>Return the average count of querying object in a certain region of frames</td>
<td>Absolute Error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Abbr.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary Predicate</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Return frames where querying object appears</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Return the average count of querying object in frames</td>
<td>Absolute Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Binary Predicate</td>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>Return frames where querying object appears in a certain region of frames</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Count</td>
<td>LCNT</td>
<td>Return the average count of querying object in a certain region of frames</td>
<td>Absolute Error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 1: Descriptions of example video analytics queries.
solutions. For BP and LBP, as in prior works [2, 3], we use accuracy, which is a traditional metric for binary classification that evaluates how many observations, both positive and negative, are correctly classified. Similarly, for CNT and LCNT, we use absolute error as used in BlazeIt [8].

**Datasets.** Table 2 reports the video datasets used for the evaluation. Taking a similar approach with prior works [2, 3, 6–9, 42], we collect the video datasets from YouTube live streams [38–41]. They are recorded from statically installed cameras, which is a widely used setup in various applications domains such as traffic monitoring [43–45], security [46, 47], surveillance [48], and healthcare [49]. Video contents involve various kinds of scenarios, which include traffic circle, highway, harbor, city streets, and park. As the datasets have different resolutions ranged from 720p to 2160p, we transcode them to 720p and evaluate the throughput and accuracy for ease of comparison. Note that higher resolutions (e.g., 2160p) create more severe decoding bottleneck, so using them would be favorable to CoVA, producing higher throughput gains and therefore, to be conservative, we choose to use 720p for all video datasets. The rightmost five columns report the ground truth results for the four queries and the region of interest that spatial queries focus on. Getting the ground truth results by manually labeling the hours of video data is infeasible, so we apply a full DNN model (YOLOv4) to the entirety of video in a frame-by-frame manner.

**Hardware specifications.** Our CoVA prototype is built on a server with two 16-core Intel Xeon Gold 6226R CPU (2.9 GHz), 192 GB of DRAM, and an NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU (24 GB GDDR6 DRAM). We turn off hyperthreading to avoid interference among threads.

**Decoder.** For all experiments, we use NVIDIA’s hardware accelerated decoder, NVDEC, for both baseline and CoVA systems to make a fair comparison. We choose not to use the CPU decoder, libavcodec, since it shows lower throughput than NVDEC even with 32-core parallelization.

**Baseline cascade system.** As the baseline, we use existing cascade systems for query time retrospective analytics. As discussed in Section 2, cascade systems such as Tahoma [3] are significantly bottlenecked by video decoding. Therefore, for a conservative comparison with these decode-bound cascade systems, we assume that the cascade systems are only bottlenecked by the decoder, not by any other stages. With this assumption, the throughput of cascade systems is equivalent to the throughput of NVDEC (i.e., 1,431 FPS), which is marked with a red line.

![Figure 8: End-to-end system throughput of the baseline decode-bound cascade and CoVA. The throughput of decode-bound cascade is equivalent to the throughput of NVDEC (i.e., 1,431 FPS), which is marked with a red line.](image)

### 8.2 Performance Implication of CoVA

**Throughput improvement.** Figure 8 compares the end-to-end system throughput of the baseline decode-bound cascade system and CoVA across five video datasets. CoVA achieves on average $4.8 \times$ throughput improvement, which ranges from $3.7 \times$ for archie to $7.1 \times$ for jackson. The significant speedup shows that CoVA effectively pushes a large proportion of analysis to the compressed domain, unclogging the decoding bottleneck that prevents the existing cascades to achieve beyond the constant NVDEC throughput. The results also suggest that depending on the datasets, CoVA sees different speedups. The datasets, jackson and amsterdam, see relatively larger gains, while archie and taipei datasets show lower benefits. These gaps can be attributed to the unique content properties of each evaluated video dataset that deliver varying throughput for the
Table 3: (1) Filtration rate at decoder stage (decode filtration rate) and (2) filtration rate at DNN inference stage (inference filtration rate).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Decode Filtration Rate (%)</th>
<th>Inference Filtration Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amsterdam</td>
<td>87.16</td>
<td>99.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archie</td>
<td>72.94</td>
<td>99.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jackson</td>
<td>94.81</td>
<td>99.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shinjuku</td>
<td>77.18</td>
<td>99.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taipei</td>
<td>74.03</td>
<td>99.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Effective throughput of CoVA stages. The lowest bar represents the bottleneck of CoVA pipeline, which is marked with hatching lines.

CoVA pipeline stages, which eventually engenders a different bottleneck point. To better understand the throughput implication of these stages, we delve into the interplay of algorithms and system in the CoVA pipeline below.

**Effectiveness of frame selection.** Frame selection is the key to alleviate the decoding bottleneck since it determines the computational load for decoder. Table 3 reports the filtration rates at decoding stage (decode filtration rate) and DNN inference stage (inference filtration rate). The decode filtration rate is calculated based on the number of decoded frames that include both anchor frames and their dependent frames, while the inference filtration rate only considers the anchor frames that are passed to the DNN object detection stage. Intuitively, various semantics of datasets cause different filtration rates. If video contains many objects having lots of motions, blob tracking would produce numerous tracks, which would require many anchor and dependent frames to proceed to the decoder. For crowded video streams such as archie, CoVA sees lower decode filtration rate of 72.94%, while the uncongested ones like jackson capture less activity and provide higher decode filtration rate of 94.81%. Across all datasets, CoVA filters out over 73% to deliver over $3.7 \times (100/(100-73))$ throughput boost for decoder. At the same time, the inference filtration rate closely reaches 100%, which addresses the DNN bottleneck since the object detector only sees a handful of frames.

**Bottleneck analysis.** To understand the throughput variation of CoVA stages across different datasets, we measure the performance of individual stages. Figure 9 reports the effective throughput of each stage by starting from the first partial decoding stage and adding successive stages one by one to the system. The effective throughput is defined as the product of the absolute throughput of a stage and the accumulated filtration rates. Note that since we measure the throughput from the pipelined system, the effective throughput of a stage cannot be larger than that of the previous stage. The results suggest that different datasets experience bottleneck at different stages. The datasets that attain lower decode filtration rate than the others (i.e., archie, shinjuku, and taipei) are still bottlenecked at the decoder, while the other two datasets are bounded by the DNN object detector. We observe that the inference of BlobNet never becomes a bottleneck and always matches the throughput of the preceding partial decoding stage.

### 8.3 Accuracy Implication of CoVA

Table 4 reports the accuracy results of evaluated queries for the video datasets. The acronyms for accuracy metric are specified below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>BP (ACC)</th>
<th>CNT (AE)</th>
<th>LBP (ACC)</th>
<th>LCNT (AE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amsterdam</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>85.79</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>81.61</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archie</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>86.96</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>90.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jackson</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>86.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>92.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shinjuku</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>90.15</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>91.31</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taipei</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>87.74</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>83.98</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87.34</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ACC: Accuracy (%), AE: Absolute Error
if they do not match. However, we empirically observe that there are many cases where YOLOv4 misses small objects when the objects are far away from the shooting point, while CoVA can correctly detect them by successfully tracking blobs even for the small objects and propagating the correct labels to the tracks. In this case, the correct results of CoVA would be marked as false positives due to the erroneous ground truth.

**Discussion.** As discussed above, approximation is fundamentally inevitable for video analytics, because even the best effort results are still imperfect. Thus, our goal in designing CoVA is to achieve acceptable approximation accuracy loss for video analytics. According to a study [50], the level of acceptable approximation accuracy loss is higher when the users consider contexts such as application purpose and cost. We believe that CoVA could be a useful tool where analysts can quickly and cost-efficiently extract high-level insights from a large corpus of videos. For instance, consider an application that monitors traffic in a harbor in Amsterdam (see Table 2). For binary predicate query, it suffers from 15% accuracy loss. However, CoVA does not miss the cars completely from the video in most cases since the cars stay in the video for at least several tens of frames (only 2% of cars are eventually missed). Hence, if analysts merely wanted to estimate traffic, CoVA would be able to offer sufficiently precise results. We also believe that if an application requires more accurate results, CoVA could serve as an initial scanning tool that quickly identifies “worth-to-be-further-analyzed” video clips.

### 8.4 Sensitivity Study

**Implication of video codecs.** We implement the CoVA system based on H.264, one of the most widely used video codecs. However, to demonstrate applicability of CoVA to other block-based compression standards, we take three alternatives, VP8, VP9, and HEVC (i.e., H.265), and develop metadata extraction in their partial decoding implementations. Table 5 reports throughput results when using the four different codecs with 720p videos and 32 cores. The throughput of NVDEC for the four codecs ranges from 1,431 FPS to 3,888 FPS, which is significantly lower than the effective throughput of existing cascade systems and thus our problem statement regarding decoding bottleneck still holds true. In addition, we observe that for all codecs, the full decoding throughput in both software and hardware significantly falls short of throughput of the partial decoding. This throughput gap allows CoVA to construct a cascade architecture that enables blob tracking to run at a higher throughput than the vanilla decoder and effectively lowers the full decode workload.

**Implication of CPU parallelism.** To further analyze the scalability of our parallelization scheme, Figure 10 compares the throughput of partial and full decoding as we parallelize them using the varied number of cores from 4 to 32. We also show the throughput of BlobNet and NVDEC for comparison. Note that these results are averaged across the datasets. The results show that the parallelized partial decoder not only scales significantly better than the full decoder when using the same number of cores (i.e., 1.5× vs. 5.9×), but also largely outperforms the throughput of NVDEC. Currently, we use all the available cores (32) for partial decoding to optimize for throughput. However, one may be able to revise the objective function such that it also takes into account resource utilization and energy efficiency, which we leave as a future work.

### 9 Related Work

A growing body of literature [2–9, 14, 15, 29, 51–57] aims to address the computational challenges in video analytics. CoVA differentiates itself by addressing video decoding bottleneck, exploiting compressed-domain analysis. Further, CoVA does not require pre-processing, transcoding, or profiling to obtain the benefits.

of NoScope to support Aggregate and Limit Queries. All five works aim to increase the effective throughput of the system for raw video frames by filtering a majority of the frames using pixel-domain operators. Alternatively, Thia [51] splits up the DNN-inference model using exit points for early termination, similar to the stages of cascade architecture. In contrast, CoVA splits the cascade computation between compressed domain and pixel domain to alleviate the decoding bottleneck.

Spatial queries for video analytics. An emerging class of video analytics systems aim to enable queries based on spatial relationship between labeled objects. Koudas et al. [7] accelerate spatial queries using separate stages for inexpensive DNN-based classification followed by expensive DNN-based object detection. TASM [15] dynamically adapts the layout of tiles, which partition compressed video frames, based on the spatial location of objects to improve performance. Unlike the above works, CoVA uses compressed domain blob tracking to accelerate spatial queries. Unlike TASM, CoVA does not need to update the compression to gain performance benefits.


Ingest time analysis. Focus [9] generates approximate labels using an inexpensive DNN and Boggart [53] tracks objects at ingest time to generate additional metadata. At query time, both Focus and Boggart use the stored metadata to yield improved performance. Scanner [54] identifies sampling frames offline for pixel domain analysis and skips decoding for all other frames. In contrast, CoVA does not require additional metadata and can operate on standard video compression formats. VideoStorm [55] uses offline profiling data for dynamic load balancing and Chameleon [14] uses inexpensive online profiling to improve accuracy-resource tradeoff at query time. These two profiling approaches are orthogonal and complementary to compressed-domain query processing in CoVA.

Compressed domain object detection. Many prior works [23, 25, 58, 59] have proposed object detection from compression metadata using classical approaches such as predefined kernels [24] and statistical models [20, 60, 61]. Further, the prior works impose restrictions on the compression-time parameters (e.g., 4 frames per GoP), which limit their applicability [20, 23–25]. Liu et al. [62], Wang et al. [27], and Wu et al. [26] employ DNNs to detect moving objects using both pixel and compressed domain data, training a single model for all datasets. BlobNet differs from prior works in the following aspects: (1) BlobNet does not require any pixel data; (2) BlobNet does not impose restrictions on the compression parameters; and (3) BlobNet is trained for given video to compensate the accuracy.

10 Conclusion

Existing cascade systems for video analytics assume to pay significant compute and storage cost for addressing the decoding bottleneck. Further, the systems are specialized for temporal query to achieve otherwise-achievable throughput. To tackle the two limitations, this paper proposes CoVA, which splits cascade computation between compressed and uncompressed pixel domain. Leveraging the unique characteristics of video analytics and video compression algorithm, CoVA effectively unclogs the decoding bottleneck while additionally supporting spatial queries. Our experiments demonstrate that CoVA reduces the decoding workload by 83.6% and offers 4.8× system speedup compared to state-of-the-art query-time retrospective video analytics systems, while compromising modest accuracy.
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Abstract

The prosperity of AI and edge computing has pushed more and more well-trained DNN models to be deployed on third-party edge devices to compose mission-critical applications. This necessitates protecting model confidentiality at untrusted devices, and using a co-located accelerator (e.g., GPU) to speed up model inference locally. Recently, the community has sought to improve the security with CPU trusted execution environments (TEE). However, existing solutions either run an entire model in TEE, suffering from extremely high inference latency, or take a partition-based approach to hard-craft partial model via parameter obfuscation techniques to run on an untrusted GPU, achieving lower inference latency at the expense of both the integrity of partitioned computations outside TEE and accuracy of obfuscated parameters.

We propose SOTER, the first system that can achieve model confidentiality, integrity, low inference latency and high accuracy in the partition-based approach. Our key observation is that there is often an associativity property among many inference operators in DNN models. Therefore, SOTER automatically transforms a major fraction of associative operators into parameter-morphed, thus confidentiality-preserved operators to execute on untrusted GPU, and fully restores the execution results to accurate results with associativity in TEE. Based on these steps, SOTER further designs an oblivious fingerprinting technique to safely detect integrity breaches of morphed operators outside TEE to ensure correct executions of inferences. Experimental results on six prevalent models in the three most popular categories show that, even with stronger model protection, SOTER achieves comparable performance with partition-based baselines while retaining the same high accuracy as insecure inference.

1 Introduction

Driven by the remarkable success of AI [25] and edge computing [11,17], giant companies are increasingly shifting their well-trained Deep Neural Network (DNN) models from the cloud to enormous edge devices, to compose mission-critical applications such as autopilot navigation [8, 15], home monitoring [20] and visual assistance [49]. By employing accelerators (e.g., GPU), clients of edge devices can conduct low-latency inferences without connecting with a remote server with high latency and network instability, and clients do not have to transfer their sensitive data to the cloud.

Since obtaining accurate models requires model providers to pay substantial resources to train parameters with private datasets [10,45], in order to preserve their competitive advantages, model providers usually require their offloaded models to keep black-box (confidential) with traditional semantic security guarantee [7]: a client can query the local model for results, but will learn nothing about the parameters’ plaintexts.

To preserve model confidentiality, a pragmatic approach is to use the publicly available Trusted Execution Environments (TEE), in particular Intel SGX [14], a pervasively used CPU TEE product. SGX provides both code integrity and data confidentiality for enclaves [5,33], and avoids severe performance downgrading caused by using traditional cryptographic tools (e.g., Homomorphic Encryption [36,44]), making it attractive for model providers to protect their offloaded models while retaining high inference service quality.

Much prior work has explored using SGX for secure model inference, and these approaches can be summarized into two categories. First, the TEE-shielding approach, which runs the entire unmodified model in enclaves, achieves both model confidentiality and high accuracy same as the original model, but suffers from extremely high latency due to the limited computing resources on CPU’s enclave and the lack of publicly available secure GPU devices [3,65]. As a typical TEE-shielding work, MLcapsule [27] incurs dramatically higher latency (up to 36.1X) than insecure GPU inference for diverse workloads (§6.1).

In order to mitigate the high latency issue, the second category of work, including eNClave [56] and AegisDNN [68], takes a partition-based approach to manually select a portion of sensitive model layers to run in an enclave, and partition the rest of the layers to run on an untrusted GPU for acceleration, achieving lower inference latency than TEE-shielding approaches by utilizing the strong GPU computing power.

Unfortunately, existing partition-based approaches face a fundamental confidentiality-accuracy dilemma: some of the approaches replace the partitioned layers’ parameters with public parameters from other models composed by the same layers, which effectively protects model confidentiality but trades off the accuracy. This is because the original parameters are usually trained by model provider’s private datasets tailored for a specific task [10,45]; hence the parameters are
exclusive to achieve the original high accuracy. In contrast, some partition-based approaches preserve the original high accuracy by holding plaintexts of partitioned operators’ parameters on an untrusted GPU, which partially compromises the confidentiality by revealing a fraction of parameters’ plaintexts to the adversary outside an enclave.

Our key observation to resolve this dilemma is the associativity property of many inference operators. **Associativity** means that the way that factors are grouped in an operator’s computation does not change the final result [43]. With associativity, we can securely transform an associative operator into parameter-morphed, thus confidentiality-preserved operator by scaling its parameters with a hidden scalar in an enclave, run that morphed operator on the GPU and fully restore the execution result of that operator with the scalar hidden in an enclave. Since associative operators (e.g., Convolution, Fully-connected) widely exist in general DNN models, and these operators represent a major fraction of computation in a DNN model (e.g., 93.5% of the computation on VGG19 [61] is spent on convolution), we can achieve dramatically increased performance by partitioning morphed, computationally expensive operators to run on a GPU.

Based on this observation, we present SOTER\(^1\), the first partition-based approach that achieves model confidentiality, low latency and high accuracy simultaneously. SOTER carries a **Morph Then Restore (MTR)** protocol for cooperative executions between kernels (enclave and GPU). Specifically, SOTER randomly selects a major fraction of associative operators, morphs their parameters with randomly generated blinding coins (scalars) in the enclave, and partitions these parameter-morphed operators to run on a GPU. For each client’s input, SOTER executes each operator (either in an enclave or GPU) in order, transfers intermediate execution results (IR) across kernels when needed, and restores the final execution result with reciprocal coins in the enclave. A subtle case is that, under special partition cases, an adversary who observes IRs transmitted across kernels can reveal the value of coins hidden in an enclave (§4.1). Hence, SOTER additionally morphs the value of IRs before they are transmitted across kernels to hide the blinding coins, thus protecting the model confidentiality.

However, even with these steps, SOTER still faces an inherent integrity hazard in the presence of an adversary at the edge side, who can observe and manipulate any components (e.g., morphed parameters on GPU) outside the enclave to mislead the offloaded model to produce wrong output, ruining the model provider’s inference service quality.

To tackle the integrity hazard, SOTER’s MTR protocol generates oblivious fingerprints at runtime to detect integrity breaches outside the enclave in a challenge-proof manner [71]. Our key idea is that the associativity property can be used to efficiently generate integrity challenges at runtime. Specifically, before running inferences, SOTER collects fingerprints of partitioned operators in enclave, which hold the ground-truth of these operators’ execution results; during the inference, SOTER challenges partitioned operators with fingerprint input to ask them for execution proofs. By comparing the returned proofs with expected fingerprint output in enclave, SOTER learns whether integrity breaches occur.

To prevent an adversary from distinguishing fixed fingerprint challenges thus bypassing the detection, inspired by traditional steganography techniques [34, 52], SOTER dynamically derives new fingerprints by using existing fingerprints in enclave based on the associativity property. The new fingerprints statistically share the same distribution as client’s normal input (§4.2), making fingerprints oblivious to the attacker. Therefore, by leveraging the same key observation of associativity, SOTER achieves both model confidentiality and integrity in a unified manner.

We implemented SOTER with Graphene-SGX [63], a mature framework that supports developing neural network applications with Intel SGX. We evaluated SOTER with six popular DNN models covering three popular categories, including Multi-layer Perception (MLP) [40], Convolution Neural Network (CNN) [24] and Transformer [64]. We compared SOTER to three notable TEE-based secure inference systems, covering both the TEE-shielding approach and partition-based approach. Our evaluation shows that:

- **SOTER** is secure. For confidentiality, SOTER effectively hid parameters’ plaintexts, and achieved comparable model protection as TEE-shielding baseline under powerful model stealing attacks (§6.3); for integrity, SOTER detected any integrity breaches within ten fingerprint challenges with an overwhelmingly high probability of 99.9% (§6.4).
- **SOTER** is efficient. SOTER achieved up to 72.6% lower latency than the TEE-shielding baseline, and had moderate latency (up to 1.2X) compared to partition-based baselines, while the baselines do not have integrity protections (§6.1).
- **SOTER** is accurate. SOTER retained the same high accuracy as insecure inference, while the most efficient partition-based baseline caused 1.1%~5.5% accuracy drops.

Our major contribution is the MTR protocol, the first work that achieves model confidentiality, low latency and high ac-

---

\(^1\) **SOTER** is an ancient Greek god, guards safety against cosmic chaos.
accuracy with integrity protection for secure model inference. Compared to existing relevant baselines, SOTER achieved comparable strong confidentiality as the TEE-shielding approach, comparable low-latency as the partition-based approach, high accuracy same as insecure inference, and overwhelming high probability of detecting integrity breaches outside an enclave. This makes SOTER unique to greatly promote the prosperity of AI on edge devices, encouraging enormous model providers to develop powerful models and deploy them on third-party edge devices. Also, our MTR protocol can generally protect model inference on the cloud when the model provider does not trust the owner of cloud servers that host the model. SOTER’s source code is released on github.com/hku-systems/SOTER.

In the rest of this paper: §2 introduces background; §3 gives an overview of SOTER; §4 describes SOTER’s design; §5 covers SOTER’s implementation; §6 shows our evaluation; §7 discusses related work and §8 concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Deep Neural Network

A DNN model (in short, model) can be represented as a sequence of connected layers with each layer assigned a set of operators, as shown in Figure 1. An operator is either a linear operator or a nonlinear operator where a linear operator is weighted by parameter matrices (in short, parameters).

Inference workflow. Figure 1 shows the inference workflow. A model $M$ passes an input $X$ (e.g., an image) through layers of operators to compute logits [30], normalizes logits with softmax function to produce a probability vector, and assigns a class with the highest probability to input $X$ as the class label. Without losing generality, we use image classification as an example to illustrate model composition in the following discussions.

Associativity of DNN operators. Operators are the basic building blocks of a DNN model, among which linear operators have been proven to take up the majority of computation resources in general model inferences [1, 70].

Many DNN models deployed at the edge are built on top of associative operators. Suppose we have an input $X$ and a scalar $\mu$, a DNN operator $F$ is associative if

$$ (\mu^{-1} \star \mu) \cdot F(X) = \mu^{-1} \cdot F(\mu \star X) \quad (1) $$

Linear operators, including computationally expensive convolution and fully-connected, have the associativity property as they conduct linear transformation on input data. For instance, take the convolution operator as an example: as shown in Figure 1, if we multiply each element in the convolution kernel by $2^{-1}$ (i.e., $\mu = 2^{-1}$), we will get the output $2^{-1}R$, while it always holds $(2 \star 2^{-1}) \star R = 2 \star (2^{-1} \star R)$ in Equation 1. This property applies to other linear operators as well.

For nonlinear operators that conduct nonlinear transformation on data, most of them do not have an associativity property (e.g., Sigmoid). However, interestingly, under specific constraints, some nonlinear operators can also be associative. Take the most commonly used ReLU as an example: the ReLU function, $F(x) = \max\{0, x\}$, is scale-invariant when $\mu > 0$, i.e., $F(\mu x) = \max\{0, \mu x\} = \mu F(x)$. Hence, given a scalar $\mu$, Equation 1 applies to ReLU. Similar to ReLU, the pooling function is associative as well.

Operators that satisfy Equation 1 also meet a variant of the associativity property. Given that

$$ F(X_1) = y_1, F(X_2) = y_2, \ldots, F(X_n) = y_n $$

it always holds

$$ F\left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i \cdot X_i\right) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i \cdot y_i \quad (2) $$

SOTER leverages Equation 1 as the key weapon to produce parameter-morphed, thus confidentiality-preserved operators to run on GPU for acceleration, and restore accurate results in enclave. SOTER uses Equation 2 to efficiently generate oblivious fingerprints for integrity checking at runtime. We illustrate our detailed designs in §4.

2.2 Intel SGX and Related Work

Intel Software Guard eXtension (SGX) [14] is a pervasively used hardware feature on commodity CPUs. SGX provides a secure execution environment called enclave, where data and code execution cannot be seen or tampered with from outside.

As shown in Table 1, there are two categories of SGX-based work that provides secure inference service. The first category is the TEE-shielding approach that runs all inference computations within enclave (e.g., MLcapsule [27], Privado [26], Occlumency [41]). Such an approach shields the entire model in enclave to hide parameters’ plaintexts, but fails to achieve low inference latency owing to the computational bottleneck of CPU and the lack of publicly available trusted GPU [3, 65].

The second category is the partition-based approach that runs a portion of model layers in enclave and runs the rest of the layers on a GPU for acceleration. AegisDNN [68] only shields partial critical model layers in enclave and accelerates other plaintext layers on GPU. To decide which layers should
be partitioned. AegisDNN takes a user-specified argument (i.e., deadline for an inference task), uses silent data corruption mechanisms [23] to learn each layer’s criticality, and partitions uncritical (plaintext) layers to GPU to meet the stringent deadline. eNNclave [56] argues that the feature extraction operators (e.g., convolution) of different models are generally transferable, hence it replaces partitioned operators’ parameters with pre-trained parameters of other models, which sacrifices inference accuracy. This is because, model providers usually train their models with private datasets tailored for a specific task, thus each parameter in the trained model is exclusive to achieve high accuracy [10, 45, 72]. Also, such an approach is only applicable to specific models where public parameters are available. Serdab [21] and Darknight [28] assume the model is deployed on a trusted cloud. Instead of protecting model confidentiality, they have an orthogonal goal of protecting users’ data privacy on the cloud.

3 Overview
3.1 System setup
We consider a client-side inference scenario shown in Figure 2. Different from a cloud-side inference scenario (e.g., Delphi [44], Gazelle [36]) where the model is hosted on the trusted cloud server, we consider the model provider offloads its model to the client’s untrusted edge device to run model inferences. The device constantly takes sensitive queries from the client and sends inference results back to the client.

3.2 Security model
We consider an honest model provider that provides the correct model requested by the client, and the model is offloaded to run on an SGX-equipped third-party edge device. We trust the hardware and firmware of Intel SGX, which ensures that code and data in enclave can not be seen or tampered with from outside. However, any components outside the enclave are untrusted.

We consider a malicious edge-side attacker outside the enclave that aims to (1) steal the parameters of the offloaded model, and (2) perturb any components outside the SGX to modify the inference results. An edge-side attacker could be a business competitor who wants to steal the model for competitive advantages and ruin the inference service to screw up the model provider’s reputation [12, 13, 54]. Even worse, the integrity attack against edge-side model inference could pose severe threats to edge users. For instance, an attacker may hack into a self-driving system running with an obstacle detection model, and perturb the model parameters to produce incorrect navigation instructions to the car [9].

Semantic security. Similar to prior secure inference systems, namely the MLcapsule [27] and eNNclave [56], SOTER aims to achieve model confidentiality with the semantic security guarantee: knowing only ciphertexts, it must be infeasible for a computationally-bounded adversary to derive significant information about the plaintexts [7]. In the secure inference scenario, it captures the requirement that the parameters’ plaintexts cannot be derived from any data observed by the adversary.

Note that, we do not hide information that is revealed by the results of inference queries, and we focus just on protecting the parameters’ plaintexts. Protecting against attacks that exploit the leakage of inference results is a complementary problem to that solved by SOTER. We give a detailed illustration of these attacks and potential mitigations in §7.

3.3 System overview
SOTER’s two-phase design. SOTER’s protocol consists of an offline preprocessing phase, and an online inference phase. Specifically, the preprocessing phase is independent of the client’s query input which changes regularly. We assume the offloaded model from the server is static, if the model changes, then both parties should re-run SOTER’s preprocessing phase. After preprocessing, during the inference phase, the client sends query input to get the eventual result. Note that, SOTER is best suited for applications whose inference is latency-sensitive, but is usually not performed frequently enough to take up all computational resources needed for preprocessing.

SOTER’s workflow. In Figure 3, we show how SOTER leverages the general associativity property of DNN operators to automatically partition a DNN model.

In the preprocessing phase: during P1–P3, a SOTER client conducts standard SGX attestation to the server for obtaining the model $M$ and decryption keys $KEY_M$, and then loads the encrypted model $M$ in a layer-wise manner by decrypting with $KEY_M$ locally. In P4 and P5, SOTER extracts the model architecture, statically filters out all associative operators that meet Equation 1, and then invokes SOTER’s MTR protocol for model partitioning.

Specifically, in P5, SOTER’s MTR protocol runs as follows: With a given partition ratio $\theta$, SOTER randomly selects $\theta\%$ associative operators, and generates (1) fingerprints of the selected operators for integrity checking (used in the inference phase), and (2) random scalars for all operators. These scalars serve as the blinding coins to hide the parameters [44] and are always kept secret in enclave. With the associativity property (Equation 1), SOTER morphs every selected associative operator by multiplying each element in the operator’s parameter matrices with a blinding coin (the computation result can be restored by using the reciprocal coin), and then partitions the selected operators with morphed parameters to GPU. In Figure 3, the selected operators (in green) are morphed with

Figure 2: The client-side inference scenario.
**Figure 3:** The architecture of SOTER in a modular manner. SOTER’s secure inference protocol has three modules (shielded in green) running in an enclave. An adversary can observe and manipulate any components outside the enclave.

The fingerprint data flow is used to detect integrity breaches of partitioned operators outside an enclave. Specifically, with a set of fingerprints produced in the preprocessing phase (P5), SOTER dynamically derives new fingerprints by utilizing the general associativity of Equation 2, injects these fingerprints into the inference data flow to check whether the partitioned parameters have been maliciously modified by an adversary outside the enclave.

**SOTER’s generality.** SOTER supports general neural networks. SOTER’s key insight into partitioning neural networks lies in the broad associativity of common inference operators (§2.1), including all linear operators (e.g., convolution and fully-connected) and typical nonlinear operators (e.g., ReLU, Max-pool, and Mean-pool). Hence, SOTER theoretically supports all neural networks (including recurrent neural networks [69]), but exhibits varying performance gains (compared with running the entire neural network in TEE) depending on the ratio of associative operators in neural networks (§6.1). SOTER also supports general TEEs (e.g., ARM TrustZone [53] and AMD SEV [58]) as long as the TEE provides data confidentiality and code integrity guarantees that SOTER’s MTR protocol requires.

### 4 Protocol Description

This section describes SOTER’s MTR protocol. At a high level, MTR utilizes the general associativity property of DNN operators to automatically profile a model (with Equation 1), randomly selects a portion of associative operators, and then morphs these operators’ parameters with hidden **blinding coins** in enclave to hide parameters’ plaintexts (§4.1). Besides, to tackle the integrity threat (described in §3.2), stemming from the same observation of the general associativity property, MTR dynamically derives **oblivious fingerprints** (with...
4.1 Morph Then Restore (MTR) protocol

The MTR protocol is divided into two stages: a morphing stage and a restore stage. In the morphing stage, SOTER first makes blinding coins for every operator (including both associative and non-associative operators), and then makes a partition plan with a given partition ratio $\theta$. Then, in the restore stage, SOTER runs inference across GPU and enclave, and restores inference results in enclave when needed. Algorithm 1 and 2 show the MTR protocol.

Stage 1-1: Morphing with blinding coins. SOTER assigns every operator with a randomly generated scalar, which serves as the blinding coin to hide the plaintext value of parameters. Given an operator $O_i$ (the partition plan is described in Stage 1-2). SOTER morphs $Para(O_i)$ by multiplying each element in $Para(O_i)$ with the corresponding coin $\mu_i$. Note that, SOTER requires periodically updating of the coins to avoid potential chosen plaintext attacks [6,37], as the morphing is completely linear. According to the hill cipher theory [48], each coin can tolerate up to $n^2$ attacks (i.e., $n^2$ inferences) where $n$ is the parameter matrix’s size of the operator that the coin applies to. Hence, SOTER updates a morphed operator with matrix size $n$ every $n^2$ inferences. Notably, this updating can be done off the critical path when the inference tasks are not busy ($\S$).

- **Protect coins during kernel switches.** One subtle case is that, SOTER assigns random coins to every operator (rather than selected operators for partitioning) to avoid potential information leakage during kernel switches, i.e., when intermediate results (IRs) are transmitted between the enclave and GPU. We illustrate our design by giving a running example.

- **Running example.** We demonstrate our idea with the example in Figure 4, which is a common architecture in typical DNN models. SOTER selects a portion of model operators to run in the TEE enclave (green portion), and partitions the remaining operators to run on the untrusted GPU (red portion). An adversary outside the enclave is attempting to deduce the blinding coins used to morph the GPU operators according to the attacker-visible IRs ($Y_1$ and $Y_2$).

We begin with the Before case, in which only the partitioned GPU operators are protected by SOTER’s blinding coins. $OP_1$ (on the GPU) is a linear operator and $OP_2$ (in enclave) is a non-linear ReLU operator. If we only morph $OP_1$ with $\mu_1$ and do not assign a coin to $OP_2$, then, with a client input $X$, $OP_1$ outputs $y_1 = X(\mu_1 \cdot OP_1)$ and $OP_2$ outputs $y_2 = ReLU(y_1 / \mu_1) = ReLU(X \cdot OP_1)$. However, since the ReLU operator only filters out negative values in parameter matrices and does not transform a scalar, an adversary who observes both $y_1$ and $y_2$ will directly infer the value of coin $\mu_1$, violating the confidentiality of the partitioned $OP_1$ (concretely, $Para(O_1)$). To tackle this problem, we assign coins to all operators rather than partitioned GPU operators only. As demonstrated in the After case of Figure 4, by assigning coin $\mu_2$ to $OP_2$, $OP_2$ will output $y_2 = \mu_2 \cdot ReLU(X \cdot OP_1)$. An adversary observes $\mu_1 \cdot \mu_2$ but has no way of inferring either $\mu_1$ or $\mu_2$.

Overall, by morphing both the enclave and the partitioned GPU operators with blinding coins stored in TEE enclave, an attacker cannot deduce the blinding coins from the IRs, ensuring the confidentiality of the model parameter’s plaintexts.

Stage 1-2: Partitioning model with hidden operators. With all coins prepared, given a partition ratio $\theta$, we automatically partition a portion of associative operators (that are morphed) to GPU for inference acceleration. The partition function in line 1~13 of Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code.

Specifically, in the preprocessing phase, SOTER iterates every operator in model $M$ and randomly selects a portion of associative operators and adds them to the partition set $O_g$. For instance, with $\theta = 0.8$, an associative operator would have an 80% chance to be partitioned to GPU. After all operators are iterated, all operators in $O_g$ are partitioned to GPU for inference acceleration.

Note that, SOTER always keeps top-$W$ (W=2 by default) operators in enclave even if these operators are associative (Line 4). This design choice is made to ensure the input to the first several partitioned operators on GPU (e.g., $X_1$ in Figure 3) are always unknown to the adversary, such that we can stealthily check the integrity of all partitioned operators by injecting fingerprint challenges (more details in $\S$).
end-to-end black-box inference process given that we have prepared coins and partitioned a portion of operators to GPU.

As shown in Algorithm 2, SOTER first computes the reserved top-W operators in enclave, and then iterate 12~14 as follows. 12: SOTER finds the longest length of consecutively partitioned operators in O, and computes the inference result by forwarding the input through these operators (line 6~11). 13: Then SOTER copies the result back to enclave, restores the real inference result by multiplying the reciprocal coins of all operators in the last step (line 13), and then forwards the result to operators maintained in enclave (before the next copy to GPU). 14: SOTER morphs the forwarding result with all coins of enclave operators in the last step (line 18), and then copies back to GPU. This procedure terminates when all partitioned operators on GPU are iterated. Then SOTER normalizes the final result and returns the result to the client.

4.2 Integrity checking with fingerprints

Obliviousness requirement. To detect integrity breaches outside an enclave (as described in §3.2), a straw man approach could be using a fingerprint (with ground-truth input/output pair) to challenge the partitioned operator on GPU to recompute the fingerprint input to provide proof, and report a crime if the proof is different from the expected output.

However, such an approach needs to be oblivious. Since the adversary can continuously monitor the inference process and observe every intermediate result (IR) transmitted from enclave to GPU, if using only a fixed set of fingerprints, the adversary can easily distinguish those fixed challenges among all IRs, and bypass our detection by returning correct proofs.

The timeliness-obliviousness dilemma. Unfortunately, trivially using different fingerprints for integrity checking brings a timeliness-obliviousness dilemma.

Specifically, generating new fingerprint input and pre-computing expected output in CPU would cause late detection, because CPU computation for an operator is extremely slow (up to 30x slower inference speed for linear operation); on the other hand, if we use a fixed set of fingerprints for challenging the integrity, we could timely detect breaches. However, the detection would be easily bypassed by the adversary because all fingerprints are now distinguishable.

SOTER’s insight and approach. Stemming from the same observation of parameter morphing (§2.1), we tackle this challenge by efficiently generating new fingerprints in CPU without re-computing operators. At a high level, we take two steps by first making a set of cornerstone fingerprints for each partitioned operator, and then encapsulating new fingerprints from these cornerstone fingerprints with a constant cost at runtime based on the associativity property.

Step 1: Preparing cornerstone fingerprints. During the preprocessing phase, SOTER prepares K (by default K=10) cornerstone fingerprints for each partitioned operator. A fingerprint is a two-element tuple: {input, output}, where the input is a randomly generated matrix and the output is pre-computed by forwarding the input through a ready-to-partition operator. The whole preparing procedure is running within enclave, such that the correctness of each cornerstone fingerprint can be guaranteed.

Step 2: Efficiently deriving new fingerprints in TEE. Now with K cornerstone fingerprints for each partitioned operator, SOTER efficiently derives oblivious fingerprints at runtime by leveraging the general associativity property. Specifically, with a fixed set of cornerstone fingerprints FP[K] for each

---

Figure 4: Morphing only partitioned operators’ parameters can leak the blinding coins in some partition cases.

Algorithm 2: MTR protocol at client c (online) (§4.1).

```plaintext

Function secure_inference() do

 ▼ 11. every client input X do
  X.copyTo("enclave");
  foreach index i ∈ normalize(W) do
    X ← Oi(X);
    // TEE Inference
    start ← next op in O;
    // GPU Inference
  ▼ 12. while start < |O| do
    X.copyTo("cuda");
    foreach index i ∈ range(start, end) do
      X ← Oi(X);
    // Restore
    start ← end;
    end ← start from O[end] find the next op in O;
    ▼ 13. foreach index i ∈ range(start, end − 1) do
      X ← Oi(X);
    // TEE Inference
    ▼ 14. X ← normalize(X);
  ▼ 15. return Top1(X);
```

---
partitioned operator $O$, we randomly select $T$ fingerprints and generate $T$ random coefficients with SGX’s trustworthy random number generator. Then, by applying the associativity property (Equation 2), we generate a new fingerprint $FP_{\text{New}}$ as follows: the input for $FP_{\text{New}}$ is $\sum_{i=1}^{T} T_i \times FP_O[i].\text{input}$, i.e., we multiply each selected cornerstone fingerprint’s input with a corresponding coefficient and add them all as the new input; For the output, since the associativity property implies that the corresponding output for a group of associated operators has the same transformation as the input, thus we can directly get the expected output as $\sum_{i=1}^{T} T_i \times FP_O[i].\text{output}$ without conducting slow CPU inference for a given new input.

**Step 3: Challenge-proof fingerprint issuing.** For fast detection of integrity breaches, rather than submitting fingerprint challenges for random user inference tasks, SOTER submits fingerprint challenges for every user inference task. By doing so, SOTER can detect any integrity breaches within only ten fingerprints with an overwhelmingly high probability of 99.9% according to our theoretical analysis and evaluation results (§6.4).

In detail, SOTER issues a challenge whenever a kernel switch (an IR transmitted from enclave to GPU) happens. When an IR (produced by client’s query) is sent to a partitioned operator $O$, we challenge the integrity of $O$ by sending the IR to $O$ together with a new $FP_O.\text{input}$ (produced in **Step 2**), and compare the returned proof with the expected $FP_O.\text{output}$. Any mismatch reveals an integrity breach of partitioned operator $O$.

Whenever integrity breaches are detected, SOTER can simply abort the inference process and restart the preprocessing phase to prepare new blinding coins and re-morph the GPU operators with the procedures described in §3.3.

**5 Implementation**

We built SOTER on top of PyTorch C++ [51] with 5.3K LoC. We chose PyTorch C++ as it incurs less memory footprint compared to PyTorch, and previous work [63] has shown that running programs with a high memory footprint within SGX could incur prohibited overhead due to SGX’s small memory capacity. SOTER uses Graphene-SGX to run SOTER’s components within an SGX enclave (denoted as SOTER-Graphene), because Graphene-SGX provides a library OS for running applications within the enclave without any modifications.

Due to SGX’s limitation (§2.2), Graphene-SGX cannot directly access GPU within the enclave. SOTER tackles this problem by spawning an extra PyTorch process (SOTER-GPU) outside the enclave for offloading computations to GPU. SOTER-Graphene and SOTER-GPU communicate through shared memory (untrusted and not protected by SGX). We did not choose to modify Graphene-SGX to forward GPU computations at the syscall-level (e.g., by modifying ioctl), because doing so results in frequent enclave transitions for each GPU task. This is because launching one GPU task requires multiple system calls (e.g., ioctl and mmap).

**Runtime Construction.** SOTER builds the runtime according to the two-phase design (§3). In the preprocessing phase, SOTER bootstraps the enclave with the standard SGX attestation library [14], and decrypts the model (in ONNX format [42]) sent from the server in the client enclave. The enclave bootstrapping takes 1.84–2.92 seconds. Then, the decrypted model is processed by enclave_model_dispatcher, which randomly selects a major fraction of associative operators and morphs these operators’ parameters with random scalars produced by the SGX trustworthy source (sgx_read_rand).

In the inference phase, SOTER-Graphene runs inferences on DNN layers stored within TEE. When an inference computation needs to be offloaded outside the enclave, SOTER-Graphene serializes the activation using pickle, pushes the data to the shared memory and hands over to SOTER-GPU; SOTER-GPU deserializes the data and the morphed model, computes the results, and pushes the result to the shared memory; SOTER-Graphene retrieves the results and continues execution.

**Optimization.** First, SOTER reduces the memory footprint by reusing a single paraheap buffer to store operators’ parameters, and gradually loading and decrypting parameters from disk when they are required for computations in CPU. Second, SOTER enables SGX paging [14] to support the execution of large DNN models. Note that all baseline systems we evaluated were also enabled with these two optimizations. Third, SOTER takes unused CPU cycles to provision new coins and produce newly morphed operators in TEE (§4.1), to replace staled partitioned operators on GPU in a nonstop manner.

**6 Evaluation**

**Testbed.** Our evaluation was conducted on a server with 2.60GHz Intel E3-1280 V6 CPU, 64GB memory, and SGX support. The partitioned computations were performed on a co-located Nvidia 2080Ti GPU with 11 GB physical memory.

**Baseline systems.** To evaluate the performance of SOTER, we compared SOTER with three notable TEE-based secure inference systems, namely MLcapsule [27], AegisDNN [68] and eNNclave [56]. MLcapsule is a popular TEE-shielding open-source project, which shields the entire model within the CPU enclave without any modification to parameters, thus achieving model confidentiality, integrity (no partitioned operators outside enclave) and retaining high accuracy as the original trained model.

AegisDNN and eNNclave are two state-of-the-art partition-based systems that empower accelerator-assisted low-latency inference same as SOTER (Table 1). AegisDNN only shields partial critical model layers in enclave and accelerates other plaintext layers on a GPU. To decide which layers should be partitioned, AegisDNN takes a user-specified argument (i.e., deadline for an inference task) and uses a silent data corruption mechanism [23] to learn each layer’s criticality. AegisDNN is not open-source so we implemented all its protocols. eNNclave handcrafts a partition plan by manually replacing...
some layers’ parameters with public insensitive parameters, and running these parameter-precision downgraded layers on a GPU. Hence, eNNclave achieves model confidentiality at the expense of accuracy, and is only suitable for specific models with publicly available parameters of known layers. We ran eNNclave based on its open-source implementation.

Note that, both AegisDNN and eNNclave do not provide integrity protection for a partitioned model. While some approaches (e.g., Darknight [28]) have integrity protection for computations on untrusted accelerators, they are not designed to protect model confidentiality at the untrusted edge; hence they are orthogonal to the goals of SOTER.

**Models and datasets.** We evaluated all baseline systems with six well-studied DNN models in the three most popular categories that are widely used in the deep learning community, including a Multi-layer Perception (MLP) model, four Convolution Neural Network models including Alexnet (AN) [38], Densenet121 (DN) [31], VGG19 (VGG) [61], Resnet152 (RN) [29], and a Transformer (TF) [64]. We used the open-source release of each model.

We conducted our study on two representative datasets, ImageNet [16], and WNMT [57], targeting both computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP) tasks. ImageNet is a full-scale image dataset that contains 600k images from 1k classes for CV studies; WNMT is the major translation dataset that has been used in recent NLP studies.

**Default setting.** By default, we ran all experiments by sequentially feeding the inference data (i.e., input_batch_size=1). Unless conducting sensitivity studies, we ran SOTER with 80% probability of partitioning an associative operator to run on a GPU (i.e., selective_partition_ratio=0.8 in §4.1).

Our evaluation focuses on the following questions:§6.1 How efficient is SOTER compared to baselines?§6.2 How sensitive is SOTER’s performance to different partition ratio? §6.3 What could be leaked with and without SOTER?§6.4 How robust is SOTER under integrity breaches?

### 6.1 End-to-end inference performance

We first investigated the end-to-end inference latency of SOTER and three baseline systems with six prevalent models. All reported measurements are the averaged inference latency of 10k independent inference input.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of normalized inference latency, where all systems are normalized to the insecure GPU inference, which was measured by directly running model inference on GPU without protection. SOTER’s end-to-end latency (in milliseconds) is reported on its bar. N/A means a system cannot handle such a case because eNNclave only reports its method on partitioning VGG-series models. Overall, SOTER’s latency was 1.21X ∼ 4.29X lower than MLcapsule when running inferences on the same model. This is because MLcapsule shields the entire model in the CPU enclave without involving GPU, and CPU is at least one order of magnitude less efficient than GPU in executing inference tasks [62].

Meanwhile, SOTER incurred 1.03X ∼ 1.27X higher latency compared to AegisDNN for two reasons. First, SOTER additionally enforces integrity protection of partitioned operators on GPU (§4.2) while AegisDNN does not support integrity check. Second, AegisDNN partitions models in a coarse-grained manner: by packing consecutive layers into blocks and partitioning these blocks to run on a GPU. AegisDNN reduces the number of kernel switches (memory copy) between enclave and GPU. In contrast, SOTER partitions model in a fine-grained operator granularity, thus may incur more kernel switches on some models. Next, we evaluate this moderate performance downgrading with a detailed latency breakdown.
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**SOTER’s inference results (in milliseconds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>VGG</th>
<th>RN</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>TF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: CPU (TEE)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>22.89</td>
<td>88.14</td>
<td>36.75</td>
<td>404.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: GPU</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>19.96</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>198.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: Kernel Switch</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>29.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end (P1+P2+P3)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>146.56</td>
<td>58.63</td>
<td>633.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AegisDNN’s inference results (in milliseconds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>VGG</th>
<th>RN</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>TF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: CPU (TEE)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>22.89</td>
<td>88.14</td>
<td>36.75</td>
<td>404.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: GPU</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>19.96</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>198.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: Kernel Switch</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>29.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end (P1+P2+P3)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>146.56</td>
<td>58.63</td>
<td>633.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 3: End-to-end latency breakdown of SOTER.**

**Table 4: End-to-end latency breakdown of AegisDNN.**

---

**Figure 5:** Normalized latency of all systems running six prevalent models. All systems’ latency results are normalized to insecure GPU inference latency (red dotted line). The value on each red bar indicates SOTER’s averaged inference latency.
Latency breakdown. To understand SOTER’s low latency and moderate overhead, we recorded the time taken for each step of the workflows in SOTER and AegisDNN, as shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

In addition to the integrity check and kernel switch overhead, we observed that SOTER took more time for enclave computations by comparing P1 in both tables. This is because SOTER provides confidentiality for all model operators by either shielding plaintext operators in enclave, or selectively morphing associative operators to run on a GPU and reverting concealed execution results to accurate results in enclave with preserved blinding coins (§4.1). In contrast, AegisDNN only protects confidentiality for partial operators in enclave, and leaves other operators’ plaintext parameters to the untrusted GPU. Therefore, SOTER paid additional overhead for parameter morphing and restoration in enclave.

Besides, when running models with complex dependencies among operators (Resnet, Transformer), SOTER’s operator-level partition protocol incurred more frequent kernel switches than AegisDNN (P3), but such design protects the entire model architecture from being leaked. As recent work on AI demonstrates that model architecture has a significant impact on achieving high inference accuracy [2, 22], a complex, thus potentially well-designed architecture is urgent to get protected. In contrast, AegisDNN partitions a bunch of consecutive layers to GPU thus leaking architecture information to the adversary outside enclave. We will further investigate the information leakage in all systems in §6.3.

Overall, compared to the TEE-shielding baseline (MLCapsule [27]), SOTER achieves lower inference latency by securely partitioning most associative operators to run on an untrusted GPU, and the performance gain brought by GPU computations on associative operators dominates the overhead for TEE paging and TEE-GPU interaction (Table 3). Typical associative operators (e.g., convolution and fully connected) are proven to be the major computational bottleneck in neural networks. For example, 93.5% of the computation on the classic VGG19 model is spent on convolution [61]. However, compared with the partition-based baselines (eNNeclave [56] and AegisDNN [68]), SOTER incurs slightly higher (up to 1.27X) latency for using fingerprints to detect integrity breaches (latency breakdown in Table 3 and Table 4).

No accuracy loss. SOTER retained high inference accuracy provided by original models, because SOTER ran either unmodified operators in enclave or morphed associative operators in GPU, while concealed execution results of morphed operators can be reverted with the associativity property (§2.1). MLCapsule directly shields the entire model in enclave without modification so it retained high original accuracy; AegisDNN partitions plaintext model layers to run on a GPU so it incurred no accuracy downgrade as well; eNNeclave obfuscates partitioned operators’ parameters by replacing them with public parameters. Since public parameters are not tailored for a given task, eNNeclave incurred 1% ∼ 5.5% accuracy drops on the evaluated VGG19 model.

In summary, SOTER achieves much lower inference latency than MLCapsule, but SOTER incurs slightly higher latency than AegisDNN and eNNeclave because SOTER pays additional effort to provide stronger model confidentiality and integrity, and retains high accuracy same as original models.

6.2 Sensitivity

We tested different partition ratios (denoted as θ) to look into the performance sensitivity of SOTER. The experiments were conducted on VGG19 with different input shapes, and we ran different values of θ for each input shape; each experiment was conducted ten times, as shown in Figure 6a.

The shading next to each line is the performance jitter caused by different computation volumes of randomly selected associative operators partitioned to GPU. With an increased θ, SOTER’s inference latency dropped accordingly because more associative operators were selected and partitioned to a co-located GPU for acceleration. Interestingly, we observed that when θ is small (0.1 ∼ 0.2), the latency of θ = 0.2 could be even larger than θ = 0.1. This instability is because, with a small partition ratio, the partitioned operators were fragmented, and GPU’s performance gain could be amortized by the frequent kernel switches between enclave and GPU. When θ increases, the latency gain became more stable because the partitioned operators became less fragmented, thus fewer kernel switches would occur.

Comparing figure 6a with figure 6b, we observed that SOTER achieved more stable performance on Transformer. This is because, the number of operators in VGG19 is relatively limited (only 41 associative operators with 18 linear operators), while the Transformer has a rich set of operators (360 associative operators with 311 linear operators). Hence, the randomness of selecting associative operators with different computation volumes was downgraded, leading to a more stable performance. This implies that SOTER is more suitable for big complex models with a rich set of operators.

6.3 Security analysis

As mentioned in §3.2, SOTER provides semantic security guarantee for protecting model confidentiality: knowing only ciphertexts of parameter-morphed operators, it is infeasible
for a computationally-bounded adversary to learn about operators’ exact blinding coins hidden in enclave. It is notable that increasing the number of partitioned morphed operators (with a larger $\theta$) does not degrade the confidentiality because (1) SOTER generates coins for each operator independently in enclave, and (2) an execution result of a morphed operator is concealed to ensure that it reveals neither the coin of that operator, nor the coins of all previous operators (§4.1).

**Quantifying information leakage.** To evaluate whether our confidentiality analysis given above has a meaningful effect in practice, we applied model stealing attacks [35, 47] on all baseline systems to quantify how much information could leak with that system. A model stealing attack feeds synthetic data to a victim model to get an output, and trains a substitute model (depicted as Sub$_M$) with these new samples to mimic the inference behavior of the victim model.

- **Setup.** We targeted two popular models, VGG19 and Transformer, running on all baseline systems. We did not run Transformer on eNNclave because eNNclave does not support such a case. We conducted the state-of-the-art Wang’s attack [67] for model stealing. Concretely, for the training dataset, with the bounded computational capability assumption [35], we generated synthetic data which composes 10% of total training samples; for the backbone of the substitute model, we adopted VGG13 as the architecture for VGG19 and the standard encoder/decoder architecture for Transformer. We initialized all unknown parameters using a truncated normal distribution with std of 0.02 and learning rate of 0.0001. By training on one Nvidia 2080TI GPU, Sub$_{VGG}$ converged within 150 epochs and Sub$_{TF}$ converged within 13 epochs.

- **Results.** Figure 7 depicts the inference results of the trained substitute model on all baselines. MLcapsule, which shields the entire model within enclave (i.e., $\theta = 0$), achieved the minimum accuracy through the stealing attack. The accuracy results of AegisDNN grew as $\theta$ increased, because AegisDNN only runs partial model layers in enclave and exposes other layers with plaintexts to the adversary. With more plaintext revealed in AegisDNN, the accuracy of Sub$_{VGG}$ and BLEU of Sub$_{TF}$ increased dramatically. SOTER, however, achieved comparable results as eNNclave, which directly replaces partitioned operators’ parameters with insensitive public parame-

![Figure 7: The model stealing experiments of all baseline systems running (a) VGG19 and (b) Transformer. The red dotted line marks the ground-truth accuracy/BLEU score of VGG19 and Transformer respectively.](image)

**6.4 Robustness to integrity breaches**

In this subsection, we begin by investigating the obliviousness of SOTER-generated fingerprints for obfuscating the adversary. Then we evaluated SOTER’s robustness to integrity breaches of partitioned operators outside enclave.

Figure 8 shows that, when running with SOTER’s oblivious fingerprinting technique, the $L_2$ distance between randomly sampled fingerprints shares the same form of normal distribution as normal query input (Figure 8a). Hence the fingerprints are oblivious to the adversary. Whereas, when running with fixed fingerprints (Figure 8b), the distribution dramatically changed, hence those fixed fingerprints are observable to the adversary. We evaluated the robustness of SOTER under 10K random perturbation attacks, which randomly perturbs the parameters of partitioned operators. All attacks were successfully detected, and 99.9% attacks were detected with less than ten fingerprints while we incurred zero false positives.

**7 Discussion**

**Model leakage from black-box attacks.** Modern black-box attacks [4, 35, 47, 50] use inference APIs of an inference service to learn private information of an offloaded model or even the training dataset, by using the inference results of perturbed input queries. These attacks widely exist in either cloud-side or client-side inference systems [27, 36, 44, 56], as inference systems inevitably open access to arbitrary queries.

Currently, there is no general defense against black-box attacks other than query authentication and rate limiting [35, 47]. But fortunately, defenses against specific attacks are emerging. For instance, Prada [35] uses query distance auditing to mitigate model extraction attacks with adversarial examples; Shokroli et al. [60] use differential privacy to train DNNs that do not leak model owner’s sensitive training datasets.

The guarantees of SOTER, like all prior secure inference systems targeting at protecting the model at the edge or the cloud, are complementary to those provided by any defenses. With sufficient engineering effort, these mitigations can be integrated into SOTER to provide even stronger privacy guarantees, and we leave it to future work.

**Computation overflow.** Multiplying the model parameter with SOTER’s blinding coin (§4.1) may, in rare cases, causes...
potential computation overflows (we did not find any computation overflow in our experiments in §6). However, even if an overflow occasionally happens, SOTER can immediately detect such overflow by checking if the computed result is INF or -INF [39]. Then, SOTER can simply re-morph the overflowed GPU operator by replacing the blinding coin with a smaller new coin, which can be prepared offline (§4.1).

**Trusted GPU.** Although there are some promising trusted GPU research systems [3,32,46,65] that can protect model confidentiality and accelerate inference with the strong GPU computing power, these systems are not publicly available as they either require extensive hardware modifications [65] or support only hardware simulators [3,32,46]. Thus, in this paper, we consider only publicly available (untrusted) GPU deployments.

**Limitation.** SOTER requires clients at the edge to be equipped with TEE (e.g., Intel SGX) due to the lack of commonly available trusted GPUs [3,65]. SGX has been pervasively used in existing secure inference systems [27,56] and is commonly available in modern Intel CPUs. While the inherited SGX vulnerabilities of sophisticated side-channel attacks based on timing or cache access patterns still exist [18,59,66], we do not consider these attacks currently, and we believe these attacks can be mitigated by integrating with state-of-the-art defenses [18,19,55].

8 Conclusion

We present SOTER, the first secure inference system that ensures model confidentiality, low latency, high accuracy with integrity protection for general DNN models. SOTER’s MTR protocol carries out cooperative executions between the TEE and GPU. Specifically, SOTER morphs a fraction of associative operators’ parameters to run on a GPU, SOTER conceals the execution results on GPU and then restores the real execution results in TEE. SOTER efficiently generates fingerprints to check the integrity of partitioned operators. Evaluation on notable client-side secure inference systems and all prevalent types of DNN models shows that, compared to existing relevant baselines, SOTER achieved comparable strong confidentiality as the TEE-shielding approach, comparable low-latency as the partition-based approach, high accuracy same as insecure inference, and overwhelming high probability of detecting integrity breaches of any partitioned operators. These features make SOTER unique in encouraging enormous model providers to develop powerful models and deploy them on third-party edge devices.
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Abstract
In this work, we develop the log-structured filesystem that is free from garbage collection. There are two key technical ingredients: IPLFS, a log-structured filesystem for infinite partition, and Interval Mapping, a space-efficient LBA-to-PBA mapping for infinite filesystem partition. In IPLFS, we separate the filesystem partition size from the physical storage size and set the size of the logical partition large enough so that there is no lack of free segments in the logical partition during SSD’s lifespan. This allows the filesystem to write the updates in append-only fashion without reclaiming the invalid filesystem blocks. We revise the metadata structure of the baseline filesystem, F2FS, so that it can efficiently handle the storage partition with $2^{64}$ sectors. We develop Interval Mapping to minimize the memory requirement for the LBA-to-PBA translation in FTL. Interval Mapping is a three level mapping tree. It maintains mapping only for actively used filesystem region. With Interval Mapping, the FTL can maintain the mapping for the $2^{64}$ sector range with almost identical memory requirement with the page mapping whose LBA range is limited by the size of the storage capacity. We implement the IPLFS on Linux kernel 5.11.0 and prototype the Interval Mapping in OpenSSD. By eliminating the filesystem level garbage collection, IPLFS outperforms F2FS by up to $12.8 \times$ (FIO) and $3.73 \times$ (MySQL YCSB A), respectively.

1 Introduction
Log-structured filesystem [49] has become a popular storage management system due to its unique append-only nature. This append-only nature brings significant performance advantage against the journaling-based counterparts in practically all types of storage devices including hard disk [49,50], flash storage [35], shingled magnetic recording (SMR) drive [44] and even persistent memory [55].

The append-only nature of the log-structured filesystem brings another dimension of complexity to the filesystem: the garbage collection. As the log-structured filesystem ages, the filesystem runs out of free segments and needs to reclaim the obsolete filesystem blocks to make more free segments. The activity of reclaiming the invalid blocks is called garbage collection. When the filesystem performs the garbage collection in the foreground, it freezes the entire filesystem till it completes [2]. The garbage collection exposes the underlying log-structured filesystem under excessive tail latency and lowers the throughput of the filesystem. The garbage collection also generates extra write traffics that increase flash wears.

A fair amount of works have been dedicated to mitigate the overhead of garbage collection in the log-structured filesystem. They include performing the garbage collection in the idle period [10,43,47], performing the garbage collection in a preemptive way [37], selecting the right victim segment to maximize the garbage collection efficiency, e.g. greedy, cost-benefit, age, etc [27,41]. Some works proposed to cluster the file blocks with a similar lifespan together to improve the efficiency of the garbage collection [31,35,48]. The overhead of device-level garbage collection is also of serious concern. A large body of works are dedicated to mitigate the overhead of the device-level garbage collection [12,36,61]. When the log-structured filesystem is used with flash storage, the overhead of garbage collection may compound due to the garbage collection activities at the filesystem as well as at the device [58]. A number of works proposed to enable the host filesystem to directly manage the flash pages in the storage and eliminate the device-level garbage collection [39,59,60]. Recently proposed ZNS (zoned name space) treats the storage device as append-only log so that address mapping and device-level garbage collection become much simpler [5,20]. Despite all these efforts, the root cause of garbage collection still remains neglected; the filesystem needs to reclaim the invalid filesystem blocks to make the free segments.

For several decades, the operating systems have been separating the logical entity from the associated physical entity for various types of physical resources. The typical examples include virtualizing the CPU [13], virtualizing the memory [15] or virtualizing the entire computer system [11,17]. Unlike the other physical resources, modern operating system still tightly couples the logical storage partition from the physical storage and the size of the logical partition is bounded by the capacity of the
physical storage.

In this work, we design the log-structured filesystem without garbage collection. We separate the logical partition from the physical storage and allow the filesystem to define very large logical partition independent of the capacity of the physical storage. We make the size of the logical partition large enough so that the filesystem never runs out of free segments during the lifespan of the flash storage. With very large logical partition, the filesystem does not have to reclaim the invalid filesystem blocks and therefore can eliminate the critical drawbacks of the log-structured filesystem, the garbage collection. In the absence of the garbage collection, we can greatly simplify the log-structured filesystem design.

Our work consists of two key ingredients. First is Log-structured filesystem for Infinite Partition, IPLFS. The second is the space-efficient LBA-to-PBA mapping, Interval Mapping. For IPLFS, we use F2FS as the baseline filesystem. Modern IO subsystem uses 64 bit unsigned long to represent the sector number. IPLFS allows that the logical storage partition for the log-structured filesystem can grow as large as \(2^{64}\) sectors. When the filesystem writes the disk block in an append-only manner, the lifespan of flash storage is going to expire long before it reaches the end of the filesystem partition. IPLFS ensures that the number of valid blocks does not exceed the physical storage partition. IPLFS eliminates the allocation bitmap and the reverse mapping information from the log-structured filesystem. We develop Discard Bitmap and Discard Logging to discard the invalid filesystem blocks. To support prohibitively large LBA space, we develop a space efficient LBA-to-PBA mapping, Interval Mapping FTL. Interval Mapping maintains the LBA-to-PBA mapping information only for the actively used filesystem regions. The contribution of our work can be summarized as follows.

- We successfully eliminate the key complication, garbage collection, from the log-structured filesystem. We analyze the metadata structures of the log-structured filesystem and redesign the log-structured filesystem to handle very large logical partition.

- In the absence of garbage collection, we greatly simplify the log-structured filesystem design. We eliminate the block allocation bitmap and reverse mapping from the log-structured filesystem. We develop space-efficient and crash-safe data structures to represent the invalidated filesystem blocks that need to be discarded at the storage, Discard Bitmap and Discard Log.

- We develop space efficient mapping scheme, Interval Mapping. With tree-based structure, Interval Mapping maintains the mapping only for the actively used filesystem region and can handle the LBA-to-PBA mapping for 8 ZByte logical storage partition.

- We develop fixed-region mapping and map node compaction to reduce the size of the mapping table. With map node compaction, the fixed-region mapping periodically reorganizes the structure of the map node in the Interval Mapping tree to exclude the invalidated filesystem blocks from the map node.

Via eliminating the garbage collection overhead from the log-structured filesystem, IPLFS increases the benchmark performance by up to 12.8× (FIO) and 3.7× (MySQL YCSB-A) against F2FS, respectively. With fixed-region mapping, the memory overhead of Interval Mapping is limited by the size of the physical storage, not by the logical partition size. The memory overhead of Interval Mapping is similar to that of page mapping.

2 Background

2.1 Flash Translation Layer

Flash Translation Layer is mainly responsible for three tasks: LBA-to-PBA mapping, the garbage collection, and the wear-leveling. All these three features are for hiding the physical characteristics of the flash storage media: inability to overwrite, asymmetry between the read latency and write latency and limited erase/write cycles. FTL maintains a table that holds the physical locations of the individual logical blocks in the storage device. This data structure is called mapping table. The size of the mapping table is proportional to the number of LBA’s which it needs to map and again it is linearly proportional to the capacity of the storage device visible to the host. Page mapping maintains mapping information in page granularity [7]. While it exhibits superior random write performance [34], it suffers from excessive memory pressure for the mapping table. Block mapping maintains a mapping in the granularity of the flash block, e.g., 2 MByte. It reduces the memory pressure for the mapping table but it leaves the SSD under block thrashing [28, 34, 38]. Hybrid mapping applies block mapping for data blocks and page mapping for log blocks to reduce the mapping table size and to avoid block thrashing in the block mapping [18, 28, 29, 42, 45].

**DISCARD** (or **TRIM**) command [52] informs the SSD that a given set of blocks in the storage are no longer needed by the filesystem. It is proposed to prohibit the garbage collection module of FTL from blindly migrating the flash pages whose contents are invalid [25].

2.2 Lifespan of the Flash Storage

Flash storage can be erased and programmed only a limited number of times [23]. Table 1 illustrates the TBW (TeraBytes Written) of flash storage products released between 2019 to 2020. TBW is the amount of data that...
Table 1: TBW(terabytes written) of the SSD products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Release</th>
<th>TBW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adata</td>
<td>XPG Gammix S50</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>3,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>970 EVO Plus</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriot</td>
<td>Viper VPR100</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>3,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrent</td>
<td>Rocket Q</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>S990 PRO</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>570 QVO</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Force</td>
<td>Cardea Zero Z340</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>Black SN850</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK hynix</td>
<td>Gold P31</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Daily write volume and estimated SSD lifespan, traces are from SNIA open dataset [4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Write volume (GB/day)</th>
<th>Time to exhaust address space (M year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YCSB SSD [56]</td>
<td>1,159</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systor [51]</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexus 5 [21]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can be written to the SSD over the lifespan of the drive. In Table 1, the largest TBW corresponds to 3.6 PByte.

The actual amount of data that is written to the storage device is much smaller than what the storage device can sustain. We compute the per-day write volume from the real IO traces [4](Table 2). They correspond to IO traces in the Key-value storage [56], SYSTOR [51], and smartphone [21]. Key-value storage engine generates the largest amount of write among the three traces; it writes 1.13 TB/Byte per day to the storage.

The modern OS uses 64 bit, unsigned long type, variable to represent the sector number (LBA). With unsigned long type variable, the host can create the logical partition of 2^64 sectors. The size of the logical partition corresponds to 8 ZByte. With 8 ZByte logical storage partition, the log-structured filesystem can keep appending the updated blocks at the end of the active filesystem region without reclaiming the invalid filesystem blocks. The lifespan of the underlying SSD will expire long before the filesystem reaches the end of the logical partition of 8 ZByte. For YCSB-A workload in Table 2, it will take 20 million years to exhaust the 8 ZByte filesystem partition.

2.3 F2FS, a log-structured file system

F2FS is the log-structured filesystem specifically developed for the flash storage. Despite the promising characteristics, the preceding log-structured filesystems [49,50] have failed to be widely deployed in the commodity hardware with the prime cause for the failure being the overhead of reclaiming the invalid blocks. F2FS is the first log-structured filesystem that has gained the publicity successfully. It is the default filesystem for wide variety of Android devices ranging from smartphone to automotive [1].

F2FS divides the filesystem partition into two areas: metadata area and data area. F2FS updates the contents in the metadata area in an in-place manner and writes the data area in an append-only manner. The metadata area contains the filesystem metadata such as a superblock, a checkpoint pack, a block allocation bitmap for each segment (a segment information table, SIT), and reverse mapping information (the file id and the file offset) for each segment (segment summary area, SSA). To avoid the wandering tree problem of the out-of-place update associated with the log-structured filesystem [8], F2FS clusters the file index blocks for all files in the filesystem together in the metadata area (a node address table, NAT) and updates it in an in-place manner. F2FS organizes the data area as a set of zones. A zone consists of a set of sections and a section consists of a set of segments. The segment is the unit of disk write and the section is the unit of garbage collection. In most (if not all) deployment of F2FS, a zone and a section consist of a single segment.

F2FS defines two block types (node and data) and three hotness levels (hot, warm, and cold) to represent the update frequency of a filesystem block. The node block corresponds to the inode or the index block of the file. There are total six combinations of block type and hotness level pair. F2FS maintains the six active segments in memory for each combination. F2FS places the blocks of the same type and temperature at the same active segment. When the active segment is full, it is flushed to the storage device. F2FS clusters the filesystem blocks with the same type and hotness level together at the flash storage. This is to reduce write-amplification caused by the device level garbage collection.

F2FS reclaims the invalid filesystem blocks either when the filesystem is idle (background garbage collection) or when there runs out of free segments (foreground garbage collection). In background and foreground garbage collection, F2FS uses cost-benefit policy [41] and greedy policy [27], respectively, in selecting the victim section.

For crash recovery, F2FS reads the most recent checkpoint pack from the disk and recovers the filesystem state with respect to the time of the most recent checkpoint. Then, F2FS scans the node area of the filesystem, and identifies the files that have been made durable via fsync() after the most recent checkpoint. For each such file, F2FS compares the node block at the time of checkpoint and the node block synchronized to the disk via fsync() and identifies the newly allocated blocks and the invalidated blocks in the file. For the newly allocated blocks, F2FS updates the associated filemap. For invalidated blocks, F2FS invalidates the block allocation bitmap in the segment information table in memory. After reconstructing the allocation bitmap, the recovery
module creates the discard commands for the invalidated blocks.

When a filesystem operation invalidates one or more blocks, e.g. \texttt{truncate()}, or \texttt{unlink()}, F2FS updates the associated bitmap in the segment information table. F2FS checkpoints the filesystem state either periodically or when the garbage collection is triggered. In checkpoint, F2FS constructs the discard commands for the invalidated filesystem blocks. When the checkpoint finishes, F2FS wakes up the discard thread. The discard thread dispatches the discard commands in a regular interval (default = 50 msec). It limits the number of dispatch commands that are sent at a time (default = 8). It dispatches the discard command only when the system is idle.

3 Design Overview
3.1 Design Philosophy

The fundamental design philosophy behind IPLFS is the separation of the logical storage partition from the physical storage. The log-structured filesystem [49] offers natural ground to separate the logical partition from the physical partition due to its level of indirection inherent in the out-place update filesystem. In the legacy in-place update filesystems, a file block is bound to the fixed location in the physical storage when the file block is allocated. It is non-trivial to separate the logical partition size from the physical partition size [24]. On the other hand, the log-structured filesystem dynamically updates the file mapping information to keep track of the location of the most recent version of the file block.

The existing log-structured filesystem [32,35] limits the size of the logical partition to the size of the associated storage device and reclaims the invalid filesystem blocks when it runs out of free blocks in the logical partition. In this work, we set the size of the logical partition large enough so that there is no lack of free LBAs during SSD’s lifespan. Fig. 1 visualizes the usage pattern of the log-structured filesystem in the very large logical partition. X and Y axes denote time and LBA, respectively. As the filesystem ages, file blocks get invalidated. The window of actively used filesystem region, \( w \), moves towards the higher end of its filesystem partition. Actively used filesystem region starts at the lowest valid LBA and ends at the highest valid (allocated) LBA. Within the actively used filesystem region, \( w \), some blocks are invalid and discarded at the storage device. When the size of the logical partition is very large, only a small fraction of the logical partition, \( w \), is being accessed by the filesystem. The storage controller needs to maintain LBA-to-PBA mapping only for the actively used filesystem region, \( w \).

3.2 Organization

Fig. 2 illustrates the main components of our system. Eliminating the garbage collection in the log-structured filesystem is achieved by two ingredients: Log-structured filesystem for Infinite Partition, IPLFS and FTL for very large logical partition, Interval Mapping. The first component is IPLFS. IPLFS uses F2FS as a baseline filesystem. The in-memory and on-disk structures of F2FS are carefully trimmed and modified so that it can handle the logical partition of \( 2^{61} \) blocks and that it can dispense with filesystem level garbage collection.

The second component is a space-efficient FTL, Interval Mapping. In most existing LBA-to-PBA mapping techniques, the number of entries in the mapping table corresponds to the number of blocks in the logical storage partition. These techniques become practically infeasible due to its prohibitive mapping table size when it needs to map \( 2^{61} \) blocks. Interval Mapping maintains an LBA-to-PBA mapping only for the actively used region in the logical storage partition. Interval Mapping is multi-level tree based mapping. By using the multi-level mapping, Interval Mapping tries to avoid allocating the mapping table entries for the invalid filesystem blocks.

4 IPLFS

IPLFS never recycles the blocks in the filesystem partition. This very nature enables IPLFS to dispense with garbage collection at the filesystem layer and yet can
maintain its append-only update nature. IPLFS consists of three key design ingredients: (i) multi-area partition layout, (ii) garbage-collection-less metadata design, and (iii) discard map and discard logging.

4.1 Multi-area Partition Layout

We partition the entire filesystem partition of IPLFS into seven areas of the same size (Fig. 3). One area (the first one) is used for hosting the metadata of IPLFS. It holds the filesystem metadata information such as superblock and the node address table. Existing log-structured filesystems treat the filesystem partition as a single log [49,50] or two logs [35]. IPLFS has six logs each of which accommodates the filesystem blocks of the same type and hotness level. Via clustering the filesystem blocks with similar update frequency together, IPLFS maintains the size of the actively used filesystem region small. We use MSB 3 bits of the LBA address as the area identifier. The size of each area is $2^{58}$ blocks, 1 ZByte.

4.2 Metadata Design

We carefully design the metadata structure of IPLFS so that it can handle the very large filesystem partition. Particular care has been taken to minimize any changes in the on-disk layout of its baseline filesystem, F2FS. Log-structured filesystems provide two essential metadata: reverse mapping and block allocation bitmap. These data structures have two main usages: the filesystem-level garbage collection and the block discard. These two data structures are no longer used for the filesystem-level garbage collection because IPLFS does not perform garbage collection. IPLFS cannot use the reverse mapping and block allocation bitmap for block discard purpose, either, due to the prohibitively large logical partition. The size of the block allocation bitmap and the size of the reverse mapping information are linearly proportional to the size of the filesystem partition. Given the filesystem partition of $2^{64}$ sectors, 8 ZByte, the size of the block allocation bitmap and the reverse mapping corresponds to 512 PByte and 8 EByte, respectively. IPLFS cannot afford the storage space for block allocation bitmap and reverse mapping.

IPLFS retains the node address table (NAT) in F2FS as is. The number of entries of the node address table corresponds to the maximum number of inodes in the filesystem partition. The number of inodes in the filesystem is limited by the capacity of the physical storage, not by the size of the logical filesystem partition. The size of node address table does not increase even though the size of the logical partition is very large.

In IPLFS, we remove the block allocation bitmap (Segment Information Table) and reverse mapping information (Segment Summary Area) from its baseline filesystem, F2FS and develop a new metadata structure for discarding the filesystem blocks, Discard Bitmap and Discard Log.

4.3 Discarding the Invalid Blocks

The log-structured filesystem maintains the block allocation bitmap for two reasons: to represent the space utilization of the individual segments and to keep track of the newly invalidated filesystem blocks. Former is for the filesystem-level garbage collection purpose and the latter is for discarding the filesystem blocks. In IPLFS, the former reason for maintaining the allocation bitmap disappears but the latter reason remains outstanding.

Eliminating the block allocation bitmap, we develop a new data structure, discard bitmap, that represents the newly invalidated filesystem blocks since the last checkpoint. IPLFS maintains the discard bitmap in per-section basis. In IPLFS, a section consists of more than one segments. A discard bitmap consists of two components: the start LBA of the section and the bitmap itself. When the filesystem invalidates the block, it sets the associated discard bit at the discard bitmap. IPLFS organizes a set of the discard bitmaps using the hash table. Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of the set of discard bitmaps. $M$ and $N$ correspond to the number of hash buckets in the hash table and the number of segments in a section. The hash table uses the section number as a hash key.

When a filesystem block is invalidated, IPLFS searches the hash table for the associated discard bitmap. If the discard bitmap is found, IPLFS updates the discard
After constructing the discard commands, it removes the val. As in F2FS, IPLFS allocates a separate thread for commands based upon the recovered allocation bitmap. In F2FS, the recovery routine creates the discard system crash, the outstanding discard commands are lost. In F2FS, the dispatch thread issues the discard commands only when there is no pending I/O. In IPLFS, the dispatch thread issues up to sixteen discard commands each time when it wakes up. F2FS takes particular care to prohibit the discard commands from interfering with the foreground IO requests [3]. We find in our platform (OpenSSD), the aggressive discard policy renders better benchmark performance since it makes the SSD garbage collection more efficient and reduces the write amplification.

4.4 Discard Logging

In the absence of the block allocation bitmap, IPLFS is subject to the Storage Leak. Storage Leak denotes the situation where the flash page contains invalid filesystem block and the filesystem never reclaims the associated flash page. Assume that the system crashes while there are outstanding discard commands. As a result of the system crash, the outstanding discard commands are lost. In F2FS, the recovery routine creates the discard commands based upon the recovered allocation bitmap. Unlike F2FS, IPLFS does not have allocation bitmap and cannot reconstruct the discard commands that are lost due to crash. The flash pages associated with the lost discard commands will remain valid permanently even though they will no longer be used.

To save IPLFS from Storage Leak, we develop a mechanism called Discard Logging. In Discard Logging, IPLFS checkpoints the information associated with the discard commands prior to issuing the discard commands to the storage. With discard logging, IPLFS guarantees that discard command is made durable at the storage before it is issued to the storage. With Discard logging, IPLFS can recover the outstanding discard commands when the system crashes unexpectedly.

IPLFS allocates a certain region, Discard Log Area at the checkpoint pack (Fig. 5). At each checkpoint, IPLFS scans the discard bitmap and creates the discard commands. After it finishes creating the discard commands, IPLFS logs the information associated with the discard commands, [startLBA, Length], at the discard log area of the in-memory checkpoint pack. After it finishes preparing the checkpoint pack, it synchronizes the checkpoint pack to the disk. After the checkpoint, IPLFS wakes up the discard thread for issuing the discard commands.

When the system crashes, IPLFS recovers the discard commands in two phases. In roll-backward recovery, the recovery module reads the most recent checkpoint pack and reconstructs the discard commands with respect to the discard logs. In roll-forward recovery, IPLFS identifies the fsynced files after the most recent checkpoint. IPLFS compares the node block that is found at the roll-forward recovery phase and the node block at the time of the checkpoint. IPLFS then identifies the changes in the block allocation and updates the filemap with respect to the newly allocated node blocks. Based upon the difference on the block allocation, IPLFS identifies the invalidated filesystem blocks and constructs the discard commands for the invalidated blocks. Fig. 6 illustrates how IPLFS reconstructs the discard commands. At the time of the checkpoint, the node block of file B consists of three file blocks, a, b and c. After the checkpoint, the file block b is updated to b' and file block c is truncated in file B. Then, file B is synchronized to disk through

![Figure 5: Checkpoint Pack with Discard Logs](image1)

![Figure 6: Roll-forward Recovery in IPLFS](image2)
fsync(). After fsync(), node block of file B refers to two blocks, a and b’. Block b’ is newly allocated and block b and block c are invalidated. In roll-forward recovery, IPLFS updates the filemap of file B to refer to a and b’ and creates the discard command for discarding b and c.

5 Interval Mapping

5.1 Design

We develop a space-efficient LBA-to-PBA mapping, called Interval Mapping. It is similar to interval tree [16] in that each leaf node has an interval of LBA’s associated with it. Unlike interval tree, the height of the interval mapping tree is fixed to three. Limiting the height of the tree, the interval mapping increases the fan-out degree of the root node to accommodate the new leaf nodes. In designing the LBA-to-PBA mapping, we exploit the fact that in IPLFS, the actively used filesystem region moves towards the higher end of the logical storage partition as the filesystem ages. Fig. 7 illustrates how the active region moves with time. At time \( t_1 \), the active region corresponds to \( I_1 \). At time \( t_2 \), the active region corresponds to \( I_2 \).

In IPLFS, there are \( 2^{61} \) blocks in the logical storage partition. With 16 KByte flash page size, the page mapping table size for this storage partition corresponds to \( 4 \) EByte. None of the existing mapping techniques such as block mapping [18], hybrid mapping [29,34,38,40,46], or superblock-based mapping [26] can reduce the mapping table size for LBA space of \( 2^{61} \) blocks to a manageable one. Interval Mapping addresses the prohibitive mapping table size requirement in IPLFS. Flash storage for IPLFS uses the page mapping for the metadata area and Interval Mapping for each of six data areas. Storage controller identifies the interval mapping tree for the incoming LBA using the most significant three bits of LBA.

Interval Mapping is organized as a three level tree (Fig. 8). We limit the height of the mapping tree to three to reduce the number of memory accesses associated with the address translation. Interval Mapping organizes a storage area as an array of zones. The zone is an array of mapping segments. The size of the zone and the size of mapping segment correspond to 16 GByte and 16 MByte, respectively.

5.2 Mapping Interval and Active Interval

A root node has a number of zone nodes as children. The sub-tree rooted at each zone node maintains a mapping for a single zone. When the interval tree is first created, the fan-out degree of the root node is set to 32. We increase the root node size to accommodate more child nodes when it is necessary. The maximum size of the root node is currently set to 1 MByte. With 1 MByte root node, the root node can have \( 2^{18} \) child nodes and can map up to 4 PByte of logical storage partition. It can be increased if the root node needs to map larger LBA region.

A single Zone node has 1024 Map Nodes as its child nodes. A map node maintains the LBA-to-PBA mapping for a single mapping segment. In map node, we avoid using plain table based mapping structure. Instead, for the compact mapping organization of the map node, we develop a new technique, fixed-region mapping, for the LBA-to-PBA mapping.

![Figure 8: Structure of Interval Mapping Tree](image-url)
is similar to the active region in Fig. 7. The active interval starts at the first valid zone of the mapping interval and ends at the last valid zone of the associated mapping interval. If all filesystem blocks in a zone become invalid, the zone becomes invalid. The start of the active interval is updated to the following valid zone in the active interval when the first zone of the active interval becomes invalid. The end of the active interval is extended to the newly allocated zone if the new zone is appended to the active interval to accommodate more blocks.

As the filesystem ages, active interval moves towards the higher end of the logical partition. When the end of active interval nearly reaches the end of the mapping interval and there is little room to grow, Interval Mapping creates the new root node with the new mapping interval which can better accommodate the current active interval. The details of updating the mapping interval are as follows. First, we compute the mapping interval for the newly created root node. If the length of the current active interval is less than 1024 zones, the length of the new mapping interval is set as twice the length of the current active interval. Otherwise, it is initialized as the length of the current active interval plus sixteen zones. Second, we allocate the new root node with updated mapping interval. Third, we copy the child pointers of the old root node to the new root node.

The start of the mapping interval of the newly created root node is initialized to the start of the current active interval. The active interval of the new root node inherits the current active interval. Fig. 9 illustrates an example of creating the new root node with updated mapping interval. $\sigma$ is the minimum number of free zones which the interval tree needs to maintain. If the number of free zones in the mapping interval becomes less than $\sigma$, Interval Mapping updates the mapping interval creating the new root node. For an interval mapping tree, the mapping interval can be updated multiple times. When the mapping interval is updated, IPLFS allocates the new root node each time. Let $i$ be the number of times when the mapping interval is updated for the associated mapping tree. $z_{m}^{i}$ and $z_{a}^{i}$ denote the number of zones in the mapping interval and the number of zones at the active interval of the $i^{th}$ version of the root node, respectively. The new mapping interval starts at the same zone as the start of the current active interval. The length of the new mapping interval is twice the length of the current active interval, $z_{m}^{i+1} = 2z_{m}^{i}$. The length of the new active interval is the same as the length of the current active interval, $z_{a}^{i+1} = z_{a}^{i}$.

FTL creates the new root node and updates the mapping interval in non-blocking way so that it can minimize the interference with the foreground IO request for address translation or for allocating the new zone. When a new zone node needs to be inserted at the root node while the new root node is being created, the newly created zone node is appended at the new root node and the active interval of the new root node is updated accordingly. For address translation, FTL uses the old root node if the incoming LBA belongs to the active interval of the old root node. Otherwise, it uses the new root node for address translation.

5.3 Fixed-Region Mapping

A Map Node maintains the mapping for single mapping segment, 16 MByte by default. The total size of the map nodes accounts for 99.9% of the entire mapping tree. It is critical that map node data structure is carefully designed to minimize the memory requirement as well as the mapping latency in Interval Mapping. To address the two objectives, we develop a new mapping technique called fixed-region mapping. Fixed-region mapping partitions a mapping segment into the same size regions with a given region size. Map node maintains the LBA-to-PBA mapping in per-region basis. Fixed-region mapping allocates the mapping table only for the valid regions, i.e. the region that has one or more valid blocks. Map node maintains a region directory which has the location of the per-region mapping tables. If the region is invalid, the associated entry in the region directory is NULL. To reduce the size of mapping table, each mapping table specifies the start LBA of the active region and excludes the mapping for invalid blocks at the beginning of the associated region.

The region size plays a key role in the mapping efficiency of the map node. Mapping efficiency is the ratio of the number of the valid mapping entries against the total number of mapping entries. As the region size gets smaller, the mapping segment is partitioned into smaller regions and the number of invalid regions is likely to increase. As the region size becomes smaller, the mapping efficiency improves but the region directory becomes larger. As the region size becomes larger, the mapping segment consists of smaller number of regions. With larger region size, the region directory becomes smaller but the mapping efficiency becomes worse. We need to find the right region size that can maximize the mapping efficiency and minimizes the map node size. Interval Mapping sets the region size as the size of the smallest hole in the mapping segment. To avoid that the region size becomes too small, we set the minimum region size, 256 KByte. When the region size corresponds to the size of the smallest hole, it is guaranteed that there can be
only one active region in the associated region. Active region is a consecutive array of valid blocks in a region.

A map node consists of the three components: the range of the mapping segment, the region directory, and the array of mappings for individual regions. The number of entries in the region directory corresponds to the number of regions of the map node. The mapping information for each region consists of the start address of the active region and associated LBA-to-PBA mapping. Fig. 10 illustrates the mapping segment and the organization of the associated map node. There are 32 blocks in the mapping segment. There are two holes with 10 blocks and 6 blocks, respectively. The region size of this map node is set to 6. Map node partitions the mapping segment into six regions. In Region 0, there are four valid blocks. Region 1 does not have any valid blocks. The directory entry for region 1 is NULL since it does not have any valid blocks. There are three active regions in the mapping segment. The second active region spans across region 2 and region 3. The map node allocates a single region map for the active region that spans region 2 and region 3.

Interval Mapping periodically reorganizes the map node. We call it map node compaction. It updates the region size for the mapping segment and reconstructs the per-region mapping tables with respect to the updated regions. This is to reduce the map node size by eliminating the mappings for the invalid flash pages. When the map node is first created, the region size is set to size of the mapping segment. When the FTL invalidates the mapping table entry at the map node, it examines the mapping efficiency. If the mapping efficiency becomes smaller than a certain threshold, (50%), the FTL inserts the map node to the compaction candidate list. The compaction thread periodically scans the compaction candidate list (default 30s), and estimates the size of the reorganized map node with the updated region size. If the map node can become smaller by more than 30% after compaction, FTL reorganizes the map node. Fig. 11 illustrates the map node compaction. Before the compaction, the original map node has a single region that has 16 mapping entries and three active regions. There are two holes of four blocks and five blocks. For compaction, the region size is updated to four (the minimum hole size). The mapping region is partitioned into four regions based upon the new region size, four. After compaction, the map node has three region mappings, each of which includes two, two and three mapping entries, respectively. As a result of map node compaction, the map node size decreases by approximately half.

The memory overhead of Interval mapping is almost the same as the memory overhead for page mapping. Assume that the storage size is 512 GByte and flash page size is 16 KByte. The page mapping consists of a 4 KByte block bitmap (for subpage mapping [30]) and a mapping table. The page mapping requires 144 MByte (16 MByte for bitmap and 128 MByte for mapping table). The interval mapping consists of a root node, 32 zone nodes, and 215 map nodes with sizes 128Byte, 4096Byte, and 4624Byte, respectively. The size of Interval Mapping corresponds to 144.6 MByte.

6 Evaluation

We implement IPLFS on F2FS (Linux 5.11.0) and Interval Mapping on OpenSSD (230GByte, 8 channels) [33], respectively. A default FTL in OpenSSD uses page mapping and maps LBA to PBA of different channels in a round-robin way. So does Interval Mapping FTL. We use a PC server with Intel CPU i7-4770K (3.50GHz, 4 cores), and 8 GByte DRAM for the experiment.

6.1 Eliminating the Garbage Collection

FIO 1. We examine the performance benefit of eliminating the filesystem-level garbage collection. We use FIO [6]. The logical storage partition is 30 GByte. In this experiment, four threads perform random write on 28GByte file. We measure the throughput in every 2 sec. Since the F2FS partition is almost full at the beginning of the experiment, it quickly runs out of free segment. On the other hand, the logical partition size is set to be much smaller than the physical storage size. This is to prohibit the storage device from running FTL garbage collection. The effect of eliminating the filesystem level garbage collection is substantial. In Fig. 12a, the performance of F2FS drops to 1/10 when it starts to perform garbage collection. IPLFS performance remains steady at its full speed till the experiment finishes.
Figure 12: FIO (random write) Throughput: IPLFS vs. F2FS. The number indicates the total write volume.

**FIO** 2. We examine the performance impact of filesystem-level garbage collection as well as device-level garbage collection. Fig. 12b illustrates the result. We set the size of the logical partition to 230 GByte, which is the physical storage capacity of OpenSSD. We perform the random write on 210 GByte file. When F2FS starts garbage collection, the throughput decreases to nearly 1/10. While IPLFS is free from filesystem level garbage collection, the underlying flash storage is not. When OpenSSD starts device-level garbage collection, the FIO performance of IPLFS decreases to 60%. The filesystem-level garbage collection bears more significant impact on the benchmark performance than the device-level garbage collection does.

**MySQL.** We run YCSB-A workload with MySQL and examine how database operations are interfered by the filesystem garbage collection. YCSB A workload [14] consists of the same amount of reads and updates. To quickly trigger the filesystem level garbage collection, the filesystem is 90% full at the beginning of the experiment. Fig. 13a illustrates the average read and update latencies of IPLFS and F2FS, respectively. The average read latency and the average update latency of IPLFS are 1/2 and 1/3 of those of F2FS, respectively. The absence of garbage collection improves the tail latency of the filesystem significantly. The tail latencies of update at 95% and at 99% in IPLFS are 5.2× and 5× lower than those of F2FS. Fig. 13b illustrates the throughput. IPLFS’s throughput remains steady throughout the experiment. F2FS renders the similar performance to IPLFS at the beginning but the performance decreases substantially when it starts running the garbage collection.

6.2 Discard Policy of IPLFS

We examine how the more aggressive discard policy affects the FTL garbage collection and the application performance. We use fileserver workload in Filebench [53], where 50 threads create, update and delete 2 MByte files. Fig. 14a shows the write amplifications in IPLFS and F2FS. IPLFS exhibits lower write amplification than F2FS in all disk utilizations. Fig. 14b depicts the throughput under varying disk utilization. IPLFS improves the
throughput by as much as 24% against F2FS. Aggressive discard policy of IPLFS saves the FTL garbage collection from migrating the invalid filesystem blocks. As a result, IPLFS renders substantial improvement in write amplification and the benchmark performance.

We examine the IO traces in IPLFS and F2FS, respectively. In IPLFS and F2FS, the logical partition sizes correspond to 1 ZByte and 30 GByte, respectively. Fig. 15a and 15b illustrate the results. IPLFS never recycles the filesystem blocks and keeps appending the blocks throughout the experiment. On the other hand, F2FS recycles the invalid filesystem blocks in round-robin manner. We observe that IPLFS issues the discard command a lot more frequently than F2FS does. This is because F2FS issues discard command only when there is no pending IO. In this experiment, F2FS rarely finds that there is no pending IO.

6.3 Address Translation Overhead

Address Translation Latency. We examine the overhead of address translation in Interval Mapping and page mapping (Fig. 16a). We run FIO with four threads. They perform random write on 10 GByte file. Interval Mapping yields 88% longer mapping latency than the page mapping. This is because Interval Mapping performs multiple index lookups for address translation. When creating a new mapping entry, Interval Mapping exhibits 3.3× longer latency than the page mapping.

End-to-end Latency. We measure the microbenchmark performance under Interval mapping and the page mapping. Fig. 16b shows the latencies of read and write (direct IO) in FIO benchmark. The read latency and the write latency of Interval Mapping and page mapping are almost identical. This result shows that the overhead of accessing the NAND flash and the overhead of transferring the data blocks between the host and storage device account for dominant fraction of IO latency and FTL overhead is not significant.

6.4 Map Node Size

We examine the memory overhead of fixed-region mapping. We run fileserver workload with 50 threads. Each thread creates, updates and deletes 2 MByte files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log type</th>
<th>W/D volume (GB)</th>
<th>Median (KB)</th>
<th>75% (KB)</th>
<th>90% (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warm Node</td>
<td>1.99 / 1.69</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm Data</td>
<td>305.9 / 170.4</td>
<td>2860</td>
<td>6352</td>
<td>11764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot node</td>
<td>0.4 / 0.38</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Data</td>
<td>0.87 / 0.36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Statistics on the hole size, Filebench fileserver workload. Average file size: 2MByte, runtime: 1600s, W/D volume: total volume of Write/Discard

Figure 17: CDF of region size

Figure 18: Mapping Tree size under varying region sizes

Region Size. We examine the IO volume associated with write and discard. We also examine the size of holes for each filesystem area (Table 3). The median hole size varies widely subject to the area type. Median hole size of the warm data area is 2860 KByte while that of the hot data area is 8 KByte. IO’s for warm data area (write and discard) account for dominant fraction of all IO’s (99% of write, 99% of discard).

We examine the region size distribution (Fig. 17). Region size is set as the size of the smallest hole in the associated mapping segment. For the warm data are, 3/4 of the region sizes are greater than 1 MByte. Subsequently, most of the map nodes have sixteen or less number of regions. Recall that the size of mapping segment is 16 MByte. The size of region directory accounts for approximately 1% of the map node size. In map node design, the size of the region directory is negligible.

Minimum Hole Size for region size. We compare the sizes of the mapping trees when the region size is fixed and when the region size is chosen dynamically to the size of the smallest hole in mapping segment. Fig. 18 shows results. The mapping tree becomes the smallest when we use the the minimum hole size as the region size. For small region size (64 KByte), the tree size is 13% larger than the tree size when we use the minimum hole size as region size. This is due to the increase in the region directory size. In a map node with 64 KByte region size, the region directory accounts for 13% of the total size of the mapping tables. The mapping tree size becomes larger when we use large fixed region size.
(1 MB or larger) than when we use the minimum hole size as a region size. This is because with the larger region size, the fixed-region mapping fails to exclude the mappings for invalid flash pages and the mapping efficiency becomes worse.

Reorganizing the Map Node. We examine the effectiveness of map node compaction. We configure the compaction period to 30s and a compaction ratio threshold to 0.7. Total size of the files is 160 GByte. When the benchmark finishes, the active interval in the filesystem partition corresponds 305 GByte. Fig. 19 illustrates the sizes of mapping trees in two cases: when the Interval Mapping periodically reorganizes the map node and when it does not. Without compaction, the mapping tree size increases as the filesystem ages and reaches over 80 MByte. This is because the active interval becomes larger and the Interval Mapping allocates new map nodes as the active interval expands. With map node compaction, the mapping tree size stays at around 40 MByte. Mapping table size remains almost the same as the mapping table size for 160 GByte even though the active interval expands to 305 GByte.

7 Related Works

IO stack largely consists of two layers: the host (filesystem and block device layer) and the device (SSD). A body of works try to migrate the FTL overhead from the storage device to the host. They include DFS [24], ParaFS [60], Application Managed Flash [39], and OrceFS [59]. In these works, the software overhead at the host side increases; the host side software directly manages the flash pages and performs essential managerial activities such as garbage collection and wear-leveling. Nameless Write eliminates the address translation layer from the IO stack [62]. Migrating the device’s functionality to the host has its cost. Flash storage needs expose its physical nature, e.g., physical flash page location, page size or block size, to the host. ZNS saves the device from the FTL overhead [9, 20]. On the contrary to these works, IPLFS aims at reducing the host side overhead, the filesystem level garbage collection with reasonable increase in the device firmware complexity.

IPLFS shares the same idea with DFS [24] in that IPLFS separates the logical filesystem partition from the physical storage capacity and fully exploits $2^{64}$ logical partition size. Despite of the similarity, the underlying philosophies and the approaches of the two lie at the other ends of spectrum. DFS migrates the garbage collection from the device to the host whereas IPLFS migrates the garbage collection from the host to the device. DFS introduces new indirection layer to separate the logical partition from the physical storage. Host side’s IO stack becomes heavier to handle LBA-to-PBA mapping, garbage collection, and etc. It requires the flash device to expose physical details to the host. IPLFS does not require new layer nor any physical information of the flash storage. Separating the logical partition from the physical storage, IPLFS becomes simpler and lighter-weight than its original counter part, F2FS.

A number of works proposed to make the garbage collection more efficient. Kim et al. [31] proposed to distinguish the hot data and the cold data according to the program context. Wu et al. [54] proposed to optimize background segment cleaning scheduler based on Q-learning algorithm. Gwak et al. [19] optimized a foreground segment cleaning. A few works proposed to trigger background segment cleaning during system idle time. [10, 22, 47] Lee et al. [37] proposed preemptive garbage collection. Yan et al. [57] proposed copying valid pages in victim block to another block so that the copies handle IO operations to victim block.

To reduce the mapping table size, Kang et al. proposed to use larger granularity mapping [26]. Zhou et al. [63] increased the cache hit ratio of the page-level mapping information by employing a two-level LRU list. Liu et al. [42] proposed the FTL, which enables partial erase operation in 3D NAND flash storage.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we propose IPLFS, a log-structured filesystem for infinite partition. Separating the logical filesystem partition size from the physical storage size and making the logical filesystem partition size virtually infinite, we free the log-structured filesystem from recycling the invalid filesystem blocks. To maintain the mapping information for the prohibitively large logical filesystem partition, we develop Interval-Mapping which maintains the LBA to PBA mapping only for the actively used filesystem region. With IPLFS and Interval mapping combined together, we relieve the log-structured filesystem from the overhead of reclaiming the invalid blocks, the garbage collection.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Our artifact consists of two parts: IPLFS and Interval Mapping FTL. IPLFS is a log-structured filesystem with Infinite logical partition. Interval Mapping FTL is flash translation layer that maintains mapping for Infinite logical partition.

Scope

This artifact can be used to validate all experiments that measure throughput, latency and block trace in the paper.

Contents

IPLFS artifact is implemented on the top of F2FS in Ubuntu 5.11.0. The IPLFS artifact does not conduct garbage collection, and does not have metadata for garbage collection, such as a block allocation bitmap (a segment information table) and reverse mapping information (segment summary area). To replace the block allocation bitmap, discard bitmap is implemented in the IPLFS artifact. The IPLFS artifact also conducts discard logging to prevent storage leak. As specified in the paper, the IPLFS artifact partitions infinite logical space into seven areas.

Interval Mapping artifact is implemented on the top of OpenSSD. The design of the Interval Mapping artifact is three level tree, as written in the paper. The root node, zone node, and map node are all implemented in the artifact. We implement Expansion of root node and Compaction of map node in the artifact. In the artifact, there are total seven Interval Mapping trees to support for multi-area partition layout of IPLFS.

Hosting

The IPLFS artifact is uploaded in Github repository, https://github.com/ESOS-Lab/IPLFS. A branch named 'IPLFS-stable' contains IPLFS source code, and IPLFS format utility (f2fs-tools). A branch named 'original_kernel' is vanilla kernel which is compared with IPLFS for experiment in the paper.

The Interval Mapping artifact is uploaded in Github repository, https://github.com/ESOS-Lab/Interval_Mapping. A branch named 'main' is the artifact mainly used for the experiments in the paper. If you try measuring 'get' and 'set' latencies of Interval Mapping FTL, please use branches named 'exp-getlatency' and 'exp-setlatency', which print out the latencies of 'get' operation and 'set' operation, respectively. A branch named 'expansion+compaction' is Interval Mapping that conducts root node expansion and map node compaction in the foreground.

Requirements

Interval Mapping FTL is built on Cosmos+ OpenSSD, the PCIe-based SSD platform on which open source SSD firmware can be developed. To operate the Interval Mapping artifact, OpenSSD is required.
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Abstract
We propose Vigil-KV, a hardware and software co-designed framework that eliminates long-tail latency almost perfectly by introducing strong latency determinism. To make Get latency deterministic, Vigil-KV first enables a predictable latency mode (PLM) interface on a real datacenter-scale NVMe SSD, having knowledge about the nature of the underlying flash technologies. Vigil-KV at the system-level then hides the non-deterministic time window (associated with SSD’s internal tasks and/or write services) by internally scheduling the different device states of PLM across multiple physical functions. Vigil-KV further schedules compaction/flush operations and client requests being aware of PLM’s restrictions thereby integrating strong latency determinism into LSM KVs. We implement Vigil-KV upon a 1.92TB NVMe SSD prototype and Linux 4.19.91, but other LSM KVs can adopt its concept. We evaluate diverse Facebook and Yahoo scenarios with Vigil-KV, and the results show that Vigil-KV can reduce the tail latency of a baseline KV system by 3.19× while reducing the average latency by 34%, on average.

1 Introduction
Log-structured Merge Key-Value stores (LSM KVs) such as RocksDB [1] and LevelDB [2] are widely adopted in diverse computing domains to handle large-scale data thanks to their simplicity, scalability, and high-performance [3–10]. LSM KVs are also used in many production environments to offer large-scale storage whose capacity is beyond main memory subsystems to latency-sensitive applications. For example, Facebook uses RocksDB as the storage engine of an SQL database, which is used for social graph processing [11–14]. This type of application considers the query latency (e.g., Get) of each social action (e.g., view profile, list friends, etc.) as a first-class citizen. In particular, managing long-tail latency of reads (and latency consistency) is a matter of meeting diverse user demands and service-level agreements (SLA) [15–17].

However, we observe that the long-tail read latency of the Facebook scenario is 10.4× worse than normal read operations, making the user experience inconsistent. The main contributor to this long-tail latency is device-level SSD latency, not software or operating system (OS); the execution times of all the software, including storage stack and user application, account for only 13% of the long-tail latency (99.9th percentile). We will give a detailed analysis of this in Section 3.1. The long-tail latency mainly comes from I/O interferences caused by two different levels of internal tasks: i) LSM KV’s internal tasks and ii) SSD’s internal tasks. LSM KVs periodically perform internal tasks such as compaction and flushing for their persistence and effectiveness [18–21]. The compaction merges data from the lower to a higher level of their LSM tree, whereas the flush writes the in-memory buffer back to the underlying storage in securing more space to buffer and making the buffered data persistent. Since the write operations of these internal tasks exhibit long latency and often stall all incoming requests, many prior studies (e.g., TRIAD [22], PebblesDB [23], and SILK [24]) reschedule additional writes of the internal tasks and serve them at future idle times. These LSM KVs would reduce the latency inconsistency imposed by the internal tasks to some extent, but we observe that they lead to serious side-effects, which deteriorate read services and increase memory footprints significantly (cf. Section 3.2).

Even with an ideal case of abolishing all the LSM KV’s internal tasks, the long-tail read latency cannot be eliminated because of SSD’s internal tasks such as DRAM caching/flushing [25–30], garbage collections [31–39], and read-reclaiming [40–44]. For example, even in cases where LSM KV solely reads the underlying SSD at a certain period, it exhibits long latency on the reads since the SSD internally flushes the buffered/cached data to its backend storage. Similarly, at any given time, a garbage collection or read-reclaiming can introduce a set of reads and writes, which also prevent the incoming requests from being serviced. Note that these internal tasks are scheduled by the underlying SSD firmware, which makes the read latency behaviors non-deterministic at the user-level and increases the latency significantly (cf. Section 2.2).

In this work, we propose Vigil-KV, a hardware and soft-
ware co-design to eliminate the long-tail latency of LSM KVs and make their read services consistently deterministic. Vigil-KV hardware offers a scheduling interface to remove SSD’s internal tasks, whereas its software is designed toward eliminating the overhead imposed by LSM KV’s internal tasks without delaying compaction or flushing in-memory buffer at idle times. To this end, we advocate a predictable latency mode (PLM) interface, which is recently added to the standard NVMe protocol [45]. We enable the brand-new interface on a high-performance NVMe SSD and enforce the read latency deterministic on a specific time window. Obviously, PLM cannot deliver the latency consistency indefinitely since SSD’s internal tasks are essential to managing the reliability and persistence of the backend’s storage media. For the host’s finer PLM scheduling, Vigil-KV hardware also implements NVMe’s NVM set features by internally partitioning the storage volume into multiple functions.

While PLM has great potential to eliminate the long-tail latency of LSM KVs by having a closer collaboration between a host and storage, there are several constraints that have not been analyzed in the literature yet. Specifically, PLM relies on two essential scheduling components, deterministic window (DTWIN) and non-deterministic window (NDWIN). DTWIN is the time window to offer predictable latency, whereas NDWIN is not. This work reveals three important characteristics of PLM, which should be considered when the host communicates with the underlying SSD to achieve the latency consistency: i) write-free on DTWIN ii) fair-scheduling for PLM windows, iii) device lockdown constraint. First, DTWIN can be guaranteed only if there is no write request in a DTWIN period. The reason behind this DTWIN’s write-free constraint is that, even though PLM supports the latency consistency by removing SSD’s internal tasks at DTWIN, it cannot completely eliminate the stalls caused by online write requests coming from clients. Second, as SSD’s internal tasks should be performed at some point, the longest-serving time of DTWIN is determined at design time, and NDWIN should be preserved and appropriately scheduled before jumping in DTWIN. Lastly, the host curbs I/O requests when the underlying SSD transits from NDWIN to DTWIN. This is because the transition requires a make-ready time, which must not be interrupted by any other I/O activities (i.e., device lockdown).

Based on the restrictions that we observe, the software part of Vigil-KV classifies the requests of LSM KVs at runtime and carefully assigns them to appropriate PLM time windows through our device state scheduling. This device state and request scheduling can make the latency of client-side I/O requests deterministic and have no long-tail all the time. To this end, we introduce a PLM driver atop Vigil-KV hardware, which manages all the device states across different NVM sets but makes them visible as a single storage volume. This driver makes sure that there are always $n - 1$ NVM sets having DTWIN (where $n$ is the total number of data NVM sets) while allowing an NVM set to schedule SSD’s internal task via ND-WIN. During the device state management, it also takes into account the fair-scheduling and lockdown constraints such that a kernel-level scheduler can focus on assigning the I/O requests based on the condition of given PLM time windows. Specifically, Vigil-KV’s kernel-level scheduler packs all I/O activities coming from LSM KV’s internal tasks into NDWIN (scheduled by the PLM driver), which takes the overhead of all the internal tasks off the critical path in I/O services. In addition, it makes all the incoming read requests (heading to the NDWIN-scheduled set) non-blocking, inspired by a novel memory/storage array-level technique [46–49]. The kernel-level scheduler detects the read requests targeting an NVM set (configured with NDWIN) and directly serves the corresponding data without touching it at all. Since there are $n - 1$ NVM sets with DTWIN at an any given time (invisible to the host clients), the scheduler can collect data from them within the deterministic time window and reconstruct the requested data (with the help of the PLM driver) thereby making the target SSD latency consistent constantly.

Even though the Vigil-KV driver and thread can put all the internal tasks into NDWIN and isolate them from the client reads, they unfortunately fail to meet the write-free constraint. This is because of additional writes for providing atomicity and durability at the system-level (e.g., journaling). Since these writes can interfere with the reads on DTWIN, we dedicate an NVM set for the metadata management dealing with the write-ahead log (WAL) and file system journaling. To this end, we have a minor modification of RocksDB (but other LSM KVs can adopt its concept) to give a different priority to each process based on their nature of I/O activities. This technique can address the write-free constraint and make the target SSD be in all DTWIN for client requests consistently.

We prototype Vigil-KV hardware on a 1.92TB Datacenter-scale NVMe SSD, while implementing Vigil-KV software using Linux 4.19.91 and RocksDB 6.23.0. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that implements the PLM interface in a real SSD and makes the read latency of LSM KVs deterministic in a hardware-software co-design manner. We evaluate six Facebook and Yahoo scenarios, and the results show that Vigil-KV can reduce the tail latency of a baseline KV system by $3.19 \times$ while reducing the average latency on Get services by $34\%$, on average.

2 Preliminaries

We will explain RocksDB as representative of LSM KVs in this section. We will also explain the internal tasks of LSM KV and SSD in detail and analyze the challenges imposed by those two different levels of internal tasks.

2.1 Log-Structured Merge KV Stores

Figure 1a explains the major data structure and corresponding operations of RocksDB. RocksDB maintains all information
in the log-structured merge (LSM) tree consisting of two separate structures, each of which is optimized to volatile memory and block storage. The in-memory data structure, called Memtable, holds data before turning their state into persistent in an unsorted manner. Memtables allow users/clients to quickly update by serving the requests from the memory (rather than storage). The storage data structure manages key and value (KV) pairs, which are managed in an immutable form of sorted string table files (SSTFiles). SSTFiles are maintained in hierarchical levels, each being denoted by L0 (level-0), L1 (level-1), ..., LK (level-K).

**Client operations.** RocksDB supports various query services such as Put (writes), Get (reads), Delete, and Scan. Since the majority of the queries are Put and Get, this work focuses on those two operations. Users’ Put requests are inserted to a Memtable as a KV pair by RocksDB if the Memtable is mutable, meaning that it has available room to update. In default, RocksDB maintains two Memtables, each taking 64MB spaces, which are the same as the size of logfiles; we will explain this in detail with LSM KV’s internal tasks (i.e., flush and compaction) shortly. If there is no available space in a Memtable, RocksDB locks down and changes its state from mutable to immutable, which does not allow further updates. RocksDB then places another Memtable for the next Put requests while writing the data of the immutable Memtable to L0 by converting the Memtable to an SSTFile in the background. Since it is important to secure Memtable(s) in memory as soon as possible, turning a Memtable into L0 is performed in an sorted and out-of-order manner. Thus, L0 can contain multiple SSTFiles associated with the same key. Later, the SSTFiles at L0 are migrated into a lower level of storage space (L1) by LSM KV’s internal tasks.

On the other hand, Get requests accompany a series of reads the value associated with a given key. RocksDB first searches the key in Memtables and serves the value if there is. In cases where it fails to find the key in the Memtables, RocksDB scans all the SSTFiles residing in L0 and searches for the key. This is because the files are stored in an unsorted way, and it can be possible for L0 to have multiple SSTFiles corresponding to the given key. If RocksDB cannot find the key at L0, it goes L1 and searches again. Since L1’s SSTFiles are compacted from L0, each file contains a unique key, making RocksDB faster to search the target KV pair. Note that the unsorted data structure of L0 allows RocksDB to quickly secure in-memory buffers, thereby preventing Put against stalls, but it introduces many storage accesses (reads) on Get services.

**Internal tasks.** Figure 1b illustrates the detailed procedure of LSM KV’s internal tasks and major software components associated with the tasks. While Memtables are well designed toward taking performance advantage of volatile memory media, their data can be lost when there is a power failure. To make the KV pairs in the buffer persistent and durable, RocksDB writes the KV pair as a form of logfiles to a designated area in the underlying storage, called write-ahead log (WAL) before its Memtable update. Writing WAL (per request) is performed as a synchronous operation bypassing the page cache of the underlying file system for crash consistency control. Since it is a time-consuming task, RocksDB employs another internal buffer, called write group existing in front of Memtables. In the meantime, it checks the space utilization of Memtables and L0, and if there is no available space, RocksDB enqueues flush and/or compaction tasks item to reclaim a Memtable and an L0 SSTFile, respectively. These items include an appropriate pointer for the space reclaiming, which is all performed by RocksDB’s background threads. For a Memtable flush, the internal task checks all the keys in a Memtable, builds an SSTFile, and flushes the SSTFile to L0. In cases of an L0 compaction, its internal task selects a target SSTFile. Consider Figure 1c as an example, the SSTFile’s key ranges from 60 to 120. The task also picks L1’s SSTFiles whose keys are associated with the compaction target’s keys (e.g., two L1 SSTFiles, each having 80∼90 and 100∼140, in the figure). It then performs a merge sort by checking up all entries of three SSTFiles and letting only the latest information remain, which generates a new L1’s SSTFile. Lastly, RocksDB synchronously writes the new SSTFile and removes the three old SSTFiles from the underlying SSD.

**2.2 SSD Internal Tasks and Challenges**

**Internal DRAM flush.** Since flash writes are slower than its reads by order of magnitude, high-performance SSDs employ a large size of internal DRAM, and their firmware buffers the writes [25–27, 50]. For example, our baseline NVMe hardware has 3GB DRAM buffering/caching data. These buffered writes are periodically flushed to the storage backend with a specific access pattern in favor of increasing bandwidth. Thus, even though there is no write at all for a certain period,
draining the data (buffered previously) can interfere with incoming read operations. Figure 2a shows the read latency interfered by SSD’s internal flush; we write a block (64MB) to SSD before the test and only issue 4KB-sized read requests (in sequential) without any writes for the test period. As shown in the figure, the baseline NVMe hardware suffers from massive latency spikes, which are higher than the typical latency by 7.75×, and its latency significantly fluctuates during the read-only time. This is because the writes introduced by the internal flush stall the reads until their service completes.

Note that, since the internal flushes are solely managed by the firmware, host software components cannot unfortunately control the latency consistency of reads. To remove the latency fluctuation analyzed above, it requires a tight collaboration between the host and firmware.

**Garbage collection.** Flash also has unique device-level characteristics such as erase-before-write and asymmetric I/O granularity for read/write and erase [51–54]. Because of this nature, SSD’s firmware writes incoming data into a free block (erased in advance) instead of its actual location. While this address remapping (translation) for out-of-updates makes flash compatible with the existing block devices, it needs to perform a garbage collection (GC) if there is no free block [31, 38, 55, 56]. Since GCs are performed on the basis of a flash block containing hundreds of pages, the valid data residing in the target block(s) should be safely migrated into a new location of a block. This internal task introduces block erase operations even longer than the flash writes and many reads/writes for the migration. It exhibits long latency and stalls many incoming requests before completing the task. Figure 2b shows the read latency while performing GCs (from 195 sec). In this test, reads exhibit sustainable latency (16.2 ms), but their latency sharply increases and reaches as high as 9.8 ms once GCs begin.

While these internal tasks significantly hamper the read performance, all their activities are essential to secure more available rooms for further requests and manage the reliability of the storage backend, which cannot be simply removed or scheduled by host-side software modules.

**Read-reclaiming.** Flash is very well optimized for read services at the low-level [57–60], but a read-only scenario can also introduce additional data migration and block erase operations in certain circumstances. Specifically, when one keeps reading out a set of pages in a block without an erase, it stresses the block even without any writes and affects all data residing in the block together. This read disturbance unfortunately increases error rates often beyond the coverage that parity-check codes (e.g., ECC [61–64] and LDPC [65–68]) can correct [69–72]. To address the read disturbance issue, the underlying firmware needs to periodically reset (erase) the block(s) being intensively touched over the past period. Once the firmware erases the block, its internal state returns back to the nominal state, such that the block can endure the stress imposed by subsequent reads again. To erase the block, it requires reading the existing data on the target and copying all of them to a new block. As shown in Figure 2c, this internal task, called read reclaiming [69], can deteriorate the read performance seriously. In this test, we intensively read a set of specific blocks four times as a precondition and read them again in a random I/O pattern. One can observe from the figure that the read latency affected by the read reclaiming reaches as high as 2.5 ms, which is 32× longer than the typical cases.

Even with the ideal situation that only utilizes the underlying SSDs as read-dedicated storage, this long-tail latency imposed by the read reclaiming are inevitable, and thus, it is necessary to devise new interface and firmware assistance to get them off the critical path in LSM KV’s read services.

### 3 Motivation and Related Work

#### 3.1 Long-tail Latency on Reads

Figure 3a shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Get latency for diverse RockDB usage scenarios of Facebook [12, 73] and Yahoo [74]. In this evaluation, we use RocksDB 6.23 [1] on a baseline 1.92TB NVMe hardware that we will modify in Section 4.1 and use for all the remaining tests. This baseline employs 3GB internal DRAM and includes 64 TLC NAND flash (64 layers), which are connected to eight different channels. The detailed environment descriptions are the same as what we used for Section 7.

**Significance of long-tail latency.** Thanks to the low device-level latency of flash, the nominal performance trend of them is similar to each other; all their Get latencies are under 200μs. However, the Get latencies reach a few ms from three nine
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(P99, 99.9th percental), and all their latencies increase compared to the normal Get latency as high as 15.7×. The main reason why this long-tail latency is observed across all the RocksDB usage scenarios that we test does not stem from database or kernel computation but heavy storage accesses. To be precise, we also decompose the execution time of UserDB, Facebook’s social graph data processing workload [12, 73], into Get’s storage latency (Storage), client computation times (App), database latency (RocksDB), and kernel latencies (Kernel). As shown in Figure 3b, the computation of LSM KV’s software stack does not sit on a critical path in the Get long-tail latency, but Storage takes 87% of the total execution time thereby dominating Get service times at the tails. While the computation of latency of software stack is well balanced with Storage (taking half of the total execution time), LSM KV’s heavy I/O requests sharply increase the fraction of Storage when it should reclaim Memtables and/or SSTFiles.

Internal tasks’ performance impacts. Figure 3c shows a time series analysis for the UserDB workload and compares its read characteristic with an ideal Get-only workload, which exhibits I/O patterns the same as UserDB but removes all Put queries from its execution. One can observe from this analysis that, when RocksDB flushes Memtable (at 596K index), the baseline read latency increases from 147μs to 2.97ms, and the read latency does not return for a while. Similarly, once RocksDB begins to compact SSTFiles, it introduces many reads and writes to merge KV pairs, which unfortunately block incoming Get requests thereby exhibiting 30× longer latency than the normal cases. Note that the latency of reads being performed in parallel with WAL is not that significant (compared to flush and compaction), but WAL also makes the Get latency 10.6× worse than the usual cases.

3.2 Scheduling Internal Tasks

Challenges of system-level approaches. There are many studies [4, 5, 7–10, 15, 16, 18–20, 22–24] that try to address the performance degradation imposed by RocksDB’s internal tasks, such as TRIAD [22], PebblesDB [23], and SILK [24]. There are variant optimization points across these approaches, but their proposals in general reschedule or delay flush and compaction into idle or other available times, thereby removing the long-tail latency. While these system-level approaches can hide the read/write overhead imposed by LSM KV’s internal tasks to some extent, they cannot remove the long-tail latency on Get services because of unavailability to handle SSD’s internal tasks and side-effects raised by their scheduling. Specifically, postponing the compaction removes the suspending time for incoming Put services, but it enforces LSM KV’s L0 accumulatively accommodate SSTFiles without a data migration to L1, thereby increasing the Get latency. Figure 4a compares two tail latency trends on Gets, each being served with and without compaction rescheduling. The Get tail latency is sustainably managed when RocksDB compacts SSTFiles at the right time (lower than 1 ms), but its tail latency served with the delayed compaction keeps increasing and reaches 3.1 ms, which is 3.6× longer than the no-scheduling case of RocksDB compactions. This is because Get services require searching the appropriate values (paired with input keys) from the beginning to the end of RocksDB’s L0. Since the SSTFiles on L0 are not sorted, the KV searching introduces many outstanding reads thereby increasing the tail latency.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4b, the delayed flush of RocksDB also increases the Get tail latency as high as 27.4×. The reason why the Get tail latency looks more severe than the rescheduled compaction is that delaying Memtable flush gobbles up all the in-memory spaces, allocated to Memtable management. Thus, the writes of RocksDB are all stalled until it secures a Memtable, which in turn makes the read service suspended seriously.

Device-level latency determinism and limits. The aforementioned SSD’s internal tasks are well-known challenges to exhibit serious performance drop and long latency [31–44, 75–77]. Since the internal tasks are invoked in an arbitrary time period, they render many productions in diverse computing domains difficult to deploy latency-critical applications in the environment. Recently, the standard NVMe protocol introduces the predictable latency mode (PLM) interface in an attempt to make the latency predictable and deterministic. PLM proposes that SSDs operate in either a deterministic performance window (DTWIN) or a non-deterministic performance window (NDWIN). Based on the NVMe specification [45], NDWIN is the time period to prepare the next DTWIN.

Note that PLM interface is simply a part of interface protocol, which does not enforce specific requirements or design details for the guarantee of deterministic latency. While this young interface presents blueprints on how to handle the unpredictable SSD behaviors in a well-managed manner, PLM is in practice a just best-effort contract, which only supports soft latency determinism. For example, we cannot make the underlying SSD always appropriately work with DTWIN because SSD’s internal tasks for hiding the flash characteristics are inevitable to invoke. Even in the ideal case where the underlying hardware hides all the SSD’s internal tasks with its maximum efforts, the latency determinism can be easily broken according to how the host-side LSM KV behaves at anytime. To support strong latency determinism, it is necessary to have a close collaboration between the host-side LSM KVs and the underlying storage.

4 High-level View of Vigil-KV

The main goal of this work is to secure an LSM KV system that has no long-tail latency on Get services to make their read performance deterministic and consistent. As this strong latency determinism is infeasible to achieve by scheduling
either only LSM KV’s or SSD’s internal tasks alone, Vigil-KV takes a hardware and software co-design approach. Specifically, Vigil-KV hardware is designed towards offering basic scheduling blocks that allow the host to integrate strong latency determinism into the LSM KV. On the other hand, the software part of Vigil-KV classifies the requests of LSM KVs at runtime and carefully assigns them to properly by fully utilizing the scheduling blocks that the underlying hardware provides. This hardware and software co-design approach can make the latency of client-side Get queries consistently deterministic and have no long-tail all the time.

4.1 Hardware Support for Fine-Granular Performance Windows

PLM interfaces. As shown in Table 1, Vigil-KV hardware implements and provides a set of PLM interfaces that allow the host-side Vigil-KV software to precisely schedule the device states. The functionalities that our PLM interfaces offer are largely classified into three: i) PLM setup (PLMConfig()), ii) NDWIN and DTWIN configuration (PLMWindow()), and iii) device log queries (GetLogPage()). The table also includes how the host-side kernel driver can implement those three semantics using NVMe feature commands. For example, a LSM KV system’s kernel driver can turn on or off the target storage’s PLM mode by configuring a feature ID (PLM configuration) and enable flag (on/off) through NVMe’s set-feature [45]. In similar way, it can simply configure the performance window of Vigil-KV hardware using PLMWindow(). To query the device state/condition information (that we will reveal in Section 5.2), the LSM KV system can communicate with Vigil-KV hardware through GetLogPage() simply returning the results into 512B data package, called a log page. Based on a given performance window information, Vigil-KV hardware prioritizes NDWIN to perform SSD’s internal tasks as much as possible, and it guarantees that the internal tasks are not scheduled in DTWIN. As discussed in Section 3.2, SSD’s internal tasks cannot permanently be postponed, we regulate the longest-serving time of DTWIN and reports it to the host through GetLogPage. In addition, Vigil-KV hardware defines the minimum time of NDWIN that should be secured to handle SSD’s internal tasks and exposes the configuration time to the host via the log page. Thus, Vigil-KV software can utilize this information by referring into the log page to schedule performance windows appropriately.

NVM multi-set architecture. To offer a variety of performance scheduling options to the host, our hardware also introduces NVM multi-set, which splits the backend storage into multiple volumes, each being exposed to the host as a separate PCIe physical function. Vigil-KV hardware then enables the PLM interface to each physical function, called NVM set and makes them work independently by allocating different internal logic/cores across the sets. This NVM multi-set architecture can grant maximum flexibility to the host-side LSM KV’s software components, such that they schedule the underlying device states (DTWIN and NDWIN) in a finer granular manner. For example, the LSM KV system can configure different performance windows within a single NVMe device by configuring the NVM Set ID of NVMe’s set-feature (i.e., the codeword 11 of NVMe’s command) differently.

4.2 Software-Defined Strong Latency Determinism for Get services.

Figure 5 shows how Vigil-KV software achieves strong latency determinism by utilizing the finer-granular performance windows that Vigil-KV hardware provides. It consists of three major logical components: i) metadata separation, ii) device state scheduling, and iii) request scheduling.

Managing data, devices, and requests. Vigil-KV software excludes a physical function from the storage volume and internally allocates it for metadata management, called meta-set. PLM of this meta-set is disabled by PLMConfig(), and Vigil-KV software isolates all WAL and journaling activities from LSM KV’s regular queries by forwarding the metadata-related requests to the meta-set. This metadata separation allows the kv-sets not to be interfered with by the heavy internal writes for crash consistency management, such that our device state and request scheduling mechanisms can mainly focus on offering strong latency determinisms for Get services.

On the other hand, the remaining physical functions that Vigil-KV hardware exposes are allocated to handle incoming LSM KV’s query requests at the kernel-level, which is referred to as kv-sets. Vigil-KV software then schedules all the kv-sets device states (i.e., performance windows) to make $n-1$ kv-sets be in DTWIN at any given time (using PLMWindow()) while allowing NDWIN to be granted to the underlying kv-sets in a fairly scheduled aspect (round-robin). $n$ is the total number of physical functions that Vigil-KV can assign to the SSTFile management. Vigil-KV software classifies LSM KV’s internal tasks and client requests at runtime and schedules them differently by knowing the underlying device’s configured performance windows. Specifically, all the client requests are scheduled to be served from the $n−1$ kv-sets, configured with DTWIN. In contrast, Vigil-KV software...
schedules all the requests coming from LSM KV’s internal tasks with a kv-set, scheduled by NDWIN (if there is), but regulates the number of the internal tasks’ requests not to make NDWIN be too much long, thereby having always \( n - 1 \) kv-sets configured with DTWIN. We will explain the details of this device state and request scheduling in Section 6.2.

**Data reconstruction for NDWIN.** Vigil-KV pushes all the LSM KV’s and SSD’s internal tasks into NDWIN, which are scheduled across different kv-sets in a round-robin manner. While handling requests over NDWIN is essential for both the LSM KV and SSD, the client requests, particularly Get services, targeting the kv-set scheduled with NDWIN can be blocked, thereby exhibiting the long-tail latency. To address this, Vigil-KV encodes parity bits and writes them with internal tasks at NDWIN. Specifically, when Vigil-KV stores an SSTFile, it splits the file into multiple chunks and stripes those chunks across kv-sets at NDWIN. Since we ensure that there are \( n - 1 \) kv-sets configured DTWIN at any given moment, Vigil-KV reads out the data from other kv-sets, reconstructs the original data, and serves them without touching the NDWIN kv-set. This data reconstruction inspired by emerging “array-level” memory and storage techniques [48, 78–81] can obviously remove the long tail latency on Get services, but its reconstruction time can increase the average latency compared to ideal storage making all kv-sets DTWIN consistently. Thus, Vigil-KV also minimizes NDWIN to avoid unnecessary data reconstruction at the physical function level. Note that, as the parity bits are generated per chunk (not per SSTFile) in our scheme, it does not need to recalculate the parities after compaction. The details of this technique and implementation will be described in Section 6.2.

## 5 Hardware Prototype and Characterizations

### 5.1 Enabling PLM with NVM Multi-Sets

**Partitioning an SSD.** Modern SSDs employ many flash packages, which are connected to multiple embedded cores through multiple memory buses, called *channels*. All flash packages per channel are managed by a specific micro-coded controller, called flash memory controller (*FMC*). For example, our baseline hardware (SSD) contains eight flash packages, each containing eight flash memory banks, and all of them are connected to four cores through eight channels and FMCs. Since each FMC manages the underlying flash pack-

ages in a self-governing manner, we modify the baseline hardware to partition the single storage space into multiple spaces. Specifically, as shown in Figure 6a, we allocate each core to every two FMCs and make all the cores work independently as a (separate) physical function. As each physical function should not interfere with each other, we also evenly split the internal DRAM space into multiple spaces, each being allocated to a different physical function. Figure 6b shows our prototype of Vigil-KV hardware. There are four physical functions, each being able to be indicated by a different identifier from the host (cf. Table 1’s NVMSet ID). Flash firmware is instantiated per core, such that a physical function performance is not interfered with by other physical functions.

**Integrating PLM.** To implement DTWIN, each firmware of Vigil-KV hardware employs multiple queues, each being associated with the host command control and internal task management (Figure 7a). Specifically, the internal job queue (*IJQ*) is dedicated to a firmware module that manages address translation while legacy I/O queues (*LIQ*) are allocated to the firmware part that manages the host (NVMe) interface. The requests in Vigil-KV hardware can be therefore classified into legacy and internal tasks and served differently using IJQ and LIQ. Specifically, if a physical function is configured with DTWIN (using PLMWindow()), our firmware only handles the requests coming from LIQ and suspends all the requests of IJQ in both foreground and background. This device can immediately serve the incoming (client) read requests without an interruption of SSD’s internal tasks. However, the firmware cannot suspend the requests of IJQ if there is no room, which enforces the host schedule DTWIN appropriately. We will explain this constraint in detail shortly.

### 5.2 PLM Constraint and Behavior Analysis

**DTWIN/NDWIN conditions.** While resource partitioning and queue isolation (IJQ/LIQ) can remove the read latency spikes imposed by SSD’s internal tasks, unfortunately, making deterministic latency consistent is not that simple; it needs a strong collaboration with the host. First, read services on DTWIN suffer interference from a write, which was buffered in a previous NDWIN state. To eliminate this interference, Vigil-KV’s firmware explicitly flushes the internal buffer before jumping into DTWIN and disables the buffer for further writes in DTWIN. Note that offering DTWIN with fewer restrictions is the mission that our hardware targets to
achieve, but it should not lose any data during I/O services with DTWIN. Thus, it is necessary to clear the internal buffer and bypass it before DTWIN and in the middle of DTWIN, respectively. During the internal buffer flush, the host should not further write data in order to clearly wipe it out, which is called device lockdown condition. Figure 7b analyzes the device lockdown times varying based on how much data were written in the previous NDWIN. All the workloads that we tested [12, 74] write tens of MB during NDWIN. It is sufficient for the host to hold the data (if there is) by under 20 ms. Similarly, when there is a write on DTWIN, our hardware returns the performance window from DTWIN to NDWIN in order to guarantee strong durability and consistency of the written data. The host therefore makes sure that there is no write on DTWIN, called DTWIN’s write-free condition.

DTWIN must also not hurt the current level of reliability management that the existing flash firmware provides. Specifically, the underlying flash media can be stressed only with reads even though there is no write or internal task because of the read disturbance issue (Section 2.2). Thus, Vigil-KV hardware regulates the most extended time window for DTWIN, called maxDTWIN, by considering the worst case where the heavy reads on a specific block can corrupt all the page data therein. Similarly, NDWIN should be continued for a certain level of the time duration, called minNDWIN, which is the shortest time to complete SSD’s internal tasks (data migration and block erases) and the accumulated requests in I/O during maxDTWIN. Obviously, these maxDTWIN and minNDWIN periods are strongly correlated because I/O is limited to queue SSD’s internal tasks. By considering this, the host should schedule DTWIN and NDWIN fairly, called fair-scheduling condition. Based on preliminary profiles, we configure maxDTWIN and minNDWIN as 60 and 4 seconds, respectively.

Note that all these information such as the device lockdown time, maxDTWIN, and minNDWIN are exposed to the host through GetLogPage() (cf. Table 1).

Performance characterization and validation. Figure 8a compares the read latency trends between the baseline device and our Vigil-KV hardware prototype. While the baseline device exhibits multiple latency spikes (~402us), the reads with Vigil-KV hardware are all served by 74us, on average, and it is guaranteed for the latency to be under 200us. Note that, when we change DTWIN to NDWIN by calling PLMWin-
dow() at 128 seconds, the read latency reaches as high as 736

\( \text{us} \) as SSD’s internal tasks are scheduled in that performance window correctly. When we schedule DTWIN and NDWIN one by one (by satisfying the fair-scheduling), as shown in Figure 8b, the performance behaviors mentioned above are all guaranteed across multiple DTWINs. At the same time, the hardware is busy handling the accumulated internal tasks in NDWIN. Lastly, Figure 8c compares the baseline device that collocates reads and writes within a single storage space and Vigil-KV hardware isolating the interference across multiple physical functions. One can observe from this figure that the read latency of the baseline device severely fluctuates and reaches as high as 2 ms. In contrast, the read latency on a physical function of Vigil-KV hardware is not interfered with by the writes heading to other physical functions even though we turned off the PLM interface for the physical function. This is because we partition each physical function with completely different resources. Note that Vigil-KV software utilizes this performance isolation for metadata management, which can make kv-sets free from managing the write-free condition in cases of writing WAL and journaling to the underlying storage.

6 Details of Vigil-KV Software

While there are constraints for PLM management, Vigil-KV hardware opens the opportunity to schedule performance windows across different physical functions being mapped to NVM sets in a finer granule manner. Vigil-KV software separates LSM KV’s internal tasks, including metadata management from client Get services, and schedules them with NDWIN having SSD’s internal tasks together. In addition, the software part of Vigil-KV reconstructs data in cases where it cannot serve the data because NDWIN services, which can in turn allow LSM KVs to have DTWIN consistently, providing strong latency determinism.

6.1 Vigil-KV Stack Implementation

Figure 9 shows the implementation of our Vigil-KV software stack. RocksDB connects Vigil-KV hardware through existing file system interfaces and performs SSTFile-related services on /dev/kv. Underneath the file systems, we locate our Vigil-KV driver operating with two kernel threads, reqd and devd, each scheduling block I/O (block) requests and our hardware’s device states, respectively. Vigil-KV driver maps
multiple physical functions that Vigil-KV hardware exposes to different NVM sets (meta-set and kv-sets) at the system’s initialization. reqd is similar to Linux existing multiple device nd driver for striping data chunks and bios across different kv-sets, but it schedules them being aware of underlying device states. Specifically, reqd ensures the scheduled bio requests satisfy the write-free condition on DTWIN. In addition, it makes sure that the client’s read requests are not stalled due to LSM KV’s internal tasks by performing the data reconstruction on-the-fly. On the other hand, devd schedules the device states for kv-sets by considering the fair-scheduling condition and device lockdown time. More details of this device state scheduling will be explained shortly.

To make read latency predictable, the Vigil-KV driver also bypasses Linux page cache and block layer, which can make the read latency fluctuate and/or be difficult to manage to some extent. For example, Since kv-sets are only managed internally, the bio structures for kv-sets (e.g., logical block address and offsets) are different from the bio requests that the page cache manages. Instead, the Vigil-KV driver employs an internal buffer, called plm_cache, which buffers bio requests of kv-sets in a form of Linux stripe list. The plm_cache size can be configured by the user as a kernel parameter at the boot time. When reqd schedules the including bio requests to underlying kv-sets, it thus uses stripe requests. Since the Vigil-KV driver bypasses the page cache, it also offers plm_sync system call (a variant of file system’s fsync) to RocksDB. This plm_sync makes sure that the Vigil-KV driver completely flushes plm_cache before Memtables, WAL, and SSTFiles are deleted because of LSM KV’s internal tasks. The reason why our Vigil-KV driver bypasses the block layer and directly communicates with the nvme driver is that the block layer’s bio merging and ordering can break determinism. For example, the requests of LSM KV’s internal tasks are scheduled for NDWIN, but they can be issued at DTWIN by the block layer. Note that as reqd schedules LSM KV’s internal tasks and client requests differently, it is required to deliver the priority information from LSM KV to the Vigil-KV driver. To this end, we have a minor modification on RocksDB and journaling block device daemon (jbd2), which can be easily applied to other LSM KVs. When RocksDB creates background threads, it calls a system call, ioprio_set that configures I/O priority as ‘internal task’. ioprio_set delivers the priority by storing its information into io_context of process control block, task_struct. Since Get queries and WAL are managed by all the same thread of RocksDB, we modify WriteImpl() such that it configures I/O priority as ‘WAL’ by calling ioprio_set before performing WriteToWAL(). Journaling is also classified by ioprio_set before committing a transaction (e.g., jbd2_log_do_checkpoint()).

6.2 Performance Window Management

Device state scheduling. As shown in Figure 10a, devd schedules DTWIN and NDWIN to make sure that there are always $n-1$ kv-sets, configured with DTWIN. Therefore, all the client requests are served from DTWIN or reqd’s data reconstruction. When devd schedules performance windows to meet the fair-scheduling and device downtime constraints, there are two more technical challenges. Even though reqd reads the data from kv-sets configured with DTWIN, the read request can be delayed because of the outstanding reads issued previously and not yet completed. These delayed reads can be served at NDWIN, which cannot in turn offer the strong latency determinism. Similarly, the writes issued to NDWIN can be practically served at DTWIN because of the outstanding writes as well as the time delay caused by SSD’s internal tasks to some extent. This situation is less desirable than the former as it can break the write-free condition on DTWIN.

We classify DTWIN and NDWIN more specifically by considering those two unavailabilities further. DTWIN is split into $ADT$ (available DTWIN) and $UDT$ (unavailable DTWIN), and similarly, NDWIN is also separate into available/unavailable NDWIN $(AND/UND)$. Since UDT and UND can have such outstanding operations on reqd, devd schedules NDWIN and DTWIN with a time unit as long as nonDTWIN. nonDTWIN includes UDT, AND, UND, and the device lockdown time windows (Lockdown), and each of the windows should satisfy the condition described by Equations 10b. devd profiles kv-sets’ bandwidth and then estimates UDT and UND by dividing the total amount of data volume for the outstanding requests with the read and write bandwidth of kv-sets, respectively. Note that, in contrast to the read bandwidth, the write bandwidth on DTWIN can vary. We thus use the worst-case bandwidth of writes for the UND estimation.

Dynamic adjustment for NDWIN. When devd controls performance windows of the underlying kv-sets per nonDTWIN
We also preliminary evaluated all our workloads and observed (queries per second) from 60K to 150K, the read latency in-=(ADT), there are two challenges that it needs to address as shown in Figure 10c: NDWIN underflow and overflow. In cases where the amount of internal tasks of LSM KV and/or SSD at NDWIN, reqd wastes computation for data recon-struction and can increase the read latency when there is heavy read traffic; we observed that, when one increases QPS (queries per second) from 60K to 150K, the read latency in-creases by 26%, on average. While minimizing the data recon-struction involvement (NDWIN) is the matter, NDWIN can break determinism if too many the internal tasks are issued. We also preliminary evaluated all our workloads and observed that 48.3% of compaction scheduled at NDWIN (excluding UDT, UND, and Lockdown) are executed at DTWIN.

As shown in Figure 10d, devd adjusts NDWIN at runtime to address the underflow and overflow situation. Specifically, devd begins scheduling NDWIN (per ADT) by setting it as long as minNDWIN to minimize the involvement of reqd’s data reconstruction and spreads buffered bio requests (stored on plm_cache) across different minNDWIN. If the outstanding requests are accumulated more than a threshold, it maximizes NDWIN to serve LSM KV internal tasks’ I/O as fast as possible. For example, as shown in Figure 10e, devd examines reqd’ queues containing outstanding bio requests at the time epoch 1 (t1). In this case, all the outstanding requests are served/completed before t2. However, since the requests associated with LSM KV internal tasks at t3 are not resolved by t4, devd maximizes NDWIN. Note that, Vigil-KV applies dynamic NDWIN adjustment for plm_cache by using the user-defined memory limits as adjustment threshold.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental Setup

Prototype and environments. We implement a prototype of Vigil-KV hardware on a 1.92TB datacenter-scale NVMe SSD for research purposes. Vigil-KV hardware employs four physical functions, and they equally divide the hardware resources such as 3GB LPDDR4 DRAM, eight channels, and 64 TLC NAND flash dies into four. Note that the baseline hardware is not that different from the Vigil-KV hardware. It has hardware resources the same as Vigil-KV hardware, but it only employs a single physical function. We perform the evaluation on a 12-core AMD Ryzen 9 5900X, 96GB DRAM, and Vigil-KV hardware by running Vigil-KV software implemented on RocksDB 6.23.0 and Linux 4.19.91. For the evaluation, we set the size of plm_cache as 2GB.

Workloads. We evaluate six workloads that use an LSM KV as their backend storage engine. (two from Facebook [12] and four from Yahoo [74]) For social network services, Facebook uses UserDB and ZippyDB workloads that serve social graph data and object (e.g., image or video) storage metadata as a form of key-value, respectively. The key-value cache hit ratio of UserDB is only 25% due to its irregular key access pattern, whereas that of ZippyDB is 86% because of its read-latest characteristics of social contents. Yahoo also provides representative LSM KV access patterns of various cloud services, such as write-intensive (YCSB-A), read-intensive (YCSB-B), read-latest (YCSB-D), and read-modify-write intensive (YCSB-F). In the table, also analyze the amount of writes caused by internal tasks (compaction) during our evaluations.

Configurations. We evaluate six different LSM KV hardware and software combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workloads</th>
<th>descriptions</th>
<th>Get (%)</th>
<th>Put (%)</th>
<th>Get hit (%)</th>
<th>Flush write (GB)</th>
<th>Compaction write (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UserDB</td>
<td>All social graph actions</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZippyDB</td>
<td>Read ObjStorage meta</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Important characteristics of evaluated workloads.

- Base [1]: the representative conventional LVM KV (e.g., RocksDB) with the baseline hardware.
- SILK [24]: the state-of-the-art software supports of LSM KV with the baseline hardware.
- PLM: Vigil-KV hardware with a simple driver, which utilizes the PLM interfaces (cf. Section 4.1).
- I-PLM: based on PLM, we add the metadata isolation support (cf. Section 4.1).
- R-Vigil: based on I-PLM, we add the device state scheduling support (cf. Section 6.2).
- O-Vigil: based on R-Vigil, we add the dynamic non-determinism scheduling support (cf. Section 6.2).
Since Vigil-KV adopts the concept of array-level memory and storage techniques making three NVM sets as a single storage volume, we use conventional multiple device (md) driver for Base and SILK as well to satisfy the fair performance comparison among the configurations that we tested.

### 7.2 Long-tail Latency Analysis

We analyze the long-tail latency on Get services by executing all the Facebook and Yahoo workloads atop the six configurations. As shown in Figure 11, UserDB, YCSB-A, and YCSB-F show longer p99.9 tail latency than others due to their high Put service ratio, which increases the LSM KV and SSD internal tasks. Meanwhile, ZippyDB and YCSB-D further exhibit shorter tail latency than YCSB-B thanks to their high key-value cache hit ratio, which can reduce the number of reads interfered with by internal tasks. To understand how six different configurations impact long-tail latency, Figure 12 analyzes time series by selecting UserDB as a representative workload. It shows both storage read latency (left axis with black line) and write throughput (right axis with red line), which allow us to infer how much LSM KV and SSD internal tasks interfere with Get queries and when the internal tasks occur.

**Base vs. SILK.** As shown in Figure 11, SILK only reduces 5% of the tail compared to Base, on average. Even though UserDB can capture the user idle behaviors while YCSB workloads cannot, still there was not an enough idle time to schedule LSM KV internal tasks as shown in Figure 12a. Thus, the delayed compaction starts to interfere with Get services from 2600 seconds in SILK, and the storage read latency spikes.

**SILK vs. PLM.** PLM experiences the tail similar to Base (5.4% longer than SILK), which indicates that Vigil-KV hardware cannot guarantee latency determinism without Vigil-KV software. As shown in the top of Figure 12b, Vigil-KV hardware is in NDWIN most of the time (red background) since WAL or journaling breaks the DTWIN’s write-free condition.

**PLM vs. I-PLM.** Therefore, I-PLM isolates WAL and journaling to dedicated meta-set and securing NDWIN (white background) as shown in the bottom of Figure 12b. Since UserDB has a higher Put service ratio than others, it experiences 24.4% shorter long-tail latency compared to PLM, while others achieve 12% shorter long-tail latency, on average.

**I-PLM vs. R-Vigil.** As shown in Figure 12c, R-Vigil schedules NDWIN across three kv-sets and guarantees latency determinism as much as possible by reconstructing reads with DTWIN kv-sets. Thus, it can reduce long-tail latency by 48.2% compared to I-PLM, on average. As shown in Figure 11, especially for high Put service workloads (YCSB-A and YCSB-C), they exhibit 70% shorter long-tail latency than I-PLM. However, R-Vigil still exhibits long-tail latency due to NDWIN overflow (cf. 736 ~ 809 seconds in Figure 12c).

**R-Vigil vs. O-Vigil.** Therefore, O-Vigil strongly guarantees the latency determinism with out dynamic NDWIN adjustment. O-Vigil reduces long-tail latency by 33.5% than R-Vigil, on average, while high Put service workloads (UserDB, YCSB-A and YCSB-F) can achieve shorter long-tail latency 59%. As shown in Figure 12d, O-Vigil dynamically schedules LSM KVs internal tasks.

Note that O-Vigil not only reduces the long-tail latency of the Base by 3.19x, on average, but also guarantees under 500μs Get service latency across all the workloads.

### 7.3 Analysis of Different-level Latency

**Tail latency distribution.** To understand the impact of Vigil-KV for the different levels of tail-latency, we analyze the CDF of Get latency for three representative workloads, such as UserDB, YCSB-A, and YCSB-D. Since UserDB and YCSB-A are high Put service ratio workloads, the long-tail of Get latency start from p99 as shown in Figures 13a and 13b. On the other hand, as YCSB-D has higher Get service ratio workloads and most of the Get is serviced from the key-value cache, the long-tail of Get latency start from p99.9 as shown in Figure 13c. Thus, for the YCSB-D workload, O-Vigil achieves 78% shorter p99.99 long-tail latency than Base, while only 11% of the long-tail is reduced at p99.9 latency. Not only for YCSB-D, O-Vigil can further mitigate the p99.99 long-tail latency of UserDB and YCSB-A by 69% and 94%, respectively.

Note that Vigil-KV can also guarantee the strong latency determinism (μs-scale latency of Get service) more than four times of long-tail latency (p99.99) as shown in Figure 13.

**Normal cases.** Since Vigil-KV adds more software supports than conventional LSM KV, it is important to analyze the Get service latency of normal cases to check whether Vigil-KV slows down the average Get latency or not. Figure 14 shows the average latency of Get services for all the workloads and...
7.4 Memory Consumption and Scan Service

Time series analysis. Figure 15a shows memory consumption of application-level (e.g., RocksDB’s Memtable) and kernel-level (e.g., Vigil-KV driver’s plm_cache) during workload execution. We select ZippyDB as a representative workload since there is a large amount of storage writes by compaction internal tasks (cf. Table 2). While RocksDB periodically flushes Memtables to the underlying storage to maintain a certain threshold (e.g., 64MB) of the application-level write buffer, Vigil-KV has to cache/buffer write requests until the target kv-set reaches NDWIN. Thus, the memory usage of plm_cache increases when LSM KV internal tasks (e.g., Memtable flush and compaction) occur. However, Vigil-KV supports dynamic adjustment for NDWIN being aware of the memory limits of plm_cache which can regulate the maximum memory consumption.

Sensitivity test. To understand the impact of plm_cache’s memory limits to the average latency of Get services, we perform sensitivity tests by increasing the memory limits from 50MB to 1.6GB as shown in Figure 15b. While extremely low memory limit (e.g., 50MB) exhibits long normal latency of more than 80μs, a few hundreds of MB plm_cache is enough to serve normal Get latency without performance degradation.

Note that, although Vigil-KV delays LSM KV internal tasks until target kv-sets reach NDWIN, it does not increase memory footprints or degrade the Get latency, unlike prior studies (e.g., TRIAD [22], PebblesDB [23], and SILK [24]).

Performance with Scan. Vigil-KV mainly considers improving the performance of Get queries as a first-class citizen. This is because Get of most large-scale workloads (Facebook [12] and Yahoo [74]) account for 78% of the total queries in the workloads that we tested. While Scan in contrast accounts for 3% of the total queries, its query latency may also be important for a specific workload such as scanning many posts in parallel (e.g., YCSB-E).

In this subsection, we compare the latency behaviors of Vigil-KV (O-Vigil) with those of SILK by evaluating YCSB-E as the representative of Scan-sensitive workloads (95% and 5% for Scan and Put, respectively). Figure 16a shows the comparison for the average (p50) and p99.9 latency. Since RocksDB performs readahead and prefetch in default, the sequentially of Scan exhibits many cache hits. Similar to YCSB-D, this in turn benefits the average latency marginal as Scan operations of both O-Vigil and SILK from memory than devices in most cases. However, such readahead and prefetch techniques cannot avoid every I/O request and hide all the read latency that the underlying SSD exposes. Vigil-KV can support deterministic latency for such cases, thereby offering 1.6× shorter p99.9 latency of SILK. This performance benefit becomes more promising as the degree of the long-tail latency gets higher. As shown in Figure 16b, even though there are few Put operations, they lead LSM KV internal tasks, which can make p99.9∼p99.999 tail-latency much longer. Vigil-KV can remove such long-tail latency with hardware/software co-designed strong latency determinism, thereby improving the tail latency by 1.6× ∼ 4×.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Vigil-KV, a hardware and software co-designed framework that eliminates long-tail latency by introducing strong latency determinism into LSM KVs. We evaluate diverse Facebook and Yahoo scenarios with Vigil-KV, and our empirical evaluation shows that Vigil-KV can reduce the tail latency of the baseline KV system by 3.19× while reducing the average latency by 34% as well.
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Abstract
Recent persistent memory (PM) key-value (KV) stores adopt the log-structured approach to reap PM’s full potential. However, they fail to sustain high performance at high capacity utilization due to inefficient compaction. The inefficiency results from the unawareness of PM’s characteristics. This paper proposes Pacman, an efficient PM-aware compaction approach for log-structured KV stores on PM. Pacman (1) offloads reference search during compaction to service threads, so as to mitigate the onerous index traversal overhead, (2) leverages tagged pointer and DRAM-resident compaction information to avoid excessive PM accesses introduced by garbage collection, (3) redesigns the compaction pipeline based on the PM peculiarities to lower the persistence overhead, and (4) separates hot and cold objects in a lightweight manner to reduce PM data copying in compaction. We apply Pacman to state-of-the-art PM-based log-structured KV stores and evaluate Pacman using various benchmarks. Our evaluations show that Pacman curtails the performance degradation at high capacity utilization, increases the compaction bandwidth by 2-4×, and boosts the performance of the state-of-the-art systems by 1.5-1.8× under write-intensive workloads.

1 Introduction
The log-structured approach has been adopted in key-value (KV) stores on PM [8, 12, 30, 44] for benefits like high capacity utilization (low fragmentation), small device-level write amplification on PM, and low failure atomicity overhead. Despite having these benefits, the log-structured approach needs to reclaim free space (i.e., garbage collection or compaction) by dedicated background threads (called cleaners), which contributes to the major bottleneck, especially under a high capacity utilization [39].

Over-provisioning can alleviate this problem but is not cost-efficient. Datacenters place more emphasis on space utilization in recent years [15] and try hard to fully utilize their storage to reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) [40]. Thus, it is important for storage systems to keep high performance under high space utilization, especially for PM that has a much higher cost than traditional storage devices.

The compaction overhead is already severe in DRAM-based log-structured KV stores. For example, RAMCloud’s throughput could drop by up to 50% at high capacity utilization [39]. Nibble, a concurrent log-structured KV store, enables 8 compaction threads to carry out the compaction work per socket which has only 15 cores; even so, its throughput drops to nearly a quarter in dynamic workloads [35].

Worse still, we observe that PM’s idiosyncrasies exacerbate the bottleneck of compaction. Our evaluation on state-of-the-art PM-based log-structured KV stores1 (including FlatStore [12] and Viper [8]) shows that their performance drops significantly at high capacity utilization. With abundant CPU resources for compaction (foreground thread count to background cleaner thread count is 3:1), when the capacity utilization increases from 50% to 80%, the system throughput drops by up to 75% under write-intensive workloads. Unfortunately, simply adding more CPU resources for compaction is inefficient, because the performance of PM does not scale well with high thread count [46]; in our experiment, the decline is still up to 60% even with doubling cleaner threads.

We analyze that there are four deficiencies in the conventional compaction approaches of these KV stores accounting for the performance degradation. First, after copying valid objects from the log segment being reclaimed, cleaners need to update object references in the index, which incurs a huge overhead, especially when the index resides on PM due to PM’s high access latency (3× of DRAM in terms of random read [46]). Second, service threads (i.e., threads performing user requests, such as Get and Put) generate quantities of small random PM accesses for compaction (e.g., marking deleted flags). These small random accesses result in I/O amplification of PM, wasting PM’s limited bandwidth (1/3 and 1/6 of DRAM in terms of read and write, respectively [46]). Third, cleaners need to perform many expensive persistence

1Note that this paper targets PM-based log-structured KV stores but not LSM-tree-based KV stores.
instructions to guarantee crash consistency. Fourth, excessive data copying in compaction contends limited PM bandwidth with service threads. All these deficiencies boil down to unawareness of PM’s characteristics.

To solve the problems above, this work proposes Pacman, an efficient PM-aware compaction approach for log-structured KV stores on PM. Pacman comprises a series of techniques to improve the compaction efficiency of log-structured KV stores on PM. 1 Pacman introduces a technique called short-cut, which offloads reference search operations during compaction to service threads. Therefore cleaners can locate and update references without traversing the index. 2 Pacman reduces excessive PM random accesses. Specifically, Pacman leverages tagged pointer to reduce high-latency PM reads, and stores frequently-accessed metadata in DRAM to avoid small random PM writes. 3 Pacman redesigns the compaction pipeline in a batch pattern and leverages several optimizations according to the characteristics of PM, which accelerates the compaction and reduces the persistence overhead. 4 Pacman adopts a lightweight hot-cold separation method to reduce the amount of valid data copying on PM and corresponding reference updates. Consequently, Pacman boosts compaction efficiency, decreases CPU resources for compaction, and enhances system performance at high capacity utilization.

We apply Pacman to state-of-the-art PM-based log-structured KV stores, FlatStore [12] with different indexes and Viper [8], and evaluate Pacman using a variety of benchmarks. Our evaluation shows Pacman enhances the compaction bandwidth by up to 4x and system performance by 2.4-4.6x under write workloads at high capacity utilization. Besides, Pacman has nearly no side-effects under read-intensive workloads and has little overhead on recovery.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We analyze the deficiencies of existing compaction approaches for log-structured KV stores on PM.

• We propose Pacman, an efficient PM-aware compaction approach for PM-based log-structured KV stores, which enables them to achieve high performance even at high capacity utilization.

• We apply Pacman to state-of-the-art PM-based log-structured KV stores and conduct a series of experiments to show the efficiency of Pacman.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Log-Structured KV Stores on PM

Benefits of the log-structured approach on PM. The log-structured approach has been adopted by state-of-the-art KV stores on PM [8,12,30,44] for the following benefits. First, a log-structured approach to memory management supports high capacity utilization (i.e., the percentage of space used by alive data) of 80-90%, which is unfeasible for non-copying allocators having great memory fragmentation [39]. Second, due to the mismatch of access granularities between cache lines and PM media (64 bytes vs. 256 bytes of Optane DIMM, the only available PM production for now), small random writes would cause write amplification. The log-structured approach adopts a sequential write pattern, thus alleviating the write amplification and improving the write throughput. Third, in comparison with update-in-place approaches which need expensive logging operations, the log-structured approach makes it easy to commit an arbitrarily-sized persistent write.

Storage structure. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of log-structured KV stores on PM. The whole log space locates on PM and is divided into small-sized (e.g., 4 MB) pieces called segments. Each service thread maintains a thread-local segment to append KV objects. Compared to writing to a global log tail, using per-thread segments not only avoids contention but also limits the number of concurrent threads accessing an Optane DIMM [8,46]. Once a service thread has run out of its local segment, it requests a new free segment from the free segments pool. A global index stores references which point to the actual address of KV objects in the log. The index is put in DRAM or PM for different requirements. A volatile index in DRAM delivers better performance but needs more time to restore after a restart. On the contrary, a persistent index in PM provides instant usability after a restart but relatively lower performance.

Garbage collection. Despite having numerous benefits, log-structured systems are obliged to tackle garbage collection by compaction, the main culprit of performance degradation. Update or delete operations make prior objects stale in the log. These stale objects occupy the memory space until being reclaimed. When there is no free space left, service threads stall and wait for new free space produced by compaction. In other words, the system’s throughput at high capacity utilization is nearly limited to the compaction throughput.

A qualified compaction process is described as follows. When the fraction of free space is low, the compaction is triggered, and candidate segments are selected to compact through a certain strategy such as cost-benefit score\(^2\). During

\[ \text{score} = \frac{1 - \text{age}}{1 - \text{score}} \]

where \(u\) is the segment’s utilization (fraction of data alive), and \(\text{age}\) is the time since the segment running out [39].
compaction, cleaners copy all alive objects from the old segment to a reserved segment and update references to these objects in the index. There are two methods to identify the liveness of each object in the segment. One method is checking whether the object is still pointed by the reference in the index (e.g., FlatStore [12]). Another one is checking the deleted flag (usually 1 bit) in the metadata header of objects; the deleted flag is set when the corresponding object is updated or deleted (e.g., Viper [8]). Both of the two methods have shortcomings on PM, which we will analyze in §2.2. After all valid objects in the old segment have been copied to the reserved segment and their references have been updated, the old segment is cleaned and turned into a free segment.

### 2.2 Compaction Overhead Analysis on PM

The compaction overhead already matters in DRAM-based log-structured KV stores [35, 39]. Worse still, the compaction overhead becomes more severe on PM, as cleaner threads need to contend PM’s limited bandwidth with foreground service threads. Further, necessary but expensive persistence instructions and PM’s high access latency make the overhead of copying objects and updating references higher, especially when the index is persistent.

**Experiments.** To analyze the compaction overhead of PM-based log-structured KV stores in depth, we evaluate state-of-the-art systems including FlatStore [12] and Viper [8].

We evaluate four versions of FlatStore, including FlatStore-H (FlatStore with CCEH [37], a hash table, in DRAM as a volatile index), FlatStore-M (FlatStore with CCEH in PM as a persistent index), FlatStore-M (FlatStore with Masstree [34], a trie-like concatenation of B+-trees, in DRAM), and FlatStore-FF (FlatStore with FastFair [20], a B+-tree, in PM) to show different cases. Like FlatStore-H, Viper also uses CCEH in DRAM as its volatile index. We measure the performance with a YCSB-A workload, where 200 million KV objects are randomly loaded first, then service threads perform a write-intensive workload (50% Get and 50% Put) with Zipfian distribution (skewness parameter 0.99) until the system throughput converges to a stable value. The value size is 48 bytes, a representative value of small objects according to recent real-world workloads analysis [9]. We restrict the capacity utilization from 50% to 90% (the percentage of space occupied by alive data). We set the service thread count to 12, and the cleaner thread count to 4 or 8. All threads are bound to a single socket, which is equipped with three Intel Optane DCPMMs.

Figure 2 shows their throughput at different capacity utilizations. From the results we observe that: (1) The throughput of all systems drops significantly at high capacity utilization, especially for systems with a tree-based or persistent index. (2) Simply augmenting more CPU resources for compaction (8 cleaner threads) has limited improvements for log-structured KV stores on PM, and also intensifies the contentions. Note that the garbage collection overhead will be much larger under uniform workloads; see detailed results in §4.2.3.

We also evaluate the situation that both index and log locate on DRAM (volatile FlatStore-H, Figure 2(f)) to simulate an in-DRAM log-structured KV store. The throughput decline is mitigating than the PM-based KV stores. Using 8 cleaners has obvious improvements on DRAM because DRAM has abundant bandwidth. However, adding more threads on compaction is not cost-effective and has less benefit in PM-based systems as PM does not scale well with multiple threads due to PM’s idiosyncrasies [46]. This shows that PM’s peculiarities aggravate garbage collection overhead.

**Overhead analysis.** Taking test cases with 4 cleaners and 80% capacity utilization above as examples, we analyze the compaction overheads and find out that there exist four inefficiencies on compaction.

1. **The high latency of random access in the index.** Lots of random accesses are introduced by two operations on the index, checking references for identifying liveness and updating references after copying alive objects. These two operations require multiple random accesses in the index and these accesses have no cache locality since alive objects in compaction are usually cold.

   Viper sidesteps checking references with deleted flags in PM; yet, updating references costs half of the compaction
time. FlatStore identifies the liveness of each object by checking the reference instead of using the deleted flag to avoid small random writes. Thus, cleaners in FlatStore need to access the index twice for each alive object, one for checking liveness and one for updating the reference. FlatStore spends 60% of compaction time on the index in FlatStore-H. The overhead becomes more severe when it comes to tree-based or persistent indexes, which reach about 80% and 90% of compaction time in FlatStore-M and FlatStore-FF, respectively. The latency of a search or an update operation in FastFair reaches several microseconds due to PM’s high latency.

(2) Excessive small random access on PM. Service threads perform excessive PM accesses for garbage information. To maintain the size of garbage data of each candidate segment, service threads read the metadata of the stale object to get its size when the object is updated or deleted. These reads on PM not only incur high latency but also pollute cache. In addition, marking deleted flags in segments would introduce extra small random PM writes. Though marking deleted flags facilitate garbage collection, it is harmful to limited PM bandwidth.

(3) Expensive persistence instructions. Though copying alive objects conducts sequential reads and writes, it still costs heavier than copying on DRAM, not only due to the low bandwidth but also because of necessary but expensive persistence instructions (i.e., flush and fence).

(4) A large amount of data copying on PM. The performance slowdown presents superlinear scaling with capacity utilization. Cleaners have to do compaction much promptly at high utilization, and segments to compact have less time to accumulate stale objects. Accordingly, at high capacity utilization, cleaners have to copy bulk of data in segments to reclaim free space. The large amount of data copying contends the limited PM bandwidth with service threads.

To summarize, traditional compaction approaches do not consider the peculiarities of PM, hence squandering limited PM bandwidth. On the other hand, existing log-structured KV stores completely decouple the index and log. Therefore, there has little room to facilitate garbage collection without particular assistance from the index.

3 Design

Motivated by the analysis above, we propose PACMAN, a PM-aware compaction approach for log-structured KV stores on PM. PACMAN solves the deficiencies in conventional compaction approaches according to the characteristics of PM, boosting the system performance at high capacity utilization. PACMAN introduces several core design principles to realize efficient compaction.

• Avoid onerous index traversal. PACMAN offloads reference search operations during compaction to foreground service threads without extra effort. With the information offered by service threads, cleaner threads can locate and update references effortlessly (§3.1).

• Reduce excessive small PM accesses. PACMAN removes avoidable PM accesses by leveraging tagged pointer and storing frequently-accessed metadata in DRAM (§3.2).

• Redesign the compaction pipeline to cater to peculiarities of PM. PACMAN divides the compaction pipeline into two major phases, copying valid objects and updating references. For each phase, cleaner threads process objects in a batched manner. Subsequently, PACMAN can reduce the number of persistence orderings and leverage non-temporal stores and software prefetching (§3.3).

• Separate hot and cold objects to reduce excessive data copying on PM. PACMAN uses a hotspot set to distinguish hot and cold objects and stores them in different segments to facilitate compaction. PACMAN can also replace the set silently to handle hotspot shift without blocking foreground service threads (§3.4).

3.1 Traversing Index with Shortcut

Traversing the index has expensive overhead due to the random access pattern, especially for persistent index. PACMAN introduces a technique called shortcut to alleviate this overhead in compaction. In this section, we take tree-based (including trie-based) indexes as an example.

In existing compaction approaches, after copying a valid object from an old segment to a new segment, the cleaner needs to traverse the index, locate and update the reference. When locating an entry, the cleaner starts from the root node and then traverses multiple internal nodes to the deepest leaf node. The pointer-chasing path contains several random accesses, and has much higher latency on PM. According to our analysis (§2.2), these reference update operations constitute the most considerable part of overhead in compaction.

However, we observe that the root-to-leaf path was already traversed when the object was created or updated. To prevent the cleaner from traversing the high latency path again, PACMAN leverages the traversal that was done before.

When creating or updating an object, in addition to insert or update of the reference in the index, service threads also record the address of leaf node which contains the reference in the log. We name this additional information shortcut. Objects thereupon have a shortcut to their reference in the index. During compaction, cleaners could take the shortcut to quickly locate the leaf node in the index. Then, cleaners still need to search the exact entry in the leaf node. To accelerate the last mile, PACMAN also records the position number of the entry in the shortcut. In this way, the reference search operation is offloaded to service threads but without extra effort. Figure 3 shows an example of a shortcut. The Node Addr points to the node, and the KV Pos records the entry position number of the array.

Handling shortcut invalidation. In addition, PACMAN needs to handle the possible invalidation of the shortcut in two situations. ⚫️ The address of an index entry may change (e.g.,
caused by shift operations in a sorted tree-based index) and thus the shortcut may not point to the original reference. ② The original node pointed by shortcut may have been deallocated, and the original address space may be reclaimed or re-allocated for other usages. Accessing the address wrongly could result in program crash.

The first situation (i.e., Node Addr points to a valid node, but KV Pos is wrong) can be handled easily by conducting some checks. The cleaner will check the header of the node and compare the key indicated by KV Pos to infer that whether the shortcut is correct. These checks are identical as in a normal insert operation. Pacman attempts to reduce penalty of an incorrect shortcut. For example, in a tree-based index, the cleaner will check if the key still exists in the original leaf node or the sibling node. Thus, shortcuts can tolerate shift operations to a certain extent. If the shortcut is completely invalid, the cleaner updates the reference by falling back to the normal update operation. The penalty of an invalid shortcut is about one or several useless memory accesses and can be further reduced by prefetch technique (§3.3).

To avoid the second situation (i.e., Node Addr does not point to a valid node), instead of directly freeing the space of deleted nodes, Pacman reserves the deallocated space for future allocations. The deleted nodes are marked as deleted by some means (e.g., a deleted bit in node header or all bytes of the header are set to 0). When creating a new node, Pacman first attempts to re-use a reserved and same-typed node space. Generally, an index typically has only one or a few fixed types of nodes (e.g., 4 types of nodes in ART [29]), so it is easy to realize the re-allocation. In this way, Pacman guarantees that the address space of deleted nodes is still valid and this situation turns into the first situation.

Optimizing space overheads. Pacman stores shortcuts inside the same log segment with their associated objects, which squeezes the available space and increases compaction pressure. Thus, the benefits of shortcuts are overshadowed especially when the capacity utilization is extremely high and the average object size is small.

Pacman reduces the space overheads of shortcuts to minimize the punishment of storing shortcuts. First, the size of a shortcut is compressed to 48 bits, including 43-bit Node Addr and 5-bit KV Pos. The Node Addr is compressed based on two opportunities: 1) Current virtual address only uses 47 bit (for user-space virtual address, the 47-63th bits are 0); 2) Memory allocators (e.g., malloc [1], PMDK [4]) allocate objects with at least 16-byte alignment by default. The size of Node Addr can be further reduced according to the specific alignment of nodes in the index (e.g., 512-byte leaf nodes in FastFair). Second, Pacman doesn’t store shortcuts for objects reclaimed in compaction and hot objects with the help of hot-cold data separation (§3.4). The objects reclaimed in compaction are almost coldest, and the reserved segment are less likely to be compacted again. Hot objects tend to be updated soon and become stale, and shortcuts are useless for stale objects. Besides, shortcut should be disabled when its accelerated cannot cover the punishment of sacrificing more space (e.g., for a hash table-based index and at an extremely high capacity utilization).

Limitation. Shortcut is unsuitable for KV stores with a LSM-based index (e.g., ChameleonDB [50]). Since KV entries in the LSM-based index are moved frequently due to LSM compactions, shortcuts can only stay valid for a transient time.

3.2 Reducing Excessive PM Accesses

Existing garbage collection approaches do not fit persistent memory management as they take no notice of random memory accesses. The introduced small random accesses will cause I/O amplification in PM. To address this issue, Pacman 1) embeds size information in the reference to reduce PM read, and 2) stores frequently-accessed metadata in DRAM to reduce small random writes on PM.

Embedding size information in the reference. When updating an object, the service thread needs to update the size of total garbage data of each segment for compaction candidate selection. However, getting the size of the stale object needs to read its metadata from PM. To avoid these random PM reads, Pacman embeds the size of an object in the upper 16 bits of its reference. Therefore, the address and size of the object’s stale version can be acquired from the index together. Because 16 bits can express 64 KiB at most (or larger if objects are allocated obeying to some alignments), Pacman sets the upper bits of reference to 0 for objects larger than 64 KiB and has to read their metadata when updated or deleted. Fortunately, most objects have small size according to the recent real-world workloads analysis [9].

DRAM-resident garbage information. Since checking references to distinguish the liveness of objects has significant
overhead, especially when the index is on PM, Pacman turns to deleted flags to store the liveness information. Marking deleted flags in objects’ headers on PM will introduce numerous small random writes. To eschew the detrimental effects of small random writes on PM, Pacman adopts a bitmap on DRAM for each segment. Pacman locates the corresponding bit of a variable-sized object with its reference directly. We denote the minimum size of an object as MIN_SIZE (8 bytes of key, 8 bytes of value, plus the size of metadata header). Pacman reserves one bit per MIN_SIZE. The position of the deleted flag is calculated by dividing the offset within the segment by MIN_SIZE. Though this approach leaves some bits unused thereby wasting a small amount of DRAM space, Pacman can quickly locate the corresponding deleted flags for variable-sized log items. Even in the most extreme case, where the size of the key, value, and header are both 8 bytes, the bitmaps consume DRAM about 0.5% of the log space.

Besides bitmaps, Pacman stores the size of garbage data of each segment in DRAM which is frequently updated.

3.3 Redesigning the Compaction Pipeline

Traditional compaction algorithms (e.g., memory compaction in RAMCloud and Viper) update the reference right after copying a valid object. Nevertheless, this pattern has several shortcomings on PM without consideration of PM’s idiosyncrasies. Pacman reorganizes the pipeline in a batch pattern as shown in Figure 4. The new algorithm separates the phases of copying objects and updating references, and processes objects in a batched pattern. The cleaner first collects all valid objects from the old segment to a volatile buffer (step ①), and then copies them together to PM (step ②). After that, the cleaner updates their references. Different from using a normal index update operation, the cleaner updates references by a special index update operation (update_pacman, lines 43-52) that takes the object’s shortcut to locate the reference. Besides, to handle race condition on the index, update_pacman carries an extra old value of the reference (old_addr) to update the reference in a compare-and-swap semantics (explained later). Subsequently, Pacman applies the following three optimizations to cater to PM’s idiosyncrasies.

(1) Reducing ordering and launch concurrent flushes. In traditional algorithms, for each relocated object, an ordering point is required to ensure that the object has been flushed to PM before updating its reference. These fences are expensive as they stall CPU pipelines.

However, after separating the copying phase and the updating phase, only one fence instruction is needed between the two phases (line 15). Pacman eliminates the ordering points (fence) after update references (step ②). Doing so will not break crash consistency. This is because the old segment is still available until the compaction is finished. Even if an inopportune crash happens before reference updates being flushed to PM (during step ③), after restart, for those objects whose references have not been updated or persist, they can still be acquired from the old segment.

Furthermore, Pacman adopts lazy and batched flushes on reference updates to take advantage of concurrent asynchronous flushes [17], such as clwb and clflushopt. Pacman records addresses of updated entries in the index, and launches multiple asynchronous flushes on them, which reduces the average flush latency (step ⑤).

(2) Using non-temporal store to copy valid objects. In copying phase, Pacman first collects valid objects in volatile segments (step ①), then uses non-temporal store (ntstore) to copy them to PM (step ②) for three benefits. First, ntstore

```
NUM_BATCH_FLUSH = 32; // number of concurrent flushes

void compact_pacman(Segment segment) {
  Buffer buffer; // temporal buffer in DRAM
  vector<ObjectMeta> meta_vec;
  // iterate objects in this segment
  for (valid object old_obj : segment) {
    // ①. generate temporal new object into buffer
    tmp_new_obj = make_object(old_obj, buffer.offset);
    buffer.append(tmp_new_obj);
    meta_vec.push_back(ObjectMeta(old_obj, tmp_new_obj));
  }
  // ②. copy buffer to reserved segment by ntstore
  ntstore(reserved_segment, buffer);
  fence();
  vector<EntryAddr> entry_addr_vec; // for batch persist
  // iterate valid objects in buffer
  for (size_t i = 0; i < meta_vec.size(); i++) {
    // ③. prefetch next object’s entry in index
    prefetch(meta_vec[i + 1].shortcut);
    // ④. update reference
    (shortcut, key, old_addr, new_addr) = meta_vec[i];
    EntryAddr entry_addr;
    index.update_pacman(shortcut, key, new_addr, old_addr, entry_addr);
    // ⑤. batch persist
    entry_addr_vec.push_back(entry_addr);
    if (entry_addr_vec.size() == NUM_BATCH_FLUSH) {
      // launch concurrent flushes
      for (EntryAddr entry_addr : entry_addr_vec) {
        persist(entry_addr);
      }
      fence();
      entry_addr_vec.clear();
    }
  }
}

// customized index update operation
bool Index::update_pacman(Shortcut shortcut, KeyType key,
                          ValueType new_addr, ValueType old_addr,
                          EntryAddr *entry_addr) {
  // find entry by key with the help of shortcut
  *entry_addr = &entry; // record entry address
  // update only if old_addr matched, e.g., using CAS
  bool success = CAS(entry_addr.value, old_addr, new_addr);
  return success;
}
```

Figure 4: Pseudo-code of the Pacman compaction algorithm and customized index update operation.
writes (e.g., copying objects) without flushes will turn into
writes, which incurs dramatical delay [12]. Since most valid ob-
(3) Leveraging prefetching on PM.
jects being collected are cold, their references in the index are less likely to stay in cache, which results in high memory
access latency, especially for PM indexes. Fortunately, with
the shortcut, PACMAN can easily prefetch the index node or en-
try of the next valid object when updating the current object’s
reference (step 3), hiding the high access latency with update
operation. Thanks to shortcuts and the redesigned pipeline,
the reference update operations are quite lightweight, which
makes prefetching effect much more evident.

Handling race condition on the index. The contention be-
tween cleaner threads and service threads should be handled
properly. A service thread may update an object while a
new thread copies the old version of this object and up-
dates its reference. In such a case, the new version of the
object updated by the service thread will be covered by the
old version of the object. The batched compaction pipeline
increases the possibility of this race condition.

One naive approach is holding a lock and blocking service
threads during the whole time of relocating an object (lookup
reference, copy object, and update reference) [39]. PACMAN
minimizes the critical section on updating references, which
updates references in a compare-and-swap pattern. Specif-
ically, cleaner threads update references via a customized
index update operation (i.e., update_pacman) that carries
an extra old value of the reference (old_addr in step 3). In update_pacman, only when the original value of the in-
dex entry matches the old value old_addr, which means no
race condition has happened, the reference can be updated to
new_addr. If the update fails, the reclaimed object in new
segment is marked as stale.

Comparing with FlatStore’s compaction pipeline. Though
FlatStore [12] also optimize the compaction pipeline by se-
parating the copying phase and the reference updating phase
to reduce the fence instructions, it suffers from severe per-
formance issue. Specifically, as FlatStore conducts the index
traversal twice for each valid object (i.e., check the liveness
and update the reference), the batch pattern exacerbates the
overhead on the index. Results in a long reuse distance be-
tween the two index traversals for each alive object, causing
updating reference not to take the benefit of cache brought by
checking reference. By contrast, PACMAN eliminates the first in-
dex traversal by checking in-DRAM deleted flags and reduces
the second traversal overhead by prefetching and shortcuts.

3.4 Separating Hot-Cold Data

PACMAN leverages hot-cold data separation to reduce the
amount of valid data copying on PM and corresponding refer-
ence updates during compaction. Specifically, service threads
append hot objects in their per-thread segment and cold ob-
jects in another per-thread cold segment. Though hot-cold
data separation is a well-known technique to improve garbage
collection efficiency [10,18,36], we elaborate design how to
1) identify hotspots and 2) handle hotspots shift in the context
of the low-latency key-value store on PM.

Identifying hotspots in a lightweight pattern. PACMAN uses
a small read-only hash set of hot objects for service threads
to distinguish hotspots. The identification of hotspots should
be lightweight enough to not increase too much extra latency.
Previous work could distinguish the hotspots without main-
taining the hotness of objects, such as by data type [28] or
hash-based partition [10]. However, these methods are not
feasible for PACMAN due to the lack of type semantics or the
per-thread logs. Dynamically maintaining hotspots set is not
ideal, because it introduces extra operations to another index,
resulting in contention and crash thrashing.

Handling hotspots shift and generating new hotspots set.
As the access patterns keep changing in real-world workloads,
PACMAN uses a lightweight mechanism to detect hotspots and
generate new hotspots set. First, service threads keep counting
the hit ratio of the old hotspots set to detect whether a hotspots
shift has happened. Second, if the hit ratio is lower than a
customized threshold which means the hotspots have shifted
and the original hot set is stale, service threads record the keys
of updated objects in their local circular buffers by sampling.
A background thread collects the keys recorded by service
threads, sorts these keys using a heap, and generates a new
hot set. Third, the background thread changes the pointer of
hot set to the new one using CAS. After waiting for a grace
time through an RCU-like barrier, the background thread
confirms that no service threads are accessing or will access
the old hot set, then frees the old hot set safely. Note that the
background thread consumes negligible CPU resources as the
hotspots shift in real-world workloads is not frequently (at
least second-level) [9,21]. It doesn’t matter if service threads
identify hot keys inaccurately since it only determines the
location of objects. Moreover, cold objects get another chance
to be separated from hot objects by compaction.

Though checking the read-only hash is lightweight, it
would bring no benefit but extra overheads in uniform work-
loads. In the second step above, if the occurrence of the hottest
key is close to the occurrence of the coldest key (e.g., less
than 3×), the background thread clears the new hot set.
3.5 Recovery

The recovery of the log and the index is similar to existing work [12]. We mainly discuss recovery related to Pacman.

**Shortcut.** For KV stores with a volatile index, all shortcuts are invalid after a restart. However, since all segments have to be scanned to rebuild the index, new valid shortcuts are rebuilt in the meantime. For KV stores with a persistent index, to make shortcuts still valid after a restart, Pacman stores the offset from the base address of the PM pool for the index (e.g., PMEMOBJPOOL in PMDK [4]) in the Node Addr instead of the virtual address of the node.

**DRAM-resident information.** Though the DRAM-resident information is unavailable after recovery, the loss of this information has no impact on service threads.

For KV stores with a volatile index, since the index needs to be recovered by scanning all segments, the bitmaps are recovered together with the index at the same time. To distinguish the latest and stale objects, Pacman compares their version number and retains the latest reference in the index. For KV stores with a persistent index, the volatile bitmaps and metadata only cripple the garbage collection after recovery for a while. Cleaner threads scan the segments and recover the bitmaps by checking references in the index. Then the scanned segments become candidates for compaction.

**Crash of compaction.** After a restart, unfinished compaction does not need to resume. If a crash happens before the reference updating phase (before line 16 in Figure 4), after a restart, the new segment is still marked as a free segment as nothing has happened. If a crash happens in the middle of the reference updating phase (after line 16 in Figure 4), after a restart, background threads will scan these segments and distinguish redundant objects as described above.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we use a series of experiments to evaluate Pacman. After describing our setup (§4.1), we first conduct experiments to show the overall performance of Pacman on PM-based log-structured KV stores under various workloads (§4.2). Then, we analyze the benefit of each optimization of Pacman with different cases (§4.3). Last, we compare log-structured KV stores with Pacman against other KV stores on PM with a production workload (§4.4).

4.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments are conducted on a server with Intel Xeon Gold 6240 CPUs. Each CPU has 18 physical cores (36 logical cores with hyper-threading). Each socket is equipped with three 128 GB Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (DCPMM) DIMMs and 96 GB DRAM. We bind all threads to a single socket to avoid NUMA effect [25, 46]. The Optane DIMMs are configured in App Direct mode.

We apply Pacman to four versions of FlatStore [12] and Viper [8] we have evaluated in §2.2. FlatStore adopts a log batching technique to reduce the persisting overhead. Viper leverages PM-specific access patterns and employs CCEH [37] in DRAM as its index.

We set the upper limit of the hotspot set size (§3.4) to 128K in all experiments. We co-locate the background thread for generating new hotspot set (§3.4) with a random cleaner thread. The MIN_SIZE (§3.2) is set to 32, which means that the deleted flag bitmaps use 1 bit in DRAM for every 32 bytes in segments, which is 0.4% of the whole log size. We use 8-byte keys in all evaluated systems. Unless otherwise stated, we restrict the capacity utilization to 80%. Also, the value size is fixed at 48 for simplicity, because performance mainly depends on the average object size but not the exact size distribution [39] and the value size is corresponding to the recent real-world workloads [9].

4.2 Overall Performance

4.2.1 Impact of Capacity Utilization

We show how Pacman mitigates the performance decline at high capacity utilization with the same experiments as in §2.2, in which 12 service threads perform write-intensive (50% Put, Zipfian distribution with parameter 0.99) workloads and 4 cleaners conduct the compaction work. Figure 5 shows the results, from which we make three observations.

First, Pacman obviously curtails the performance decline at high capacity utilization. FlatStore-M with Pacman maintains throughput above 90% even at extremely high capacity utilization (90%). Due to the huge overhead of compaction, original systems can not fully utilize their performance at high utilization. Pacman improves the efficiency of compaction according to PM’s peculiarities, and therefore reduces the compaction overhead. Though the performance declines of FlatStore-PH
and FlatStore-FF with Pacman at 80% utilization still exceed 20%, they are much better than the original systems.

Second, Pacman also enhances the performance at low capacity utilization, which is because Pacman reduces small random accesses on PM and saves PM’s limited bandwidth. The improvement on Viper is more evident since Viper marks deleted flags and modifies locks on PM.

Third, systems using Pacman with 4 cleaners also outperform the original systems with 8 cleaner threads (see §2.2). Pacman saves CPU resources for compaction but brings more improvements, which is not only due to the efficient compaction, but also because of the reduction in contentions on both the index and PM resources [46].

### 4.2.2 YCSB Benchmark

In this section, we evaluate the basic performance with YCSB [13] benchmark. Table 1 shows the characteristics of workloads. We omit the YCSB-D as it has similar traits to YCSB-B. We set 24 threads to perform workloads after random prefilling 200 million objects, and 4 cleaners for all evaluated systems. Each service thread performs 20 million operations. The capacity utilization is restricted to 80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Read-Write-Scan %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>write-intensive</td>
<td>50-50-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>read-intensive</td>
<td>95-5-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>read-only</td>
<td>100-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>scan-intensive</td>
<td>0-5-95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: YCSB workloads description.

The experimental results are presented in Figure 6, from which we have two observations.

First, under write-intensive workload (YCSB-A), Pacman improves the performance of each system by 1.5-1.8x. Pacman improves Viper most among these systems, which is because Pacman on Viper not only increases the compaction efficiency but also reduce small random writes on PM.

In this workload, 4 cleaner threads are insufficient for systems without Pacman. The cleaner threads’ CPU utilizations are all above 95%. For evaluated systems with Pacman, there are a few unused CPU cycles. For example, with Pacman the cleaner threads’ CPU utilization is 81% in FlatStore-H and 92% in FlatStore-FF. The random prefilling phase invalidates a part of shortcuts. For example, the invalidation ratio of shortcuts is about 25% in FlatStore-FF and 58% in FlatStore-M. FlatStore-FF has lower invalidation ratio because FastFair has larger leaf node than MassTree and can tolerate more shift operations. Note that we regard the shortcut as valid if the entry can be found the in the node indicated by the shortcut or its sibling node.

Second, under read-dominated workloads (YCSB-B, C, and E), systems with Pacman have similar performance with the original systems. This is because Pacman does not directly influence read and scan operations, their performance under read-dominated workloads is similar.

### 4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we evaluate how workload characteristics affect Pacman. The default configurations are the same as in §4.2.1. We only show results of FlatStore-H with Pacman in Figure 7 as a representative sample.

**Uniform workloads.** In uniform workloads, the system’s performance drops compared with that in skewed workloads (Figure 5(a)), which is because of poor locality and much severe garbage collection overhead. The raw FlatStore-H drops more than half at 80% capacity utilization. However, Pacman still curtails the throughput decline within 15% at 80% utilization and 50% at 90% utilization.

**Thread scalability.** Due to the compaction overhead, the raw FlatStore-H can not scale well with multiple threads. On the contrary, with only 4 cleaners, FlatStore-H with Pacman can scale linearly up to about 20 threads.

**Value size.** The throughput of both systems drops with the value size getting larger because larger objects consume more bandwidth. Pacman enhances the throughput of FlatStore-H by 50-70% as the value size varies from 32 to 512, which shows that value size has little impact on Pacman.

**Write ratio.** Since the compaction overhead increases with write ratio, the improvement of Pacman on FlatStore-H is more significant with higher write ratio, reaching to 2.3× when the write ratio is 100%. A strange phenomenon is that FlatStore-H with Pacman has higher throughput when the write ratio is 80% than 60%. We find that cold segments have shorter ages due to the faster write rate. Thus, cleaners are more likely to select hot segments to compact according to the cost-benefit strategy, which has lesser overhead.

**Number of objects.** With the capacity utilization fixed at 80%, we vary the number of objects to prefill. The number of ob-
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Figure 7: Sensitivity Analysis (on FlatStore-H). (a) Uniform workloads. (b) Thread scalability. (c) Different value sizes. (d) Different write ratios. (e) Different numbers of objects.

4.3 Analysis of Techniques

In this section, we analyze the performance benefit of each technique by applying them one by one. To differentiate results more obviously, we stress the system with an artificial workload at a high capacity utilization level (80%) modeled after prior work [39], in which the system throughput is heavily limited by compaction. After loading 200 million KV objects, 12 service threads overwrite these objects following a Zipfian access distribution with skewness parameter 0.99, and 2 cleaner threads perform the compaction work. The workload proceeds for a while until the system throughput and compaction overhead converge to a stable value.

We only show results of Pacman on FlatStore-H and FlatStore-FF since their results are representative.

Figure 8 shows the contribution of each technique to the throughput and corresponding compaction bandwidth (bytes of cleaned segments per second). The applying order is determined by the dependencies between these techniques (e.g., the shortcut relies on hot-cold separation to reduce its space overhead). Specifically, we gradually apply to the raw systems with reducing avoidable PM accesses (§3.2), hot-cold data separation (§3.4), shortcut (§3.1), and the redesigned batching compaction pipeline (§3.3).

The results show that all techniques contribute to the improved performance more or less in some cases.

1. Reducing. Storing garbage information in DRAM and embedding size information in reference eschew the avoidable PM random accesses. Especially in FlatStore, this technique avoids checking references in the index for identifying liveliness of objects. Therefore, it brings about 80% improvements on FlatStore with a tree-based index (i.e., FlatStore-FF and FlatStore-M), and about 50% on FlatStore-H.

2. Separation. Hot-cold data separation improves the system performance about 30%. The improvement of system throughput is more than the compaction bandwidth. This is because that hot-cold data separation alleviates the mixture of stale and valid objects in a segment, thus decreasing the amount of valid objects moving and compaction time.

3. Shortcut. Though Pacman trades some available log space for storing shortcuts, shortcuts still boost the system performance by about 70% for FlatStore-FF and about 45% for FlatStore-M (not shown in the figure) even at high capacity utilization. Moreover, since we do not store shortcuts for hot objects, the rate of successfully using shortcuts to update references is 55% in FlatStore-FF in this experiment. The effect is not obvious for systems with a hash table-based index, since the benefit brought by shortcuts is overshadowed by the additional overhead of storing shortcuts. Since Pacman only stores shortcuts for inserted cold objects, and we assume that about half of inserted objects are cold, the space overhead is less than 4% for 64B objects. Note that this space overhead has been paid by Pacman.

4. Batching. The batching compaction pipeline and corresponding optimizations bring another 40% improvement on FlatStore-M and FlatStore-H. However, batching has smaller effect on FlatStore with a persistent index, which is because the main overhead of compaction comes from operations on the persistent index.

Put them together, Pacman increases the compaction bandwidth, and improves the system throughput by about 3× for
FlatStore-H and 4.6× for FlatStore-FF.

The results of Pacman on Viper are similar to FlatStore-H, except for reducing and batching. As Viper uses deleted flags in objects, reducing on Viper has smaller effect than FlatStore. However, due to the inefficiency of Viper’s original compaction, the batching compaction algorithm significantly improves Viper’s performance.

4.4 Comparison with Other KV Stores

In this section, we compare FlatStore with Pacman (denoted by suffix -Pac in Figure 9) against other three representative KV stores on PM, ChameleonDB [50], pmemkv [6], and PMem-RocksDB [3, 5]. ChameleonDB adopts a LSM-based hash index tracking KV objects in the log. We implement ChameleonDB since it is not open-source. Our implementation can achieve approximate performance in its paper when not considering garbage collection. As ChameleonDB does not provide their garbage collection approach, we implement its garbage collection like WiscKey [33] for their similar structures, but with a hot-cold data separation (§3.4). pmemkv internally leverages PMDK [4] for object allocation, which is a non-copying allocator. We set pmemkv’s storage engine to cmap, a persistent concurrent hash map. PMem-RocksDB is based on RocksDB [16], a LSM-tree-based key-value store. PMem-RocksDB locates SSTables and write ahead log (WAL) on PM. We follow the recommended configurations [5] except for enabling the key-value separation of PMem-RocksDB, since it offloads the object management to PMDK, which is similar to pmemkv. Note that we do not restrict the capacity of pmemkv and PMem-RocksDB.

We compare these systems with a production workload from Facebook ETC memcached pool [7]. Specifically, the workload has trinodal object size distribution, where the size of an object can be small (1-13 bytes), median (14-300 bytes) and large (larger than 300 bytes). This distribution is representative in real-world productions, as it also resembles the workloads of UP2X at Facebook [9]. We use skewed distribution (Zipfian parameter 0.99) for small and median objects, and uniform distribution for large objects as prior work [12, 14]. After random prefilling each system with 200 million objects, each thread performs 20 million operations of write-intensive workload (50% Get and 50% Put).

For a fair comparison, 1) we only include FlatStore-PH and FlatStore-FF as all compared systems have a persistent index; 2) we disable the log batching in FlatStore as a normal embedded KV store. All systems use 24 service threads and 4 background threads (for compaction and PMem-RocksDB’s flush) except for pmemkv. As pmemkv does not need garbage collection, we set pmemkv with 28 service threads. We report their throughput and latency in Figure 9.

Throughput. From the throughput results, we have the following observations.

The log-structured approach has great performance advantages. Even without Pacman, FlatStore-PH outperforms pmemkv as unordered KV stores, and FlatStore-FF outperforms PMem-RocksDB as ordered KV stores. However, the garbage collection overhead overshadowed this advantage. Due to the efficient compaction, Pacman improves the performance of original systems, especially for FlatStore-FF as it has more severe compaction overheads.

PMem-RocksDB has the lowest throughput even though efforts have been endeavoured to optimize RocksDB with persistent memory. This is because RocksDB was born for SSD, and some design is not suitable for PM. For example, the memtable, WAL, software caching, and file-based management are less effective when the storage device changes from disk or flash to PM.

Though pmemkv does not need garbage collection, it has a low performance. Since the value size varies in this workload, pmemkv needs to allocate new object by PMDK’s pmemobj Allocator if the size exceeds previous allocated size.

ChameleonDB has much lower performance than expectation. We also evaluate ChameleonDB with unlimited log space (i.e., no compaction) that can achieve similar performance to a KV store with a volatile hash table-based index (not shown in the figure). However, the garbage collection of ChameleonDB is much difficult due to its LSM-based index. The LSM-based index inserts a new KV pair to memtable directly without looking for the former entry of the same key. Therefore, cleaners are unaware of the garbage information and have to copy bulk of cold data. Its performance decreases sharply at higher capacity utilization due to the inefficient garbage collection. ChameleonDB requires a more elaborate garbage collection approach which considers both KV separation [10, 41] and PM’s peculiarities.

Latency. The median Get latency of each system accords with their index’s overhead. ChameleonDB has the lowest latency due to its efficient DRAM-PM-hybrid index.
For PMem-RocksDB, the notorious write stalls in LSM-trees [49] result in high Put tail-latencies. The dilatory flush and compaction not only block foreground write operations, but also lead to multiple SSTable levels, which makes Get operations inefficient. Besides, for low-latency devices like PM, bloom filters aimed at reducing storage I/Os can introduce non-negligible latencies in Get operations.

As pmemkv turns to transaction and logging for atomic in-place updates, it has the highest median Put latency and tail latency among all evaluated systems with a high thread count. First, transactions are more likely to be aborted with a high thread count. Second, the low-performance crash consistency mechanism of pmemkv makes index access inefficient.

4.5 Recovery

We evaluate the recovery with FlatStore-H and FlatStore-FF. We randomly prefill 200 million objects of 256B value size with 80% capacity utilization, in which the log space is 63.3 GB. Then we perform 100 million update operations to disorder all segments. We set 8 threads for the recovery.

For FlatStore-H, garbage information and shortcuts are restored with the volatile index in the meantime. It takes 14 seconds to recover all these things in FlatStore-H. For FlatStore-FF, it takes 102 ms to recover the states of segments. Note that the system is ready for service at this moment. Then, the 8 threads recover information for garbage collection (e.g., deleted flag bitmaps) in background, which takes 37 seconds.

5 Related Work

PM-based KV stores. There has been plenty of research on high-performance KV indexes [11, 20, 26, 27, 32, 37, 38, 43, 50, 51] and KV storage systems [8, 12, 22, 24, 30, 42, 49]. In this paper, we focus on log-structured KV stores on PM.

Log-structured memory storage systems. The log-structured design has been widely adopted in storage systems. RAMCloud [39] is a distributed KV store that uses log-structured memory to achieve high memory utilization. It uses memory to serve requests from clients and disk to store backup copies of data. FASTER [20] designs a hybrid log that spans main memory and storage. Nibble [35] is a concurrent log-structured in-memory KV store that uses a scalable multi-head log allocator with a concurrent index. It can scale up to hundreds of cores with ultra-large volumes of memory. MICA [31] and Segcache [47] are in-memory caching systems using the log-structured approach.

The log-structured approach is also embraced by many persistent memory systems. FlatStore [12], RStore [30], and Viper [8] are all DRAM-PM hybrid KV stores that leverage a volatile index on DRAM and log-structured storage on PM. To reduce small writes on PM, FlatStore proposes pipelined horizontal batching to batch small-sized requests from multiple cores, achieving high throughput without sacrificing low latency. Viper assigns threads to different PM regions to minimize the thread-to-DIMM ratio, and stores data in DIMM-aligned storage segments. NOVA [45] is a scalable persistent memory file system that maintains separate logs for each inode. LSNVMM [19] is a log-structured transactional memory system that takes advantage of copy-on-write to avoid redo/undo logging.

Optimizations on garbage collection. The main overhead of log-structured storage systems comes from garbage collection. RAMCloud designs an elaborate garbage collection approach to enable high memory utilization. RAMCloud decouples the garbage collection on the memory logs and backups. Hence, memory can have higher utilization and backup disks bear less garbage collection work. In-place updates can reduce the pressure of garbage collection [20, 31]. However, the in-place updates could lead to internal memory fragmentation. Furthermore, for persistent memory, in-place updates without expensive logging cannot guarantee crash consistency. Hot-cold separation is beneficial to garbage collection. Log-structured file systems such as F2FS [28] separate data by their types. HashKV [10] partitions KV objects by hashing. They separate hot and cold objects to some extent. Yang et al. [48] propose a PM-aware garbage collector in JVM. They separate the read-mostly phase and the write-only phase to fully utilize PM bandwidth. However, they adopt PM for merely increasing memory capacity and do not provide persistence guarantee.

The peculiarities of persistent memory make the problem of memory compaction more severe. To the best of our knowledge, Pacman is the first work that optimizes compaction for log-structured key-value store on PM.

6 Conclusion

Garbage collection overhead in log-structured KV stores becomes more severe on PM. We summarize that the culprit is that existing approaches are unawareness of PM’s characteristics. In this paper, we analyzed the inefficiencies of existing compaction approaches in log-structured KV stores on PM. According to the analysis, we design, implement, and evaluate Pacman, an efficient PM-aware compaction approach for log-structured KV store on PM. Pacman introduces several techniques to streamline garbage collection with the consideration of PM idiosyncrasies. Pacman significantly boosts the compaction bandwidth and improves the performance of state-of-the-art systems at high capacity utilization. Our implementation of Pacman is publicly available at https://github.com/thustorage/pacman.
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Abstract
Caches are pervasively used in content delivery networks (CDNs) to serve requests close to users and thus reduce content access latency. However, designing latency-optimal caches are challenging in the presence of delayed hits, which occur in high-throughput systems when multiple requests for the same content occur before the content is fetched from the remote server. In this paper, we propose a novel timer-based mechanism that provably optimizes the mean caching latency, providing a theoretical basis for the understanding and design of latency-aware (LA) caching that is fundamental to content delivery in latency-sensitive systems. Our timer-based model is able to derive a simple ranking function which quickly informs us the priority of a content for our goal to minimize latency. Based on that we propose a lightweight latency-aware caching algorithm named LA-Cache. We have implemented a prototype within Apache Traffic Server, a popular CDN server. The latency achieved by our implementations agrees closely with theoretical predictions of our model. Our experimental results using production traces show that LA-Cache consistently reduces latencies by 5%-15% compared to state-of-the-art methods depending on the backend RTTs.

1 Introduction
Content delivery networks (CDNs) carry more than 50% of today’s Internet traffic [17] by caching a variety of contents such as videos, music, software downloads, etc. and delivering thousands of millions of user requests each day. CDNs deploy hundreds of thousands of servers across the world to serve user requests. If the requested content is available in the server near the user, a cache hit occurs and the user experiences a quicker response with a lower latency. Otherwise, a cache miss occurs and the requested content has to be fetched from the remote server with a dramatically increased latency. As a result, there has been a renewed focus on increasing cache hits [11, 16, 31, 40], which can significantly improve the content delivery of the Internet.

The recent trends of improving caching efficiency in terms of maximizing caching hits mostly focus on designing different content caching algorithms, including but not limited to GDSF [15], ARC [44], CAR [6], LHD [7], A-LRU [37], AdaptSize [11], CACA [29], LRB [53], RL-Cache [35], RL-Bélády [58], DeepCache [45] and LHR [59]. However, most of these algorithms assume that the user-perceived latency upon a cache hit is negligible (i.e., zero delay). Though this assumption has been widely used in the caching literature, some recent efforts start linking it to the potential performance degradation when minimizing the end-user latency in the presence of delayed hits [27, 55]. Notably, the latest series of works [4, 42] reveals that a delayed hit can occur in real-world systems, especially in high-throughput systems when multiple requests to the same content occur before the requested content is fetched from the remote server. As a result, the aforementioned caching algorithms fail to minimizing user-perceived latency in the presence of delayed hit since they are designed under the assumption that delayed hits does not exist. See Section 2 for more detail.

Despite the insightful findings in [4, 42], there remains a major gap between the delayed hits observation and the goal of efficient online latency-aware caching algorithm design. This is due to the fact that delayed hits were only identified and overcome through a hard offline optimization problem assuming that all contents are the same size, and the fetching latency from remote server upon a cache miss is uniform across different contents. However, it is well-known that content sizes often vary widely in production CDNs from a few bytes [46] to several gigabytes [31]. Additionally, the fetching latencies upon cache misses in production systems may vary over time due to the network conditions (e.g., bandwidth), and differ across content sizes since large contents often require longer fetching latencies (e.g., multiple RTTs). These facts introduce an additional layer of complexity in the design of online algorithms for minimizing latency in the presence of delayed hits, which largely remain elusive in the literature.

This paper closes this gap by developing a novel and lightweight timer-based mechanism to account for the impact
of delayed hits for contents with variable sizes and different fetching latencies that provably optimizes the mean caching latency. This provides a theoretical basis for the understanding and design of latency-aware caching that is fundamental to content delivery in latency-sensitive systems. In this approach, each content is associated with a timer indicating the fetching latency between the cache and remote server, which can be variable across different contents and systems. Upon a cache miss, all requests (i.e., delayed hits) arriving at the cache during a certain time period dictated by its timer suffer a corresponding latency before these requests are truly served. This approach is able to explicitly characterize the expected average latency of a caching system in the presence of delayed hits. This further enables us to derive a simple ranking function which can quickly prioritize contents for the purpose of minimizing latency.

This paper makes the following research contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, our proposed timer-based model is the first to provide a theoretical basis for understanding the impact of delayed hits in latency-sensitive caching systems in an online manner. This enables us to design a lightweight online latency-aware caching algorithm which can capture the variable fetching latency and different content sizes in real-world systems.

- Using this timer-based model, we explicitly characterize the mean latency of each content in the presence of delayed hits and derive a simple ranking function to prioritize contents so as to minimize the mean latency. We then propose a lightweight latency-aware caching algorithm named LA-Cache.

- We have implemented the LA-Cache prototype within Apache Traffic Server, a popular CDN server, and evaluate the performance of LA-Cache using production traces. Our empirical results are in close alignment with our theoretical model predictions. Furthermore, we show that LA-Cache consistently outperforms conventional caching algorithms by reducing the latency by 5%-15% depending on the backend RTTs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the motivations and opportunities in designing latency-aware caching in Section 2. We present the model for delayed hits and explicitly characterize the mean latency in Section 3. We propose the latency-aware algorithm LA-Cache in Section 4, and present its prototype design in Section 5. Evaluation results are shown in Section 6. We discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude the paper in Section 8. Additional results are presented in the supplementary material.

2 Background and Motivation

We begin by motivating the existing of delayed hits in latency-sensitive systems and showing the fundamental limitations of existing algorithms.

2.1 A Motivating Example

As a motivating example, we consider a basic delayed hit scenario in real-world systems as shown in Figure 1. Upon the first request to content ‘A’, a cache miss occurs and the cache must fetch content ‘A’ from the remote server with a latency of 2 ms. The next two requests to content ‘A’ can be directly served from the cache and experience a latency corresponding to a cache hit, which is assumed to be zero in conventional caching algorithms.

Since it takes 2 ms to fetch content ‘A’ from the remote server, how is it possible for the second request to content ‘A’ that arrived just 1 ms after the miss was served with a zero latency? Clearly, something is wrong.

Contrast to the ideal assumption in conventional caching algorithm design, the following actually happens. Upon the first request to content ‘A’, a cache miss is claimed and a fetch is triggered with a latency of 2 ms. Since the RTT is 2 ms, content ‘A’ will only arrive in the cache at time t=2 ms. As a result, the request at t=1 ms is queued behind the original miss, and must wait (at least) 1 ms to be served. At time t=2 ms, content ‘A’ arrives at the cache and all queued requests (including the one just arrived) are resolved. Similar process happens for the requests to content ‘B’. Since it takes 2 ms to fetch content ‘A’ from the remote server, how is it possible for the second request to content ‘A’ that arrived just 1 ms after the miss was served with a zero latency? Clearly, something is wrong.

Contrast to the ideal assumption in conventional caching algorithm design, the following actually happens. Upon the first request to content ‘A’, a cache miss is claimed and a fetch is triggered with a latency of 2 ms. Since the RTT is 2 ms, content ‘A’ will only arrive in the cache at time t=2 ms. As a result, the request at t=1 ms is queued behind the original miss, and must wait (at least) 1 ms to be served. At time t=2 ms, content ‘A’ arrives at the cache and all queued requests (including the one just arrived) are resolved. Similar process happens for the requests to content ‘B’. These requests (e.g., requests to content ‘A’ at t=1 ms and to content ‘B’ at t= 4 ms) are called delayed hits since they neither suffer the latency of a cache miss nor that of a true cache hit (e.g., requests to

---

1 We interchangeably use the terms of “miss latency”, “fetching latency”
content ‘A’ at t=2 ms and to content ‘B’ at t= 5 ms).

In general, delayed hits occur in high-throughput systems when multiple requests to the same content occur before the requested content is fetched from the remote server [4, 27, 42, 55]. This phenomenon has become increasing perceptible due to the growing ratio between system throughputs and latencies in a wide range of systems. For example, the wide-area latency between a CDN forward proxy and a central data center is only marginally improving, while newer technologies boast order-of-magnitude throughput improvement with the network links moving from 10 Gbps to 400 Gbps [24]. The fundamental problem is that latencies are closer and closer to limits imposed by the speed of light, while throughputs keep growing unboundedly. Hence, minimizing the impact of delayed hits is a key performance objective in latency-aware caching systems.

### 2.2 Limitations of Existing Algorithms

The above example indicates that conventional caching algorithms fail to capture the impact of delayed hits, which can be significant especially in systems with high latency to the remote server. One reason contributes to this failure is that conventional caching algorithms are designed to maximize cache hits under the assumption that all cache hits result in zero delay, i.e., they equally treat delayed hits and true hits. To that end, the latency measured by conventional caching algorithms significantly underestimate true latency in the presence of delayed hits. Some so-called “cache hits” will experience latencies closer to the high latency of a cache miss than the low latency of a true hit in practice.

As a consequence of this discrepancy, conventional caching algorithms fail to minimize latency although some caches were deployed for this purpose, which were actually treated equivalently to maximize cache hits regardless of delayed hits. and “RTT” in this paper.

Figure 2: Conventional caching algorithms fail to minimize latency: As the fetching latency (the value of L) increases, conventional caching algorithms outperform the Bélády’s offline MIN algorithm in term of mean latency on a 256GB cache. For example, LRU-4 outperforms Bélády when L is greater than 50 ms in the Bilibili trace.

Figure 3: The illustration of our proposed timer-based model for a particular content i in the presence of delayed hits.

For example, the Bélády’s offline MIN algorithm\(^2\) [8] is the well-known optimal algorithm in maximizing cache hits and minimizing latency when all contents are of the same size and delayed hits are treated as true hits. However, Bélády is no longer optimal in minimizing latency in the presence of delayed hits, as illustrated in Figure 2 (More details in Section 6). Therefore, the goal of maximizing cache hits for most conventional caching algorithms and the goal of minimizing latency are not equivalent, in the presence of delayed hits\(^3\). We need to design new online algorithms for latency-sensitive caching systems.

### 3 Model for Latency Minimization

We consider the problem of minimizing latency for content delivery given delayed hits in latency-sensitive systems. In particular, we aim at designing a latency-aware caching policy that minimizes the mean latency of all requests. For ease of exposition, we denote the latency to fetch a particular content \(i\) from the remote server as \(L_i\), which can vary across contents and servers. Therefore, the latency is (a) \(L_i\) upon a cache miss, (b) between 0 and \(L_i\) upon a delayed hit, and (c) 0 upon a true cache hit.

#### 3.1 Modeling Delayed Hits

Our key insight is to build a novel connection between delayed hits and the timer-based caching policy. Figure 3 shows such a novel connection for a particular content \(i\). More specifically, each content \(i\) has a timer value \(L_i\) which represents the latency to retrieve the content from the remote server upon a cache miss. In other words, upon a cache miss at time \(t\), a request is sent to the remote server and content \(i\) will be

---

\(^2\) The Bélády’s offline MIN algorithm always evicts the content with the furthest next request.

\(^3\) It has been shown [42] that the latency objective is not antimonotone for caching problems with delayed hits. In other words, a caching algorithm that improves average caching latency under delayed hits might even lower the true hit rate. Hence optimizing caching latency is fundamentally different from optimizing cache hits.
fetched and inserted into the cache after \( L_i \) time slots, i.e., at time \( t + L_i \). The timer counts down and until the timer expires, any new requests for content \( i \) during \([t, t + L_i]\) are called delayed hits. These requests are queued behind the original cache miss occurred at time \( t \), and resolved at time \( t + L_i \) with a corresponding latency of \( t + L_i - t' \) for the request occurred at time \( t' \). The request arrives at time \( t + L_i \) is satisfied immediately with a latency of 0, and hence is called the true hit.

### 3.2 Mean Latency of All Requests

Suppose that the requests for content \( i \) arrive at the cache according to a Poisson process\(^4\) with rate \( \lambda_i \). Let \( D_i \) be the expected aggregated latency experienced by the arrival of requests for content \( i \) (i.e., delayed hits) upon a cache miss. The probability of not finding content \( i \) in the cache is the cache miss probability \( m_i \), which satisfies \( m_i = \frac{1}{1 + \lambda_i L_i} \) derived in the context of timer-based caches [25].

**Proposition 1.** The expected latency experienced by the request arrival of content \( i \) is \((1 + \frac{1}{1 + \lambda_i L_i}) \frac{L_i}{2}\).

**Proof.** We first compute the expected aggregated latency for content \( i \). Upon a cache miss, the request is sent to the remote server and content \( i \) is fetched and inserted into the cache after \( L_i \) time slots. Thus, the latency of a cache miss is \( L_i \). A delayed hit occurs for every arrival of content \( i \) during \([t, t + L_i]\) since the content \( i \) has not been inserted into the cache yet, and the corresponding latency for request at time \( t' \in [t, t + L_i] \) is \( t + L_i - t' \). Thus the expected aggregated latency by all delayed hits in the interval of \([t, t + L_i]\) is

\[
D_i := \int_t^{t+L_i} \lambda_i (t + L_i - x) dx = \frac{\lambda_i L_i^2}{2}.
\]

Since the requests for content \( i \) follow a Poisson process, the expected number of requests, i.e., the expected number of delayed hits is \( \lambda_i L_i \). Hence, the expected latency for each delayed hit is \( \frac{\lambda_i L_i^2}{\lambda_i L_i} = \frac{L_i^2}{2} \). Then the mean latency experienced by the requests of content \( i \) is a weighted sum of the latency from the cache miss and the latency from delayed hits, which satisfies

\[
D_i = m_i L_i + (1 - m_i) \frac{L_i}{2} = \left(1 + \frac{1}{1 + \lambda_i L_i}\right) \frac{L_i}{2}.
\]

**Corollary 1.** The mean latency experienced by all requests to \( N \) distinct contents satisfies

\[
\bar{D} := \sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_i D_i = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\lambda_i L_i}{2} \left(1 + \frac{1}{1 + \lambda_i L_i}\right).
\]

**Remark 1.** The main advantage of our proposed timer-based model for delayed hits is that it can be easily deployed in latency-sensitive systems to provide a precise and theoretically-validated latency. Although real-world systems do not have strict Poisson arrivals for any content (see Section 6), we will show in Section 6 that our proposed theoretical model with Poisson assumptions works well in practice.

**Remark 2.** Timer-based caches have been extensively studied in the community [9, 14, 23, 25, 26, 33, 48–50] which are used to store frequently requested contents in computer systems. In a timer-based cache, a timer value is set when a content is first cached and evict the content when the timer expires. While our timer-based delayed hits model serves a different purpose, some of the theoretical analysis of timer caches directly apply (e.g., the decoupling nature of contents in timer cache analysis). This novel connection between timer-based delayed hits and traditional timer-based caches allows us to bring to bear the analytical work done in the conventional caching domain into latency-sensitive systems.

### 4 Latency-Aware Cache

Our novel and lightweight timer-based model for delayed hits provides us an opportunity to design a latency-aware (LA) caching policy that achieves optimal latency for any given request sequence with variable content fetching latency from remote server.

Having characterized the mean latency experienced by all requests (see Corollary 1), we turn to derive a simple ranking function that can quickly prioritize contents so as to minimize latency\(^5\). Ranking function has been widely used in the design of conventional caching algorithms. For example, the classic Least Recently Used (LRU) [18] (or its variants) which are employed in major CDNs today, is based on a ranking function of content request recency, while Least Frequency Used (LFU) ranks contents by how frequently they have been

---

\(^4\)Poisson arrivals are widely used in the literature, e.g., [32, 36, 38, 41, 43]. However, our model holds for general stationary process [5] at the cost of complicated notations [25, 26]. We relax the Poisson arrivals assumption for our algorithm design, implementation and empirical evaluation.

\(^5\)We build a novel connection between delayed hits and timer-based caches for the sake of characterizing the mean latency of each content in the presence of delayed hits. See Remark 2. In particular, the fetching latency upon a cache miss is analogous to a timer. Need to mention that we are not considering the conventional timer-based caches, where each content is decoupled by the timer. Instead, our timer-based model serves a different purpose. For our latency-aware caching policy design, all contents are coupled by the cache capacity constraint and hence a ranking function (which is derived using the timer-based model, see equation (4)) is needed to make caching decisions. We use the term “timer-based model” since we can bring some analytical results from traditional timer-based cache domain into latency-minimization analysis, such as the expression of \( m_i \).
requested. However, all these ranking functions prioritize contents for maximizing cache hits whereas we seek a ranking function so as to minimizing latency.

Our ranking function is inspired by the theoretically-sounded latency derived from the timer-based model for delayed hits, which in particular the following two intuitions. First, we consider the metric of aggregated latency computed in (1), which is the sum of latency due to a cache miss and any delay hits in the next $L_i$ time slots which occur before the corresponding content is fetched and inserted into the cache. Intuitively, a content with a higher latency cost increases the average latency more than a content with a lower latency cost, and hence should be prioritized. Second, we consider the metric of mean latency for each request of a content, which is computed in (2). It is clear that a burst of requests to a content can contribute more to the average latency than a sparse of requests to a content. Following these two intuitions, we derive a ranking function based on both the aggregated latency and the mean latency for each content $i$ as

$$\bar{f}(i) = \frac{\text{Aggregated latency}}{\text{Mean latency for each request}} = \frac{D_i}{\bar{D}_i} = \frac{\lambda_i L_i (1 + \lambda_i L_i)}{2 + \lambda_i L_i}. \tag{4}$$

Now we introduce the latency-aware policy based on the above ranking function, abbreviated as LA-Cache. LA-Cache always places in the cache the contents with the largest value of their corresponding ranking functions, i.e., if $\bar{f}(1) \geq \bar{f}(2) \geq \cdots \geq \bar{f}(N)$, then contents 1, 2, \cdots, $C$ are cached given that the cache size is $C$.

**Proposition 2.** LA-Cache achieves the minimum mean latency experienced by all requests compared to any other online policies.

**Proof.** This is clear from the definition of LA-Cache policy since both the ranking function (4) and the expected latency for each content $i$ in (2) (resp. (3)) are monotonically increasing in $\lambda_i L_i$. \hfill \Box

**Remark 3.** Given (3) (resp. (2)), it can be easily shown that $D$ (resp. $\bar{D}$) is increasing in $\lambda_i L_i$, which can be interpreted as the expected number of delayed hits upon a cache miss for content $i$. Since our ranking function (4) is also increasing in $\lambda_i L_i$, it is clear that LA-Cache prioritizes caching bursty contents (We will formally define and evaluate the burstiness of a content using a burstiness measure [34] in Section 6). Intuitively this is correct since a bursty content usually refers to a large number of requests in a shorter time period. This will result in a larger aggregated latency for the content upon a cache miss. As a result, prioritizing such a content can reduce the latency.

## 4.1 From Theory to Practice

The above ranking function is defined under the assumption that the content sizes in the system are equal. However, the content sizes in production system usually vary significantly from a few bytes [46] to several gigabytes [31]. To overcome this drawback, we redefine the ranking function by incorporating the content size $s_i$, satisfying

$$f(i) = \frac{\bar{f}(i)}{s_i} = \frac{\lambda_i L_i (1 + \lambda_i L_i)}{(2 + \lambda_i L_i) s_i}. \tag{5}$$

For the notation abuse, we call the policy using this refined ranking function as LA-Cache in the rest of the paper.

To compute the ranking function and obtain the ranking function based policy LA-Cache, the content arrival rate $\lambda_i$ is needed\(^6\). This is straightforward for synthetic workload; however, the content arrival rate is usually unknown and varying over time in real-world systems. To this end, we use estimation techniques to approximate the request rates. For any content $i$, let $X^i_j$ denote the random variable corresponding to the inter-arrival times for the requests for content $i$, and $\hat{X}^i$ be its mean. We can approximate the mean inter-arrival time as $\hat{X}^i = \sum_{j=1}^{K} X^i_j / K$. It can be easily shown that $\hat{X}^i$ is an unbiased estimator of $1/\lambda_i$. However, keep tracking of all $X^i_j$’s for each content $j$ from the very beginning will increase the overhead. As it is well-known that content request processes in production systems are highly dynamic and non-stationary, we further consider a sliding time window, and only use the $X^i_j$’s within the window to estimate $\hat{X}^i$. In Section 6, we will use this estimator to compute the ranking function for evaluating our algorithm.

## 5 Implementation

We implement the LA-Cache prototype within Apache Traffic Server (ATS) [2], a popular CDN server. An LA-Cache cache simulator has also been implemented for the sake of comparison with a wide range of state-of-the-art caching algorithms. The two implementations are written in C++.

### 5.1 LA-Cache Prototype

ATS is a multi-threaded and event-based CDN caching server with a space-efficient in-memory lookup data structure as

\[^6\]\text{Again, $L_i$ indicates the content retrieval latency upon a cache miss (related to RTTs of the system). In our experiments, we evaluate the impact of its value on the system performance. See Section 6.}
Table 1: Overview of state-of-the-art caching algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRU</td>
<td>Recency-based heuristic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU-K</td>
<td>Recency-based heuristic. Evict content with the oldest K-th reference in the past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHD [7]</td>
<td>Using a ranking function of the content expected hit density.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Q [52]</td>
<td>Manage caching decisions through a FIFO queue and a LRU queue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>An offline heuristic knows future request latency caused by evicting a content from cache now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU-MAD [4]</td>
<td>Calculate content average latency from history and then combine with LHD as a ranking function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHD-MAD [4]</td>
<td>Calculate content average latency from history and then combine with LRU as a ranking function.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Key characteristics of the production traces used throughout our evaluation spanning different CDNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>CDN-A</th>
<th>CDN-B</th>
<th>Bilibili</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration (Hours)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique contents</td>
<td>330,446</td>
<td>162,104</td>
<td>4,852</td>
<td>407,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total requests (Millions)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean content size (MB)</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>563.5</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max content size (MB)</td>
<td>7,790</td>
<td>38,392</td>
<td>565.8</td>
<td>3,840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: The production traces used in our evaluation comes from different CDNs and thus exhibit different request patterns.

We implement an LA-Cache simulator that includes a wide range of conventional caching algorithms. For ease of exposition, we only report the results for the “best-performing” algorithms as summarized in Table 1. Finally, our implementation benefits from existing caching simulators such as lib-CacheSim [39] and LRB simulators [53].

Availability. The code for the prototype design, the cache simulator as well as all evaluations in Section 6 are available at https://github.com/GYan58/la-cache.
6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our LA-Cache prototype. We also conduct simulations to compare LA-Cache to a wide range of state-of-the-art algorithms using production traces. Our results address the following questions:

- How accurate is our timer-based model for delayed hits given that real-world systems do not have strict Poisson arrivals (Section 6.2)?
- What is the benefit of using our LA-Cache prototype compared to existing CDN production systems in terms of latency and implementation overhead (Section 6.3)?
- What is the performance of LA-Cache compared to state-of-the-art algorithms on a wide range of production CDN traces under various cache settings (e.g., different fetching latency and cache sizes) (Section 6.4)?

6.1 Methodology

Traces. We consider production traces from four CDNs, two of which chose to remain anonymous. (1) CDN-A collected from several nodes in one continent serves a mixture of web and video traffic; (2) CDN-B captures mobile video behaviors collected from one live streaming system; (3) Bilibili [12, 29], collected from a Video-on-Demand (VoD) provider with millions of HTTP requests; and (4) a Wikipedia (Wiki) trace [53] collected on a west-coast node serving photos and other media content. We summarize the trace characteristics in Table 2 and present two key distributions of these traces in Figure 5. The traces typically span several tens to hundreds of thousands of requests, and tens of thousands of contents with sizes varying from 10KB to 10^8MB. The total bytes requested are on the order of TBs; however, the active bytes are on average on the order of GBs. As a result, we choose the cache size in the range of 128GB to 1,024GB for different traces in our evaluation. For ease of readability, we only present results using a 256GB cache and a 512GB cache for each trace in the rest of this section. Similar observations hold for other cache sizes and hence are omitted. Finally, the average inter-request time is 6.5 ms for CDN-A, 9.1 ms for CDN-B, 1.1 ms for Bilibili and 5.4 ms for Wikipedia.

Baselines. We compare LA-Cache with a wide range of state-of-the-art algorithms. For ease of exposition, we only show the few “best-performing” algorithms (see Table 1) in the following figures.

Performance evaluation. We evaluate the performance of these algorithms using four production workloads described above with different fetching latencies and cache sizes. All results are generated by running on Ubuntu 18.04 with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ processor and a 8GB RAM.

---

9A content is said to be active at time t in a trace if t lies between its first and last requests. The total size of active contents at time t is defined as active bytes [35].
6.2 Accuracy of Timer-based Model

We first show that our proposed timer-based model for delayed hits (see Sections 3 and 4) is accurate.

**Non-Poisson arrivals in production traces.** We first show that production traces do not have strict Poisson arrivals for any content. To that end, we generate a synthetic trace based on the real trace, where each content follows Poisson arrivals with the same average arrival rate as in the corresponding trace. We analyze the distribution of the inter-arrival times for the corresponding contents from the real and synthetic traces. It is clearly shown in Figure 6 that they are visibly different. Similarly trends hold for other contents in all production traces considered in this paper, i.e., production traces do not have strict Poisson arrivals for any content.

**Comparison between theoretical and empirical results.** We now show that despite the fact that production traces may not be strictly Poisson, our proposed timer-based model with Poisson assumption works well in practice. To this end, we compare the theoretically computed average latency (calculated using Equation (3)) to the empirically computed latency. In particular, we compare three results: (i) Theory: theoretical latency for the trace; (ii) E-real: empirical latency for the trace; and (iii) E-synthetic: empirical latency for the synthetic Poisson trace with same content arrival rates as the trace as described earlier. Figure 7 compares the curves for all three cases in four production traces. We observe that the theoretical latency matches very well with the empirical latency for the synthetic trace while the empirical latency for the real trace only differs slightly with the other two.

6.3 Latency Reduction of LA-Cache Prototype

We first compare our LA-Cache prototype to the ATS production systems in mean latency and implementation overhead as shown in Figure 8 and Table 3. The average RTT is 200 ms.

**Latencies.** Figure 8 compares the mean latency, the 90-th percentile latency (P90 latency) and the 99-th percentile latency (P99 latency) of LA-Cache and unmodified ATS using four production traces with a 256GB cache. LA-Cache consistently reduces the latency compared to ATS by 5%-20% on average.

**Implementation overhead.** We then compare the implementation overhead of our LA-Cache prototype against unmodified ATS. We measure the throughput, CPU and memory utility under the “max” experiments, as shown in Table 3. We see that LA-Cache has no measurable throughput overhead but the peak CPU utilization increases to 27.4% from 2.8% for ATS under CDN-A, 28.2% from 3.7% for ATS under

Table 3: Resource usage for LA-Cache and ATS in max (throughput-bound) and normal (production-speed) experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>CDN-A</th>
<th>CDN-B</th>
<th>Bilibili</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (Gbps)</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>234.2</td>
<td>235.6</td>
<td>378.8</td>
<td>381.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>247.6</td>
<td>248.2</td>
<td>474.1</td>
<td>474.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Latency (ms)</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>137.2</td>
<td>150.6</td>
<td>215.0</td>
<td>236.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>223.5</td>
<td>239.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>156.4</td>
<td>188.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 (resp. P99) latency is the value of top 10% (resp. 1%) latency. Though P90 (resp. P99) latencies of LA-Cache are not significantly better than ATS, it only means that the largest latency values are similar. More importantly, it is obvious that the mean latency, a key metric for real system, of LA-Cache significantly outperforms ATS, i.e., LA-Cache improves mean latency greatly for most content requests.
We replay our traces using its original timestamps and measure the latencies corresponding to cache misses, delayed hits and true hits. We call this “normal” experiments as shown in Table 3. It is clear that LA-Cache leads to significant latency reduction compared to ATS. More specifically, LA-Cache reduces the 90-th percentile latency (P90 latency) by 4%, the 99-th percentile latency (P99 latency) by 3%, and the overall average latency by 10% compared to ATS.

Finally, we measure the peak memory overhead for all traces and cache sizes, we observe that LA-Cache uses at most 1.1% of the cache size to store metadata. As we will show later, such a small loss in available caching space is more than offset by LA-Cache’s significant latency reduction.

From our above experiments in ATS, we believe that LA-Cache is a practical design for today’s CDNs and can be easily implemented in existing production CDN servers with modest resource overhead.

### 6.4 LA-Cache vs. State-of-the-art Algorithms

We further compare LA-Cache to a large number of state-of-the-art caching algorithms using four production traces with a wide range of fetching latencies and cache sizes.

Latency. Figures 9 and 10 compare the mean latency improvement of LA-Cache and state-of-the-art caching algorithms with respect to LRU with different fetching latencies using a 256GB and a 512GB cache, respectively. We choose LRU as the baseline since major CDNs today still employ LRU or its variants for content caching. The comparisons with respect to the offline Bélády are relegated to the supplementary material for ease of readability.

Our LA-Cache consistently outperforms the best state-of-the-art algorithms, i.e., “the best-performing” algorithms in Table 1. Overall, LA-Cache reduces the latency by 5%-15% on average. Note that LA-Cache is robust across all traces in latency reduction whereas no existing state-of-the-art algorithms could robustly reduce the latency across all traces. In particular, LA-Cache outperforms LHD-MAD and LRU-MAD, two recently proposed latency-aware caching algorithms [4]. Our interpretation is that our LA-Cache naturally offers a variable fetching latency for different contents as well as fully captures the varying content sizes whereas LHD-MAD or LRU-MAD are designed under the assumption that contents are of equal size, which is not the case in production systems (see Figure 5).

Impact of cache size. We further characterize the impact of cache size on the latency reduction of LA-Cache compared to state-of-the-art algorithms. Based on the results above,
we only focus on the comparison with two latency-aware algorithms LRU-MAD and LHD-MAD. We compute the latency reduction compared to LRU for all traces while using a fixed value of $L=1$ ms. From Figure 11, we observe that LA-Cache’s improvement is between 4% and 30% compared to the widely deployed LRU. Finally, we see that LA-Cache outperforms LRU-MAD and LHD-MAD between 3% and 13% across different cache sizes.

**Impact of burstiness.** As motivated earlier in Section 2 as well as the design of our LA-Cache in Section 4, it is clear that a burst of requests to a content could contribute to the average latency more than a sparse of requests to a content. Now we turn to the question of whether our intuition of burstiness indeed maps on the latency reduction of LA-Cache compared to state-of-the-art algorithms?

To answer this question, we first need a measure to quantify the burstiness of a trace. A widely used metric is called the Goh-Barabasi score\(^1\)\(^{28}\). However, it does not capture the impact of inter-arrival times, which play a significant role in delayed hits. To this end, we use a new burstiness measure\(^3\) that not only captures the mean, variance of request sequences but also the inter-arrival times. The large the burstiness value, the busier the requests are. We refer interested readers to\(^3\) for a detailed discussion\(^4\).

\(^1\) The value of Goh-Barabasi score is between -1 to 1, with -1 being a regular request sequence, 0 being a random request sequence and 1 being a bursty request sequence.

\(^2\) The Goh-Barabasi score is a statistical measure of burstiness in a sequence of events and is defined as $B = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{X_i - \mu}{\sigma} \right)$, where $r = \sigma/\mu$ is the coefficient of variation, $\sigma$ and $\mu$ denote the standard deviation and the mean of inter-arrival times, respectively. However, the behavior of this score may not be robust with respect to finite-size request sequence.\(^3\) redefined the burstiness score as $B = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{X_i - \mu}{\sigma} \right)^2$, where $n$ is the sample size (i.e., number of requests in the sequence). This new score has been shown to quantify the burstiness in the empirical dataset without finite-size effects.

\(^3\) We compute a weighted average burstiness score over all requests in the trace using the new burstiness measure\(^3\), where the weight for each content is proportional to the total number of requests for this content.

Using this measure, we show that CDN-A has the largest burstiness value\(^5\), which means that the inter-arrival times for most contents are completely random. On the other hand, CDN-B has the smallest burstiness value. These observations are consistently with the trace characteristics (e.g., the inter-arrival time distribution) in Figure 5, where about 25%-30% contents account for more than 80% requests in CDN-A, while the requests in CDN-B are more uniform.

We characterize the burstiness of each content and the corresponding latency improvement of this content due to the latency-aware caching algorithms in Figures 12 and 13, where we consider the setting as above with a fixed value of $L=1$ ms. We observe that bursty contents (with a large burstiness value) incur a lower latency compared to LRU in general. Furthermore, we indeed observe that LA-Cache prioritizes more bursty requests compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms, which contributes to the latency reduction of LA-Cache. As a result, the overall mean latency is reduced. For example,

![Figure 11: Comparison of the mean latency improvement between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms relative to LRU as a function of cache sizes.](image1)

![Figure 12: Improvement from the burstiness of content requests relative to LRU using a 256GB cache.](image2)
for Wiki in Figure 12 (d), it is obvious that LA-Cache prioritizes more bursty requests compared to LRU-MAD and LHD-MAD. This leads to a latency improvement of 22% for LA-Cache, while the improvements for LRU-MAD and LHD-MAD are 2% and 9%, respectively, as shown in Figure 9 ($L = 10^3 \mu s$). This phenomenon can also be observed when compared with the offline Bélády (see supplementary material). These observations further validate our intuitions on designing a ranking function to prioritize bursty contents so as to minimize latency (see Section 4).

7 Related Work

Caching algorithm design has been extensively studied over years. However, most of the previous works have focused on improving caching hit probabilities. We classify them by admission or eviction. The widely used admission algorithms include AdaptSize [11], TinyLFU [19] and SecondHit [40], and among others where static features such as content sizes are used for admission [1,20]. A large number of works proposed eviction algorithms from classic Least Recently Used (LRU) [18], RANDOM, FIFO, to more sophisticated ones that are more difficult to implement in practice, e.g., LRU-K [47], LFU-DA [3,51], GDSF [15], ARC [44], CAR [6] and among others, where recency, frequency or their combinations are usually used for eviction decision [7,13,30].

Recently, machine learning has been used for caching algorithm design. On the one hand, some focus on learning content popularities for content eviction via deep neural networks (DNNs), e.g., DeepCache [45], FNN-Cache [22], Pop-Cache [54] and PA-Cache [21] or by approximating or imitating offline optimal Bélády for content eviction, e.g., LFO [10], LRB [53]. On the other hand, some algorithms learn to decide whether or not to admit a request (i.e., content admission) via reinforcement learning (RL), e.g., RL-Cache [35], CACA [29], RL-Bélády [58] and among others [57,60]. Again, most of these designs are focusing on improving cache hits rather than minimizing caching latency.

Closest to to our work is [4,42]. In particular, [42] provides a lower bound on the performance of caching policies when delayed hits exist. [4] characterizes the impact of delayed hits and proposes an online approximation algorithm MAD based on a hard offline optimization problem. However, MAD fails to account for variable fetching latency and different content sizes, which are the cases in production CDNs and are both captured by our LA-Cache.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed latency-aware caching in the presence of delayed hits, and proposed a novel timer-based mechanism to capture the impact of delayed hits which provably optimizes the mean caching latency. Furthermore, our model captured variable fetching latency and different content sizes, providing a theoretical basis for the understanding and design of latency-aware caching for content delivery in latency-sensitive systems. Using our timer-based model, we proposed a lightweight latency-aware caching algorithm LA-Cache. We implemented a LA-Cache prototype within Apache Traffic Sever. Using production traces, we showed that LA-Cache consistently outperformed state-of-the-art algorithms on latency reduction with modest resource overhead.
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A Supplementary Material

A.1 Analysis of Real Request Traces

In this subsection, we provide the detailed analysis of four production traces used in this paper, as discussed in Section 6.

The content popularity distribution (Figure 5(a)) shows that most traces follow approximately a Zipf distribution with the Zipf parameter $\alpha$ between 0.56 and 1.24.

The content inter-arrival time distribution (Figure 5(b)) shows the distribution of the time between two consecutive request arrivals, further distinguishing these traces. It is clear that the requested contents in CDN-A have the largest variations since CDN-A contents have the smallest inter-arrival times, i.e., most contents are only requested over a shorter time period. In contrast, CDN-B, Bilibili and Wikipedia serve millions of different customers and hence exhibit largely independent requests with random inter-request times, which is consistent with the content popularity distribution.

A.2 Comparison with Offline Optimum Bélády

We also compare the performance in terms of latency reduction to the offline optimum Bélády. From Figures 14 and 15, we observe again that LA-Cache outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms, and importantly LA-Cache can outperform Bélády as the fetching latency increases. For example, LA-Cache outperforms Bélády when L is greater than 0.8 ms in CDN-B, and when L is greater than 60 ms in Bilibili.

Finally, we characterize the impact of cache size when compared with the offline optimum Bélády. From Figure 16, we observe that LA-Cache consistently outperforms LRU-MAD and LHD-MAD across a wide range of cache sizes. More interestingly, LA-Cache outperforms Bélády.

Impact of burstiness. Complementary to the results presented in Figure 12, the burstiness of each content and the corresponding latency improvement of this content due to the latency-aware caching algorithms with respect to the offline Bélády with 256GB and 512GB cache are presented in Figure 17 and Figure 18, respectively. Again, we observe that LA-Cache prioritizes more bursty requests compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms, which contributes to the latency reduction of LA-Cache.

Figure 14: Comparison of the mean latency improvement between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms relative to Bélády using a 256GB cache.

Figure 15: Comparison of the mean latency improvement between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms relative to Bélády using a 512GB cache.

Figure 16: Comparison of the mean latency improvement between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms relative to Bélády as a function of cache sizes.
Figure 17: Improvement from the burstiness of content requests relative to the offline Bélády using a 256GB cache.

Figure 18: Improvement from the burstiness of content requests relative to the offline Bélády using a 512GB cache.

A.3 Hit Rate Comparison

Although we focus on designing latency-optimal caching in the presence of delayed hits, in which the goal of maximizing cache hits and the goal of minimizing latency are not equivalent (see Section 2.2), we argue that the latency improvements in turn also contribute to the cache hits performance. In most of existing works, the user-perceived latency upon cache hits is negligible, which is not true in the presence of “delayed hits” due to network latency. As a result, a content request results in three outcomes, i.e., miss, delayed hit, and true hit (see Introduction and Fig. 1). We observe that LA-Cache improves the true hit ratio up to 7% as shown in Figures 19 and 20, and “all hits” (true hit plus delayed hit) up to 9% as shown in Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 19: Comparison of true hits between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms using a 256GB cache.

Figure 20: Comparison of true hits between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms using a 512GB cache.

Figure 21: Comparison of all hits between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms using a 256GB cache.

Figure 22: Comparison of all hits between LA-Cache and state-of-the-art algorithms using a 512GB cache.
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Abstract
Traffic load balancing across multiple paths is a critical task for modern networks to reduce network congestion and improve network efficiency. Hashing which is the foundation of traffic load balancing still faces practical challenges. The key problem is there is a growing need for more hash functions because networks are getting larger with more switches, more stages, and increased path diversity. Meanwhile, topology and routing become more agile in order to efficiently serve traffic demands with stricter throughput and latency SLAs. On the other hand, current generation switch chips only provide a limited number of uncorrelated hash functions. We first demonstrate why the limited number of hashing functions is a practical challenge in today’s datacenter network (DCN) and wide-area network (WAN) designs. Then, to mitigate the problem, we propose a novel approach named color recombining which enables hash functions to reuse via leveraging topology traits of multi-stage DCN networks. We also describe a novel framework based on coprime theory to mitigate hash correlation in generic mesh topologies (i.e., spineless DCN and WAN). Our evaluation using real network trace data and topologies demonstrate that we can reduce the extent of load imbalance (measured by the coefficient of variation) by an order of magnitude.

1 Introduction
Traffic load balancing is critical to the reliability and efficiency of modern datacenter and wide-area networks [16, 34, 37]. One widely deployed technique for traffic load balancing is Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing [16], where packets forwarding to a destination are load-balanced over multiple paths based on hashing of the packet header that takes place in switch hardware. ECMP and its variant Weighted-Cost Multi-Path (WCMP) [37] allow proper utilization across abundant paths available in modern networks. Hashing on header fields allows packets of the same flow to follow the same path without incurring packet reordering. As ECMP/WCMP offers a number of nice properties, including stateless operation and no reordering, it is the de facto standard for traffic load balancing in large IP networks [1, 28, 37].

Switch hashing is the foundation of traffic load balancing in modern multi-path networks. To optimally load balance traffic and utilize full available bandwidth in multi-path networks using ECMP/WCMP, hash function allocation across a network should adhere to the following rule: no correlated hash functions should appear on the same forwarding path in the absence of color recombining [§3]. Unfortunately, commodity switch chips only support a limited number of hash functions. For example, the software development kit for Broadcom switches supports RTAG7 [9], a hashing scheme utilizing seven hash functions; the Cisco Nexus 5500 Series offers eight versions of CRC8 [8]; the switches deployed in our datacenters have six independent hash functions. It is difficult to implement a large set of complex hash functions because hash computation becomes a bottleneck at high line rates [17, 19] and switch chip architects often need to trade-off between high line rate and hash function complexity.

Because of the limited number of hash functions provided in switch chips, a challenge in network design is that the reuse of correlated or even identical hash functions in different different switches along the same end-to-end path for a flow causes traffic polarization and inherent load imbalance. Many network operators have observed this problem before [7, 11, 14, 18, 25]. One example is the Cisco Express Forwarding (CEF) Polarization phenomenon [7], where different switches repeatedly use the same hashing algorithm, resulting in a switch selecting a small portion of links for all traffic destined for one prefix, while other links were underutilized. Another example is the hashing imperfection problem observed by a large cloud provider [18, 25], where correlated hash functions lead to network congestion and even high priority traffic losses which directly impact application performance. In this paper, we use the term hash correlation to describe the association between hash functions in different switches that leads to traffic polarization.

Researchers and network operators have proposed a few
approaches to mitigate hash correlations. One class of methods uses variations of available hash functions. The most common approach uses hash functions with different seeds to avoid hash correlation. However, contrary to conventional wisdom, seeds are not as effective as expected as we will show theoretically and experimentally in this paper. Another approach uses Time-To-Live (TTL) in the packet header for hashing. There are two ways of using TTL: a) using TTL as part of hashing input, which has the following limitations in production: 1) it breaks traceroute because probe packets are hashed/pathed differently at the same hop; 2) IP in IP tunneling [12] (a common technique for network virtualization in the cloud) commonly uses the inner IP headers because they have more entropy than the outer IP headers, but the inner headers’ TTL does not change. It’s also hard to select outer header TTL and inner headers because switches do not have enough bit vectors. b) Choosing a different hash function based on TTL [14], in addition to 1) and 2) mentioned in a), the challenges are: 3) it also requires modifying switch hardware, which presents administrative and commercial barriers to implementation since switch chips deployed in most datacenters do not support this operation currently; and 4) it is still constrained by the limited number of hash functions implemented in ASIC.

This paper focuses on fixed-function switches which are still the majority of devices in datacenters in the industry today. Hyperscalers cannot replace all switches with programmable ones in the near future. In this paper, we first demonstrate that the limited number of hash functions in commodity switch chips poses a practical challenge in modern DCNs and WANs and hinders the development of more advanced network topology and routing designs. To overcome this challenge, we propose two novel techniques that improve hashing, the cornerstone of traffic load balancing, substantially while respecting the limited number of independent hash functions available in commodity switches—1) for widely adopted, multi-stage Clos DCNs, we propose a color recombining approach by comparing the effect of hash functions on traffic to light passing through multiple triangular prisms: the color recombining technique leverages the trait of multi-stage Clos topology where polarized traffic gets recombined to color white after passing through a multi-stage Clos. Color recombining enables us to reuse certain hash functions along the forwarding path without causing hash correlations. We discuss hashing design for one of the multi-stage Clos DCNs, Jupiter [26], and how the color recombining technique helps reduce the required number of independent hash functions; 2) for non-hierarchical mesh networks such as spineless DCN [13, 32] and WAN, we propose a novel framework residing in the Software Defined Networking (SDN) [20] controller. The framework mitigates the effect of hash correlations by the selection of the divisors \( n \) (\( n \) is also known as group size in ECMP/WCMP routing) used to map a flow’s hash value \( h \) to the output port over which a packet is forwarded, i.e., \( h \% n \).

Specifically, we establish that when ECMP/WCMP group sizes at different switches are coprime, then the effects of underlying correlations between hash functions are reduced significantly. We add a small amount of logic to the SDN controller to ensure the group sizes of switches with correlated hash functions are coprime. As a software-only approach, this coprime-based approach is compatible with commodity switch chips.

To summarize, the contributions of our work are as follows:

1. Details the hashing design in multi-stage Clos DCN and proposes a color recombining method to allow hash function reuse and to reduce the number of hash functions needed in multi-stage Clos DCNs;

2. Identifies an approach based on the coprime theory to mitigate hash correlations for generic mesh networks such as spineless DCN and WAN that require a large number of independent hash functions, and proposes algorithms to coprime group sizes for both ECMP and WCMP routing;

3. Evaluation results based on real network trace data and topologies demonstrate color recombining and coprime techniques’ effectiveness in mitigating hash correlation – they can reduce the extent of load imbalance (measured by the coefficient of variation, CV) by approximately an order of magnitude.

The color-recombining approach uses topology and forwarding structures that are common in Clos networks and requires no hardware or software changes except hash function reconfiguration. The coprime-based method works with any topologies (e.g., mesh networks) but it requires controller software changes and only resolves polarization when the conditions described in §4 are met.

In addition to the technical contributions, we also would like to call for switch vendors’ attention to offer better hashing support in future generations of chips to facilitate flexible network designs.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first motivate why hashing is an important problem in modern DCNs and WANs. Then, we provide the background of ECMP and WCMP. Finally, we introduce the traffic polarization issue caused by hash correlation and reveal the fact that the current generation of switch chips only provides a limited number of independent hash functions which poses a practical challenge to traffic load balancing in modern networks.

The implications of bad hashing are twofold. First, bad hashing leads to traffic polarization that endangers reliability (due to reduced path diversity), wastes network bandwidth, cancels efficiency gains of traffic engineering, and inevitably
There are several trends that make hashing an increasingly important problem in modern networks: 1) both datacenter and wide-area networks are getting bigger with more switches and stages; 2) modern networks are very dense and have a large number of paths between any two nodes; 3) topology and routing become more agile and flexible in order to improve network efficiency and availability, e.g., the move from spinefull DCN to reconfigurable spineless [13, 32] and the use of non-shortest path routing to improve availability and performance [15]; and 4) emerging applications (such as distributed machine learning) are becoming more throughput hungry while demanding stricter network SLA guarantees. These new trends pose challenges to commodity switches’ hashing capability, which is the cornerstone of traffic load balancing.

2.1 Hashing is a Practical Challenge in Network Designs

There are several trends that make hashing an increasingly important problem in modern networks: 1) both datacenter and wide-area networks are getting bigger with more switches and stages; 2) modern networks are very dense and have a large number of paths between any two nodes; 3) topology and routing become more agile and flexible in order to improve network efficiency and availability, e.g., the move from spinefull DCN to reconfigurable spineless [13, 32] and the use of non-shortest path routing to improve availability and performance [15]; and 4) emerging applications (such as distributed machine learning) are becoming more throughput hungry while demanding stricter network SLA guarantees. These new trends pose challenges to commodity switches’ hashing capability, which is the cornerstone of traffic load balancing.

2.1.1 Multi-stage Clos DCN

Modern DCN connects a massive amount of compute/storage nodes, runs critical services, such as Search Serving, Video Serving, Geo & Map, Cloud, and Gaming, etc, and has very large path diversity; therefore, hashing and traffic load balancing are crucial. We use the Jupiter topology [26, 35] (as illustrated in Figure 1) as the case study of multi-stage Clos DCNs. We denote a Server Block (aka Pod) as SB and the

Figure 1: Illustration of Jupiter DCN (5-stage Clos). For simplicity, only one Middle Block of each Server Block and one Spine Block of the spine layer is shown.

Figure 2: Illustration of a Stargate site in the mesh-connected B4 WAN. Figure is adapted from [15].

increases network cost. Second, bad hashing causes inherent traffic load imbalance and leads to network congestion that affects application performance.

2.1.2 Spineless DCN

Recently, there are new spineless DCN topologies [13, 32] which reduce cost and enable faster tech refresh, but require more hash functions. Figure 3 is an example of spineless DCN topology. In spineless DCN, server blocks are directly connected via a mesh and the spine blocks are completely removed to reduce network cost (including the cost of both spine switches and the associated optics) significantly and to enable faster switch generation evolvement. Also, non-shortest path routing is used to improve routing path diversity for high availability and enable traffic engineering to optimize network link utilization.

While spineless DCNs are cost-effective and efficient, hashing design becomes more challenging because the number of hash functions required depends on the number of server blocks instead of the number of layers as in multi-stage DCNs. Taking the Gemini [32] spineless DCN as an example, assuming that we only allow at most one transit server block in routing, then the longest forwarding path of a packet is: $S_1(SB_i) \rightarrow S_2(SB_i) \rightarrow S_3(SB_i) \rightarrow S_4(SB_i) \rightarrow S_5(SB_i) \rightarrow S_6(SB_i) \rightarrow S_7(SB_i) \rightarrow S_8(SB_i) \rightarrow S_9(SB_i)$ where $i, j, k$ are the indices of three randomly chosen server blocks. The key challenge is that we need to make sure there are no correlated hash functions for any $i, j, k$ combinations. So spineless DCN requires $O(N)$ hash functions where $N$ is the number of server blocks.

Figure 3: Spineless DCN [32] to simulate hash correlation’s impact on traffic load balancing.
blocks. $N$ ranges from 10s to 100s in a typical fabric, so it is very challenging to design hashing with the limited hash functions provided by current-generation switch chips.

### 2.1.3 WAN

Traffic engineering and load balancing are critical to improving WAN's performance and reducing operational costs. Mesh-connected WANs have the same hashing design challenge where the number of uncorrelated hash functions required is subject to the scale of the network. For example, Figure 2 shows the topology of a Stargate site of the B4 WAN [15]. Each site is composed of up to 4 supernodes where a supernode is a 2-stage Clos with links to WAN, Data Center, and other supernodes in the same site. B4 site-level topology is a partially connected mesh and non-shortest path routing is employed for both availability and efficiency (i.e., traffic engineering) purposes. Similar to spineless DCNs, to ensure optimal load balancing performance, we need $O(N)$ hash functions, where $N$ is the number of sites in the WAN. Note that B4 grew $7 \times$ larger from 2012 to 2017 [15]. We will discuss the hash correlation mitigation technique for mesh networks such as spineless DCNs and WANs in Section 4.

### 2.2 ECMP/WCMP Traffic Load Balancing

Equal-Cost Multiple-Path (ECMP) [16] – a routing and traffic load balancing strategy that allows traffic between a source and destination node to be transmitted across multiple paths – identifies a set of routes, each of which is equal-cost towards the destination. The routes identified are referred to as an ECMP group. An ECMP group is defined at flow-level. When forwarding a packet, the routing strategy decides which next-hop path to use based on a hashing algorithm. That is, the route of a packet is determined by the mapping from the hash value to an egress port, i.e., $h \% n$, where $h$ is the hash value, and $n$ is the number of output ports in the ECMP group. The typical IP packet header fields used for hashing input are: source IP, destination IP, transport protocol, TCP/UDP ports, and IPv6 flow label.

Each route in an ECMP group has an equal chance for traffic forwarding. For example, Figure 4a shows the traffic from source IP prefix to destination IP prefix uses four equal-cost paths, which are labeled in four colors, where $H_1$ and $H_2$ are two independent hash functions.

When switch hashes packets across multiple paths according to customized weights instead of uniform ones, this variant of ECMP is called Weighted-Cost Multi-Pathing (WCMP) [37]. And the set of routes identified for a flow is referred to as a WCMP group. WCMP can be implemented via replicating ECMP table entries in the switch to approximate the intended WCMP weights. For example, if there are 2 output ports of a flow $f$, denoted by $p_1$, $p_2$, and the intended weights are 2:1, then the WCMP group can be implemented as $p_1$, $p_1$, $p_2$ ($p_1$ is duplicated as 2 entries to achieve the 2:1 traffic split).

### 2.3 Hash Correlation Causes Traffic Polarization and Load Imbalance

#### 2.3.1 Limited Number of Hash Functions Leads to Hash Correlation

ECMP/WCMP is widely deployed in modern DCNs and WANs which have a large path diversity to improve traffic load balancing performance and reduce network congestion. Switches are configured with hash functions that compute hash values based on packet headers and forward packets via selecting one out of multiple next-hops based on the hash value and the ECMP/WCMP group size.

However, current-generation switch chips were designed for small-scale DCNs or large but sparse ISP networks and only provide a handful of independent hash functions. For example, the switch chips used in our datacenters provide six independent hash functions. The software development kit for Broadcom switches supports RTAG7 [9], a hashing scheme utilizing seven hash functions. The Cisco Nexus 5500 Series offers eight versions of CRC3 [8]. CRC and XOR are two popular hashing algorithms because these two algorithms have been used in communication systems with mature and efficient ASIC implementation, which includes plenty of circuit optimization [33]. As discussed in Section 2.1, the number of independent hash functions needed is far beyond (orders of magnitude difference) what is provided today, especially for spineless DCN and WAN.

In fact, it is difficult to implement a large set of uncorrelated hash functions because complex hash functions become a bottleneck at high line rates [17, 19]. For example, the authors in [19] discovered that the generation of Cyclic Redundancy Codes (CRCs) represents the main bottlenecks in iSCSI protocol processing. Switch chip architects often need to trade-off between high line rate and hash function complexity and we are not aware of any switch chips with cryptographic hash functions today due to computation complexity concerns.

In an ideal world where all the switches on the forwarding path are configured with completely independent hash functions, there would be no hash correlation. Due to the limited hash functions, we have to reuse them, which leads to hash correlation and traffic polarization. Polarization is a term used to describe what happens to light as it travels through a filter. Only light rays that have a certain characteristic get through the filter. We can take the same term and apply it to network traffic. Traffic polarization is the effect when a set of packets choose a particular path and the redundant paths remain completely unused [7]. Traffic polarization reduces path diversity and causes sub-optimal use of redundant paths and results in traffic load imbalance and network congestion. For example, Figure 4b shows that switches $s_1$, $s_2$ and $s_3$ employ the same
hash function \((H_1)\). The hash correlation between switches \(s_2\) \((s_3)\) and \(s_1\) causes traffic polarization. Figure 5 explains the problem: hash value on \(s_2\) \((s_3)\) is the same as \(s_1\), and thus flows are only forwarded to \(s_4\) from \(s_2\) and \(s_7\) from \(s_3\). As a result, traffic from source to destination only uses two routing paths instead of four as in Figure 4a. Traffic polarization endangers reliability, wastes network capacity, and leads to hot links and network congestion under high traffic loads.

### 2.3.2 Random Seeds Are Not Effective

Since the shortage of independent hash functions available in switches prevents simply assigning independent hash functions to different switches, switch vendors suggest deriving multiple hash functions from one via using a switch-specific seed [7]: a seed is an initial value to start the CRC computation via XORing the input data. Because switch chip’s port count is powers of 2 and ports are typically divided into two equal-size directions (e.g., up-facing and down-facing) in modern networks, ECMP groups with an even number of ports are prevailing. However, we found that seeds do not work for an ECMP group of an even number of ports. For example, based on Theorem 1, all packets on switch \(s_2\) (Figure 4b) from switch \(s_1\) have the same routing choice even if they use different seeds for the same CRC; the proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the appendix.

**Theorem 1** If \(crc_b(x \oplus z_1)\%2 = crc_b(y \oplus z_1)\%2\), \(crc_b(x \oplus z_2)\%2 = crc_b(y \oplus z_2)\%2\), where \(x\) and \(y\) denote the data with the same size in bytes, \(z_1\) and \(z_2\) are two seeds of \(b\) bits, and \(b\) is the integer to denote the number of bits of the CRC, and \(\oplus\) denotes eXclusive OR (XOR).

The above theorem indicates that choosing two random seeds does not create two independent hash functions from one CRC polynomial. Please note CRC polynomials are the most widely implemented hash functions in switch hardware, e.g., Broadcom’s RTAG7 is a hash family with 6 CRC16s and 1 CRC32. Applying a random seed is a linear operation and it can not decorrelate a hash function’s output effectively.

To confirm our theoretical analysis, we also build a spineless DCN topology (shown in Figure 3) to simulate traffic load balancing performance with hash functions provided by a switch vendor. The topology is composed of three Server Blocks and each server block contains 64 ToRs (each ToR is assigned a /24 IP prefix). All these three server blocks have the same radix of 256. The three server blocks are connected in a full mesh (i.e., this is a spineless DCN [32]), so there are exactly 128 links between each server block pair. To simplify the analysis, we generate flows (the source IP and destination IP of a flow is randomly chosen from the source ToR and destination ToR’s IP prefix range respectively) following a uniform traffic pattern, i.e., all the server block pairs have the same amount of flows and the flow size distribution follows empirical datacenter flow size measurement in [4].

We compare two hashing schemes: one is perfect hashing on each switch; and the other is per-stage hashing with random seed where the switches in different stages are configured with different functions provided by the switch vendor and each switch in the network is provided a completely independent and random seed. We measure the amount of traffic landed on the links between server blocks and show the normalized link utilization distribution in Figure 6. We can see from Figure 6 that the link utilization is close to uniform when using perfect hashing (which is expected) while per-stage hashing with random seeds leads to considerable traffic imbalance (max/min link utilization is 1.33). This experiment confirms that random seed does not solve the hash correlation problem.

### 3 Hashing Design in Multi-stage Networks

In this section, we describe the hashing design for multi-stage Clos DCNs. We first start with a strawman solution, per-stage hashing with random seed, then introduce per-port hashing scheme which requires more hashing functions than what is provided by commodity switches. In order to reduce the number of independent hash functions needed, we propose a novel approach named color recombining by leveraging topology traits of multi-stage Clos networks where polarized traffic is remixed into non polarized traffic and hash function reuse is allowed. We use Jupiter topology [26] as the case study here but the techniques proposed in this section can be adapted to Networks.
One naive hashing design for Jupiter is per-stage hashing with random seed which means we assign a different hash function to each stage of switches and each switch is fed with a random seed. However, as we revealed in §2, random seed does not solve the hash correlation problem. Instead, we propose per-port hashing which means we apply hash function based on the input port of the switch. In total, there are 5 stages of switches in Jupiter as shown in Figure 1 and we apply two hash functions (one for upward traffic and the other for downward traffic) per switch except $S_1$ and $S_5$. $S_1$ is ToR so only upward traffic requires a hash function; there is no need to have two hash functions in $S_5$ because we do not need to distinguish upward and downward traffic. Therefore, we need 8 independent hash functions to implement per-port hashing in Jupiter. And we can prove that for any routing path, there is no hash correlation. Taking the longest forwarding path as an example: a flow is routed from a ToR in the source server block to another ToR in the destination server block. So the forwarding path is $S_1$ (source ToR) \rightarrow $S_2$ \rightarrow $S_3$ \rightarrow $S_4$ \rightarrow $S_5$ \rightarrow $S_4$ \rightarrow $S_3$ \rightarrow $S_2$ \rightarrow $S_1$ (destination ToR). At each hop, a unique hash function is used so there is no hash correlation.

Per-port hashing design is clean and elegant (i.e., hash function allocation is static and easy to configure) for multi-stage Clos networks such as Jupiter, but the number of hash functions required is larger than what is provided by commodity switch chips. To reduce the number of hash function needed by per-port hashing, we identify and propose the color recombining technique via exploiting topology properties of multi-stage Clos to enable hash function reuse. We compare traffic going through a hash function to light passing through a triangular prism: light passes through prism and gets separated to its component colors; analogously, network traffic goes through the hash function and gets forwarded to multiple paths. For example, Figure 7 shows that $H_1$ can be reused in switch $S_2$ because traffic becomes color white after passing through the middle triangular prism, where color white denotes the combined traffic before splitting or after recombining. We use the term color recombining to denote the recombining of polarized/dispersed traffic. Our key insight is that in multi-stage Clos networks, certain stages of switches serve as the middle triangular prism in Figure 7 and combine polarized traffic to color white.

As shown in Figure 8, there are two places traffic becomes "color white" in Jupiter – a) after passing the spine block and bouncing back to $S_{4b}$ switches and b) after reaching the destination server block’s $S_2$ switches. For a), $h_4$ is applied on $S_{4a}$ towards the $S_{5a}$ and $S_{5b}$ direction. $S_{5a}$ and $S_{5b}$ apply an orthogonal hash function $h_5$, and therefore, the same portion (50%) of $S_{4a} \rightarrow S_{5a}$ and $S_{4a} \rightarrow S_{5b}$ goes to $S_{4b}$. Effectively, the traffic of $S_{4a} \rightarrow S_{5a}$ and $S_{4a} \rightarrow S_{5b}$ towards $S_{4b}$ recombines and $h_4$ can be reused. We define “polarized traffic w.r.t $h_i$” as the unequally bucketized traffic through $S_{4a} \rightarrow S_{5a}$ and $S_{4a} \rightarrow S_{5b}$ respectively due to $h_4$. For b), traffic gets polarized w.r.t $h_2$ on $S_2$, however, after reaching destination server block’s $S_2$ chips, each $S_2$ is designed to receive the same portion of polarized traffic w.r.t $h_2$, therefore $h_2$ can be reused on $S_2$ for downward traffic hashing. The sufficient condition of color recombining is there exists a "color recombining stage" such that each switch in this stage receives the same portion of polarized traffic w.r.t $H_i$ and after this color recombining stage, $H_i$ can be reused without incurring hash correlation. With color recombining, we effectively reduce the number of independent hash functions needed in Jupiter from 8 to 6 and all of the switch chips we use can meet this number.

Per-port hashing with color recombining inherits the pros of per-port hashing while requiring less hash functions from commodity switches. However, we found that this scheme breaks for the emerging spineless DCN topology [32]. In spineless DCN, both direct paths and transit paths are employed to route traffic because network architects want to a) increase path diversity to improve availability and b) per-
4 Mitigating Correlation for Mesh Networks

In this section, we describe a generic approach based on coprime theory to mitigate hash correlations in mesh networks. We first provide a theory about coprime in §4.1. Following it, we describe how the coprime theorem can be used to mitigate hash correlations for both ECMP and WCMP, in §4.2 and §4.3, respectively.

4.1 The Coprime Theorem

The key idea of the coprime theory is the modulo operation on coprime numbers (e.g., 127 and 128 are two coprime numbers) makes a hash function’s output uncorrelated. Considering one hash function \( H \) hashed to \( \{0, 1, \ldots, \hat{H}\} \), we propose to apply the modulo operation of two coprime values to derive two independent hash functions \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \) from \( H \), where \( \hat{H} \) is the highest hash value.

Below we explain how we use the coprime theory to mitigate hash correlation between two switches. In a switch, we use a hash function to choose the next hop via performing a modulo operation, i.e., \( H(x) \% m \), where \( H(x) \) is a hash value on a packet \( x \), and \( m \) is the number of next hops in the ECMP or WCMP group. Considering a scenario where two switches on a forwarding path both use \( H \) to choose the next hop, there exists hash correlation and traffic polarization as described in Figure 4b. Instead of using the same hash function \( H \) in these two switches, as denoted in Equation 1, we can use the derived \( H_1 \) (\( H_1 = H \% q_1 \)) on the first switch to choose a next hop among \( m_1 \) next hops and \( H_2 \) (\( H_2 = H \% q_2 \)) on the second switch, hashed to \( m_2 \) next hops. \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are coprime numbers. The theorem 2 shows the two hash functions have no correlations.

\[
H_i = H \% q_i, i \in \{1, 2\} \tag{1}
\]

where \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are two coprime values, and \( q_i < \hat{H} \).

**Theorem 2** \( \forall i, \forall j, \Pr(H_2(x) \% m_2 = j | H_1(x) \% m_1 = i) \approx \Pr(H_1(x) \% m_1 = j) \) if the following two conditions are satisfied:

- **Condition 1:** \( q_1 \gg m_1 \) or \( q_1 \% m_1 = 0 \), and \( q_2 \gg m_2 \) or \( q_2 \% m_2 = 0 \);
- **Condition 2:** \( \hat{H} \gg q_1q_2 \).

where \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are two coprime values, \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the number of next hops, and \( x \) is a packet.

The theorem shows that the hash value of \( H_2 \% m_2 \) is independent with the hash value of \( H_1 \% m_1 \) for an input \( x \) when choosing proper coprimes \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) should be chosen to meet condition 1 and 2 of Theorem 2). The proof of Theorem 2 can be found in the appendix.

4.2 Coprime for ECMP

Based on Theorem 2, we propose a coprime-based approach to mitigate hash correlations along a routing path. When two hash functions are correlated, we just choose two coprimes and apply an extra modulo operation to derive two independent hash functions as in Equation 1.

While it may seem to be intuitive and easy to add an extra modulo operation to the hash value in a switch, but this requires switch hardware modification and no switch chips we are using provide this functionality. Even if switch vendors provide this functionality in their next generation chips, we have to replace all our existing switches, which is daunting and costly.

Instead, we propose to duplicate the ECMP group entries to match the coprime value in the SDN controller and interact with the switch flow and group tables via the existing OpenFlow [21] interface. Figure 11 shows the procedure of the method. We explain this using an example. Assuming that there are two egress ports in the ECMP group for IP prefix 10.1.2.0/24. Suppose one hash correlation occurs, we choose a coprime value of 5 to mitigate the hash correlation. Instead of modifying switch hardware to achieve two modulo operations \( h \% 5 \% 2 \) (\( h \) is a hash value returned from the hash function) to choose an egress port, we duplicate 2 physical
egress ports into 5 logical ports in the ECMP group which are mapped to 2 physical egress ports. In this way, we only need one modulo operation, that is, \( h \% 5 \), to determine the logical port and finally the physical egress port. Duplicating ECMP group entries to match the coprime value is supported by today’s commodity switches and we only need to add a small amount of logic into the SDN controller. Note that Figure 11 shows that one flow table contains many IP prefixes/flows sharing the same group (multi-path) table in the switch, so we need to use an offset added to hash value\%group size to index each IP prefix/flow.

![Figure 11](image-url)  
**Figure 11:** The procedure of applying a coprime number to mitigate hash correlation without requiring an extra modulo operation.

There are two technical challenges of the coprime ECMP group size method mentioned above: 1) increased switch memory usage, especially for large coprime values. The memory usage is increased by \( O(q/m) \) times, where \( q \) and \( m \) is the coprime and original ECMP group size, respectively; and 2) ECMP precision loss — i.e., the difference between intended weights and actual weights of different egress ports of an ECMP group. In order to save switch memory, we may want to choose small coprime values. However, small coprime value contradicts condition 1 in Theorem 2; furthermore, we also need to tolerate the ECMP precision loss introduced by a small coprime value. When copriming ECMP group size, some ports are duplicated for \( \lfloor q/m \rfloor \) times, and others are duplicated for \( \lfloor q/m \rfloor + 1 \) times. So when \( q/m \) is small, this introduces ECMP precision loss.

We use the coefficient of variation (CV) to measure how effective a coprime value is. Suppose we have \( m \) links, and the expected portion of traffic is \( p_i = 1/m \) per link. After using coprime \( q \), the actual traffic distribution is \( \hat{p}_i = (\lfloor q/m \rfloor + I(i \leq q\%m))/q \), where \( I(.) \) is an indicator function, \( i \in \{0, m-1\} \) is the port id, and when \( i \leq q\%m, I(.) = 1 \). The CV is computed for \( \hat{p}_i \). In our implementation of the coprime method, we minimize CV while obeying the ECMP table size limit offered by switch chips.

(a) Naive coprime: the WCMP (b) Split coprime: The coprime group is treated as an ECMP group value \( q \) is split into the first \( q = \hat{q} \) with \( 4 \) ECMP ports. \( a + W = 4 \) and the remaining \( r = 3 \), where \( a = \lfloor q/W \rfloor \).

Figure 12: Illustration and comparison of the naive and improved algorithm to coprime WCMP groups.

### 4.3 Coprime for WCMP

As discussed in [37], topology asymmetry introduced by link or switch failures requires Weighted-Cost Multi-Path (WCMP) to distribute traffic in proportion to downstream hops’ capacities. In this section, we extend the coprime-based method from ECMP to WCMP.

One straightforward method, denoted by naive coprime, is to treat a WCMP group as an ECMP group of \( W \) ECMP ports, where \( W \) is the sum of the weights, i.e., \( W = \sum_i w_i \) and \( w_i \) is the weight of port \( i \). We duplicate the \( W \) ECMP ports to \( q \) logical ports just as an ECMP group, where \( q \) is a coprime value. However, the weights after duplication could deviate significantly from the intended WCMP weights. One example is shown in Figure 12a: there are two ports in the WCMP group, and their weights are 3 and 1, that is, \( w_1 = 3 \) and \( w_2 = 1 \). This WCMP group can be treated as an ECMP group with \( W = 4 \) ECMP ports. Suppose, we choose a coprime value \( q \), and after duplication, the actual weights are \( \hat{w}_1 = 6 \) and \( \hat{w}_2 = 1 \), which are significantly different from the intended WCMP weights. We use the CV of \( \{\hat{w}_i/w_i\} \) to quantify the difference. As shown in Figure 12a, the CV is 0.33.

To reduce the difference between the actual weights after copriming WCMP group size and the expected WCMP weights, we propose an improved algorithm to duplicate entries in the WCMP group, denoted by split coprime. Suppose the WCMP group has \( m \) ports, the weight is \( w_i \) for port \( i \), \( W = \sum_i w_i \), and the chosen coprime value is \( q \). We split the coprime value to two parts: \( \hat{q} = a * W \) and \( r = q\%W \), where \( a = \lfloor q/W \rfloor \). It is intuitive to duplicate the ports to \( \hat{q} \) logical ports, that is, each WCMP port are duplicated for exactly \( w_i * a \) times. We duplicate \( m \) ports to left \( r \) entries in the following manner: each port \( i \) is replicated for \( \lfloor r/m \rfloor + I(i < r\%m) \) times, where \( I(.) \) is an indicator function, and when \( i < r\%m, i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, m-1\}, I(.) = 1 \). Figure 12b illustrates the procedure of co-priming an WCMP group: the
coprime value \( q = 7 \) is split into \( \hat{q} = 4 \) and \( r = 3 \); for \( \hat{q} \), the two WCMP ports are duplicated for \( w_1 \) times, and \( w_1 = 3 \) and \( w_2 = 1 \); For \( r \), port 1 is replicated for two times and port 1 for once. With this improved algorithm, the CV is much smaller than the naive way of simply treating a WCMP group as an ECMP group.

For WCMP, the memory cost of coprime is negligible because even without coprime, we need to do WCMP quantization (i.e., approximating fractional weights via duplicating ECMP table entries) [37] to ensure the number of WCMP entries in a group doesn’t exceed a pre-defined limit.

5 Evaluation

We conducted simulations using three types of network topologies and real-world traffic traces. We also evaluated on a hardware testbed with hundreds of switches and large-scale production fabrics.

5.1 Experiment Setup

Traffic traces We use CAIDA trace dataset [5] from a high-speed Chicago monitor on a commercial backbone link: each 1-second segment has 475.37k packets and 12.91k 5-tuple flows on average. Hashing is the foundation of traffic load balancing in multi-path networks and it is applied at the flow-level in ECMP/WCMP routing, therefore we focus on flow-level statistics rather than packet-level in our simulation to quantify the goodness of a hashing design. To map a traffic trace to a network topology we evaluate, we randomly assign each IP in the traffic trace to one host in our topology.

Network topologies We employ three types of topologies in our evaluation (Table 1): 1) the simplified multi-stage Clos (Jupiter) DCN topology as depicted in Figure 1; 2) a spineless DCN which has eight server blocks and the connection among server blocks is DRing [13]. Each server block contains 8 \( S_3 \) chips and 8 \( S_2 \) chips (each chip has 16 ports). Every server block is directly connected to 4 neighboring server blocks and each server block pair has 16 direct links; 3) two ISP topologies [27]. The routing strategy for the ISPs is \( k \)-shortest (\( k = 4 \)) path routing [31] in our simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>#Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spinefull DCN (Figure 1)</td>
<td>2 server blocks</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spineless DCN (DRing [13])</td>
<td>8 server blocks</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP1 (small)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP2 (large)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The topologies used in our simulation.

Hash functions We use one of the most widely used hash function family, RTAG7 [10], which includes seven hash functions (6 CRC16s and 1 CRC32) in our simulation.

Metrics We employ the Coefficient of Variation (CV), which is defined as \( \delta/\mu \) (\( \delta \) is the standard deviation and \( \mu \) is the mean of a set of data points), to quantify the goodness of hashing. CV is a commonly used statistical measure of the dispersion of data points around the mean. For an ECMP group with \( m \) output ports and the associated link utilization set \( \{x_i\}, 1 \leq i \leq m \), CV is computed against set \( \{x_i\} \) directly. For a WCMP group with \( m \) output ports whose weights are \( w_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), CV is computed against set \( \{x_i/w_i\} \).

5.2 Color Recombining for Multi-stage DCN

We first study the traffic load-balancing performance of the proposed per-port hashing with color recombining (denoted as color recombining below) scheme for multi-stage DCN and compare with per-stage hashing with random seed (denoted as per-stage hashing). For per-stage hashing, we assign an independent hash function for each stage and initialize each hash function with a random seed.

We present normalized link utilization of eight links from one ECMP group in Figure 13. It shows that all eight links have similar link utilization of around 0.67 for color recombining, but the per-stage hashing approach shows severe non-uniformity. In color recombining, we only reuse hash functions when color recombining happens, which eliminates hash correlation; but in per-stage hashing, certain hash functions are reused without considering correlations and random seeds are linear operations that can not decorrelate the reused hash functions.

We also compute the CV for each ECMP group and draw the CDF of CVs in Figure 14. All the CVs are under 0.05 for color recombining, but per-stage hashing’s CV can be above 0.6 (note that a CV of 1 means the standard deviation is equal to the mean). In other words, per-port hashing with the color recombining approach reduces CV by approximately an order of magnitude compared with per-stage hashing with random seeds. Large CV value means links in the same ECMP group are not properly utilized and results in wasted network capacity and unnecessary hot links that lead to network congestion under heavy traffic load.

![Figure 13: The normalized link utilization of eight links from one ECMP group for color recombining and per-stage hashing.](image-url)
5.3 Coprime for Spineless DCN

In the spineless DCN, all eight server blocks are connected in a DRing topology [13]. We choose two coprime values for every server block pair to mitigate the hash correlation between them. We compare coprime with the per-stage hashing where each server block uses 3 randomly chosen hash functions from the RTAG7 hash family and each function is supplied a random seed. We conduct experiments to evaluate the coprime-based approach for both ECMP and WCMP.

5.3.1 Coprime for ECMP

We show the normalized link utilization from 16 links connecting two server blocks in Figure 20. All links have the utilization of around 0.75 for the coprime-based approach, where the coprime values are 8 (note each ECMP group has 8 ports because each S3 chip of a server block has 8 up-facing ports) and 57 for the two server blocks, respectively. However, using per-stage hashing, the max/min link utilization ratio is above 2. Due to the shortage of independent hash functions, per-stage hashing has to reuse certain identical hash functions (even though they are provided with random seeds), and this raises traffic polarization as shown in Figure 20.

For quantification, the coprime-based approach outperforms per-stage hashing by reducing the CV by about 80%. For the coprime-based approach, all CVs are under 0.1, but for per-stage hashing, the CV can be as high as 0.5, as shown in Figure 15.

The coprime value matters when mitigating hash correlation: a large coprime value is more effective than a small one. We evaluate five different coprime values from 9 to 73, and show the CVs in Figure 16. It shows that the CV can be close to 0.4 when the coprime value is 9. When increasing the coprime value to 73, the improvement is not significant compared to 57. The result is consistent with our analysis in the end of § 4.2, which describes a trade-off between memory usage and ECMP precision. How to choose a coprime value depends on the memory a switch has and the level of imbalance one can tolerate.
5.3.2 Coprime for WCMP

To evaluate coprime for WCMP, we simulate a scenario where the first half links in an ECMP group have $2 \times$ capacity, and therefore, the weights for those links are 2 and the remaining ones are 1. In this evaluation, we focus on two ways to duplicate the WCMP ports to match the coprime value: one is the *naïve coprime* where a WCMP group is regarded as an ECMP as shown in Figure 12a; the other one (denoted as *split coprime*) is to split the coprime value into two parts as described in Figure 12b.

We draw the CDF plot of CVs per WCMP group in Figure 17. It shows that all CVs are under 0.075 when using the split coprime algorithm, while CV can reach 0.12 when using the naïve coprime algorithm. We also observe split coprime reduces CV by approximately 60% for some WCMP groups compared with naïve coprime. Our results indicate that split coprime should be preferred over naïve coprime because it reduces CV using the same amount of switch memory.

5.4 Coprime for WAN

The coprime-based approach works for WAN topologies. We use the two ISP networks in Table 1 to evaluate load balancing performance of the coprime technique. We compare the coprime method with a random hash allocation approach (denoted as Random in Figure 18), where each switch randomly chooses an independent hash function from RTAG7 hash family and applies a random seed.

Our result shows that the coprime-based approach reduces CVs by about one order of magnitude compared with the random method. We compute all CVs for the link utilizations in every ECMP group and draw the CDF plot of CVs in Figure 18. When using the random method, CV can be as large as 1, which means only one link in the ECMP group is used, and others are idle. On the other hand, applying a coprime value to the ECMP group increases load balancing performance significantly, with CV lower than 0.1.

We also study how many independent hash functions are enough to eliminate traffic imbalance. We conduct an experiment by increasing the number of hash functions and gather the number of ECMP groups of CV > 0.1, caused by hash correlations. For this experiment, we introduce more CRC hash functions [24] beyond RTAG7, without considering the hardware implementation limitation. The result is shown in Figure 19. It shows that the small ISP (ISP 1) requires at least 40 hash functions to eliminate the correlations. However, the larger ISP (ISP 2) still has nearly 200 correlations when using 40 hashes. This result implies that even if chip vendors provide more hash functions in their next generation chips, it might be not sufficient for a large topology, e.g., B4 WAN grew $7 \times$ larger in 5 years [15]. On the other hand, the coprime-base algorithm can be commonly used for topologies of arbitrary sizes.

5.5 Hardware Testbed Evaluation and Production Fabric Deployment

We constructed a hardware testbed using the spineless DCN topology (Figure 3). There are 4 server blocks and hundreds of switches in this hardware testbed. The testbed serves a few Tbps traffic generated by production-grade applications and is carried by TCP and UDP. Within each server block, we apply a per-port hashing scheme as Figure 9 shows and in total 5 independent hash functions are used. We allow both shortest path routing and non-shortest path routing, i.e., we allow traffic to transit through an intermediate server block to reach a destination server block. To mitigate the hash correlation problem as illustrated in Figure 10, we apply the coprime scheme to coprime ECMP group size on S3 switches — for traffic originating a server block, ECMP group size is coprime to 128; for traffic transiting a server block, ECMP group size is coprime to 127. Therefore, we can ensure there is no hash correlation for both shortest and non-shortest routing paths. We show the normalized link utilization of one S3 switch over 1-hour time window in Figure 21. We observe excellent load balancing performance with a CV of 0.02.

Color-recombining has been deployed in our production multi-stage Clos fabrics for several years and significantly reduced load imbalance due to hash correlation. The deployment of color-recombining is the following: after deciding which hash functions can be reused, we simply configure the switches with the designated hash functions. We studied the hashing performance result of color-recombining in pro-
duction multi-stage Clos fabrics and the normalized link utilization of one representative spine block towards one server block from $S_1$ to $S_1$ direction is shown in Figure 22. The spine block’s port speed is 40Gbps. As we discussed in Section 3 (Figure 8), hash function $h_4$ is reused to load balance traffic leaving spine blocks from $S_1$ to $S_3$ direction. But due to the color-recombining technique, polarized traffic due to $h_4$ are merged into color white when leaving $S_3$ chips, as a result, we observe very nice load balancing performance with a CV of 0.03.

6 Related Work

Traffic Load Balancing There are many prior works to address an important limitation of ECMP/WCMP: load balancing performance degrades when there is a large traffic entropy, i.e., when elephant flows collide on the same path, network congestion arises. For example, previous works [3, 28] propose to split elephant flows into smaller “flowlets” that can be load-balanced over different paths; other works [2, 30] propose to reschedule elephant flows after detecting collisions. MPTCP [29] is a transport protocol that uses subflows to transmit over multiple paths. These works rely on the assumption that there is no hash correlation. Our work is complementary and all load balancing schemes benefit from our improved hashing design, which is the cornerstone of load balancing.

Hashing in Networks The universal algorithm [7] adds a 32-bit router-specific value to the hash function; however, as we show theoretically and experimentally in §2.3, random seeds do not work well. The paper [36] proposes to mitigate hash function correlation by randomly setting the VLAN-id for each switch. However, randomizing the VLAN-id increases network management complexity. The paper [14] selects a different hash function for a different value of the TTL field. However, this approach is still constrained by the limited number of hash functions and it also requires modifying switch hardware. The novelty of this paper is that our approaches work with commodity switch silicon without any hardware modification or switch upgrade, which is costly and daunting in large-scale networks.

Decorrelate Hashing Researches have already relied on prime numbers to design independent hash functions. For example, the universal hash functions employs the prime number as the divisor [6, 23], where primes are special case of coprimes. Our work extends prior theory and applies it to improve traffic load balancing in modern networks.

The patent by A. Meyer [22] uses co-primes to solve the storage collision for hash tables, that is, how to insert an item into the hash table when collision occurs; however, their method is different from ours where they add a co-prime offset to the original hash output, and this is similar to choosing an initial value for the hash function. We have proved that random initial values (including co-prime ones) do not work for an ECMP group of even size in Theorem 1.

7 Conclusions

This paper tackles a real but underestimated problem in network traffic load balancing, i.e., traffic polarization caused by hash correlations. This paper proposes two novel approaches to mitigate hash correlation: 1) a color recombining technique which exploits topology traits of Clos networks to allow hash function reuse and to reduce the number of needed independent hash functions in multi-stage Clos DCN and 2) a generic coprime-based technique to mitigate hash correlation for non-hierarchical mesh networks such as spineless DCN and WAN. Evaluations results based on real traffic trace and topologies show that the proposed techniques can reduce the extent of load imbalance, quantified by coefficient of variance (CV), by one order of magnitude. The limited hashing capability offered by current switch silicon reduces network reliability, efficiency and poses challenges to modern large-scale networks. We believe that novel approaches that work with current switch hardware are valuable. We also hope our use cases of more flexible topology and routing designs can motivate switch vendors to provide better hashing support in the future.
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A Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem 1 (CRC Seed) The CRC seed is also known as the initial value, where we can initialize the CRC value via XORing the seed with the input byte. Suppose the input is denoted by \( x \), and the two random seeds are \( z_1 \) and \( z_2 \). In order to prove random seeds are not effective, we only need to prove the following two rules:

1. If \( \text{crc}_b(x)\%2 = \text{crc}_b(y)\%2, \text{crc}_b(x \oplus z_1)\%2 = \text{crc}_b(y \oplus z_1)\%2; \)
2. If \( \text{crc}_b(x)\%2 = \text{crc}_b(y)\%2, \text{crc}_b(x \oplus z_2)\%2 = \text{crc}_b(y \oplus z_2)\%2. \)

Let \( z_1 = \text{crc}_b(t) \). Based on the rolling property of the CRC function, we get:

\[
\text{crc}_b(x \oplus z_1) = \text{crc}_b(t \ll b_2(x)) = \text{crc}_b(t \ll b_2) \oplus \text{crc}_b(x),
\]

where \( b_2 \) is the binary length of \( x \), \( \oplus \) is XOR and \( | \) is bitwise and. We also have

\[
\text{crc}_b(y \oplus z_1) = \text{crc}_b(t \ll b_2) \oplus \text{crc}_b(y).
\]

If \( \text{crc}_b(x) \) and \( \text{crc}_b(y) \) are both even (odd), \( \text{crc}_b(t \ll b_2) \oplus \text{crc}_b(x) \) and \( \text{crc}_b(t \ll b_2) \oplus \text{crc}_b(y) \) are both even or odd, that is, \( \text{crc}_b(x \oplus z_1) \) and \( \text{crc}_b(y \oplus z_1) \) are both even(odd).

It is the same for \( \text{crc}_b(x \oplus z_2) \%2 = \text{crc}_b(y \oplus z_2) \%2 \)

Proof of Theorem 2 (co-primes) Let \( U, W, U' \) and \( W' \) denote the distribution of the hashing output of \( H \% m_1, H \% m_2, H \% q_1 \% m_1 \) and \( H \% q_2 \% m_2 \), respectively. When \( H \gg q_1 q_2 \) (condition 2 in Theorem 2), \( \forall i \in [0, q_1 - 1], j \in [0, q_2 - 1], i \in [0, m_1 - 1], j \in [0, m_2 - 1], \) we have,

\[
\Pr(U' = i', W' = j') = 1/(q_1 q_2)
\]

When condition 1 is not satisfied in Theorem 2, there exists hash correlation brought by \( q_1 \% m_1 \) and \( q_2 \% m_2 \) because the mapping from \( q_1(q_2) \) to \( m_1(m_2) \) has a remainder. This mapping causes the non-uniform distribution of \( q_1 \) integers over \( m_1 \) slots, where \( q_1 \% m_1 \) slots get \( \lfloor q_1/m_1 \rfloor + 1 \) integers each, and \( m_1 - q_1 \% m_1 \) slots get \( \lfloor q_1/m_1 \rfloor \) integers each. We denote this non-uniformity by the term the approximation error. Note that when \( q_1 \) increases, the difference between \( (\lfloor q_1/m_1 + 1 \rfloor)/q_1 \) and \( (\lfloor q_1/m_1 \rfloor)/q_1 \) can be reduced, and thus, we can quantify the approximation error by Equation (2).

\[
\text{err} = (q_1 \% m_1)/q_1 + (q_2 \% m_2)/q_2 \tag{2}
\]

where err denotes the approximation error. When condition 1 is satisfied, \( \text{err} \approx 0 \). Let \( S(i) = \{i'|i' \% i = 0\} \), and \( S(j) = \{j'|j \% j = 0\} \), we have,

\[
\Pr(W = j | U = i) = \frac{\sum_{i' \in S(i), j' \in S(j)} \Pr(U' = i', W' = j')}{{\sum_{i' \in S(i)}} \Pr(U' = i')} = \frac{(q_1/m_1)(q_2/m_2)(1/(q_1 q_2))}{(q_1/m_1)(1/q_1)} \tag{3} = 1/m_2 = \Pr(W = j)
\]
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**Abstract**

Programmable data planes (DP) enable flexible customization of packet processing logic with domain-specific languages such as P4. To relieve developers from lengthy codes and tedious hardware details, many researches propose DP program generators that take high-level intents as input and automatically convert intents into DP programs. Generators must be correct, otherwise they may produce buggy programs or DP logic that is inconsistent with intents. Nevertheless, existing verification tools are designed to verify individual DP programs, not generators. They either cannot achieve high bug coverage or cannot debug generators with high scalability.

This paper presents Firebolt, a blackbox testing tool designed to dig out faults in DP program generators, including security vulnerabilities, intent violations, and generator crash. Firebolt achieves high bug coverage by using syntax-guided intent generation to construct a comprehensive, syntactically correct, and semantically valid intent set. To avoid intent explosion, Firebolt designs an intent space pruning approach that eliminates redundant intents while preserving representative ones. For high scalability, Firebolt automatically formalizes DP programs and intents for verification. We apply Firebolt to three popular open-source DP generators. Evaluation results demonstrate that Firebolt can detect 2× bugs with 0.1% to 0.01% human efforts compared to existing tools.

1 Introduction

Programmable network devices [1, 2] together with domain-specific programming languages (e.g. P4 [3]) have enabled many in-data-plane (DP) network functions, such as monitoring [4–6], security [7–9], routing [10–12] and so on. Meanwhile, booming DP functions heavily burden programmers with lengthy codes (100s to 1000s lines of code, LoC [13]) and manual consideration of tedious hardware constraints [14]. To this end, a growing body of research proposes DP generators [14–27], which provide high-level declarative primitives to easily express intents, and a compiler to convert intents into platform-specific DP programs and table entries. DP generators can reduce LoC by 80% [14] with resource optimizations that would otherwise require manual efforts. Above benefits encourage researchers and industries to design various DP generators for network monitoring [16, 17] and even mission-critical functions like routing [14] or security [21, 22].

Considering the prevalence of DP generators, guaranteeing their correctness becomes a must-be-solved problem. However, our study (§2) reveals that three types of mistakes including program security vulnerabilities such as out-of-bound register access, intent-program inconsistency, and generator crash, may happen to advanced DP generators [16, 17, 21], which can result in serious mistakes such as missing attacks and undesired packet processing procedure.

Unfortunately, little attention has been devoted to guaranteeing the correctness of DP generators. Existing tools focus on finding security vulnerabilities in DP programs [28–34], or verifying the consistency between high-level intents and DP programs [28–31]. However, these tools are not designed for debugging DP generators and thus fall short in two aspects: (1) Coverage. Existing verification tools aim to verify individual intent-program pairs instead of finding all bugs in advanced DP generators. As intents are numerous, even infinite, verification tools can hardly cover all generator faults. (2) Scalability. To check intent-program consistency, verification tools require massive human-written specifications of intents (100s to 1000s of LoC) for one program, which is error-prone and time-consuming.

This paper presents Firebolt, a blackbox testing tool designed to dig out DP generator faults including security vulnerabilities, intent violations, and crash with high coverage and scalability. The key idea of Firebolt is thoroughly constructing intents as test cases to achieve high coverage, and automatically producing specifications of intents with little human intervention for verification to achieve high scalability.

However, realizing such a tool is challenging in three aspects: intent generation that should contain every reasonable intent, intent explosion that results in unacceptably long testing time due to numerous intents, and intent diversity that hampers automatic specification derivation for verification. In response, Firebolt proposes the following innovative designs.

- **Intent generation.** Firebolt should generate a comprehensive intent space containing every reasonable intent for high coverage. However, random composition of intent grammar symbols can produce infinite intents, which is impractical for testing. We first generate syntactically correct intents based on intent grammar in Backus-Naur form (§4.1). We then identify semantic dependencies between grammar symbols and filter semantically valid intents (§4.2).
Figure 1: False SYN flooding alarms due to intent violation.

- **Intent explosion.** Due to wide parameter range and cyclic symbol reference, there may still exist massive or even infinite redundant intents that are syntactically correct and semantically valid, which compromises testing efficiency. To handle intent explosion, we design *intent space pruning* to eliminate redundant intents while keeping representative ones (§4.3). Remaining intents are input into generators to find crash bugs or to generate DP programs for verification.

- **Intent diversity.** The high diversity of intents and corresponding DP programs for one generator and across generators makes it challenging to devise a uniform approach for verification. To achieve high scalability, *Firebolt* first formalizes all DP programs into unified Z3 formulas [35] (§5.1). Next, instead of manually translating (1000s of) intents into specifications, we write specifications for intent grammar symbols, and automatically compose symbol specifications into the intent specifications (§5.2). Finally, we uniformly verify intent specifications and Z3 formulas to detect intent violations and security vulnerabilities (§5.3).

  We apply *Firebolt* to three popular open-source DP generators, i.e., Marple [16], Sonata [17], and Poise [21]. In all test cases of the three generators, *Firebolt* discovered 19 bugs including 3 security vulnerabilities, 13 intent violations, and 1 crash bug, while existing verification tools merely cover 10. Moreover, *Firebolt* requires 0.1% to 0.01% human-written LoC compared to existing tools under equal bug coverage.

#2: Connection legality misjudgement due to security vulnerabilities. *Poise* [21] takes intents as input and generates context-aware security policies in programmable devices. It generates an in-DP bloom filter to track illegal connections. However, the bloom filter has 86 slots but is indexed by a 16-bit variable (0 to 65535), as shown in Figure 2. If the index exceeds 86, a random value outside the bloom filter will be returned. Such a vulnerability could incur wrong judgement of connection legality and lead to potential security leakage.

To eliminate above mistakes, programmers have to review generated DP programs and check intent-program consistency, which costs extra human efforts. Some recent tools are designed to find security vulnerabilities in DP programs [28–34] or verify the intent-program consistency [28–31]. However, using these tools to debug DP generators requires massive human efforts to verify each intent-program pair, and cannot fully cover all intents. Therefore, on modifying the intent or expressing a new intent, these tools must be repetitively executed to ensure program correctness. Unfortunately, doing so brings the scalability problem. To verify intent-program consistency, 100s to 1000s of LoC must be written manually to convert intents into specifications [16, 31]. Such LoC is comparable to the DP program, which is error-prone, time-consuming, and not scalable.

Instead of verifying individual programs, we propose *Firebolt* to debug generators. *Firebolt* thoroughly generates intents as test cases to detect generator faults, and automatically derives specifications from intents to improve scalability.

## Overview

The key idea of *Firebolt* is thoroughly constructing intents as test cases to achieve high coverage, and automatically producing verification specifications to achieve high scalability. *Firebolt* workflow includes two major steps, i.e., intent generation and program verification, as shown in Figure 3.
§5 - Program verification. To automatically verify the correctness of generated DP programs, the key is to derive the specification of intents for verification. Firebolt provides a general and high-level specification to express every intent grammar symbol, and automatically derives the specification of each intent based on per-symbol specifications. Meanwhile, Firebolt formalizes the output DP programs using Z3 formulas. Finally, Firebolt checks whether the Z3 formulas (1) are consistent with intent specifications and (2) have security vulnerabilities.

4 Intent Generation

The design goal of intent generation is producing a group of intents that (1) thoroughly covers all correct intents so that all generator faults can be discovered and (2) possesses little redundancy so that generator testing can be efficient. To achieve the above goals, we start by comprehensive intent generation with both syntactical correctness (§4.1) and semantic validity (§4.2) in mind. Next we analyze the source of redundant intents and propose the intent space pruning approach (§4.3).

4.1 Syntax-Guided Intent Generation

A DP generator must expose the intent grammar for expressing intents. For example, as shown in Figure 1, Sonata [17] provides primitives like filter, map, and reduce and parameters like eq and count. The intent grammar describes lawful function calls, parameter ranges, and syntax, which serves as the foundation to generate possible intents from scratch.

We refer to syntax-guided synthesis [36, 37], a common approach in program synthesis that finds the desired program by searching the program space described by a grammar. We leverage its idea and redefine the intent generation problem as: given the grammar \( G \) of a DP generator, we need to explore the intent space and generate all syntactically correct intents.

**Intent grammar formalization.** Syntax-guided intent generation takes grammar as input. However, different generators can provide grammar in various formats [14, 16, 17]. We need to formalize grammars of generators into a unified expression. We observe that Backus-Naur form (BNF) [38] is the most common context-free grammar (CFG) [39] for describing the syntactic structure of programming languages. Most DP generators [14, 16, 21–23] provide a BNF syntax specification. Thus, Firebolt uses BNF for grammar formalization.

Note that Firebolt can also work with non-BNF grammars by adopting the expansion rules of these grammars during syntax-guided intent generation.

**Preliminaries of BNF.** Dark rectangle in Figure 4 shows partial BNF expression of Marple [16] intent grammar. A grammar \( G \) expressed in the BNF format is a quadruple \( \langle N,S,\Sigma,R \rangle \), where (1) \( N \) is a finite set of non-terminal symbols that can be expanded to one or more terminal and non-terminal symbols, (2) \( S \) is the start symbol in \( N \), (3) \( \Sigma \) is a finite set of terminal symbols that can appear in an intent, (4) \( R \) is a finite subset of \( N \times (N \cup \Sigma)^* \), where each member \( (A,\beta) \in R \) is called an expansion rule and is written as \( A \rightarrow \beta \). A sequence of non-terminal and terminal symbols in \( N \cup \Sigma \) is called a sentential form, which represents an intermediate intent.

**Syntax-guided intent generation.** With a grammar \( G \) in BNF format, a possible intent must start with \( S \) and then be replaced with expansion rules in \( R \) until there are no non-terminal symbols that need to be expanded, i.e., it ends with a composition of terminal symbols in \( \Sigma \). Therefore, generating all possible syntactically correct intents can be visioned as growing a single-rooted (\( S \)) graph with one or more rules in \( R \), and collecting all leaf nodes ended with any one symbol in \( \Sigma \).

We formalize the above process as follows. We define the intent generation graph \( G = \langle \mathcal{N},\mathcal{E} \rangle \) as a directed labeled graph derived from grammar \( G = \langle N,S,\Sigma,R \rangle \), with the nodes \( \mathcal{N} \subseteq (N \cup \Sigma)^* \) and the edges \( \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{N} \times \mathcal{N} \times R \). Each node in \( \mathcal{N} \) has a sentential form which can be derived from the start symbol \( S \). Each edge in \( \mathcal{E} \) represents a non-terminal symbol expansion according to an expansion rule. At node \( n_1 \) whose sentential form is \( \alpha A \gamma \), where \( A \) is a non-terminal symbol, we can apply the expansion rule \( A \rightarrow \beta \) and derive a child node \( n_2 \) with a new sentential form \( \alpha \beta \gamma \). \( G \) has a root node \( n_r \) with sentential form \( S \), and many (maybe infinite) leaf nodes.

---

**Algorithm 1 Syntax-Guided Intent Generation**

1. function SYGuG\( (G) \) \( \triangleright \) Initialize
2. \( Q = \text{Queue}(G.n_r) \)
3. while \( Q.size() > 0 \) do
4. \( n = Q.front() \)
5. \( Q.pop() \)
6. if \( n.\text{has nt}() \) then
7. \( A = n.\text{first nt} \)
8. for \( A \rightarrow \beta \in G.R[A] \) do
9. \( n = \alpha A \gamma \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow n_1 = \alpha \beta \gamma \) \( \triangleright \) Grow graph
10. \( Q.push(n_1) \)
11. end for
12. else
13. OUTPUT\( (n) \) \( \triangleright \) Output generated intent
14. end if
15. end while
16. end function
Algorithm 1 depicts the procedure of growing graph $G$ using depth first search. We maintain a queue $Q$ to store nodes in $G$. First, $Q$ is initialized with the root node $n_1$ (line 2). Then, in each iteration (line 3-15), we pop the first node $n$ in $Q$. If $n$ has no non-terminal symbols in its sentential form, we output $n$ as an intent (line 13). Otherwise, we find the first non-terminal symbol $A$ in $n$, and apply all possible expansion rules of $A$ to generate child nodes (line 9), which are then appended to $Q$ for further expansion. We repeat this process until $Q$ is empty and all syntactically correct intents are generated.

### 4.2 Semantic Constraint Injection

Syntax-guided intent generation can cover syntactically correct intents. Nonetheless, some syntactically correct intents do not make sense, or, say, are semantically invalid [40]. Below we first introduce two types of semantically invalid intents. Next we identify semantic constraints between grammar symbols, and present the semantic constraint expression and injection mechanisms to filter semantically valid intents.

**Semantically invalid intents.** Besides conforming to the syntax, intents must also comply with semantic constraints. Below we identify two types of semantically invalid intents.

- **Uncompliable intents.** Syntactically correct intents cannot guarantee successful compilation. Typical examples include a variable that is not declared before it is referenced, a variable reference whose dimension is inconsistent with the declaration, or a variable that is repeatedly defined. Numerous such intents violate the semantic constraints of the intent grammar, and therefore should be ruled out.

- **Incomplete intents.** Some intents are semantically incomplete. For example, the `map` primitive in Marple [16] distributes incoming data according to certain match fields, and assigns a computing expression to process a temporary variable, which is meaningless if it is not referenced later. Therefore, an intent with a `map` primitive in the end of a query is considered incomplete and should be ruled out.

**Semantic constraint identification.** The existence of semantically invalid intents indicates that the above mentioned syntax-guided intent generation graph contains unreasonable leaf nodes (incomplete intents) or even invalid expansion rules (branches) for intermediate nodes (uncompliable intents). Thus, we should identify semantic constraints of intent grammar, and leverage the constraints to supervise the intent generation process. Overall, we classify the constraints into exclusion constraints and dependency constraints.

- **Exclusion constraints:** indicate that if an expansion rule $r_1$ on a node $n_1$ exists, the expansion rule $r_2$ on a node $n_2$ is not valid. We formally express them as:

  \[
  \text{if } \exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \text{ then } \nexists r_2 \text{ on } n_2
  \]

  A typical example is that one variable name (such as the name of a packet stream) cannot be defined repeatedly.

- **Dependency constraints:** indicate that only if an expansion rule $r_1$ on a node $n_1$ exists, the expansion rule $r_2$ on a node $n_2$ is valid. We formally express them as:

  \[
  \text{if } \exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \text{ then } \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2
  \]

  A typical example is that one variable name (such as the name of a packet stream) cannot be defined repeatedly.

#### Example 1: StreamName cannot be defined repeatedly

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(n1)} & : \ast, \text{prog}\langle\text{stmt}\rangle\langle\text{streamName}\rangle, \ast \\
\text{(r1)} & : \langle\text{streamName}\rangle \rightarrow \ast \\
\text{(n2)} & : \ast, \text{prog}\langle\text{stmt}\rangle\langle\text{streamName}\rangle, \ast \\
\text{(r2)} & : \langle\text{r1}\rangle
\end{align*}
\]

A typical example is that a `Map` primitive must operate on a stream that has been previously defined.

With the above classification in mind, we thoroughly analyze the intent grammar and derive semantic constraints. Missing constraints can result in some semantically invalid intents left as test cases and slightly compromise the testing efficiency, which is considered acceptable. However, wrongly-written constraints will incur wrong deletion of semantically valid intents and impair generator fault coverage. Therefore, we must guarantee the correctness of the constraints. We have investigated several advanced generators [16, 17, 21] and observe that each of them corresponds to <20 semantic constraints, which is acceptable for manual inspection.

#### Semantic constraint expression and injection

Identified semantic constraints should be uniformly encoded for injection. To clearly express a constraint, we need to clearly specify the constraint type (\(\exists\) or \(\nexists\)) and elements \(r_1, n_1, r_2,\) and \(n_2\). Next we showcase two semantic constraints in Marple [16].

Example 1 shown in Figure 4 presents an exclusion constraint. A Marple program `<prog>` includes multiple streams `<streamStmt>`, each with name `<streamName>`. The names of streams should not be defined repeatedly. $n_1$ and $n_2$ describe the node where stream names are defined. Naturally, there exists an expansion trace from the start symbol `<prog>` to the current symbol `<streamName>`. We use `⇒` to indicate that the two nodes can appear in any order on the path. We use `+` to match any expansion traces in $n$ and any expansion rules in $r$. By making $r_2 = r_1$, the constraint prevents `<streamName>` from taking duplicate values of $r_1$ in any other node $n_2$.

Example 2 in Figure 4 presents a dependency constraint. If a `<map>` query in Marple operates on a stream with a name other than $T$ (the name of the original input stream in Marple),
this stream should be previously defined. We use \( n_2 \rightarrow n_1 \) to constrain the ordering between two nodes, i.e., \( n_2 \) should be an ancestor node of \( n_1 \). By making \( r_2 = r_1 \), the constraint guarantees that a stream is defined before referenced.

We present all identified semantic constraints of Marple [16], Sonata [17], and Poise [21] in Appendix A. During intent generation, an expansion rule \( r \) on node \( n \) is rejected if it violates exclusion constraints, and a leaf node is rejected if not all dependency constraints are satisfied on its path.

### 4.3 Intent Space Pruning

Despite we guarantee the syntactical correctness and semantic validity of intents, the massive expansion rules and their combinations may still build an extremely large or even infinite intent space, due to two reasons, as illustrated in Figure 5.

- **Wide parameter range.** A non-terminal symbol may have many possible expansion rules, which corresponds to a large node degree. For example, a 16-bit integer has 65536 possible values. Worse still, if a sentential form has multiple such non-terminal symbols, the exponential combination can lead to an explosion of the intent space.

- **Cyclic symbol reference.** A non-terminal symbol may return to itself after expansion, i.e., the cyclic symbol reference, which corresponds to an infinite depth of the intent derivation graph. For example, an arithmetic expression has an expansion rule of \( \langle S \rangle ::= (S) + (S) \). The circular expansion leads to an infinite number of possible intents.

For all generated intents of a DP generator, we observe that most intents would not cause any bugs, while many could cause the same bug. To strike a balance between coverage and efficiency, we propose the following two mechanisms to prune the intent space without losing intent representativeness.

**Method #1: Intra-symbol representativeness.** To handle wide parameter range, we propose to keep representative expansion rules, which include three categories.

- **Boundary rules.** Boundary values in numbers, including minimum and maximum values (e.g., 0 and 65535 for a 16-bit parameter), usually represent some extreme cases or conditions, and should be included in the test cases.

- **Random rules.** In addition to boundary values, we should take random values from values other than boundary values (e.g. one value from 1 to 65534 for a 16-bit parameter).

- **Previously selected rules.** When the same non-terminal symbol is expanded multiple times in a sentential form, the choices of expansion rules are actually correlated. In this case, the previously selected random rules should also be included in the latter non-terminal symbol expansions. For example, Marple [16] uses the query name to identify a query. Suppose a former expansion rule defines the name of a query \( Q \), and a latter expansion rule references the name of a query (maybe query \( Q \), maybe not), value \( Q \) should be included in the latter rule to keep representativeness.

**Method #2: Inter-symbol combination representativeness.** For cyclic symbol reference, we can think of an expansion circle as a non-terminal symbol returning to itself with zero to many intermediate non-terminal symbols. To handle cyclic symbol reference induced intent explosion, we should break infinite symbol recurrence without losing representativeness.

To this end, we refer to the combinatorial testing (CT) theory [41] for software testing in the software engineering field. Provided that a software is composed of multiple features, the CT theory indicates that a minimal set of test cases for the software should include individual features and combinations of two distinct features, which are enough to effectively test the software and find most bugs. If a test case containing three or more features causes a software bug, the root cause may still lie in the interaction of two features among them.

Inspired by the CT theory, to effectively test the DP generator with high efficiency, we can first extract all distinct features, i.e., combination of non-terminal symbols, according to the intent grammar. Then, we prune the intent space and only keep sentential forms that are either (1) individual features, or (2) possible combinations of \( n \) distinct features, where \( n = 2 \). Our evaluation results in §6.2 reveal that using a higher combination factor (e.g. \( n = 3 \)) cannot find more bugs in the DP generator, which proves the effectiveness of applying the CT theory for DP generator testing.

Finally, we introduce how we extract distinct features, i.e., combinations of non-terminal symbols. Recall that the CT theory limits the recurrence of the same feature to two times. Therefore, each feature should only include distinct symbols. Suppose an intent grammar has \( k \) non-terminal symbols. By picking a random number (1 to \( k \)) of distinct symbols and organizing them in all possible sequences, we can generate \( N = \sum_{i=1}^{k} A^i_k \) features where \( A \) stands for the permutation symbol, i.e., \( A^i_k = n!/(n-i)! \). With the combination factor \( n = 2 \), there exist at most \((N + A^2_k)\) sentential forms composed of non-terminal symbols. Suppose there are \( s \) terminal symbols and \( p \) parameter value options, we produce at most \((N + A^2_k) \times s \times p \) test cases, which are finite and feasible for testing. Our evaluation results in §6.2 show that using the
above pruning methods, Firebolt will generate <10K intents for testing three advanced DP generators [16, 17, 21].

So far, we have thoroughly explored the intent space to generate syntactically correct and semantically valid intents with little redundancy. We feed these reasonable intents into the DP generator to find crash bugs or to generate DP programs for verification, which we will introduce in the next section.

5 Program Verification

In this section, we introduce how Firebolt verifies the correctness of the generated DP programs from two aspects, i.e., whether there are potential security vulnerabilities, and whether the DP programs are consistent with corresponding intents. We use Z3 [35], a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver, which can take (1) Z3 formulas and (2) Z3 assertions as input, and formally verify whether the formulas satisfy the assertions. In the rest of this section, we first introduce how we automatically formalize the generated DP programs as Z3 formulas (§5.1). Next, to avoid manually converting 1000s of intents into Z3 assertions, we provide a general and flexible specification to express every symbol of the intent grammar, and automatically compose symbol specifications into intent specifications, which will then be converted into Z3 assertions (§5.2). Finally, we check intent-program consistency and detect security vulnerabilities (§5.3).

5.1 DP Program Formalization

We use the popular P4_{16} language as an example to illustrate how to formalize DP programs into Z3 formulas. P4_{14} programs can be first converted into P4_{16} programs using open-source P4 compiler suite [13] and then formalized into Z3 formulas by Firebolt. Gauntlet [42] has proposed approaches to convert partial P4 programs into Z3 formulas, but does not cover the formalization of P4 table entries and externs, which are essential to faithfully convert P4 programs. Our formalization solution is built atop Gauntlet. Below we first introduce the idea and capability of Gauntlet, and then introduce how we formalize externs and table entries.

**Formalizing each programmable block.** A P4_{16} program is composed of several programmable blocks (e.g., packet parser, ingress control flow, egress control flow, packet deparser, etc.). We provide an example of a P4 match-action table residing in the control flow block in the head of Figure 6. For each block, Gauntlet performs the following conversion.

- **Input parameter → free Z3 variable.** Two special types of Z3 variables, i.e., Z3_INVALID and Z3_UNDEFINED, are defined to represent invalid and undefined parameter values.

- **Function → Z3 operation** that refers to input Z3 variables. For example, a table lookup function is converted into a reference to the resulting action index. Operations like parameter initialization or invalidation can refer to Z3_INVALID and Z3_UNDEFINED special variables.

### Part of P4_{16} Program: Match-Action Table

```
action a0 (z) { y = z; }
```

### Table entries of t0:

1. a0(1)
2. a0(2)

### Input free Z3 variables:

- (_ BitVec 32) k0 // Match key of table t0
- (_ BitVec 32) t0_index // Action index of table t0
- (_ BitVec 32) a0_z // Parameter of action a0

### Output Z3 expressions (with table entries):

```
(_ BitVec 32) y = (ite (= k0 1) 1 (ite (= k0 2) 2 Z3_UNDEFINED))
```

**Examples of formalizing match-action tables.**

- **Output parameter → output Z3 expression** that is the result of executing Z3 operations on the input Z3 variables.

**Formalizing table entries.** Gauntlet assumes that the contents of the table are unknown, and does not include the configuration of table entries in the output Z3 expressions. However, generating correct table entries is also critical for the DP generator, as table entries also reflect intents. For instance, a `filter(ip.src=192.168.1.1)` intent segment in Sonata indicates that subsequent operations will operate on specific flows, which corresponds to a table entry in generated DP programs.

To formalize table entries, we use a nested if-then-else statement to imitate a match-action table call, as shown in Figure 6. When table entries are provided, for each parameter modified by the table (parameter y in this example), we use an if-then branch to express the modification in Z3 expressions as follows: if the key of incoming data matches a specific table entry (k0 = 1 or k0 = 2), the corresponding action is executed (y = 1 or y = 2). If the key does not match any entry, the default action is executed (y is not assigned an initial value, and is therefore undefined). When no table entry is specified, we assume that all actions in the table are executable. We use a free Z3 variable (t0_index) to indicate the index of the action to be executed, and a separate free Z3 variable for each action parameter (a0_z for parameter z). A table call can then be represented by a nested if-then-else statement with each branch representing the execution of one action.

**Formalizing externs.** P4 programs often operate on extern objects such as stateful memory and hash calculations. Gauntlet interprets externs as a function call that returns an arbitrary value. However, an accurate translation of externs is critical, since externs can maintain program internal states and may be modified and referenced. For example, the SYN flooding alarm program shown in Figure 1 maintains a counter that will later be compared to a threshold, which should be embedded in the Z3 formula. Below we introduce our approaches to handle stateful memory and hash calculation, respectively.
Part of P4ts Program: Register Reading and Writing
register bit<32—>(32w1024) reg;
reg.read(r_index, r_value); // r_value = reg[r_index]
reg.write(w_index, w_value); // reg[w_index] = w_value

Input free Z3 variables:
(_ BitVec 32) reg_read_value
(_ BitVec 32) r_index, w_index, w_value

Output Z3 expressions:
(_ BitVec 32) reg_instance_count = 32w1024
(_ BitVec 10) reg_write_index = w_index
(_ BitVec 32) reg_write_value = w_value
(_ BitVec 10) reg_read_index = r_index
(_ BitVec 32) r_value = reg_read_value

(a) Register reads and writes

Part of P4ts Program: Hash Calculation
// Update hash_table_index with hash value
hash(hash_table_index, HashAlg.crc32, 32w0, inKey, 32w1024);

Input free Z3 variables:
(_ BitVec 32) crc32_hash_value
(_ BitVec 96) inKey

Output Z3 expressions:
(_ BitVec 32) hash_table_index = crc32_hash_value
(_ BitVec 32) crc32_hash_width = 32w0
(_ BitVec 128) crc32_hash_field = inKey
(_ BitVec 32) crc32_hash_size = 32w1024

(b) Hash calculation

5.2 Intent Formalization

The intent generation process can produce thousands of (§6) intents for one DP generator. Manually converting intents that are composed of different symbols of the same generator, or intents belonging to different generators, is time-consuming and not scalable. We observe that intents are generated by expanding non-terminal symbols. Therefore, instead of converting each intent, our key idea is first writing the specifications of each symbol in the grammar, and then automatically composing symbol specifications into intent specifications, which will finally be converted into Z3 assertions.

Symbol specification. To uniformly express highly-diversified intent grammar symbols across generators, we need to design an expression format that should be general enough to specify various symbols, and flexible enough for composition. The reason why we do not directly use Z3 assertions as the specification is that Z3 assertions are logical expressions that are low-level and counter-intuitive.

We propose to uniformly express each symbol as a high-level function written in python-like expressions. The function specification satisfies above requirements. It is general enough to specify the format and semantics of input, logic, and return values of individual symbols, and flexible enough for composition by sequentially performing function calls and correlating input and output of different functions.

Specifically, we regulate that one function consists of two segments, a declaration function DECL_FUNC that defines internal states of symbols, and an execution function EXEC_FUNC that describes the processing logic of input parameters, internal states, and output values. Stateless symbols such as a flow filter maintain no internal states and therefore can be expressed with only EXEC_FUNC. A typical execution function often takes network packets as input, and starts by PARSE-ing input packets into a series of header fields, e.g., Ethernet → IPv4 → TCP. For each packet, we also generate standard metadata fields regulated by the P4 grammar, such as the output port. Next, symbol logic can operate on packet headers, metadata fields, and symbol internal states by packet modification, counting, forwarding, or other actions, and finally provide return values or return directly.

Figure 8 takes the ⟨groupby⟩ symbol in Marple [16] as an example to illustrate how to construct a stateful symbol specification. An entire ⟨groupby⟩ symbol is formatted as ⟨groupby⟩ ::= groupby((stream), ⟨columns⟩), ⟨aggFunc⟩), which groups streams according to specific columns with the aggregation function aggFunc. In the declaration function DECL_FUNC, a key-value storage is declared for each possible option ⟨var⟩ in the child symbol ⟨aggFunc⟩. The EXEC_FUNC updates the internal states with no packet parsing, modification, or forwarding. First, we initialize a variable tuple with the tuple contained in the input stream whose name is ⟨streamName⟩. Then we get the aggregation key from the aggregation field in ⟨columns⟩. Using the aggregation key,
DECL_FUNC() = 
for var in <aggFunc>, <vars>, exec():
    states = {<KEY VALUE STORAGE> REG_NAME_var}
    states.append(REG_NAME_var)
EXEC_FUNC(stream_list) =
tuple = <streamName>.exec(stream_list)
key = tuple[{<columns>}.exec()]
old_state = [reg[key] for reg in states]
new_state = <aggFunc>.exec(old_state, tuple)
states.update(key, new_state)
tuple.append(new_state)
return tuple

Figure 8: An example for constructing stateful specifications of non-terminal symbols: ⟨groupby⟩ in Marple [16].

we read the old states and execute the aggregation function ⟨aggFunc⟩. The output values of the aggregation function are used to update states of ⟨groupby⟩. Also, the output states are included in tuple for future usage in subsequent symbols.

Symbol specification composition. For each generated intent, Firebolt constructs its specification based on its generation path, i.e., the non-terminal symbol expansion process and the final terminal symbols. Starting from the semantics of the start symbol, Firebolt recursively appends the semantics of child symbols in the expansion rules by sequentially connecting their FUCs to automatically construct the final specification.

Specification conversion into Z3 assertions. A Z3 assertion is a series of algebraic expressions connected with logical operators, e.g. \((x > 10) \&\& (y < 5)\). We use a special type of Z3 assertions, i.e., \(\text{implies}(f, g)\), to verify DP programs. \(\text{implies}\) is an implication operator, which assumes a condition expression \(f\) on the input Z3 variables and asserts that the output satisfies the implication expression \(g\). After expressing intents as a series of functions, we can identify how each parameter (e.g., header fields, forwarding port, and internal states) is modified by the functions. Therefore, we develop a tool that can automatically convert the functions into the \(\text{implies}\) Z3 assertions that will be used to verify the DP programs.

5.3 Program Correctness Verification

With the Z3 formulas representing semantics of DP programs and intents formalized into Z3 assertions, we first check whether each P4 program is consistent with the corresponding intent. Then, we summarize security vulnerabilities from the literature, and introduce how to detect them in each program.

Intent-program consistency. To verify consistency, we take the Z3 formulas as input and use the Z3 constraint solver [35] to verify the Z3 assertions, i.e., a set of \(\text{implies}(f, g)\). Specifically, we need to check the following three types of consistency, each with a different set of \(f\) and \(g\).

* Packet parsing consistency. It indicates that parsed headers and header fields are ordered consistently with the original intent, and each header field is parsed correctly. During DP program formalization, when formalizing the parser block, Firebolt treats the entire input packet header as a free Z3 variable, and outputs individual Z3 expressions to represent different header fields. We verify the parsing consistency by asserting that for each header field in the parsing part of the intent specification, (1) there is a corresponding output Z3 expression, (2) a failed parsing implies an invalid value. For example, the first 16 bits of the Ethernet header should be 0x800. The parsing of Ethernet fails if an Ethernet header does not start with 0x800, and (3) a successful parsing implies a correct parsed value. For example, given the condition that the first 16 bits of the header are 0x800, we should be able to obtain the Ethernet.dstAddr field by extracting specific bits from the input header variable.

  * Packet deparsing consistency. It refers to the correct order and values of headers and header fields in the output packet. The checking of the deparser block is similar to the parser block. We omit details here for brevity.

  * Packet processing consistency. Packet processing includes packet modification, forwarding and state updates, and corresponds to the behavior of several programmable blocks of a P4 program, e.g., both the ingress control flow and the egress control flow. To construct a complete Z3 formula, we first concatenate the Z3 formulas of individual related programmable blocks into a complete block. For each output Z3 expression of a block, if it is an input Z3 free variable of latter blocks, we replace the corresponding input with the current output, and recompute the output expressions of latter blocks. We iterate this process until the output of a block is no longer referenced by any blocks, which becomes the final output of the DP program and completes the Z3 formula for packet processing. Then, for each modified packet field and metadata in the Z3 formula, we extract related operators and construct an individual Z3 expression, which can be checked against corresponding intent specifications.

Security vulnerabilities. Security vulnerabilities are intrinsic flaws of DP programs without corresponding intents. For example, out-of-bound register access may cause unexpected behaviors and even online risks, and is never intended. We observe that security vulnerabilities can be converted into special Z3 assertions and verified against DP programs as introduced above. Therefore, we summarize security vulnerabilities highlighted by previous literature [28–32, 34], and introduce how to express them as Z3 assertions.

  * Invalid header access may occur when the validity of a header is not checked before referencing it. To detect this bug, for each output Z3 expression, we assert that (1) each referenced header (Z3_h) belongs to a branch in an if-then-else statement, and (2) the if-condition in this branch includes a validity check (i.e., Z3_h != Z3_INV ALID).

  * Implicit packet drops occur when the egress_port is not specified. To detect this bug, in the output Z3 expression
of egress_port, we assert that no branch results in the undefined special variable, i.e., Z3_UNDEFINED.

- **Out-of-bound register access** occurs when the read/write index exceeds the register array size. Since we use separate output Z3 expressions to record the read/write index and the array size in §5.1, we can detect this bug by comparing the array size and the index range. For direct access, where index is assigned an exact value, we assert that index < size. For non-direct access, i.e., the index expression includes symbolic variables, such as hash values, we assert that the range of the symbolic variables is within the allowed range.

- **Decapsulation errors** happen when invalid headers are deserialized in the deparser. To detect this bug, we assert that for each output header expression, no branch results in the invalid special variable (i.e., Z3_INVALID).

- **Forbidden writes** happen when a P4 program tries to write certain metadata values which are read-only, but the P4 compiler allows the program to write them. To detect this bug, we assert that for all read-only metadata fields, the values remain unchanged, i.e., the output values are the original undefined values (i.e., Z3_UNDEFINED).

### 6 Evaluation

We implement Firebolt with ~1200 lines of Python code for intent generation, and ~800 lines of C++ code for program verification. Our verifier is built atop Z3 [35], and can verify both P4_16 and P4_14 programs with the aid of P4 compiler suite [13]. All experiments were conducted in a Ubuntu 16.04 virtual machine with 4GB RAM and two 2.3GHz CPU cores.

We use Firebolt to test three popular open-source DP generators, including two for network telemetry, i.e., Marple [16, 43] and Sonata [17, 44], and one for security policy enforcement, i.e., Poise [21, 45]. Marple and Sonata both use sequential composition of data flow operators to construct telemetry queries, while Marple is more complicated by supporting self-defined variable names in each query and dependencies between queries. Poise is relatively simpler and enforces security policies by filtering customized packet header fields. Finally, we implement two advanced DP program verification tools (i.e., Aquila [31] and p4v [30]) for comparison.

Our evaluation intends to answer the following questions.

- **Bug coverage.** We first discuss all discovered generator bugs by Firebolt. (§6.1) Next, we prove the bug coverage of Firebolt by (1) showing the intent representativeness of Firebolt, and (2) comparing the number of bugs discovered by Firebolt and existing verification tools over open-source intents and programs of the generators. (§6.2)

- **Efficiency.** We introduce (1) the human efforts required by Firebolt to debug the generators, (2) the size of intents, P4 programs, and table entries that are generated and verified by Firebolt, and (3) the running time of intent generation and program verification. (§6.3)

- **Scalability.** We first compare the human efforts, i.e., lines of hand-written codes, required by Firebolt and existing verification tools to debug the three generators. Then we evaluate the time required by Firebolt when verifying larger programs and more table entries. (§6.4)

### 6.1 Bug Analysis

As shown in Table 1, we find that all three generators have bugs, and discover 5 security vulnerabilities, 13 intent violations, and 1 crash bug in total. Below we introduce the detected bugs. To the best of knowledge, this is the first effort that comprehensively analyze and reason DP generator faults.

#### Security vulnerability. Firebolt finds security vulnerabilities in all generated programs of all three DP generators.

- **Invalid header access** is a common bug. All generated programs refer to some headers without checking validity.

- **Out-of-bound register access** is found in Poise, which may use a hash value that exceeds the size of the register as the read/write index for the register.

- **Implicit drops** happen in Sonata. Generated programs never explicitly specify the egress port of input packets.

#### Intent violation. Due to the high intent diversity, intent violations are the most insidious bugs that cannot be easily detected by the developers of DP generators. Next we introduce intent violations in the three DP generators, respectively.

For Sonata, Firebolt finds 5 types of intent violation bugs in 243 generated programs out of 7912 programs in total.

- **Bug #1: Incorrect query combination.** When a filter query with the eq (=) function follows a reduce query, Sonata converts it into comparing the result of reduce and the default value of 1, regardless of the true value in the filter query. This bug may lead to false attack alarm (§2).

- **Bug #2, #3, #4: Missing/Incomplete table entries.** Sonata designs a filter(k,v,f) symbol to filter packets whose key (k) fields satisfy function (f) of value (v) fields. To implement a filter query in DP programs, both match-action tables and table entries should be generated. However, there are three
cases where table entries can be missing or incomplete. First, when a filter query operates on a variable, e.g., a counter, table entries are forgotten. Second, when a filter query has a mask function, Sonata translates it into an LPM table, but forgets to include the prefix length in table entries. Third, when a filter query has a geq ($\geq$) function and does not follow a reduce query, no table entries are generated.

- **Bug #5: Incorrect mask translation.** Sonata uses bit-wise AND for mask operations in a map query. It translates the mask $m$ into 0xFF..F (F occurs $m/4$ times). When the mask length is not a multiple of 4, the translation is incorrect.

For Poise, Firebolt finds 6 types of intent violation bugs in 362 generated programs out of 2362 programs in total.

- **Bug #1: Incorrect list comparer.** Poise provides list comparer (in and notin) to check whether a value is in a list. However, notin is wrongly equated with in when translated.

- **Bug #2, #3, #4: Incorrect comparison operator.** Poise translates the comparison operators (>$>$ and $<$) into a match-action table with range match and a table entry representing the comparison range. However, this range incorrectly includes the boundary value that should be excluded. That is, $>$ and $<$ are translated into $\geq$ and $\leq$. Besides, Poise sets a default range (0~10000) for comparisons without considering the real range of variables.

- **#5: Missing table entries.** Poise provides the monitor expression count(p) that counts the number of packets satisfying a predicate $p$. However, table entries are not generated. Thus, no packets would satisfy the predicate and be counted.

- **#6: Missing action parameters.** Poise uses registers to maintain states. However, for some registers, the read/write actions do not specify the index to read or write.

For Marple, Firebolt finds 2 types of intent violations in 22 generated programs out of 7329 generated programs in total.

- **Bug #1: Incorrect infinity translation.** Marple uses infinity to represent a variable that exceeds its pre-defined upper limit. However, it assigns a fixed value $2^{31} - 1$ to infinity without considering the actual upper bound.

- **Bug #2: Incorrect key storage.** Marple uses 32-bit registers to store keys in the groupby query. When storing a value with a width greater than 32 bits, e.g., the ingress timestamp, the stored value would be the truncation of the value.
manually-written intents [43–45] as input to find as many bugs as possible. For each collected intent, we manually write the corresponding specification for each verification tool and perform program verification. The results are shown in Table 3. With a limited number of O(10) hand-written intents, the existing verification tools can only discover 10 bugs out of 19 by Firebolt, and cannot find other bugs undetected by Firebolt. This highlights the high bug coverage of Firebolt over existing tools. By delving into these open-source intents, we find that the developers of DP generator did make an effort to write different examples, but the hand-written test cases struggle to efficiently find all bugs in DP generators.

To find more bugs with existing tools, we can use the (1000s of) intents generated by Firebolt as input for existing tools. However, doing so requires manually writing specifications for 1000s of intents, which is time-consuming and error-prone. We will analyze the scalability issues in §6.3.

### 6.3 Efficiency

Next, we evaluate the debugging efficiency of Firebolt by counting the lines of input human-written codes (Figure 3), the lines of intents that Firebolt generates, the size of generated test cases (including intents, P4 programs, and table entries), and the running time for intent generation and program verification. We summarize the results in Table 1.

#### Human-written LoC

In general, Firebolt requires a limited number of O(10) LoC for intent grammar, O(10) LoC for semantic constraints, and O(100) LoC for per-symbol specifications. Although the per-symbol specifications occupy the majority of human-written LoC, writing specifications is also required for existing verification tools, and Firebolt is still the most efficient. We further discuss Firebolt scalability in §6.4.

#### Test case size

As Firebolt utilizes pruning mechanisms to represent generative intents, the resulting intents are relatively small, i.e., from one LoC to 10s of LoC. For the same reason, only a few table entries are generated. Marple even has no output table entries, since it uses flexible expressions in the P4 program to implements the intents. Finally, corresponding P4 programs are often with 100s of LoC. This is because generated programs contain many necessary components for all intents such as the definition of headers and parsers. Thus, even the smallest P4 program contains 100s of LoC.

#### Running time

Firebolt generates O(1K) intents for each DP generator. Intent generation and program verification in all scenarios can be done within 25 minutes. DP generators with more semantic constraints (e.g., Marple) take more time to generate a correct intent (23ms vs 3ms for Sonata). This is because relatively more semantically invalid intermediate sentential forms will be detected and rejected during generation.

### 6.4 Scalability

#### Manual effort

We compare the manual efforts (i.e., lines of specifications) required by Firebolt and existing verification tools, Aquila [31] and p4v [30], to debug a DP generator with equal bug coverage. This means that both Firebolt and verification tools take thousands of intents generated by Firebolt as input. As shown in Table 4, Firebolt requires O(100) of per-symbol LoC to automatically generate the specifications of all intents. In comparison, verification tools require O(100) to O(1K) LoC to convert one intent. Converting all intents means O(100K) to O(1M) LoC. Under equal bug coverage, Firebolt consumes merely 0.1% to 0.01% manual efforts compared to existing tools. Moreover, human-written specifications can be faulty, which further reflects the scalability of Firebolt.

#### Scaling to larger test case

We evaluate the scalability of Firebolt when verifying larger P4 programs with more table entries. We use several open-source or vendor-supplied P4 programs instead of the small programs generated by Firebolt.

First, we measure the time required by Firebolt to verify P4 programs of different sizes. For each program, we manually write <3 entries for each table, and also write the corresponding specifications for verification. As shown in Figure 9(a), Firebolt requires more time for verification as the complexity of the P4 program increases. Nevertheless, even the most complex switch.p4 can be verified in 8 minutes.

Next, we compare the verification time when installing different numbers of table entries to the same P4 program fabric.p4. As shown in Figure 9(b), the number of table entries has a larger impact on the verification time than the size of P4 program. When the number of entries does not exceed 1500, Firebolt can complete the verification in <30 minutes. When the number of entries exceeds 2000, Firebolt takes >100 minutes for verification. The increase is not linear because the table entries are converted into if-then-else branches, resulting in an exponential increase in the size of the generated Z3 formulas. This non-linear scalability of verification time with table entries has also been recognized in other verification works [31] and solved using encoding optimizations. Currently, Firebolt by design generates small test cases without losing bug coverage using intent space pruning. For upcoming generators, we may encounter larger intents, programs, and table entries that become more time-consuming.
to verify. In that case, Firebolt can refer to the optimization techniques in existing verification tools [30, 31] to accelerate the verification of individual intent-program pairs.

7 Discussion

Human effort required by Firebolt. Firebolt requires three inputs, including grammar, semantic constraints, and per-symbol specification to debug a DP generator. First, the grammar should already be provided by the designers of DP generators [14, 16, 21–23] so that the DP generator can be used correctly by others. Second, accurate semantic constraints also help to better use the DP generator. We summarize the semantic constraints of three advanced DP generators in Appendix A. They all have <20 semantic constraints that can be classified into four types, i.e., banned variable redefinition, necessary variable definition, illegal variable reference, and special ones. The former three types account for the majority of the constraints and are closely related to variable definitions and references. Semantic constraints can shrink the intent space, and missing some semantic constraints will not affect the bug coverage but merely produce more intents. Third, Firebolt requires manually writing per-symbol specification. However, compared with existing tools, Firebolt saves significant human efforts by automatically composing per-symbol specifications into intent specifications.

Cross-platform generality of Firebolt. The formalization phase of Firebolt considers extern behaviors because they are critical for the correctness of DP generators. However, the semantics of extern behaviors are target-specific. Currently, Firebolt supports two common extern implementations including stateful memory and hash calculation. Since externs can be taken as arithmetic operations on some variables (e.g., temporal variable, metadata field, and packet header), they can always be converted into logical Z3 formulas. As a future work, we would like to extend Firebolt to support user-defined extern semantics to improve cross-platform generality.

8 Related Work

Data plane generator. To simplify DP programming, a growing body of research proposes data plane generators which convert high-level intents into platform-specific DP programs. DP generators provide primitives to specify developer intents in different domains, e.g., query primitives for monitoring tasks [15–20], measurement and control primitives to specify security policies [21, 22] and routing policies [23], and some other intent languages for their own purposes [14, 24–27]. DP generators greatly relieve the burden of DP programming, but their own correctness is not guaranteed. In this paper, we design a blackbox-based testing system to debug them.

Data plane program verifier. Several efforts have been proposed to verify DP programs. P4-assert [28] and Vera [29] translate P4 programs into other language models (SEFL and C) and rely on existing symbolic execution framework (SymNet [46] and Klee [47]) to analyze the behavior of the resulting programs. P4v [30] and Aquila [31] use Dijkstra’s classic verification approach by formalizing the P4 program in Guarded Command Language (GCL) and using the Z3 theorem prover [35] to check whether the specifications hold. Some other tools, such as bf4 [32] and P6 [34], utilize various techniques such as static verification, code changes and runtime checking to ensure that the deployed P4 program is bug-free. However, using these tools to debug DP generators cannot cover all generator bugs and requires massive manual efforts to verify each possible intent-program pair. Different from all of them, Firebolt can automatically generate representative intents as test cases for high coverage and automatically produce intent specifications for high scalability.

Testing in networking. Testing is a popular technique to find bugs in network systems by generating and running many test cases. Metha [48] tests network verification tools by generating network configurations as test cases and comparing the tool’s output with that of the actual router. p4pktgen [49] tests P4 programs by generating test cases using symbolic execution. Gauntlet [42] and P4Fuzz [50] both test the P4 compiler by generating random P4 programs. If the intermediate representation (IR) of the compiler is accessible, Gauntlet compares the transformed programs after different compiler passes, otherwise it generates packets to test the behavior of the P4 program to debug the compiler. P4Fuzz compares the output of different compilers to find potential bugs. Firebolt also uses generation-based testing to debug DP generators. However, unlike existing work to test specific targets, Firebolt needs to handle a variety of DP generators. Firebolt adopts a syntax-guided approach to generate test cases and designs generic methods to verify the correctness of each test case.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents Firebolt, a blackbox testing tool designed to debug DP generators. We propose syntax-guided intent generation with semantic constraint injection and intent space pruning techniques, and program verification with automatic intent and program formalization. By evaluating three popular open-source DP generators, we show the high bug coverage and scalability of Firebolt compared to existing solutions.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Appendix A  Semantic Constraints of Advanced DP Program Generators

Table 5 lists the identified semantic constraints for Marple [16], Sonata [17], and Poise [21]. The semantic constraints can be classified into four categories, i.e., banned variable redefinition, necessary variable definition, illegal variable reference to generate compilable intents, and other special constraints to generate complete intents. For each category, we give an example of how the constraint can be expressed with the formal if-then expressions in §4.2.
## Table 5: Summary of semantic constraints of Marple [16], Sonata [17], and Poise [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Banned Variable Redefinition (3)</strong></td>
<td>#1: Each query has a stream name, which cannot be repeatedly defined.</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>#1 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \leftrightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#2: Each aggregation function has a function name, which cannot be repeatedly defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#2 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \leftrightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#3: A aggregation function may define multiple aggregation states. The aggregation state names cannot be repeatedly defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#3 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \leftrightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Necessary Variable Definition (8)</strong></td>
<td>#4–7: Each query (map/groupby/filter/zip) operates on a stream, which should be either defined or the default input stream T.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#4 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marple</td>
<td>#8: groupby queries take an aggregation function name as input. The function should be defined.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td>#8 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#9: groupby queries may include self-defined variables in the aggregation key. The variables should be defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#9 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#10: filter queries may reference self-defined variables in its predicate. The variables should be defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#10 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#11: map queries may reference self-defined variables. The variables should be defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#11 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow T )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illegal Variable Reference (2)</strong></td>
<td>#12: map queries assign specified or self-defined variables to computed expressions, where the variables should not be assigned repeatedly.</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>#12 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#13: zip queries merge fields in different streams.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#13 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Semantic Constraints (1)</strong></td>
<td>#14: An intent should not end with a map query.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td>#14 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>#1: An intent should not end with a map query.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td>#1 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#2: reduce queries should follow map queries.</td>
<td></td>
<td>#2 as an example: if $\exists r_1 \text{ on } n_1, \exists r_2 \text{ on } n_2, n_1 \rightarrow n_2$  ( r_1 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star ) ( r_2 \colon \text{(streamName)} \rightarrow \star )  ( \psi_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Banned Variable Redefinition (2)</strong></td>
<td>#1: Each list has a name, which cannot be repeatedly defined.</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Similar to the banned variable redefinition of Marple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#2: Each monitor function has a name, which cannot be repeatedly defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Similar to the banned variable redefinition of Marple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poise</td>
<td>#3: Each monitor function references a list, which should be defined.</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td>Similar to the necessary variable variable definition of Marple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#4: A statement may reference a monitor function, which should be defined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

The most widely used programming languages today are managed languages. They are popular because their vast features improve many aspects of code development, including increased productivity and safety. However, as a product or service scales in usage, performance issues become a problem. Developers are then often faced with complex choices as they must decide whether the desired performance can be squeezed from existing code, or whether their language has reached its performance limits, requiring years of code to be ported to a new more-performant language. To make matters worse, runtime performance is shrouded in mystery as it involves complex interactions of different components, such as interpreter, just-in-time (JIT) compiler, thread library, and Garbage Collection (GC) system.

We present an in-depth performance analysis and comparison of Java, Go, JavaScript, and Python, using C++ as a baseline. We carefully instrumented the different language runtimes, so that developers can precisely measure the number of cycles taken to execute any bytecode instruction, or the overhead of dynamic type checking in JavaScript. This allows us to accurately identify sources of overhead. We further created 6 applications from the ground up to establish the LangBench benchmark; the applications cover a range of complexity, and they cover a variety of application scenarios differing in compute intensity, memory usage, network and disk I/O intensity, and available concurrency. We comprehensively analyze their completion times, resource usage, and scalability.

Overall, we found that V8/Node.js and CPython exhibit excessive overheads, executing applications 8.01x and 29.50x slower on average than their C++ counterparts, respectively. Making matters worse, applications on these two runtimes scale poorly in that they cannot effectively utilize more than one core. In contrast, OpenJDK and Go applications are performance competitive to C++, running only 1.43x and 1.30x slower, respectively, and they can easily scale to multiple cores. There are applications where OpenJDK and Go outperform their C++ counterparts.

1 Introduction

Programming languages with integrated run-time environments have continuously grown in popularity. The three most popular languages on GitHub since 2015 are JavaScript, Java, and Python [38]. These languages offer the promise of improved developer productivity and thus faster product creation and adaptation because of a variety of features they offer, including easier readability and usability, dynamic type checking, memory management with garbage collection, and dynamic memory safety checks. We use the term “managed languages” to refer to these type of programming languages.

Managed languages are increasingly being used to implement systems software where performance is critical. Both Hadoop [54] and Spark [76] run on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [61] as they are implemented in Java and Scala respectively. Kubernetes [21], etcd (a distributed key-value store [4]), and M3 (a distributed time series database and query engine built by Uber [14]) are all implemented in Go. Recently, even an operating system (OS) kernel, Biscuit [52], was implemented in Go [8]. Openstack [18], Paypal [1], Instagram [22], and Dropbox all heavily utilize Python; Python is Dropbox’s “most widely used language both for backend services and the desktop client app” with almost 4 million lines of Python code in one repository [20]. As a final example, JavaScript is used in the performance critical path for the Bladerunner pub/sub system at Facebook [49].

Several factors come into play when selecting a programming language for a new service, including current developer expertise and experience, constraints imposed by existing ecosystems (e.g., home-grown libraries, development, debugging tools, performance monitoring and logging systems, etc.), and developer productivity. Managed languages are an attractive proposition, precisely because they offer the promise of higher developer productivity, leading to faster project completion times. The performance of the language is rarely a consideration at the outset, in part because of the belief that performance issues can be addressed later, perhaps through horizontal scaling by simply adding hardware. Some go as far as to claim “Choosing a language for your application...
simply because it’s ‘fast’ is the ultimate form of premature optimization’ [47].

However, performance will ultimately become a priority as the usage of the service begins to scale and the service becomes too slow or the cost of hardware becomes too high. Developers then begin a large sequence of performance optimizations that can grow into herculean efforts. For example, Twitch.tv and others use tricks and tweaked parameters to meet desired GC performance in Go [5, 19]; project Tungsten in Spark goes as far as to bypass the JVM, to squeeze out performance [23].

But there can come a point where incremental optimizations (requiring much time and effort) no longer suffice and a more radical solution must be considered, namely switching to a “better performing” language. A few examples from industry: Stream abandoned Python for Go, as Python would spend 10ms creating objects from data that Cassandra took 1ms to fetch, noting that “We’ve been optimizing Cassandra, PostgreSQL, Redis, etc. for years, but eventually, you reach the limits of the language you’re using.” Discord switched from Go to Rust claiming that “Rust was able to outperform the hyper hand-tuned Go version.” [43]. Performance issues are also cited as the main reason Twitter was forced to switch from Ruby on Rails to Scala and Java [40, 42].

When selecting a new language for performance reasons, the question is: what language? Understanding the performance and scalability implications of a (new) language today is non-trivial, especially for managed languages. This is for several reasons.

First, no empirical studies exist that scientifically compare the different managed languages. The primary source of information available today is the blogosphere containing heated “religious” debates that include tunnel-visioned anecdotes with few rigorous measurements to back up stated claims. For example, while many believe programs written in Java run slower than when written in C/C++ [27], others suggest that Java programs can be faster than C, because the JIT compiler produces faster machine code by leveraging a runtime profile [26]. Similarly, there have been polarized debates with respect to the performance of JavaScript [11, 39], Go [43, 46] and even Python – for example, sources from PayPal claimed that Python offered superior performance over other languages and reported multiple cases where Python outperformed their C++ and Java counterparts while requiring less code [1]. Similarly, developers reported that Python could outperform both C/C++ and Java when using regular expressions or strings [33–35].

Discussions on scalability are even muddier. For example, in a popular blog by the official Node.js Medium account, developers conclude that by being event-driven and asynchronous, JavaScript is ideal for scaling to millions of concurrent connections, despite its event loop only executing on a single thread [45]. As another example, while it should be well-known that CPython, the de facto runtime for Python today, uses a global interpreter lock (GIL) that will serialize all concurrent thread executions, Paypal’s engineering blog claims that it scales well, and noted that “Dropbox, Disqus, Eventbrite, Reddit, Twilio, Instagram, Yelp, EVE Online, Second Life, and, yes, eBay and PayPal all have Python scaling stories that prove scale is more than just possible: it’s a pattern” [1].

Second, no benchmark suite is publicly available today that enables a meaningful comparison between different managed languages (and their implementations). Existing benchmark suites target specific languages or applications. Extending these benchmarks to other languages is often impossible; for example, the DaCapo benchmark for Java contains applications such as Eclipse, a full-featured IDE [50]. As a result, any comparison on language runtime performance often compares apples to oranges.

Third, language runtime systems are extremely complex software systems, providing multiple abstractions that all affect performance. For example, a developer must understand the interpreter, possibly multiple JIT compilers (e.g., the OpenJDK JVM contains 4 levels of JIT compilation), a memory management subsystem that performs garbage collection, the behavior of thread libraries, etc.

Finally, there are no helpful, publicly available profiling tools for understanding the overheads of language runtime systems. The language subsystems themselves expose little profiling information on their internals. For example, while it is widely speculated that dynamic type checking adds significant overhead [44], V8/Node.js does not expose any performance counters to report this overhead.

In this paper, we present an in-depth quantitative performance analysis of four of the popular managed languages with their most widely used runtime systems: CPython, OpenJDK, Node.js with the V8 engine for JavaScript, and the reference Go compiler [15, 24, 36, 38]. We compare their performance characteristics with that of C++ on GCC as the baseline. Our focus is primarily on understanding their differences with respect to speed and scalability. We chose these languages not just because of their popularity, but because they represent different designs along the following three dimensions:

• **Typing.** JavaScript and Python are dynamically typed, meaning the runtime must determine the type of objects at run time, whereas others are statically typed. This allows us to understand the performance impact of dynamic type checking.

• **Execution modes.** Only Go is ahead-of-time compiled. The other runtimes first interpret bytecode, and compile hot functions Just-In-Time (JIT). The exception is CPython that only has an interpreter and no JIT compiler. This enables us to compare three execution modes: native-only (Go and

---

1An analysis of resource usage is left to the Appendix, because the findings have largely already been established by prior studies [63], and we did not need to implement any additional profiling mechanisms.
C++, a combination of interpreter and JIT-compiled native (OpenJDK and V8), and interpreter only (CPython).

**Concurrency models.** V8/Node.js is event driven where event handlers are executed sequentially on a single kernel thread. Similarly, CPython has a global interpreter lock (GIL) so only one thread can execute Python code at a time. Go has its own scheduler and provides user threads as “goroutines.” Its scheduler decides how many kernel threads to use for the developer’s goroutines. OpenJDK’s Thread is simply a kernel thread.

**Contributions**

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

**Runtime instrumentations.** We are the first to make publicly available (as artifacts) instrumentations for the three runtime systems of popular managed languages that are not statically compiled, namely OpenJDK, V8, and CPython. Implementing such instrumentations is challenging given the complexity of these runtimes and the fact that two of them are implemented in assembly and IR. Our instrumentations enable bytecode-level profiling of (1) the execution overhead of any target bytecode in the interpreter and (2) the dynamic type-checking overhead in Node.js/V8. The profiling information generated, in turn, can be used to guide optimization efforts at the application level and can enable effectual optimizations. The instrumentations are described in §2.

**Benchmark suite.** We are the first to make publicly available (as artifacts) six applications suitable for evaluating managed languages; these applications were used to create twelve benchmarks. The applications, which range from micro-benchmarks to real applications, cover a variety of scenarios, differing in compute intensity, memory usage, I/O intensity, relative startup time, and the degree of available concurrency. In particular, we took care to expose the differences in the three major design dimensions mentioned above. Three of the six applications are parallel, and we parallelize them using both multithreading and multiprocessing where applicable. The benchmark suite is called LangBench and is described in §3. The source code of our instrumented runtimes and LangBench can be found at https://github.com/topics/langbench.

**Comparative analysis.** We quantitatively analyse the performance of the benchmarks in our suite and identify how the individual runtimes improve or hinder performance relative to the respective C++ implementations. Our objective was to compare the runtimes of the target managed languages in an objective, scientific way. Many of our results are not particularly surprising (even if they contradict some views held in the blogosphere). For example, Go and OpenJDK perform significantly better than V8/Node.js and CPython, with CPython performing worst by far, even when compared against V8 and OpenJDK’s interpreter-only execution (§6). CPython and V8/Node.js do not benefit from parallelism; in fact, increasing the number of threads systematically decreases performance (§7). A major source of V8’s relatively poor performance is its dynamic type checking, even when the JS code only uses primitive types that never change (§6.1).

Perhaps more surprising is the fact that in many cases, the abstractions offered by runtimes can actually lead to speedups over GCC (§8). This contradicts the conventional wisdom that abstraction comes at the expense of performance [74]. OpenJDK outperformed GCC in three of the benchmarks, because the moving garbage collector actually improves cache locality. This leads to the unintuitive behavior that the more frequently GC is performed, the better the overall performance. Go abstracts away the usage of kernel threads, reducing the number of context switches and kernel threads. Finally, abstracting away low-level I/O operations allows runtimes to use optimal I/O system call configurations, outperforming the idiomatic approach in C++.

**Limitations**

The main limitation of our work is that it does not, and cannot, comprehensively answer every question one might have related to the performance of a language runtime. We only evaluated the runtimes of four languages, and for each language we only evaluated the implementation that is the most widely used. In addition, we only ran our workloads on a single OS/hardware stack. Our findings pertain to our benchmarks, which model real-life applications, but may not be representative of a vast range of applications. Accordingly, our study is not meant to determine the best or most performant programming language for any particular application. Furthermore, our benchmark and analysis do not focus on some performance aspects. Notably, we do not study the overhead of garbage collection when under memory pressure (there is a gap between the working set size of our benchmarks and the maximum heap size setting). There is a large body of prior work focusing on this aspect already [51, 63, 79]. Similarly, our benchmark is not meant to measure the various JIT compiler’s optimizations, as there are also a large number of existing benchmarks meant to do exactly that [10, 32, 53].

# 2 Language Runtime Instrumentation

In this section we describe how we instrumented the three runtimes: OpenJDK’s HotSpot JVM, Node.js/V8, and CPython. Our instrumentations measure two types of information: (1) the performance of the execution of any bytecode instruction in the interpreter, and (2) the dynamic type and bounds checking overhead in V8’s JIT compiled code. Users can specify a bytecode instruction to measure its overhead, or any JavaScript (JS) function to measure the type and bounds checking overhead when executing that function.
Why profile interpreter performance? Some have the view that interpreter performance is not important as it mostly affects the startup time, which will be amortized by “warm execution.” We do not share this view. While interpreter performance may have been irrelevant over a decade ago when workloads ran in large, long-running monolithic applications that handle all requests [75], the paradigm shift to the cloud [65, 69, 77] and data analytics [62] expose the runtime’s startup performance as being significant. For example, auto-scaling in the cloud often results in the bringing up of additional instances in the face of a load spike [65, 69]; the problem is also exemplified by short-running instances in Function-as-a-Service platforms [65, 77]. In 2020, the median AWS Lambda invocation ran for only 60 milliseconds [37], while startup times for the JVM and V8 are on the order of hundreds of milliseconds or even seconds [62, 65, 77, 80]. Similarly, data analytics systems face a fundamental tension between parallelizing long running jobs into shorter tasks and the runtime’s start-up overhead [62].

In practice, instead of ignoring the performance of the interpreter, implementers spend huge efforts in optimizing the interpreter. For example, OpenJDK has two interpreter implementations: one in C++ and the other entirely in hand-crafted x86 assembly; in one benchmark (§6.2), we found that the C++ interpreter to be 1.93x slower than the assembly one, which is perhaps why the C++ interpreter is only used on non-x86 platforms. Similarly, V8’s interpreter is written in hand-crafted IR, and IBM’s OpenJ9 Java runtime has significant optimizations targeting startup time which is featured as a major advantage over OpenJDk in the cloud [55, 69, 75].

Bytecode-level profiling can guide optimization efforts and can enable effective optimizations. For instance, developers can optimize their programs to avoid the use of bytecode instructions with high overheads. Instagram engineers did just this by instrumenting CPython to identify the bytecode instructions with high overheads, and then optimizing their code to avoid using these expensive instructions [22]. Bytecode-level profiling also allows us to understand the performance difference between different runtimes.

Why profile type and bounds checking? As we will show in §6.1, dynamic type and bounds checking is a major source of V8’s overhead. Similar to bytecode profiling, programmers can optimize their JS programs to avoid such overhead once the source is identified (§6.1). Our instrumentation also enables eliminating type and bounds checking overhead entirely for those functions where developers know that they are safe. For instance, say a JS function accesses \(a[i]\), the element at index \(i\) of array \(a\), and their types never change (known as “monotype”). V8 detects that \(a\) and \(i\) are monotype, and it speculatively compiles the function: it checks \(a\) against the array type (instead of other types) and \(i\) against integer, before accessing \(a[i]\). But to ensure safety, it cannot remove the checks because their types could dynamically change in the future. In that case, the check will fail, forcing the JIT-compiled function to exit and be destroyed, and V8 will re-execute the function in its interpreter before recompiling it.

By disabling the checking logic in V8’s JIT compiler for any user-specified JS function, we effectively create a significantly more efficient, albeit unsafe, version of the function. In the above example, developers could enable this feature to turn off the checks when they know \(a\) and \(i\) are monotype, so the JIT-compiled code will directly access \(a[i]\) by indexing into \(a\) without any checks (effectively turning the JS function into a C function). The difference in execution time of applications with and without checked functions can be significant: e.g., in LangBench’s sort benchmark, disabling the checking in V8 results in 8x speedup (§6.1).

Note that we only instrumented V8’s JIT compiler for identifying type and bounds checking overheads, but not its interpreter. This is because unlike the JIT compiler that independently compiles the different functions, the interpreter’s checking logic is applied to all functions equally, leaving us only with the option of either performing checks in all of an application’s functions or none of them. The latter option would likely be too risky to be useful in practice. We further note that the checking overhead in the interpreter also becomes negligible when compared to the other overhead from the interpreter, whereas their proportion become much more significant in JIT-compiled code.

Instrumentation Implementation. Conceptually the instrumentation we use to profile bytecode execution in the interpreters are simple. We locate the code block in each interpreter that processes a bytecode instruction, and inject instrumentation around it to collect metrics from the x86 CPU performance counters. In practice, however, adding instrumentation is challenging. One challenge is the complexity of the runtimes: JVM, V8, and CPython consist of approximately 1.2M, 1.0M, and 0.9M lines of code respectively, with little documentation. Instrumenting JVM and V8 is even more challenging as their interpreters are not programmed in a high-level language (e.g., C++) as the other runtimes are, but are generated dynamically at startup time.

The HotSpot JVM has two interpreters. Its default interpreter for x86 is written in hand-crafted assembly (known as the “assembly interpreter”). It also has a interpreter written in C++. We instrumented both. Instrumenting the assembly interpreter brings three challenges. First, one needs to locate the code blocks that process the different bytecodes by searching the assembly code. Second, one has to carefully ensure that the instrumented code does not clobber any registers that are used by the interpreter’s logic. Finally, HotSpot writes the assembly instructions of the interpreter into memory when it starts up and then jumps to the memory location of the beginning of the interpreter. Hence, we need to use the same mechanism in order to be able to embed our instrumentation logic (written in assembly) into memory.

---

2It also performs other checks as described in §6.1.
when the runtime starts up, the interpreter’s binary is 3(tsc). Line 1-3 saves the registers values.

JIT compiler, so that when it encounters this new IR node, it enables this synchronization [13]. This ensures a meaningful counter value

produces the correct assembly instructions that collects the processing logic in the interpreter’s IR and then add a new type of IR node we introduced. We further had to modify the JIT compiler so that the interpreter IR or JIT compiler.

Specifically, for each target bytecode, we had to locate its processing logic in the interpreter’s IR and then add a new type of IR node we introduced. We further had to modify the JIT compiler so that when it encounters this new IR node, it generates dynamically from this IR by the same JIT compiler generated dynamically from this IR by the same JIT compiler.

One advantage with JVM and V8 is that developers do not need to recompile the runtime when they wish to profile a different bytecode instruction, but only need to restart the runtime. This is because the interpreters are generated dynamically at startup time. Accordingly, we identify which bytecode instruction is to be instrumented at startup time, generate the appropriate instrumentation code so that it is embedded in the interpreter when written to memory (as with JVM) or generated by the JIT compiler (as with V8).

Instrumenting CPython is far more straightforward because it is written in C++. However, the CPython runtime will have to be recompiled whenever profiling is to be enabled or the target bytecode instruction that should be instrumented is changed. In theory, one could, before the execution of each bytecode, check whether the bytecode is one of the specified target bytecodes, and conditionally execute the instrumentation, but this would add too much overhead.

Figure 1: The sequence of assembly instructions inlined into the processing of each bytecode instruction.

```
1 push rax
2 push rcx
3 push rdx
4 rdtscp ; saves tsc into EDX and EAX registers
5 shlq rdx, 32 ; shift tsc’s higher 32 bits up in rdx
6 orq rax,rdx ; or onto rax
7 movq dst, rax ; output to a scratch register dst
8 pop rdx
9 pop rcx
10 pop rax
```

Although our instrumentation could incur noteworthy overhead when enabled on frequently executed bytecode instructions, we only used them to measure a specific bytecode instruction, instead of end-to-end runtime. We only count the number of instructions inside of the measurement instructions, not including our instrumented instructions. This is possible as we control the exact assembly instructions generated, and we verify said assembly using objdump, gdb, and outputting the JIT-compiled assembly.5

However, our cycle measurements could be skewed by the measuring instructions limiting the processor’s out-of-order execution and pipelining capabilities. This is a limitation, and it is extremely difficult to accurately measure this overhead due to the fact that the very act of measuring the cycle count disrupts pipelining (similar to the observer effect in physics).

3 LangBench

Our goal is to compare realistic applications across different languages. We cannot reuse existing benchmarks as they target specific languages, and extending these benchmarks to other languages is infeasible. For example, porting the DaCapo benchmark requires us to implement Eclipse, a full-featured IDE, in four other languages [50]. Therefore, we chose to build 6 applications from the ground up to cover a variety of workloads. We implemented these applications in each of the 5 languages: C++, Go, Java, JavaScript, and Python. From the six applications, we created twelve benchmarks by varying degrees of concurrency, and exploring alternative implementations of the applications.

We made a best-effort attempt at covering a variety of different types of workloads. Our applications range from micro-benchmarks to real world applications, and they stress three major resource usage categories in different ways, being one or more CPU-intensive, memory bound, and I/O bound. Additionally, we implemented parallel versions of the applications where applicable. They also vary from short running to long running ones. The applications and their categories are shown in Table 1.

It was important to ensure that the applications were implemented in a similar and fair manner in each of the five

---

3 We have to manually save the registers because we directly inject code into the assembly code, in contrast to injecting assembly code into C where the __asm__ block saves the registers.

4 Intel allows tsc to be synchronized across multicore [48], and Linux enables this synchronization [13]. This ensures a meaningful counter value even if the interpreter thread is migrated to another core during the processing of a bytecode instruction. In reality, however, migration is rare given the processing of bytecode instruction typically only takes tens of cycles.

5 There is no overhead for removing the type and bounds checking in V8 as the compiler only removes instructions.
languages. The design of every implementation of an application is conceptually identical: they use the same algorithms and control flow. Each application is relatively small, so that it could be built in all languages using the same algorithms and data structures. This kept the complexity of the application similar across the languages.

Yet, we fully rewrote the applications in each language, providing our best effort to make the code idiomatic. We referred to official language documentation (e.g. [7]). In certain cases we also implemented different versions of the code. For example, in the JavaScript Sudoku implementation we re-wrote the code multiple times to change the storage of the arrays (see §6.1 for details). For Python and JavaScript we also tried versions that create parallelism (e.g. multiprocessing in Python) and versions that only provide concurrency (e.g. threading in Python). In general, as we analysed each bottleneck, we also tried to find any more performant implementations.

The six applications are:

**Sudoku Solver.** We implemented an exhaustive search sudoku solver, borrowing from the Spec CPU 2017 benchmark [30]. The algorithm recursively labels all empty cells. At each cell, it verifies the grid state, using the next digit for the cell if verification fails. If all digits are exhausted for a cell, it backtracks to the previous cell.

**String Sorting.** We implemented the in-place merge sort algorithm described by Katajainen et al. [59] and use it to sort strings. First, we permute every possible string of length 6 with 18 possible letters, creating 18^6 strings. These strings are stored in an array, which are then sorted.

**Graph Coloring.** Graph coloring labels each vertex in a graph, such that no two vertices with an edge between them have the same label. We implemented the algorithm presented by Wigderson [78] which uses a bounded number of colors with run time complexity polynomial in the number of vertices, edges, and the chromatic number. The benchmark colors the YouTube social network and ground-truth communities graph from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [60]. We implemented both a recursive and an iterative version of the algorithm.

**Key-Value Store.** We implemented an in-memory key-value store based on the general architecture of Redis [28]. We stress the server with Redis’ packaged benchmark by running a **SET** test followed by a **GET** test. Each test makes 2 million requests, randomly selecting a key from a space of 500 thousand keys, using a value size of 64 bytes. The Redis benchmark opens a configured number of client connections to the key-value store. Each connection performs an equal number of requests and is treated as a unit of concurrency (such as a thread). The clients are run on a machine separate from the one running the key-value store.

**Log Analysis.** We implemented the algorithm of CLP that parses logs by separating highly repetitive static text from variable values, and stores them in two different indexes [73]. Logs are queried, returning the matching log messages by searching the index and raw log. We separate the searching into two separate tests. “Regex” searches the raw logs using regular expressions, whereas “Indexed” searches using indexes. Both tests can be run with parallelism, where the files to be searched are partitioned equally. We process 7000 log files totalling 1.21 GB on disk with an average size of 181 KB. The logs were generated by running various jobs from HiBench [56, 57]. Each test first indexes the logs and then performs 7 queries.

**File Server.** We implemented an HTTP server that serves static files from a directory. A single C++ client is always used that spawns a configured number of threads; each thread connects to the server and requests an equal partition of 1000 real log files with an average size of 16.8 MB. The server implementations handle these connections concurrently, treating each connection as a unit of concurrency. The client and server run on different machines.

### 4 Methodology

We ran our experiments on two in-house servers, each having 2 Xeon E5-2630V3, 16 virtual cores, 2.4 GHz CPUs, 256 GB DDR4 RAM and two 7200 RPM hard drives. They are running Linux 4.15.0 and connected by a 10 Gbps interconnect. For C++ programs we used GCC 9.3.0 compiling with -O3 against the C++17 standard. For OpenJDK 13 [17], CPython 3.8.1 [25], and Go 1.14.1 [6], we used the reference implementations for each respective language. We use Node.js 13.12.0 [16] which uses V8 7.9.317.25 [41].

We ran each benchmark 5 times and report the average. The key-value store, log parser, and file server benchmarks were run with the number of both client and worker threads ranging from 1 to 1024. For OpenJDK and V8 the minimum amount of memory was set by determining the first heap configuration that did not cause a crash; for Go, GOGC was set to 5%. We then continuously increased the heap settings until performance no longer improved. We used the results from the first setting (i.e., the smallest heap size) that resulted in optimal performance. For the log parser and file server benchmarks, the used log files were stored on a distributed file system with a replication factor of 2. We cleared Linux’s page cache before running each benchmark.
5 Overview of Results

Figure 2 shows the run times for the benchmarks in LangBench. Unsurprisingly, optimized GCC was the fastest on average, with Go and OpenJDK close behind, being 1.30x and 1.43x slower than GCC. Impressively, Go and OpenJDK outperform optimized GCC for 3 out of the 12 benchmarks. V8/Node.js and CPython performed the worst with run times 8.01x and 29.50x slower than GCC. At the extreme, CPython was 129.66x slower than GCC (for the sort benchmark).

We also found that V8/Node.js and CPython are limited with respect to achievable parallelism. Their design serializes the threads’ computation, and requires expensive serialization for different threads (V8) or processes (CPython) to communicate. This leads to the unintuitive result that adding additional threads actually slows down parallel applications as more serialization is required. In fact, for both the key-value store and parallel log analysis benchmark, the best performance is achieved using only a single thread. In contrast, both Go and OpenJDK scale to multicores. Go achieves a 1.02x speedup over GCC in the multithreaded key-value store benchmark, despite being slower in the single threaded version.

In the subsequent sections, we use our instrumented runtimes to provide detailed analyses that explain these results. Specifically, for each runtime, we analyze (at minimum) the two worst performing benchmarks, considering both single-threaded (§6) and multi-threaded (§7) variants for those with parallelism. We further analyzed every case where the runtime outperforms GCC (§8).

6 Runtime Overhead (Single-thread)

This section investigates the source of runtime overheads on the LangBench single-threaded applications that performed poorly. Specifically, we found (1) type and bounds checking (§6.1) is the bottleneck for V8 in its slowest benchmarks (Sudoku and Sort); (2) interpreter performance (§6.2) is the major cause of CPython’s overhead – despite lacking a JIT compiler, its interpreter performs much worse compared to OpenJDK and V8; (3) GC write barrier (§6.3) is the bottleneck in the Sort benchmark for both OpenJDK and Go, which is their slowest workload, even when heap usage is small.

6.1 Type and Bounds Checking Overhead

We found that type checking and bounds checking made up 41.83% and 87.43% of V8’s execution time in the default su-
Table 2: We modified V8’s JIT compiler and removed each of the checks performed for a 2D array access to \( \text{board}[x][y] \) shown in Figure 3. We measured the resulting execution time, and compare it against the default execution time with all checks. We also show the execution time when all checks are removed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Version</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Overhead of Checks (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>2.369</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Remove Obj./Int Checks</td>
<td>2.177</td>
<td>8.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Remove Shape Check</td>
<td>2.219</td>
<td>6.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Remove Bounds Check</td>
<td>2.154</td>
<td>9.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Remove Hole Check</td>
<td>2.051</td>
<td>13.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 Remove All Checks</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>41.832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Statistics for array access bytecodes (BC) performed by various interpreters for the sudoku benchmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bytecode</th>
<th>Insn. per BC</th>
<th>Cycles per BC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenJDK</td>
<td>Assembly aaload</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assembly iaload</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C++ aaload</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C++ iaload</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node.js</td>
<td>LdaKeyedProperty</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPython</td>
<td>BINARY_SUBSCR</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Code showing where Go and OpenJDK perform array bounds checking when accessing \( \text{board}[x][i] \) in a loop.

We implemented an optimized version which would create arrays without holes, known as “packed” arrays. This optimized version was 1.48x faster (and is what is shown in Fig. 2). Our optimized sudoku benchmark for V8/Node.js starts with an empty array, then appends 9 \text{Int8Array}s to create the 2D sudoku board. This allows V8 to recognize that there are no holes. Using the built in \text{Int8Array}, preallocation initialized it with the default value of 0, rather than a hole.

Unfortunately, these optimizations cannot be applied universally. First, it presents a trade-off that can only be determined via profiling: while sparse arrays require hole checking, building a large packed array requires many internal resizing operations to grow the array. In addition, typed arrays such as \text{Int8Array} only exist for certain integral types. For example, it is not possible to preallocate a packed array of strings or any user defined type.

GCC, Go, and OpenJDK. Compared to GCC, Go and OpenJDK must also perform similar bounds checks. However, they avoid the type checking as they are statically typed.

OpenJDK successfully lifts all loop-invariant computations to outside the loop. In the code of Figure 4, OpenJDK determines that the maximum value of \( i \) used to access \( \text{board}[x][i] \) is 8, and checks if the length of \( \text{board}[x] \) is greater than 8 outside the loop. Go performs the bounds check in each iteration. Further, 2D arrays in OpenJDK contain pointers to 1D arrays, which may be null. However, OpenJDK has an optimization which eliminates null checks, and instead catches them using a signal handler for SIGSEGV. On the other hand, Go does not need to perform null checks as its 2D arrays are laid out contiguously in memory like in C.

6.2 Interpreter Overhead

CPython is slower than the other runtimes because it lacks a JIT compiler and so programs are strictly interpreted. There-
before we further compare the three runtimes by running sudoku on each of them only in interpreter mode. OpenJDK’s (assembly) interpreter outperforms both V8 and CPython by 2.59x and 5.34x respectively. This is because static typing allows OpenJDK to avoid the type checks that V8 and CPython must perform. OpenJDK has dedicated bytecodes for accessing different types of arrays (malloc for an array of arrays, iaload for an integer array). In contrast, V8 and CPython both have a single bytecode (BINARY_SUBSCR) respectively) which must accommodate for any array or dictionary type. Table 3 shows the performance profiling results of different bytecode executions, using our instrumentation.

CPython is still 2.07x slower than V8, even though both of them do dynamic typechecking. As shown in Table 3, CPython uses 138 instructions and 41.8 cycles to execute each bytecode instruction (BINARY_SUBSCR), whereas Node.js only spends 90 instructions/26.3 cycles to process each bytecode instruction (LdaKeyedProperty). This is due to the optimizations of V8’s interpreter: it is hand-crafted in IR, whereas CPython is implemented in C. Similarly, we found that OpenJDK’s assembly interpreter is 1.93x faster than the one implemented in C++.

We found the hand-crafted interpreter implementation made a few notable optimizations. First, it aggressively inlined functions. The CPython bytecode we inspected ended up containing around 5-6 function calls in the common execution path. The equivalent bytecode in Node.js had no call instructions, similar to when all functions are completely inlined. This further enables more aggressive optimization. For example, error handling logic that would be functions in C code can now be grouped together at the end. This leaves the instructions in the non-error paths tightly together and improves cache performance. In addition, developers have a better understanding than the compiler on what the common path is, so that they can manually group the basic blocks that are commonly executed together (and move error handling logic to the end).

Theoretically GCC could also perform the same level of inlining, and developers can manually use goto statements to move all error handling logic to alter the common-path logic. However, performing aggressive inlining unselectively could hurt performance (increased function size, register pressures, etc.), and excessive use of goto could hurt the readability, reliability, and maintainability of the software.

**Performance Sensitivity on Interpreters.** We observe that an interpreter may amplify the performance overhead caused by small code changes that would only incur negligible overhead in compiled execution. Under CPython, the iterative version of graph coloring ran 1.66x slower than the recursive version, in contrast to the other interpreters. The function performing the iterative algorithm contained 1.54x more bytecodes than the recursive function, resulting in 22% more instructions recorded by perf. In contrast, for GCC, switching from recursive to iterative adds only 4% more instructions.

Iterative versions of recursive functions are commonly necessary to avoid stack overflows. Instead of a recursive function call, the iterative function appends the call arguments to an array, and later pops the arguments off the array to perform another iteration of the algorithm. In addition, the iterative algorithm must check if the array is empty at each iteration of the loop. These seemingly simple operations significantly increase the bytecode count and execution time. JIT compilers mitigate these extra operations through optimizations such as reducing the number of redundant checks.

**Startup Overhead for OpenJDK and V8.** OpenJDK and V8 spend 843ms and 788ms, respectively, in startup in the Sudoku benchmark. Startup is the primary reason for OpenJDK being slower than GCC when running Sudoku, as it is the shortest benchmark. Specifically, 708ms is spent loading the JVM’s large binary from disk, while the rest (135ms) is spent in classloading and interpreter execution. In comparison, OpenJDK’s warm execution time is only 868ms (when we run the Sudoku benchmark in a JVM that has already been warmed up by running the same benchmark multiple times), whereas GCC’s warm execution time is 611ms.

### 6.3 GC Write Barriers

We were surprised to see that under OpenJDK’s default GC setting, it was 10.03x slower than GCC for the Sort benchmark. Sort is also the benchmark where Go performs the worst relative to GCC: 2.14x slower. The source of the slowdown for both OpenJDK and Go is the cost of GC write barriers. This cost occurs despite GC hardly ever running in Sort, as write barriers are necessary to maintain data structures needed to perform GC. Interestingly, for OpenJDK, using the non-default Parallel GC algorithm drops the slowdown to only 2.07x (shown in Figure 2), as it contains fewer instructions. Go’s write barrier contains even fewer instructions, and is slightly faster than OpenJDK with Parallel GC.

Write barriers bring a constant cost to pointer writes regardless of how often GC is actually performed. For our in-place merge sort, swapping two elements is the primary source of write barriers. This requires two write barriers, one for each element being written. OpenJDK’s default GC algorithm, G1 [12], adds 44 instructions for these write barriers, completely dwarfing the 6 instructions required to swap the elements and 5 for bounds checking. On the other hand, Parallel GC’s write barriers only use 5 instructions, 8.8x fewer than G1.

Both Go and G1 require a write barrier to ensure every live object is captured when they perform marking concurrently with application threads. Furthermore, both G1 and Parallel GC in OpenJDK divide the heap into regions and move live objects across regions to compact the heap. For both, write barriers are used to maintain remembered sets, which are used to find and update pointers to moved objects. However,
G1 performs more checks during its write barrier to avoid unnecessary updates to the remembered sets. This avoids work when using the remembered sets to update pointers, and helps minimize pause time.

7 Scalability Limitations

We found that CPython and Node.js limit the degree of parallelism achievable. We first briefly introduce the background of the Node.js and CPython concurrency model and then describe our findings.

Background. Node.js is event driven; by default, it uses a single Node.js thread to drive an event loop and process all incoming events. If the processing of an event blocks (e.g., on I/O), the underlying kernel thread will block, and Node.js’s event loop continues with another kernel thread to process the next event. In other words, multiple threads can be blocked at the same time, but CPU execution is serialized. While Node.js supports running multiple Node.js threads (known as worker threads), each runs its own event loop. Hence worker threads do not share the heap (to avoid data races); data sharing requires message passing with data being serialized.

In essence, CPython’s concurrency model is the same as that of Node.js where multiple kernel threads can block on I/O at the same time, except that it is the programmer’s job to create the threads; the threads share the same heap. In CPython’s case, CPU computation is serialized by the Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) so that only one thread can use the CPU at a time. CPython also supports multiprocessing, forging different processes to avoid the GIL. However, data sharing and communication requires serialization.

Node.js and CPython’s scalability on LangBench. We can now explain the scalability patterns of Node.js and CPython. We ran three parallel benchmarks, namely log analysis, key-value store, and file server, under different configurations, including different number of threads, as well as parallelizing them with multiple processes in CPython. In log analysis and key-value store, the best performance is achieved using a single CPython or Node.js thread, whereas the other runtimes are able to improve performance by adding more threads.

These two benchmarks, namely log analysis and key-value store, are bottlenecked by CPU or memory accesses, instead of blocking I/O. Therefore, creating multiple threads offers no advantage in Node.js and CPython as their executions are serialized. In the case of Node.js, performance degrades significantly when creating additional worker threads due to the serialization overhead. On indexed search log analysis, Node.js’s performance drops 4.7x when we use more than one worker thread. In this benchmark, multiple workers communicate frequently as they share the same dictionaries. Similarly, serialization overhead slows down CPython when we switch to multiprocess, resulting in a 4.9x slowdown on the same benchmark. While multiple CPython threads share the heap, they still introduce thread management overhead compared to using a single thread.

Specifically, in key-value store, CPython can only scale to one client thread (adding additional concurrent client threads will worsen the completion time). In comparison, Node.js/V8 scales up to 96 client threads, even though it only uses 1 Node.js event-loop thread at server side. However, its completion time can not keep improving with more client threads, whereas it still can under GCC, Go, and OpenJDK. Note that the improvement plateaus when the client thread count increases to 160. Even though GCC achieved its best completion time on 512 client threads, the improvement over 160 threads is negligible. This is why in Figure 2, the difference in best completion times is small between GCC, Go, and OpenJDK, even though they are achieved on 512, 256, and 160 client threads, respectively.

In comparison, Node.js and CPython scale well on the file server benchmark. This benchmark is I/O parallel: there is little communication between different threads, and they are bottlenecked by disk I/O. Creating multiple threads (or processes in CPython) thus improves the performance (when there are concurrent client connections).

8 Runtime Advantages

We found that the high-level abstractions provided by the runtimes can, in some cases, result in better performance and scalability. This is counter-intuitive given the conventional wisdom that abstractions generally come at the expense of performance [74]. We discuss three findings: (1) object relocations in OpenJDK’s moving GC can result in better cache locality; (2) Go’s scheduler automatically maps user threads to kernel threads, and hence abstracts away the direct usage of kernel threads, reducing the number of context switches and the number of kernel threads used; (3) abstracting away the low-level I/O operations allows runtimes to use the optimal I/O system call configurations.6

8.1 GC Improved Cache Locality

OpenJDK’s moving garbage collector can significantly improve cache locality, resulting in speedups in three benchmarks: single threaded key-value store and both iterative and recursive implementations graph coloring. In particular, OpenJDK was much faster than GCC at the single threaded key-value store, with 1.46x speedup. This is the largest speedup any runtime had over GCC.

Key-value store. We found that the source of cache locality was from iterating over linked lists. Our key-value store implements a hashtable with separate chaining, meaning hash

---

6There are a few more cases where runtimes demonstrated better performance than GCC; they are related to the implementation of libraries. We discuss them in detail in the Appendix.
collisions are added to a bucket by appending the key-value (KV) pair to a list. This is shown as the white boxes in Figure 5. For example, N2, N3, and N6 are different KV pairs hashed to the same bucket B1.

OpenJDK uses bump pointer allocation. Therefore, nodes in the hashtable are laid out sequentially in memory based on their insertion order. Figure 5 (a) shows how the nodes of a bucket would be initially laid out in memory. There is little locality, as adjacent nodes of the same linked list are scattered. Therefore, whenever there is a lookup, insertion, or a deletion of a key in the linked list, the traversal of the linked list is expensive due to poor locality.

However, OpenJDK’s moving GC reorders the objects in memory. It scans for all live objects that are reachable from the GC roots (e.g., objects on the stack) by following the pointers, copying them to a different memory region, before freeing the old region. For the linked list, this means that the objects will be allocated adjacently, in the same order as in the linked list, as shown in Figure 5 (b).

In comparison, GCC uses a size segregated allocator (malloc). Since nodes have the same size, they will be placed in the same region, resulting in a similar pattern as with bump pointer allocation, with nodes laid out in insertion order. When profiling the iteration, we found that GCC actually executed fewer instructions than OpenJDK, but was still slower. In the tight loop iteration, the bucket GCC took only 5 assembly instructions compared to OpenJDK’s 11.

This behavior presents the unintuitive case where the more frequently GC is performed, the better the performance. Figure 6 shows that with more frequent GC cycles, objects are re-ordered in memory more often, leading to improved performance. We control the frequency of GC by using different heap sizes. The larger the heap, the fewer GC cycles. When it is 128 GB, performance is the worst because GC is never triggered; objects are never moved, so there is no locality.

To verify that cache locality was the source of the performance gap, we modified OpenJDK to expose a method to print the virtual address a reference points to. We do this as GC obfuscates perf cache hit rates, making them impractical to compare. In one run where no GC was performed, over 99% of the distances between nodes of the linked lists were different, with a median distance of 724 KB. A run with GC was 1.86x faster; 57% of nodes were 88 bytes apart, and 41% were 192 bytes apart. Although the size of a cache line on our processors is 64 bytes, so two nodes would not be in the same cache line, it is likely that they are in adjacent cache lines, opening the opportunity for prefetching.

Graph coloring. We found OpenJDK outperformed GCC (by 1.37x) on graph coloring, when the C++ program uses the standard library. Our investigation showed that GC had a similar effect as for the key-value benchmark given that graph coloring also uses a hash table. Both hash table implementations on OpenJDK (HashMap and HashSet) and C++’s standard libraries (std::unordered_set and std::unordered_map) use an open hashing design; i.e., it uses separate chaining to connect the elements in a linked list upon collision. As a result, both GCC and OpenJDK suffer from poor locality initially. However, OpenJDK quickly gains locality through GC, as with the key-value store benchmark.⁷

### 8.2 Scalability in Go

In the multithreaded key-value store implementation, Go has a 1.02x speedup compared to GCC, despite being 1.16x slower than GCC in the single threaded version. Go outperforms GCC by avoiding 2.2 million context switches through the use of asynchronous networking I/O and significantly fewer kernel threads. With GCC, network I/O is performed using synchronous system calls, blocking the kernel thread, resulting in a context switch. When goroutines perform I/O, the work is offloaded to an internal goroutine which uses asynchronous system calls. A goroutine performing I/O is blocked by Go’s scheduler, but the underlying kernel thread is not blocked; instead, Go schedules another goroutine on the same kernel thread. As a result, Go only uses at most 42 kernel threads, regardless of the number of concurrent client threads. (The number of kernel threads is automatically chosen by the Go runtime depending on the workload’s characteristic.)

---

⁷We optimized our C++ benchmark by switching to hashtable implementations from Google’s Abseil library [2], which uses a closed hashing implementation that achieves better locality.
We verified that context switching causes the majority of the 600 ms gap between the fastest multithreaded Go and GCC execution times. Using LEBench [72], we measured the average cost of a context switch on our machine to be 5.84 µs. With 32 cores, perf reports approximately 70K context switches per core, which adds up to 409ms of overhead, making up the majority of the 600ms performance gap.

8.3 I/O System Calls in the File Server

To read a file in the file server benchmark in C++, we initially used the more general, idiomatic approach which uses iterators. This results in repeated fixed size read system calls. Unlike C++, all the managed runtimes abstract away the low-level system call interfaces when performing I/O, so that they can transparently issue system calls in an optimal way, by first calling fstat to get the file size, followed by a single read for its entire contents. All runtimes use this approach when reading a file. So any developer using the runtimes will benefit from the optimizations without any burden of knowledge. In comparison, we have to manually optimize our C++ implementation to switch to fstat and read, leading to a 2x speedup.

9 Related Work

Ours is the first performance study to analyze and compare the implementations of multiple widely used runtimes, and provide the necessary instrumentations to do so. There are existing benchmarks to evaluate software performance, but they focus on novel benchmark methodologies. Marr et al. designed a benchmark suite with the goal of having a methodology for evenly comparing a common subset of language abstractions [64]. They limit their applications to a minimal set of primitive operations and exclude built-in data structures such as hashables to ensure that no language has an advantage. Rather than strictly stressing the compiler on specific primitive operations, we evaluated all aspects of a runtime on how they affect performance under different scenarios using idiomatic code. Both DaCapo [50] and Renaissance [70] created benchmark suites consisting only of Java applications for various workloads. TailBench created a statistically sound methodology for measuring latency-critical applications in C++ and Java [58]. SPEC [31] and the Computer Language Benchmarks Game [3] provide a variety of benchmarks, covering many languages, but present no analysis. In contrast, our work focuses on understanding and providing an explanation for the technical details of language implementations that cause performance differences.

Other studies of languages have had different scopes, focusing tightly on a specific language or aspect. By utilizing the Rosetta Code [29] repository, Nanz et al. present statistical findings, such as the fact that scripting languages are more concise than procedural languages [67]. Nanz et al. further studied the usability and performance of Chapel, Cilk, and Go in multicore workloads [66]. Prokopski et al. study interpreter code-copying optimizations in the SableVM, OCaml, and Yarv interpreters [71]. Wade et al. quantify the impact of profile data on JIT compiled code quality in the HotSpot VM.

Lion et al. instrumented the JVM to measure startup times (i.e., the total time spent in class loading and interpreter) [62]. However, they did not provide fine-grained instrumentation to profile the execution of each bytecode instruction.

10 Concluding Remarks

We presented an in-depth performance analysis of runtimes under a variety of scenarios. We implemented LangBench, a benchmark suite that enables an objective comparison of language implementation performance. Our runtime instrumentations facilitate understanding why a runtime performs well or poorly. We demonstrated that our instrumentations provide valuable profiling information that enables optimizations. We have open-sourced our instrumentations and LangBench so that practitioners can use and enhance them to analyze and optimize their applications.
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Appendix

We discuss two additional results in the Appendix: (1) memory usage analysis of different runtimes on LangBench, and (2) other speedups from the runtimes over GCC.

Resource Usage: Memory

Figure 7 shows the peak memory usage of the different runtimes. Compared to Figure 2, it also shows the completion time under the minimum memory usage configuration (e.g., the heap size setting in OpenJDK) of each benchmark. Recall that, for OpenJDK and V8, the minimum amount of memory was set by determining the first heap configuration that did not cause a crash; for Go, GOGC was set to 5%. We then
continuously increased the heap settings until performance no longer improved. Peak memory was measured using the reported maximum RSS from `getrusage`.

The figure shows that all language implementations use at least 2x more memory than GCC. The more complex runtimes are the worst offenders with V8/Node.js and OpenJDK using 3.70x and 3.38x more memory than GCC on average. Go and CPython use less memory, but still use 2.12x and 2.08x more memory than GCC on average. (As an exception, Go surprisingly manages to use 0.59x less memory than our idiomatic C++ version of the sudoku benchmark.) It is crucial for these runtimes to trade off increased memory usage and performance. Optimal performance can require increased memory usage, which prevents jobs from being scheduled when datacenters allocate resources to fit peak usage. This additional memory is also rarely returned to the OS causing reduced memory utilization.

For both OpenJDK and V8/Node.js, the two runtimes that require the most memory to achieve optimal performance, their worst case was the sudoku benchmark with OpenJDK using 10.94x more memory than GCC. The sort benchmark has the lowest memory usage with GCC only requiring 3.42MB. However, OpenJDK and V8/Node.js also had benchmarks that did not have any memory overhead when compared to GCC. Both runtimes used the same amount of memory as GCC for the key-value store benchmark, despite it being the next smallest benchmark with GCC requiring only 33.43MB.

CPython’s peak memory usage was the closest to that of GCC, but requiring 2.12x more memory on average. It also had the lowest worse case, requiring 4.06x more than GCC for the sort benchmark. Despite being more memory efficient than the other runtimes in most of the benchmarks, CPython still used more memory than any other runtimes in the sort benchmark. Go was also able to use less memory than CPython for the sudoku and graph colouring benchmarks.

In fact, Go was the only language implementation able to use noticeably less memory than GCC, using 0.59x less in the sudoku benchmark. Upon inspection this stemmed from our version of the benchmark using the C++ standard library. The complete C++ version peaks at 3.46MB of RSS, but almost all of this memory is allocated immediately upon running the program. We found that using a C++ implementation that did not use `iostreams` but instead used `open` and `read` reduced the memory usage to 2.72MB. However, the largest improvement was from not linking the C++ standard library by removing the `-lstdc++` flag when compiling. This dropped the usage to 1.33MB and well under Go’s 2.05MB.

**Runtime Speedup from Library Implementations**

In addition to the cases discussed in §8, there are other cases where managed runtimes performed better than GCC. Go performed better than GCC on the indexed search log analysis.
benchmarks, taking 0.90x and 0.93x less time for the single and multithreaded versions, respectively. Further, V8 has the same performance as GCC on the single-threaded regular expression based log analysis. In both cases, the good performance comes from the library implementation of pointer copying (in the case of Go on indexed log analysis) and the regular expression engine (in the case of V8 on regular expression based log search).

Surprisingly, whereas Go spends a total of 0.04 seconds in a critical section in indexed log search, GCC takes 2.49 seconds. In the log analysis benchmarks, each worker thread returns a list of matched log messages to the main thread by appending a thread local list of results to the main thread’s global list, while holding a lock. Inside this critical section, for the append operation, Go copies more pointers per loop iteration than GCC.

In Go, appending to a list (referred to as a slice) is done efficiently because slices are an intrinsic type and appending is performed by a built-in function, which uses hand written assembly. Both GCC and Go use 128-bit wide XMM registers [9] to move two 64-bit pointers at a time with a single mov instruction. The assembly in Go unrolls the loop as much as possible, using all 16 XMM registers to move 32 64-bit pointers per iteration. Furthermore, rather than checking if a write barrier is required for each pointer, Go checks once if write barriers are required for all pointers, as they do not need to be performed when concurrent marking is not active.\(^8\)

For the same operation in C++ with std::vector, GCC only moves 2 64-bit pointers in a single XMM register per iteration. Therefore, for every 2 pointers (or single XMM register move) GCC must also execute a compare and jump instruction to iterate the loop. On the other hand, Go will only execute these two loop iteration instructions every 32 pointers (16 XMM register moves). Furthermore, because we use std::unique_ptr, GCC must set the pointers in the thread local vector to NULL, as ownership has been transferred to the global vector. GCC stores NULL to 2 pointers each iteration of the loop using another XMM register.

\(^8\)Write barriers are explained in more detail in Section 6.3.
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Abstract

Identifying a binary's compiler configuration enables developers and analysts to locate potential security issues caused by optimization side-effects, identify binary clones, and build compatible binary patches. Existing work focuses on identifying compiler family, version and optimization level of a binary using semantic features and deep learning techniques. Unfortunately, in practice, binaries are an amalgamation of objects and functions that can be compiled at different optimization levels with a variety of individual, fine-grained, optimizations that may be applied depending on the structure of the code. Hence, rather than recovering high-level artifacts, i.e., compiler family, version, and optimization level, we explore the recovery of individual, fine-grained, optimization passes for each function in a binary. To do so, we develop an approach using specially crafted features alongside intuitive and understandable machine learning models. Our evaluation on 15 popular open-source repositories shows that our approach compares favorable with the state-of-the-art deep learning approach in compiler family, compiler version and optimization level identification. For fine-grained optimization passes, our evaluation on 149,814 functions from 552 binaries in four popular open-source repositories shows that our approach achieves an average F-1 score of 92.1\% for all optimization passes and an average F-1 score of 89.8\% for optimization passes that could have negative impacts on security. Moreover, our approach includes experimental support for dynamic feature extraction via binary emulation, and our results show that such features offer promising potential in improving the accuracy of optimization pass identification.

1 Introduction

Modern compilers serve much more than simple translators that convert human-readable program code to machine instructions. They are also fully automated optimizers that improve the performance of code via numerous translations, including the removal of unused code, re-ordering of instructions, replacing expensive computations with more efficient ones, and merging functions. Ideally, these optimizations do not change the behavior of the program in any way, other than making the resulting code faster and smaller.

However, while compiler optimizations are performed in ways that should not interfere with the normal execution of a program, some optimizations could have a negative impact on security. In fact, recent studies \cite{3, 19, 21, 22, 24} have shown that certain optimizations could nullify protections and verification of secure functions as well as introduce timing side channels. For example, the dead code elimination optimization could remove instructions that erase sensitive data after using it, causing the sensitive data to be vulnerable to leakage if there is a memory error later on in the program. Similarly, the strength reduction optimization that replaces expensive operations with more efficient ones could open side channels. Developers are usually unaware of these optimizations because the compiler automatically chooses the set of optimizations to apply based on the optimization level, code structure, target architecture, and target processor family. Moreover, even subtle changes can create additional code reuse gadgets, causing the compiled program to be more vulnerable to attacks \cite{1}.

One way to avoid these pitfalls is by having developers manually tweak their compilation scripts to avoid applying potentially risky optimizations to secure functions that handle sensitive data. However, for large projects, this would be a daunting and tedious task. In order to maximize performance while avoiding risky optimizations, developers need to manually tweak optimization flags in addition to the optimization level. With hundreds of both architecture-independent and architecture-dependent flags, manually tweaking optimization flags is challenging and time-consuming \cite{5}. Moreover, some compilers also include hidden optimizations that cannot be manually controlled, and the code base for mod-
ern compilers is too large for users to review and study for the logic behind optimizations [7]. In practice, developers for security-critical projects, such as OpenSSL and mbed TLS, take another approach by implementing workarounds in the source code of secure functions to “confuse” the compiler such that it does not apply optimizations to the secure code [19, 21, 24].

These workarounds, however, are not always stable. As compilers introduce more optimizations in each release, a workaround that successfully tricks one version may not be effective for a future version, and developers then need to implement a more complex workaround [19]. Therefore, a solution that helps identify optimizations applied to a binary at the function level could offer significant practical value: developers could use such an approach to, for example, verify that the program is compiled using optimizations that do not negatively impact security before releasing the binary.

In addition to safety verification, compiler optimization classification could be beneficial to binary code clone detection and binary patching. Compiler configurations can cause significant degradation in the performance of clone detection techniques [6, 8, 10, 12]. Similarly, in binary patching [4], locating the vulnerable function to be patched becomes more difficult in the presence of certain compiler optimizations.

Facing some of these challenges ourselves when trying to safely perform binary patching at a function level, we revisited the state of the art in compiler artifact recovery. We found that the most comprehensive of these techniques [2, 16, 17, 20] focus on identifying the compiler family, the major compiler version, and the optimization level for a binary, either for individual functions or for the entire binary — but, we need more detailed information (i.e., the passes that may have been applied). Unfortunately, this level of recovery has not been well explored, and even when it has been mentioned, the authors conclude that “[f]urthermore, some flags would be challenging, if not impossible to detect, the dead code elimination flag being one example” [15].

Additionally, we found that contemporary approaches rely on either semantic features (e.g., the control flow graph) or employ deep learning. As the interpretability of the outputs was a key motivating factor for us, we instead opted for the use of shallow learning with specially crafted features. To our surprise, our approach performed on par with or better than the state of the art [20] that uses highly-tuned neural networks for optimization level identification (e.g., −O1 versus −O3). More importantly, we take a step further and show that contrary to recent statements by Pizzolotto and Inoue [15], one can detect the application of certain optimization passes with good accuracy. Our approach, coined PassTell, helps identify optimization passes that affect security for individual functions, such as different forms of dead code elimination, code motion, and strength reduction passes.

Our specific contributions include:

1. We designed PassTell, a new approach in compiler configuration identification that recovers the optimization passes applied at the function level.
2. We explored the effects of using dynamic features extracted by force-executing each function. We show that the use of such features offers potential in improving accuracy, albeit in certain cases.
3. We evaluated our machine learning approach and compared the results with the state-of-the-art. We find that our approach performs on par with the state-of-the-art in identifying compiler family, compiler version, and coarse-grained optimization level.
4. We evaluated our approach using four variants of 138 programs from four open source repositories built with the latest development version of the Clang 14 compiler. Our approach is capable of identifying most optimization passes with high accuracy.

2 Background

2.1 Compiler Optimization

Modern compilers (e.g., GCC, LLVM, and ICC) offer complex optimizations that improve the performance and reduce the code size of the compiled program. In theory, these compilers provide different levels of optimizations, and programmers only need to specify an optimization level for the compiler to automatically apply the corresponding set of optimizations.

In practice, however, optimization is more complicated than simply applying a fixed set of optimizations passes for each optimization level. The LLVM compiler [11], for example, uses pass managers to control the passes to apply as well as the order of running the passes. The pass manager considers multiple factors when deciding the passes to run in addition to the optimization level specified by the user, including the target architecture, the target processor generation, and the source code structure. For example, for programs targeting outdated x86 processors, the compiler would avoid applying optimizations that use the AVX instructions that were recently introduced, and for functions without loops, the pass manager would avoid running optimizations that improve loop performance. Therefore, knowing the optimization level of a binary is not enough to determine the exact set of optimizations applied to the binary.
2.2 Security Implications

While compilers can take care to ensure that their optimizations do not change the behavior of normal program execution, fully automated reasoning about the purpose of deliberately ineffective or seemingly useless operations added by the developers is not (yet) possible. Hence, such instructions are targets for optimization, potentially undermining security assumptions. D’Silva et al. [3] called this problem the “correctness-security gap” and defined three types of security violations caused by compiler optimization: persistent state, side channel attacks, and undefined behavior.

A persistent state violation is when data persists outside of the scope it is designed to be available. D’Silva et al. [3] listed three optimizations that could cause this violation: dead code elimination, function inlining, and code motion. For example, in a password verification function where the password is temporarily stored in the memory during verification, the compiler may consider the operations that erase the local memory to be dead code and remove them, causing the password to exist in the memory after it is used, until it is eventually overwritten by a later function. Similarly, if a trusted security-sensitive function is inlined in an untrusted function, then the lifetime of the local variables of the trusted function would be extended to when the untrusted function returns. Finally, code motion may switch the order of instructions to avoid unnecessary computation or to improve locality. This optimization may cause the program to write sensitive values to memory before verifying that the operation is needed. Beside these three optimizations, Simon et al. [19] added that in situations where the entire stack frame needs to be erased, any optimization that changes the size or the layout of the stack frame such as tail-call optimizations may cause the erasure to be incomplete.

Compiler optimizations could also introduce side-channels that leak information about the program’s execution based on its timing or memory usage. To avoid side-channels, the developer may add unnecessary or inefficient operations to functions, but the optimizations may simplify or remove these operations, thereby re-introducing the side-channel. D’Silva et al. [3] listed three optimizations that could introduce side-channels: common subexpression elimination, which merges multiple instructions into one instruction to avoid duplicate computation; strength reduction, which replaces expensive instructions with more efficient ones, and peephole optimization, which inspects surrounding instructions to find opportunities to reorder or replace instructions for simpler computation or better locality.

Our work focuses on identifying optimizations that could cause persistent state violations or side-channels. Identifying undefined behavior (i.e., violations caused by undefined behavior when developers use semantics that are undefined by the specification) is out of scope.

3 Related Work

Rosenblum et al. [18] presented seminal work in the area of compiler identification from binary files. Their approach focuses on identifying only the compiler family for code snippets in the IA-32 architecture using a probabilistic graphical model. Later on, Rosenblum et al. [17] extended that work and presented Origin, a tool that identifies compiler family, compiler version, and optimization level for each function in a binary. Origin uses a linear support vector machine model with features including idioms of instructions, sub-graphs of the control-flow graph, and high-level layout of functions such as the starting address. However, for optimization level, Origin could only perform coarse-grained identification with two options: “low” for -00, -01, and “high” for -02, -03.

A few years later, Rahimian et al. [16] presented a different approach (called BinComp) for compiler provenance identification. BinComp focuses on identifying the compiler family, compiler version, and optimization level for the entire binary. Different from Origin, BinComp heavily utilizes features extracted from utility functions added by the compiler to identify the compiler version and optimization level. These utility functions include program initialization, the startup code, and the termination code. While these functions could be highly indicative of an optimization level, it is impossible to perform identification for each function in a binary. Therefore, BinComp could only identify the compiler configuration used to compile the main routine of a program.

More recent work [2, 15, 20, 23] in compiler provenance identification started using neural networks for classification. Chen et al. [2] presented HIMALIA, a classifier using recurrent neural network to identify the optimization level for each function of a binary. HIMALIA uses vectors of disassembled instructions as features and uses two recurrent neural networks for classification. One network classifies the function into one of the four classes: -00, -01, -02/03, and -0s; the other network then differentiates -02 and -03. While the evaluation of HIMALIA includes binaries compiled with different versions of the LLVM Clang compiler, it only focuses on identifying the optimization level of each function, making no distinction of optimizations applied in different compiler versions. Yang et al. [23] presented BinEye, a classifier using convolutional neural network to identify optimization levels for each object in ARM binaries. Since each instruction in the ARM architecture is four bytes, BinEye uses the first 1024 instructions of each object as raw features and extracts word and position embeddings from them. Tian et al. [20] presented NeuralCI,
a classifier with either convolutional neural network or recurrent neural network to identify the compiler family, compiler version, and optimization level for each function in a binary. NeuralCI uses Word2Vec [14] embedding to allow instructions with variable size. Similar to BinEye, the evaluation of NeuralCI combined -02 and -03 into one coarse-grained optimization level of OH.

Most recently, Pizzolotto and Inoue [15] presented an approach that uses either a convolutional neural network or a long-short term memory network to identify the compiler family and optimization level for code snippets of 2KB in seven different architectures. This approach includes either the raw bytes or the opcodes as features but concluded that raw bytes lead to better results when large amounts of training data are available. Similar to HIMALIA, the evaluation of this approach includes five different optimization levels: -00, -01, -02, -03, and -0s. As NeuralCI performed the most in-depth and realistic evaluation, and it was shown to outperform the other approaches that classify at the function level, we select it for comparison later on in this paper.

4 Approach

We now present PassTell, an approach for identifying the set of optimization passes likely applied to each function in a binary file. Figure 1 shows the overall workflow.

4.1 Dataset Generation

Our dataset used to train the classifier includes functions compiled with different optimizations. Each function includes a set of optimization passes that were applied during compilation and the instructions in the function. The overall workflow of dataset generation is as follows: first, we compile programs with different optimization levels and record the list of optimizations applied to each function; then, we disassemble the binary to retrieve the instructions of each function; finally, we sanitize the instructions by removing detailed memory addresses, call targets, and immediate values.

To train and evaluate our classifier, we first need to gather the optimization passes that modify a function during compilation. While the Clang frontend of the LLVM compiler [11] has an option to list the optimizations applied to each function during compilation, this option outputs all passes that run, even the ones that make no modification. Therefore, we made modifications to extract the optimization passes that modify a function during compilation. Section 5 discusses the modifications we made to the LLVM compiler.

After disassembling the binary file, we sanitize the instructions before feature extraction. Specifically, we replace all memory addresses with the #MEM# label, all call targets with #TARGET#, and all immediate values with #IMM#. We make this adjustment because the detailed memory addresses, immediate values, and call targets are highly variable across different programs and are not useful in optimization classification. Tian et al. [20] applied similar rules to the instructions.

4.2 Dynamic Feature Generation

As an extension, we also present a method to extract changes of register values (recovered via emulation) and use these dynamic features in our classifier. At present, the dynamic features only include register deltas. We use a binary emulation library to attempt to force-execute each function in the dataset. After the execution of each instruction, we record the address of the instruction, the registers changed, and the deltas of their values. Within these three types of data, the instruction address is only used to compute the coverage of the force-execution and to avoid endless loops.

While it may seem unnecessary to include dynamic features as the dataset already includes the entire disassembly of the function, we posit that dynamic features could still contribute to the classification because some changes in the registers are implicit and not shown in the disassembly. For example, the FP_DIV register includes flags, the stack address, and the current code for floating point operations. Additionally, floating point operations may cause this register to change implicitly. Our main goal of including dynamic features is to explore their potential to improve classification accuracy. We expect progress can still be made in future work.

4.3 Feature Extraction

Table 1 lists an example of each feature type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Opcode</td>
<td>call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>mov esi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-gram of opcodes</td>
<td>pop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-gram of instructions</td>
<td>pop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First instruction</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Last instruction</td>
<td>xchg ax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Register value delta</td>
<td>rbp=-248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Feature types and examples for each type of feature used in our approach.

By default, we use seven types of static features: opcode, instruction, register, two-gram of opcodes, two-gram of instructions, and the first and last instruction of a function. The register value delta is an optional feature. Table 1 lists an example of each feature type.
We apply feature selection before extracting features. There are overwhelming amount of different instructions, two-grams of opcodes, two-grams of instructions, and changes of register values, so we select 1,000 features from each of these four feature types, for each optimization pass. This means that we use different features for the classification of each optimization pass. Our feature selection strategy for each optimization pass is as follows: first, we filter the dataset such that it is balanced for the optimization pass (i.e., the number of functions with the optimization and the number of functions without the optimization are the same); second, we sort the features by the number of functions in the balanced dataset that have at least one occurrence of the feature; finally, we select the 1,000 most frequent features of each type. Table 2 shows an example of the selected features for the Early CSE pass. For the other feature types, including opcode, register, the first instruction, and the last instruction, we use all features in these types without applying feature selection because there are less features in these types.

All features hold binary values. That is, we check whether the function has this feature or not. For example, a leaf function (i.e., a function that does not call any other functions) that performs arithmetic operations in a loop should have value 0 for the opcode feature call because it does not include any call, and it may have value 1 for the opcode feature test because it may use the test instruction to determine the end condition of the loop.

We decide to use this simple set of binary features as a result of interpretable feature engineering. Our approach with interpretable feature importance allows us to compare and select the most efficient and effective feature types. We also tested using frequencies as features instead of binaries but found minimal improvements.

4.4 Classification

After generating the feature set, we then train our classifier for optimization classification. For each optimization, we train a binary LightGBM classifier \[9\] that decides if a function is modified by this single optimization.

LightGBM is an implementation of gradient boosting decision tree. We select this classifier instead of deep learning techniques for two reasons. First, modern compilers include a large amount of passes. In our dataset, for example, we observed a total of 83 unique compiler passes applied to functions or components inside a function (e.g., a loop). Each pass requires a separate binary classifier. Therefore, in order to train the dataset with a reasonably large dataset, our choice of classifier should scale well in both training time and memory consumption. Second, classifiers such as support vector machines and neural networks cannot easily demonstrate the reasoning or the importance of features. Decision tree-based classifiers, on the other hand, can more readily show the reasoning and the importance of features.

In the training phase, a list of all optimization passes is generated and a model for each is created. That is, for each function, we create a list of binary labels for each pass to indicate if the function was modified by each of these corresponding passes, then a LightGBM-based classifier is trained for each of those binary labels (i.e., 83 classifiers in total) using the extracted features. For classification, the feature extractor sends each function’s features to each of the 83 trained models. The trained model for each optimization pass then decides if that optimization was applied to (and modified) each function, and finally the list of all applied optimization passes is returned for each individual function in the binary.
5 Implementation

We now discuss the implementation details of the various components shown in Figure 1.

Dataset Generation We implemented the dataset generation component in Python. The technique takes a source code repository and compiles it with four levels of optimizations (-O0, -O1, -O2, and -O3). During compilation, it extracts the ground truth of optimization passes that modified each function from the compiler log. After compilation, objdump is used to disassemble the binary in order to retrieve the instructions of each function. Instructions are sanitized by removing detailed memory addresses, call targets, and immediate values (as discussed in Section 4.1).

We modified the legacy pass manager of the LLVM compiler [11] in order to retrieve the list of optimization passes that modifies a function. We made modifications to the latest development version of LLVM 14 at the time of this writing (commit #c59ebe4). We added an option to the existing output flag of LLVM's legacy pass manager\(^1\) to list the optimization passes that modify a function or components inside a function (e.g., a loop).

Finally, since we use objdump to disassemble the compiled binary files into functions, our tool enables debugging symbols during compilation. However, this is not a hard requirement for classification as one could use external tools such as IDA Pro to determine function boundaries of stripped binaries, but prior efforts found little difference in outcome between the two tactics [20].

Dynamic Feature Generation As mentioned in Section 4.2, PassTell also supports register values extracted during execution to complement static features. To do this, we make use of Zelos [25], a python-based binary emulator platform that supports x86 (both 32 and 64-bit), ARM and MIPS architecture emulation. Under the hood, Zelos makes use of QEMU CPU emulation and implements system call emulation similar to QEMU usermode, but CPU and syscall-level hooks make comprehensive binary instrumentation readily available. Using this tool, we instrument forced emulation of each function in a binary and record the changes to register values after each instruction within function boundaries. To do so, we extended the emulator to execute a binary, then wait until it has mapped itself in memory and pause execution. Then, for each function, the instruction pointer is adjusted to the function start address before execution resumes. While executing the function, call instructions are skipped to ensure that recorded register changes reflect only the target function, while also avoiding recursion and potentially long call chains. Before emulating each function, we map a page of memory and fill it with the start address of the region. The address of this region is used as the return address for the target function as well as for all existing register values that appear to be pointers to memory, to avoid errors related to reading or writing unmapped memory.

Feature Extraction and Classification As discussed in Section 4.3, our approach performs feature selection for each optimization pass. As such, having a dedicated feature extraction component that saves all features to files is highly inefficient. Therefore, we combined the feature extraction phase for both static and dynamic features and the classifier into one classifier component.

We implemented our classifier using Python and the LightGBM library [13]. The classifier iterates through each optimization pass, selecting and extracting features and then creating a LGBMClassifier. When training, the classifier first filters the dataset such that the dataset is balanced, with the same amount of positive and negative data. Then, the classifier selects the most popular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ret</td>
<td>2,626</td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>add #I# rsp; pop rbx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>call</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Top five selected features for feature types with feature selection for optimization pass Early CSE with a sample set of 2,780 functions, including 1,390 positive samples and 1,390 negative samples. (Sanitized keywords such as #TARGET# are abbreviated to only the first letter.)

\(^1\)Recent versions of the LLVM compiler contains two pass managers, and by default, the new pass manager is responsible for all optimization passes before code generation. However, the new pass manager does not contain any utility functions to extract the pass names. Therefore, we use the flag “-legacy-pass-manager” to use the legacy pass manager for all passes, including the ones before code generation.

[20]
features as described in Section 4.3, extracts both static and dynamic features, and trains the LGBMClassifier. When classifying, the classifier extracts the static and dynamic features and uses the LGBMClassifier to predict whether the function is modified by this optimization pass. After the classifier extracts features and performs classification for all optimization passes, it then merges the results together to generate the final result, the list of optimizations applied to the function.

6 Evaluation

The evaluation includes experiments in two directions. First, we evaluate the effectiveness of our features and our classifier. In this experiment, we compare PassTell with NeuralCI [20], a state-of-the-art approach to compiler configuration identification. To ensure a fair comparison, we first modified our classifier into a multi-class classifier to identify the same compiler configuration as NeuralCI, including the compiler family, the major compiler version, and the optimization level, where each combination is a class. Later, we evaluate our approach in identifying the individual optimization passes. Overall, our experiments seek to answer the following questions:

RQ1 How does our approach compare to the state-of-the-art in compiler configuration recovery?

RQ2 Can our approach provide meaningful information regarding feature significance?

RQ3 How well can we infer individual optimization passes?

RQ4 Does the inclusion of dynamic features help with classifying individual passes?

6.1 Compiler Configuration Identification

We use the same benchmark programs as in NeuralCI [20]. To replicate NeuralCI’s experimental setup, we combine binaries compiled with -O2 and -O3 optimization levels into one class, -OH. As our prototype utilizes objdump to generate the disassembly for each function, we only use the unstripped binaries. Tian et al. [20] observed no difference in classification performance between the stripped and unstripped binaries. Our dataset thus consist of all dynamically linked unstripped executables from the dataset, including binutils, busybox, coreutils, curl, ffmpeg, git, g++1, libpng, openssl, postgresql, sqlite, valgrind, vim, zlib, and gdb.

While inspecting the dataset, we discovered that the dataset is highly unbalanced, with some configurations having significantly less amount of samples than others. We note that this issue is not limited to NeuralCI, as other approaches [2, 15] also do not balance their datasets. To circumvent this issue, we randomly dropped functions from certain configurations to ensure that all configurations have the same number of functions. In the end, our dataset consists of 4,400 functions for each configuration. We split the dataset into an 80% training set and a 20% testing set. Appendix A describes the issue in detail and includes a comparison of the results of NeuralCI before and after balancing the dataset. Finally, NeuralCI includes only unique functions in its dataset, so functions that are identical across configurations are removed. We apply the same procedure.

Since Tian et al. [20] do not include all the code used to construct features from the dataset, we re-implemented the extraction and abstraction of functions. For extraction, we use objdump instead of IDA Pro to parse the body of each function. The abstraction for each function is the same as done by Tian et al. [20], namely, mnemonics and register operands are unchanged, base memory addresses in operands are replaced with the symbol #MEM#, and immediate values are replaced with the symbol #IMM#.

Experiment Results

For the identification of compiler family, compiler version, and optimization level, NeuralCI achieves an average F-1 score of 76.6%, and our approach achieves an average F-1 score of 83.2%. Our re-implementation of NeuralCI produces lower results as reported in their paper [20]. We attribute the variation to be due to the correctly balanced dataset. Overall, the results show that our approach performs better than NeuralCI in identifying the compiler family, the major compiler version, and optimization level.

Interestingly, both the confusion matrix of our ap-
6.2 Optimization Pass Identification

Satisfied with the performance and simplicity offered by PassTell, we focused on tackling the more difficult cases with Clang. Specifically, the compiler pass dataset consists of functions from binutils (2.37), coreutils (9.0), httpd (2.4.51), and sqlite (3.36.0) programs compiled with Clang 14, using each of -O0, -O1, -O2, and -O3 optimization levels, generating a total of 149,814 functions in 552 binaries. Then, we balance the dataset for each pass: for each pass, we randomly select an equal amount of functions with the pass applied (i.e., positive samples) and functions without the pass applied (i.e., negative samples). We also limit the maximum number of samples for each pass to 5,000 positive samples and 5,000 negative samples.

Experiment Results

Overall, our approach achieves an average F-1 score of 92.1%. All but three of the 83 passes have an F-1 score higher than 80%, and the three exceptions all have insufficient amount of samples (<150 functions). If we only consider the 73 passes that contain more than 500 samples, the average F-1 score improves to 93.7%. Table 3 depicts the results of our approach using only static features. For brevity, we only list the detailed results of 13 of the 83 passes in total. We pick these 13 passes because they are optimizations that could affect security [3, 19, 21, 24]: dead store elimination, dead code elimination, code motion, tail call optimization, common subexpression elimination, strength reduction, and peephole optimizations. For these passes, our approach achieves an average F-1 score of 89.8%. The findings further show that, contrary to Pizzolotto and Inoue [15]’s statement, even passes that seem unlikely to be detected, such as dead code elimination, can be identified with high accuracy.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix of NeuralCI in classifying the compiler family, compiler version, and optimization level

Figure 4: Top 15 Features for Aggressive Dead Code Elimination

To understand why our approach works as well as it does, we inspected the feature significance of some of the security-affecting passes. We choose to inspect the feature significance for Aggressive Dead Code Elimination and Peephole Optimizations because these two passes offer sufficient descriptions about their purposes in the code comment of the LLVM compiler’s source code. Figure 4 shows the top 15 features for the Aggressive Dead Code Elimination pass and the feature type of each feature. The description of the optimization pass in the LLVM compiler’s source code indicates that this pass considers all code to be dead unless proven otherwise and removes all the dead instructions, especially dead code involving loops. The top feature in this case checks whether the function updates the function pointer. Clang omits updating the frame pointer on optimization levels above -O1. Similarly, the instruction features nopl %MEM% %rax %rax %IMM% and cs %TARGET% are instructions padding instructions without any semantic meaning whose purpose

2Clang is a front-end of LLVM and is part of the LLVM infrastructure.

3This feature is actually a nopw NOP instruction. Due to the different format objdump uses for instructions involving the cs segment register, this instruction is not parsed correctly. Since segment registers
Table 3: Precision, recall, and F-1 results on security-related passes when using static features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Training Samples</th>
<th>Testing Samples</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F-1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead Store Elimination</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive Dead Code Elimination</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit-Tracking Dead Code Elimination</td>
<td>2512</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove dead machine instructions</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Machine Loop Invariant Code Motion</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Loop Invariant Code Motion</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Invariant Code Motion</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail Call Elimination</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Common Subexpression Elimination</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early CSE</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early CSE w/ MemorySSA</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Strength Reduction</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peephole Optimizations</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is to enforce a 16-byte alignment between functions, and Clang only adds these instructions at -01 or above. Since Aggressive Dead Code Elimination is never applied at -00, these three features effectively remove functions with -00 optimization level.

Four other features among the top 15 features include various forms of the `cmp` compare instruction, which commonly appears in loops. This finding matches the description of the pass. Finally, some of the top features show significance in the usage of certain registers. Since this pass is applied before register allocation in the compiler pipeline, we speculate that the removal of dead instructions reduces the amount of required registers, causing the register allocator to not use certain registers.

this pass performs four types of optimizations: optimization of sign/zero extension instructions, optimization of comparison instructions, optimization of loads, and optimization of copies and bitcasts. The top features show that our classifier mainly capture the second type of optimizations that optimizes comparison instructions. Six of the 15 features include a variant of the `cmp` compare instruction; four other features include a jump instruction that usually follows a compare instruction, and one feature includes a test instruction, which is functionally similar to a compare instruction. Similar to Aggressive Dead Code Elimination, the top features for Peephole Optimizations also include the feature that saves the frame pointer in order to detect -00 functions.

6.3 Case Study on Optimization-induced Vulnerabilities

Although prior studies [3, 19, 21, 22, 24] have shown that compiler optimizations can weaken protections put in place by safe coding practices, it remained unclear whether the nullification of protections could in fact lead to information leakage or other attacks for real-world programs. Thus, we studied three real-world programs and examined how protections introduced by programmers are affected by the dead store elimination optimization: BusyBox (1.35.0), httpd (2.4.52), and crypto++ (5.6.4).

BusyBox BusyBox is a popular embedded program that combines many UNIX utilities into a single binary. Some of the utilities included in BusyBox require password encryption or authentication, such as the passwd utility, the cryptpw utility, the built-in HTTP server, and the built-in FTP server. Therefore, BusyBox’s codebase includes hashing functions such as MD5 and SHA. When a utility needs to encrypt a password, the utility would call
pw_encrypt, which then calls the corresponding MD5, SHA, or DES encryption functions. The SHA encryption function, sha_crypt, uses both a local stack object, L, and heap objects, key_data and salt_data, to store intermediate values during the encryption. Listing 1 shows a snippet of this function. Before the function returns, it attempts to erase the three objects using memset. However, at -O3 optimization level, the dead store elimination optimization removes all three calls to memset. Thus, the intermediate values remain in the memory after the function returns even though developers took the necessary precautions to erase the data.

```
static char * NOINLINE sha_crypt(/*const*/ char *key_data, /*const*/ char *salt_data) {
  ...;
  struct {
    ...;
    L __attribute__((__aligned__((__alignof__(uint64_t)) tin)));
    ...;
    salt_data = xstrndup(salt_data, salt_len);
    ...;
    key_data = xstrdup(key_data);
    ...;
    /* Clear the buffer for the intermediate result so that people attaching to processes or reading core dumps cannot get any information. */
    memset(LL, 0, sizeof(LL));
    memset(key_data, 0, key_len);
    memset(salt_data, 0, salt_len);
    free(key_data);
    free(salt_data);
    ...;
    return result;
  }
}
```

Listing 1: Code snippet from the sha_crypt function

We tested this program using its cryptpw utility that prints the hashed password in the format of Linux’s passwd format from a given password in plain text. The cryptpw utility calls pw_encrypt to hash the password text, which calls sha_crypt if SHA mode is selected. At -O0 optimization level, all three objects that contains intermediate values in sha_crypt (L, key_data and salt_data) are overwritten to 0 properly at the end of the function. At -O3 optimization level, however, the entire value of L is left on the stack at the end of the function. For the heap objects, the calls to free overwrite the first 16 bytes of both key_data and salt_data. Since salt_data is less than 16 bytes, its value cannot be recovered. However, in situations where the input plain text password is longer than 16 characters, the size of key_data would be larger than 16 bytes. In this case, part of the intermediate value stored in key_data would persist in the heap memory after its scope. After sha_crypt returns, pw_encrypt then calls a simple clean up function and returns to the caller utility. At this point, both the stack object L and the partial leftover from the heap object key_data still exist in the memory without being overwritten. This means that if an attacker finds a memory disclosure vulnerability in the caller utility of BusyBox before the intermediate values are eventually overwritten by subsequent functions, then the attacker can recover the entire value of L and/or the value of key_data after the first 16 bytes. Since BusyBox includes an HTTP server and an FTP server that both use pw_encrypt, it would be possible for an attacker to launch an attack remotely.

We have submitted a bug report for this issue 4.

```
int get_password(struct passwd_ctx *ctx) {
  char buf[MAX_STRING_LEN + 1];
  ...;
  else {
    apr_password_get("Re-type new password: ", buf, bufsize);
    if (strcmp(ctx->passwd, buf) != 0) {
      ctx->errstr = "password verification error";
      memset(ctx->passwd, '\0', strlen(ctx->passwd));
      memset(buf, '\0', sizeof(buf));
      return ERR_PWDMISMATCH;
    }
    else {
      memset(buf, '\0', sizeof(buf));
      return 0;
    };
  }
}
```

Listing 2: Code snippet from the get_password function

Httpd and Crypto++ The HTTP server httpd contains a support utility program, htpasswd, that manages the files that store usernames and passwords. This program includes a function get_password() that reads the password entered by the user to a local buffer, and stores the buffer to a passwd_ctx struct. Before it returns, the function calls memset to erase the buffer such that the password entered by the user would not stay in the memory. Listing 2 shows a snippet of this function. Before any return statement, the function erases the memory of the buffer, buf, that contains the user-entered password at line 11 and line 15 in Listing 2. However, at -O3 optimization level, the dead store elimination optimization removes the function call to memset that erases buf, causing the password in plain text to persist in the stack memory after get_password() returns, contrary to the developers’ intention.

We tested this program and discovered that immediately after the function returns, we could recover the exact password in plain text in the stack memory. It is

4https://bugs.busybox.net/show_bug.cgi?id=14806
worth noting that after get_password returns to its caller, mkhash, the caller later calls other functions, overwriting the stack memory that contains the password as the stack frame of get_password is smaller than the stack frame of subsequent functions. Therefore, if an attacker finds a memory disclosure vulnerability in mkhash between the call to get_password and the subsequent function call, then they can retrieve the password in plain text.

Crypto++, a cryptography library written in C++, contains a similar issue as httpswd. The function CAST256::Base::UncheckedSetKey uses a call to memset to erase its local variable, kappa, which holds the hashed key. At -O3 optimization, the dead store elimination optimization removes this call, causing the secret key to remain in stack memory after the function returns.

For validation purposes, we use the entire compiler pass dataset (discussed in Section 6.2) as our training set for BusyBox and crypto++. For httpd, our compiler pass dataset also contains httpd, albeit a different minor version, so we exclude all functions in httpd from our training set. Our classifier correctly identifies the Dead Store Elimination pass for all three functions at -O3 optimization level. At -O0, the classifier mis-identifies sha_crypt for BusyBox but identifies the missing of the pass correctly for httpd and crypto++.

6.4 The Effects of the Dynamic Features

Finally, we evaluate the value of including dynamic features. For that, we use the same dataset as in Section 6.2, but apply additional filtering. Specifically, because our current implementation of our dynamic feature generator is unable to generate register features for all functions in the dataset, we filter the dataset to only include functions that our generator achieved a minimum coverage threshold. Additionally, we only include passes that were applied to more than 500 functions. Since our goal is to evaluate the effects of the dynamic features and not the coverage of the feature generator itself, we view this as a reasonable way to understand what impact dynamic features could have on classification performance.

To compare to the baseline, we ran our approach using both static features and dynamic features. For the latter, we experimented with coverage thresholds ranging from 30% to 60%. For these configurations, we used the same filtered dataset and artificially removed dynamic features to reach the target coverage.

Experiment Results

Table 4 depicts the results. We only show cases where the difference in F-1 score is greater than 1%. While the average F-1 score appears similar regardless of the inclusion of dynamic features, the detailed results tell a more compelling story. Some passes, such as Remove dead machine instructions, show a notable decrease in F-1 score, while others (e.g., Early CSE w/ MemorySSA) improve by almost 4.0%.

To better understand the reasons, we examined the most important featured as deemed by the LGBMClassifier classifier. Figure 6 shows the top 15 features and the significance of each feature for the Early CSE w/ MemorySSA pass. The description of this pass indicates that this pass removes "trivially redundant instructions". The top 15 features include three dynamic features: ebp=7, flags=64, and flags=4. The EIP register is the instruction pointer, and the delta of this register shows information of instruction size, which is not available in the static features. Similarly, the FLAGS register, as partial alias of the EFLAGS register, contains various processor flags that are implicitly set during arithmetic operations and interrupts. Since this register is only set implicitly as a side effect of instructions, static approaches cannot extract this information by analyzing the disassembly or the binary code.

An examination of the Rotate Loops pass yields similar insights. Here, the top 15 features (Figure 7) include two dynamic features: flags=68 and eip=10. These results indicate that dynamic features, instruction pointer and processor flags in particular, can provide useful information in the detection of some optimization passes.

Lastly, we noticed that as we varied the coverage threshold, a few passes showed a noticeable improvement in F-1 score at higher coverage levels. For these passes, the result appears to be related to the number of dynamic features and their significance. For example, for Early CSE w/ MemorySSA, at 30% coverage, the top 25
Table 4: F-1 scores using only static versus static and dynamic features. The table list only results where the difference of F-1 score is >= 1%. The coverage threshold is set to >= 70%. Security-related passes are highlighted in dark grey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Training Samples</th>
<th>Testing Samples</th>
<th>Static Only (%)</th>
<th>Static &amp; Dynamic (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early CSE w/ MemorySSA</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>86.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotate Loops</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge disjoint stack slots</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow Optimizer</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canonicalize natural loops</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>89.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peephole Optimizations</td>
<td>1,297</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Address instruction pass</td>
<td>3,454</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove Redundant DEBUG_VALUE analysis</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostRA Machine Sink</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live DEBUG_VALUE analysis</td>
<td>3,030</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Instruction Scheduler</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>91.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplify the CFG</td>
<td>1,912</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove dead machine instructions</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average for All Passes with at Least 500 Samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>92.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>93.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Top 15 Features for Rotate Loops with both static and dynamic features

features include four dynamic features, and at 70% or higher, the top 25 features include eight dynamic features. We posit that future improvements in the way dynamic features are collected could boost the classification for more passes, without negatively impacting others.

7 Limitations

Our implementation of the data collection component only records optimization passes applied to functions or components within a function (e.g., loops and basic blocks). Optimization passes applied to larger units such as modules and call graphs are not studied. Therefore, our analysis does not cover cross-function optimizations such as the function inlining. This limitation stems from the fact that the LLVM compiler does not report the specific functions modified by a module pass or call graph pass. Similarly, our data collection component does not support extracting whole-program optimizations applied at link time, which could also negatively impact security [21].

In addition, our approach targets only binary files directly generated by the compiler. Thus, it can not be used in situations where the binaries are modified after compilation, such as obfuscated binaries or binaries with binary patches applied. This limitation is not unique to us.

8 Conclusion

We presented a light-weighted approach to the problem of compiler configuration identification. Our approach combines a novel technique for feature extraction and a scalable classifier for performing compiler provenance recovery. To further improve the accuracy of our classifier, we explored the use of dynamic features extracted by force-executing functions using a binary emulator. Overall, our approach shows comparable results as the state-of-the-art in the original problem of identifying the compiler family, the compiler version, and the optimization level, and pushes the field forward by showing that one can even identify individual optimization passes.

9 Availability

Our coarse-grained compiler configuration classifier and our fine-grained compiler pass classifier are available at https://github.com/zeropointdynamics/passtell. The balanced compiler configuration dataset (§6.1), the compiler pass dataset (§6.2), and the compiler pass dataset with high dynamic feature coverage (§6.4) are also available. Furthermore, Zelos, our binary emulator we use to generate dynamic features, is open sourced [25].
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A The Unbalanced Dataset

Figure 8 shows the number of functions for each configuration in the original dataset of NeuralCI [20], for 64-bit dynamically linked and unstripped executables. Some configurations, such as Clang 3.8 at -O1 optimization level, contain significantly less functions than others. This unbalanced dataset could potentially cause bias in evaluation. Therefore, we balanced this dataset by randomly removing functions such that all configurations have the same amount of functions (see Section 6.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clang-3.8_O0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clang-3.8_O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clang-3.8_OH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clang-5.0_O0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clang-5.0_O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc-4.0_O0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc-4.0_O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc-4.0_OH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc-6.0_O0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc-6.0_O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc-6.0_OH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc-19.0_O0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc-19.0_O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc-19.0_OH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The distribution of samples in compiler configurations in the NeuralCI dataset (prior to re-balancing).

Table 5: Comparison of NeuralCI results using the unbalanced dataset and the balanced dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unbalanced</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To replicate the evaluation of NeuralCI as accurately as possible, we ran an additional experiment using NeuralCI with the unbalanced dataset. Table 5 shows the results of NeuralCI using the unbalanced dataset and the dataset after we balanced the data size. The results using the unbalanced dataset show roughly the same results as reported by Tian et al. [20], with a negligible variation (<1%). Notice, however, that after balancing the dataset, NeuralCI’s performance declines. Compared to the confusion matrix of NeuralCI using our balanced dataset (Figure 3), the confusion matrix of NeuralCI using the unbalanced dataset (Figure 8) shows drastically better results for identifying the GCC version at -O0 optimization level, likely because GCC 6 has significantly more samples than GCC 4 at -O0 optimization level. Likewise, the results for Clang functions also differ.

B Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Our artifacts include the dataset for our experiment in Section 6.1, 6.2 and 6.4, our coarse-grained compiler configuration classifier for Section 6.1, and our fine-grained compiler pass classifier for Section 6.2 and Section 6.4. Our artifacts require a Linux machine (or Windows Subsystem for Linux) with 32GB of RAM and 16GB of storage. Since our classifiers use only shallow learning, a discrete GPU is not required. On our machine with an AMD Ryzen 7 3700X processor, the coarse-grained classifier requires about two hours to finish, and the fine-grained classifier takes about an hour.

Scope

The artifacts allow reproducing our quantitative experiments in Section 6, including coarse-grained compiler configuration identification (Section 6.1), optimization pass identification using only static features (Section 6.2),
and optimization pass identification using both static and
dynamic features (Section 6.4).

Contents
Our artifacts include the following contents:

1. balanced_dataset.csv: The dataset for coarse-grained compiler configuration classification. As discussed in Section 6.1, this dataset is a balanced subset of the dataset used in NeuralCI [20].

2. config_classifier.py: The coarse-grained compiler configuration classifier.

3. data.csv: The dataset for fine-grained compiler pass classification used in Section 6.2.

4. data_dynamic.csv: The dataset for dynamic feature evaluation used in Section 6.4. As discussed in Section 6.4, this dataset is a subset of data.csv that only includes functions whose dynamic feature coverage are at least 70%.

5. LICENSE: The license of our artifacts.

6. passttell.py: The fine-grained compiler pass classifier.

7. README.md: Installation and running instructions.

8. requirements.txt: List of required Python libraries.

9. static_opcode_features.py: Library module required for passttell.py.

Hosting
The classifiers and the datasets are available at https://github.com/zeropointdynamics/passttell in the main branch with commit ID 0c88e8d.

Requirements
Our classifiers have the following requirements:

1. A 64-bit Linux machine with at least 32GB of RAM and 16GB of storage. We have tested our artifacts on Arch Linux (rolling release, updated in May 2022) and Ubuntu 20.04 (Windows Subsystem for Linux).

2. Python 3. For Ubuntu and other Linux distributions that do not have a default python command, setting the symbolic link from python to python3 is required. On Ubuntu, this can be done by installing the python-is-python3 package.


4. Python libraries listed in requirements.txt.
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Abstract
Managed runtimes such as the Java virtual machine (JVM) rely on just-in-time (JIT) compilers to improve application performance by converting bytecodes into optimized machine code. Unfortunately, JIT compilation introduces significant CPU and memory runtime overheads. JIT compiler disaggregation is a technique that decouples the JIT from the JVM and ships compilation to a separate remote process. JIT disaggregation reduces overall memory usage; however, its communication overheads result in higher system-wide CPU usage.

JITServer is a disaggregated caching JIT compiler we implemented in the Eclipse OpenJ9 JVM. It improves system-wide resource utilization by enabling the caching of compiled native code and its reuse in JVMs running on different machines. JITServer is transparent to the application developer, and supports all the dynamic features in the JVM specification. In our experiments, JITServer reduced overall CPU cost by up to 77%, overall memory usage by up to 62%, application start time by up to 58% and warm-up time by up to 87%.

1 Introduction
Java virtual machines (JVMs) rely on just-in-time (JIT) compilers to improve the performance of Java applications by converting the bytecodes of the application into optimized machine code. Since this transformation is done at runtime, the JIT has the ability to tailor-fit the generated code for a specific application instance and its execution environment. On the downside, JIT compilation can introduce significant runtime overheads in terms of processing power and memory. The extra CPU cycles needed for compilation can interfere with applications’ progress, delaying their start-up, increasing their warm-up time or affecting the response time and quality of service. Similarly, the data structures allocated by the JIT compiler create unpredictable spikes in memory usage, which increase memory footprint and can lead to performance degradations (due to paging) and out-of-memory failures. In our experiments, JIT compilation accounted for up to 50% of CPU time used during the start-up and warm-up phases, and for up to hundreds of MBs of memory footprint.

The competition for resources between the application and the JIT is more intense in CPU and memory constrained environments such as containers and VMs found in cloud datacenters that maximize resource utilization and application density.

Automatic scaling of cloud applications is done by launching and shutting down instances based on load. Frequent restarts of applications pose serious challenges to Java workloads due to the high start-up overhead of JIT compilation, which needs to be amortized over a long execution period. The memory overhead of JIT compilation is more significant for smaller (in terms of overall memory usage) application instances which are common in the cloud (e.g. microservices).

JIT compiler disaggregation is a technique that addresses these overheads by decoupling the JIT from the JVM and running it in a separate remote process. The JIT no longer steals CPU cycles from the application, which leads to more predictable behavior and better quality of service, and improves application warm-up in CPU constrained environments. Memory footprint spikes are also eliminated, enabling smaller containers, higher application density, and reduced costs in the cloud. Moreover, remote JIT simplifies resource provisioning: the user only has to consider CPU and memory required for application execution, while compilation resources can be scaled independently of the applications.

While JIT disaggregation reduces overall memory usage, on the downside, it can result in higher system-wide CPU usage. The CPU cost and latency of each compilation in this setting is higher compared to local JIT due to communication overheads. JIT overheads are not eliminated, but rather transferred to a different host, at the expense of additional networking and serialization costs.

We argue that in order to achieve the full benefits of disaggregated JIT, the compiler server resources must be effectively shared between multiple client JVMs by making it possible to reuse compilations of common methods. Unfortunately, reusing dynamically compiled native code across multiple JVM instances is a challenging task. JIT-compiled code cannot be simply plugged into a different JVM in the general case since it often contains pointers to runtime entities that are located at different addresses in different JVMs, and relies on runtime assumptions that might not hold in a different JVM environment. Due to the dynamic nature of the JVM, locating runtime entities and verifying assumptions across JVM processes is more difficult compared to relocating statically-compiled code in languages like C. The key idea is to use secure hashes of immutable class metadata to efficiently detect equivalent classes and methods across JVMs.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation
of JITServer - our disaggregated JIT compiler in Eclipse OpenJ9 [6], a popular open source JVM. JITServer caches compiled native bodies and reuses them for future compilation requests for the same methods from other client JVMs. This enhancement dramatically decreases compilation latency for cache hits and significantly reduces overall resource usage by amortizing compilation costs over multiple clients. Caching compiled code at the server happens transparently and does not add any complexity to application development. Our main use case is running multiple application instances in a cloud datacenter in, e.g., containers with resource limits. Remote JIT might not be beneficial if the JVM has plenty of resources for local JIT, or if the network latency is high.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose a novel mechanism that facilitates caching of compiled native code in a remote JIT compilation system and enables correct, transparent and efficient reuse of such code by JVMs running on different machines. We show that caching is necessary to achieve the full benefits of JIT compiler disaggregation.

- We describe the design and implementation of JITServer. Unlike previous work, our solution is compliant with the JVM specification, does not rely on simplifying assumptions, and is implemented in a production grade JVM with a sophisticated JIT. We provide insight into the challenges of implementing remote JIT in a dynamic environment such as the JVM and the ways to solve them.

- We present the first (to the best of our knowledge) study of remote JIT in the context of cloud computing. We show that JITServer improves start time, warm-up time, CPU and memory usage, without trading-off peak throughput, allowing more efficient, higher density deployments of JVM-based applications in the cloud. In our experiments, JITServer reduced overall CPU cost by up to 77%, overall memory usage by up to 62%, application start time by up to 57% and warm-up time by up to 87%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a survey of related work and motivates our solution; Section 3 presents the design of JITServer and its novel mechanism for reusing compiled code in multiple JVMs; Section 4 evaluates the performance of our system; finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and explores future work directions.

2 Motivation and Related Work

In this section we present a survey of existing solutions for the JIT overhead problem and discuss their limitations.

2.1 Static AOT Compilation in the JVM

One way to circumvent the negative effects of JIT compilation is to use static ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation. HotSpot JVM used to include a (now deprecated [10]) static AOT compiler jaotc [9] that compiled the bytecode of an explicitly specified list of Java classes or .jar files into native code. GraalVM Native Image [7] compiles a Java application including all the classes it uses (determined by static analysis) into a standalone native executable, and can run parts of the application initialization code at AOT compile time [31].

However, an inherent limitation of static AOT compilation is the closed world assumption: all the code that can execute at runtime must be available at compile time. This assumption severely limits support for dynamic JVM features such as custom dynamic class loading, class definition and redefinition at runtime, and invokedynamic bytecode. Static AOT only supports a subset of Java and JVM bytecodes.

On the performance front, static AOT compilers typically do not take advantage of the latest CPU features, because the code they produce must be compatible with a wide range of target machines. Moreover, the lack of runtime profiling information can lead to suboptimal performance. While it is possible to use profiling information at build time, it requires a realistic workload, which makes application development more difficult. In addition, performance profile of a given method can change between application phases, and achieving peak performance in such cases still requires dynamic recompilation at runtime.

2.2 Sharing Compiled Code between JVMs

JIT overhead can be reduced by caching and sharing compiled code among JVMs. Examples include ShMVM [20] (based on HotSpot), ShareJIT [32] (based on Android Runtime), and the Shared Classes Cache (SCC) [16, 19] and dynamic AOT compilation in OpenJ9. We focus on the latter as the more recent and practical implementation of this approach.

SCC in OpenJ9 is a memory mapped file used to cache compiled code and the internal representation of immutable class metadata. The SCC is populated in a cold run and is subsequently consumed by other JVM instances in warm runs. The SCC improves start-up and warm-up performance in the warm runs since the class metadata is already available in a pre-processed format and does not need to be parsed from the class files, and loading cached compiled methods is much less CPU-intensive than JIT-compiling them. This approach is called dynamic AOT compilation: methods are compiled and stored in the SCC during execution, in contrast with static AOT where the code is compiled before it runs.

Unfortunately, this approach does not completely eliminate the need for a JIT compiler for two reasons: (i) the hit rate in the SCC is not 100% as the set of compiled methods can vary from run to run; and (ii) dynamic AOT code can be slower that regular JIT-compiled code since it has to meet certain constraints in order to be relocatable and usable in a different JVM instance. Therefore, performance critical methods are still JIT-recompiled with more optimizations in order to achieve peak throughput. Since such compilations are responsible for most of the JIT memory overhead, this approach cannot effectively reduce peak memory usage.

While it is possible to ship a pre-populated SCC with an ap-
plication, the complexities involved often make it impractical. The associated increase in image size can be significant up to hundreds of MBs (63-128% increase for the applications we used in our evaluation). A larger image size adds overhead on the critical path of deployment and contributes to the cold start latency. Dynamic AOT code makes assumptions about the execution environment such as target CPU instruction set, GC algorithm (its reference read and write barriers), and heap size (determines compressed pointer shift). Shipping a pre-populated SCC requires either maintaining multiple versions for all possible combinations of CPU generations and JVM parameters (which complicates deployment), or generating suboptimal portable code that works across all configurations.

Managing the pre-populated SCC puts additional burden on application developers and increases complexity and cost of continuous integration and deployment. Caching methods compiled during warm-up requires simulating a realistic workload, which can be a complex task. Creating a fully populated SCC can also increase application build times by up to orders of magnitude since it can take minutes of application run time to achieve full warm-up. Anecdotal evidence (e.g. Docker images for OpenJ9 [2] and Open Liberty [11] - a popular Java framework optimized for OpenJ9, and the Java runtime in the OpenWhisk [4] serverless platform) suggests that in practice, the SCC is typically pre-populated only by starting up and shutting down an application instance, and does not include any methods compiled during the warm-up phase.

Another way to leverage the SCC is to share it locally between JVMs on a given host, populating it dynamically at runtime instead of pre-populating it at application build time. However, this approach also has drawbacks. Sharing the SCC between applications creates the potential for side-channel attacks and other security issues. Thus if sharing is limited to a single application, the scheduler is forced to pack instances of the same application on the same host, which can lead to “hot spots” during load spikes when multiple instances of the same application contend for (often oversubscribed) resources. This approach also increases applications’ exposure to individual host failures. Managing per-application SCC volumes shared between containers also complicates deployment.

### 2.3 Checkpointing and Reusing JVM Processes

Another approach to circumvent JVM slow start is to checkpoint the state of a “warm” JVM process and restore it when starting a new application instance. Cloneable JVM [24], Re-playableJVM [30], and Catalyzer [22] explored checkpointing well-defined and deterministic state after the start-up phase of the application. Such snapshots do not include any methods compiled during warm-up under load, and still require JIT compilation to reach peak performance. Checkpointing also suffers from the same usability issues as shipping a pre-populated cache of compiled methods: additional developer effort and having to generate slower portable code or maintain multiple versions for different CPUs and JVM configurations.

HotTub [27] takes a somewhat different approach of reusing JVM processes to keep the JVM state “warm” for the next run of the same or similar application. Photons [23] co-locates multiple copies of a serverless function as threads within the same JVM instance. These systems only reuse compiled code within the same machine, and can only persist it across non-concurrent invocations by keeping the pre-warmed JVMs running, which incurs a significant idle footprint.

### 2.4 Remote JIT Compilation

Remote JIT has been originally proposed in research that focused on embedded, mobile, and IoT devices where local JIT is prohibitively expensive in terms of memory, CPU or energy consumption [17, 18, 21, 25, 28, 29]. JCOD [21], MoJo [28] and VM* [25] are based on simplified JVMs and JIT compilers that either do not rely on dynamic JVM runtime information, or only support static AOT compilation of a subset of Java.

Lee et al. [26] describe a JIT compilation server based on Jikes RVM, a research JVM written in Java. To the best of our knowledge, their work is the state-of-the-art in the literature on remote JIT for the JVM. Its design assumes that all the information needed to compile a method is included in the compilation request, which becomes impractical in a complex modern JIT. The authors do not consider overall resource usage (including the server), and only use simulations to evaluate performance with multiple clients.

Foremost, these previous approaches do not reduce, and in fact can increase, system-wide CPU usage. Each individual remote compilation consumes more CPU time than its local equivalent (assuming homogeneous hardware) due to communication overheads, and takes more time overall due to network latency. As we show in our evaluation (see Section 4.2), remote JIT can increase overall CPU usage, especially for short-running workloads that are common in modern cloud computing. In this paper, we leverage caching compiled methods at the server to reduce the overall CPU cost by amortizing it over multiple clients. In addition, we show that for cloud workloads, JITServer significantly reduces overall memory consumption since the spikes of maximum memory usage from multiple clients are unlikely to align.

Azul Cloud Native Compiler [5] is a recently released remote JIT for the Azul JVM. Unfortunately, there is only limited technical information available about the design of this proprietary closed-source system. In particular, it is not known if it implements caching, or how it affects system-wide resource usage. We are unable to compare performance against it since its license forbids publishing benchmarking results.

Remote JIT is less susceptible to failures than other disaggregated designs (e.g. memory disaggregation) since it has no shared hard state. Unlike the case of mobile and IoT devices (the main target of previous remote JIT work), network latencies in cloud datacenters are relatively low, and our evaluation shows that remote JIT performs very well in this setting. Modern cloud applications themselves are also typically dis-
tributed, thus remote JIT does not exacerbate the reliability and latency concerns. Remote JIT shifts resource provisioning complexity from the application to the infrastructure, which can be arguably beneficial. Local JIT requires application developers to manage the complexity and extra costs of over-provisioning memory (which goes unused after warm-up) and CPU (to maintain QoS despite JIT activity during warm-up) for each JVM. Instead, the operator’s effort to setup JITServer autoscaling can be reused many times across applications.

3 Design and Implementation

In this section we present an overview of JITServer design and implementation. We start with the description of the remote compilation mechanism, and then explain how we enable caching compiled methods to be reused by multiple clients.

3.1 Remote Compilation Mechanism

Figure 1 shows the high-level design of remote compilation in JITServer. The client on the left is a complete JVM running an application, while the server on the right is a separate, possibly remote process offering a JIT compilation service shared by multiple client JVMs connected to it. In this paper, we focus on the mechanisms. We plan to explore automatic sizing and scaling of JITServer resources in future work.

Existing remote JIT designs assume that each compilation is a simple request-reply operation that requires a single network round-trip since all the data required by the server is either already available there or included with the request [26]. While this was feasible for simple JIT compilers in previous work, such a design proved difficult to implement in a modern JVM. The JIT in OpenJ9 has over 100 optimization passes that use over 100 types of JVM state queries, compared to ~40 optimizations and 12 types of state in [26]. We took a different approach that resulted in lower implementation effort and complexity: a compilation request only carries data that is likely to be used by most compilations, and remaining data is requested from the client on demand, cached at the server, and invalidated when necessary to ensure correctness.

OpenJ9 runs a number of background threads that perform JIT compilation concurrently with application threads. It uses tiered compilation: methods are scheduled for compilation at lower optimization levels once they reach certain invocation thresholds, and particularly hot methods that consume a significant portion of CPU time are scheduled for recompilation at higher optimization levels. The bytecode interpreter and the sampling thread add compilation requests to a queue consumed by the compilation threads. The number of active threads is adjusted dynamically: additional ones are activated when the JIT is starved of CPU time (e.g. if there is a large number of application threads) or the queue becomes too large. Compilation threads compile one method at a time, and each compilation is a single-threaded task.

JITServer uses the same basic design with compilation queues and threads on both the client and the server. At Step 1, application threads add requests to the compilation queue. At Step 2, a client compilation thread dequeues a request and sends a remote compilation request to the server (Step 3). The client sends enough data for the server to start the compilation, such as the bytecodes of the method. A listener thread on the server accepts the connection and enqueues a compilation request (Step 4), and a compilation thread reads the request data from the network and starts the compilation (Step 5).

During remote compilation, the server may issue various queries to the client requesting information about classes, methods, fields, execution environment, etc. (Step 6). When the compilation is complete, the server sends the compiled body to the client (Step 7) along with metadata that needs to be instantiated at the client. The client performs necessary relocations (e.g. fixes up calls to runtime helper methods) and installs the compiled method in its own code cache (Step 8) - now it is ready to be executed. As long as the compilation queue is not empty, the client thread keeps the connection open and reuses it for subsequent requests.

Each compilation is performed by a dedicated pair of threads - one on the server and one on the client. The number of in-progress compilations is limited by the maximum number of client threads (16 in the current implementation). Our evaluation shows that this value works well in practice. We used a maximum of 128 server threads in our experiments.

The server JIT compiler in our current implementation is identical to the local OpenJ9 JIT compiler and uses the same set of optimizations and heuristics that control its behaviour. All compilations are performed remotely. We focus on evaluating the benefits of JIT disaggregation and caching on their own in this paper, and plan to explore how the compiler can be improved in the disaggregated setting in our future work.

3.2 Caching JVM Runtime Information

Remote compilation of large or complex methods can require exchanging a large number of messages between the client and the server. To reduce the negative effect of network latency on performance, the server aggressively caches runtime information received from the clients. Note that this is different from caching the resulting compiled code, which we describe in Section 3.4. Caching is essential for performance: in an early JITServer prototype that did not implement such
caching, client threads alone used ~10x more CPU time than local JIT. Caching reduced the average number of messages per compilation from over 1000 to ~40.

The server handles requests from multiple clients in parallel and maintains their data in client sessions identified by a unique client ID included with each compilation request. A session is created when a client first connects to the server, and destroyed when the client terminates or stays inactive for a long time. Most of the information that does not change throughout the client’s lifetime (e.g. JVM configuration and class metadata for primitive types) is sent with the first compilation request. Mutable client state needs to be synchronized with the server as classes are being loaded, unloaded, or redefined, and profiling information is updated. We describe how we handle caching of important types of client data.

Class Metadata Java classes are represented in OpenJ9 as data structures called ROMClasses, which represent immutable data, including method bytecodes, and RAMClasses, which contain the mutable data and point to the ROMClasses they are based on. Multiple RAMClasses can use the same ROMClass, e.g. if they are loaded by different class loaders.

The server maintains mirrors of the clients’ ROMClasses and RAMClasses. To reduce memory consumption, it stores a single copy of each unique ROMClass that is shared by all the clients using it. To handle class unloading and redefinition, the client sends with each compilation request the list of classes unloaded or redefined since the previous compilation request, which are in turn deleted from the server cache.

Server compilation threads are synchronized with class unloading and redefinition using a reader-writer lock. Threads acquire this lock for writing before deleting the entries, and acquire it for reading while performing a compilation. When runtime information queries are sent to the client, the lock is released, and the client’s reply will also indicate whether class unloading happened during this compilation, in which case the compilation is aborted and retried.

Class Hierarchy Table CHTable (class hierarchy table) is an OpenJ9 data structure that captures relationships between classes and enables fast discovery of such relationships used for speculative optimizations, e.g. devirtualization. The server mirrors the client’s CHTable and keeps it up to date with incremental updates sent along with the compilation requests.

To guarantee functional correctness, the server must process class unloading/redefinition and CHTable updates in the same order as the client. This requirement imposes a partial order on compilation requests: critical requests that carry updates must be processed in the same order as they originated at the client, while other non-critical requests between subsequent critical requests can be reordered. We use a sequencing scheme to order critical requests: if the server receives an update with an out-of-order sequence number, it suspends the compilation thread until the update with the expected sequence number arrives. If the expected message is lost, after a timeout, the server clears cached data for the client and restarts the update mechanism by requesting the entire CHTable.

Profiling Data While interpreting Java methods, OpenJ9 collects profiling data about branch direction and targets of virtual and interface calls and instanceof/checkcast operations. The optimizer at the server makes extensive use of this data and issues many queries to the client. To reduce the number of messages, we batch profiling data requests by sending the data for all the bytecodes in the method in a single reply.

Unlike class hierarchy information, imprecise profiling data does not affect functional correctness of generated code. Profiling data for already compiled methods (which can be inlined into newly compiled ones) has stabilized and can be cached without significant effect on performance. In contrast, profiling data for interpreted methods continue to be accumulated, and using a stale version can lead to bad optimization decisions. Thus, the server caches this data only for the duration of the current compilation.

3.3 Reliability and Security

The client JVM in our design still includes a fully functional local JIT compiler. Out-of-process compilation makes Java applications more resilient to JVM crashes caused by intermittent software bugs in the JIT compiler. JITServer only maintains soft state, allowing transparent failure handling: after a server crash, the client JVM can switch to a different JITServer instance or compile the method locally (which is unlikely to trigger the same bug again) and continue execution, and the failed JITServer instance can be simply restarted.

We assume a security model where the server instance and all the client JVMs that connect to it are in the same security domain: the clients need to trust the server to generate correct native code. JITServer supports encrypted communication using OpenSSL. Encryption adds a relatively small but non-negligible overhead: it increases start time by up to 9%, warm-up time (to 90% of peak throughput) by up to 5%, and CPU time used by the JIT by up to 5%. Unencrypted communication can be used in settings with an isolated network (e.g. on-premises cloud deployments) to reduce the overhead.

Even if communication is encrypted, remote JIT can potentially introduce side channels for an in-network attacker that can observe the timing and sizes of messages exchanged between the server and the client JVMs. However, the same issue applies to any distributed or client-server application, and in practice does not prevent their widespread adoption.

3.4 Reusing Dynamically Compiled Code

OpenJ9 is capable of producing relocatable code (aka dynamic AOT code) that can be reused in a different JVM instance running on the same machine. It maintains a Shared Classes Cache (SCC) - a memory-mapped file shared by JVMs on the same host that stores immutable class metadata and dynamic AOT code. These cached methods include additional metadata that is used to locate and patch pointers to JVM runtime entities such as RAMClasses (see Section 3.2)
residing at different addresses in different JVMs, and to verify that assumptions (e.g. about class hierarchies) made during compilation still hold in a different JVM environment.

Dynamic AOT methods refer to SCC entities in their validation and relocation records by offset within the SCC. While this approach is very efficient when running on a single machine, this means that dynamic AOT code cannot be reused as-is on a different machine (with a different SCC). Since the order of class loading and dynamic AOT compilations is not deterministic, SCC entities will generally reside at different SCC offsets on another machine, making dynamic AOT code generated on another machine invalid. The fundamental source of this problem is the tight coupling of the dynamic AOT code with the SCC it is stored in. We propose a new scheme to store these artifacts independently.

Our caching mechanism is based on the existing OpenJ9 infrastructure for relocating dynamically compiled code, but uses a different way of identifying runtime entities such as classes across JVMs. Our novel scheme allows us to decouple compiled code from class metadata and enable its reuse in any JVM running on any host. We store compiled methods in a serialized format that refers to JVM runtime entities by globally unique identifiers instead of SCC offsets. When another client JVM requests a compilation of the same method, the server replies with a cached serialized version. The client then deserializes the method by finding the corresponding runtime entities, and then relocates and loads the native code.

Some compilations (e.g. hot methods at higher optimization levels) do not use the relocatable format in order to maximize the performance of generated code, since relocation limits optimization opportunities. The resulting hit rate in the JITServer cache is 85-93% during the start phase and 68-76% during warm-up in our experiments, depending on the application. In our future work, we will explore compiling more methods as relocatable code to increase the cache hit rate.

The performance of JIT-compiled code is affected by the quality of profiling data, leading to a trade-off between compiled code reuse and possible performance degradation due to differences in profiles across the clients. We focus on the common use case of sharing between instances of the same application where profiles are likely similar (e.g. horizontal autoscaling, FaaS, data-parallel computation). In other cases, we expect the effect to be limited since particularly hot method compilations most affected by conflicting profiles are not cached and rely on individual clients’ profiles. We plan to investigate the effect of profiling data variability on the performance of reused native code in our future work.

3.5 Method Serialization Mechanism

The main building block of dynamic AOT relocations is identifying equivalent classes and methods across JVMs. Examples include inlining guards (checking an object’s class before executing the inlined body) and calls to other compiled methods. Such instruction sequences contain addresses of RAMClasses and methods that need to be patched in a different JVM.

We add another level of indirection to relocatable code by effectively serializing relocation and validation records. For each runtime entity they refer to, the server stores a corresponding serialization record with enough information for a client JVM to find the entity and verify that it is equivalent to the one used in the original compilation. Each serialization record also contains the offset from the start of the AOT method body to the location of the corresponding SCC offset stored in the validation or relocation record.

When the server performs a dynamic AOT compilation in response to a client request, it serializes the compiled method and stores it in its in-memory cache. Serialized methods are self-contained and can be persisted to disk and shared across multiple JITServer instances. In our future work, this will enable efficient autoscaling of JITServer resources by launching new instances with a warm cache persisted from an existing instance. When a different client JVM receives a serialized AOT method, it iterates through the serialization records, looking up the corresponding entities and updating the SCC offsets to them with their local versions. After successful deserialization, the client proceeds to store the resulting method body in its local SCC (so that execution environments that do not get torn down can take advantage of it in the next run), and loads the method as regular dynamic AOT code.

If any lookups or validity checks fail, deserialization is aborted and the client JVM requests a regular non-cached compilation from the server. Deserialization failures occur infrequently during normal operation: the failure rate for the applications we used in our evaluation is 1-5% during the start phase and less than 1% during warm-up. Such failures happen because the set of classes loaded by the time a method is compiled varies from run to run, therefore a small number of lookups fail as the classes have not yet been loaded.

Relocation and validation records can refer to the following SCC entities: ROMClass - immutable part of class metadata; ROMMethod - immutable part of method metadata including its bytecodes (part of ROMClass); class chain - a list of ROMClass SCC offsets for classes and interfaces a given class extends and implements.

Identifying Classes and Methods We identify a class across JVMs using a combination of its fully-qualified name and a secure hash (e.g. SHA-256) of the ROMClass. We use the hash to efficiently check that a client JVM’s version of the class is the same as the one used during compilation. Since the ROMClass contains the full description of the class including the bytecodes of all methods, a matching hash guarantees correctness. We identify methods by their defining class, name, and signature (types of parameters and return value).

We use class chains to verify that the whole inheritance chain of a given class is the same across two JVMs. For example, if one of the superclasses or interfaces of a given class is redefined at runtime in the JVM that loads the method, the class chain will not match, even though the class itself has
not changed. The serialization record for a class chain is a list of class serialization records for each class in the chain.

**Identifying Class Loaders** Since Java classes can be loaded by application-defined class loaders, a class lookup in a running JVM requires a class loader (in addition to class name). We use the following heuristic for class loader identification: we associate each class with the identity of the first class loaded by its class loader. While a regular AOT method refers to a class loader by the class chain of the first class that it loaded, a serialized AOT method refers to it by the name of the first class that it loaded. We maintain the 3-way mapping between a class loader and the name and the class chain of the first class that it loaded, in each client JVM. We update this mapping at runtime when the JVM loads or unloads classes and creates or destroys class loaders.

The identification heuristic can fail in edge cases described below, however, that does not affect the correctness of compiled code. While we observed no class loader identification failures in our evaluation, they are still possible in rare cases.

Assume that in the compilation environment, RAMClass C1 is the first one loaded by L1. Cached methods that refer to L1 identify it by the name of C - the ROMClass that C1 is based on. In the load environment, RAMClass C2' is the first one loaded by L2' - a different class loader, and then later RAMClass C1' is the first one loaded by L1' (the correct class loader matching the compilation environment) from the same ROMClass C. As a result, loading a cached method can result in using a wrong RAMClass (one loaded by the incorrectly guessed L2'). However, RAMClass pointers are only used directly in generated code in guards as described above. A mismatching RAMClass pointer can only affect performance (execution will take the slow path of making a virtual call) while correctness is preserved. In other types of relocations, RAMClass addresses are not present in the native code, and are only used to verify class chains and locate RAMMethods, which are shared by both RAMClasses. Another possibility is that L1' might load a different class first, and in this case cached methods that refer to it simply will not be loaded.

**JVM Environment Compatibility** Each AOT method is implicitly associated with an AOT header - a data structure that describes the compilation environment: CPU features, JVM configuration, etc. Local SCC stores a single instance of this structure. All JVM instances that store or load AOT code in the SCC must have a matching configuration. Serialized AOT methods store the AOT header of the JVM that it was originally compiled for. To serve a client compilation request from the cache, the server looks up a serialized method with a compatible AOT header.

**Storage and Transfer Optimizations** In order to make the serialized AOT method representation more compact for optimal storage and transfer, we store serialization records at the server separately from method bodies, and serialized AOT methods refer to them by unique IDs. When responding to a client compilation request with a cached serialized AOT method, the server sends the serialized method body along with all the serialization records it refers to that the client has not yet received. In order to reduce network traffic and serialization overhead, the client caches serialization records received from the server, and the server keeps track of the record IDs that are already cached at the client.

The size of a populated JITServer cache of compiled methods is ~30-130 MB in our experiments depending on the application, which is smaller than the pre-populated local SCC (~65-170MB) since the JITServer cache only stores ROMClass hashes instead of full class metadata. Since the set of compiled method varies across multiple clients (even running the same application), the JITServer cache accumulates a larger number of methods compared to the local SCC which is only populated once. The cache size can be reduced by pruning the "tail" of less popular methods, e.g. ones that do not get reused within a certain time period. In our experiments, 7-12% of cached methods were never reused.

**End-to-End Example** We provide a simple example that illustrates how a compiled method body is serialized by the JITServer and later deserialized and loaded by a client JVM. Consider the following Java code:

```
abstract class A {
  abstract void m1();
}
class C {
  static void m2(A o) {
    o.m1(); // inlined
  }
}
class B extends A {
  void m1() { ... } // as B.m1()
}
```

Assume that the JIT has inlined the call to o.m1() in C.m2() as a devirtualized call to B.m1() as profiling showed that the runtime class of o is normally B. The inlined body of B.m1() (see pseudo-assembly below) is preceded by a guard that checks that the RAMClass of o is indeed B, otherwise it jumps to the slow path that makes a virtual call.

```
cmp rax, ramclass_B; // rax contains RAMClass of o
jne slow_path: ; ramclass_B is hard-coded
... ; inlined body of B.m1()
.slow_path: ; virtual call to o.m1()
```

Figure 2 illustrates the entities described below. The metadata of the dynamically AOT-compiled method C.m2() contains a relocation record for class B that will be used to patch the RAMClass address in the comparison instruction in the guard when the method is loaded in another JVM. This record stores the SCC offset of the class chain for B, and the SCC offset of the class chain identifying its class loader L. This identifying class chain is the one for the first class that was loaded by L. Assume that this class was Object, i.e. L is the bootstrap class loader. The class chain for B is a list of SCC offsets of ROMClasses B, A, Object. The class chain identifying L is a single SCC offset of ROMClass Object. The SCC offsets are only valid for the client JVM that originally requested this compilation.

To serialize C.m1(), the server creates the following records corresponding to the relocation record for class B:

```
```
Figure 2: Serialization records for method C.m2().

- Class loader serialization record identifying L by the name of the first class it loaded - "Object".
- Class chain serialization record for B.
- Class serialization records for B, A, Object. Each record contains the hash of the ROMClass and its name.

When a different client JVM receives this serialized method, it performs deserialization as follows:

1. Find the class loader L' as the one that had a class with the name "Object" as the first class that it loaded. In this case it will be the bootstrap class loader.
2. Lookup ROMClass B' by name "B" in the class loader L'.
3. For each class in the class chain (e.g. B', A', Object), compute the hash of the ROMClass and compare it with the hash stored in the corresponding serialization record.
4. Update the values of the SCC offset fields in the validation record. The class chain offset will now point to the class chain for B' stored in the local SCC, and the loader identifying offset will point to the class chain for Object.

Assuming no failures, the method is now deserialized - all its validation and relocation records point to valid SCC entities and can be stored in the local SCC for future reuse. The client then relocates the method body by patching the RAMClass address in the comparison instruction in the inlining guard so that it points to the RAMClass B', and installs it in the JVM code cache. The compiled native code of C.m2() can now be executed correctly in this JVM.

4 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following research questions:

- Is remote JIT compilation efficient without caching?
- How does remote JIT compilation affect start-up and warm-up times and memory footprint of application instances with different CPU and memory constraints?
- What is the effect of caching on the overall cluster-wide resource usage and application density?
- Can remote JIT improve performance if the client JVM already has a pre-populated local SCC (see Section 2.2)?
- What is the effect of remote JIT and caching on the latencies of compilation requests, compared to local JIT?

Table 1: Application benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Methods compiled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AcmeAir</td>
<td>Open Liberty</td>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>~6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DayTrader</td>
<td>Open Liberty</td>
<td>DB2</td>
<td>~5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PetClinic</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>H2 (in-memory)</td>
<td>~5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Hardware configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16-core AMD EPYC 7302P</td>
<td>256 GB</td>
<td>2 x NVMe RAID0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>14-core Intel Xeon E5-2680</td>
<td>128 GB</td>
<td>SSD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Does caching allow JITServer to handle higher latency?

Applications We used the following 3 applications in our experiments: AcmeAir [1] - an airline booking system, DayTrader [8] - a stock trading platform, and PetClinic [15] - an animal hospital information system (the de-facto main benchmark for the popular Spring framework). All 3 are web applications; information about them is summarized in Table 1. We used Apache JMeter to generate the workload for all the applications. These applications are multi-tier, end-to-end benchmarks that are more representative of cloud workloads than benchmarks like SPECjvm2008 [14], SPECjbb2015 [12], and SPECjEnterprise2018 [13] typically used for JVM performance evaluation. Individual benchmarks in the SPECjvm suite are essentially microbenchmarks from the JIT perspective - with a small number of JIT-compiled methods. SPECjbb and SPECjEnterprise are heavy, long-running (over 2 hours) workloads unsuitable for analyzing cold start performance. Moreover, DayTrader is a comprehensive JavaEE benchmark that uses most of the same technologies as SPECjEnterprise.

Experimental Setup We ran the experiments on a cluster of 11 machines as described in Table 2: 8 machines of type A and 3 slightly less powerful machines of type B. All machines run Ubuntu 18.04 and are connected with a 10 GBit/s Ethernet network (used in all experiments unless specified otherwise) and a 100 GBit/s Infiniband network.

Type A machines run the instances of the application, the database, and the JITServer, while type B machines run JMeter instances (one per application instance) that generate the load. We use a single JITServer instance running on a dedicated machine in all experiments. While co-locating JITServer instances with application JVMs is a viable deployment option, we evaluate JITServer in the fully remote setting to show "worst case" performance. Application instances run in Docker containers with 1 CPU and 1 GB of memory, unless specified otherwise. This container size is roughly equivalent to an AWS EC2 t2.micro instance which is commonly used for modern cloud workloads [3]. The number of JMeter threads is chosen to saturate the throughput of the application instance. The number of database instances is chosen for each benchmark such that the DB is not a bottleneck. The JVMs are configured to use the default heap size and GC policy. Each
We compare application performance in three JIT compilation modes: local; remote without caching, and remote with caching. Depending on the experiment, we deploy application instances without a pre-populated local SCC (cold runs - default unless specified otherwise), or with an SCC populated by only starting an application instance (warm-start runs), or by also applying load to it (warm runs). While JITServer supports sharing the cache of compiled code across applications, in this paper we focus on the very common use case of multiple instances of the same application. We do not compare with static AOT compilation in HotSpot and GraalVM. Such direct comparison would not be fair since OpenJ9 is a different JVM, and static AOT only supports a subset of Java. We are unable to compare against the remote JIT compiler in [26] since its implementation has not been made available.

4.1 Application Performance and Footprint

We measure how remote JIT compilation (with and without caching) affects the start-up and warm-up performance and memory footprint of a JVM instance. We run the applications in Docker containers of the following sizes: XS (0.5 CPU, 512 MB of memory); S (1 CPU, 1 GB); M (2 CPUs, 2 GB); and L (4 CPUs, 4 GB). When JITServer cache is enabled, it is populated by a single run of the application. We define the performance metrics as follows:

- **Memory usage** - peak resident set size (RSS) of the JVM.
- **Start time** - time since the start of the JVM process until the application is ready to handle client requests.

![Start time](Figure 3: AcmeAir performance: (a) cold; (b) warm)

- **Warm-up time** - time from the moment the load is applied until the application reaches 90% of its peak throughput.

Figures 3(a), 4(a), and 5(a) show results for cold runs of AcmeAir, DayTrader, and PetClinic respectively. Remote JIT without caching reduces memory footprint by up to 68%, start time by up to 40%, and warm-up time by up to 80% compared to local JIT. The addition of caching reduces start and warm-up times even further (especially for smaller container sizes since they have less CPU available for local JIT): by up to 58% and 87% for start and warm-up respectively. There is still a non-negligible number of compilations (including heavy recompilations at high optimization levels) during warm-up that are not served from the JITServer cache: 24-32% depending on the application, compared to only 7-15% during the start phase. As a result, the effect of caching on warm-up time is relatively smaller compared to start time.

Figures 3(b), 4(b), and 5(b) present results for warm runs where the local SCC is pre-populated by a previous full run of the application. JITServer still significantly reduces warm-up time (up to 79%) and peak memory footprint (up to 61%), but has no effect on start time since almost all methods compiled during start-up are stored in the SCC and thus do not need to be compiled in a warm run.

Remote JIT with caching is more effective than only using a pre-populated SCC for reducing memory usage and warm-up time. Moreover, these improvements come "for free" as JITServer caching is transparent for the application developer, unlike using the SCC (see section 2.2). Besides, these results represent the advanced and most optimal way to use the SCC which requires very significant developer effort and is rarely
done in practice. Caching (local or remote) does not eliminate the need for a JIT compiler. Remote JIT compilation is still a win even with a pre-populated SCC as not all compilations can be cached, and JITServer can make better use of resources, reducing CPU contention and memory footprint.

Application instances reach equivalent peak throughput with local and remote JIT in all the experiments, which is expected since JITServer uses the same set of optimizations and heuristics as the local JIT compiler. The reduction in start and warm-up times is due to the higher degree of parallelism of JIT compilations since the server runs on an additional machine. Arguably, these results do not represent a fair comparison to local JIT as the extra CPU and memory resources used by the JITServer could be used to run other application JVMs instead. In the next subsection we consider overall system-wide resource usage, including the JITServer itself.

4.2 Overall System Efficiency

We evaluate the effect of remote JIT compilation (with and without caching) on the system-wide resource usage by emulating a cloud deployment where many application instances are brought up and down over a 1 hour period. 64 application slots (one per CPU) are spread evenly across 4 machines. Each slot is used to run a sequence of application instances that execute for a fixed duration (2, 5, or 10 minutes) and stop to be replaced by the next instance. The starting moments of the sequences are staggered with a 10 second interval. We run a single JITServer instance on a separate machine in remote JIT experiments. Each experiment is repeated 3 times.

Figure 6 shows total CPU cost and memory usage (lower is better) in cold runs. We define CPU cost (measured in milliseconds per request) as the amount of total CPU time used by all JVM instances and the JITServer, divided by the number of JMeter requests served (i.e. useful work done) by all application instances. We use total CPU time instead of e.g. aggregate throughput to account for the fact that the JITServer runs on an additional machine that could be used to run more application instances. Total memory usage includes the peak RSS of the the JITServer and all concurrent JVM instances.

Remote compilation without caching results in up to 21% increase in CPU cost compared to local JIT. On the other hand, caching compiled code at the server effectively amortizes the CPU cost over many clients and results in up to 77% reduction compared to local JIT. The effect is larger for shorter application lifespans since the start-up and warm-up phases with high JIT activity take a bigger portion of the run time. We expect application run times in the cloud to be on the lower end. The CPU cost improvements for PetClinic are relatively smaller since it has fewer methods compiled during warm-up (see Table 1). Remote JIT with caching also significantly reduced start times in these experiments - by 32-58%.

Remote JIT delivers benefits in terms of memory footprint: it reduces total memory usage by up to 62% compared to local JIT compilation. Peak total memory footprint is smaller with JITServer because memory usage spikes caused by heavy compilations from multiple clients are unlikely to align at the server. The 2-minute DayTrader runs are the exception; the extra memory footprint is due to faster heap expansion caused by higher allocation rates since the application reaches higher throughput compared to other JIT compilation modes.

The results for warm-start runs (with a pre-populated SCC) are shown in Figure 7. Remote JIT without caching can still have higher CPU cost (e.g. by 9% for 2-minute PetClinic runs) than local JIT with SCC, while JITServer with caching matches or surpasses the performance of local JIT with SCC. Remote JIT still achieves lower (by up to 45%) total memory usage. JITServer not only achieves better resource utilization than using a pre-populated local SCC, but does it transparently without the additional developer effort associated with managing the SCC (see Section 2.2). The two approaches can be combined, in which case adding JITServer reduces CPU cost by up to 53% compared to local JIT.

The main implication of these results for cloud computing is that remote JIT with caching allows to increase application density, even after accounting for the resources used by the JITServer. We can fit more application instances into the same amount of hardware resources since each instance requires less memory and uses the CPU cycles to do more useful computation. With caching, JITServer does not simply move the overhead around - it uses the resources more efficiently.

4.3 Compilation Request Latencies

We measure two compilation latency metrics: (i) compilation time taken to serve the request either locally or remotely, and
(ii) total queuing time - from the moment the compilation is first scheduled by the JVM (e.g. the method reached its invocation threshold) until its completion. Figure 8 shows the resulting CDF (using a logarithmic scale on the X axis) for the AcmeAir benchmark when the JITServer is given all the resources of its host. Figure 9 represents the configuration with equal CPU resources: 2 CPUs for local JIT, and 1 CPU each for the JITServer and the client JVM. The results for other benchmarks are very similar and thus omitted.

The results show that individual remote compilations take longer than the local ones, unless the JITServer has more CPU resources. In the latter case, longer (more CPU-intensive) compilations take less time at the JITServer thanks to ample CPU resources, while cheaper compilations take longer than locally - their latency is dominated by communication. Total queuing times are still shorter than with local JIT even with limited JITServer CPU due to increased parallelism: the CPU work is overlaid with waiting for the network. Caching compiled code at the JITServer dramatically reduces compilation request latencies, thanks to the 68-76% cache hit rate.

4.4 Scalability

In order to determine how caching affects JITServer performance with an increasing number of clients, we run a variable number - between 1 and 64 (80 for PetClinic) - of application instances that use the same JITServer instance. Application JVMs start simultaneously and without a pre-populated local SCC, in order to maximize the load on the server. We measure the full warm-up time (sum of start and warm-up times) averaged over all concurrent JVM instances. Remote JIT is more efficient than local for a given number of clients only if the full warm-up time is lower. When the server becomes overloaded, the clients accumulate a backlog of compilation requests, which results in slower warm-up.

Figure 10 shows the full warm-up times for each number of instances (normalized to the local JIT configuration). We see that JITServer caching dramatically improves scalability: given the same amount of resources available to the server instance, it can sustain load from a larger number of clients, while improving their start-up and warm-up performance. The cost of JIT compilation is reduced and effectively amortized over a large number of concurrent clients by avoiding the majority of repeated compilations with caching.

These results represent JITServer performance in a worst case scenario. In a real deployment, we expect client JVM starts to be staggered, providing more opportunities for statistical multiplexing, which in turn should allow JITServer to handle an even larger number of clients without saturating. Additional JITServer instances can be brought up on demand, allowing linear horizontal scaling since JITServer only maintains soft state - the cache of compiled methods.

4.5 Effect of Network Latency

To determine how caching affects JITServer performance with increasing network latency, we run a single application instance with varying values of round-trip network latency between the client JVM and the JITServer. We measure the full warm-up time (start + warm-up) and compare it with using local JIT compilation: remote compilation improves performance if it results in faster warm-up. As latency grows,
each compilation request takes more time, and the server eventually becomes unable to compile methods faster than the local JIT compiler. We used the 100 Gbit/s Infiniband network for the smallest latency value - 15 microseconds. The 10 Gbit/s Ethernet network has a latency of 45 microseconds. We emulate the additional latency for subsequent data points using the netem module in the Linux kernel.

Figure 11 shows the results for latencies up to over 8 milliseconds. We can see that caching allows JITServer to tolerate higher network latencies (~4.8 ms, compared to ~2.4 ms without caching) since cache hits only incur a single round-trip. Caching compiled code reduces the average number of messages per compiled method by ~54% (from ~42-47 to ~19-22 depending on the application), and the total amount of data transferred per client by ~30% (from ~190-800 MB to ~140-580 MB depending on the application). On the other end of the spectrum, bringing the latency down to microseconds only slightly improves performance. JITServer performs very well for latencies in the hundreds of microseconds which are typical in cloud datacenters. Performance in high-latency scenarios can be further improved by increasing the maximum number of client compilation threads (see Section 3.1). In our future work, we plan to investigate using remote JIT compilation in high-latency environments such as edge computing.

Summary of Results  Our evaluation shows that:

- Remote JIT cannot be fully efficient without caching - it often increases total system-wide CPU cost (by up to 21%).
- Caching compiled code allows JITServer to reduce cluster-wide resource usage (by up to 77% for CPU and up to 62% for memory) and increase application density.
- JITServer significantly reduces application start-up and warm-up times (by up to 58% and 87% respectively) and memory footprint, especially in smaller containers.
- Caching dramatically improves JITServer scalability and allows it to effectively handle more concurrent clients and tolerate significantly higher network latency (up to 8 ms).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we explored JIT compiler disaggregation as a means to improve the performance and memory utilization of JVMs running in the cloud. We described JITServer, our disaggregated JIT compiler implementation in a production grade JVM, which supports the caching and reuse of compiled code across JVMs running on different hosts, and effectively amortizes JIT compilation costs over many client JVMs.

The experimental results showed excellent improvements in start-up time, warm-up time and memory footprint: JITServer is able to speed-up JVM start-up by as much as 58% and to reduce warm-up times by up to 87%, without a degradation in peak throughput. Moreover, the overall system-wide peak memory footprint is reduced by up to 62%, which should make it possible to reduce operational costs by increasing application density. Caching and reusing compiled code allows JITServer to reduce overall CPU cost by up to 77%, showing that JITServer enables cloud users to do more useful computation with less resources.

Our future work will explore prefetching of server-cached code and predicting hot methods to hide compilation latency and further reduce cold start times. We will study the trade-off between the performance of relocatable code and the JITServer cache hit rate. We will investigate ways to improve the JIT compiler in the disaggregated setting, e.g. utilizing profiling data from many clients, efficiently sharing compiled code across applications, and automatically sizing and scaling compilation resources. We plan to apply JITServer to other workloads such as FaaS, microservices, and data analytics.
A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

We provide the open source implementation of JITServer (as part of the OpenJ9 project), as well as the automated benchmarking platform that we used in our experimental evaluation. Our results have been successfully reproduced in artifact evaluation.

Scope

Our artifact can be used to run all the experiments described in Section 4 in order to validate the main claims in our paper, most importantly:

- JITServer can reduce application start time and warm-up time and system-wide CPU and memory usage for JVM-based applications running in containers with limited resources (which are common in the cloud).
- Caching dynamically compiled code at the JITServer is necessary to fully achieve the reduction in overall CPU usage and application start time.

Note that the experimental results are expected to be slightly different from the ones reported in this paper (even on the same hardware) since the OpenJ9 implementation has evolved since we conducted those experiments. However, the main conclusions should still hold.

Contents

The artifact consists of two parts:

1. The open source implementation of our system, which has been contributed to the OpenJ9 project. JITServer is implemented in ~25 KLOC of C++. The code is integrated into the rest of the OpenJ9 code base.
2. A set of scripts (Python, shell scripts, and Docker files) that automate the benchmark runs used in our evaluation and generate the resulting graphs. We also provide the logs generated by running the full set of experiments reported in this paper.

Hosting

All the parts of our artifact are open source and are hosted on GitHub. The OpenJ9 code base (including JITServer) is split across three separate repositories:

- Eclipse OpenJ9: https://github.com/eclipse-openj9/openj9;
- Eclipse OMR: https://github.com/eclipse/omr;
- OpenJDK extensions for OpenJ9 (we used JDK 8 in our experiments; newer JDK versions are also available): https://github.com/ibmruntimes/openj9-openjdk-jdk8.

The source code of our automated benchmarking platform is available at https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/jitserver-benchmarks

Stable forks or branches of these repositories based on the 0.32.0 OpenJ9 release (with minor changes required by our benchmarking platform, e.g. collecting additional statistics) that were used for artifact evaluation are available as follows:

- OpenJ9: https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/openj9/tree/0.32.0 (commit 724ebb92e56bb);
- OMR: https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/omr/tree/0.32.0 (commit ab24b6665961405);
- JDK: https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/openj9-openjdk-jdk-8/tree/0.32.0 (commit 0b8b8af39a5f1f2f);
- Benchmarks: https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/jitserver-benchmarks/tree/0.32.0 (commit 8360d90b89744ad1)

Requirements

While JITServer supports a wide range of Linux platforms, our benchmarking setup assumes Ubuntu 18.04 as the OS. It should be possible (although not necessarily easy) to tweak it to work on other Linux distributions. Newer Ubuntu versions might require downgrading to an older GCC version (OpenJ9 currently officially supports GCC 7, but should also support GCC 10). Different Linux distributions will need more tweaks, namely different ways of installing prerequisite packages.

Running the largest experiments reported in this paper requires a cluster of 11 machines with 16 CPU cores each, connected with a 10 Gbit/s network (or at least 1 Gbit/s) with round-trip latency between machines in the low hundreds of microseconds or less. Alternatively, the experiments can be run in a public cloud such as AWS on a cluster of virtual instances with roughly equivalent resources. The benchmark setup requires sudo permissions on all the machines. The required amount of storage space is approximately 30 GB on each node (not including the OS).

The hardware and software environment that we used in the experimental setup in our evaluation is described briefly in Section 4 and in more detail in the README document: https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/jitserver-benchmarks/tree/0.32.0/environment-used-in-our-evaluation.

Usage

Detailed instructions describing how to set up and run the benchmarks and generate the results can be found in the README of the artifact repository: https://github.com/AlexeyKhrabrov/jitserver-benchmarks
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**Abstract**

Build systems are responsible for building software correctly and quickly. Unfortunately, traditional build tools like `make` are correct and fast only when developers precisely enumerate dependencies for every incremental build step. Forward build systems improve correctness over traditional build tools by discovering dependencies automatically, but existing forward build tools have two fundamental flaws. First, they are incorrect; existing forward build tools miss dependencies because their models of system state are incomplete. Second, they rely on users to manually specify incremental build steps, increasing the programmer burden for fast builds.

This paper introduces RIKER, a forward build system that guarantees fast, correct builds. RIKER builds are easy to specify; in many cases a single command such as `gcc *.c` suffices. From these simple specifications, RIKER automatically discovers fast incremental rebuild opportunities. RIKER models the entire POSIX filesystem—not just files, but directories, pipes, and so on. This model guarantees that every dependency is checked on every build so every output is correct.

We use RIKER to build 14 open source packages including LLVM and memcached. RIKER incurs a median overhead of 8.8% on the initial full build. On average, RIKER’s incremental builds realize 94% of `make`’s incremental speedup with no manual effort and no risk of errors.

**1 Introduction**

Build systems specify how code and other assets should be transformed into executable software. They capture compilation procedures left unstated in the source code itself. Build systems make the process of building software more reliable, since they free programmers from having to reproduce long sequences of build commands after making a change. These goals are often in tension. Builds that are simple to specify expose few opportunities for fast incremental updates, while complex incremental builds are more likely to be incorrect. To illustrate this challenge, we begin with an example build specification for `make`, one of the earliest and most widely-used build tools [8].

```bash
program: main.c x.c x.h y.c y.h
gcc -o program main.c x.c y.c
```

A `make` build specification, written in a `Makefile`, lists a collection of build rules. The example above shows a rule that produces a single program from three source files and two include files. Each target is composed of three parts: 1 a target name, usually the name of an output file; 2 a list of dependencies, which `make` calls “prerequisites,” required to produce the target; and 3 a recipe that includes the build commands needed to produce the target from the dependencies.

At the start of each build, `make` compares the last modification time of every target with its dependencies. When a dependency is newer than the target, `make` runs the recipe to update the target. When a dependency does not exist, `make` recursively runs the rule that builds the dependency.

The key insight in `make`’s design is that developers rarely change an entire codebase between builds. Rebuilds can run faster by doing work proportional to the number of changed dependencies, not the total number of files. In the simplest case, when no dependencies change, `make` does nothing at all.

It is easy to see that the example `Makefile` is correct because all the dependencies are present and only a single build command is needed. Unfortunately, this build is also inefficient. Changing `x.c` will cause `gcc` to recompile all three `.c` files, even though `y.c` and `main.c` are unchanged. The cause of this inefficiency is that the build is monolithic: there is only one target that depends on all source files, so `make` must run a full build when any source file changes.

Monolithic builds are prohibitively expensive for larger projects. For example, a full build of LLVM takes nearly 20 minutes when run in parallel on a typical developer workstation—far too long for a developer to wait to test a
small code change. Not surprisingly, large projects often have incremental build specifications. To produce an incremental make build, developers must break a specification into smaller rules, exposing intermediate targets. The following modifies the original Makefile so that it can be built incrementally.

```make
program: main.o x.o y.o
    gcc -o program main.o x.o y.o
main.o: main.c x.h y.h
    gcc -c -o main.o main.c
x.o: x.c
    gcc -c -o x.o x.c
y.o: y.c y.h
    gcc -c -o y.o y.c
```

The updated specification states how to build a .o file from each source file, and how those .o files are combined into the final target, program. The new Makefile describes the same work that gcc performs internally; internal steps have simply been exposed so that make can run them or skip them during an incremental rebuild. With this Makefile, modifying x.c no longer rebuilds every output. Instead, the build generates a new x.o, linking it with the other .o files already on disk.

This Makefile also illustrates the dangers inherent in more complex build specifications: missing dependencies. Suppose x.c includes x.h. The original Makefile is correct, but the refactored one is not because changing x.h does not trigger a rebuild of x.o as it should. The implication of such a bug is that a developer with a previously-built working copy could end up with different output than another developer who starts with a clean copy of exactly the same source code.

An incremental build must be consistent with the full build; it should always produce output that could have come from a full build. Make and build tools like it do not guarantee this property because they do not check for missing dependencies. These errors occur with alarming frequency. A recent study showed that more than two-thirds of the open-source programs analyzed had serious build specification errors [28].

To address build errors, recent work proposes the idea of a forward build system [29]. Build systems like make are “backward” because evaluation proceeds from the final output rules, recursively building dependencies as needed. A forward build specification instead lists a sequence of commands, in order, that perform a full build. Critically, forward build systems discover dependencies automatically using program tracing instead of asking users to enumerate dependencies. On rebuild, a forward build system runs only the commands necessary to update the build, just as make does. When correctly designed and implemented, forward build systems guarantee correctness because they never miss dependencies.

Unfortunately, prior forward build systems miss dependencies because they fail to account for the complexity of real builds. Worse, they require users to manually specify incremental build steps. As a result, prior forward build systems are neither automatically correct nor automatically fast.

This paper introduces RIKER, a forward build system that delivers the benefits of an incremental build system with the simplicity of monolithic specifications. RIKER substantially advances the state of the art in forward build systems by using a completely different algorithmic approach. With RIKER, efficient incremental builds can be specified using a single build command like gcc *.c.

RIKER captures dependencies on directories, pipes, links, and sockets—not just files—ensuring that builds are correct. RIKER infers fine-grained steps from monolithic build specifications, ensuring that builds are fast. In the above example, RIKER captures the execution of the C compiler (cc1), assembler (as), and linker (ld), can run these commands incrementally, and in many cases in parallel, to update the build.

In short, RIKER makes it possible for users to specify builds that are simple, correct, and efficient.

### Contributions

#### Tracing and TraceIR
We present a high-performance system call tracing mechanism that generates dependence-checking programs in the novel TraceIR language (§4). TraceIR captures all of a build’s state interactions—including, but not limited to, paths, files, directories, and pipes. TraceIR facilitates correct handling of circular and temporal dependencies, complexities that occur in real builds.

**RIKER Build Algorithm.** The RIKER algorithm performs efficient incremental builds by mixing emulation of previously-recorded TraceIR with re-execution of commands whose dependencies have changed (§5).

#### Implementation and Evaluation
We present an implementation of RIKER for Linux, and evaluate this implementation by using it to build 14 real-world software projects (§6). Our evaluation shows that RIKER is a significant advance over the previous state of the art in forward build tools, automatically performing incremental builds that are competitive with manually-written make builds. RIKER is available under an open-source license at https://rkr.sh.

### 2 Related Work

Build systems have evolved significantly since make’s introduction in 1976 [8, 21]. However, all build systems share the two goals we identify in the introduction: builds must be correct and they must be fast. Build systems differ substantially in their configuration, the precision of their dependency tracking, how changes are detected, and the level of manual effort required to use them. These differences, which we discuss below, are summarized in Table 1.

**Backward Build Systems.** The make build system and most of its successors are backward build systems. With a backward build system, the user writes a rule for each target produced by the build, lists the dependencies required to produce the target, and provides the commands required to create the target from its dependencies. When a target’s dependency does
not exist, a backward build system calls the rule that produces the dependency. Such build specifications are essentially an edge-by-edge encoding of a dependence graph.

Make, Tup [27], Shake [22], and Ninja [1] are all examples of backward build systems that require a dependence graph encoding. Writing build specifications for these tools can be burdensome. CMake [4], Ant/Maven [2, 3], SCons [26], and Pluto [5] reduce this burden by providing standard templates. Templates encode common build procedures like producing an executable from a collection of C source files. These tools automatically discover dependencies and run incremental builds, but only for supported languages. Users must provide extensions to these build tools before they can use them to build projects that use unsupported languages.

The early and innovative Vesta build system specifies builds in a general-purpose modeling language [12, 13]. Although users encode dependencies manually, Vesta uses a form of black-box tracing at the filesystem layer to identify and cache unspecified build outputs for incremental speedups. As Vesta is also a source control management tool, it can correctly reuse cached build objects in a distributed setting. Vesta can only skip work for explicitly enumerated build steps.

Buck [7] and Bazel [11] focus on ensuring that dependencies are *precise* by intentionally failing when any dependency is not explicitly provided. This is in direct contrast to Make, Tup, and Shake, where missing dependencies can lead to incorrect builds. Like CMake, Buck and Bazel simplify the process of specifying incremental builds with templates for supported languages. Buck, Bazel, and Pluto also offer some degree of dynamism when building; they can discover some additional dependencies or prune work as the build proceeds.

RIKER differs from all these tools because it precisely captures fine-grained dependencies and provides automatic speedups without manual specification, and it does so for projects written in any programming language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Build System</th>
<th>Source &amp; Build Language</th>
<th>Dependencies</th>
<th>Incremental Builds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Language-Agnostic</td>
<td>No DSL</td>
<td>Precise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward</td>
<td>Make, Ninja, Shake, Tup</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vesta</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMake, Ant/Maven, SCons</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bazel, Buck</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Memoize, Fabricate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rattle</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RIKER</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A comparison between RIKER and prior build tools. A build system is *language agnostic* if it can build projects written in any source language or combination of languages, and has *no DSL* if builds can be specified in a general-purpose language that is executable independent of the build system. A build system is *precise* if it ensures that a specification captures all dependencies. It is *general* if it allows cyclic dependencies, anti-dependencies, and dependencies on non-file objects. A build system is *automatic* if it discovers dependencies or incremental builds without manual specification. A tool that supports *dynamic* incremental builds can discover dependencies while a build runs. A ✓ indicates complete support; ✓ ✓ indicates partial support, and ✓ ✓ ✓ indicates a feature’s support is language-specific.

Forward Build Systems. Memoize [19], Fabricate [14], and Rattle [29] use tracing to discover dependencies from a sequence of build commands that should run in order. These systems guarantee precise dependencies while remaining language agnostic. However, all of them are limited to modeling file state. A change to unsupported state, like a directory, does not trigger a rebuild, producing an incorrect rebuild. As we discuss in this work, correct builds must model not just files, but inode metadata, directories, symbolic links, hard links, pipes, and sockets. Correct build systems must also model the *absence* of such state. Existing forward build tools also have limited ability to produce fast incremental builds. Compiler drivers like *gcc* launch many separate sub-commands to compile, assemble, and link programs. Prior forward build systems require users to enumerate incremental build steps, which makes writing build specifications more difficult.

Like the above tools, RIKER is a forward build system. RIKER substantially improves the state of the art by automatically inferring fine-grained build steps. RIKER can directly invoke sub-commands called by wrapper programs like *gcc*. Sub-command execution is possible because RIKER’s dependence tracking is both precise and complete.

Separation of Concerns. Many build tools tackle additional tasks, such as platform detection or compilation in a distributed setting. For example, Autoconf [9] and Automake [10] detect characteristics of the local system to generate build configurations, usually as a precursor to running *make*. Buck, Bazel, Vesta, and CloudBuild [6] offer support for distributing builds on cloud services. We regard these objectives to be orthogonal to this work. Since a RIKER build specification is just a program, it can include configuration steps. And we suspect that RIKER’s precise dependency tracking may make it easier to distribute builds across machines, although we have not explored this topic.

RIKER’s design is strongly influenced by the UNIX philosophy to make each program “do one thing well” [20]. There-
fore, we focus this work narrowly on one problem: to build software correctly and quickly. This paper provides evidence that the key to building software correctly and quickly is the accurate detection and handling of changed dependencies, regardless of language. The fact that RIKER can be used to orchestrate compilation for any language, using a specification written in any language, is a useful property that emerges from the exclusive pursuit of this sole concern.

3 Overview

RIKER builds software using a simple specification called a Rikerfile. A Rikerfile is typically a short shell script, although it can be any executable that performs a full build. RIKER is designed to spare developers the error-prone work of specifying dependencies. Instead, RIKER discovers them automatically as a Rikerfile executes. RIKER uses system call tracing to capture all of a build’s stateful interactions, which it records in a novel intermediate representation called TraceIR. A TraceIR transcript is a program that describes a build’s dependencies, operations, and effects (see §4).

When a user requests a rebuild, RIKER evaluates the stored transcript instead of running a full build (see §5). Evaluation updates an in-memory model of system state; the model captures the effects that would occur if a full build were run again. Every statement in the TraceIR language is a predicate: whenever the modeled result of a TraceIR statement differs from the observed outcome of the previous build, a dependency has changed. Any command whose dependencies change must be re-executed to update the build.

During TraceIR evaluation, RIKER must decide: should a command be executed, or can it be skipped? If a command is executed, RIKER actually runs the command using the execve system call, tracing its execution and replacing its old TraceIR statements in the transcript. If a command is skipped, RIKER instead emulates the command, replaying its effects (if it has any) in the model and only syncing those effects to the filesystem at the end of the build or when an executed command needs to observe them. In general, emulation is orders of magnitude faster than execution. RIKER runs fast incremental builds by skipping commands whenever it can; the number of executed commands is roughly proportional to the number of changes.

RIKER repeatedly re-evaluates the entire trace until no changes are found. Re-evaluation is necessary because an executed command can change a dependency for another command. Instead of conservatively running all commands that might observe changes, RIKER defers the decision to execute until it can prove that a command must execute. Once no commands must execute, the build is “up to date” and RIKER saves the updated transcript for use in the next rebuild.

3.1 Examples

In this section, we highlight three scenarios from the working example (from §1) that illustrate RIKER’s operation. The following Rikerfile specifies the example build:

```
#!/bin/sh
gcc -o program *.c
``` 

Scenario 1: Running the first build. A user runs rkr to perform a build. When rkr is invoked with no saved state RIKER starts a full build by executing Rikerfile.

Figure 1 is a dependence graph for the running example. Oval vertices represent commands, which correspond to programs run via exec system calls. Rectangular vertices represent stateful artifacts such as files or directories. Dashed edges indicate that a parent command launched a child command. Solid edges indicate a command’s input or output.

In contrast to many other build systems, RIKER’s build algorithm does not store build information as a dependence graph. Dependence graphs lack critical temporal information needed to disambiguate rebuild logic that arises from circular dependencies. We show Figure 1 to illustrate that even simple builds have complex dependence structure that RIKER can exploit. In fact, for clarity, Figure 1 omits a great deal: dependencies on system includes, shared libraries, the executable file (and any included .so files) to a .c file (and any included .h files) to a .s assembly file. gcc also launches three instances of gcc in turn. Each gcc instance compiles a .c file and any included .h files in turn. Each .c file compiles a .s assembly file. gcc also launches three instances of gcc to produce .o object files from each .c file.

When the Rikerfile command launches gcc, it launches three instances of gcc in turn. Each gcc instance compiles a .c file and any included .h files in turn. Each gcc command compiles a .s assembly file. gcc also launches three instances of gcc to produce .o object files from each .c file.

Finally, gcc launches the collect2 command, which launches the linker ld. ld redirects stdout and stderr to temporary files which can cause collect2 to rerun the linker with different options. Note the cycle between collect2 and ld; this dependence cycle is present in every build that uses gcc. Also observe that gcc repeatedly reuses...
the same tmp.s temporary file, truncating it at the start of each cc1 execution. File reuse and cyclic dependencies occur frequently in builds.

Instead of a dependence graph, RIKER operates over a TraceIR transcript. RIKER translates every interpreted system call into a sequence of TraceIR statements. The following transcript excerpt is generated during our example build:

```
1 sh_0 = Launch(rkr, *sh Rikerfile*, [...])
2 r16 = PathRef(sh_0, CWD, "/bin", "+", r--)
3 ExpectResult(sh_0, r16, SUCCESS)
4 MatchMetadata(sh_0, r16, [uid=100, gid=100, type=dir, perms=rwxrwxr-x])
5 MatchContent(sh_0, r16, [dir: (*Rikerfile", "main.c", "x.c", "x.h", "y.c", "y.h")])
```

The transcript above records that RIKER launched the Rikerfile program (line 1). Linux resolved the current working directory path (line 2) without error (line 3), and the resolved directory has the given metadata and directory entries. During tracing, RIKER interprets all transcribed information as what should happen during the normal course of a build. While Rikerfile’s access of the current working directory’s path resolved without error in this example, path resolution failing with ENOENT is a normal occurrence whose outcome must be recorded. For example, when the user types gcc at the prompt, UNIX may first try to access gcc in ~/bin, which will fail if ~/bin does not contain gcc. This behavior is the result of the fact that UNIX searches the user’s $PATH during resolution [16]. The observed sequence of failures is a build dependency, and any change in failures implies that a build must rerun. We call failing resolutions anti-dependencies.

In the next section, we examine how the above transcript guides a rebuild after a user makes a code change. We defer discussion of TraceIR semantics to Section 4.3.

**Scenario 2: Adding a file.** Suppose a user adds files z.c and z.h and modifies main.c to include z.h. The user then runs rkr to update the build. The grey box in Figure 1 shows the effect of the change on the build’s dependence graph. An efficient build system should not rebuild files unrelated to a change. Here, tmp1.o and tmp3.o do not need updating since they do not depend—even transitively—on any of the changes. At the very least, cc1 and as should be called to compile main.c and z.c, and collect2 and ld should be called to link the output to our preexisting object files. In fact, the very least is exactly what RIKER does here.

RIKER performs an incremental rebuild of the example by evaluating the TraceIR from the previous build. We assume the user does not change ownership or permissions for the current directory, so lines 1–4 evaluate just as before. However, line 5, which depends on directory contents, reports a change because the current directory contains the new files z.c and z.h. RIKER therefore reruns and traces the Rikerfile. When the Rikerfile command is rerun, the Rikerfile’s portion of the transcript is replaced with newly generated TraceIR.

Although rerunning the Rikerfile might seem to imply that the entire build will run again, this is not the case. When Rikerfile launches gcc, RIKER lets the execution proceed (also under tracing) because gcc’s arguments, which now include z.c, also change. However, RIKER skips execution of the commands labeled A, C, D, and F in Figure 1, emulating them from the trace instead.

**Command skipping.** Let us examine the first command that RIKER skips, the instance of cc1 labeled A in Figure 1:

```
1 cc1_1 = Launch(gcc_0, "cc1 x -o tmp.s", [...])
2 r71 = PathRef(cc1_1, CWD, "/x.c", r--)
3 ExpectResult(cc1_1, r71, SUCCESS)
4 MatchMetadata(cc1_1, r71, [uid=100, gid=100, type=file, perms=rwx-rwx-r--])
5 MatchContent(cc1_1, r71, [mtime=1619457130, hash=3c66ea, cached=false])
6 r75 = PathRef(cc1_1, r3, "tmp.s", rw truncate create (rw-rw-r--))
7 ExpectResult(cc1_1, r75, SUCCESS)
8 UpdateContent(cc1_1, r75, [hash=054521])
```

The key observation is that emulation of this command’s transcript—which RIKER always does before concluding that a command must run—detects no changes. cc1 reads x.c (lines 4–5) and writes to a temporary file, tmp.s (lines 6–8). The file x.c is unchanged. Although tmp.s was created by gcc and is reused by every cc1 process started by gcc, there is no dependency on that file’s content because cc1 truncates the file without reading it (line 6). Because RIKER detects no changes, it can emulate rather than execute cc1. Similar reasoning allows RIKER to skip C, D, and F.

**Scenario 3: Making an inconsequential change.** Suppose a comment is added to x.c and the build is run again. This change has no effect on the final compiled program and an ideal build system should do almost nothing. Referring again to the previous trace, RIKER detects a change (line 5) for cc1 because x.c changes. However, RIKER correctly halts the build without ever running as, collect2, or ld.

Here is an excerpt of the as command’s transcript:

```
1 as_1 = Launch(gcc_0, [as -o tmp1.o], [...])
2 r26 = PathRef(as_1, r3, "tmp1.o", rw truncate create (rw-rw-rw-))
3 ExpectResult(as_1, r26, SUCCESS)
4 r27 = PathRef(as_1, r3, "tmp.s", r--)
5 ExpectResult(as_1, r27, SUCCESS)
6 MatchMetadata(as_1, r27, [uid=100, gid=100, type=file, perms=rwx-rwx-rwx])
7 MatchContent(as_1, r27, [mtime=1619458806, hash=10732f, cached=true])
8 UpdateContent(as_1, r26, [mtime=1619458806, hash=3814e7, cached=true])
```

The as command reads tmp.s and writes to tmp1.o. RIKER concludes that cc1’s output tmp.s is unchanged (lines 6–7), even though the mtime is different. In RIKER, mtimes provide a fast path for change detection: a file’s content is unchanged if its mtime is unchanged, or if its content produces the expected hash. Finally, we see as writes to tmp.o (line 8). Because as is unchanged, RIKER can instead restore the tmp.o file from its cache and skip as.
3.2 Summary

**RIKER** runs efficient incremental builds from simple specifications, even those with a single command. Throughout this section we never once needed to change the **Rikerfile**, even though the build’s dependencies changed with the addition of new files; **RIKER** always ensures that incremental rebuilds produce the same effect as full builds. Finally, **RIKER** is language agnostic: it can be used to build programs written in any language using any executable build specification.

4 Tracing and TraceIR

This section defines terms that we use to describe **RIKER**’s operation, describes **RIKER**’s system call tracing mechanism, and introduces the novel TraceIR language that **RIKER** uses to record dependency information.

4.1 Definitions

An *artifact* represents system state such as a file, a directory, or a pipe. A *version* represents an artifact’s state at a point in time during the build. Every artifact has both content and metadata versions. Two content versions are *identical* if and only if they contain the same bits. Two metadata versions are identical if and only if their permission bits and ownership are the same.

A *command* is a program that accesses or modifies artifacts, and may launch additional commands. A *dependency* is any version made visible to a command through a system call. A command is *changed* if its dependencies are not identical to the versions observed during the previous run, or if the outcome of an operation like path resolution differs from what was observed during the previous build (e.g., a file referenced during the last build no longer exists).

Versions are *equivalent* if they are identical, or if they could be written to the same artifact by two executions of a non-deterministic command given equivalent inputs. Outputs from different executions of a command given equivalent inputs are interchangeable, even if those outputs are not identical.

A *build specification* is any program that encodes a sequence of commands to run. A *build system* is a program that evaluates a build specification to perform a build. A *full build* executes all of the commands in the specification, while an *incremental build* produces the same effect while executing only a subset of commands.

When executing a command, **RIKER** records the dependencies and effects of each command in the TraceIR language. **RIKER** evaluates recorded TraceIR on subsequent builds to determine whether the command has changed. A command can be *skipped* if it is unchanged, otherwise it must be *executed*.

4.2 Tracing Implementation

**RIKER** executes commands under system call tracing to gather a complete set of dependencies. **RIKER** uses **ptrace** [17] to intercept system calls. Only calls related to filesystem interaction, file descriptor management, and process creation—75 system calls in total—mattered for dependency tracking. **RIKER** combines **ptrace** with seccomp-BPF [25] filters to avoid tracing irrelevant system calls. Nevertheless, tracing has high overhead even with filtering. To reduce overhead, **RIKER** injects a shared library into each build command to intercept calls to frequently-used libc system call wrappers like **open** and **stat** without incurring **ptrace** overhead. This approach is inspired by RR [24], with additional support for passing system call arguments through shared memory. For a build of **memcached**—a typical C project built with **gcc**—**RIKER**’s injected library handles 95% of system calls (**ptrace** handles the remaining 5%). For **memcached**, shared library tracing reduces **RIKER**’s full-build overhead from 1.81s (16.9%) to just 0.84s (7.8%) with no loss of tracing precision.

The next section describes the TraceIR language. Section 4.4 shows how system calls are translated to TraceIR.

4.3 The TraceIR Language

TraceIR is an executable, linear representation of a build’s behavior. **RIKER** generates TraceIR from system call traces, and detects changes by evaluating TraceIR against a model of the filesystem. The TraceIR language describes the dependencies that are visible to each command during the build, as well as the side effects of each command’s execution.

**Design considerations.** The design of TraceIR is guided by three important requirements. First, tracing must be *complete*, capturing dependencies on all artifacts. A missed dependency could lead to an incorrect build. Second, TraceIR records events *serially*, even if those events come from processes that run in parallel during the build. Recording events serially imposes a temporal ordering [15] on filesystem interactions. A temporal ordering makes the relationship between an access of an artifact and its corresponding version unambiguous at any given point in a build, even when that artifact is read and written concurrently. Finally, a TraceIR program represents a *single observed path of execution* for a command. If a command’s dependency changes, **RIKER** will execute and trace the command to discover its new behavior.

**Language elements.** Table 2 shows the datatypes of the TraceIR language, and Table 3 shows nearly all of the statements in the TraceIR language. We omit three low-level operations for clarity. Return types are **BOOL** where omitted. A TraceIR program is a sequence of statements, each associated with a command c. Statements fall into four logical groups:

- **Artifact accesses** establish a reference to an artifact. A reference can resolve successfully or result in an error. Some accesses are side effecting (e.g., to capture the behavior of **open** with the **O_CREAT** flag).
- **State checks** record the state observed by a command c the last time it executed. If a state check fails, c observes a change and must re-execute.
4.4 Generating TraceIR Transcripts

RIKER translates each traced system call to a sequence of TraceIR statements called a transcript. The transcript below is generated when command $c$ issues a successful `stat("input", &statbuf)` call.

1. $r1 = \text{SpecialRef}(c, \text{CMD})$
2. $r2 = \text{PathRef}(c, r1, "\text{input}", \ldots)$
3. $\text{ExpectResult}(c, r2, \text{SUCCESS})$
4. $\text{MatchMetadata}(c, r2, \{\text{uid}=100, \text{gid}=100, \text{type}=\text{file}, \text{perms}=\text{rw-r--r--}\})$

Line 1 is a reference to the command’s current working directory. Line 2 uses the reference to resolve the path to the file `input`. This `stat` call did not include any special flags so the fourth parameter is `---`. If the file were opened rather than stated, this field would request read and/or write permission. For `lstat`, a `nofollow` flag would signal that path resolution should not follow symbolic links.

Because `stat` succeeds, line 3 records a successful outcome. If `input` is removed before a future rebuild, the observed result will be `ENOENT` and RIKER will detect a change. Finally, because `c` observes `input`’s metadata, line 4 records the observed metadata. If the file’s metadata is modified, a rebuild will detect a change.

Importantly, TraceIR also records anti-dependencies. Suppose the `stat` call originally failed with `ENOENT`, the generated TraceIR would have had the same first two lines, but line 3 would expect `ENOENT` and line 4 would be omitted. If `input` is present on rebuild, RIKER would observe that the result is not `ENOENT` and would detect a change.

5 Build Algorithm

The RIKER algorithm, shown in Figure 2, performs two tasks: it detects changes and updates the build by running commands affected by those changes. RIKER’s build algorithm is always guided by a saved transcript. RIKER’s fixed-point build algorithm repeatedly evaluates the build transcript, running changed commands while checking for changes made visible to other commands. The build terminates when no new changes are found.

Changes. TraceIR statements are predicates that express expectations about state at specific points during the build. An expectation can be in regard to the outcome of path resolution, the exit code of a child command, or the content or metadata of artifacts. Predicates are checked against the filesystem model $M$. This model, a set of artifacts, records the effects of any prior TraceIR statements. The model is lazily populated with actual filesystem state; predicates that refer to artifacts that have not been modified during the build are checked against actual filesystem state. When a command’s TraceIR predicate fails—that is, the expected state does not match the model $M$—the command is changed and must execute to update the build.

Phases. RIKER’s build algorithm runs in phases. Each phase is an evaluation of an entire TraceIR build transcript $T$ in the context of the model $M$. Trace evaluation, carried out by EVALTRACE (line 6 of DOBUILD), is repeated until the set of commands that must run, $R$, is empty.
Whether a command is emulated or executed depends on whether it was added to \texttt{M}.

Post-build checks. Desirable state left behind from a previous build can look like a change to a command run in an early part of a build. \textsc{Riker} finishes every build with a series of \textit{post-build checks} to avoid doing unnecessary work in this scenario. To illustrate, recall our working example from section 3 which runs the command \texttt{gcc \(-o\) program *.c}. Before performing any compilation steps, \texttt{gcc} will \texttt{stat} the program file, which does not yet exist. The \texttt{stat} system call produces the following TraceIR:

```
1 \(r_8 = \text{PathRef}(gcc_0, \text{CWD}, "\text{program}", \text{-})\)
2 \(\text{ExpectResult}(gcc_0, r_8, \text{ENOENT})\)
```

Later in the build, \texttt{program} is created by the linker. As a result, immediately running the build again after completing the first full build would detect a change on line 2, and \texttt{gcc} would run. However, running \texttt{gcc} is unnecessary because the observed change is a byproduct of the build itself. Post-build
checks enable RIKER to skip over these changes by encoding multiple justifications to skip: a command is unchanged if all of its predicates match what was observed during the build, or if the predicates match state found immediately after the conclusion of the build.

The post-build phase (line 12 of DOBUILD) emulates all commands in $T$, but adds additional predicates to check post-build state. After running the post-build phase in the example build, the above TraceIR excerpt is extended to capture either outcome of the `stat` call:

1. `r8 = PathRef(gcc_0, CWD, "program", ---)`
2. `ExpectResult(gcc_0, r8, ENOENT) [build]`
3. `ExpectResult(gcc_0, r8, SUCCESS) [post-build]`

The predicate on line 2 is the same as before, but has been marked as a build predicate. The new predicate on line 3 describes an alternative. With post-build checks, a command is only changed if its predicates fail in both the build and post-build scenarios (line 10 of EVALTRACE). In other words, a command is changed only when its dependencies are distinct from both the dependencies observed during the last build and immediately after the last build.

5.1 Command Emulation and Execution

RIKER begins every build by emulating a root command. The root command sets up initial references (e.g. the root directory, working directory, standard streams, etc.) and then launches Rikerfile. When an emulated command contains a launch statement, RIKER will either emulate or execute the child command depending on whether or not the child is in $R$. If the child is in $R$ RIKER will launch the command in a new process with system call tracing. All statements from the child command are discarded from the transcript, and will be replaced with new TraceIR collected from the child’s execution. If a child is not in $R$, RIKER simply emulates the child from the build transcript.

Parent commands typically wait for their children to exit using the `wait` system call; this system call generates a JOIN statement in the build transcript. RIKER emulates a JOIN statement by handling traced system calls from build processes until the child command’s main process exits.

When a command $c$ is executed it may depend on artifacts modified by emulated commands. The latest state of these artifacts is in $M$, not on the actual filesystem. RIKER will write these changes out to the filesystem as they are needed, either when $c$ begins execution (when file descriptors are inherited by the child) or when $c$ first accesses the artifact during its execution. This mechanism is critical for RIKER’s ability to incrementalize builds, and relies heavily on caching.

5.2 Caching

Without caching, RIKER’s ability to execute sub-commands in isolation would be limited because many of the needed inputs would not be available. gcc and other language tools routinely create “ephemeral” state—like temporary files—as communication channels for tools in the toolchain. RIKER’s caching and TraceIR make it possible to automatically restore this ephemeral state to run a command whose inputs are produced by other commands (e.g. the assembler or linker).

The motivating example in Figure 1 illustrates this functionality. Suppose a user edits `main.c`; RIKER will execute the compiler and assembler to produce `tmp2.o`, but does not need to execute any commands to produce the other `.o` files. Instead, these files are simply restored from cache when they are first accessed by the linker. The fact that `gcc` reuses `tmp.s` is not a problem, as each use of the file is ordered in the build transcript so RIKER always knows which version of the file is required for every command.

RIKER caches files, symlinks, and directories. Cached artifacts are stored in a `.rkr` directory, and are garbage collected when RIKER detects that they are no longer referenced by the build transcript. RIKER currently does not cache pipes, sockets, or special files. If a command that reads from a pipe must run, RIKER will also run commands that write to that pipe to provide uncached inputs.

5.3 Build Planning

The purpose of build planning (line 7 in DOBUILD of Figure 2) is twofold: to ensure the build terminates, and to improve efficiency. PLAN works much like the mark-sweep garbage collection algorithm [18] and uses the command dependence graph, $D$, returned by EVALTRACE. $D$ is a digraph of producer-consumer relationships between commands.

Commands are marked under a few conditions: a) a command is in $R$, having directly observed a change in EVALTRACE; b) a command consumes uncached input produced by a command already marked to run; c) a command produces uncached output consumed by another command already marked to run; or d) a command produces uncached output that should persist after the build.

The above criteria identify commands that subsequent build phases in a cycle-free build would eventually identify, so for those builds it reduces the number of phases. However, in builds with dependence cycles, RIKER may not terminate without special handling. In $D$, a cycle appears as a strongly-connected component (SCC) [31]. Planning ensures that commands in a cycle run atomically. Caching also breaks cycles; RIKER only needs to atomically run SCCs that interact through uncached artifacts like pipes.

5.4 Exit Code Handling

Unlike prior forward build systems, RIKER can execute a sub-command without executing its parent. Parent commands can observe the exit codes of their children, so if a child finishes with a different exit code the parent must run. Because exit code changes are rare, RIKER optimistically assumes that the child’s exit code will not change. In the common case the child command runs, finishes with the expected exit code, and the build is complete. If the child finishes with a different
 exit code, the parent observes a change and will re-execute in the next phase of the build. Executing the parent may re-execute the child if the child’s dependencies change again. In the worst case, RIKER could backtrack on every command, taking $O(n^2)$ time, where $n$ is the number of commands. Even for builds that contain compilation errors—and thus changed exit codes—we observed that total work done is close to $O(n)$.

### 5.5 Correctness

Here we provide a proof sketch for the correctness of RIKER’s incremental build algorithm. We make the following assumptions.

A1. The user-provided full build specification does what the user intends.

A2. The user accepts that equivalent outputs (defined in §4.1) are interchangeable, an assumption shared by most build systems.

A3. Intercepting system calls is sufficient to determine all dependencies.

A4. Our translation from system calls to TraceIR faithfully captures dependencies and side-effects. Our empirical evaluation in Section 6 provides evidence that this translation is accurate.

An incremental build tool that produces outputs that could not have come from a full build is clearly incorrect. A consistent build produces output that could have come from a full build, and is therefore correct (A1, A2) [12, 13].

Running an empty build specification produces no output, so all rebuilds of this specification are by definition consistent. Given a consistent build with $k$ commands, add command $k+1$ to the specification. Command $k+1$ may depend on outputs from any of the preceding $k$ commands. The build remains consistent when $k+1$ is executed (A1). On rebuild, if $k+1$ is unchanged, skipping command $k+1$ preserves consistency because RIKER restores cached artifacts (A2). By induction, a build is consistent as long as all changed commands are executed.

RIKER executes changed commands in phases. If an executed command produces a different output read by another command, the latter command is changed and will execute in the next phase. The build terminates when a phase finishes with no changed commands. Since RIKER’s algorithm executes all changed commands, it produces consistent builds.

The proof sketch above assumes commands $k$ and $j$ do not participate in a dependence cycle, but these cycles arise in real builds. Without loss of generality, assume $k$ writes output that $j$ accesses, and later $j$ writes output that $k$ accesses; RIKER’s build transcript captures the temporal order of these interactions. We allow for such cycles by logically partitioning $k$ into $k'$, the portion of $k$ that runs before its dependence on $j$, and $k''$, the remainder of $k$. Now $j$ depends on $k'$ and $k''$ depends on $j$, so there is no longer a cycle. We add the constraint that if either $k'$ or $k''$ must run, both will run, as these are actually two parts of the same command.

### 6 Evaluation

Our evaluation of RIKER addresses four key questions:

**Q1:** Are RIKER builds easy to specify?

**Q2:** Are RIKER builds fast?

**Q3:** Are RIKER builds correct?

**Q4:** How does RIKER compare to RATTLE?

We use RIKER to build 14 software packages, including large projects like LLVM, memcached, redis, and protobuf. Evaluation was conducted on a typical developer workstation with an Intel Core i5-7600 processor, 8GB of RAM, and an SSD running Ubuntu 20.04 with kernel version 5.4.0-80. Builds use either gcc version 9.3.0 or clang 10.0.0.

#### 6.1 Are RIKER builds easy to specify?

To answer this question, we wrote Rikerfiles for seven applications: lua, memcached, redis, rkr, sqlite, vim, and xz. The new builds produce the same targets as the projects’ existing make or cmake builds. Unlike the default build systems, the RIKER-based builds do not list any dependencies or incremental build steps. Three of these builds were written by undergraduate students over the course of a few days; the students were new to RIKER and unfamiliar with the project sources they were building. The biggest challenge the students faced was understanding the existing build specifications, a task that is likely easier for the project’s own developers.

A key feature of a Rikerfile is its brevity, illustrated by memcached’s complete Rikerfile:

```
CFLAGS="...
DEBUG_CFLAGS="...
MEMCACHED_SRC="memcached.c hash.c ...
TESTAPP_SRC="testapp .c util.c ...

gcc $CFLAGS -o memcached $MEMCACHED_SRC -levent

gcc $DEBUG_CFLAGS -o memcached $MEMCACHED_SRC -levent

gcc $CFLAGS -o sizes sizes.c -levent

gcc $CFLAGS -o testapp $TESTAPP_SRC -levent

gcc $CFLAGS -o timedrun timedrun.c -levent
```

This level of simplification is typical; Our largest Rikerfile—used to build sqlite—is just over 5KB, and consists mostly of a list of source files. Forward builds are easier to specify because of automatic dependency discovery. RIKER’s incremental builds are also significantly shorter than specifications for prior forward build tools (see §6.4).

#### 6.2 Are RIKER builds fast?

The first full build of any software project is usually the longest build. Full builds are where RIKER incurs the largest absolute overhead. Importantly, full builds are not the common case; developers run incremental builds far more often than full builds. This section shows that even with the extra delay, full builds are reasonably fast with RIKER.

To measure RIKER’s overhead, we built 14 software projects with RIKER. Seven of these projects use a Rikerfile that replaces the default build (see §6.1), while
the other half use a Rikerfile that wraps the default build. The only requirement for a Rikerfile is that it run a full build, so a make-based project can be built with a one-line Rikerfile: make --always-make. Unfortunately, tracing make itself can lead to spurious dependencies so this approach is only suitable for evaluating full-build performance.

Figure 3 shows the results of running full builds with RIKER. These builds are run in serial; we examine the performance of parallel builds later in this section. Each project is built five times with RIKER and its default build system, with the exception of LLVM which we build three times due to its long build time. Median full-build overhead for all benchmarks is just 8.8%; most builds have between 4% and 20% overhead. TraceIR transcript sizes are roughly proportional to build time, ranging from 2MB for autoconf (1.2s build) to 264MB for LLVM (77-minute build). In absolute terms, RIKER spends a median of just 1.2 seconds longer to perform a full build than each project’s default build system. The longest additional waiting time for a RIKER build is for LLVM, which takes about three minutes longer than the default 77 minute build (4% overhead). The worst overheads appear in projects like autoconf and coreutils that build many small programs rather than a single large executable. RIKER’s full-build overhead is less than 25% for all other projects.

Incremental Builds. The most important measure of efficiency for a build system is its ability to perform fast incremental rebuilds. We perform two experiments to measure the efficiency of RIKER’s incremental builds.

First, we measure the time it takes RIKER to perform a no-op build—one where no commands need to run—by running an incremental build immediately after finishing a full build. The median RIKER no-op build time over the 14 benchmarks is just 220ms, compared to 5ms for the default build system. The longest additional wait is for the LLVM build, which takes 11.3s with RIKER compared to 4.8s with make. More than half of the no-op builds with RIKER take just 162ms longer than the default build system, an imperceptible difference.

Second, we use real developer commits to measure the efficiency of performing incremental builds with RIKER versus a project’s default build system. We run this experiment on six projects—memcached, redis, rki, sqlite, vim, and xz—all of which have custom Rikerfile and public version control histories. We perform a full build of each project, and then measure the time required to update the build at each of the next 100 commits in the project’s git repository. This experiment simulates a developer performing incremental builds after editing a subset of the project’s source files.

Figure 4 shows the results of this second experiment. The graph shows the total time required for all 100 incremental builds as a percentage of the time it would take to run a full build at each commit. Note that we compare RIKER’s incremental build times to the time it would take to run a full build with the project’s default build system. This ensures RIKER’s overhead on the full build does not give it an advantage compared to the slightly faster default build system.

95% of RIKER’s incremental builds complete within 3.8s of the default build system. In every benchmark except one (sqlite), RIKER is able to reduce build time by at least 63% relative to a full build. Over 5000 incremental builds of these five benchmarks, the default build system reduces build time by 74.7%, saving 250 minutes compared to full builds at each commit. RIKER saves 70.1% of total build time—a total of 235 minutes. Building with RIKER yields 94% of the benefit of a manually-specified incremental build, but with no manual effort and no risk of errors.

RIKER is able to save more time than the default build system for memcached because the case study includes several commits that edit the build specification itself. These edits generally require a full build for make-based projects, but RIKER is still able to perform a safe incremental build when the specification changes.

Neither RIKER nor make saves any work when building sqlite. This is because sqlite’s build concatenates all of its source files together before compiling them so the project can be distributed as a single source file. RIKER’s overhead adds less than three seconds (4.2%) to each “incremental” build.

Parallel Builds. Our evaluation has so far focused on serial builds, but parallel builds are also a useful mechanism for reducing build times. There are two concerns when it comes to RIKER’s support for parallel builds. First is scalability: how does RIKER’s tracing impact the performance of parallel builds? The second concern is expressiveness: how do users write a Rikerfile that describes a parallel build?
To assess RIKER’s scalability we focus on LLVM, our largest benchmark. On our evaluation machine, which has four cores, we see good scalability when adding up to four parallel jobs to LLVM’s `make` build. Build time is reduced by 54.3%, 64.4%, and 71.9% when building with two, three, and four workers respectively. With RIKER, we see reductions in build time of 47.7%, 63.0%, and 67.0% for the same numbers of workers. RIKER’s overhead increases from 4.0% for the serial build to 22.2% with four workers. A likely cause for this reduction in scalability is that RIKER utilizes a busy-wait loop that monopolizes a core. Even with this limitation—which we plan to address—parallel builds with RIKER are still significantly faster than serial builds.

While the prior experiment examines RIKER’s tracing performance on a parallel `make` build, it is also possible to write parallel build specifications directly in a Rikerfile. To make this as easy as possible, RIKER includes a wrapper around common C/C++ compilers that launches sub-commands for compilation in parallel, which is always safe (two `.c` files can always be compiled simultaneously). With RIKER’s compiler wrapper, simple lines like `gcc * .c` start parallel compilation tasks for each source file, which RIKER can also run in parallel for later rebuilds. Enabling this wrapper reduces build time for memcached by about 50%, compared to 60% with memcached’s own parallel `make` build. RIKER’s compiler wrapper provides an easy, automatic way to run parallel builds, and RIKER’s tracing does not significantly limit scalability.

### 6.3 Are RIKER builds correct?

We run each project’s full test suite for both the default and RIKER builds. For the six projects in the previous section, the tested outputs are the product of one full build and 100 incremental builds, one for each commit. The remaining projects run only full builds. Every RIKER project passes exactly the same tests as the original build system. This experiment provides evidence that RIKER correctly updates builds to produce equivalent final targets.

We have additional confidence that RIKER’s translation from system calls to TraceIR and its POSIX filesystem model are correct because RIKER checks the outcomes of operations in the model against actual system call results. RIKER raises a warning if the model deviates from actual system behavior; our experiments and test suite raise no such warnings.

### 6.4 How does RIKER compare to RATTLE?

To compare against the prior state of the art forward build system, we ported the memcached build to RATTLE [23]. Our efforts to port other benchmarks to RATTLE were not successful. RATTLE limits state modeling to files, meaning RATTLE misses some kinds of changes [29, 30]. We demonstrate with the following RATTLE build:

```haskell
main :: IO ()
main = rattleRun rattleOptions $ do
    cmd "gcc prog.c"
    cmd "mkdir dir"
    cmd "mv a.out dir"
```

The full build runs correctly. However, because RATTLE does not model directories, changing `prog.c` leads to an inconsistent rebuild. A new `a.out` is placed in the current directory, leaving the original in `dir` untouched. RATTLE cannot build `sqlite` for precisely this reason. RATTLE also does not handle circular dependencies. The lua build calls `ranlib`, which is used to create library archives. Since `ranlib` modifies its input, RATTLE fails during the full build.

We were able to build memcached with RATTLE, which imposes a median overhead of less than 1% for the full build. This is because RATTLE uses library interposition for tracing, which is faster than `ptrace` but will miss system calls not issued by libc. A straightforward translation of the build spec from RIKER to RATTLE does not result in good incremental build performance; RATTLE cannot run fine-grained incremental builds from simple specifications, so it only reduces build time by 25% compared to full builds over the 100 commits from our earlier experiment. This is significantly less than the 78% build time reduction RIKER is able to achieve from the simple build specification. A RATTLE specification with comparable incremental build performance requires 63 separate commands, compared to just five for RIKER.

### 7 Conclusion

RIKER significantly lowers the burden of correctly specifying fast incremental builds. A RIKER build specification can be any executable program, like a simple shell script that performs a full build. In many cases, even a single build command such as `gcc *.c` is sufficient. Users do not need to list dependencies in their build specifications, nor are they required to break builds into incremental steps. Nevertheless, RIKER always builds correctly and quickly.

RIKER uses low-overhead system call tracing to automatically discover dependencies as build commands execute, and on rebuild, runs only the subset of commands required to bring the build up-to-date. RIKER has a median overhead of 8.8% across 14 real software packages, and it realizes 94% of `make`'s incremental build speedup with no manual effort and no risk of errors. We think these substantial engineering improvements are well worth RIKER’s modest overheads. RIKER is available under an open-source license at https://rkr.sh.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The RIKER artifact includes a virtual machine image with a pre-installed copy of RIKER. RIKER is a build system that automatically discovers and runs incremental builds from simple specifications. This artifact makes it easy to reproduce the experiments described in the paper, which evaluate RIKER’s performance and effectiveness as a build tool.

Scope

This artifact should be used for two purposes: a) to reproduce the experiments from the paper, and b) to generate plots from the new results. The provided scripts reproduce the full-build overhead plot (Figure 3), the incremental savings plot (Figure 4), and the summary statistics reported in the abstract and in Section 6. We expect runtime overhead numbers will vary across platforms. Running the evaluation within a virtual machine will also likely have some effect on overhead. However, the artifact’s overhead should be close to the paper’s reported 8.8% median overhead on full builds, and incremental savings should be close to make’s incremental build performance.

Contents

README: A detailed guide to setting up the artifact and running experiments from the paper.

Virtual Machine Image: A VM image in OVA format that contains RIKER’s source code, build dependencies, and scripts that automatically run the paper’s benchmarks.

Hosting

The artifact is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6544966. Updated versions of RIKER will be available at https://rkr.sh. We recommend using the updated version for uses other than reproducing experimental results from the paper. Newer versions are likely to be more stable, support more kernel versions and architectures, and include bug fixes and additional features.

Requirements

Hardware Requirements. The virtual machine included with this artifact requires an x86_64 machine.

Software Requirements. The virtual machine image includes all build and evaluation dependencies. The OVA file can be imported into any hypervisor that supports OVA, but it was developed and tested using VirtualBox. The experimental evaluation requires network access; other hypervisors may require changes to network configuration after import.
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Abstract

The conventional file system provides a hierarchical namespace by structuring it as a directory tree. Tree-based namespace structure leads to inefficient file path walk and expensive namespace tree traversal, underutilizing ultra-low access latency and good sequential performance provided by non-volatile memory systems. This paper proposes FlatFS, a NVM file system that features a flat namespace architecture while providing a compatible hierarchical namespace view. FlatFS incorporates three novel techniques: coordinated file path walk model, range-optimized NVM-friendly B* tree, and write-optimized compressed index key layout, to fully exploit flat namespace structure to improve file system namespace performance on high-performance NVMs. Evaluation results demonstrate that FlatFS achieves significant performance improvements for metadata-intensive benchmarks and real-world applications compared to other file systems.

1 Introduction

Large, deep directory tree stresses file system namespace performance. For example, Hive, a famous data warehousing software system, uses a column-based partition technique to provide efficient query for big database tables [39]. Every column value represents a path component, and all columns constitute a file path to index the data. Such a partition technique causes a large deep directory tree for a wide table, making data query prohibitively expensive.

The recent advent of ultra-fast non-volatile memories revolutionized file system design, shifting performance bottlenecks from hardware I/O to the software stack. However, the current file system namespace structure, which is designed for slow storage devices, encounters severe performance issues with high-performance non-volatile memory systems [1, 20, 30, 36].

The file system provides a hierarchical namespace that is structured as a directory tree [5, 37], as shown in Figure 1a. The virtual file system (VFS) unifies multiple volatile namespace hierarchies to provide a single global namespace view [40]. For any metadata system calls, the VFS first performs a pathname lookup (i.e., path walk) by walking the directory tree to find the associated directory entry (dentry), and then performing metadata operations, e.g., changing file permissions. Hierarchical namespace structure causes two major performance problems: inefficient file path walk and expensive namespace tree traversal.

First, current file path walk is slow and non-scalable. Resolving a path component involves costly dentry search and other coupled system operations like security module enforcement [10, 23, 24, 40]. Moreover, suppose a file path contains \( n \) components, resolving the last component needs to locate previous \( n-1 \) components. The total path walk task is linear to the number of components in the file path. The path walk efficiency has a slight performance impact on system calls for slow storage devices since hardware I/O dominates. In contrast, for NVMs offering ultra-low access latency [17, 42, 46], such high critical-path latency is unacceptable (see §2.1).

Second, traversing the namespace tree recursively is expensive with the hierarchical namespace structure. Entries of different directories are physically scattered over the storage device. It results in poor data access locality and indirect memory addressing during tree traversal. Namespace tree traversal is prevalent in common system usages such as find, rm -r and ls -R. Moreover, commercial NVMs like Intel Optane memory provide > 5GB/s memory bandwidth and prefer sequential memory access behaviors [17, 46]. Unfortunately, hierarchical namespace structure fails to utilize this important system characteristic (see §2.2).

Research efforts have been devoted to addressing these two problems. Tsai et al. [40] propose full-path caching to reduce path walk latency in the VFS layer. Solaris also incorporates a similar path-to-vnode cache [23]. However, caching is heavily dependent on file access locality. ByVFS [41] bypasses the VFS directory tree and directly manipulates dentry from the file system. As NVM devices deliver unbalanced read/write performance, the dentry write performance is sub-optimal. A file system level optimization is utilizing efficient data structures (e.g., radix tree [44], hash table [15, 16], \( B^* \)
walk is fast and scalable as it only requires a single pathname. Therefore, pathname lookup performance in these file systems is constrained by VFS path walk efficiency.

This paper revisits namespace structure for ultra-fast, byte-addressable NVMs and proposes a novel file system named FlatFS. FlatFS exhibits a flat namespace architecture but still provides a compatible hierarchical namespace view. File metadata are directly indexed by their unique hierarchical paths. Hierarchical paths are organized without any further structure.

The flat namespace structure brings two performance advantages for file system design for NVMs. First, file path walk is fast and scalable as it only requires a single pathname lookup to flat namespace irrespective of path length. It effectively shortens the path walk for metadata system calls. Second, data locality is improved because contiguous directory entries in the namespace are also stored consecutively on the storage device. It accelerates file system namespace traversal and benefits directory range operations.

To exploit flat structure to improve namespace operation performance on high-performance NVMs, FlatFS incorporates three core techniques. First, a coordinated path walk is proposed to orchestrate two distinct path walk models in a global unified VFS namespace §4.1. FlatFS achieves fast, scalable path walk by separating pathname lookup from other intricate system operations, yet preserves the system semantics as the conventional path walk model. Instead of reconstructing the existing path walk module, coordinated path walk offers a flexible and backward-compatible solution to integrate a distinctive path walk model into the global namespace.

Second, a range-optimized NVM-friendly $B^*$ tree is devised to manage variable-sized index keys §4.2. $B^*$ tree provides efficient data-structure-level range operations (e.g., range insert) in logarithmic time. It effectively remedies the directory move shortcoming for the flat namespace, as well as facilitates designing other fast directory range operations §4.3.

Third, a write-optimized compressed (WoC) index key design is proposed by leveraging NVM byte-addressability to improve variable-sized key storage efficiency as well as reduce expensive small memory writes and data persistence overheads in key management on NVM systems §4.4.

Finally, FlatFS achieves low-cost metadata crash-consistency for the flat namespace §4.5. The WoC key design effectively reduces the performance costs for data consistency in index key insert and removal. For directory range operations that involve complex tree structure manipulation, FlatFS also simplifies namespace tree crash-safety design based on an insight derived from $B^*$ tree structure primitives.

We evaluate FlatFS with extensive experiments using both benchmarks and three applications (a version control system Git, a parallel file indexer Psearchy [11], and a data warehouse software Hive [39]) in logarithmic time. It effectively remedies the directory move shortcoming for the flat namespace, as well as facilitates designing other fast directory range operations §4.3.

This section takes Linux kernel as an example to describe performance issues in the current file system namespace.

2.1 Inefficient File Path Walk

Costly component resolution. We conduct an experiment to demonstrate path component resolution inefficiency. We measure the execution latencies of six typical metadata system calls (creat, open, stat, chmod, unlink, mkdir) in NOVA file system on our testbed machine. Every system call operates on a file in a six-depth directory. Figure 1b shows the system call execution time and performance breakdown.

When the dcache cache (dcache) is hot, profiling results show that an average 15.87% execution time is spent on the dcache lookup. The dcache lookup includes filename hashing and hash table lookup. Currently, there is only a centralized dcache in the VFS layer. Increasing dentries stresses the dcache indexing performance. The permission checking takes 8.83% of the execution time on average. The path walk also spends 11.65% execution time on other system operations (denoted as Other Walk in Figure 1b), such as mount point checking and reference counter updating. In summary, when the dcache is hot, resolving a six-component file path occupies 14.17%-67.19% execution time for five system calls. The file operations take an average of 31.49% execution time.

On the other hand, when the dcache is cold, the underlying file system has to search the missing dentry. Dentry lookup of NOVA file system takes 69.26% of execution time for cold dcache. The dentry miss penalty is high. Besides the I/O transfer for the missing dentry, it also includes searching the dentry in the storage device and inserting this dentry into various VFS management data structures. Table 1 compares the block reading and dentry lookup latencies on NVM and SSD. Relatively slow SSD delivers long I/O latency, which dominates the overall execution latency. However, the dentry lookup time percentage increases around 20% when the storage device shifts from SSD to NVM. It indicates that
the performance bottleneck transfers from the hardware I/O latency to software path walk design with ultra-fast NVMs.

**Non-scalable path walk.** The current component-at-a-time path walk design is non-scalable with the number of path components. Such path walk design is widely adopted in current operating systems as it is convenient to implement the component resolution. Moreover, many other system functionalities are implemented upon component resolution [10, 24]. They further increase the latency and exacerbate the path walk scalability issue. In addition, it is difficult to decouple them from the path walk.

We perform an experiment to understand the path walk scalability problem. We measure the stat syscall latency with different path component numbers on four NVM file systems. The VFS dcache is cold in the experiment. As shown in Figure 1c, the stat execution latency of four file systems increases dramatically as path length increases. The operation latency of the 50-component file path is nearly 14× higher than the 1-component file path. The VFS invokes file system-specific getattr to retrieve the file attributes. However, getattr only takes 1.01% on average of four file systems for a 50-component path configuration (denoted as FS:other% in Figure 1c). The rest of the execution time is spent on resolving the lengthy file path.

**Summary.** Current slow, non-scalable file path walk design has a large impact on metadata system call performance. This is a common problem for all file systems running on different devices like SSDs or HDDs. However, as commercial NVM devices offer near-DRAM access latency, the major bottleneck shifts from long hardware I/O to software path walk design, motivating us to reduce such software latency.

### 2.2 Expensive Namespace Tree Traversal

Recent Intel Optane memory studies report that there is an asymmetry between sequential and random access performance [17, 28, 43, 46]. The performance gap between sequential and random memory bandwidth ranges from 2.3× to 3.5×. Moreover, the memory access latency is also sensitive to sequential and random access patterns [17, 42, 46].

File systems directly persist their directory tree in the NVM device. Traversing such a hierarchical namespace tree recursively is expensive. The reason is twofold. First, as directories logically form a tree structure, traversing the hierarchical tree causes indirect memory accesses. Second, persistent tree traversal introduces random memory access as dentries of different directories are distributed across the device. Previous studies show that both these memory access behaviors are suboptimal [17, 46]. Recursive tree traversal is an important namespace operation and used by many real-world applications heavily (e.g., `cp -r`, `git status`). Moreover, as page cache is removed from the NVM storage stack [26, 31, 44, 48], directory reading operations are directly performed on the NVM device. Existing persistent namespace tree traversal degrades directory reading performance.

We perform an experiment to understand the performance costs of hierarchical namespace tree traversal. We create two sets of 1024 files. Files in the first set are stored under an eleven-depth directory hierarchy. All files of the second set are stored in a one-depth directory. We use `ls -R` to read these two directories recursively. The first listing operation walks a hierarchical namespace and the second listing operation simulates sequential access in a flat namespace. Figure 1d shows that sequential directory reading performs 4.08× better than random directory reading. Traversing the hierarchical directory tree occupies nearly 80% total execution time.

**Summary.** The hierarchical namespace structure leads to low directory reading performance due to expensive tree traversal. As the page cache is removed from the modern NVM storage stack, directory reading operations access data stored on NVM devices directly. How to architect the file system namespace structure to exploit the device characteristic to improve the namespace operation performance still remains unsolved.

### 3 Overview

#### 3.1 Design Goals

Through flattening the hierarchical namespace, we build a high-performance, POSIX-compliant NVM file system. In particular, we have four design goals.

- **Short path walk.** File path walk is essential for most of the metadata system calls. FlatFS aims to reduce such software latency to minimize performance impacts on system call execution.
Optimizing range operation. As sequential accesses are optimal in NVMs, FlatFS aims to re-structure namespace architecture to fully exploit this system characteristic.

Reducing persistence costs. FlatFS applies write-optimization techniques to key layout design to reduce data persistence costs in its index key management.

Ensuring namespace crash-safety. FlatFS achieves namespace crash-safety guarantees for conventional metadata syscalls and compound directory range operations.

### 3.2 FlatFS Architecture

FlatFS system architecture is presented in Figure 2. There is no cached namespace in the VFS. The namespace operation is directly performed on the device. There are four types of files in FlatFS: regular file, directory, symbolic link, and hard link. The file metadata is indexed by its full pathname relative to the FlatFS mount point.

In the system call layer, FlatFS provides a compatible hierarchical namespace view. Applications still use hierarchical file paths to access files and directories in FlatFS namespace.

In the virtual file system layer, we design a coordinated path walk (§4.1). The FlatFS namespace also appears in the VFS namespace to preserve a global unified namespace view. The coordinated path walk incorporates two distinct path walk models. It cooperates with the VFS directory tree to perform path walk across distinctive file system namespaces and dispatches requests to the corresponding file system instance.

In the file system layer, index keys are managed by a range-optimized persistent $B^\ast$ tree (§4.2). All index keys are sorted in an lexicographical order. $B^\ast$ tree is carefully designed with NVM properties [46]. Besides, $B^\ast$ tree supports data structure level range operations based on two proposed tree structure primitives: join and split. It facilitates designing low-cost directory range operations (e.g., rename) and simplifies their implementation (§4.3).

In the key storage layer, the idiosyncratic NVM systems pose severe challenges to index key management. Frequent index key updates incur a large number of small random memory writes and cache line flushes, which is especially harmful to system performance [46]. FlatFS adopts a write-optimized compressed key layout to avoid most memory writes and cache line flushes during key inserts and removes (§4.4).

### 4 Design and Implementation

#### 4.1 Coordinated File Path Walk

Coordinated file path walk applies two path walk models to resolve a pathname. A path component could be in five different forms: ‘.’ (dot), ‘..’ (dot-dot), normal file, directory, and symbolic link (symlink). Figure 3 illustrates these two path walk models. The component-at-a-time path walk model resolves path component one by one while the full-path-at-a-time path walk processes the whole pathname at a time. This section describes how our path walk model correctly handle different kinds of path components and permission checking as well as coordination between these two models.

**Pathname analyzer.** The pathname analyzer generates a canonical pathname without any dots and redundant slashes by performing lexical processing on the file path. If FlatFS adopts the Plan 9 lexical file pathname [29], the analyzer resolves a dot-dot component by removing the path component before it. Otherwise, the dot-dot component is handled by the semantic path component finder, which will be described later. After resolving, FlatFS passes the canonical pathname to the semantic path component finder.

**Semantic path component finder.** The pathname analyzer can only handle non-semantic path components. The semantic components (i.e., symbolic links and mount points) are identified by the semantic path component finder using a key indexing approach. Specifically, these two kinds of semantic components have associated entries <path, ino> in the $B^\ast$ tree. Besides that, there is another special finder entry with the key path PIXFE for each of these components in the $B^\ast$ tree. The finder entry value denotes component type. According to $B^\ast$ tree lookup policy, if there is no equal entry for the requested key, the first entry whose key is greater than the requested key is returned. For example, if the file path is /a/.b/link/c where link is a symlink, the associated finder entry key is /a/b/link/\xFE. The pathname analyzer output is /a/b/link/c. Because /a/b/link/\xFE is the first key that is greater than /a/b/link/c, this finder entry is returned during $B^\ast$ tree lookup.

Further, there is a remaining problem in finder design: a symlink following a dot-dot component. Suppose a path is /a/symlink/... in which symlink points to b/c, and the symlink element is removed after pathname analyzing. In

---

1The ASCII character \xFF is reserved for shadow entry, see §4.3
Figure 4: Two-dimensional Prefix Permission Compression

contrast, the component-at-a-time path walk will follow the symlink and generate a resolution result a/b. One solution is using the finder to check whether the current resolved path contains a symlink whenever meeting a dot-dot component during pathname analyzing. This approach degrades path walk performance if there are many dot-dot components in a file path. Another solution is using Plan 9 lexical file pathnamem [29]. It has better performance but causes compatibility issues. To address this dilemma, FlatFS lets users decide which file path type during file system mount. If there are no semantic components in a path, FlatFS directly uses the pathname to search the namespace B* tree to find the associated file inode.

Prefix permission checker. When the user accesses a file, the file system verifies whether the calling process has the execute permission for each directory listed in the file path. We call it prefix permission checking. FlatFS separates the prefix permission checking from the pathname lookup and adopts two-dimensional prefix permission compression to reduce checking performance costs.

First, directories in a file path often have same permission fields [15]: UID, GID, execute permission bit. FlatFS compresses these directory permission fields into a structure called prefix permission compressor (PPC for abbreviation), as shown in Figure 4a. The depth field denotes how many levels of directories are compressed in this PPC. Second, PPCs of those directories whose index keys are in the same B* tree leaf node also can be compressed based on the file path (depicted in Figure 4b). The permission fields of the file path prefix are compressed into the path-prefix PPC. The permission fields of the remaining file path are compressed into the path-suffix PPC. File-path-based prefix permission compression is helpful in batching PPC updates.

A directory permission change may cause PPC decompression. Figure 4c illustrates a path-prefix PPC is decompressed into three PPCs caused by a chmod. Every new PPC records compressed permission fields of a sub-file path. Moreover, this decompression is propagated to PPC of all sub-directories and associated files under /usr/src/dir directory. Fortunately, the file-path-based compression reduces update costs. If keys in a leaf node share a prefix /usr/src/dir, only the path-prefix PPC in tree leaf node is updated. Further, as directory permission changing are rare operations reported in a recent research paper [15], the PPC decompression incurs a slight performance impact on realistic applications.

The PPC allows batching permission checking. When performing a prefix permission checking, the task uses its credential to verify the UID and GID in both path-prefix and corresponding path-suffix PPCs. Then, it compares the directory depth of the file path and total execution bits compressed in path-prefix and path-suffix PPCs. If they are equal, file access permission is granted. For a relative file path, FlatFS extracts associated permission bits in path-prefix and path-suffix PPCs according to the path to be checked, and then performs permission checking.

The symlink and dot-dot components require careful consideration to preserve the semantic. If a symlink points to an absolute path, it may cause a namespace switch. FlatFS performs prefix permission checking on file path parts which belong to its namespace. Similarly, when adopting non-lexical file paths, FlatFS also performs prefix permission checking on path components before the dot-dot component. Overall, current POSIX prefix permission checking specification is more beneficial to the traditional path walk model.

Path dispatcher. Path components like dot-dot, symbolic link, and mount point could cause namespace switches during path walk. The path dispatcher performs a namespace switch and sends the pathname to the path walk model. Although the destination namespace may be hierarchical or flat (case I & II in Figure 3), the switch procedure is the same, mainly including mount point switch, pathname cursor adjustment, and other environment setups. In addition, If a symlink points to a relative file path (case III in Figure 3), the path dispatcher generates a new file path by resolving the symbolic link and restarts the whole path walk.

Coordination. A file path walk may involve different path walk models. These different path walk models are coordinated to resolve a pathname correctly. A path walk model can be viewed as a black box. Feeding a pathname input, it generates the resolved pathname output. The key to coordination is ensuring correct path walk model switch. Specifically, the VFS uses a pair <mnt point, rootdir> to specify a mounted file system. We also create one for FlatFS instance, which is used to switch in or out its namespace. Furthermore, we add a pathname cursor for each path walk model to indicate the current resolved pathname position. This cursor feeds a correct pathname input to the path walk model.

4.2 Range-optimized Index Tree

FlatFS uses a persistent range-optimized B* tree as its indexing data structure. The index keys of B* tree are full pathname byte strings. Figure 7 shows the B* tree leaf node layout. The tree node is aligned to 256 bytes, which is the optimal Optane
memory access granularity [46]. The keys in the B* tree nodes are unsorted [12]. Two small pieces of metadata (a bitmap and an offset array) are added into the leaf node. B* tree adopts a hand-over-hand locking scheme with a top-down locking order. Every tree node owns a readers-writer lock.

Directory range operations in flat namespace are more expensive than the hierarchical namespace tree [47]. B* tree provides range operations at data structure level to overcome this challenge. The range operations are realized based on two novel tree structure primitives: join and split. We use symbol ⊙ and ⊙ to denote tree join and split primitive, respectively. Also, we define tree node fanout $f$ and total tree items $N$. The whole tree is locked during range operations.

**Tree join.** The $\bowtie$ primitive concatenates two smaller trees $T_1$ and $T_2$ and generates a larger tree $T$: $T_1 \bowtie T_2 = T$. The maximum key in $T_1$ must be smaller than the minimum key in $T_2$. Figure 5 illustrates an example of joining $T_1$ and $T_2$. These two tree heights are $h_1$ and $h_2$, respectively, where $h_1 > h_2$. The detailed tree join steps are described as follows. First, we walk downside the tree from top level to the level $h_1 - h_2$ by always walking the rightmost tree node in each level (Step (1)). Then, we concatenate these two trees by merging $node_1$ and $node_2$ (Step (2)). The key numbers of these two nodes are $m$ and $k$. If $m + k \leq f$, we only need to copy all keys and children from $node_2$ to $node_1$. Otherwise, the key number of two nodes is re-balanced as $(m + k)/2$. These associated keys and children are moved from $node_2$ to $node_1$. Finally, a new subtree $tree_2$ is inserted into the parent node $node_0$ (Step (3)). The time complexity of tree join $\bowtie$ is $O((h_1 - h_2))$.

**Tree split.** The $\bowtie$ primitive splits the tree $T$ into two smaller trees $LT$ and $RT$ for split point $x$: $T \bowtie x = \{LT, RT\}$. The maximum key of $LT$ is less than $x$ and the minimum key value of $RT$ is greater than or equal to $x$. Figure 6 depicts tree split steps with the split point $9$.

At the root node level, we divide all keys in the $node_1$ into two parts. The maximum key of the left part is smaller than $9$. The minimum key of the right part is greater than or equal to $9$. This key division also partitions the tree into two subtrees $L1$ and $R1$. Then, we walk down to the $node_2$ pointed by child $C1$. The key in $node_2$ is in the range of $[5, 20]$. Similarly, keys in $node_2$ also can be divided into two parts. As a result, two subtrees $L2$ and $R2$ are generated. This operation is repeated until reaching the leaf level. Finally, this tree split generates two small tree sets: $\{L1, L2, ..., Lk\}$ and $\{R1, R2, ..., Rk\}$. Then, we perform tree join operations on all trees in each tree set in an ascending order of tree height. For example, the $LT$ tree is generated by joining $k$ subtrees: $L_1 \bowtie L_2 \bowtie ... \bowtie L_k$. Finally, the tree $T$ is split into two trees: $LT$ and $RT$. The time complexity of $\bowtie$ operation is $O(log_f N + \Sigma(h_j - h_j)) = O(log_f N)$.

**Range operation.** B* tree provides four range operations: range query, range slice, range insert, range update. The range query operation workflow is the same as a textbook B* tree. The range slice operation detaches a subtree $t$ from the original tree $T$ with a given key range $[k_l, k_r]$. The detailed range slice steps formulate as follows:

$$T \bowtie x = \{LT, RT\} \Rightarrow q \bowtie x = \{LT, RT\} \Rightarrow p \bowtie x = T'$$ (1)

First, we split the tree $T$ into two parts $\{LT, RT\}$ for $k_l$ using a $\bowtie$ operation. All keys in tree $LT$ are greater than $k_l$. Thus, the tree $q$ is split again with the key $k_r$. Keys of tree $t$ locate in the range $[k_l, k_r]$. Consequently, the tree $t$ is the range slice result. However, the original tree $T$ structure is destroyed by two split operations. We heal the tree $T$ by using a $\bowtie$ operation to concatenate the $p$ and $r$. The tree range slice operation is useful in the directory remove and move operation because it can remove a bunch of indexes for targeted files and directories from the B* tree at a time.

The tree range insert operation inserts a small tree into a large tree at a time. There are two cases for a range insert. To insert a tree $T_2$ into another tree $T_1$, if all keys in $T_2$ are smaller than keys in $T_1$, we can directly join these two trees: $T_1 \bowtie T_2 = T_1'$. Otherwise, the tree range insert operation formulates as follows:

$$T_1 \bowtie key_{min} = \{T_1', T_r\} \Rightarrow T_1' \bowtie T_2 = T_1'' \Rightarrow T_1'' \bowtie T_r = T_r''$$ (2)

The tree $T_1$ is split into $T_1'$ and $T_r$ with the minimum key $key_{min}$ of tree $T_2$. The keys in $T_1'$, $T_2$, and $T_r$ are in ascending order: $key_{T_1'} < key_{T_2} < key_{T_r}$. This range insert operation is achieved by performing two join operations on three trees.

The tree range update modifies the index keys of a specific range. A naive solution to range update is walking the tree and updating all index keys in tree nodes. Our B* tree uses the WoC key design to reduce the key update costs. The WoC key fetches the common part of all index keys as a key prefix. Therefore, the range update operation only modifies the key prefix without updating these keys one by one.

Figure 5: Tree Join Example: $T_1 \bowtie T_2 = T$

Figure 6: Tree Split Example: $T \bowtie 9 = \{LT, RT\}$
Leaf node caching. We design a leaf node cache to reduce tree walk performance costs. Every CPU owns a volatile in-DRAM node cache structured as a LRU list. The cache entry stores the leaf node memory address instead of the real leaf node. Hence, no data synchronization is required among multiple CPU caches. The $B'$ tree lookup consists of a fast path and a slow path. The fast path traverses the LRU list, locks and accesses these real leaf nodes, and searches for the item with the requested key. If there is a hit, the slow path that walks the whole tree can be avoided. The leaf node cache is effective as namespace operations in the real world often exhibit good locality. For example, creating files in a directory needs to search the same directory file inode multiple times.

Every leaf node has a reference counter for safe memory reclamation. Creating a node initializes the counter as one, and the cache insertion increases the counter. Because the cache is volatile, no crash safety is needed for counters. They will be reset as one during remount. A cache entry may refer to another directory. First, the subtree of \texttt{cpdir_recur}(src, dst) is sliced subtree structure. To further reduce the \texttt{rmdir_recur} time, we also delay freeing the subtree of the \texttt{cpdir_recur} latency, we also delay freeing the sliced subtree structure.

4.3 Directory Range System Call

Besides rename, FlatFS designs three new system calls for directory range operations.

Directory read. FlatFS offers a \texttt{getdents_recur} system call. This system call lists all files and subdirectories in a directory recursively (similar to \texttt{ls -R}). To support recursive range query for a directory, FlatFS introduces two shadow entries for each directory. Their filenames are the first and last ASCII character. Keys of all entries in the directory are delimited by these two shadow entry keys. To perform a recursive directory reading, FlatFS uses the small shadow entry key to lookup the tree to find the leaf node. Then, it repeats this with the other large shadow entry key and fetches a range of keys at a time. For non-recursive directory reading, FlatFS uses a directory skip approach. When FlatFS meets the first shadow entry of a subdirectory during directory scanning, it skips entries in the subdirectory by performing a tree lookup with the other shadow entry key.

Directory remove. FlatFS introduces a new system call \texttt{rmdir_recur}, which is used to remove all files and subdirectories in a directory at a time. In the data structure layer, we use a range slice to obtain the subtree that contains entries to be removed from the $B'$ tree. Then, we perform a range query to this subtree, find inodes of these files and directories, remove files and directories at the file system layer. To further reduce the \texttt{rmdir_recur} latency, we also delay freeing the sliced subtree structure.

Directory copy. FlatFS provides a new system call \texttt{cpdir_recur(src, dst)}, which copies a directory recursively to another directory. First, the subtree of \texttt{src} directory is sliced and duplicated. The index key updates of the duplicated tree are batched. Then, both sliced and duplicated subtrees are inserted into the $B'$ tree. Then, new metadata are created for copied files and directories. We follow the default semantic of \texttt{cp -r} for hard links, i.e., the linking becomes invalid. A new inode is allocated for the copied hard link and its file content is the same as the original linked file. Besides, FlatFS also corrects the inode number of dot and dot-dot of every directory, making them point to the newly created directory and its parent directory. Another performance optimization adopted by \texttt{cpdir_recur} is file data copy-on-write mechanism. We only duplicate the file mapping of every copied file. The last level pointers in the file mapping are set as copy-on-write.

Directory move. The directory rename mainly involves data structure level operation. Similar to directory remove, the subtree of the \texttt{src} directory is sliced. Then, all index keys of the subtree are updated with the \texttt{dst} directory. Depicted in Figure 7, every tree node contains an index key prefix. A key update traverses the $B'$ tree and iterates over every node. If the \texttt{src} directory pathname is a substring of the key prefix in this node, this key update just modifies the key prefix with the \texttt{dst} directory pathname. Finally, the updated subtree is inserted into the $B'$ tree.

4.4 Write-optimized Compressed Key

FlatFS uses key compression to reduce storage consumption and key batch update costs. Every variable-size index key is divided into a prefix and a suffix. All index keys in the same tree node share a prefix. However, key compression incurs performance overheads due to prefix and suffix adjustments. For example, inserting a key would shrink the prefix and expand all suffixes, leading to many small data writes, which causes expensive cache line flushes and write amplification.

Basic idea. We propose WoC key to address this challenge. WoC key prefetches a number of characters during suffix expansion. These data are cached in the suffix to avoid future data movements. Moreover, we also record the prefix size and the total size of each key. Suppose another key insert event causes all suffixes to expand and suffix size increasing. Fortunately, we only need to update the prefix size to represent all suffix data and size changes.

Furthermore, removing a key may cause all suffixes to shrink and the prefix to expand. There are no data movements for suffix shrinking. We append data to the prefix and increase the prefix size. There is no data prefetch optimization for the prefix because a tree node only has one prefix, and its adjustment cost is low. In contrast, every node entry owns a suffix. Suffix changes lead to high memory write costs.

Detailed Design. Figure 7 shows the key suffix is partitioned into inuse area and cache area. The \texttt{key suffix addr} stores suffix memory addresses. The inode number is stored along with the suffix. The \texttt{woc-length} array contains a set of eight-bytes \texttt{woc-length} structures. Every index key owns a suffix and a \texttt{woc-length} structure. The total key size \texttt{key_total_sz}
The key batch update introduces two issues to WoC key design: (1) if a key batch update modifies the key prefix, the key_total_sz fields of all key suffixes should be updated; (2) a key batch update may cause cached data in the suffix to become stale due to key prefix change. To solve the first problem, we introduce a $\Delta prefix\_size$ field, which denotes the key size changes to all index keys in a tree node caused by a batch update. Instead of updating all key_total_sz fields, the key batch update modifies the $\Delta prefix\_size$. The key suffix inuse area size is key_total_sz$-prefix\_sz+\Delta prefix\_size$.

The second problem is addressed by introducing a dirty suffix bitmap. The bitmap records those key suffixes whose cached data become stale in the index key batch update. We query the dirty bitmap before adjust the key suffix. If the associated suffix cache area is dirty, we clean the suffix cache area by resetting key_suff_sz as the suffix inuse area size.

### 4.5 Namespace Crash Consistency

Existing metadata system calls except for rename only introduce tree point operation. The general workflow of these system calls consists of three steps: (1) pathname lookup; (2) inode manipulation; (3) tree point operation. Achieving crash consistency for these system calls is similar. We take creat system call as an example to describe the approach.

First, the newly allocated inode is logged at the file system layer. Then, FlatFS inserts a new entry into B' tree. This entry insert may be a simple leaf node insert or requires a node split. In the worst case, a leaf node insert causes a key prefix adjustment, a new key suffix write, a cascade of updates to other key suffixes, and a valid bitmap update. Thanks to the WoC key design, we only needs to log 18-bytes data (2-bytes prefix size, 8-bytes prefix address, and 8-bytes valid bitmap). Logging key prefix size and address ensures data consistency for both key prefix and suffix. To be specific, all old suffix sizes can be restored with logged old prefix size. Then we reset key_suff_sz as key suffix inuse area size. The key prefix is also restored using logged old prefix address. In addition, if there is a node split for this entry insert, the valid bitmaps of the split node and parent node are also logged.

Ensuring metadata consistency is challenging for directory range operations as they introduce complicated tree structure manipulation. We first explain how to ensure crash-safety for B' tree range operations. Depicted in Figure 5, a tree join involves three nodes: two merged nodes and a parent node. The valid bitmaps of these nodes are logged. Ensuring crash consistency for tree splits is more difficult. Supposing the tree $T$ height is $h$, the $\oplus$ operation splits $h$ nodes at each tree layer with split point $x$. The valid bitmap of $h$ nodes is logged. Next, two new trees $L$ and $R$ are generated by joining these split trees in two sets separately. It seems difficult to recover the tree state if a crash occurs during tree joins. A useful property between $\bowtie$ and $\oplus$ simplifies the crash-consistency implementation, i.e., $\oplus$ is the reverse operation of $\bowtie$. The original tree $T$ can be recovered by joining $L$ and $R$: $L \bowtie R = T$. Thus, root node memory addresses of joined trees (i.e., $\{L_1, \ldots, L_k\}$ and $\{R_1, \ldots, R_k\}$) are logged. During recovery, we replay tree join operations with logged root node addresses and re-generate the namespace tree $T$ with $L$ and $R$.

The tree range insert and range slice are implemented based on tree join and split. We already guarantee crash-
safety for tree = and . Crash consistency of these two tree operations is achieved based on an important insight. Even the original namespace tree is temporarily decomposed into many pieces due to split/join, however, it still can be rebuilt by joining these subtrees during recovery. Finally, FlatFS also logs these affected inodes for directory range operations.

5 Evaluation

Our testbed machine has two Intel Xeon Gold 5220R processors. Each processor has 24 physical cores running at 2.2 GHz. Every physical core has a private 32 KB L1 cache and a 1 MB L2 cache. All cores that reside on the same socket also share a 35.75 MiB last level cache. The hyper-threading is disabled. Each processor has two integrated memory controllers. The machine has 192 GB (12×16 GB) DRAM, 1.5 TB (12×128GB) Intel Optane DC persistent memory, and a 512 GB Solid State Driver.

We implement FlatFS in Linux kernel 4.15 based on PMFS file system [31]. FlatFS reuses PMFS data path and journal mechanism. We compare FlatFS with four NVM file systems (NOVA [44], PMFS [31], Ext4 [5] and XFS [37]), a full-path-indexing file system BetrFS [47], a VFS dcache optimized system (VFS-opt) [40]. BetrFS and VFS-opt work on Linux 3.10.12 and 3.14, respectively. These old kernels do not support Intel Optane memory. We use Linux brd module to create a RAM disk for BetrFS and VFS-opt. The RAM disk uses the fast DRAM to emulate block devices. The device performance is better than the Optane memory. We also mount an Ext4 file system on the RAM disk for VFS-opt.

5.1 Microbenchmark Performance

Path walk efficiency. We evaluate the path walk performance with different kinds of path components. We stat a file whose path comprises nine components in the Linux kernel 4.4 source code directory. When dcache is cold, file systems fetch data from the device, which causes long latency. This problem is especially serious for BetrFS. BetrFS adopts a stacked system architecture. A dentry missing event is handled by multiple software layers. Its path walk latency is 11.93× higher than FlatFS. The sequential file access results in a hot dcache, which greatly reduces path walk latency. Fortunately, FlatFS also achieves low latency thanks to its node cache design. The VFS-opt delivers the lowest latency (3μs) for its hash-based full-path-indexing optimization.

VFS and FlatFS handle dot components lexically. Thus, the path walk latencies are similar to the cold dcache case. FlatFS performs semantic path component checking for dot-dot and symlink components, which incurs an extra namespace tree query. Even so, FlatFS performs 1.87-28.52× better than others for its non-caching namespace design. Finally, we mount an Ext4 file system under each tested file system. The mount operation causes a hot dcache for path walk. The performance results are similar to the hot dcache case. Overall, for a nine-component path, FlatFS outperforms other file systems significantly for the cold dcache and delivers similar latencies for the hot dcache.

Path walk scalability. We vary path component number from 1 to 50 to evaluate path walk scalability using stat syscall. As shown in Figure 10a, when the file path becomes lengthy, the execution latencies of five file systems (i.e., BetrFS, XFS, Ext4, PMFS, NOVA) also increase significantly. The FlatFS path walk latency (5.1μs) is stable against different path lengths. The VFS-opt system achieves a low constant path walk latency (3μs). We also measure the path walk scalability of hot dcache. When the path component is less than 10, its latency is close to ours. However, its latency increases 5× (10.8μs) varying from 1- to 50- component.

Path walk sensitivity. We evaluate FlatFS path walk sensitivity by changing four variables: B’ tree height, Last-Level-Cache (LLC), path component number, and access pattern. We create four file sets of different sizes (103, 104, 105, 106) with tree height H ranging from 2 to 5. We vary the path length and measure the syscall latency. We make three observations from Figure 10b. First, hot LLC significantly boosts FlatFS path walk performance. Second, path walk performance is sensitive to tree height, especially for cold LLC. Resolving a 50-component path in a 5-level B’ tree takes 21.61μs, which is 1.64× longer than 1-level B’ tree. Third, path length has a slight impact on FlatFS path walk performance. A 50-component path walk is 1.5× longer than 1-component. In contrast, other file systems deliver 9.8×-16.3× latency increment in Figure 10a.
Table 3: Directory Range Operation Latency ($\mu$s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Ext4</th>
<th>XFS</th>
<th>NOVA</th>
<th>PMFS</th>
<th>BetrFS</th>
<th>VFS-opt</th>
<th>FlatFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>readdir</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rmdir</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>1.131</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>3.680</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpdir</td>
<td>2.398</td>
<td>2.907</td>
<td>2.334</td>
<td>1.949</td>
<td>4.652</td>
<td>1.829</td>
<td>0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvdir</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows path walk latency of sequential and random file access. The LLC and VFS dcache is warmed before experiments. FlatFS outperforms VFS for sequential access in three settings. The reason is batched operations in FlatFS path walk. To confirm it, we use the perf tool to collect instruction numbers during syscall execution in setting $S_3$. The profiling results report that VFS executes 1.43× more instructions than FlatFS. Random access has a larger impact on FlatFS than VFS. VFS gains much more benefits from its cached dentries of the prefix path. Random access causes 3.24× more cache misses for FlatFS than VFS. As the file size decreases, FlatFS also achieves better performance for higher LLC hit ratio. Finally, sequential access outperforms random access due to higher node cache hit ratio.

**Directory range operation.** Table 3 shows four common directory range operation performance. FlatFS uses four directory range system calls. For other file systems, we use ls -R, rm -r, cp -r, and rename instead. All directory range operations manipulate a Linux kernel 4.4 source code tree.

Reading a directory recursively is well-optimized in FlatFS. FlatFS reduces directory read latency by up to 12.52× compared to others. These file systems except BetrFS scatter the dentries in data blocks across the storage device, which greatly hurts the data locality. For directory removing, FlatFS obtains performance gains from 2.88× to 19.37× relative to other file systems. Since namespace traversal is fast in FlatFS, it benefits directory remove as FlatFS only needs to perform a simple scan to obtain the entries for de-allocation. Other file systems require expensive tree traversal to retrieve target inodes. Also, FlatFS delays freeing the directory subtree to further reduce the latency.

FlatFS outperforms other file systems by 4.06×-10.34× for directory copy. Because the directory copy is data I/O dominated. The file data copy-on-write optimization in FlatFS effectively avoid such performance costs. BetrFS is well-optimized for HDDs. For ultra-fast NVMs, its stacked architecture is suboptimal. We find interactions between BetrFS and the underlying storage device involve many software layers, which causes high software latencies due to both additional and duplicated works. Directory move is the only range operation provided by conventional file systems. Directory move is cheap for the hierarchical namespace structure, which only takes 4μs for moving a Linux directory tree. FlatFS also achieves a low rename latency 7μs using tree-level range operation and batching key update.

### 5.2 Macrobenchmark Performance

**Filebench.** We choose two application-level workloads: fileserver and varmail from Filebench [38]. We create a file set with 100 thousand 4KB files for the fileserver. We stress the namespace performance by setting the average directory width as two. Figure 11a shows the fileserver throughput varying thread number from 1 to 48. FlatFS achieves a 1.79 performance speedup over PMFS. FlatFS and PMFS share the same file data path but differ in metadata management. When thread number increases, PMFS suffers from poor scalability due to its centralized inode table design. NOVA and FlatFS address this issue with per-CPU inode table design. NOVA performs worse than FlatFS for its low namespace insert/remove performance and fault tolerance costs [45]. NOVA uses a Radix tree to manage entries in the directory. A create/unlink inserts/removes the associated entry in the parent directory. Because a directory only has two files, file creation/removal incurs high tree management costs.

The centralized journal in Ext4 also causes severe scalability issues [19,35]. VFS-opt requires Ext4 to create files, which accounts for its low scalability. VFS-opt achieves 23% higher throughput than Ext4 for its dcache optimization. Finally, BetrFS exhibits the lowest performance. Since the cache is hot during execution, we explain it as NVM-unware $B^r$ tree design. $B^r$ tree adopts big internal (4MB) and leaf nodes (4-11 MB). Moreover, it uses an order maintenance tree (OMT) to organize entries inside the leaf node. The entry insert or remove is expensive because it introduces many entry movements and OMT adjustment costs during file create and remove. In contrast, FlatFS reduces key management costs during tree insert/remove with its write-optimized key design.

In varmail experiment, we create a file set that contains 50 thousand 64-byte files to simulate a large set of small e-mails in the mailbox. We vary the meandirwidth parameter from 2 to 16. It affects the directory depth of the tested file set. When the directory depth increases, the path walk time increases. Therefore, the throughput of all file systems decreases. FlatFS obtains 14.10%-3.97× higher throughputs than other file systems due to its fast path walk design. Moreover, varmail workload frequently creates and deletes files. Besides fast path walk, FlatFS also gains performance benefits from its high namespace insert/remove performance.

**FxMark.** We pick MWCM and MWUM benchmarks from FxMark [25] to measure the file system multicore scalability. Figure 12a and Figure 12b shows experimental results. We draw three conclusions from these experiments. First, FlatFS performs much better than other file systems in file creation...
and removal, which achieves a maximum 2× performance speedup. Other file systems exhibit low namespace insert/remove performance due to inefficient dentry index structure design. For instance, PMFS uses a linear array to organize entries in a directory [31]. When there are a large number of files, searching an entry in the linear array takes long time. We even fail to run these two benchmarks on PMFS and BetrFS due to their extremely low dentry search performance.

Second, the inode lock is the major scalability bottleneck for file creation and removal. All in-kernel file systems including FlatFS adopt the same inode locking scheme. Thus, their performance trends with different thread numbers are similar. However, FlatFS still outperforms others for its higher namespace performance. Third, NUMA impacts greatly affect file system scalability. Both Figure 12a and Figure 12b show that all file systems experience a degradation when there exists remote memory node access beyond 24-threads.

5.3 Factor Analysis of Each Optimization

We analyze the performance benefits of three optimization techniques in FlatFS.

Node caching optimization. The node cache design avoids tree traversal for entries in the same tree node. It is especially useful for sequential file access. We create four large directories containing $10^4$, $10^5$, $10^6$, $10^7$ files, respectively. The corresponding $B'$ tree height ranges from three to six. We create a microbenchmark to access all files in the directory. Figure 13a shows FlatFS achieves 2.01%-11.07% performance improvements with node caching optimization. In addition, when tree height increases, FlatFS obtains more benefits from tree node caching.

Rename optimization. The rename operation is cheap and fast in directory tree-based namespace. It takes 0.004s to move a Linux-4.4 source code repository. We measure two rename implementations in FlatFS. The slow rename implementation removes all associated entries in the flat namespace, updates pathname keys, and then inserts all entries. Its latency is ten times slower than conventional file systems. Fortunately, FlatFS improves rename performance with tree range operation. Its optimized rename takes 0.007s.

WoC key design. We use a microbenchmark to measure the performance benefits of WoC key design. The microbenchmark creates a large number of files in a directory. File creation causes index key prefix and suffix adjustments, which incurs high data persistence costs. Figure 13b demonstrates that FlatFS+WoC delivers average 15.94% lower latency than FlatFS without WoC key optimization. We also use IPMWatch tool [9] to collect the number of writes received by the memory controller. Figure 13b shows WoC key design achieves a nearly 2.64× write reduction.

5.4 Version Control System: Git

We demonstrate FlatFS performance benefits with git application. We create a large deep directory tree containing ten Apache Hadoop 2.10.1 source code repositories [3]. The average directory depth of all files is 17.71. We use two frequently used git commands git status and git commit to evaluate file system directory reading and path walk performance. In the original git status implementation, it traverses the directory tree of the target repository recursively, reads every directory entry, validates its state, and puts it into the associated list according to its state (e.g., untracked). Figure 14a shows that FlatFS outperforms others by up to 2.21×.

Besides, we also modify the git status implementation using the getdents_recur syscall in Section 4.3 (denoted as Git-opt+FlatFS in Figure 14a). The getdents_recur system call performs a range query to the target directory and sub-directories and returns all entries at a time. It greatly improves git status performance by eliminating expensive hierarchy tree traversal. The optimized git status only takes 0.6s, which reduces the latency by 4.12× compared to the unmodified git status command.

The git commit first uses lstat to check the file existence, then it opens every file and reads its content using a mmap system call. The massive number of lstat and open syscall in git commit greatly stresses the path walk efficiency. The experimental results show that FlatFS reduces the git commit latency by 13.79%-37.50% compared to others.
5.5 File Indexer: Psearchy
Psearchy is a parallel version of searchy [11]. The Psearchy creates multiple worker threads. Each thread processes a number of files. Specifically, the thread opens every file, reads file content, records word positions in a local hash table, sorts word positions, and persists results in a Berkeley DB file. We set the local hash table size 16 MB. We also create a dataset using the taxonomy of known animals from the Catalogue of Life website [4]. The dataset directory hierarchy is generated according to the hierarchy of biological classification. It contains 276,616 files and directories. Because the file size is small, the psearchy performance is largely dependent on file open performance. Figure 14b shows that applications throughput increases as the thread number increases. Among them, FlatFS always achieves the highest throughputs. However, scalability issues caused by the glibc qsort function and VFS inode hash table lock prevent throughput improvements as thread number increases.

Table 4: Total and stat Syscall Execution Time of Hive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ext4</th>
<th>XFS</th>
<th>NOVA</th>
<th>PMFS</th>
<th>BetrFS</th>
<th>VFS-opt</th>
<th>FlatFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8.44s</td>
<td>8.71s</td>
<td>8.55s</td>
<td>8.50s</td>
<td>8.39s</td>
<td>8.34s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stat</td>
<td>1.46s</td>
<td>1.40s</td>
<td>1.52s</td>
<td>1.34s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µs/Call</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6 Data Warehousing System: Hive
Apache Hive is a data warehousing system that uses database table partition to improve data query performance [39]. We use TPC-H benchmark [8] to create a database table for evaluation. Then we use table partition technique to generate a dataset containing 74,090 files and directories. We create a Hive SQL benchmark to perform queries to all files. The major performance bottleneck of Hive is the Java virtual machine. Therefore, Table 4 shows FlatFS slightly outperforms other file systems in total execution time.

During Hive execution, We find that stat is the most frequently invoked metadata syscall. To measure the performance benefits of our namespace design, we use the strace tool [7] to collect the stat syscall execution time. We fail to profile BetrFS and VFS-opt due to unknown bugs. Table 4 reports that FlatFS achieves 16.58% better performance than others in stat syscall for its optimized file path walk.

6 Related Works
File Metadata Indexing Optimization. TableFS [32] and BetrFS [18] share similar idea that utilize existing key-value stores (LevelDB and TokuDB) to improve metadata indexing performance. TableFS [32] aggregates file metadata in a LevelDB table indexed by a combination of parent directory inode number and filename string. BetrFS utilizes the TokuDB to optimize both metadata and data block indexing performance with their full-path indexing schema [18]. These two file systems achieve good performance running on hard disks. However, they introduce new software layers into the existing storage stack. Our experimental results show that such stacked system architecture is inefficient for file systems built for fast NVMs. FlatFS exhibits a non-caching system architecture to avoid data copy costs for ultra-fast NVMs.

File Path Walk Optimization. ByVFS [41] bypasses the VFS layer during path component resolution and directly fetches dentries from the device. Tsai et al. [40] propose two techniques to improve file path walk performance in the VFS layer. First, they reduce the pathname lookup latency using full-path indexing via an in-memory hash table. Second, they reduce the dcache hit latency by caching the permission results of file paths. DLFS [21] re-organizes the on-disk metadata and proposes a hashing-based metadata indexing solution to improve path name lookup performance. Directory range operations (e.g., rename) are expensive in their system. FlatFS incorporates a full-path-at-a-time path walk model to accelerate pathname lookup performance.

Namespace Structure Optimization. ReconFS [22] decouples the file system namespace as a volatile and a persistent directory tree. It improves system performance and device endurance by reducing metadata writes to flash memory. Partition is an efficient solution to improve namespace scalability. IndexFS [33] proposes a scalable directory service based on GIGA+ [27] to dynamically partition a large directory tree across multiple nodes in the distributed environment. SpanFS [19] is a scalable local file system that distributes the global namespace into multiple disjoint domains to avoid contention caused by centralized namespace management. FlatFS exploits the flat namespace structure to optimize the namespace lookup and reading operation performance.

7 Conclusion
This paper demonstrates a novel NVM file system FlatFS. FlatFS exploits flat namespace architecture to improve metadata operation performance by proposing three techniques: a coordinated path walk, a range-optimized B’ tree, and a write-optimized index key layout. Extensive experiments demonstrate the performance benefits of FlatFS to metadata-intensive benchmarks and applications. FlatFS is open source at https://github.com/miaogecm/FlatFS.git.
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Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract

We provide FlatFS artifact description in this section. FlatFS is a metadata-optimized NVM file system that features a flat namespace. This section describes (1) how to build FlatFS on NVM systems §A.2; (2) how to reproduce the main experimental results of our paper §A.3.

A.2 How to Build FlatFS

This section describes software requirements for FlatFS and how to build FlatFS.

- **OS version:** Ubuntu 18.04 or Ubuntu 14.04.6
- **Kernel version:** Linux 4.15.0

1. Download FlatFS

   $ git clone https://github.com/miaogecm/FlatFS.git

   This repository contains FlatFS source code which locates in `linux-4.15/fs/flatfs` and a modified virtual file system that supports coordinated path walk.

2. Compile and Install FlatFS

   $ make localmodconfig
   $ make menuconfig

   Modify the Linux kernel configuration file, and make sure these two configurations are enabled:

   File systems/DAX support
   File systems/FlatFS

   and disable these four configurations:

   Security options/AppArmor support
   Security options/Yama support
   Security options/TOMOYO Linux support
   Security options/Security hooks for pathname based access control

   Compile the kernel

   $ make -j

   Install the new kernel:

   $ make install
   $ make modules_install
   $ update-grub

   Reboot the system:

   $ reboot

3. Mount FlatFS

   FlatFS can be mounted on a real or an emulated NVM device. Create a mount directory and mount FlatFS:

   $ mkdir /mnt/flatfs
   $ mount -t flatfs -o init /dev/pmem0 /mnt/flatfs

   4.Unmount FlatFS

   $ umount /mnt/flatfs

A.3 Experiment Reproducibility

We provide a number of helpful scripts to reproduce the main experimental results automatically. Specifically, readers could reproduce Figure 9, Figure 10a, Figure 10b, Figure 11a, Figure 11b, Figure 14a, Figure 14b, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.

Reproducing an experiment takes three steps except for the Hive experiment.

**Step 1.** Clean old data:

   $ ./clean

   If you are reproducing Table 4, generate data for the experiment first:

   $ export TBL_PATH=~/hive/table
   $ ./mktable

**Step 2.** Collect data for each tested file system, where FS=ext4, xfs, pmfs, nova, flatfs, betrfs, vfs_opt. The generated data is saved in a .data file in the current directory.

   $ ./run $FS

**Step 3.** Draw the figure with collected data:

   $ ./plot.py

More details can be found in `evaluation/README.md` in the repository.
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Abstract

Popular software storage architecture Linux Multiple-Disk (MD) for parity-based RAID (e.g., RAID5 and RAID6) assigns one or more centralized worker threads to efficiently process all user requests based on multi-stage asynchronous control and global data structures, successfully exploiting characteristics of slow devices, e.g., Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). However, we observe that, with high-performance NVMe-based Solid State Drives (SSDs), even the recently added multi-worker processing mode in MD achieves only limited performance gain because of the severe lock contentions under intensive write workloads.

In this paper, we propose a novel stripe-threaded RAID architecture, StRAID, assigning a dedicated worker thread for each stripe-write (one-for-one model) to sufficiently exploit high parallelism inherent among RAID stripes, multi-core processors, and SSDs. For the notoriously performance-punishing partial-stripe writes, StRAID presents a two-phase stripe write mechanism to opportunistically aggregate stripe-associated writes to minimize write I/Os; and designs a parity cache to reduce write-induced read I/Os on parity disks. We evaluate a StRAID prototype with a variety of benchmarks and real-world traces. StRAID is demonstrated to consistently outperform MD by up to 5.8 times in write throughput without affecting the read performance.

1 Introduction

The advent of ultra-fast storage devices such as NVMe-based Solid State Drives (SSDs) and Non-volatile Memory (NVM) with GB/s-level I/O bandwidth has dramatically narrowed the performance gap between memory and storage. Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) [56] can combine multiple such high-performance storage devices to further promote the overall storage performance, reliability, and capacity simultaneously. Many empirical studies [11, 19, 35] including distributed datacenter storage systems [49, 70] and enterprise storage systems [48] report that SSD drivers exhibit reliability problems in that more than 20% of SSDs develop uncorrectable errors in a four-year period [58]. Therefore, parity-based RAIDs composed of ultra-fast SSDs have become attractive storage systems for modern data-intensive applications in supercomputing [55], big data analytics [27, 64], machine learning [8], enterprise storage [48], and cloud services [1, 32, 38, 46, 61].

HDD-based RAIDs have been extensively studied since 1988 [56]. In the literature, recent studies focus on SSD-based RAID and All-Flash-Array (AFA), with efforts to reduce SSD write-penalty by mitigating parity update [9, 16, 67], reduce garbage-collection induced performance jitter [23, 33, 42], and optimize AFA using declustering RAID approach to balance load within devices and reduce tail-latency [30, 75]. Existing RAID I/O handling techniques generally adopt a centralized stripe-processing architecture following a classic principle that trades more fast-CPU-cycles (e.g., scheduling algorithms) for fewer slow-I/Os. Nonetheless, the question of whether such RAID architecture can fully exploit the power of emerging fast storage remains unanswered.

We experimentally measure the actual performance of Multiple-Disk (MD) [45], the most popular and mature software RAID integrated into the Linux kernel for over two decades. We conduct MD running on 6 NVMe-based SSDs with 64 user threads (i.e., issuing block requests) and 64 workers threads (i.e., handling RAID stripe-writes), with the experiment environment summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The results are shown in Figure 1 (detailed in Section 3.1). With RAID0 (non-parity RAID-level), MD obtains an expected performance that approaches the aggregate raw I/O capacity of the underlying SSDs, i.e., 20GB/s and 14GB/s for read and write throughputs respectively. However, MD falls far short of the expectation in write performance in RAID5 and RAID6 (parity-based RAID-levels). Specifically, the write throughput of RAID5 is below 2.2GB/s under partial-stripe writes and below 5.2GB/s under full-stripe writes, which are only about 1/7 and 1/3 of that of RAID0, respectively. Although parity-RAIDs introduce extra parity-compute overheads, our measured XORing rate on a CPU core can reach...
up to 29GB/s [29], which is clearly not the bottleneck.

Through profiling (detailed in Section 3.2), we experimentally uncover that the write inefficiency of parity-based RAID comes from a centralized stripe-handling architecture in the legacy MD. Specifically, a worker thread using shared data structures (e.g., stripe-list) handles write requests by efficiently collaborating with user threads, XORing threads, and device I/O threads. For HDDs and slow SSDs, this one(worker thread)-for-all(stripe) architecture utilizes fast CPU sufficiently by postponing stripe-writes to absorb more requests for reducing actual I/Os. However, a single worker thread is upper-bounded in its processing capability that fails to keep up with the fast storage. The latest MD introduces a multi-worker mechanism, referred to as the N-for-all processing model, but achieves a limited performance gain due to severe lock contention on the centralized data structures.

In this paper, we propose a novel stripe-threaded architecture, called StrAID, for parity-based RAIDs built on ultra-fast storage devices such as NVMe-based SSDs. To address the architectural drawback of the existing software RAID (MD), StrAID employs a one(worker)-for-one(stripe) model, thus significantly reducing the number of stripe-states and their lock-based checks. Furthermore, StrAID adopts a fine-grained stripe-level lock, substantially mitigating contentions on shared data structures. To tame the notoriously performance-degrading partial-stripe writes, StrAID further designs a two-phase stripe submission mechanism that opportunistically aggregates subsequent incoming writes belonging to the same stripe within a limited time window. Meanwhile, StrAID proposes a parity-block cache to speed up frequent write-induced parity reads. Fundamentally, StrAID effectively exploits stripe-based data parallelism while mitigating intra-stripe conflicts between the dedicated stripe worker thread and other threads. StrAID leverages the power of multicore CPUs that offers sufficient inexpensive-threads to fully unleash the superior IOPS provided by fast SSDs.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We experimentally observe a serious write inefficiency problem in the current MD when parity-based RAID is running on ultra-fast storage. We further reveal that the root cause is the centralised one-for-all stripe-handling architecture.
- We propose a novel parity-RAID processing architecture, StrAID, guided by a stripe-threaded one-for-one model to unleash the full performance potentials of modern hardware. We also present two key techniques, opportunistic stripe-aggregation and parity-block cache, to improve the performance of partial-stripe writes.
- We prototype and evaluate StrAID with a variety of benchmarks and real-world workloads. StrAID consistently outperforms MD by up to 5.8 times in write throughput without affecting the read performance while reducing CPU utilization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background for RAID. Section 3 analyzes the performance behaviors of Linux software RAID (MD) and motivates the StrAID design. Section 4 describes StrAID’s design. We evaluate StrAID in Section 5 and describe related works in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Background

2.1 RAID Systems

Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) [56] is a classic system-level approach that combines multiple disks to improve performance, reliability and capacity simultaneously. Over the past decades, RAID has been used ubiquitously to construct and manage efficient storage servers, distributed storage [5, 54], and cloud storage [1, 38] from within and/or among storage devices.

The RAID architecture is categorized into various RAID levels based on the amount of redundancy and how redundancy is incorporated, including non-parity RAIDs (e.g., striping-only RAID0 and mirroring-only RAID1) and parity RAIDs (e.g., RAID5 and RAID6 that can tolerate one and two disk failures respectively). RAID can be implemented in either software or dedicated hardware (e.g., I/O controllers or firmware) to offer the block-addressable volume. A common N-disk RAID internally consists of multiple stripes, each of which comprises user data chunks and their corresponding parity data chunks across N disks according to an algorithmic address-mapping method. Normal reads without disk failure are directly decomposed to their constituent chunk I/Os served by the underlying disks. Normal writes in non-parity RAIDs behave like normal reads without accessing parity chunks.

Normal writes in parity-based RAIDs need extra parity generation, update, or construction operations. For a full-stripe user write where all data chunks of a stripe are written, the RAID system generates all new parity chunks at once, and then writes both data chunks and parity chunks into their corresponding disks. For a partial-stripe write where only a subset of the data chunks of a stripe are written, only after its constituent old data or parity chunks are read from the disks is the stripe updated and then written into the disks again, thus inducing numerous extra I/Os [9, 30]. This read-modify-write nature of partial-stripe writes makes them notoriously costly. When disks fail within the failure-tolerance range, the RAID transitions from its normal mode to a degraded mode to perform read, write, or resync operations.

2.2 Linux Software RAID

The Linux software RAID module, referred to as Multiple-Disk (MD) [45], is the most commonly used software RAID evolving with the Linux Kernel for over two decades. Currently, MD supports various RAID levels and RAID compositions. Non-parity-based RAIDs in MD perform an algorithmic
When a stripe is processed and cleared, its corresponding stripe_head containing stripe states and device states (Devs) have 28 and 27 states respectively that are prescribed in Figure 3: 1) getting a stripe_head from a stripe_list; 2) analyzing the current state of this stripe and all its involved bios, to determine whether this stripe is still in-flight; 3) handling the stripe by launching a given operation (e.g., XOR) through executing DAG; and 4) updating the stripe state, inserting it back into a stripe_list and selecting the next stripe. The worker thread handling a stripe exclusively accesses shared data structures and stripe-states using multiple locks. For example, in step 4, WT exclusively modifies handle_list with a global device lock.

WT finally validates the completed state until prepared, and then launches disk-write I/Os. Afterwards, WT checks all the involved bios until prepared, and then launches a parity-calculation executed by other XORing threads. When WT verifies that the parity has been prepared, it invokes disk-write I/Os. WT finally validates the completed state and clears the stripe_head. Therefore, the write process orchestrates WT, UT, and DT threads via shared-state setting and checking.

WT handles stripe-writes using a state machine represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [17]. As shown in Figure 3, a normal user write process can be divided into 5 consecutive stages: 1) inserting/aggregating bios to a stripe (INS); 2) reading data/parity chunks (RD); 3) computing parity (XOR); 4) writing data/parity (WT); 5) clearing stripe (CLR). Specifically, in the first stage, user threads (UT) invoke make_request() to attach bios to their corresponding stripe_head structures. Afterwards, a daemon worker thread (WT), i.e., RAID5d in MD by default, handles all active stripe_heads in a circular manner with priority.

For a full-stripe write, MD skips the second stage. For a partial-stripe write, MD must introduce write-induced reads, resulting in I/O amplification. More specifically, there are two stripe-updating schemes, read-modify-write (RMW) and read-construction-write (RCW) [30]. MD calculates the required number of disk-read I/Os of both RCW and RMW, selects the I/O-minimum approach, and launches the relevant disk-read I/Os. When a disk I/O thread (DT) completes the read, it sets a data-prepared flag to its bios. Afterwards, WT checks all the involved bios until prepared, and then launches a parity-calculation executed by other XORing threads. When WT verifies that the parity has been prepared, it invokes disk-write I/Os. WT finally validates the completed state and clears the stripe_head. Therefore, the write process orchestrates WT, UT, and DT threads via shared-state setting and checking.
threads to process stripes concurrently, referred to as the N-for-all processing model.

3 Analysis and Motivation

3.1 Understanding the Write Performance

**Experiment Setup** We start with measuring the MD performance in the RAID0, RAID5 and RAID6 levels running on three types of SSD devices, whose I/O characteristics are listed in Table 2. The platform configuration is shown in Table 1. The XORing throughput on a single CPU-core can reach up to 29GB/s. We deploy six SSD devices to construct parity-based RAIDds, that is, 5+1 RAID5 and 4+2 RAID6 respectively. The chunk size in all RAIDds is set to 64KB as default. We pin each user thread (UT) to a unique CPU-core and increase the number of UTs from 1 to 64. Each UT issues random 64KB-sized writes over 30 seconds. For parity-RAIDs, we invoke up to 64 extra RAID worker threads (WT), and enlarge the stripe cache capacity from the default of 256 stripe_heads to 16K stripe_heads.

**Write Inefficiency with Parity-RAID** Figure 1 reports the throughput performance of MD. In all the cases, the write performance and scalability of the non-parity RAID0 far exceed those of parity-based RAID5 and RAID6. RAID0 achieves a write performance of about 1.4GB/s and 11GB/s peak throughput on 860Pro and 980Pro SSDs at 64 UTs, while RAID5 in the multi-worker mode achieves a peak write performance of lower than 0.72GB/s and 5.3GB/s, respectively. On 980Pro, the 64KB partial-stripe write throughputs of parity-RAIDs are below 2.1GB/s, which is only 1/7 of that of RAID0. Even for the 1MB full-stripe writes, the throughputs of RAID5 and RAID6 with 64 UTs are below 5.2GB/s and 5.3GB/s respectively, only about 38% of that of RAID0. It indicates that parity-RAIDs fall short of leveraging the write I/O performance of modern SSDs and the bottleneck on CPU processing is the main reason. We will show more details in the next section. Besides, normal reads of MD in all RAID levels are generally similar and scale well with the number of UTs.

We further analyze the write inefficiency of the multi-worker mechanism with RAID5 on six 980Pro SSDs. We invoke 64 UTs in either the single-worker (i.e., Single) mode or the multi-worker mode with the number of WTs varying from 1 to 64 (i.e., +1W to +64W). Figure 4 shows that the parity-based RAID gains limited benefits from the multi-worker mode. For example, MD with 8 more WTs has a write throughput improvement of 2.4x and 3.6x over the single-worker mode under 16 and 64 UTs, respectively. However, MD’s performance gain peaks at 16 WTs, beyond which MD’s throughput starts to gradually decrease, e.g., with a 5% decline at 64 WTs. This indicates that the multi-worker mode has a diminishing return in performance beyond a relatively small number of WTs. Therefore, even in the case of 64 UTs and 64 WTs, parity-RAIDs still fall short of fully leveraging the I/O bandwidth offered by the fast SSDs.

3.2 Identifying the Root Causes

We investigate the CPU usage distribution to identify the root causes of poor write scalability of MD. We use RAID5 with fixed 64 UTs and vary the number of WTs from 1 to 64. We use perf [44] to measure CPU cycles of key functions within a WT thread, detailed in Table 3. We randomly select one WT for analysis since all WTs behave very similarly in our experiments. Figure 5 shows that CPU cycles of disk I/O (RD/WT) and XORing (XOR) decrease as the number of WTs increases, accounting for 42% of the total CPU cycles in the single-worker mode, but only 9.7% at 64 WTs. Meanwhile, the CPU cycles of stripe-write process (i.e., F/R List, Lock, Analyze and Others) increase significantly as WTs increase.

First, the global device lock (Lock) consumes a mere 4.3% of CPU-cycles in the single-worker mode but a dominant 54.6% in the 64-worker mode. As shown in Table 3, the device lock in Linux MD is spin lock, which controls concurrent accesses from WTs, UTs, and DTs to all the stripe_lists and metadata of RAID. In most cases, each WT exclusively accesses the handle_list, thus causing severe lock contention.

---

**Table 1: Evaluation Platform Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Conﬁgurations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Dual Socket Intel Xeon Gold 6138, 36 Cores, 125MB LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>256GB 2666MHz DDR4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Ubuntu 20.10 LTS with the Linux kernel version 5.13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD controller</td>
<td>.mdadm v4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Characteristics of three representative SSD products.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Types</th>
<th>Device Modules</th>
<th>Capacity (GB)</th>
<th>Stable Write Thr. (MB/s)</th>
<th>Stable Read Thr. (MB/s)</th>
<th>Interfaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAIA SSD</td>
<td>Samsung 960 Pro</td>
<td>512GB</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>SATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe SSD</td>
<td>Samsung 970 Pro</td>
<td>512GB</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>PCIe 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe SSD</td>
<td>Samsung 980 Pro</td>
<td>1TB</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>PCIe 4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4: Write throughput of MD RAID5 under the multi-worker mechanism.**

**Table 3: Key function calls and locks of Linux parity-RAID.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Function as example</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD/WT</td>
<td>generic_make_request()</td>
<td>Send bio to block device queues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>async_xor()</td>
<td>Compute parity data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/R List</td>
<td>release_stride()</td>
<td>Insert the stripe_head to stripe_list according to its states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock</td>
<td>spin_lock_irq(device_lock)</td>
<td>Global MD device Lock, mainly used for updating shared structs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze</td>
<td>analyze_stride()</td>
<td>Analyze the states of a stripe and its Devs before handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Other software overhead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
among these threads. Recently, Linux Kernel contributors also found high overhead of the device lock in the read path [52] and replaced them with a lockless memory barrier, thus achieving 7x improvement in small-sized reads. However, the device lock in the write path remains a serious source of contention.

Second, checking for stripe states (Analyze) consumes 22% and 13.2% CPU usage in the single-worker and 64-worker modes, respectively. In Linux MD, most of the stripe states and device bio states use a set of semaphores to orchestrate UTs, WTs, and DTs. In summary, through extensive experiments, we observe that the architectural deficiency of the N-for-all centralized handling model leads to severe lock contentions due to highly-concurrent accesses to global data structures and the states of stripes.

4 Design

Given the above identified root causes of write inefficiency of MD with parity-RAIDs running on ultra-fast SSDs, we propose a stripe-threaded architecture of parity-RAID, StRAID for short. StRAID assigns a dedicated worker thread for each stripe-write, which significantly reduces lock contentions among multiple threads, and addresses the partial-stripe-write penalty with a two-phase write submission and a parity cache.

4.1 Architecture

Figure 6 illustrates the StRAID architecture for parity-RAID. StRAID does not change the data layout of the legacy MD. It persists RAID’s metadata at the pre-defined location of each disk. Each user thread (UT) pushes a block-write to a dedicated worker thread (WT) that exclusively handles its corresponding stripe. Multiple WTs process their own stripes independently, exploiting the intrinsic data parallelism among stripes. StRAID pre-allocates at least 256 WTs in the WT Pool to alleviate frequent thread creation/destroy overhead in runtime.

A normal stripe-write process in StRAID can be divided into 6 consecutive stages of 1 initializing stripe_heads and inserting bios (INS); 2 reading parity/data chunks (RD); 3 performing I/O batching (BAT); 4 computing parity (XOR); 5 writing data/parity and 6 clearing stripe states in SST (CLR). Moreover, user threads being batched must wait for completion (WAIT). A notable workflow difference between StRAID in Figure 6 and the legacy MD in Figure 3 is that the latter’s stages of 1 stripe acquisition, 2 analysis and 3 release are removed in the former.

Compared to the legacy MD, StRAID removes the centralized stripe_head lists and their corresponding concurrent operations. Furthermore, StRAID minimizes the number of shared stripe-states and global-state checking among WTs, because a dedicated WT handles a stripe-write exclusively. Finally, the parity computation and I/O execution processes of a stripe write are pinned to the same CPU core, thus avoiding frequent context switches and CPU cache pollution.

However, StRAID faces new challenges in effectively conducting thread collaboration and reducing the partial-write penalty. StRAID still needs a minimal shared-data structure to orchestrate UTs, WTs, and DTs in handling stripe-writes. To this end, StRAID proposes a Stripe State Table (§4.2) with lockless access features. Further, the legacy MD uses the global stripe-cache and active/passive delays to aggregate stripe-associated writes (SS-writes) that target the same stripe, thus reducing partial-write-induced disk I/Os. However, in StRAID, a user write triggers a dedicated WT to immediately and exclusively handle the corresponding stripe-write, which does not address the costly partial-write penalty. To optimize partial-stripe writes, StRAID presents a two-phase stripe submission mechanism (§4.3) to opportunistically aggregate SS-writes by employing a batching queue per WT. Further, StRAID employs a parity cache (§4.4) in memory to buffer hot parity blocks, for significantly mitigating write-induced parity-reads.

4.2 Stripe State Table

StRAID designs a Stripe State Table (SST), as shown in Figure 7, to maintain a minimal set of shared stripe-states.
SST adopts a hash table to index up to 4096 active stripe-entries, each of which is handled by a dedicated worker thread. An SST-entry (48-bit) contains four fields: 32-bit Stripe ID uniquely specifying a stripe; 1-bit Stripe Lock indicating whether this stripe is currently being processed; 14-bit TID identifying the thread ID of the dedicated WT handling this stripe; and 1-bit is_frozen recording the shared stripe-state that indicates whether the stripe is allowed to batch. SST is a globally shared structure between WTs and DTs, where each entry is uniquely associated with a physical stripe and can only be exclusively modified by a WT using CAS [57] at any time. SST employs Cuckoo hashing [53] for achieving high table occupancy while preventing hash collisions. The total memory footprint of SST is smaller than 40KB.

4.3 Two-phase Stripe Submission

Partial-stripe Write Overhead A partial-stripe write causes write-induced reads and write amplification. The write-induced-read ratio (WIRR) and write amplification (WA) of RAID5 are estimated by Eq.1 and Eq.2 respectively, where WS, CS and SS represent write-size, chunk-size and stripe-size, respectively. When WS is smaller than CS in RAID5, a block-size write induces 2x read I/Os and 2x write amplification (one data-block write and one parity-block write) with optimal RMW strategy. As WS increases, the amount of write-induced-read data decreases (0 for a full-stripe write). The write amplification is larger than 1.2x on RAID5 with no disk failures.

\[
\text{Write-induced-read Ratio} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{2}{1+\frac{CS}{WS}} & WS \leq CS \\
\frac{CS}{WS} - 1 & WS < SS \\
0 & WS = SS 
\end{cases} 
\]

\[
\text{Write Amplification} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{2}{1+\frac{CS}{WS}} & WS \leq CS \\
\frac{CS}{WS} - \frac{CS}{SS} & WS < SS 
\end{cases} 
\]

Existing optimizations for partial-stripe writes can be characterized by the three general approaches of write-aggregation [45], dynamic stripe size [7,76], and parity logging [9,10,15,71,72]. The legacy Linux MD employs a global stripe-cache to absorb active user writes by postponing stripe-writes actively or passively. This write-aggregation approach reduces actual disk I/Os but increases the latency of the postponed requests, which may hurt the overall performance for low-latency SSDs. RAIDZ [7] uses a dynamic stripe size mechanism to eliminate partial-stripe writes, but assumes the support of the ZFS file system. The logging approach first persists incoming writes to an auxiliary fast-disk (e.g., SSD or NVM), and then rewrites the relevant stripes to original locations in the background, thus leading to at least 2x write amplification and bottlenecks from log-devices.

Two-phase Stripe Submission Without a global stripe-cache, StRAID designs a two-phase stripe submission mechanism to opportunistically absorb SS-writes. StRAID divides the stripe-write process into two phases: a batching phase and a frozen phase. Specifically, Figure 8 (referred by circled numbers) and Algorithm 1 (referred by line numbers) describe the two-phase submission using an example where three concurrent I/O threads issue requests targeting the same stripe (S1). A worker thread 1 (WT1) receives bios from its corresponding UT, and acquires a stripe lock to begin stripe processing (Time ①, line 2) by CAS operation. WT1 first initializes the stripe states in SST, then it determines the reconstruction method (RCW/RMW) for this stripe and reads the required parity/data blocks from the disk (line 4-6). Shortly after WT1’s arrival, a second worker thread (WT2) arrives and seeks SST, only to find that the targeted stripe is locked but enables batching (Time ②, line 14). It inserts bios belonging to this stripe to the batching queue of the handling thread WT1 (Time ③, line 15) and then suspends itself.

When WT1 completes its batching phase, it immediately transitions the stripe into the frozen phase (Time ④, line 7) by using the CAS operation. At this point, the stripe is not allowed to accept new bios. Hence, the newly arrived bios from worker thread 3 (WT3) (Time ⑤) are blocked and have to wait for the stripe write’s completion. WT1 coalesces all requests in its batching queue and processes them as a whole, then it re-executes parity read (if required) in accordance with the aggregated stripe-write, and performs XORing and data/parity writes to reconstruct the stripe. Finally, WT1 clears up the stripe states of S1 in SST and releases the stripe lock. The corresponding waiting thread WT2 will also return successfully (Time ⑥, line 12). Next, WT3 successively acquires the Stripe Lock to handle its requests on the stripe.

In contrast to the stripe-cache approach for aggregating SS-writes used in Linux MD, the novelty of the two-phase writing approach in StRAID leverages the latency of executing a reconstruction read in the batching phase to opportunistically aggregate incoming SS-writes. It ensures the efficiency of each handling thread, thus achieving better throughput without sacrificing I/O latency.

4.4 Parity Cache

Partial-stripe writes induce frequent parity-block accesses and cause performance degradation. To alleviate this problem, StRAID further designs a parity cache to keep hot parity-blocks in the memory to reduce disk I/Os. Previous works [9,63,72] use the logging approach to absorb parity updates at the cost of write amplification and potential bottlenecks at the log-devices. StRAID, instead, uses the parity cache only for eliminating parity reads induced by partial-stripe writes.
Algorithm 1 Two-phase stripe submission

1: while all bios are handled do
2:     if get_stripe_lock(stripe_id) then
3:         init_SST(stripe_id)
4:         Determine reconstruction method
5:     if is partial-stripe write then
6:         read from disks
7:     set is_frozen = true in SST and pull batching bio from queue
8:     if Data is not enough for reconstruction then
9:         Re-read from disks
10: Compute XOR and reconstruct stripe
11: if _is_frozen(stripe_id) then
12:     insert bio to queue with TID
13: else
14:     if _is_frozen(stripe_id) then
15:         handled = false
16:     continue
17: Waiting for all bios to complete
18:

Figure 8: Workflow of two-phase stripe submission, an example with 3 concurrent worker threads (WT1-WT3) targeting the same stripe.

The stripe parity has higher access-frequency than its stripe data for partial stripe writes. Therefore, caching parity data is significantly valuable.

The architecture of parity cache is shown in Figure 9. It contains a high concurrency hash table with O(1) lookup cost, and uses an LRU-based cache replacement policy to capture frequently accessed parity data. Each hash entry corresponds to a physical stripe and contains three fields, Stripe_ID, p_data and q_data with the latter two pointing to cached parity data aligned with the 4KB block size. RAID5 only uses the p_data pointer and RAID6 uses both pointers. In addition, each entry has a fine-grained read-write lock for synchronization.

The cache module updates and queries at the block granularity, but inserts and deletes hash entries at the stripe granularity. For updates and queries, a WT needs to first insert the Stripe_ID into the LRU and searches the relevant entry. The read lock is required to access cached data because each stripe can only be updated exclusively by one WT. During the stripe-write process, a WT first searches the parity cache and acquires hit parity blocks. When missed, WT updates both disks and cache in a write-through scheme with the newest parity data after XORing.

StRAID periodically triggers a dedicated thread to clean up the stripe in the background. When the cache size exceeds a threshold (64MB capacity for 16K parity blocks as default), the cleaning thread removes the entries of evicted stripes from the cache according to the LRU policy.

4.5 Recovery and Degraded Mode

Crash Consistency and Recovery After a system crash, part of the chunk writes belonging to a stripe-write may be lost, making the stripe inconsistent between its data and parity. StRAID uses a bitmap to record the current update-state of each chunk. Compared with Linux MD, StRAID’s bitmap has basically the same data structure and layout, but can only be updated and flushed by dedicated threads. For each chunk update, StRAID first sets the corresponding bitmap bits and changes their involved memory-page as dirty, then flushes the page to the underlying SSDs via the memory mapping mechanism. The bits will be cleared after their corresponding chunks are written to the disk. Similar to MD, StRAID groups bitmap updates in a batch to avoid frequent disk I/Os. In the experiment, it is found that flushing the bitmap only incurs a very small overhead (less than 2%) when handling stripe writes. With unexpected power failures, StRAID will fetch the bitmap from the disks and restore it to the consistent state after reboot. Moreover, StRAID has the option to use a journal device [3] as a writeback cache to prevent the write hole problem [22].

Resync and Degraded Mode StRAID supports degraded reads, degraded writes and resync operations in the same way as the legacy MD because the underlying data layout is identical. For stripe writes, StRAID identifies the degraded stripe and handles it after entering the frozen phase. The resync operation reads all the data blocks from disks and compares their calculated parity results with their on-disk parity data. It is triggered upon RAID initialization, or reconstruction from disk replacement. We evaluate the performance of StRAID in degraded mode in Section 5.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Platform We run all experiments on a server (detailed settings listed in Table 1) and three types of SSD devices (described in Table 2). The CPU-core can reach 29GB/s XORing
throughput and the PCIe I/O bandwidth is 48GB/s [21], exceeding the aggregate sequential bandwidth of 6 NVMe-based SSDs (2.6GB/s stable write throughput per SSD, 15.6GB/s in total). In our experiments, we bind all the I/O threads and worker threads to the same CPU socket-0 to avoid remote accesses of memory and PCIe, i.e., the NUMA issues.

**RAID systems setup** We evaluate StRAID and Linux MD (MD) of the RAID5 (5+1) and RAID6 (4+2) levels built on 6 SSDs. The chunk size is set to 64KB by default. StRAID has a 64MB-sized parity cache. Linux MD has a 16K-entry stripe-cache and up to 64 worker threads. This is a setting that MD is shown by our experiments to achieve the best throughput. In addition, we compare StRAID with EPLOG [9] that mitigates parity update overhead by redirecting parity traffic to separate dedicated HDD logging devices. To prevent the log-devices from becoming a bottleneck, we replace the HDDs of EPLOG with the same type of SSDs used in the main RAID array.

**Workloads** We implement a program to issue direct block I/O requests with sequential or random access patterns as micro-benchmark. We run each experiment ten times and take the average as the results. We further select six representative block traces summarized in Table 4 as trace-driven macro-benchmarks. We implement a trace player in C++ using POSIX sync to generate direct block I/O requests to the underlying RAID systems.

### 5.2 Micro-benchmark

We measure the write throughput, average and tail latency, and amount of disk read/written data on MD, StRAID and EPLOG with RAID5 and RAID6 on 980Pro SSDs, respectively. We generate workloads with a different number of concurrent I/O-issuing threads (i.e., UTs) and varying access patterns. Three default I/O sizes are: 4KB (default block-size of file systems, page cache, and block devices), 64KB (partial-stripe write size), and 1MB (full-stripe write size).

**Throughput** Figure 10 reports the write throughput of StRAID, MD and EPLOG in RAID5 and RAID6, respectively. The errorbars are added on StRAID’s results. The throughput of StRAID exceeds that of MD and EPLOG respectively by up to 2.1x and 1.4x with 4KB-sized writes and 1.5x and 1.3x with 64KB-sized writes with a single UT, respectively. This is because StRAID effectively reduces the overhead of handling stripe-states. As the number of UTs increases to 64, StRAID achieves up to 2.0GB/s ± 0.2GB/s and 6.0GB/s ± 0.8GB/s peak throughput with 4KB and 64KB writes respectively, representing 2.1x/59.1x and 2.9x/35.1x performance improvement over MD/EPLOG. In addition, EPLOG achieves 1.4x-1.9x higher throughput than MD under random write at a single UT, because it avoids partial-write-induced reads with parity-logging. However, EPLOG does not scale at all with more...
UTs, because it uses a global lock for serializing each write operation.

For full-stripe writes (i.e., 1MB), StRAID achieves 4.6x/12x and 5.2x/13x higher write throughput in random and sequential cases than MD/EPLOG with a single UT, respectively. As the number of UTs increases to 8, StRAID’s throughput saturates the device bandwidth, with an almost fixed increase of about 6GB/s over MD. With 64 UTs, the peak write throughput reaches 11.4GB/s±1.1GB/s and 10.4GB/s±1.0GB/s in StRAID under RAID5 and RAID6 respectively, which are 2.1x higher than those of MD (5.2GB/s and 5.1GB/s) and 41x higher than EPLOG (0.25GB/s and 0.26GB/s). StRAID’s full-stripe writes nearly unleash the full power of the SSD performance, while MD suffers from heavy contention on the global data structures.

Moreover, Figure 11 shows the read throughput of StRAID and MD with varying-size reads. The average read throughput difference between MD and StRAID is less than 5% in RAID5 and RAID6 respectively, demonstrating that StRAID does not affect read performance.

**Latency and Breakdown of CPU-cycles** Figure 12 shows the average and tail (99th-percentile) latency under RAID5 in StRAID, MD, and EPLOG, respectively. StRAID significantly outperforms MD and EPLOG in both average and tail latencies performance under 64 UTs, reducing latency by 75% and 98.2% with 4KB block-writes, 76% and 97.1% with 64KB partial-stripe writes, and by 69% and 95.2% with full-stripe writes. StRAID reduces 22%-67% tail latencies from MD under 64 UTs. The tail latency of EPLOG is 6.5x~42.1x higher than StRAID under multiple UTs, since the global lock in EPLOG makes its average and tail latencies much higher than those of MD and StRAID.

To better understand the reasons behind StRAID’s superiority, Figure 13 shows the breakdown of the CPU-cycles of key functions consumed by MD and StRAID with 64 UTs issuing random writes, respectively. For partial-stripe writes, the combined CPU-cycles on XORing and disk I/Os account for 76% of the total CPU usage in StRAID, while that of MD is less than 20%. The average stripe-write handling overhead of StRAID, i.e., 60μs, is about 20 times less than that of MD, i.e., 1180μs. Besides, the lock overhead on StRAID and MD account for 5.1% and 46.1% of the total CPU usage, respectively. StRAID efficiently mitigates lock contentions through the stripe-threaded architecture and the lockless access features in SST.

For full-stripe writes, the lock, XORing and I/O-write of StRAID account for 1.3%, 22.5% and 62.6% of the total CPU usage, respectively, in contrast to their MD counterparts of 36.7%, 24.5% and 19.4%, suggesting that StRAID achieves to make better advantage of SSDs’ high write bandwidth. In addition, the two-phase submission and the parity caching use only 6% and 1.5% of the stripe-write CPU-cycles of partial-stripe and full-stripe writes, respectively.

**CPU utilization** We compare the CPU utilizations of StRAID and MD under random full-stripe and partial-stripe write workloads respectively, with the same RAID5 settings in Figure 10. Results in Figure 14 show that the total CPU utilization of MD is up to 6.3x higher than StRAID with 64 UTs. Even when the number of UTs is less than 8, the CPU usage of MD is 2x higher than that of StRAID on average. Combining with the throughput results shown in Figure 10, MD with 4495μs CPU-core utilization consumes only 1/3 of the SSDs bandwidth, in contrast to StRAID that consumes 86.9% of the SSDs bandwidth with 1156μs CPU-core utilization.

Moreover, 64KB-sized partial-stripe writes of MD (MD-64K) consume up to 80% more CPU than full-stripe writes (MD-1M) with 64 UTs. MD’s inefficiency stems from its high consumption of CPU cycles required to handle in-flight partial-stripe writes. On the contrary, StRAID-64K consumes only 25% less CPU cycles than StRAID-1M because StRAID gains higher throughput for full-stripe writes that consumes more CPU resources for computing XOR and issuing I/Os.

**Read/Write amplification** Figure 15 shows the amount of...
data written to and read from disks by StRAID in RAID5, normalized to that of MD. For random writes, StRAID and MD have exactly the same amount of data written and data read because stripe-write aggregation is rare for random writes. For sequential writes, however, the amount of data written in StRAID is up to 12% larger than MD. This is because the two-phase submission in StRAID has a smaller aggregation window (i.e., proportional to SSD-read latency), which is slightly less efficient than Linux MD’s active delays of sequential stripe writes.

For sequential writes, the amount of data read in StRAID and MD varies significantly with different numbers of UTs. With a single UT, the amount of read data in StRAID is 1/2 of that in MD, because the parity caching mechanism effectively reduces parity reads. However, with 64 UTs as the worst case, StRAID reads 12x more data than MD. It is because MD postpones and aggregates almost all stripe-associated writes (SS-writes) into full-stripe writes, thus reducing the amount of write-induced-read data (e.g., 1.1% of user-written data). In contrast, a StRAID’s worker thread immediately executes reading parity/data chunks before performing write-aggregation, resulting in a nearly fixed number of write-induced reads (e.g., 13.7% of user-written data). However, since the high read IOPS of fast SSDs can completely absorb the increased number of read I/Os, StRAID’s write performance can still be 5.2x higher than MD.

**Chunk Sizes** We evaluate the effect of chunk size configuration on the performance of StRAID and MD with 64KB-sized writes in RAID6. The chunk size is set to 8KB for the full-stripe-write case (StRAID-F and MD-F), and 64KB for the partial-stripe-write case (StRAID-P and MD-P), respectively. Figure 16 shows that both StRAID and MD benefit significantly from full-stripe write workloads. The throughput of StRAID-F reaches 11.8GB/s with 64 UTs, about 1.9x higher than StRAID-P. Similarly, the throughput of MD-F is up to 3.1x higher than MD-P. However, the peak throughput of MD-F (8KB chunk size and 64KB write size) remains at 5.3GB/s, consistent with the results shown in Figure 1(d) (with 64KB chunk size and 1MB I/O size). It indicates that the peak throughput of StRAID is sensitive to the chunk size setting. An insight from this experiment is that it is beneficial to set StRAID’s chunk size smaller, such as 8KB, to take full advantage of full-stripe writes.

### 5.3 Macro-benchmark

We use six representative block traces from Filebench [60], cloud-based application traces from Alibaba-Pangu [47] and Microsoft [51] to evaluate StRAID’s performance. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of these workloads, most of which are read-write mixed or write-dominated. In the experiments, we enable 32 WTs in MD and StRAID, and evaluate them in both the RAID5 and RAID6 levels with a chunk size of 8KB. We invoke 32 user threads to replay these traces continuously, mimicking high-intensity workloads.

Figure 17 shows the throughput of StRAID and MD over time. StRAID achieves up to 2.8x higher throughput than MD, and shortens the total running time by an average of 64% across 6 workloads. In the fileserver workload, StRAID achieves peak and average throughput of 10.3GB/s and 7.9GB/s respectively, in contrast to their MD counterparts of 5.0GB/s and 3.2GB/s. The fileserver workload has the largest average write size, so that StRAID benefits from full-stripe writes. For the cloud-based workloads, StRAID’s average throughput is 3.1x and 3x higher than MD’s in Pangu-A and Pangu-B, respectively. The prxy0 workload exhibits the lowest average throughput among all workloads, 1.8GB/s and 0.6GB/s for StRAID and MD respectively. This is because the prxy0 trace has the smallest average write size (i.e., 4.6KB) among all workloads, leading to a large amount of partial-stripe writes for both StRAID and MD. Further, it is observed that StRAID in RAID5 is 10%-15% better than in RAID6 among all the workloads, because RAID5 has less parity data than RAID6.

Figure 18 shows the latency CDFs of StRAID and MD across all the workloads. StRAID shows significantly better CDF profiles, with about 80% and 69% lower average latency than MD in workloads Pangu-A and Pangu-B, respectively. For the other four workloads, StRAID also has at least 49% lower average latency than MD. The median latencies of
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Figure 19: Performances of StRAID and MD on different SSDs and RAMs.

Figure 20: StRAID throughput with partial-stripe (\(^\ast-P\)) and full-stripe writes (\(^\ast-F\)) when running with/without two-phase stripe submission (w/ TPS and w/o TPS).

StRAID in workloads Pangu-A, Pangu-B and filebench are almost ten times lower than MD, while for workloads varmail, pm0, and proxy0 StRAID’s is 78%, 74% and 75% lower than MD’s respectively. The 99\%ile-percentage tail latency in StRAID is 25% lower than that in MD among all workloads on average. For example, StRAID’s tail latency is up to 31.1\% and 31.9\% lower in workloads Pangu-A and pm0. StRAID’s advantage over MD in tail latency is lower than in average latency, because the high tail latency of both StRAID and MD mainly comes from write latency spikes caused by internal maintenance operations (e.g., garbage collection) within the SSD devices.

5.4 Sensitivity Study

Experiment with other devices Next, we evaluate the sensitivity of StRAID and MD to different types of storage devices. We first build StRAID and Linux MD on six Intel Optane PMs (in AppDirect Mode) [28] and lower-performance 970Pro SSDs, and compare these performances with that in 980Pros. The raw read and write bandwidth per PM can reach 6GB/s and 2GB/s [74], respectively. Further, we test the extreme RAID performance over six ramdisks on 128GB DRAM. We invoke up to 64 UTs with 64KB write-size for partial-stripe write-load and 1MB for full-stripe write-load.

Results in Figure 19 show that StRAID on 980Pro SSDs exhibits up to 20\% higher throughput than it on 970PRO SSDs. In contrast, the performance difference of Linux MD on these two different types of SSDs is less than 5\%. The throughput of StRAID on PMs is up to 50\% and 35\% higher than MD on partial-stripe and full-stripe writes, respectively. We also find that StRAID on PMs shows up to 26\% higher throughput in partial-stripe writes than that SSDs. This is because PM has one order of magnitude lower read latency than SSDs, thus StRAID could handle stripes more efficiently.

Moreover, StRAID on PM shows a throughput drop at higher than 8 UTs, because PM has a limited concurrency [74].

In addition, StRAID on RAMs delivers up to 5.8x higher write throughput than MD. At 64 UTs, StRAID reaches up to 35.2GB/s random write throughput and 32.7GB/s sequential write throughput, respectively, in contrast to their MD counterparts of 5.8GB/s and 5.7GB/s. It shows that StRAID has the potential to effectively exploit faster storage like the emerging PCIe 5.0 SSDs [18] in the near future.

Two-phase Submission We analyze the performance contributions of the two-phase stripe submission (TPS) mechanism of StRAID in RAID5. We run the experiment with (w/ TPS) and without (w/o TPS) two-phase submission, respectively. The request size is set to 1MB for the full-stripe-write case (\(^\ast-F\)), and 64KB for the partial-stripe-write case (\(^\ast-P\)). We issue requests with sequential access patterns. Figure 20 shows that StRAID with TPS achieves 3.5x improvement of average throughput than without TPS for partial-stripe writes at 64 UTs. The two-phase submission allows request aggregation on writes belonging to a same stripe and handles them in a batch. StRAID without TPS, by contrast, has to individually execute each writes on a stripe. Besides, the performance contribution of two-phase submission on full-stripe write load is less than 4\%, because the requests targeting different stripes will not be aggregated.

Parity Cache We analyze the effectiveness of the parity cache on StRAID performance. We compare the StRAID with the parity cache disabled (StRAID\(_{NC}\)) against the StRAID with its parity cache capacity varying from 4MB to 256MB (StRAID\(_{4M}\) to StRAID\(_{256M}\)). We select the RAID5 level with 8KB chunk size as an example. We run the proxy0 workload with the most partial-stripe writes among all workloads tested, which has 9.5\% write operations (0.51 million ops) with I/O sizes of 40KB or larger (i.e., full-stripe write size for 8KB chunk size), and the sequential write ratio is 66\% (8.02 million ops). We measure the average throughput, cache hit rate, and amount of disk read/written data, respectively.
Results are shown in Table 5. As the parity cache capacity increases, the cache hit ratio increases from 39% at StrRAID-4M to 57% at StrRAID-64M, resulting in a 16% improvement of average throughput. In addition, increasing the cache capacity to beyond 64MB contributes less than a 5% increase in both the cache hit ratio and throughput, because the cache has captured most of the parity data under such conditions.

5.5 Resync and Degraded Mode

We assess the performance of StrRAID and Linux MD in the degraded mode under RAID5. One random SSD in the RAID array is set as failed. Then, a varying number of UTs issue read and writes of 64KB and 1MB size, respectively. Results in Figure 21 show that the read throughput of degraded StrRAID and Linux MD is almost the same, with an average difference of less than 5%. Meanwhile, the write performance of degraded StrRAID is 50-70% higher than that in Linux MD with multiple UTs. This is because the processing flow of write operation in degraded mode is basically the same as that in the normal mode. In addition, StrRAID and MD apply the same resync approach.

6 Related Works

SSD-aware RAID SSD-based RAIDs have been extensively studied and can be roughly classified into three groups: 1) taming tail-latency by alleviating GC impact [33, 68, 69, 73]; 2) enhancing data reliability by optimizing parity distribution or conducting wear leveling across SSDs [4, 41, 65]; and 3) mitigating the overhead of parity writes [9, 15, 26, 31, 72]. StrRAID focuses on the multi-threaded processing architecture in RAID systems and can complement these works.

All-Flash-Array Systems RAID for AFA (all-flash-array) systems have been studied for RAID data layout optimization [50, 75] and taming tail-latency by alleviating GC impact [33, 59]. FusionRAID [30] improves the latency performance of the RAID system for SSD pools by leveraging the Latin-square-based deterministic addressing methods proposed in RAID+ [75], while proposing an out-of-place write method for optimizing parity-updates. SWAN [33] tames tail-latency by alleviating SSD GC impact in an all-flash-array system. Complementary to them, StrRAID focuses on the stripe-write process on multi-core processors and fast SSDs without any modification of the RAID data layout. Therefore, StrRAID as a new stripe-handling engine can be used in AFA systems to exploit modern hardware with high internal parallelism.

Parity Write Optimization The stripe aggregation method is widely studied to construct full-stripe writes for reducing the write-induced reads or reducing the number of parity writes to SSDs. Previous works [15, 16, 26, 63, 72] use an NVRAM or SSD as a cache to absorb incoming write data and/or parity information and delay parity updates with extra devices. In contrast, the parity cache in StrRAID is located in memory and only used to accelerate read I/Os for stripe reconstructions. Existing systems [20, 30, 67] first steer all writes to a logging zone and then write back to the RAID zone in the background. Such an aggregation approach requires additional storage and double the amount of data written to SSDs. In comparison to these efforts, StrRAID performs an in-place update for stripe writes and opportunistically aggregates writes without extra storage requirements.

Block IO Scheduling Prior studies on block IO scheduling are focused on optimizing multi-queue management including prioritization [37], fairness queuing [24, 77], policy-based storage provisioning and management [2, 62] and providing low scheduling latency [25]. StrRAID is a RAID stripe-write engine on top of and thus complementary to these block IO scheduling approaches. Additionally, compared with other RAID systems that adopt FTL-level block I/O scheduling [34, 66, 78], StrRAID considers SSDs as black boxes, making it highly portable and non-intrusive.

Multicore Optimization Previous studies have addressed the scalability issues in key-value stores [12, 13], file systems [6, 14, 43], volume management [36] and block drivers [25] with multicore processors and high-performance devices (e.g., SSDs and NVMs). MAX [43] demonstrates that lock contentions are the major reasons for poor scalability in file systems. These works exploit the potentials of parallelism on multicore processors and fast SSDs through localized key data structures and fine-grained lock designs. The Linux kernel contributors optimize lock mechanisms to improve read performance [52]. In this paper, StrRAID focuses on optimizing the write path of the MD parity-RAID architecture and addresses the software overhead in handling stripe writes.

7 Conclusion

We experimentally reveal that Linux MD with parity-based RAIDs cannot fully exploit the potentials offered by high-performance SSDs due to the architectural drawback of centralized stripe-writes. We propose a stripe-threaded parity-RAID (StrRAID) to efficiently handle stripe-writes in parallel. StrRAID introduces a two-phase stripe submission mechanism for aggregating partial-stripe writes and a parity cache for hot parity-accesses. Through extensive trace-driven evaluations, StrRAID is shown to significantly and consistently outperform MD parity-based RAID in write performance without sacrificing read performance.
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Abstract

Non-volatile memory (NVM) is a new byte-addressable storage technology that is part of the processor’s memory hierarchy. NVM is often exposed to applications via an in-kernel file system. To prevent data loss in the case of crashes, the file system implementation needs to be crash-consistent. Achieving crash consistency is difficult however, as special primitives need to be inserted at appropriate places in the program to ensure persistency in the presence of volatile caches.

We introduce VINTER, a new approach to automated NVM crash consistency testing designed for full systems, including unmodified kernel software such as file systems. By tracing NVM accesses of a full system via dynamic binary translation, we capture interactions between user and kernel space code. With such traces, our system efficiently generates relevant crash states using a heuristic that determines NVM locations significant for crash consistency. Finally, it extracts the semantic representation of each crash state. This makes the automatic detection of operation-spanning violations of crash consistency properties such as atomicity feasible. Our approach further aids in fixing detected bugs by representing how bugs originate from simulated crashes which are annotated by trace metadata.

Our evaluation on NVM file systems uncovers several previously unknown bugs, including bugs in the state-of-the-art file systems NOVA and NOVA-Fortis that lead to atomicity violations and data loss.

1 Introduction

Non-volatile memory (NVM) is a new storage technology that is byte-addressable and integrated in the processor’s memory system. Applications can obtain a virtual memory mapping to access non-volatile memory pages directly with load and store instructions [40, 41, 52]. Such direct access enables persistency without a serialization step, but requires extensive reworking of the applications to ensure crash consistency: Modifications need to be flushed from volatile caches, and developers need to employ memory fences to enforce persistency ordering. Thus, programming for NVM has turned out to be difficult in practice [39].

As an alternative, unmodified applications can benefit from high-speed NVM by running on NVM file systems [5, 23, 26, 45, 48–51, 54, 56] which implement common user space interfaces such as POSIX [15]. Internally, these file systems store metadata and file data directly on NVM, which means that the same challenges for achieving crash consistency apply to these file systems as well.

Recent research has produced many approaches to detecting crash consistency bugs [8, 11, 27–30, 33]. However, we find that most of these approaches cannot easily be applied to file systems. Kernel software is often not supported at all or requires extensive code modification. In particular, static code analysis [11] and symbolic execution [33] are difficult to apply to full systems where a variety of user and kernel space code may interact. It is possible in theory to adapt a kernel file system to user space in order to apply a testing tool designed for user space software. However, this approach is likely to distort results, as the interaction between user and kernel space code can be a source of consistency bugs. For example, the NOVA file system [49] relies on memory barriers being performed when returning to user space.

We introduce VINTER, the virtualization-based NVM tester, a novel approach for testing crash consistency that supports full systems. Using binary translation, we trace relevant instructions such as load-store instructions or barriers in a virtual machine running unmodified kernel and user space code. From that trace, we generate crash images which represent possible NVM contents after a crash. We reduce the exponential search space by identifying NVM locations where the recovery code reads from the crash image. By extracting the semantic state of each crash image (e.g., a listing of all files in a file system), we can finally automatically verify crash consistency properties such as atomicity.

We use our prototype to test the NVM file systems NOVA [49], NOVA-Fortis [50] and PMFS [10] for crash consistency bugs. We find several new bugs in these file systems.
ranging from atomicity violations to data loss and broken file system states. One specific bug we find in NOVA highlights the importance of testing unmodified software instead of higher-level methods such as manual code annotation: A generic Linux helper function for an uncached memory copy has an optimized assembly implementation for x86 that leaves unaligned data in the cache. NOVA uses this function to copy file data to NVM and is thus susceptible to data loss.

We identify the following major contributions of our work:
- Our solution traces NVM accesses using full system emulation with dynamic binary translation. It thus supports unmodified user and kernel space software.
- We apply heuristics to achieve efficient exploration of crash states, avoiding combinatorial state explosion.
- Through grouping simulated crashes by their semantic state, we introduce automatic testing of operation-spanning crash consistency properties such as atomicity.
- To help developers fix uncovered bugs, we introduce a representation of semantic crash states and their origins in simulated crashes which are annotated by trace metadata.
- Using our solution, we provide the first comprehensive analysis of NVM file systems for crash consistency.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we introduce the memory persistency model that VINTER builds upon and the crash consistency properties it can verify automatically. Then, we discuss related work.

2.1 Memory Persistency Models

Applications that access NVM need to pay close attention to the memory persistency model which codifies the architecture’s guarantees about persistency. Multiple models have been proposed [5, 12, 18, 35]. We implement VINTER for the x86 architecture [17, 37] whose persistency model is based on persistence epochs [20]. The epoch model divides thread execution into persist epochs and guarantees that stores between epochs are strictly ordered, but not within the same epoch [5, 35]. Stores are buffered in x86 and need to be flushed from volatile caches with instructions such as clwb to be persisted [22, 37]. Alternatively, non-temporal stores bypass the caches. Memory barriers in the form of fence instructions provide ordering points that divide the epochs. In the following, we refer to all instructions that are relevant for the persistency model as persistency primitives.

2.2 NVM Crash Consistency

Crash consistency as a property of stateful applications is often only informally specified. Throughout this work, we use the following definitions and assumptions about the tested applications.

We assume that the application keeps its persistent state in NVM. Depending on the access method, modifications may go through a volatile cache or may be reordered. After a crash, these modifications may be partially lost. Consequently, the NVM then contains all fully-persisted data (e.g., through cache flush instructions and memory fences) with a subset of the in-flight modifications applied. We call this a crash image.

The period during which a crash may occur is called the pre-failure execution [29]. When restarting the application from a crash image, its post-failure recovery code will read the data to recover its semantic state. By comparing all possible recovered states that can arise from crashes, we can describe the following crash consistency properties. An operation with all-or-nothing semantics fulfills atomicity. More formally, all crash images possible during an atomic operation result in one of two states: either the initial or the final state. Figure 1 illustrates such an atomic operation. From left to right, an application is modifying NVM contents step-by-step. As long as the modifications are not flushed from the caches, crash images with partial cache contents are possible. However, all but the final crash image recover to an identical semantic state. We can observe patterns like this when techniques such as journaling are in use. The final writes (green) mark the previous modifications as valid.

For non-atomic operations, in Section 3.4.1 we define a second, weaker property Single Final State: at the end of an operation, all possible crash images recover to the same semantic state. Either of these properties may be violated by different kinds of bugs. For example, a missing memory fence at the end of an operation may violate Single Final State: the CPU could reorder cache flushes, which results in crash images that miss some modifications.

Multiple methods exist that help applications to achieve crash consistency, including logging [46, 47], log structuring [4, 14, 24, 49, 55], and shadow paging [31, 34].

2.3 NVM Crash Consistency Testing

Since making NVM programs crash-consistent is difficult for developers, multiple testing approaches have been proposed
with varying degrees of automation. Many of the previous approaches rely on user-provided code annotations [29, 30], do not automatically confirm bug candidates [8, 29, 30, 33], and are limited to user space applications [11, 29, 33] or would need additional effort like kernel modification [8, 28, 30]. **VINTER** is free from these limitations.

Lantz et al.'s Yat [27] traces its target in a hardware-assisted hypervisor, constructs all possible crash images by brute force, and tests these by running an integrity checker such as `fsck`. It is able to test kernel space applications, but it relies on code modifications to trap persistency primitives due to limits of hardware-assisted virtualization. Due to its exhaustive crash image exploration, some test cases would take years to complete. Furthermore, Yat can only detect inconsistencies discovered by an integrity checker, and is not able to consider consistency across entire operations.

Liu et al.'s PMTest [30] requires that developers annotate their source code with persistency assertions. Their correctness is then evaluated at runtime. The obvious drawback is that the approach entirely depends on the quantity and quality of annotations which need considerable effort by developers.

XFDetector by Liu et al. [29] applies heuristics to detect a typical bug pattern. During runtime, it looks for read operations during post-failure recovery whose corresponding stores from pre-failure execution have not been explicitly persisted. To avoid false positive bugs, they require manual code annotations. Still, the bug candidates need manual screening.

Neal et al.'s Agamotto [33] applies symbolic execution to NVM user space programs. This allows arguing over many possible execution paths at once and can work with symbolic NVM. It only detects some bug patterns like unpersisted NVM locations after program termination. Thus, false positives can occur and manual vetting is required.

**WITCHER** by Fu et al. [11] focuses on testing user space key-value stores. The authors propose a testing pipeline that automatically confirms bugs. It uses heuristics based on dynamic and static analysis to choose interesting crash states and thus avoids exhaustive search. Use of static analysis and need for recompilation makes it difficult to apply to full systems, so we propose a new crash image generation heuristic solely based on dynamic analysis. **WITCHER** automatically detects violations of the *atomicity* of operations [18] by introducing “output equivalence checking” that compares with oracle states obtained before and after an operation. Our work extends upon this by also testing for a relaxation of atomicity. Furthermore, **VINTER** outputs a representation of all encountered semantic crash states for easy manual sighting when strong properties such as atomicity do not apply. **VINTER** also passes metadata through its testing pipeline in order to facilitate debugging and root cause analysis of uncovered bugs.

PMFuzz by Liu et al. [28] uses fuzzing for test case generation and is orthogonal to our work. PMDebugger by Di et al. [8] focuses on efficiently processing memory traces.

Formal verification of NVM programs has been proposed [7, 13, 18].

### 2.4 File System Crash Consistency

The need for file systems to tolerate crashes is not new. Numerous works have proposed methods for checking crash consistency properties in file systems [19, 21, 25, 32, 36, 53]. Most of these approaches rely on instrumentation at the block layer and thus cannot be applied to NVM file systems. However, we see opportunities to adopt specific techniques to an NVM context. CrashMonkey [32] automatically generates test cases for a crash consistency checker. Our evaluation relies on manually written tests, but could be extended with a similar technique. Jaffer et al. [19] evaluate how file systems react to media errors common on solid state drives. Our approach could be extended in this direction, however, there is currently limited information on specific NVM media errors.

**File system semantics.** A common issue with file system crash consistency checking is that consistency semantics vary from file system to file system and are often only loosely specified. The POSIX standard [15], whose API most Unix file systems implement, does not define crash consistency semantics at all. Bornholt et al. [3] improve on this situation by creating crash consistency models for a few commonly used file systems. Rebello et al. [38] specifically look at error handling by file systems and applications for the `fsync` system call. These issues also apply to NVM file systems. For our analysis, NOVA [49], NOVA-Fortis [50] and PMFS [10] give strong atomicity guarantees for all metadata and file data operations, so complex models were not required.

### 3 Approach

We introduce a novel crash consistency testing approach to automatically finding bugs that violate crash consistency properties in unmodified NVM applications, including kernel space software. The key requirements for our solution are:

- To support kernel software such as file systems, it should work with *full systems* and should not be limited to user space software.
- It should not require manual development effort. In particular, no code annotations should be needed. Our solution even works with *unmodified* kernel and user space binaries without needing source code access.
- Reported crash consistency bugs should be *automatically confirmed*, and not be based on heuristics that allow for false positives.
- For good performance, it should *avoid exhaustive search* over all possible crash states, and only consider crash states that are likely to exhibit crash consistency bugs.
- It should not only look for single crash states that are obviously broken, but also consider *semantic, operation-spanning crash consistency* such as atomicity. For ex-
ample, this allows to determine whether a file system operation is atomic or has invalid intermediate crash states.

3.1 Overview

\textsc{Vinter} dynamically analyzes the execution of a system that interacts with NVM. The goal is to simulate crashes that may occur during a recorded pre-failure execution and find inconsistent states. The proposed framework consists of a testing pipeline made up of multiple components which we depict in Figure 2.

The pipeline’s initial input is an operating system image, which includes all kernel and user space binaries, as well as a sequence of operations that specifies the program’s pre-failure execution during which crashes should be simulated. Each step of the pipeline outputs an artifact that is fed to the next stage of the pipeline. In the final step, uncovered crash consistency bugs and a representation of encountered semantic crash states are output. The entire pipeline may be run multiple times with different test cases. Achieving comprehensive results depends on the quality and quantity of these cases being run in the system. Finding these is orthogonal to our work (e.g., PMFuzz [28]).

\textsc{Vinter’s Tracer} makes use of full system emulation with dynamic binary translation to trace NVM operations performed by a system (§3.2). The resulting trace is fed into our \textit{Crash Image Generator}. To be able to reconstruct arbitrary crash states, the Crash Image Generator uses an NVM simulation of a given memory persistence model to replay the trace on it (§3.3). At each ordering point (e.g., memory barrier), crash images are chosen by a heuristic that only considers in-flight stores at memory locations likely to be read by the recovery (post-failure) code, which avoids exhaustive exploration of crash states. The latter are determined by running the post-failure code on special crash images, hence the Crash Image Generator uses its own Tracer instance.

The \textit{Tester} component finally takes crash images and extracts their semantic (crash) states (§3.4). Each of the pre-failure operations is then analyzed for violations of crash consistency properties such as atomicity. For example, if during an operation three different semantic crash states are observed, the operation has been shown not to be atomic. Uncovered bugs are finally output to the user of the framework, together with a representation of encountered semantic crash states and how they originate from the simulated crashes (§3.5).

The workflow of our testing pipeline is similar to the one in the \textsc{Witcher} framework proposed by Fu et al. [11]. However, our crash image generation algorithm additionally makes use of the Tracer as part of our heuristic for choosing crash images (we further compare our solution in §2.3).

3.2 Tracer

The Tracer is a full system emulator and is used in the testing pipeline for the following purposes:

- During pre-failure execution, we trace \textit{writes} to NVM as well as invocation of persistence primitives, as this allows reconstruction of arbitrary NVM crash states (§3.3).
- Further, we trace \textit{reads} to NVM during post-failure executions as part of our crash image generation heuristic described in Section 3.3.
- Optionally, the Tracer may be used by the Tester component for running the post-failure recovery on the generated crash images to extract their semantic states (§3.4). Tracing NVM accesses may be disabled, but hypercalls can be used (see below).

In common architectures, NVM is accessed directly via load and store instructions to virtual memory that is backed by NVM. Further, persistency primitives (such as cache line flushes and memory fences) are usually implemented as dedicated instructions. To intercept these events, we base the Tracer’s processor emulation on \textit{dynamic binary translation} [43]. This allows full control over the emulated system, and is transparent to the tested program stack, thus binaries may remain unmodified. In contrast, hardware-assisted virtualization (as used by \textsc{Yat} [27]) is faster, but does usually not provide hooks for all events that are of interest (\textsc{Yat} requires recompilation).

During the translation of basic blocks from the emulated architecture to the host architecture, the Tracer adds instrumentation code for persistency primitives to the translated code. Further, the memory abstraction layer of the emulator intercepts memory writes and reads to address ranges backed by simulated NVM. The intercepted events are then output in a \textit{trace log} with associated data. Data includes instruction operands (e.g., cache flush addresses) or memory contents updated by a store to NVM.

\textbf{Hypercalls.} We allow the emulated system to signal the following events as hypercalls to the testing framework, which are additionally recorded in the trace log:

- \textit{Checkpoint} hypercalls during pre-failure execution separate semantic operations. We remind that input to the testing framework is a sequence of operations that will each be separately tested for operation-spanning crash consistency. In practice, this may be in form of a sim-
ple user space executable that calls the tested program’s operations and emits hypercalls in between.

- **Success indication** hypercalls may occur during post-failure recovery. If none is emitted, it is assumed that recovery from the specific crash image has failed.

The use of hypercalls is not mandatory for the approach, but it improves the testing workflow for example by allowing separation of operations during pre-failure execution.

**Metadata.** During pre-failure execution, we log metadata about traced events (such as NVM stores), particularly their location in form of a call stack as traced by the emulator. Although not required to detect crash consistency bugs, it helps a developer to investigate uncovered crash consistency bugs. We retain this metadata when generating crash images later in the pipeline as a way to understand how a crash needs to occur to lead to a certain invalid semantic crash state. Further, additional events helpful for debugging may be traced and logged, such as system calls.

### 3.3 Crash Image Generator

The Crash Image Generator component takes a pre-failure trace as its input, and it outputs crash images to be passed into the Tester (§3.4). A crash image is a string that describes the binary contents of the NVM in a single crash state that can occur according to the memory persistency model at an arbitrary point of program execution.

**Motivation and challenges.** In memory persistency models that are based on persistency epochs [5, 35] (including x86 [20]), the set of all possible crash images can be constructed as follows. At each ordering point (usually memory fences), apply any possible subset of potentially unpersisted in-flight stores on top of the memory contents that are already guaranteed to be persisted [8, 11, 27–30, 33]. This works because stores can only become irreversibly persistent at ordering points. Not all subsets may be allowed and order of stores can be relevant depending on the specific memory model [35, 37, 42], such as x86 with intra-cache-line ordering.

Although considering any possible crash state would be comprehensive, it is impractical. Yet by Lantz et al. [27] does so, but the authors find that some test cases would take several years to complete due to exponential explosion in number of crash images. Thus, many other approaches do not actually generate and test crash images, but only apply heuristics on the observed program execution to detect typical bug patterns [8, 29, 30, 33]—this either allows false positives to occur or requires extensive manual code annotations.

Solving this problem requires reducing the number of tested crash images. The chosen subset of crash images should ideally not hide bugs. Accordingly, the chosen crash images should have some properties that makes them relatively likely to exhibit bugs. The recent WITCHER framework proposed by Fu et al. [11] aims to solve this challenge for user space key-value stores. From a mix of static and dynamic analysis, they infer likely invariants regarding the persistency of program data that have presumably been intended by the programmer. Then, they choose crash images that violate these invariants and test if these indeed violate crash consistency. This approach works well for key-value stores, but particularly the reliance on static analysis makes it difficult to apply to full systems, where a variety of user and kernel space code may interact.

**Proposed crash image generation heuristic.** In contrast, our heuristic only relies on dynamic analysis. For determining crash consistency, only the semantic state as recovered by the application in post-failure recovery is relevant (§3.4). Conversely, the semantic crash state can only have been influenced by memory locations from which the post-failure execution has read. Our crash image generation heuristic is based on this idea. When choosing subsets of in-flight stores during crash image generation, our heuristic only considers stores likely to be read by the post-failure recovery. Other stores may be ignored.

We observe that techniques such as journaling and log structuring, both common in file systems, cause the following access pattern: The program writes a journal entry, flushes it completely to NVM and only marks it valid after a store fence. The journal entry may have an arbitrary size, resulting in a large number of in-flight stores. However, considering subsets of these stores for crash image generation is not useful. After a failure, the recovery would only read a journal entry that is marked valid.

According to this observation, we base the decision on whether a store is likely to be read in post-failure recovery on the following assumption: If an NVM location is not read during the post-failure stage on the image where all unpersisted stores are applied, the post-failure stage will likely also not read this location when an arbitrary subset of in-flight stores is applied. Therefore, the heuristic limits the generated crash images to variations of stores that are likely to be read during the post-failure stage’s execution. As with any heuristic, the assumption may not always hold. We evaluate its effectiveness in Section 6.2.

For the heuristic to capture all relevant NVM locations, the post-failure recovery should read all relevant state, for example by running code that serializes all state (as in the state extractor to be introduced in Section 3.4).

The heuristic’s underlying idea of observing interactions between pre- and post-failure executions is based on Liu et al.’s XFDetector framework [29]. However, XFDetector uses these observations directly to detect bug patterns, but does not automatically confirm bug candidates. It further requires developers to manually annotate their code to mark memory belonging to commit variables; it is further not directly compatible with checksumming mechanisms as used by file systems.

**NVM simulation.** To be able to replay the trace and reconstruct the possible NVM crash states, we assume a simu-
ator of the architecture’s memory persistency model. It holds the guaranteed persisted memory content as a binary string, and further a list of in-flight stores that have not yet been explicitly persisted. Each of these stores further retains associated metadata from the trace. It further needs to provide functions for applying stores and persistency primitives (e.g., cache line flushes and ordering points). An efficient data structure and algorithm for processing in-flight stores have been proposed by Di et al. [8].

**Resulting algorithm.** The algorithm processes the pre-failure trace from beginning to end and replays each NVM write operation and persistency primitive invocation on the NVM simulation. At each ordering point, it generates crash images in the following way:

1. Obtain a copy of the current NVM’s guaranteed persisted memory, and apply all stores on it. We obtain NVM\(_{\text{full}}\).
2. Instantiate the Tracer with NVM\(_{\text{full}}\) as initial NVM contents. Execute and trace the post-failure recovery.
3. Look for “read” operations in that post-failure trace to NVM addresses that have overlapping in-flight stores.
4. Consider all subsets of these cross-failure read in-flight stores, and apply each subset to the guaranteed persisted memory and emit the resulting crash images.
5. Continue with replaying the pre-failure trace.

As an optimization, we ignore ordering points if no stores to NVM have occurred before the last one. Further, if there would be too many subsets of cross-failure read-in-flight stores according to a configurable threshold, we choose a random selection of these subsets.

**Metadata.** It is possible for the same crash image (merely a binary string) to be emitted multiple times, but at different ordering points and with different subsets of stores applied. We deduplicate crash images and attach metadata to each image that describes all its origins. Each origin includes the (un)persisted in-flight stores’ metadata (containing the stack trace that led to a store), the last ordering point’s ID, and the last checkpoint’s ID. Crash images are further grouped by checkpoint (i.e., the semantic operation they occur during).

### 3.4 Tester

In the previous step of VINTER’s testing pipeline, we have generated crash images that simulate crashes at multiple points during the traced pre-failure program execution. In this final step, the Tester component analyzes each operation’s crash images for the occurrence of crash consistency bugs. We begin by defining crash consistency properties (§3.4.1) and then describe how the Tester component discovers violations of the properties from a set of crash images (§3.4.2). Our testing approach is an extension of Fu et al.’s “output equivalence checking” [11].

#### 3.4.1 Crash Consistency Definitions

The central idea is that an NVM image can be mapped to an application-specific well-defined semantic state that describes the intended meaning of the persisted data. The same semantic state can possibly be encoded by different NVM images. We use \( S \) to describe the set of semantic states, and \( \bot (\bot \notin S) \) to denote that an NVM image is not recoverable from because it is faulty. The state extractor function \( E \) maps NVM images to semantic states, for which we use the notation \( E : \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow S \cup \{\bot\} \).

We recall that we allow traces to be separated by checkpoints \( (c_1, c_2, \ldots) \) that are signaled by the running program through hypercalls (§3.2). We define **checkpoint intervals** \([c_i, c_{i+1}]\)—called operations in the following—that each induce a subsequence of a trace that contains all its recorded events between checkpoints \( c_i \) and \( c_{i+1} \). We use checkpoints to separate different semantic operations during the pre-failure execution traced in the beginning of our testing pipeline. We define two crash consistency properties which, depending on the operation, may be considered a requirement for crash consistency of the operation.

We propose the following new property:

**Definition 1 (Single Final State, SFS).** A checkpoint \( c_k \) is single-final-state crash-consistent (SFS(\( c_k \))) if and only if all crash images \( N_k \subset \{0, 1\}^* \) that can result from crashes in the trace exactly at checkpoint \( c_k \) result in the same state \( \neq \bot \), or formally: \( \exists s \in S : \{E(n) \mid n \in N_k\} = \{s\} \).

For \( s \in S \), we write SFS(\( c_k, s \)) if \( c_k \) is single-final-state crash-consistent and \( \{E(n) \mid n \in N_k\} = \{s\} \). Further, an operation \([c_i, c_{i+1}]\) is single-final-state crash-consistent if and only if \( c_{i+1} \) is single-final-state crash-consistent.

SFS is a property that is useful to require even when an operation is not considered atomic; in that case, intermediate states are allowed, but as soon as an operation returns, a crash may not yield any intermediate states anymore.

We further define the well-known atomicity property in our context:

**Definition 2 (Atomicity).** An operation \([c_i, c_{i+1}]\) is atomic if and only if \( c_i \) and \( c_{i+1} \) are both single-final-state crash-consistent, and all crash images \( N_k \subset \{0, 1\}^* \) that can result from crashes anywhere between checkpoints \( c_i \) and \( c_{i+1} \) result in either of two states \( \neq \bot \), or formally:

\[
\exists s_{\text{before}}, s_{\text{after}} \in S : \text{SFS}(c_i, s_{\text{before}}) \land \text{SFS}(c_{i+1}, s_{\text{after}}) \land \{ E(n) \mid n \in N_{[i,i+1]} \} = \{ s_{\text{before}}, s_{\text{after}} \}.
\]

Atomicity means that operations execute, from the point of view after crash recovery, in an all-or-nothing fashion: Either an operation is fully run (\( s_{\text{after}} \)) or not at all (\( s_{\text{before}} \)). No intermediate states should occur and all states should be recoverable. This means that no more than two states may be observable after recovering from arbitrary crashes between
Further, for each operation it outputs a representation of all encountered semantic crash states with their associated crash images and the crash images’ origins (Figure 3). This representation helps with root cause identification as we cover in the following section.

### 3.5 Bug Analysis

The Tester’s output lets developers determine whether crash consistency bugs have been uncovered. Trivially, if the extracted semantic states include an unrecoverable state (⊥), a bug has been uncovered. Otherwise, in the simple case, a developer specifies that a certain operation should hold one of the previously covered crash consistency properties, and then a violation reported by the Tester implies a bug. However, the crash consistency semantics of an operation may be more complex or even unclear and may allow multiple intermediate states. The developer can then manually inspect the encountered semantic states for their validity (as output in the maps \( M_{\text{cp} \rightarrow \text{states}} \) and \( M_{\text{cp} \rightarrow \text{fin. states}} \)). Alternatively, they can automate the decision by implementing an operation-specific predicate that validates whether for a set of semantic states the operation is crash-consistent.

Once bugs have been discovered, VINTER aids developers in understanding their root causes by representing how crash-consistency-violating semantic states originate from simulated crashes. As depicted in Figure 3, every semantic state keeps a link back to the crash images it was extracted from, and each crash image keeps a link to the simulated crashes’ states (origins) it was created from. As a crash image only represents the NVM’s binary contents, multiple different crash images may lead to the same semantic state (e.g., an uncommitted journal entry does not contribute to the semantic state). Further, crashing at different ordering points or with different subsets of in-flight stores applied, as stored in the “origin metadata,” may lead to the same crash image.

Each crash image origin includes a list of in-flight stores at the ordering point (fence) where the crash was simulated, as well as the subset of in-flight stores applied to obtain the crash image. Each of the ordering points and their in-flight stores is annotated with its stack trace (as logged by the Tracer) and thus maps back to its source code location.

By inspecting the origins of a crash-consistency-violating semantic state, developers can understand where and how a crash needs to occur to trigger the bug (as in source code location and persistency status of NVM data). This eases root cause identification. For example, if all of an invalid state’s origins have a strict subset of in-flight stores applied (i.e., the crash image at the same ordering point with all in-flight stores applied does not lead to the invalid state), then introducing more persistency ordering constraints (fences) may likely fix the bug.

We present two concrete bug analyses in Section 5.3.
4 Implementation

We implement a prototype of VINTER for the 64-bit x86 architecture [17]. Its tracer is based on PANDA [9] and PyPANDA [6], which provide a platform for dynamic analysis built on QEMU [1]. QEMU is a full system emulator based on dynamic binary translation. Core parts of our prototype are written in Python. Therefore, while its performance is sufficient for our file system evaluation, considerable improvements are likely possible without changing the general approach. VINTER’s prototype is available and described in Appendix A.

Our NVM simulator implements x86’s memory persistency model [17, 37]. By dividing the simulated NVM into segments of 64 bytes and keeping ordering of in-flight stores within these lines, VINTER respects intra-cache-line ordering constraints. This guarantees ordering even of non-temporal stores, which is a higher guarantee than the architecture gives. Setting the segment size to 8 bytes would allow testing reordering of non-temporal stores, but would also break intra-cache-line ordering which some NVM file systems rely on [10].

5 File System Crash Consistency

The crash consistency testing tool we have described so far does not have any parts specific to file systems and could be applied to arbitrary software running in a virtual machine. In this section, we describe how to apply it to NVM file systems. Then, we present the results of our analysis of NOVA [49], NOVA-Fortis [50] and PMFS [10].

Our testing pipeline requires an application-specific state extraction procedure for mapping from a crash image to its semantic state. The Tester component boots a virtual machine with the crash image, runs the procedure, and records the output or a failure state ⊥ in case of errors. We implement file system state extraction as follows:

1. Mount the file system read-only.
2. Traverse the file system and output a serialized representation of each file.

We need to mount the file system read-only to prevent inadvertent changes to metadata such as file access timestamps. The file systems we target adhere to the POSIX standard [15], which allows us to build a generic state extractor for all POSIX-compatible file systems. For each file (including regular files, directories, symbolic links) we output a serialization of its path, its contents, its type, and most metadata from the stat structure\(^1\).

After the state extraction completes, we verify that the file system can still be modified. We remount the file system as writable and run an additional test-case-specific command that modifies some of the files or directories used in the test.

If any of these operations fail, we mark the state described by this crash image as failure state ⊥.

Our notion of consistency only encompasses the file system state as visible via the file system API. The underlying assumption is that if the file system is still properly readable and writable, its state can be considered consistent without the need to inspect its internal state.

For testing more traditional file systems that depend on separate integrity checkers (fsck), these could also be run as part of the state extraction procedure and map to the failure state ⊥ if the integrity checker fails.

5.1 File System Setup

For each tested file system, we need a corresponding virtual machine image. To reduce the time required for tracing, we hand-craft minimal VM images consisting of a statically-linked Linux kernel image with a user space based on BusyBox [44]. We do not use an init system. Instead, we let the system spawn a shell that accepts test commands over a virtual serial console. Consequently, there are no unrelated processes running in the background during tracing.

5.2 Test Cases and Results

We manually craft 16 test cases consisting of operation sequences which cover most basic file system operations. Figure 4 shows a summary of the test cases and the results. Most test cases correspond to basic file system operations given in monospace font. The “atime” and “[cm]time” test cases update the corresponding timestamps as side effects of a file read or directory operations\(^2\), whereas “touch” uses a system call for that purpose. We test three variants of the rename operation: a rename that overwrites an existing file (overwrite), moving a directory into another (directory), and changing the file name to a longer one (long name). The “long name” test case creates a file with a long file name and writes to it. Test cases with “long” file names use a name that exceeds the cache line size (which is 64 bytes). Finally, “update” modifies a small part in the middle of a larger file.

In total, VINTER finds previously unreported bugs in 7 out of 16 test cases for NOVA. We analyze these bugs manually and find three root causes. First, we observe missing cache flushes when NOVA writes unaligned data to NVM which lead to data loss. This issue manifests in our test cases “write” and “symlink,” but could also occur in “append” and “update” (marked with an asterisk) depending on the length of the written data. The test cases with long filenames (i.e., longer than cache line size) suffer from the same issue and result in files where reading the metadata with stat fails. Second, the rename operation is not atomic. We observe crash states where the renamed file or directory is completely missing.

---

\(^1\)We exclude runtime properties such as device IDs and preferred I/O block size.

\(^2\)Adding or removing files from a directory updates the directory’s change and modification timestamps.
In the following section, we give a detailed analysis of these two bugs. Third, creating hard links is not completely atomic. Our tool detects a crash state where the original file’s link count (`st_nlink`) is incremented, but the new link does not yet exist.

As NOV A-Fortis is an extension of NOV A with the addition of checksumming and parity, it shares most of the issues we find in NOV A. However, we see three additional failing test cases. Our tool discovers intermediate crash states where both data and the checksum over that data are only partially persisted. This leads to checksum errors during recovery and errors when trying to read or write the affected files. We also observe an instance where the additional data integrity mechanisms help: In the “write” test, NOV A-Fortis does not suffer from data loss since it can recover the unpersisted data from parity. However, it appears that NOV A-Fortis does not protect all data that way: The data loss in the “symlink” test case shares the same root cause as for “write,” but still occurs in NOV A-Fortis.

PMFS suffers from fewer failing test cases than the NOV A variants. We observe a minor atomicity violation in test cases that remove or overwrite a file. Before the file disappears, crash states exist where the file has updated change and modification timestamps. A more serious issue can occur when removing files in the root directory: Crash states are possible where mounting the file system results in a failing assertion, which leads to a crash of the PMFS kernel module.

We reported all NOV A and NOV A-Fortis bugs to the developers\(^3\). We did not report PMFS issues since it is not maintained anymore.

### 5.3 Analysis

`VINTER` has discovered several previously unreported crash consistency bugs in the NOV A variants. In the following, we exemplarily provide a detailed analysis of two of these bugs that highlights advantages of our crash consistency testing approach. Furthermore, the analysis illustrates how `VINTER` helps manual analysis with the metadata carried throughout the testing pipeline and presented as part of the Tester’s report.

#### 5.3.1 Incompletely Persisted Data

We first analyze the data loss bug occurring in the test case “write” (see Figure 4). The test case creates a file and writes the string `HelloWorld\(d\)`, as in the shell command `echo HelloWorld > /mnt/myfile`. Our tool detects a violation of Single Final State and records partially persisted file contents where up to three bytes at the end are replaced with zero (e.g., `HelloWorld\(0\ldots0\)`).

First, we take a look at the unpersisted stores as reported

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5:** The unpersisted stores after writing `HelloWorld\(d\)` to a file in NOV A. The bytes \(l, d, j\) are the last three bytes of the string.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6:** Excerpt of the trace that shows how the file contents are written to NVM. No flush operations follow on the cache line belonging to the temporal stores.

---

\(^3\)Issue IDs 105, 116, 121–125; each accessible at https://github.com/NVSL/linux-nova/issues/<ID> (also on archive.org)
by the Tester component. As pictured in Figure 5, each store is associated with a call stack. We see that the stores originate from a write system call and that NOV A uses the function __copy_user_nocache to write to NVM.

Next, we inspect the NVM trace pictured in Figure 6. It captures the system call entry as well as all writes to NVM, cache flushes, and memory fences. Non-temporal writes (NT) are distinguished from temporal writes (T) as the former bypass the volatile caches. We see that the helper function __copy_user_nocache writes the first eight bytes of the string to NVM with a single non-temporal store, then writes the remaining bytes one by one with temporal stores. As there is no cache flush operation, these bytes end up unpersisted.

Further investigation in the Linux source code shows that __copy_user_nocache has an architecture-specific implementation for x86 implemented in assembly. As the function was written with performance and not persistency in mind, the Linux developers deemed it acceptable to use temporal stores for unaligned data.

This bug highlights the importance of testing unmodified software. Using an approach that relies on source code annotations to trace NVM events, a developer would likely assume that the Linux helper function works correctly and would annotate it accordingly without following through to the architecture-specific assembly implementation.

### 5.3.2 Data Loss During Rename

Second, we analyze the atomicity issues of the rename operation in NOV A. As depicted in Figure 4, our tool detects atomicity violations and data loss for all variants we test (overwriting a file, renaming a directory, and a normal rename with long file names). We visualize the crash states for the overwrite variant in Figure 7. In addition to the initial state (1) and the desired final state (4), we observe a state where the file to be renamed is missing (2), as well as a state where the target file is also missing (3). For the other two test cases that do not overwrite files, we observe crash states similar to (2) where the file or directory is missing.

We find that both invalid crash states from Figure 7 have at least one crash image associated with an “origin” where all in-flight stores were persisted (i.e., includes all volatile cache lines; §3.5). Consequently, the bug does not stem from mistakes with NVM persistency primitives. We inspect the call stacks for these crash images and find that they correspond to different locations in the nova_rename function. By inserting early return statements at these locations, we can reproduce the issue without our testing framework, thus confirming the issue.

This bug shows that our testing pipeline is also capable of finding persistency issues that are not specific to NVM. By carrying metadata such as stack traces through the pipeline, our framework makes bug verification easy.

### 6 Evaluation

In the previous section, we have shown that our approach is capable of finding new crash consistency bugs in file systems. We now give a more complete picture of our prototype’s performance by answering the following questions: Is the approach comprehensive or does it miss certain types of known crash consistency bugs? How effective is our crash image generation heuristic at reducing the search space of possible crash images? How big is the slowdown incurred by tracing and how fast are the other stages of the testing pipeline?

#### 6.1 Completeness

It is well known that—outside of formal methods—software testing can only prove the existence of bugs, but not their absence. Nevertheless, we would like to evaluate the completeness of our approach: Does it miss certain types of real-world crash consistency bugs?

To this end, we sift all 45 issues and patches available on the public NOV A bug tracker which were submitted between 2019-01-01 and 2021-10-30. We include issues and patches that are related to crash consistency bugs. We exclude #110\(^4\) as according to the bug description, recovery from a crash only leads to error messages but no observed wrong behavior. We exclude #98, as according to the bug report, it requires an NVM capacity > 128 GiB, which is infeasible with our evaluation setup. We are left with four different patches (#89, #92, #95, #109) that fix crash consistency bugs in NOV A and NOV A-Fortis.

To assess whether our prototype is able to find these bugs, we evaluate our prototype on a commit before and after each bug, and compare the Tester component’s reports. This way, we can ignore the crash consistency bugs we describe in Section 5 which may already be present in older NOV A versions.

Our prototype is able to find all of the known bugs chosen by our evaluation methodology. There is no need for special test cases. All bugs are triggered by at least one of the test cases we describe in Section 5.2.

---

\(^4\)The numbers are IDs of issues or patches in the NOV A bug tracker and can be accessed at URLs of the following form: https://github.com/NVSL/linux-nova/issues/<ID> (also on archive.org)
6.2 Effectiveness of Heuristic

We evaluate whether our proposed crash image generation heuristic based on cross-failure reads (§3.3) helps with efficiency as intended. To this end, we modify our prototype to consider all lines with unpersisted stores for crash image generation, rather than only lines overlapping with the unpersisted cross-failure reads as reported by our heuristic. We run this modified prototype on all NOVA test cases (§5.2).

We compare both the number of unique crash images generated (accumulated over all test cases), and the semantic crash states discovered by the modified prototype with that of the original prototype. 2466 unique crash images are produced by the modified prototype without the heuristic, versus only 438 crash images by the original prototype. Thus, the prototype without the heuristic needs to test approximately 5.6 times as many crash images. This results in an increased runtime, but it still discovers only the same semantic crash states as the original prototype using the heuristic.

We additionally analyze how the heuristic reduces the number of in-flight stores considered for crash image generation. In 47 out of 178 applications of the heuristic during all NOVA tests, the recovery code does not read any in-flight stores. We manually verify that these cases occur during journaling in NOVA by checking tracing metadata. In 94 applications of the heuristic, all cache lines with in-flight stores are read. In the remaining 37 heuristic applications, the cross-failure reads make up a strict subset of in-flight stores.

6.3 Performance

Even though performance was not a priority of our prototype, we evaluate its performance to show that the approach is sufficiently fast for testing file systems. We benchmark the Tracer’s performance with the pre-failure command of the “write” test case (see §5.2) on the NOVA evaluation target on an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU. We depict the results in Figure 8. Compared to the runtime in raw PANDA (i.e., binary translation without tracing), we observe a slowdown of approximately factor 34. The resulting traces each have

≈ 304438 events and are each ≈ 11.73 MiB in size (in a simple textual format; compressed only ≈ 0.15 MiB).

As the Crash Image Generator and Tester run in the same process in our prototype, we show the execution time of both combined in Figure 9. 12 crash images at fences are used as input for the cross-failure heuristic. The tester processes 31 unique crash images that stem from 77 origins (§3.3) and result in seven unique semantic crash states. We find that the Crash Image Generator and Tester contribute roughly equally to the execution time.

With metadata tracing enabled, the runtime of the Tracer increases significantly to 78.70s ± 0.75s, whereas the runtime of the Crash Image Generator and Tester only increases slightly to 84.84s ± 0.60s. We argue that performance of metadata tracing mode is not very relevant in practice: Test cases can be tested without metadata tracing, and if a crash consistency bug is uncovered, the affected test cases can be re-run with metadata tracing enabled. Nevertheless, performance can presumably be significantly improved.

In total, all our test cases from Section 5.2 take approximately 24 minutes to execute sequentially on the NOVA evaluation target (without metadata tracing). This includes additional steps such as compressing traces. As test cases can be analyzed in parallel, the whole testing time can be reduced to only a few minutes.

7 Discussion

VI R T E R fares well at finding new bugs. Its testing pipeline is highly automated and the manual effort required for setup and interpretation of its results is low. In the context of file system testing, the Single Final State property has turned out to be useful, as even if operations are not considered atomic, this property should hold for most file system operations after a call to sync. Even in cases where the crash consistency semantics of a file system operation are not clear, VINTER’s representation of semantic crash states makes manual vetting feasible. It has turned out to be useful to test modifying the file system after recovery as part of the state extraction procedure, as some of the bugs only become visible when such an operation fails.
We find that severe crash consistency bugs can be found in NVM file systems by only testing primitive file system operations, with no need for complex interaction between multiple operations. This is contrary to the bugs discovered by CrashMonkey [32], which all appear to involve more complex operation sequences. We see two potential reasons: First, programming for NVM with its byte-level access and persistency semantics is much more complicated than the programming pattern for traditional file systems, where updated sectors are first built in DRAM and then transferred to block storage. Second, the tested file systems are of relatively young age, and are still research prototypes not aimed at production usage (and in case of PMFS, even unmaintained). Testing more complex operation sequences on our evaluation targets might yield even more bugs.

8 Conclusion

Crash consistency is difficult to achieve in non-volatile memory (NVM) software. Existing works on NVM crash consistency testing for kernel software are either inefficient or incomprehensive and not automated, and none consider crash consistency and atomicity among entire operations. This makes existing work unsuitable for comprehensive file system crash consistency testing.

In this work, we have introduced \texttt{VINTER}, a new approach to automatic testing of non-volatile memory software. \texttt{VINTER} consists of an automated testing pipeline that traces executions of full systems that use NVM, simulates crashes, and finally tests the resulting crash images for consistency. We use \texttt{VINTER} to find crash consistency bugs in NVM file systems, including the state-of-the-art file systems NOV A [49] and NOV A-Fortis [50]. Our evaluation uncovers several bugs in all tested file systems, many of them previously unreported. The bugs lead to issues such as data loss, kernel crashes, and unwritable files.

To summarize, our approach is general as it is compatible with different kinds of software including kernel code, easy to apply as it is largely automated and does not need code modifications, and has been shown to find new bugs in existing software.

8.1 Future Work

We lay out possibilities for future work on our subject. We see several areas for improvement:

**Support for persistent caches.** Some recent processors ensure that all data in the CPU caches is written out to persistent memory in case of a power failure (e.g., eADR [16]). With persistent caches, the programmer no longer needs to use cache flushes to write out data to NVM. This greatly reduces the potential for crash consistency bugs, but does not entirely eliminate them. For example, the NOV A bug we describe in Section 5.3.2 would still occur on an eADR-enabled system. \texttt{VINTER} could support detecting crash consistency bugs on eADR systems by considering prefixes of all temporal writes instead of arbitrary subsets during crash image generation (§3.3). Choosing subsets of in-flight stores would however still be applicable to non-temporal writes since these are weakly-ordered.

**Fault injection.** Some NVM software including NOVA-Fortis [50] intends to be resilient against media errors. \texttt{VINTER} could be extended with fault injection to test robustness against corruption.

**Heuristics.** Bug detection or crash image generation heuristics that observe control or data flow such as those proposed by Fu et al. [11] could be adapted to our approach.

**Evaluate NVM operating systems.** \texttt{VINTER} could not only be applied to file systems, but also to entire operating systems targeted for NVM, like Bittman et al.’s Twizzler [2]. Twizzler removes the file system from the OS interface, and instead allows applications to directly allocate NVM.

**File system test cases.** Our file system evaluation could be extended by running automatically generated test cases in a large scale similar to Mohan and Martinez et al.’s CrashMonkey [32].

**Traditional file systems.** \texttt{VINTER} could also be extended to test traditional block-storage-based file systems without NVM support, bringing features such as automatic atomicity testing over previous work [32]. A generally applicable approach to achieve this would be virtualizing a block storage device and recording a trace of writes as well as flush primitives.
A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

We provide an artifact containing our prototype implementation of VINTER as described in Section 4. The artifact further includes the test cases, configurations, and scripts for reproducing the major parts of our file system analysis (§5) as well as our broader evaluation (§6).

Scope

We aim to achieve two main goals with the artifact. First, it allows reproducing the results of this paper. In particular:

- **VINTER** can find new bugs in file systems and can help developers with finding the root cause. We provide instructions for reproducing Figures 4 to 6 as well as Section 5.3.
- **VINTER** can reproduce previously fixed bugs in NOVA. We provide instructions for reproducing Section 6.1.
- **VINTER**’s heuristic is effective at reducing the number of generated crash images without missing semantic states. We provide instructions for reproducing Section 6.2.
- **VINTER** is sufficiently fast for analyzing file systems. We provide instructions for reproducing Figures 8 and 9.

Second, we provide **VINTER** for the purpose of analyzing other file systems, in the hope that it will prove useful in developing new NVM file systems.

Contents

Our source code repository (located at /home/vinter/vinter in the virtual machine image) contains the following components:

- README.md contains general setup information, and artifact-evaluation/README.md contains instructions for reproducing the experiments and launching a virtual machine where **VINTER** is preinstalled.
- **vinter_python/**: The original implementation of **VINTER** that is used for the analysis in this paper.
  - pmemtrace.py: The Tracer component.
  - trace2img.py: The Crash Image Generator and Tester components.
  - trace-and-analyze.sh: Main script for running the full testing pipeline.
  - report-results.py: Script for analyzing output from the testing pipeline.
- **vinter_rust/**: A reimplementation of **VINTER** in Rust, with the intention of improved performance and to provide a clean base for future extensions.
  - vinter_trace.py: The Tracer component.
  - vinter_trace2img.py: The Crash Image Generator and Tester components. Main entry point for running the full testing pipeline.
- **fs-testing/**: Everything related to the analysis of file systems.
  - scripts/: Helper scripts, virtual machine (VM) definitions, and test case definitions.
  - initramfs/: BusyBox-based user space of the test VMs.
  - fs-dump/: File system state extraction program.
  - linux/: Configurations of the Linux kernels we test.
- **panda/**: The underlying full system emulator based on upstream PANDA [9] with patches applied.

Hosting

**VINTER**’s source code is available on GitHub at https://github.com/KIT-OSGroup/vinter on the branch atc22-artifact, commit 4b7e5651e820ec9ebbe2a7321e28b2748103ab74. Additionally, we provide an archive containing a virtual machine image that comes installed with **VINTER** and all its dependencies at doi:10.5281/zenodo.6626098. The archive contains instructions for using the virtual machine image.
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Abstract

High-performance transaction processing needs to schedule numerous requests from the network. However, such request scheduling comes with costs of complex information gathering and considerable computation. We observe that emerging SmartNICs pose opportunities for transaction scheduling with low overhead. In this paper, we propose AlNiCo, which leverages SmartNICs to intelligently schedule incoming transaction requests to CPU cores, minimizing inter-transaction contention with low latency. AlNiCo describes the contention according to system states in a way that SmartNICs can efficiently process, and co-designs hardware and software to enable flexible and adaptive scheduling. We implement AlNiCo using FPGA-equipped Innova-2 SmartNICs, and our evaluation shows that AlNiCo boosts the throughput by 1.30×~2.68× and reduces the latency by up to 48.8%.

1 Introduction

Transaction processing is a critical building block for many applications such as e-commerce and the stock exchange. Over the last few years, two trends in transaction processing stand out. First, network bandwidth has improved significantly, enabling a surge of transaction requests from the network. Second, modern servers are equipped with numerous CPU cores, providing abundant computing capacity for transaction processing [1–4]. These two trends together pose a crucial problem: how to schedule each individual transaction request to the most appropriate CPU core? Using a sophisticated scheduler for transaction processing can mitigate lots of inter-transaction contention (i.e., two transactions concurrently access the same record, and at least one performs a write), reducing transaction aborts/blocking and thus boosting system throughput.

There are two setbacks in realizing efficient transaction scheduling. First, it is hard to gather necessary information for scheduling in consideration of cost-efficiency. This is because the transaction system is intricate: each request contains a write/read-set with multiple records, and different records have different degrees of hotness [5–7] and affinities. The hotness and affinity are dynamic: for example, in the live selling platform of Kuaishou, product popularity changes over time due to the behavioral uncertainty of users. Second, transaction scheduling incurs considerable computation overhead. For an incoming request, to calculate which CPU core it executes on causes the least contention, the scheduler has to consume computation cycles that are proportional to the number of CPU cores and the request’s write/read-set size.

We observe that exploiting emerging SmartNICs [8, 9] can enable efficient transaction scheduling for two reasons. First, every transaction request/response flows through NICs, so they are the natural place to gather information about scheduling. Second, transaction scheduling requires considerable computation, and SmartNICs are equipped with specialized programmable hardware (e.g., FPGAs), which is adept in fine-grained parallelism. Thus, SmartNICs can serve numerous concurrent scheduling tasks with low latency.

It is non-trivial to design transaction scheduling using SmartNICs. First, we need to describe inter-transaction contention in a hardware-friendly manner so as to squeeze out the parallelism capabilities of the specialized hardware in SmartNICs. Second, it is impossible for SmartNICs to perform all scheduling tasks since CPU-side transaction software owns important information about transaction execution, e.g., the abort rate, which is indispensable for scheduling. Thus, to enable effective transaction scheduling, SmartNICs should cooperate with upper-level transaction software.

We propose AlNiCo, a transaction processing system with on-NIC request scheduling. At the core of AlNiCo is a SmartNIC-accelerated contention-aware scheduler; it schedules incoming transaction requests to different CPU cores intelligently, minimizing contention between transactions with low latency.

To describe the inter-transaction contention in a hardware-friendly manner, we first classify system runtime states into
three types: 1) request state, i.e., the set of records accessed by a request and the associated access modes (read and write); 2) worker state, i.e., the set of requests being executed by the worker thread on each CPU core; 3) global state, i.e., workload characteristics such as hotspots. Then, we encode the above three types of states into compact vectors and translate contention calculation into fast vector computation on SmartNICs. For an incoming request, to calculate its contention against different CPU cores, the scheduler compares the request state and each worker’s worker state, with the global state as the weight. We optimize the calculation process via fine-grained parallelism, ensuring low scheduling latency.

To enable adaptive scheduling for time-varying applications, AlNiCo adopts a feedback mechanism from the upper-level transaction software to the SmartNICs. Specifically, software in AlNiCo periodically samples the global state as the scheduling guideline and updates the on-NIC scheduler by flexible hardware/software interfaces. In this way, AlNiCo can handle dynamic workloads in which hotspots change over time. In addition, via the generalized feedback mechanism, AlNiCo can support various concurrency control protocols.

We implement AlNiCo with Mellanox Innova-2 [8], a SmartNIC equipped with an FPGA. The evaluation shows that AlNiCo reduces the abort rate by contention-aware transaction scheduling. AlNiCo boosts the throughput by 1.30x ~ 2.68x than the original system with various concurrency control protocols. In addition, compared with existing static data partitioning methods, AlNiCo can handle time-varying and skewed workloads; compared with batching-based scheduling methods, AlNiCo schedules requests in real-time and renders latency two orders of magnitude lower.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- A SmartNIC-enabled contention-aware transaction scheduler that offers low overhead by exploiting the acceleration provided by the FPGA.
- AlNiCo, a transaction processing system based on the scheduler, supporting various concurrency control protocols and time-varying workloads.
- An AlNiCo prototype on real hardware, exhibiting higher throughput, lower latency, and less abort rate.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Contention-aware Scheduling

In an in-memory single-server transaction system, as shown in Figure 1 (a), the NIC receives transaction requests and dispatches them to worker threads. Each transaction request often includes multiple write/read operations to the in-memory records. Worker threads execute transactions using various concurrency control protocols to guarantee transaction isolation. However, concurrent transactions are more likely to be aborted or blocked when there is contention (i.e., two transactions concurrently access the same record, and at least one performs a write). Aborts result in costly retries, and blocking may be cascaded, both of which degrade performance [3]. Therefore, the transaction system needs to minimize contention among concurrent transactions [10–22]. Designing a contention-aware scheduler that schedules conflicting transactions to the same worker threads is meaningful. However, there is an accuracy-overhead trade-off in designing it.

Accuracy-overhead trade-off. A high-accuracy scheduler can assist the majority of requests in selecting an appropriate (i.e., with less contention) worker thread to execute on. To achieve such accuracy, the scheduler incurs much computation overhead. Unlike single-key get/put requests in key-value stores, transaction requests are more sophisticated, containing multiple operations (reads, writes, and range queries) to multiple records. The packet steering method [23, 24] based on RSS [25] or Flow Director [26], which embeds a single key in the packet header as the request dispatching information, is no longer effective for transaction requests. Furthermore, the records have different degrees of hotness (i.e., a small set of records are accessed frequently) and affinities (i.e., two records are often accessed together). The hotness and affinity are also constantly changing. As a result, contention-aware scheduling is time-consuming and induces high overhead for high accuracy.

2.2 Existing Scheduling Methods

We revisit two transaction scheduling methods and show their choices in the accuracy-overhead trade-off.

---

Figure 1: The architectures of networked transaction systems (a-d). (a): A system without scheduling. (b): A system using the static data partitioning method. (c): A system using the batching-based scheduling method. (d): AlNiCo.
Static data partitioning method. As shown in Figure 1 (b), recent studies [10–12] maintain a data partition scheme, i.e., a mapping from records to worker threads. Clients know the partition scheme and send transactions directly to worker threads without scheduling. Then, each worker thread executes the transactions that access records in a single partition sequentially. Further, Jepsen et al. [15, 16] use a programmable switch to triage transactions belonging to different data partitions before sending them to the database server.

This method is effective for partitionable workloads where transactions tend to access records in a single partition because it has no scheduling overhead under such workloads. However, this method sacrifices the accuracy for two types of workloads: ① workloads that do not have a good partition scheme and ② workloads whose record affinities and degrees of hotness are constantly changing. In the first type of workloads, many transactions are cross-partition. These transactions require synchronization between worker threads to access remote partitions. In the second type of workloads, the partition scheme needs to be updated to follow workload changes. Recent studies all use offline computation on workload traces to generate the partition scheme; therefore, this method can not react to the changes in workloads in time and introduces load imbalance when hotspots change.

Batching-based scheduling method. As shown in Figure 1 (c), in this method, worker threads collect a batch of transactions and divide the batch into n groups (n is the worker thread count), intending to minimize contention between groups. After that, each worker thread executes a transaction group with almost no contention. Specifically, recent studies on this method [18–21] use a graph partition algorithm that treats transactions as nodes, contention between them as edges, and transaction groups as sub-graphs.

This method is adaptive and can react to changes in workloads. Moreover, it avoids load imbalance by guaranteeing even grouping (i.e., high accuracy). However, it introduces high latency for batching (i.e., high overhead). For example, in a state-of-the-art system, Strife [21], the batch size is 10K, which adds about 5ms latency for requests. This is insufferable for in-memory transaction systems [22] which usually have microsecond-level latency.

2.3 Scheduling with SmartNICs

We observe that exploiting emerging SmartNICs (as shown in Figure 1 (d)) is promising to break the accuracy-overhead trade-off due to the following two advantages.

First, every transaction request/response flows through the NIC, so the NIC is the natural place to implement a scheduler, which can route packets to any worker thread and keep track of running/queuing transactions on each worker thread. Then, with this piece of information, NICs have an opportunity to make accurate and adaptive scheduling decisions. Recent studies [23,27–29] leverage the NIC as a scheduler to dispatch key-value requests, addressing the load imbalance or head-of-line blocking problems. However, they do not take transaction semantics into consideration.

Second, FPGA-equipped SmartNICs can perform lots of computation to generate accurate scheduling decisions with low latency. FPGA-equipped SmartNICs allow users to customize network processing logic. Also, the FPGA modules can reduce scheduling overhead with hardware acceleration instead of amortizing it by batching transactions. Recent studies [30–36] also show that packet manipulation processes with data/pipeline parallelism (i.e., encryption and serialization) are suitable to be offloaded to the FPGA modules on SmartNICs. Such offloading can accelerate networking and relieve the host-side CPU/memory burdens.

FPGA-equipped SmartNICs can be divided into two categories, on-path and off-path, as shown on the right of Figure 1. They vary in the connection architecture between the FPGA and other NIC components. In an on-path SmartNIC, the FPGA is located between network ports and the NIC ASIC. In this type of SmartNICs, the FPGA modules need to process all link-layer network traffic, complicating the FPGA logic. Contrarily, in an off-path SmartNIC, the NIC ASIC is the same as that of a standard NIC, and packets are routed to either the host or the FPGA by an on-board PCIe switch. We use an off-path SmartNIC, Mellanox Innova-2 [8], so that we can focus on the scheduling logic while leaving sophisticated network functions (e.g., reliable delivery and ordering) to the full-fledged NIC ASIC.

Mellanox Innova-2 [8] has a ConnectX-5 NIC ASIC and a Xilinx XCKU15P FPGA. It has two 25Gbps ports and uses PCIe 3.0 ×8 to connect the NIC ASIC, the FPGA, and the CPU. The CPU communicates with the FPGA via MMIO (memory-mapped I/O) or the FPGA’s DMA engine. The ConnectX-5 NIC ASIC supports RDMA (remote direct memory access), through which remote clients can read/write the server’s memory while bypassing the server’s CPUs.

Challenges of transaction scheduling with SmartNICs. It is non-trivial to design a transaction scheduler using SmartNICs due to the following challenges: 1) The FPGA is adept in fixed and simple execution flows. We need to describe complicated inter-transaction contention in a hardware-friendly manner to squeeze out the FPGA’s parallelism capabilities. 2) Worker threads have important information about transaction execution, e.g., abort rate, which is indispensable for scheduling. Thus, to enable effective transaction scheduling, worker threads should gather this information as feedback to adjust the scheduler. 3) Transaction systems use various concurrency control protocols and face various workloads; however, the FPGA redesign is costly. It is difficult for an application-specific FPGA-based scheduler to support various transaction systems [37, 38]. To be generalized for all transaction systems, the scheduler design (e.g., request format, scheduling algorithm, and feedback interfaces) should not encode any application-specific characteristics.
3 AlNiCo

3.1 Overview

To reduce the inter-transaction contention and break the accuracy-overhead trade-off, we propose AlNiCo, a SmartNIC-accelerated contention-aware request scheduler. AlNiCo uses hardware acceleration of the FPGA for low overhead and provides generalized software feedback interfaces for high accuracy.

Transaction systems typically provide a stored procedure interface, where each type of transaction is compiled into a procedure, and clients issue transactions via remote procedure calls (RPCs). To achieve request scheduling, SmartNICs need to parse the procedure parameters and then detect inter-transaction contention. However, the parameters are application-specific, including keys that the transaction will access, the access modes (read/write), the values that the transaction will write, and so on. The format of the parameters also varies across applications.

Therefore, in order to support diverse applications without encoding application-specific properties, we include a fixed-form header in each request. Clients need to convert the parameters into the fixed-form header. We call this the request feature vector. Scheduling also needs the information on running/queuing transactions in worker threads and workload characteristics. AlNiCo encodes them in a hardware-friendly manner and leverages the data and pipeline parallelisms of the FPGA to make scheduling decisions (§3.2).

We design a scheduling-enabled RPC with SmartNICs as the communication mechanism between clients and the server, allowing the FPGA to receive requests and schedule them. Figure 2 describes its workflow. The server maintains a data buffer on the host memory and a feature vector buffer on the FPGA. To issue a transaction, the client sends the data (1) and the feature vector (2) to their respective buffers via two one-sided RDMA writes posted together. AlNiCo’s scheduler (on the FPGA) polls the feature vector buffers to determine the arrival of new requests. The scheduler then selects the most appropriate worker thread based on the request’s feature vector, the runtime states of worker threads, and the workload characteristics. After making the scheduling decision, the scheduler notifies the selected worker thread via writing its receive completion queue (CQ) (3). The CQ entry includes only the address of request data but not the feature vector. Since RDMA enforces ordered writes, after reading a new CQ entry (3), the worker thread can get the completed data from the RPC data buffers. The worker thread then executes the transaction and replies to the client via a normal RDMA write (4).

To make the scheduler adaptive to workload changes, AlNiCo employs a software feedback mechanism (§3.3). It allows the software to use information about transaction execution (e.g., records that cause transactions to be aborted) to guide the scheduler. The feedback interface is generalized for various concurrency control protocols and different workloads. The FPGA fetches the feedback periodically via DMA reads outside the critical path.

3.2 Accelerated Scheduling on The Hardware

To describe the inter-transaction contention and schedule transactions in a hardware-friendly manner, we identify three types of states for scheduling: request state (§3.2.1), worker state (§3.2.2), and global state (§3.2.3). We then encode the states into compact vectors and translate the scheduling algorithm into the fast vector computation, which is well-suited for the FPGA (§3.2.4).

3.2.1 Request state

AlNiCo uses the request state to describe the resources required by a transaction. Clients embed the complex parameters of a transaction request into a request feature vector. Specifically, each feature vector \( \mathbf{f}_{\text{req}} \) has \( L \) elements. We use a mapping function to divide all records into \( L \) groups. Each element in the vector represents whether the transaction will access the corresponding group of records. The mapping function is the same in all clients. To generate the feature vector, clients enumerate the keys in the request parameters and set the corresponding elements. Each element can be encoded into either 1-bit or 2-bit element. A 1-bit element describes two access modes: no operation and access (read or write). A 2-bit element describes three access modes: no operation, read, and write, having better expressibility but consuming more space. The scheduler can use the feature vectors of requests to estimate whether contention exists between them. For example, if two requests set the same element in their feature vectors, these two requests might have contention.

The mapping function for generating feature vectors. The mapping function is used to select a group for a given key. Clients use a hash function to calculate a hash value \( \mathbf{v} \) for each key and use \( \mathbf{v} \mod L \) as the group number. Due to hash collisions, clients might map two different keys to the same group.

---

1 All vectors have a length of \( L \) in this paper.
2 The primary keys of records.
To reduce the negative impact of hash collisions, AlNiCo imposes two requirements (R) on the mapping function. First, transaction systems manage records with different semantics in different tables (e.g., the CUSTOMER table and the ORDER_LINE table in TPC-C) and access records through *(table_id, key)*. Therefore, clients should map the keys of different tables into different groups (R1). For example, if an application has two tables, the mapping function maps the keys of one table to \( \frac{1}{2} \) groups and maps the keys in the other table to the other \( \frac{1}{2} \) groups. Second, because different tables can have different sizes (i.e., numbers of records), the number of groups of a table should be proportional to its size (R2). We test the CDF of the mapping collisions between New-order transactions in TPC-C, as shown in Figure 3. The mapping function with these two requirements reduces the mapping collisions compared with the simple uniform random hash. Note that when the table count is large, all tables should instead share the feature space since there are not enough elements in the feature vector.

**Discussion.** There are two corner cases worth discussing when describing the request state.

**How to handle data growth.** In our current design, the feature vector length \( L \) and the key-to-feature mapping function are static at runtime. When the amount of data grows, AlNiCo does not need to increase \( L \) correspondingly in most cases. This is because the determinant of mapping collisions is the amount of hot data instead of the data in the entire system; only a small amount of data is accessed frequently. However, if changing \( L \) or the mapping function is a must (e.g., when the hotspot size changes significantly), AlNiCo can reload the on-NIC scheduler with the new configuration (which takes 4.18ms on Innova-2 in our evaluation). In that case, clients also need to update the new configuration.

**How to describe pre-unknown keys.** Clients specify most of the keys of the records that a transaction will access in the request’s parameters. However, some keys are pre-unknown and can only be determined through transaction execution. To describe the required resources for these transactions more accurately, AlNiCo employs the following two speculative optimizations. First, for transactions containing range queries, clients randomly generate the keys in the ranges and set the corresponding elements of the request feature vector. Second, for transactions that access records via non-primary keys, the client maintains a secondary-index cache, which maps each non-primary key to a set of primary keys, to determine the records that those transactions will access.

**3.2.2 Worker state**

AlNiCo uses the worker state to describe the resources that are being or will be accessed by worker threads. Each worker thread has different running/queuing transactions. Therefore, a state of the \( i \)-th worker thread is the union of the feature vectors of its running/queuing transactions. We call it the worker feature vector \( f_{wi} \) for the \( i \)-th worker. This vector has the same format as the request feature vector. Further, to allow worker threads to steer requests actively, AlNiCo introduces the other worker state, called the worker steering vector. Each worker thread maintains a steering vector with 1-bit elements \( s_{wi} \) for the \( i \)-th worker. Worker threads can set their steering vectors via the software feedback interface, which is described in detail in §3.3.2.

**How to describe the contention.** AlNiCo uses the bitwise AND (&) operation to describe the contention between a new request and the running/queuing requests in a worker. When the element in the feature vector is 1-bit, AlNiCo encodes request features and worker features in the same way, where 1 represents access (read or write) and 0 represents no operation. The AND operation between request features and worker features estimates all concurrent accesses to the same group. When the element is 2-bit, AlNiCo encodes the access modes in request features and worker features in different ways, as shown in Table 1. The result of AND operation between the request features and the worker features describes read/write and write/write accesses to the same group as contention.

**How to maintain worker feature vectors.** The scheduler maintains a feature vector queue (FVQ) for each worker. The FVQ stores the feature vectors of the worker’s running/queuing requests \( f_{req} \), in the same order as the requests in the worker’s CQ. The new worker feature vector is recalculated on adding/deleting an \( f_{req} \) to/from the worker’s FVQ. Specifically, for each worker, the scheduler keeps two counter vectors. A counter vector counts the number of read requests on different groups, and the other vector counts the write requests. When a request is added/deleted, the scheduler updates the counter vectors and then converts them to the aforementioned worker feature vector with the FPGA’s parallelism.

When a request completes, the scheduler needs to remove its feature vector from the FVQ. One naive method is to let the worker thread notify the scheduler after executing the request. However, it requires an additional MMIO operation, which may slow down the system. AlNiCo designs a lazy updating mechanism. Specifically, the scheduler will check the completed requests only when the scheduler pushes a new request to a worker’s CQ. This can be done efficiently through the FPGA’s DMA without invoking the CPU.

### Table 1: Encoding of read and write modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>request feature vector ( f_{req} )</th>
<th>no op</th>
<th>read</th>
<th>write</th>
<th>read &amp; write</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>worker feature vector ( f_{wi} )</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Mapping collisions of two New-order txns.
3.2.3 Global state

AInCo uses the global state to describe workload characteristics. Real-world applications have skewed access patterns, where some records are accessed frequently (i.e., hotspots). These hot records are the main source of contention. Therefore, in AInCo, one of the global states is the weight vector. Each element in the vector has 8 bits and is the weight of a group. The element actually represents the total sum hotness of the keys in a group. To make our scheduler adaptive to the global worker-set table. Therefore, in AInCo, one of the global states is the weight vector. Each element in the vector has 8 bits and is the weight of a group. The element actually represents the total sum hotness of the keys in a group. To make our scheduler adaptive to the changes in workload characteristics, AInCo allows the software to set the following three steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Maintainer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>request</td>
<td>feature: ( f_{req} )</td>
<td>vector: 2-bit ( \times L )</td>
<td>client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worker</td>
<td>feature: ( f_w )</td>
<td>vector: 2-bit ( \times L )</td>
<td>scheduler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global</td>
<td>weight: ( W )</td>
<td>vector: 8-bit ( \times L )</td>
<td>worker thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worker-set table</td>
<td>type ( \rightarrow ) worker set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The states used for making scheduling decisions.

3.2.4 Making scheduling decisions

As summarized in Table 2, states are formatted in vectors with length \( L \), except for the global worker-set table. Therefore, the scheduler can use fast vector computation to make scheduling decisions. For each new request, the scheduler performs the following three steps.

**Step1.** The scheduler searches the worker-set table to get the set of workers for this type of transaction.

**Step2.** For each worker, the scheduler calculates a contention rank (\( rank_{w_i} \)) for the \( i \)-th worker) between the new request and the running/queuing requests in the worker. The contention rank is calculated using the following formula:

\[
rank_{w_i} = (\text{sign} (f_{req} \text{AND} f_{w_i}) \text{AND} s_{w_i}) \cdot \text{DOT} \ W
\]

Here we assume elements in steering vectors (\( s_{w_i} \)) are 1. When each element in feature vector is 2-bit, AInCo needs the \text{sign} function to transform the result of \((f_{req} \text{AND} f_{w_i})\) to a vector with 1-bit elements for later calculations. If the input is greater than \( 0 \), the result of the \text{sign} function is 1, otherwise it is 0. This result \( re\tilde{r}_i \) represents the same groups accessed by the new request \( f_{req} \) and the \( i \)-th worker’s running/queuing requests \( f_{w_i} \). The contention rank of the \( i \)-th worker is the weighted sum \((\tilde{W})\) of \( re\tilde{r}_i \).

**Step3.** The scheduler selects the worker with the highest contention rank among \( n \) workers to route the request.

**Hardware acceleration.** We leverage the FPGA to accelerate the scheduling calculation, including the \text{AND} (\&) and \text{DOT PRODUCT} (\cdot) to compute the contention rank of each worker, and the \text{MAX} to select a worker with the highest rank.

(1) We leverage the FPGA data parallelism to calculate all bits simultaneously during the \text{AND} operation.

(2) Because each element in \( re\tilde{r}_i \) is 1-bit, the \text{DOT PRODUCT} operation between \( re\tilde{r}_i \) and \( \tilde{W} \) is actually a summation operation, which adds a weight value into the sum only if the corresponding bit in \( re\tilde{r}_i \) is 1. We optimize the summation via a binary tree reduction algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 4, the reduction algorithm executes the \& operation in parallel using many computation units. Each unit adds two values in the \( L \) inputs, and then the \( \frac{L}{2} \) results become new inputs. It repeats this process until there is only one result left. This algorithm only needs to execute \( \log L \times 2L \) times but uses \( \frac{L}{2} \) computation units. To save the computation units, we trade memory consumption. Because the weight vector is periodically updated, it is constant for a period. The FPGA stores the results of the \text{DOT PRODUCT} between different \( re\tilde{r}_i \) and the constant \( \tilde{W} \) in advance. Therefore, \( re\tilde{r}_i \) has \( 2^L \) cases, and it is impractical to store all results. Therefore, we divide \( re\tilde{r}_i \) into \( \frac{L}{K} \) segments. Each segment includes 8 bits and has \( 2^8 = 256 \) results. There are \( \frac{L}{K} \times 2^8 \) results in total, small enough to be stored in the FPGA’s memory. The FPGA still uses the reduction algorithm to compute the sum of these segments’ results. Storing segment result trades the memory for reducing the number of computation units from \( \frac{1}{L} \) to \( \frac{1}{K} \).

(3) The \text{MAX} operation is to find the highest value among \( n \) values. As shown in Figure 4, the FPGA uses the \text{MAX} reduction algorithm, which requires only \( \log_2 n \) steps.

These hardware optimizations are leveraged to reduce the overhead of making accurate scheduling decisions.

3.3 Adaptive Feedback from The Software

To make the scheduler adaptive to the changes in workload characteristics, AInCo allows the software to set the following three states: the weight vector \( \tilde{W} \) (§3.3.1), the workers’ steering vectors \( s_{w_i} \) (§3.3.2), and the worker-set table (§3.3.3). AInCo provides generalized feedback interfaces to worker threads and uses a lightweight analyser thread to update the

---

\( ^{3} \)We denote the results of \text{sign} \((f_{req} \text{AND} f_{w_i})\) and \( s_{w_i} \) as \( re\tilde{r}_i \).

\( ^{4} \)We denote \( n \) as the worker count in the following paper.
void hotness_feedback(i: worker id, key){
    hotness[i][hash(key)]++;  
}

void affinity_feedback(group_A, group_B){
    set_affinity(group_A, group_B)  
}

void worker_set_feedback(txn_type, worker_set);

void update_weight(E: epoch id){ // Sec.3.3.1  
    TP(E) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} TP_i  
    h_{all} = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} h_i \times TP_i / TP(E)  
    if ( E == 0 || TP(E) \leq (1-c) \times TP(E-1) )  
        update \# based on h_{all} // normalization  
next_epoch(): clear TP_i and h_i  
}

void update_steering(\theta){ // Sec.3.3.2  
    g_groups = [] // the indexes of guideline groups  
for weight in sorted \theta { // from the highest  
    new_group = weight.index;  
    if no_affinity(new_group, g_groups)  
        g_groups.append(new_group);  
    if (g_groups.size() == n) break;  
}  
update steering vectors based on g_groups  
}

Listing 1: The feedback interfaces and algorithms.

scheduler’s states based on the feedback. Listing 1 shows the feedback interfaces and the algorithms for translating the feedback into the states needed by the scheduler.

3.3.1 Hotness feedback

We define the keys that cause contention frequently as the hotspots in the transaction system, instead of the keys that are accessed frequently. The hotspots keep changing over time. AlNiCo requires the software to identify the hotspots in real-time and update the weight vector correspondingly.

**Hotness feedback interface.** We provide a hotness feedback interface as shown in Lines 1-3. Each worker increases the hotness of a key in its exclusive hotness vector (h_i) without any coordination with other workers. Different concurrency control protocols invoke the interface in different situations, and we divide them into two cases based on the way they address the contention. First, with OCC and the 2PL that avoids deadlock by wait-free algorithms, transactions might get aborted and re-executed. The worker increases the hotness of the record that causes the abort. Second, with the 2PL that holds locks sequentially to avoid deadlock, transactions might be blocked while trying to acquire a lock. Every time a transaction retries acquiring the lock of a record, the worker increases the corresponding hotness.

**How to update the weight vector.** AlNiCo employs an epoch-based updating approach. The analyzer thread collects these hotness vectors at the end of each epoch. Further, each worker measures its throughput (TP) and calculates the weighted average (based on TP) of workers’ hotness vectors as the global hotness vector (h_{all}) and uses it to update the weight vector (Line 15).

**When to update the weight vector.** AlNiCo updates the weight vector only when the real hotspots change. When the system is cold-started (e.g., in epoch 0), requests are randomly scheduled, and therefore h_{all} can reflect the real hotspots. However, when the system is stable, due to AlNiCo’s effective scheduling mechanism, those hot keys detected right after the cold start no longer cause contention, and their degrees of hotness is low in the new h_{all}. In this case, \theta should remain unchanged to keep the scheduler effective.

The software uses throughput decreases or abort rate increases as the signal of the hotspot changes. Line 14 shows how to detect changes in hotspots. In this algorithm, we use the throughput (TP) decreases as the signal. If the throughput decreases significantly, i.e., TP drops by more than a factor of c, AlNiCo will store h_{all} in a state buffer that can be read by the NIC via DMA.

When the workload is read-intensive, workers increase the hotness every time a record is read. The analyzer simply ignores the workload change signal and always updates the weight vector at the end of epochs. In this way, AlNiCo helps worker threads to better leverage cache locality.

3.3.2 Affinity feedback

A contention-aware scheduler not only schedules conflicting transactions to the same workers but also schedules transactions without contention to different workers to make all workers busy. To this end, AlNiCo introduces the steering vectors (s^w) to guide the scheduler. As shown in the formula in §3.2.4, only if the element in a worker’s steering vector (s^w) is 1, the corresponding element in its feature vector (f^w) is valid. The key idea is to select n (i.e., worker count) guideline groups that have the highest weights and do not have affinities with each other. AlNiCo assigns different guideline groups to different workers to achieve the aforementioned goal. Each worker’s steering vector consists of 1-s for its assigned guideline group and all non-guideline groups by default. For other guideline groups, the corresponding element in the steering vector is 0. In this way, the worker will steer transactions accessing its guideline group. Therefore, in a running system, the feature vector of a worker represents the groups that have affinities with the worker’s guideline group.

**Affinity feedback interface.** To find the n guideline groups, AlNiCo needs the affinity characteristics of workloads. We provide the affinity feedback interface (Lines 5-7) that allows users to offer the affinity hint for different workloads.

**How to update the steering vectors.** As shown in Lines 19-28, the analyzer thread first sorts all groups according to their highest weights and enumerates them from the group with the highest weight. Then, the analyzer thread checks whether the group has an affinity with the already found guideline groups. If there is no affinity between them, the group will be labeled as a new guideline group.
3.3.3 Reserving workers for long-running transactions

In real-world workloads, some transactions take a long time to finish (e.g., analytical transactions) and block the transactions assigned to the same worker (i.e., head-of-line blocking). For example, a Delivery transaction accesses about 10 times more keys than a New-order transaction. We reserve some workers to handle these long-running transactions, which is similar to the size-aware request scheduling mechanism [39, 40]. We provide an interface to set the worker set for different types of transactions. Our design only sets the worker-set table on the system startup for workloads that have long-running transactions.

4 Implementation

We implement AlNiCo on an Innova-2 SmartNIC [8] and use STO [41], a state-of-the-art transaction processing framework, as the backend transaction processing module.

The scheduler on the FPGA. We implement two fundamental drivers for SmartNICs: a PeerDirect driver [42,43] to build peer-to-peer communication between the NIC ASIC and the FPGA, and a DMA driver [44] to connect the FPGA and the host. Innova-2 holds a Xilinx KU15P FPGA. In our implementation, the feature vector length $L$ is 512, and we encode read/write modes to the same bit to save feature space. The clock frequency is 250MHz. With these configurations, AlNiCo consumes 54 cycles for each request to make the scheduling decision. AlNiCo updates global states every 1024 requests (every 22ms) in the background, consuming 1184 cycles. Therefore, we set the epoch size for gathering the feedback in software to 20ms. The implementation consumes 159K (30.48%) LUTs, 157K (15.10%) FFs, and 678.5 (68.95%) BRAMs. We evaluate the computation cycles and resource usage with different feature vector lengths in §5.6.

The transaction processing module on the host. We choose STO as our backend transaction processing module because it implements various CC protocols in the same framework and is high-performance. To use STO, we locate the contention handling function in the framework and then add feedback interface codes to these functions. The parameters of this feedback interface are the records that triggered the contention handling function. On the client side, we do not modify the original request format of the stored procedure, and we only add the field for the feature vector in the request header. We use the following four concurrency control (CC) protocols in the STO framework:

- OCC: it is based on Silo [45], which avoids allocating global timestamps to improve multi-core scalability.
- TicToc [46]: it is an OCC variant that assigns commit timestamps dynamically according to read/write set.
- MVCC: it is based on Cicada [47], which optimizes the management of the timestamps and multi-version values.
- 2PL [48,49]: it uses NO_WAIT to avoid deadlock; when a transaction fails to acquire a lock, it immediately aborts.

All four concurrency control protocols run at the serializable isolation level. The table indexes use Masstree [50], which supports range queries.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate AlNiCo under various workloads and seek to answer the following five questions:

1. How does AlNiCo perform compared with existing transaction scheduling methods (§5.2)?
2. How does AlNiCo react to dynamic workloads (§5.3)?
3. Why are SmartNICs necessary for the contention-aware request scheduling (§5.4)?
4. How compatible is AlNiCo with various concurrency control protocols (§5.5)?
5. What are the overhead and the limitation incurred by the on-NIC scheduler in AlNiCo (§5.6)?

5.1 Experimental Setup

Experimental environment. We run all experiments on three machines, one as the server and two as clients.

Hardware settings. Each machine is equipped with two 12-core Xeon E5-2650 v4 2.20GHz CPU sockets, PCIe 3.0 interfaces, and memory of 128GB. The database server is equipped with a dual-port 25Gbps Innova-2 SmartNIC. Each client is equipped with one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC. They are connected by a 100Gbps Mellanox switch.

Software settings. Each client thread issues up to 4 transaction requests simultaneously (i.e., the queue depth is 4). We adjust the number of clients and the number of asynchronous requests per client to change the test pressure. The server uses 20 cores for worker threads, 2 cores for long-running transactions in TPC-C workloads, and one core for the analyzer thread and performance measurement. For a fair comparison, the competitors use the RDMA-based RPC with optimizations from previous RDMA systems [51–58], and only use the normal ASIC part of the Innova-2 NIC. We evaluate the performance of this RPC against our scheduling-enable RPC in §5.6.

Workloads. We use the following benchmarks:

- TPC-C [6] simulates the activity of a wholesale supplier with five types of transactions. We use the full-mix TPC-C. AlNiCo reserves two cores for the long-running delivery transactions.
- YCSB-T is a transactional extension of YCSB, which is a popular KV store benchmark [59]. It has 20 tables as many as the worker threads, and the key space is 100M. Each record contains an 8-byte key and a 384-byte value [39, 60]. Each transaction accesses 16 records in a single table, and the keys are generated according to the Zipf distribution ($\theta=0.99$).
- YCSB-HOT is a dynamic workload based on YCSB-T. Different from YCSB-T, it has 100 tables, and 20 tables are hot at one time. The hot tables are changed every two seconds to
simulate the changes in time-varying applications. Keys are generated according to the Zipf distribution ($\theta=1.2$).

**Competitors.** We compare AlNiCo with five systems: a baseline system without scheduling, two systems using existing scheduling methods, and two CPU-based versions of AlNiCo.

- **NetSTO** is a baseline system in which clients randomly select a worker to send transaction requests without scheduling.
- **StaticPart** is a system using the static data partitioning method.
- **Strife** is the batching-based method. The worker thread connects to half of the clients and updates with atomic operations.
- **AlNiCo-CPU-N** is the other CPU-based version of AlNiCo. It co-locates the worker logic and scheduler logic in each thread, where they multiplex the CPU resource. All threads share the worker/global states. The client connections are evenly distributed among threads. Each thread can make scheduling decisions and delegate requests to others as a scheduler.

**5.2 Overall Performance**

We first evaluate the peak throughput of NetSTO, StaticPart, Strife, and AlNiCo with various workloads in Figure 5. Then we evaluate the latency of different types of transactions under TPC-C by varying request pressure in Figure 6.

**Throughput under TPC-C.** We evaluate TPC-C under different levels of contention by varying the number of warehouses. We set the warehouse count to 20 and 2 to simulate low-contention and high-contention scenarios. We also introduce a skewed TPC-C, which has 20 warehouses. In this skewed TPC-C, clients select the warehouse according to the Zipf distribution with $\theta = 0.99$. In StaticPart, when the warehouse count is equal to the worker count (20), each worker manages an exclusive warehouse, and when the warehouse count is 2, every 10 workers manage a warehouse. For a fair comparison, StaticPart, Strife, and AlNiCo all reserve 2 worker threads for long-running transactions. Figure 5 (a)-(c) show the throughput of TPC-C under these configurations, and we have the following two observations.

First, in the low-contention workloads (Figure 5 (a)), StaticPart has the highest throughput, outperforming NetSTO, Strife, and AlNiCo by 1.30x, 1.11x, and 1.06x, respectively. This is because only 10% of the transactions are cross-warehouse transactions, and the warehouse count is the same as the worker count, which is a good case for the static data partition method. The transaction grouping algorithm in Strife and the feedback mechanism in AlNiCo cost the CPU resources that are originally used for transaction execution. In the skewed workloads (Figure 5 (b)), the throughput of StaticPart is only 47% of NetSTO. This is because clients access hot warehouses while the data partition in StaticPart is static, which results in load imbalance.

Second, in the high-contention workloads (Figure 5 (c)), 1) AlNiCo improves throughput by 2.46x compared with NetSTO. This is because the contention-aware scheduling reduces the contention between the running transactions and saves the CPU resources to execute more transactions. 2) The throughput of AlNiCo is 2.41x higher than StaticPart. This is because the workload is not partitionable and there is still a lot of contention between concurrent transactions.

**Throughput under YCSB-T.** Figure 5 (d)-(f) show the throughput under YCSB-T with different read/write ratios. We have the following two new observations.

First, all scheduling methods do not have benefits under the read-intensive workload (Figure 5 (d)). This is because 1) there is less contention for read-intensive transactions; 2) the throughput of this workload is bound by the bandwidth of the NIC (i.e., 50Gbps); 1Mops/s throughput in this workload requires about 45.6Gbps outbound bandwidth to transmit data.

Second, the highest throughput of write-intensive workloads (Figure 5 (f)) is bound by the NIC in AlNiCo. However, NetSTO cannot use the full bandwidth because this workload causes more contention (especially the write-write contention) than the read-intensive one.

**Latency under TPC-C.** We evaluate the latency distribution for New-order transactions and Delivery transactions (long-running) with varying throughput. Figure 6 shows the median
We evaluate AlNiCo’s ability to adapt to dynamic workloads (P50) and 99th percentile (P99) latency, and we have the following two observations.

First, as shown in Figure 6, when the throughput is low, the median latency of New-order in AlNiCo (24.1µs) is higher than that in NetSTO (23.6µs). This is because the requests in AlNiCo have extra latency for scheduling logic and two extra PCIe communication latency for the off-path SmartNICs. As the throughput increases, the New-order median latency in AlNiCo is lower than NetSTO because the reserving worker threads for long-running transactions prevent them from blocking other normal transactions.

Second, in NetSTO, before the throughput reaches the peak, the latency increases faster than in AlNiCo. This is because the contention blocks transactions or causes them to retry, increasing the latency of the running transactions and blocking subsequent requests. Under a similar throughput of AlNiCo (0.78Mops/s) and NetSTO (0.71Mops/s), AlNiCo reduces the median latency of New-order from 51.8µs to 26.5µs.

In addition, median and P99 latency in Strife exceed 7ms, larger than the batch waiting time (5ms). In Strife, the median latency of New-order is between 7.00ms and 19.92ms, and the P99 latency is between 12.54ms and 25.18ms, which are not plotted in the figure to avoid obscuring other results. This is because the end-to-end latency includes the network stack latency, the batch time, the transaction grouping time, and the transaction execution time. AlNiCo does not sacrifice the request latency: at the peak throughput, the P99 tail latency of the New-order transaction is no more than 1.17ms, and the median latency is only 72.7µs.

5.3 Dynamic Workloads

We evaluate AlNiCo’s ability to adapt to dynamic workloads by changing the hot tables in YCSB-HOT. We run YCSB-HOT with a 50/50 read/write ratio.

Figure 7 shows the throughput over time, from which we have the following three observations.

- First, AlNiCo takes about 150ms to adapt to the changes of hot tables. At the beginning of changes, the throughput drops to the lowest point, even worse than NetSTO. This is because the weight vector fails to reflect the conflicting hotspots in the new hot tables. The steering vectors based on the historical hotspots can not guide the scheduling. Before adjusting the scheduler to fit the new workloads, AlNiCo suffers performance jitters. This is because the feedback in AlNiCo reflects the workload characteristics over time, and it takes a while to make the characteristics of old hot tables fade away. Second, Strife reacts more quickly to dynamic workloads without experiencing throughput degradation. This is because the results of transaction grouping in Strife are based on the information in a batch and do not rely on the historical information of the workloads. However, the median/P99 latency (at the peak throughput) of AlNiCo and Strife are 72.6µs/1.66ms and 12.21ms/15.23ms, respectively. This is because Strife introduces extra latency due to batching.

- Second, StaticPart performs worse than NetSTO and varies with the workload changes. This is because the hot tables cause the load imbalance problem in this static data partition method.

In summary, according to §5.2 and §5.3, the static data partition methods are the best for the partitionable workloads, but they can not handle skewed or dynamic workloads. The batching-based scheduling methods can handle various workloads, but they introduce orders of magnitude higher latency for requests. Thanks to SmartNICs, AlNiCo can handle skewed or dynamic workloads with low latency.

5.4 Comparison with CPU-based AlNiCo

We demonstrate the necessity of SmartNIC-accelerated design for contention-aware scheduling by comparing it with two versions of CPU-based AlNiCo.

Figure 8 shows the throughput of CPU-based AlNiCo with varying worker thread count. The workload is TPC-C with 2 warehouses. We have the following three observations.

- First, AlNiCo-CPU-2 brings an improvement in throughput when the worker thread count is small. However, with more worker threads, the performance decreases. This is because two scheduler threads have limited computing resources, and the scheduling complexity increases linearly with the number of worker threads. As a result, the CPU can not accelerate the scheduling computation.
Second, AlNiCo-CPU-N is not as good as AlNiCo-CPU-2 when the worker thread count is small because the scheduling consumes the workers’ resources. It improves the throughput compared with NetSTO because its scheduling overhead is less than the overhead for transaction aborts/blocking. Moreover, its throughput is scalable with the thread count because the resources for the scheduler increase linearly with the thread count.

Third, the improvement of the AlNiCo-CPU-N version is small. The throughput of the scheduler itself is not the bottleneck in AlNiCo-CPU-N, but it can not enjoy the acceleration of the FPGA. The scheduling logic costs lots of CPU resources. AlNiCo speeds up individual request scheduling by fine-grained parallel computation, and the computation of multiple requests is pipelined. These provide higher performance with less CPU resource cost.

5.5 Generality of AlNiCo

We demonstrate the generality of AlNiCo by changing the concurrency control protocols in STO. Figure 8 shows the throughput with varying worker thread count and the four CC protocols described in §4. The workload is TPC-C with 2 warehouses. Note that, since the 2PL implementation in STO has performance abnormalities under full-mix TPC-C, we only evaluate the New-order transactions for 2PL (Figure 8 (d)). Comparing AlNiCo with NetSTO, we have two observations:

First, AlNiCo brings performance improvement for these 4 CC protocols. With 20 workers, AlNiCo improves the throughput by 2.45× (OCC), 1.77× (TicToc), 2.45× (MVCC), and 2.28× (2PL), respectively. This is because AlNiCo provides a generalized hotness feedback interface and affinity feedback interface to generate the worker states and global states. The feedback mechanism in AlNiCo is generalized for various concurrency control protocols.

Second, 2PL performance is worse than other protocols. This is because 2PL needs to write shared memory to acquire the read lock, while the weakness of OCC’s high rollback overhead is negligible in the in-memory system. MVCC has the extra overhead of maintaining version information, so it has lower overall throughput than OCC and TicToc.

5.6 Overhead and Limitation

We evaluate the overhead of AlNiCo and discuss its limitation. Overhead of clients. The client specifies the request feature vector when serializing a transaction into a network message. It takes about 23ns for each key in the transaction parameters. Overhead of SmartNICs. Figure 9 shows the performance of RDMA-RPC and AlNiCo under a micro-benchmark, where the server sends an 8-byte reply to clients immediately as soon as receiving a request. When the request is less than 2KB, the IOPS and latency are limited by the on-NIC scheduler. This is because AlNiCo needs extra bandwidth to send the feature vector, and the off-path SmartNIC introduces additional latency.

Overhead of server feedback. The evaluation shows that AlNiCo uses only 1.2% of the CPU resources for the software feedback since the FPGA completes most computations for scheduling. However, the CPU-based AlNiCo (AlNiCo-CPU-N version) takes 27.7% of the CPU resources (i.e., scheduling overhead) to make scheduling decisions, which overshadows the scheduling benefits. This illustrates the need for using SmartNICs to reduce scheduling overhead.

The trade-off of feature vector length L. Table 3 shows the trade-off for choosing the feature vector length L, where the accuracy rate means the proportion of keys detected as the contention that are truly contention. We have two observations. First, a larger feature vector length L improves the accuracy rate because it reduces mapping collisions in features. Second, the scheduler IP core in AlNiCo requires more computation cycles and FPGA resources, and they increase linearly with...
the feature vector length L. The theoretical maximum of L is limited by BRAM resources that are used to receive request feature vectors and store scheduler runtime states. We can sacrifice computation optimization or use on-NIC DDR4 (8GB in Innova-2) as storage resources to support a larger L.

**Limitation.** Based on all experiments in this section, we discuss the following two limitations. 1) AlNiCo cannot improve the performance of uniform workloads. Figure 10 shows the throughput and the accuracy rate of contention detection with different θ under YCSB-T(W:50%). We observe that only when θ is higher than 0.8, the feature vectors can reflect the contention between requests. This is because, with the more skewed access pattern, the mapping collisions are fewer, and the weights of groups are more distinguishing. 2) AlNiCo cannot improve the performance of the workloads whose throughput is limited by the NIC bandwidth. We focus on workloads whose throughput is limited by contention because AlNiCo consumes additional bandwidth for feature vectors.

### 6 Related Work

**In-network scheduling.** There have been intensive evolutions in application layer network scheduling, focusing on core affinity, load balance, head-of-line blocking, and in-network transaction coordination.

Core affinity, RSS [25] and FlowDirector [26] dispatch packets based on header fields. MICA [23] uses RSS to assign single-key KV requests to cores based on the key hash partitioning for object-level core affinity. RSS++ [61] achieves dynamic load balance by RSS indirection and supports stateful flow migration by optimizing state transfers among cores. Different from them, AlNiCo focuses on contention-aware scheduling for transaction requests.

Load balance. Recent studies [62–64] achieve μs-scale SLOs through dynamic core scheduling or request scheduling. Humphries et al. [27] offload Shinjuku [64] to SmartNICs, RPCValet [28] and R2P2 [65] dispatch stateless RPC by emulating the theoretically optimal single-queue scheduling policy on NICs and programmable switches, respectively. RackSched [66] is a rack-level service scheduler with two-layer (i.e., inter/intra-server) scheduling.

Head-of-line blocking. In Minos [39] and DARC [40], KV requests for records of different sizes go to different cores to avoid blocking small requests by long-running requests.

**In-network transaction coordination.** Recent work offloads the transaction coordination to programmable switches [67–69] and client-side SmartNICs [70] to reduce the network overhead of distributed transactions. AlNiCo focuses on scheduling single-machine transactions to different CPU cores.

**Transaction scheduling.** Recent work for transaction processing can be categorized into inter-transaction scheduling and intra-transaction scheduling. AlNiCo focuses on inter-transaction scheduling, which schedules each entire transaction to the most appropriate CPU core.

Inter-transaction scheduling. The common principle of batching-based scheduling methods is to make each group almost conflict-free, and they differ in the approaches to residual conflicts. Calvin [71], LADS [19], and QueCC [18] keep track of the dependencies between transaction groups and wait for the completion of dependent transactions. Ding et al. [20] present a method that retries conflicting transactions at a higher priority in the next batch. Further, Jepsen et al. [15,16] use a programmable switch to triage transactions belonging to different static data partitions before sending them to the database server.

Intra-transaction scheduling. A series of studies use strategies including tracking transaction dependencies [72], exploring the operation commutability [73], reading values from the write buffer [20], and releasing the lock in advance [74] to schedule each read/write operation. Polyjuice [75] uses machine learning models to specify different execution policies for each operation. Moreover, some studies focus on the order of locks; QURO [76] allows transactions that are more likely to block the system to hold locks, while Chiller [77] changes the lock order to reduce the locking time of hot records. Their intra-transaction scheduling is complementary to AlNiCo.

### 7 Conclusion

This paper presents AlNiCo, a transaction system that leverages SmartNICs to intelligently schedule incoming transaction requests to CPU cores, minimizing contention with low latency. AlNiCo describes the contention in a hardware-friendly manner so that specialized hardware can efficiently make scheduling decisions, and co-designs hardware and software to enable flexible and adaptive scheduling. Evaluation with real hardware (Innova-2) shows that AlNiCo reduces the contention between the running transactions and significantly improves performance.
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Abstract

Network bandwidth is improving faster than the compute capacity of the host CPU, turning the CPU into a bottleneck. As a result, SmartNICs are often used to offload packet processing, even application logic, away from the CPU. However, today many applications such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and High Performance Computing (HPC) rely on clusters of GPUs for computation. In such clusters, the majority of the network traffic is created by the GPUs. Unfortunately, commercially available multi-core SmartNICs, such as BlueField-2, fail to process 100Gb network traffic at line-rate with its embedded CPU, which is capable of doing control-plane management only. Commercially available FPGA-based SmartNICs are mainly optimized for network applications running on the host CPU. To address such scenarios, in this paper we present FpgaNIC, a GPU-oriented SmartNIC to accelerate applications running on distributed GPUs. FpgaNIC is an FPGA-based, GPU-centric, versatile SmartNIC that enables direct PCIe P2P communication with local GPUs using GPU virtual address, and that provides reliable 100Gb network access to remote GPUs. FpgaNIC allows to offload various complex compute tasks to a customized data-path accelerator for line-rate in-network computing on the FPGA, thereby complementing the processing at the GPU. The data-path accelerator can be programmed using C++-based HLS (High Level Synthesis), so as to make it easier to use for software programmers. FpgaNIC has been designed to explore the design space of SmartNICs, e.g., direct, on-path, and off-path models, benefiting different type of application. It opens up a wealth of research opportunities, e.g., accelerating a broad range of distributed applications by combining GPUs and FPGAs and exploring a larger design space of SmartNICs by making them easily accessible from local GPUs.

1 Introduction

While the computing capacity of CPUs is growing slowly and mostly either through parallelism (SIMD, multi-core) or specialization (GPGPU, security or virtualization support), network bandwidth is growing obviously faster. 100Gbps NICs are common and soon 400Gbps will be available [46]. This growing gap between network bandwidth and compute capability is being addressed through offloading of network functions to the Network Interface Card (NIC), so called SmartNIC [13, 14, 19, 36, 45], which frees up significant CPU cycles and provides better hardware to keep up with the growing network traffic and its often strict requirements in terms of bandwidth and latency.

Modern GPUs provide an order of magnitude higher memory bandwidth and higher compute capacity than modern CPUs. As a result, GPUs have become a key element in, e.g., Artificial Intelligence (AI) and High Performance Computing (HPC) applications that are both compute- and memory-bound [4]. Since a multi-GPU server is often not enough to cover the computing power needed in many AI, graph, and HPC applications, current solutions are typically based on a cluster of GPUs (e.g., [27, 58, 78]), with the GPUS generating the majority of the network traffic in such systems.

In this paper, we present the design of a 100Gb GPU-centric SmartNIC to serve distributed applications running on GPUs. From a GPU’s perspective, such a SmartNIC should 1) enable the GPU directly triggering doorbell registers and polling on status registers on the SmartNIC without CPU intervention (G1); 2) use the GPU virtual address space to directly access GPU memory via Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication without CPU intervention (G2); 3) implement in hardware the full network stack to ensure low latency and high throughput (G3); 4) support application logic offloading to a software-defined and hardware-accelerated data-path accelerator, i.e., on-NIC computing processing 100Gb network traffic at line-rate (G4); and 5) The data-path accelerator should be easily programmed by system programmers (G5). Commercially available SmartNICs are not able to satisfy all these goals as they are not optimized for GPUs. In the following, we analyze existing multicore and FPGA-augmented SmartNICs that motivate FpgaNIC.

Multicore SmartNIC. A multicore SmartNIC, such as
BlueField-2 [44], combines a multicore CPU, e.g., ARM, with an ASIC network controller. It introduces an additional hop to implement the smart function using a multicore CPU, which features two DDR4 channels for staging. This allows to map a broad range of applications on multicore SmartNICs. Therefore, its high programmability G5 is fully supported. However, it increases processing latency and multicore CPU’s memory bandwidth can easily become a performance bottleneck. BlueField-2 has 27.3GB/s achievable memory bandwidth under a benchmarking tool sysbench [1], indicating that directly staging 100Gbps data stream at the NIC CPU already overwhelms BlueField-2, matching the findings in [40]. Therefore, it cannot act as a 100Gb data-path accelerator G4. To our knowledge, the multicore SmartNIC is controlled from the host CPU, so G1 is not yet supported. The network transport is implemented with the packet processing engine with necessary control on the host (or ARM) CPU, so G3 is partially supported. Finally, the ASIC network chip of multicore SmartNIC supports NVIDIA GPUDirect [52], which enables direct PCIe P2P data communication to a GPU, so G2 is fully supported.

**FPGA-augmented SmartNIC.** An FPGA-augmented SmartNIC combines a hardware-programmable FPGA with an ASIC network controller. For example, Mellanox Innova-2 [45] is an FPGA-augmented SmartNIC featuring a network adapter ConnectX-5 and an Xilinx FPGA. ConnectX-5 consists of a 100Gbps InfiniBand/Ethernet interface for networking and a PCIe Gen4x8 interface for communicating with the host CPU. The FPGA communicates with ConnectX-5 via a PCIe x8 Gen4 link, so processing packets on the FPGA adds considerable latency to the packets and processing cannot happen at line rate because Innova-2 has limited PCIe link bandwidth between the FPGA and ConnectX-5. Therefore, Innova-2 can only acts as a partial 100Gb data-path accelerator G4. G1 is not yet supported, G2 is not supported, G3 is partially supported, and the high programmability G5 is not supported.

Given the limitations of existing NICs, in this paper we present FpgaNIC, a full-stack FPGA-based GPU-centric versatile SmartNIC that opens up the opportunity to explore a large design space among SmartNICs due to the FPGA’s reconfigurable nature and efficient FPGA-GPU co-processing while achieving all the five goals mentioned above in a single system. We have implemented FpgaNIC as a composable architecture that consists of a GPU communication stack, a 100Gb hardware network transport, and an On-NIC computing (ONC), i.e., data-path accelerator. The GPU communication stack enables offloading of control plane onto GPUs (G1) and thus for the first time enables local GPUs directly to manipulate SmartNIC without CPU intervention. and enabling the FPGA-based SmartNIC for the first time to use GPU virtual address to directly access GPU memory via PCIe P2P communication (G2). The 100Gb hardware network transport enables efficient and reliable 100Gb network communication with remote GPUs (G3). Moreover, FpgaNIC adopts a layered design to allow developers to easily explore the design space of SmartNIC models (i.e., direct, off-path, and on-path) to benefit their application, where different applications favor a different SmartNIC model. FpgaNIC allows to prototype applications that can eventually be migrated to hardened SmartNICs. Implementing a data-path accelerator on an FPGA can easily satisfy line-rate processing requirement (G4) due to its hardware implementation, while FpgaNIC allows to use C++-based High Level Synthesis (HLS) so as to provide high programmability (G5). As such, in the context of FPGA-GPU co-processing, the GPU provides to applications expressiveness and computing flexibility, while the FPGA provides a flexible network infrastructure and the necessary ONC. FpgaNIC results in significant end-to-end performance improvements as data can be processed as it flows from/to the GPU in a streaming manner and without involving the CPU.

We have prototyped FpgaNIC on a PCIe-based Xilinx FPGA board Alveo U50 [74], whose UltraScale+ FPGA features a 100Gbps networking port, a X16 PCIe Gen3, and 8GB HBM. Its form factor is half-length, half-height and its Maximum Total Power (MTP) is 75W, allowing it to be easily deployed in any CPU server. In addition to comprehensive benchmarking, we validate the versatility and potential of FpgaNIC by implementing use cases for all three models: GPU-centric networking (in a direct model), a collective primitive AllReduce (in an off-path model), and cardinality estimation on incoming streaming data (in an on-path model). The experimental results show that FpgaNIC is able to efficiently support all three SmartNIC models at the full line rate of 100 Gbps Ethernet. Particularly, FpgaNIC-enhanced AllReduce almost reaches the maximum theoretical throughput when performing on a distributed pool of eight RTX 8000 GPUs, while requiring fewer than 20% of the FPGA resources on the U50 board. It indicates that, even when considering the full network stack offloading, it has sufficient FPGA resources to allow more aggressive offloading, e.g., the Adam

---

\[1\] In the paper, we use on-NIC computing module and data-path accelerator interchangeably.

\[2\] We have also migrated FpgaNIC onto the Alveo U280 FPGA board [73] with minor modifications affecting the FPGA pin mapping. Though we have not ported FpgaNIC to Intel FPGA boards yet, we believe that it requires only a small amount of effort to do so. We leave the porting to future work.
optimizer [31]. As such, FpgaNIC enables efficient FPGA-GPU co-training on Deep Learning models. We leave this exploration to future work.

2 Design and Implementation of FpgaNIC

2.1 Design Challenges

We highlight four concrete research challenges we faced in designing FpgaNIC.

C1: How to Enable the FPGA to Access the GPU Virtual Address? Enabled by NVIDIA GPUDirect [52], the DMA engine in the PCIe IP core allows the FPGA to efficiently transfer data from and to GPU memory via issuing a DMA read/write command that consists of a starting physical address and length (no larger than a GPU page size). However, doing so in the context of SmartNIC raises two challenges. First, a GPU program manipulates GPU virtual address rather than physical address, so the FPGA should work on GPU virtual address to be consistent with the view of GPUs. Second, a single contiguous virtual address space needs not to be physically contiguous on GPU memory, and the typical memory page size is 64KB on modern GPUs as they do not yet support huge pages, making TLB management really challenging, especially when the required number of TLB entries is large.

C2: How to Enable Efficient Reliable Network Transport between Distributed GPUs? Modern GPUs have become a key compute engine to power AI and HPC applications due to its massive parallel compute capacity and huge memory bandwidth. AI and HPC applications typically need reliable network communication between distributed GPUs to realize GPU-accelerated cluster computing. However, GPUs are not originally designed for reliable network transport [28, 43] since reliable networking reduces the degree of parallelism and requires a complex flow control, e.g., retransmission.

The straightforward approach to realize network transport is to implement it on the CPU. Such a CPU-based approach consumes several CPU cores to implement a 100Gbps network transport layer. Furthermore, the network operations are initiated from the GPU, incurring longer network latencies. Instead, we offload the implementation of the reliable network transport to the FPGA to make the data plane fully bypass the host CPU. Fortunately, there is a growing amount of open-source FPGA-based 100Gb network transports [3] such as the TCP/IP stack of [57, 60] and the RoCEv2 stack used in [62]. However, how to enable the GPU to efficiently manipulate the reliable hardware transport on the FPGA becomes a new challenge.

C3: How to Enable High-level Programming Interface for FpgaNIC? The traditional programming interface on FPGAs use tedious, low-level, cycle-sensitive hardware de-
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4The total of offloading tasks (communicator and optimizer) in FpgaNIC do not need any GPU computing cycles that can be used for compute-intensive and memory-intensive forward and backward propagation.

---

Figure 1: System architecture of FpgaNIC, which enables control/data plane offloading and reliable network transport offloading, and enables on-NIC computing module to process data from network at line rate. Moreover, FpgaNIC enables a large SmartNIC design space exploration.

The straightforward approach to realize network transport is to implement it on the CPU. Such a CPU-based approach consumes several CPU cores to implement a 100Gbps network transport layer. Furthermore, the network operations are initiated from the GPU, incurring longer network latencies. Instead, we offload the implementation of the reliable network transport to the FPGA to make the data plane fully bypass the host CPU. Fortunately, there is a growing amount of open-source FPGA-based 100Gb network transports [3] such as the TCP/IP stack of [57, 60] and the RoCEv2 stack used in [62]. However, how to enable the GPU to efficiently manipulate the reliable hardware transport on the FPGA becomes a new challenge.

C4: How to Enable Various SmartNIC Models? Based on the location of the smart function, SmartNICs can be categorized into three models: direct, on-path and off-path. A direct SmartNIC allows local GPUs to directly manipulate the network transport to realize, e.g., GPU-centric networking.

An on-path SmartNIC directly works on each network packet according to the corresponding smart function so that packets do not need to be staged, avoiding unnecessary additional latency in calling the smart function. However, its application scope is limited since it cannot handle complex functions as they are directly on the critical path of the network packets.

An off-path SmartNIC introduces an additional hop to implement the smart function using, e.g., a multicore CPU, which features two DDR4 channels for staging. This allows to map a broad range of applications on off-path SmartNICs. However, multicore CPU’s memory bandwidth can easily become a performance bottleneck when processing 100Gb network traffic using the multicore CPU [40].

Different smart functions favor different SmartNIC models. For example, an on-path approach is preferred when offloading database’s filter operator [61] while AllReduce [4] is better mapped to off-path SmartNICs. Instead of using specialized SmartNICs, we argue for a flexible architecture that enables all this models.
2.2 Main Architecture of FpgaNIC

To address the above four challenges, FpgaNIC adopts a layered design to enable easy design space exploration for SmartNIC architectures dedicated for various distributed applications that run on distributed GPUs, while minimizing the development effort and increasing the overall system efficiency. FpgaNIC consists of three main components: GPU communication stack, reliable network transport in hardware, and on-NIC computing (ONC), as shown in Figure 1. The goal of the GPU communication stack is 1) to allow the FPGA to use GPU virtual address (C1) to directly access GPU memory via direct PCIe P2P data communication at low-latency and line-rate, and 2) to allow GPUs to initiate data transfers by using *doorbell registers* on the FPGA to avoid having to involve the host CPU in the invocation. The goal of reliable network transport in hardware is to provide a reliable, low-latency, and high-throughput network access to the local GPUs (C2). The goal of on-NIC computing is 1) to enable high-level programming interface, and 2) to enable three NIC models: direct, on-path, and off-path, such that FpgaNIC is able to benefit a broad range of GPU-powered distributed applications (C4).

2.3 GPU Communication Stack

Built on a PCIe IP core, e.g., Xilinx’s UltraScale+ Gen3 x16, the GPU communication stack of FpgaNIC aims at enabling offloading the control plane onto GPUs (via a slave interface) and offloading the data plane onto the FPGA (via a master interface), such that the host CPU is bypassed.

2.3.1 Offloading Control Plane onto GPUs

In order to allow GPUs to directly access the FPGA’s control and status registers, FpgaNIC needs to offload the control plane onto the GPUs.

**How to Enable Control Plane Offloading?** Enabling control plane offloading requires a hardware-software codesign approach. On the hardware side, we enable a PCIe BAR exposing a configurable FPGA address space at the PCIe IP core on the FPGA. On the software side, our implementation consists of a *GPU driver*, an *FPGA driver*, and *user code* that interacts with both drivers. The process consists of three steps. First, the FPGA driver uses the function *misc_register* to register the PCIe BAR with the Linux kernel as an IO device */dev/fpga_control*. Second, the user code uses the function *mmap* to map the device into the host address. Third, the user code adopts a CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) memory management function to register the host address for use within a CUDA kernel [52]. With this, the GPU can directly trigger doorbell registers and poll status registers on the FPGA without CPU intervention.

**What Control Plane Offloading can Do?** After enabling control plane offloading, the doorbell/status registers that are instantiated by all the components (GPU communications stack, ONC, and network transport) have to be mapped into GPU virtual address space so that the GPU program is able to access these registers without CPU intervention. Moreover, it enables us to populate GPU TLB (GTLB) entries on the FPGA such that the FPGA can translate GPU virtual address to physical address before issuing a DMA read/write operation to GPU memory (§2.3.2).

2.3.2 Offloading Data Plane onto the FPGA

FpgaNIC needs to offload the data plane onto the FPGA to allow the FPGA to directly access the GPU memory. However, NVIDIA GPUDirect [52] allows direct PCIe P2P data communication using physical address. For the sake of easy programming, FpgaNIC needs to work on GPU virtual address, rather than physical address (C1). Via a GPU BAR window, Tesla GPUs expose all of their device memory space, e.g., 40GB, while Quadro GPUs typically expose 256MB memory space with 36MB reserved for internal use [52]. In order to allow the FPGA to access more GPU memory space, FpgaNIC needs to store all the related virtual to physical address translation entries. To minimize the overhead of translation, we intend to keep all the entries on on-chip memory. However, the 64KB GPU page size becomes the main challenge, because storing a great number of translation entries on the FPGA needs a large on-chip memory. For example, 32GB GPU memory needs 512K entries, far beyond the number the FPGA implementation can accommodate without hurting timing.

**How to Enable FPGA to Efficiently Work on Virtual Address?** To this end, we propose a GPU Translation Lookaside Buffer (GTLB) to perform address translation on the FPGA, while keeping the on-chip memory consumption reasonably low. The key motivation behind the design of GTLB is that even though a single contiguous virtual address space needs not be physically contiguous on GPU memory, it has high probability to be physically contiguous, especially at the granularity of 2MB. Therefore, we manually coalesce 32 consecutive 64KB GPU memory pages into a 2MB page if these 64KB pages are allocated to a contiguous portion of physical memory and aligned within the 2MB page. The GTLB consists of a main TLB and a complementary TLB. The process of populating the GTLB on the FPGA involves four steps, as shown in Algorithm 1. First, we pre-malloc GPU memory space using *gpuMemAlloc* for staging the GPU memory that will be accessed by the DMA engines on the FPGA (Line 1). Second, we pass the initial virtual address and length of this GPU memory to the GPU kernel function *nvidia_p2p_put_pages* to get all the <VA, PA> pairs for all the 64KB pages (Line 2), where VA refers to virtual address and PA refers to physical address. Third, we try to coalesce 64KB pages into 2M pages as aggressive as possible (Line 3). Fourth, we populate main and complementary TLBs (Lines 4-18) via the control registers exposed by the control plane offloading (§2.3.1). The main TLB provides the virtual to physical address translations for 2MB pages (Lines 7-10). If any 2MB page is not physi...
Algorithm 1: Populating GTLB

```
/* Step 1: Malloc GPU memory space. */
init_addr = gpuMemAlloc(len);
/* Step 2: Get <VA, PA> pairs of all the 64KB pages. */
<VA64, PA64> pairs = nvidia_gpu_mem_pages(init_addr, len);
/* Step 3: Coalescing 64KB pages to 2MB pages if possible */
<VA2MB, PA2MB> pairs = <VA64, PA64> pairs;
/* Step 4: Populating TLBmain and TLBcomp */
index = 0; /* Large page index */
comp = 0; /* Base page index */
for (pair in <VA2MB, PA2MB> pairs) do
  if (pair is physically contiguous) then
    /* Update the TLBcomp */
    TLBcomp[index].pair = pair;
    TLBcomp[index].valid = 1;
  end
  else
    /* Update the TLBmain */
    TLBmain[32 * comp + 31 : 32 * comp] = pair’s 32 64KB pages;
    TLBmain[index].valid = 0;
    TLBmain[index].comp_of_set = comp * 32;
    comp++;
  end
index++;
end
```

2.4 100Gbps Hardware Network Transport

In order to address the second challenge (C2), FpgaNIC off-loads the transport-layer network to the FPGA to provide a reliable and high-performance hardware network transport to the local GPUs. Fortunately, there is a growing amount of open-source FPGA-based 100Gb network stacks such as the TCP/IP stack of [57, 60] and the RoCEv2 stack used in [62]. Without loss of generality, FpgaNIC is built on the 100Gb TCP/IP stack [57, 60], which is able to support thousands of connections with external FPGA memory for buffering. We have modified this stack to adapt it to the requirements of FpgaNIC’s by modifying its interface to improve bandwidth utilization and allow local GPUs to directly control the network transport.

2.4.1 Efficient Decoupled Application Interface

The original application interface [25, 57, 60] requires a control handshake between the TCP stack and the application code before sending or receiving a network packet to or from the TCP stack. A control handshake takes from 10 to 30 cycles while the payload of a packet (up to 1460B) only takes up to 23 cycles, leading to low network bandwidth utilization. To reduce the overhead of the handshake, we introduce an efficient decoupled application interface that does not need the handshake and further overlaps the control handshake and the packet transfer, maximizing the network bandwidth utilization and easing programming.

Decoupled Sending Application Interface. The original sending interface only allows to send a data chunk at a time after a control handshake, where the size of a data chunk is up to 1460B. A data chunk and a TCP header constitute a TCP segment, which can be encapsulated into an IP packet before sending over Ethernet. The proposed decoupled interface gets rid of the handshake, overlapping the control handshakes with the data transfer. And it further allows to send data streams of up to 4GB in size by automatically splitting the data stream into the right size chunks without programmer’s involvement in packetization.

Decoupled Receiving Application Interface. The original receiving interface informs the user logic through a valid notification when a TCP segment is available to be consumed, which then sends out the read request to the receiving interface. After 10 to 30 cycles, the TCP segment’s payload will be available at the 64B-wide AXI (Advanced Extensible Interface)-Stream interface and consumed by the user logic. Similar to the sending interface, the proposed decoupled interface gets rid of the handshake, and further overlaps handshake
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3 In our experiment, 2048 entries are far beyond enough.
and data transfer and assembles the complete data stream for each TCP connection without programmer’s involvement in depacketization.

2.5 On-NIC Computing (ONC)

The on-NIC computing module sits between the GPU communication stack module and the 100Gbps network hardware transport module, so ONC can directly manipulate the other two modules to enable flexible design space exploration around GPU-centric SmartNICs. The key goal of on-NIC computing module is to 1) expose high-level programming interface for system programmer, and 2) enable three SmartNIC models for various GPU-powered distributed applications. In the following, we discuss the programming interface of ONC and how to enable three three models.

2.5.1 High-level Manipulation Interfaces of ONC

In order to address the third challenge (C3), FpgaNIC intends to raise the programming abstraction from HDL to high-level synthesis (HLS), i.e., C/C++, such that systems programmers are able to use C/C++ to manipulate FpgaNIC, rather than cycle-sensitive HDL. In the following, we present the concrete manipulation interfaces for the GPU communication stack and hardware network transport modules.

**Manipulation Interfaces of GPU Communication Stack.** The GPU communication stack exposes two manipulation interfaces: a slave interface that allows GPUs to access FPGA’s registers and a master interface that allows the FPGA to directly access GPU memory, as shown in Table 3.

The slave interface is a 4B-wide AXI-Lite interface (axilite_control), through which local GPUs directly access doorbell status registers within FpgaNIC without CPU intervention. In FpgaNIC, we instantiate 512 doorbell registers and 512 status registers, each of which has its own PCIe address to allow individual access. We correspond a few doorbell and status registers with their meanings as shown in Table 4. We instantiate the AXI-Stream to send payload stream. The receiving interface consists of a metadata stream and a data stream. The metadata stream (tcp_rx_meta) is a 48-bit-wide AXI-Stream that provides a 4B-wide data length and a 2B-wide session ID that corresponds to a remote node. The data stream (tcp_rx_data) is a 64B-wide AXI-Stream to send payload stream. The receiving interface also consists of a metadata stream and a data stream. The metadata stream (tcp_rx_meta) is an 44B-wide AXI-Stream that provides session ID, length, IP address, port and close session flag. The data stream (tcp_rx_data) is a 64B-wide AXI-Stream to receive payload stream from remote node.

The control interface of the hardware transport is similar to that of the well-understood socket interface, which allows GPU programmers to easily leverage the network transport, with their meanings as shown in Table 4. We instantiate the corresponding doorbell and status registers, exposed through the PCIe’s slave interface (§2.3), to allow local GPUs to directly manipulate or poll the 100Gbps hardware network transport.3 In summary, the network transport serves as a network proxy, through which the ONC module and local GPUs can access the network transport directly without CPU intervention, so as to address the second challenge C2.

---

3 Nevertheless, ONC can be also programmed in HDL if necessary. 4 Inside the FPGA, the ONC module (§2.5) can also directly manipulate the hardware transport via these registers.
Table 5: Lines of code for each component of FpgaNIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPU Comm. Stack</td>
<td>29K/Verilog(HLS)</td>
<td>7K (C++, CUDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100G HW Transport</td>
<td>15K (HLS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONC: GPU-centric networking</td>
<td>10K (HLS)</td>
<td>3K (C++, CUDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONC: AllReduce</td>
<td>27K (HLS/Verilog)</td>
<td>13K (C++)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONC: Hyperloglog</td>
<td>16K (HLS)</td>
<td>3K (C++, CUDA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.2 How to Support Three SmartNIC Models?

In order to address the fourth challenge C4, FpgaNIC’s on-NIC computing component allows system programmers to customize data-path engines between the GPU communication stack and the hardware network transport to accelerate various distributed applications. Table 2 shows that the previous GPU communication stack and network transport consume less than 20% FPGA resources on a mid-sized FPGA U50, so the on-NIC computing component has plenty of resources to realize complex data-path engines to accelerate various distributed applications. Moreover, the commercial FPGA board that features DDR4 (even HBM) is able to stage data from network or GPUs, and perform on-NIC computing on the data before feeding into GPUs or sending out to network.

Due to the reconfigurable nature of the FPGA, FpgaNIC can easily support various SmartNIC models: direct, on-path, and off-path, to benefit a broad range of distributed applications. Table 5 shows the lines of code for each component. The **direct model** directly exposes the hardware network transport module to local GPUs via the GPU communication stack module, such that local GPUs can directly manipulate the network transport to do reliable network communication. An an example, we develop a GPU-centric networking to demonstrate the potentials of the direct model. Due to space limitation, we describe the detailed design and implementation of GPU-centric networking to the Appendix §A.1.

The **on-path model** is similar to the direct model that local GPUs directly manipulate the hardware network transport, except that the on-path model allows the network stream also to enter an on-path engine in the ONC component for the offloaded computation, where the on-path engine needs to consume the network stream at line-rate such that the on-path engine would not impede line-rate network traffic. We use the HyperLogLog (HLL) application [18, 33] as an example to demonstrate the power of the on-path model. The detailed design and implementation of HLL with FpgaNIC can be found in the Appendix §A.3.

The **off-path model** enables an off-path engine in the ONC component to directly manipulate the GPU communication stack and the hardware network transport such that FpgaNIC is able to orchestrate the data flow between all the three components. Typically, the off-path needs to stage data in onboard memory. We use the collective communication primitive AllReduce [4, 11, 50] as an example to demonstrate the power of the off-path model (§A.2). The detailed design and implementation of AllReduce with FpgaNIC is in the Appendix §A.2.

**How to Support Multiple Tenants?** To support multiple tenants, we can adopt Coyote [32] to wire the GPU communication stack and hardware network stack into the static region of FpgaNIC while exposing the same programming interface to offloaded tasks, for which we pre-synthesize the FPGA bitstreams ahead of time. Furthermore, FpgaNIC adopts the notion of vFPGAs (virtual FPGAs or separate application regions that are individually reconfigurable) as implemented in Coyote [32] to smoothly support secure, temporal and spatial multiplexing of GPU communication stack and hardware network transport between tenants (without pre-emption and context switching). For each tenant, FpgaNIC provides sufficient FPGA resources in a partial reconfiguration region to implement an independent ONC engine to guarantee performance isolation, and thus we no longer need to reboot the FPGA to change the functionality of FpgaNIC. We leave this as future work.

3 Experimental Evaluation

3.1 Experimental Setup

**System Architecture.** The experiments are run on a cluster consisting of eight 4U AMAX servers, connected with a Mellanox 100Gbps Ethernet SN2700 switch (Figure 2). Each server is equipped with two Intel Xeon Silver 4214 CPUs @ 2.20GHz, 128GB memory, FpgaNIC (i.e., a Xilinx UltraScale+ FPGA [72]), and a Nvidia RTX 8000 GPU, where the FPGA and the GPU have direct PCIe P2P communication, as shown in Figure 1. Two servers have an additional two A100 GPUs. FpgaNIC is implemented on Xilinx Alveo cards U50 or U280 with Vivado 2020.1.

**Methodology.** We first benchmark the GPU communication stack and hardware network transport to demonstrate that FpgaNIC allows easy PCIe P2P communication with local GPUs and reliable network communication with remote GPUs. We then evaluate the three FpgaNIC models: direct (§3.3), off-path (§3.4), and on-path (§3.5), to demonstrate FpgaNIC’s performance and ability to enable the exploration of a large SmartNIC design space.
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9The off-path model is generic enough such that it would also work well in other applications that follow a partition/aggregate pattern and require multiple rounds of communication [38].
3.2 Benchmarking Shared Infrastructure

We benchmark the shared GPU communication stack and hardware network transport.

3.2.1 GPU Communication Stack

To analyze the effect of control plane and data plane offloading, we measure the latency and throughput of the PCIe P2P link (§2.3). We use two classes of GPU: Quadro RTX8000 (labelled “R8K”) and Tesla A100 (labelled “A100”), since a different GPU class leads to different latency and throughput.

**Effect of Control Plane Offloading.** We examine the effect of control plane offloading by comparing the latency of commands issued from the GPU to the FPGA. Figure 3 shows the read latency when using various end points: “X_Y” means that device “X” reads from device “Y”. A first important result is that the latency of interactions between the GPU and the FPGA is comparable to that of the CPU calling the FPGA and it is under 1 microsecond. Moreover, the GPU-FPGA’s latency fluctuation is smaller than that of CPU-FPGA, demonstrating one of the advantages of FpgaNIC in terms of offering deterministic latency. The results also show that performance improves slightly with a better GPU, indicating that the overall system will improve with future versions of the GPU. Finally, the latency of “GPU_FPGA” is significantly lower than that of “GPU_CPU” plus “CPU_FPGA”, proving the efficiency of control plane offloading proposed in FpgaNIC.

![Figure 3: Control plane latency comparison. X_Y refers to the device “X” accesses the device “Y”. R8K refers to RTX 8000 GPU, and A100 refers to A100 GPU. Whiskers show the 1st and 99th percentile.](image)

**Effect of Data Plane Offloading.** We examine the effect of data plane offloading by measuring the throughput when the FPGA issues a DMA read/write operation to GPUs. Each operation transfers 4GB of data between the FPGA and the GPU memory. Figure 4 illustrates the achievable throughput with varying burst size, which is associated with the length of a DMA operation. It is interesting to observe that DMA read and write operations reach peak throughput at different burst sizes: 512B for read and 8K for write, indicating that we need to carefully choose the right DMA size to saturate the PCIe P2P bandwidth between FPGA and GPU. As with latency, a newer GPU class leads to much higher PCIe throughput. For example, a DMA read operation to an A100 GPU yields 12.6GB/s, close to the maximum possible PCIe bandwidth.

![Figure 4: PCIe P2P throughput between FPGA and GPU](image)

3.2.2 Hardware Network Transport

Next, we measure the throughput and latency of the hardware network transport (§2.4).

**Latency.** We measure the round-trip time (RTT) between two FPGAs connected via the network switch. Figure 5a shows the RTT with varying message size. The most striking result is that the TCP latency is in microseconds, instead of milliseconds, demonstrating the advantages of offloading to a SmartNIC instead of using the CPU for communication. For messages smaller than 1 KB, the RTT latency (roughly 3.1us) is dominated by the physical communication path (the Ethernet switch introduces an additional hop with roughly 1us latency).

**Throughput.** We measure as well the throughput between two network transports with varying packet size and varying number of connections. Figure 5b shows the observed throughput by sending out a total of 1GB from one transport to the other with varying packet size and number of connections. We observe that the number of connections does not affect the achievable throughput under the same packet size, indicating that FpgaNIC is able to efficiently support multi-connection communication. For small packets, the throughput is low due to the fixed overhead, i.e., the 40B header, per packet and the turnaround cycles to process each packet. However, for larger packets, the achievable throughput is close to the 100Gbps channel capacity, demonstrating that FpgaNIC efficiently uses the available network bandwidth.

3.3 Evaluation of the Direct Model

We evaluate the throughput of FpgaNIC used in direct mode. The experiment involves sending data from one GPU to a remote GPU through the corresponding FPGAs using the direct model path: GPU-PCIe-FPGA-network-FPGA-PCIe-GPU.

**Effect of Slot Size.** We examine the effect of the slot size (W) of the circular buffer for each connection (§A.1.2). The slot size determines the size of the DMA operation between an FPGA and a GPU. Figure 6a illustrates the throughput with varying slot size. We have two observations. First, a sufficiently large slot size leads to saturated throughput. A
small slot size (<64KB) leads to lower throughput since it leads to low DMA engine utilization (Figure 4). Second, the network bandwidth between A100 GPUs is higher than that between RTX 8000 GPUs, as the slow PCIe speed between a RTX 8000 GPU and the FPGA becomes the bottleneck of network bandwidth (Figure 4).

**Effect of Control Plane Offloading on Slot Size.** We examine the effect of control plane offloading on different slot sizes. Without control plane offloading, we need to use CPU to trigger the DMA operation after executing a CUDA kernel that copies a chunk in the “GPU user” layer into the send buffer in the “GPU kernel” layer, leading to one kernel invocation per chunk. Intuitively, such frequent kernel invocations lead to significant overhead when the chunk size or the transfer size is not large. Figure 6b illustrates the throughput comparison with and without control plane offloading under different chunk sizes, when the data transfer size is 1GB. We observe that control plane offloading can lead to obviously higher throughput than the implementation without control plane offloading. Moreover, a smaller chunk size leads to higher throughput improvement, because control plane offloading eliminates more CUDA kernel invocations.

**Effect of Control Plane Offloading on Transfer Size.** We examine the effect of control plane offloading on different transfer sizes. Figure 6c illustrates the throughput comparison with and without control plane offloading under different transfer sizes, when the chunk size is 64KB. We observe that when the transfer length is smaller, control plane offloading can lead to significant throughput improvement over the case without control plane offloading, whose performance is dominated by the kernel invocation overhead and context switch. In contrast, control plane offloading can remove these overheads by triggering doorbell registers from within a CUDA kernel, rather than from the host CPU.

### 3.4 Evaluation of the Off-path Model

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of FpgaNIC-enhanced AllReduce on a distributed pool of eight GPUs, as shown in Figure 2. When accelerating AllReduce, we configure FpgaNIC in an off-path model and offload the AllReduce engine to the FPGA. In the following, we present the baseline and the corresponding performance comparison.

**Baseline.** The experimental platform used as a baseline is similar to Figure 2, except that FpgaNIC in each server is replaced with a Mellanox ConnectX-5 100Gbps MT27800 NIC with RoCE and GPUDirect enabled. We use NVIDIA Collective Communication Library (NCCL) [50] which provides state-of-the-art collective communication primitives, e.g., AllReduce, over distributed Nvidia GPUs.
Comparison Metric. To demonstrate the performance of AllReduce, we introduce the metric bus bandwidth \([51]\), which is calculated to be the algorithm bandwidth times \(2 \times (N - 1)/N\), where algorithm bandwidth is calculated to be the data size divided by the elapsed time and \(N\) is the number of nodes. The elapsed time is estimated to be the average time of all the involved nodes in five rounds \([9]\).

Effect of Data Size. We examine the effect of data size when performing AllReduce. Intuitively, a large data size easily leads to a saturated throughput because we hit the bandwidth limits of the underlying channels. Figure 7 illustrates the bus bandwidth comparison between FpgaNIC and NCCL in a cluster with 8 nodes. FpgaNIC leads to up to 2.5x speedup over NCCL, because the AllReduce engine in FpgaNIC efficiently overlaps the operations of the PCIe DMA, network transport, and FPGA memory. Moreover, FpgaNIC does not consume any GPU/CPU cycles, freeing up these precious computing resources for other important tasks. FpgaNIC reaches the theoretical bus bandwidth when the data size is larger than 8MB, indicating that FpgaNIC’s AllReduce implementation is using all resources efficiently. Finally, when data size is small (<1MB), the speedup is up to 2.5x, due to the faster transition between states in FpgaNIC (Table 8) when compared to the same operation being implemented on GPUs.

Impact of Systems Size. We examine the effect of number of nodes on the AllReduce performance under 64MB data size. Figure 8 shows how both FpgaNIC and NCCL reach the theoretical bus bandwidth with an increasing number of nodes. However, NCCL needs a quite amount of CPU/GPU computing cycles to realize, while FpgaNIC does not.

Discussion. In the context of distributed AI model training, these results indicate that only offloading the AllReduce engine will not able to fully harvest FpgaNIC’s potential. We can offload not only the communication functions (i.e., the AllReduce engine) but also part of the learning engine such as the compressor (e.g., compression engine) and optimizer (e.g., Adam engine) to FpgaNIC, such that the entire communication part of training is offloaded to minimize the communication overhead for GPUs. Since these engines can easily achieve line-rate throughput, plenty of interesting trade-offs in the design of distributed learning, e.g., sync vs. async, can be revisited by using FpgaNIC. We leave this idea to future work.

3.5 Evaluation of the On-path Model

We finally evaluate the performance of FpgaNIC-enhanced HLL, when FpgaNIC is configured in an on-path model. The cardinality is calculated when the data stream has been transferred. The goal of this experiment is to verify whether the HLL module within an FPGA can act as a bump in the wire.

The baseline, labelled “write”, is to feed data to a GPU without processing the data in the FPGA. The GPU receives the data from the FPGA and stores it in the current block in GPU memory, while at the same time performing HLL on the previous block, overlapping data transfer with cardinality calculation at the block granularity. Table 6 illustrates that at least 8 SMs, in terms of 8 thread blocks and 512 threads per a thread block, are required to consume 100Gbps data stream (packet payload size: 1408 bytes) on an A100 GPU, when the block size is no smaller than 256K. Moreover, when the block size is smaller than 128K, an A100 GPU is not able to consume the data stream, as such a small block size cannot fully utilize GPU’s processing parallelism.

Table 6: Number of required GPU SMs w.r.t block size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block size</th>
<th>&lt;=128K</th>
<th>256K</th>
<th>512K</th>
<th>1024K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of A100 SMs</td>
<td>&gt;256</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Performance of HLL with and without offloading. HLL with offloading does not affect the overall throughput, but saves at least 8 A100 GPU SMs, required by HLL without offloading, to consume 100 Gbps HLL data stream.

Figure 9 illustrates that FpgaNIC-enhanced HLL is able to achieve similar throughput as the baseline under various packet payload size, where the block size is 256K. It indicates that offloading HLL does not block the incoming data stream and introduces negligible latency. More important, FpgaNIC-enhanced HLL does not require any GPU compute power,
Table 7: Comparison of FpgaNIC with existing SmartNICs from industry. ✓ indicates full support, ✗ indicates no support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Programmable flow processing</th>
<th>Targeted applications</th>
<th>CPU-centric</th>
<th>GPU-centric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcom [7]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Virtualization, storage, NFV</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensando [53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Storage, security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netronome [49]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SDN-controlled server-based networking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel IPU [23, 24]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Cloud, storage, security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FpgaNIC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AI model training</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.g., at least 8 A100 SMs, which can be used in other computing task. Moreover, Table 2 shows that FpgaNIC-enhanced HLL takes a small amount of FPGA resources. Therefore, in the context of FPGA+GPU co-processing, it is clearly more efficient to offload HLL onto FpgaNIC, rather than processing HLL on the GPU.

4 Related Work

To our knowledge, FpgaNIC is the first FPGA-based GPU-centric 100Gbps SmartNIC that addresses the bottleneck limitations introduced by the use of conventional CPUs or small cores (ARM) in SmartNICs.

**FPGA-augmented SmartNICs.** Several commercial systems [10, 21, 22, 45, 55, 79] feature an FPGA within a SmartNIC. The closest work is from Mellanox Innova [45] that features an FPGA in its SmartNIC to accelerate offloaded compute-intensive applications, while PCIe and network interfaces are handled by a NIC ASIC ConnectX-5. The FPGA is connected with the NIC ASIC via a PCIe interface and therefore acts as an additional PCIe endpoint. The FPGA is entirely dedicated to the user’s application logic. In contrast, FpgaNIC implements all functionalities, including networking and PCIe, within a powerful FPGA, enabling a large design space exploration of SmartNIC architecture, while Innova provides limited architectural flexibility due to how the FPGA is connected.

**GPU-FPGA Communication.** Previous work [6, 64] has implemented GPUDirect RDMA on an FPGA to directly access GPU memory, but not allowing the GPU to trigger doorbell registers within an FPGA. In contrast, FpgaNIC allows GPUDirect RDMA and the GPU to trigger registers within an FPGA, and is an FPGA-based SmartNIC that allows large design space exploration of SmartNIC architecture.

**Acceleration using FPGA-based SmartNICs.** Most previous work [2, 3, 8, 10, 13, 14, 14, 17, 26, 35, 36, 36, 37, 59, 62, 65] features an FPGA on SmartNICs to offload data processing to the network from the host CPU. In contrast, FpgaNIC is an FPGA-based full-stack SmartNIC that mainly targets compute task offloading from local GPUs which require a more complex system than offloading for CPUs. For example, we can offload partial G-TADOC [76, 77] that is a novel optimization to perform compressed data direct processing onto FpgaNIC to maximize the performance of distributed system under efficient FPGA-GPU co-processing.

**Multicore-based SmartNICs.** There is also a lot of work done [12, 16, 29, 41, 42, 44, 47, 48, 54, 56, 63, 66, 70] on SmartNIC built upon a wimpy RISC cores plus hardware engines to accelerate dedicated functionality such as compression. These RISC cores are used to both process packets as well as to implement “smart” functions instead of using the host CPUs. Such an approach inevitably suffers from load interference since packet processing and the smart functions have to compete for the shared resources, e.g., the last level cache and memory bandwidth. In contrast, FpgaNIC implements an GPU-centric SmartNIC on an FPGA.

**On-going SmartNICs in Industry.** Besides NVIDIA’s DPU, we compare FpgaNIC with other SmartNICs from industry, as shown in Table 7. Broadcom offers the Stingray SmartNIC [7], which features a ARM 8-core CPU for control-plane management and P4-like TruFlow packet processing engine for data-plane processing, targeting various applications such as virtualization, storage, and NFV. Pensando has a DPU architecture [53] that features an ARM CPU and a P4 processor for data-plane packet processing, targeting various applications such as security and storage. Netronome provides the NFP4000 Flow Processor architecture [49] that features a ARM CPU, 48 packet processing cores, and 60 P4-programmable flow processing cores for data-plane processing, targeting the SDN-controlled server-based networking application. Intel presents the FPGA-based IPU (Infrastructure Processing Unit) that consists of a MAX 10 FPGA for control-plane management and an Arria 10 FPGA for data-plane processing [23], and uses an ASIC IPU whose architecture is not publicly documented [24]. Fungible has a DPU [15] featuring multiple PCIe endpoints, TrueFabric for networking, and specialized engines such as compression and EC/RAID to address inefficient data-centric computation within a node and inefficient interchange between nodes, targeting various applications such as virtualization, cloud storage, and data analytics. All these systems are CPU-centric in that they are designed to complement the CPU. In several cases, they suffer from the bottleneck problem pointed out above that prevents them from being above to operate at line rate. In contrast, FpgaNIC is an FPGA-based GPU-centric SmartNIC that targets various applications such as AI model training and security and specifically designed to operate at line rate which also means that it might not be suitable for operations that would significantly impair the flow of network packets (such as blocking operations or computations generating large amounts of intermediate state).
5 Insights and Implications of FpgaNIC

In this section, we discuss three interesting properties regarding FpgaNIC.

High Performance of On-NIC Computing Module. An increasing amount of SmartNIC solutions intend to remove the conventional CPU from the data-path (e.g., Microsoft Catapult). However, they either do not exploit the possibilities of direct communication between the FPGA and the GPU, or use small CPUs (ARM cores) that cannot process at line rate to impose additional hops within the NIC to implement the smart functionality (e.g., Bluefield-2). Furthermore, commercially available multi-core SmartNICs, such as BlueField-2, fail to process 100Gbps network traffic at line rate with its embedded CPU, which is capable of doing control-plane management only. The embedded CPU in Bluefield-2 is overwhelmed by trying to stage a 100Gbps data stream coming from the network. In contrast, FpgaNIC provides a 100Gbps data-path accelerator for distributed computing over GPUs, and thus enables a large design space exploration around SmartNIC for GPU-based applications. The key aspect of FpgaNIC is that it can process data at line rate as it comes from the network, something that other systems cannot do, because this requires to insert the accelerator in the data path, which cannot be done with conventional hardware (running conventional software) but can be done with FPGAs. To do so, FpgaNIC only consumes roughly 20% of the FPGA resources (marked in blue) to implement the NIC architecture (100Gbps hardware network transport and GPU communication stack) in a half-length, half-height FPGA board (Alveo U50), as shown in Table 5. It implies that the majority of the FPGA resources can be dedicated to on-NIC computing for SmartNIC functionality. Moreover, U50 has High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) which can be used to implement functionality with more intermediate states as memory access does not become the bottleneck. Therefore, FpgaNIC allows the offloading of compute-bound and memory-intensive tasks from multiple tenants (e.g., like in [39]) onto a mid-size FPGA.

Performance Guarantee and Isolation. Many multicore-based SmartNICs use small CPU cores for in-network computing. On these CPUs is really hard to provide performance guarantee and isolation due to insufficient CPU processing abilities and interference across tasks. We have shown that FpgaNIC is able to guarantee performance and isolation from two perspectives. From a compute’s perspective, FpgaNIC provides dedicated hardware resources for each offloaded compute task, leading to a strict performance guarantee and perfect performance isolation. From a memory’s perspective, U50 features 2-channel HBMs [71, 75] with 32 independent memory channels, each of which provides up to 13.6GB/s of memory throughput [20, 68]. This guarantees that each offloaded compute task is able to gain exclusive control over the assigned memory channels, without interfering with other offloaded compute tasks and the NIC infrastructure, which operates on dedicated hardware resources to guarantee line-rate network throughput.

Medium Programmability. Programming FPGAs using a Hardware Description Language (HDL), is error-prone and difficult to debug, limiting the adoption of FPGAs by system programmers. When using FpgaNIC, we intentionally ensure that it can be programmed using C++-based HLS (High Level Synthesis), to make it easier to use for software programmers, where HLS is the highest level of abstraction commercially available for programming FPGAs. To let FpgaNIC support both HDL and HLS, FpgaNIC’s interface mainly leverages the stream type in HLS, i.e., AXI stream in HDL, for better compatibility. In future work, we intend to raise the level of abstraction further by developing a comprehensive framework such that users without hardware design experience can easily leverage FpgaNIC to accelerate distributed GPU-powered applications by automatically identifying offloaded functionalities via an FPGA-aware performance analysis framework [69] for maximum performance and high programmability.

6 Conclusion

Inspired by the fact that there is no SmartNIC designed for GPUs, we present FpgaNIC, a full-stack FPGA-based GPU-centric 100Gbps SmartNIC that allows a large design space exploration around SmartNICs for accelerating applications running on distributed GPUs. FpgaNIC enables direct data communication to local GPUs via PCIe P2P communication, enables local GPUs to directly manipulate the FPGA, provides reliable network communication with remote nodes, and enables on-NIC computing module to process the data from network at line rate. FpgaNIC can be efficiently used in three SmartNIC modes: direct, off-path, and on-path, to accelerate a broad range of GPU-powered distributed applications, such as Deep Learning model training. FpgaNIC is open-source to encourage further development and research in GPU-centric applications (Github: https://github.com/RC4ML/FpgaNIC).
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A.1 Direct Model: GPU-centric Networking

We allow the direct model to support GPU-centric networking (GCN), which enables direct network communication between GPUs via a socket-like interface similar to that of GPUnet [30]. The design is based on four goals.

**D1: Reliable Communication.** FpgaNIC intends to serve AI and HPC applications which typically rely on reliable data communication between computing nodes. With the FPGA acting as a network proxy, this implies extending the functionality of FpgaNIC on the GPU side to allow lowering messages due to processing rate mismatches.

**D2: Easy to Program.** We strive to spare the developer the need to deal with tedious GPU-related optimization methods such as the number of thread blocks and the number of threads within a thread block. However, existing systems like GPUnet [30] invokes its send/recv calls within a thread block and requires all threads in a thread block to work in a coalesced manner [30]. As a result, a programmer needs to be quite familiar with GPU programming to leverage GPUnet. Moreover, RDMA programming is much more complex than traditional socket programming because RDMA exposes the underlying functions and data structures of NIC to allow programmers to manipulate. Therefore, FpgaNIC implements instead a simple socket API, making the development of distributed GPU applications easier.\(^\text{10}\)

**D3: Light-weight.** Our GCN implementation has to be lightweight, in terms of low GPU memory footprint and low GPU core usage, on the GPU side, since the targeted HPC and AI applications running on GPUs are both compute-intensive and memory-bound. Thus, the overall design needs to free up GPU resources to maximize the application’s performance.

**D4: Generalization to GPU Classes.** Different GPU generations have different specifications for GPUDirect [52]: maximum BAR size and PCIe P2P bandwidth. The maximum BAR size available for GPUDirect is 256MB on Kepler-class GPUs, while at least 16GB on Tesla-class GPUs. Besides, the PCIe P2P bandwidth is 10.6GB/s on Quadro GPUs while 12.6GB/s on Tesla GPUs (§3.2). Our goal is to provide a solution that works on all GPUs regardless of their specifications.

In the following, we describe an example GPU-centric networking (§A.1.1), followed by the overall architecture (§A.1.2) and the implementation details (§A.1.3 and §A.1.4).

A.1.1 GCN Example

Figure 10 illustrates a typical example, written with the proposed socket-like APIs, between a client and a server running on distributed GPUs. After performing a typical socket handshake, the client GPU sends the data of length len, starting from the GPU memory address send_data, to the server GPU, starting from the GPU memory address recv_data. This example is similar to a typical socket program running on CPUs, except the need to set up a context for the inter-GPU socket programming. The resulting code is concise and easy to understand, satisfying one of the stated goals (**D2: Easy of Use**).

A.1.2 Overall Architecture of GCN

Figure 11 shows the software/hardware co-design approach chosen to implement the GPU-centric network model. The overall architecture consists of three layers: ONC, GPU kernel, and GPU user. The key idea is to aggressively overlap the operations performed on these three layers such that the overall performance is maximized.

**ONC Layer.** The “ONC” layer of FpgaNIC consists of the control, DMA read, and DMA write modules. The control module directly accepts control-plane commands from the GPUs and calls the other modules, e.g., DMA read. The DMA read module accepts a DMA read command from the control module and then issues a DMA read operation to the GPU. Next, the DMA read module forwards the data stream from PCIe to the 100Gb TCP stack. The DMA write module polls on the incoming stream interface from the 100Gb TCP stack and then forwards the received data to the GPU by issuing a DMA write operation.

---

\(^{10}\)Nevertheless, FpgaNIC can also implement RDMA APIs with reasonably small amount of modifications.

---


---

Figure 10: A typical example between a sender and a receiver and memory-bound. Thus, the overall design needs to free up GPU resources to maximize the application’s performance.
Second, each side creates a socket (`sockfd`) using the function `socket`, which launches a GPU kernel with only one thread that will apply for one free TCP connection slot in the FPGA 100Gb TCP stack.

Third, the server will listen to the socket `sockfd` by setting the listen-port register `listen_port` and then triggering the doorbell register `listen_start` (Table 4). Then, the server initiates the function `accept` to wait for an incoming connection from a client. The client calls the function `connect` with two parameters `conn_port` and `conn_ip` to specify the destination IP address and port. Once a connection is established, a client and a server can proceed to exchange data.

A.1.4 Send/Recv Functions of GCN

We now describe the implementation details of the two-sided communication between distributed GPUs by explaining the overall data and control flow shown in Figure 11.

Data Flow. The sender splits the “to-send array” into chunks, each of which has the size of \( W \) MB. For each chunk, we perform the following five steps.

1. First, we employ a data-mover kernel that occupies a GPU SM, in terms of a thread block with 1024 threads, to copy a chunk in the “GPU user” layer into the “tail” slot in the send buffer in the “GPU kernel” layer (\( \mathbb{1} \)). Second, the sender kernel triggers a doorbell register within an FPGA to start a DMA read operation (\( \mathbb{2} \)). Third, the DMA read module reads the data stream from the “head” slot in the send buffer (\( \mathbb{3} \)), and then forwards to the 100Gb TCP stack (\( \mathbb{4} \)). Fourth, the receiver accepts the data stream from its 100Gb TCP stack (\( \mathbb{5} \)), and then adds a header and a trailer to the data stream and forwards it to the “tail” slot in the receive buffer in the “GPU kernel” layer (\( \mathbb{6} \)). Fifth, the receiving GPU kernel monitors the “head” slot and leverages a data-mover kernel that also occupies a GPU SM to copy the data in the “tail” slot to the destination chunk in the to-receive array in the “GPU user” layer (\( \mathbb{7} \)).

Flow Control. Reliable communication (goal \( \mathbb{D1} \)) is achieved through a simple credit-based flow control [34] over each TCP connection, so as to avoid potential congestion at a slow receiving GPU receiving a heavy traffic load. At the beginning, the sender has a full credit of \( M \) MB to leverage. If we send data from the to-send array to the tail slot in the send buffer (\( \mathbb{1} \)), the corresponding credits are consumed, and the data in the send buffer will be safely delivered to the receive buffer on the other side. When the receiver copies the data from the head slot to the to-receive array in the “GPU user” layer, and then accumulates the amount \( M_r \) of correctly received data, where \( M_r \) is initialized to be \( 0 \). Once the ratio of \( M_r \) to \( M \) is over a threshold (\( T_h \)), the receiver sends back a credit with \( T_h \times M \) bytes to the sender, indicating \( T_h \times M \) bytes of data have been correctly received. To do so, the receiver triggers a doorbell register (\( \text{consumed_bytes} \)) specified in the “control” module (\( \mathbb{8} \)), and then forms a flow-control packet to the sender (\( \mathbb{9} \)). After the sender receives the credits, the sender can proceed to send \( T_h \times M \) additional bytes.

A.1.3 Handshake Protocol of GCN

We demonstrate how the handshake protocol works in GCN. The key idea is to directly leverage the TCP stack on the FPGA (§2.4) via the control plane offloaded to GPUs. The handshake process consists of the following three steps.

First, each side creates a GPU-aware context by calling `create_socket_context`, which specifies the number \( N \) of supported TCP connections (e.g., 8), the GPU send/recv buffer size of each connection (e.g., 12.5MB), the initial address of control plane.

\[ W = \frac{M}{N} \] MB GPU memory space.

Nevertheless, FpgaNIC can be easily extended to support dynamic buffer size with slight modifications in the GPU kernel layer.

In our experiment, a Streaming Multiprocessing (SM) provides more than enough throughput on both Quadro and Tesla GPUs. Each SM consists of 64 GPU cores. RTX8000 has 72 SMs while A100 has 108.
Table 8: State transition of AllReduce within FpgaNIC. “x/y” means that x is input and y is output, where G refers to the communication with a GPU, E refers to the communication with the 100Gb TCP stack. “(G + E)” means that we perform the reduction on the data from GPUs (G) and the data from the 100Gb TCP stack (E), and store the reduced result in on-board memory. “(E, G)” means that the data is read from on-board memory and forwarded to the next GPU via 100Gb TCP stack (E) and GPUs (G). E\_i\^j indicates the subarray[i] has already been accumulated j times, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 4. When j is 4, E^4 and G^4 are the final reduced result sent to the next GPU via 100Gb TCP stack and to local GPU, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t0</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t3</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>t6</th>
<th>t7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPGA 0</td>
<td>G_i^j</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA 1</td>
<td>G_i^j</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA 2</td>
<td>G_i^j</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA 3</td>
<td>G_i^j</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>(G_i + E_i^j)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion. The design matches the goals we established the beginning, which dictate many of the architectural decisions. To ensure reliable communication (goal D1), we implement a credit-based flow control (§A.1.4) on the GPU side. To simplify programming (goal D2), the GPU-aware socket-like functions are executed sequentially by leveraging the default CUDA stream, which is transparent to programmers. Nevertheless, our APIs also allow programmers to explicitly specify CUDA streams to maximize execution overlap between kernels. To minimize overhead (goal D3), GCN uses at most 220MB of the GPU memory for the communication, and a GPU SM only when a send() or a receive() function is active. Moreover, each handshake function launches a GPU kernel with only one active thread. Finally, to support a wide range of GPU classes (goal D4), GCN only exposes 220MB GPU memory, which is allowed in all supported Nvidia GPUs.

A.2 Off-path SmartNIC: AllReduce

To illustrate the the off-path model of FpgaNIC, we implement a use case from HPC and AI applications: a collective communication primitive AllReduce [4, 11, 50] operating on the data residing in a distributed pool of GPUs. In particular, we implement a ring-based AllReduce algorithm [4, 50] as it provides high performance while having a simple communication flow that fits well within an FPGA. The communication pattern is as follows. Assume there are P GPUs and each GPU divides its own array for AllReduce into P subarrays. The p-th GPU receives subarray[i] from the (p – 1)-th GPU, performs a reduction operation on the received subarray[i] and its local subarray[i], and then sends the reduced result to the (p + 1)-th GPU, where 0 ≤ i, p < P.

A.2.1 Overall Architecture of AllReduce

The AllReduce [5, 67] engine implements the entire logic in the ONC component, which is configured in an off-path model, as shown in Figure 12. The engine concurrently operates on three components on the FPGA: the PCIe DMA operation (§2.3), the network stack (§2.4), and the on-board memory. The overall execution under FpgaNIC allows to overlap the access to these components to maximize throughput.

 PCIe DMA Operation. The PCIe DMA operation is used transfer data between the FPGA and its local GPU by issuing a DMA operation within an FPGA directly to the GPU and without CPU intervention.

 Network Stack. The network stack is used to communicate with remote GPUs through their corresponding FPGAs. In our ring implementation, data arrives the previous GPU and it is sent to the next GPU in the ring.

 On-board Memory. The FPGA on-board memory is used to store intermediate results. The current reduced result is accumulated in on-board memory before being forwarded to the next GPU. While it is being forwarded, the next result is being calculated. Thus, the memory needs to provide sufficient bandwidth for simultaneously writing partial results and reading the previous result as it is being sent.

Figure 12: Architecture of AllReduce on the off-path model

A.2.2 Execution Flow of AllReduce on FpgaNIC

Table 8 illustrates the detailed execution flow of FpgaNIC-enhanced AllReduce with a concrete example over 4 distributed nodes, labelled FPGA i, where i is from 1 to 4. The execution is divided into eight steps (t0 ∼ t7).

At step t0, FPGA i issues a DMA read operation to transfer its local subarray[i] in GPU memory to the FPGA’s memory (labelled G\_i). At step t1, FPGA i issues a DMA read operation to read from its local subarray[i-1] (G\_i-1) in GPU memory, receives E\_i-1 from the previous GPU in the ring (i.e., arriving via the network), and then accumulates these two on-the-fly and finally stores the accumulated result in the FPGA memory (labelled (G\_i-1 + E\_i-1)). At the same time, FPGA i
forwards its local subarray[i] in FPGA memory to the next GPU, labelled $E_i^3$. Figure 12(a) illustrates the data flow of FPGA 0. At step $t_2$, FPGA i performs the reduction operation on its local $G_{i-2}^1$ in GPU memory and $E_{i-2}^2$ from the previous GPU, and then stores the accumulated result in FPGA memory (labelled $(G_{i-2}^1 + E_{i-2}^2)$). At the same time, FPGA i forwards its local $E_{i-1}^2$ from the FPGA memory to the next GPU. At step $t_3$, FPGA i performs the reduction operation on $G_{i-3}^1$ from its local GPU memory and $E_{i-3}^2$ from the previous GPU, and then stores the accumulated result in FPGA memory, labelled $(G_{i-3}^1 + E_{i-3}^2)$. At the same time, FPGA i sends its local $E_{i-2}^3$ from FPGA memory to the next GPU in the ring. At step $t_4$, FPGA i receives $E_i^3$ from the previous GPU and copies it to FPGA memory. At the same time, FPGA i sends $(G_{i-3}^1 + E_{i-3}^2)$ from the FPGA memory to the next GPU $E_i^3$ and writes it to its local GPU memory $G_i^1$. At step $t_5$, FPGA i receives $E_i^3$ from the previous GPU and copies into the FPGA memory. At the same time, FPGA i sends $E_i^3$ in the FPGA memory to both the next GPU $E_i^4$ and writes it to its local GPU memory $G_i^1$. Figure 12(b) illustrates the data flow of FPGA 1. At step $t_6$, FPGA i receives $E_i^4$ from the previous GPU and copies it to on-board memory. At the same time, FPGA i sends $E_i^4$ from the previous GPU, labelled $E_i^4$, to the next GPU $E_i^4$ and writes it to its GPU memory $G_i^1$. At the final step $t_7$, FPGA i writes $E_i^4$ from the FPGA memory into its GPU memory $G_i^1$ which now has the final aggregated result.

**Comparison with AllReduce on Innova.** To illustrate the advantages of FpgaNIC’s design over existing commercial solutions, consider how the same AllReduce operation would work on Mellanox Innova. In Innova, the PCIe link connecting the FPGA to the rest of the system limits the overall throughput because the AllReduce engine on the FPGA is forced to interact with both the local GPU and the network through its PCIe X8 Gen4 endpoint. In such a design, the FPGA can consume data either from the GPU or from the network but not from both at the same time. We estimate that the overall throughput would be halved. Both Innova and FpgaNIC approaches do not involve any GPU cores during execution, freeing up GPU cores for other computing tasks.

**A.3 On-path SmartNIC: HyperLogLog**

To illustrate the on-path model of FpgaNIC, we use HyperLogLog (HLL) [18, 33] as an example application. HLL is widely used in data analytic applications to estimate the cardinality of data streams or of large data sets. In our case, HLL will work on the data as it flows from the network transport towards the GPU. The basic scenario is transferring data to be processed to the GPU and using the FPGA to compute the cardinality on the fly without adding any overhead.

The on-path model is similar to the direct model (labelled “direct”), except that the incoming data stream is forwarded to both the GPU and to the on-path module (HLL in this case) via the “op_in” port. We use an open source implementation of HLL [33] that is embedded into the ONC component (Figure 13). After the data stream has been consumed, the cardinality of the data set can be forwarded to the local GPU via the “op_out” port. The on-path model also allows the result to be sent back to the network through the “op_return” port. In such a case, FpgaNIC can be used as an independent, network attached accelerator that uses the on-path module to process data on behalf of a remote client.

7 Artifacts

7.1 Abstract

This artifact provides the source code of FpgaNIC and scripts to reproduce the main experimental results. The experiments are run on a cluster consisting of eight 4U AMAX servers, connected with a Mellanox 100Gbps Ethernet SN2700 switch. Each server is equipped with two Intel Xeon Silver 4214 CPUs@2.20GHz, 128GB memory, FpgaNIC (i.e., a Xilinx Ultra-Scale+ FPGA), and a Nvidia RTX 8000 GPU, where the FPGA and the GPU have direct PCIe P2P communication. Two servers have an additional two A100 GPUs. FpgaNIC is implemented on Xilinx Alveo cards U50 or U280 with Vivado 2020.1.

7.2 Check-list

1. At least two nodes, each has a GPU that supports NVIDIA GPUDirect and the Xilinx U280 or U50 card.
2. Each FPGA card is connected to a 100Gbps Ethernet switch.
3. FPGA card and GPU are connected to the same PCIe switch.
4. Host OS: Linux 4.15.0-20-generic
5. Nvidia Driver Version: 450.51.05
6. CUDA Version: 11.0
**Hugepages Setting.** Make sure that each server has enabled Hugepages. If not, run the following commands.

1. `$ sudo apt install libboost-program-options-dev cmake`
2. `$ sudo groupadd hugetlbfs`
3. `$ sudo getent group hugetlbfs`
4. `$ sudo adduser xxx hugetlbfs`
   
   *xxx is the user name you are using*
5. Edit `/etc/sysctl.conf` and specify the number of pages you want to reserve.
6. `$ mkdir /media/huge`
7. Add this line “hugetlbfs /media/huge hugetlbfs mode=1770,gid=1001 0 0” to “/etc/fstab”.
8. `$ reboot`

### 7.3 Thee Steps to Run Experiments

There are three steps to run each experiment. Before running FpgaNIC, please clone the source code:
```
$ git clone https://github.com/RC4ML/FpgaNIC
```

#### 7.3.1 Hardware: FPGA Bitstream

1. `$ mkdir build && cd build`
2. `$ cmake ..`
3. Make HLS IP core
   `$ make installip`
4. Create vivado project, add the hardware project option after `make`, as shown in Table 9.
   `$ make pcie_benchmark`
5. Now the hardware project is produced, generate bitstream using vivado and flush it to every FPGA card.
6. Every time you download the bitstream to the FPGA, you have to reboot the machine, do not forget to reinstall xdma driver and GDR driver (See Subsection 7.3.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>direct</td>
<td>To create direct model project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcie_benchmark</td>
<td>To create PCIe benchmark project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcp_latency</td>
<td>To create TCP latency benchmark project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcp_benchmark</td>
<td>To create TCP throughput benchmark project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allreduce</td>
<td>To create off-path model project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyperloglog</td>
<td>To create on-path model project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.3.2 Software: Driver Installation

1. `$ cd FpgaNIC/driver`
2. `$ make && sudo insmod xdma_driver.ko`
3. `$ cd FpgaNIC/gdrcopy`
4. `$ sudo ./insmod.sh`
5. Note that you need to reinstall xdma driver and gdr driver every time you reboot your machine.

#### 7.3.3 Software: Running Application Code

1. `$ cd FpgaNIC/sw && mkdir build && cd build`
2. `$ cmake ../src`
3. `$ make`
4. `$ sudo ./dma-example -b 0`
5. `$ Above command would report GPU read CPU memory latency, for more details, please refer to sw/README.md`
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Abstract

FPGA NICs can improve packet processing performance, however, programming them is difficult, and existing solutions to enable software packet processing on FPGA either provide limited packet processing speed, or require changes to programs and to their development/deployment life cycle.

We address the issue with program warping, a new technique that improves throughput replacing several instructions of a packet processing program with an equivalent runtime programmable hardware implementation. Program warping performs static analysis of a packet processing program, described with Linux’s eBPF, to identify subsets of the program that can be implemented by an optimized FPGA pipeline, the warp engine. Packets handled by the warp engine are eventually delivered to a regular eBPF program executor, along with their program context (registers, stack), to complete execution of those program parts that cannot be efficiently pipelined.

We prototype program warping on a 100Gbps FPGA NIC, extending hXDP, a state-of-the-art eBPF processor for FPGA, and measure its performance running 6 unmodified real-world eBPF programs, including deployed applications such as Katran and Suricata. Our prototype runs at 250MHz, uses less than 15% of the FPGA resources, and improves hXDP throughput by 1.2-3x in most cases, and up to 18x.

1 Introduction

Datacenter and telecom operators deploy FPGA NICs to handle network port speeds of 100Gbps or more, and to support heterogeneous applications and workloads [12, 21, 30]. In fact, these devices can host multiple accelerators [23], e.g., for radio signal processing, therefore providing a common hardware platform to address different scenarios [11].

Nonetheless, for network packet processing functions, such as firewalls or load balancers, FPGA NICs raise several challenges. First, programming FPGAs is difficult, often requiring dedicated teams of hardware specialists [15]. Second, it involves longer synthesis-implementation cycles that may take hours to complete, before a new program version can be finally deployed. This is at odds with current practices that foster continuous deployment cycles, and frequent updates to the packet processing programs [1, 7]. Finally, packet processing functions should consume only minimal FPGA hardware resources, to leave space to other accelerators required for signal processing, machine learning, etc.

These requirements, when combined, rule out existing solutions that cannot dynamically change the implemented packet processing programs, such as those based on the high-level synthesis of programs described with domain-specific languages [3, 38, 40] like P4 [8]. Alternative approaches, such as hXDP [10], explicitly address these challenges, but at the cost of a lower packet forwarding throughput. In fact, hXDP implements on the FPGA a processor-based executor for network programs described with eBPF, which provides a remarkable but still limited throughput performance, comparable to that of a single multi-GHz CPU’s core [10].

Our goal is to improve on this figure, and significantly increase throughput while respecting the listed requirements. We follow the conceptual approach of hXDP, embracing the Linux’s eBPF framework and its programming model to describe packet processing functions. However, we introduce a new technique, program warping, which leverages common properties of eBPF programs to automatically replace the execution of many program’s instructions with a semantically equivalent hardware-supported implementation, thereby reducing the program execution time and increasing throughput. As we will see, in some real-world use cases our system can achieve up to an 18x higher throughput than hXDP.

Program warping builds on the observation that a subset of the eBPF programs’ instructions implement common packet processing tasks, such as packet header parsing, which can be efficiently implemented in pipeline-parallel architectures [9, 13]. Therefore, under the constraint of keeping transparency to the programmer, we address two main issues in our design: (i) identifying, from the eBPF program’s bytecode, the tasks that can be efficiently parallelized in a pipeline; (ii) designing an FPGA pipeline that runs such tasks, while providing runtime
We prototype program warping extending hXDP with a new compiler, the Warp Optimizer, and a new hardware module, the Warp Engine (cf. Figure 1). The Warp Optimizer performs static analyses of the eBPF bytecode, leveraging the eBPF’s machine model to make several simplifying assumptions, e.g., about memory areas’ content, in order to infer the program’s intent. In this step, the Warp Optimizer identifies set of instructions whose execution can be performed by the Warp Engine. The Warp Engine is integrated with the hXDP’s eBPF executor. Packets received by the system are processed by the Warp Engine first, and then passed to the eBPF executor to run the subset of the program that cannot be accelerated. In turn, this allows us to streamline the Warp Engine implementation, which resembles a fused parser plus match-action pipeline, supporting only the minimal set of functionality required to accelerate common packet processing tasks, and leaving to the eBPF executor any more complex functionality.

We evaluate our system with a 100Gbps Xilinx Alveo U50, running 6 real-world use cases: the IP router and the tunneling examples from the Linux XDP’s application examples; a Dynamic NAT; the Facebook load balancer Katran [14]; and the Network Security Appliance Suricata [39]. On this set of applications and compared to hXDP, program warping provides a per-application speed-up of at least 1.2-3x, and up to 18x, while running at 250MHz and keeping the overall FPGA resources occupation below 15%. To put this result in perspective, running Suricata in software (Linux v.5.4.0) on a single Intel Xeon 4410 CPU core achieves a throughput of about 8.7 Million packets per second (Mpps), whereas our program warping prototype achieves up to 83Mpps in a similar setting. This shows that program warping is beneficial in all cases, but clearer advantages appear with programs that have a heavier packet parsing and classification component. In summary, we contribute:

- A method to extract high-level packet processing tasks from eBPF bytecode, and generate functionally equivalent descriptions that combine parsing descriptions, match-action rules and subsets of the original bytecode;
- A hardware extension to hXDP, which implements high-performance and runtime-configurable packet data reading and classification using few FPGA resources;
- The evaluation of the end-to-end system using 6 real-world use cases and extensive micro-benchmarks.

2 Goal, Requirements and Challenges

Our goal is to provide a significant increase (i.e., >2x) to the throughput of eBPF packet processing programs on FPGA NICs, while meeting the following requirements:
1. The system should run unmodified eBPF programs
2. The system should support dynamic program loading
3. The system should use a small fraction of the FPGA resources (<20%)

This is challenging for several reasons. First, previous work like hXDP already explored the optimization space for eBPF programs on FPGA, leveraging instruction-set specialization and instruction-level parallelism to reduce the number of programs’ instructions and run them in parallel, when possible. This suggests that additional instruction-level optimization is unlikely to provide large gains. Second, our solution space is limited since we cannot change the eBPF programming model. For instance, we cannot pursue any solution that would require programmers to annotate their code, e.g., to discover parallelization opportunities. Third, the need to support dynamic program loading rules out approaches that implement programs as hardware pipelines, e.g., like in Emu [38] and P4->NetFPGA [3]. Finally, the requirement to use little FPGA resources makes effectively impossible to use any solution that requires complex logic implementation in hardware. For reference, even streamlined hardware designs like hXDP already consume about 10% of the FPGA resources.

Non-goal Since we use only a fraction of the FPGA for network packet processing, we do not have the goal of matching the throughput of designs entirely dedicated to the task.

3 Concept and Background

In this Section we provide background about eBPF/XDP, and then present the program warping concept and system design.

3.1 Background: eBPF and XDP

eBPF is a Linux technology used to implement load balancing [14], security [7], monitoring [2], deep packet inspection [5], policy enforcement [1], and more.

The eBPF framework runs small programs within the Linux kernel using a virtual machine (VM) with its own Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). The VM implements a register architecture, with a program counter (PC), 10 general registers (R0 – R9), and a read-only stack pointer (R10) that contains the address of a 512B memory area used as program’s stack. These capture the current program’s state, which resets for every new run. eBPF provides maps data structures to save state across program runs. These are memory areas defined at compile time and organized as lookup tables.
eBPF programs written in a high-level language, such as C, are compiled to the eBPF bytecode. The eBPF bytecode can be loaded in the kernel using different hooks. We focus on the XDP hook [19], and call XDP programs an eBPF program attached to the XDP hook. The hook is provided at the NIC driver level. When a packet is received, the XDP environment: (i) creates an xdp_md struct to contain the packet buffer pointers and metadata, such as the packet’s input port id; (ii) sets R0 to point to the address of the memory area hosting the struct; (iii) and then starts the VM to run the XDP program. At the end of its execution, the program can return a forwarding decision for the packet by writing the forwarding action code in R0.

When loaded in the Linux kernel, the bytecode is statically verified to ensure safety, e.g., guaranteed program termination. To enable verification, eBPF programs can only use a subset of the C expressive power. For instance, unbounded cycles and dynamic memory allocations are not allowed. To finally run on the target hardware, a second (just-in-time) compilation step translates the eBPF bytecode to the target machine code.

Program example Listing 1 shows an XDP program written in C. The program checks if the source MAC address of IPv4 packets is in a hashtable. If so, it passes the packet to the Linux’s network stack. Otherwise, the packet gets dropped. Furthermore, the program drops any IPv6 packet, and passes to the network stack any packet that is neither IPv4 or IPv6.

### 3.2 Program Warping

eBPF executors on FPGA have limited throughput when they need to process many eBPF instructions: FPGA designs usually have a low clock frequency (e.g., <400 MHz), making running an instruction expensive. While parallel instructions execution is possible, the level of parallelization is at most 2-3 instructions per clock cycle [10]. Reducing the number of instructions can increase throughput, but can we achieve functional equivalence with less instructions?

To answer the question, we studied several XDP programs. We show two examples in Figure 2, where we report the control flow for the program from Listing 1 (a), and for (a subset of) Katran [14] (b), an XDP L4 load balancer deployed in production by Facebook. In all the studied cases, the first part of the program has instructions that only perform reading from the packet data and comparisons with constants. This is the case since network packet processing programs usually perform packet header parsing and classification as a first step. After that, the programs diverge significantly, with operations that are specific to the application logic.

For a hardware implementation, read only access to a single (small) memory means no data hazards to handle (i.e., no read/write conflicts), and that hardware wires routing may be simple, since a single memory contains all the needed data. In fact, the operations of the first program’s part may be described by a few match-action rules, as shown in Table 1 for Listing 1. Rules #1 and #3 only read some bits from the packet and check their value. Rule #2 is more complex, since it requires the execution of the program’s part that includes the lookup and its downstream operations. More generally, this second part of the program requires to read/write memory areas beyond that containing the packet data.

From this observation emerges the core idea of program warping: run the first program’s part on an extremely simple executor, and then use a downstream eBPF processor to run only the remaining, more complex instructions. This enables skipping several instructions, and increase throughput.

### 3.3 System Design

Without loss of generality, we design program warping as an extension to hXDP (Figure 1), the current state-of-the-art to
run XDP programs on FPGA NICs [10]. hXDP provides the XDP environment for the FPGA NIC, and a compiler that takes eBPF bytecode and outputs the machine code for the on-NIC XDP environment. We inherit the eBPF programming and deployment models from hXDP: from the perspective of an eBPF/XDP programmer, program warping does not introduce any change.

Compile time When loading an XDP program’s bytecode to the NIC, program warping extends the hXDP compiler by triggering a new compiler first: the Warp Optimizer. The Warp Optimizer performs static analysis on the bytecode to identify the instructions that can warped, i.e., they can be run by the Warp Engine. The output of this process is a configuration for the Warp Engine in the form of match-action rules.

Runtime At runtime, the Warp Engine receives packets first, and applies the match-action rules. If a forwarding decision can be already taken at this stage, the Warp Engine sets the value of the XDP Environment’s R0, and transfers the packet to the XDP Environment that carries out the forwarding action. If instead the program cannot run entirely in the Warp Engine, then a context restoration is triggered. Context restoration allows the eBPF executor to skip the warped instructions, while ensuring a correct internal state to start processing the remaining instructions. This involves copying data from the packet to the XDP Environment’s R0 – R9 and stack memory, and setting the program counter to point to the next program’s instruction. The Warp Engine performs such operations in parallel while also transferring the packet to the XDP environment, where finally the processing continues to terminate the program’s execution. That is, the Warp Engine and the XDP Environment work in pipeline; while the XDP Environment processes a packet, the Warp Engine is processing the next packets. This ensures that the introduction of the Warp Engine never reduces the system throughput, and that in the worst case it only introduces an often negligible increase (10s of nanoseconds) of the packet processing latency.

### 4 Warp Optimizer

The Warp Optimizer is a custom compiler that takes as input the eBPF bytecode and produces as output: (i) the set of bits that should be extracted from the packet data; (ii) a set of match-action rules that will replace the warped (i.e., removed) program’s instruction; (iii) the description of the context associated to context restore actions. The rules’ match conditions are described by a set of couples (offset, length), which specify the bits of the packet that should be read. The actions can be of one of the following two types:

- An XDP forwarding decision that neither modifies the packet nor the internal state of the system (e.g., the content of the maps), i.e., DROP, PASS, TX or REDIRECT;
- A context restore to continue execution in the XDP Environment, configured using the provided program counter and context (i.e., registers and stack content).

Here, there are two important design decisions that allow us to minimize hardware complexity. First, the definition of the match conditions may be thought as roughly corresponding to the definition of packet header’s fields, however the Warp Optimizer (and the Warp Engine) have no knowledge of what a header field is. We purposely avoided the implementation of a complete packet header parser logic [18], opting instead for a simpler set of reads of a sequence of bit vectors from the packet data. This allows us to avoid the implementation of state machines and enables a fully pipelined execution of the bit vector extraction. Second, the Warp Optimizer only provides a forwarding decision action when there is no modification to the packet and no side effects due to the packet processing, e.g., map accesses. Modification to the packet would require additional hardware machinery, e.g., to compute values and write them in the specific packet’s positions. Instead, accessing any internal state of the system would increase hardware complexity significantly, requiring a tighter integration with the XDP environment, and introducing potential data hazards due to e.g., read-after-write for packets processed back-to-back in the Warp Engine pipeline [37].

### 4.1 Program analysis

To extract the Warp Engine configuration, the Warp Optimizer performs static analysis of the input program. Here, recall that XDP programs can implement arbitrary computations, which generally complicates any static analysis task [29]. Nonetheless, eBPF is designed to simplify static verification of programs loaded in the Kernel, which helps also our analysis. In particular, we benefit from the definition of three logically distinct memory areas: (i) the packet buffer; (ii) the stack; (iii) and maps. Each of these areas can be easily identified. The packet buffer is retrieved from the struct xdp_md, whose address is in eBPF VM’s register R1 when a program starts. The stack base address is stored in the read-only register R10. Finally, maps are always accessed using a specific eBPF helper function. With this information the Warp Optimizer can trace accesses to the different memory areas, and infer the evolution of the program state.

In greater detail, the Warp Optimizer first builds the program’s Control Flow Graph (CFG), e.g., see left part of Figure 3. The CFG is a directed graph, in which each node represents a code block, i.e., a set of instructions that are all executed if the program’s control flow triggers the execution of the block’s first instruction. The directed edges show how

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>eth_proto</th>
<th>action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>DROP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>Continue Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>PASS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Match-action rules to implement part of the program from Listing 1. Rule #2 needs additional processing and accessing data beyond the packet’s content.
the different blocks might be executed one after the other, depending on the results of (conditional) jumps. Second, the Warp Optimizer converts the eBPF instructions, which use physical registers, into a Static Single Assignment (SSA) form. In this form, physical registers are substituted with variables that identify the instruction that have defined them. This helps the tracking of the values accessed by each instruction, and therefore it allows the Warp Optimizer to identify the accessed packet data, and the values stored into stack and registers.

After these two processing steps, the Warp Optimizer divides the CFG’s blocks in three categories: start node; middle nodes; and terminal nodes. Terminal nodes are the blocks containing as last instruction exit, call or instructions that write to the packet data. Middle nodes are all the nodes that are not the start or terminal nodes, and they are further categorized in matching and non-matching nodes. This depends on whether the block ends with a conditional jump instruction (matching) or with any other instruction (non-matching).

### 4.2 Match-action rules generation

Match-action rules generated by the Warp Optimizer are triples \((\text{matches}, \text{action}, \text{priority})\), where \text{matches} is a list of \((\text{offset, length})\) pairs, \text{action} is either a forwarding decision or context restore, and \text{priority} is an integer value where the lower number encodes the higher priority. To generate these triples, the Warp Optimizer runs Algorithm 1. The algorithm defines a zero initialized current priority counter, a list of bitvectors extracted from the packet (fields), their corresponding matching values (matches), and the current stack and registers. Then, it performs Depth-First Search (DFS) on the CFG, descending from the start node and stopping when it reaches a terminal node. The paths explored with this way capture the part of the program that can be warped.

When performing DFS, the algorithm evaluates all the instructions in the node, updating the current stack and registers state (i.e., the registers and stack arrays). For each middle node, if it is a matching node, the algorithm creates a copy of the fields and matches, and adds to them the bitvector checked by the current’s block matching condition. That is, the condition of the conditional jump, and the variable’s value used in the condition, respectively. This corresponds to checking \(\text{packet_data}[s:e] == X\), where \([s:e]\) identifies a vector of \(e - s\) bits in the packet starting at offset \(s\), and \(X\) is an \(e - s\) long bitvector. The current registers and stack are also copied, since the algorithm has to explore the two branches coming after the conditional jump, for which the program’s state will evolve differently. When doing so, the algorithm explores first the branch corresponding to the jump taken case. When completing the exploration of that branch, the algorithm comes back to the latest encountered branching point, to explore the other branch, i.e., the one corresponding to the jump not-taken case (see right-top part of Figure 3).

A branch exploration terminates when there is a terminal node. After evaluating the instructions in the terminal node, the algorithm creates a match-action rule using the current list of matches and the current priority value. To define the action associated to the rule, the algorithm looks at the nodes’s last instruction. If it is an exit instruction the action is a forwarding decision, defined by the currently evaluated value of the \(r_0\) register. Other-
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Finally, the last sub-system is the context restoration unit, which extracts the packet data required to build the context for a packet that needs to continue processing at the end of the Warp Engine. In our design, we use hXDP to implement the XDP environment on the FPGA, slightly modifying it to enable the Warp Engine to hook into the registers and stack memories.

An important aspect of the Warp Engine design is that the three sub-systems are part of a single pipeline that by design never stalls. In fact, the only case in which the pipeline stages do not advance processing is when hXDP is busy processing a previous packet, and therefore the hXDP’s Active Packet Selector cannot host a new packet in its buffer memory. This design has also a second effect, since hXDP is still in charge of the forwarding of each and any packet, the Warp Engine has no impact on the packets ordering.

5.1 Key Extractor

The Key Extractor is connected to the packet input queue through a splitter, which duplicates the first 128B of the packet to forward them to the Key Extractor’s pipeline. The pipeline includes 12 stages, and each of them implements a configurable extractor module. The extractor reads up to 2Bs from the duplicated packet chunk, performs a simple bitwise operation on them, e.g., and, with a 2B long constant value, and finally writes the result of such operation to a lookup key buffer. Which bytes to read, what operation to perform, and the value of the constant are all runtime-configurable parameters that are provided by the Warp Optimizer. Each extractor performs its operations in a single clock cycle, and passes to the next extractor: (i) its modified lookup key buffer; (ii) the offset at which to write in such buffer; (iii) the packet chunk.

5.2 Match-action Unit

The match-action includes a ternary-addressable content memory (TCAM), and three memory areas: (i) the Action Memory, to store the actions associated to the TCAM entries, including action type, R0 value and program counter; (ii) Registers Configuration Memory, which stores the Context Restoration Unit’s configuration to extract the register values; (iii) Stack Configuration Memory, which provides a similar configuration but related to the stack. These three areas are organized in lines of different sizes, and for each memory the number of lines is equal to the maximum number of TCAM entries. The lookup key provided by the key extractor is used to find the matching entry in the TCAM, which is associated to a single line number that is then used to access in parallel the three memory areas. If the line extracted from the action’s memory includes an action of type forwarding decision, then the pipeline propagates only such line to the next stage, to

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Function{get\_MAT}{\text{block, matches, fields, priority, rules, stack}}
\State \text{priority} \leftarrow \text{0}
\State \text{matches, fields, rules, registers, stack} \leftarrow [\text{ ]}
\EndFunction
\end{algorithmic}
\caption{Warp Optimizer Algorithm}
\end{algorithm}

\[\text{function get MAT(block, matches, fields, priority, rules, stack):}
\]
\[\text{evaluate instructions(block, registers, stack)}
\]
\[\text{last_insn} \leftarrow \text{block.instruction}[\text{LAST}]
\]
\[\text{if is exit(last insn) then}
\]
\[\text{rule} \leftarrow (\text{matches, Action(r0), priority})
\]
\[\text{else}
\]
\[\text{action} \leftarrow \text{Action(PC=lastInsn.pc, registers, stack)}
\]
\[\text{rule} \leftarrow (\text{matches, action, priority})
\]
\[\text{rules} \leftarrow \text{rules} \cup \text{rule}
\]
\[\text{priority}++
\]
\[\text{else}
\]
\[\text{block} \leftarrow \text{block.next}
\]
\[\text{blockInsn} \leftarrow \text{blockInsn.next}
\]
\[\text{if is match(last insn) then}
\]
\[\text{fields} \leftarrow \text{fields} \cup \{\text{PacketField(last insn)}\}
\]
\[\text{matches} \leftarrow \text{matches} \cup \{\text{Match(last insn)}\}
\]
\[\text{get MAT(blockInsn, matchesInsn, priority, rules, stack, registers)}
\]
\[\text{get MAT(blockInsn, matchesInsn, priority, rules, stack, registers)}
\]

\end{algorithm}

wise, the action is a restore context action, which includes

\[(\text{pc, restored_stack, restored_registers}),\]

where \text{pc} is the program counter of the instruction immediately following the node’s last instruction, \text{restored_stack} and \text{restored_registers}

are the evaluated current stack and registers, i.e., the context to be restored (right-bottom part of Figure 3). After the rule creation, the priority counter is incremented. Since the CFG is explored by selecting first the branch-taken path, this ensures that the rules having the longer match list have higher priority, which is then useful to simplify the rule matching logic implementation at runtime.

5 Warp Engine

The Warp Engine is a pipelined implementation of a \textit{fused}

packet packet parsing and match-action unit, in principle similar to those implemented in switching ASICs, such as RMT [9], but with important conceptual differences and simplifications that are enabled by the co-design with the Warp Optimizer. For instance, in the Warp Engine there is no distinction between the input parser and the match-action unit.

Figure 4 shows an overview of the Warp Engine architecture. We can identify three conceptual sub-systems. First, there is a \textit{key extraction unit}, which comprises twelve stages and is in charge of building a 16B long vector extracting bits from the packet data. Second, a \textit{match-action unit} uses the key to perform a lookup for a matching entry, which is associated

with three areas in three distinct memories. These memory areas store the type of action associated with the packet, and the program context (register, stack) that should be restored in case of a context restore action. Finally, the last sub-system is the context restoration unit, which extracts the packet data required to build the context for a packet that needs to continue processing at the end of the Warp Engine. In our design, we use hXDP to implement the XDP environment on the FPGA, slightly modifying it to enable the Warp Engine to hook into the registers and stack memories.

An important aspect of the Warp Engine design is that the three sub-systems are part of a single pipeline that by design never stalls. In fact, the only case in which the pipeline stages do not advance processing is when hXDP is busy processing a previous packet, and therefore the hXDP’s Active Packet Selector cannot host a new packet in its buffer memory. This design has also a second effect, since hXDP is still in charge of the forwarding of each and any packet, the Warp Engine has no impact on the packets ordering.

5.1 Key Extractor

The Key Extractor is connected to the packet input queue through a splitter, which duplicates the first 128B of the packet to forward them to the Key Extractor’s pipeline. The pipeline includes 12 stages, and each of them implements a configurable extractor module. The extractor reads up to 2Bs from the duplicated packet chunk, performs a simple bitwise operation on them, e.g., and, with a 2B long constant value, and finally writes the result of such operation to a lookup key buffer. Which bytes to read, what operation to perform, and the value of the constant are all runtime-configurable parameters that are provided by the Warp Optimizer. Each extractor performs its operations in a single clock cycle, and passes to the next extractor: (i) its modified lookup key buffer; (ii) the offset at which to write in such buffer; (iii) the packet chunk.

5.2 Match-action Unit

The match-action includes a ternary-addressable content memory (TCAM), and three memory areas: (i) the Action Memory, to store the actions associated to the TCAM entries, including action type, R0 value and program counter; (ii) Registers Configuration Memory, which stores the Context Restoration Unit’s configuration to extract the register values; (iii) Stack Configuration Memory, which provides a similar configuration but related to the stack. These three areas are organized in lines of different sizes, and for each memory the number of lines is equal to the maximum number of TCAM entries. The lookup key provided by the key extractor is used to find the matching entry in the TCAM, which is associated to a single line number that is then used to access in parallel the three memory areas. If the line extracted from the action’s memory includes an action of type forwarding decision, then the pipeline propagates only such line to the next stage, to
Figure 4: Warp Engine’s architecture. The pipeline stalls only when hXDP is not ready to receive a next packet.

eventually configure the XDP Environment. Otherwise, each of the three lines extracted from the three memories is provided to the downstream pipeline. The memory lines contain the full configuration for the Context Restoration Unit, in order to build the stack and registers values. Both the TCAM entries and the memory lines are configured at runtime with the output of the Warp Optimizer.

5.3 Context Restoration Unit

The Context Restoration Unit comprises two parallel pipelines, which are composed of modules closely resembling the Extractor modules of the Key Extractor. However, instead of reading just up to 2B from the packet chunk, the extractors of the Context Restoration Unit can read up to 8B each. This is in line with the eBPF VM’s registers size (64bit). Furthermore, they replace the lookup key buffer with larger buffers to host either the partially reconstructed stack or the reconstructed registers’ state. Finally, instead of an offset, each extractor provides to its downstream extractor the line read from either the Registers Configuration Memory or the Stack Configuration Memory, depending on which of the two parallel pipelines the extractor belongs to. Here, we point out that this approach was needed since the Context Restoration Unit has an additional complexity element when compared to the Key Extractor. The Key Extractor configuration is the same for any received packet, whereas the configuration for the Context Restoration Unit strictly depends on the content of the received packet. Since the entire system is organized in a pipeline, each stage of the Context Restoration Unit has to carry along the configuration to restore the context for the specific packet being processed in that stage.

These two parallel pipelines are fed by a second splitter that duplicates the packet chunk. The pipeline that restores the Stack has 10 stages, and it is connected to the Stack Configuration Memory. The line extracted from this memory provides to the Extractors the information needed to populate the stack, including constant values and values extracted from the packet chunk. This information includes: (i) the offset at which the packet chunk should be read; (ii) the operation to be performed on the read byte (and the constant value associated to that); (iii) the target address in the stack. The pipeline that restores the Registers has 10 stages too, including 9 Extractors and a Delay element. This is the case since only 9 registers need restoration ($R_1 - R_9$) and the Warp Optimizer ensures that $R_0$ is only read if its value is changed by the loaded XDP program after restoration. The Delay element is required to synchronize the two context restoration pipelines.

5.4 Integration with hXDP

The Warp Engine pipeline ends in hXDP. Here, the Warp Engine waits for hXDP to be available to receive packets. Once that is the case, it first copies the packet data in the hXDP’s Active Packet Selector (APS). The packet data transfer is also pipelined, and it happens in synch with the Warp Engine’s pipeline. That is, multiple packets’ data are moved through the pipeline at each clock cycle, using a 64B datapath (matching Corundum’s datapath). Then, we have two possible behaviors. If the current action memory’s line contains a forwarding action, then the Warp Engine sets $R_0$, and instructs the APS to proceed with packet forwarding. The APS will then carry out forwarding according to the value provided in $R_0$. Instead, if the action is a restore context action, then the Warp Engine sets the hXDP’s program counter, registers ($R_1 - R_9$).

Register $R_{10}$ is read-only, and in hXDP it has a constant value. $R_0$ is used to store the return value of helper function calls, which are usually the first instruction run by the program after restoration.
and stack, and starts the hXDP’s Sephirot eBPF Processor. Sephirot will then run the XDP program starting from the instruction pointed by the program counter, and using the provided registers and stack values.

5.5 Implementation

We implemented the Warp Engine design using the latest version of hXDP, which is integrated in Corundum [16], clocked at 250MHz, and targets a Xilinx Alveo U50 FPGA NIC [4]. The Warp Engine is clocked at 250MHz too, and its pipeline is 28 clock cycles long. Since at 250MHz each clock cycle takes 4 nanoseconds, the Warp Engine introduces a fixed 112 nanoseconds of latency to each processed packet. This is a negligible overhead in the vast majority of cases, and it is the only runtime overhead introduced by the Warp Engine.

Our design has several parameters, e.g., the number of Key Extractor stages and the packet chunk size, which may be changed to meet different use case requirements. We summarize them in Appendix, along with the configuration we implemented in this paper, which is driven by the requirements of the 6 use cases we tested during evaluation (cf. Table 2).

6 Evaluation

In this Section we evaluate correctness, optimizations, resources requirements, and performance of our prototype.

6.1 Applications

We use 6 different applications to perform the evaluation, as detailed next. Table 2 summarizes them and reports relevant metrics, including their requirements in terms of Warp Engine’s TCAM entries, lookup key size and max Stack size.

**L2 ACL (Running example).** This is the application we used as running example, and described in Section 3.1.

**Dynamic NAT.** Network Address Translation (NAT) for flows coming from a LAN and destined to a public network, and reverse translation. The application has two main branches: (i) one for packets originated from the the LAN, and (ii) the other for those coming from the public network.

**XDP Router.** An implementation of an IPv4/IPv6 router, provided as eBPF application example with the Linux Kernel. It performs parsing of L2 and L3 headers, and then a lookup in two tables to take a packet routing decision.

**Suricata IDS.** Suricata [39] is a software Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Among its multiple features, it provides an XDP program that works as a filter, to perform early dropping of undesired flows. The XDP program contains a large number of processing branches to handle all the combinations of stacked 802.1Q and 802.1AD VLAN headers, and performs a lookup in a hashmap to take some of the filtering decisions.

**Katran.** Katran [14] is an XDP-based Layer 4 load balancer. It encapsulates packets with a specific destination Virtual IP addresses and balances the connections towards the available servers. The first part of the processing includes L3 parsing and handling of ICMP/ICMPv6 protocols. Then, a first map lookup retrieves the virtual IP information. The application uses this information to query a Least Recently Used (LRU) map, in order to fetch the address of a connection table. A query to the connection table finally retrieves the real IP address of the destination server.

6.2 Functional Equivalence

Program warping modifies a program to run it on a system that comprises two different executors. We therefore performed tests to verify that the resulting behavior matches the original program behavior. In particular, for each of the tested applications, we: (i) enumerate all the program’s control paths; (ii) generate input packets that trigger the execution of each of the listed paths; (iii) and finally verify the produced output, for all the generated input packets. We run these steps for the 6 applications described earlier, verifying that program warping keeps functional equivalence. More details are in Appendix.

6.3 Warped instructions

We now evaluate the number of instructions that can be skipped thanks to program warping, since their functionality is implemented by the Warp Engine. This requires evaluating the instructions being actually executed at runtime. We use uBPF [22], a userspace eBPF processor, extending it to implement a Warp Engine emulator in software, to compute the number of actually executed instructions for all the tested applications, and for all the control flow paths of each application. Since the control path at later stages of the program depends also on the stored state, e.g., entries in the maps, our testing strategy is adapted to test the multiple possible state conditions. For instance, in the case of the L2 ACL, after the map lookup there are two different paths: if the lookup returns an entry; or not (cf. Listing 1).

Figure 5 reports the results, showing the total number of eBPF instructions executed per path (background bar), and the number of instructions executed when program warping is
Mostly Warp Engine

In all the applications there are at least a few control paths whose processing is mostly implemented by the Warp Engine. This is due to the practice of including in the programs several checks to take an early forwarding decision. Many of these early decisions are taken to protect programs from bogus or malicious traffic, which has an interesting implication: program warping may provide higher performance boosts when it is the most needed. For instance, some Denial-of-Service attacks’ traffic may be entirely handled by the Warp Engine. Consistently, we can observe that all the control flow paths of Suricata fall in this category. In fact, Suricata generates XDP programs to filter network traffic as early as possible. As a result, in some cases the entire program is implemented by the Warp Engine. More generally, in Figure 5e we can see that the instructions reduction depends on the specific path, and it is in the range 82%-100%.

Mixed

Some control flow paths split their execution between the Warp Engine and the eBPF processor, either in equal parts or mostly using the latter. This is the case for, e.g., Router, Tunnel, and DNAT. In such cases, the packet parsing and lookup key extraction are delegated to the Warp Engine. The rest of the application logic, e.g., lookup in a single map and packet header mangling, is performed by the eBPF processor. In some programs, this second part is relatively simple. For instance, we see that program warping reduces the instructions of these paths by 54%-57% and 51% for Router (Paths 1, 4, 7). In some applications, this second part is instead more complex. For instance, the Tunnel application’s paths 1 and 4 are reduced by 28% and 33%, respectively. This is the case since these paths have a large number of instructions that deal with the packet encapsulation, which happens after a map lookup. Similarly, in the first six DNAT application paths, the reduction ranges between 21%-31% due to the high number of instructions required to recompute the checksum and packet modifications after the program warping. In Katran’s paths this is even more evident due to the many lookups in maps performed in the program’s paths. The reduction, in this case, ranges from 16.8%-34.7%.

6.4 Warp Engine Hardware Requirements

We now evaluate the FPGA resources required by the Warp Engine. We compare the requirements with those of the latest hXDP version [4], which is integrated within the Corundum NIC [16] and targets a Xilinx Alveo U50. The U50 is equipped with a Xilinx Ultrascale+ FPGA, which offers 4 main types of resources that are of interest to us: (i) Lookup-Tables (LUTs); (ii) registers; (iii) block RAM (BRAM); and Ultra RAM (URAM). The LUTs and registers are the main building blocks to implement logic functions, whereas BRAM and URAM are two different memory blocks provided by the FPGA. BRAMs provide multi-port access, whereas URAM have a single read/write port but they are larger than BRAMs. For all the resource types, the Warp Engine is within our original requirement of keeping the packet processing subsystem below the 20% of the available FPGA resources (Table 3).

6.5 End-to-end performance

We finally test the end-to-end system when processing traffic, measuring both packet throughput and forwarding latency.
**Testbed** We use two machines: a first machine is equipped with a 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC, and it runs a DPDK-based traffic generator/receiver, capable of sending traffic at 100Gbps with 64B packets, i.e., ~150Mpps; the second machine is equipped with a single port 100Gbps Xilinx Alveo U50, connected back-to-back with the first machine. In all the tests, we measure packet forwarding that is handled entirely within the NIC, and drops. In this last case, we gain visibility by placing a dedicated drop counter within the FPGA design. Latency is always measured at the packet generator’s machine, as difference between the packet reception and packet sent (hw) timestamps. We do not measure the performance of processing that involves transferring packets to the host system, since the Corundum’s network driver can forward few Mpps, and it would therefore become the system’s bottleneck [16]. However, we remark that in terms of Warp Engine+hXDP design, the transmission to a NIC’s port or to the PCIe bus is implemented with the same hardware logic, therefore our system tests are representative of both cases.

**Baseline** We perform a baseline test to measure throughput and latency when 100% of program’s instruction are implemented by the Warp Engine. Since the Warp Engine pipeline performs the same steps for all the applications and execution paths, the performance is the same in all the cases. That is, we achieve ~83Mpps, when performing DROP, and 50Mpps with a 1µs of per packet end-to-end latency when forwarding packets (TX). This is the same performance achieved by hXDP when running a program with a single instruction.2 In fact, the Warp Engine relies on hXDP to carry out the forwarding action, and this performance matches the hXDP baseline performance, confirming that the Warp Engine is never a bottleneck in our design. In fact, this result holds true even when forwarding small packets that are larger than the Warp Engine packet datapath, e.g., 65B long packets.3

**Applications** Each application has multiple execution paths, which are taken depending on the received traffic and application’s state. For paths that are 100% processed by the Warp Engine, the performance is the same of the baseline case, for all applications and paths. This often provides throughput improvements of over 10x for such paths (E.g., see last row of Table 4). For the remaining paths, in the interest of space, we report the performance for only a subset of them, focusing on those that are the most frequent cases, or on cases that are interesting to study the system behavior. In particular, for L2 ACL, DNAT and Katran, we select the paths corresponding to successful lookups in the maps, which are the most frequent cases. For instance, this would be the path taken by established connections in both the DNAT and Katran cases. For Suricata, we see from Figure 5e a periodic pattern, which is due to the repetition of several different packet parsing combinations (e.g., including or not multiple levels of VLAN parsing). Among these, we select the worst case for program warping, i.e., the path corresponding to the most instructions executed by hXDP. Finally, for Router and Tunnel, we analyze traffic traces to select the most common paths that would be triggered by processing such traffic. For Router, we use a Datacenter trace [6], and the path handling IPv4 is triggered in over 80% of the cases. For Tunnel, we use a MAWI trace [28], and the case IPv4+TCP is triggered in 60% of the cases.

We summarize the results in Table 4. For the selected execution paths, program warping improves throughput by 1.23x-3.08x, and increases latency in the worst case by only 104 nanoseconds. We can make two important observations. First, program warping provides remarkable throughput improvements, nonetheless, comparing to results from Figure 5, it seems that the tested paths provide a lower-than-expected speed-up. For instance, for the L2 ACL’s path #1, Figure 5a shows that only 15% of the instructions should be executed, which would suggest a potential throughput increase of over 6x. However, our test measures a 1.7x increase. This is the case since different hXDP instructions have different costs. For example, a call instruction may cost several clock cycles, and it also depends on variables such as the lookup key length. Therefore, the absolute number of instructions at compile time is not necessarily a good estimator for the achievable performance at runtime. Furthermore, it is important to notice that the Warp Optimizer works on the eBPF bytecode, which at a later stage is transformed by the hXDP compiler. The hXDP compiler may remove some instructions and parallelize others, therefore modifying the total program length (cf. Table 2). A side-effect of this is that the warped instructions may have been finally removed or parallelized by the hXDP compiler, which reduces the relative gain obtained by avoiding their execution. Second, in the case of Katran we observe a reversed result. Katran’s throughput is improved to 2.3x, despite Figure 5f shows only an 18.7% reduction for the path #11’s instructions. This is due to the relatively large number of (conditional) jumps in the first part of the Katran’s execution path. These jumps introduce bubbles in the hXDP’s processor pipeline, lowering throughput and increasing latency. In fact, Table 4 shows that in the case of Katran the Warp Engine significantly improves also forwarding latency, lowering it from 1.9μs to 1.5μs.

To put this in perspective, for the Router, Tunnel and DNAT cases the throughput of hXDP+Warp Engine (clocked at 250Mhz) matches that of an Arm Cortex A72’s core clocked at 2.75GHz (A processor in use in high-end SmartNICs [32]). For Katran, the throughput is similar to that provided by two A72’s cores. In the case of L2_ACL and Suricata, our prototype matches the performance of four A72’s cores. More details about this are provided in Appendix.

---

2hXDP takes 3(5) clock cycles to handle drop(forward), with 64B packets.
3The interested reader can find more insights about the implications of datapath size on the packet forwarding throughput in [44].
## 7 Discussion

### Actual Performance

Program warping throughput improvement depends on: (i) the XDP program; and (ii) on which program’s control path is executed. In our evaluations, we only measured a subset of the program’s paths. In operational settings, other control paths are likely to be part of the workload. In some cases, this may dramatically increase the performance gain. For instance, in Suricata, the last row of Table 4 shows the performance for one of the cases in which the Warp Engine can entirely offload hXDP. In this case, the system provides an 18.2x throughput increase. It is worth noticing that these paths are not necessarily uncommon or rarely executed. On the contrary, often they may represent the most frequently taken paths. For instance, CloudFlare defines XDP programs to perform early packet dropping for DDoS protection \[7\]. In such applications, these highly boosted paths are expected to be handling the majority of traffic.

### Programming for Performance

This last observation highlights that the performance of the loaded program is not guaranteed, and instead it depends on the received input. While this is sometimes considered an issue in switching devices \[9\], this is an expected behavior for software programmers who are already used to handle such variability in performance. A related interesting observation is that programmers can describe processing rules using if statements and hardcoded variables and constants, to improve throughput. This is the same set of techniques used to optimize XDP programs running within the Linux kernel on x86 processors. That is, program warping aligns to both the XDP programming model and best practices to improve program performance, matching XDP programmers’ expectations.

### Configurability

Our current program warping design is quite general, since the 6 presented applications include a good variety of cases. Nonetheless, there may be some other applications for which the Warp Engine resources cannot entirely describe the instructions that can be warped. While falling back to the eBPF executor is always a viable option, we also point out that it is possible to change several parameters of our design to accommodate different applications (e.g., lookup key’s size, TCAM entries number, etc.).

### Limitations

The performance acceleration provided by program warping strictly depends on the share of instructions that a program dedicates to packet parsing and classification. If the majority of the runtime is spent in other parts of the program execution, program warping will only provide small benefits. Conversely, there could be cases in which the warp engine cannot offload all the program instructions that can be in principle warped. For example, this is the case if the Key Extractor’s pipeline is too short to extract all the data needed for parsing. In such cases, the Key Extractor and Context Restoration Unit’s pipelines length provides a hard limit to the maximum number of instructions that can be warped.

### Scaling throughput

The Warp Engine is not the system’s bottleneck. Therefore, for throughput oriented solutions where FPGA resources are available, it is possible to envision a design in which the Warp Engine serves packets to multiple hXDP modules that work in parallel. Similar high-throughput solutions is something we plan to explore as future work.

### Portability

While in this paper we use program warping to improve hXDP, the approach has more general applicability. In particular, the Warp Optimizer can be decoupled from the underlying hardware platform. For example, the extracted parsing logic can be used to automatically generate packet parsing programs specified with P4, or to map it to DPDK’s rte_flow API calls, to configure the underlying NIC packet parsing capabilities. Here, a challenge is to describe efficient mechanisms to move the partial execution context from e.g., the device subsystem performing header parsing and the subsystem that executes the remaining part of the program. Thus, the benefits of the approach vary depending on the specific target, which opens an interesting opportunity for future research. The Warp Engine design is also portable to different platforms, beyond FPGAs. In fact, it is a parametrized but “fixed” pipeline, thereby requiring relatively little changes to be ported to an ASIC implementation.

## 8 Related Work

A large number of new NIC designs appeared in the last few years \[17, 20, 27, 32, 34, 41\]. These solutions mostly combine in a mix-and-match manner different compute and network modules, e.g., regular NIC’s switching ASICs with general purpose compute clusters based on RISC cores \[32\], or FPGA-enhanced switching combined with general purpose clusters \[20, 41\]. In many of the solutions, a novelty factor is enabling P4-based programming of the switching ASIC. This effectively corresponds to replacing the fixed-function switching module with a programmable switching module \[34\]. However, in all these designs the data plane needs to be explicitly programmed with the provided tools, e.g., based on P4. Some of these designs offer (partial) eBPF support. However, they implement eBPF on top of the general purpose clusters, replicating the architecture commonly used in server machines, but on a smaller scale (including the need to transfer data from the switching ASIC to the general purpose compute clusters using an internal bus). In research, previous work addresses the challenges of moving data among these modules \[25\], and explores ways to...
leverage these new NIC designs to improve application performance [12,15,24,26,35,36,43]. Program warping focuses specifically on the design of the packet switching module, targeting FPGA NICs, and presenting a solution that integrates with Linux applications that leverage eBPF/XDP. We extend hXDP [10], which to the best of our knowledge is the only solution providing full support for XDP on FPGA NIC directly within the switching module. Compared to hXDP, we provide better performance introducing a new compilation step co-designed with a hardware module, the Warp Engine, which is pipelined to the hXDP processor.

Recent work addressed eBPF programs optimization at compile time, targeting x86 processors [29,42]. These works share with us the challenge of performing static analysis of the programs, and leverage some of the insights we discussed about the eBPF execution model. However, they focus on implementing compiler techniques targeting a fixed processor design, whereas we co-design the compiler and the hardware executor. Another related work is Gallium [43], which targets the offloading of a program’s part to programmable switching ASICs. Also in this case, it assumes a fixed set of executives, including programmable switching chips and processors. Program warping, instead, introduces both a compiler and hardware design that integrates with the XDP processor, in order to push the intermediate computations context directly within the processor environment.

9 Conclusion

We introduced program warping, a method that leverages compiler-hardware co-design to accelerate the execution of eBPF programs running on FPGA NICs. Program warping enhances existing systems that run eBPF on FPGA NICs with a new compilation step and adding a hardware module, the Warp Engine. The compilation step identifies parts of eBPF programs that can be more efficiently implemented by the Warp Engine, which offloads them from eBPF processors, improving throughput (120%-300%, and up to 18x) at the cost of a small amount of additional FPGA resources. The crucial insight is that only packet data reads and comparisons are needed to implement the identified program parts. Therefore, the Warp Engine supports this minimal set of operations, thereby achieving speed and efficiency, while eventually concluding packet processing on a regular eBPF processor that could handle any more complex program’s functions.
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Appendices

A Warp Engine Parameters

In Table 5 we report a subset of the parameters that can be configured in the Warp Engine. This is helpful to accommodate different workloads, or to tune the FPGA resources requirements to the workload of interest in the specific deployment. For instance, there may be cases in which a packet chunk of 64B is sufficient to extract the entire packet context. Likewise, there may be needs to extend the lookup key beyond 16B, etc.

![Table 5: Warp Engine’s main design parameters, and the values used for the design tested in this paper.](image)

B Applications

Here we report a slightly more detailed description of the application used during our system evaluation (and reported in the paper).

L2 ACL (Running example). This is the application we used as running example, and described in Section 3.1. It includes three branches: the main processing branch handles IPv4 packets and checks whether the source MAC address is present in the access list; the other two branches handle IPv6 packets, which are always dropped), and any packet that is not IP, which is passed to the networking stack.

Dynamic NAT. Network Address Translation (NAT) for flows coming from a LAN and destined to a public network, and reverse translation. The application has two main branches: (i) one for packets originated from the the LAN, and (ii) the other for those coming from the public network. When a flow’s first packet from the LAN is processed, the application selects a new NATed port, and saves it in the NAT binding table using the 5-tuple as flow identifier. Then it performs address translation and forwards the packet. For any following flow’s packet, the application retrieves the NATed port, and performs address translation accordingly. In a similar way, packets from the public network are subject to a reverse NAT if there is a corresponding entry in the NAT binding table, or they are dropped otherwise.

XDP Router. An implementation of an IPv4/IPv6 router, provided as eBPF application example with the Linux Kernel. It performs parsing of L2 and L3 headers, and then a lookup in two tables to take a packet routing decision. The first table is an exact match table that looks up the entire IP destination address. If the lookup in the first table fails, the application performs a second lookup in a Longest Prefix Match (LPM) table.

XDP TX Tunnel. This is another eBPF application example provided by the Linux Kernel. It performs IPinIP encapsulation matching on destination IP address and destination L4 port. The application works with both IPv4 and IPv6, with the two main processing branches handling these two cases to assign the proper IPv4 or IPv6 encapsulation. A lookup in a hashtable matches on the destination virtual IP address to retrieve the tunnelling information.

Suricata IDS. Suricata [39] is a software Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Among its multiple features, it provides an XDP program that works as a filter, to perform early dropping of undesired flows. The XDP program contains a large number of processing branches to handle all the combinations of stacked 802.1Q and 802.1AD VLAN headers. After VLAN parsing, it processes differently IPv4 and IPv6 packets, and performs a lookup in a hashmap providing the 5-tuple plus the (optional) VLAN identifiers to take some of the filtering decisions.

Katran. Katran [14] is an XDP-based Layer 4 load balancer. It encapsulates packets with a specific destination Virtual IP addresses and balances the connections towards the available servers. The first part of the processing includes L3 parsing and handling of ICMP/ICMPv6 protocols, for early response to echo request messages. Then, a first map lookup retrieves the virtual IP information. The application uses this information to query a Least Recently Used (LRU) map, in order to fetch the address of a connection table. A query to the connection table finally retrieves the real IP address of the destination server. If a destination is not found, and the packet has the SYN flag set, then Katran installs a new forwarding rule in
the connection table to ensure forwarding consistency for the following packets of that flow.

C Software Emulator

For some of the Warp Optimizer evaluations, we used a Warp Engine emulator based on uBPF [22]. Here we give additional details about such implementation.

![MAT+uBPF Architecture](image)

**Figure 6: MAT+uBPF Architecture**

uBPF is an open source project that implements an eBPF processor in userspace. Unfortunately, out of the box, uBPF misses relevant functional blocks, such as maps. We therefore used OKO [33], an open source project providing an eBPF engine for OpenVSwitch, to enhance uBPF with the OKO’s maps and helper functions implementations. Starting from this basis, we further extended this implementation to include any additional feature required by the Warp Engine (cf Figure 6).

Our implementation takes several input files to configure its internal modules. First, we implemented a program that reads the ELF files provided by the standard LLVM eBPF compiler, and which creates as output:

1. a text file containing the *eBPF instructions*, formatted as a sequence of bytes representing the 64bit instructions of the program;
2. a JSON file describing the XDP program’s map definitions. Such information includes the key size, value size, number of entries and type of map (array, hashmap, etc.).

These two files are provided to our software emulator to configure the eBPF executor, and create the maps required by the program.

The emulator’s Warp Engine module implements a Match Action Table (MAT) with ternary match values. The MAT is configured using the output generated by the Warp Optimizer.

**uBPF execution** The emulator takes packet in input by reading a PCAP file. It can then be run in two different modes of operation: with the software Warp Engine disabled; and with the software Warp Engine enabled.

In the first case, the MAT is bypassed and the packet is directly fed to the eBPF executor, which applies the eBPF instructions on the packet data. With the MAT enabled, instead, the packet data is used to extract the fields needed to perform a lookup in the MAT. The matched entry contains the action that must be performed on the packet, that is:

- a standard XDP return code (DROP, ABORT, PASS and TX), so in this case the packet bypasses the eBPF execution stage;
- a context restoration action, which contains the information to construct and restore the context.

In case of context restoration, we copy the registers and stack values as described in the action (which is configured from the Warp Engine’s output). Then, in any case, the program counter is updated with the one required by the matched action, and the regular eBPF execution starts. Finally, the emulator outputs a number of global and per-packet statistics:

- one PCAP trace for each XDP return code, for packets that have been subject to the DROP, PASS, ABORT and TX XDP actions;
- the list of instructions executed for each packet;
- the number of instructions actually executed;
- the number of times a rule in the Match Action Table has been matched.

These statistics have been collected to construct the results shown in Section 6.

D Functional Equivalence

We provide more details about the strategy we used to check functional equivalence of programs running with and without program working. In particular, we validate the equivalence of running an eBPF program in our accelerated system and running the same program in the standard Linux kernel XDP implementation. First, we analyze the behavior equivalence, i.e. that the packets out of the Linux kernel implementation exactly match the packets in output from our software implementation. This is a black-box test and has two outcomes: (i) it validates the equivalence between the standard implementation and our accelerated version, and (ii) it validates the correctness of our software prototype. For what concerns the test cases, for each application we use synthetic packet traces in which each packet exactly matches one entry in the Match Action Table. We run an eBPF program with and without the MAT enabled and compare the output packet traces. We obtain the behavioral equivalence by verifying that the two outputs match exactly, in terms of packet data and associated XDP action.

Nonetheless, a careful choice of the test cases should take into account all the possible inputs such that the totality of the eBPF instructions of a program are covered. For example, in the NAT application, the first packet of a new connection matches the same entry of subsequent packets, but for the first packet the processing is different, and the instructions covered are different as well. In other words, we should take into account the state updates in the execution of a program.

To validate the correctness of our test cases to cover the entire set of program’s instructions, for each application we crafted
the packets to cover all the branches in the Control Flow Graph, along with the correct configuration of the eBPF map entries. For every use case considered, we achieved the full program instructions coverage. We verified this by checking that the enumerated instructions represent the totality of the original program.

In the case of Katran, we used a simplified version by removing some parts of the code for which the instructions could not be executed. For example, some portions of the Katran code rely on timeouts triggering a certain condition. Since our uBPF prototype does not implement timers, we removed those program parts. In any case, all the instructions that are not covered by our tests always happen after the warped part of the program, therefore we could still verify that program warping does not modify in any way a program’s behavior.

E Comparison with commercial SmartNICs

In Section 6 we compare our prototype only with hXDP. This is the case since we are not aware of any other NIC platform that supports running unmodified eBPF in the network data plane. Furthermore, we are interested in evaluating the specific contribution of program warping to FPGA-based eBPF executors, and less concerned with the evaluation of packet processing when using different platforms. However, when looking more generally supporting eBPF on a NIC, some recent commercial NICs that include battery of general purpose CPUs can indeed run unmodified XDP programs.

It should be clear that comparing our program warping prototype with such systems is not generally correct from a technical perspective, since the goals, constraints and scopes of application are too different to devise a fair testing strategy. For instance, a more direct comparison of the packet forwarding data plane component would require an ASIC-based implementation of program warping.

While we are aware of the above, we believe that the comparison may still be useful for practitioners who may be interested in evaluating FPGA NIC solutions vs alternatives. Therefore we decided to at least include such tests in this appendix for the interested reader.

NVIDIA Bluefield2 architecture We tested the XDP programs performance on an NVIDIA Bluefield2 NIC [32] (in NVIDIA terminology, these devices are currently called Data Processing Units, or DPUs). The Bluefield2 combines two main subsystems: a switching data plane based on the Mellanox ConnectX6 architecture; and a battery of 8 general purpose Arm A72 CPUs running at up to 2.75GHz. The ConnectX6 receives the packets from the network ports and can forward them directly to the host system, like a regular NIC, or it can re-direct them to the Arm CPUs. Here, further processing can happen, and the packets can be either consumed locally, or sent back once more to the ConnectX6, to be finally delivered to the host system or to the network port.

Experiments We use the experimental setup, applications and testing strategy described in Section 6 to evaluate the packet forwarding performance of the Bluefield2, when using the Arm CPUs. Figure 7 shows the results.

Like already explained in Section 6, we report the results only for a subset of the application paths. For Router, Tunnel and DNAT, the hXDP+Warp Engine combination achieves a higher throughput than an Arm core clocked at over 10x the hXDP clock frequency. For Katran, our prototype is close to the performance provided by two cores. Finally, in the case of L2_ACL and Suricata, the hXDP+Warp Engine achieves a forwarding throughput roughly equivalent (or close) to 4 Arm cores instead.

These results show that in favorable cases program warping can indeed boost the performance of an FPGA-based processor to match that of several hardcoded cores running at much higher frequency. This suggests that a practitioner will require a careful workload analysis if the choice of an FPGA NIC is not mandated by other deployment requirements, since the performance is use case dependent. In any case, program warping provides a viable solutions to run eBPF software packet processing in environments where an FPGA NIC is required.

\footnote{Requirements may not be necessarily related to the need of hosting FPGA-based accelerators. They may also include considerations on power consumption and type of board cooling.}
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Abstract

NVMe SSD has become a staple in modern datacenters thanks to its high throughput and ultra-low latency. Despite its popularity, the reliability of NVMe SSD under mass deployment remains unknown. In this paper, we collect logs from over one million NVMe SSDs deployed at Alibaba, and conduct extensive analysis. From the study, we identify a series of major reliability changes in NVMe SSD. On the good side, NVMe SSD becomes more resilient to early failures and variances of access patterns. On the bad side, NVMe SSD becomes more vulnerable to complicated correlated failures. More importantly, we discover that the ultra-low latency nature makes NVMe SSD much more likely to be impacted by fail-slow failures.

1 Introduction

NVMe SSD is now the new favorite of modern datacenters. With a performance specification of up to 6GB/s bandwidth and microsecond-level latency, NVMe SSD serves as a strong performance upgrade to its SATA-based peers [8, 18, 29–31].

Apart from the performance, the reliability of any hardware under mass deployment is of great concern [3, 5–7, 10, 14, 38, 40, 42, 45]. While there is a spate of work covering the failure characteristics of SATA SSDs in the field [34–36, 41, 47], their findings may not be conclusive for NVMe SSD.

First, with a low-latency interface, NVMe SSD can be especially prone to fail-slow failure (aka. gray failure [17, 21, 25, 26, 48]). In a nutshell, the NVMe SSD fail-slow failure causes a drive to exhibit abnormal performance slowdown (e.g., high latency under normal traffic). Unlike SATA SSD, where fail-slow failure may be masked by the relatively high latency (>100µs), NVMe SSD can be easily impacted due to its ultra-low latency nature (~10µs) [23, 27, 28].

Moreover, the NVMe SSD is not just the SATA SSD with an interface upgrade. Instead, the internal architecture of NVMe SSD has gone through considerable changes. An outstanding example is the wide adoption of 3D-TLC NAND in NVMe SSD for larger capacity. Compared to MLC, the denser bits per cell (i.e., TLC) shows lower reliability and

the vertical stacking (i.e., 3D flash) can exhibit disparate behaviors or even opposite patterns (e.g., lower error rate under higher temperatures [32]). Also, the vendors have integrated a series of techniques to improve the overall reliability in NVMe SSD, such as Redundant Array of Independent NAND (RAIN) or Low-Density Parity-Check code (LDPC) [43, 50]. Unfortunately, with no large-scale NVMe SSD fail-stop study available at the moment, the influences of recent advancements remain unknown.

In this paper, we study the fail-stop and fail-slow failures of NVMe SSDs deployed at Alibaba. Specifically, we collect and analyze device logs (i.e., SMART [11]), runtime logs (i.e., iostat), and failure tickets from over one million NVMe SSDs\textsuperscript{1}. Throughout the study, we set our analysis into the context of previous studies to help various parties of interest get a clear picture of NVMe SSD reliability, including the improving and deteriorating failure patterns of fail-stop failures and the characteristics regarding the fail-slow failures.

We start our study by plotting and analyzing the baseline statistics (§3) of the NVMe SSDs, including the drive characteristics (e.g., manufacturer and model), usage characteristics (e.g., power-on time), and health metrics (e.g., annual replacement rate). Then, we comb through the dataset against different impact factors such as age and write amplification (§4). Finally, we lay a special focus on the fail-slow failures (§5), where we rigorously identify the fail-slow drives and perform extensive analysis. Altogether, we obtain 10 major findings and we list the highlights as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Infant mortality (failures occurring soon after deployment), a concerning failure trend in SATA SSD [35], is not outstanding in NVMe SSD. For nearly all of our models, the failure rate in the first three months is equivalent to or even less than that from later periods.
  \item High Write Amplification Factor (WAF), unlike SATA SSD [36], is no longer closely correlated with failures. Interestingly, NVMe SSD with low WAF (WAF≤1) exhibits 2.19× higher ARR than high-WAF ones.
  \item Co-located (i.e., intra-node/rack) NVMe SSD failure becomes more temporally correlated. For example, compared to SATA SSD, NVMe SSD correlated failure increases up
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{*}Equal contribution.
\textsuperscript{†}Corresponding authors.

\textsuperscript{1}We release our dataset at https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=120972.
to 14.69× and 1.78× in intra-node/rack scenarios, respectively.

- The fail-slow failure is a widespread and severe problem for NVMe SSD. On average, 1.41% of NVMe SSDs are infected within four-month monitoring, which is 6.05× that of HDD. Besides, fail-slow NVMe SSD could degrade to SAtA SSD or even HDD performance.
- The NVMe SSD fail-slow failure does not correlate with SMART attributes, and rarely (0.22% of the fail-slow drives) transits to fail-stop failures.

We conclude this paper with the limitation of this study (§6), the related work (§7) and a short conclusion (§8).

2 Background

2.1 System Architecture

The NVMe SSDs, in our study, come from multiple IDCs (Internet Data Centers) across the globe. An IDC usually hosts dozens of storage clusters. The clusters are homomorphic with each running an HDFS-like distributed file system (DFS). Each cluster owns several to tens of racks and each rack includes up to 48 nodes. All NVMe SSDs in our study come from the all-flash-configuration nodes that contain 12 NVMe SSDs (not RAIDed) for data storage (not hosting OS).

2.2 Drive Model & Workload

Our candidate SSDs are all enterprise-level. The earliest model was deployed around May 2015, while the latest model is from July 2019. We introduce the details in §3.

The SSD fleet serves a total of 7 services, including block storage, object storage, big data, buffering, log, streaming, and query. Each service spans across several dedicated clusters. For confidentiality, we do not share the numbers of SSDs or their distribution under each service. Still, we study the influences of workload under controlled-variable experiments.

2.3 Data Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Span</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMART Logs</td>
<td>2019-11-04~2020-11-14</td>
<td>~1.8M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. Logs</td>
<td>2020-11-16~2021-03-05</td>
<td>~84M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure Tickets</td>
<td>2019-11-04~2020-11-02</td>
<td>~20K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data collection period (§2.3).

SMART logs. SMART is a set of attributes widely adopted by vendors and administrators to evaluate the reliability and performance of drives [111]. In our clusters, the reportings of SMART attributes are collected on a daily basis. Readings of the metrics can be either cumulative (e.g., number of media errors) or instantaneous (e.g., temperature). In practice, vendors may not necessarily follow the exact counting or reporting mechanism. Therefore, we standardize the numbers based on the manufacturer manuals.

Performance logs. A major subset of our clusters is equipped with node-level daemons to monitor and record the iostat, a Linux kernel performance log. The iostat includes vital statistics of storage devices, such as latency, IOPS and throughput. Currently, the daemon runs 3 hours a day (from 9 PM to 12 AM) and only records the average iostat values of each monitoring window (15 seconds long). Within the three hours, the traffic is relatively stable (around 70% peak traffic) and dominated mainly by internal workloads and large external clients (i.e., less burst traffic).

Failure tickets. Every node in our clusters has set up a daemon to monitor and report fail-stop failures. Upon reporting, a failure ticket would be generated (and manually checked by engineers), containing basic information of the victim drive (e.g., model and hostname) and the timestamp. Around 35% of our nodes also record an error code, detailing the direct symptom of failure (see Table 3 in §3.1). Upon failures, based on the symptoms, drives would be repaired online (e.g., fsck) or directly put offline for replacement (e.g., drive lost).

2.4 Methodology Correctness

To ensure sound and generalizable conclusions, we adhere to the following principles and measures throughout the study.

First, our study methodology (similar to [19,34,36,41,47]) starts with a general and extensive comparison to identify outstanding dominant factors. If high-level observation is fruitless or suspicious (e.g., spurious correlation led by interdependence between different factors as noted in [41]), we would then perform fine-grained controlled variable experiments (e.g., conditioned on workloads, drive models, drive age and the total bytes written) to unravel the underlying root causes and actionable advice for practitioners if any.

Second, we pre-screen the raw datasets to avoid bias (e.g., higher average) led by outliers (e.g., overflowing SMART values, NULL iostat recordings). Note that on-site engineers have manually verified all failure tickets before this study. In total, we have dropped around 5.8% and 1.5% untrustworthy records from SMART logs and iostat, respectively. Moreover, for generalizability concerns, we also exclude drive models with a smaller population (less than 1K) from the study. Note that different suppliers may register a model by different names, but we treat them as the same one here.

Third, we carefully choose statistical instruments to identify and verify the potential patterns in the NVMe SSD failures. Our rationale is that either such techniques or thresholds have been applied in previous studies, or clear documentation indicates the techniques can be used in the targeted scenarios.

3 Baseline Statistics

3.1 Dataset Overview

SMART logs. We begin by presenting the baseline statistics in Table 2, where the dataset is grouped into three categories: Basic Information, Usage Characteristics, and Health Metrics.
### Table 2: Baseline statistics of our drives (§3). The table shows the summarized statistics of NVMe SSD fleet. Cap.: capacity; NAND: flash architecture; Lith./Layer: lithography or numbers of stacking layers; OP: Over-Provisioning rate; WAF: Write Amplification Factor; Crit. Warn.: critical warning; P/E Err.: program/erase error. In Health Metrics, the two values separated by a slash refer to mean and median values, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cap. (GB)</th>
<th>NAND</th>
<th>Lith./Layer</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
<th>Drive Years</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>WAF</th>
<th>Crit. Warn.</th>
<th>CRC Err.</th>
<th>Media Err.</th>
<th>P/E Err.</th>
<th>ARR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-A</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>15nm</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.0015 / 0</td>
<td>1439.46 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>MLC 15nm</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.027 / 0</td>
<td>759.73 / 0</td>
<td>3.52 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3840</td>
<td>MLC 15nm</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0025 / 0</td>
<td>3091.59 / 1</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-B</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>MLC 15nm</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.011 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0.01 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3200</td>
<td>MLC 15nm</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>759.81 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-C</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>3D-TLC</td>
<td>64L</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-A</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>MLC 20mm</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.052 / 0</td>
<td>59.46 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>1.70 / 0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-B</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>MLC 20mm</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>52.90 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>3.10 / 0</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>MLC 20nm</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>43.52 / 0</td>
<td>2.69 / 0</td>
<td>5.80 / 0</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-C</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>3D-TLC 32L</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>1572.77 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0.79 / 0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>3D-TLC 32L</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0017 / 0</td>
<td>849.99 / 0</td>
<td>0.49 / 0</td>
<td>1.60 / 0</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>3D-TLC 32L</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00079 / 0</td>
<td>957.86 / 0</td>
<td>0.34 / 0</td>
<td>3.60 / 0</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-D</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>3D-TLC 64L</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00026 / 0</td>
<td>38.66 / 0</td>
<td>1.45 / 0</td>
<td>0.38 / 0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>3D-TLC 64L</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00031 / 0</td>
<td>54.56 / 0</td>
<td>0.45 / 0</td>
<td>0.45 / 0</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3840</td>
<td>3D-TLC 64L</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000038 / 0</td>
<td>32.72 / 0</td>
<td>5.53 / 0</td>
<td>0.66 / 0</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-E</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>20mm</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>72.05 / 0</td>
<td>0.71 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>20mm</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>38.92 / 0</td>
<td>16.27 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-A</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>3D-TLC 48L</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>19.39 / 0</td>
<td>45.28 / 0</td>
<td>0.28 / 0</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-B</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>3D-TLC 48L</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0038 / 0</td>
<td>296.41 / 0</td>
<td>2.29 / 0</td>
<td>30.00 / 0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>3D-TLC 48L</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0080 / 0</td>
<td>263.04 / 0</td>
<td>0.82 / 0</td>
<td>69.00 / 0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3800</td>
<td>3D-TLC 48L</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.010 / 0</td>
<td>446.66 / 0</td>
<td>1.81 / 0</td>
<td>67.00 / 0</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-C</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>3D-TLC 64L</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.0023 / 0</td>
<td>124.55 / 0</td>
<td>0.02 / 0</td>
<td>5.30 / 0</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Basic Information, we name the drive models as manufacturer-model and use the alphabetic order to refer to the generations of a manufacturer (e.g., I-A stands for the earliest model from manufacturer I). Each model can be further specified by capacities (i.e., Cap. column) and NAND architecture (i.e., NAND column). We mark the planar chips with their lithography (e.g., 15nm for I-A) and the 3D chips with their vertical stacking layers (e.g., 64-layer for I-C). II-E is a unique case as it adopts a novel (neither planar nor 3D stacking) cell, thus named NEW (for anonymity). Finally, we list each model’s relative population (i.e., Total%).

The Usage Characteristics describes the high-level administrative information. The first column is the average power-on time in terms of years. The second and third columns respectively present the over-provisioning rate (i.e., OP) and the calculated average Write Amplification Factor (i.e., WAF). WAF is calculated by dividing the number of NAND writes by the number of logical writes. Both numbers are reported by the SSD SMART attributes.

Last, we cover five primary reliability-related metrics.

- **Critical Warning**, introduced by NVM Express [20], indicates that the drive may have serious media errors (i.e., in read-only or degraded mode), possible hardware failures, or exceeding temperature alarm threshold.

- **CRC Error** refers to the number of transmission errors (e.g., the faulty interconnection between the drive and the host).

- **Media Error** refers to the number of data corruption errors (i.e., unable to access stored data in flash media).

- **Program/Erase Error** refers to the number of flash cell programming errors (e.g., unable to program flash cells from a block that is about to be garbage collected during copyback).

- **Annual Replacement Rate (ARR)** is the number of device failures divided by numbers of device years, reflecting the general reliability of drives (a common standard [34, 41]).

Note that readings of the first four health metrics are heavily biased where zeros account for an absolute majority (e.g., 99.97% for critical warning) of valid recordings. Hence, we list both average and median values (i.e., average/median).

**Failure tickets.** A subset (around 35%) of our drives details the direct cause upon failure reporting. Here, we present the distribution of their symptoms in Table 3. There are a total of five failure symptoms. I/O failure refers to a drive that fails to perform a read/write request. The Link failure indicates either a connection error during the PCI-e transmission or an abnormal bandwidth. The Lost failure refers to a functioning drive to become unfound. The Boot failure describes a drive that fails to initiate (e.g., mounting file system). The Thres. failure refers to one or more SMART attributes to have reached the
We observe radical changes as I/O error becomes far more prevalent in NVMe SSDs (ARR), MLC-based (ARR_M), 3D-TLC (ARR_3D), and NEW-NAND ones (ARR_N).

### 3.2 High Level Observations

Based on Tables 2 and 3, we now associate drive characteristics with health metrics to get a high-level understanding of the NVMe SSD fail-stop failures. Note that, even for the same model, the drive population can be a diverse mix of model and usage characteristics (e.g., NAND type, age, and total bytes written). We have further verified our observations through controlled-variable experiments on such impacting factors.

**NVMe SSD vs. SATA/SAS SSD.** The ARR of NVMe SSD in our dataset is much higher than that of SATA/SAS SSD from Netapp’s enterprise storage systems [34]. We perform a t-test on both sets of ARR and the corresponding p-value is equal to 3.554e-07. The average and median ARR of our NVMe SSD are 0.98% and 0.69%, which are 2.77× and 2.83× higher than those of SATA/SAS SSD respectively (i.e., 0.26% and 0.18% calculated from Table 1 in [34]). We obtain similar results as we further break down the SSD population by NAND types and lithography. Regarding Alibaba’s data centers [19], the trend persists except for two models (i.e., C1 and C2 from Table 1 in [19]).

Moreover, we also compare the failure symptom distribution between NVMe SSD and SATA SSD (see Table 3 in [47]). We observe radical changes as I/O error becomes far more prevalent in NVMe SSD (accounting for 49.55%) while Lost error (i.e., drive unfound) is no longer dominant (i.e., 5.65% in NVMe SSD vs. 53.7% in SATA SSD).

**Drive capacity.** Within the same drive family, the average P/E errors and ARR are positively correlated with the capacity. For example, in the II-D drive family, as the capacity increases, the average P/E error rises from 0.38 to 0.66 and the ARR surges from 0.26% to 1.12%. This is understandable as drives with larger capacity are more likely to be accessed, thereby increasing the chances of suffering program errors.

**NAND type.** In our dataset, we find that the ARR of 3D-TLC drives is slightly lower than that of MLC drives, while in SATA SSD [34], the trend is reversed. The ARR of our MLC drives varies from 0.34% to 2.34%, while that of 3D-TLC SSD is from 0.26% to 2.31%. However, we notice that drives with NEW NAND architecture (i.e., II-E family) exhibit around 1.61× and 1.87× higher average ARR than those of MLC and 3D-TLC drives, respectively (the p-values are equal to 2.065e-02 and 4.351e-03). Table 3 further demonstrates an ARR breakdown of failure symptoms among different NAND chips. For NEW-based SSD, the main culprits of its high ARR are the I/O and booting failures.

### 4 The Fail-stop

Now, we present the three major changes in failure patterns in NVMe SSD. For each aspect, we start with existing patterns in SATA/SAS SSD. We then study the differences in NVMe SSD using a similar setup and further verify our findings under a series of controlled-variable experiments.

#### 4.1 Infant Mortality

**Finding 1.** Infant mortality, a notorious failure trend in hardware early deployment period, is not notable in NVMe SSD.

**Existing patterns.** The Bathtub Curve [40] is a classic depiction of hardware failure variances through time. Generally, there are three main phases: infant mortality, stable (aka. useful-life) and wear-out period. Previous SATA SSD studies suggest that flash drive also follows this trend [35] (i.e., with an early detection phase followed by the bathtub curve).

**Difference in NVMe SSD.** For NVMe SSD, we are interested in whether such observation still holds. Here, we adopt the monthly failure conditional probability (FCP) to demonstrate the failure trend (i.e., the same metric as in Section 5.1 of [34]). The FCP is calculated as the number of drives to be replaced that month divided by the number of drives surviving that month. In Figure 1, we present a comparison between the six most popular drive families covering varying NAND architectures (i.e., 15-20nm MLC, 32-64 layers 3D-TLC, and the NEW). Throughout the paper, error bars refer to 95% confidence intervals with bootstrap methods [12] (2,000 iterations). In Figure 1, to calculate the error bar of FCP in month x (with N drives surviving month x-1), we create 2,000 random samples of FCPs; in each sample, the FCP is calculated based on a randomly-chosen set of N drives (i.e., sampling with replacement). Finally, we calculate the 95% confidence interval based on these 2,000 samples of FCPs as the corresponding error bar.

Should the NVMe SSD still follow the bathtub curve, we shall see the FCP, starting from a high value (i.e., the infant mortality), quickly decreases to a stable range (i.e., the useful life) until surging in the wear-out period. However, from visual inspection, we discover that most drive families do not have outstanding infant mortality during early periods. We further calculate the average FCP under various periods (e.g., 1st to 3rd month and the most recent three months).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dist.</th>
<th>ARR</th>
<th>ARR_M</th>
<th>ARR_3D</th>
<th>ARR_N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>49.55%</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link</td>
<td>11.07%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>5.65%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boot</td>
<td>19.59%</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thres.</td>
<td>14.15%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Failure symptom distribution (§3.1). Dist.: distribution; ARR: overall ARR; ARR_X: ARR of drives under different flash architecture; I/O: read/write failure; Link: connection failure; Lost: drive unfound; Boot: booting failure; Thres.: SMART value over a pre-defined threshold.
As a result, the early period (i.e., the first three months) has equivalent or even lower FCP than the later periods. For example, in I-A, the first three months yield an average FCP of 0.02%, whereas the average FCPs of the next 9 months (months 4-12) and most recent three months are 0.05% and 0.35%, respectively.

Validity analysis. Next, we explore the reason behind this reliability improvement. First, it is unlikely that the stress tests weed out the faulty drives before deployment. Stress tests are usually short (up to one week) and thus not enough for drives suffering infant mortality (the period lasts for 12-15 months long [35]). Second, we exclude the possibility of external impacts (e.g., uneven distribution of workloads and drive age, if any) using two-sided t-tests. Then, we focus on the internal aspect by studying the SMART attributes variations over time. Here, for both II-D and III-B in Figure 2, nearly all health-related metrics experience the infant mortality as they start with a much higher value and then decrease to a stable range over time. Other drive families, in general, also follow this trend. Note that the values in Figure 2 are normalized to the lowest point on each curve and reported in logarithmic reporting. This indicates that NVMe SSD still accumulates a large number of errors during the early period. Therefore, we assume it is likely that the improvement of FTL error handling makes the NVMe SSD more resilient in the early periods.

Operational advice. We believe the recent advancement in failure handling has set the NVMe SSDs free from suffering infant mortality. This can serve as a relief signal for the supply chain and the on-site administrators as previous practice usually demands that the cloud operators stockpile extra pieces before initial deployment.

4.2 WAF

Finding 2. NVMe SSD becomes more robust to high write amplification (WAF>2), but extremely low write amplification (WAF≤1) is still rare-but-deadly.

Existing patterns. Write amplification is a common phenomenon in SSD I/O where the logical writes incur extra data to be written to NAND due to SSD internal operations (e.g., garbage collection and alignment). A higher write amplification factor (i.e., NAND writes size divided by logical writes size) therefore indicates a more random and small-writes-dominant workload. To overcome this disadvantage, manufacturers often use write compression techniques to combine small or buffer repeated writes [9, 46, 49].

Previously, a large-scale SATA SSD failure study by Microsoft pointed out that higher WAF (WAF>2) incurs more SSD failures (i.e., Section 3.5.1 of [36]). Moreover, they suggest that the write compression technique can be damaging where drives with less-than-one WAF have failure rates similar to those with a higher-than-two WAF (see Figure 11 in [36]).

Difference in NVMe SSD. To avoid bias led by model characteristics, we conduct a comparative study within each model family. For each drive family, we first place SSDs into different buckets by WAF with a step of 0.5. Then for each bucket, we calculate its corresponding ARR. Since the 95th percentile of WAF in our entire fleet is around 4, the last bucket includes
drives with WAF above 4. The WAF≤1 bucket contains drives significantly influenced by the write compression technique.

Figure 3 presents the correlation between WAF and failure rates among eight popular drive families, covering different types of NAND and manufacturers. Here, we make two observations. First, for WAF higher than one, we do not observe a strong positive correlation between WAF and ARR in most drive families (the II-D drive family is considered an exception). A set of Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient tests [44] further statistically confirm our hypothesis. This indicates that NVMe SSD is less affected by random small writes (a major cause for high write amplification). Second, we observe that, for drives with low WAF (i.e., WAF≤1), their failure rates are still relatively high. On average, these low-WAF drives can have a 2.19× higher ARR rate than average.

![Figure 3: ARR under different WAF levels (§4.2). The grey dashed line indicates the average value within each figure. “[1]”: the bucket includes no drives; “[2]”: the calculated ARR is zero (i.e., no failed drives). The first buckets of III-B and III-C are overflowed (>5%).](image)

An extreme example is the III-B drive family (lower left in Figure 3), where low-WAF drives are 6.18× more likely to fail than average. Fortunately, we discover that these low-WAF drives usually occupy only a small proportion (e.g., only 0.09% in III-B). Even for I-A-3840 (i.e., having an average WAF of 0.84), we argue that low-WAF drives can be easily singled out with simple SMART attributes calculation for close monitoring or reallocation.

Validity analysis. Many factors (e.g., workloads, age, wear, and drive model) can influence both the WAF and reliability. To verify our finding, we further conduct a series of experiments by controlling the above variables (not shown due to space limitations). Our evaluation further confirms that none of the factors influences our finding. Therefore, we conclude that, in NVMe SSD, while the low WAF may still be deadly, the high WAF is no longer concerning.

### 4.3 Intra-node/rack Failures

Finding 3. Spatially correlated (intra-node/rack) NVMe SSD failures are temporally correlated in the long-term span (i.e., 1 day to 1 month), but no longer prevalent in the short span.

Existing patterns. Correlated drive failures are notorious for their cascading impact on the reliability of the entire distributed system (e.g., reduced redundancy) [2,15]. According to a previous study in Alibaba (i.e., Finding 5 of [19]), a non-negligible proportion (i.e., up to 34.3% and 44.2%) of SATA SSD spatial-correlated (intra-node/rack) failures can also be temporal-correlated within a short span (i.e., at most one minute apart), posing a critical challenge to the overall stability.

Difference in NVMe SSD. To study whether such a correlated pattern still plagues the NVMe SSD fleet, we further check the intra-node/rack failure time intervals in our datasets. Here, to be consistent with the previous study [19], we reuse the Relative Percentage of Failures (RPF) to calculate the likelihood of correlated failures. In RPF, the numerator is the number of the sets of failures that occur between a specific period (e.g., 0 to 1 minute). The denominator is the sum of all failures of a particular drive model. Note that, in RPF, the same failure can be counted repeatedly as a member of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SATA SSD</th>
<th>NVMe SSD</th>
<th>Hypo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>node</td>
<td>4.5-73.7%</td>
<td>70.6-96.6%</td>
<td>0.04-9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0, 1min)</td>
<td>rack</td>
<td>28.6-91.4%</td>
<td>79.4-97.6%</td>
<td>27.8-77.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1d, 1mon)</td>
<td>node</td>
<td>0.8-24.7%</td>
<td>1.1-17.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rack</td>
<td>1.7-27.2%</td>
<td>1.3-17.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3-39.4%</td>
<td>14.3-57.5%</td>
<td>0.01-1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5-47.9%</td>
<td>15.5-57.2%</td>
<td>2.9-10.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Intra-node/rack failure distributions across drive types (§4.3). The table presents the relative percentage of intra-node and intra-rack failures in SATA SSD from a previous study [19], our NVMe SSD fleet, and a hypothetical setting where failures are independent of time and location.
Validity analysis. Each rack in our setup hosts hundreds of drives. Under such a considerable number, uniformly distributed failures may also co-occur within a rack. To verify that intra-node/rack failures are indeed a result of non-uniformity, we perform a set of hypothetical experiments where drive failures are redistributed to be uncorrelated (i.e., independent of location and arrival time). First, for each drive model, we sample without replacement to get a new batch of drives and mark them as “failed” drives. Second, we assign a random timestamp from 2019-11-04 to 2020-11-02 to each “failed” drive as its failure time (see Table 1). For a fair analysis, we repeat the above procedures 2,000 times and calculate the average RPFs of intra-node/rack failures for each drive model.

In Table 4, we compare the intra-node/rack failure distributions of hypothetical experiments (i.e., Hypo. column) with those of the original setting (i.e., NVMe SSD column). Our observations are as follows. First, intra-node failures under the hypothetical setting are nearly negligible. For example, the accumulated RPFs (i.e., Total row) of intra-node failures are only 0.04-9.0% under the hypothetical setting, whereas those from the original setting (70.6-96.6%) are much smaller (the p-value is less than 2.2e-16). Second, even though intra-rack failures are non-negligible under the hypothetical setting, their RPFs are consistently smaller than those from the original setting, e.g., with accumulated RPFs of 27.8-77.4% vs. 79.4-97.6% (the p-value is equal to 1.119e-08). Therefore, the non-uniformity in intra-node/rack failures is significant in our dataset in contrast with the hypothetical setting.

Operational advice. While the decline of closely correlated failures implies a lower risk of experiencing system-wide failures, the surging of long-interval correlated failures still poses a pressing threat. An inconvenient fact is that fixing drive failure usually starts with software-based approaches (e.g., data scrubbing and fsck), and such online checking and repairing takes time [16, 33, 47]. In fact, we discover that 43.90%, 14.36%, and 10.90% of the failed drives in our dataset in contrast with the hypothetical setting.

5 The Fail-slow

Apart from the common fail-stop failures, we are also interested in fail-slow failures where drives exhibit performance much less than expected (e.g., considerably high latency under normal traffic). We hypothesize that the ultra-low latency nature of NVMe SSD would make the drive more susceptible to fail-slow failures. To verify our assumption, we conducted an extensive study based on the per drive iostat traces from more than half a million NVMe SSDs and more than 4 million HDDs during four-month monitoring.

Note that our storage system requires all replicas (three replicas in most cases) ACKed before any write request is
Table 5: Baseline statistics for fail-slow (§5.1-§5.2). The table shows the summarized statistics of fail-slow occurrences under the 5-min to 60-min duration requirements. Lith./Layer/Type: lithography, numbers of stacking layers or HDD type; Event Freq.: fail-slow event frequency per 1K drives per hour; Dur.: average event duration in minutes; Event Laten.: average event latency in µs. Note that the SSDs and HDDs under heavy traffic are not included (see §5.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Lith. /Layer /Type</th>
<th>Slow Drive (%)</th>
<th>Event Freq.</th>
<th>Dur. (min)</th>
<th>Event Laten. (us)</th>
<th>Slow-down Ratio</th>
<th>Slow Drive (%)</th>
<th>Event Freq.</th>
<th>Dur. (min)</th>
<th>Event Laten. (us)</th>
<th>Slow-down Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-A-2000</td>
<td>15nm</td>
<td>4.44%</td>
<td>225.06</td>
<td>18.98</td>
<td>195.60</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>118.01</td>
<td>38.44</td>
<td>200.20</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-A-1920</td>
<td>20nm</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>24.22</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>152.77</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>148.96</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-C-1920</td>
<td>32L</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>19.31</td>
<td>263.31</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>39.67</td>
<td>256.58</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-C-4000</td>
<td>32L</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>180.67</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>175.62</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-D-1920</td>
<td>64L</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>34.98</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>42.59</td>
<td>36.22</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-D-3840</td>
<td>64L</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>152.63</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>27.08</td>
<td>122.35</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-B-1900</td>
<td>48L</td>
<td>3.04%</td>
<td>46.75</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>54.67</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.55%</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>24.69</td>
<td>56.68</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-B-3800</td>
<td>48L</td>
<td>1.31%</td>
<td>44.28</td>
<td>13.51</td>
<td>360.59</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>30.39</td>
<td>244.74</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>174.40</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
<td>22.65</td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td>155.17</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>47370.67</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>23.97</td>
<td>55120.74</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>12355.12</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>14796.03</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>1962.49</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>28.49</td>
<td>2041.27</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>20562.76</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>24.55</td>
<td>23986.01</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Identifying Fail-slow Events and Drives

Currently, a subset of our clusters is equipped with daemons to monitor the iostat of the deployed drives. Due to capacity limits and performance concerns, the daemon runs 3 hours (9 P.M. to 12 A.M.) each day. It only records the average statistics of each monitoring window (15 seconds in the current setup), thereby yielding 720 records per drive (3 hours divided by 15 seconds) each day.

Methodology overview. We use the following threshold-based approach to identify fail-slow drives (similar to a previous study on SATA SSD and HDD tail latency [21]). The first step is to select suspicious drives with high latencies. Then, we determine whether the chosen drives are indeed fail-slow by checking the existence of consistent slowdowns.

Identifying suspicious fail-slow drives. In the first step, we observe that the performance (e.g., latency, IOPS, and throughput) records within a cluster generally follow a Positively Skewed Distribution. For example, in one cluster, the median latency is only 49.19 µs while the average latency is 667.85 µs. Thus, we can use a latency threshold as (−∞, 3rd_quartile + 2IQR) to identify the outliers (i.e., slow drives) [39] where the IQR (interquartile range) is computed by subtracting the first quartile from the third quartile.

If the 3-hour median latency of a drive is beyond the bar, we mark this drive as a suspicious slow drive. To avoid reporting led by heavy traffic (i.e., false-positive), we also rule out high-latency drives under heavy traffic (i.e., IOPS/throughput is also beyond 3rd_quartile + 2IQR).

Identifying slowdown events. Note that a suspicious drive may be marked due to transient but time-consuming events (e.g., read retries, unstable connection). Therefore, we further

...
check whether a suspicious drive has experienced a consistent slowdown event to pinpoint the fail-slow drives. Here, we borrow the idea of measuring slowdown events from a previous SSD performance study [21].

First, we mark the 3-hour iostat latency records from the suspicious slow drive and its 11 intra-node peers (12 drives per node) as $L^k_i$, representing the record $i$ ($i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 720\}$) from drive $k$ ($k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 12\}$). Then, we use $RL^k_i$ (Relative Latency) to indicate the slowdown degree of drive $k$ at record $i$, formally $RL^k_i = \frac{L^k_i}{\text{median}(L^k_1, L^k_2, \ldots, L^k_i)}$. Then, we formulate an event as $E^k_{i,j}$ by computing the means of RLs of drive $k$ from record $i$ to $j$, formally $E^k_{i,j} = \text{mean}(RL^k_i, RL^k_{i+1}, \ldots, RL^k_j)$.

For an $E^k_{i,j}$ to be considered a fail-slow event, it must satisfy two requirements. First, $E^k_{i,j}$ needs to be larger than an empirical slowdown degree. We set the slowdown degree as 2 (same in [21]), meaning that, during the event, the victim drive is at least twice slower than its peers. Second, we set four minimum spans as 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes, meaning the $E^k_{i,j}$ should last longer than 20, 60, 120 or 240 records (a record spans 15 seconds).

To sum up, a drive (i.e., NVMe SSD or HDD) is deemed fail-slow if and only if it has a high median latency (i.e., higher than top 0.04% latency variances in the cluster during 3-hour monitoring) and suffers at least one fail-slow event.

5.2 Dataset and High Level Observations

5.2.1 Dataset Overview

In total, we have identified around 5K and 3K fail-slow NVMe SSDs and HDDs, respectively. Table 5 gives an overview of the fail-slow drives and events among the fleets. We use four quadrants to represent the statistics under different requirements (i.e., 5 to 60 min). The upper half of each quadrant includes 8 major NVMe SSD models (named as brand-model-capacity), while the lower includes the three most popular HDD models (H1, H2, and H3) in our clusters.

For each column, we begin by listing the lithography (for planar NAND), layers (for 3D-NAND), or the type (for HDD, i.e., CMR or SMR). Further, we show the percentage of drives that have been identified as fail-slow ones in that model (Slow Drive%). The Event Freq. describes the numbers of events per 1000 drives per hour, reflecting the fail-slow severity in a mid-sized cluster. The following two columns (Duration and Event Latency) show the average fail-slow event duration and average event latency. The final column (Slowdown Ratio) is the ratio of average event latency to average latency of peer drives (i.e., healthy drives from the same node) during the event. The last row of each sub-quadrant is the average value for each category (i.e., SSD or HDD).

5.2.2 SSD vs. HDD

Finding 4. Compared to HDD, fail-slow failure in NVMe SSD is much more widespread and frequent, and can degrade the drive to SATA SSD or even HDD level performance.

We start with the differences between NVMe SSDs and HDDs. First, we observe the disparity between HDD and SSD in slow drive popularity (i.e., Slow Drive %). Comparing the average row in each quadrant reveals that slow drives are $6.05 \times$ (i.e., 1.41% to 0.20% in the 5-min quadrant) to $51 \times$ (0.52% to 0.01% in the 60-min quadrant) more common in SSDs. Similarly, we also observe that the fail-slow occurrences (i.e., Event Freq.) are much more frequent in SSDs, ranging from $18.59 \times$ (5-min) to 68.50× (60-min).

Regarding the event duration, the difference varies. On average, the SSD event lasts up to 55% longer in the first three quadrants, but the trend reverses as the HDD event costs 5% more time in the 60-min quadrant. This indicates that fail-slow events in NVMe SSDs are relatively short-termed.

Moreover, while models like II-D-1920 and III-B-1900 still deliver relatively satisfying performance, fail-slow NVMe SSDs usually degrade to SATA-SSD-level latency (i.e., having an average event latency around 160µs, see average rows of event latency from 5-min to 60-min). Even worse, our evaluation shows that the top 1% slowest events in several NVMe SSD models deteriorate to an average latency of around 22ms, an unsatisfying performance even for HDD.

The comparisons of slow drive popularity, event frequency, and performance prove that the NVMe SSD is indeed widely plagued (1.41% affected under 5-min requirement) and severely impacted (~ 160µs average event latency) by fail-slow failure. Recall that the dataset comes from only three hours of monitoring per day for four months. Plus, all of our models are enterprise-level, and we have already excluded SSDs under heavy traffic. Therefore, we expect the annual fail-slow drive rate to be higher and fail-slow occurrences more frequent in the field.

Operational advice. Experiencing widespread and severe fail-slow faults can be particularly harmful to NVMe SSDs as performance-sensitive jobs are usually placed on them. However, simply putting all fail-slow drives offline can be unacceptably expensive. Recently, we have been experimenting with a “three strikes” approach to tackle the suspiciously slow drives. Specifically, the first time a drive is diagnosed with fail-slow failure, we would clean the drive’s data and deploy it again as a new drive. In the second time, we would fully flush the drive with zeroes, reformat and redeploy it. A third timer would be directly put offline for replacement. Unfortunately, we have just deployed this strategy and do not have enough samples for analysis.

Root cause. We have sent 100 slowest SSDs (around the top 2% of the identified slow drives with an average event latency of 4.4 ms) back to vendors for repair. The results show that 33 of them have bad capacitors, causing the malfunctioning buffer and thus the high latency. 46 of them contain bad chips and the root causes of the rest remain unclear.

5.2.3 Differences between SSD models.

Finding 5. The manufacturer is a dominant factor of fail-slow
drive population in NVMe SSD.

Now, we dig deeper by focusing on the fail-slow distribution differences between SSD models. First, we look at the influences of the manufacturers. Our dataset includes three manufacturers (i.e., I, II, and III). For slow drive percentage, there is a clear order (i.e., manufacturer I followed by III and II) across the four quadrants. Even the highest value of III (e.g., 3.04% of III-B-1900 in 5-min quadrant) is well behind that of the I’s model (i.e., 4.44% of I-A-2000), which also applies to the comparison between III and II. However, we do not observe visible patterns for the event duration, event latency, and slowdown ratio.

Finding 6. Higher fail-slow drive popularity does not always lead to a higher fail-slow event frequency.

Moreover, we notice a seemingly counter-intuitive pattern. One may assume a higher fail-slow drive percentage leads to a higher event frequency. While this hypothesis holds in the longest duration requirement (60-min quadrant), we find many counter-examples among shorter ones (e.g., II-A-1920 and II-C-1920 in 5-min quadrant).

A possible explanation is that under a shorter duration requirement, there are more drives with multiple events, resulting in a small slow drive percentage with high event frequency. Here, we further verify this assumption by using Figure 5, a CDF of events per drive under different duration requirements. We can clearly see that drives under shorter durations accumulate more events than those under longer durations.

5.3 Correlating Factors

In this section, we conduct an extensive study on fail-slow failures versus various correlating factors (i.e., drive age, workload and SMART attributes).

5.3.1 Drive Age

Finding 7. Fail-slow drive population and event frequency are strongly correlated with age, but only for old (power-on time > 41 months) NVMe SSDs.

Age is widely known for its significant impact on SSD fail-stop failures [34, 35, 41]. We correlate fail-slow metrics with drive power-on time to see the significance of age here.

We first place all fail-slow drives into monthly buckets (e.g., bucket-1 includes fail-slow drives with power-on time between 0 to 1 month). Note that for a drive with multiple event occurrences (e.g., fail-slow events in both 34th and 35th months), we put the drive to the earliest bucket (i.e., 34th-month bucket). Then we calculate the fail-slow drive percentage for each bucket by dividing the numbers of fail-slow drives against the numbers of drives of the same age.

Figure 6 demonstrates the population variances along time under the 5-min (left) and the 60-min (right) requirements where the horizontal dashed line is the average. We can see that the population, in both scenarios, oscillates around the average value at first and then start to surge in the final months. Further, a Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) test [44] reveals that the fail-slow population in old drives (>41 months) is highly correlated with age. Specifically, in the 5-min requirement, the SRCC score for old drives is around 0.92 (way beyond the common threshold for positive correlation, i.e., 0.5). In contrast, the scores from the rest (i.e., younger drives) are close to 0, meaning no correlation. Similar trend exists under 15-min, 30-min, and 60-min requirements.

Next, we adopt similar approaches to measure the correlation between age and other metrics, including event frequency, event duration, and slowdown ratio. We find that the event frequency is similar to the fail-slow population where old drives (i.e., > 41 months) are strongly correlated with age while young drives are not. We do not observe a notable correlation for duration and slowdown ratio, indicating that both metrics remain rather stable throughout the lifecycle.

5.3.2 Workload

Finding 8. The workload can significantly affect various fail-slow characteristics, and heavy traffic workload may have long-lasting impacts on fail-slow occurrences.

Workload is also a well-known impact factor on the SATA SSD fail-stop failures [1, 24, 36, 41, 47]. The key difference between workloads is the I/O pattern. Therefore, we evaluate the impacts of workloads by studying four representative cloud storage services with drastically different access patterns, namely block storage, buffering, object storage, and query.
As factors like age and manufacturers could severely influence the fail-slow failures, we thus conduct this study in a finer granularity by setting multiple variable-controlling groups. In Table 6, based on the fail-slow metrics under 5-min duration requirement, we group the drives (G column) by drive model, age, and P/E cycle (total bytes written divided by capacity) under 5-min duration requirement. $G$: variable-controlling group; Age-Wr: age-write bucket; WL: workload; “Slow Drive (%)” to “Slow-down Ratio” follow the same metrics in Table 5.

### Table 6: Fail-slow statistics for groups of workloads (§5.3.2).

The table presents fail-slow metrics under different workloads with control variables on the drive model, age, and P/E cycle (total bytes written divided by capacity) under 5-min duration requirement. $G$: variable-controlling group; Age-Wr: age-write bucket; WL: workload; “Slow Drive (%)” to “Slow-down Ratio” follow the same metrics in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$G$</th>
<th>Age-Wr</th>
<th>WL</th>
<th>Slow Drive (%)</th>
<th>Event Freq.</th>
<th>Dur. (min)</th>
<th>Slow-down Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II-D-3840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3rd-2nd</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>39.17</td>
<td>1318.51</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Query</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3rd-3rd</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>19.60</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>466.00</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-B-3800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2nd-1st</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>152.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>1187.69</td>
<td>26.67</td>
<td>12.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2nd-2nd</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>36.88</td>
<td>1196.75</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3rd-2nd</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>64.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>608.78</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding 9. SMART attributes only exhibit negligible correlation with fail-slow metrics.

Now, we analyze whether SMART attributes (an essential set of indicators for fail-stop failures) correlate with fail-slow failures. We collect SMART data on the last day of our four-month fail-slow detection period. Further, we divide drives into groups based on drive model, age, P/E cycle, and workload. Within each group, we label drives as either “slow” or “not-slow”. Finally, we apply SRCC [44] to examine the correlation between fail-slow failures and SMART attributes.

Under the 5-min duration requirement, we obtain 40 groups of drives. None of them exhibit a clear correlation with any SMART attributes, such as Critical Warning, P/E Error, and CRC Error. The above results preserve under 15-min, 30-min, and 60-min duration requirements. Even if we set drives with multiple fail-slow events as “slow”, the results remain. Hence, we conclude that the root causes and/or the symptoms of fail-slow failures are not (well) captured by the SMART.

### Operational advice.

In this case, we decide not to integrate SMART attributes to improve the fail-slow detection. Currently, we have been exploring various approaches. The major hurdle is the lack of verified positive samples (i.e., fail-slow drives) due to the lack of a fail-slow oracle. Therefore, based on the performance, we tried classic statistical methods and discovered that basic linear or polynomial regression is not very practical as they require constant adjustment for the varying traffic (even within the same workload). We leave employing machine learning models as a part of our future work once the “three strikes” yields convincing and abundant cases. Also, we encourage manufacturers to reveal drive characteristics (e.g., flash GC timing) to facilitate fail-slow identification.

### 5.4 Transition to Failures

Finding 10. The transition from fail-slow to fail-stop failures is rarely observed, at least not observed within a short time interval (within 5 months).

Previous case studies indicate that a fail-slow failure may
Table 7: Transition from fail-slow to fail-stop failures (§5.4). The table presents a contingency table of fail-slow and failed (later in time) drives for NVMe SSDs under the 5-min duration requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Not-replaced</th>
<th>Replaced</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not-slow</td>
<td>98.84% (770965)</td>
<td>0.57% (4429)</td>
<td>99.41% (775394)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>0.59% (4574)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01% (10)</td>
<td>0.59% (4584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>99.43% (775539)</td>
<td>0.57% (4439)</td>
<td>100% (779978)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### A Artifact Appendix

**Abstract**

The artifact consists of the first large-scale public dataset on real-world operational data of NVMe SSD. With this dataset, we have identified a series of major reliability changes in NVMe SSD. The community could leverage our dataset and findings to understand the major reliability changes in NVMe SSD, and design effective reliability solutions (e.g., detecting and predicting failures) in production environments.

**Scope**

Most major findings in the main text (i.e., Findings 1-8 and 10) could be validated by exploring the dataset. Moreover, practitioners could make use of this dataset to investigate the *fail-stop* and *fail-slow* failure characteristics of NVMe SSD. For example, the dataset could be used to design fail-slow detection algorithms or to predict fail-stop or fail-slow failure occurrences in large storage systems.

**Contents**

The dataset primarily covers:
- **SMART logs and failure tickets** of around 700K NVMe SSDs of 11 drive families from three vendors during a one-year span. Practitioners could make use of them to investigate the *fail-stop* failure characteristics of NVMe SSD.
- **Performance logs** (i.e., device-level write latency time series) of around 97K NVMe SSDs and 141K SATA HDDs. Practitioners could make use of them to investigate the *fail-slow* failure characteristics of NVMe SSD, and compare them with those of SATA HDD.

**Hosting**

The open-source dataset is hosted by Tianchi of Alibaba Cloud at [https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=128972](https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=128972) with detailed instructions. Please refer to the above link for more information. We commit to ensuring the availability of this dataset.
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Abstract
This paper describes the algorithm, implementation, and deployment experience of CacheSack, the admission algorithm for Google datacenter flash caches. CacheSack minimizes the dominant costs of Google’s datacenter flash caches: disk IO and flash footprint. CacheSack partitions cache traffic into disjoint categories, analyzes the observed cache benefit of each subset, and formulates a knapsack problem to assign the optimal admission policy to each subset. Prior to this work, Google datacenter flash cache admission policies were optimized manually, with most caches using the Lazy Adaptive Replacement Cache (LARC) algorithm. Production experiments showed that CacheSack significantly outperforms the prior static admission policies for a 6.5% improvement of the total operational cost, as well as significant improvements in disk reads and flash wearout.

1 Introduction
Colossus Flash Cache (Figure 1) is the general-purpose flash cache service for Colossus [20], the successor to the Google File System [19]. Disk reads are expensive and are a major cost in datacenters: while disks are growing in storage capacity, the IO capacity (the ability to offer disk accesses per second, mainly disk reads) is not growing proportionally. As a result, to provision the IO requirements, we need to deploy a lot of hard disks that are not for storage but for the target IO capacity, which is costly.

Colossus Flash Cache provides a cost-effective way to improve IO capacity while costing a fraction of an equivalent RAM cache or deploying more hard disks. The primary design goal of Colossus Flash Cache is to reduce the amount of hard disk reads, in order to reduce disk IO requirements and costs. Colossus Flash Cache serves the read traffic of many widely-used Google services including Colossus and database systems such as BigQuery [37], BigTable [11], F1 [34], and Spanner [13].

CacheSack is the cache admission algorithm used by Colossus Flash Cache, intended to minimize the total cost of ownership (TCO). Compared to a RAM cache, a flash cache usually provides a much larger cache-to-storage capacity, and so a simple algorithm such as LRU may achieve a good cache hit-ratio. An idealized LRU is difficult to implement in a flash cache; we address this issue in Section 4. However, flash memory has limited write endurance, so may cause premature flash wearout and increase TCO. Write amplification and flash wearout, along with caching in Colossus disk servers, form a special challenge for designing a cache algorithm for Colossus Flash Cache.

2 Our contributions
CacheSack is the cache admission algorithm for Colossus Flash Cache, the successor to LARC (Lazy Adaptive Replacement Cache). CacheSack dynamically analyzes the cacheability of a workload and the given cache size, making the admis-
sion decision for the workload. CacheSack was deployed in Colossus Flash Cache in May 2021 and is now Colossus Flash Cache’s default cache admission algorithm. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- CacheSack partitions traffic into multiple categories, estimates the disk reads and cost of write of each category, and formulates a knapsack problem that finds the optimal admission policy per category to minimize the overall cost, including disk reads and bytes written to flash.
- CacheSack effectively reduces the total cost of ownership (TCO) of Colossus Flash Cache. Compared to LARC, it results in 6% lower disk reads, reduces bytes written to flash by 26%, and improves TCO by 6.5% (one week average).
- CacheSack runs in real time, using a fraction of the resources of a cache index server.
- CacheSack is fully decentralized (as is Colossus Flash Cache). It requires only the information received by a single cache index server, and the failure of a single cache index server does not impact others.
- CacheSack supports major Google database systems and requires zero configuration if using these systems. For other applications, users only need to provide category annotations (Section 5.1).

3 Background

3.1 Write amplification

Non-sequential writes to a flash drive can cause serious write amplification [29, 42], a phenomenon where one logical write causes multiple physical writes. A flash byte has to be erased before it can be rewritten. A flash block is a continuous region of bytes in a flash drive and is the smallest unit that can be erased. As a result, a flash drive needs to move the live bytes in a flash block somewhere else before this flash block can be erased, which is called write amplification. Extra writes caused by write amplification reduce the IO performance and the lifetime of a flash drive; both greatly increase the cost of operating a flash cache.

Sequential cache evictions (like FIFO) result in large sequential areas that can be easily erased and reused later when admitting new data. By contrast, non-sequential evictions (such as those caused by LRU) result in a fragmented cache space and the flash drive has to move the interspersed live bytes somewhere else before erasing a block.

As a result, most existing eviction algorithms for RAM caches cannot be directly applied to flash caches, and write amplification is one of the most important factors to consider when designing a flash cache algorithm. Both Google [1] and Facebook [18] use FIFO-based evictions or other special purpose algorithms [36, 44] for production flash caches because of write amplification. Colossus Flash Cache reduces write amplification brought by non-sequential evictions by using approximate LRU (Section 4).

3.2 Write endurance

Flash has limited write endurance, and thus admitting all data into Colossus Flash Cache upon write or even upon the first read would wear out the flash too soon, significantly increasing TCO. To mitigate this issue, Colossus Flash Cache previously used Lazy Adaptive Replacement Cache (LARC) [21] to exclude data that are accessed only once by inserting data at the second access. Figure 2 shows that more than 60% of the traffic of Colossus Flash Cache is accessed only once, and so LARC can greatly reduce bytes written to flash and avoid cache pollution.

However, excessive flash writes are still possible with LARC, and as a workaround, Colossus Flash Cache used a write rate limiter to avoid an excessively high write rate. This is, however, a blunt approach, since it does not accurately factor in the impact on overall cost, and treats all workloads similarly. It may be preferable to allow some highly cacheable workloads to burst writes at the expense of other less cacheable workloads rather than throttling all write rates. CacheSack uses a more flexible and accurate approach by optimizing the total costs, including the write costs and the cost of disk reads.

3.3 Capturing second-access hits

LARC leverages the fact that a large fraction of data is accessed only once. Inserting data into cache only upon the second access avoids flash writes for data accessed once, reducing flash wear. However, the cost is that all second accesses are cache misses. Figure 2 shows that of the data accessed more than once in our workloads, 39% is accessed exactly twice, and these second accesses are cache misses under LARC. This has a significant performance impact, as was also observed in Facebook’s cache for social network photos [36]. Our workaround for this when using LARC was to monitor the performance loss, and to manually turn off LARC (i.e., admit all data on the first miss) for workloads that suffered a significant performance penalty. However, the
Colossus Flash Cache is a fully decentralized system, so its cache algorithm can only use the resources of individual cache index servers, and heavyweight algorithms, such as machine learning (ML) models, may not be feasible. The binary of Colossus Flash Cache is updated on a weekly basis, while workloads change much more rapidly, so it is difficult for an offline-trained static model updated with the binary to adapt to workload changes. Therefore, we decided to use an online-trained model.

4 Overview of Colossus Flash Cache

Colossus Flash Cache consists of independent cache index servers. A cache index server does not directly hold cached data, but keeps an in-memory lookup table, called the index, that tracks the locations of cached data stored in the flash drives that reside on independent storage servers.

When a Colossus Flash Cache client requests to access data stored in Colossus, the client first sends an RPC to a Colossus Flash Cache index server (see Figure 1) to determine if the requested data are already cached on a flash server (a flash hit). If so, the cache index server sends back sufficient information for the client to access the flash copy of the data directly from the flash server. For a flash cache miss, the client contacts the disk server to read the data, while the cache index server independently decides whether to admit the data into the cache. If the cache index server decides to admit the data into flash, it instructs the flash server to pull the data from the disk server directly. The extra latency of communicating with the cache index servers is negligible compared to typical remote disk read latencies, and the latencies between remote flash reads and remote disk reads are in different orders of magnitude, so Colossus Flash Cache typically reduces overall latency, although this is not an explicit service goal. The goal is reducing TCO by avoiding expensive disk reads.

The buffer cache of a disk server also caches recently accessed data and prefetches a small amount of data into memory for a few seconds, so that reading recently-accessed data from an disk server does not necessarily cost extra disk reads. Colossus users are encouraged to design their workloads to improve IO performance by utilizing this buffer cache.

Colossus Flash Cache uses an approximate LRU eviction strategy to manage evictions. An idealized LRU strategy would always evict the least recently used block from the cache when the cache is full. However, idealized LRU evictions cause non-sequential writes to flash, resulting in write amplification [29, 42]. To mitigate the issue of write amplification, Colossus Flash Cache uses evictions similar to Second Chance [30] to approximate LRU evictions: each Colossus Flash Cache cache index server manages a FIFO queue of many fixed-sized Colossus files (typically 1 GiB), each of which contains cache blocks. When evicting the file from the tail of the queue, we reinsert 28% of the most-recently-used blocks into the file at the head of queue. The percentage of the reinserted blocks is a tradeoff between the amount of hot blocks recycled, which improves the cache hit ratio, and the rate of reinsertion into flash, which increases write amplification. The current value (28%) is selected experimentally to strike a good balance between cache performance and write amplification. This way, the write amplification factor is effectively 1.28. A comparison of the performance of Second
Chance [30] indicates that the performance is quite close to that of LRU. Therefore, for ease of modeling, we approximate Colossus Flash Cache as an LRU cache.

Each Colossus Flash Cache server maintains a ghost cache [21], an in-memory lookup table that maps the key of data to the data’s last access time, regardless of whether they are actually cached on flash. This is a key component of CacheSack, which relies on inter-arrival times to quickly build all the estimates described in Section 5.

Each cache index server represents a fraction of the key space, and one server’s failure does not impact other cache index servers. To maintain the same reliability, CacheSack is also designed in the same decentralized manner: each cache index server runs its own CacheSack model, using only the information received by the cache index server, and its admission decisions do not affect other cache index servers.

5 CacheSack

5.1 Traffic partitioning

CacheSack partitions potential cache blocks into many categories, and assigns an admission policy to each category.

The majority of Colossus Flash Cache traffic comes from Google’s database systems like BigTable and Spanner where categories can be well-defined. For database traffic, CacheSack defines a category as the combination of the table name, locality group [11, 13], and type for BigTable and Spanner, and a similar combination for other databases. Since Colossus Flash Cache is also available for other Colossus users, those users can define their own categories by annotating their data. If a user does not provide a category annotation, CacheSack will use the user name contained in the Colossus file path.

CacheSack then selects the right policy based on the pattern that category exhibits. Later, we will explain how we formulate CacheSack as a knapsack-like problem: given the cache capacity, how CacheSack chooses the items (categories) to minimize the overall cost.

5.2 Admission policies

We consider four admission policies that can be assigned to each category:

- **AdmitOnWrite**: Inserts a cache block at a write access or on any read cache miss.
- **AdmitOnMiss**: Inserts a cache block on any read cache miss, but does not insert a block at a write access. This is the conventional admission policy used in most of the cache literature.
- **AdmitOnSecondMiss** (LARC): Equivalent to Lazy Adaptive Replacement Cache (LARC); Inserts a block only after the second read access (miss), and only if the last access time is not older than the oldest last access time of the blocks in the cache, to reduce the insertion rate of cold blocks. LARC is scan resistant: any scanned data (accessed exactly once) will not be admitted.
- **NeverAdmit**: Never inserts blocks.

We can sort these policies by aggressiveness: NeverAdmit < AdmitOnSecondMiss < AdmitOnMiss < AdmitOnWrite.

5.3 Fast approximation to an LRU model

To determine the best policy for the cache, the most intuitive way is to simulate all possible policy-category combinations, which is a combinatorial knapsack problem (NP-Hard). Because CacheSack currently allows up to 5000 categories (Section 6.1) and uses 4 policies, there are up to $4^{5000}$ combinations and the knapsack problem can not be done even with downsampled traces. Instead, we use a fast approximation for modeling an LRU cache, by introducing the modeled cache retention time. The cache retention time is the maximum duration that a block stays in the LRU cache without any intervening accesses to it. In practice, the cache retention time varies slowly over time. Here we assume the modeled cache retention time is a constant $D$ and this assumption will make all our estimates just approximations.

We use AdmitOnMiss as an example. For a given block, when a read access arrives, we can compute $d$, the time since last access (which is $\infty$ if the current access is the first read). We can classify the inter-arrival times by using $D$ (Figure 4):

- $d \leq D$: An access arrives before the block leaves the cache, and therefore the access generates a cache hit and moves the block to the head of the queue.
5.4 Knapsack problem

Once we have the estimates for disk reads, cache usage, and bytes written to flash cache, we have a knapsack problem: find the optimal policy per category to minimize the overall cost (disk reads and written bytes) while fitting within the cache. We omit the definition of the fractional knapsack problem. We can also compute the same quantities for other policies: AdmitOnSecondMiss, AdmitOnWrite, and NeverAdmit. The detailed estimation is described in Appendix A.2.

A nice property of this approximation is that the estimates for a block are not affected by other blocks or policies, as long as the modeled cache retention time is given. Therefore, the disk reads, cache usage, and written bytes caused by admitting a category are just the sums of the corresponding block-level quantities.

5.5 Optimization over modeled cache retention times

The knapsack problem in Section 5.4 is to find the optimal policy fractions for a given modeled cache retention time \( D \), which can not be known in advance. Thus, we need to solve the same knapsack problem for all possible \( D \). To do this in production, we can have a set of predefined modeled cache retention times: \( 0 < D_1 < D_2 < \cdots < D_m = D \) where \( D \) is a suitable upper bound, and solve \( m \) different knapsack problems. Thanks to the greedy algorithm, we can still solve many knapsack problems (currently 127, Section 6.2) quickly.

6 CacheSack in production

CacheSack is now deployed in production as the default cache admission algorithm for Colossus Flash Cache. This section explains the engineering efforts needed to do so.

6.1 Category assignment

The number of categories encountered in production can not be known in advance, so we balance the need for accuracy and space by hashing a category to one of 5000 buckets. Categories assigned to the same bucket are treated as combined and space by hashing a category to one of 5000 buckets. Categories assigned to the same bucket are treated as combined. The number of hash buckets is a trade-off between memory usage and hash collisions. The typical number of categories per server is less than 100 and our experiments showed that with 5000 buckets, 95% of the clients see a hash collision rate lower than 1% and the worst collision rate is less than 5%. Further, cache collisions are not persistent, since each cache index server uses a different hash key and changes it periodically to break possible spatial and temporal correlations.

A bucket without sufficient training data might not provide meaningful metrics. If a bucket contributes to less than 0.1% of total lookups, it will be aggregated to a single catch-all bucket before solving the knapsack problem.

6.2 Modeled cache retention times

Currently, CacheSack uses 127 predefined cache retention times: 15 minutes, 1.06 \times 15 \text{ minutes}, 1.06^2 \times 15 \text{ minutes}, \ldots, 1.06^{126} \times 15 \text{ minutes} \approx 16 \text{ days}; the 128th value is reserved for positive infinity.

These retention times are decided in the following way. We first determine the working range. A retention time less
than 15 minutes means we evict and insert cache blocks in an extremely aggressive way, which would cause serious flash wearout. By policy, any cache block is forced to leave the cache if it stays more than 15 days. Hence we set the modeled working range of retention times as 15 minutes to 15 days. We then decide the number of retention times to model. We tried 127 (6% geometric increase) and 255 (3% geometric increase) retention times, and our experiments showed that 127 retention times gave similar results while reducing RAM usage by half.

6.3 Ghost cache

Since LARC was Colossus Flash Cache’s previous admission control, a ghost cache was implemented in cache index servers. It is an in-memory lookup table that maps a data’s key to the data’s last read access time, and LARC uses the information to determine whether to admit the data on miss. CacheSack uses the same ghost cache to obtain inter-arrival times. In addition, to build the metric estimate for AdmitOnWrite, we expanded the ghost cache so that we know whether the last access is a write access. To build the metric estimate for AdmitOnSecondMiss, we use the ghost cache to record the most two recent access times.

Because the ghost cache is the ground truth for CacheSack, the ghost cache must contain sufficient history. The optimal solution of CacheSack will not be affected as long as the ghost cache TTL, the time since the oldest last access time of the blocks in the ghost cache, is greater than the optimal modeled cache retention time. As a rule of thumb, we provision the size of the ghost cache so that its TTL is at least twice the solved optimal modeled retention time (typically about four hours).

6.4 Buffer cache simulators

A cache miss in Colossus Flash Cache causes a disk read only if it is also a miss in the buffer cache. CacheSack simulates the buffer cache to determine whether the current miss in Colossus Flash Cache is also likely a miss in the buffer cache. In fact, we need many simulators: one for each pair of policy-retention time so there are 382 simulators \((3 \times 127 + 1)\), the retention time does not affect NeverAdmit. Running the simulators is the most computationally intensive component in the CacheSack model. Fortunately, the buffer cache simulator is simple enough and only requires the access history in the past few seconds so it only moderately increases CPU load on the low-QPS servers (5% CPU usage).

6.5 Model training

We use a simple scheme to train the CacheSack model: the model is reset every 5 minutes and is trained based on the lookups in this 5-minute period. We note that a lookup contains the access times of the most recent two accesses and therefore the lookups in a 5-minute period may contain the information of many hours.

The selection of the training duration is a trade-off. Using a larger training duration means the model can be improved by more training data and longer time horizon, while the model can react more quickly to changes in the workload with a shorter duration. We tested several training durations and found that 5-minute one gave most disk read reduction, although we did not find significant differences among all candidates.

6.6 Lessons learned

Automatic cache optimization incentivized user adoption

In deciding whether to use Colossus Flash Cache, users weigh both the likely TCO improvement and the engineering effort required to configure and maintain it. In the past, users had to manually choose the admission policy (using AdmitOnMiss or AdmitOnSecondMiss) based on knowledge of their workload or by running A/B experiments with the assistance of the Colossus Flash Cache team. For heavy users like Spanner, Colossus Flash Cache had to provide heuristic, hand-tuned admission policies to improve cache performance. Such human tuning and maintenance usually requires effort from both the users and the Colossus Flash Cache team, which can discourage the adoption of Colossus Flash Cache if the expected hardware resource saving does not justify the extra engineering cost.

We found that CacheSack greatly incentivized users to adopt Colossus Flash Cache. The automatic cache provisioning brought by CacheSack requires almost no configuration and maintenance so that it can be set and forgotten. We found that new users were more willing to use Colossus Flash Cache once they knew it would automatically adjust the cache policy based on their workloads.

Some of Colossus Flash Cache’s existing users have independently verified that CacheSack applied appropriate admission policies to their workloads, based on the knowledge of their workloads and reporting provided by Colossus Flash Cache. One user experimentally overrode CacheSack with manually optimized policies and found that CacheSack worked as well as manual policy tuning. After CacheSack became the default admission policy in Colossus Flash Cache, we were able to retire the hand-tuned optimization for Spanner, and our existing users did not need to manually adjust the policy anymore.

Experiment infrastructure accelerated feature development

The development of CacheSack was significantly benefited by the experiment infrastructure of Colossus Flash Cache.
The experiment infrastructure allows developers to test new features by using 10% of the cache index servers, and because cache index servers are independent and isolated, any experiment can only cause minor service degradation in the worst case. Before the full deployment, we ran CacheSack as an experiment for a few months and most of the issues were identified and corrected during the experimental phase. In fact, there was no binary rollback caused by CacheSack since the full deployment.

In addition, because each server represents a fraction of the key space, which is permuted randomly, each server is statistically indistinguishable. We can have simultaneous comparisons between CacheSack and the control group to see whether CacheSack works as expected and identify any issues. The experiment infrastructure is extensively used by the developers of Colossus Flash Cache for new features, and the impact of a new feature can be accurately measured before the full deployment.

**Model introspectability and maintainability played important roles**

We found that the model introspectability played an important role for the adoption of the new cache algorithm. Because any cache algorithm of Colossus Flash Cache will be operated and maintained by developers and site reliability engineers (SREs) after the initial deployment, one requirement of deploying a new cache algorithm is that the model behavior can be fully understood and monitored by the developers and SREs. CacheSack satisfies this requirement as it only assumes that the TTL approximation (Section 5.3) is sufficiently close to the eviction of Colossus Flash Cache, and all model behaviors can be derived from this assumption. Another advantage of a highly introspectable model is that the developers (besides the original designers) of Colossus Flash Cache can easily ensure thorough test coverage, validate software releases, add extend the original functionality of CacheSack without assistance from the original designers. After the deployment of the original CacheSack, it became the foundation of further optimizations for Colossus Flash Cache.

It is also worth mentioning that CacheSack is simple enough to be implemented by limited extensions to the original codebase of Colossus Flash Cache. In particular, the optimization was implemented as a simple greedy algorithm instead of using a generic linear program solver library. This did cost extra time for development, but we decided to do so because it allowed us to minimize the computational overhead and increase system reliability by reducing external dependencies. More importantly, anyone familiar with the ecosystem of Colossus Flash Cache can easily maintain CacheSack or develop new features based on it. The implementation of CacheSack can evolve continuously with Colossus Flash Cache, reducing maintenance burden. Since the completion of the initial deployment, both maintenance and new feature development have been completely handled by Colossus Flash Cache developers and SREs without the need for involvement from the original designers.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Production evaluation

**Model accuracy**

There are two LRU approximations in Colossus Flash Cache: Colossus Flash Cache uses Second-Chance-like approach to approximate LRU evictions (Section 4), and CacheSack models an LRU cache as a TTL approximation (Section 5.3). Therefore, it is important to verify that the CacheSack model is a good enough approximation to the actual Colossus Flash Cache. We examined the accuracy of CacheSack in the following way. For each client, the solution to the knapsack problem in Section 5.4 gives the predicted disk reads when using the optimal admission policies. Then Colossus Flash Cache applies the optimal policies in production so we compared the predicted disk reads with the actual disk reads. Figure 5 shows the prediction errors of CacheSack relative to the actual values obtained from the disk servers; 51% of the relative errors are within 10% and 82% of the relative errors are within 20%.

**Policy distribution**

Figure 6 shows the policy distributions suggested by CacheSack in the selected datacenters of various workloads. We can see that each datacenter has a different workload pattern and CacheSack adaptively decides suitable admission policies based on workloads and cache sizes. Although it would be possible for manual selection of static policies to match each datacenter workload, CacheSack is able to reduce the human toil, response delay, and operational complexity required to maintain these assignments.
Figure 6: Policy distribution suggested by CacheSack in selected datacenters, demonstrating a variety of workload responses.

Figure 7: Disk reads of different admission policies in production, divided by the average value for AdmitOnSecondMiss.

Figure 8: Written bytes of different admission policies in production, divided by the average value for AdmitOnSecondMiss.

Figure 9: Total cost (a function of disk reads, flash storage and written bytes) of different admission policies in production, divided by the average value for AdmitOnSecondMiss.

Figure 10: Hit ratios in Colossus Flash Cache of different admission policies in production.

Production experiments

By using the experiment infrastructure of Colossus Flash Cache, we can compare the performance of different cache algorithms in production. Because each cache index server represents a fraction of the key space, the pattern of workload each cache index server receives is statistically indistinguishable. We let 10% of the cache index servers run static AdmitOnMiss and another 10% of the cache index servers run AdmitOnSecondMiss so that we can compare CacheSack, static AdmitOnMiss and static AdmitOnSecondMiss simultaneously in production.

From Figure 7 and 8 we see that compared to AdmitOnSecondMiss, CacheSack results in fewer disk reads (6% of one week average) and reduces 26% (one week average) written bytes to flash, and Figure 9 shows that CacheSack effectively reduces the total operating cost in production: the cost of disk reads, flash cache writes and flash storage of CacheSack is 93% of AdmitOnSecondMiss and is 78% of AdmitOnMiss (one week average).

Figure 10 shows that CacheSack has a higher hit ratio than AdmitOnSecondMiss but lower than AdmitOnMiss. Nevertheless, AdmitOnMiss is not the best choice. Figure 7 shows that AdmitOnMiss has the worst disk read reduction even though it has the highest hit ratio. Because of the lower-level buffer cache, a higher hit ratio in the flash cache does not necessarily imply fewer disk reads: many major Colossus users optimize their workloads by accessing the same data many times within the first few seconds so that only the first access causes an actual disk read. In this case, AdmitOnMiss generates many hits that do not reduce disk reads at all. AdmitOnSecondMiss resolves this issue by avoiding a cache insertion if the most recent access time is too recent to expect that the data has left the buffer cache.

7.2 Evaluation by simulations

In addition to production experiments, we also used the Colossus Flash Cache simulator to test the performance of CacheSack in a variety of configurations and contexts, such as
impact of cache size on performance

When the cache size is small, AdmitOnSecondMiss has a better performance than AdmitOnMiss or AdmitOnWrite because single-use keys are excluded. On the other hand, AdmitOnMiss and AdmitOnWrite will outperform AdmitOnSecondMiss for a large cache because the cache benefit of second accesses is gained.

CacheSack learns to use a more conservative policy for a small cache and a more aggressive policy for a large cache. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that CacheSack can provide a good performance for the entire range of flash cache sizes.

It is also interesting to see the amount of written bytes caused by different admission policies in Figure 14. For AdmitOnMiss, AdmitOnWrite and AdmitOnSecondMiss with excessively small cache, blocks are frequently evicted from and reinserted into the cache, resulting in a very large amount of written bytes, especially for AdmitOnMiss and AdmitOnWrite. CacheSack, on the other hand, takes into account the cost of written bytes, and therefore only admits the most valuable part of the workload into the cache.

We can also view the total cost (a confidential function of disk reads, flash storage, and written bytes) as a function of cache size. When the cache size is small, disk reads and writes to flash are the largest contributions to cost, while flash storage is the largest cost component for larger cache sizes. Therefore, the total cost is a U-shape curve and we are able to find the optimal cache size that minimizes the total cost. Figure 13 shows that CacheSack gives the lowest total cost for all cache sizes. CacheSack avoids the trade-off and provides robust good behavior over the range of cache sizes.

optimization frequency

We evaluated the system performance on the choice of different optimization frequencies. Here we test different lengths of training duration from one minute to eight hours, which span a majority of the observed time variation of workloads. Figure 15 shows that the training duration does not significantly impact the performance and all the cost metrics are...
Figure 13: Total cost (a function of disk reads, flash storage and written bytes) of different admission policies in simulation. Above: Constant scaling by dividing the values by the average value for AdmitOnSecondMiss. Below: Values relative to AdmitOnSecondMiss.

Figure 14: Written bytes of different admission policies in simulation. Above: Constant scaling by dividing the values by the average value for AdmitOnSecondMiss. Below: Values relative to AdmitOnSecondMiss.

Figure 15: Hit ratios, disk reads, written bytes, and total cost (a function of disk reads, flash storage and written bytes) of Colossus Flash Cache with different training durations. Disk reads, written bytes, and total cost are divided by the average value for the 5-minute training duration.

similar. Because this method is insensitive to this parameter, customized or automated tuning was deemed unneeded, and the entire deployment currently uses a single value.

8 Related work

Production flash cache algorithms

Both Google [1] and Facebook [18] were using FIFO-based evictions in their production flash caches to trade cache performance for managed write amplification. RIPQ [36] is a non-FIFO, advanced flash cache algorithm that brings higher hit ratios while write amplification is well-control. Flashield [16] further improves RIPQ’s write amplification by using DRAM as a buffer, and only writes flash-worthy objects into flash, predicted by a lightweight support vector machine classifier. CacheLib [7] resolved Flashield’s issue that the TTLs of objects in the DRAM buffer are too short to be effective. CacheLib uses Bloom filters to count the number of accesses per object in the past six hours (similar to TinyLFU [15]), to predict the number of accesses in the future, and use FIFO for eviction. Kangaroo [26] further improves CacheLib’s performance for tiny objects. DSS [28] uses predefined rules to classify I/O requests into different priorities, and applies heuristic admission and eviction policies to different priorities. DSS has been implemented in Intel’s Cache Acceleration.
Software. Amazon’s AQUA [3], which is conceptually similar to CacheSack, analyzes workload patterns to place data into the appropriate tier.

CacheSack’s high-level idea is similar to Flashield and CacheLib: keep the eviction simple to control write amplification, and use a more sophisticated admission to improve cache performance and flash write endurance. For evictions, Flashield uses the CLOCK [12] approach and CacheSack uses Second Chance [30] to achieve LRU-style evictions. On the admission side, instead of using DRAM as a buffer, CacheSack has no in-memory buffer and expands the metadata table (ghost cache) for a more complete history; the median of the TinyLFU [15] (non-window version) and HEC [42] that sacrifice the first few hits to determine the cacheability of data likely have the same issue.

TinyLFU [15] works by comparing the expected hit ratio of a newly accessed object against that of the object that would be evicted next from the cache, inserting the new object if its likely hit ratio is higher. Any eviction policy can be used to select the eviction victim (LRU is typical). TinyLFU predicts hit ratios for the objects using approximate counting (Bloom filters) of access frequency. TinyLFU also needs some extra structures to work properly: Doorkeeper is used to filter one-accessed blocks (the same use of LARC’s ghost cache), and a DRAM buffer cache in front of TinyLFU (W-TinyLFU). All these structures require extra parameter tuning, which does not best fit the needs of Colossus Flash Cache as a general-purpose cache. mARC [32] uses ARC [27] as the eviction policy and dynamically determines whether to admit data on the first miss (naive ARC) or second miss (LARC). UBC [31] proposes a low-overhead mechanism to partition shared on-chip cache.

Eviction algorithms

There are also extensive studies on advanced eviction algorithms. Beckmann and Sanchez’s method [5] evicts a block based on the block’s economic value added. Instead of LRU or LFU that require specific data structures, Hyperbolic Caching [9] evicts a block based on a time-decay (hyperbolic) value function and uses a sampling technique to resolve the issue of the data structure requirement. Similarly, LHD [4] evicts the block of the lowest hit density, the number of hits per cache byte-second, and also applies a sampling technique to overcome the data structure issue. Hawkeye [22] assumes that the recent history can predict the near future and hence one can train a predictor learned from Belady’s OPT [6] running on the recent traces. [40] considers an ensemble of candidates, which can be a set of existing algorithms, or the same algorithm with different parameters, runs scaled-down simulations on each candidate and periodically adopts the most performant one.

Machine learning algorithms

With the recent rapid development of machine learning (ML), there are also a few papers that adopt ML techniques to enhance cache performance. LFO [8] and LRB [35] use ML models to learn Belady’s OPT [6], and apply the ML models to CDN (Content Delivery Networks) caches. Parrot [25] also use ML to learn Belady’s OPT from history, but uses modern deep learning architectures like Transformer [38] and BiDAF [33]. [41] utilizes a concept similar to LARC [21] that the majority of traffic is accessed just once, and uses ML models to predict whether data is worth inserting into the flash cache. The algorithm showed a large flash write reduction in Tencent’s photo cache system as well as the improvement of hit ratios and latency. LeCaR [39] uses an ML approach to adaptively decide the better policy between LRU and LFU at eviction time. Zhou and Maas [43] model the inter-arrival times of a block as a log-normal distribution and learn the parameters from traces; then the evictions are executed in the manner of Belady’s OPT: the block with lowest probability to get the next access in the near future will be evicted.
9 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce CacheSack, an admission policy optimization for Google’s datacenter flash caches. CacheSack provides an efficient estimation for the performance metrics of an LRU-style cache under various configuration options. We use a knapsack approach to identify the optimal admission policies to minimize the total cache-operating cost. We share the experience of deploying CacheSack in Colossus Flash Cache, the general-purpose flash cache serving Colossus, which has since become the default admission policy. CacheSack requires less manual configuration than the previously used cache admission algorithm (LARC), significantly reduces disk reads and bytes written to flash, and improves TCO by 6.5% compared to LARC.
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A Mathematical model of CacheSack

A.1 Model assumption

CacheSack models the cache as using LRU evictions. Colossus Flash Cache considers data for caching to be immutable after being written, i.e. the first access is a write, and subsequent ones are reads; mutability is handled by higher layers in the system. The CacheSack model does not need the immutability assumption, but we keep it to align with the actual system; the model can be easily modified for the mutable case.

A.2 Metric estimation of an LRU cache

We begin with AdmitOnMiss. For a given block \( b \), let \( t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_n \) be the read access times, and \( t_0 = -\infty \) for convenience. Therefore, the inter-arrival times are \( d_i = t_i - t_{i-1} \) and \( d_1 = t_1 - t_0 = \infty \). Assume that \( D \) is the modeled cache retention time; that is, \( D \) is the maximum duration that a block stays in the LRU cache without any intervening accesses. We can classify the inter-arrival times as follows:

- \( d_i \leq D \): A cache hit because the access arrives before the block leaves the cache. The block is moved to the head of the queue because of the LRU eviction.
- \( d_i > D \): A cache miss because the access arrives after the block leaves the cache. AdmitOnMiss inserts the block into the cache on miss, causing a write to the cache.
- For a flash cache miss, we update the buffer cache simulator to see whether it is also a cache miss in the buffer cache. If so, the access is a disk read.

We can then write disk reads \( S_b^{AOM}(D) \), cache byte-time usage\(^2\) \( U_b^{AOM}(D) \) and bytes written to cache \( W_b^{AOM}(D) \) as functions of \( D \):

\[
B_b^{AOM}(D, i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{Buffer Cache Hit at } t_i, \text{ using } AOM. \\
0, & \text{Buffer Cache Miss at } t_i, \text{ using } AOM. 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
S_b^{AOM}(D) = |\{i : d_i > D, B_b^{AOM}(D, i) = 0\}|,
\]

\[
U_b^{AOM}(D) = \text{Size}(b) \times \sum_i \min(d_i, D),
\]

\[
W_b^{AOM}(D) = \text{Size}(b) \times |\{i : d_i > D\}|.
\]

Similarly, the metrics for a category \( C \) is the sum of the metrics for all blocks in \( C \):

\[
S_C^{AOM}(D) = \sum_{b \in C} S_b^{AOM}(D),
\]

\[
U_C^{AOM}(D) = \sum_{b \in C} U_b^{AOM}(D),
\]

\[
W_C^{AOM}(D) = \sum_{b \in C} W_b^{AOM}(D).
\]

The only difference between AdmitOnWrite and AdmitOnMiss is that AdmitOnWrite also takes into account write accesses. Therefore, for AdmitOnWrite, we let \( t_1 \) be the write access time, \( t_2 \) be the first read access time, \( t_3 \) be the second read access time and so on. Then we can similarly define \( S_C^{AOW}(D), U_C^{AOW}(D) \) and \( W_C^{AOW}(D) \).

For AdmitOnSecondMiss, a block is admitted at the second miss (read access). In addition, to prevent the cache from inserting a cold block, we require that when inserting a block, its last read access time must be not older than the oldest last access time of the blocks in the cache. Mathematically, a block is inserted at \( t_{i-1} \) (if not already in the cache) only if \( d_{i-1} = t_{i-1} - t_{i-2} \leq D \). Therefore, the condition that a block is in the cache at \( t_{i-1} \), either because it is already in the cache or it is inserted, is \( d_{i-1} \leq D \), and so an access at \( t_i \) is a cache hit if and only if \( d_{i-1} \leq D \) and \( d_i \leq D \):

\[
B_b^{AOM}(D, i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{Buffer Cache Hit at } t_i, \text{ using } AOM. \\
0, & \text{Buffer Cache Miss at } t_i, \text{ using } AOM. 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
S_b^{AOM}(D) = |\{i : \max(d_{i-1}, d_i) > D, B_b^{AOM}(D, i) = 0\}|.
\]

For \( U_b^{AOM}(D) \), the access at \( t_i \) contributes cache usage if either it is a cache hit, \( \max(d_i, d_{i-1}) \leq D \), with residence time \( d_i \), or

\[^2\text{Bytes of occupied cache multiplied by seconds of residence time in cache. The same concept is also used in LHD [4].}\]
We note that if the LRU cache is perfectly modeled by the approach in Section A.2, the resulting cache retention time of the LRU cache is exactly $D$ after applying the optimal policy fractions.

A.3 Linear program

We minimize the total cost by formulating a linear program. The cost function is the sum of the cost of disk reads and the cost of written bytes:

$$V_C^p(D) = \text{Cost of } S_C^p(D) + \text{Cost of } W_C^p(D),$$

for $p \in \{AOM, AOW, AOSM, NA\}$ and a given category $C$.

A category can receive fractional admission policies. For example, CacheSack may decide that it is optimal to apply AdmitOnMiss, AdmitOnSecondMiss, AdmitOnWrite and NeverAdmit are applied to 30%, 20%, 10% and 40% of blocks in $C$, respectively. Then we can formulate a linear program that finds optimal policy fractions $\{\alpha_{AOM}^C, \alpha_{AOW}^C, \alpha_{AOSM}^C, \alpha_{NA}^C\}$ to minimize the overall cost:

$$\min_{\alpha_{AOM}^C, \alpha_{AOW}^C, \alpha_{AOSM}^C, \alpha_{NA}^C} \sum_C \left( \alpha_{AOM}^C V_C^{AOM}(D) + \alpha_{AOSM}^C V_C^{AOSM}(D) \right)$$

$$+ \alpha_{AOM}^C V_C^{AOM}(D) + \alpha_{NA}^C V_C^{NA}(D)), \quad (1)$$

subject to the capacity constraint that the cache usage should not exceed the given cache capacity $U_{\text{total}}$:

$$0 \leq \alpha_{AOM}^C, \alpha_{AOW}^C, \alpha_{AOSM}^C, \alpha_{NA}^C \leq 1,$$

$$\alpha_{AOM}^C + \alpha_{AOW}^C + \alpha_{AOSM}^C + \alpha_{NA}^C = 1,$$

$$\sum_C \left( \alpha_{AOM}^C U_C^{AOM}(D) + \alpha_{AOSM}^C U_C^{AOSM}(D) \right)$$

$$+ \alpha_{AOM}^C U_C^{AOM}(D) + \alpha_{NA}^C U_C^{NA}(D) \leq U_{\text{total}}.$$  

We note that if the LRU cache is perfectly modeled by the approach in Section A.2, the resulting cache retention time of the LRU cache is exactly $D$ after applying the optimal policy fractions.

A.4 Greedy algorithm

Although the linear program (1) can be solved by a standard solver, we are able to solve it by a greedy algorithm with a simple transformation. It is especially beneficial for the production deployment because of the low-overhead and stability of the greedy algorithm, compared to a generic solver. We first note that the difference between the above linear program and a fractional knapsack problem [14] is that for each category, we need to decide coupled four fractions (three degrees of freedom), instead of two fractions (one degree of freedom) in a fractional knapsack problem. Thus, the greedy algorithm in [14] can not be directly applied. However, we can use Andrew’s lower convex hull algorithm [2] to decouple the dependency.

For a given category $C$, the lower convex hull formed by the points $\{(U_C^p, V_C^p), p \in \{AOM, AOW, AOSM, NA\}\}$, is the lowest cost of $C$ that can be generated among all convex combinations of the policies. For example, Figure 16 is the lower convex hull constructed by the given admission policies by using Andrew’s algorithm. Let $F_C(u)$ denote the lower convex hull formed above, as a mapping from cache usage $u$ to the corresponding cost, for each category $C$. By dropping any line segments with non-negative slopes, all $F_C$ are strictly decreasing, piecewise linear functions. Then we can transform the linear program to a convex optimization problem:

$$\min_{u_C \geq 0} \sum_C F_C(u_C), \quad \sum_C u_C \leq U_{\text{total}}.$$  

We can then solve the above convex optimization problem by the steepest descent method (a greedy algorithm). We initialize $u_C = 0$ for all $C$ and iteratively decide each $u_C$ in the following way. We first choose the line segment with the most negative slope among all line segments of $F_C$ and change the value of the corresponding $u_C$. In the same fashion, we
then choose the line segment with second most negative slope and change the value of the corresponding \( u_C \), then the third most negative slope, and so on, until the sum of \( u_C \) reaches \( U_{\text{total}} \).

Because we allow fractional policies, the category corresponding to the last chosen line segment generally has the optimal policy as a convex combination of two of \( \{ \text{AOM}, \text{AOW}, \text{AOSM}, \text{NA} \} \), and the optimal policy of any other category must be exactly one of \( \{ \text{AOM}, \text{AOW}, \text{AOSM}, \text{NA} \} \).

### A.5 Optimization over modeled cache retention times

The linear program (1) is to find the optimal policy fractions \( \{ \alpha_c \} \) for a given modeled cache retention time \( D \), which can not be known a priori. Thus, we need to solve the same optimization problem for all possible \( D \):

\[
\min_{D > 0} \sum_{C} \left( \alpha_{C}^{\text{AOM}} V_{C}^{\text{AOM}}(D) \right) + \alpha_{C}^{\text{AOSM}} V_{C}^{\text{AOSM}}(D) + \alpha_{C}^{\text{AOW}} V_{C}^{\text{AOW}}(D) + \alpha_{C}^{\text{NA}} V_{C}^{\text{NA}}(D),
\]

subject to the same capacity constraint.

To do this, we can use a standard scalar-variable optimization approach like Brent’s method [10] for \( 0 < D \leq D_{\text{min}} \), which can not be solved as a convex combination of two of \( \{ \text{AOM}, \text{AOW}, \text{AOSM}, \text{NA} \} \), and the optimal policy of any other category must be exactly one of \( \{ \text{AOM}, \text{AOW}, \text{AOSM}, \text{NA} \} \).
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Abstract

Amazon DynamoDB is a NoSQL cloud database service that provides consistent performance at any scale. Hundreds of thousands of customers rely on DynamoDB for its fundamental properties: consistent performance, availability, durability, and a fully managed serverless experience. In 2021, during the 66-hour Amazon Prime Day shopping event, Amazon systems - including Alexa, the Amazon.com sites, and Amazon fulfillment centers, made trillions of API calls to DynamoDB, peaking at 89.2 million requests per second, while experiencing high availability with single-digit millisecond performance. Since the launch of DynamoDB in 2012, its design and implementation have evolved in response to our experiences operating it. The system has successfully dealt with issues related to fairness, traffic imbalance across partitions, monitoring, and automated system operations without impacting availability or performance. Reliability is essential, as even the slightest disruption can significantly impact customers. This paper presents our experience operating DynamoDB at a massive scale and how the architecture continues to evolve to meet the ever-increasing demands of customer workloads.

1 Introduction

Amazon DynamoDB is a NoSQL cloud database service that supports fast and predictable performance at any scale. DynamoDB is a foundational AWS service that serves hundreds of thousands of customers using a massive number of servers located in data centers around the world. DynamoDB powers multiple high-traffic Amazon properties and systems including Alexa, the Amazon.com sites, and all Amazon fulfillment centers. Moreover, many AWS services such as AWS Lambda, AWS Lake Formation, and Amazon SageMaker are built on DynamoDB, as well as hundreds of thousands of customer applications.

These applications and services have demanding operational requirements with respect to performance, reliability, durability, efficiency, and scale. The users of DynamoDB rely on its ability to serve requests with consistent low latency. For DynamoDB customers, consistent performance at any scale is often more important than median request service times because unexpectedly high latency requests can amplify through higher layers of applications that depend on DynamoDB and lead to a bad customer experience. The goal of the design of DynamoDB is to complete all requests with low single-digit millisecond latencies. In addition, the large and diverse set of customers who use DynamoDB rely on an ever-expanding feature set as shown in Figure 1. As DynamoDB has evolved over the last ten years, a key challenge has been adding features without impacting operational requirements. To benefit customers and application developers, DynamoDB uniquely integrates the following six fundamental system properties:

DynamoDB is a fully managed cloud service. Using the DynamoDB API, applications create tables and read and write data without regard for where those tables are stored or how they're managed. DynamoDB frees developers from the burden of patching software, managing hardware, configuring a distributed database cluster, and managing ongoing cluster operations. DynamoDB handles resource provisioning, automatically recovers from failures, encrypts data, manages software upgrades, performs backups, and accomplishes other tasks required of a fully-managed service.

DynamoDB employs a multi-tenant architecture. DynamoDB stores data from different customers on the same physical machines to ensure high utilization of resources, enabling us to pass the cost savings to our customers. Resource reservations, tight provisioning, and monitored usage provide isolation between the workloads of co-resident tables.

DynamoDB achieves boundless scale for tables. There are no predefined limits for the amount of data each table can store. Tables grow elastically to meet the demand of the customers’ applications. DynamoDB is designed to scale the resources dedicated to a table from several servers to many thousands as needed. DynamoDB spreads an application’s data across more servers as the amount of data storage and the demand for throughput requirements grow.

DynamoDB provides predictable performance. The simple
DynamoDB API with `GetItem` and `PutItem` operations allows it to respond to requests with consistent low latency. An application running in the same AWS Region as its data will typically see average service-side latencies in the low single-digit millisecond range for a 1 KB item. Most importantly, DynamoDB latencies are predictable. Even as tables grow from a few megabytes to hundreds of terabytes, latencies remain stable due to the distributed nature of data placement and request routing algorithms in DynamoDB. DynamoDB handles any level of traffic through horizontal scaling and automatically partitions and re-partitions data to meet an application’s I/O performance requirements.

**DynamoDB is highly available.** DynamoDB replicates data across multiple data centers—called Availability Zones in AWS—and automatically re-replicates in the case of disk or node failures to meet stringent availability and durability requirements. Customers can also create global tables that are geo-replicated across selected Regions for disaster recovery and provide low latency access from anywhere. DynamoDB offers an availability SLA of 99.99 for regular tables and 99.999 for global tables (where DynamoDB replicates across tables across multiple AWS Regions).

**DynamoDB supports flexible use cases.** DynamoDB doesn’t force developers into a particular data model or consistency model. DynamoDB tables don’t have a fixed schema but instead allow each data item to contain any number of attributes with varying types, including multi-valued attributes. Tables use a key-value or document data model. Developers can request strong or eventual consistency when reading items from a table.

In this paper, we describe how DynamoDB evolved as a distributed database service to meet the needs of its customers without losing its key aspect of providing a single-tenant experience to every customer using a multi-tenant architecture. The paper explains the challenges faced by the system and how the service evolved to handle those challenges while connecting the required changes to a common theme of durability, availability, scalability, and predictable performance.

The paper captures the following lessons that we have learnt over the years

- Adapting to customers’ traffic patterns to reshape the physical partitioning scheme of the database tables improves customer experience.
- Performing continuous verification of data-at-rest is a reliable way to protect against both hardware failures and software bugs in order to meet high durability goals.
- Maintaining high availability as a system evolves requires careful operational discipline and tooling. Mechanisms such as formal proofs of complex algorithms, game days (chaos and load tests), upgrade/downgrade tests, and deployment safety provides the freedom to safely adjust and experiment with the code without the fear of compromising correctness.
- Designing systems for predictability over absolute efficiency improves system stability. While components such as caches can improve performance, do not allow them to hide the work that would be performed in their absence, ensuring that the system is always provisioned to handle the unexpected.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 expands on the history of DynamoDB and explains its origins, which derive from the original Dynamo system. Section 3 presents the architectural overview of DynamoDB. Section 4 covers the journey of DynamoDB from provisioned to on-demand tables. Section 5 covers how DynamoDB ensures strong durability. Section 6 describes the availability challenges faced and how these challenges were handled. Section 7 provides some experimental results based on the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) benchmarks, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

## 2 History

The design of DynamoDB was motivated by our experiences with its predecessor Dynamo [9], which was the first NoSQL database system developed at Amazon. Dynamo was created in response to the need for a highly scalable, available, and durable key-value database for shopping cart data. In the early years, Amazon learned that providing applications with direct access to traditional enterprise database instances led to scaling bottlenecks such as connection management, interference between concurrent workloads, and operational problems with tasks such as schema upgrades. Thus, a service-oriented architecture was adopted to encapsulate an application’s data
behind service-level APIs that allowed sufficient decoupling to address tasks like reconfiguration without having to disrupt clients.

High availability is a critical property of a database service as any downtime can impact customers that depend on the data. Another critical requirement for Dynamo was predictable performance so that applications could provide a consistent experience to their users. To achieve these goals, Amazon had to start from first principles when designing Dynamo. The adoption of Dynamo widened to serve several use cases within Amazon because it was the only database service that provided high reliability at scale. However, Dynamo still carried the operational complexity of self-managed large database systems. Dynamo was a single-tenant system and teams were responsible for managing their own Dynamo installations. Teams had to become experts on various parts of the database service and the resulting operational complexity became a barrier to adoption.

During this period, Amazon launched new services (notably Amazon S3 and Amazon SimpleDB) that focused on a managed and elastic experience in order to remove this operational burden. Amazon engineers preferred to use these services instead of managing their own systems like Dynamo, even though the functionality of Dynamo was often better aligned with their applications’ needs. Managed elastic services freed developers from administrating databases and allowed them to focus on their applications.

The first database-as-a-service from Amazon was SimpleDB [1], a fully managed elastic NoSQL database service. SimpleDB provided multi-datacenter replication, high availability, and high durability without the need for customers to set up, configure, or patch their database. Like Dynamo, SimpleDB also had a very simple table interface with a restricted query set that served as a building block for many developers. While SimpleDB was successful and powered many applications, it had some limitations. One limitation was that tables had a small capacity in terms of storage (10GB) and of request throughput. Another limitation was the unpredictable query and write latencies, which stemmed from the fact that all table attributes were indexed, and the index needed to be updated with every write. These limitations created a new kind of operational burden for developers. They had to divide data between multiple tables to meet their application’s storage and throughput requirements.

We realized that the goal of removing the limitations of SimpleDB and providing a scalable NoSQL database service with predictable performance could not be met with the SimpleDB APIs. We concluded that a better solution would combine the best parts of the original Dynamo design (incremental scalability and predictable high performance) with the best parts of SimpleDB (ease of administration of a cloud service, consistency, and a table-based data model that is richer than a pure key-value store). These architectural discussions culminated in Amazon DynamoDB, a public service launched in 2012 that shared most of the name of the previous Dynamo system but little of its architecture. Amazon DynamoDB was the result of everything we’d learned from building large-scale, non-relational databases for Amazon.com and has evolved based on our experiences building highly scalable and reliable cloud computing services at AWS.

### 3 Architecture

A DynamoDB table is a collection of items, and each item is a collection of attributes. Each item is uniquely identified by a primary key. The schema of the primary key is specified at the table creation time. The primary key schema contains a partition key or a partition and sort key (a composite primary key). The partition key’s value is always used as an input to an internal hash function. The output from the hash function and the sort key value (if present) determines where the item will be stored. Multiple items can have the same partition key value in a table with a composite primary key. However, those items must have different sort key values.

DynamoDB also supports secondary indexes to provide enhanced querying capability. A table can have one or more secondary indexes. A secondary index allows querying the data in the table using an alternate key, in addition to queries against the primary key. DynamoDB provides a simple interface to store or retrieve items from a table or an index. Table 1 contains the primary operations available to clients for reading and writing items in DynamoDB tables. Any operation that inserts, updates, or deletes an item can be specified with a condition that must be satisfied in order for the operation to succeed. DynamoDB supports ACID transactions enabling applications to update multiple items while ensuring atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (ACID) across items without compromising the scalability, availability, and performance characteristics of DynamoDB tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PutItem</td>
<td>Inserts a new item, or replaces an old item with a new item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateItem</td>
<td>Updates an existing item, or adds a new item to the table if it doesn’t already exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteItem</td>
<td>The DeleteItem operation deletes a single item from the table by the primary key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetItem</td>
<td>The GetItem operation returns a set of attributes for the item with the given primary key.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: DynamoDB CRUD APIs for items
ability and durability. The replicas for a partition form a replication group. The replication group uses Multi-Paxos [14] for leader election and consensus. Any replica can trigger a round of the election. Once elected leader, a replica can maintain leadership as long as it periodically renews its leadership lease.

Only the leader replica can serve write and strongly consistent read requests. Upon receiving a write request, the leader of the replication group for the key being written generates a write-ahead log record and sends it to its peer (replicas). A write is acknowledged to the application once a quorum of peers persists the log record to their local write-ahead logs. DynamoDB supports strongly and eventually consistent reads. Any replica of the replication group can serve eventually consistent reads. The leader of the group extends its leadership using a lease mechanism. If the leader of the group is failure detected (considered unhealthy or unavailable) by any of its peers, the peer can propose a new round of the election to elect itself as the new leader. The new leader won’t serve any writes or consistent reads until the previous leader’s lease expires.

A replication group consists of storage replicas that contain both the write-ahead logs and the B-tree that stores the key-value data as shown in Figure 2. To improve availability and durability, a replication group can also contain replicas that only persist recent write-ahead log entries as shown in Figure 3. These replicas are called log replicas. Log replicas are akin to acceptors in Paxos. Log replicas do not store key-value data. Section 5 and 6 discusses how log replicas help DynamoDB improve its availability and durability.

DynamoDB consists of tens of microservices. Some of the core services in DynamoDB are the metadata service, the request routing service, the storage nodes, and the autoadmin service, as shown in Figure 4. The metadata service stores routing information about the tables, indexes, and replication groups for keys for a given table or index. The request routing service is responsible for authorizing, authenticating, and routing each request to the appropriate server. For example, all read and update requests are routed to the storage nodes hosting the customer data. The request routers look up the routing information from the metadata service. All resource creation, update, and data definition requests are routed to the autoadmin service. The storage service is responsible for storing customer data on a fleet of storage nodes. Each of the storage nodes hosts many replicas of different partitions.

The autoadmin service is built to be the central nervous system of DynamoDB. It is responsible for fleet health, partition health, scaling of tables, and execution of all control plane requests. The service continuously monitors the health of all the partitions and replaces any replicas deemed unhealthy (slow or not responsive or being hosted on bad hardware). The service also performs health checks of all core components of DynamoDB and replaces any hardware that is failing or has failed. For example, if the autoadmin service detects a storage node to be unhealthy, it kicks off a recovery process that replaces the replicas hosted on that node to bring the system back to a stable state.

Other DynamoDB services not shown in Figure 4 support features such as point-in-time restore, on-demand backups, update streams, global admission control, global tables, global secondary indices, and transactions.

4 Journey from provisioned to on-demand

When DynamoDB launched, we introduced an internal abstraction, partitions, as a way to dynamically scale both the capacity and performance of tables. In the original DynamoDB release, customers explicitly specified the throughput that a table required in terms of read capacity units (RCUs) and write capacity units (WCUs). For items up to 4 KB in size, one RCU can perform one strongly consistent read request per second. For items up to 1 KB in size, one WCU can
perform one standard write request per second. RCUs and WCU
s collectively are called provisioned throughput. The or-
iginal system split a table into partitions that allow its con-
tents to be spread across multiple storage nodes and mapped
to both the available space and performance on those nodes.
As the demands from a table changed (because it grew in
size or because the load increased), partitions could be further
split and migrated to allow the table to scale elastically. Par-
tition abstraction proved to be really valuable and continues
to be central to the design of DynamoDB. However this early
version tightly coupled the assignment of both capacity and
performance to individual partitions, which led to challenges.

DynamoDB uses admission control to ensure that storage
nodes don’t become overloaded, to avoid interference between
co-resident table partitions, and to enforce the throughput lim-
its requested by customers. Admission control in DynamoDB
has evolved over the past decade. Admission control was the
shared responsibility of all storage nodes for a table. Stor-
age nodes independently performed admission control based
on the allocations of their locally stored partitions. Given
that a storage node hosts partitions from multiple tables, the
allocated throughput of each partition was used to isolate
the workloads. DynamoDB enforced a cap on the maximum
throughput that could be allocated to a single partition, and
ensured that the total throughput of all the partitions hosted
by a storage node is less than or equal to the maximum al-
lowed throughput on the node as determined by the physical
characteristics of its storage drives.

The throughput allocated to partitions was adjusted when
the overall table’s throughput was changed or its partitions
were split into child partitions. When a partition was split
for size, the allocated throughput of the parent partition was
equally divided among the newly created child partitions, and
for size would cause the throughput of the partition to be
divided equally among the newly created child partitions, and
hence the per partition throughput would decrease.

In both cases, from the customer’s perspective, throttling
cased their application to experience periods of unavailabil-
ey even though the service was behaving as expected. Cust-
omers who experienced throttling would work around it by
increasing a table’s provisioned throughput and not use all
the capacity. That is, tables would be over-provisioned. While
this allowed them to achieve the performance they needed, it
was a poor experience because it was difficult to estimate the
right level of performance provisioning for their tables.

4.1 Initial improvements to admission control

As we mentioned at the start of this section, hot partitions and
throughput dilution stemmed from tightly coupling a rigid
performance allocation to each partition, and dividing that
allocation as partitions split. We liked that enforcing alloca-
tions at an individual partition level avoided the need for the
complexities of distributed admission control, but it became
clear these controls weren’t sufficient. Shortly after launch-
ing, DynamoDB introduced two improvements, bursting and
adaptive capacity, to address these concerns.

4.1.1 Bursting

The key observation that partitions had non-uniform access
also led us to observe that not all partitions hosted by a storage
node used their allocated throughput simultaneously. Hence,
to absorb temporal spikes in workloads at a partition level, Dy-
namoDB introduced the concept of bursting. The idea behind
bursting was to let applications tap into the unused capacity
at a partition level on a best effort basis to absorb short-lived
spikes. DynamoDB retained a portion of a partition’s unused
capacity for later bursts of throughput usage for up to 300
seconds and utilized it when consumed capacity exceeded the
provided capacity of the partition. The unused capacity is
called burst capacity.

DynamoDB still maintained workload isolation by ensuring
that a partition could only burst if there was unused throughput at the node level. The capacity was managed on the storage node using multiple token buckets: two for each partition (allocated and burst) and one for the node. These buckets provided admission control. When a read or write request arrived on a storage node, if there were tokens in the partition’s allocated token bucket, then the request was admitted and tokens were deducted from the partition and node level bucket. Once a partition had exhausted all the provisioned tokens, requests were allowed to burst only when tokens were available both in the burst token bucket and the node level token bucket. Read requests were accepted based on the local token buckets. Write requests using burst capacity required an additional check on the node-level token bucket of other member replicas of the partition. The leader replica of the partition periodically collected information about each of the members node-level capacity. In section 4.3 we explain how we increased a node’s ability to burst.

### 4.1.2 Adaptive capacity

DynamoDB launched adaptive capacity to better absorb long-lived spikes that cannot be absorbed by the burst capacity. Adaptive capacity allowed DynamoDB to better absorb workloads that had heavily skewed access patterns across partitions. Adaptive capacity actively monitored the provisioned and consumed capacity of all the tables. If a table experienced throttling and the table level throughput was not exceeded, then it would automatically increase (boost) the allocated throughput of the partitions of the table using a proportional control algorithm. If the table was consuming more than its provisioned capacity then capacity of the partitions which received the boost would be decreased. The autoadmin system ensured that partitions receiving boost were relocated to an appropriate node that had the capacity to serve the increased throughput, however like bursting, adaptive capacity was also best-effort but eliminated over 99.99% of the throttling due to skewed access pattern.

### 4.2 Global admission control

Even though DynamoDB had substantially reduced the throughput problem for non-uniform access using bursting and adaptive capacity, both the solutions had limitations. Bursting was only helpful for short-lived spikes in traffic and it was dependent on the node having throughput to support bursting. Adaptive capacity was reactive and kicked in only after throttling had been observed. This meant that the application using the table had already experienced brief period of unavailability. The salient takeaway from bursting and adaptive capacity was that we had tightly coupled partition level capacity to admission control. Admission control was distributed and performed at a partition level. DynamoDB realized it would going to be beneficial to remove admission control from the partition and let the partition burst always while providing workload isolation.

To solve the problem of admission control, DynamoDB replaced adaptive capacity with global admission control (GAC). GAC builds on the same idea of token buckets. The GAC service centrally tracks the total consumption of the table capacity in terms of tokens. Each request router maintains a local token bucket to make admission decisions and communicates with GAC to replenish tokens at regular intervals (in the order of few seconds). GAC maintains an ephemeral state computed on the fly from client requests. Each GAC server can be stopped and restarted without any impact on the overall operation of the service. Each GAC server can track one or more token buckets configured independently. All the GAC servers are part of an independent hash ring. Request routers manage several time-limited tokens locally. When a request from the application arrives, the request router deducts tokens. Eventually, the request router will run out of tokens because of consumption or expiry. When the request router runs out of tokens, it requests more tokens from GAC. The GAC instance uses the information provided by the client to estimate the global token consumption and vends tokens available for the next time unit to the client’s share of overall tokens. Thus, it ensures that non-uniform workloads that send traffic to only a subset of items can execute up to the maximum partition capacity.

In addition to the global admission control scheme, the partition-level token buckets were retained for defense-in-depth. The capacity of these token buckets is then capped to ensure that one application doesn’t consume all or a significant share of the resources on the storage nodes.

### 4.3 Balancing consumed capacity

Letting partitions always burst required DynamoDB to manage burst capacity effectively. DynamoDB runs on a variety of hardware instance types. These instance types vary by throughput and storage capabilities. The latest generation of storage nodes hosts thousands of partition replicas. The partitions hosted on a single storage node could be wholly unrelated and belong to different tables. Hosting replicas from multiple tables on a storage node, where each table could be from a different customer and have varied traffic patterns involves defining an allocation scheme that decides which replicas can safely co-exist without violating critical properties such as availability, predictable performance, security, and elasticity.

Colocation was a straightforward problem with provisioned throughput tables. Colocation was more manageable in the provisioned mode because of static partitions. Static partitions made the allocation scheme reasonably simple. In the case of provisioned tables without bursting and adaptive capacity, allocation involved finding storage nodes that could accommodate a partition based on its allocated capacity. Partitions
were never allowed to take more traffic than their allocated capacity and, hence there were no noisy neighbors. All partitions on a storage node did not utilize their total capacity at a given instance. Bursting when trying to react to the changing workload meant that the storage node might go above its prescribed capacity and thus made the colocation of tenants a more complex challenge. Thus, the system packed storage nodes with a set of replicas greater than the node’s overall provisioned capacity. DynamoDB implemented a system to proactively balance the partitions allocated across the storage nodes based on throughput consumption and storage to mitigate availability risks caused by tightly packed replicas. Each storage node independently monitors the overall throughput and data size of all its hosted replicas. In case the throughput is beyond a threshold percentage of the maximum capacity of the node, it reports to the autoadmin service a list of candidate partition replicas to move from the current node. The autoadmin finds a new storage node for the partition in the same or another Availability Zone that doesn’t have a replica of this partition.

4.4 Splitting for consumption

Even with GAC and the ability for partitions to burst always, tables could experience throttling if their traffic was skewed to a specific set of items. To address this problem, DynamoDB automatically scales out partitions based on the throughput consumed. Once the consumed throughput of a partition crosses a certain threshold, the partition is split for consumption. The split point in the key range is chosen based on key distribution the partition has observed. The observed key distribution serves as a proxy for the application’s access pattern and is more effective than splitting the key range in the middle. Partition splits usually complete in the order of minutes. There are still class of workloads that cannot benefit from split for consumption. For example, a partition receiving high traffic to a single item or a partition where the key range is accessed sequentially will not benefit from split. DynamoDB detects such access patterns and avoids splitting the partition.

4.5 On-demand provisioning

Many applications that migrated to DynamoDB previously ran on-premises or on self-hosted databases. In either scenario, the application developer had to provision servers. DynamoDB provides a simplified serverless operational model and a new model for provisioning - read and write capacity units. Because the concept of capacity units was new to customers, some found it challenging to forecast the provisioned throughput. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, customers either over provisioned, which resulted in low utilization or under provisioned which resulted in throttles. To improve the customer experience for spiky workloads, we launched on-demand tables. On-demand tables remove the burden from our customers of figuring out the right provisioning for tables. DynamoDB provisions the on-demand tables based on the consumed capacity by collecting the signal of reads and writes and instantly accommodates up to double the previous peak traffic on the table. If an application needs more than double the previous peak on table, DynamoDB automatically allocates more capacity as the traffic volume increases to ensure that the workload does not experience throttling. On-demand scales a table by splitting partitions for consumption. The split decision algorithm is based on traffic. GAC allows DynamoDB to monitor and protect the system from one application consuming all the resources. The ability to balance based on consumed capacity effectively means partitions of on-demand tables can be placed intelligently so as to not run into node level limits.

5 Durability and correctness

Data should never be lost after it has been committed. In practice, data loss can occur because of hardware failures, software bugs, or hardware bugs. DynamoDB is designed for high durability by having mechanisms to prevent, detect, and correct any potential data losses.

5.1 Hardware failures

As with most database management systems, the write-ahead logs [15] in DynamoDB are central for providing durability and crash recovery. Write ahead logs are stored in all three replicas of a partition. For higher durability, the write ahead logs are periodically archived to S3, an object store that is designed for 11 nines of durability. Each replica still contains the most recent write-ahead logs that are usually waiting to be archived. The unarchived logs are typically a few hundred megabytes in size. In a large service, hardware failures such as memory and disk failures are common. When a node fails, all replication groups hosted on the node are down to two copies. The process of healing a storage replica can take several minutes because the repair process involves copying the B-tree and write-ahead logs. Upon detecting an unhealthy storage replica, the leader of a replication group adds a log replica to ensure there is no impact on durability. Adding a log replica takes only a few seconds because the system has to copy only the recent write-ahead logs from a healthy replica to the new replica without the B-tree. Thus, quick healing of impacted replication groups using log replicas ensures high durability of most recent writes.

5.2 Silent data errors

Some hardware failures can cause incorrect data to be stored [5, 7]. In our experience, these errors can happen because of the storage media, CPU, or memory [5]. Unfortunately, it’s
very difficult to detect these and they can happen anywhere in the system. DynamoDB makes extensive use of checksums to detect silent errors. By maintaining checksums within every log entry, message, and log file, DynamoDB validates data integrity for every data transfer between two nodes. These checksums serve as guardrails to prevent errors from spreading to the rest of the system. For example, a checksum is computed for every message between nodes or components and is verified because these messages can go through various layers of transformations before they reach their destination. Without such checks, any of the layers could introduce a silent error.

Every log file that is archived to S3 has a manifest that contains information about the log, such as a table, partition and start and end markers for the data stored in the log file. The agent responsible for archiving log files to S3 performs various checks before uploading the data. These include and are not limited to verification of every log entry to ensure that it belongs to the correct table and partition, verification of checksums to detect any silent errors, and verification that the log file doesn’t have any holes in the sequence numbers. Once all the checks are passed, the log file and its manifest are archived. Log archival agents run on all three replicas of the replication group. If one of the agents finds that a log file is already archived, the agent downloads the uploaded file to verify the integrity of the data by comparing it with its local write-ahead log. Every log file and manifest file are uploaded to S3 with a content checksum. The content checksum is checked by S3 as part of the put operation, which guards against any errors during data transit to S3.

5.3 Continuous verification

DynamoDB also continuously verifies data at rest. Our goal is to detect any silent data errors or bit rot in the system. An example of such a continuous verification system is the scrub process. The goal of scrub is to detect errors that we had not anticipated, such as bit rot. The scrub process runs and verifies two things: all three copies of the replicas in a replication group have the same data, and the data of the live replicas matches with a copy of a replica built offline using the archived write-ahead log entries. The process of building a replica using archived logs is explained in section 5.5 below. The verification is done by computing the checksum of the live replica and matching that with a snapshot of one generated from the log entries archived in S3. The scrub mechanism acts as a defense in depth to detect divergences between the live storage replicas with the replicas built using the history of logs from the inception of the table. These comprehensive checks have been very beneficial in providing confidence in the running system. A similar technique of continuous verification is used to verify replicas of global tables. Over the years, we have learned that continuous verification of data-at-rest is the most reliable method of protecting against hardware failures, silent data corruption, and even software bugs.

5.4 Software bugs

DynamoDB is a distributed key-value store that’s built on a complex substrate. High complexity increases the probability of human error in design, code, and operations. Errors in the system could cause loss or corruption of data, or violate other interface contracts that our customers depend on. We use formal methods [16] extensively to ensure the correctness of our replication protocols. The core replication protocol was specified using TLA+ [12, 13]. When new features that affect the replication protocol are added, they are incorporated into the specification and model checked. Model checking has allowed us to catch subtle bugs that could have led to durability and correctness issues before the code went into production. Other services such as S3 [6] have also found model-checking useful in similar scenarios.

We also employ extensive failure injection testing and stress testing to ensure the correctness of every piece of software deployed. In addition to testing and verifying the replication protocol of the data plane, formal methods have also been used to verify the correctness of our control plane and features such as distributed transactions.

5.5 Backups and restores

In addition to guarding against physical media corruption, DynamoDB also supports backup and restore to protect against any logical corruption due to a bug in a customer’s application. Backups or restores don’t affect performance or availability of the table as they are built using the write-ahead logs that are archived in S3. The backups are consistent across multiple partitions up to the nearest second. The backups are full copies of DynamoDB tables and are stored in an Amazon S3 bucket. Data from a backup can be restored to a new DynamoDB table at any time.

DynamoDB also supports point-in-time restore. Using point-in-time restore, customers can restore the contents of a table that existed at any time in the previous 35 days to a different DynamoDB table in the same region. For tables with the point-in-time restore enabled, DynamoDB creates periodic snapshots of the partitions that belong to the table and uploads them to S3. The periodicity at which a partition is snapshotted is decided based on the amount of write-ahead logs accumulated for the partition. The snapshots, in conjunction to write-ahead logs, are used to do point-in-time restore. When a point-in-time restore is requested for a table, DynamoDB identifies the closest snapshots to the requested time for all the partitions of the tables, applies the logs up to the timestamp in the restore request, creates a snapshot of the table, and restores it.
6 Availability

To achieve high availability, DynamoDB tables are distributed and replicated across multiple Availability Zones (AZ) in a Region. DynamoDB regularly tests resilience to node, rack, and AZ failures. For example, to test the availability and durability of the overall service, power-off tests are exercised. Using realistic simulated traffic, random nodes are powered off using a job scheduler. At the end of all the power-off tests, the test tools verify that the data stored in the database is logically valid and not corrupted. This section expands on some of the challenges solved in the last decade to ensure high availability.

6.1 Write and consistent read availability

A partition’s write availability depends on its ability to have a healthy leader and a healthy write quorum. A healthy write quorum in the case of DynamoDB consists of two out of the three replicas from different AZs. A partition remains available as long as there are enough healthy replicas for a write quorum and a leader. A partition will become unavailable for writes if the number of replicas needed to achieve the minimum quorum are unavailable. If one of the replicas is unresponsive, the leader adds a log replica to the group. Adding a log replica is the fastest way to ensure that the write quorum of the group is always met. This minimizes disruption to write availability due to an unhealthy write quorum. The leader replica serves consistent reads. Introducing log replicas was a big change to the system, and the formally proven implementation of Paxos provided us the confidence to safely tweak and experiment with the system to achieve higher availability. We have been able to run millions of Paxos groups in a Region with log replicas. Eventually consistent reads can be served by any of the replicas. In case a leader replica fails, other replicas detect its failure and elect a new leader to minimize disruptions to the availability of consistent reads.

6.2 Failure detection

A newly elected leader will have to wait for the expiry of the old leader’s lease before serving any traffic. While this only takes a couple of seconds, the elected leader cannot accept any new writes or consistent read traffic during that period, thus disrupting availability. One of the critical components for a highly available system is failure detection for the leader. Failure detection must be quick and robust to minimize disruptions. False positives in failure detection can lead to more disruptions in availability. Failure detection works well for failure scenarios where every replica of the group loses connection to the leader. However, nodes can experience gray network failures. Gray network failures can happen because of communication issues between a leader and follower, issues with outbound or inbound communication of a node, or front-end routers facing communication issues with the leader even though the leader and followers can communicate with each other. Gray failures can disrupt availability because there might be a false positive in failure detection or no failure detection. For example, a replica that isn’t receiving heartbeats from a leader will try to elect a new leader. As mentioned in the section above, this can disrupt availability. To solve the availability problem caused by gray failures, a follower that wants to trigger a failover sends a message to other replicas in the replication group asking if they can communicate with the leader. If replicas respond with a healthy leader message, the follower drops its attempt to trigger a leader election. This change in the failure detection algorithm used by DynamoDB significantly minimized the number of false positives in the system, and hence the number of spurious leader elections.

6.3 Measuring availability

DynamoDB is designed for 99.999 percent availability for global tables and 99.99 percent availability for Regional tables. Availability is calculated for each 5-minute interval as the percentage of requests processed by DynamoDB that succeed. To ensure these goals are being met, DynamoDB continuously monitors availability at service and table levels. The tracked availability data is used to analyze customer perceived availability trends and trigger alarms if customers see errors above a certain threshold. These alarms are called customer-facing alarms (CFA). The goal of these alarms is to report any availability-related problems and proactively mitigate the problem either automatically or through operator intervention. In addition to real-time tracking, the system runs daily jobs that trigger aggregation to calculate aggregate availability metrics per customer. The results of the aggregation are uploaded to S3 for regular analysis of availability trends.

DynamoDB also measures and alarms on availability observed on the client-side. There are two sets of clients used to measure the user-perceived availability. The first set of clients are internal Amazon services using DynamoDB as the data store. These services share the availability metrics for DynamoDB API calls as observed by their software. The second set of clients is our DynamoDB canary applications. These applications are run from every AZ in the Region, and they talk to DynamoDB through every public endpoint. Real application traffic allows us to reason about DynamoDB availability and latencies as seen by our customers and catch gray failures [10, 11]. They are a good representation of what our customers might be experiencing both as long and short-term trends.

6.4 Deployments

Unlike a traditional relational database, DynamoDB takes care of deployments without the need for maintenance win-
6.3). If error rates or latency exceed the threshold values
alarm thresholds on availability metrics (mentioned in section
the potential impact of faulty deployments. DynamoDB sets
performance optimizations. Often deployments involve updat-
ing numerous services. DynamoDB pushes software updates
at a regular cadence. A deployment takes the software from
one state to another state. The new software being deployed
goes through a full development and test cycle to build confi-
dence in the correctness of the code. Over the years, across
multiple deployments, DynamoDB has learned that it’s not
just the end state and the start state that matter; there could
be times when the newly deployed software doesn’t work
and needs a rollback. The rolled-back state might be different
from the initial state of the software. The rollback procedure
is often missed in testing and can lead to customer impact.
DynamoDB runs a suite of upgrade and downgrade tests at a
component level before every deployment. Then, the software
is rolled back on purpose and tested by running functional
tests. DynamoDB has found this process valuable for catch-
ing issues that otherwise would make it hard to rollback if
needed.

Deploying software on a single node is quite different from
deploying software to multiple nodes. The deployments are
not atomic in a distributed system, and, at any given time,
there will be software running the old code on some nodes
and new code on other parts of the fleet. The additional chal-
enge with distributed deployments is that the new software
might introduce a new type of message or change the protocol
in a way that old software in the system doesn’t understand.
DynamoDB handles these kinds of changes with read-write
deployments. Read-write deployment is completed as a multi-
step process. The first step is to deploy the software to read
the new message format or protocol. Once all the nodes can
handle the new message, the software is updated to send new
messages. New messages are enabled with software deploy-
ment as well. Read-write deployments ensure that both types
of messages can coexist in the system. Even in the case of
rollbacks, the system can understand both old and new mes-
sages.

All the deployments are done on a small set of nodes before
pushing them to the entire fleet of nodes. The strategy reduces
the potential impact of faulty deployments. DynamoDB sets
alarm thresholds on availability metrics (mentioned in section
6.3). If error rates or latency exceed the threshold values
during deployments, the system triggers automatic rollbacks.
Software deployments to storage nodes trigger leader failovers
that are designed to avoid any impact to availability. The
leader replicas relinquish leadership and hence the group’s
new leader doesn’t have to wait for the old leader’s lease to
expire.

6.5 Dependencies on external services

To ensure high availability, all the services that DynamoDB
depends on in the request path should be more highly avail-
able than DynamoDB. Alternatively, DynamoDB should be
able to continue to operate even when the services on which
it depends are impaired. Examples of services DynamoDB
depends on for the request path include AWS Identity and
Access Management Services (IAM) [2], and AWS Key Man-
agement Service (AWS KMS) [3] for tables encrypted using
customer keys. DynamoDB uses IAM and AWS KMS to au-
thenticate every customer request. While these services are
highly available, DynamoDB is designed to operate when
these services are unavailable without sacrificing any of the
security properties that these systems provide.

In the case of IAM and AWS KMS, DynamoDB employs
a statically stable design [18], where the overall system keeps
working even when a dependency becomes impaired. Per-
haps the system doesn’t see any updated information that its
dependency was supposed to have delivered. However, every-
thing before the dependency became impaired continues to
work despite the impaired dependency. DynamoDB caches
result from IAM and AWS KMS in the request routers that
perform the authentication of every request. DynamoDB peri-
odically refreshes the cached results asynchronously. If IAM
or KMS were to become unavailable, the routers will continue
to use the cached results for pre-determined extended period.
Clients that send operations to request routers that don’t have
the cached results will see an impact. However, we have seen
a minimal impact in practice when AWS KMS or IAM is
impaired. Moreover, caches improve response times by re-
moving the need to do an off-box call, which is especially
valuable when the system is under high load.

6.6 Metadata availability

One of the most important pieces of metadata the request
routers needs is the mapping between a table’s primary keys
and storage nodes. At launch, DynamoDB stored the metadata
in DynamoDB itself. This routing information consisted of
all the partitions for a table, the key range of each partition,
and the storage nodes hosting the partition. When a router
received a request for a table it had not seen before, it down-
loaded the routing information for the entire table and cached
it locally. Since the configuration information about partition
replicas rarely changes, the cache hit rate was approximately
99.75 percent. The downside is that caching introduces bi-
modal behavior. In the case of a cold start where request
routers have empty caches, every DynamoDB request would
result in a metadata lookup, and so the service had to scale
to serve requests at the same rate as DynamoDB. This effect
has been observed in practice when new capacity is added
to the request router fleet. Occasionally the metadata service
traffic would spike up to 75 percent. Thus, introducing new
request routers impacted the performance and could make the system unstable. In addition, an ineffective cache can cause cascading failures to other parts of the system as the source of data falls over from too much direct load [4].

DynamoDB wanted to remove and significantly reduce the reliance on the local cache for request routers and other metadata clients without impacting the latency of the customer requests. When servicing a request, the router needs only information about the partition hosting the key for the request. Therefore, it was wasteful to get the routing information for the entire table, especially for large tables with many partitions. To mitigate against metadata scaling and availability risks in a cost-effective fashion, DynamoDB built an in-memory distributed datastore called MemDS. MemDS stores all the metadata in memory and replicates it across the MemDS fleet. MemDS scales horizontally to handle the entire incoming request rate of DynamoDB. The data is highly compressed. The MemDS process on a node encapsulates a Perkle data structure, a hybrid of a Patricia tree [17] and a Merkle tree. The Perkle tree allows keys and associated values to be inserted for subsequent lookup using the full key or a key prefix. Additionally, as keys are stored in sorted order, range queries such as lessThan, greaterThan, and between are also supported. The MemDS Perkle tree additionally supports two special lookup operations: floor and ceiling. The floor operation accepts a key and returns a stored entry from the Perkle whose key is less than or equal to the given key. The ceiling operation is similar but returns the entry whose key is greater than or equal to the given key.

A new partition map cache was deployed on each request router host to avoid the bi-modality of the original request router caches. In the new cache, a cache hit also results in an asynchronous call to MemDS to refresh the cache. Thus, the new cache ensures the MemDS fleet is always serving a constant volume of traffic regardless of cache hit ratio. The constant traffic to the MemDS fleet increases the load on the metadata fleet compared to the conventional caches where the traffic to the backend is determined by cache hit ratio, but prevents cascading failures to other parts of the system when the caches become ineffective.

DynamoDB storage nodes are the authoritative source of partition membership data. Partition membership updates are pushed from storage nodes to MemDS. Each partition membership update is propagated to all MemDS nodes. If the partition membership provided by MemDS is stale, then the incorrectly contacted storage node either responds with the latest membership if known or responds with an error code that triggers another MemDS lookup by the request router.

7 Micro benchmarks

To show that scale doesn’t affect the latencies observed by applications, we ran YCSB [8] workloads of types A (50 percent reads and 50 percent updates) and B (95 percent reads and 5 percent updates). Both benchmarks used a uniform key distribution and items of size 900 bytes. The workloads were run against production DynamoDB in the North Virginia region. The workloads were scaled from 100 thousand total operations per second to 1 million total operations per second. Figure 5 shows the read latencies of both workloads at 50th and 99th percentiles. The purpose of the graph is to show, even at different throughput, DynamoDB read latencies show very little variance and remain identical even as the throughput of the workload is increased. The read throughput of the Workload B is twice that Workload A and still the latencies show very little variance. Figure 6 shows the writes latencies of both workloads at 50th and 99th percentiles. Like the read latencies, the write latencies remain constant no matter the throughput of the workload. In case of YCSB, workload A drives a higher throughput than workload B, but the write latency profile for both workloads are similar.

8 Conclusion

DynamoDB has pioneered the space of cloud-native NoSQL databases. It is a critical component of thousands of applica-
tions used daily for shopping, food, transportation, banking, entertainment, and so much more. Developers rely on its ability to scale data workloads while providing steady performance, high availability, and low operational complexity. For more than 10 years, DynamoDB has maintained these key properties and extended its appeal to application developers with game-changing features such as on-demand capacity, point-in-time backup and restore, multi-Region replication, and atomic transactions.
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